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CINCINNATI GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati. December 31, 1883.

Holiday trade is over. The stationers and

their "help" are glad of it. The clerks and

salesmen all look jaded. Their holiday season

is to come. Some croakers are predicting a

season of dullness after the holidays, as if that

has not always been, as it were, a law of business

from time immemorial. Employers are tired,

too. The holiday work was hard, but it brought

in money. J. R. Hawley was so unfortunate as

to lose about $600 in damage to fine stationery

by a leak in his roof, of which the thaw that

came just before Christmas took a mean
advantage.

Kew Years card this time are exceedingly

plain. The manufacturing stationers have done

e. good business in this line, but not so much as

last year. Not because times are hard, how-

ever, but because the practice of making New
Year calls is in a measure falling into neglect.

The proper card is a plain pretty white one,

with the name engraved in script letters,

shaded at the bottom.

There are fresh peculiarities every year about

the purchases of holiday goods in Cincinnati.

Some years at the holiday season only plainly

bound cheap books find sale. In others, fioely

illustrated works have a great run. Again,

juveniles take the lead, and still again there is a

sale of all sorts in which it is hard to tell which is

foremost in the sales. This year there has been

a good call for standard literature. Novels and

poetry went ofiE well and people wanted good

type, good paper and good binding. Those who
wanted cheap books on mean paper, meanly
bound, went to the dry-goods stores. In poetry.

Will Carleton went oflf well. Finely illustrated

editions of celebrated poems sold freely—Poe's

"Raven "and Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner,"

for instance. In novels, standard works sold ad-

mirably. There seemed to be a very decided

taste, too, for good historical works and Prescott,

Motley and Bancroft went off well. American

books had a most decidedly good sale, and a

cheering sign was the increased call for Wash-
ington Irving's works. There was a notably

large sale of works on art, especially finely illus-

trated editions. This is to be expected in Cin-

cinnati, where art enthusiasm runs so high.

,. Among the trade visitors who have been here

this week—yes, this week—were W. L. Marks,

J. B. Chadwick and H. B. Handy, of the Mor-

gan Envelope Company, Springfield, Mass. ; J.

B. Burr, of the Burr Index Company, Hartford,

Conn., and Mr. Classon, of the Plimpton Manu
facturing Company, Hartford, Conn.

Nearly everybody now is taking account of

stock and arranging plans of business for next

year. Most of men say their aggregate sales for

the year were quite equal to those of last year,

but everybody says margins are very, very

small. Some shake their heads and stop with

saying that—others go farther and say, "A
man's goods cost him something, and it costs him
something to run his business ; now, if he doesn't

make his margin wide enough to cover these two
somethings and leave him a fair profit, he had
better shut up shop."

There are no trade incidents at this moment
to relate. What may happen before I mail this

letter no man knows. If anything occurs

worth while, depend upon me to append a record

of it.
'-''''. f 'I Prince William.

BITS.

[FROM b,U$f REGULAR CORRESPONDBNT.]

Eastern Office LoeKWooD Press, I

49 Federal St., Boston, January 2, 1884. (

Be careful how you date your letters and
bills, this is '84, you know. Of course it will

come a little hard at first, and the eraser will

be frequently used with a few cuss words, but
as the days roll by the new year will be-

come more familiar, and one's pen will forget its

long intimacy with 1883. Now that the new
year is come,what are the prospects? is a question

to be frequently asked. But stationers do not,

as a rule here, take stock until February, and so

this month goes in with the old year. Trade
for the past twelve months has been very satis-

factory, though a few complain a little, and
these are prepared to hear of failures in any sec-

tion. Boston has a number of business men who
are very conservative and hold on to old ideas

too long, and they seem to think that the innova-

tions which the progress of this age has intro-

duced into business can produce only a financial

crash. They are waiting for the crash.

Winkley, Thorp & Dresser may rightly be

classed among the progressive houses of the

stationery trade. There is a good deal of young
blood in the firm and its business policy is of the

aggressive kind, forcing trade out into new fields,

and the house believes in presenting a line of

goods that will command attention from the

trade. What cannot be found in its extensive

lines of selected stock, it is useless to seek for.'

Just examine this firm's illustrated catalogue is-

sued recently for the trade only. Have you

seen it ? No 1 Well, just write the firm for a

copy, and see what is being offered to the

trade this year. It is a book of 200 pages,

profusely illustrated, clearly printed on heavy
white paper, and gives the general stationer an
idea of what ought to be in stock, where to get

the goods, and the prices for the same. It is a

catalogue that will do to keep, and the trade

will profit by having a copy handy for ref-

erence.

Charles H. Whiting is another, of the progres-

sive kind, and he reports that his trade for the

past year has been greater than for previous

years, with fair prospects of its continuance.

Together with his jobbing trade in general sta-

tionery supplies, Mr. Whiting makes a specialty

of l^blank-books, manufacturing them in large

numbers. His order book for January delivery

shows an immense business in this line.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company pro-

duces a line of goods that is known to eve^-y

stationer in the country, and the world is a
large consumer of its varied products. With
this concern last year's trade has been very
satisfactory. After taking account of stock, at

which it is now engaged, somethiiig new in its

line will be presented.

The Forbes Company was found busily work-
ing over the year's figures, and I was kindly

handed a very beautiful catalogue with the in-

junction, "Take that, and come in again next
week." From the catalogue I see that the house

is prepared for the valentine and Easter trade,

and presents some very .artistic productions ,of

Raphael Tuck & Sons. These cards are gems of

art, for which the Forbes Cqmpny is sole agent
for America and Canada.

After a legal contest of three years, the Dav^d-
son Rubber Company has at last been sustained

in its rights to manufacture the "Davidson
Velvet Rubber." This final decision was made
about a month ago, and the company anpounces
that, as it only has the sole right to manufac-
ture and sell this erasive rubber, it will hold all

future infringers to legal account. As the trade

knows, this rubber takes the lead because of its

merits, and the Davidson Rubber Company is

prepared to furnish it as demanded.
The demand for school supplies has been very

good for the past year, and C. W. Clark, suc-

cessor to the N. E. School Furniture Company,
has been kept quite busy in supplying this de-

mand. The profits of the business will be re-

vealed—to himself—after this week's wqrk with
the stock is over.

Our manufacturers have by legislation se-

cured for themselves what is known as protec-

tion, and it seems a little strange that, having
secured this protection for themselves, these
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manufacturers do not offer a little protection to

their patrons who so largely handle their goods.

Among booksellers I hear of much complaint on

this score. An instance is cited where a large

publishing bouse presented to the trade its cus-

tomary holiday book. The work gave promise

of being very popular, and the trade stocked up
qnite heavily at 67 cents per copy, the lowest

price offered by the publishers. Imagine the

surprise of the trade when it was learned that

a large edition of the same work had been

placed by the publishers with a dry-goods house

at such figures as would permit of their being

retaUed at 45 cents a copy. Such a business

stroke is hardly fair to the trade. It is perfectly

legal, no doubt, but not right in a business

sense. Another case is mentioned of a publish-

ing house whose books being listed at $1.75 were

retailed over it own counter at $1. Should not

the retail trade receive a little protection ?

A. L. D.

WATER-MARKS IN OLD BOOKS.

It is interesting and curious, even if it be not

occasionally important and useful, to know
something about the old water-marks which

formed such a distinguishing feature of all kinds

of paper made before the present century.

Wove paper was introduced by Baskerville, and
it has no water-mark whatever; all other papers

formerly bore these devices.

7he water-mark, it may be here stated, is

D^ade in the paper while it is in a soft, pulpy

condition, by the pressure of a wire pattern.

In hand-made paper this pattern is formed in

the wire mold and applied previous to "couch-

ing;" in machine-made paper it is formed in the
" dandy-roll."

Comparatively few descriptions of paper

manufactured at the present time display any
water-mark, except the name of the manufac-
turer or some trade term distinguishing the

quality. The following are some of the marks
most frequently found in the paper used by the

early printers, and in old books generally.
"'

TJie Olobe, Surmounted by a Cross.—Believed

to be the earliest known water-mark. Found in

lan account book at the Hague, bearing the date

of 13U1. This mark is very similar to the de-

vices of John of Cologne, Jenson and Scot,

when printing in Venice, and may prove the

Italian origin of the paper.
' The Tower.—This is found at the Hague in a
manuscript dated 1354. It is doubtless the tower
of Antwerp, used also as an emblem by Gerard
Leen. The tower appears frequently in Ger-

man and Italian manuscripts of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries.

TJie Cross.—Many undated Italian manu-
scripts of an early date contain a cross as a
water-mark.

The BuWs Head appears in the earliest speci-

mens of paper extant, and a favorite symbol
with paper makers of the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries. There are numerous varieties

of it. One, three inches in length, appears as

the water-mark of an account dated in the year
1310, which might also be of Italian origin, as a
similar device was used as the arms of Pope
Calixtus in 1456. This work appears in the

Gutenberg Bible, in Fust and Schasffer's Bible

of 1462, and in the publication of Ulric Zel at

Cologne.

Tlie Hand, aurtnounted by the Fleur-de-lis.—
The peculiar badge of the House of Burgundy.
A hand is also displayed upon Leen's emblem.
The latter water-mark was common in the early

Dutch block books.

The Fl«ur-de4U, the PaachcU Lamb and the

Peter^s Cock are all found in the public account

books at the Hague, bearing respectively the

dates of 1366, 1356 and 1880. The fleur-de-lis

probably refers to Philip of Burgundy, who
bore it on his arms, and the lamb was the insig-

nia of Rouen, and also of other bishoprics.

The Paetman's Horn.—This rude outline is

copied from the mark upon a letter dated in

1421 ; the mark itself, afterward very common,
is supposed to have given the name to " Post

paper."

A Fool's Cap, with feather and bells, is sup-

posed to have g^ven the name to "foolscap"

paper.

The Unicom.—A symbol of power, adapted

by Philip the Good, who chose two unicorns as

supporters of his coat-of-arms.

The Letter P.—Ftoh&blj che initial of Philip

the Good. Paper bearing the P had, however,

been made in the reign of Philip the Hardy. Its

varieties are very numerous.

The Letter T.—Supposed by Sotheby to be the

initial of Tsabel, third wife of Philip the Good,

married in 1499. The Y first appears in an
account dated 1431.

The Dolphin and Anchor.—These appear to

have originated in some maritime country.

Both were used by Aldus Manutius at Venice, but

they are equally applicable to the chief cities of

the Low Countries. The dolphin appears first at

Haarlem, in a manuscript dated 1418, also at the

Hague in 1423, and in a letter to the Bishop of

Durham, dated at Melun in 1420. The anchor,

afterward in common use, appears first at the

Hague, in a writing dated 1396.

A Pot or Jug.—A favorite early mark, first

known with the date 1352, and giving its name
to "pot" paper.

Modem paper marks are either modifications

of the above, or are new designs, introduced for

the purpose of distinguishing the products of

various mills.

—

British and Colonial Printer

and Stationer.

ART IN PAPER DECORATIONS.

The announcement in a newspaper of " 100,000

rolls of wall-paper " for sale, would seem to in-

dicate that there is either an under-consumption

of that article or a great demand for it. There

are now nearly thirty American factories en-

gaged in the manufacture of wall-paper, and all

of them, according to advices, find it necessary

to run the year around to keep up with the de-

mand. The improvements in machinery and in

the process of manufacture, together with the

advance in the art of coloring and designing,

have fairly driven the imported papers from
our markets. The several establishments in

Boston where paper hangings are sold in large

stock attest the increasing popularity of paper

hangings, and it is now acknowledged that the

American patterns are among the most artistic

in the world. As much skill is required in wall-

paper designs as is demanded in new designs for

textile goods.

Perhaps the fact is not generally known, or at

least not appreciated, that the invention of the

Fourdrinier paper machine made paper-hang-

ings possible, and has wonderfully influenced

the use of this elegant and inexpensive substitute

for the costly and elaborate arras and tapestries

of former times. In the first settlement of our

own country, the use of wall-paper met with

great opposition, as did also the use of paint,

which was regarded as a useless luxury. The
walls, however, were covered with all sorts of

drawings and pictures, in small frames. On
each side of the chimney they usually had a sort

of alcove, and the*wall under the windows was

wainscotted. The alcoves were painted. An in-

novating cooper in Boston "set a good exam-
ple," having " laid one of his rooms in oil."

Soon after this, the use of wall-paper became
common. The importations of the article were

very large from England and France. The
manufacturers of stained paper in Boston were

at one time sufficient not only to supply the

State, but other States.

Within the past ten years, and particularly

during the past two years, there has been a
marked improvement in the manufacture of

wall-paper, and the uses to which it is put are

now more numerous than ever before in the his-

tory of the industry. For instance, more paper

is used to decorate walls and ceilings now than

ever before, and ceilings are rarely frescoed.

The artistic quality of the expensive wall-papers

now attract special attention, and it would seem
as though one of the "lost arts" had been re-

covered in this respect. Some kinds of roll

paper cost as high as $50, and 830 per roll is not

an uncommon price. The extreme difficulty of

identifying mediaeval colors, and even those of

the Renaissance period, has perplexed many
historical painters, but, however, some, if not

all of them, appear to be reproduced in so com-
mon an article of domestic use as wall-paper.

Shades of color in the making of wall-paper is

as jealously regarded as it is in the manufacture

of cloths; and in this connection the difficulties

of future antiquaries will be as great as ours if

they try to discover what shades of color were
known by such names as magenta, Alexandra
blue, azurline, and a hundred others—shades of

color that are worked into wall-paper as well as

into the finest and most fashionable fabrics.

The classics used the term purple for the seai

for a maiden's blush, for a cucumber, for

something bright and shining, for something
dark and gloomy. And the same rule or fancy

pertains to use of colors in wall-paper. Hence
in the introduction of "pressed" papers, the

artistic work of which is done by hand, colors

are introduced that afterward get confused

with each other as regards names.

Probably the costliest papers in use are the
" pressed," produced by a roller, then colored

and figures painted by hand. When put on this

gives thp effect of wood carving or bronze relief

work. A new and solid decoration known as
" Lincrusta-Walton," is used on walls. It comes
in lengths like wall-paper, but is quite bulky.

It is very expensive, yet in the end economical,

as it can be taken down and replaced without
much trouble. Japanese pictures are used for a
frieze, and with bamboo moldings and a plain

field with Japanese panels, the effect is striking

and neat but not gaudy. Some of the most ex-

pensive private residences in Boston and vicinity

have been entirely treated with elegant paper
hangings, frescoing and painting being dis-

pensed with altogether. Paper hangings of the

cheapest kind are often used on a new house
until the walls are settled.

—

Commercial Bulle-

tin, Boston.
^-t-^

The following method is given for gilding

leather: It is first moistened with a sponge,

then stretched and tacked on a board. When
dry it receives a thick coat of isinglass solution,

then one of white of egg that has been beaten
and allowed to settle. Upon this is laid lightly

with a brush sheets of silver foil, which are
then pressed down with a wad of cotton wool.

When this is dry it is painted over with yellow
leather varnish, which gives it a beautiful

golden appearance. A varnish for bronze boots
and slippers is made by dissolving aniline red in

shellac or other varnish.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climatb,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and toft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water-

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills I.ineii Iiedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,
ID.A.I-.T03Sr, 1^-A.SS., TJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign Tnanufactares,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
Id handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

Esam of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

«eparate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, G-EO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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L. PRANG & CO.,

286 RoxBURY St., Boston, Mass.
BRANCHES.

New York : 38 Bond St.

Philadelphia : mo Walnut St.

FOREIGN" AGENCIES.
London : Arthur Ackermann, igi Regent St.

Melbourne : Robert Jolley & Co., 43 Elizabeth St

BRANCHES.
Chicago : 112 Monroe St,

San Francisco : 529 Commercial St.

A

T)URE and chaste in sentiment, the combined work of

our best American artistic and literary talent, our

line of Valentines for 1884 cannot fail to receive the sup-

port of the most refined class of buyers.

We have been guided in their preparation by the

success in former years, and by the expressed wants of the

trade.

The following artists, among others, are represented

:

Miss L. B. Humphrey,

Mrs. O. E. Whitney,

Miss Rosina Emmet,

Miss L. B. Comins,

Miss Alice W. Adams,

F. S. Church,

Harry Beard,

C. Y. Turner,

H. GiACOMELLi, of Paris.

F. Schuyler Mathews.

A varied assortment of Valentines by the above-named

artists is ofJered in plain form, and single and double silk

fringed.

ENVELOPES furnished with almost all our Valen-

tines, without extra charge.

BACKS.—We again beg to call attention to the ele-

gantly-designed backs, which are a special feature in our

cards.

SATIJT PRIM'IS.

Besides a number of Floral Designs mounted

in a variety of novel styles, special attention is called to

our finest production in this line,

THE "LION IN LOVE" VALENTINE.

This is a rich satin print, on an elegant fancy plush

mount. The design is after F. S. Church's important

work of above name. The poetry is by J. V. Cheney.

The picture is of the greatest artistic merit, and, on its

elegant mount, forms, what we think, one of the most

unique, artistic and sumptuous St. Valentine Souvenirs

ever offered to the public.

Retail Price, in a neat suitable box, $10.00.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS OF OUR VALENTINES ARE NOW READY.

Besides our Valentines, we call attention to our NEW BIRTHDAY CARDS, including Satin Art Prints, New-

Scripture Text Cards, New Copies for Painting, &c.

g^Our line of EASTER CARDS and EASTER NOVELTIES will shortly be announced.
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CEORGE B. HITRD A CO., ''^ ===^^^ ^'•'

— MANUFACTimERS OF AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

El I©MMM¥
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z- CRANE, JR., <5c BRO-

SHANNON FILES m CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT, & CO.,

Principal Omce, EOCHESTER, IT. Y. Branch Offices, CHICA&O, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL 1^

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched
by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

Lor Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.
The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

^''^'^o^- JOSEPH ARNOLD, Eynsford Mills, KENT, ENQLAND.
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3^rartc Houelties.

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 288,065. Combined Paper-Weight, Calendar and

Pen-Rack.—Josias R. King, St. Paul, Minn., as-

signor of one-half to" Richard W. Johnson and
Nathan Myrick, same place.

No. 288.081. Device for Stippling, Shading, or Tint-

ing Printing Stones or Plates.—Charles C. Mac-

brair, Cincinnati, Ohio.

In a device for shading or tinting figures on

printing stones or plates, the combination, virith

a frame and an inking-roU and transfer-roll, of

a detachable sleeve to the transfer-roll com-

posed of a yielding material, such as glue or

gelatine and glycerine, having the design in re-

lief on its external surface.

No. 888,116. Paper-Bag and Twine Holder.—Abbott

M. Reeves, Mansfield, 111., assignor to himself

and William W. Beaty, same place.

No. 288,145. Portable Blackboard.— Kendall W.
Whittemore and Levy J. Couch, Providence,

R. I.

A portable school-blackboard having wire-

cloth embedded in a slab of plaster, both sides

of which are dressed.

No. 288,156. Pencil-Pointer.—William N. Bartholo-

mew, Newton, Mass.

A pencil-pointer consisting of a box sliding

within a protecting case, and provided with

dust-receiver, two overlapping plates, the lower

of which has an erosive surface, and cleansing-

compartment.

No. 288,172. Box-Pasting Machine.—George W. Gla-

zier, assignor of one-half to John B. Rollins,

Lynn, Mass.

No. 288,628. Educational Device.—Silvanus F. Enos,

Etna, 111.

No. 288,662. Doll Carriage.—William S. Reed, Leo-

minster, Mass.

No. 288,663. Toy Vehicle.—William S. Reed, Leo.

minster, Mass.

No. 288,664. Combination Toy.—William S. Reed,

Leominster, Mass.

No. 288,673. Envelope Machine.—William D. Slater.

Springfield, Mass., assignor to the Morgan En-

velope Company, same place.

No. 288,698. School Slate.—John D. Emack, Bald-

win, N. Y.

No. 288,714. Money -Changing Cabinet.—Jeremiah

Lockwood and Charles Mclntire, Sullivan, Ind.

No, 288,766. Base-Ball.—Almanzor W. Boynton,

Bridgeport, assignor to Henry I. Hoyt, Norwalk,

Conn.

No. 288.853. Bag and Twine Holder.—Walter R.

Poage, Shelbyville, Mo., assignor to William

Lacey Willard, same place.

No. 288,872. Cushioniiig Apparatus for Printing-

Presses.- Walter Scott, Plainfleld, N. J.

No. 288,935. Fireproof Compound and Sheet.—Na-

thaniel C. Fowler, Boston, Mass., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to the Indestructible Safe

and Fireproof Company, of West Virginia.

No. 288,943. Automatic Money-Changer.—Cabel B.

Hopkins, Payne's Depot, Ky.

In a money-changing apparatus, in combina-

tion with the tubes adapted to hold coins of

various denominations and provided with dis-

charging-slides, a suitable actuating device con-

nected with and adapted to move two or more of

such slides at a time, to cause the simultaneous

delivery of several coins to mak e up a desired

amount of change.
LABELS.

No. 3,6M. Title: "IligU achool ludex." (.For a

periodical publication.)-Charies H. J. Douglas,

Ann Harbor, Mich.

No. 3,693. Title: "Waterproof Drawing Ink."—
Charles M. Higgins, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 3,699. Title: ''Sentence-Builder or Dissected

Cards."—J. Russell Webb, St. Joseph, Mo.

No. 3,700. Title: " Whiting's Ink " Frederick A.

Whiting, Wellesley, Mass.

TBADE-MABKS.
No. 10,650. Writing-Paper and Envelopes of all

Kinds.—Z. Crane, Jr., & Brother, Dalton, Mass.
" The representation of a deer above a shield."

DESIGNS.

No. 14,389. Font of Printing Type.—James M. Con-
ner, New York, N. Y. Term of patent, 14 years.

No. 14,390. Type.—Charles J. Carjr, Baltimore, Md.
Term of patent, 3J.^ years.

No. 14,403. Type.—Theodore H. Winchester, Balti-

more, Md., assignor to Charles J. Cary, same
place. Term of patent, 3)4 years.

No. 14,425. Inkstand.—.\drian Cooke, Charles W
Schrieber, and Joseph S. Morgan. Dubuque, Iowa
Term of patent 3}4 years.

IMPROVED PROCESS OF ORNAMENT-
ING CHIN A, C LASS, 8tc.

An improved method of ornamenting glass,

china, tiles, metals, &c., by copying and multi-

plying works of art, has been patented in

England by R. E. Frank, the process being a
communication from L. Micciullo, of Rossano,

Italy. The surface to be ornamented is cov-

ered with a sensitive varnish, and the picture,

pattern or design, being made transparent, is

laid on the varnish, and the light allowed to act

on the sensitive film through the picture. After

suflBcient exposure, the picture is removed,
and colors are applied in the following man-
ner : The finely pulverized colors or enamel
are taken up (in a dry state) by a brush, ap-

plied to the parts where they are required,

which can be clearly distinguished in the lay-

er of varnish on the article to be ornament-
ed. The colors, enamels or metallic oxides

adhere more or less according to the degree to

which the adhesiveness of the varnish has been

affected ; that is to say, according to lights

and shades in the picture, design, &c., to

be reproduced, or according to whether the

varnish has hardened more or less. The
varnish may be composed of yellow gelatine,

gum tragacanth, and quince seeds mixed with

rain-water and chrome salts, such as bichromate

of potash, added to sensitize it. The composi-

tion of the varnish may greatly vary, and has to

be adapted to the weather, to the state of the

atmosphere, and similar conditions. For normal
conditions it may be made by mixing the said

ingredients in the following proportion:
Parts

Filtered water 500
Oelatine 1

Gum tragacanth 10
Quince seeds 3
Chrome salt (in crystals) 40

It the atmosphere is very dry, the quince seed

may be replaced by sugar, glucose, or honey;

or these latter substances may be used in the

proportion of, say, thirteen parts. It may here

be repeated that these proportions are merely

approximate, as no absolute rule can be laid

down as to the exact preparation of the var-

nish, which will have to be varied as directed

by experience, according to the conditions of

the light, the degree of dryness of the air and
other conditions ; but practice will readily sug-

gest what is requisite to those skilled in kindred

processes. When the oxides have been applied,

they are protected by a coat of thick turpen-

tine, such as is known in France as "terreben-

thine grasse," attenuated, if required, by com-
mon turpentine, and the other superfluous parts

of the varnish removed by immersion for twen-

ty-fours (more or less) in water acidulated with

vinegar or other acid, say pure acetic acid, or

hydrochloric acid. The strength of the bath

(viz., the proportion of acids therein), may be

varied within reasonable limits, and determine

the length of time which the immersion has to

last. The more acid in the bath the shorter the

immersion ; the weaker the bath the longer the

immersion has to be. The object under treat-

ment is then dried, touched up, and further col-

ored with metallic oxides, if desired, and fired

in a kiln.

Copies of works of art and the like, such as

portraits on glass (whether seen by transparency

or by reflection), and either fired or not, whether

they are drawn from nature or a copy of photo

graphs, or of other design, are with advantage

produced by making two or more fac-simile

copies as above described, the copies being fitted

one over the other. Two copies, whereof one at

least is transparent, are sufficient in most cases.

Upon one of these the enamels, metallic oxides

or other suitable colors may be applied, or it

may be touched up after the colors are fired

;

the second copy is placed over the colored one,

so that all details and contours register exactly

in both pictures, and consequently appear as a
single image to the eye. The two copies are

united either by joints, by leads, or framing
;

or they may be cemented together, or especially,

if a glass, fired with a flux applied at the edges,

so that the two, being fused together,

form a single piece ; this may, also, when
practicable, be affected by the firing which
fixes the colors. The manner of uniting the

plates by the interposition and fusion of a flux

is the one which is preferable. Where a simple

ornamental design, or ornamented surface with-

out flgures, &c., is desired, it can be obtained

upon glass and other articles by applying a var-

nish composed of asphaltum, pitch, or an equiv-

alent material dissolved in spirits of turpentine,

to which sulphuric ether is added. The plate is

then dried, and the design applied; the plate,

&c., is then treated with fluoric acid and water,

mixed in suitable proportions, then washed in

water, and the varnish removed, as will be

readily understood. This manner of proceed-

ing produces plates, &c., which have a " frost-

ed " or " crackled " appearance—that is to say,

they appear as if covered by numerous vein-like

grooves or marks. The varnish for this purpose

may consist of :

Asphaltum 100 parts.
Spirits of turpentine 50 "
Sulphuric ether 50 "

These proportions may, however, vary con-

siderably, and according to their variation will

produce a different design. The sulphuric ether

may be replaced by light naphtha or by benzo-

line. The component parts of the varnish do
not enter into chemical combination, but merely
become mechanically mixed. The mixture is

applied to the article by means of a brush or a
pad similarly to "stippling." By this means
the non-volatile fatty component parts of the

varnish adhere in flakes or patches to the article

and protect it, and the fluoric acid attacks only
the parts not so protected, and thereby the de-

sign is produced.

John L. McMillan, who is making a type-

setting machine in Ilion, N. Y., with which he
expects to set 5,000 ems an hour, says that $500,-

000 was spent on the Alden type-setting and
distributing machine before it was given up as
impracticable, and that $1,000,000 was wasted on
the Page machine, whose patent right was sub-
sequently sold for $10,000.
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nsroTioE.
New York, December, 1883.

To the Trade :

Gentlemen ; About five years ago we laid our claims before you as manufacturers of IPads
and Tablets. Our facilities at first were small, and our lines few ; but as the demand grew, we
increased our machinery and extended our lines, until we now claim to be the largest house of this

specialty in the country, producing the enormous number of 6,000,000 to 8,000,000 Pads and

Tablets annually.

About a year ago, we introduced our *^ Perfect Pencil Tablet," which has met with

unprecedented success, the sale already reaching nearly 2,000,000, and rapidly increasing.

With the coming New Year we shall illustrate many of our goods with entirely new designs,

printed and lithographed, thus making them, we believe, the handsomest and most saleable line of

Tablets in the market.

Our large experience and superior facilities enable us to handle large contracts with despatch,

guaranteeing satisfaction for neatness and cheapness.

We are prepared to furnish Pads, Tablets and Blotter Tablets, in all grades of paper,

from cheap News to the finest quality of Tub-Sized, Loft Dried, White, Cream Linen and

Quadrille papers.

Thanking you for the liberal support in the past, and soliciting a continuance of your trade for

the future, we are,
y^^^ ^^.^1^^

ACME STiLTZOXTSR? <& FJLFSH CO.,
117 Fulton Street, New Fork.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111,

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools,

.as

IB oj

o 300

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more endurinK and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated >

second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving atleas»
fifty per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch o'
"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machme can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while » marvel of mechanical invention, is a, model of simplicity.

POWER, FOOT & HAND
Perforating Machines.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce Street, New York.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOniNB PAPER,

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 «c 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
(

IVevr LondLon, Oonn.
MANUFACTXTRERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witlx "ValTiatole Patented Improvements.

^, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO.
Witlx "ValTiatole Patented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

thedooley paper cutters
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie AtMtlc Worts, East BflsM, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, PhiladelpMa,

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTKANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

W. M. BAMBERGE, Houston, Texas.

j?

EUmd Cutter. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST HAmj-OOTTBR, WITH STBAM FIXTURE. J
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the '* National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANT. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illnstrated German Bible, Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti- embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
ful features, making the most complete and best

j

gravings and Uluminated plates,
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower \lllustratedCatalogue,eontaining fulldeacrip-
pnces than any other edition.

|
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
B^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au>^
B L./%c:i^

SnL
SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEXT YORK.

WILSON BROTHERS Sl CO.

Games and Jlome Jlmusements,

CHILDRENS' AND DOLLS' CARRIAGES

Veloolped.es, JBicyoles, S 1 e i g li s ,

—^ GENERAL ASSORTMENT DOMESTIC; TOYS AND NOVELTIES. ^-

119 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.
David W. Wilson, Pres't. Isaac C. Wilson, Secy

C. F. A. HiNRICHS,
IMPORTER OF

Ficy Goods, Glassware, GUm, Toys, Gaies,

CLOCKS, BRONZES, &c.
Fayence, China and Glass Metal-Mounted Lamps,

C. A. KLEEMANN'S PATENT ST. GERMAIN STUDENT LAMPS.

3iTos. 2S, 31 a,33.cL 33 'JPsjrlsi ^lace, 3iTeT77- "STorns.

A. 'WSIDMAN'^,
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
HANUFACTDRSR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duaue St., New York.

Book-Binders' WieeStitching Machine

Of Largest Capacity and Range. Power and Hand Combined.

SPECIAL STEEL WIRE FOR THEIR USE.

Wire per thousand books costs but one-third that used by any other Stitcher.

Manufactured by CHARLES CARR, Granite St., South Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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SPENCERIAN
Made of Brass, Qilt, or Silver Finish.

POWERS t PAPER t COMPANY
FACTORIES AT SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SALESROOMS : 62 & 64 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK CITY. J. L. ST. JOHN, Agent.

MANUFACTURE EXTENSIVELY THE FOLLOWING, IN EVERY GRADE, WEIGHT, SIZE AND STYLE
FI-AT PAPERS—The well-known Connecticut Valley, BRUNSWICK and

SILVER LAKE. "PERFECTION" LINEN.

BUL.GD GOODS.—Average sales, five tons daily. Finely wrapped ; sold

under the brands, CONNECTICUT VALLEY, CRYSTAL LAKE, DE SOTO,
BERWICK, SILVER LAKE, CLEAR LAKE, PHENIX.

ENVELOPES.—Gumming not surpassed. Every size, weight and style known
to the trade. White, Colored or Manillas. Capacity of our Factories—over
one million per day.

PAPBTERIES—Over five hundred styles, from the very lowest priced to the
finest Holiday Boxes made.

BLANK BOOKS-OP EVERY PATTERN, GRADE AND PRICE.

17 AQTCP ANr\ RTPTHFiA V PAPT^Q —^® ^^^^ imported a very large, complete line, replete with choice designs, artistically
JCirlO 1 EiJlX. i\.LMJ jUIIa 1 li.Lf±\. 1 V./ii.r\L/0. executed, and at very low prices, the merits of the goods being considered.
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NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-

sonal supervision of WILLIAM HUfiHES, F.R.G.S.

(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-

don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-

racy and merit of any work on Geography. Qhe

NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and

free from the common fault of overcrowding. The

physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-

phies, no keys being required.

Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, Colored

and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World on Mercator's Projection.

World in Hemispliere.

North America.
South America.
Europe.
Asia.

Africa.

Palestine.

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.

British Isles.

Australia and
New Zealand.

The United, States, drawn from the latest Gov-

ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Supply Co., 15 Brom-

piELD Street.

NEW "JTOBK : A. Lovkll & Co., 16 Astor
Plaok
PHILADELPHIA: Pk.snsylvania School Sup-

ply Co , 518 Arch Street.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

A MEDIUM OF TRADE COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISING
CIRCULAR FOR

Stationers and Paper Makers, Printers, Publishers,
and Printers' Engineers, Bookbinders, Book-

sellers and Toy Manufacturers, the Leather
Tiades, and all persons interested in

the Fancy Trades.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of I he British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe.
Correspondents in all countries.
The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress
of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses
in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue
of this journal, and pronounced to be the most
va'ua jle of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,
especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,
Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to
be unequaled.

If you wish to build up a good, substantial busi-
ness, consult The Stationer, &c. It you wish to
know the latest News concerning the Trade, consult
The Stationer, &c. If you wish to buy juoiciously,
consult The Stationer, &e. If you wish to make a
fortune, consult The Stationer, &c. On all Trade
Matters, consult The Stationer, <Sc.

Specimen copy gratis on application.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : $3.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting
this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,
Offices—London : 160a Fleet St., E. C.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Ofifice at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SIOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any

"~'-''vJi ^^^^^^g''-Si§:'~"'TTm'r'3^M|^M^^^aSB^^^fe^^^ person or persons infring-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^"^'''
'

' ' • ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON/^^'"^PHTAgETS,lA°"""-

A NEW THIN© HJNDEB AM OLD NAME I

iLiiiifliiLSlateopiili anJ Transfer M.
THE RUBBER-FINISHED SLATEOGRAPH

is the most economical and rapid Dry
Copying Pfocess in the market.

For Simplicity and Durability it has No Equal.

IT CHALLENGES COMPARISON,
DISTANCES COMPETITION and SUBFASSES

EXPECTATIONS.
It cleans easily, copies splendidly, and avoids the

annoyance of remelting, as by the old method.
Sold by all Stationers. Send for Circular Price
List to the manufacturers,

SUNDERLIN, TABER & CO.

SILICATE BOOK SLATES, -^ ^
BLACK DIAMOND SLATINC,

REVOLVINC BLACKBOARDS,
LAPILINUM (Slated Cloth).-c^- -^=-

THESE GOODS are in constant use by the BOAKD OE EDUCATION of the City of New York (in
every Public School), and have been for the past twelve years, which is a sufficient guarantee as to their

durability and perfection. They are also in use by a large number of the BOARDS OF EDUCATION,
Colleges and Schools throughout the country. The Private Schools have also adapted our Book Slates in
preference to slate or paper pads—finding them more economical and more advantageous to the pupil.
They are handsomely bound in fine black cloth, attractive in appearance, and finely finished. The
BLACKBOARDS are well seasoned, and will last for years, slated on both sides with the celebrated
BLACK DIAMOND SLATING. For sale by all the leading Houses throughout the United States and
Canada. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Patented and manufactured only by the

NEW YORK SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, Mew York City.

JANENTZKY & ^^EBER,
(formerly JANENTZKT & CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. V. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on appUcation.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized. Gold Edged,

Gilt or Silvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in coUapsible tubes; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" wiU be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Allen & Gates, stationers, Ware, Mass., have

assigned.

Charles H. Spaulding, dealer in novelties,

. Boston, Mass., has failed.

J. D. Kellogg, photographer. Red Wing,
Minn., has been burned out.

C. H. Savage, dealer in toys, &o., Kansas

City, Mo., has failed and assigned.

The Rambler, a weekly paper of Passaic,

N. J., has been consolidated with the Passaic

Daily Times.

The Portland Paper Box Company, Portland,

Me., was burned out on January 1. Loss,

$8,000 ; insurance, $7,000.

Attention is invited to the advertisement of a

gentleman looking for a position as manufac-

turing clerk or salesman.

Lowenthal & Morganstern, paper stock com-

mission merchants. New York city, have dis-

solved partnership. A. new firm has been formed

under the same style.

The firm of Harry S. Baker & Co., dealers in

books, stationery, &c.,4.51 West Madison street,

Chicago, 111., has been dissolved. John A.

Baker will continue the business at the old

stand.

The IXL letter-file is the latest and cheapest

production in the way of files. It is made by
the Globe Files Company, and can be had of

C. M. Ward, at the New York agency of the

company, 28 Bond street.

Tobias New's felt and roofing paper manufac-

tory, at 543 East Nineteenth street and No. 540

East Twentieth street. New York, caught fire

early on Monday morning, December 31. The
damage to the building was $700, and the loss on

stock and machinery, mainly by water, was
from $2,.500 to $3,000. Some women who were

picking rags on the second floor were much
frightened because the elevator was out of order,

but they were shown how to reach the street by
men who are employed in the building.

A fire occurred on Sunday evening, December
30, in the large building Nos. 119 and 121 Mon-
roe street, Chicago, causing a loss of $200,000.

The front portion of the building was 24 by 80

feet, and the rear portion was 112 feet square. It

was filled with printing, lithographing and
kindred establishments. The approximate losses

and insurance is as follows : Bradner Smith &
Co., stationers and bookbinders, loss $40,000, in-

surance, $80,000; National Printing Company,
managed by J. H. McConnell, one of the largest

show printing houses in the country, loss $50,000,

insurance, $60,000 (cuts valued at $65,000 are in

the vault and are believed to be safe) ; Shober &
Carqueville Lithographing Company, loss $75,-

000, insurance, $80,000 to $90,000; E. B. Myers,

law-book publisher, loss $12,000 to $14,000, fully

insured ; J. B. Jeffry, whose large show printing

establishment was recently destroyed in the

Evening Journal fire, losses from $3,000 to $5,000

worth of cuts which were in the National Print-

ing Company's ofiBce, and the Dennett Harvester

Company sustains a similar loss. The building,

which is owned by Samuel A. Crozer, of Phila-

delphia, was damaged to the extent of $25,000,

insurance, $40,000.

John R. Edwards, Baltimore, Md., is making
a new line of half-bound books in paper and

green cloth sides, which are taking so well with

the trade that his facilities are hardly adequate

to meet the demand. Mr. Edwards will erect a

new factory during next summer in order to

extend his capacity for blank-book manufactur-

ing, &c. Besides the manufacture of blank-

books, Mr. Edwards is the manufacturer of

several grades of writing tablet, as well as of

Edwards' patent perforated tablet, which is

having a large sale. He has also taken up a line

of stationers' specialties, including fine writing

paper, papeteries, envelopes, plain cards, visit-

ing cards, and will also do a general jobbing

stationery business.

The firm of Parley, Paul & Baker, publish-

ers, wholesale booksellers and stationers, Phila-

delphia, was dissolved on Janua'-y 1, A. C. Par-

ley retiring. Messrs. Paul & Baker have asso-

ciated with them John E. Bossert, whose con-

nection for twenty years with the old house of

Sower, Potts & Co., has madd him favorably

known to the entire trade as an experienced,

energetic man. The style of the new house will

be Paul, Baker & Bossert. A. C. Parley will

continue the publishing business of the late firm.

Charles J. Cohen, Philadelphia, announces
that the stock account of the establishmenii has

been completed and that all is in readiness -for

the spring trade. New goods are in store in all

of the leading staples, and the attention of the

trade is invited to the advertisement of the

house which appears in another column of this

issue.

B. J. Kopperl, of Austin, Tex., whose failure

was announced a week or two ago, is at present

in New York, trying to effect a compromise
with his creditors here. As soon as some defi-

nite arrangement can be made, a meeting will

be held at the Stationers' Board of Trade to

take action regarding the final adjustment of

affairs.

C. Wright Kirby, of the Whitmore Nickel

Plate Company, returned on Saturday last by
the steamship Baltic from Europe, where he

has been in quest of novelties for his firm. These,

he asserts, when announced will create a sensa-

tion in trade circles.

The Pittsfield, Mass., Daily Evening Journal,

recently suspended, was issued last week under
the new proprietorship of Joseph B. See. Prank
D. Mills, one of the former owners, takes the

position of local editor.

Charles J. Cave & Co., manufacturers of

paper. New York city, have dissolved partner-

ship. A new firm has been formed which will

do business under the same style.

W. H. Parsons, Jr., has been admitted as a

member of the firm of W. H. Parsons & Co.,

paper dealers, 66 and 68 Duane street, New
York.

Shorb & Boland, wholesale booksellers and
stationers, St. Louis, Mo., have dissolved part-

nership. J. L. Boland will continue the busi-

ness.

Muehsam & Siemers, booksellers, &c., Balti-

more, Md., have dissolved. H. P. Siemers con-

tinues the business under the old ^tyle.

M. O'Keefe & Son, paper-stock dealers,

Boston, Mass., have gone into insolvency.

A receiver has been appointed for W. T.

Ryan, paper hanger, &c., Detroit, Mich.

E. E. Urann, dealer in toys, &c., Kansas City,

Mo., is closing out his business.

Benziger Brothers, booksellers, &c., St. Louis.

Mo., have been damaged by fire.

James Clendenin, printer, Baltimore, Md., has

sold out to Hiram Straus.

Hager & Co., publishers, St. Thomas, Dak.,

have dissolved partnership.

John Biggs, stationer, Rockfield, Ind., has

sold out to Robinson & Wells.

An assignment has been made by James R.

Pigman, stationer. La Fayette, Ind.

A fire has destroyed the publishing establish-

ment of P. B. Towle, Hammond, Ind.

M. Champaign, stationer, Hammond, Ind.,

has been burned out ; insured for $500.

H. W. Grant, publisher of the News, Whiting,

Kan., has admitted W. C. Brown to partnership.

The Western Indiana Tribune, Hammond,
Ind., was burned out last week. Insured for

$1,000.

W. S. Snyder, formerly of the Lakewood
Times, has become proprietor of the Plainfield

Bulletin, Plainfield, N. J.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

S. A. Rudolph's Sons & Co., wholesale paper

dealers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rudolph Wolff & Co., manufacturers of bags

and pocketbooks. New York city, have dissolved

partnership. Style unchanged.

Sandy & Co., manufacturers of tags, Phila-

delphia, Pa , have been damaged by water and
smoke $400 to $.500; partly insured.

Brown, Heston & Co., manufacturers of paper

boxes, Philadelphia, Pa., have admitted Edward
L. Bailey as a member of the firm.

James Arnold, bookbinder, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is offering to compromise old accounts with his

creditors at twenty-five cents on the dollar.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Kerbaugh Brothers, dealers in paper-hangings,

&c., Philadelphia, Pa. The business is continued

by M. C. Kerbaugh.

N. Baker, dealer in paper and paper stock,

Baltimore, Md., has admitted his son, John M.
Baker, to partnership. The style of the new
firm is N. Baker & Son.

M. M. Kayser, Herbert D. AUman and Samuel
Kayser have formed a copartnership at Phila-

delphia, Pa., under the style of M. M. Kayser &
Co., and will do a paper-hanging business.

Judgments amounting to $39,533 have been se-

cured against Henry L. Nagle and others of the

firm of Nagle & Co., blank-book manufacturers,

Philadelphia, Pa., and execution has been

issued.

Pryor A. Simon, manager of the New Eng-
land business of Samuel L. Hall, fine art pub-

lisher and importer at 757 Broadway, New
York, is charged with robbing Hall of $8,000 or

$10,000. Simon left Boston with his wife about
two weeks ago, ostensibly to visit a brother at

Huntington, and his whereabouts are at present

unknown. Failing to return when he should,

grave suspicions of his honesty were aroused,

and inquiry being made at the Maverick bank,

where he deposited, it was learned that he had
overdrawn the firm's account to a large amount
just previous to his departure. The affairs of

the house were found in the most chaotic condi-

tion. It appeared that certain sums credited on
the books as due the firm had actually been paid

to Simon, who, it is alleged, pocketed the money.
The exact amount of Simon's peculations cannot

be stated. Simon has recently been living in

fine style, yet Mr. Hall placed the utmost confi-

dence in him, and says he would have trusted

him with any amount of money. It is believed

that he has left the country. The New York
house has a substantial backing, and will as
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soon as possible rearrange its New £ngland

business under a new manager.

Samuel Ebert, stationer, &c., Zanesville, Ohio

is dead.

E. N. Jenkins, stationer, Denver, Col., has

sold out.

An assignment has been made by Mary L.

Trautwein, stationer, Baltimore, Md.

R. J. Curry, bookseller and stationer, Con-

nersville, Ind., has sold out to J. B. Young.

W. B. Dawson has succeeded to the business

of Lyons & Dawson, booksellers, &c. , Kingston,

N. M.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Marshall & Hough, publishers, Hillsboro, Ohio.

Hough & Diltey succeed to the business.

Chas. Beck, Philadelphia, is sending his New
Year compliments around on a handsome pa-

lette which is conceived and executed in ad-

mirable taste.

Winkley, Thorp & Dresser, Boston, have issued

a new illustrated catalogue of foreign and

domestic stationery. It is handsomely got up,

and is a valuable trade assistant.

Allen & Gates, Ware, Mass., dealers in sta-

tionery, &c., surrendered their stock to Charles

E. Woodward, mortgagee, last week, and have

made an assignment for the benefit of creditors.

The Stationer returns thanks to W. B.

Mumford, Adrian, Mich. ; J. L. Shoemaker &
Co.. Philadelphia; P. G. Tilton & Co., Green-

field, Mass., and to Winkley, Thorp & Dresser,

and Thomas Groom & Co., Boston, Mass., for

calendars received.

Edward Todd & Co. have on exhibition in

their window on Fourteenth street an eaglet's

feather, twenty-five inches long. The piumage

is very even, and presents a beautiful appear-

ance; it is dyed cardinal, shaded with black,

and is mounted with a triangular holder of gold,

with an Edward Todd & Co.'s pen.

The American Paper Company, of Nashville,

Tenn., is about to move from its old place, 94

and 96 Church street, into a new three-story

brick building, 135x33 feet, a few doors below

its present location. The company retailed its

own Christmas cards this year, for the first

time, with highly satisfactory results. One of

its latest novelties is a magnolia leaf, with ap-

propriate sentiments painted thereon in gold and

mounted on an elegant plush background.

Walter E Kidder, the traveling salesman ac-

cused of bigamy at Peru, Ind., was released at

Jefferson Market Police Court on Sunday last,

as the sherifif of Miami County had not procured

the necessary evidence. Kidder told Justice

Duflfy that he hadn't committed bigamy, and

would go to Indiana without a requisition wil-

lingly if he thought there was a chance of his

being tried before being lynched. His wife's

family is numerous and determined, however,

besides being very popular in the county, and as

the people of that part of Indiana are given to

lynching, he felt no obligation to return if he

could help it.

The New Year number—January—of " Our
Little Ones" has been received. It opens the

year well, and has for a frontispiece a picture of

"Santa Claus at Sea." It is as attractive as

ever, and the Russell Publishing Company is to

be complimented for the excellence which it

displays.

Augustine Smith & Co. succeed Campbell &
Smith, paper manufacturers and dealers. New
York. The firm consists of Augustine Smith,

Rdbert H. Tillson, Charles L. Tallman, and Ed-

gar S. Ryder.

Cornell & Co., wholesale paper dealers. New
York city, have dissolved partnership, and have

been succeeded by an incorporated company
under the style of Cornell, Bingham & Co.

Albert D. Peltz, manufacturer of rubber

stamps, Philadelphia, Pa., has been burned out.

Loss, from $1,500 to $3,000; insured for $1,100.

Joseph J. Kirkpatrick & Co., bookbinders,

Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

Samuel R. Moore succeeds to the business.

The Spring Garden Art Pottery concern,

Philadelphia, Pa., has dissolved. John Smeth-

urst will settle up the business.

A. McKee (Mrs. T. M ), dealer in fancy goods,

toys, &c., Memphis, Tenn., has assigned to W.
S. Smith.

Robert Lyne, bookseller and stationer, &c.,

Belton, Tex.', has sold out to H. C. Denny & Co.

J. M. Osborne, printer, Preemont, Ohio, has

sold out.

C. R. Wright, publisher, Bagley, la., is dead.

B. F. Colley, newspaper publisher, Leesburg,

Pla., is dead.

An assignment has been made by Leopold,

Haas, toy dealer, Chicago, III.

Stearns D. Rich, publisher, Racine, Wis., is

reported to have left town.

Winslow & Dollard, stationers. New York
city, have dissolved partnership.

F. S. Van Vleck, representing John R. Ed-
wards, Baltimore, will soon be among the West-

ern trade. His visit is announced on one of the

handsome steel-engraved folders of the W. H.

Brett Engraving Company.

H. N. Cotton, of Cotton & Gould, Boston, has

got a new thing in the form of a "Diary and
Cash Account." It is a good vest-pocket memo-
randum book and will be found to be very con-

venient. Everyone who uses it will find that it

is made expressly for him.

Thomas S. Renard, proprietor of two notion

and toy stores, Cincinnati, Ohio, has executed a

bill of sale to Knost Brothers & Co., Strobel &
Wilken, and seven other Cincinnati firms, cov-

ering the entire stock, valued at $17,000. The
Eastern creditors are ignored.

The stockholders of the Fargo (Dak.) Paper
Mill Company met on December 23, and elected

as directors for the ensuing year : J. O. Gregg,

W. F. Ball, E. B. Eddy, E. S. Tyler, G. J. Kee-

ney, H. F. Miller and Franklin Paine. The
directors chose J. O. Gregg as president and P.

Paine as secretary. The work of completing

the mill is to be vigorously pressed.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen,

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discoimt to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

"We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfullj' recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Corn Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson. Cashier
Continental Bank ; L G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, 'Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOIil!;Y, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 3 Astor House, Broadway, New York,

CARTER
l^'PAPER of Every Description for

Sta^iofjers and Printers.

1 «§— §» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Booli, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOKATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON. MASS. ®

RICE & GO.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*^
Send for Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and FAFEB DEALEBS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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DIRECTORY.
DardH under thiH heading will be charged for

at r»te <>f #10 per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A_H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER. Jobbers.
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J H., Boston, Mass., 29.3 & 295
Broadway, N.Y.,& 1.56& 158 Monroe St., Chicago. Dl.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, "4 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & 6EDPi:S, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

(j,a.r, AAnON R., & CO., 130 state St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

i'RICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Wahiut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., 79 First St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, lU.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

QARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WilUam St., N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE Co., 553 Main
strtet, Worcester, Mass.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, 8.. & SON. 190 WUUam St., N. Y.

McHUGH &. CO., 35 Ann St., cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., PhUadelphia, Pa.

HAKE. PHIUP, 155 wmiam st., N. Y.

Copyinir Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N.. 313 to 319 E. 2ad St., N. Y.

ILUNOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersvUle, lU.

8HBIVER, T., & CO., East 56tb St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMXra. C « 00„ Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8(C.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY.
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, . 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WilUam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN. HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark st., Chicago, 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables S1.25;
maUed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago. Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in

United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. Jr , 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla. Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. M' 'FFAT. 179 St. John «t.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cuttmg Machinery.

BECK CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. T.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. .Tersev City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cuttmg and Eyelettin<r.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.. 23 Maiden lane. N. Y

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk St., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK. C. W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St.. Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. PhUa.. Pa

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N; Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, ]
6gW.^Fourteenth St., N. Y.

Lasalle St., Chicago. 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany. N.Y

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO.. 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MLTICH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 WilUam St., N. Y.

KING. GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st , Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO.. 821 Cherry St.. Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

HAKE. PH. 155 William St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Stationers' Specialties.

Send for Catalogues and Price Lists.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Ctncmnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS. 2:^ Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WBIDMANN.A., I Broadway, N. Y.
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PHOTOGLYPTIE.

We published some weeks ago a description

of the process of typx)graphic etching as prac-

tised at the establishment of Messrs. Dawson at

Chiswick. A correspondent sends us the fol-

lowing notice of a kindred art for the repro-

duction of photographs which he has written

after a visit to the atelier of Messrs. Goupil, at

the village of Asniferes, near Paris. Any one

who has seen the marvelous reproduction of

Curtois' oil painting \ot a young lady with flow-

ing hair and a gauze scarf leaning against a

Moorish lattice, which is now for sale in Bond

street, will be interested to learn how so won-

derful a result is produced.

"Messrs. Goupil's establishment at Asniferes

is close to the station, and consists of two villas

thrown together, shut off from the street by a

high white wall and with gardens, formerly, no

doubt, tidy and productive, but now given over

to chemistry, which intervene between the

houses and the River Seine. Many processes

are here carried on, some of them in the pro-

foundest secrecy. Of what I saw, as a very un-

skilled observer, that which most appealed to

my imagination, was the process of ' photoglyp-

tie,' the object of which is to multiply photo-

graphs with cheapness and rapidity, and to ren-

der the impressions not only true and deli-

cate, but also permanent. The subject that was

being treated at the time of my visit was one

of those substantial ladies whose smiling

faces and dieolleti costumes adorn the windows

of the Rue de Rivoli, probably a singer or an

actress. Her portrait, which was of the usual

cabinet size, had been previously treated by

some photographic method, which had resulted

in the formation of a thin ' pellicle,' as it is tech-

nically called, of pure and transparent gelatine,

not much thicker than a piece of note-paper,

and of the exact size of the original photograph.

Figured upon this delicate transparency (when

held to the light it reminded me of the picture

which is sometimes seen in glass lamp shades)

was the exact image of tbe original picture.

This ' pellicle ' was next laid upon a slab of lead

about half an inch thick, and subjected to heavy

pressure in a hydraulic press. When one

looked at the leaden slab and considered the

enormous pressure, amounting to one thousand

pounds to a quarter of an inch, to which

it was subjected, it might have been reason-

ably imagined that the frail ' pellicle

'

of transparent gelatine would have been

crushed out of existence. But no ; it is,

on the contrary, the lead which gives way,

and the result is that on the pressure being re-

moved it is found that the plate of lead has re-

ceived on its compressed and hardened surface

an image of the decollete lady precisely similar

to that which had been originally transferred

from the photograph to the 'pellicle.' The

rest of the process is in appearance simple

enough. The leaden plates (it is possible to

obtain several from one ' pellicle') are smeared

with a thick ink, and copies are printed off half

a dozen at a time, which are subsequently

mounted, and sold at prices far more moderate
than could be allowed by any process of ordi-

nary photography."

—

London Paper.

To put a high polish on ebony, one that will be

durable, give the work two coates of fine copal

varnish, and rub this down ; when quite dry,

smooth with fine pumice-stone; put on a third

coat of the same, and rub down with rotten-

stone; clean and put on a flowing coat of best

spirit copal varnish, and when this has become
quite dry, polish with chamois skin and tbe
palm of the hand.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H.
ESTABLISHED 1830.

BXJF'F'or?,D's soisrs'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SHAPE NOVELTIES,
REWARD, I

BIRTHDAY and I ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS,
Advertising Fans, Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels.

Marriage Certificates, Agricultural and Scbool Diplomas,
Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MOVROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.
WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna-
tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. Copying Presses,

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool a,rLd. IFatteran. llv^a-lriangr,

PLAiy AND ORliAMEliTA.Ij J^APANMUfO.

Sewins; Machine Needles.

TVIT^LCOi «fe TH03IE»S0iV,
Brooklyn Needle Works and Fulton Foundry.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

JOHN FETRIE, Jr..
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

J^. B. F-PtEKTOKE OOFlTIlSrO- IISTKIS,
Gootlall's Camden Wliist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Inproreil Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES

;

ISP" Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

I

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

— OF —

For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

J. E. LIIVI>E, r»iil>lislier,
165 William Street, --.-.. NEW YORK.
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DKVOTED TO THB INTERESTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy &oods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THUBSDAY, JANUARY 3, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 13 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers In this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annum 128.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies wUl be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Yiennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

i:a8tern Office ; Joseph Hammttt, General Man-

ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.
TXT w r,.i~\.^^A^ J 5 Ludgate Circus Building.
W. F. Catchemde

\ London.
Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Yigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghon? and Genoa, Italy.

T TT J T. „ „ J Amsterdaia, Holland, and
J. H. de Hussy {

jj^g Dutch East Indies.
- . „ _ j Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide. AustraUa.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand,
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.

I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.

Camilo Garcia .Puntarenas, Costa Rica.

Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

JoB& A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder .Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.

Joaquin Q. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.

Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.
__ „ -,, ( Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-
Thomas G. Thrum < ands.

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.
_ „ TT.,™i,..= J New Westminster, British
Henry W. Hughes

-j Columbia.

We had intended before this to make
some remarks anent recent developments of

an association of grocery clerks for defraud-

ing their employers. The facts are proba-

bly very generally known to our readers

from the statements of the daily papers and
the reports by telegraph which have given

them circulation throughout the country.

That such an organization could exist indi-

cates a very lax system of business manage-
ment which may or may not be prevalent

in other lines of trade. The parental care

which employers, at one time, were wont
to exercise over their clerks and apprentices

no longer obtains, and the strict relation of

master and servan t does not' exist. The clerk

of to-day is independent of restraint and has

a liberty of action which, however well

adapted to those who will not abuse it, is

certainly injurious to those who need direc-

tion and counsel rather than perfect inde-

pendence. The truth is that the tradesman

of to-day really cares little or nothing of

what becomes of his help, or what course

of conduct his clerks may pursue, as long

as they are regular and efficient in their

attention to their duties. We confess that

we do not like to see clerks playing pool or

taking alcoholic drinks during the inter-

mission from duty allowed for lunch. Yet
we have seen some of them do it. It must
not be inferred that we mean to say

that such weaknesses are general, but

only that they occur. Not long ago

there was much talk about young men
from business houses dropping into pool

rooms and buying tickets on races. Some
are even said to take half an hour to " buck

against the tiger." If this is an era of re-

form let it be in civil life as in " civil ser-

vice." Employers should supervise their

clerks, and it wouldn't be a bad thing if

clerks sometimes kept an eye on their em-

ployers.

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at

the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtainecf from its columns, by advertise-

ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-

raapondents of the louroe of their iDformation.

A BILL has been introduced by Senator

Sherman in the United States Senate for

the purpose of giving the President author-

ity to invite the governments of Mexico,

Brazil, and of the republics of Central and

South America, to send delegates to a con-

ference to be held at Washington, for the

purpose of consulting upon the best meth-

ods for establishing, upon a firm and last-

ing basis, peaceful and reciprocal commer-

cial relations and for adopting measures de-

signed to promote the construction of an

international railway which shall unite all

of the countries named with the United

States under a system of quick and profit-

able inter-communication. It is proposed

to appropriate the sum of $50,000 for the

expenses of the conference. The project of

a line of railway communication which

shall unite the extremes of the American

continent, north and south, is not new. It

was broached several years ago, and forms

part of a scheme of international develop-

ment started, we believe, by John A.

Lynch in 1877. It will be a great under-

taking, fraught, perhaps, with more diffi-

culties than may be apparent in an early

consideration of the work and its practica-

bility ; but we have been taught to believe

that there is nothing which is impossible in

America, and so we shall continue to think

that it can be accomplished. The construc-

tion of such a railway, with branches ex-

tending to the coast lines of the Atlantic

and Pacific oceans, will be a powerful aux-

iliary to the commerce, national advance-

ment, and intelligent intercourse of all of

the countries which it may traverse, and
the advantages which would accrue can
scarcely be estimated. We believe that the

attention of the American people being di-

rected to this enterprise, it will secure that

sympathy and support which will enable it

to overcome opposition and surmount all

obstacles. The " whole boundless conti-

nent is ours," and when we say "ours,"

we mean not only the people of the United

States, but those of every government in

the New World, and these people will

benefit by a greater interchange of their

natural and manufactured products, ac-

celerated by those facilities which an inter-

national railway system will supply.

ROUNDABOUTS.

BY THE TKADE LOUNGEB.

New Year's day was lovely, wasn't it?

The shapes of fashion and models of form, wear-

ing store clothes, and all of the other accessories

supposed to be de haut ton, and who are wont
to shine resplendent on January 1, were ob-

scured. Jupiter Pluvius was not auspicious,

and the day was "nawsty."

The old-fashioned way of doing up New
Year's day has lost its cheeriness. In its stead

there has come in a frigid formalism with set

ceremonial—a matter of show and not of heart,

of misuse rather than sentiment. 'Tis the way
of the world. It is said that the custom of New
Year calling is going out. It might well. Died-

rich Knickerbocker couldn't identify it now.
* * * *

Let us moralize in another direction.

Something has already been said about the

heart, and this leads up to^ business courtesy.

True politeness is spontaneous and unselfish.

Narrow minds and mean souls will wear the

glaze of courtesy, which is sure to show through.

Cultivate the heart and you have the noblest,

purest kind of culture, no matter what the sur-

roundings may be. Let the young men of

America bear this in mind.

* * * *

It pays to be polite and courteous in busi-

ness matters. There have been several in-

cidents lately where courteous treatment of

seemingly unpromising customers proved to be

exceedingly profitable to dealers. In one case,

a plainly dressed lady went into a wholesale

store, but was not noticed by the clerks. The
proprietor, however, stepped forward and
asked her what she would have, as politely as be

would have asked the same question of the wife

of any of our richest millionaires, though not

expecting to find a customer. " I would like to

look at some goods," replied the lady. "These
are all samples, and we don't do a retail busi-

ness," said the merchant, blandly. " I am
aware of that, sir; I am not a retail buyer."

The result was a good bill of goods, for which

the cash was promptly paid.
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Said a dealer recently :
" A man came

into my place a few days ago who looked like a

backwoodsman. He wore a great fur bat and a

coat of a very antiquated pattern, and his gen-

eral demeanor was that of a man who bad

strayed into the wrong place. I make it a busi-

ness to treat all visitors with equal courtesy, and

I see that my clerks do the same. You can

imagine my surprise on this occasion when I

tell you that the visitor proved to be a most in-

telligent tradesman from the West. He bought

freely and paid the cash, and I shall be glad to

always retain that man's trade."

* * * *

Observations among the trade, and the

opinions expressed by various dealers induce the

opinion that novelties in plush goods are bound

to have a run still another season. " I cannot

conceive," said a dealer, " of any more desirable

article with which to make up fancy goods.

Figured antique leathers and stamped leathers

will undoubtedly be in demand by a fashionable

class of customers, but for the general trade

there is nothing that for beauty and general ele-

gance can ever take the place of plush." What
is the drift of opinion on this point ?

Already trade novelties are beginning to

show up for the next season. An article that is

bound to be an attraction during the coming

season is a chatelaine key chain of polished

nickel. Chains of this description are said to be

extensively worn in Europe. It is intended

solely for gentlemen's use. By an ingenious ar-

rangement, the chain is attached to the sus-

pender button of the trousers and can be de-

tached by a spring at will. On the end of the

chain are fastened keys, cigar cutter, match
safe and many other little articles intended for

a gentleman's use. The chain takes up no room
and the articles at the end rest in the pocket as

though they were not secured by this device.

* * * *

A New Year's gift, designed to show the

general appreciation by the paper trade of the

worth of the late Charles O. Cbapin was made
on Tuesday. The testimonial took a substantial

form and was handed to Mrs. Chapin by D. P.

Crocker, the secretary and treasurer of the

American Paper Manufacturers' Association.

It consisted of a certificate exchangeable for art

specimens prepared by the United States Bureau

of Engraving and Printing or for the equally

valuable and handsome products of the United

States mint. It was worth $4,600.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Stationers' Board of Trade for the election of

trustees for the year 1884, and the transaction

of other business, will be held at the ofQce, Nos.

97 and 99 Nassau street, on Tuesday, January 8,

1884, at 2 o'clock p. M.

In the United States Circuit Court of Boston,

Mass., on the 26th ult., the case of the Hamer-
schlag Manufacturing Company v. John P.

Wood et al., was heard. On October 12, last,

the court granted an injunction to the Hamer-
schlag Manufacturing Companyrestraining John
P. Wood et al. from selling a patent wax paper,

which was manufactured by the above com-

pany, who held a patent for the same. Not-

withstanding the injunction issued. Woods et.

al. continued to sell the patented paper, in con

sequence of which they were arraigned on

a charge of contempt of court. Poster & Co.,

of New York city, and P. P. Pish, of Boston,

appear as counsel for the plaintiffs, and George
E. Betton & Co., Boston, for the defendants.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. asks for the address of Tafts, manufacturer of

valentines, somewhere in Massachusetts.

Ans.—We don't know it. Perhaps some friend

can tell us.

Office op The American Stationer, I

Wednesday. January 2, 1884. I

THE MONEV MA.JtKJET.—The money mar-

ket has been firmer, owing to preparation for divi-

dend disbursements, annual settlements, &c. ; but

this is only temporary, as these funds will shortly

be released and the present ample supply of loan-

able funds abundantly increased. Call loans on
stock collateral were 2@3J^ per cent. The stock

market is still devoid of features of interest. Trans-

actions since our last have been light and prices

have for the most part declined. Railroad bonds

were active and weak, and prices with few excep-

tions were lower. Government bonds were lower

for the 4s and 4J^s. The market for sterling was
dull, but fairly steady and without new features.

TJBLE PA.PER MARKET.—The past week has

been devoted largely to stock-taking among the city

trade, and in fact almost everything has been subor-

dinated to the annual settlements and in getting

ready for another year. Many houses have not com-
pleted taking their account of stock, but this will be
very generally the case by the last of the week. Prices

continue tolerably well sustained with one or two
exceptions, and, although dealers generally have

larger stocks to carry over into this year than they

had a year ago, the surplus is not inconveniently

large and causes little or no concern. Manufactur-

ers continue fairly engaged on orders for goods to

be made up and delivered early in the year, and, as

a general thing, they regard with hopeful feelings

the prospect of profitable employment for their

mills for the year.

TBE STATIONERY ilf^JflCEJT.- Trade gen-

erally remains quiet with no perceptible variation

from last week. There is a general squaring up of

accounts, the disposition among buyers and sellers

alike being to begin the new year on an equal foot-

ing. The difficulty experienced in collecting accounts

leads many to think that the fall and holiday trade

in the West and South has be-n rather overrated.

The envelope trade is quite steady, and, although

there has been no fluctuation in prices because of

better business, the trade in this line shows evidence

of improvement from the fact that the consumption

is steadily growing larger. The same may be said

of blank-books. In fine stationery there is literally

nothing doing. A few orders are being taken, but

dealers evince great cautiousness in their transac-

tions. In plush goods, particularly birthday and
valentine novelties, there is a brisk trade. The pre-

vailing styles in these goods are panel cards in

various pretty shapes. These are very popular.

There is little doing in Easter cards, but the produe.

tion of these goods has as yet been very limited, and
buyers are hesitating about making their selections
thus early.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPEE. BOOKS, &c

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Wbee Ended December 28, 1883.

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.
FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.

For the Week Ended January 1, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers.

Elngravings..

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

796

4 8175

335 41,262

90 6,464

54 12,729

108 1,443

1 65

186 17,603

1 17

17 1,101

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals....

19,625 $3,108

462 5,722

3M 13,118

69 5,250

156 15,816

20,636 $43,014

$80,879

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From December 25 to January 1, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Bremen, 9; to Liverpool, 33; to

United States of Colombia, 18; to Cuba, 8; to

Glasgow, 6; to Central America. 3; to London. 5; to

Mexico. 1 ; to Chili, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 1 cs. ; to British West Indies,
'

575 rms., 1 pkg.; to Cuba, 57 cs., 10 pkgs., 17,000

rms.; to United States of Colombia, 20 pkgs., 5.50

rms., 2 cs. ; to London, 4 cs., 387 pkgs.; to Central

America, 15 pkgs.; to Brazil, 23 cs., 1,000 rms.; to

Amsterdam, 34 cs. ; to Hamburg, 3 cs. ; to Antwerp,
4 cs. ; to British Guiana, 2 cs. ; to Havre, 1 cs. ; to

Glasgow, 1 cs. ; to Mexico, 10 cs. ; to Venezuela, 1

pkg. ; to Chili, 192 cs., 500 rms.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool. 50; to Cuba,
7; to Mexico, 9; to United States of Colombia, 39;

to London, 6; to Central America, 3; to Brazil, 1;

to Glasgow, 1 ; to Chili, 30.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Central America, 65;

to Cuba, 1; to United States of Colombia, 54; to

British West Indies, 10; to Brazil, 265; to Antwerp,
57; to Copenhagen, 10; to Mexico, 14; to C.ili, 12.J

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United
States of Colombia, 6; to Cuba, 8; to Mexico, 4; to

Brazil, 1; to Amsterdam, 3: to Hayti, 1; to Chili, 6.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 13; to United States of Colombia, 4; to Ham-
burg, 2; to London, 3; to Chili, 2.

PENCILS, cases, to Hamburg, 13; to Liverpool, 1;

to London, 2; to Chili, 4.

SLATES, cases, to Danish West Indies, 1 ; to Am-
sterdam, 22; to British West Indies, 10.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 1; to

United States of Colombia, 3.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,

cases, to Cuba, 2.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 33;

to London, 2; to Mexico, 2.

TYPE-WRITERS, packages, to Liverpool, 50.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 5.

CARDS, cases, to London, 3.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 10.

ALBUMS, cases, tb Bremen, 1 ; to Canada, 3.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to Mexico, 1.

IMPORTATIONS OFI PAPER.
From December 25 to January 1, 1884.

May Brothers, Helvetia, Liverpool, 2 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Co., Maasdam, Rotterdam, 1 cs.

hangings.

George Smith, by same, 2 cs.

G. A. & E. Meyer, Pavonia, Liverpool, 8 cs. draw-
ing.

KeufCel & Esser, by same, 6 cs.

L. De Jonge& Co., Westmoreland, Antwerp, 11 cs.

Kaufmann Brothers & Brady, Wieland, Hamburg,
1 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 5 cs.

G. J. Kraft, by same, 2 cs.

H. Hohenstein, by same, 1 cs.

Eimer & Amend, by same, 2 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 5 cs.

C. Moller, Wieland, Havre, 1 cs.

Herter Brothers, St. Laurent, Havre, 1 cs. hang-
ings.

J. H. Allen, Belgravia, Glasgow, 13 cs.

H. R. Duval, by same, 40 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Britannia, Liverpool, 6 cs.

Rothe & Lips, Edam, Amsterdam, 8 cs.

T. Campbell & Co., Habsburg, Hamburg, 6 cs. col-

ored.

G. W. Sheldon, by same, 1 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nebraska, Glasgow, 15 cs.
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T. SHRIVER & CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AKD STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Transpor-

tation Companies, and General

Mercantile Use.

Largfa

" Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

FRINGED+GERimS+CARDS.
.T $5.00 PER, lOO.

(ALL DOUBLE CARDS.)

All Marcus Ward & Co.'s, Prang's, Heildesheimer & Faulkner's make.
>*-

H. H. CARTER, 3 Bsacon Street. Boston

PH. HAKE
-MANUFACTURER OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

m WEDDIUG STATIOHEEY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

ane^ anb Mevef- arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

02, 64, 66 & 68 Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

H©,&dquarters for Every Article Named Above.

IT EAS ITO EQT7AL IN EUROPE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE IN ITS PAOES

:) THE (:—

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Offlce Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOHN STOIVHILI,,

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Pai'is, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties Illustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

Ugence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,
East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-
mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. Stonhill, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages."—JlfdcAreHar, Smitlu dt
Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."—Bei/osf News-Letter.

" It has features of enterprise unusual to European
Trade journalism."—vimericara Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."—
Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is perfect."- >r. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its
way to our ta.h\6."—James D. Whitmore <t Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL CIRCULATION.
Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERLA.L BUILDINQS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON, E. C, ENGLAND.
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OBITUARY.

W. Reid Go0lb.
W. Reid Gould, the well-known stationer,

died at his residence, No. 141 West Sixteenth

street, New York, on Monday morning, at the

age of forty-nine years. He had been ill for

several months, but had been able to spend a

few hours at his store every day until about a

week ago. The funeral services will be held at

Mr. Gould's late residence to-morrow morning.

Mr. Gould was born in Paterson, N. J. His

father was the lata Alexander Gould, at one

time publisher of the Paterson Courier. Soon

after W. Reid Gould's birth his father came to

New York, and the firm of Bell & Gould, sta-

tioners, was formed. In 1854 the firm was dis-

solved, Mr. Gould retired from business and his

son succeeded him. The store has been at No.

16S Nassau street, oi in that immediate vicinity,

ever since it was opened by Bell & Gould. The

bouse is best known for its publication of law

blanks. Legal forms bearing its imprint are

known from one tmd of the country to the

other. Mr. Gould was never married. His

mother, five sisters and a brother survive him.

He was a member of Company B, Seventh

Regiment, during the civil war, and at the time

of his death of the Veteran Corps of the Seventh.

John Willyodng.
John Willyoung, proprietor of the Detroit

Book Depository, whose death has been pre-

viously noticed, died at Detroit, December 2,

aged forty years. Mr. Willyoung was born in

Lancaster, N. Y., September 20, 1843. At the

age of twenty be lef o home and engaged in farm-

ing in Niagara County. He remained upon the

farm about two years, when he removed to

Buffalo, and entered the Methodist Book Da-

pository, in charge of H. H. Otis, where he con-

tinued for about tivelve years. In January,

1878, after thorough deliberation, he purchased

a half interest in the Methodist Book Depository

in Detroit, then owced by J. M. Arnold & Co.,

and entered into partnership with Mr. Arnold.

In March, 1879, he purchased the entire interest

and good-will of Mr. Arnold, and assumed the

control of the Depository.

Thos. H. Wheeler.

Thomas H. Wheeler, paper-stock dealer on

Long Wharf, New Haven, Conn., shot himself

through the heart on Saturday morning, and

died instantly. He was 48 years old, and leaves

a widow and six children. He was a member
of the West Haven Methodist Church, and was

highly respected by the business men of that

city, among whom his financial rating was first-

class. The cause is a matter of conjecture. It

is known that for several months he had been

carrying large lots of paper stock and metal,

and it is presumed that the depressed state of

the market, in irou particularly, worried him

into insanity. Only a day or two previously he

was reading a newspaper article regarding

suicides in Germany, and remarked to his wife

that he did not see how any one could be so

foolish as to take his own life.

Prank V. Thompson.

Prank W. Thompson, for many years with

Robert Clarke & Co., died on December 10, at

his residence in Cincinnati, at the age of thirty.

Mr. Thompson was born and raised in Cincin-

nati, attended tho public schools, where he

stood unusually high in his classes, and then

took a position with Robert Clarke & Co. He
was engaged there for more than ten years,

during which time be made himself a valuable

acquisition to the retail department, forming

many acquaintances with the public and en-

dearing himself to bis associates in the store.

His face was one of the familiar ones at Robert

Clarke & Co.'s, and his loss will be greatly re-

gretted by those who were accustomed to deal

with him. In the store among his fellow-clerks

his death seems hard to be realized. He was
with them but last week, bright, courageous,

generous, helpful, self-sacrificing. The loss

which his mother and father sustain in this be-

reavement is irreparable. He was their only

son, and a better one never lived. He was a

young man of exemplary private character,

and a consistent member of the Mt. Auburn
Presbyterian Church.

—

Cincinnati Times-Star.

William Patton.

By the death of William Patton, which oc-

curred on December 2d, at Waterbury, Conn.,

the entire trade loses an old friend.

Impulsive, impetuous at times, he was ever a

sturdy defender of right and principle whatever

the cost to himself. Of a clear and discriminat-

ing mind, and with the ability to discover the

vulnerable part in a sham, he bore a free lance

for what he thought right, and against what be
thought false. He took pride in his business,

and gave it his most unremitting attention.

William Patton was of Scotch-Irish descent.

His father, a cotton manufacturer from near
Belfast, came to this country and settled in

Brooklyn, N. Y. Becoming a skilled button

chaser in New York, Mr. Patton went to Water-
bury to pursue the industry, and was one of the

first skilled chasefs in Waterbury. But soon,

however, his fondness for reading turned his at-

tention to the book business, in which he was
Waterbury's pioneer, and with whi.sh he has

been identified now for about forty years. As
his health began to fail a few months ago, he

sold out his business in Patton's block to George
N. Ells. His decline since then has been gradual

but sure. His old complaint, that of rheuma-

tism, was the immediate cause of his demise.

Had he lived he would have been sevenfcy-four

years old the 17th of this month.

—

Publishers'

Weekly.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TKADi:.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED. COERESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street. PHILADELPHIA.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., H. Y.-

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Mourning Stationery of all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards of Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Prograname Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

A. H. ANDREWS & CO.,

195 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
Largest Manufacturers of the best School Desks. Globes
<60 kinds). Liquid Slating, Outline Maps, all kinds Charts,
Duvtless Erasers (see cuts), best and cheapest extant ; Alpha Dustless Crayon,
Blackboards (40 kinds), Blackboard Pointers, Patent Noiseless Slates, Patent Ink

Wells, Kindergarten Materials, Call-Bells, &c., &c. Send for new Catalogue, just issued, as above, or to

BAKER, PRATT & CO., 19 Bond Street, New York.
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CHATTEL MORTGAGES.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate. J

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

T.F.Eagan S250

Gennet&Ryan 1.000

Chas. M.Green, (R) ..-. 5,.533

Chas.M. Green, (R) 10,277

H. Dohn(R) $6,000

W.J.Hearfield 1,000

Robert Troger 900

EASTERN STATES.

Herbert H. Ham, Boston, Mass 150

(ieo. P. Brown, Springfield,Mass 24

MIDDLE STATES.

W. F. Boshart, Poughkeepsie, N. Y 400

Bigelow Brothers, Buftalo, N. Y 2,000

Peter Raede-, Pittston, Pa 853

WESTERN STATES.

Colorado Journal and Publishing Company,
Denver, Col 4 000

Martin V. B. Spencer, Foit Wayne, Ind. (Real) 2,000

J. J. W. Billingsley, (.1. J.W. Billingsley & Son),

Indianapolis, Ind. (Real) 500

B. G. Landman. Cincinnati, Ohio 500

Lee & Peak, Cincinnati. Ohio 775

Frederick K)ch':!adorfer, Newark, Ohi> 250

Thos. S. Renard, Cincinnati, Ohio, (B. S.) 17,000

Henry T. Collins, Denver, Col 152

Robert Eggert, Rockford, la. iB. S.) 577

S. P. V. Arnold, Cincinnati. Ohio 500

The Philadelphia Novelty Manufacturing

Company advertises a large reduction in the

price of its staples aud suspension ring staples.

The regular trade discounts have also been

largely increased. The " Kovelty " paper fas-

tener, for which the staples and rings are

adapted, is now standard, and it is to increase

its usefulness with the public that the prices

have been reduced upon the staples. Certain

parties have been selling an imitation of the

"Novelty " fastener, and also an inferior staple,

but a recent decision of the United States Court

has fully established the validity of the Heyl

patent under which the tools are made, and a

decree of perpetual injunction has been granted.

All parlies are warned by the manufacturers of

the "Novelty" paper fastener, against selling

or using any such infringements. The Phila-

delphia Novelty Manufacturing Company is also

bringing out a new tool for desk use, called the

" Keystone " fastener, which diflfers from the

"Novelty" only in having the parts united in

one tool, for which there has been a demand. It

also manufactures the "Original" fastener, a

larger desk tool for inserting staples, and a large

line of stationers' patented specialties. R. R.

Watson, of 51 Nassau street, New "York, is the

sole agent for the United States of the sta-

tioners' goods manufactured by this concern.

The wholesale and retail stationery book and

fancy goods house of John B. Lewis, Walla
Walla, W. T., has become one of the largest

business concerns of its kind in the Territory.

Mr. Lewis has done much toward introducing

fine works of bric-a-brac and handsomely bound
books. He opened bis store in Walla Walla in

1871. His business grew very rapidly, and to-

day he carries as large a stock of books, sta-

tionery, leather and ivory goods, &c., as any
bouse in the entire Northwest.

FOR ALL STYLES OF -

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New Yoi k.

^"SEND FOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GL.OBE NEWSPAPER FltE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price. S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

QWTim

W Eh

(U o
=> o
to CO

5: O

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.,
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.
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TRADE NOTES.

" One Thousand and One Riddles" is the title

of a little book which contains the material for

much fun and home amusement in the way of

riddles, conundrums, enigmas, and bints for act-

ing charades. It contains 128 pages, with en-

ameled paper cover, and is published by J. S.

Ogilvie & Co., New York.

R. T. & S. Blood, Jr., who carry on a blank-

book paging and perforating business, will be-

gin the new year by providing themselves with

some new machinery, which they would be

pleased to have the trade call in and see in the

course of a week or two. The business of the

house has grown very largely during the past

year.

The Christmas number of the Crockery and
Glass Journal was printed with handsomely

illustrated covers, and the general typographi-

cal features of the number were very creditable,

displaying much taste and enterprise on the

part of its publishers. Its fine typographical

appearance, added to its extra size, made it in

all respects an exceptionally interesting num-
ber.

John B. Davids & Co. announce their inten-

tion of bringing out a novelty in the ink and
stationery line in a short time. It will be in

the shape of a novel form of inkstand, which

will be sold with the firm's inks. The invention

is Mr. David's, who has applied for a patent for

it. A full description of the novelty will be

given as soon as it is ready for introduction to

the trade.

James D. Whitmore & Co. have introduced a

very attractive line of menu guest cards. A very
striking design represents a tea cup and saucer

mounted on a card handsomely fringed, with

the card for the guest's name suspended from
the handle of the tea cup by a ribbon. Another

design is a plain, white, oblong card with a col-

ored picture of a page carrying under each arm
an envelope enclosing a small card for the

guest's name. A heavy plush card with a

shaggy surface is ornamented at the top with a

ribbon in a delicate shade of pink, the guest's

card being fastened in the centre by a satin

bow.

Charles Beck, Philadelphia, has a line of

Valentine and Easter fringed cards and puffed

satin goods, which he has been paying particu-

lar attention to for several seasons past with

gratifying success and increasing business.

While the regular fringed goods are as fine and
novel as any shown, special mention may be

made of the puffed satins and plush cards, which

for novel design, chaste sentiment and superior

workmanship, combined with the use of the best

materials, are thought to surpass anything as yet

exhibited. Mr. Beck states that his Xmas line of

similar goods had an enormous sale, and very

properly expects an equal, if not increased

trade, for the coming seasons. He has also an

extraordinary line of cheap double and single

fringed cards, which he sells assorted at prices

which are extremely low and worth examining.

Among the multitudinous designs in Thanks-

giving, Christmas and New Year cards intro-

duced during the past season there are many
whose beauty will make them favorites another

year. Especially may this be said of the dove

card of J. H. Bufford's Sous. The design of this

card is simple, and in its very simplicity lies

much of its beauty. The artist could not have
chosen a design more calculated to please the

popular taste. The card is of large size and
contains the figure of the legendary dove sail-

ing earthward through a clear blue sky toward

a rose-tinted horizon. The figure is natural and
life-like, being embossed, and the coloring is re-

markably true to nature. The simplicity and
beauty of the dove card made it adapted both

as a Christmas and a New Year card, on both

of which occasions the demand for it was so

great that the publishers had great difficulty in

meeting it. A customer once shown the dove

card would rarely fail to be charmed by it. The
card was sold in three styles, plain, fringed and

of extra size and fixings, the latter style mak-
ing it suitable for hanging on the chandelier.

In the introduction of this card J. H. Bufford's

Sons made a decided hit.

Hard & Parsons are very busy this week in

arranging for the removal of their office and
salesroom from No. 126 Duane street to 35 Beek

man street, corner of William. Their factory

will be removed to 160 William street. The line

of Easter and valentine novelties which the

firm has recently brought out is extremely novel

and attractive, embracing a great variety of

plush panel cards, with easel backs, and richly

and tastefully decorated with artificial fiowers

and many beautiful designs in hand-painting.

A very striking Easter novelty produced by this

firm is a plush-covered cross, mounted on a

pyramidal base, on which rests an anchor, the

chain of which is gracefully arranged around

the lower and upper portion of the cross. Some
other special attractions in Easter goods consist

of a rustic groundwork of bark, with a bird's

nest in the lower right-hand corner, underneath

the branch of a tree, on which a bird rests.

The upper right-hand corner contains a bunch

of roses in various colors, forming a novel and
pleasing ornamentation. These and many other

designs deserve to be classed as novelties of the

new year. — .^•»
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHiC TRANSFER

PROCESS.

The following particulars have been commu-
nicated by E. T. Asser, of Amsterdam, the in-

ventor of the process :

Unsized paper, as it is habitually used by
lithograph printers, m'lst be employed. It has

to be of the best quality and rather thick. It

would be better if it were made on purpose by
a paper manufacturer. The smooth side is

covered with a layer of starch. In order to

avoid different kinds of starch, of which one

ignores the different peculiar qualities, it is bet-

ter to lise an invariable substance. Experience

shows that boiled wheat-flour is most suitable

for that purpose. It must be rather concen-

trated, but, nevertheless, sufficiently liquid

to permit of regular running off. This

starch is poured into a fiat dish, and the

smooth side of the paper is carefully placed upon
it so that bubbles are avoided. After that it is

laid to dry horizontally on its other side. In a

dark room the unstarched side of the paper is

laid upon a concentrated solution of bichromate

of potash, till by its porosity the paper is en-

tirely pervaded by the liquid. Then it is hung
on a pin in the dark and left to dry. In order to

give to the paper a smooth surface it is laid on a

polished stone in the lithographic press, the

starch side toward the stone, and the scraper is

pulled several times over it. During this opera-

tion light must be avoided.

In this state it is placed as usual under a
negative in a photographic printing frame, ex-

posed to the light till the picture shows of a

strong brown color. Then the paper is taken

from the frame and soaked in various baths of

water till all the unaffected parts are of a clear

white, and the insolated ones of a light green

tint. If this result is not obtained by cold

water, hot water may be employed to destroy

any traces of the soluble bichromate of potash.

Then it is again hung to dry on a pin. Sun-

shine or a moderate fire will contribute greatly

to the acquirement of a clear image. In order

to ink the copy, the thus prepared paper is laid

with its back upon water, which in winter is to

be slightly warmed ; then, after the superfluous

water is removed by blotting-piper, it is placed

upon a stone or a glass. The transfer ink con-

sists of common lithographic printing ink

mixed with a convenient part of oleine. Be-

fore blackening the image, a layer of

mastic dissolved in absolute , alcohol is

conveyed to the paper and spread regu-

larly over it with a little cotton till it is

dry. The above-described ink spread upon a

stone is put on a wooden roller, which has been
covered flrst with cloth or flannel, and there-

upon with cotton or silk velvet. The water that

has remained in the paper is sufficient to pre-

serve from ink the places which must not be

blackened. If there might still remain some
impurity, as frequently happens, it may be re-

moved by using the roller very lightly, and
finally by taking it off with a wet, soft sponge.
Afterward the water is again removed by blot-
ting-paper. The velvet of the roller has to be
renewed frequently. After the last preparation
the blackened paper is transferred upon a lith-

ographic stone or upon zinc, and handled in the
usual manner.

—

Ptg. Times and Lith.

VALENTINE,
EASTER

—AND-

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

NOW ON THE ROAD.

1^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Note's and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Oonipete iix I'ricesr* with any one—a subject worthy of
your cinsideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Kuliug- Attended to.

ACKERM \N, Envelope Mannfactnrer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN. CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE, with Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corkscrews.
Manufactured by W I L. L.IAJM! A. T>AVIS. 18 Arch Street, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Specialty for stationers f

oXs^ BANKERS SHEARS. >
,7<>s^r 8 FOIL SHEARS ('

' ':TE^\ NICKEL PL ATED V. SIZES- 8. 9.10,11,12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY

HORATIC G.KERN.
N9 21 NT;tf-6T^5TR.

PHILAliELPHlA.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New TorTc.

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

(r3 CD

So?

SHEARSmSCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS

TWELFTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

W^WB

TRADE-MARK.

«j ir yj

— MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Weifig Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS.

Artistic Novelties,
- ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY. -

126 & 128 DUANE STREET, NEIV YORK.

82 & 84 Beekman Street, New^ York,

ADIERfISIi mii IlM««i
Blanls XTotes, Drafts, Heceipts,

Itvdia-rrlagre Oertifica,tes, «Scc.

SPECIALTIES.—A full line of Christmas, New Year's and Birthday Cards, made up with

new fringes, and in assorted styles, with fancy mountings.

I vould call special attention to my S.\TfN NOVELTIES, which are artistic and odd in design. A
full assortment of Ste-vens* Silk Uook-M'a.rlcers.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-*^ MANUFACTURERS OF-«^

«— .- >^r< First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^"^

e
SPECIALTIES: Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

FHE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, Lithography, Paper-Making,
and the A.uxiliary Trades,

THE NKW 8ERtE$ COMMENCED JANQABY, 1875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its information from, and circulates in, all
parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
quaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance). 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post Office, High Holborn, ofWYMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,
London, W. C, England.

Popular Nos. ; 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 & 107 North PifthSi.Piiiyelpliia, Pa.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coBREspoNDEMCE Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren Co., Ohio.
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BOLOMETER.

The bolometer, a curious instrument recently

introduced for measuring minute quantities of

radiant energy, promises important results in

optical and astronomical investigations. It is

based upon the fact that when equal conductors

of the electrical current are at the same tem-

perature their conductivities are equal, and the

current of a battery can be equally divided be-

tween them, while, if unequally heated, their

conductivities are unequal, and the difference

in current can be detected with the galvano-

meter. By substituting thin sheets of metal for

the wires ordinarily employed as conductors so

as to take up and part with its radiations with

great rapidity, an instrument is produced cap-

able of measuring such minute quantities of

heat as a hundred-thousandth of a degree, Cent.,

capable, also, of recording the infinitesimal heat

radiations of the diffraction spectrum. The in-

teresting statement is made in this connection,

that the curves of light, heat and actinism, in-

stead of receding from each other, as commonly
understood, are in reality coincident—that is,

the solar beam, instead of consisting of a pencil

of rays bound into a luminous sheaf called light,

is a homogeneous and simple energy, the names
light, heat and actinism being merely names for

its different mode.

SOME LOST POEMS OF WHITTIER.

Many poems thrown off at odd moments, and
i.f which the author thought so slightly that he
included them in no collection, are now lost.

Among these are " Isabella of Austria," written

vt henr he vcas but twenty, and said to have had
a grand ring to it ; "Palo Alto," which, assum-

ing|to be the translation of a Mexican lament,

beginning with the words " Rio Bravo ! Rio
Bravo!" never did appear under his name;
"Bolivar," a copy of which a revolutionary

general, commanding in Venezuela, has lately

requested of the author ; and a poem on Henry
Clay, which has had some singular fortunes,

having been metamorphosed in a Western paper
into an address to Mr. Benton, and again read,

on the occasion of a public welcome to Vicks-

burg given Sergeant Prentiss, as the effort of

an admiring Southern poet, and still later ap-
pearing in the shape of an apostrophe to Smith,
the Mormon I—Harriet Prescott Spofford, in

Harper's Magazine for January.

OPTICAL PHOTOMETER.

A correspondent of the Scientific American
says :

" The stylographic pen is a great conven-
ience, but no inventor seems to have succeeded
thus far in making a joint which will prevent
soiling the fingers with ink. A remedy for this

leakage, which has been tried and thus far seems
to be complete, is to rub the joint on which the

fingers rest with the thin edge of a piece of wax.
Hold the pen over a candle, lamp, or the flame
of a match till the wax melts, when it will lute

the joint so that no ink can escape through it.•—
To make plastic carbons for batteries, the

following receipt is recommended by Max
Nitsche-Niesky : Good coke is ground and mixed
with coal tar to a stiff dough, and pressed into

molds made of iron and brass. After drying
for a few days in a closed place it is heated in a
furnace, where it is protected from the direct
flames and burned feebly at first, then strongly,
the fire being gradually raised to a white heat,

which is maintained for six or eight hours.
The fire is then permitted to slowly go down,
and when perfectly cold the carbon is taken out
of the furnace.

Edmun(^ Bequerel, the well-known French
physicist, recently brought a simple photo-

meter, the device of L. Simonoff, before the

notice of the French Academy of Sciences. The
principle of this little instrument is well known,
and consists in reducing the aperture through

which the light enters until the light falling on

a transparent screen inscribed with figures is

not quite sufljeient to let the figures be distinctly

seen. The luminous intensities are inversely

proportional to the squares of the diameters of

the apertures, which are circular. The appara-

tus as made by M. Simonoff consists of a small

lunette made of three tubes sliding into each

other telescopic fashion. At one end are a

series of apertures in movable diaphragms,

which can be brought one by one into the line

of sight. At the other end is the ocular glass,

and in the middle is the screen, with figures

which are illuminated by the light coming
through the aperture. The light is diffused by
a sheet of opal glass placed between the aperture

and screen. The apparatus is useful for measur-
ing a diffused light such as that of the sky, and
M. Simonoff has used it for the purpose during

a year. It has also proved useful to photo-

graphers in determining the length of exposure

to give a plate with different brightnesses of

daylight.

In an attempt to trace invention to its origin,

in the mind of primitive man. Col. F. A.
Seely, of the U. S. Patent Office, remarks: " Ob-
viously, archffiology can find no trace of a re-

moter age than that of stone ; but I mistrust

that then thoughtful anthropologist will except

the evidence of earlier ages, one of which,

taking one of its perishable materials as the

type of all, we may call the age of wood. Still

farther back must lie an age, as indefinite in

duration as any, when man existed in his rudest

condition, without arts of any kind, except such

as he employed in common with lower animals
;

and this is the true primitive period."'

vv

Never make a promise that you don't intend

to keep.

*
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STIPPLING, SHADING OR TINTING
PRINTING STONES OR PLATES.

This is an improvement upon devices for the

production of stipple, line, or waved shading or

grain work upon printing stones and plates.

It has for its object the production of a de-

vice for stippling, line-shading, or graining

printing-surfaces, which shall develop upon
such surfaces the desired effects in shading and
varying the lights with greater accuracy and
facility than any of the devices previously in

use, and which shall be "adapted to the largest

work, as circus-posters, equally as well as to the

smallest card- work.

To accomplish this object a pressure-roll is

constructed of any desired or convenient size

—

as, for instance (for large work), of two and one-

half inches diameter and twenty-four inches

long—mounted upon a shaft or spindle in a

suitable frame, for use by band, which roll is

made of an unyielding or firm material—as

wood, hard rubber or metal—and upon this

pressure-roll is placed a transfer-sleeve of any
suitable yielding material—as fine glue or gela-

tine, and glycerine—upon the external surface

of which sleeve is produced in relief, by means
of a corresponding matrix or mold, any kind of

stipple, line, waved, or grain design for shading.

The internal diameter or bore of this sleeve

is sufficiently less than the external diam-
eter of the roll upon which it is mounted,
that when drawn over or upon the lat-

ter, it will adhere to and revolve with it.

The thickness of the transfer-sleeve is such that

when pressed upon the surface to which the

shading effect is to be applied, such shading

may be heavy or light, according to the pressure

applied. In the same frame in which the roll is

mounted a feed or inking roll is provided,

charged with transfer-ink, in the usual man-
ner, which feed-roll, by means of its weight, if

heavy, or by means of springs, if light, bears

upon the surface of the transfer-sleeve and im-

parts to it the requisite ink or color to maintain

the sleeve in condition to produce the requisite

shading effects upon the printing stone or plate.

The principal use of the device is in the prep-

aration of stones and plates for lithograph print-

ing.

When large surfaces are to be shaded with

the flat films, they (the films) must be set over

the figure several times, care being had that the

joints of the shade-work shall register perfectly.

Thus in shading or toning a surface 18x24 inches

with a flat film 6x8 inches, it must be set over

the figure on the stone or plate no less than nine

times, and possibly more than this number of

times if deep tones are required upon portions

of the figure. This transferring of the film from
place to place over a large stone or plate re-

quires great skill and considerable time, all of

which is said to be avoided by this device, which
may be large enough to cover the entire figure

or plate at one sweep.

In using this transferring device such portions

of the figure as do noc require tinting or shad-

ing are stopped out by an overlay of thin paper
cut to the form of so much of the figure as re-

quires high lights ; or the entire figure may be

tinted and the high lights scraped out. To in-

crease the depth of tint or shade, the roll is

passed over the figure repeatedly, successively

stopping out, with a solution of gum and acid

or an overlay of paper, so much of the figure as

has been given the proper tone or shade.
^^^

Maintain dignity without the appearance of

pride ; manner is something to everybody, and
everything to some.

ON THE SELECTION OF A BUSINESS.

" Choose a business

—

" First—That you are acquainted with the de-

tails of.

" Second—For which you have sufiScient capi-

tal.

" Third—For which you have a taste or lik-

ing.

"Fourth—Which gives promise of making
something more than simply a living.

" It is a prevalent idea among men that are
not very prosperous in their occupation that

any other business is better than the one in

which they are engaged. Those who are ever
ready to act on this idea and make frequent

changes generally remain poor through life.

"This of itself should show us that such an
opinion is not the result of close observation of

the profits of different kinds of business, but
rather a conclusion or supposition, made with-

out reflection." * * *

Wealth is rarely accumulated in any other

way than by persistent and continuous efforts

in one direction ; and then it may seem long to

the anxious expectant before the reward comes.

Spasmodic and speculative efforts to expedite it

often do more to retard than to hasten it, by
diverting the attention from the sober and prac-

tical routine of details essential to success, and
causing them to seem dull and plodding.

Fortunately, in this country, while there are

great differences in respect to the profitableness

of the various kinds of business, there are very
few of them by which an industrious and pru-

dent man cannot make money, not only suffi-

cient to support a family, but something beyond
as an accumulation for his old age.

But no prudent man would embark in a busi-

ness, expecting success, if unfamiliar with the-

details, or with insufficient capital. And though
he may have sufficient knowledge and capital,

if the business is one that is distasteful to him in

many of its details, or if with all his skill and
capital he can only succeed in making a living,

he will soon become lukewarm and irresolute in

conducting it, and thus make it less profitable.

It is therefore also indispensable to success, that

a man should like his business, and think it the

one best suited to his peculiar gifts and qualifi-

cations.

The acquaintance required for a business

should not be merely a superficial knowledge of

the articles dealt in, but should descend to

minute details of the various qualities and the

advantages and disadvantages resulting practi-

cally, in the use of different qualities, the causes

of increase and decrease of supply, the periods

of greater and less demand ; and also the fash"

ion or prevailing taste which in many things

governs or influences the public in the purchase

of many articles.

Thus, if a man proposes to deal in lumber, he
should not only know and be able to distinguish

the various kinds, as pine, spruce, hemlock, &c.,

but he should also know what qualities are rec-

ognized in the trade as "clear stuff," " first,';

"second," or "third qualities," "box boards,"
" cullings," and so forth, so as to be able himself,

if necessary, to assort a mixed pile of lumber;

and should know these qualities, not only as

they are recognized in the locality in which he

proposes to trade, but also as they may be dif-

ferently graded in rival markets. He ought to

know what deduction is proper to be made
for any defect in a piece of lumber or board,

by knowing for what purpose it could most ad-

vantageously be used, and with least loss. He
should know where the different kinds of lum-

ber are obtained, the superiority of that from

some localities over that which is brought from
other places, the various methods by which it

is brought to market, something of the geogra-

phy of the country, so that as new avenues are

open to transport it, he may be among the first

to avail himself of the advantages, and not, as

is sometimes the case, learn this from some rival

dealer, who has enjoyed a monopoly of the ad-

vantage of the new route for a year or two, be-

fore it generally became known. In addition,

he needs to know the sizes and qualities of lum-
ber that are more especially used by those who
will be customers—what will be wanted by
builders, what by box-makers, what by cabinet-

makers, what by ship-builders, &c.

All this information he could scarcely expect

to acquire short of three months' service in the

practical details of a lumber-yard, specially de-

voted to learning, with a view of going into the

business.

It will be that much time well expended by
any young man, ignorant of a business he pro-

poses to embark in, to go to some long-estab-

lished dealer, residing far enough away from the

locality of the contemplated business to avoid

uneasy jealousy, if necessary, and make arrange-

ments with him to be instructed in the details

of the business, even by a payment of money to

him if required.

The better a man is acquainted with the de-

tails of the business in which he is engaged, the

greater is his chance of success. In truth, the

man that is ignorant of these has no right to ex-

pect success. Ignorance may take the risk and
occasionally win, but it is not once in ten times.

—How to Keep a Store.
^-^*

THE ROMANCE OF PRINTING.

They were energetic men, those burghers of

Holland—men with a zeal and earnestness in

them from which much was in future times to

spring ; men, too, many of them, with greater

thoughts than those of mere money-making—re-

joicing, indeed, as they had a right to do, in

their prosperity and their wealth, but rejoicing

still more in that common energy of progress

which found its expression in civic monuments
no less than in civic discords. Though but a

slight indication of this zeal of labor, which hes-

itated at no sacrifice that might lead to success,

the unstable, almost roving, life of many of the

early printers is worth notice. Almost all

the most successful of them made at least

one move. Gerard Leeu starts at Gouda,

moves to Bruges, and moves on to Ant-
werp. Veldener comes from Germany at the

invitation of the University of Louvain ; he stays

but a short time, and then—apparently dis-

agreeing with his partner—moves on to Utrecht,

moves again to Kuilenburg, and finally returns

to Louvain ; and yet, if a manuscript note in one

of his books is to be believed, he must have been

at least sixty years of age when he left that

town the first time. William Caxton, after

learning his trade, it is said, in Germany, came
to Bruges and set up in partnership with Colard

Mansion ; he soon crossed the sea to London, and
became our first printer. Gavaert Van Ghemen,
—a contemporary of Gerard Leeu's—printed at

Gouda; then he removed to Leyden; then he sud-

denly took flight and introduced the new art in-

to Denmark, settling down at Copenhagen. And
so it was with many more of them, wherever an
opening occurred they were eager to rush in.

—

ir. Martin Conway, in the Magazine of Art.

When a strong brain is weighed with a true

heart, it seems to be like balancing a bubble
against a wedge of gold.
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ISOLATINQ HEAT RAYS.

A means of isolating the beat rays from any
luminous source, intercepting the illuminating

and chemical rays, has been communicated to

the Acad6mie des Sciences by M. Van Asscbe.

Upon a piece of glass he lets fall a drop of

melted and sublimated selenium, which is im-

mediately covered by a thin glass ; and the

melted material is then squeezed gently until it

is extended into a very thin, homogeneous sheet.

The glass is then placed under pressure and
gradually cooled. It is necessary that the

selenium should not boil on the glass, or other-

wise cells are formed by means of the vapor,

which interfere .with the action of the material.

When properly made, the cell is oC uniform

thickness, and is free from bubbles and stria-

tions. Cells so constructed, when placed in the

light, reflect the chemical rays, and convert the

luminous ones into electrical energy. Only the

calorific rays pass through the cell, being at the

same time subjected to a definite refraction.

The transmitted light is mono-chromatic, of a

ruby vermilion tint, only showing one luminous

band in the spectroscope. If the light of burning

sodium is passed through this form of cell, there

is annihilation of luminosity. The author con-

tends that an arrangement of this kind will

form a considerable addition to the apparatus

used for analyzing light and determining the

constituents of flames.

THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

Preparations for the great electrical exhibi-

tion to be held in Philadelphia next fall have so

far progressed that rules and regulations have

been prepared for the government of the extra

classification of the various apparatus. The
different groups will consist of : 1, apparatus

for the production of electricity ; 2, electric

conductors ; 3, measurements ; 4, applications

of electricity, under which there are two sub-

divisions, apparatus of small power and that

of large power ; 5, terrestrial physics ; 6, his-

torical apparatus ; and 7, educational and bio-

graphical. The section devoted to measure-

ments is probably one of the most interesting to

scientists, and the least known to the public, of

any of the exhibits. It is the purpose of the

committee to make a notable departure from

usual exhibition ideas, in not giving any medals

or diplomas. The reports of the judges of each

department will be given after the fashion of

a jury, and will be a statement of the facts

in regard to the size, speed, force, energy, re-

sistance and other points of the exhibit which

may call for mention; but these will not be

given by any guess work. Instruments of pre-

cise measurement will be used by the committee

of judges, and the conclusions reached will be

the record of the judges. By a special arrange-

ment with the Treasury officers, such instru-

ments of precision as are not to be had in this

country will be admitted without duty, on the

bond of the institute being given that they will

be kept for the single use of the institute at the

exhibition. If the arrangements can be made
by the committee for an unbroken front on the

Schuylkill, the method of placing an electric

light of 100,000 candle-power in the bed of the

river, to discover torpedoes or other impedi-

ments of warfare, will be exhibited by the ord-

nance department of the United States Navy.

Let us enjoy the fugitive hour. Man has no

harbor, time has no shore ; it rushes on and car-

ries us with it.

—

Laniartine.
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COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe: and I consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-
dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing
what a long journey we had performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving New York, at
Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract
passengers."

—

Ex. U. S. Minister^ E. B.
Waskburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,491,441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed—one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train while in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer's Reportfor 1881.
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iNDEBSON k STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

GROSflOR, CflATER \ CO.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TTJ

WRITING, *
jfl|^ DRAWING^

AND ^^p Account Book Papers, p
E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, l.oit- ^^^

dried and Machine-dried W^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl. ^^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

W ho 1 esal e an d Export
STATICNERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, Hollingworth.
Tamer, and other noted brands.
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Marcus -Ward-^-Co. umited
— ANNOtTNCE THE COMPLETION OF THEIR —

m U ^^ ^ I f^^ ,^^ 1^ I lapH ,^^ %A#^-|lf — COMPANION VOLXBIE TO —LONDON TOWN, at home and abroad,
DESIGNED BY THOMAS CRANE AND ELLEN HOUGHTON.

A series of Magnificently-Executed Pictures, representing the Principal Places of Historic Interest in London, and the Curious Street

Scenes and Traditionary Customs of the World's Most Famous City.

^ Post Quarto, Colored Edges, with Specially-Designed Covers and End Papers, price, $2.00.^

—

BIBLE HEARTSEASEMGOLDEN GRAIN,
TWO DAILY TEXT BOOKS. COMPILED BY REV. J. R. MACDUFF, D. D.

Every page Decorated with Heartsease and Grain in Natural Colors. 48mo, Cloth, Colored Edges and Special End Papers, Price,

40 cents ; Superior Edition, Gilt, Price, 60 cents.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAl
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card'Writing, Engfrossing, Map Work"and all kinds of Writings where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- / Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I

:a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S

one of each kind and one I O ^

each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. ^^ ^, TB

1

c^ ^^}\h^.
A special Ink is also

manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^" Circular"! and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMOKE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WiUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

3, \ ivi-c^ -Mj-i^e.

4, I "

5, J "

|OSEPH|;iLLOTT*S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^g~ Sample Cards, Price Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. HENKT HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COl-UNS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^r-gh: STR-EET, ph:il^idelpk[i^
-=9^ ESTABLISHED 1814. «S^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 1.03 X>-a.a,ixe Street, 3STe-w "Z'ox^,

MANDFACTURBRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
FoF Bookbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufactnrers, Etc., Etc.

KUeSIA. 31.JEA.THETI, CHAMOIS, AM:]Ii:K,tCA.]V RUSSIA.— No. 18 Higli Street, Boston, Mass.—

-

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an
advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI-

CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrossb, Winoka, ST.

PAUL, MNNEAP0LI3, Madison, Prairie dc Chikx,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yankton, Albert Lea
ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDAR
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as weU as innu

merable other principal business centres and favor

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, S 'Uth

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and
Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

S. S. MERRILL, General Manager *

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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MANUFACTURE OF ORNAMENTAL
PLAQUES.

Plaques, vases, brush-backs, and similar

articles of utility and ornament are decorated

on.their surfaces by different processes—some by
painting the design and varnishing it afterward

to make it more durable, others, as on China-

ware, by being submitted to heat until the or-

namental designs amalgamate with the softened

surface of the china ware. The first process de-

scribed is not very durable and soon gets de-

faced and worn. The second is very expensive,

and does not come within reach of all.

The object of the present invention is to pro-

duce ornamental surfaces which will admit of

the most elaborate designs and yet be produced

so cheaply and in such quantities as to come
within the means of the humblest citizens.

If a plaque is the article to be made, glass

plaques are blown or molded into the required

shape, and another plaque made of paper or

pasteboard, which has on its upper surface the

design intended to be seen through the glass

plaque is made. The upper surface of the paper

or pasteboard plaque is made to fit exactly to

the under side of the molded glass. The two
are united by cementing them together or by
binding them together round the edges with

cloth, wood, metal, or other bands, so that when
the two are firmly fastened together an article

is produced which is hard and smooth on its out-

side surface, easily kept clean, and shows all

the brilliancy of decorated glassware.

Plaques, card-receivers, napkin-rings, brush-

backs, and other similar objects, when the out-

side surface is made of glass and the inner or

under surface is made of decorated paper or

pasteboard, pressed or stamped to conform to

the shape of the glass, are within the range of

this invention.

Stationers always have more loss in gilt goods,

and it is no easy matter to keep these gilt goods

bright and clean. The following is a good
recipe : Gilt articles, if of metal, may be cleansed

by rubbing them gently with a sponge or soft

brush moistened with a solution of half an ounce

of potash, or an ounce of soda, or, perhaps

best, an ounce of borax, in a pint of water
;

then rinsing them in clean water and drying

with a soft linen rag. Their luster may be im-

proveed, in certain cases, by gently heating

them, and then applying gentle friction with a

soft rag. A very dilute solution of cyanide of

potassium will answer the same purpose, by ap-

plying it in the same manner as above, washing
in water and finally drying by gentle friction

with a linen rag; but as this substance is very

poisonous, it is not to be recommended for house-

hold uses. Gilt frames of mirrors, pictures, &c.,

should never be touched with anything but

clean water, gently applied with a soft sponge
or brush.

*-»--•

The following proce&s for enameling card-

board and pasteboard is taken from the Papier
Zeitung : Dissolve ten parts of shellac in a suflS

cient quantity of alcohol and add ten parts of

linseed oil. To each quart of the mixture add
also about one-fourth of an ounce of chloride of

zinc (solid ?). The board may be immersed in

it or the solution applied with a brush. The
board is thoroughly dried and the surface is

polished with sand-paper or pummice before ap-

plying this preparation.

The only jewel which will not decay is

knowledge.

L ao ii

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &c.

Scrap a^Autograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNirr £ CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P. O. Box 3215), ISTE'W YORK.

M. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELERS. SEND FOR PRICE MSTS AND DISCOUNTS.

JAS. R CEOMFTON,
Paper Tmill 39.T Maker,

Elton Paper Mills, Bury, Lancashire,
LONDON—60 Queen Victoria Street, E. C. MANCHESTER—8 Sussex Street.

PARIS —MANUFACTURER OF- PARIS

1867.

White and Colored.

COPYING, TRACING (unprepared),

MANIFOLD, CARTRIDGES,

CIGARETE, PRINTING PAPERS.
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

187 8.

Manufacturer of the CELEBRATED (Dog Label)

GRASS BLEACHED or SILVER TISSUE,
For Jewelers, Gold, and Silver Smiths, &c.

DEPOT FOR " GltASS BLEA.CHED" JLXJD COLORED TISSUES:

The "Dennison" Manufacturing Co., 21 Milk Street, Boston, and Branches.

A.1SO ±ox' COI^OK.E:r> TSSUES:
GEO. J. SHAFT, ITos. 48 and 60 Idaiden Lane, ITevr 7or^.
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SHOULD HAVE ALL THE FOLLOWING IN HOLIDAY STOCK:

GAME OF AUTHORS-IMPROVED.
GAME OF EXCURSION TO CONEY ISLAND.
GAME OF VISIT TO THE GYPSIES.
GAME OF "I DON'T KNOW."
GAME OF OLD MAID-IMPROVED.
GAME OF WORDS ANDSENTENCES.
SECTIONAL PICTURE-AMERICAN FIRE DEPARTMENT.

SECTIONAL PICTURE-COMBINATION CIRCUS.
SECTIONAL PICTURE-RAILROAD TRAIN.
SECTIONAL PICTURE-QUEER HEADS AND ODD BODIES.
SECTIONAL PICTURE-SMASHED-UP LOCOMOTIVE.
EDUCATIONAL TOY MONEY.
KINDERGARTEN GEMS.
LITTLE OBJECT TEACHER.

tS" For Illustrated Descriptions, see our Catalogue. If you have not received it, report at once.

MILTON BRADLEY & CO., Springfield, Mass,

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO.,
noLYOKii:, m:a.ss.

- BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't, GKO,N.TYNKR,Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— lL.iiie of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES y UMBERED OB rLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

aiLMAN'S
(Six Di-vision)

CHALLENGE

ti'Stter Fifes
J chibiting a view of the File

len open and affixed to the
ill ; also showing a view of the
ma when closed. As will be
served, this is an entirely new
stem of filing letters, from the

lact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
cue of the different filing divis-
ions, thus obviating the necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-

ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Our system saves time, and the price of
our Files is from three-fourths to one-third,
less than other kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE QEOQRAPHY OF THIS COUN-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THISMAP THATTHE

CHICAGaROCKISLm&PACIFICRT
By the central poBition of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffig, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots w^ith all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and raagnifl-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Be-
clinlng Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palac«
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in tho World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri Hiver Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE."
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
Susta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Past Ezpress

Trains.
Tickets for sale at allprincipal Ticket Offices In

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare al

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
Por detailed information, get the Maps and Pold

ers of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vlc«-Pc»a, * OsD'l M'g'r, Oea'lTkt. *rM*.A(t>
CHICAGO.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INGIiDDDia THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 383,444, 232.

Elastic 135,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MiNUFACTURKR OP

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

f^
'«i

'

<hJ
""

«

n
M . ss?

It •

«• •

It . "T
N .

•^

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AGENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil BlacldnK,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVEBT DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 naln St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spri33.s:£9l^, • • 3^a.ss.
Oldest Hubber Stamp Manury In
New England 8c Iiarirest in the IT. S.

E. A. ROCSSRS & CO.,
—Manufacturers of the—

Perfection Paper Oyster Buckets

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEND FOR PRICE Z.XST.

"THE BOSTOBf JOBBirTCS- HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
SnocBSsoR TO HALL & WHITING,

«S
-*- g,

<=§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1°
«t "i .^ §»

PUBLISHER,^^sziiE^BLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

COT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

F^~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON. 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa

529 MARKET ST., PIJILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF

—

Copying Paper ^iiBooks.
{Titles Registered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.H n MM^m RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
in 11 la IV -m WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iflfllllll 'V WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1. 1883. _^^
A Kevolation in Stylograpblc Pens. )

The Latest Improvement. (

$1.

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and bping devoid of the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the oarrel, which when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating th« ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to ail who use them. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Prices : No. 1, Plain, SI ; No. 2. Engraved. $1.35 ; .no. 3, Gold Mounted,
S1.50 ; No. 4, Entire Gold Cap, S3 ; No. 5, Mottled Ruling Pen, $1.50. ^^g~ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAFHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

LEON ISAACS. #> ^ # M. VOORSANGER.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,'°peZS^*;;ll*r
— Manufacturers of —

6LUMUM PENS.
THE GLTJCINXJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting
us.

E. <3r. XiOOIKlE ^c^OO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(ilhized and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.
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^4^LATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut" is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

8^

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

C?::^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS. =5iO

G^ ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES. ^^D

CARTER'S INKS, MUCILAfiE AND ARABIN.
THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION" of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This, with the

medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that have been granted Cakter's Ink and Mucilage.

CARTER, DIITSMORE dL CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON AA^EST'ON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

ElAS BEEN AWAKDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

I4INBN RBCORD I LBDGER PAPCR
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.—A. si?e:ci^i-.ty.—

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from ike Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission^ Medal of Progress American Institute., iSjf^ and Medal oy
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iS-j8. Its

PRINCIPAI. ADVANTAGES
are as follows :— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerjl

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a\

harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using
'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double

Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

sbeet, ERA-SEJ and K.ETVRITE FOUR TIM3S8 on. same spot*
Each sheet is wnter-marked with name and date.

Send, for sample

i-OCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, Ne^w York.
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TORONTO ITEMS.

[FBOM OUR REGtriiAR COEBESPONDENT.]

Toronto, Ont., January 4, 1884.

As I have not written you since some time last

year, it may be well for me to put in an appear-

ance. In my last letter I had something to say

about mud, and that sort of thing, and I inti-

mated that there was a long-drawn-out growl

from various classes of tradespeople about it.

You know people will growl anyway, and in

this case they had but little reason, for the fall

trade had been good. There was fine sleighing

at Christmas and for a few days before. New
Year's day was exceedingly fine for the season

—thermometer 20"—and capital sleighing. I am
sure there was not a horse in the city, from the

most miserable old back up to the highest-toned

animal of that species, that was not glad, t. e., if

a horse can be glad, when New Year's day was
done, and perhaps there was another class of

animals, too, who would have been delighted if

they could have been persuaded that they were
needless the next morning. The holidays, how-
ever, have come and gone, and we have stepped

out into a new year, and let us hope that we
may not be driven too hard and come out at the

end fresh and ready for another year's race.

We are having a wild day, and while I write

the wind is whistling through the cracks and
howling outside in a way that might well ex-

cite the envy of a half-dozen Highland bag-

pipers. And the snow is twirling and dancing
about the streets and dashing against the win-

dows as if it were mad about something. The
thermometer chalks zero and seems to have lost

all vitality, for it is gradually sinking, but we
hope for the best. It is a tough day to be out

and a hard day for many a poor soul in this

northern coimtry of ours.

I have seen most of our principal dealers several

times before and since the holidays, and without

an exception the verdict is that we have had a

good holiday trade. As is always the case, there

are variations. Some say that trade was better

than last year, others not quite so good, but

very satisfactory. And so far as I can learn I

believe this will apply to the whole country. I

do not think, and indeed I am certain that the

volume of business done for the last year will

be considerably under that of the preceding

year, and we are perhaps all the better for it.

The Northwest speculative fever that swept over

the country in 18S2—it was of a very malignant

type, and in a great many cases the bottom

dollar went, and has never been heard of since

—has pretty much died out. And the results of

the past year, while it may seem less in amount,

are likely to be more satisfactory. I am in-

formed by leading houses that they have had a

good year's business, and that collections up to

this date are good. I met, casually, one of our

largest—I don't refer to his size personally

because, in fact, his altitude is rather un-

der than over that of the majority of the

"lords of creation," but he is comfortably

rotund—and I said, "Well, I suppose you will

be quiet now for a time ?" This was on the last

day of the year. "I don't know," he replied;
" I have received a larger number of letters to-

day than I have had for some time; severallarge

orders, besides the usual daily run of orders,

and a large amount of settlements of accounts."

This, and it is not by any means an exception,

does not look bad.

I intimated in a former letter that the Rev.

G-. Richardson had superseded R. O. Smith in

the management of the book department of the

Standard Publishing Company. Mr. R. is an
old and respected minister of the Baptist church,

and I am informed his appointment is giving

great satisfaction, and that the business of this

house is increasing most satisfactorily. Mr.

Richardson had a book-store in Woodstock,

which he has disposed of to G. Odell. C. H.

BOSTON BREVITIES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Office Lookwood Press, 1

49 Federal St., Boston, January 9, 1884. f

After the storm a calm is always in order, and

the large trade of the past year, with its holiday

spurt, is now followed with its customary

quietness. Trade is by no means dull, however,

a considerable amount of business being done

for this season of the year, and the trade in

general express no uneasiness concerning the

future outlook. In blank books there is no

small demand, and the various manufacturers

are found busy on orders both for immediate

use and for February delivery. Some little

trade is also reported in commercial stationery

and counting-room supplies. In fancy goods

not much is doing. Jobbers of Easter novelties

and valentines are beginning to stock up, and

retailers are about looking up the best bar-

gains. Love missives are very expressive this

year and they are presented in many fantastic

shapes and costly designs. But, fear not, this

is leap year, you know, and Venus must fee

Cupid if she would enter the court of St. Valen-

tine.

Ward & Gay are presenting a large and

varied line of Easter novelties and valentines,

among which are some very rich and elegant

goods. This house is also offering some special

bargains in ruled papei's, of which large quanti-

ties are in stock. Its travelers are now on the

road, and the many patrons of this enterprising

house will be called upon.

In fancy cards, tags, scrap pictures, &c., the

Hub Card Company is prepared to supply the

trade in such quantities as may be ordered. The

catalogue and price-list issued by this company
cover a large line of goods which are in constant

demand, the prices of which are very low to the

trade, and wide-awake dealers might find a cata-

logue of these goods quite handy. Bevel-edge

cards and chromo cards are among the bargains

offered.

A. Storrs & Bement are making a specialty

of " orders for dance," having in stock many
very pretty designs in great quantities. This

house enjoys a good trade throughout the New
England States, though its business is not con-

fined entirely to this section. The lines of goods

carried embrace only the choicest of staple

goods which are offered to the trade at living

figures.

Samuel Hobbs «& Co. is a firm very well

known to the trade, who might be interested

to know that this house is the sole agent for

Hubbard's pens and pencils. Hano's manifold

books are also to be found here, as well as Shan-

non files and Globe files. Staple and fancy

stationery of all kinds, it is needless .to state,

can be ordered from this house. In speaking of

the business of the past year, Mr. Hobbs stated

that he was pleased with the volume, and saw

no reason to fear the new year.

The letter file companies are very well repre-

sented here just now, and from what I can learn

a good deal of business is being worked up. The

Globe Files Company, of Cincinnati, is having

its interests very well presented by W. W. Ed-

wards, the company's traveling agent. Mr.

Edwards has spent some ten days in the city to

good purpose, he having placed about fifty

cabinet files in as many different counting-

rooms. Mr. Edwards will remain some days

longer in the city, as he finds the Hub a good

place to do business in, and while here he makes

the ofBce of Samuel Hobbs & Co. bis head-

quarters.

Mr. Bardwell, of Bardwell & Brigg, New
York agents of the Shannon files, has also spent

some profitable time here and proposes to re-

main some days longer putting in good work on

the Shannon file. Mr. Bardwell is pleased with

the success of his visit here, having done a good

trade in his files. Mr. Bardwell's address while

in the city is with Carroll W. Clark, Franklin
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street, who would also take pleasure in selling

you a Shannon file or anything else wanted, for

Mr. Clark has everything in stock.

While on the subject of files, a word or two in

behalf of the "Yankee" letter file and binder

might not be amiss. This file, if I mistake not,

was the first invention of its kind, and for years

it has held its own, and even now, as Mr. Gould

claims, its sales among counting-rooms and to

the trade are still as large as ever. In the face

of such competition as there now is, the

"Yankee " letter file and binder does well in

commanding such trade—but then it is because

of its real merits that it does so. A. L. D.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TYPE-FOUNDING.

The corrosion and deterioration of the copper

matrices commonly used in type-founding is pro-

duced by several causes, to obviate which is the

object of a recent German invention. In the

first place, the sulphur, phosphorus and arsenic

contained in the type-metal, and mostly derived

from the regulus of antimony, are injurious to

the matrices, as the so-called type-metal when
in a molten state gives off its impurities to the

metal of the matrix which is being used, and
these substances, under the infiuence of the

highly-heated atmospheric air which is com-
pressed by the jet of metal, enter into

chemical combination with the metal of the

matrix, destroying its face and render-

ing the same useless, such combinations
being, for instance, sulphide, &c., of cop-

per or of iron, and the destructive effect of

these frequently continues even after the matrix
is out of use. The overheating of the type-

metal in the melting-pot, which, when the ope-

rator is careless, soon rises even to red heat, is a
factor which considerably contributes to the de-

struction of the matrix, as the face (or register)

of the matrix is completely burned, especially

where the jet of metal strikes.

These facts being recognized, the question

arises how the pyrogenic matters and arsenic

contained in the type-metal are to be rendered
innocuous, and how the effect of the overheated
metal upon the matrix is to be paralyzed, and
lastly to carry away as completely as possible

from the matrix the hot air driven into the
" eye " by the jet, and by these means to attain

a certain success.

To render innocuous or impossible the effect of

the pyrogenic matters and the arsenic, it would
only be necessary to use chemically-pure metals

for forming the alloy of type-metal, but the high

price of such so-formed alloys will not allow the

same to come largely into use. Instead of this,

the following may, according to inventors, be

used with advantage : The impurities contained
in the type-metal (pyrogenic matters and ar-

senic) are abstracted therefrom while it is in the

melting-pot and before it enters the pump, and
at the same time a metal is used for the mold
which will bear without injury a higher tem-
perature of the type-metal, whereby a part of

the injurious matters (such as sulphur, phos-

phorous, arsenic) will be caused partly to be
burned, partly to be volatilized in the melting-

pot. By this means, viz., by raising the temper-

ature of the type-metal, the air contained in the

casting apparatus and the mold is considerably

attenuated and its injurious effect reduced in

consequence.

The metals or alloys to be used for the molds
must be of such a nature that they behave neu-

trally or have but little affinity for the pyro-

genic materials and arsenic ; such is, for in-

stance, platinum pure or in any desired alloy

with the platiuic metals (palladium, iridium,

osmium) or with zirconium. Other precious

metals, gold for instance, may also be used in

alloys with platinum for this purpose.

For removing the pyrogenic matters and the

arsenic from the type-metal, finely-divided me-

tallic iron is used, combined, or not combined,

with plastic or other coal or carbon, by either

placing these materials into the melting-pot or

crucible simultaneously with the metal to be

melted, or by subsequently adding them to the

already molten metal. By preference metallic

iron is used in a fine state of division, either in

the form of bundles of wire, coils of wire gauze,

iron filings, or turnings of granulated iron, or

precipitated metallic iron in a spongy state (simi-

lar to the so-called spongy platinum). It is ad-

vantageous to surround the finely-divided iron

with pulverized coal of any origin ; by prefer-

ence, however, wood charcoal, or to mix it there-

with, forming therefrom, by the use of an ap-

propriate binding medium, plastic porous bodies

whose shape is either adapted to the melting-

pot or crucible, or otherwise suitably formed.

As a binding medium and for producing po-

rosity, among others, syrup and pulverized bo-

racic acid, or borax (acid borate of sodium) or

other boracic salts may be used. Thus, as one

instance, 10 parts of powdered charcoal, 80

parts of iron finely divided, 2 parts boracic

acid, and 18 parts of syrup, produce an appro-

priate, easily-molded compound, from which,

when it is annealed (in which process the syrup

is carbonized and the boracic acid renders the

mass porous), a well-coherent and porous body
results. The porous bodies thus obtained, con-

sisting of coal and finely-divided iron, are put

into the liquid metal and permanently remain

therein during the casting ; finely-divided iron

offering a great surface may, however, be used

even without combination with carbon or bo-

racic acid or boracic salts.

The effect of this application, which for dis-

tinction is called " Antipyrogene," is as follows:

In consequence of the heating of the coal with

the molten metal, a part of the impure and com-

bustible materials (sulphur and phosphorus) is

burnt with the coal or carbon and rises in the

form of ashes to the surface of the metal. The
finely-divided iron (either powdery or granu-

lated) enters partly into chemical combination

with tbe pyrogenic matters in the type-metal

(the liquid metal here exerts a catalytic action),

forming, for instance, sulphide of iron, which

separates as grayish-black powder on the sur-

face. Another part of the iron, being finely

divided, readily melts in the heat .of the molten

type-metal, becomes alloyed with the same, and

hardens it.

Besides the advantage to the matrices or

patrices above set forth, the further advantage

is attained, that the wear of tbe pump piston of

type-founding machines is considerably re-

duced, as it much less attacked by the purified

type-metal, while cleaner, denser, harder, and

consequently more durable, castings are ob-

tained.

As soon as this porous, finely-divided iron has

become a grayish-brown, soft powder, and as

such separates upon the surface of the liquid

metal, or where bundles of iron wire are used,

as soon as the iron has become black and brittle,

the powder or the wire having ceased to be ef-

fective, must be removed from the melting-pot,

and replaced by fresh iron (or Antipyrogene).

To render, as above stated, the eye or face of

the copper matrices, or in some cases patrices,

unaffected by the overheated liquid metal, even

if the metal be at a bright-red heat, the inven-

tors use at these parts of the matrix either a metal

with a very high point of fusion which is not

oxidizable and neutral to pyrogenic matters and
arsenic, or at least cover tbe face or eye with a

thin layer of such metal. Experiments show
that only precious metals are suited for this

purpose, platinum either pure or alloyed with

palladium, iridium, osmium or zirconium being

preferable. Alloys of platinum with other

metals are not very injurious, provided the lat-

ter are not present in too high a percentage,

that is to say, if the addition or the alloy of

other metal, say gold, does not exceed 20 per ct.

The matrices, whether solid or electrotyped,

are produced in the same manner as heretofore;

they are prepared, punched, adjusted, &c., in

the usual manner. Now, to provide the eye or

face where the letter or symbol is with platinum

or its alloys, a plate of precious metal may
either be soldered upon the proper place or it

may be inserted in a dovetailed recess; more-
over, the precious metal may be deposited on

the face or in the eye of the matrix by elec-

tricity applied in any suitable manner. Gener-

ally, in matrices or patrices in which the part

to be protected is to be provided with a plate of

precious metal soldered on or inserted in a dove-

tail, the letter or symbol will be struck or

stamped or punched only after the plate is ap-

plied and tbe adjustment subsequently effected,

while in matrices already made or produced by
galvanism the precious metal will preferably

be deposited in the finished eye in a thin layer

by means of an electric current.

The third element which causes the de-

struction of matrices in type-founding

—

the hot atmospheric air compressed by the

jet of metal— is removed from the eye of

the matrix and from the founding apparatus,

that. is, from the mold generally, in the follow-

ing manner: The matrix is provided in ap-

propriate places, viz., where the air can most
readily escape from the interior of the matrix
eye, with apertures or holes starting from the

face of the eye and at the sides or the edge of

the eye, which openings are at a suitable dis-

tance, say, for instance, two or three millimetres

from the edge of the matrix eye or face and pass

entirely through it. At the face of the matrix
these vent-holes may be widened out, similarly

to the countersink for a pin.

Now, when a number of vent-holes, according
to the size of the matrix, have been drilled, the
edge of the matrix is by the shortest way con-

nected with the vent-holes by a groove or chan-
nel whose depth may vary between a quarter
and one millimetre. The vent-holes may pass
vertically or obliquely through the metal of the
matrix, but their position is, to some extent,

determined by the shape of the letter or figure

in the matrix. The connecting channel between
the vent-holes and the edge of the matrix eye
may, moreover, be made in a straight line,

curved, or in a zigzag shape.

The small steel plate which in most founding
apparatus at present in use serves to make a
tight joint between the casting-tool and the
spout of the melting-pot has usually an aper-
ture for the passage of the jet of metal.
By the present process a second opening is pro-

vided by the side of this first one, and the two
are connected by a groove or channel. Gener-
ally, only one secondary aperture will be used,
but several may be arranged to allow the air
to escape still more quickly; it is likewise
not absolutely necessary to provide the small
steel plate with secondary apertures, as one or
more grooves or channels of appropriate depth
and width extending to the edge of the plate will
have the same effect. These grooves or chan-
nels must always be made on that side of the
plate nearest to the founding apparatus.
The process here described is the invention of

H. J. Kolk, C. A. J. Gursch, and C. H. J.
Klemm, all of Berlin.—Printing Times and
Lithographer.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of CoLon, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and toft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water-

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Xedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. Jr., & BRO..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-qaarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor*

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the moat select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-
' tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
^ General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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L. PRANG & CO..

286 RoxBURY St., Boston, Mass.
BRANCHES.

New York : 38 Bond St.

Philadelphia ; mo Walnut St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES.
London : Arthur Ackermann, 191 Regent St.

Melbourne : Robert Jolley & Co., 43 Elizabeth St

BRANCHES.
Chicago : 112 Monroe St,

San Francisco : 529 Commercial St.

H
A

"PURE and chaste in sentiment, the combined work of

our best American artistic and literary talent, our

line of Valentines for 1884 cannot fail to receive the sup-

port of the most refined class of buyers.

We have been guided in their preparation by the

success in former years, and by the expressed wants of the

trade.

The following artists, among others, are represented :

F. S. Church,

Harry Beard,

C. Y. Turner,

H. GiACOMELLi, of Paris.

F. Schuyler Mathews.

Miss L. B. Humphrey,

Mrs. O. E. Whitney,

Miss Rosina Emmet,

Miss L. B. Comins,

Miss Alice W. Adams,

A varied assortment of Valentines by the above-named

artists is offered in plain form, and single and double silk

fringed.

ENVELOPES furnished with almost all our Valen-

tines, without extra charge.

BACKS.—We again beg to call attention to the ele-

gantly-designed backs, which are a special feature in our

cards

SATIjy FBIJVTS.

Besides a number of Floral Designs mounted

in a variety of novel styles, special attention is called to

our finest production in this line,

THE "LION IN LOVE" VALENTINE.

This is a rich satin print, on an elegant fancy plushi

mount. The design is after F. S. Church's important

work of above name. The poetry is by J. V. Cheney./

The picture is of the greatest artistic merit, and, on its

elegant mount, forms, what we think, one of the most

!

unique, artistic and sumptuous St. Valentine Souvenirsl

ever offered to the public.

Retail Price, in a neat suitable box, $io.oo.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS OF OUR VALENTINES ARE NOW READY.

Besides our Valentines, we call attention to our NEW BIRTHDAY CARDS, includin| Satin Art Prints, New
Scripture Text Cards, New Copies for Painting, &c.

Our line of EASTER CARDS and EASTER NOVELTIES will shortly be announced.
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GEORGE B. HURD A CO., '^ ===,^^^ ^'-

MANUFACTimEES OF AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN -

I©M
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z- CRANE, JR., <Sc BRO.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT, & CO.,

Principal Office, EOOHESTEE, N. Y. Branch" Offices, OHIOAM, 111. and TOEONTO, Ont.

LE FAKE'S MnCIUKE MANUFACTURED

i

RUSSIA CEWIIT GO.
Grlonces-ter, Ivlass.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

-% Ht^" Will not injure the most delicate colors.

0A.UT1ON. Se-w^are of Imitations clalxnine to l>e "ibe ^axae Hilxtg:" or "Jvist as good."
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THE STATIONERS' BOARD OF
TRADE.

ANNUAL MEETINC

The annual meeting of the Stationers' Board
of Trade was held at the rooms of the board in

the Bennett Building on Tuesday, January 10.

The following-named firms were represented

either by proxy or by member : Alexander

Agar, Althorf Bergmann & Co., B. B. Holbrook

& Co., Cambridgeport Diary Company, E.

Claxton & Co., A. M. Carr, Son & Co., Ester-

brook Steel Pen Company, R. Graves & Co.,

New Hampshire Paper Company, R. S. Boggs

& Co., Janeway & Co., Henry C. Lee, Son &
Co., Liebenroth.Von Auw & Co.,Ma«sasoit Paper

Company, Mount Holly Paper Company,
Riverdale Paper Company, Daniel Slote

& Co., Charles Taber & Co., S. A. Trow-

bridge, Vanderburg, Wells & Co., War-
ren, Fuller & Lang, G. Henry Whitcomb
& Co., Whiting Paper Company, Dennison

Manufacturing Company, Eagle Pencil Com-
pany, Boorum & Pease, Samuel Raynor & Co.,

Charles T. Bainbridge's Sons, Edward Todd,

Acme Stationery & Paper Company, Baker,

Pratt & Co.

The attendance was not so large as on some
occasions, but the meeting was very interesting,

the various reports submitted showing an in-

creased membership, better financial condition

of the board and a hearty interest taken in its

work by the members and executive oflScers. A
member ventured the opinion that a collation

served at the annual meetings of the board

might, by imparting a more social character to

the occasions, call out a larger attendance. The
matter was informally discussed before the c on

vening of the board, and it is probable that some
action will be taken on it at some future meet-

ing.

After the meeting was called to order the

minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-

proved. The following report was then sub-

mitted by the president of the board, George

L. Pease

:

President's Report.

Gentlemen of the Stationers' Board of Trade

:

We have again convened for a review of the

work performed by this oflBce during the past

year, as also to exchange cordial greetings and
welcome our new members. When I recounted

to you at our last annual meeting the satisfac-

tory and effective work performed, and the gen-

eral prosperity of our organization during the

previous year, I hardly ventured to predict an

increased membership and extended usefulness

of our board in 1883. It is, however, my pleas-

ure to report a larger number of members to-

day than ever before since our organization,

viz., 177.

The report of our treasurer will show you a

very satisfactory condition of our finances.

The Finance Committee will furnish you details

of the office work performed in its several de-

partments, viz., Collection Bureau, Records and
Reports and Bankruptcy. The two former

have made great advancement, and I trust our

vice-president in his report will show those mem-
bers who have not availed themselves of their

privileges how great is their loss.

In the Bankruptcy or Failure Department we
have had largely increased work, but with not

as satisfactory results as when we had a nation-

al bankruptcy law, and were not subjected to

as many different collection laws to work under

as there are States in the Union. I urge upon our

members i^o work earaestly for the passage of a

just bankruptcy law—one framed to protect the

creditor as well as the debtor, and provide for

an honest administration and division of an
estate. If such a law can be enacted during

this session of Congress, I predict that my suc-

cessor will be able to report to you at our next

annual meeting a doubled membership as well

as increased prosperity in all departments of

our board.

There is no work this organization is so well

informed on and adapted to as the working up
of a crooked failure, through its Bankruptcy
Department. The large number of failures dur-

ing the last few months in all lines of trade

warns us to act promptly and vigorously to

secure a bankruptcy law.

The work of the Arbitration Committee has

been light ; and permit me to suggest to our

members that they employ this committee oft-

ener to settle trade differences. Certainly no
more economical court exists, and no better in-

formed jury can be found to decide differences

between traders than intelligent merchants and
manufacturers—those engaged in the same or in

similar occupations.

I desire to speak a word in commendation of

our corps of employes, who have served the

board faithfully and efficiently, and who can

show to-day the office work balanced up, cleaned

up, and in better shape than in former years. I

thank these gentlemen for their promptness and
faithfulness.

Our increase in numbers have come from
nearly all departments of trade, quite a number
from the toy manufacturers and dealers, and I

hope the board will prove so useful to those now
with us that they will feel like inducing those

outside to join us in a body.

During the year two of our members have
passed from among us— George W. Davids and
Joseph Rickendorfer. Both of them were trus-

tees, and were in deep sympathy with every

work and act that advanced the interest of our

organization.

In conclusion, I thank the trustees for the

hearty interest they have taken in the board and
the support they have given me in carrying out

any measures for promoting the welfare of our

organization.

(Signed) Georqe L. Pease,

President.

The report was accepted, and motion was
made that it be recorded on the minutes by the

secretary.

William T. Pratt, vice-president of the board

and chairman of the finance committee, sub-

mitted a report as follows :

Report of Finance Committee.

Mr, President and Oentlemen of the Stationers'

Board of Trade :

Your Finance Committee beg to submit the

following report for the year ending December
31, 1883

:

MEMBERSHIP.
On January 1, 1883, the board numbered 166

members. During the year 17 new members
have been elected, while 6 have withdrawn, our

present membership numbering 177. Of the six

resignations noted during the year, two of them
represented firms who have gone out of business

and one a firm which joined the board in order

to avail themselves of the advantages offered in

the settlement of a dispute through the medium
of our Arbitration Committee. The dispute

having been arbitrated, the firm withdrew its

membership ; so that practically but three

members have been lost during the year, while

seventeen names added to our roll make our

present membership 177, the largest which our

association has ever attained. There ia yet

room, however, for more, and in no other way
can the trade obtain such valuable benefits as

our organization affords them at such a mini-

mum expense.

records and reports.

In the Departments of Records and Reports,

on January 1, 1883, our record books contained

detailed reports of 16,050 firms and individuals

dealing with our members. During the year

3,743 of these reports have been revised and cor-

rected to date ; 2,645 reports of new names
have been added, making the total number of

dealers now reported on our record books 18,695.

There have been received 8,474 inquiry tickets

from members seeking information, which have
been promptly answered, while 10,278 general,

and 362 special reports, making a total of 10,630

reports, have been sent out to members. In ad-

dition to these,,66 voluntary information tickets,

containing early reports of failures and assign-

ments, have been sent to all members of the

board.

During the year there have been 5,656 inquiry

tickets sent to members for information, while

69 special inquiries have been made, and the

valuable data thus gained has been duly incor-

porated on the record books of the office.

There have been 696 statement blanks sent out

to dealers, followed by 289 second requests for

reply ; 724 inquiries to banks, 379 to attorneys,

making a total of 2,088 inquiries through this

medium ; while during the said period we have
received 518 statements from dealers, 588 reports

from banks, 476 reports from attorneys, making
a total of 1,582 reports.

In addition to the above work, this depart-

ment of the office has issued 17,807 information

circulars to its members.
It is gratifying to note that all our members,

with the exception, perhaps, of some twenty or

twenty-five, have this year taken advantage of

this department of the office for obtaining in-

formation.

The comparison of the past three years' work
in this department may best serve to show its

increasing value to our general membership.

Inquiry Ticketsfrom Members.

1881 6,429

1882 7,121

1883 8,474

Inquiry Tickets sent to Members.
1881 4,238

1882 4,736

1883 5,656

General Reports issued to Members.
1881 7.975

1882 8,810

1883 10,278

BtTREATT OF COLLECTION.

In the Collection Department there have been
received during the year 1,361 claims for collec-

tion, aggregating the sum of $142,576.94. Of
this sum, dividends to the amount of $45,323J6
have been collected through the office, and the

proceeds paid to members, exclusive of the large

number of claims which have been withdrawn,
having been settled direct on receipt of notice

from this office.

In this department 4,095 letters have been re-

ceived ; 6,374 letters have been written.

Seven hundred and eighty-one claims have
been sent to attorneys.

The fees received by the office in the Collec-

tion Bureau during the year were $1,398.82.

In 1882 there were two claims amounting to

over $5,000, each collected through the office,

which included made the aggregate of claims

for 1882, $114,535.55. While this year shows
an increase of about 33>^ per cent, in the num-
ber of claims presented for collection, it will be
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observed that the aggregate is only $142,576.94,

thus showing that the average amount of claims

this year has been considerably less than last.

These two claims coming under last year's work

also explains why the dividends collected in 1882

were $48,604.19, as against $45,323.76 in 1883. It

will be noticed, however, that the office fees are

a trifle larger than last year, standing $1,398.82,

as against $1,193.31 for the year 1882.

FAILTJEES AND ASSIGNMENTS.

In the Failure and Assignment Department

during the last year there have been received

153 cases for adjustment, consisting of 817

claims, aggregating $273,351.91.

There were 111 unsettled claims in the office

on January 1, 1883, which with the 153 received

during the year make a total number of 264

cases. Of these 5 cases have been closed by
payment in full, 40 cases do., under assignment,

44 cases do. by compromise, 8 cases do. direct

with creditors, and 36 cases have been cancelled

and returned as worthless, making a total of 133

cases disposed of during the year, and leaving

now in process of collection in this department

131 cases.

There has been paid to creditors through this

department of the office $49,045.66, exclusive of

amount paid in direct settlement.

There have been 2,670 letters written, 2,227

letters received, and 4,283 circulars issued to

creditors.

By comparison, it will be noticed that the

business in this department has increased ma-

terially within the past three years.

1881, 86 claims; 1882,88; 1883, 153.

The 88 cases in 1882 represented 479 claims.

The 153 cases in 1883 represented 817 claims.

Therefore, the records of letters received and

written and circulars sent out show an increase

in something over 50 percent. In addition to

those already mentioned, there have been 577

letters received on the general business of the

office, and 1,041 letters have been written.

In this department the want of a bankruptcy

bill is felt, and your committee unite with our

president in the earnest desire that the board

may do all in its power to secure the speedy

adoption by Congress of some bill which shall

satisfactorily meet the wants of merchants. In

this connection we would report, that by resolu-

tion of the trustees, the Finance Committee

have been authorized to draw up and have pre-

sented a suitable petition to Congress, praying

for the passage of a uniform bankruptcy law.

This petition will be immediately sent to mem-
bers of our board for their signature, and then

forwarded to our representatives in Congress.

FINANCIALi DEPARTMENT.

Regarding our financial position, in view of

the treasurer's report which is now before you,

which so fully covers the ground, it is perhaps

unnecessary for any further comments. An
abstract, however, from his report shows :

Cash in the treasury January 1st., 1883 $3,349.31

Receipts through the office during this year 11,347.50

Total $13,696.71

The total disbursements through the office

have been $10,540; leaving a balance in the

treasury January 1. 1884, $1,848.21, added to

which the redemption fund of $1,308.50 shows a

balance of $3,156.71.

A comparison of our present condition with

that of former years is certainly very encourag-

ing, as it contains the largest membership ever

attained by the association, while each depart-

ment of the office shows a larger amount of

work accomplished during the past year than

heretofore, and we think with better results.

We desire to express our thanks to those mem-

bers who have so kindly aided us in obtaining

information through the medium of our inquiry

tickets, especially is this due to those in the city

who are daily reached by our canvassers.

We also most heartily congratulate the mem-
bers of the board as with pleasure we bear testi-

mony to the efficient and faithful services ren-

dered by our secretary and his able corps of as-

sistants.

It would seem that the mission of the Station-

ers' Board of Trade is to establish and cultivate

broader and deeper principles of business than

the temporizing policy which it is so natural

and easy for individuals, disassociated in action,

to fall into.

We firmly believe that if a more general at-

tendance at our regular meetings could be

brought about the efficiency of our Board could

be materially strengthened. There are many
crying evils which, by long toleration, have be-

come usage in the trade. If these matters could

be brought up and freely discussed by our mem-
bers, we feel that it would be much to the inter-

est of all.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(Signed) W. T. Pratt,

Chairman Finance Committee.

The report was duly approved and filed.

Alexander Agar, treasurer, submitted the fol-

lowing report

:

Balance on hand January 1 , 1883 $3,319 . 31

Receipts dubing the Year.

Initiation fees $650.00
Quarterly dues 8,313.50
Stock issued 130 . 00
Collection fees 1,368.86
Advances en account of mem-
bers and creditors repaid 877. 64

$11,339.00
Interest on redemption fund. . . 108 50

11,347.50

$13,696.71
Disbursements.

Rent $1,300.00
Salaries 6,766.84

Offlcesalaries 1,994.37

Certificates of stock redeemed

.

60.00
Counsel fees 300.00
Taxes 3.75
Advances to members and
creditors 315.14

10,540.00

Balance on hand, January 1, 1884 $3,156.71

General account $1 ,848 . 31

Redemption fund 1,308. 60

$3,156.71

In regard to the redemption fund it may be

well to state that all dealers who become mem-
bers of the board pay an initiation fee of $50

and is also required to place at least one share

to the credit of the board. If he withdraws

from membership for any cause this stock is

redeemed. The board was organized with one

hundred and twenty members, and a redemp-

tion fund of $1,300. This, with interest, &c.,

has accumulated to 1,308.50, but were it not for

withdrawals of members from the board would,

as is obvious, be much larger.

After the reading of these reports the follow-

ing named gentlemen were elected trustees for

the coming year : Alexander Agar, J. F.

Anderson, Jr., B.VanWagenen, H.V.Butler, Jr.,

A. C. Barnes, E. Faber, Patrick Farrelly, Jonas

Langfeld, Wm. I. Martin, George L. Pease,

William T. Pratt, R. M. Fairfield, D. Scott, S. I.

Enight, C. F. A. Hinrichs, Charles E. Runk,

Charles T. Dillingham, E. Embree. On a vote

being taken they were unanimously declared

elected.

The new board of trustees is composed of five

booksellers and publishers, four paper manu-

facturers and dealers, one toy dealer, one wall-

paper dealer, one pencil manufacturer, one en-

velope manufacturer, one leather goods dealer,

one paper-stock dealer, two manufacturing sta-

tioners, one blank-book manufacturer.

A committee of five, after some discussion,

was appointed to make the necessary arrange-

ments for the annual dinner of the board and to

appoint the time for holding the same. The
committee consists of David Scott, Wm. I. Mar-
tin, Alex. Agar, Cbas. E. Runk and Wm. Gra-

ham.

On Monday afternoon, January 14, at 3 P. M.,

a meeting of the trustees of the board will be
held for the purpose of electing a president,

vice-president and secretary for the year 1884.

AN EARLY CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY
OF STEEL PENS.

The subject of the identity of the inventor of

steel pens has lately been broached in one of the

Birmingham papers, in connection with which
attention has been drawn to the statement, .

made some years ago, that the first steel pens

were made by Daniel Fellows, of Sedgley, ah old

sportsman, intimate in his younger days with

the then Lord Dudley, of Himley. D. Fellows

also made gold pens and claimed to be the in-

ventor of them, but this was disputed by a Dr.

Wise, of London, between whom and Fellows a

paper war was carried on respecting it some
seventy or eighty years ago. The writer of the

above statement was asked to give further de-

tails, names, dates, &c., and he then stated that

the "paper war" was by rival hand-bills;

that he had been at Fellows' house in 1806,

and seen " Thomas Sheldon, his apprentice,

making steel pens;" that Fellows began to make
steel pens about 1793, that he himself paid Shel-

don £100 jn 1822 for pens, and more than that

amount in 1823, but that soon after the machine-

made pens of Mitchell & Gillott took the place

of the barrel-made pens. Another contributor

(" T. S.") wrote that in 1815 Sheldon's pens were

sold at 18s. per dozen, less 10 per cent, for cash,

that they were the barrel-shape, and that with

bone handle and cover to protect the pen, for

pocket, the price of B. Smith & Co.'s steel book
was 36s. per dozen, discount 25 per cent, quar-
terly, or 5 per cent, for prompt cash. The writer
added that be had in his possession a metallic

pen, of Dutch make, the date of which was prov-
able as sold in the year 1717.

—

Printing Times
and Lithographer.

EARLY TYPE-FOUNDING.

In 1636 Joseph Moxon, the earliest writer on

the technique of printing, type-founding, &c.,

published his " Mechanical Exercises," a work

often quoted in the typographical literature of

to-day. He was the first of English letter-cut-

ters to reduce to rule the art which before him

had been practised only by guess, and left to

succeeding artists examples that they might

follow. By nice and accurate divisions he ad-

justed the size, situation and form of the sev-

eral parts and members of letters, and the pro-

portion which every part bore to the whole.

The bodies most in use when Moxon wrote, and

which were the only ones noticed by him, were

Pearl, Nonpareil, Brevier, Long Primer, Pica,

English, Great Primer, Double Pica, Two-line

English and French Canon. Moxon further

says : " We have one body more, which is some-

times used in England, that is, a Small Pica;

but I account it no discretion in a master prin-

ter to provide it, because it differs so little from
Pica, that unless the workmen be more careful

than they sometimes are, it may be mingled
with Pica, and so the beauty of both may be
destroyed." Moxon followed the occupation of

a mathematical instrument maker, and was hy-
drographer to the king.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 288,967. Paper-Bag Holder. — William Henry
Ashton, Seward, Neb.

No. 289,014. Feed-Gage for Printing Presses.—Ed-

ward L. Megill, Brooklyn, N. Y.

la a feed-gage for printing presses, the com-

bination of a gage-sUank with a gage-head

having suitable fastenings for adjusting, vary-

ing and securing the latter under and along the

former, whereby the sheets are allowed to go

under the forward end of the gage-shanks any

required depth.

No. 289,029. Plate-Holder for Photographers' Cam-
eras.—Frederick Gr. Sargent and Allen C. Sar-

gent, Graniteville, Mass.

No. 289,032. Game Apparatus or Toy Target.—Chas.

Sears, South Evanston, 111.

No. 289,042. File Case.—Anthony W. Voltz, Buffalo,

N. Y.

No. 289,043. Game Apparatus.—Harry T. W. Waller,

New York, N. Y.

A game representing stock operations, con-

sisting of a board upon which counters or

checks are placed to represent the amount in-

vested in by the players, and a mutable wheel,

dice or cards, marked and employed to indicate,

in connection with the board, the names and

fluctuations of the stock or commodities.

No. 289,047. Stamping Machine.—Wesley N. Whe-
less, Augusta, Ga.

No. 289,121. Toy Kitchen.— Max Miller, Brooklyn

N. Y.

No. 289,133. Clasp for Albums.—Albert Pfliiger,

Berlin, Germany, assignor to Richard Moser,

same place.

No. 289,140. Toy Money-Box.—Wm. S. Reed, Leo-

minster, Mass.

No. 289,161. Paper Box.-Henry D. Stimson, Had-
donfleld, N. J.

No. 289,167. Calendar.—Samuel D. Styles, New York,

N. Y.

No. 289,195. Combined Copy-Holder and Book-Rest.

—Gustave Weinschenk, Cambridge, Mass.

No. 289,217. Game Table.—Geo. Calder, Mill Creek,

Utah.

No. 289,221. Return-Ball.—Charles W. Clark, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, assignor to Laura A. Murray, same
place.

No. 289,239. Apparatus for polishing Sheets of

Zylonite, &c.—Jarvis B. Edson, Adams, Mass.

No, 289,240. Forming and Finishing Surfaces coated

with Zylonite.—Jarvis B. Edson, Adams, Mass.

No. 289,241. Patent-Leather and a substitute there-

for.—Jarvis B. Edson, Adams, Mass.

No. 289,252. Clamp for Books.—Frank E. Halliday,

Geigersville, Ky.

No. 289,297. Game-Ball.-William B. Melot, Fleet-

wood, Pa.

No. 289,838. Treating material with Zylonite to re-

semble Pebble, Goat, French Calf and Alligator

Leather.—Jarvis B. Edson, Adams, Mass.

The method of making a substitute for leather

resembling goat pebble, French calf, or alliga-

tor, consisting iu partially dissolving the sur-

face of a sheet of zylonite or similar pyroxyline
substance by a suitable solvent ; secondly, ap-

plying the sheet to the material forming the

base with the partially-dissolved side of the

sheet next thereto ; and, thirdly, applying

pressure for a period of time sufficient to imi-

tate the kind of leatber to be produced, and to

expel the surplus solvent and air and cause an
intimate union of the base and sheet of zylonite.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word *' MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,

and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

elfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.TURNER & HARRISON,""

lOiiffliLSlaieograBli ani Transfer M.
THE RUBBER-FINISHED SLATEOGRAPH

is the most economical and rapid Dry
Copying Process in the market.

For Simplicity and Duratiility it has No Equal.

IT CHALLENGES COMPARISON,
DISTANCES COMPETITION and SURPASSES

EXPECTATIONS.
It cleans easily, copies splendidly, and avoids the

annoyance of remelting, as by the old method.
Sold by all Stationers. Send for Circular Price
List to the manufacturers,

SUNDERLIN, TABER & CO.

SILICATE BOOK SLATES, -^ ^
BLACK DIAMOND SLATING,

REVOLVINC BLACKBOARDS,
-^ ^ LAPILINUM (Slated Cloth).

THESE GOODS are in constant use by the BOARD OF EDUCATION of the City of New York (in
every Public School), and have been for the past twelve years, which is a sufficient guarantee as to their

durability and perfection. They are also in use by a large number of the BOARDS OF EDUCATION,
Colleges and Schools throughout the country. The Private Schools have also adapted our Book Slates in
preference to slate or paper pads—finding them more economical and more advantageous to the pupil.
They are handsomely bound in fine black cloth, attractive in appearance, and finely finished. The
B1.ACKBOARDS are well seasoned, and will last for years, slated on both sides with the celebrated
BLACK DIAMOND SLATING. For sale by all the leading Houses throughout the United States and
Canada. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. Patented and manufactured only by the

NEW YORK SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, Hew York City.

JANENTZKY & V^EBER,
(formbblt janentzet a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with fiowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

ta the market.

I. U. O. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Groandlng Color and Enamel Yarnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on appUcation.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

GUt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES
;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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PADS AND BLOTTER TABLETS,
We desire to call the attention of the Trade to the most desirable and saleable goods on the market.

wiHrrFMslSi^scRrfcFrTADC
Made from a hard calendered, engine-sized, ckeam-LAID paper, bound on end and side with our red elastic composition.

Put up in Nine Sizes, 2^x4 to 8x12 inches.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED TABLET.-\X™wS2:' ^1
paper, with Antique Card-Board Cover, each sheet perforated and permanently bound at the top. Made in Five
Sizes, 2}( X 4:j4 to 5^ x 9 inches ; Two Sizes, perforated in the middle for Cash Checlis.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLETr'TaMeT
a Lovr-Priced Blotter
and bound with neat

Antique Covers. Made from Fine Quality of Cream-Laid Paper, both ruled and plain, and put up in COMMEKCIAJL
NOTE, PACKET NOTE and CONGRESS LETTEK. For Educational purposes they have no equal.

S3^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON CASE LOTS.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

"ACME" STATIONERY AND PAPER CO.,
No. 117 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

-^ Keadgi'^iaste^e f©^ Padded Fapei'^ amd 3 m.^

-^^^ DSrEl"Vsr LIlsrE O'F CA^lElJD^l

, 82 & 84 Beekman St., New York,

SOLE agent for-

JULIUS. BIEN & CO.'S

••^=a EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. !=$<—

^^ These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

|W
I ^\ \ /^ I "Tp I^^ —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

1^ \J Y CL Lm I I CmW Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles

.^^^_^_^^^__—.^.^—. in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &;c.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS I

(^/vS^ BANKERS'SHEARS.
.r<^::r s foil shears i

'^TE^^ NICKEL PLATED SIZES- 8, 9.10,11,12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY

HORATIO G.KERN

PHILADELPHIA.

ANDERSONil&ISTANTONi
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broad-way, New York.
INSURANCE EFFECfTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON

ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

m^ paper:mill insurance a specialty.

THE RftlSBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOniNB PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
»

MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuable DPatented Improvemeiits.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

ic Worts, East

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

W. M. BAMBEEGE, Houston, Texas.

HamdOottkb. SEND FOR CIROULAB AND PBICB LIST Hamp-Oottkr, with Stkah Fixture.
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FAIVIILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illummated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lntber's Illastrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Map*, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, malting- the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of maguificeut en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IlluntratedC''tal'gue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
5^" Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

i^aw^
B L-ACK

SnL
I E> r

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 15 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -*- -*-

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
•*- -^ And PERFORATING.

ISTo. S 1 Tolm. Street, iTevT- ""STor^r-

C. F. A. HiNRICHS,
IMPORTER OF

FaiiCF Goois, Glassware, Glina, Tofs, Gaies,

CLOCKS, BRONZES, &c.
Fayence, China and Glass Metal-Mounted Lamps,

C. A. KLEEMANN'S PATENT ST. GERMAIN STUDENT LAMPS.

IiTos. 2©, 31 asa-ci 33 IFarlr ^lace, IfcTe-^^r "STorlc

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UANUFACTDRKR OF

TIN A«D PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No, 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111.,

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. Tne machine,
while a marvel of mechanical inventioii, is a model of simplicity.
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All new goods and designs which are

aot, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

T. W. Ripley, printer, Boston, Mass., has

been damaged by fire.

Jacob Gleason, bookseller and stationer. Red
Oak, la., is selling out.

B. H. Rothwell, bookseller, &c., Toronto,

Ont., Is advertising his business for sale.

The National' Paper Company, Milan, 111.,

has confessed judgment In the sum of $11,683.

Eli Saulsbury, publisher of the Delawarian,

Dover, Del., has sold out to J. F. & J. P. Sauls-

bury.

H. G. Razall & Co., blank-book manufactur-

ers, Milwaukee, Wis., have been burned out;

insured.

A receiver has been appointed for the Good-

willie Wyman Company, dealer in printers'

supplies. New York city.

McArdle & Hart, paper-stock dealers. New
York city, have dissolved partnership. P. J.

McArdle continues the business.

An attachment has been issued against the

Philadelphia Paper Box and Paste Manufactur-

ing Company, San Francisco, Cal.

S. Hubbuch & Brother, dealers in wall-paper,

Louisville, Ky., have dissolved partnership.

Otto Hubbuch has been admitted to the firm.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Fitzpatrick & King, paper hangers, Philadel-

phia, Pa. William R. King continues the

business.

S. A. Rudolph's Sons, paper dealers, &c.,

Philadelphia, Pa., have admitted Sebastian A.

Rudolph as special partner for $20,000 to De-

cember 31, 1885.

W. T. Donaldson and C. S. Magrath have suc-

ceeded the firm of Donaldson & Co., printers

and publishers, Philadelphia, Pa., under the

style of Donaldson & Magrath.

George W. Reid & Co. , dealers in stationery,

&c., Pittsburg, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

Harry Watts retires, and George W. Reed con-

tinues the business under the same style.

W. T. Tilden & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., have

formed a copartnership, composed of William

T. Tilden, with David Hey as special partner

for $10,000 to December 31, 1885. The firm will

deal in paper.

The Venango Citizen, Smiley Brothers, pub-

lishers, Franklin, Pa., has been consolidated

with the Press, and the title of the paper is the

Citizen-Press. The style of the firm has been

changed to E. W. Smiley & Co.

Edward Posen & Co., of Offenbach-on-the-

Main, Germany, have opened a branch house at

437 Broadway, New York. This firm was es-

tablished in 1838, and it is one of the oldest

manufacturers of albums, fine leather goods,

&c. It proposes to give the Americam public

novelties of the highest order in its line of pro-

duction. Its goods are well known throughout

the world and also in the American market.

The growth of its business here and the increas-

ing demand for its goods has induced the house

to form closer connections with the American
trade, with whom it is said to be the first Euro-

Dean maaufacturer in its line to deal direct.

The loss by the Chicago fire of December 30 is

figured out to be between $300,000 and $400,000,

so that the former estimate of $200,000 is fairly

within bounds. It will cost about $25,000 to re-

pair the building, the roof and top fioor being

entirely gone. It is insured for $50,000, not in-

cluding $20,000 on rents. Bradner Smith & Co.,

paper dealers, who occupied the first floor and

basement, estimate their loss at $100,000. The
insurance of this firm is $117,000 and $13,200 on

rents. President McConnell, of the National

Printing Company, which occupied the second

floor, estimates their loss at $125,000; insurance,

$177,750. Shober, Carqueville & Co., the litho-

graphers, who occupied the two upper floors, say

that their loss will exceed the insurance, $105,-

000—by from $50,000 to $75,000. The other

losses—caused largely by water in adjacent

buildings—were comparatively small.

Milton Bradley & Co. report the demand for

the Tapley patent self-indexing file to be rapidly

increasing as its qualities become known. It is

so entirely unlike all other flies in the market
that, with those who admire it, no praise is too

strong as compared with others, while to those

who have not tested it, the peculiarities may
seem objections in comparison with those with

which they are familiar.

R. & T. A. Ennis, stationers, &c., St. Louis,

have completed the twenty-fifth year of their

existence as a business firm, with unbroken busi-

ness standing. On New Year's the employes of

the firm presented Richard Ennis, the senior

partner, with a silver tea set, coupled with ex-

pressions of regard.

The sheriff's sale of the stock of Geo. Mc-
Dowell & Co., Philadelphia, has been made very

inopportunely. The bids were small, and Joseph

Laugfeld bought the greater part of the stock,

and will run the business for the present in the

same premises lately occupied by Geo. Mc-
Dowell & Co.

Telegrams state that the Chagrin Falls (Ohio)

Paper Company has given chattel and realty

mortgages for $55,000, and the mortgagee took

possession. The company was organized in 1873,

with an authorized capital of $100,000, of which

$50,000 was paid in.

At Milwaukee, January 3, a fire in the second

and third floors of A. G. Razall & Co.'s book,

bindery on East Water street, did damage to

the extent of $5,000. Schultz & Co., dealers in

paper boxes, also suffered a small loss.

The Pittsburg Evening Telegraph, Pittsburg,

Pa., has been consolidated with the Evening

Chronicle, and the publishers will do business

under the style of the Chronicle-Telegraph Pub-

lishing Company.

J. E. Linde, New York, has issued some new
folders for masquerade ball programmes which

are attractive. He is also offering a large lot

of job bill-heads cheap.

Jarvis Patten, Bath, Me. , is the patentee of a

postal tablet, in which the sheets are so gummed
as to fold over and seal, dispensing with the use

of an envelope.

Fullington & Mclntire, booksellers, stationers,

&c.. Clay Centre, Kan., have dissolved partner-

ship. S. S. Mclntire continues the business.

The National Paper Company, at Milan, 111.,

has confessed judgment for $11,683 to the Rock
Island National Bank.

Mills & Chapman, printers, Chicago, 111.,

have dissolved partnership. M. B. Mills con-

tinues the business.

J. H. Dietrich, publisher of the Gazette, Ber-

wick, Fa., has sold oat to N. B. Margerum.

Margaret Rockwell, toy dealer, Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

An assignment has been made by N. S. Mc-
Connell, stationer, &c., Grand Forks, Dak.

George E. Richardson, publisher of the Rut-

land Standard, Rutland, Vt., has been burned

out.

Jesse Wood, publisher of the Chicago Enter-

prise, Chicago, HI., has been succeeded by Ed.

Hoole.

Morrison & Duval, card dealers, Washington,

D. C, have dissolved partnership. E. B. Duval
continues the business.

Spencer Brothers, manufacturers of baby
carriages, Chicago, 111., have dissolved partner-

ship. L. G. Spencer continues.

Halliday, Emigh & Co., paper manufacturers'

agents, Chicago, 111., have dissolved. Halliday

& Emigh succeed to the business.

N. Frank & Sons, paper-stock dealers, Balti-

more, Md., have dissolved partnership. The
business will be continued under the old style.

Eliot, Hunt & Co., printers, &c., Attleboro,

Mass., have dissolved partnership. The busi-

ness will be continued by Perry, Barnes & Co.

W. D. Cole, publisher of the Rushville Repub-
lican, Rushville, Ind., has admitted John A.

Moses to partnership. The style of the firm is

Cole & Moses.

George W. Etter, James S. Fenimore, Harry
G. Stagg and Charles J. Stagg, Jr., Philadel-

phia, Pa., have formed a copartnership under

the style of the Philadelphia Book, Die and En-
graving Company.

Judgments in the sum of $10,781 have been
issued against the Metropolitan Publishing Com-
pany, publishers of the House and Home, New
York city, in favor of the president, Bradhurst
Schiefflin.

Chain & Hardy, booksellers and stationers,

Denver, Col., have admitted I. M. Low to mem-
bership in their firm, the style of which has

been changed to Chain, Hardy & Co.

Clarke & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Vicksburg, Miss., send The Stationer their

New Year greeting on a neat, engraved beveled

card, with tasty monogram.

Magargee & Green, paper dealers, Philadel-

phia, Pa., have purchased the Weymouth paper
mills, at Bloomfield, N. J., for $60,000. The
production of the mills will be changed from
manilla and printing to writing papers.

The Newsdealers and Stationers' Union of New
England held its annual meeting at Boston,

Mass., on Tuesday, and elected these oflScers

:

President, Thomas Marsh ; vice-president, Cbas.

W. Drake ; secretary, Joseph P. Willis ; treas-

urer, J. H. Henan.

Robert G. Ives, proprietor of a bookbindery
at 15 Dutch street, seized the huge leather belt

.

of a big embossing machine, on Thursday
afternoon of last week, and tried to stop the

machinery. He got caught and his back was
strained so badly that he became helpless. He
was removed to the Chambers Street Hospital

in an ambulance, and subsequently sent to his

home, at 368 Fifth street, Brooklyn.

In the publication of the Oerman-American
Qrocer, New York city, a complete reorganiza-

tion has been effected, that paper being now
published by the Retail Grocers' Publishing

Company and its name having been changed to

the Retail Grocers' Advocate. The January
number, under the latter title, appeared in a
new dress, which gives the publication a much
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neater and more imprdved appearance than the

old form.

Ranson & Eldridge, publishers, Boston, Mass.,

have gone into insolvency.

Carl Richter, dealer in picture frames. Wells-

borough, Fa., has been burned out.

Dexter & Milliken, printers, Springfield, Me.,

have sold out to G. W. S. Brackett.

F. Weater, manufacturer of brackets, &c.,

Chicago, 111., was burned out last week.

The Portland Paper-Box Company, Portland,

Me., has been burned out; partly insured.

An assignment has been made by S. C. Has-

tings, bookseller and stationer, Middletown,

Conn.

The bookstore of W. T. Wells, Covington,

Ga., has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $200 ;

not insured.

S. W. Hawkins, publisher of the Covington

Enterprise, Covington, Ga., has been burned

out ; not insured.

M. W. Wolf, of M. W. Wolf & Co., Baltimore,

Md., was in town during the past week. He
speaks favorably of business.

Frank & Veit, manufacturers of fancy cases,

New York city, have dissolved partnership.

Julius Frank continues the business.

The St. Louis Printing and Stationery Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., has dissolved. H. K.

Kletzker continues under the same style.

The plant of the Tribune Printing and Litho-

graphing Company (Incorporated), Hamilton,

Ont., is advertised to be sold by the sheriff.

L. Coltrin & Co., manufacturers of toys, &c.,

Detroit, Mich., have dissolved partnership, J.

T. Daniels withdrawing. Style remains the

same.

The Farmer Company, publisher of the Prac-

tical Farmer, Philadelphia, Pa., has dissolved.

Henry Harris continues the business under the

same style.

The firm of D. Maujer's Nephews, dealers in

paper-hangings, &c., Brooklyn, N. Y., has dis-

solved. The business will be continued by
Thomas J. Maujer.

Joseph B. Robinson has been admitted to

partnership in the firm of Butts & Robinson,

printers and publishers, Baltimore, Md. The
style of the firm has been unchanged.

W. P. Dick has been admitted to partnership

in the firm of Dick, Ridout & Co., manufac-
turers of twines, &c., Toronto, Ont., and John
Dick has retired from the firm. The style of

the firm is unchanged.

Robert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, have just

published " Suggestions to China Painters," by
M. Louise McLaughlin. The author says that

this work is the result of wide experience, and
is put forth as a ready help to those who would

have to acquire that experience by toil and pa-

tience. It is a practical manual of china paint-

ing, and is intelligent and instructive in its

teachings.

The business heretofore conducted by Robt. D.

Patterson and Irving McGowan, under the firm

name of Robt. D. Patterson & Co., St. Louis,

has this day been transferred to the Robt. D.

Patterson Stationery Company, which assumes

the outstanding liabilities, and to which all ac-

counts due the former firm are payable. Robt.

D. Patterson is president, and Irving McGowan
vice-president of the new company.

Torrey Brothers, publishers of the News and
Enterprise, Easthampton, Mass., have dissolved

partnership by mutual consent. The business

wDl be continued by L. E. Torrey, and D. C.

Torrey will enter Williston Seminary.

The will of W. Reid Gould, the well-known

stationer, who died on Monday, 31st ult., was
offered for probate on the 3d inst. The testator

leaves all his property to his sister, Margaret
Reid Gould.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Smith & Spinning, manufacturers of blank-

books, New York city. Alfred D. Smith suc-

ceeds to the business.

Pease, Traill & Fielding, publishers of the

Salem Observer, Salem, Mass., have dissolved

partnership. F. A. Fielding & Co. succeed to

the business.

The style of the firm of R. H. Smith & Co.,

rubber type manufacturers, Salem, Mass., has

been changed to the R. H. Smith Manufactur-
ing Company.

The Chagrin Falls Paper Company, Chagrin
Falls, Ohio, failed on Wednesday ; assets, $50,-

000. The liabilities are greater, but how much
is not stated.

C. F. Holcomb has retired from the firm of J.

R. Holcomb & Co., dealers in school-books, &c.,

Cleveland, Ohio. The style of the firm is un-

changed.

The Charles B. Woodward Printing and Book
Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of

$20,000.

The factory of the Crandall Type-Writer Com-
pany, Syracuse, N. Y., was burned on Friday
night. The company was insured for $8,000.

The City Printing Company (not incorporated),

Winnipeg, Manitoba, has dissolved. John B.

McDowell continues under the same style.

William M. Hastings, stationer, &c.. New
York city, advertises to do business under the

style of Wilbur & Hastings.

A. J. Millette, printer, Camden, N. J., has
failed.

Charles A. Scadding, engraver, Toronto, Ont.,

is dead.

Kusz & Co., publishers, Manzano, N. M., have
dissolved partnership.

H. C. Card, dealer in picture frames, Holyoke,
Mass., is reported assigned.

The Times Printing Company, Brockville,

Ont., has sold out to N. B. Colcock.

Hoag & Toune, publishers of the Echo, Peta-

luma, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

The Globe, Camden, N. J., has suspended pub-
lication on account of a lack of patronage.

Samuel L. Noyes, toy manufacturer, West-
minster, Mass., has removed to Ashburnham.

Mages & Bolton, manufacturers of picture

frames, &c., Chicago, 111., have been burned out.

H. C. Card, dealer in picture frames, Holyoke,
Mass. , has closed up his business, having failed.

James H. Hughes, dealer in^paper patterns,

Toronto, Ont., has suffered from damage by
fire.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Test & Webster, dealers in wall-paper, &c., Sa-
lem, N. J.

Alfred Saunders, dealer in picture frames,

stationery, &c., Lansing, Mich., has assigned to

E. C. Chapin.

James W. F. Holah, of the firm of Wallis,

Holah & Ashbrook, publishers and printers,

Philadelphia, Fa., is dead.

H. N. Hubbard's new catalogue and price-list

is now ready, and he requests all buyers of

copying presses to get it before placing their

orders, as there are several important changes
in prices.

Rosenbaum & Co., Philadelphia, were very
successful with their novelties for the holidays.

They are now preparing some entirely new ar-

ticles for valentines which will surpass anything
they have manufactured before.

The Paragon Slate Company, Poxboro, Mass.,

is manufacturing Irving Carpenter's "Paragon"
slate, which has an elastic rubber frame stiff-

ened with a steel wire inclosed within it. It is

claimed to be a perfectly noiseless slate ; it will

not slide from the desk, and will not scratch or

deface furniture. The trade should send for

samples.

CARTER
l^*PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I =€ i* Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOBATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. ®

RICE & GO.

TJEiir
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. -•—

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KIKG & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers.
STATIONERS and PAPER DEALERS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annam for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Cihicago, m.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295
Broadway, N.Y., & 1.56& 158 Monroe st., Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, ^4 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Mmor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. T.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

UARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 William St., N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 10« Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main st., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcester, Mass.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, 8., & SON, 190 WiUiam St., N. Y.

McHUGH Sr. CO., 35 Ann st., cor. Nassau, N Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, See.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 William St., N Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N Y.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersviUe, 111.

BHKIVER, T., & CO.. 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL a, & 00„ Cincinnati, O.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston. Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau st., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN. HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO.. Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark st.. Chicago. 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, Ul.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grajn Tables S1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. g. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St..

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third st., St. Louis.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago. II).

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jb , 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. Manilla, Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. M' 'FFAT. 179 St. John at.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machin ery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS. Buffalo, N. Y.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinor.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND. H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C, W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa,

Sheep and Coat Leather,

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER,]«,^LaSsrCh!kg''o,ni.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Stationers' Hardwrare.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MLTICH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William St., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st , Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties-Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Foimtain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WUIiam St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. .3d St., Phila., Pa.

Stationers' Specialties.

Send for Catalogues and Price Lists.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 6:30 Chestnut st.
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St., St. Louis

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WBIDMANN, A., 306 Broadway, N. Y .
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A FEATHERED SHEPHERDi

In South America there is a very beautiful

bird called the agami, or the golden-breasted

trumpeter. It is about as large in the body as

one of our common barn-yard fowl, but as it

has longer legs and a longer neck it seems much
larger. Its general color is black, but the plum-

age on the breast is beautiful beyond descrip-

tion, being what might be called iridescent,

changing, as it continually does, from a steel-

blue to a red-gold, and glittering with a metallic

lustre.

In its wild state the agami is not peculiar for

anything but its beauty, its extraordinary cry,

which has given it the name of trumpeter, and
for an odd habit of leaping with comical antics

into the air, apparently for its own amusement.
When tamed, however—and it soon learns to

abandon its wild ways—it usually conceives a

violent attachment for its master, and, though
very jealous of his affection, endeavors to please

him by a solicitude for the well-being of all that

belongs to him, which may fairly be termed
benevolence.

It is never shut up at night as the other fowl

are, but, with a well-deserved liberty, is per-

mitted to take up its quarters where it pleases.

In the morning it drives the ducks to the water
and the chickens to their feeding ground ; and if

any should presume to wander, they are quickly

brought to a sense of duty by a sharp reminder
from the strong beak of the vigilant agami. At
night the faithful guardian drives its charge
home again.

Sometimes it is given the care of a flock of

sheep; and, though it may seem too puny for

such a task, it is in fact quite equal to it. The
misguided sheep that tries to trifle with the

agami soon has cause to repent the experiment;
for, with a swiftness unrivaled by any dog, the

feathered shepherd darts after the runaway,
and with wings and beak drives it back to its

place, not forgetting to impress upon the of-

fender a sense of its error by pecks with its

beak.

Should a dog think to take advantage of the

seemingly unguarded condition of the sheep and
approach them with evil design, the agami
makes no hesitation about rushing at him and
giving combat. And it must be a good dog that

will overcome the brave bird. Indeed, most
dogs are so awed by the flerce onset of the

agami, accompanied by its strange cries, that

they incontinently turn about and run, fortu-

nate if they escape unwounded from the indig-

nant creature.

At meal-times it walks into the house and
takes its position near its master, seeming to

ask for his caresses. It will not permit the pres-

ence of any other pet in the room, and even re-

sents the intrusion of any servants not belong-
ing there, driving out all others before it will
be contented. Like a well-bred dog, it does not
clamor for food, but waits with dignity until its

wants have been satisfied.

—

From " Benevolent
Birds," by Will Wooman, in St. Nicholas.

The weathering of brick walls into a friable

state is usually attributed to the action of heat,

wet and frost, but from recent observations of

M. Parize the real destroyer is a micropterous

creature, and the action played by the weather
is only secondary. He has examined the red
dust of crumbling bricks under the microscope

and found it to consist largely of minute living

organisms. A sample of brick-dust taken from
the heart of a solid brick also showed the same
animalculse, but in smaller numbers. The mag-
nifying power of the instrument was three hun-
dred diameters. Every decaying brick showed
the same kind of population, but the harder the
brick the fewer were noticed.
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Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
reapondenta of the source of their information.

The proceedings of the annual meeting

of the Stationers' Board of Trade are given

in another column. The organization seems

to be prosperous, and we presume that it

intends to keep prospering by re-electing

its energetic president.

Some people assert that Congress will not

pass a bankrupt law. Whether this confi-

dence is founded upon intimate acquaint-

ance with the opinions of our legislators,

or that the wish is father to the thought,

we don't know ; but it -ought to inspire

those -who really favor such an enactment

with zeal to urge its passage in season and

out of season. No time should be lost in

pushing the work. If any preparation is

needed it should not be deferred, although

we hope that full preparation for effective

work has been made ere this. General

public interests demand the Jaw
;
private

and special interests reject it. Which
shall prevail?

A READER of The Stationer takes occa-

sion to present one side of the " dating bills

ahead" question from a buyer's point of

view, and we think that his comment de-

serves consideration. He complains of the

readiness and even anxiety of salesmen to

offer exceptional terms, if only they can

dispose of goods. It is obvious that no sales-

man will offer to date bills ahead unless

he has the sanction of the house which he

represents, and it therefore follows that the

fault rests not so much with the person

who is trying to effect a sale as it does with

his principals, who send him out to sell

goods upon the general understanding that

he is to dispose of his wares upon the best

terms for them, but if he can't sell to the

best advantage, to sell anyhow. If such

temptations were not offered to buyers,

they would be less likely to expect, much
less to demand, specific favors not sanc-

tioned by sound business principles. We
cannot really consider the drummers, as a

class, at fault in this, inasmuch as they fol-

low out a plan of action dictated or author-

ized, for the most part by their employers.

But the commercial traveler is certainly to

blame for urging purchases when he has

the evidence before him that the market is

surfeited with unsold stocks, and he is still

more to blame for taking up with any class

of customers who may be induced to give

him an order and undersell the legitimate

trade. There is a raison d'etre for the

drummer, and we think that our corre-

spondent on refiection will see where his

usefulness begins. The traveler, on the other

hand, ought to be able to determine at what
point he ought to stop, and how far he

should go in the effort to press his wares

upon buyers. Much is done that would be

and had better be left undone were it not for

the spurring of the house, which not being

on the ground, and failing to repose that

confidence in the conscientious effort of its

salesman which ought to obtain if employer

and the employed are mutually honest,

does not make proper allowance for circum-

stances. The salesman feels that he is

obliged to retain his position at all hazards,

and the house pushes its competition at all

odds, and the result is the system of loose

credits and unwise expansion of trade,

which results in loss and reaction. These
considerations and the suggestions of our
correspondent should command the atten-

tion of the trade, and we leave it to the

gentlemen on the road themselves to de-

clare whether their best judgment does not
confirm the belief that too much is at most
times expected of them, and that, were it

not for the license given them and the

pressure put upon them, they would often-

times hesitate to urge a customer to buy
and still less often deem it desirable to offer

to "date the bill ahead just when you say,"

ROUNDABOUTS.

BY THE TBADE LOUNGER.

Probably everybody has done figuring

up. The question is : How does it look ? It

would not be amiss if the trade gave some idea

of results, and let out their opinion as to the

actual status of business. I have had a few,

very few, interviews with members of the

trade, the inquiry being chiefly directed to col-

lections. ^ ;|. ^ ^

Delays are mentioned. Some people
want new goods, and don't say anything about
their bills long past due. In one instance, a
man who bad been dunned time and time again,

and against whom the resources of the law bad
been unavailingly employed, came forward and
did the unexpected. Paid up when his account
had been given up as lost. One member of the

trade said that he had not failed in any of his

collections except in two or three instances,

where the amounts involved were too small
to be disturbing.

* * * *

And yet 1883 closed -with a long list of

failures, evidences of things uncertain and sug-

gestive of uncertainties to come. Are these

things to continue? This is a question for the

trade to answer. If they haven't had enough of

it, they have the privilege of taking more of it.

Debtors may say: " We have piped unto ye and
ye have not danced." What are the odds, so

long as you pay the piper ?

* * * *

Fifty-one years of business life makes a
man a patriarch in trade, particularly in that

line to which one has devoted the whole of that

time. Although Col. Cyrus H. Loutrel com-
pleted on January 3 that period of devotion to

the stationery business, you can scarcely find a

more active man in the trade in this city. He
sets a vigorous example to the younger men.
With a large mercantile stationery and printing

business to look after, he finds time to perform
the duties of president of a fire insurance com
pany, director of several other corporations,

and as a leader in a veteran military organiza-

tion and president of the American Institute.

Yet be has not, I think, reached the allotted

three score and ten years. Long may he en-

dure ! * * * *

A well-known firm manufacturing lea-

ther and plush goods as an adjunct of its other-

wise extensive business, declares its intention of

giving up this line. The reason assigned is that
it is too much of a bother and exacts too much
attention, although profitable. Perhaps it is
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right. A general store business may do for the

retailer, but it is often found that close atten-

tion to one specialty is the wisest course for a

manufacturer. This does not always hold true,

to be sure, for we have many proofs of success-

ful effort in a combination of manufacturing

specialties. The firm referred to has a good

record for artistic productions. Perhaps it will

reconsider its intention.

* * * *

Going back to my first reflections, I want
to give a neat little thing taken from a French

paper. Two men carry on the following collo-

quy :
" Business is very bad, stocks are always

falling, and yet you always seem to have

money. How do you do it ? " " It is very sim-

ple. I never pay any of my old debts." "And
the new ones ? " "I let them grow old!" It's

all there 1

* * * *

Here is a circumstance culled from the

Chicago Saturday Herald. The inquiry at the

end of it is left for the unmarried men of the

trade to answer.

"They were returning home from the

theatre, and had nearly reached her home, when
the young man observed, 'Isn't the weather

cold and raw ? ' She must have misunderstood

him. ' Raw,', she said, hesitatingly. ' Yes, I

like them raw, but,' she continued, looking

sweetly in his eyes, ' don't you think they are

nicer fried ?' What could he do ?

"

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C. last week inquired for the address of Taft, manu-
facturer of envelopes.

Ans.—In response to our request, a friend,

whom we thank, informs us that it is : J. W.
Taft, New England Village, Mass.

R. E. F. wants name and address of manufacturers

of Tingley's rulers.

Ans.—Tingley & Co. are out of the business

and were succeeded by others who have since

dropped out, and although there are rulers bear-

ing the name of Tingley & Co., New York, we
don't know any firm that has a right to the

name distinctively. Rulers of the same charac-

ter are made by Henry Davidson, 95 Bowery,

New York, and by E. M. Chapin, Pine Meadow,
Conn.

[Correspondents are requested to write on only one
side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinions
of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Dating Bills Ahead.
Greenville, S. C, January 7, 1884.

To the Editor of The Stationer :

I see a good deal about " dating bills ahead "

in The Stationer, but nothing on the buyer's

side of the question. I never buy goods with

bills dated ahead, but I have the hardest work
not to do so. Drummers will come from all of

the different houses and actually beg and hang

on all day to sell me goods, and when I tell them

that I do not need the goods they say : " We
will date the bill ahead just when you say." I

wish that the trade would not send out drum-

mers. I have decided not to buy of any house

that sends them out when I can help it.

They hurt my trade every time. When I

have all of the goods I want they go and

sell or leave on saje goods in my line with any-

one who will take them. Then those parties

sell out at cost after a little while. They also

usually work off a lot of goods upon us which

we would never buy otherwise—goods that we
never sell.

I think of writing a circular letter to stationers

asking them to refrain as much as possible from

buying from drummers, so as to abolish this

nuisance, if possible. H. J. Felton.

Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, January 9, 1884. (

THE MONET Mj±ItKET.—T:he money mar-
ket shows continued ease, with an accumulation of

loanable funds. The rates for prime endorsed com-
mercial paper and acceptances are 4!^@6 per cent.

On call the rates are 2@2^ per cent. The stock

market has relapsed into a dull and depressed con-

dition, the breaking out of a war among the local

trunk lines being a new element of weakness. Rail-

way mortgages are in fair demand as are also gov-

ernment bonds, with very slight fluctuations in

prices. Sterling and Continental exchange is firm,

and rates have advanced. ' ~

THE PAPER MA.ItK.ET.—The paper market
betrays a little more vitality this week, although this

improvement is only in comparison with the closing

weeks of last year. As the spring season approaches

there will be a gradual improvement in the volume
of general business, and in some of the earlier

branches of the spring trade there is already said to

be an increased movement. As prices are believed

to be down to hard pan, it is believed that there will

be less hesitancy in regard to buying than there was
during the spring of last year, when prices were un-

dergoing shrinkage, and it is argued that buyers can-

not run much, if any, risk whatever in buying al-

most any grade of paper at present prices. Values

continue to hold their own very well, and whatever
change may take place will most certainly be for the

better. Any great interruption to the production

would bring about an advance, and there are some
reports now of mills on some of the streams being

unable to run on account of low water. "We have
heard of orders recently renewed for print papers at

about the same figures made three or four months
ago. The straw-board manufacturers and dealers
will meet next week at Chicago, and it is probable
that they will take some action looking to shortening
the production and give some relief to the straw-
board market, which is very weak.

THE STA.T10NERT MARKET-THie general

condition of the trade this week shows little im-

provement, but a better feeling prevails and business

is looking up somewhat. In staple goods a fair amount
is doing, and in the staple line of toys and games
there is a fair demand. In blank-books there is no
perceptible change. The envelope trade is very dull,

with considerable of an over-supply on the market,

and manufacturers have reduced production in a

large measure, many establishments being run on

half time. There is no variation in the ink trade,

which ceased some time ago, dealers being unable
to fill orders in consequence of cold weather. The
large number of orders, however, that have accu-
mulated show that the demand is good. The trade
in both steel and gold pens is quite fair, with a
more favorable showing for the latter.

VALUE OF IMPOETS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For the Week Ended January 4, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers.

Engravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

11 $740

218 22,866

110 3,778

56 11,815

14 579

84 5,923

150 16,132

20 883

603 $62,656

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOXS, &c.
FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.

For the Week Ended January 8, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals.... 16,53-3

14,959 82,641

1,220 6,-325

119 8,571

127 10,291

108 9,474

$35,302

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From January 1 to January 8, 1884.

Herter Brothers, Gallia, Liverpool, 1 cs. hangings.

C. H. George, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Canada, London, 2 cs.

E. B. Benjamin, Rugia, Hamburg, 1 cs.

B. Lawrence Stationery Company, by same, 17 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 12 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 22 cs.

H. Hohenstein, by same, 1 cs.

F. Heyman & Son, by same, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 5 cs.

Luyties Brothers, America, Bremen, 6 cs.

Kaufmann & Strauss, by same, 8 cs. colored.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 1 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nevada, Glasgow, 21 cs.

Jos. Allen, Republic, Liverpool, 10 bs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 8 cs.

hangings.

L. De Jonge & Co., Switzerland, Antwerp, 31 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 2 cs. hangings.
Henry Griffin & Son, by same, 7 cs.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From January 1 to January 8, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Bremen, 8; to Liverpool, 41; to

United States of Colombia, 13; to Cuba, 4; to Lon-
don, 1; to Mexico, 3; to Hamburg, 16; to British

West Indies, 9; to British Australasia, 11; to New
Zealand, 10; to Havre, 1; to Naples, 1; to Uruguay,
2; to Japan, 3.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 4 cs.; to British West In-

dies, 1,669 rms.; to Cuba, 4 cs., 112 pkgs., 5,000 rms.

;

to United States of Colombia, 48 pkgs., 195 rms., 3

cs.; to London, 1 cs., 23 pkgs.; to Brazil, lcs.,995

rms., 24 pkgs. ; to Hamburg, 11 cs., 3 pkgs. ; to Havre
1 cs. ; to Mexico, 65 cs., 6,500 rms. ; to Dutch East In-

dies, 1 cs. ; to Bremen, 1 cs. ; to British Australasia,

4cs.; to Porto Rico, 600 rms., 6 cs., 1,000 pkgs.; to

Venezuela, 5 cs. ; to Santo Domingo, 110 cs.; to

Genoa, 10 cs. ; to Uruguay, 6 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 37; to Cuba,
8; to Mexico, 5; to United States of Colombia, 23;

to Dutch East Indies, 2; to Bremen. 1; to Hamburg,
3; to British West Indies, 6; to British Australasia,

4; to British Africa, 1; to Venezuela, 3; to Santo Do-
mingo, 11; to Hayti, 1; to Argentine Republic, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Brazil, 280; to Mexico,

57; to Liverpool, 171; to British Australasia, 45; to

Venezuela, 50; to Hayti, 27.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United
States of Colombia, 25; to Mexico, 11; to Bremen, 1;

to Uruguay, 1.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 8; to United States of Colombia, 2; to Ham-
burg, 7; to British West Indies, 1; to Santo Do-
mingo, 1.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 7; to London, 1.

SLATES, cases, to British Australasia, 63; to Uru-
guay, 1 ; to Argentine Republic, -31.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 1; to

United States of Colombia, 3.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,
cases, to United States of Colombia, 1.

INE:, packages, to British West Indies, 9; to Cuba,
15.

TYPE-WRITERS, packages, to Liverpool, 50; to
Hull, 1; to Hamburg, 1; to Cuba, 1.

GOLD PENS, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

; PLAYING CARDS, cases, to London, 8.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 2.

PAPYROGRAPHS, cases, to Porto Rico, 2.

CRAYONS, cases, to Argentine Republic, 20.
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The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Ring?, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete,

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box
of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

E^ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

ipf For the HOME TBASE or EXPORT
the Sole Manufacturers,^- Y

Philadelphia Novelty Mtg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, KoTelty

Lipman's " INDISPENSABLE "

Is THE Eyelet Machine.
Also, the "Improved" and the

"Tri Patents."
New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. li. lilPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia

-J-. THE ^~

Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,

New York, Office, 62 Reaile Street.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE
CRUCIBLE STEEL GOODS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Their names on POCKET CUTLERY, INK

ERASERS and STEEL PENS, is a guarantee

of quality.

Patent Adjustatile Quill-Action Reservoir Pen.

THE ACME.

^..=r-'^^'^ "
'%^^^^
^PI^MIi^BnBP

BEST PEN FOR GENERAL WRITING.
Other leading Pens are Falcon, No. 87 ; Extra Fine,

333 ; College. 28; Smooth Writer, 130;
Round Point, 20 ; Stub, 4.

PRICE lilSTS FURNISHED TO DEAl,ERS
ON APPLICATION.

Buyers are invited to call at the New York OfHce.
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PIN TAG.

In an improTed pin tag, the fastener consists

of a single piece of wire bent to form lips by

folding the wire upon itself and bending over

the folded ends. After being folded and bent to

form the lips, the ends of the wire are then in.

dined a short distance inwardly toward each

other and away from the body of the wire,

then bent at right angles, or nearly so, and car-

ried under the body of the wire, so as to

project from the same about the same distance

that the bend is from the said body, and then

bent at right angles, or nearly so, to form the

points, which are to be sharpened for pene-

trating the goods to which the card is to be at-

tached. The card, when inserted between the

body of the wire and the lips, and the latter bent

down on the same, will be firmly held. By this

construction of the fastener the face of the card

is left almost entirely unobstructed, and the ne-

cessity of pasting a sheet of paper over the face

of the card is avoided, which is a great advan-

tage, especially when the tag is used on gar-

ments or goods which may require pressing, as

the pressing may be done without removing the

tag and without danger of disturbing the price-

mark. By this construction, also, it will be

seen that by passing the ends of the wire under

the body of the same the bends will project

about an equal distance on each side of the body
of the wire, thereby giving a firm support to

the back of the card and avoiding all liability of

bending while being written upon. It also per-

mits of its being held more firmly to the ma-
terial or goods to which it is attached, and
avoids all liability of loosening the grip of the

lips upon the card, either by any strain upon

either of the ends of the wire after the card has

been attached to the goods or in attaching the

same.
^*-^'—

THE WHISTLING TREE.

In Nubia and the Soudan groves a species of

acacia is described as existing, whose scientific

appellation, as well as its popular name, is de-

rived from a peculiar sound emitted by the

branches when swayed by the wind. The Ar-

abic name is the"soSa," or pipe, and the spe-

cific name of fistula, also meaning a pipe, has

been given to it for the same reason which

prompted the natives to give it its local desig-

nation. The tree is infested with insects, whose

eggs are deposited in the young shoots and ex-

tremities of the branches. A sort of gall-like ex-

crescence about an inch in diameter is produced

at the base of these shoots, and when the larva

has emerged from this nidus, it leaves a small

circular hole, the action of the wind in which

causes it to produce a whistling sound like that

produced by a flute or by blowing any hollow

pipe. When the wind is violent, the noise caused

by thousands of these natural flutes in a grove

of acacias is most remarkable. The description

given by Dr. Schweinfurth of these bladder-like

galls leaves it uncertain whether they are true

gall-nuts or whether they are the secre-

tion of a species of lac insects. The valuable

Indian lac insect thrives on two or three spe-

cies of acacia, while one variety (the A. Arabica)

also produces a pod or gall-nut, which is useful

for tanning. In either case, these natural

"whistles" of the whistling tree would form

a valuable article of commerce if they could be

easily and regularly collected and exported.

There is nothing useless to men of sense;

clever people turn everything to account.

—

Fontaine.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalograe and Sisconnts,

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLCS J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPETERIES for the Spring Trade. ENVELOPES
in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades. (Catalogue just issued.)

^^ ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS. ^-
Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum Books,

Pencils, Penholders and Pens.

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

JOHN R.EDWARDS,
°

-^^^^ MANUFACTURER OF

B^L.Tii^oPLE, :m:id.

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.

"T^HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHERRY OR WALNUT, AS DESIRED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School fnrnishers,

ler" Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

E. Hordern $748

James Miller (Estate of) (K) 2,000

M.Walsh a,000

EASTERN STATES.

W. R. Sherburne, (Atwood & Sherburne) Bos-

ton, Mass 500

Eben S. Frye, Boston, Mass 203

Frank H. Parsons, Boston, Mass 400

MIDDLE STATES.

J. F. Morris & Co., Passaic. N. J 408

McLeod & Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa 2,277

WESTERN STATES.

J. C. Holmes (J. C. Holmes & Co.) Bayard, la.

(B.S.) 134

S. S. Van Beuren, Omaha, Neb ... 595

Philadelphia Paper Box and Paste Manufactur-

ing Co., San Francisco, Cal 865

H. T. Collins, Denver, Col 100

Goes & Quensel, Chicago, 111 5,000

Sweezy & Livsey, (Union Publishing Co.) ....... 250

SOUTHERN STATES.

Fulenwider Brothers, St. Louis, Mo., (B. S.). . . . 300

Fulenwider Brothers& Co. , St. Louis, Mo 340

OBITUARY.

Edward H. Hall.

The death of Edward H. Hall, at the early

age of fifty-five, removes from the ranks of the

book trade one of its most active members. Be-

ginniog his business career as a boy vcith the

firm of Phillips, Sampson & Co., for more than

thirty years Mr. Hall has been identified vyith a

profession vrhich has always found in him an in-

defatigable worker and one of its most zealous

supporters. His gentlemanly bearing and mod-

est demeanor, with an untiring devotedness to

their wants, won for him hosts of friends among
the trade throughout New England, by whom
he will be greatly missed. Mr. Hall leaves a

widow and one son. Mr. Hall, as a member of

the firms of Whittemore, Niles & Hall, Nichols

& Hall, and Hall & Whiting, will be remem-
bered by the trade everywhere.— Publishers'

Weekly.

Newton S. Otis.

Newton S. Otis was born in Syracuse, N. Y.,

on March 19, 1838. It was his intention to study

for a profession, and he entered Andover Col-

lege, Mass. His close application to study was

too great a strain upon his physical strength,

and he was compelled to discontinue without

completing his course. This turned his atten-

tion to mercantile pursuits. Returning to his

father's store in Aurora, 111., he learned the

hardware business.

In April, 1860, he married Miss Hanson, and

at the close of the war he went to Memphis,

Tenn., as an agent for the St. Louis Mutual Life

Insurance Company, and transacted a large

and successful business in the States of Missis-

sippi, Arkansas and Tennessee.

He sold out his business in that company, and

organized in 1870 the Memphis Ice Manufactur-

ing Company, filling the position of vice-presi-

dent and superintendent. This organization

failed, causing him financial embarrassment.

In 1871 he removed to Chicago and became

the agent for the Aurora Silver Plate Manufac-

turing Company.
In 1875 he came to New York and began busi-

ness with W. S. Gray, under the style of the

Acme Letter File Manufacturing Company, con-

tinuing until December, 1878, when he withdrew

to accept the position of manager and principal

traveling agent for the Acme Stationery and
Paper Company, which position he filled at the

time of his death.

Mr. Otis was a scholar of rare attainments

and of late years contributed some literary

articles and poetry for publication. He leaves

a widow and five children. He was an affec-

tionate husband, kind father and a sincere

friend. He was a member of St. Mary's Epis-

copal Church, in Brooklyn, where he resided

during the past four years.

Mr. Otis' death occurred on January 1, 1884,

at 4 o'clock p. M., at his residence, 211 Grand
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SOME NOTABLE FANS.

Following is a description of some of the fans

shown at the loan exhibition in aid of the Bar-

tholdi Statue Fund, as reported in Art Ama-
teur :

The fans belonging to Mrs. J. J. Astor are the

first to strike the eye, in both catalogue and gal-

lery. The prize fan of the London Exhibition

in 1878 is a rare and flue specimen of the famous

old "vernis Martin," which time has not robbed

of its soft lustre. This class of fans originated

with a French carriage-maker of the eighteenth

century, who invented for the decoration of

court fans of the period a varnish successfully

emulating the brilliant lacquers of China, then

much in vogue in France. The mounts are of

paper, silk, or vellum, exquisitely painted, and

the sticks in ivory, overspread with hard and

enduring varnish, presenting a surface of great

brilliancy. Mrs. Astor shows in "The Toilet of

Venus " another good example of " vernis Mar-

tin." Her best fan on exhibition, however, is

the Louis XV. specimen.

A charming modern fan of Mrs. Astor's is

that painted by Dr. de Beaumont, representing a

champetre group of youths and maidens upon a

crag overhanging a bit of summer sea. The
" vernis Martin" fan of Mme. de Vaugrigneuse

is a good specimen of its class. Mrs. Pierpont

Morgan's vellum fan is a dainty representation

of Watteau subjects in soft colors. Mrs. Pin-

chot's old Dutch fan is very interesting, and so

also is the Japanese fan of ivory and lacquer

supplied by Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt. Marvel-

ously fine, like frost-work, are the old ivory and

bone carvings, to which the ladies of the com-

mittee have given a separate case. Chief among
these is a regal fan of transparent shell, with

enameled garlands. This is one of the most in-

teresting exhibits of the collection ; according

to the tradition handed down to its present

owner, it was " bartered for a kiss " long years

ago, having come originally from the imperial

family of Russia. Miss Hayward's ivory fan-

screen and the semi circle of carved ivory bear-

ing the Cruger coat-of-arms, are unusually

good. Miss Furniss' fans are very interesting,

particularly the old Spanish specimens. One

of these represents an outdoor scene of rural

life painted upon paper, and another is a grace-

ful picture of the loves of Venus and Adonis.

An old Italian fan contributed by Miss Worth

has a mount of coffee-tinted thread lace upon

sticks of ivory, carved in relief, painted in nat-

ural colors, and then varnished. A Louis XV.
fan of Mrs. Seligman's has depicted upon it a

scene from harem life, and is decorated with

gilt and silver medallions upon kid. Of the

fans with historical associations, the most con-

spicuous is that belonging to Miss Furniss,

painted in Spain in commemoratiou of the

signing of the Treaty of Utrecht, with the in-

scription, " Por el amor de la Paz." General

Genet's fan, depicting a volcano in eruption,

was originally given by Napoleon to Josephine,

then by the Empress to Mme. Campan.
A Watteau-style fan of white silk with

spangled scroll-work and gold fringe, lent by
Mrs. Woolsey, was once the property of her

great-great-grandmother, the wife of a gover-

nor of Jamaica. Mrs. Rylance has a beautiful

Regency fan with a scriptural subject printed

upon the mount, the sticks decorated with Chi-

nese enamel faces in cartouches. Mr. Joseph

exhibits a fine Louis XV. fan with mythological

subject lent by Miss Alice de Rothschild, of

London, and also a fan painted by the well-

known English amateur, the Hon. Hugh Row-
ley. The decoration on the first-mentioned ob-

ject is very rich, differently colored golds being

used on the pearl with excellent effect.

The modern fans are very beautiful and
varied. Some of the sticks are set with tur-

quoises in silver, others with rococo garnets and
emeralds in mother-of pearl. Mrs. Del Monte's,

by the younger D6taille, is a spirited picture of

"horses taking the fence at Jerome Park."

Mrs. Woolsey's, signed by the Spanish painter

Borra, minutely depicts a christening scene be-

fore a Spanish alcalde. Another of this lady's

exhibit shows a charming skating scene in the

Bois de Boulogne, painted by Lafitte. Mrs. Gou-
verneur Morris, Jr., sends a lovely painting on
crepe lisse, edged with point d'Alenyon, and
mounted on sticks of mother-of-pearl. Perhaps

the finest modern fan of the collection is that

painted by Louis Leloir; it is valued at $2,000,

and is contributed by Mrs. Schuyler Van Rens-

selaer.

The annual meeting of the Newsdealers and
Stationers' Union of New England was held at

Boston on Tuesday. The reports of the various

officers and committees were read and acted

upon. Plans for the further prosecution of the

work of the union were discussed. The follow-

ing-named directors were elected for the ensu-

ing year : President, Thomas Marsh; vice-pres-

ident, James F. Hunt; secretary, Charles W.
Drake; assistant secretary, Joseph P. Willis;

treasurer, J. H. Henan; P. N. Sprague, W. A.

Dunn, J. J. Daly and Joseph Osgood.

Samuel D. Tilden, the Hartford map pub-

lisher, has been caught by New York bunko
men with the venerable picture dodge. The
"steerer " who piloted Mr. Tilden to the art gal-

lery and interested him in drawing for a prize

represented himself to be i r. Morris, the son of

the president of the Charter Oak Bank of Hart-

ford. Mr. Tilden did not realize the situation

until he had gicen his check for $2,800, when he

at once telegraphed to his bankers to stop pay-

ment on the check. He afterward told his story

to Inspector Byrnes, whose detectives arrested

Charles Garcia, alias " Keester Bob," and Rob-
ert Martin, alias "Spanish Dick," two well

known swindlers and confidence men. Mr. Til-

den fully identified them both, the former as

"Mr. Morris" and the latter as the person who
had afterward assisted in the drawing. They
were both held on a charge of larceny.

WANXBD-A POSITION BY A FIRST CLASS
Paper Salesman ; understands the business

thoroughly in all its branches, including Blank Books
and Stationery ; 15 years experience in the house and
on the road ; reference the best. Address R. M.
RANKIN, 1419 Hebert Street, St. Louis. Mo.
rpO AKTISTS. -ARTISTICAL SKETCHES, ES-
_L specially for Labels and Showcards, wanted for
Europe. Liberal remuneration for high-class work.
Address F. LEUBUSCHEB,

26 Shrubland Road. Queen's Road,
London, E., England.

\
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT. J

5 LuDGATK Circus Buildings, I

London, E. C, Dec. 28, 1883. (

"The year is dying ! Let it die," will prob-

ably be the mental comment which most people

will make upon the approaching dissolution of

1883. Of course, I mean from a business point

of view ; for those whose business is pleasure

the past twelve months may have been all that

could be desired. For the " sporting gent," the

•' masher " and for gilded youth generally the

year may have had special claims to remem-

brance; but as regards the experience of the

average business man, there is no disguising the

fact that a dead level of monotonous mediocrity

has been the characteristic of 1883.

Of course, there are exceptions to this as to

every other generalization. One meets with

men who have done big business, taken heavy

lines at fair prices, but their cases are not com-

mon, and when met with are almost invariably

among those who cater successfully for the pub-

lic craving for something new, and for every

one man who makes his novelty or specialty

pay, a dozen could be found who have " good

things" that " won't go." There have been, of

course, years of disaster, when ruin fell thick

and fast upon thousands, compared with which

the present year of grace might be considered

prosperous. To such I am not referring. They

were recognized as the inevitable results of cer-

tain easily understood causes, such as rash specu-

lation, crop failures, &c., but it is not to any

such reasons that the absence of flourishing

trade can be attributed in the present case. No,

the downward tendency of prices, the diminu-

tion of profits, has reached a stage at which the

largest business only pays a small percentage on

capital, while the smaller one only just survives.

I do not pretend to see deeper than my neigh-

bors, and so I shall not attempt to prescribe any

infallible remedy for the state of things I have

alluded to, but it certainly appears to me that

in this country too much importance is attached

to the patronage of those who, after all, are but

a small proportion of the population—the upper

classes—while the great consumers—the bulk of

the people—are regarded with more or less con-

tempt. So long as owing largely to political and

social causes, the great majority of the people

can only just live, and can certainly spare but

little for the luxuries and elegancies of life, there

is little prospect of any great improvement in

trade. The time has gone by when England

could flourish at the expense of every other

country on the globe.

As an example of what I have referred to

—

trading without profit, or, at any rate, without

adequate profit—I may cite the Christmas card

trade. Here, surely, is something from which

we might anticipate considerable advantages,

but what are the facts ? It is supposed that

about a million sterling is expended every year

in the production of these articles. At that rate,

about three millions should be realized by the

sale of them to the general public, so that in

their manufacture the working classes, the pub-

lisher and the wholesale houses should be large-

ly benefited, while in their sale the shopkeeper

should reap a golden harvest. Instead of this

being the case, the receipts of the work-

ing classes from this source are very small

inasmuch as nearly all the work of production

is done abroad, principally in Germany. The

manufacturers declare that at the present low

prices they hardly see an actual profit at all.

The middle-man gets what " pull " there is, and

the shopkeeper—cheated by the traveler who

backs his orders in June at 20 per cent, higher

rates than he is ready to take from the draper

in September—finds that instead of a big profit,

the competition of the favored draper has left

him results that, when the wear and tear, the

trouble and loss of time are considered, are

scarcely appreciable. The truth is, that if it

were not for the sake of preventing their com-

petitors having it all their own way, and ex-

tending their aggressions further, the stationer

might as well give up the sale of Christmas

cards altogether.

There is little to chronicle in the way of new
things ; stock-taking and posting up are the

order of the day. Of course, this week no one

expected to do business. Next week the spring

and summer goods will be showing, and I hear

that several absolutely new papers are being

made. What they may be like, I, of course.

cannot prophesy, but hope that they will be

better adapted to the purpose for which they

are intended—namely, writing on—than some
of the materials now in the market. Many of

these might be extremely serviceable as wall-

papers, but can scarcely be pronounced suitable

for the purpose of correspondence.

Fewer firms are going in for valentines this

year than heretofore. I suppose these hard

times Cupid is at a discount—at any rate a once

profitable trade seems verging on extinction.

However, as long as the observance of February

14 does last, ample justice will be done to it by
the enterprising art publishers who are this

year again to the fore, S. Hildesheimer & Co.,

Raphael Tuck & Sons and others.
After the lugubrious jeremiad to which I have

treated the readers of The American Sta-
tioner, 1 cannot do less than wish them a happy
and prosperous new year. W. F. C.

TMl 1 iif €§in
Bond St.,

NEW YOEE. *

Respectfully invite the Trade to inspect their elegant line of

ART SOUVENIRS and STATIONERS' NOTELTIES.

Specialties for Confectioners. Wedding Presents, &c.

IMPORTED CARDS-FRINGED
- FOR -

SNTll?: And mAMT".
In liOts, assorted, Doultle, at S3.50 and S~.00 per Hundred.
In liOts, assorted, Folding, at 7.00 and 14.00 per Hundred.

^^ THESE ARE THE FINEST IMPORTED CARDS.

Also, FULL LINE OF VALENTINES—American and English.

GUSHING <& BROTHER, importers & Manufacturers,

PEiFOiiTlii

CttieKS, STOes, liiEiS, Se.

MADE IN 3 SIZES,
20 INCH, 25 INCH *^u 30 INCH.

Used by ail tiie Best Houses in

^^ N. Y. City.

MOOKE&WARKEN.N.Y. -..,
R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr. "

SARGENT & BRO.
J. J. HICKEY,
A. AGAR, •'

-I
'

JAMES HARRIS,
end many others.
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ENVELOPE BOX.

This invention relates to improvements in en-

velope or other boxes used for holding and dis-

playing their contents, the object being to

provide in such boxes means for holding the

contents of a partially-filled box in the same

position and order that they occupy when the

box is full, to the end that the removal of one

or of several packages of envelopes from a box,

or other similar objects therefrom, shall not

leave those remaining therein in such a disor-

dered condition as to impair their appearance.

The improvement consists in a movable abut-

ment, fitted between the sides of the box, and

capable of being moved up against the remain-

ing contents of the box as fast as a part of them

are removed, thereby holding the remaining

contents in proper position. To this end the

abutment is so formed and connected to the box

that when the latter is filled the abutment can

be moved close against one end of the box, and

from that position be moved against the pack-

ages as fast as any are removed.

The abutment is made with angular end pieces

bent around from the ends of the abutment, so

as to form braces for the latter when it is

moved against the packages. End pieces, ex-

tending from the lower ends of the end pieces,

are bent at right angles to the latter toward the

centre of the abutment. Suitable guideways

for supporting the abutment and which permit

the latter to be moved to and fro between the

sides of the box, are secured to the ends of the

latter. These guideways consist of two strips,

having turned-up ends. These strips, after they

are placed between the bottom edge of the

abutment, and the ends are secured in the box

and near each side of it by having the outer face

of the turned-up ends connected or otherwise

suitably secured to the ends of the box. Thus

the way is clear from end to end between the

strips and the bottom of the box, to permit

the abutment to be moved to any desirable po-

sition. The abutment is substantially of the

form of one of the box ends. If it should ap-

pear desirable, the means for securing the abut-

ment within the box and providing guideways

for it may be modified in construction by a

strip of such a width as the distance may be be-

tween the faces of the braces of the abutment,

and having its ends secured to the box substan-

tially in the manner described relative to the

strips ; or it may be cemented through its cen-

tre to the box-bottom, leaving its edges unat-

tached. This change would substitute one strip

for the two narrow ones.

In practice, for envelope and similar boxes,

the abutment and the strips are made of the

same material as the box—that is to say, prop-

erly stifi' pasteboard ; but any suitable material

may be used for those parts, according to the

class of boxes to which they are to be applied.

Wilson Brothers Company will introduce sev-

eral new styles in baby carriages this year. The

carriages controlled by this firm are claimed to

be better in every respect to others in the mar-

ket, in style, finish, material and construction,

being manufactured by a firm which makes a

specialty of carriage manufacture. The goods

are all perfect when they come into the market,

which is not always the case with the products

of other manufacturers. Wilson Brothers Com-

pany will also carry, as usual, a very large and

full line of croquet and lawn-tennis sets, as well

as a great variety of games this season.

^ « »
Variety of mere nothings gives more pleasure

than uniformity of something.—iJic/ifer.

NEW+YORK+COPYING + PRESSES.

T. SHRIVER & CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTDRERS OP

Copw Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

ii'i'if"''
-^

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 2-4 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
J^^o. 509 CliestnTit Street, Philadelphia, IPa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

Valentine, Easter i Birthday Cards,

Single at $4, Double at $8 %>er 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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•^
Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.

— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FULL LINE OF PAPETERIES.

Sole Proprietors, J. Q. PREBLE & CO.
The above superior brand of Liiuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of Folioslto suit the requirements of Priuters and I/ithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

VALENTINE
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

-*--

NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Manufactorers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place Yon Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be abls to Compete in l*rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor
mation and prices given on application. Kuliug Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Mannfacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

EDWARD POSEN 4 CO.

^
— MANUFACTURERS OF

XXIIBs!' ^ I^mm.i'hmT
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (G-ERMANY),

(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVb. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YOMK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED-

VTaSIXZITGTOXT MBDAZ.Z.ZOXT FSXTS.
J", ca. FR.EBL.E ac OO.,

Noa. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and T7 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

»--:^5sWhen People are Traveling Com
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE!

COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever-traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe: and I consider it the per-

fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-

dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly lealizing
what a long journey we hnd perfurmed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving .\'ew York, at
Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."

—

£x. U. S. Minister^ E. B.
Washburne.

SAFETY!
"5,491,441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed—one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train while in motion."

—

New York State En-
giiieers Report/or 1881.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted

that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

iTHEQR.^_ ERIE RAILWAY

LANDSCAPE ROUTE
I

E. S. BOWEN, I r^r- Aiiyirr>i/~« I

General Supt., | OF AMERICA.
|

New York.
\

'^
JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passengc Ajrt., Xe" York

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

4NDEBS0N & STANTON,
\h-i BROADWAY. NEW YOR'-'

JAIVIES A. WHITNEY,
COUNSBLOIi-AT-LAW.

Special attention given to Patent and, Xradt'
Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITy,U.S.A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of XTnited States and Foreign PateiUt

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassaa St., New Tort City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
Dbtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
hortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro

.

tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,

&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no mconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

^A.'tEFULLY DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep* irw

violably secret and confidential.
TAMES A. WHITNEY . , > Nassau St . N Y Citi'

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Electrotjpers & Slereotjpers,

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET. .

1^°* Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.
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TRADE NOTES.

Phil. Hake is very busily engaged in the pro-

duction of Easter and Valentine cards, a full

line of which will be ready for the trade about

the 15th of the present month. It will embrace

many novel and attractive designs.

The Silicate Book-Slate Company has recently

issued a very beautiful business card. It is

printed in bright colors, and shows a school-

room full of small children, who are learning to

use the silicate book-slate. The design is very

pretty and picturesque and well executed.

Charles J. Cohen, Philadelphia, has every-

thing in his establishment in readiness for the

spring trade. New goods are in store in all of

the leading staples, and attention is asked to the

advertisement of the house which appears in

another column of this issue.

R. R. Watson announces himself now ready to

meet all demands of the trade for his late nov-

elty, the coin and letter scale (previously no-

ticed in The Stationer). This scale is claimed

to be the most correct in the market and a safe-

guard against counterfeit and light coins. It is

very elegantly and finely made and deserves a

wide popularity.

The National Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia, expresses the desire to tender its thanks to

the trade for the very liberal patronage ex-

tended to it during the past year. Its sales

have been very large, and it was necessary to

run its factory night and day for several

months to meet the demand on it. The evident

satisfaction with which its Bibles have been

received is very encouraging. It is preparing

some new and beautiful designs for the coming

year.

E. B. Stimpson has lately improved his per-

forating machine by an arrangement which

brings the punches in view, thus enabling the

operator to adjust the work more easily and ac-

curately than under the old arrangement, by

which the punches and stripper blade were hid-

den from sight, making accurate adjustment of

the punches very difficult. The uprights in the

new machine are also in the inside of the bear-

ings, which greatly strengthens the machine

and makes the perforations more true and uni-

form. Besides these and other improvements

the machine has been very much improved in

appearance.

John Gibson will this spring have one of the

finest lines of Easter cards and novelties on the

market. This house has made for itself a wide

and enviable reputation for its excellent fringed

cards and fine quaint novelties. The latter will

this season consist of about thirty pieces, made

up in satin, and card specialties in banneret

and easel form. It is sole agent for Julius Bien

& Co.'s new line of fine art gift cards. These

goods are receiving high praise wherever they

are shown, and a large trade is anticipated in

them. Any of the numbers published for this

season can be furnished with birthday or

Easter mottoes. This house also shows new

steel-plate designs in notes, drafts and receipts,

with new border and vignettes. The line of Sun-

day and day-school reward cards has been in-

creased by a showy line of new large cards. An
oblong satin card has a cushioned centre, with

the figure of a dog holding in his mouth a bas-

ket of flowers. The figure is inclosed by a circu-

lar outline, surrounded by a wreath of flowers.

Another card is of a square shape, with a beau-

tiful floral design. This card has an easel back,

and is altogether very elegant and tastefully

made. Mr. Gibson's entire line is novel and at-

tractive and will certainly take vrell with the

trade. The firm will be represented on the road

this year by John Aikenhead, R. L. Thomas and

Eugene A. Porter.

The Richmond Mercantile and Manufactur-

ing Journal, Richmond, Va., has just entered on

its second volume. Its editor and publisher is

Richard E. Frayser, who has demonstrated his

ability to produce a good trade journal. Judg-

ing from the large advertising patronage of the

Journal it is well supported.

Dealers in microscopes and microscopic slides

and materials report a rapid increase in the sales

for the past few years. The preparation of

slides by amateurs has led to a large mail busi-

ness in exchanging, and a demand has grown
for some safe, cheap and convenient protection.

Milton Bradley & Co., of Springfield, Mass.,

have invented and offer for sale a very perfect

mailing- case, which is in sections so arranged

that one or more slides may be i-eadily and
safely packed for mailing, at an expense of less

than one cent per slide. The same firm also

makes a new box and cabinet for preserving

slides, which meets with much favor because of

its convenience, elegance and cheapness.

The Richmond (Va.) Dispatch says :
" On

New Year's morning, as A. S. Bacon, superin-

tendent of the Richmond Paper Manufacturing

Company, entered the manufactory he was sur-

prised to see about fifty of the operatives assem.

bled. As he advanced toward them he was met
by G. C. Anderson, the millwright, who has

been with the company since 1872. Mr. Ander-

son is an old Confederate soldier, and stands

over six feet in his stockings. Mr. Bacon
thought it looked like a strike. Mr. Anderson
assured him it was only a caning he intended to

give him. This is the way he did it :
' My Hon-

orable Friend Bacon—As it was through you
that all of the employes of this company re-

ceived a substantial Christmas gift, I have the

honor of presenting to you, in the name of the

employes of the Richmond Paper Manufactur-

ing Company, a New Year's gift. I hope you
will receive it as a free gift, for I assure you
every cent was given cheerfully. This con-

tribution consists partly of the widow's mite;

though it was but a few cents, I know you will

appreciate it as much as you would so many
dollars from some in the higher walks of life.

It is a token of our best regards, and the appre-

ciation of your kindness in the past. We do

not present it in the shape of a cane because we
think you are so feeble as to require a support-

ing staff. No; far from it—for we hope to see

you walk for many years with that elastic step

so familiar to us all. And when old age fixes

his final grip on your feeble frame may it then

serve as a supporting staff to steady your totter-

ing steps. I now present it with the wish that

you may never have to use it as a chastening-
rod for our shortcomings as employes." Mr.
Bacon made brief reply, feelingly acknowledg-
ing the compliment.

The many styles of oflSce, library and other

calendars brought out by M. J. Anderson have

been in great demand for the new year, their

great popularity being due to their novelty and
attractiveness, points which have been features
of Mr. Anderson's calendars for many seasons.

Ackerman, envelope manufacturer, will, in

the course of a few weeks, place on the market

his new loop envelope of which he will be the

exclusive manufacturer. This envelope com-

bines many of the points of excellence of en-
velopes now in the market and will probably
command a large trade.

ST7B CJILB.D CO.,
Pdblishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Cliromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to .120 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

ANTOINE'S COPYING INK
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

even if a month has e'apsed after a letter has

been written,

Is the only one which resists ihc action (/BLOTTING PAPER,

and always keeps its orifiiual colour, no matter

bou' loiio" in bottle.

HIGHEST AWARDS OUTAINKD AT KVEHY EXHIBITION

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878, SILVER MEDAL
Hig-liest ai-VTvaard.

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLO BY ALL STATIONERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AMD THROUGHOUT THE WORUD
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MUCILAGE.
A

MUCILAGE made from pure gum arabic, that will dry quick,

stick fast on wood, tin, cotton or woolen cloth, without

curling, has a bright appearance and agreeable smell, and de-

posits no sediment ; wiU keep in perfect condition any length of

time in any climate ; is just what dealers and consumers
want. Send for samples and prices. Make your own tests and
judge for yourselves.

GUARANTEE CHEMICAL COMPANY,
2126 to 2130 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

.^^^^,

itented Aug. iSb'^

COVERINC

Q-um Eidges, Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our PATTtllSTT OTJMlVrED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

S"CrSSE TO STICIT,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^RITHSTG^ PAPERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers I Stationers.

FLAT •:• PAPERS, -t- RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FIN£ WEDDING STATIONERY,
Chromo Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICii LIST.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

c^ lEmgils;^^
- MANUFACTURER OF —

lollDried Flats aod Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

ThoChas. Stewart Papor Co,

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OlLlo,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every descriptiou of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
" ^ ~ '

ALSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS.
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST>S PRODCCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTEKS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO..

f^DWARDTODDlTco.^

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE BLARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on appUcation.

o^o'wii' sm.a.ii'o.

stamping Inks, Mucilage, &o.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Address for Prices. &c.,

J. H. ATWateB. Providence, R.I.
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Waggener's ImproYei Trial Balance Books. 4. Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
-PUBLISHERS OF THE-

Waggener s Improved Trial Balance Books.
L.IBEIlj^.DL. I>ISCOUTVT TO THE TR^OE.

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84: & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSj^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

D*&*

trade-mark.

— manufacturers and importers of —

Weing Siatiooery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties,
- ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY. -

126 & 128 DUANE STREET, NEIV YORK.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^manufacturers 0F~£*>

s^>! First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^=®='

•WHITIKTQ •! PAP^H;
•^^ FX.-A.T -A.3Srr) RXJLBr). -*--

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Exeello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRRESPONDENOE soLioiTKD. P.O. Addrcss, FRANKLIN, Watren Co., Ohio.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., H. Y.
,

—^^
Fashiunable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Moarning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Latest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Moarning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

M

H

S ®

W E.

I CD g.

« s

£3. S

g

f

J. B.A.iniD,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES In SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^F~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited
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JAPANESE FAN-PAINTING.

The fan-painters of Japan are an especial

separate guild, as distinct from artists in other

branches as with us the scene-painter is from

the portrait-painter. The unknowing English-

man looking at a Japanese fan sees nothing in

it but upon one side a grotesque representation

of the "penny plain and twopence colored"

order, and upon the other a few crude splashes

of ink. But to the citizens of Tokio or Osaka

each fan carries a special signification—a story,

or part of a story : an allusion, a satire, or a

suggestive idea. To a certain degree the fan is

to the Japanese citizen what Punch or the win-

dow of the Stereoscopic Company is to the Lon-

doner. If a political event of some importance

takes place, it is sure to be followed by a flood

of new fans upon the market, and the Japanese,

who have the keenest sense of humor and ridi-

cule, find that to libel or to criticise, or carica-

ture by means of a fan, is safer and cheaper

than by means of the press. When Japan was

first thrown open to a certain extent to foreign-

ers, and even for some time after, until the na-

tives grew accustomed to their new guests, it

was difficult to take up a fan without being

confronted by some hideous caricature of western

personal appearance, manners and customs.

But now that every town-bred native tries to

look as much as possible like a European,

and that the common crowd have be-

come familiar with cigars and breeches, the

fountain-head of fan ridicule is the powers that

be. Fan libel is a cheaper and safer mode of

procedure than pen libel, because the public

censors are thoroughly acquainted with the ed-

itors and proprietors of the few public journals,

while the number of fan artists and merchants

is legion. Not always does the reverse side—the

plainer side—of the Japanese fan bear a well

known allusion. Sometimes it is a simple cari-

cature, and an examination of one of these cari-

catures reveals that, however crude and sketchy

the execution, the most genuine vein of humor
lies beneath it, especially if it be what is deemed
the forte of Japanese caricaturists—the delinea-

tion of grotesque animals. Sometimes we get a

bit of landscape, the inevitable Fuji yema, or a

tea-house by a torrent, or a country side repre-

sented by a few apparently random dashes, of

which each, however, tells its tale—or we get

one of those weird moonlight effects of which

the Japanese are so fond. The great character-

istic of all these is truth to nature. The rabbits

nibbling at a bale of rice may have clothes on,

but they are rabbits for all that ; foxes espe-

cially are delineated in all conceivable attitudes

and costumes, but they are perfect foxes ; so

with wild birds, frogs, monkeys, fish and storks.

The gaudy side of the Japanese fan is invari-

ably a serious piece of work, and the scenes de-

picted are generally either bits from a popular

drama or from one of those countless legends

and stories which have delighted Japanese of all

classes and ages from time immemorial, and in

many cases bear so strong a family likeness to

the stories familiar to English childhood. The
popular actor in Japan shares with the popular

wrestler the privilege of basking in the sunshine

of the best circles of society ; he has always been

very much what the English popular actor

promises to become—the darling of the masses

and the favorite of the Court. Consequently his

"portrait" appears on the fans, and although

to us the faces on Japanese fans appear as like

one another as are the faces of Sir Peter Lely's

beauties in Hampton Court Palace, the Japan-

ese citizen pretends to discover a likeness by the

accessories. So there are certain plays in which

these actors take chief parts, and of which

Tokio audiences never weary ; and, as a rule,

the painted side of the fan represents a scene

from one of these plays—perhaps Karu-

kaya, the self-exiled prince, with his child

clinging to him, or a scene from the famous

play of the " Forty-Seven Ronins," or an inci-

dent from the touching history of Gompachi

and Komurasaki, or the Prince of Sendai la-

menting his lost love on the shores of Takasago

bay. The legends and stories are plentifully

drawn upon by the Japanese fan artists, and

every child knows at once when he sees Inari,

the fox god, or Hatchiman, the war god, or lye-

yas, the warrior priest, or Benten, the goddess

of the sea, or any other hero or heroine of popu-

lar mythology, just as an English child knows
"Blue Beard" or "Cinderella." All classes ap-

preciate the artistic value of the fan in Japan.

The great lord at the councU, the merchant over

his counting board, the priest presiding at the

money coffer, the tea-house girl calling out to

passers-by to " rest their honorable limbs," the

pilgrim toiling up the holy mountain, the coolie

resting on the pole—all see in it something to

amuse or something to interest. As the fan ac-

companies the Japanese at all hours and under
all circumstances, it is not surprising that it

plays something more than the part of a ma-
chine for wafting cool air. To the illiterate

man it is a book; to the oppressed man it is a
reviver; to the political student it is a suggester;
to the child it is a story-teller.—iondon Otobe.

I L EROWN FAFER COMFMI,
ADAiaS. laASS^CXIUSSTTS, XT. S. A.

N- Manufacturers of First-CIass -* «

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-^ WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEBST TESTS OP EEASUEB AND EE-WEITI»(^ -*-

being double Sized and Loft Dried^lJThese Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,
Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHItADELPHIA, PA.

i)MuciLAG£.
J^AMD SEALING WAX.

IIV A.T^T.1 VA mT^TIEJS.

SAHFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills
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Marcus -Ward-&-C0. umued
— ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF THEIR -

^a m ^^ ^ I 1^^ ^^ 1^ I ^HM ,^^ mjk#^lll - COMPANION VOLUME TO -LONDON TOWN, at home and abroad,
DESIGNED BT THOMAS CRANE AND ELLEN HOUGHTON.

A series of Magnificently-Executed Pictures, representing the Principal Places of Historic Interest in London, and the Curious Street

Scenes and Traditionary Customs of the World's Most Famous City.—^ Post Quarto, Colored Edges, with Specially-Designed Covers and End Papers, price, $2.00.^

—

BIBLE HEARTSEASEMGOLDEN GRAIN,
TWO DAILY TEXT BOOKS, COMPILED BY REV. J. R. MACDUFF, D. D.

Every page Decorated with Heartsease and Grain in Natural Colors. 48nio, Cloth, Colored Edges and Special End Papers, Price,

40 cents; Superior Edition, Gilt, Price, 60 cents.

^ The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PtAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNAMENTAt
I-ETTEBING.

Especially adapted'for ShowCard' Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with Onb Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- ( (\ ^"^^^^ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a box. Also
put up in sets containing
one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 3 and 3.

jibe. 3, \ Ivich 'Mjvbe.

5, i
"

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^"Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I>. WHITMORE St CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WtUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHI^ILLOTl'S
** STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World .

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

i^" Sample Cards, Price Lists cfcc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. HENEY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTUREES OF-

Omi^d^ mmd ©mrd W>@m,Td.\
-FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^r,oh: STR-EET, fmil^delfki^
-^^ESTABLISHED 1814. ^a^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <5b 103 IDiia-ne Street, JSTe-w ^"orls,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafacturers, Etc., Etc.

RVtSSIA. LEA.THER, CHAMOIS, A-MI^JRICAlIV '.RUSSIA-.— No. 18 Higli Street,* Boston, Mass.

—

e H I r

Ml lwaukce:
ST. PAUL R'Y.

\ • v'- *'V^ A aMerrill

...AHAt-

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an
advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI
CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrosse, Winona, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, Madison, Prairie du Chikx.

Mason City, Sic x City, Yankton, Albert Lea
ABERDEEN, DU3UQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDAil
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as innu

merable other principal business centres and favor-

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, South

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHIOAQO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. 11. CARPENTER, General Pass, and

Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt

S. S. MERRILL, General Manager i

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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AN OLD NEWSPAPER PRINTING
OFFICE.

Not a few literary associations are connected

with Crane court. Fleet street. Here lived

Dryden Leach, the printer, who in 1763, was
arrested on a general warrant upon suspicion of

having printed Wilkes's North Briton, No. 45.

Leach was taken out of his bed in the night, his

papers were seized, and even his journeymen

and servants were apprehended. He recovered,

however, ultimately £300 damages in connection

with his imprisonment. At No. 6, in the same
court, was carried on the second circulating

library established in London, and a catalogue of

the books in stock was issued in 1745, from which

it appears that the subscription was one shilling

a quarter. Thomas Bensley, the famous printer,

carried on business in his later years, at No. 9.

Another building in the same court, with the

appearance of which many of our readers are

probably familiar, is figured on one of our ad-

vertisement pages. It was in this house. No.

12, Crane court, that Joseph Bruton, in con-

junction with the late John Tallis, of Illustrated

London News fame, originated what developed

into an extensive newspaper printing business.

Mr. Tallis' connection with it was very brief, but

Mr. Bruton continued it with spirit and energy

for a number of years. In 1861 Mr. Bruton

started his partly-printednewspaper sheets and

type high stereotyping, by which many printers

and stationers in provincial towns and watering

places and in suburban London were enabled to

set up and establish newspapers where other-

wise it would have been a practical impossibility.

A list of some of Mr. Brutoa's customers of

twenty years ago may not be without interest to

the student of literary history of the nineteenth

century. But, beyond supplying these country

and suburban customers, the Messrs. Bruton

did a large business in printing metropolitan

journals, entirely composing and printing sev-

eral, including that of the old Atlas newspaper,

with its special editions "for India and the

East," a paper with which so many eminenc

names in journalism have been connected; Ed-
ward's Oriental Mail and Oriental Circular,

Street's New Zealand Examiner, River Plate

Mail and other Anglo-Colonial papers ; Le
Grand's Paris Times, for which H. B. Farnie

wrote some of his most charming compositions,

and the Boulogne Express ; Marshall's Brussels

Eatress and La Situation, the latter was a daily

paper; the Cosmopolitan, Colonel David Seaton

Richardson's Court Circular, the British En-

sign, the Independent and other organs of the

leading Nonconformist body, and the long

numbers of the Christian World (100,000 week-

ly) were machined in Messrs. Bruton's ofiice,

as was HerapatKs Railway Journal, Faulkner's

News, an insurance journal now dead, and John
Bull. The Church Times of Mr. Palmer first

saw the light at 12 Crane court, as did also the

Church Standard, an Evangelical Church of

England paper< which may have jostled at

times with the Free Thought National Reform-
er, the Illustrated Sporting and Theatrical

Guide, the Tissue, Sporting Opinion, and the

industrial Beehive of George Potter were all

printed here. The Penny Mechanic was
a venture of Mr. Bruton's own, and

it reached the respectable circulation of

about 40,000 weekly, and was continued for

some few years. A complete list, however,

of the metropolitan and other journals that ema-
nated from this house coula only be gathered
from the books of the firm; suffice it to say that
the literary history that attaches to so many
prints is far-reaching and of considerable inter-

est.

—

Printing Times and Lithographer.

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New Yorlj.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GliOBE NEWSPAPEK FILE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO..
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.
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E TAPLlT * _
UNIQUE ! CONVENIENT ! ECONOMICAL !

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the
average business office.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
Sprin-g-field., ILv^ass.

HOLTOEE ENVELOPE CO.,
HtoLYOitE, m:ass

- BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. Geo. N.TTNKR,Trea8. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— IL.iiie of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES NUMBERED OB PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 521 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Ledger Brand" American-Russia
IS T M E BEST!

J. L. SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDERS' WAREHOUSE:,

-0 SEND FOR SAiMPLE. f^- -&=-

FRINGED+CHRISTMAS+CAEli

All Marcus Ward &. Co.'s, Prang's, Heildesheimer & Faulkner's make.
ith

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon Street, Boston,

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE QEOQRAPHY OF THIS CUUH-
TRYWILLSEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICA&aROCKISLAND&PACIFICRT
By the central poBition of it8 line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs.Leaven

-

worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Re-
clining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palaca
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Care
in tho World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri River Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St, Paul, via the Pamous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE.'"
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Hichmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
susta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at allprineipal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare al,

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
Por detailed information, get the Maps and Fold

jrs of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vioe-Pres. & Geu'l U'g'r, Geo'! Tkt. & Pass. A|b
CHICAGO.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
racLUDraa the celebrated

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122,183,1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 2S6, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

-L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

UiNUFACTURBR OF

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosticator,

SOLE ASENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R.H.SMITH &CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVERY DESCBIPTIOX.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.
291 nalu St.. Cor. Worthlngton.

Spxi3a.g:S.9lcl., • • X^SLSS.
Oldest Eubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Largest in the IT. S

R. A. EOaSRS k CO.,
—Manufacturers of the—— «fe

Perleclion Paper Oyster Buckets

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEND FOR PRXCS LXSX.

"T3HE BOSTOKT JOBBIJTG HOXJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
SuceESSOB TO HALL & WHITINQ,

=1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1°
cf i ^ . ^

PUBLISHER,^^si^lIBLANK BOOKS,
No. S2 BMOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^P~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF—

Copying Paper.aM Books.
(Titles Registered)

M KIBII^ PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH H M H^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
|nil|VIV J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iffirillll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

A ReTolntion in Stylographic Pens. I

The Latest Improvement. |

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing iostrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to all who use them. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the poiat is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Prices: No. 1, Plain, SI ; No. 2, Engraved. S1.35 ; No. 3, Gold Mounted,
$1.50 ; No. 4, Entire Gold Cap, S3 ; No. 5, Mottled RuUng Pen, $1.50. i^~ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of -

GLUGINUM PENS.
THE GLTJCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyriglited and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of yi/^Vr'^j^y^y /y^j^ J \

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting

E. Gh. LOOICE & CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(xiazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chrome Cards, etc.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut' is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

B
Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other

Folded Papers

G::^= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS. ^=25

G^ ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES. ^^:)

CARTER'S INKS,jlLAGE AND ARABIN.
THE LOUISVIIiliE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This, with the

medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage.

CARTER, DIITSMORE c& CO., MaxiTifacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON ^A^ESTON
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARJ) given for

LINBN RECORD I LBDGER PAPER
Also, the oulv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. SI»i:CIA.L,TY.
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM orer alV

•^ others from i/ie Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute, /<5^7, and Medal o/
Improvement and Progress, Boston, JS^8, Its

PRINCIPAL. ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— t. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerjl

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using 1

the rubber atter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

sbeet, ERA.se and JtESWRITE FOUR T'LM.JH^ on same spot*
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Send tox sample

J-OCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.

1
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BOSTON BITS OF NEWS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office of the Lockwood Press,
49 Federal Street,

Boston, January 16, 1884.

ss, 1

A tour among the stationers found the frater-

nity in good cheer this week, for the signs of the

times are indicative of an increasing trade. In

staple lines of stationery there seems to be con-

siderable activity for so early in the year. The

demands for blank-books still hold good, and the

numerous manufacturers are filled with orders.

Inks, pens and pencils are reported as having

very good sale. In fancy articles many novel-

ties for the Easter season are being presented,

some of which are very artistic in their design

' and general make-up. Among the card dealers

valentines are receiving much attention, and

jobbers are already filling orders. Love is very

aesthetic this season, and the tender murmurings

of the heart are done up in satin and silk to suit

the " forty love-sick maidens." Art has joined

bands with Cupid, and between them they have

worked up a formidable array of agonizing

darts.

The sample room of Ward & Gay presents an

alarming scene to a timid man, stocked up as it

is with hundreds of samples of Cupid's favors
;

some in satin and some in silk, some fringed and

some pu£fed, and all bearing sentiments that

cannot fail to crush. Save me—from being

" mashed !"

What a busy scene is always presented at the

aristocratic rooms of H. H. Carter's Beacon-

street store ! Somehow there is a good deal of

trade that goes that way, and the genial pro-

prietor is ever presenting such bargains to the

trade. His sale of Christmas cards was un-

usually large, and now for Easter and Valen-

tine a stock of 100,000 cards is offered to the

trade at the low price of a cent and two cents

apiece. Fancy fringed at $5 per hundred. Just

think of such prices for such cards as are turned

out by Marcus Ward & Co., Prang, Hildesheimer

and Faulkner. But it is just this kind of business

that makes trade so lively on Beacon street.

Retail dealers, when they hear of such bar-

gains, generally look into the matter a little and

sometimes they find it money made.

Geo. F, King & Merrill are at their old tricks

again—over-working themselves. But they

claim to be able to stand a good deal of work in

the cause of trade. In staple goods they are

busy ; their blank-book trade has never been

better, while the run on King's pens and pencils

is continually increasing. Hardly a State or

Territory in the Union is there from which

orders are not received for these pens and pen-

cils. There is nothing like a first-class article,

even in the pen and pencil line. " King " George
knows it and the rest of mankind must soon

find it out if they will but use the King pen and
pencils.

D. B. Fletcher & Co. are doing a very fair

business in a quiet kind of a way, and, no doubt,

their little cramped room on Devonshire street

will, ere long, take on larger proportions. I re-

marked to D. B. that there was not room to

swing a cat—that is, with safety to the cat.

Whereupon Mr. Fletcher replied that he hadn't

time to swing cats, but that he could swing a

number of orders during a day, and that's

what he was doing. This firm is also manufac-
turing manifold letter copying- books,'and fills

numerous orders for the local trade. This style

of letter books is becoming very generally used,

especially by commercial travelers, and their

sales are growing larger.

Among the many calendars presented this

year, that published by the Heath Letter-File

and Index Company is very ingenious. It is

-Styled " The Forever Calendar." Upon a revolv-

ing disk is printed a series of years and num-
bers, and these are so arranged that by a proper

adjustment of the card, the day of the week of

any month, in any year, is given. For commer-
cial uses this calendar is very valuable. Elroy

N. Heath, the designer of this device, has ap-

plied for a patent. A. L. D.

WILMINGTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Wilmington, Del., January 15, 1884."

I desire to express iu my initial letter my
pleasure in that the stationers of Wilmington
are allotted space in your valuable journal.

As a constant reader of The Stationer, it

has always been a subject of much surprise to

me, why they have not been regularly repre-

sented heretofore.

As a city of 50,000 population, and the

centre of so much well directed and valuable

industry, it surely merits recognition by the

leading trade journals of the land. Yet I do

not intend to reflect, but on the contrary, appre-

ciate your acknowledgment of our claims. It

shall be the aim of your correspondent to

gather items that will prove of interest to your

readers and contribute to the deserved success

of The Stationer.

Perhaps, at the outset of my task, a brief refer-

ence to the " holiday season," just closed, would

not be out of place.

All of the dealers, as I learn, anticipating a

busy season, entered into the work with zest,

and most of them say that their sales exceeded

those of any previous years. After a careful

review of the field, there is, with only few ex-

ceptions, a feeling of satisfaction and encour-

agement at the results.

When we take into consideration the unfavor-

able weather which prevailed here on Christmas

eve and morning, such reports are very grati-

fying.

With the Christmas card trade there seems to

be general satisfaction. Fearing a decrease this

year in the demand for these, most dealers

bought very conservatively, but, contrary to

expectations, the demand was far beyond the

most sanguine, and few were left with which to

swell the stock account. The demand for fine

cards was surprising, and some of the stores

were " cleaned out " of them at an early date.

It was difiicult to decide whose line deserved the

most praise. Apropos of cards, I am reminded

that already the trade have been shown some

lovely designs for the Easter trade. One of the

leading importers promises some exquisite de

signs for Easter, on which special attention has

been paid to appropriateness. This feature is too

often lost sight of. - .

Before my next letter reaches you the Valen-

tine season will be here and gone. Judging from

what I have seen and heard, the lads and lasses

will secure something very handsome in this

line.

During the past week trade was dull. This, in

a measure, is due to the extremely cold and

stormy weather which prevailed. We had rain,

snow and sleet, with the mercury nearly down to

zero.

The demand for staple goods has been fair,

and I believe equals that for a corresponding

date of last year. Orders for printing are com-

ing in at a rate which promises to bring encourag-

ing reports for the month. On the whole, I am
sure that the outlook for a good trade is favor-

able.

Glancing over the last number of The
Stationer, my eye caught an advertisement,

which recalled an invention of merit lately pro-

duced by a Wilmington gentleman. The arti-

ble referred to is a device for securing the con-

tents of a book- case. As it is not yet on sale, I

am unable to give you any information regard-

ing its manipulations, but in my next will give

you all the points of interest connected with it.

Among new firms is that of Boughman & Co.

This firm entered the field in December last as a

competitor for the stationery and blank-book
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trade of our city ; it occupies the ground floor of

404 Market street, and has a neatly arranged
store with a well selected stock of articles

usually found in a first-class stationery house.

Mr. Boughman is widely known as a former
partner of the old house of Boughman & Thomas,
now C. F. Thomas & Co., but of late years com-
mercial travelers will remember him as the

genial clerk who greeted them at the desk of the

Clayton House. His former experience in the

old firm will prove invaluable in the new enter-

prise.

Among the commercial men who have
'* beamed " on the trade during the past week
were, E. P. Whitney, of Charles Moritz, Phila-

delphia; William G. Walker, of Forbes Com-
pany, Boston and Mr. Wiessenborne, of Ameri-
can Lead Pencil Company, New York.

The only business change to record is that of

N. C. Gibbons, who has disposed of his stock and
fixtures to George A. Davis. Tbacy.

SAVANNAH GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR BEOULAB CORRESPONDENT.]

Savannah, Qa., January 14, 1884.

The principal printing offices are doing a very

fair business, and the prospect is good for an
excellent trade during the coming months.

The Morning News steam-printing house is put-

ting in another large steam lithographic press.

This branch of its business is rapidly increasing.

There is a fine opening in Savannah for a

wide-awake bookstore. Those now in the busi-

ness devote their energies to toys or pictures,

making books a secondary consideration. A
live man would do well in this line.

W. G. Patten, printer, has made an assign-

ment.

The City Council of Savannah in its tax bud-

get for 1884 fixed a tax on drummers of from $50

to $200, according to their business. The Mom-
ing News has attacked the measure and advo-

cated " no tax on drummers ;" the prospect is

that the tax will be abolished or reduced to a
nominal sum.

The mammoth hotel project is still in the

hands of the committees on subscriptions.

Three hundred thousand dollars is the amount
wanted. H.

•

DAYTON DASHES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Dayton, Ohio, January 14, 1884.

Times are dull, and no mistake. I am not pre-

pared to say that they are duller than one year

ago at this time, but, compared with the Christ-

mas rush, the comparison is not very cheerful.

Travelers have not been very numerous as

yet, but advance notices give promise that they

are on the way.

Mr. Livingston, of Weill, Livingston & Co.,

was here over Christmas, and reported his orders

as very satisfactory, and that reports from his

house showed a good trade at home.

Among our local dealers there is not much
new to report ; they are not busy, but all seem

to be in good spirits. Jas. F. Crane, the senior

member of Crane, Jackson & Crane, is in New
York, but is expected home every day now.

L. D. Reynolds is agitating the question of

starting a new establishment in Kansas City,

Mo. , to make his specialties. He will also increase

his facilities here, should he make the expected

change.

The Rev. W. H. Lanthurn, for many years in

charge of the retail business of the United

Brethren book-store, died on Saturday after a

long illness, of consumption. He was a 'gentle-

man well liked by the trade, and his place will

be difficult to fill.

M. M. Benson, for many years with R. A.
Rogers & Co., has just returned from New
York, where he combined pleasure with busi-

ness. He bought about all of the new things

that he saw.

R. A. Rogers & Co. made a new departure in

Christmas cards, by having a large number of

satin mats hand-painted by first-class artists.

They retailed the week before Christmas 500 of

them ; and the only reason they did not sell

more was that they could not get them painted.

They are now getting Easter cards out in the

same styles.

Long continued snows have helped largely to

protect vegetation, and unless we have severe

weather the prospects are good for all kinds of

grain next season.

Such a consummation would help trade all

over the country, and gladden the hearts of the

honest farmers in the Miami ValIiET.

LOUISVILLE LOITERINQS.
[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., January 14, 1884.

Trade at this writing is quiet and spiritless,

more attention being given to inventories, bal-

ance sheets, collections and liquidation of old

matters than to the creation of new business.

Preparations for the spring season will be made
just as soon as the result of fall operations is

determined. The Louisville tradesman is emi-

nently conservative in everything ; there is

nothing rash about him ; he is always so cau-

tious and careful that he is often accused of

lacking energy and enterprise and in the lead-

ing markets you will be told that he is more apt

to rust out than to wear out. But while the

temper of the average business man here is

conservative it is not so to a degree that entitles

him to be classed as an old fogy, as some would
have it. The progressive element predominates

here and Louisville is not only fully maintain-

ing but advancing her relative position among
the prominent cities of the country. Ten years

ago Louisville could not or would not support a
board of trade. To-day we have a vigorous

and influential board numbering eight hundred
members and the interest manifested in the or-

ganization is indicated by the fact that there is

just now a red-hot flght over election of twenty-

five directors, three separate and distinct tickets

being in nomination, besides any number of fu-

sion lists.

Our jobbing trade is expanding steadily and
manufactories are increasing in variety and ex-

tent; railroad facilities are nearly perfect and
improving ; we have twenty-five banks, thirty

public schools and four prosperous daily news-

papers.

The movement of leaf tobacco in this market
in 1883 was of unprecedented proportions, the

sales in the'past year having reached 88,900 hogs-

heads, or 27,500 hogsheads in excess of the year

before and a gain of 41 per cent, over the

average of the preceding four years. The sales

of manufactured tobaccos were about doubled.

The whisky trade does not show the same pros-

perity, but is slowly recovering from a period

of depression brought about by overproduction.

The plow and implement manufactories are gen-

erally enlarging and the multitude of factories

of wood and iron goods are yearly increasing

their output.

The tanning industry is another solid branch
of trade here, in which, though low prices are

ruling, there is a steady improvement.

The paper mills are doing well and publishers,

printers, blank-book and paper-box manufac-
tories are every season giving employment to

an additional number of workmen. The growth
is not rapid but regular.

The record of commercial failures in Louis-
ville for 1883 is not appalling, on the contrary,
it shows quite a healthy and satisfactory con-
dition of affairs. In detail, the number of fail-

ures here last year was 51, distributed among
the following departments of trade :

Retail dealers 82
Wholesale and retail dealers •. 3
Wholesale, strictly, dealers 2
Manufacturers, wholesale 8
Manufacturers, retail 6

Total "51

The average liabilities of each failing trader
in Louisville last year was $13,400 ; average
assets to each, $6,130. There was no failure with
liabilities of over $100,000. All of which is not
a bad record for a city containing about 4,000

business concerns. And as for the book, sta-

tionery and paper trades there was not a single

collapse of importance, and very few embarass-
ments even among the small fry. When it is

remembered that the clearing-house returns

show an increased business here for 1883 of

nearly twenty per cent, over the previous year
and consequently a proportionately increased

amount of risk, together with the fact that in

almost every article of commerce there has been
a decline and shrinkage of value, and that in

the face of all this Louisville's failure figures are
reduced, it requires no boasting to establish the

comparative solidity of her trading community.
There is no special news in the stationery

trade. The arctic weather last week made
everything as dull as a hammer ; this week the
temperature moderated considerably, and some
little replenishing trade is doing with the job-
bers, while retailers are having a quiet shopping
demand. January is always a dull month.
The river is clogged with floating ice and navi-

gation is temporarily suspended. A rapid thaw
would bring a flood or overflow. Boukbon.

CINCINNATI COLATURES.
[FROM OUR BEGULAE COEEESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, January 14, 1884.

The whole Ohio Valley at this writing is

threatened with a great flood. Snows lie deep
in the mountains and on every hillside and
plain from the sources of the Ohio and Missis-

sippi to the Gulf of Mexico. Warm winds and
rains on the south are melting them and filling

the lower rivers. That same warm " wave

"

has reached here and is turning the snows into
water. Many of the tributaries of the Ohio
are pouring into that river the ice which has
covered them for ten days or two weeks past.

In some of them this break-up has been attended
with great destruction of property. This was
notably the fact in the breaking of the ice in

Elk River, West Virginia, near Charleston, last

Saturday, when $100,000 worth of property was
destroyed in a few minutes. On the Ohio River,
from Pittsburg to Cairo, millions of dollars'

worth of property is afloat. Some of this is

coal in barges, some rafts of logs and lumber,
and some steamers in harbors. The coal in

barges is generally in great fleets either moored
opposite some elevator on shore, or shut up in

some harbor where the freeze caught them when
going down the river.

The many owners of this property aggregat-
ing millions of dollars in value, are very anxious
now, and they will have no peace of mind on
the subject until the danger is past. This prop-

(Continued on page 70.)

J
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER

B 2.

Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water-

marl:, thus—Old Berksbire Mills liinen Ledger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO..
ID^LiTOlSr, Is^^SS., XJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.

In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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L. PRANG & CO.,
Eine Mrt lEnblistiers,

286 RoxBURY St., Boston, Mass,
BRANCHES.

New York : 38 Bond St.

Philadelphia: ii 10 Walnut St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES.
London : Arthur Ackermann, rgi Regent St.

Melbourne : Robert Jolley & Co., 43 Elizabeth .St

BRANCHES.
Chicago: 112 Monroe St,

San Francisco : 529 Commercial St.

H
A

T)URE and chaste in sentiment, the combined work of

our best American artistic and literary talent, our

line of Valentines for 1884 cannot fail to receive the sup-

port of the most refined class of buyers.

We have been guided in their preparation by the

success in former years, and by the expressed wants of the

trade.

The following artists, among others, are represented :

Miss L. B. Humphrey,

Mrs. O. E. Whitney,

Miss Rosina Emmet,

Miss L. B. Comins,

Miss Alice W. Adams,

F. S. Church,

Harry Beard,

C. Y. Turner,

H. Giacomelli, of Paris.

F. Schuyler Mathews.

A varied assortment of Valentines by the above-named

artists is offered in plain form, and single and double silk

fringed.

ENVELOPES furnished with almost all our Valen-

tines, without extra charge.

BACKS.—We again beg to call attention to the ele-

gantly-designed backs, which are a special feature in our

C3.r(is

SATIJf PHIJVTS.

Besides a number of Floral Designs mounted

in a variety of novel styles, special attention is called to

our finest production in this line,

THE "LION IN LOVE" VALENTINE.

This is a rich satin print, on an elegant fancy plush

mount. The design is after F. S. Church's important

work of above name. The poetry is by J. V. Cheney.

The picture is of the greatest artistic merit, and, on ii.s

elegant mount, forms, what we think, one of the niosi

unique, artistic and sumptuous St. Valentine Souvenir^

ever ofTered to the public.

Retail Price, in a neat suitable box, $10.00.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS OF OUR VALENTINES ARE NOW READY.

Besides our Valentines, we call attention to our NEW BIRTHDAY CARDS, including Satin Art Prints, New

Scripture Text Cards, New Copies for Painting, &c.

Our line of EASTER CARDS and EASTER NOVELTIES will shortly, be announced.
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GEORGE B. HXJRD <& CO., '^ ===^ot^
^'-

MANUFACTURERS OF AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

n imm h}

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, JR., <5o BRO,

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations througliout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT, & CO.,

Principal Office, EOOHESTEE, N. Y. Branch Offlces, BHIOASO, 111. and TOEONTO, Ont.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL §!

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

^^
KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched
by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

Lor Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

pr^iine^or, JOSEPH ARNOLD, Eynslord Mills, KINT, EHQLAHD.
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CINCINNATI COLATURES.

(Continued from page 66.)

erty is all endangered by ice should it float

heavily, which is not likely now. The coal

fleets are endangered by a great rise in the

river. Damage and losses of this sort are of

yearly occurrence on the Ohio River, and when

they are great as they were in the great flood

last year, they aflfect trade injuriously.

A change in the weather this evening gives

ground for the hope that but little mischief

will be done. The thaw has been beautifully

gradual.

In Cincinnati the manufacturers and dealers

in stationery good3 have been taking an in-

ventory of stock and looking retrospectively

over the last year's history of their business and

its results. The results are, of course, business

secrets. Generally, good large sales are re-

ported, but it is also the general admission that

margins have been close and profits small. This

is the testimony of men in all branches of gen-

eral business. Financial experts say that the

logic of it is that incompetent and pokey men
must get out of the way and leave business to

live men with capacity for making large sales

and putting up with small profits.

Robert Clarke & Co. have just published a

little manual, by Louise McLaughlin, on china

painting. It is a gem in execution and deserves,

in every respect, the large sale it will surely

have. The demand for it here, in and around

Cincinnati, will be almost sufficient to pay for

publishing it. The same authoress made a suc-

cess a few years ago in the publication of a little

work on underglaze pottery decoration.

George Stevens has had a good year's sale of

books and an unusually good holiday trade.

One peculiarity of this year's business in the

book and stationery line is that the trade keeps

up well after the holiday period. The lull that

usually follows new year is omitted from this

year's calendar in the book and fancy sta-

tionery line.

W. B. Carpenter & Co., report reasonably

good sales of staple mercantile stationery.

John Holland will go East at the end of this

week to remain a fortnight.

Snider & Hoole are not affected by holiday

trade to speak of, but they make a fair start in

the new year.

In the paper trade there has been no incident

worthy of note as out of the ordinary every-

day business commonplace.

In its line of fancy goods the Cincinnati

branch of the Dennison Manufacturing Com-

pany has had good holiday sales, and its year's

transactions foot up handsomely.

The weather for a month has been hostile to

local trade, a circumstance which gives a favor-

able look to the really good volume of the sales

during this time.

Collections generally are fairly good, and

business men of all classes are expecting an

early reaction which will impart vigor and life

to trade. Prince William.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word •' MOHETA." We again caution all persons aprainst using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.TURNER & HARRISON,

M. NIV THING QIDIB MM OLD MAME'

WiiiMiSlateograBli aiJ Transfer M.

The noble "I will" has no worse enemy than

the cowardly, self-deceiving " Yes, if I choose."

—Marie Eachenbach.

TO THE TRADE.
A man of long experience in the Flrst-Class Com-

mercial Stationery busineis, and possessing a gork
knowledge of its branches, including Order Wood
wishes a position as Manufacturing Clerk or Sales-

man : good reference. Address
MANUFACTURING CLERK,

Oare of American Stationer, New York.

THE RUBBER-FINISHED SLATEOGRAPH
is the most economical and rapid Dry

Copying Process in the market.

For Simplicity and Duraliiiity it has No Epal.

IT CHALLENGES COMPARISON,
DISTANCES COMPETITION and SURPASSES

EXPECTATIONS.
It cleans easily, copies splendidly, and avoids the

annoyance of remelting, as by the old method.
Sold by all Stationers. Send for Circular Price
List to the manufacturers,

SUNDERLIN, TABER & CO.
•W.A.TB:i3SrS, N. "ST.

-c^-SILICATE BOOK SLATES,
BLACK DIAMOND SLATINC,

-c$-

REVOLVING BLACKBOARDS,
LAPILINUM (Slated Cloth).-^s-

THESE GOODS are in constant use by the BOARD OF EDUCATION of the City of New York (in

every Public School), and have been for the past twelve years, which Is a suiHcient guarantee as to their
durability and perfection. They are also in use by a large number of the BOARDS OF EDUCATION,
Colleges and Schools throughout the country. The Private Schools have also adapted our Book Slates in
preference to slate or paper pads—finding them more economical and more advantageous to the pupil.
They are handsomely bound in fine black cloth, attractive in appearance, and finely finished. The
BLiACKBOARDS are well seasoned, and will last for years, slated on both sides with the celebrated
BliACK DIAMOND SLATING. For sale by all the leading Houses throughout the United States and
Canada. SEND FOR CATALOGXTE. Patented and manufactured only by the

NEW YORK SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO,, 191 Fulton Street, New York City.

JANENTZKV & V^EBER,
(fobmerlt JANENTZKY * CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. O. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and

CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUQHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1126 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Fens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Uovelties."
NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Send for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

I comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

I many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the

principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

.^^^^,

I Ulll JUItl.\A^\JO^ Hie^VXAUUJ

Pitcnted Aug 7 1883 ^''X*'^!^'^''^*^^^

VERING

„.8ely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.1 T

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our PATEISTT GUJMMEP
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STTSSE TO STIC^
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^V^RITIISTG^ PAFERS, and Manilla
Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers i Stationers.

FLAT •:• PAPERS, •:• RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FINE WEDDING STATIONERY,
Chroma Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
send foe descriptive price list.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STJREET, JPMILADELFHIA.

- manufacturer:OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

The Chas.St$wart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO, / ;s^

Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ — - '

AX,SO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^^ ^ y' OFFICE STATIONERY,

Ai^ y/^ ^^"^^ Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCBD.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 IBast 14t]i St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

omoiNrii' sm.A.irD,

stamping Inks, Mucilage, &o.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Address for Prices. &c..

J. H. ATWATER. Proridence, R. I.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOniNB PAPER

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUPACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

:]Xe>v LoiidLon, Ooiin.
MANUB'ACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witlx "Valuable l»aleiite<i Improvenients.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tim Atlantic Worls, East Bosloi, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Olevelind.

03TEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jark on St., Chicago,

cji

Hand Outtkr SEND FOB CIBOaUAR AND PRIOa UST HANO-CnTTER, TTITB SXKAU FIXTURE.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PtTBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.-
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Boolfs, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

HlustratedCntalngue,containing full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS ( )

C^S:^ BANKERS'SHEARS.->5S*fe
cr^^, 8 FOIL SHEARS ( }
'^TrS^ NICKEL PLATED A>_<<^' SIZES- 8. 9.10,11,12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY '

HORATIO G.KERN.
N9 2I NTH-ST'i'-STR. '

PHILADELPHIA.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111,

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical inveiition, (a a model ot simplicity.

POWER, FOOT & HAND
Perforating Machines.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce Street, New Yorl<
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

INGENIOUS COIN AND LETTER SCALE.

The engraving herewith represents the " Peer-

less " coin and letter scale, for bankers, brokers

and business men generally, as well as for

family use. The scale is elegantly and finely

made, nickel-plated, and is adjusted to the ut-

most accurracy, being sensitive to one-tenth of

a grain. As will be seen, the apparatus is made
for giving the standard weights of American

silver and gold coins, and is really three scales

in one, in other words, multum in parvo. In

weighing a one-dollar silver coin, or rather to

ascertain the correct weight of the coin

in order to determine whether it is

genuine or spurious, it is only necessary

to move the pan containing the coin to

the notch marked SI in the upper divis-

ion of the beam, and to weigh a ten-

dollar gold piece, to the notch marked
SIO in the second or middle division of

the beam. In weighing letters the

lower scale is used. The scale alto-

gether is a very handy and useful con-

trivance, for besides being a perfect

counterfeit detector, it is very conven-

ient in weighing letters. R. R. Watson
Hs the agency.

ruffled, shirred or plain, raised by artificial

means to the surface of said cardboard through

apertures of any desired shape or form cut in

said cardboard.

No. 289,457. Parallel Ruler.—Charles A. Shields;

Washington, D. C.

Sliding extension-indicators embedded in a
ruler at its ends, or at any desired point, and
running out at right-angles thereto, with case

and scales.

No. 389,475. Dating Box for Self-Inking Hand-
Stamps.—Geo. Van Zandt, Ravenswood, III.

No. 289,476. Pencil Clasp.-Sigourney Wales. Cam-
bridge. Mass., assignor to William C. Howard,
New York, N. Y.

No. 289,483. Adding Machine.—John N. Wilson, Car-

thage, Mo.

No. 289,489. Type-Writing Machine. — Josiah L.

Young, Tarrytown, N. Y.

No. 289,491. Mechanical Toy.—Frederick Aberle,

NEW PATENTS.

No. 289,363. Album Clasp.—Leonhard Vor-

pahl and Herrmann Pohl, Berlin, Ger-

many.
An album-clasp composed of a casing,

the walls and bails of which are made
from one continuous blank, and of a
spring -cushioned slide-piece having guide-

shanks, connecting abutment, and sleeves at the

outer ends of the shank, also made from one con-

tinuous piece.

No. 289,384. Book Rest.—Archibald R. Byrkit, Fair-

field, la.

The combination, in a book-rest, of an up-

right hollow slitted shaft provided with means
for attaching it to the chair, with a rod adapted

to fit within the shaft and to be adjusted up and
down, provided with a horizontal extension

having bearings and a perforated quadrant-

plate, and the spring-actuated catch fitted in a

bearing secured to the rest, and provided with

a knob and an actuating spring, the catch being

adapted to rotate in the bearing, and to be ad-

justed from one perforation to the other.

No. 289,392. Pencil Holder.-Alphonse T. Cwerdin-

ski, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 289,.394. Book Support.—John Danner, Canton,

Ohio.

No. 289,434. Book.—Frederick Mills and Clarence H.

Knight, Boston, Mass.

A book, provided with independent cleats ap-

plied thereto on opposite sides of one end, com-
bined with a metallic back, adapted to engage
and bold the cleated edge of the book when in-

serted therein.

No. 289,444. Ornamental Cardboard.-Charles S.

Plummer, Newark, N. J., assignor to Evans,

Plummer & Co., New York, N. Y.

As new article of manufacture, cardboard,

when used for wedding invitations, circulars,

orilers of dance, Christmas, birthday and Easter

cards, &c., having satin, silk, plush or velvet,

Coin and Letter Scale.

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Frederick Egge, same place.

No. 289,505. Combined Foil and Paper Fabric-
Henry S. Crooke and Lewis Crooke. New York,

N. Y.

No. 289,514. Bill Journal.—John J. De Garis and
Tracy L. Paine, Milwaukee, Wis.

A bill journal consisting of a book of bound
bill-heads with a vertical row of perforations

near the inner edge of each sheet, half of which
face to the left, leaving a full sheet for each ac-

count, while the other half of the sheets face to

the right and have a plurality of bill-heads and
accounts to each sheet, separated by horizontal

rows of perforations.

No. 289,515. Paper Pocketbook.—Charles De Quill-

feldt, New York, N. Y., assignor to Wemple &
Co., same place.

No. 289,523. Mechanical Toy Hoop.—William R.

Fowler, Philadelphia, Pa.

As a new article of manufacture, a mechani-
cal toy, which consists of a wheel adapted to be
propelled along the ground, in combination with

a figure located wholly on one side of said wheel,

and provided with a pivoted arm carrying a
hoop-stick, and mechanism actuated by the ro-

tating wheel to cause said arm to strike the hoop
with said stick as in the act of rolling the hoop.

No. 289,558. Driving Mechanism for Oscillating

Printing Presses.—Francis H. Richards, Spring-
field, Mass.

No. 289,562. Toy Animal. — Charles F. Ritchel,

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the Unexcelled
Fireworks Company, New York, N. Y.

A toy animal or other walking or running
figure standing or otherwise resting oij the plat-

'

form of a truck by its feet or limbs only, and
having its feet or limbs connected to cranks of

the truck-axles by jointed rods connecting the

fore feet to the hind axle and the hind feet to

the front axle, the feet and limbs being thereby
made to slide forward and backward on a plat-

form when the truck-wheels revolve, and the

legs being the sole support of the body.

No. 289,566. Card for Book Marks and for Advertis-
ing mediums.—Leopold S. Samuel, Newark, N. J.

No. 289,578 Toy Knitting Machine.—William P.

Stewart, New York. N. Y.

No. 289,581. Twine Holder and Lifter.—Albert Baker
Tomlin, Fort Collins, Col.

The combination, with a twine holder, of a
pivoted ring surrounding the twine holder,

which ring has a part weighted, and has a rod
or wire projecting from the part opposite the

weighted part, which rod or wire is provided
in its free end with a loop or eye.

No. 289,586. Perfumery Stand. — Albert
Wanner, Hoboken, N. J. •

No. 289,603. Self-Registering Thermometer.
—William H. H. Barton, Brockton. Mass.

No. 289,608. Blotter. — Leonidas Hamlin
Blinkley and Thomas Henry Wright,
Ironton, Ohio.

The combination, with a board, of a
clip for holding paper on the same, a
swinging blotter-board, and a spring-

finger in the clip for holding the blotter-

board on the clip-board.

No. 298,647. Book Cover. — George W.
Hackstadt, Covington, Ky., assignor to

C. F. Bradley & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

No. 289,652. Book Rest.—Chas. F. Haynes.
Newton, Mass.

No. 289,688. Machine for Wetting Paper.—
John Wesley Morrison, Omaha, Neb.

No. 289,711. School Slate.—Christian F.

Rapp, Cincinnati, Ohio.

No. 289,735. Paper-Holding Device.—Seth
Wheeler, Albany, N. Y.

No. 289,790. Paper Box.—Myron L. Wilcox, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

No. 289,799. Show Stand.—Mary K. Barnes, Chicago,

III.

No. 289,810. Oscillating Cylinder Printing Machine.
—Andrew Campbell, Brooklyn, assignor to John
McLougblin and Edmund McLoughlin, New
York, N. Y.

An improved printing press having an oscil-

lating cylinder and reciprocating bed, and capa-

ble of printing while the bed is moving in either

direction, the cylinder being driven from the

bed by means of a toothed rack on the bed en-

gaging a circular toothed rack on the cylinder,

and said press provided with means, substan-

tially as described, for shifting one of the racks

at each movement of the bed.

No. 289,825. Stand for Holding Wrapping Paper
and Paper Bags.—John M. Fulton, Roanoke,
Ind., assignor of two-thirds to James H. Mc-
Cahon and Ervin E. Richards, same place.

In a device for holding wrapping paper, the

combination, with a suitable base frame, of

vertical bails of gradually increasing size at-

tached to the base frame side by side.

No. 289,844. Hand Stamp.—Charles A. Klinkner, San
Francisco, Cal.

By pressing down on a transverse spring-piece

to which the lids are hinged the die-plate is pressed

down on the inking-pad, and the lids are thrown
upward until their outer edges come into contact,

so as to constitute a handle, by which the stamp
may be lifted out of the box containing the ink-

ing-pad. When no pressure is exerted on the
said spring-piece, it holds the die-plate out of
contact with the inking-pac(.

i
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PADS AND BLOTTER TABLETS.
We desire to call the attention of the Trade to the most desirable and saleable goods on the market.

WHITE desk:m:scratch pads
Made from a hard calendered, engine-sized, cream-laid paper, bound on end and side with our red elastic composition.

Put up in Nine Sizes, ^%x4t to 8x12 inches.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED TABLET.-^^XrrJ,"-':!! r,;
paper, with Antique Card-Board Cover, each sheet perforated and permanently bound at the top. Made in Five
Sizes, 2Xx4:K to 5>^x9 inches; Two Size.s, perforated in the middle for Cash Checks.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLET.-'TaMeT
a Low-Priced Blotter

and bound with neat

Antique Covers. Made from Fine Quality of Cream- Laid Paper, both ruled and plain, and put up in COMMEKClAJj
NOTE, PACKET NOTE and CONGUESS LETTEK. For Educational purposes they have no equal.

arSs^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON CASE LOTS. «^aS

MANUFACTURED BY THE

"ACME" STATIONERY AND PAPER CO.,
No. 117 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
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AU new goods and designs which are

act, strictly speaking, " Novelties " will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

P. Trifft, stationer, Boston, Mass., has failed.

Alexander J. Millette, printer, Camden, N. J.,

has failed.

Francis Flanders, dealer in paper stock, Lynn,

Mass., is dead.

H. V. Hicks, printer, Preston, la,, is reported

to have been burned out.

J. V. Johnson & Co., publishers of the Demo-
crat, St. Louis, Mich., have been burned out.

B. H. Rothwell, bookseller and stationer,

Toronto, Out., is advertised to sell out at auc-

tion.

Mrs. John Oerl, dealer in wall-paper, &c.,

Cleveland, Ohio, has sold out to Oerl & Dang-

sleisen.

John A. Marcus, stationer, &c., Philadelphia,

Pa., is advertised to be sold out by the sheriff on

the 19th inst.

Andrew Blume has retired from the firm of

Mansell, Birnbaum & Co., importers of sponges,

&c.. New York city.

John Wilson & Co., printers, Geneva, N. Y.,

have dissolved partnership. The business will

be continued by John Wilson.

Thomas & Pike, publishers of the Echo, Green-

ville, Ky., have dissolved partnership. Thomas
& Ragon succeed to the business.

A judgment of $750 has been issued against

A. J. Lawenstein, toy dealer, Wilkesbarre,

Pa. , and execution has been issued.

Traquair & Wilkes, dealers in wall-paper,

Terre Haute, Ind., have dissolved partnership.

Charles H. Traquair continues the business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Samuel S. Smith & Son, printers, Bangor, Me.
Frank R. Smith continues the business under
the old style.

Julian Sale, Jr., manufacturer of pocketbooks,

Toronto, Ont., has admitted Into partnership

William J. Somerville and the firm will do
business under the style uf Julian Sale & Co.

An excellent opportunity for buying a good
retail business in stationery and fancy goods is

advertised in another column. Information is

to be had by addressing the Philadelphia ofQce

of The Stationer.

The Midland Industrial Gazette, St. Louis,

Mo., with the new year enters upon its nine-

teenth volume. The Gazette is an able exponent
of the industrial and mechanical progress of the

West, South and Southwest.

The estate of Thomas H. Wheeler, paper-stock

dealer. New Haven, Conn., who recently com-
mitted suicide, is found to be insolvent. Liabil-

ities are about $25,000, of which over $15,000

was for borrowed money, and assets $16,000.

J. R. Pigman & Co., booksellers and station-

ers, Lafayette, lad., have made an assignment
to Mortimer Levering of that city, for the bene-
fit of their creditors. The liabilities are about
18,000. Mr. Pigman confessed judgment in

favor of his brother to the amount of $3,300.

The assignee thinks creditors will realize about
20 cents on the dollar.

Stephen Meer, Brooklyn, N. Y., has just pat-

ented a new device for album leaves. The mat,

which is made to include the whole page,

whether designed for one or more pictures, is

"struck up" or embossed from a die, forming

a pocket without an inside board. The simpli-

city of this device and the elegant results at-

tained by it, constitute a feature which will

probably effect a change in the construction of

albums. It is remarkable that it has never been

suggested before. The manufacturers of al-

bums are likely to find that the popular demand
will require the adoption of this device.

At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the

Stationers' Board of Trade on Monday, the fol-

lowing named oflScers of the board were elected

:

George L. Pease, president; Wm. T. Pratt, vice-

president; Alexander Agar, treasurer. Finance

Committee—J. F. Anderson, Jr., Patrick Far-

relly, Samuel I. Knight, B. Van Wagoner. Ar-

bitration Committee—David Scott, William I.

Martin, A. C. Barnes, C. F. A. Hinrichs, E.

Embree.

Moses King, whose success as a publisher at

Cambridge, Mass., has been phenomenal, began
with the new year the discharge of his duties in

connection with the Bradstreet Mercantile

Agency, of New York. He will act hereafter

as business manager of BradstreeVs Weekly.

His publishing business at Cambridge will be

continued for the present, at least, without in-

terruption.

George L. Pease, William T. Pratt and Wil-

liam I. Martin were delegates appointed by the

Stationers' Board of Trade to attend the meet-

ing of commercial bodies held in Washington
on Tuesday of this week, for the purpose of urg-

ing upon Congress the necessity of passing

national bankrupt law.

Jesse McClellan, bookseller and stationer,

Wooster, Ohio, has admitted his brother to

partnership under the- style of McClellan

Brothers. The firm has added wall-papers, &c.,

to its stock, and asks manufacturers of shades

and fixtures to send latest lists.

The Railroad Gazette has been sold by its late

proprietors, S. Wright Dunning and M. N.

Forney, to a corporation, organized under the

laws of the State of New York. The directors

of this company are Mr. Dunning, Mr. Forney
and W. H. Broadman.

The American Crayon and Slate Company,
New York city, heretofore owned by the Par-
menter Crayon Company, Waltham, Mass., will

be carried on under the same style and at the

same place by the Specialty Manufacturing
Company.

A meeting of the creditors of B. J. Kopperl, of

Austin, Tex., was held in the rooms of the Sta-

tioners' Board of Trade, on Tuesday, but it is

understood that no final disposition was made
of the matter, Mr. Kopperl not being present.

Haas & Stahl, proprietors of the New York
Purse and Novelty Company, New York city,

dissolved partnership on the first inst. William
Haas retires from the firm and Stahl continues

under the same style.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Field & Evans, booksellers and stationers,

Lawrence, Kan. The business will be contin-

ued by S. T. Field.

A judgment amounting to $238 has been issued

against Earnsworth & Ryan, dealers in wall-

paper. Lock Haven, Pa., and execution has been
issued.

H. J. Henser, bookseller and stationer, Wytbe-

ville, Va., has been damaged by fire. Insured,

F. Trifft, stationer, Boston, Mass., has failed.

John T. Williams, stationer, Hartford, Conn.,

has assigned.

E. H. Brundage, dealer in twines, New York
city, has assigned.

Allen Horsfall, stationer, &c., Boscobel, Wis.,

has been attached.

Timms, Moore & Co., printers, Toronto, Ont.,

have been burned out.

L. W. Rowell, printer, St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

has been damaged by water. Insured.

Adam Beck, manufacturer of paper ma-
chinery, Newton, Mass., has been attached.

Broyles & Mix, publishers, Alamosa, Col.,

have dissolved partnership. Broyles continues.

A realty attachment for 1,000 has been issued

against S. G. Otis & Co., printers, &c., Spring-

field, Mass.

Silberman & Hecht, manufacturers of fancy

leather goods. New York city, have dissolved

partnership.

Walter C. Hadley, publisher, Las Vegas,

N. M., has been succeeded by the Gazette Pub-

lishing Company.

As attachment has been issued against Adam
Beck, paper machinery manufacturer, Newton
Lower Falls, Mass.

The Erwin-Lane Paper Company has been

incorporated at Terre Haute, Ind., with an au-

thorized capital stock of $35,000.

Rumpel & Liller, booksellers, &c., Austin,

Tex., have assigned to H. E. Shelley. Liabili-

ties, $5,000 ; nominal assets, $6,500.

Chas. H. Smith & Co., stationers, St. Stephens,

N. B., have given three bills of sale on stock,

and some of their paper is going to protest.

Nagle & Co., Philadelphia, were sold out by
the sheriff last week. Their failure was brought

about by the fire which destroyed their stock.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

High, Hoffman & Patterson, publishers, Socorro,

N. M., D. L. Patterson having retired from the

firm.

W. E. Doud, publisher Republican, Eureka,

Kan., has admitted into partnership A. L. Stis-

kle. The firm will do busines under the style of

Doud & Stiskle.

Henry Swere, bookseller and stationer, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., has made an assignment with

preferences of about $4,345, which are expected

to absorb the assets.

The firm of W. C. Lawless Sc Co., dealers in

printers' materials, Montreal, Quebec, has dis-

solved. W. C. Lawless continues the business

under the same style.

Thomas W. Stuckey, printer, Philadelphia,

Pa., has admitted to partnership William A. and
John S. Stuckey. The firm will do business

under the style of Thomas W. Stuckey & Sons.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Wallis, Holah & Ashbrook, publishers and
printers, Philadelphia, Pa., on account of the

death of James W. F. Holah. The business is

continued by Wallis & Ashbrook.

Patrick Garvin, of East Hartford, has sold his

paper mill in South Windsor, Conn., and land

and houses connected with it, to Mr. Gaskill, of

North Manchester, who will move to South
Windsor and manufacture coarse paper.

W. B. Ayer& Co. have bought the retail busi-

ness of J. K. Gill & Co. Portland, Ore., and will

continue the book and stationery business at the

old stand, 93 First street, in that city. J. K.

A
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Gill & Co. will condact the wholesale business at

First and Front streets.

D. Picket, publisher, Henderson, Minn., has

sold out to E. H. McCloud.

Rumple & Ziller, stationers, Austin, Tex.,

have made an assignment.

J. T. Leonard & Co., printers, St. Louis, Mo.,

are advertising to sell out.

Boone & Clippinger, newsdealers, &c., Akron,

Ohio, have dissolved partnership.

Edward Hine, printer, Peoria, III., has ad-

mitted Victor Feuchler to partnership.

R. Bell & Co., manufacturers of paper boxes,

Montreal, Quebec, have been burned out.

The stock of Allen Horsfall, stationer, Bos-

cobel, Wis., in possession of the mortgagee, has

been attached.

Allen & Gates, stationers, Ware, Mass., re-

cently reported failed, have liabilities of about

|3,6(K> ; assets, $3,800.

Alfred Saunders, stationer, Lansing, Mich.,

has assigned to E. C. Chapin.

The Stock Report Publishing Company, San
Francisco, Cal., has increased its capital to

$200,000.

Ferdinand Trifet, dealer in foreign stamps
and art novelties, Boston, Mass., is reported

failed, and offering 70 cents on $1.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Roach & Groos, stationers, &c., Kyle, Tex.

Roach & Nance succeed to the business.

Gardiner & Mackinder, publishers of the St.

Helena Star, St. Helena, Cal., have dissolved

partnership. C. A. Gardiner retires from the

firm.

Davis Brothers, dealers in toys, &c., San
Francisco, Cal., have dissolved partnership. The
business is continued by Andrew M. Davis under

the same style.

Charles E. Cooley, printer, Waterbury, Conn.

,

has admitted to partnership P. F. Malone and
the firm will do business under the style of

Malone & Cooley.

The firm of Dietrich & Weihe, printers, book-

sellers and stationers, Milwaukee, Wis., has been

dissolved. The business will be continued by
Henry G. Dietrich.

Charles H. Spaulding, dealer in novelties,

Boston, Mass., offers to compromise with his

creditors for ten cents on the dollar and what
profits may result from continuing business

sixty days.

The calendar issued by the Russell & Morgan
Printing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, is in ex-

tremely good taste and shows some very striking

effects in the way of rich coloring. The calendar

for each month is printed on a separate sheet,

showing various scenes, corresponding to the

season of the year. It is on the whole a calendar

that is worthy the study of those who admire

fine printing.

The firm of S. Brainard's Sons, music pub-

lishers, &c., Cleveland, Ohio, has admitted E. L.

Graves ' to membership, and H. M. Brainard

retires. The style of the firm is unchanged.

The limited partnership of Disbrow Brothers,

dealers in paper and twine, New York city, will

dissolve on March 1, 1884. A new firm of Dis-

brow Brothers will continue from that date.

The Evening Argus, Wilmington, Del., after a
brief existence of six days, ceased publication

on January 12. Its collapse is said to be due to

want of capital.

A judgment of $350 has been issued against

John A. Marcus, stationer, &c., Philadelphia,

Pa., and execution issued.

W. E. Rice, bookbinder and stationer,

Wooster, Ohio, has sold his bindery to D. E.

Robinson.

L. Firestone, dealer in notions and wall-

paper, Wooster, Ohio, has sold out to D. W.
Bechtel.

D. M. Dickinson & Co. , dealers in paper stock,

&c., Norwich, Conn., have sold out to Gordon
& Stowe.

F. N. Boutwell, publisher of the Enterprise,

Leominster, Mass., has sold out to A. G. Morse.

Sanborn Brothers, booksellers and stationers,

Sedalia, Mo., are advertising to sell out.

P. J. Giesen, bookbinder, St. Paul, Minn., has

been burned out. Fully insured.

J. G. Bloom, dealer in toys, &c., Shelby, N. C,
has sold out to John F. Tiddy.

L. Volkenning, bookseller, &c., St. Louis, Mo.

has been damaged by fire.

The Goodyear Rubber Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has Leen damaged by fire.

The West Virginia Fibre Company, Parkers-

burg, W. Va., has been burned out.

Thomas L. Carson, stationer, &c., Philadel-

phia, Pa., has been sold out by the sheriff.

Francis Wright & Brothers, publishers, Chi-

cago, 111., have been closed out by the sheriff.

R. McLean & Co., manufacturers of mirorrs

and picture-frames, Boston, Mass., have failed.

Charles A. Daniels, publisher of the Mirror,

Maiden, Mass., has sold out to Henry C. Gray,

An assignment has been made by George B.

Owen, bookseller and stationer, Mankato, Minn.

H. L. Wigand has bought out the business of

Otto Wigand, dealer iu artists' supplies, Rich-

mond, Va.

John P. Kelly's bookbindery on the fourth

floor of No. 13 Barclay street. New York city,

was damaged $1,000 by fire on Wednesday
morning.

Lehman & Bradford, paper dealers, &c.,

Chattanooga, Tenn., have dissolved partner-

ship. Bradford & Deardorff succeed to the

business.

A fire, which started in the steam rag room of

the Clinton Paper Mill, SteubenviUe, Ohio, on

January 7, owned by August Hartje, did dam-
age to the extent of $10,000. It was insured.

Foley*s Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal disco I « Frade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in au- nine. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the foUowing gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowrv, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Tlmpson. Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

VermUye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells.
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOIiET, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 8 Aster House, Broadway, New York.

GARTER
t^^PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I •§ g» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOBATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. ®

RIGE & GO.

TH'X"
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*—

Send for Samples and Ppiees.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and FAFEB D£AL£KS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 39.S & 295

Broadway, N.Y.,& 156& 158 Monroe St., Chicago. 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass,
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. & CO.; al:-o Dealers in Games,
Home Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORtJM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, ^4 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY. AARON R.. & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St..

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD mON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, M. Y.

PIPER, E. J.. Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman st., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

UARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 William St., N. Y.

UANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St.. N. Y.
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis. Mo '

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO.. 553 Main
street. Worcestt-r, Ma«R.

Card Board Manufacturers.

tRIER, S., & SON, 190 WiUiam St., N. Y.

McHUGH &. CO.. 35 Ann St.. cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLUN8, A. M., SON. & CO.. PhJladelphia, Pa.

HAKE,^HILIP, 155 WUham 8t..^Y;

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N. 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. CarpenteraviHe. 111.

8HRIVER. T.. & CO.. 338 East 56th St.. N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL C., & CO., Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, itc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS. W. F.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, T8 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st. . N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St.. N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN. HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B.. 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, Stc.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago, 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY. E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St.. N. Y.—Globes. 3. 5. 6, 8. 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS. H. B., & CO., Troy, N; Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables S1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St..

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago. HI.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office
28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Ma-ss.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr , 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Umited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadel |.<hia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

Q. J. MuFFAT. 179 St. John st.. New Haven. Conn.

Pape r Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKg, BuOalo, N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO.. White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersev City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinir.

KISSAM, B. A., 38 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND. H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk St., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C. W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER,]«,^^^^g^|enth^st..N. Y.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers, Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO.. 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MLTICH. Agent.

Stationers-Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William st, N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st . Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William st., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Stationers' Specialties.

Send for Catalogues and Price Lists.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st

,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St..
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnul
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut si
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnui
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sis.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILQENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st, au^
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN, A., 306 Broadway, N. Y
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KSTAHMSHI 1> lti30. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BXTF-irorilD'S SOINTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SHAPE NOVELTIES,
KEWARD,

BIRTHDAY and
|
[ADVERTISING CARDS,

— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Cbromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels,

Marriage Certificates, Agrricultural and School Diplomas,
Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

CHICAGO: 166 & 158 MOVROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.
WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Ch>ld Medal Awarded at the Interna- >t)

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

H
w
O
>

-
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The lower plate Is drawn up against f]

the stationary upper plate. f^

Copying Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool a,n.cL lE'a.ttera:!. IL/Halsiiigr,

PLAIN AND ORyAJUJBNTAZ, JAPANNING,

Sewins; Machine Needles.

Brooklyn Needle "Works and Fulton Foundry.

21to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

JOHN PEXRIE, Jr..
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. FTlElSrOH: OOFYHSTGi- IKTKIS,
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Inli Grinding MUls, &c.

» THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

kprond Feriorator
MADE IN THREE SIZES

:

20 IxLcli, 2-4 l33.cli., and. 2S Incli.

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

E:x:TE:isrsi-\rE liiste
OF —

FQLDIKT
For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United Stales

jr. E. LlPrOE, DPuiWislier,
165 "William Street, ------ NEW YORK.

CRYPTOGRAPHY.
In the early days of the civil war was iuveiit ed

one of the best—possibly the very best—cipher

codes ever built. Its author was Gen. Anson
Stager, assisted by Colonel Lynch and several

of his aides. This code was very flexible; that

is, its capacities for expression covered a wide
range; its principles once understood, it was
comparatively simple, and without the key a

message written in it was an impenetrable

secret. It was the first code in which phrases

were determined by a single word, and from
this peculiarity it was called by its inventors an
arbitrary cipher. Thus the expression " Hood is

coming North," was indicated by the word
"Brute;" "Animals in poor condition" by
"Adam." Every phrase and sentence describ-

ing the condition of field and camp, the state of

the army, movements of the enemy, every

event and incident likely to occur was described

by a single arbitrary word.

Names of places, States, counties, townships,

the name of every prominent individual in civil

and military life in the country were all fitted

with code words. This of itself constituted a

cipher practically impossible to read. But, not

content with one band of secrecy, the inventors

provided two. A system of arranging the mes-

sage, after it had been turned into cipher, was
included in the code. The arrangement was in

a square, divided by vertical and parallel lines

into smaller squares. In every separate instance

the arrangement varied, and its peculiarity was
that until the last word of the message was
translated the key word did not appear, and the

proper arrangement was not manifested. This

wonderful code was known and understood by
not over two hundred persons. The cipher ope-

rators of the United States Military Telegraph

Corps (who have maintained their organization

in civil life, and were last week in convention in

this city) were its custodians. One of them was
attached to the staff of each division commander,
but even the commanding general of the army
was as ignorant of the code as the veriest shoul-

der-strapper.

To guard against the contingencies of an
operator's capture or of a copy of the code be-

ing secured, the code was divided in twelve

books, each set numbered and being made up of

a totally different set of words. Book No. 3

was dropped in a Southern river, and book No.

9 was captured with its custodian, an operator

named McReynoIds. He chewed and swallowed

six leaves of it before the rebels seized and
wrested it from his grasp. Their capture was
of small advantage to them, however. An ar-

rangement was in force which made the disap-

pearance of an operator known immediately by
General Stager, and within twelve hours after

McReynoIds' capture book No. 9 was abandoned

by the army.

At the close of the war the army cipher, mi-

nus the arrangement of routes and lines, which

is manifestly too complicated for ordinary uses,

came into wide use among merchants and indi-

viduals who patronize the telegraph. With
scarcely an exception, every commercial and
governmental cipher is now built on tbe arbi-

trary plan. There are a vast number in use, each

fitting one particular kind of business and none
other. Their present object is less to insure
secrecy than to serve the purpose of economy.
A message of perhaps sixty words may be con-
densed by means of an ordinary copious cipher
in ten. It is for this reason that telegraph
companies do not regard them with a lasting
love, and control their use by rules which limit
the length of code words, and also force their
selection from Webster's or other equally well-
known dictionary.

—

Inter-Ocean.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies . - - - lo Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 35 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad
vertlsements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought
of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed accoimt of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad wiU also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 18s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on ail trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hahuitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad add Alabama Sts., ATLANTA, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^
^^^|f^®

^^""^ BuUdmg.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Legkorp and Genoa, Italy.

T -a A^ TtxccTT J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

-j ^^^ p^j^j^ ^^^^^ j^^^^

Tohn TToPftn •!
Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan

-j Adelaide. Australia.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jos& A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Til. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curaeoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mesdco.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum
] ^"Sd's"'"'

'^^°**'"'=*' ^^'

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haigbt Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
]
^ c'^iS^^'^''

^"""^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication ofitice. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
Information obtainecl from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

While attention has been directed to

congressional legislation on the subject of

bankruptcy, little has been done to influ-

ence State action in the way of reform in

insolvency proceedings. If we do not get

the hoped-for aid from Congress there yet

remain the different State legislatures,

which may be induced to modify laws
which operate to the detriment of creditors

and help fraudulent bankrupts to dispose

of their assets to their own advantage. In

the Legislature of New York two bills, in-

tended to govern the granting of prefer-

ences in bankruptcy, have been reported

adversely in the Senate. That undue haste

has been made to reject any improvement
in the legal disposition of assets is not

probable, but it seems to us that proposi-

tions to amend State laws relating to the

settlement of insolvent estates ought to

receive more attention from business men.
It is quite possible that enactments might
be procured which could be useful in help-

ing the business of lawyers or in pro-

moting the purposes of people more
ready to incur liabilities than to discharge

them, and, on the other hand, something
might be done to impart confidence and
realize security against fraud. It is alleged

that the bills rejected by the State Senate

Committee were carelessly drafted. If this

is true, it is all the more evident that sug-

gestions for legislation affecting business

interests should be carefully watched wher-
ever originated or projected. Our com-
mercial bodies ought really to have law
committees, or should deputize someone to

keep an eye on legislation, whether State

or national, so as to be apprised of every-

thing that concerns them and the constitu-

encies which they represent.

" If it isn't one thing it's another." This

is an old-time remark with which, we have

no doubt, many of the readers of The
Stationer are familiar. The quotation is

more than likely to carry them back to boy-

hood's days, when the reproachful mater
relieved her feelings thereby on seeing her
" hopeful " brought home after being fished

out of the stream or mill pond or picked up
after some unfortunate mishap resulting in

broken bones, marred features or ruined

clothing. But the stationery trade have

occasion for the exclamation at times, and
what with failures and other things unex-

pected, it is not to be wondered at. This

time it is a matter of gum, something in

which they are not the only ones concerned.

One of the principal subjects of foreign

news now running through the papers is

the rebellion which is threatening the well-

being of Egypt—if there is any chance for

well-being in that unfortunate country.

And this not only affects Egypt but this

country also, and may get up an excite-

ment. This may seem rather funny, but

the fact is that El Mahdi's rebellion has cut

off, or is said to have cut off, the entire

supply of gum arabic. Gum gedda, gum
suakim and gum sennaar are different

qualities of the gum, each taking its name

from the district whence it comes, these

districts all being included in the Soudan
territory, where the False Prophet and his

followers have raised the standard of re-

ligious revolt and are waging war. The
gum is gathered from the acacia trees by
the Soudan natives, taken to Khartoum
on the backs of camels and bartered with

Cairo and Suakim merchants for guns, cart-

ridges and trinkets. Between three and
four millions of pounds of gum arabic are

said to be consumed in this country yearly,

being used by manufacturers of mucilage,

envelope manufacturers, confectioners, to-

bacconists and others. The price of the

gum has advanced from twelve cents a

pound in lots to twenty-two and twenty-

four cents, and an advance of 30 per cent,

has been reported during the past week.

It is alleged that there is not enough gum
arabic in all of the markets of the world to

supply American requirements for one year.

The gummy question is : What shall we do ?

Is there to be an advance in the prices of mu-
cilage and envelopes consequent onEl Mahdi's

nonsense? Perhaps we shall now be able to

discover whether gum arabic is really a

standard article in trade, or if there is not

some handy substitute which has been go-

ing under its name for ever so long. If

El Mahdi only knew of the trouble he is

likely to give us, he might perhaps be more

considerate; but the reports do not indicate

that he will. He seems to be determined

to stick, and, in so doing, to make "gum
stickem " at home.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By The Teade Lounger.

A Western firm prints a caution on ^he
outside of the envelope in which it mails its

catalogue. It is to the foUowiog effect

:

* * * *

"Remove this envelope carefully, and ex-

ercise still greater care in handling the inclosed

catalogue. Do not pitch it into the waste

basket, or hand it to the offlce-boy to kindle fires

with, as the most disastrous results will follow,

inasmuch as the catalogue is dipped in a solu-

tion of dynamite, the most powerful explosive

known. Hang it up in a cool, dry place over

your desk, and after a few days' exposure to the

air, its dangerous properties will disappear, and

it can be burned like any other catalogue."

* * * *

This is prodigious 1 But the firm alluded

to goes on to remark as follows :

* * * *

" P. S.—Most firms do their heavy lying

in their catalogues. We do all of ours on our en^

velopes." * * * *

Still more " prodigious ! !

"

Picking up a Philadelphia paper the other

day I came across a little thought, of which I

do not know the origin, but I am sure that

it is not Philadelphian. It is as under :

* :^

"We may hold a man amenable to reason

for the choice of his daily craft or profession.

It is not an excuse any longer for his deeds that

they are the custom of bis trade. What busi-.
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ness has he with an evil trade ? Has he not a

calling in his character ?

"

* * * *

Methinks that there is something for us

all to consider in the above. It is not an excuse

for one's deeds that they are backed up by cus-

tom ; still less that they are the result of a trade

demand. If people want short weights and

short counts, don't give it to them. If they ask

for undue credit refuse it. If they want to buy

goods lavishly, and others stand ready to sell,

shut down on them yourself.

* * * *

" Has he not a calling in his character?"

There's an inquiry for you which goes home to

every man, merchant or clerk, manufacturer or

workman, " boss " or "help."
* * * *

A new bronzing apparatus has been in-

vented by a machine-minder at Mannheim,

named Daniel Muller. It consists of a box to be

fixed to the printing machine behind the cylin-

der; the printed sheet, after leaving the latter,

is guided directly through the box, where it is

bronzed and cleaned by brushes, moving in

rotatory and lateral directions, and driven by

the mechanism of the printing machine, to

which it may be fixed by means of a cog-wheel.
* * * sK

An appeal was lately made from the de-

cision of the Collector of Customs at Baltimore,

assessing duty at the rate of 25 per cent, ad

valorem on certain articles made of paper,

claimed to be dutiable at 15 per cent, ad valo-

rem, as a manufacture of paper. They consisted

of paper pictures fancifully embossed, and cut

out to represent flowers and figures, and so ar

ranged that by pulling a string or ribbon they

assumed different shapes and positions.

* * * *

Under the former tariff, articles of this

class were recognized as manufactured paper,

then dutiable at 35 per cent., while printed mat-

ter was then subjected to a duty of 25 per cent.

Now printed matter retains the duty of 25 per

cent., while manufactures of paper are dutiable

at 15 per cent. Held that such articles were

still to be regarded as manufactures of paper,

and that the reversal of the rates of duty made

by the new tariff over the old did not affect

their classification.
* * * *

Tally another ! I think that The Sta-

tioner is responsible for virtuous resolves this

year. The Toronto News Company announces

its determination to limit credits to thirty days,

6 per cent, for cash. Keep this sort of thing up

and the whole country, territory of Ontario in-

cluded, will be safe. I wonder whether " C. H."

will "get on his ear" now !

* * * *

The old officers of the Stationers' Board

of Trade have been re-elected. The president

deserves this recognition of his earnest work,

and I offer him best wishes and the hope that he

may never be less a president than he is now.

I am sorry to hear that Henry Bainbridge

keeps ill, his condition showing no improvement.

His many friends are concerned at his protracted

illness. * * * *

The many friends of Col. Cyrus H. Lou-

trel will be pained to learn that he is seriously

ill. Hopes are entertained of his recovery.

Proposals for supplying paper for the public

printing will be opened at Washington on Janu-

ary 31. The contracts for stationery for the

Treasury Department have beeia awarded.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The correspondent who inquired for the ad-

dress of J. W. Taft & Son (Valentines) is in-

formed that the P. O. address has been changed

to North Grafton, Mass.

J. C. W. & Co. ask where to buy a machine for wir-

ing water-closet paper.

Ans.—We do not know of any machine to be

had except from manufacturer who is, we think,

the Sullivan Machine Company, Claremont,

N. H.

S. B.— 1. Want address of Bertha M. Clay, author of
" Dora Thome." 2. Address of manufacturer of

American Pocket Record. 3. Address of parties

making the Perpetual Diaries.

Ans.—1. We understand that she is an English

writer, whose address is not known to American
publishers. Her name is said to be attached to

many stories for which she is not responsible.

2. Case, Lockwood & Brainerd Company, Hart-

ford, Conn. 3. Answered in No. 2.

T. asks whether non-copying ink pencils, made by

E. Wolff & Son, London, can be had in this

country.

Ans. —.They were at one time imported but

are not now in this market. They will be Im-

ported to order in 20 gross lots.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate. J

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

Montanye & Drake (R) ... $10,000

Boet tcher & Vossmark (R) 1,500

Boettcher & Vossmark (R) 396

F. Fradley 2,070

M. C. Mengis 501

W.J. Pell 18,000

R.Teller(R) 8,160

G. F. Ilsley 420

J. Klein 1,000

J. Koehler 520

Riemenschmitt & Mueller (R) . ,
173

C.C.Shelley 3,278

EASTERN STATES.
Charles B. Morton (Plaisted & Morton), Augusta,

Me 3,000

Edwin F. Davis, Fall River, Mass 298

F. D. Cordes and W. Morris Thieme, Holyoke,

Mass 8,000

S. G. Otis & Co., Springfield, Mass 1,000

O. W. Ennis, Boston, Mass. 50

Walter A. Harvey, Boston, Mass 1,500

MIDDLE STATES.
John Daily, Altoona, Pa 2,299

W.H. Roy, Lancaster, Pa '.-. 1,900

Abraham Mayer, Philadelphia, Pa 138

A. N. Brice, Sunbury. Pa 1,513

William H. Backus, Poughkeepsie, N. Y 65

Wallace A. Dietrich, Kutztown, Pa 300

WESTERN STATES.
S. H. Purcell, Downey, Cal 850

J. St. Denis (J. St. Denis & Co. ) (Real) 8,600

Franklin Printing Company, Chicago. Ill 3,000

E. L. Otis, Rochelle, III 1,200

Charles H. Traquair, Terre Haute, Ind. tReal). 251

John N. Turner, EUora, la 800

A. Waugh (Alex.Waugh & Co.), San Fran-

cisco. Cal. (Real) 5,000

A. O. Carpenter, Ukiah, Cal. (Real) 197

William Rankin, Chicago, 111 299

Edward Warwick, Richmond, Ind 950

Henry Newton (et ux), Minnesota Farmer,

Minneapolis, Minn 1,500

Thompson & Tyler (The Times Company), Co-

lumbus, Ohio (R.) 1.000

George W. Wilson, Dayton, Ohio 28

SOUTHERN STATES.
Michael Mahoney, St. Louis, Mo 150

FLYING MACHINE.

The model of the flying machine with which
Mr. Linfield, the English inventor, expects to

navigate the air at the rate of sixty miles

an hour, resembles an elongated tricycle, with
a cigar-shaped body for the engine, fuel and
navigator. It is twenty feet long, fifteen

wide, eight and one-half feet high, and weighs
240 pounds. The lifting gear consists of two
square frames about three feet deep, contain-

ing parallel sails, like an open Venetian
blind, and so placed that the air impinges on
their lower surfaces. The source of motion
is a large wheel, with canvas-cover«d spokes,

shaped like the screw of a steam vessel. The
rudder is kite-shaped, with the point at the ex-

tremity. The machine was lately attached to

an engine on the Great Western Railroad, and
when a spead of thirty-five miles was attained
it rose and flew through the air, the total for-
ward pull amounting to only twenty-four
pounds. Treadles are attached to the wheels so
as to allow a gradual start. For power the in-
ventor is disposed to rely more upon high-pres-
sure steam than upon electricity or compressed

Office op The American Stationer, I
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TBE M01fE¥ MARKET.—The discount rates

for prime indorsed mercantile notes and acceptances
remain 4i^@ 6 per cent. Call loans vary from 1)^ to

8V^ per cent. It had been supposed that the disburse-

ment of the heavy January dividends and interest

would have strengthened the stock market, but such

has not been the case. Prices have further declined,

and there is the same lack of interest on the part of

the general public that has prevailed for many
months. The cut rate troubles in the West, decreas-

ing railroad earnings, a succession of financial em
barrassments and numberless rumors—all of a de-
rogatory character—have, together, destroyed all or
nearly all confidence in railroad stocks and bonds.
Government bonds were strong. There has been a
sharp advance in sterling exchange, and also some
improvement in Continental, due to a scarcity of
commercial bills.

TBJE PA.PEB MARKET.—The paper market
is without any new feature. Prices continue to hold

their own very fairly on nearly all grades, with one

or two exceptions. Some of the manufacturers are

experiencing difficulty from anchor ice, and the

freezing up of some of the small streams is another

drawback, and tends to lessen the production a lit-

tle. There is every reason for believing that the

consumption of paper will be larger this year than it

was last, through the increase in immigration and
the opening up of newer sections of the country.

Besides, the Presidential election occurring this
year, a considerable quantity will be added to the
regular consumption for political purposes. A large
number of manufacturers are busily engaged in the
execution of orders received before the beginning of
the year for deliveries to run into the spring an d
summer.
TBE STATIOXERT MARKEI.-The general

trade in staple goods shows no signs of improvement
as yet. The absence of any positive indications by
which to judge of the character of trade for the fu-

ture has rather a quieting effect, and dealers are

cautious in placing orders. While the outlook is un-

certain, however, most tradesmen are sanguine that

the business of the new year will open up briskly, the

general indications being favorable to this feature.

The trade in fine stationery is as fair as can be ex-

pected at this early period—in fact, it shows a slight

improvement over a week or two ago. In envelopes

there is no perceptible change. The only thing which
can affect the envelope trade is a rise in the price of

paper, and this is not looked for. The toy trade

shows no particular activity, but is quite fair in

staple goods. In masks and mask goods there is a
brisk demand, caused by the ball season, which lasts
during the greater part of the winter. There is also
a large demand for Easter and valentine novelties in
cards, plush goods, &c. There is an endless variety
of these goods made up in every conceivable form to
please the popular fancy. There is a little doing in
inks, a few shipments being made to Southern points.
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M. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELGBS. SEND FOB PBICE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

uo I)

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Msmorandum Books, &:.

Scrap and Autograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

photograph; albums.
Safe Agents of J. F. KNIPP <€ CO.. Offenbach.

48. 50 and 52 Franklin St. CP. O. Box 321.5). NEW YORK.

To ARTISTS. ARTISTICAL, SKETCHES. ES-
sptcially for Labels and Showcards. wanted for

Europe. Liiberal remuneration for high-class work.
Address F. LEUBUSCHEB,

36 Shrubland Road, Queen's Boad,
London, E., England-

THE

j
japeri jjrintinjg |/ate loumal

[QUARTERLY.!

Subscription—2s. PER ANNUM, Post Free.

Postage Stamps Received in Paymkkt.

IT is simply the best got up and most

ably edited journal of the kind whicli

is published. The general reader will find

much in it that will amuse at the same time

that it instructs, while the printer will be

astonished by the great variety and excel-

lence of the type with which it is printed.

The Clerkenwell (London) Press.

Every Printer, Stationer, Paper Maker, Book-
seller, Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in

fact eveiyone interested directly or indirectly (and
who is not ?) with Printing and Paper, ought to sub-
scribe.

"I consider this the best paying investment Ihave
entered into this year." (From F. W. Talbot,
Printer, 19 Sussex Street, Cambridge.)

Thousands of letters of this character

have been received.

Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information,

Heaps of Wrinkles, Spriglitly Articles,

Amusing ttossip, in every issue.

%* Over 400 applications for goods have

been received by an extensive manufactur-

ing firm in London from a single advertise-

ment in The Paper and Printing Trades
Journal.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,
(Contractors to Her Majesty's GoTernment),

¥e 3ieadenhalle !t?i]e8se,

50 LEADENHALL, ST., LONDON, E. C-

idmv^
B !./%€:<

SyxL
L.U I D

SEND FOR PRICE lilST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET. NEW^ YORK.

IB
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MANUFACTURER OK

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. ;{i><i liroiulu'it.v, j'ornor <»i Diiaiie St.. New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 liroadwav, ISTe^w York.
INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON

ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.W PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,
COTIIL.I-.IO:tT OhOOIDS,

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, OutDoor Sports.

^^ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. IT-. ^. i^iisri?.ioH:s,
Price List on application. 39-33 PARK PL,ACE, NEW YORK.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.

A
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OUTWITTING BUNCO MEN.

S. D. Tilden, of Hartford, underwent cross-

examination at the Tombs on Friday last on his

charge of swindling against Spanish Dick and

Keester Bob, the bunco men. He is the man
who put up at a bunco joint in East Fourth

street $2,850 in checks on George P. Bissell &
Co., bankers, of Hartford. The bunco men got

another check for $20 from him, and it also ap-

peared that he borrowed $5 from Keester Bob

Martin. Colonel Spencer cross-examined him.

His replies in substance were as follows :

I said as I was leaving that 1 had no money to

go home with. The man behind the counter

said he would cash my check for $20, and he

gave me back in return for my check $20 that I

bad put up in cash. He locked the door and said

I must give him back his $5. I replied that I

would give it to him at his father's bank in

Hartford. I do not know how much money I

had on deposit with George P. Bissell & Co.

when I drew the $3,850 check. The amount

was very small.

Colonel Spencer argued that the prisoners had

not swindled Mr. Tilden, but had, in fact, made

him a present of $5. They were discharged.

ABSCONDING BOOK AND NEWS
DEALER.

The Hightstown (N. J.) Gazette, of January

11, says :
" Last week the borough was thrown

into a state of excitement by the report that

J. Dale Robinson, a prominent citizen and book

and news dealer, had suddenly and mysteriously

disappeared. At first the air was full of alj

sorts of rumors as to the flight and the cause of

it, but later developments make it pretty cer-

tain that the man has run away from his credi-

tors. The woi-st of it seems to be that, while

he was maintaining a reputation for fair deal-

ing and general honesty, he was getting just a

little in debt with a great many people, and

that the only way out of his trouble seemed to be

to go. His house was foutid to be almost bare

of furniture, and the greater part of his valu-

able stock was gone from the store. Robinson

came to Hightstown several years ago as ho-tlei-

and bar-tender for VV ui. Tabler, and was mixed

up in the real estate transactions with that

landlord's license. After the exposure of that

aft'air he seemed to be inclined to get out of bad

company, and received sympathy and help from

some of the other side. When his reformation

had sufficiently progressed he was taken into

the Baptist Church, elected a Justice of the

Peace, and was patronized by almost all

classes in his book and news business. So far

as we have heard, he was exact in the settle-

ment of all his legal business. As to his debts,

it seemed strange that they should lead any one

to run away, as we know many people in the

community who have played the part of promi-

nent citizen for years, and in all that time have

never seen the day when they did not owe more

than Justice Robinson does. The mnn was

plainly weak in some respects, but we do not

think be was a deliberate fraud, else he would

have taken more of his slock and played to a

better advantage on the purses of his brethren

in the church, the Republican party and the
Masonic and OJd Fellows lodges wilh which be
was formerly connected. Among those whose
names we bear mentioned as wishing the Justice

a Happy New Year are Mason <& Alien, Samuel
Fowler, J. J. Ely, Reuben Norris, 0. E. Cole,

J. V. D. Beekman, U. W. Robbins, S. Sickles,

A. S. Voorhees, William Robbins, Dr. Dawes,
A. B. WyckoflP, William Warwick and the Ga-
zette. We have no doubt that there are others
with whom he has had dealings in the cities who
are also interested."

NEWfYORKf COPYING f PRESSES.

T. SHRIVER & CO.
Seth street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copying Fres^
ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 23 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands,

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

^^J^Tu^ gjs^p^ Get my New Catalogue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

AMD SEALING WAX.
ITV ALT^ VA.R.1ETIES.

SAHFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills

1 « S Q- O
!g5§a
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FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

I^-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GLOBE NEWSPAPER FILE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES

C3

s

o

O

' *

t.v^^t(^G^l-e' *

a!

ILLISOIS IROM AMD BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St,, Carpentersville, Kane Co., lU.

OBITUARY.

John Dennison Smith.
John D. Smith, of Springfield, Ohio, died at

his residence on North Factory street, Spring-

field, Ohio, on the 10th inst., after suffering

acutely for weeks. Deceased was born in Ross
County, Ohio, Decenaber 6, 1831, making him
sixty-two years and one month old.

As early as 1833-33 he worked with Kills &
Baker, bookbinders, learning that trade and
making a specialty of blank work, in which he
was well skilled, being especially proficient at

the ruling machine. In September, 1844, he
started in business for himself as a bookbinder,

locating in the third story of Trapper's corner,

now W. M. Black's building. He continued

there until 1860, then selling out to E. L. Bar-

rett, and opening a boarding-house and hotel,

known as the National and Smith House, in

what now forms part of the Republic printing

concern building. He sold out in 1863 to H. P.

Willis. For many years previous to 1879 he
carried on the Republic bindery, under an ar-

rangement with the printing company. In

January of the latter year he formed a partner-

ship with his son-in-law, E. T. Thomas, under
the title of J. D. Smith & Co., and has since

carried on a general bindery and stationery

house, over Jones & Son's dry-goods house at

Main and Limestone streets.

In business life he was strictly honest and up-

right, even to bis own loss, perhaps. In the

community at large he was ever the liberal,

just, friendly and safe citizen, and as a husband
and parent none could be more kind and indul-

gent, taking pride in his family and happiness

in seeing them happy. His home was often the

scene of merry social gatherings, where the

guest was always made to feel himself welcome.
He himself was just as welcome to many a so-

cial circle.
^-o-^-

BLEACHING SPONGES.
There are several methods for bleaching

sponges, but the following are the best

:

1. First wash and squeeze out the sponges
;

then dip them into a 2 per cent, solution of per-

manganate of potassium. Here they become
quite brown (from separated manganic oxide).

After ten minutes they are taken out, washed
in water, again well pressed, and then dipped

into a 3 per cent, solution of oxalic acid ; some
prefer diluted sulphuric (1.20), or diluted hydro-
chloric acid (1.15), in which they become per-

fectly white. Success mainly depends on the

soaking in the permanganate solution. If they

are macerated too short a time, they do not be-

come thoroughly white ; if too long, they are
apt to become rotten.

3. Clean the sponges by immersing them in

diluted hydrochloric acid ; then soak them in a
bleach composed of hyposulphite of sodium 1

part, water 13 parts, and hydrochloric acid 2

parts. After some time remove and well wash.

To the last wash water a little glycerine is add-

ed, in order to preserve the sponge soft. The
liquid is best pressed out by passing the sponge
through a clothes-wringer.

3. Toilet sponges which have been in use often

become peculiarly slimy and almost useless,

owing to some action of the soap. Mere wash-
ing in distilled water does not remove the dirt.

The sponge should be pressed as much as pos-

sible, placed on a plate, and powdered chloride

of calcium sprinkled over it and allowed to deli-

quesce upon the sponge. After about half an
hour the sponge may be washed in water and:

dried, when it will become white.

All the above processes furnish satisfactory-
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results; but the following combination and

modification of two of them will be found to

work better still. Soak the sponges, previously

deprived of sand and dirt by beating and wash-

ing, in a 1 per cent, solution of permanganate

of potassium; then remove them, wash them

thoroughly with water, and squeeze out the

water; next put them into a solution of J^ lb.

of hyposulphite of sodium in 1 gallon of water,

to which 1 oz. of oxalic acid has been added,

and leave them in a solution for fifteen minutes

;

then take them out and wash thoroughly. By
this treatment the sponges are rendered per-

fectly white. Many sponges contain a more or
less dark-colored brownish core. If treated

only with permanganate and acid the core is

either not bleached at all, or, if it has been
slightly bleached, the tint is apt to grow darker
again.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended Jancart 11, 1884.

Albums

Books .......

Newspapers.

Elngravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

8 8553

250 39,894

288 9,550

38 13,748

4 410

1 62

80 507

204 18,167

4 5,871

27 2,418

904 890,180

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c .

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended January 15, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals 89,360

37,310 56,236

1,435 4,090

297 4,578

113 9,142

205 6,638

$30,684

IMPORTATIONS OP PAPER.
From January 8 to January 15, 1884.

B. Lawrence & Co., Canada, Havre, 10 pkgs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 1 cs.

W. & F. Grisse, Scythia, Liverpool, 1 cs.

G. H. Busbey, by same, 6 cs. hangings.

Palm & Fechteler, by same, 3 cs.

Edvrard Hermann, by same, 2 cs.

B. lUfelder & Co., by same, 1 cs.

American News Company, Rhynland, Antwerp,
4cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 18 cs. hangings, 5 bs.

paper.

G. W. Sheldon, by same, 3 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Indiana, Glasgow, 15 cs.

G. S. McKibben, Assyrian Monarch, London, 1 cs.

Kaufmann & Strauss, Oder, Bremen, 5 cs.

E. Fougera, C. Leoville, Bordeaux, 43 cs. filterings.

MoUer & Emmerich., Oder, Bremen, 2 cs.

Kaufmann Brothers & Brady, Frisia, Hamburg,
1 cs.

Eimer & Amend, by same, 3 cs.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, by same, 1 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 4 cs

G. J. Kraft, by same, 1 cs.

F. Alexander & Son, by same, 5 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 5 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 4 cs.

Vernon Brothers, City of Chicago, Liverpool, 8 cs.

2; to Mexico. 25; to Hamburg, 7; to British Austra-

lasia, 15; to Danish West Indies, 4; to Rotterdam, 1;

to Dutch West Indies, 1; to British Africa, 3; to Cen-

tral America, 2.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 8 cs., 300 rms.; to British

West Indies, 985 rms., 114 cs.; to Cuba, 105 cs., 617

pkgs., 26,400 rms. ; to United States of Colombia, 54

pkgs.,4cs.; to London, 75 pkgs. ; to Brazil, 3,600 rms.

;

to Hamburg, 11 cs.; to Mexico, 33 cs., 130 rms.; to

Bremen, 1 cs. ; to British Australasia, 5 cs.,5 pkgs.;

to Porto Rico, 5,400 rms., 654 pkgs.; to Venezuela, 9

pkgs. ; to Danish West Indies, 125 rms. ; to Rotter-

dam, 2 cs. ; to Dutch West Indies, 60 rms. ; to Ant-

werp, 4 cs. ; to Copenhagen, 1 cs. ; to Glasgow, 1 cs.

;

to French West Indies, 70 rms. ; to Havre, 1 cs. ; to

Central America, 17 pkgs. ; to Argentine Republic,

3 cs. ; to Ecuador, 250 rms., 3 cs. ; to Peru, 3 cs. ; to

Hayti, 4 pkgs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 53; to Cuba,

4; to Mexico, 7; to United States of Colombia, 98;

to Bremen, 1; to Hamburg, 3; to British West In-

dies, 10; to British Australasia, 8; to Venezuela, 8;

to Danish West Indies, 9; to Dutch West Indies, 3;

to Brazil, 1.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Brazil, 60; to Mexico,

9 ; to Venezuela, 88; to Danish West Indies, 120; to

Rotterdam, 30; to Dutch West Indies, 5; to Ham-

burg, 1; to British West Indies, 17; to British Africa,

24; to United States of Colombia, 36; to Central

America, 10; to Peru, 46.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Mexico, 36;

to Dutch West Indies, 1; to London, 9; to Brazil, 2.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 1; to United States of Colombia, 7; to London,
19; to British Australasia, 2; to Havre, 14.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 4; to Mexico, 4.

SLATES, cases, to British Australasia, 163; to Rot-

terdam, 100; to Gothenburg, 100; to London, 220; to

Newcastle, 10.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,

cases, to Bremen, 1.

INK, packages, to British West Indies,I3; to Cuba,

6; to London, 11 ; to British Australasia, 12 ; to

United States of Colombia, 19; to Venezuela, 22; to

Brazil, 17; to Mexico, 4; to Hayti, 13.

TYPE-WRITERS, packages, to Brazil, 13.

PRINTING. PRESSES, cases, Dutch West Indies,

1; to Bremen, 12.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Hamburg. 1.

THERMOMETERS, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

LETTER FILES, cases, to London, 17.

PAPER BOXES, cases, to Brazil, 2.

PUTE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

A, H. ANDREWS & CO.,

195 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
Largest Manufacturers of the best School Desks, Globes
(60 kinds). Liquid Slating, Outline Maps, all kinds Charts,
Dustless Erasers (see cuts), best and cheapest extant ; Alpha Dustless Crayon,
Blackboards (40 kinds). Blackboard Pointers, Patent Noiseless Slates, Patent Ink

Wells, Kindergarten Materials, Call-Bells, &c., &c. Send for new Catalogue, just issued, as above, or to

BAKER, PRATT & CO., 19 Bond Street, New York.

PARCHMENT
Drawing and Tracing Papers, used to advantage for

all Tracings, and for Drawings to be copied by the

"Blue Process." "HELIOS" Blue Process Paper, the

best paper for the purpose. Send for Samples and

Price List.

KEUFFEL & ESSER, New York.

BARQAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTE R

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From January 8 to January 15, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Bremen, 1; to Liverpool, 40; to

Uhited States of Colombia, 5; to Cuba, 7; to London,

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5,00 per Hundred.

Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

' Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.
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EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JSTo. 4:37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

PH. HAKE.
-MANUFACTURER OF-

Fine Envelopes, Papers

. AND WEIDIHa STATIOHEET,

Cards and Card Board,
OBDERS OP DANCING,

ane^ anb arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64, 66 & 68Ami, and 151 & 155 Williant St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

VATENr

STANDARD

'^'O/SELESS

STANDARD SLATE CO.

No. 265 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Tte Only Noiseless Slate adopted by the Boards of Education

OF NEW YOBK CITY AND PHILADELPHIA.

THE STANDARD SLATE, patented October 9, 1883,

is the ouly TRUE NOISELESS SLATE yet

produced, surpassing anything in the market, being muf-

fled between tlie Slate and Metal Frame, also on the outside

of tlio M tal Frnnie : will not scratch a polished table. No
slate made to i (jual it. Before purchasing other slates send

lor Sample, Price List and Discounts, enclosing 25 cents.

SOME EXPENSIVE CLOCKS.

A black marble case, a perfect model of the

Grecian Parthenon, contains a very fine move-
ment, whose chief peculiarity is its double
chimes, either of which may be used. At the

quarter the chime is rung once, at the half

twice, and at the hour four times, after which
the bell is tolled to indicate the time. The
chimes are silver, and sound sweet and low like

the bells of old Trinity on a still summer night
far down the bay. The price of this clock is

1800. A Moorish mosque, in brass scroll-work,

makes a showy and expensive time-piece. A
large marble globe upheld by four sturdy gilt

cupids, is a unique style of a time-piece. The
globe revolves, and an upright stationary hand
marks the minutes and the hours as they slowly

pass by. A similar clock has a hollow trans-

parent globe in which a lighted wax taper shows
the figures by night as well as by day. This is

intended for a sick room. The former is valued
at $1,000, but the latter is far cheaper. A
Japanese summer house fabricated of brass,

with a roof which makes no pretensions of shel-

tering the interior, contains a very fine move-
ment. The dial is a rare specimen of cloissonne

enamel. A Persian palace, with elaborate mural
decorations in Japanese gilt and enamel, and a
Chinese joss house, also very much enameled,

complete the set, which are designed to accom-
pany various fashionable styles of house decora-

tions. The price of the three with their several

ornamental vases andcandelabra, is over $2,000.

One of the neatest cases is an exact model of

the great bell of Moscow, with the many inscrip-

tions thereon plainly preserved and brought
out. This is comparatively cheap, and costs

$250. These clocks have a simplified arrange-

ment of the works, which only requires two
windings to set the wheels, chimes and bell in

motion, whereas the ordinary clocks require
three. This is a new application of old prin-

ciples, and is patented by. the inventor. An-
other ingenious invention does away with the

hands, and tells the minute and the hour so that

a child may understand. Through two boles in

the dial the figures are visible. One changes
every minute and the other every hour, and the

time reads like figures from a railroad time-

table. Half-past twelve is indicated by the fig-

ure "12" in the hour hole, and "30 "in the

minute hole. This effectually solves one objec-

tion to the plan of making the horological day
consist of 24 instead of 12 hours, which was
that there was not room enough on the dial for

24 hoiir figures. A day of 100 hours would be
no more difficult for this clock to keep track of

than one with only 12. The most expensive
clock in the room is part of an Algerian onyx
mantel and handsome ornaments of the same
costly material. The whole set is valued at

$8,000, and has already been sold to a wealthy
banker for the drawing-room of his new resi-

dence.

The use of watches for traveling purposes is

to a large extent usurped by the new styles of

traveling clocks, many of which are of elabor-

ate design and great beauty. Chief among
these was one as large as an ordinary cigar-box,

and much the same shape. The four sides were
of Persian porcelain, on which was painted

four peculiarly Oriental scenes. The first rep-

resented a fashionably-attired lady, seated on a
richly-colored divan, indolently fanning herself

with a jeweled spread of peacock plumes, while

an ebonized serf reclined at her feet half asleep,

when a cavalier appears and thrusts a handsome
black-bearded face through the window bars.

In the next scene all is excitement. The slave
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has been awakened by a kick, and a hasty search

is being made for a chair on which her ladyship

may stand to reach her lover, for her ladyship

is short and the window is high. The next

scene exhibits that happy fertility of resource

which since the days of Eve has ever been a

crowning characteristic of the sex. No chair

could be found, and the slave has been obliged

to crook his back, on which her ladyship

stands, and the interview is consummated.

The last scene shows the erring lady, in

company with her sister wives, ministering

to the wants of an aged and obese husband,

and none seem more devoted and affection-

ate than herself. This interesting clock had

a repeating attachment by which the minute

and the hour could be struck at will on a silvery

chime which tinkled like Kriss Kringle's sleigh-

bells. It also had a calendar. The cost was

$500. The traveling clocks were of many shapes

and sizes. The square shape, however, was the

most prevalent. In size they ranged from a tiny

contrivance made to fit a waiscoat pocket, and

no larger than a snuff-box, to large and bulky

ones which almost needed a trunk for them-

selves. The prices also varied from $50 to

$1,000.

J. H. Bufford's Sons' line of Easter and valen-

tine cards, as usual with the productions of this

firm, are very fine and attractive this season.

The firm's extensive facilities enable it to pro-

duce the very best in its line and to sell at a price

which will compare favorably with the prices

of competitors. The line throughout shows

much artistic taste, such a commendable choice

of subjects and careful blending of colors being

quite rare in art prints of this character. Some
of the cards bid fair to gain the popularity of

the dove card, which attained so large a sale

last season. Two of them are companion pic-

tures, one representing an angel bearing a babe

in its arms, gently descending through a lattice-

work covered with beautiful vines and flowers,

and the other represents the babe s leeping in

the cradle and the angel watching over it. Both

cards are handsomely embossed and fringed

and made up with silk cord and tassels, so that

they may be hung against the wall or on the

chandelier as desired. Besides these cards the

firm has brought out a number of new designs

in small cards. They are all artistic and pretty,

and possess a quality of finish which would be

creditable in more costly art prints.

The longest river in the world is the Missis-

sippi, reckoning from the source of the Missouri,

being 4,300 miles, or equal to the combined

length of about thirty-three millions of Ester-

brook's mammoth falcon pens and pen-holders.

Thought is the property of him who can enter-

tain it, and of him who can adequately place it.—Emerson.

Wanted—By a Publishing House,

A Traveling Salesman. Must have a thorough

acquaintance with the jobbing trade and the large

retailers. State experience.

Address TRAVELING SALESMAN, care American

Stationer.

:B'<DFi S^LE.
One of the oldest established Stationery and Fancy

Goods Stores in Philadelphia. Owner retiring from

retail business. Capital required, |8,000.

Address S N. V., care of .J. Viennot, Phjl.Tlp'pliia

Office, 150 South Fourth Street,

IMPORTED CARDS-FRINGED
- FOR -

ffl M tm< il

In liOts, assoi-tecl. Double, at $3.50 and S7.00 per Hundred.
In liOts, assorted. Folding, at . . . . . 7.00 and 14.00 per Hundred.

^r- THESE ARE THE FINEST IMPORTED CARDS.

Also, FULL LINE OF VALENTINES—American and English.

GUSHING & BROTHER, Importers & Manufacturers.

ORA A rnUIIIMEICTVI nODADUIP —This Pen is'constructed of a drawn glass tube, which^OCa A ULilUIilL'O I ILUunHrniUi will never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end or which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
throueh which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POLISHED NICKEL CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, $2. 00 per dozen.
$22.00 per gross; Gold Plated. 83.50 per dozen, $36 00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 30 cents Gold Plate. Address COLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

L L BROWN FAFER COllFANY,

— »- Manufacturers of Flrst-Class -* ^

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-»- WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUEE AMD EE-WEITIH^

being double Sized and Loft Dried These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Koiler. Steam, Coal,
Ashes or Atteixlauce.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.
No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no

gumps ; no engineer or other atiendant while running-
nsurpasseri in every respect for hoisting in ware,

houses, printing ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, a, 4, 7. lO, 15 and 35 horse-power

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
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TRADE NOTES.

A new concern at Bristol, N. H., is preparing

to engage in tbe manufacture of croquet boxes.

The Toronto News Company announces that it

will not sell goods on longer credit than thirty

days.

The Palmer Art Company has its new line of

valentines ready for inspection, and samples are

ready.

J. B. Lippincott & Co.'s monthly bulletin for

January has been received. It contains some

interesting lists and announcements.

F. H. Loss, Jr., is distributing among the

trade some very handsome cards, tastefully

and appropriately inscribed with the compli-

ments of tbe season.

As usual, J. E. Linde has got something

new. His list of shape novelties has been

enlarged, one of the neatest being in the form

of a key designed for use as a valentine.

Cassell's Family Magazine for February justi-

fies its publication. It is well illustrated, con-

tains good reading, both fact and fancy, and

valuable suggestion. It is really a family paper.

A. Weidman's trade in masks is very active

just now. Mr. Weidman has everything in

this line that could be desired, being one of the

largest importers of French and German masks

in this country.

Caw's brand of black inks has recently been

placed on sale at all of the news stands of the

Manhattan Elevated Railroad, the company
having chosen it in preference to other brands

of black inks.

The Silicate Book Slate Company is having a

very large demand for its advertising memo-
randum books. These are neatly and substan-

tially made and hence their popularity is not

surprising.

The Lumber World is a well edited journal,

devoted to all matters pertaining to the produc-

tion and utilization of lumber. Its articles on

wood-working machinery, &c., are able and

well written, and the journal presents a very

neat typographical appearance. It is published

at Buffalo, N. Y.

The Saw Mill Gazette is the name of a new
publication issued by M. T. Richardson, New
York city. It is devoted to the interests of own-

ers of saw mills, planing mills, shingle mills,

lath mills and sash, blind and door factories.

The December number shows a long list of con-

tents, which must prove of value to all interested

in the industries mentioned. The Gazette was

evidently intended to fill an important place in

trade journalism.

Owing to its largely increased dealing, as well

as manufacturing business, the Richmond Paper

Manufacturing Co., of Richmond, Va., maker

of the celebrated " Climax " blotting paper,

which is so well and favorably known to the

whole trade, has found it necessary to acquire

larger and more commodious quarters to ac-

commodate its requirements for additional

room. On February I it will move into its new

premises, 1215 Main street, which will be fitted

with every convenience for tbe conduct of the

paper business in all of its details, and where the

company will still further extend its opera-

tions. The building to be occupied by it is four

stories in height, 160 feet in depth and 28 feet in

width; the whole of which it will require. In

addition to its " Climax " blotting, which has

met with such general favor and has been sold

so largely, it carries a full stock of all such pa-

pers as are usually sold by wholesale paper

dealers, and with the advantages it enjoys can

offer inducements to the trade generally.

The Paragon slate, lately mentioned in The
Stationeb, is the invention of David Scrym-
geour.

There has been a strong competition among the

manufacturers of files to supply bill files to the

House of Assembly of New Jersey at Trenton.

The Globe Files Company secured the award on

the merits of its goods.

The work on the new ink factory of Carter,

Dinsmore & Co., at Boston, Mass., is progress-

ing slowly, and the company expects to have it

completed in the spring. The new factory will

very largely increase the company's facilities

for the manufacture of its various brands of inks

and mucilages.

With the January number the Breeder's

Journal entered upon its fifth volume. This is

a little monthly of sixty-four pages devoted to

the dissemination of information on cattle,

sheep and swine breeding. The Journal regu-

larly publishes articles written by able writers

on various subjects pertaining to its special

sphere. The publisher is the Breeder's Live-

stock Association, Beecher, 111.

. The Merriam Manufacturing Company, Dur-

ham, Conn., has got out a paper-weight clock

which is one of the neatest desk appliances yet

put upon the market. It is said to be an excel-

lent timepiece and will run in any position.

The case is of japanned iron, 3)^x2 x \% inches.

The same company has also got a combined

rule, check cutter and measure, which comes in

ten and twelve-inch lengths, japanned in black

and gold.

C. F. A. Hinrich's assortment of Easter novel-

ties is very large and fine. He has just received

a large invoice of egg dishes representing an egg

on its end in a beautiful floral wheelbarrow or

other form of frame, the upper end of the egg

being broken, thus adding to the novel appear-

ance of the dish. Mr. Hinrich has also received

a large assortment of bull's-eye or polka-dot

glassware, jugs, tumblers, punch-bowls and sets,

finger-bowls, &c. This ware comes in various

delicate colors, and as its inside surface is cov-

ered with innumerable prism-shaped protuber-

ances, the effect in gas and lamp light is very

fine.

In answer to many inquiries in regard to

parchment drawing papers, it may be well to

state that Kueffel & Esser are the agents for

the European manufacturers of the celebrated

drawing and tracing papers known as the blue

process, the standard profile and cross section

papers, &c. This firm has three kinds of parch-

ment papers put up in rolls of twenty yards

and it will send samples to those wishing them
on application. All of the parchment papers

used in this country now are imported, even in-

cluding the parchment papers used by druggists

in putting up oils and in protecting substances

put up in bottles from evaporation, Kueffel &
Esser being the agents for their sale here.

Among the out of town tradesmen who have

been in town for the past few days were : John
Morris, successor to Culver, Page, Hoyne &
Co., Chicago, 111.: Mr. Sheehan, of the firm of

Sheehan & Co., Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Mr. Brown,

of Brown, Pettibone & Kelly, Chicago, 111. ; the

Metcalf Brothers, of the firm of Abercrombie &
Metcalf Brothers, stationers, &c., Eau Claire,

Wis. One of tbe latter-named gentlemen was

formerly of the firm of Baird & Metcalf, Og-
densburg, N. Y., and the other of the firm of

Metcalf, Parvis & Metcalf, Utica, N. Y. They
recently dissolved their connections with the

firms named and established themselves in busi-

ness at Eau Claire, Wis., under the style men-
tioned.

Theo. Leonhardt & Son, lithographers, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., have issued an attractive cal-

endar this season. It is a monthly-pad calendar,

and between each month there are samples of

the firm's work, consisting of lithographed

checks, drafts, certificates, billheads, views of

public buildings, specimens of crayon work, &c.

The calendar may also be used for 1885, the tab-

let to which the monthly pads are fastened be-

ing handsomely printed and arranged for this

purpose.

The programme issued for the Montreal Win-

ter Carnival, which will begin in Montreal on

February 4 and conclude on February 9, is of

nice design, the outside being printed in various

shades of green and gold, with scenes represent-

ing winter landscapes, with figures of boys

coasting, skating, carnival festivities, &c. It is

the work of Morton, Phillips & Bulmer, Mon-

treal.

Morton, Phillips & Bulmer, stationers, &c.,

Montreal, Quebec, display their capacity to

do fine printing in their business card, which

The Stationer has received. This is a large

card, printed in delicate colors and gilt, after

a very tasteful design and arrangement of

type. This firm also shows some good printing

in its calendar for 1884, which is done in colors,

and especially designed for oflBce use.

Virtue is the first title of nobility.

—

Moliere.

^eiChicagoLine

PASSENGER ROUTE.

THE SHORTEST, QUICKEST, AND SAFEST
BOUTE to all points EAST. Two trains to Ihw

East daily, leaving Chicago at 5.40 P. M. and 11 P. M

.

The only route runninff PtTIiLMAN PALACE
HOTEL COACHES between

NEW YORK and CHICAGO,
IDEATING CHICAGO AT 5.40 V.M.,

Returning leave New York at 8 P. M.,

Making direct connection at Chicago for all points

beyond.

You should travel by the E. & C. LINE,

DTJi/^ A TTCJTP its trains run throueh from
iJJliVyAUOJil New York to Chicago, avoid -

ing the dangers of transfers, the risks attending the
changing of cars, and the possibility of missing
connections.

TDTT' C\ A TTQir ^^ Palace Hotel Coaches
XJJll \Jj\. \jOJll run in connection with its

trains, furnish Meals as good as can be had at any
flrst-class hotel, and allow passengers to eat with as
much comfort as at their own homes.
DTji/^ A TTQIP '^°* °°® passenger has been
±jItj\J-l\. \JOJu killed or even injured on its

trains since the opening of the line five years ago.
Nor has an accident of any kind occurred.

DTT'/^ A TTQIP the great variety of scenery
JJJiJW.£X»Jk3JLl on this line renders the
journey pleasant and profitable.

p"ni/^ A TTQTT' provision has "been made for
iJ5-J\J.L\. \J OJll running the trains from
Mansfield, "Special" to destination, whenever they
arrive after departure of train forming regular con-
nection. This insures a continuous passage between
New York and Chicago.

A. £. CLARE, Gea'l Passenger Agent,

Cleveland, Ohio.

7. T.HOSFOBS, Gen'I Western Agt., CMoago, 111.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 White Sts., New York.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FULL LINE OF PAPETERIES.

Sole Prot>rietors, J. Q. l^ItEBI.E & CO.
The above superior brand of riiuen Writing Paper is ottered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Priuters and Ijithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

VALENTINE,
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

•*•-

NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

E. Gr. LOOIKIE & CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(lilazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards. Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bovel - Edge Cards.

^^~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Oon\j>ete in I'rices with any one-a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. In'for
ination and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED —

TIGTiLSIZZXTGTOXT MsDJLZ.ZiZ01T FeITS.
J. Q,. FR-EBLE <Sc GO.,

No«. 54 ft 56 FRANKLIN and 77 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

When People are Traveling Com
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE

COMFORT !

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe; and 1 consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-

dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing
what a long journey we had performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving New York, at
Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."

—

Ex. U. S. Minister, E. B.
Waskburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,491,441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in i88i. Of this vast number,
only two were killed— one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train wnile in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer's Reportfor 1881.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted
that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

I

THE GREATr ERIE RAILWAY
X

LANDSCAPE ROUTE

E. S. BOWEN
GeneralIfsupt., I

OF AMERICA.
|

New York, j
J

JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passenger .Ajit., Xcu York

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

4NDERS0N & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COVlTSELOZl-AT-LA'W.

Special aitention given to Patent and Xrad^
Xark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S. A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of Vnited States andForeign Patentt

and Irade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassaa St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
shortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications
CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either
In person or by mail, and in every detail is kep*: in.

violably secret and confidential.

lAMES A. WHITNEY, i (^ Nassau St., N. Y. City
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ARTISTIC ODDITIES.

"The customers who visit us most frequent-

ly," remarked a New York dealer in bric-a-brac,

" are those who have a passion for the quaint

and odd in art playthings. We are careful to

call their attention at once to any oddity we
may pick up. Each of them seems to infer that

he alone has bad a sight of it, and if we can

show that it is as unique as it is odd, we do not

have to wait long for a customer."

"Do you often meet with articles which are

really unique ?"

"No, we do not. Practically, in this busi-

ness, an article is unique when, the demand for

it not being large, we do not often run across it.

People often believe, if they have a bronze ar-

ticle differing in some striking point from

others of the sort, that it is the only one of its

kind. They do not know that elastic molds are

used for certain kinds of quaint bric-a-brac.

The maker casts his first figure as the mold
stands ; then, by altering the mold slightly af-

ter each cast, he produces a large variety of

figures. Some makers do not use changeable

molds, but cast large numbers of their special-

ties, and ship them to various points in assorted

lots, not permitting more than a dozen of a kind

to go to any particular place. This is the sort

of stuflf that admirers of the odd pay consider-

able prices for.

" A man showed me one of these quaint and
so-called ancient bronzes the other day, for

which he had paid $250. The subject was ' The
Morning Bath,' and the bronze signed ' Romo P.

fec.^ It purported to have been dug up in the

Campagna. Incrustations of soil were to be

seen here and there; the metal was oxidized in

places, and verdigris lent its aid to the effect.

But the design was of to-day, the soil was of

New York origin, and the green tints and oxi-

dations were artificially produced. The 'odd'

characteristic of this little bronze was the fact

that a boy in the piece had the legs of a satyr.

Otherwise the piece would have been a whole-

some piece of design, a quality which would

have ruined it for searchers of the queer in art.

" Do I consider the taste for oddities a healthy

one ? Not when it is carried as far as it is by
those who make it a specialty. I had a cus-

tomer once whose taste in art was ruined by his

fancy in this direction. I had placed in my
window a very curious old print of Abraham
and Isaac. On account of a slip of the engrav-

er's burin Abraham's nose was so enormously

large as to interfere with the solemn nature of

his intentions touching his son. The young man
I speak of was fascinated by this picture. I

held it at a prohibitory price, $7.5. He deter-

mined to buy the print, and deposited $35 on it,

begging me to hold it for him. After a while

he took his prize away, and he has been buying

things of that kind ever since.

"A man I used to sell old snuff-boxes to dates

his passion for art oddities from the time I sold

him a large metal bowl, which he still regards

as the gem of his collection. It is a basin about

eighteen inches in diameter, surrounded by ani-

mals who are engaged in swallowing each other.

A whale, with his tail bent upward so as to form

the handle, is taking in a crocodile, who, in his

turn, is disposing of a big-headed donkey; the

latter animal is making away with a gorilla,

who is straining every nerve to swallow a strug-

gling goat; and so on, till we come to a goose

who is gobbling up a snake, who consoles him-

self by hoisting in a frog. A young devil, who
forms the other handle, looks on with a grim
smile, while be displays a scroll on which is

written: 'Ye big fishes swallow ye little.' This

piece cost its owner $3,500.

" This person had an old punch bowl of

Yunching ware, on the edges of which there

sat astride a number of curious figures in vari-

ous stages of intoxication. One of them ap-

peared about toppling over into the bowl, an-

other had fallen over on the outside, but was
preserving his neck by hanging with one toe

caught on the edge of the article.

" Another of my old customers cared most for

oddities which included some kind of a battle.

He had a funny thing called 'Dwarfs Fighting.'

Their idea of a knock-out was pulling each other

around by the ears, which stretched enormously.

He had a piece for which he paid $800. This

man had a little old painting, which was more
than quaint or odd. The design, as it appeared

three feet away, was of a young and beautiful

woman, very richly dressed. 1 was charmed
with the effect, and withdrew for a better per-

spective. As I moved away, the magnified dra-

peries merged into a dull mass of color, and I

could distinguish through all the finery the

bones of a skeleton occupying the place of the

figure. It was a very skillful piece of painting,

and cost the owner $1,700. He bought it in

Antwerp."
^-•^

ORNAMENTS, ETC., UPON A FOUNDA-
TION MATERIAL.

This is a process for the production of a

foundation material having either ornaments,

letters, figures, or characters of any desired or

selected design. It is carried out as follows :

Prepare a foundation-piece, of either wood,

metal, paper, or any other suitable material,

with a good covering of one, two, or more coats

of shellac or other varnish. If desired, pigments

to produce any desired color may be introduced

into the varnish. This coating forms an embed-

ding surface for ornaments, letters, figures, or

characters. Next prepare a piece of paper or

other suitable protection and covering material,

with cementing substance on one of its surfaces,

and take any desired ornaments, letters, figures,

or characters, made of thin material—such as

wood,[metal, celluloid, shell, or pearl, or any
other suitable material—and apply the same to

the cement-coated surface of the paper. If found

more convenient or desirable, the ornaments

may have the cementing material applied to

them instead of its being applied to the paper,

When the varnish coat is perfectly dry, the por-

tions are brought together, with the ornaments

lying face downward upon the varnish embed-

ding surface, and then either a warm or hot

board, warm or hot iron plate, or warm or hot

roller or rollers placed upon the upper surface

of the paper, and through one or the other of

these implements the whole subjected to heat

and pressure sufficient to insure melting of the

varnish-embedding surface and the embedment
of the ornaments into the surface. The protec-

tion or covering paper is removed when the

ornamented foundation material is used, in or-

der to expose the ornaments to the eye. The
heated board or iron plate may be acted upon

by a screw, while the roller may be pressed

down by springs or manual force while it is

rolled over the paper.

Any suitable mode or means for applying

pressure may be adopted, as well as any suitable

mode of heating the board, plate or roller

—

as, for instance, the common hand smoothing-

iron.

As another way of performing the process

and producing foundation material having or-

naments upon it, the ornaments may be placed

directly upon the varnish surface without being
first fastened to the paper, in which case the pa-

per will be placed upon the ornaments and heat

and pressure applied, as in the first instance.

This done, the paper will be removed (whenever
the manufactured product is brought into use) to

expose the ornaments.

The gist of the invention lies in a foundation

material, either of wood, metal, paper, or other

suitable substance, having a varnish coat,

which is allowed to become dry, and the orna-

ments of any description, or letters, figures, or

characters, covered by paper, and the whole
united in one body by heat and pressure. As the

heated pressing implement softens the varnish,

care must be had that it is not used too hot.

The object sought by the heat and pressure is

to effect such an embedment of the ornaments
into the varnish as will produce ornamented
foundation material having a plane surface

after the paper covering is removed.

The process may be employed in the produc-

tion of an entire panel, as follows : A whole

panel with border and other adjuncts might be

sawed out to show a very rich ornament when
pressed into varnish, and the sawed-out parts

might be filled with pearl-shell or particles of

metal. In such case but little, if any, of the

varnish surface remains to be seen if the sawed-

out parts are filled out with pearl-shell or other

ornamentation, but if they are not filled out the

spaces will show the color of the varnish sur-

face.

In carrying out this invention, it will be found

that the ornaments to be adopted are almost

innumerable, a few of which may be mentioned

as instances—to wit, sawed-out ornaments of

wood, cut-out ornaments of metal, or orna-

ments of particles of metal, pearl-shell, and the

like.

By using paper as the foundation material,

having a dried varnish coating, for receiving

the ornaments, a wall-covering consisting of

paper, varnish, metal or wood veneer, might be

manufactured by following the process ; and by
pressing thin metal ornaments into dry trans-

parent varnish applied to walnut foundation

material, a walnut background will be visible

when the paper covering is removed ; and by
pressing wood veneering into dry varnish ap-

plied to metal foundation material, a metal

background would be visible when the paper

covering is removed.

Wood, metal or composition ornaments can

be pressed into a coating of varnish applied to

other material serving as a foundation, the

wood, metal or composition ornaments to repre

sent either sawed-through or open work, and
when pressed into the varnish, to unite into one

body the ornament, the varnish coating and the

foundation material. Basso-relievo, or raised or-

naments, can also be produced by either heating

the ornaments and pressing them into the var-

nish, or by heating the foundation material and
coating varnish, or by sawing out wood to a

shape required and pressing it by a heated plate

into the covering of varnish, and afterward

carved.

A transfer consisting of a film of varnish, or,

in other words, a varnish veneering, may be

transfer^ed to paper or other foundation by
heating and pressure.

Transferring of any kind of prints upon a

varnish surface by means of heat and pressure,

the front being placed upon transfer paper or

other common paper not prepared specially.

For instance, the print of a newspaper can be

transferred, the print adhering to the varnish

and the paper being washed with very little

difficulty.
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\ 82 k 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•••^^ EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. &$«—
' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

ly
I ^^ % M ^*

I "IP I P" ^% —My_owii line wiU, as heretofore, consist of unique and_beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

(A %

E4 <)

Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

W^WB

TRADE-MAKK.

JiPj*
MANUFACTtnRERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Wedding Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS. BIRTHDAY CARDS. STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS.

Artistic Novelties,
- ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY. -

126 & 128 DUANE STREET, NE'W^ YORK.

HARDING PAPER CO,
-^MANUFACTURERS OF -S-

^^ First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^

IFRlTIMr' 'AP^B.1
->^ FLA.T AJUTJD RTTLBID. -*--

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at JBxeello, Butler Co., Ohio, and franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

Correspondence Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren CC, OhiO.

JAMES D. WHITMORE <fe CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41,4-3 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Uoaming Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards of Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, moarning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Fapeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Siationeby and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

«PRTN«FIELr). MASS

J. B.A.IPIID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

BF" Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited

mmmi chater & co.

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TJ
WRITING, ^

J^ DRAWING Jj^
jIND ^^p Account Book Papers, p

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized , toft- ^^k

dried and Machine-dried 1^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl. q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale an d Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, HoUingworth,
Turner, and other noted brands.

XIT7B CAIID CO.,
PnBLISHBRS AND DEALERS IK

Bevel Edge and Cliroino Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand
Send for our Pnce List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St, Boston, Mass.
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MaRCus -Ward •&^-CQ umited
— ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF THEIR;—

a m ^^ |k I fi^ ^^ 1^ I M^ ^^ % A # Ik. I if -COMPANION VOLUME TO-LONDON TOWN, "jt home- and 'abroad."
DESIGNED BY THOMAS CRANE AND ELLEN HOUGHTON.

A series of Magnificently-Executed Pictures, representing tlie Principal Places of Historic Interest in London, and the Curious Street

Scenes and Traditionary Customs of the World's Most Famous City.

^ Post Quarto, Colored Edges, with Specially-Designed Covers and End Papers, price, $2.00.^

—

BIBLE HEARTSEASEMGOLOEN GRAIN,
TWO DAILY TEXT BOOKS. COMPILED BY REV. J. R. MACDUFF. D. D.

Every page Decorated with Heartsease and Grain in Natural Colors. 48mo, Cloth, Colored Edges and Special End Papers, Price,

40 cents ; Superior Edition, Gilt, Price, 60 cents.

^ TheJ.W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN

yV i^yi-cfv '^^}ih^^^. 3 1 AtA/-IL aa'.aS^ \ A special Ink is also
, 4 -PM-CfV 'KH^>e.

J
manufactured in six

\ brilliant colors, put up
r in boxes containing one
t doz. of a kind, also one
J doz. assorted in a box.

FOK
I PLAIN, FANCY

AND
ORNAMENTAl
I-ETTEKING.

Especially adapted'for Show Card' Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing wliere elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ-

ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a box. Also
put up in sets containing
one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

Wc also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.

K^~ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMOKE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPH1^LLOTT*S^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World .

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and s^tub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

i^°° Sample Cards, Price Lists Ac, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jotn Street, New York. KENEY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MAlSrUFACTURERS OF-

Qmw^m mud Omi'd B©mi*di
—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

537 -^R,GH: STFiEET, FI^II^^rDELFIil^
-^^fi ESTABLISHED 1814. •=§§:-

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 :Di:i.a,i:i.e Street, ISre-\7v7- "S'oris,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

UL>»!?JIA. x.,K:A.Tii3t:Tt, CHAMOIS, a^mkhtca^iv k,ui^6$ia.— No. 18 Higii Street, Boston, Mass.

—

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an
advertisement of tiie CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI
CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrosse, Winoka, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, Madiso.v, Prairie du Chi en,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yankton, Albert Lev
ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDAI;
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as ionii

merable other principal business centres and favor

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, SduIIi

or East are able to u.-ie the CHICAGO, MILW.\UKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Mapp
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and aKents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. II. CARPENTER, General Pass, and

Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

^''
S. S. MERRILL, General Manager t

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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BEADS AND BEADMAKINC.

" What can I say about beads ?" replied a

large, pleasant German gentleman, who carries

on in Howard street a large business in the im-

portation of those little articles of adornment.

"Oh, I could tell you much more on that sub-

ject than you would find space to print, and

still would not exhaust the curious and interest-

ing things that may be said about beads. How
many texts do you think I could find in those old

sample books ? They were made up in Venice

more than one hundred years ago. No such col-

lections are now made. See ! There are thou-

sands of varieties, and yet these do not com-

prise all, even of the Venetian glass beads.

Those very large cylindrical beads, like pieces

of red sealing wax, were once in great demand
for the African trade. Vessels going out from

Boston and Baltimore used to take great quan-

tities of them, and the natives of Africa had

such a penchant for them that they would

exchange their neighbors for them. The Afri-

cans are doubtless as fond of red beads now as

they were then, but are no longer supplied from

Boston and Baltimore. Those red-brown beads,

almost as large as pigeons' eggs, are in demand
among certain tribes of North American Indians,

who wear them in long strings dangling on their

hips, to rattle when they dance, and they call

them ' hip beads. ' Here are certain others, flat

disks of chalky white and turquoise blue of vari-

ous sizes, that are made only for one Indian tribe,

and they bear their name—the Nez Perces. The
South Sea Islanders have a liking for those

square and oblong and flattened cylinder beads,

often for the very large ones and those which

are curiously decorated with colors. Observe

in what an almost endless variety the colors are

combined, in what might almost be termed a

riotous outburst of barbaric taste, for the de-

light of two very widely divided orders of be-

ings, the South Sea savages and refined civi-

lized ladies, who at times, in obedience to the

dictates of fashion, demand the most outr6,

bizarre and ugly things imaginable. This is a

specimen of English wampum—white, black

and with shell marbling. The latter is a very

good imitation of the genuine wampum, but it

cannot deceive the Indians. They have been

swindled so long and so often, in so many ways,

that they have become quite sharp, and it is

very hard to trick them now. But enough of

the old books. We can do no more than dip

into them now, just enough to show that beads

may lead us a long way in many directions,

and having seen so much, let us take a little

thought where beads come from, how they are

made, and so on.

" Beads are made of many different materials,

such as glass, stone, wood, metals, coral, bone,

ivory, amber, &c. The coral and amber should

properly be classified as jewelry, and may be

left out of our study of beads. The amber
beads, by the way, are the only ones on which

no duty has to be paid. All others bear a duty

of 50 per centum ad valorem. The bone and

ivory ones are in little demand for anything

else than rosaries. The wooden ones are not

used for anything, so far as I know, except to

make beads for ladies' bonnet pins. Stone beads

may as well be put among the jewelry and left

there, for there are not many of them. Metal

beads come from Paris, and are generally made
of steel, either brighly polished or fire-gilt with

gold or silver. Sometimes, however, they are

made of the precious metals, and then they, too,

pass over to the jewelry classification.

" We have left, then, as our main resource for

ornamentation of wearing-apparel and the per-

son by means of beads—other than those val-

uable enough to be classed as jewelry—the ma-
terial glass. The greatest production of glass

beads is in Venice, where their manufacture has

been a staple industry for a thousand years. It

has been attempted in many other places in all

parts of the world, but never successfully any-

where else than there, where living is so cheap
that an artisan can exist on five cents a day

;

where labor is proportionately low, and where
secrets for the coloring and treatment of glass

are possessed that are known nowhere else, and
are invaluable for this work. The Venetians

make many thousands of different kinds of

beads, and I can show you sample cards of plain

single colored beads in more than 200 different

tints. When you come to the combinations of

colors, the varieties they are capable of produc-

ing are only limited by the possibilities of human
fancy. As an illustration of their cheapness of

production, a bunch of 80 strings of small beads,

each string six or seven inches long, is sold in

Venice for a sum equivalent to two cents and a

half of our money. It would cost much more
than that simply to string them in this country,

to say nothing of material and labor in manufac-

ture.

"The smallest beads made are those most in

demand among the Indians of North America,

who are the greatest consumers of Venice's

product. Beads so small that a threaded needle

cannot be passed through them are what the

redskins value most, and for sewing them on

deer sinew thread is employed, a material stiff

enough to be poked through the beads, yet strong

enough to last forever. Few persons have any
adequate idea of the quantity of beads the In-

dians take. The few of them here in New York
city use up about 200 pounds a month in making
bead-worked moccasins and such things. The

Indians haunting the vicinity of Niagara Falls

also find employment for a great many, and the

quantities that go to the wild Indians in the far

West are simply enormous. Traders take them

out, and sometimes the government, through

the Indian agents, supplies them. With white

people, beads come into fashion and go out

again, sometimes remaining out for four or five

years, but with the Indians they are always in

fashion. An importer may do a business of

$100,000 in fine dress-trimming beads, for white

people's use, in one year, and the next year do

not more than one-fifth as much in them. But

those that the Indians want are staple goods.

I have in some years imported as high as 300

cases, weighing 400 to 500 pounds each, of beads,

200 of which would go to the Indians. Unluck-

ily, the beads that suit the Indian taste are

never in demand among white people. Their

preferences are directly opposed. We like

beads that sparkle and are brilliant. The In-

dians will only have opaque colors. Chalk

white, dull greens, dead black, orange and

lemon are his favorite tints. If he has a red, it

must be an earthy, dull red, not a bright one,

and transparent beads, or even the finest Bohe-

mian cut beads, with facets shining like those of

gems, have no attraction for him. Quite the

orthodox aesthete he is in his choice of beads.

" I have seen them make beads in Venice, and

a very interesting work it is. A man takes a

cylinder of glass, say two inches thick by seven

or eight inches long, so hot that it is soft, rolls

it snioothly round on a table and punches a

hole through it lengthwise with an iron rod.

Then two boys seize its ends with pincers and run

away rapidly in opposite directions. The faster

they run and the further they go before the

glass cools so that it will no longer draw, the

finer will he the rod they will pull it out to, atid

thin as it may be, that rod will be hollow all

the way through. But it will not all be of the
same thickness. In the centre it will be ver y
thin, and toward the ends will be less so. There-

fore the workman breaks it up into short rods

and carefully sorts them to get together those of

like diameter. Then the beads are cut from the

ends of those rods, a handful of them at a time,

as you would cut off bits from a bunch of grass.

How they do that I never quite understood.

There is something in it I did not learn, for the

rods are cold The beads are cut off without

smashing even the most delicate, and with

greatest accuracy in length. All I can say is,

they do it, and for the proof there are the

beads. Now, to smooth the ends of those little

bits, which have sharp edges, quantities of them
are put in big drums with ashes, and at a pretty

high temperature are revolved there until they

are round and smooth. If they are to be sold

simply as round ' seed ' beads they are at this

point finished, and are put upon strings by
children. The rapidity with which that is done
is astonishing. Each child has before it a great

pile of the beads, and in each hand holds four

or five long threaded needles, which are rapidly

thrust into the pile until each needle is full,

when the beads are pushed back on the threads.

An attempt has been made to introduce un-

strung beads, but consumers would not have

them. The stringing is the practical evidence

that each bead is perfect, and that is demand-
ed."

—

New York Sun.

POSTAL STATISTICS.

The United States government has had print-

ed a chart of postal statistics covering the pe-

riod since the organization of the government

in 1789. Like all documents which afford an

opportunity for comparison between the early

beginnings of the institutions of the country

and their present expansion, the chart presents

a striking view of the immense development

which has been going on in the intervening

time. In 1790 there were only 75 post-offices in

the United States ; in 1882 there were 46,231.

The extent of post-routes has grown from 1,875

miles in 1790 to 343,618 miles in 1882. The reve-

nues of the department have grown from $37,935

in 1790 to $41,883,005 in 1882, and the expendi-

tures have increased from $32,140 in 1790 to

40,482,021 in 1882. The total salaries paid to

postmasters have increased during the same pe-

riod from $8,198 to $10,134,091, and the amount
paid for transportation of the mails has grown
from $22,081 to $22,846,112. A most remarkable

increase is noted in the employment of domestic

money orders. The amount of these issued in

1865 was $1,360,122 ; in 1882 the total issue

amounted to $113,400,118.

STEEIj IPIEniT CO.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 & 107 North FifihSt, Philadelphia, Pa.
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UNIQUE ! CONVENIENT ! ECONOMICAL

!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the
average business o£S.ee.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Ifflanufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
^^ Spxian-g-field., ILvdlass. m

HOLTOKE ENVELOPE CO.,
HOLYOICE, JMi^^SS

- BEST

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

3k%. T. Abbe, Pres't. GE0.N.TTNER,Trea8. PULL WEI&HTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— X^ine of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES NUMBERED OR PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 521 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

l^etter Fifes
] xhibiting a view of the File

leu open and affixed to the
ill ; also showing a view of the
me when closed. As will be
served, this is an entirely new
stem of filing letters, from the

tact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
one of the different filing divis-

ions, thus obviatingthe necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-

ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Our system saves time, and the ppiee of
our Files is from three-fourths to one-third
less than other kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS COUJI-

TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICA60.R0CKISLAND&PACIFICR'Y
By the central poBition of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines ol road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Re-
clining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palace
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in the World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri River Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE."
A New and Direct Ijine, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
gusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at allprineipal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare al.

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
Por detailed information, get the Maps and Pold

ers of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vioe-Frea. & Qen'l M'g'r, Oea'l Tkt. b Pam. Aft
CHICAGO.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
mcLUDraa the celebrated

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 838,444, 282.

Elastic 135,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.

Broad 239,161, 284.

Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warbhousb :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOWER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1I4NIJPACT0RER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AGENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,

Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R.H.SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEBT DESCBIPTIOIV.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Halo St., Cor. Worthington.

Oldest Hubber Stamp Manufy In
New England & Largest In the tr. s.

R. A. ROCfBRS &i CO.,
-Manufacturers of the—

«-

Peffectioo Paper Ojstef Buckets

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEND FOR PRXCS X.XST.

"THE BOSTOJf JOBBirrCS- HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«§
"*"

i»

^ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1=

PTIRTJSHFR, MANI^FACTHRER OF Rf.ANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANnFACTCRER OF

—

Copying Paper_and,Books.
(Titles Registered)

11AHA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

nil II MM^%r RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
inil|V|W J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

A Kevolntion in Stylographic Pens. |

The Latest Improvement. S

$1.

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid ot the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to all who use them. It is constructed of the best material thr >ughout, and the point is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Prices: No. 1, Plain, *1 ; No. 2, Engraved. SI.95 ; So. 3, Gold Mounted,
»1.50 ; No. 4, Entire Gold Cap, S3 ; No. 5, Mottled Ruling Pen, $1.50. ^^~ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

LEON ISAACS. #-

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of -

6LUGINUM PENS.
THE GLXJCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyriglited and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of

America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting iJ^cuzeJL.

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Slaods, Water lobs,

" &c., &c.,

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C. TATUM & CO.,

Cinciimati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at the Chicago Exposition.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN. Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut'isa Kac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other
Folded Papers

?::£= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CARTEE'S mZS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE tOUISVILtE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the

highest given. This, with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two
Highest Awards that have been granted Carter's Ink and Muoilaok.

CARTER, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers & Proprietors.

BYRON AVESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Mwdal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RECORD i LEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Anstralia, Exhibition, 1881.

JL WPECXA.LTY
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from ike Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission^ Medal o/ Progress American Institutey i^T^ and Medal o_f

Intfiroi'ement and Progress, Boston, iSjS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger]
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having all

liar<ler and better bodj-, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using
'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more unifornj in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double

Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

elieet, ERA.SE and RETVXtlTE FOUR TIMKS8 on same fspot.
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

^r~ Heud for sample

1-OCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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BOSTON GOSSIP.

[peom our beguiiab correspondent.]

Eastern Office of the Lockwood Press, )

49 Federal Street, V
Boston, January 23, 1884. (

Trade in the stationery line still continues on

an even tenor ; not as active as it might be, but

much better than is expected for so early in the

year. Collections are reported as being very

good, although there are cases where extensions

have to be granted. The enterprising drummer
representing, ashe always does, the most pro"

gressive house in his line, must place his goods

even if the dealer does over-stock himself, on

a long credit. But the long credit soon comes to

an end, bills are due and the goods remain upon

the shelves unsold, so an extension is asked and

unless it is granted a failure ensues. This busi-

ness of forcing sales and over-stocking an un-

willing customer is a bad policy, injurious both

to the jobber and to the small dealer. How
long it will be continued is a question. A large

jobber, with whom I talked upon the subject,

admitted that it was a wrong system of doing

business, but, said he, " I cannot afford to start

a reform ; competition has introduced this sys-

tem and I must compete. It may end in failure,

but we hope for the best, and so long as my
neighbors force sales and date bills ahead I must

do so or shut up shop." That is the argument

they all present and the system of over-selling

and dating ahead still runs on.

George H. Atwood, who for the past five years

represented the business interests of Charles Pol-

lock in Chicago, and who with Mr. Downs suc-

ceeds to the art novelty business of the house,

has lately returned from the West, and is now
busily engaged in getting things into systematic

shape. Both Mr. Atwood and Mr. Downs are

well known to the trade, as they have been con-

nected with the house of Charles Pollock for a

number of years. Truvelers representing At-

wood & Downs are now on the road with an

elegant line of valentines, Easter goods and art

novelties. Charles Pollock still remains at his

old quarters on Washington street, and proposes

in future to give his entire time to the import-

ing and publishing of photographs, for which

there is a good demand. Trautmann's steel-

plate portraits of authors, poets and the presi-

dents, which were introduced by Mr. Pollock,

continue to meet with ready sale.

The Russell Paper Company reports that or-

ders for its blotting papers so far this year are

far more numerous than during the early days

of last year. The company's mills at Lawrence

are turning out larger quantities than ever.

Orders are coming in very freely, nor are they

confined to the local trade, but they come from
distant centres, and even from countries beyond
the water. The quality of the Russell blottings

is still maintained, and it is because of its ex-

cellence that this blotting paper has such a hold

upon the trade throughout the country.

With the number of letter-files in the market,
several of which are so well devised for count-

ing-room use, one would hardly suppose that in-

ventive genius could study out a new system
;

but Oilman's " Challenge" letter-file is quite an
innovation, and it possesses such merit as to

commend it to the attention of all. The case, in

which are the several divisions for filing, occu-

pies only a very small space upon the wall to

which it is attached. When the cover is opened
all of the filing divisions are immediately ac-

cessible, and letters can be very quickly filed

away. For rapid filing and speedy reference

the "Challenge" letter-file is specially recom-

mended, as much time is saved by its use. Al-

though only lately introduced, large numbers of

it have been placed in counting-rooms in this

city, and the users give valuable testimony to

its superiority. The only trouble with the com-

pany has been its inability to supply the trade

as fast as wanted, but the manufacturing facili-

ties have been largely increased, and orders will

now be filled without delay.

For a long time we have been reading about

the " False Prophet," but without much inter-

est. Now, however, that gum-drops are get-

ting scarce, and our mucilage thin, we are be-

ginning to take more interest in the " war in

Egypt. With some people the short supply of

gum-arabic is causing a little anxiety, for the

price is going up to fabulous figures. William

A. Davis, manufacturer of the United States

Treasury muscilage, uses large quantities of gum-
arabic in his mucilaginous preparations, and I

called upon that gentleman to ascertain how his

business is being affected. "Well," said Mr.

Davis, "the short supply of gum is a more se-

rious matter than some people suppose, and
there are some who are inclined to think the

whole matter a hoax. I have issued a circular

to the trade, setting forth the causes of the ad-

vance in gum and the probable effect the short-

age will have upon the price of mucilage, which

is certain to advance. My extensive trade com-

pels me to carry a heavy stock of prepared mu-
cilage and raw gum, so that as yet I am not

forced to increase the price of my mucilage. As
the advance in gum becomes known to the trade

orders for mucilage increase, and I am filling

large orders now from all parts of the country.

Many of these orders would have been delayed

for a month had it not been for the publicity

given the gum question. Dealers are getting a
little anxious and are ordering early and large-

ly, for the trade know that my mucilage is the

best in the market and that it will keep." Mr
Davis assures me, that no matter to what fig-

ures gum may advance he will not lower the

standard of his preparations, but will maintain

their long-established excellence. He has not

yet advanced the price of mucilage, but may
shortly be compelled to do so in common with

other manufacturers. Old quotations have been

canceled, so the trade will do well to order

early while present prices rule.

Colonel Albert Clarke has sold the Saturday
Times and the Yankee Blade to Edward C.

Davis and H. Irving Dillenback. These gentle-

men have long been associated with the colonel

in conducting these papers—Mr. Davis in the

business department and Mr. Dillenback in the

editorial. These gentlemen are well qualified

for the responsibilities of proprietorship, and
the fraternity wishthem every success.

A. L. D.

CINCINNATI NEWS.

[FROM OtTB REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, January 21, 1884.

Another raid of the storm king has frozen up
business. The thermometer marked zero here

this morning, but reports from thirty-five miles

north of here represent the mercury twenty^
two below zero, and these reports are con-

firmed by others on the same parallel

of latitude north and east from here. This

is freezing up business. But it is an ill wind
that blows good to nobody. The ice men and
coal dealers are gathering a harvest, and the

weather is causing a demand for boots and
shoes and for overcoats and heavy winter wear.

Stationers are not getting much immediate
good out of it. But people are reading, and that

helps the booksellers and newspapers.

Taking a general survey of trade from surface

indications and comparing these with the testi-

mony of traveling salesmen and business men,
one is forced to admit that it is dull almost to

stagnation. Business men are hopeful, as a
rule, that better times will come with the early

spring.

If anyone takes a gloomy view of the situa-

tion, he does'nt let that fact be known. Collec-

tions are reported fairly good. Here in Cincin-

nati money is paid out freely for amusements.
Five theatres, one museum and several variety

shows have been flourishing all along, except in

the very worst of the winter weather. And
now tickets are on sale this week for Henry
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Irving and for Abbey's and Mapleson's opera

festivals, both of which commence the same
week, February 11, within two blocks of each

other, one at Music Hall, the other at Heuck's

new Opera House. These tickets selling for the

season only have gone off rapidly.

It has not been usual for money to go out so

freely for such purposes in really dull times.

The wheat market and the corn market have
tended downward right along, sympathizing

with the ruling market at Chicago. The cold

weather, which favors slaughtering, has kept

the price of hogs up. At all events the price

has been firm, which may have been caused in

part by light receipts. Manufacturing indus-

tries in the line of carriages and of boots and
shoes, whose wont is to be very active at

this season, are flat now. The rolling

mills are all running full forces on full time and
selling their product as fast as they turn it out.

Some iron mill owners say they are making
money, others hint that the present business

will not justify declaring dividends. There is

one class of manufacturers here whose products

have not fluctuated, and that is the whisky dis-

tillers. They furnish the rare example of manu-
facturers forming a combination to limit pro-

duction and regulate prices, and carrying out

their purpose successfully for a term of years.

This combination includes all the distillers west

of the Alleghanies and north of the Ohio River.

This general state of business is regarded anoma-
lous by experts. They fail to agree upon an

adequate cause for it, though all observe that

it was an immediate successor to times when
speculation in grains and stocks ran high all

over the country.

Paper dealers here keep a stiff upper lip.

Manufacturers of wrapping paper are having a

good time. Some other grades of paper are not

bringing the profits they should yield. Manu-
facturers of mercantile stationery are less

crowded with orders than they were at the cor-

responding time one year ago. In the matter

of advertising there is less call than usual for

pamphlet work. Theatrical printing has fur-

nished manufacturers in this line a good share

of work. The weather, along with the season

of the year, form just now special causes for

dullness. Sales of fancy stationery keep up
quite well, but there is a falling oflE in what for

want of a better term might be called society

stationery. Cards of invitation and fancy menu
cards have been in better request in former sea-

sons than in this one. In the way of staple

stationery sales have been improved by the re-

duction of postage on letters, trivial as that

cause may seem.

Now, what seems to be puzzling all sorts of

business men— stationers included— is how to

adjust their business for the spring and summer
seasons. With the present situation a riddle the

future is obscurity personified. It is not pre-

cisely dark in the sense of being gloomy—the

business future isn't—but it defies the vision of

the keenest expert to penetrate it and discern

what is hidden therein. Prince William.

the ingredients may become thoroughly incor-

porated. Straining and cooling complete the

process. When required for use it is thinned

with the necessary quantity of varnish, and ap-

plied hot or cold to wood, iron, walls, water-

proof cloth, paper, &c.

TASTE IN TYPOGRAPHY.

AN ELASTIC LACQUER.

Van Nostrand's Magazine says a lacquer of

great elasticity, perfectly supple and not liable

to peel off, is made in the following manner :

About 120 pounds of oil varnish are heated in

one vessel and 38 pounds of quicklime are put

into 22 pounds of water in another. As soon as

the lime causes an effervescence 55 pounds of

melted india-rubber are added. This mixture

is stirred and then poured into the vessel of hot

varnish. The whole is instantly stirred, so that

Though the word scarcely admits of the idea

of variety of style, whether good or bad, it is

pretty generally so understood. The properjuse

of the word is to denote the sensation produced

on the tongue as to distinguishing agreeable

flavors. Figuratively, we may use the term in

perceiving agreeable sounds, colors or forms.

In this sense a printer ought to try to educate

himself to a high degree of excellence in discern-

ing not only what is agreeable to his own eye,

but to that of others. In other words, he should

be able to appreciate a variety of tastes. The
artist, whether he be a painter, a photographer

or a printer, who can see beauty only in one

style of art, or the musician who is always hum-
ming the same tune, can satisfy but few except

himself. There may be but one perfect style of

beauty in each department, and it may be possi-

ble for a man to attain to it, but it is certain that

many more whose tastes may have had some
cultivation are still unable to appreciate it. A
printer, therefore, while he should strive to

elevate his art by educating his customers up
to his standard, should not seek to go so far

above that they cannot follow. We have some-

times listened to what was termed classical

music as produced by a highly-educated per-

former on the piano, and were told that it was

very fine, but following it came " Way down
upon the Swanee River," performed on the

mouth harp by a lad with much wind-power and

a little common music in his soul, and we ob-

served that the latter gave the greater sa tisfac-

tion to the uneducated audience.

There are hundreds of little pleasing effects

that can be produced with type, line, curve and
color, and the artist who would succeed in an

eminent degree must study them carefully, hav-

ing in mind at all times not only his ideal of

perfection, but a desire to educate and please

his patrons.

Tastes change, and what were once popular

have in time gone out of fashion, and by-and-

by have been renewed, generally, however,

returning with more delicate shape and detail.

Some of the old styles of type, like some of the

ancient bric-a-brac, are at this time considered

very fine, and so indeed they are. They were

produced by the artist, and now need only the

artist's educated touch to adapt them to modern
educated taste.

—

Inland Printer.

and for a few of the wealthy, but were too

costly to come into general use. In the time of

Queen Elizabeth many of the people about her

court wore watches, not one in a dozen of which

was able to keep time correctly. Most of these

watches made up in external embellishment

what they lacked in accuracy as timekeepers.

Switzerland became in time the centre of the

watch-making industry. One Charles Cusin

went, 14S7, from Autun, in Burgundy, to escape

religious persecution. He established himself at

Geneva, and is believed to have been the first

Swiss watchmaker. His watches were clumsy

and heavy, but sold for their weight in gold.

They had the cumbrous fusee chain, and no two
of them would keep time together. The next

step in watch,making was the invention of the

coiled hair-spring for the balance-wheel.

The honor of this invention is divided between

Huyghens, the great Dutch astronomer, and
Dr. Hooke, who, about 1658, presented to Charles

II., of England, a watch containing this im-

provement. About this time Nicolas Faccio, of

Geneva, learned how to pierce rubies and other

gems with minute holes, so as to use them for

bearings. Before this time pivots bad run in

metal bearings, and suffered from the wear.

The introduction of the jewels made the watch
a radical improvement on what it had been,

both in accuracy and durability.

Next came the compensation balance, intro-

duced somewhat over a century ago, Harrison

and Berthoud both claiming the honor of its in-

vention. Its circumference was in two sections,

the ends of which were fastened to a cross-bar

of steel. The outer rim was of brass and the

inner of steel. The contraction and expansion

of the two metals compensated exactly, and se-

cured accuracy. Prior to this time even the

best of watches had been very inaccurate

things. Some of them would vary as much as

half an hour a day.

Between the Swiss and the English the com-
petition in watch-making has been lively. Sys-

tematic division of labor and the very low price

of living has done very much for the industry

of watch-making in Switzerland. Years ago
the Swiss overran the English market with

their watches, which were lighter and far less

clumsy than the English, and quite as ac-

curate.
^t-^'

CURIOSITIES OF TRADE.

THE FIRST WATCH.

After long experimenting and many disappoint-

ments, Peter Hele, an ingenious mechanic of

Nuremburg, produced in 1490 his first and fa-

mous " pocket clock." It was in oval shape, and

hence gave rise to the name of " Nuremburg
Egg," by which watches were for some time

called. This watch was six inches wide and

nine inches long. There is no record of how
much it weighed. Jacob Zech, of Prague, made
a famous watch in 1525. It still exists, the case

being covered with a wealth of curious emble-

matical decorations and engraving. It is in a

circular case of gilt brass, nine and one-quarter

inches in diameter and five inches high. In the

days of Henry VIII. of England, watches of

curious construction were made for monarchs

The demand for eye-stones has fallen off very
largely, but they are still kept and sold in con-

siderable quantities. The eye-stone will clear

the eye. There is no doubt about that, but its

movements are regulated by its shape and by a
formation on the fiat side or the base of the

stone similar to a blade in a turbine water-

wheel. The whole resembles a shell just begun
—before the cavity was formed, if shells were
so formed, but are not. The stone is composed
of lime, and vinegar or any acid by its action

upon it causes motion. The stones are found on
the seashore on the Pacific coast. Sailors gather
them by the quart and vend in trade centres.

The price is 10 cents.

Bloodstones are also called for, not the kind
known to seal-rings and sleeve-buttons, but

glass stones or beads of the color of blood, dark
red. These are worn to prevent the nose-bleed,

although the old plan to prevent, namely, to

keep the nose out of other persons' business, is

in use still and works well. With a string

through the glass bead and the string around the

owner's neck the liability to nose-bleed is re-

moved. The bloodstones, some of them, come
from Germany.

—

Ex.
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BEKK8HIRE
MILLS. LINEN LEDGER PAPER

Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink OB Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water-

mark, thus—Old Berksbire Mills liinen Ledger, and date.

CARSON & BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

i

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, veith contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, G-EO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
• PUBLISHERS OP THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
<ao "» LIBER^IL. DISCOUNT TO THE TKA^r>E. o. =36g>-

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Huun and New York News Company.

.^^e^,

G-Tun Eidges, Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

I^ATET^T HUMMED
third more gum than can be put

VOUR attention is respectfully called to our J

Envelopes as described above. One-thi

on by plain surface gumming, and

STTSSE TO STIC^,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^^RITHSTGr PAFERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers t Stationers.

FLAT •:• PAPERS, •:• RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FIN£ W£DDING STATIONERY,
Ghromo Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
send for descriptive price list.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

fcim
- MANUFACTURER^OF —

LoflDried Flats aod Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

The Cks. Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CINCI3VNATI, Olxlo,
Maniifacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping

AJLSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONEKS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 ]Qast 14th St., Union Square.

best quality IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application. .

stamping Inks, Mncilage, &o.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Address for Prices. &c.,

J. H. ATWATER. Providence.R.I.
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GEORGE B. HURD & CO., "'^ ===J^^ ^'^

MANUFACTURERS OF AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN —

MS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, JR., &. BRO

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the eountry.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT, & CO.,

Principal Office, EOCBESTEB, N. 7. Branch OScee, CHICAOO, 111. and TOBONTO, Ont.

LE PAGE'S MUCILAGE MANUFACTURED

\

i

RUSSIA CEMENT GO.
Grlouoester, Ivdisiss.'',

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

v..=^r-^ 1^" Will not injure the most delicate colors.

OA-UTION. Be^rare of liiiltat:ioxi8 olalxnlne to Tae "tlie same tiling" or "just as good.'
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^raxTe Houjclties.

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which
possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 289,892. Printed Blank, Form, &c. — John O.

Cole, Portsmouth, Ohio.

The blank has a backing or briefing section ar-

ranged at its side, said section being provided

with a space which, when filled in, registers

with and forms a portion of the matter in the

body of the blank, and also becomes a part of

the backing or briefing of the paper when it is

folded.

No. 289,917. Manufacture of Ornaments, Letters,

Figures, or Characters upon a Foundation Ma-

terial.—Frederick Koskul, St. Louis, Mo.

The process of producing embedded orna-

ments, letters, figures or characters upon foun-

dation material, consisting in applying a coat or

coats of varnish upon said material, allowing

this varnish to become dry, applying the orna-

ments upon the varnish beneath a covering of

fibrous material, and applying heat and pressure

u^fon the mass, and then removing the covering

to expose the ornaments, substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 289,923. Mechanism for Cutting Paper.—George

Miles, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

No. 289,933. Writing-Paper Tablet.—Lewis G. Rey-

nolds, Dayton, Ohio.

No. 289,951. Photographic Developing Pan or Tray.

—W. Irving Adams, Montclair, N. J.

A photograph pan or tray made of a single

piece of glass or like material, having an open-

ing extending from one end toward but not

quite to the other end, thereby leaving a lip at

the other end, said opening being adapted to

permit the introduction of a photographic plate

sideways into the pan or tray, so that when in-

troduced it will extend under the lip, whereby

there is formed a well, which, when the pan or

tray is stood on end, will hold the liquid used in

developing photographic plates.

No. 289,983. Petter-Copying Press.—Ezra Cope,

Hamilton, Ohio.

The combination, in a copying-press, of the

bed and platen and an absorbent web mounted

between them.

No. 290,004. Paper-Cutting Machine.—Edward P.

Donnell, Chicago, 111.

1. In a paper-cutter, the combination, with the

clamp-bar of a locking arm or cam falling be-

hind the clamp as it is drawn down, and pro-

vided with means for unlocking it, when desired.

3. In a paper-cutter, the combination, with the

clamp-bar having rods extending downward
through the frame, of a foot-treadle journaled

in the lower ends of this rod and connected by

a toggle to the main frame, and provided with

a weighted arm adapted to break the toggle,

whereby the clamp is drawn down by foot-power

and thrown up automatically.

No. 290,018. Paper Box.—Daniel J. Ferry, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

In a paper box, whose ends are closed by flaps

folding upon each other, two opposite flaps, one

of which is provided with a slot and the other

with a tongue, loose at the outer end and inte-

gral with the flap at the inner end, the latter

flap having a portion of the paper left joining

the two sides thereof over the loose end of the

b ongue.

No. 290,102. Perforating Machine.— Alfred -Part-

ridge, Chicago, 111., assignor to Edward P. Don-

nell, same place.

In a perforating machine, a needle-bar or

block, formed in sections and adapted to be ad-

justed to and from the work, whereby part of

the needles may be rendered inoperative at the

will of the operator.

No. 290,169. Book Support.—Albert Bell. Reisters-

town, Md.

No. 290,178. Lead or Crayon Holder.—Myer Ditten-

hoefer. New York, N. Y., assignor to Henry
Berolzheimer, same place.

The jaws which grasp the lead or crayon are

lined with an elastic substance.

No. 290,179. Advertising Letter-Paper and Envelope.

—Frangois Pangaert D'Opdorp,- Brussels, Bel-

glum.

As an improved article of manufacture, a
sheet provided with a blank space, in connec-

tion with two or more spaces at its sides and
bottom containing advertisements, which sheet

is further provided with perforated lines for

detaching the blank space and its adjoining side

spaces from the rest of the spaces and sheet.

No. 290,185. Toy.—Edward R. Ives, Bridgeport,

Conn., assignor to himself and Cornelius Blakes-
lee and Edward G. Williams, both of Brooklyn,
N. Y.

The combination, with a wheeled vehicle, of

shafts or a pole so connected with the vehicle

that they or it will be supported against down-
ward movement solely by the vehicle, an animal
or animals pivotally connected with the shafts or

pole, so as to be supported thereby, an axle or

shaft which will derive a rotary motion from
wheels forming part of the vehicle as said

wheels roll over the ground, and provided with

a crank or equivalent device, and a connection

between said crank or device and the rear por-

tion of the animal or animals, whereby the ve-

hicle, being made the sole support of the shafts

or pole, serves to support the animal or animals

and also to transmit a rocking motion to the

animal or animals.

No. 290,191. Lead or Crayon Holder.-Benjamin G.

Piatt, Bayonne, assignor to James M. Clark, Jer-

sey City, N. J.

No. 290,201. Printing-Type. — Linn Boyd Benton,

Milwaukee, Wis.

A font of types the bodies of the characters of

which are runningwise all multiples of a unit,

and the spaces of which are similarly equal to

said unit and multiples thereof.

No. 290,210. Spacing-Instrument for Drawing.—Geo.
P. Conant, Geneva Lake, Wis., assignor of one-

half to John F. Conant, same place.

In a spacing-instrument, a ruling-blade pro-

vided with a slotted arm having an adjustable

gage and a finger-hold, in combination with a

box in which the slotted arm moves, provided

with a projection engaging with and moving in

said slot, and having a thumb-hole.

No. 290,217. Machine for Retouching Photographic

Negatives.—Jay Densmore, Niles, Mich.

No. 290,223. Envelope or Other Box.—Frank W.
Field, Springfield, Mass.

In a paper or other box, a movable abutment
substantially of the form of one end of the box,

having an angular brace at each end thereof,

and means for attaching said abutment to the

interior of the box, whereby the abutment is

maintained in an upright position and is free to

be moved to different positions in the box.

No. 290,267. Printing-Press.-Geo. W. Prouty, Bos-

ton, Mass., assignor to the Prouty Press Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn.

The combination, in a printing-press, of a

type-bed and a platen both mounted upon and

adapted to be vibrated about the same shaft

mounted in fixed bearings, a cam arranged to

act upon and impart an intermittent motion to

said platen, a pair of cranks mounted upon and

operated by the shaft of said cam, and a pair of

draw-bars connecting said cranks and the type-

bed.

No. 290,280. Calendar.—Horace Taylor, Canandaigua,
N.Y.

1. A calendar-card having the years arranged

in upright columns, each column comprising a

set of twenty-eight years, and the day of the

week on which the years begin placed by the

side of the years, the column in which each cen-

tury ends being broken off, the next century

beginning in the succeeding column. 2. A cal-

endar-card having the months with their respec-

tive number- of days arranged in the centre,

and the columns of years with the days of the

week on which the years begin placed on each

side of the months, the days of the week being

arranged in columns and in relation to the years.

3. A sliding scale having the days of the week
printed thereon and arranged above the months,

and sliding in clasps secured to the calendar.

No. 290,591. Pencil-Holder.—Edward Tyrrell, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

No. 29',301, Printing-Press.—George Williamson,

Cambridge, assignor to J. O. Hayden, Somerville,

and Walter G. Chase, Brookline. Mass.

No. 290,303. Machine for Gilding Cards.—Charles A.

Wright, Philadelphia, Pa.

A gilding-wheel formed of a wheel provided

on its periphery or circumference with a series

of clamps, the jaws of which clamp in lines ra-

diating substantially from a point within the

supporting-wheel outward.

DESIGN.

No. 14,465. Calendar-Card.—Herman Toaspem, Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Term of patent, 3]4 years.

KEISSUE.

No. 10,424. Galley Type-Lock.—Samuel D. Webb,
Washington, D. C, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, of two-thirds to Samuel C. Hill, same
place. Original No. 274,681, dated March 27, 188 i.

TRADE-MARKS.

No. 10,783. Lead-Pencils.—Gilbert & Co., Givet, Ar-

dennes, France.

'•The firm-name of the registrants, 'Gilbert

&Cie."'

No. 10,783. Lead-Pencils.-^Gilbert & Co., Givet, Ar-

dennes, France.
" The word ' Chinois.'

"

BRITISH PLAYING-CARD MANU-
FACTURE.

Playing-card making is an industry that in

England is in comparatively few hands ; and
the manufacture is, moreover, almost exclu-

sively confined to England, there being only

one maker in Ireland, and none in Scotland, in

which latter kingdom, indeed, the trade seems

never to have taken root. The Printing Times

states :
" The number of makers and individual

partners in England, which stood in 1881-82 at

fifteen, had increased in 1881-83 to nineteen.

Happily there has also been a considerable in-

crease in the number of packs manufactured,

last year's total being 1,216,960, as compared
with 1,150,560 in 1881-83. The stamp duty paid

thereon was £15,318 last year, and £14,383 in

the preceding twelvemonth. Hitherto the offi-

cial playing-card wrappers have been supplied

by a private firm, but the Commissioners of In-

land Revenue have now made arrangements to

produce these wrappers in the Stamping De-

partment at Somerset House, where certain

confidential revenue printing is already carried

on. In order to ensure greater security, the

stamps are noiv printed on water-marked pa-

per.
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PADS AND BLOTTER TABLETS.
We desire to call the attention of the Trade to the most desirable and saleable goods on the market.

WHITE DESK^SCRATCH PADS
Made from a hard calendered, engine-sized, cream-laid paper, bound on end and side with our red elastic composition.

Put up in Nine Sizes, 2;^x4: to 8x12 inches.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED IkBLETr^^Z-^ZM^Mt
paper, with Antique Card-Board Cover, each sheet perforated and permanently bound at the top. Made in Five
Sizes, 2}(x4zj4 to 5)^x9 inches; Two Sizes, perforated in the middle for Casb Cheeks.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLET.-'ratteTtT^jrwSris
Antique Covers. Made from Fine Quality of Cream-Laid Paper, both ruled and plain, and put up in COMMERCIAL!
NOTE, PACKET NOTE and CONGRESS LETTER. For Educational purposes they have no equal.

SS^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON CASE LOTS. *^aJ

MANUFACTURED BY THE

^'AOME" STATIONERV AND PAPER. CO.,
No. 117 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

mtm^m i©^ Padded ^ap©^s aad Mloitm^ TeCblmtm^-^

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.

(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Ring at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &e., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete,

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box
of 5t)0 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.

Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

|^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-

ers' Hardware, address,

^ For theHOME TRADE or EXPORT
the Sole Manufacturers,y

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pj» Cable Addr,«»*' Novelty.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. Z.. 1,1PMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

-5-. THE o-Sr

Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,

Netv York. Office, f>AJ JReade Street.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE
CRUCIBLE STEEL GOODS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Their names on POCKET CUTLEKT, INK

ERASERS and STEEL PENS, is a guarantee

of quality.

Patent Adjustable Quill-Action Reservoir Pen.

THE ACME.

BEST PEN FOR GENERAL WRITING.
Other leading Pens are Falcon, No. 87 j Extra Fine,

333 ; College, 38 ; Smooth Writer, 130 ;

Round Point, 20 ; Stub, 4.

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED TO DEALERS
ON APPLICATION.

Buyers are invited to call at the New York 0£Boe.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTINQ PAPER,

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
)

ZVevr Lond-on, Oonn.
MANTJFACTtTRERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli "ValTxa"ble Patented. Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANtrPACTUBED BT

Tie Atlaitlc Worls, East Bosloi, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia,

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HTJKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

SENS FOR CIKCITLAB AND PBICB UST Him-OUTTKft, WITH Stbam Fixtube.
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FAjyEIIji jT AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia,

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAJL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lnther's Illnstrated German Bible,

Containing Biblb Dictionaey, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

flaydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

HluatratedCntaltgue,eon,taining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
1^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS I

cAS> BANKERS SHEARS.
.,._ g FojL SHEARS I

''TEV*^' NICKEL PLATED SIZES— 8. 9.10,11.12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY '

HORATIO G.KERN.
N?21 Nt;h-6T"-5TR.

PHILADELPHIA.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

R. T. & a BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, •*•—

^

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
-*- -*- And PERFORATING,

3iTo. SI Toliaa Street, I^s-^tt "STorlr.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

|^~ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

O. in. J^, HINTPilOHS,
Price List on application. 39-33 PARK PtACE, XEIV YORK.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UAMUFACTDBSR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.
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COLLECTING SEALS

In Gtermany, where all documents and im-

portant letters bear a seal, collections are nu-

merous and well classified. In a general way,

impressions may be classified into seals of noble

families, seals of states and cities, and seals of

religious and secular institutions. Some of the

Glerman state seals are of enormous size, and

are inclosed in large wooden boxes and sus-

pended from the parchment by ribbons. A
handy way to get a duplicate is to press some

soft putty over the seal, and so get a die. The

putty having been removed and hardened, seal-

ing wax may be poured over it, and when the

wax has cooled the putty may be broken away,

when a fair duplicate will be obtained. The

seal collector will often acquire duplicates, and

these he of course exchanges with other collect

ors, and sometimes gets rare and quaint impres-

sions in return.

At the sale in June last of Major Horner's

eflfects, there was an interesting collection of

replicas of the great seals of England, from

Oflfa, King of.Mercia, to Queen Victoria. These

numbered 164, and were mounted on cardboard.

Oflfa's Dyke, which runs from Seachley to

Flintshire, existed when the Romans were in

England, and is crossed by five Roman roads.

In many of the seals of the German township

the Prussian eagle forms the most prominent

feature. Others are more original, such as an

angel riding on a lizard, a knight in heavy ar-

mor on horseback, a city gate, a church on a

mountain side, and a swan gliding through the

water. One of the oldest of these seals is of the

city of Herborn, in Nassau, dated 1281, and rep-

resents a bishop on his throne receiving homage

from citizens. Above are five castles, round

about the inscription, and beneath the date 1281.

Another curious impression dates from 1727, and

is the seal of the blacksmiths and wagon-makers'

union of a large city. The seal consists of a

wheel, a horseshoe and a hammer, besides other

implements. One notable seal dates from 1623.

The centre piece is a phoenix rising from the

ashes. The Latin inscription translated reads,

" Seal of the illustrious college of Hanover." A
design that is clear cut and very effective is the

seal of the Bavarian city Aschaflfenburgh ; an-

other, which is about a quarter of an inch in

thickness, represents the head of the Virgin.

Around the head are the words " Regina Ange-

lorum." The impression gives each feature per-

fectly, especially the fine lines about the lips

and chin.

For those who are not inclined to incur the

expense attending numismatic collections, seals

are an interesting and inexpensive substitute.

—

British and Colonial Printer and Stationer.

THE UTILITY OF POSTAL NOTES.

Postmaster Pearson states that country folks

find postal notes convenient in paying for small

purchases made in this city by mail.

For the week ending January 18, the number

of postal notes received at the New York Post-

Office was 26,840, amounting to $50,387.44, while

the notes issued hardly reached a third of that

number. The total number of transactions in

this department for the same week was 63,316,

involving $2,644,449.40. In the first week of

their issue in September last 9.535 notes, on

which $20,366.99 were paid, were received at the

Post-Offlce in this city. Since that date the

number has been trebled. From September 3,

1883, to January 1, there were issued 182,937

postal notes for amounts aggregating $338,994. 1 1.

Prejudice is the reason of fools.— V^oitatre.

PElFiiiTfii

IFOR-i

MADE IN 3 SIZES,
20 INCH, 25 INCH A~o 30 INCH.

—^-

—

Used by all the Best Houses in

N. Y. City.

^^TT-

MOORE &WAREEN, N.Y.
R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.

"

SARGENT & BRO.
J. J, HICKEY,
A. AGAR,
JAMES HARRIS,

and many others.

JOHN R.EDWAEDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

mhAWK 1
AND

-•• b^ltiivIoi^e:, i^id.

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.

"T^HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHERRY OR WALNUT, AS DESIRED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School furnishers,

Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St.. New York.

6ARQAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Pnblishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

• Send for $6.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 BcaCOn St., BostOll.
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F
OR THE COMING EASTER SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, wMch

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous efforts, and will meet with a ready sale.

The following Artists are among the contributors to our line

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. B. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE C. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness

-^

No. 705.-

No. 711.-

No. 712.-

No. 713.-

No. 714.-

No. 715.-

No. 716.-

No. 717F

-TRIANGUIiAK FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs, O. E. WmTNEY,

-MOVABIiB SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

-BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney. A gorgeous series.

-FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

-BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Strikiugr Easter Cards ever published.

-EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A very chaste and appropriate card.

,—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fitting companion card to our last year's Waler-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

,^

besides these, special attention is called to our -

I II P^I
Consisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles :

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT.—An exquisite Satin Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and
bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

" C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back.

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped sUk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.

?K

The sale of our Satin Art Prints have heretofore been very large, and our specialties in this line for

Easter will, no doubt, meet with a ready sale. Sample Books are now in the hands of our Travelers.

We would urge our friends to send in their specified orders as soon as possible, to avoid delays in

the filling of orders.

Our extensive line of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we

have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.
-"«—

r^ FRZCS Z.ZSTS OF B&STSB. CJ&.ZIDS ARE ZTO'Sr READ?.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Albert Clark, publisher, Boston, Mass., has

sold out.

W. J. Boese, stationer, San Francisco, Cal.,

has sold out.

John Duflf, stationer, &c., Urbana, Ohio, has

sold out to M. L. Duflf.

R. N. Clagett, bookseller, San Antonio, Tex.,

has sold out his business.

B. S. Whitehead & Co., printers, Newark,
N. J. , have dissolved partnership.

A. C. Lowery, publisher of the Courier,

Georgetown, N. M., will remove to Kingston.

H. G. McWilliams, stationer. Lowell, Mich.,

has been damaged $200 by fire. Not insured.

Aug. Otto Lavidis, bookseller and stationer,

Racine, Wis., has been closed out by the

sheriff.

Charles S. Case, manufacturer of paper pails,

&c., Binghamton, N. Y., has been burned out;

fuUy insured.

Pitcher & Wise, printers, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have dissolved partnership. Wise & Van Horn
succeed to the business.

The Spectator printing-oflBce, at Hamilton,
Ont., was burned this morning. The loss is

$50,000; insurance, $21,000.

Charles W. Holmes, dealer in stationery and
news, Norristown, Pa., has sold out to H. C.

Hughes and E. E. M. Evans.

The style of J. Meyer & Co., importers and
wholesale dealers in toys, Philadelphia, Pa.,

should be Meyer & Schoenemann.

Stone Brothers, paper-stock dealers, &c.,

Cleveland, Ohio, have removed their oflBce to 70

and 72 Merwin street, in that city.

The Springfield Rubber Type Company,
Springfield, Mass., has been dissolved. Charles

P. Grossman succeeds to the business.

H. M. Colton has retired from the Berkshire
Valley Paper Company, Pittsfield, Mass., and
D. B. Colton has been admitted to the firm.

O. T. Porter, publisher of the Herald, Albany,
Ore., has admitted D. M. Jones to partnership.
The style of the new firm is Porter & Jones.

Garrett & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Pittsfield, 111., have dissolved partnership.

The business is now carried on by Mattie A.
Garrett.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Wood & Bancroft, stationers, Wilmington, Del.

William Bancroft continues the business under
the same firm name.

Dr. Edward J. Bermingham, doing business as
Bermingham & Co., medical book publisher,

No. 28 Union square, has made an assignment
to Frederick S. Lyons, M. D., preferring claims
to the amount of $18,322.13, the largest of which
is to Miss Bermingham for $9,527.

J. H. Bufford's Sons have begun the prepara-
tion of a line of satin art prints for the Easter,
valentine and birthday card trade. This is the
first attempt of this firm to produce these goods.
The line will embrace a large number of em-
bossed satin cards, all of which will be made up
in the most artistic designs.

A few days after the firm of A. & E. Wal-

lach, of this city, had made an assignment, for

the benefit of creditors, to Frederick Lewis, in

September last, several cases of fans that had

been consigned to the firm by Simon Strahlheim

and others, of Paris, France, arrived here. Be-

fore they were claimed and entered at the Cus-

tom House by Assignee Lewis the agents of the

consignors gave notice of their stoppage in

transitu. Under the United States law only

the consignees or their representatives could

enter the goods at the Custom House. Assignee

Lewis refused to enter them, so that the con-

signors could obtain possession of them. A suit

in equity was then begun by the consignors,

through Koones & Goldman, to compel A. & E.

Wallach's assignee to enter the goods, the plain-

tiffs being willing to pay all charges therefor,

to have the possession of the goods awarded to

the plaintiffs, to restrain the defendants from

disposing of the bills of lading, &c., and to have

a receiver of the goods appointed pending the

litigation. In this suit the plaintiffs procured a

preliminary injunction restraining the defend-

ants from in any way disposing of the goods.

In the Common Pleas, Chambers, this injunction

was dissolved, and a motion for a receiver was
denied. An appeal was taken, and the General

Term has reversed the order below, holding that

the suit was properly brought in equity, and
that the plaintiffs were entitled to an injunction

pendente lite.

Ailing & Cory, paper dealers, Rochester,

have moved into new quarters, located at the

corner of Exchange and Wilber streets. The
building is five stories high, handsomely fitted

up, and the various departments of the business

are arranged with a view to facilitate work, the

several lines of goods which the firm carries

being separate. New and improved machinery
add to the facilities for business. The firm

consists of Wm. Ailing, David Cory and Joseph

Ailing, and is a leading house in the paper

trade. The senior partner, Wm. Ailing, will

celebrate his semi-centennial anniversary as a
business man in April next.

The " Gollner" stylographic pen is a new
thing in fountain pens with a stylographic

point. It is constructed of a drawn glass tube,

one end of which is brought to a fine, smooth
point, which being packed with filtering cotton

prevents the stopping up of the point by sedi-

ment in the ink. The Gollner pen is, perhaps,

the cheapest thing of the kind in the market,
and many leading stationers and news com-
panies have already taken hold of it.

Among the tradesmen who have been in town
during the past few days are : B. F. Wade, of B.

F. Wade & Co., Toledo, Ohio ; R. D. Patterson,

of the R. D. Patterson Stationery Company, St.

Louis, Mo. ; James Youngs, Bridgeport, Conn.

;

James Buckley, New Orleans, La. ; Mr. Krite,

of St. Louis, Mo.

An important circular and information of

value to every dealer in stationery, notions and
drugs in the country has just been issued by
William A. Davis, Boston, Mass. Those who
have not received a copy should procure one at

once.

Searing & Hyde is a new stationery firm

which has just fitted up a very attractive estab-

lishment at No. 40 Exchange place, Ne w York
city. Mr. Searing was formerly associated with
F. P. Taylor in the stationery business.

The R. H. Smith Manufacturing Company,
which succeeds R. H. Smith & Co., manufac-
turers of rubber types, Springfield, Mass., has
been incorporated with a capital of $30,000.

Phil. Bohnett, printer, Cincinnati, Ohio, has

assigned.

Warren J. Robinson, printer, Boston, Mass.,

has been attached.

John S. Carter, dealer in periodicals, Water-
ville, Me., is dead.

M. Thompson, printer, Severy, E!an., has sold

out to R. H. Smith.

The Valencia County Vindicator, Los Lunas,

N. M., has suspended.

M. Gore, publisher, Orlando, Fla., has been

burned out. Not insured.

A. Mueller & Co. have succeeded M. Wolf,

paper-box manufacturer, St. Louis, Mo.

Williams & Wesley, publishers of the Enter-

prise, Attleboro, Mass., has been burned out.

M. C. Humaston, toy dealer, &c., Terre

Haute, Ind., has sold out to Mrs. M. M. Riddle.

C. V. Smith, pubUsher of the Republican,

Centrevilla, Mich., has sold out to S. D.

Crane.

Charles A. Kiel, bookseller and stationer,

Tecumseh, Mich., has been burned out; in-

sured.

Theo. Faulwetter, toy dealer, LouisvUle, Ky.,

has made an assignment to the Fidelity Trust

Company.

John A. Marcus, dealer in stationery and
fancy goods, Philadelphia, Fa., has been sold

out by the sheriff.

The Daily Democrat Publishing Company,
Cheyenne, Wy., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $10,000.

M. W. Dowd & Co., printers, "Winchester,

Conn., have dissolved partnership. The busi-

ness is continued by M. W. Dowd.

Wales & Mautz, printers and publishers,

Binghamton, N. Y., have dissolved partner-

ship. Ira L. Wales continues the business.

White & Adams, paper rulers and manufac-
turers of paper bags, Holyoke, Mass., have dis-

solved partnership. F. E. White succeeds to the

business.

J. R. Skeggs has been admitted to partner-

ship with J. R. Montgomery, stencil cutter,

Nashville, Tenn. The style of the firm is Mont-
gomery & Skeggs.

The Port Smith Printing Company, Fort
Smith, Ark., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $10,009. The corporation succeeds

the firm of Weaver & Johnson, publishers.

Allan C. Kerr & Co., dealers in printers' sup-

plies, Pittsburg, Pa., have dissolved partner-

ship. J. Grace Hilliard retires from the firm

and the remaining partners continue the busi-

ness under the same style.

F. Trifet, manufacturer of and dealer in art

novelties, &c., Boston, Mass., has settled with his

creditors for 70 cents on the dollar and continues

business. Several mortgages given by him and
previously noted are said to be discharged.

The Nonotuck Pocket-book Company, North-
ampton, Mass., has given up its lease of the old

Agricultural Hall, and expects to take quarters

in the rebuilt Jones' block. There are to be
some changes in the company's organization.

The National Publishing Company, Phila-

delphia, is manufacturing some beautiful and
attractive styles of photograph albums, bound
in morocco and plush. Some are ornamented
with nickel trimmings, while others have hand-
some appliqu6 flowers. Their success was so

great that they were ordered ahead nearly three

weeks, and many more could have been sold.

The company will have larger facilities during
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the coining year, and be in a position to meet all

demands.

Allen & Gates, stationers, Ware, Mass. , have

become insolvent.

Molo & Watkins, manufacturers of toys. New
York city, have dissolved partnership.

C. A. Laflfarty, stationer, Bellville, Ohio, has

sold out to J. Mock and W. W. Wilson.

Trimble & Austin have bought out the pub-

lishing business of S. E. Colegrove, Corry, Pa.

The Novelty Book Store (H. E. Siddall, man-
ager, Minneapolis, Minn., has been attached for

$1,163.

An assignment has been made by Bloch &
Co., printers and flag manufacturers, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

Bridgman & Gay, publishers of the Evening
Herald, Holyoke, Mass., have sold out to V. J.

Irwin & Co.

Hugh M. McNeill, printer and stationer, Alle-

ghany, Pa., is offering to compromise with his

creditors at thirty cents on the dollar.

H. V. Butler, wholesale paper dealer, New
York city, advertises that he will do business

under the style of H. V. Butler, Jr., & Co.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Ivison & Perry, booksellers and stationers, Au-
burn, N.Y. J. H. Ivison continues the business.

The highly colored and handsome calendar

got out by the Russell & Morgan Printing Com-
pany, Cincinnati, was printed on a Cottrell

press.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Gates & Lincoln, dealers in paper hangings.

Providence, R. I. , H. L. Gates succeeaing to the

business.

W. A. & C. S. Houghton, wholesale and re-

tail stationers, Sacramento, Cal., have dissolved

partnership. The business is continued by C. S.

Houghton.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

White & Jacobson, manufacturers of paper

boxes, Brooklyn, N. Y. R. Tyson White con-

tinues the business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Neubnrger, Messner & Co., importers of toys

and fancy goods. New York city. M. Neu-
burger & Co. continue the business.

Waggener's improved trial balance-books,

manufactured and sold by W. M. Christy's

Sons, Philadelphia, are in greater demand now
than at any other time of the year. These

books are said to be absolutely indispensable in

bookkeeping, and are sold by the best stationers

in this country.

The Phrenological Journal for February con-

tains a portrait and sketch of Babu Mozoom-
dar, the Hindoo teacher ; articles on Vegetable

Chemistry, Faith in the Verities of the IJDi-

verse, portrait and sketch of the late Arthur
Erasmus Brinkworth, Deference, Apparitions

and what they are. Minute Life in Water, a

Series of Don'ts, &c., besides editorial items,

scientific notes, answers to correspondents, hu-

morous selections, poetry, &c.

The Globe Files Company announces a very
brisk trade in its extensive productions. C. M.
Ward, the manager of the New York branch of

the company, is indefatigable in his efforts to

push the Globe files. His endeavors, and the

fact that be has a popular line of productions to

sell, are bringing forth good fruit. The com-
pany will introduce to the trade in a short time

some new things in files, which, for practicabil-

ity, durability and cheapness will certainly

command attention.

Another lot of taking shape goods is on the

market. Of course, J. E. Linde is the man who
does the novelty business in this line. The
" Key of My Heart " will be used as a valen-

tine. The latest thing is a " Punch and Judy,"

which gives the whole show. It is a card repre-

senting the customary box, and the figures are

changed by revolving a disk on which they ap-

pear.

James D. Whitmore & Co. , have opened the

new year with very flattering prospects. They
have received orders in such quantities that

they are compelled to run their factories every

evening in order to keep up with the demands
of their customers. The new line of fancy pa-

peteries gotten up for the spring trade is meet-

ing with very'gratifying success.

Marcus Ward & Co. will be prepared to show
samples to the trade of a new and striking line

of Easter and birthday cards in a few days.

This line will be made up in the most popular

styles, and will be in every way worthy of the

inspection of intending purchasers.

C. Jorgensen has recently very handsc^iely

fitted up his store at No. 98 Maiden lane. The
establishment now has a fine plate-glass front,

while the interior is provided with glass cases

and counters and ash fittings.

G. Walter Snow has been admitted to mem-
bership in the firm of Coburn Brothers, print,

ers and stationers, Boston, Mass. The style of

the firm has been changed to Coburn Brothers

& Snow.

M. L. Goldenberg has been admitted to part-

nership with C. C. Davis, publisher of the Lead-

ville Democrat, Leadville, Col. The firm wiU
do business under the style of C. C. Davis & Co.

Porter & Patterson, booksellers and station-

ers, Rochester, Minn., have dissolved partner-

ship. J. M. Porter continues the business.

S. B. Betts & Co. , dealers in paper stock, &c.

,

Henderson, N. C, have dissolved partnership.

W. G. Blymer, publisher of the Democratic

Times, Defiance, Ohio, has sold out to White &
Mains.

Edwin C. Stokes has been admitted to an in-

terest in the firm of B. S. Hand & Co., publish-

ers' agents, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hooker, Knox & Tuttle, printers, New York
city, have dissolved partnership. Knox &
Tuttle continue the business.

Sails & Kent, newsdealers, stationers, &c.,

Burlington, Vt., have dissolved partnership.

B. L. Kent succeeds to the business.

W. J. Clarke, stationer and fancy goods

dealer, Montreal, Que., has compromised with

his creditors at 50 cents on the dollar.

Hagedom & Sheubrooks, printers, Baltimore,

Md., have dissolved partnership. Thomas J.

Sheubrooks succeeds to the business.

Edward J. Buckley has been admitted to an
interest in the firm of John E. Potter & Co.,

publishers and booksellers, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. C. Keel, stationer, &c., Fort Wayne, Ind.,

has taken Louis A. Etzold into partnership, and
the firm will do business under the style of A. C.

Keel & Co.

L. Prang & Co. will offer to the trade, in a
few days, a new line of Easter and birthday

cards. It will be equal in every respect to pre-

vious productions of this house.

W. L. Ames and J. S. Houghton continue

the business of Ebersold & Co., printers, Seattle,

W. T., under the style of the Globe Printing

Company, the old firm having dissolved.

Collis & Lees, Philadelphia, have made a

great many new articles for valentines of en-

tirely new design and shape. This firm had a

success with its holiday and Christmas cards.

The January number of the Farm and Gar-
den presents a long list of contents. The pub-

lication is a neat little monthly of sixteen

pages. It should be read by every wide-awake
farmer and gardener.

The newspaper file manufactured by J. H.
Atwater. Providence, R. I., is said to be the
" lightest, neatest and best " thing of the kind in

the market. One person who has used it says :

" After many years' experience in furnishing

and conducting association rooms, and after

trying every file in general use, I can un-

hesitating pronounce the ' Atwater File ' to be

altogether the best I have found." The file is

simple and convenient.

GARTER
l^'PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I =B i* Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and T?nnes.
(COKPOBATION.)

« ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. ®

RIOE&CO.
TE,"X"

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*^
Send, for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and PAPER DEALEBS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing IVIaterials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

JANENT2KY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe St., Chicago. 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond st., New
York; and 1110 Wahiut St.. Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys, &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, ^,i Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Rulmg and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman st., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

UARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 Wilham St., N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo .

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcenier. Ma«B.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

MoHUGH * CO., 35 Ann St., cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—

B

lank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO.,

HAKE. PHILIP.
PhUadelphla, Pa.

155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y.
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. Carpentersville, 111.

8HRIVER. T.. & CO., 333 East 66th st.. n! Y
TATUM. SAJffUEL a. A OO., Cincimiatl, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, Sic.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WUliam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKI;t CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago, Dl.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 m. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Gram Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston. Mass.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st

,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincumati; 414 North Third st., St. Louis.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, HI.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office
28 Bond St.. New York. '

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy inUmted States. Springfield, Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.
BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jb, 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, DraftingRope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John st.. New Haven. Conn-

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery .

BECK. CHARLEJ^ 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.
HOWARD mON WOBKS.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, • Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinof.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co,. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK. C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, \ ^^TZoiT'^f°*A^-' ^-
T,",'

( 45 LasaUe St., Chicago, 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wu-e-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 WiUiam st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry st., Phila
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WiUiam St., N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Stationers' Specialties.

Send for Catalogues and Price Lists.

DENNISON MAmjFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st

lu?^?', l^-^ ^E2^^*7> N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st!]
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st

l??i*°i'', W ^l^^^'^^Y' N- Y.; 630 Chestnut st!,'
PhUadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cmcumati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis

Toys and Games.

^V^..^ CURTISS, 23 Murray and 37 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

^?J°il.*^^^^^^NBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
4i & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN, A., 806 Bro«dw«y, N, T.
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1S30.

J. h:. bxtf-f-or^id's soisrs'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SHAPE NOVELTIES,
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and
jJADVERTISING CARDS,

— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CABDS.
Advertising Fans, Chromes, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels,

Marriage Certificates, Agricultural and School Diplomas,
Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MON^ROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.
WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- ^
tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

Copyixxg Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool a,i3.d. iE'a.ttern IMIa,3sim.g-,

r^LA-IS A.ND OnNAMEKTATj JAPANNING.

Sewins: Machine Needles.

"W^IT^T^COi «& THOIMCPSOTSr,
Brooklyn Needle TTorks and Fulton Foundry.

21 to 27 FURUAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
DEPOT FOR

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding MiUs, &c.

« THE BLACK k CLAWSON CO.'S

kprmd Fsrforator
HADE IN THREE SIZES:

^''''

^F" Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. Mamilton, Ohio,

B3:TElsrSI"V^E! LID^E
OF

For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

jr. e:. Lrivr>E:, i*uLi>iisiier,
les William Street, .-.--- NEW YORK.

PORCELAIN DECORATION.

A writer on French porcelain speaks of a
printed process used in Limoges for the produc-
tion of colored designs on porcelain and de-

scribes it as being closely analogous to the ordi-

nary operations of chromo-lithography. He
adds that when carried out with great care and
skill this process yields extraordinary results,

in many cases superior to hand painting. He
might have qualified this latter by saying that
it might be superior to some grades of hand
painting; and if it were not better than some
hand painting that has been thrust upon us like

unsolicited honors we would not give much for

it. As for our opinion of process printing in

colors, we will say that from some amusing per-

sonal experience with chromo-lithography in

enamels, there are great possibilities in it pro-

vided it is bandied by some one who has a per-

fect knowledge of both the lithographer's and
decorator's art. Certain acquaintances of ours
conceived the plea of using the chromatic pro-

cess for decorating earthenware. Presses,

stones, and all of the other apparatus per-

taining to the art were purchased, and the

practical lithographer was soon busy in

tracing his delicate patterns on the surface

of the spongy stone. The first designs made
took eight stones besides the "mother-stone,"
and when all was ready the prints were rolled

up for the enamels. After several hundred
sheets had passed through the press eight timas,

the decorations were transferred to the ware,
and all hands looked smiling when the paper
was removed. There was the design in eight

colors, as nice as you please, and nothing ap-

peared to be wanting to make the process a per-

fect and lasting success. But just at this point

the fun began. The goods were put into the

muffle and fired, and when the kiln was opened
what a sight was there ! Those decorations that

were not eaten away into blisters were the sad-

dest looking things of the lot. They were not
even as tolerable as a tea-store chromo, and all

hands agreed that they did not see how that was.

But it was. And all of the succeeding eflforts

were precisely the same. It was then decided

that something was wrong with the blistering,

but why the pieces that were not blistered

looked like the side of a country paint shop they
could not conjecture. Of course that sort of

thing would not pay, and it was stopped before

too much money went the way of all cash in-

vested in experiments.

Having occasion some time afterward to ex-

amine the stones in connection with some of

the impressions from them we discovered that

the practical lithographer has been innocently

engaged in demoralizing the whole business by
working just as he would for a picture

chromo on paper, and instead of making his

modeling or top color the first impression, he
bad made it last. The result may be imagined.

The whole thing was upside down and looked

like a flag of distress. Another cause of trou-

ble was in planting colors one on top of another
without any regard for their affinity for one an-

other, a little thing in vitrifiable colors that is

of the utmost importance. In brief, this is a
history of process work in this country ; but
the fact that it is now done in France confirms

us in our belief that there are yet undeveloped
possibilities in chromo enamels that time and
experience will bring to the surface.

—

Ex.

That virtue which requires forever to be
guarded is scarce worth the sentinel.

—

Oold-
smith.
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Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge (or advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This jomnal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed accoimt of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

snail be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, CmcAGO,

III.

FhJladelphla Office : J. Yiennot, General Man-

ager, 150 SocTH Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hamuitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Sonthern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and At.abama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ Y^X^.

^^""^ building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

B. Bemam Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghon? and Genoa, Italy.

1 -a A^ a,-,.»rTT J Amsterda<a, Holland, and
J. H. ae Bussy < the Dutch East Indies.

T„i,_ TT„_.„„ I Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan
-j ^ft^dejaije; Austrafik.

B. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. Q. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
L D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsarl & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chill.

JoM A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curasoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin Q. CastUla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum ] ^^d^"'
^*°'^"''*='' ^"

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
0. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Heniy W. Hughes
-j ^tj^Sr'^^'''

^"^"^

Subscribers to Thb Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder In the market. DeUverable at
the publication of&ce. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
Information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
ratpondents of the source of their information.

Elsewhere will be found a brief account

of the celebration of Benjamin Franklin's

anniversary by the society known as Ty-

pothetae. The event was one of interest,

and from a trade standpoint of some im-

portance, as indicating a union of interests

and a laudable desire to improve trade

standards. It is to be hoped that this union

will be lasting and beneficial.

Lex talionis is the principle which it is

proposed to apply to France and Germany,
not because those countries have protected

their domestic products by heavy import

dues, but because they have made false and

injurious discriminations against products

of this country. We approve of the princi-

ple, and if retaliation is to be the rule there

will be some very important changes in the

trade relations of France and Germany with

the United States.

It is an old saying that " the Dutch have

taken Holland," but perhaps a more start-

ling announcement than this is that the

Dutch are taking protection, or, more prop-

erly speaking, that the thrifty Hollander is

asking his government to impose duties on
foreign imports for the sake of defending

and preventing the extinction of home in-

dustries. This is a feature which is of

more than usual significance, for it has

been thought that of all civilized people

the Dutch were best able to get along with-

out a tariff. " The world moves !

"

The treaty of commerce with Mexico has

not been ratified, that is, the Senate having
failed—by one vote—to give it the constitu-

tional majority for approval, the treaty is

still pending on a motion to reconsider.

The time set for the exchange of ratifica-

tions has expired, but we believe that by a

supplementary convention lately made by
the two governments, the time for ratifica-

tion has been extended. It has been as-

serted that the hesitation of our Senate has

been due to the objection that we will de-

part from safe protective principles in the

adoption of the treaty; but we do not

see that if Mexico were given an ad-

vantage in this respect that she has any
means of utilizing it. The real rea-

son for rejection in the minds of some of

the Senators is alleged by one of the Wash-
ington papers to be the fear that General

Grant has some pecuniary or valuable in-

terest in the conclusion of the treaty. If

the story of this suspicion, as given in the

daily papers, is true, it is a lamentable ex-

hibition of weak-mindedness. Without
anything tangible to found the suspicion

on, it would appear that Senators are ad-

dicted to gossip for which they disclaim re-

sponsibility. This is about the " thinnest

"

thing that we have heard of lately, and
shows how readily some men can jump at

small excuses for their acts or cultivate

their jealousies on unfounded fancies. This

objection has been refuted by General
Grant, who, in a letter to one of the Wash-
ington papers, expressly denies that he has

any pecuniary interests in Mexico which
will be benefited by the treaty. This let-

ter is, we think, convincing, and the digni-

fied way in which General Grant passes

over the innuendos flung at him com-

mands respect. But why should the Sen-

ate or any of its members refuse to

ratify the treaty? It can readily be seen

that, where any of our own producing in-

terests may stand in jeopardy from Mex-
ican competition, there is good reason to

oppose the treaty ; but the danger is not

now apparent. If goods could be imported

from other countries through Mexican cus-

tom-houses free or at lower duties than are

prescribed by our tariff, there would be

further reasonable objection; but this does

not appear, and probably cannot be done.

The country has looked forward to the ex-

tension of its trade interests in Mexico, and

to the closer commercial union of that

country with our own. The failure of the

Senate to encourage and authorize the

means for effecting this will be disappoint-

ing, and will meet with condemnation.

ROUNDABOUTS.

Bt The Trade Lounger.

There are some people who find fault

with these paragraphs. Perhaps there are

many ; but, for all that, shall we have " no
cakes and ale ?"

* * * *

I have been shown a letter in which it is

alleged that the "Lounger" is a "twaddler,"

and the desire is expressed that he shall be—shall
be—"bounced," so to speak. Now, I want to say
that probably there is a good deal of " twaddle"

in this column, but then it isn't written for peo-

ple with weak stomachs—or weak intellects

either. It readers don't get their money's
worth in this paper outside of this columD, they

wouldn't get value if something else took its

place. -» * * *

Again, why does the gentleman who
finds fault with the " twaddler" read what is

said by him ? Are these paragraphs so inter-

esting that e'en disgust must fain to likiog, or

that while he would not he could not keep his

eyes off from them. I have a panacea for his

grief. Let him write some paragraphs himself.

They will go in—if proper—and will lend va-

riety to the twaddle.
* * * *

It is funny, though, how difficult it is

to suit people. Not long ago some were hurt

because of personal allusions and the " Lounger "

has scarcely dared to spell a man's name out

lest he might wring the feelings of somebody.

He was good-natured and thought that he would
generalize a little, and now be finds that there is

another horn to the dilemma on which some-
body wishes to hang him up. After this he'll

just gang bis ain gate and let a' the itbers gang
wi the owd ane. * * * *

But let us proceed. This is business

now ! Among some late decisions on tariff dis-

putes the following are of interest to the trade :

Tinsel, consisting of a fine metal wire or strip,

in hanks or rolls, intended principally for use in

ornamentation, held not to be dutiable under

the provision for toys as claimed, but to be lia-

ble to duty under the provision for metal

threads iq aoh^dule M, paragraph 401.
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Engravings imported for educational in-

stitutions not entitled to free entry, not being

comprised within the list of articles which are

exempt from duty when imported for such so-

cieties.

* * * *

Diamond, gold and silver powder, claimed

to be dutiable at 15 per cent, ad valorem, under

the provision in schedule C, paragraph 196, for

bronze powder, held to be dutiable as a toilet

preparation, under paragraph 99, at 50 per cent.

ad valorem.
* * * *

There were imported into San Francisco,

embraced in one invoice, cases containing cov-

ers for albums and other cases containing the

bodies of the albums made of paper. The val-

ues for the covers and for the bodies were stated

separately ; held that the bodies were dutiable

at 15 per cent., as manufactures of paper, while

the covers were dutiable at the rate incident to

the materials of which they were composed.

* * + *

A decision as to what may be done to

eflEect a copyright of the title of a book was

lately made by the United States Circuit Court

for the District of Oregon as follows : The
" printed " copy of the title of a book or other

article required by section 4,956 of the Kevised

Statutes to be delivered or mailed to the Libra-

rian of Congress, may be " printed " with a pen

as well as type, with or without the aid of trac-

ing-paper. The copies of a copyright work re-

quired by section 4,959 of the Revised Statutes

to he deposited with the Librarian of Congress

within ten days after publication, may be so de-

posited after the printing of the work and be-

fore its formal publication.

•F •» -P •P

The "bunco-steerers" have been having

a public time lately. The Hartford map pub-

lisher, S. D. Tilden, was taken in by " Keester

Bob" and "Spanish Dick." But from all ac-

counts Hartford got the best of Kew York by
giving a check that was not good. If Connecti-

cut isn't sharp one way she is another.

* * * *

This week James Cahill, a prosperous

paper dealer of Oakland, Cal., while promena-

ding our streets, was taken in hand by one of

the adepts, and went like a lamb to be fleeced.

Police Inspector Byrnes, who happened to see

the proceedings, put an oflicer on the trail of

the swindler and his anticipated victim, and the

next scene was astonishment. There was only

one man in the party disgusted. It was the

bunco man—and he had a right to be disgusted.

* * * «

One of the papers—I don't know which

—

priutsa commaaicatioQ from a young man who
wants to enter that "noble army of martyrs,"

the commercial .missionary band. The writer

of the communication is not higiily educated,

and his pretensions to fellowship in the corps

would amount to nothing were it not for the

natural ability which he displays. All commer-

cial travelers are noted for natural ability. In

fact, it is their strong point. The letter reads as

follows :

* * *

White Pine, Calhoun Co., West Va.

Dear Sirs —As I understand that yous run a

Whole Sale Store, and not noing but that prob-

ley that you would wish to hire a Drumer or

Trveling Salesman, I take this oppertunity to

address you and offer you my Services, Provid-

ing we can agree on the termes. I will travel

over "West Virginia and South Western Pennsyl-

viania providing you furnish team and Wagon
and pay all Expensis the first Six months for

$25.00 per month and the next Six months for

$40.00 per month and after the first year or as

long as we can agree I will work in the above

mentioned Territory for $50.00 per month and
you furnish Team and Wagon and paying all

Expensis all the time Good Reference's given

and required. Hopeing to hear from you soon I

remain Yours Respectfully R. S.

P. S.—My wages must be payable monthly or

as often as I wish Yours, R. S.

Messrs. Dorsheimer, Culbertson and Po-

land, of the House Committee on the Judiciary,

yesterday recommended to the full committee

the passage of the Dorsheimer Copyright bill,

with certain amendments. The bill grants the

privilege of copyright to citizens of foreign

countries for 25 years when similar privileges

are granted to American citizens. The amend-
ment oflEered extends the time to 28 years, with

a right of renewal of 14 years.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

S. B. asks for explanation of our answer about di-

aries last week.

Ans.—We did not refer you to No. 2 of The
Stationer, but to our answer to your second

inquiry. The same parties make the diaries

and the pocket records.

W. wants address of H. L. Judd, manufacturer of

shade-rollers.

Ans —H. L Judd & Co. , 87 Chambers street.

New York.

^ommxxnicunons.
[Correspondents are requested to write on only on

side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Dating Bills Ahead.
Keokuk, Ia., January 14, 1884.

To the Editor of The Stationer

:

As there has been much said in regard to dat-

ing bills ahead, I should be pleased if you will

allow me a few lines in your valuable paper on

the subject.

I am, in part, of the same opinion as your
correspondent from Greenville, S. C, but I

would like to hear from the trade throughout

the land as well as from the manufacturers and
jobbers in the East. Now, for instance, here

comes from a house which claims to be

opposed to dating bills ahead and who offers his

goods and says :
" Buy now. We are out early

in order to catch the trade." I say to him, " I

do not care to purchase now ; it's too far ahead."

He says :
" Buy now and we will ship when you

say." He takes my order in July and sends the

goods along at once, dating the invoice October

15, as this is as soon as I care to have my order

shipped. Who is to blame in this matter of

dating ahead I I am not finding fault with

parties who sell the goods, they, of course,

have done their part in selling and the

house does the balance. I myself think

the drummer business a bad one. I much pre-

fer not to buy my goods in this way, but as the

system has become so general one cannot do
otherwise than buy. I don't think that your
correspondent from Greenville would gain much
if he did refuse to buy from the drummer. I,

myself, much prefer to go to the market for my
goods, and I think that this is the feeling of most

of the trade. I have read so much in reference

to circulars about dating bills ahead that I could

not refrain from airing my views on the sub-

ject.

As to the drummers, they are a whole-souled

corps of gentlemen, and I like to shake them by
the hand when they call to see me, but I do not

like to make my purchases through them. They
are paid to sell the goods and do it very often.

As to myself, I have yet to ask any
house to date my bills ahead, and this

is probably the case with a great majority of

the trade. I think that this matter all lies with

the manufacturers and jobbers and not the

buyers. I would be pleased to hear from others

in the trade. Come, gentlemen, don't be afraid

to express your candid opinion !

Sam. C. Westcott.

Antoine & Fils, Paris, forward their calen-

dar for 1884. This firm maintains its reputa-

tion as a manufacturer of writing inks.

arliet %cmtxo.
Office op The American Stationer,

(

Wednesday, January 32, 1884. I

THE MONEY jUARKET.—The money market
shows increased ease. The rates of interest are
down to 4@5!^ per cent, for prime indorsed mercan-
tile notes and acceptances, and 6@7 to 10 per cens.

for second class and single name paper. Call loans

vary from 1}^ to 2i^ per cent. There has been a
marked depression in stocks, and the condition of

the market has at times bordered closely upon
panic. Many stocks that had been carried for

months have been thrown upon the market. Gov-
ernment bonds are less firm than of late; the cur-

rency sixes sold lower. Kailroad bonds were irregu-

lar. Foreign exchange was quiet, but firm in tone,

owing to the scarcity of bills, rates seeming to tend
toward a higher range.

THE PAPER MARKET.—The, paper market
is without any new feature. Dealers are still buying
only for their immediate actual wants, and the prob-
ability is that the hand-to-mouth policy will be pretty

closely adhered to until the demand from consumers
augments. Failures in general trade continue quite

numerous, but are fewer than many predicted that

they would be after the turn of the year, the greater

part of them being for small amounts, it being esti-

mated that 69 per cent, of them is among those

whose capital was under $5,000 each. Although
prices continue to rule very low, they hold to a very
steady position, with the exception of straw-boards
and to some extent straw-wrappings, the latter

showing more regularity than a month or six weeks
ago. The shrinkage of prices has run its course, and
the worst may be considered as over and the outlook
is more promising than it has been for two years.

The improvement, however, it is thought, will be so

slow that it will scarcely be noticeable before the
spring.

IB.E STATIONERY MARKET.—There ure a
few complaints of dull trade, but as a rule the feel-

ing among tradesmen is quite cheerful and satisfac-

tory. A few chronic grumblers have predicted a dull

opening up of the trade of the new year, but even
they are inclined to take a more hopeful view of the
situation last week. The past few days have brought
to town quite a number of buyers, and orders have
increased in number considerably. In blank-books
business is very quiet, but there is no reason to doubt
that it will revive again when the trade of the new
year fairly begins. There is a fair demand for pic-

ture-frames—rather better than at a corresponding
period last year. In fine stationery no improvement
is shown, but judging from all indications, the pros-
pects for a speedy opening up of this line are not dis-

eouraging. The trade in Easter and Valentine cards
shows no signs of dimunition, and will probably con-

tinue to show its present activity for the next two
weeks. Quite a marked improvement is evinced in

shape novelties, and dealers in these goods are more
hopeful than a few days ago.
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JANENTZKV & WEBER,
(formerly JANKNTZKT & CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Llmoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Tarnlsb,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

THE KBRNER PEN.

JT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout tbe entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to all who use them. It Is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Price, SI and upwards, according to mounting. |^" Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYIiOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

AMEBICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY,

CHARLSS J. COHBN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

y/bJgi^fe^S.^ Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade.
v> ^rVxm ^» ENVKtOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

TYPOTHETAE.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

MANUFAOTURBBS OP —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THK BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Trancisco, Cal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. (J., and huudr ds of
other oitit-B. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Acailuinli!H and Private SctiooLs. The Company guarantee to malte no charge unless the goods
Rive satlKfuctlon. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England. France and Uermany. ^~ BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS. Send forlllus-
trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

M. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fnlton Street, cor. Cliurcli St., New York City.

The association of employing printers in New
York, known as "Typothetae" celebrated the

one hundred and seventy-eighth anniversary of

the birth of Benjamin Franklin by a dinner at

the Metropolitan Hotel on Thursday evening,

January 17. This was the first dinner given by
the organization since the corresponding night

in 1872.

The dining-room was beautifully decorated

with potted palms, and the tables were or-

namented with flowers and artistic designs in

confectionery. At either end of the principal

table, elevated on pedestals fancifully conceived,

were statuettes of Franklin and Morse, a wire

emblematic of the telegraph and of the philo-

sophic investigation which animated the minds

of those two men, stretching from the hand of

one figure to that of the other.

The menu was generous and choice. Wm. C.

Martin, first president of the society after its

organization in 1866, took the head of the guests'

table, at which were also seated the Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher, Geo. W. Cable, the Southern

novelist ; Theodore L. De Vinne, the vice-presi-

dent; John F. Trow, the]Rev. S. Irenseas Prime,

editor of the Observer; Henry C. Baird, and
Howard Lockwood, chairman of the Committee
of Arrangements. Over one hundred other gen-

tlemen were present, among them P. C. Baker,

Andrew Little, Douglas Taylor, Wm. H. Par-

sons, Max Heinrich, Edward O. Jenkins, R. H.

Smith, Martin B. Brown, Daniel Godwin, J. B.

Putnam, Wm. C. Rogers, John Polhemus, John
J. Caulon.

When the time for speaking arrived, Mr.
Martin, before taking up the list of toasts,

sketched the history of "Typothetae," and re-

ferred to the causes for its existence and the du-

ties which it is called on to perform.

Letters from various gentlemen were read.

Among these were responses to the invitation of

the society from General Joseph R. Hawley,
General Jas. Watson Webb, Wm. F. Storey,

Chicagojrmcs; Captain Albert De Groot, H. O.

Houghton, Riverside Press ; Whitelaw Reid,

New York Tribune ; Samuel Bowles, Springfield

Republican ; Chas. Dudley Warner, Samuel L.

Clemens, John B. McLean, Cincinnati En-
quirer ; E. B. Haskill, Boston Herald ; Chas. A.

Dana, New York Sun; Joseph Pulitzer, New
York World; the Rev. Dr. Deems. John D.

Parsons, Joseph Medill, Chicago Tribune; Geo.

W. Childs, Philadelphia Ledger; Geo. Jones,

New York Times, and Stilson Hatchings, Wash-
ington Post.

Mr. Childs' response was by telegraph and
was as follows :

Philadelphia Pa., January 17, 1884.

To Howard Lockwood, Chairman,, and Committee
Typothetae Association :

Gentlemen—Until to-day I hoped to attend the

Franklin anniversary of the book and job printers

of New York, to which I have been kindly invited

by your Typothetae Association. I find now, to my
great regret, that I cannot do so. It would have
been a pjeasure to me to be among your guests, be-

ing in hearty sympathy with associations of printers

and warmly cherishing the memory of Franklin.

Our nearest side to Franklin is his distinction among
our predecessors in the printer's craft ; but all of us

keep in mind that the result of his labors as philoso-

pher, statesman and sage have benefited all the

civilized world, and that his memory is now en-

deared to all enlightened mankind. In my judg-

ment there is no worthier figure in human history.

No topic was too humble or homely for his philo-

sophic investigation, and he ranged from those to

the most subtle of the Invisible agents that govern
the physical universe. Considering him simply as a
man, the force of whose merits carried him to the
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highest eminence and fame, what a far-reaching

drama we have before us when we contemplate at

one end of the line the printer boy plodding up
Market street, with his bread under his arm. but

with a strong, earnest soul, and at the other end an
American ambassador at the Court of Versailles—

the welcome companion and peer of princes and of

the loftiest intellectual characters of Europe.

Very truly, Geo. W. Childs.

The first toast was " Benjamin Franklin." It

was responded to by Henry Gary Baird, of

Philadelphia.

The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher spoke to the

second toast, " Our Country."

Other toasts were responded to by different

parties.

The dinner passed off very pleasantly, much
of its success being due to the exertions of

Douglas Taylor, who was active in promoting

the work of the committee of management.

Following is a list of

MEMBERS OF TYPOTHBTAE.

Atkin &Prout 18 Barclay street

Baker & Godwin 25 Park row
Bartholomew & Brother 22 College place
Henry Bessey 47 Cedar street

Martin B. Brown 49 and 51 Park place
Burr Printing House 18 Jacob street

John J. Caulon 20 Vesey street
Henry Cherouny 23 Vandewater street

E. P. Coby &Co 95 William street

C. A. Coffin & Rogers 85 and 87 John street

Edward H. Coffin 49 John street

Peter De Baun 101 and 103 Fulton street

Dempsey & Carroll . (Union square) 46 East 11th street

Theo. L. De Vinne & Co 68 Murray street

Donovan & Londergan 269 Pearl street
Evening Post Job Printing House 208 Broadway
Francis & Loutrel. 45 Maiden lane
William S. Gottsberger 11 Murray street

Frank D. Harmon, Manager 18 Jacob street

Hunter & Beach 37 West Fourteenth street
Edward O. Jenkins 20 North William street
Jenkins & Thomas 8 Spruce street

Chas. H. Jones & Co 114 Fulton street
William J. Kelly 330 Pearl street

Albert B. King, Manager 208 Broadway
Leve & Alden Publishing Co 107 Liberty street

J. J. Little & Co 10 to 20 Astor place
Howard Lockwood 74 Duane street

Macgowan & Slipper 30 Beekman street

Wm. C. Martin Ill John street
John Medole & Son 23 Vanderwater street

Wm. J. Pell 92 John street

.John Polhemus 102 Nassau street

Jas W. Pratt 75 Fulton street

G. P. Putnam's Sons 27»We8t Twenty-third street

Jas. Riley 12 Spruce street
Rogers & Sherwood 21 Barclay street

C. Wells Sackett & Rankin 34 Courtlandt street

Robt. Schalkenbach, Manager 1^7 Liberty street

Chas. C. Shelley 12 College place
Smith & McDougal 82 Beekman street

Ephraim D. Slater 153 and 155 Fulton street

F. W. Sonneborn 10 Warren street

Standard Printing Co 161 to 165 Franklin street

Joseph B. Stillwell . - .20 Cliff street
Styles & Cash 77 Eighth avenue
Douglas Taylor 89 Nassau street
Trow Printing and Binding Co...207 E. Twelfth street
Weeks & Melville 25 Beekman street

Wynkoop & Hallenbeck 121 Fulton street

One of the incidents of the evening was the

exhibition to the guests of two relics—one a

fragment of ''a composing-stick from the old

Watts' printing-house, Wyld Court, near Lin-

coln's-Inn-Fields, London, England, and the

other of a book printed in London in the early

part of the eighteenth century. The interest of

these relics is set forth in the following state-

ment :

The composing-stick was used by Benjamin

Franklin while employed at the Watts' printing-

house during the years 1725-26.

This relic of Franklin was presented to the

owner, P. Grant, of the Lockwood Press, New
York, in 1851, under the following circum-

stances :

In the year 1851, Mr. Grant, then in London,

was engaged in collecting the materials for an

essay on the history and art of printing, when

he was requested by a Mr. Blanchard to go with

him to the old Watts Printing House, for the

purpose of consulting with a Mr. Bell, proof-

reader, about certain articles in the Lanca-

shire dialect, with which Mr. Grant was famil-

iar. Mr. Grant passed several hours with Mr.

Bell, and among other things they talked about

was the old house and its history. During this

conversation Mr. Bell was informed that Mr.

Grant was working up data for an essay on

printing and its history, whereupon Mr. Bell

became very much interested, and put him
(Grant) in possession of many points relative to

Benjamin Franklin and his employment in that

very house in the early part of the last century.

Mr. Bell was very much pleased at the assist-

ance rendered him by Mr. Grant, and after some
talk with Mr. Pemberton, who was also present,

Bell and Pemberton went to an old cupboard,

brought out this stick, and Mr. Pemberton pre-

sented it to Grant, stating that it was used by
Benjamin Franklin, and was a genuine and bona-

fide relic of that great man, and had been used

by him while he was a compositor in that house

in the years 1735-26. Mr. Bell also stated that

this stick, together with many other things asso-

ciated with Franklin, had been preserved by an
old employe of the establishment, and were

found among his effects at bis death.

It has been said that Franklin, while at

Watts's, only worked at the press. In answer

to this, Franklin's own autobiography, edited

by Jared Sparks, reads as follows: "Watts,
after some weeks, desiring to have me in the

composing-room, I left the pressmen : a new
bien venu for drink being five shillings, was de-

manded of me by the compositors."

This Franklin at first refused to pay, but he

had so many pieces of private malice practised

on him, by mixing his sorts, transposing and
breaking his matter, that he was forced to com-

ply with the demand. This shows that Frank-

lin did work as a compositor while at Watts's in

1725-1726.

The second relic of Franklin is a book without

covers, which is also owned by Mr. Grant, who
came into possession of it as follows :

When Franklin first went to Watts's house,

having previously worked at Palmer's as a com-

positor, he took to working at the press, " imag-

ining," as he says in his autobiography, "that

I felt a want of the bodily exercise I had been

used to in America, where presswork is mixed
with the composing." Among his companions

at the press was one George Newcombe. They
worked together, and printed the sheets which

compose this little work, called the "British

Chronologer. " Newcombe preserved this copy,

which came into the possession of his son George

upon the death of his father in 1771, and was by
him—George Newcombe, the second—specially

mentioned in his will and bequeathed to his son

George, the third George Newcombe, who, in

the year 1850, while he was working as a com-

positor in Milbank street, Westminster, Lon-

don, gave this book to Mr. Grant, with the

assurance that Franklin and his grandfather

were engaged upon its presswork. Newcombe
specially requested Grant to treasure the book,

and on no account to part with it. In the year

1766 Franklin was again in London, and called

at the old Watts House, and gathering all the

old boys together, he treated them to beer, and
they all had a splendid time, he being in the

best of spirits. He was at that time represent-

ing the Assemblies, and did much to have the

Stamp Act repealed. At the time of his visit to

Watts's and his old companions, George New-
combe, the second, was a youth of about eigh-

teen years. The elder Newcombe was about to

send his son away so that he would not join in

the festivities, when Franklin remarked that

the boy was old enough and that he might re-

main. Newcombe replied that the boy was only

eighteen years of age. When Franklin said

:

"I commenced life five years before that."

Franklin urged him by all means to come to

America. The book referred to has been in the
hands of Charles Dickens, Thackeray, Douglass
Jerrold, Tom Hood. Jr., James Nix and many
others at various times. Charles Dickens gave
it as his opinion that the book was published
not later than 1730, which opinion was nearly
correct, as the last date mentioned in the chron-
ologer is 1720, and Franklin and Newcombe did
the presswork on it in the years 1725 and 1726.

ENVELOPE MACHINE.

Henry A. Mann, Jr., has brought out an im-
provement in that class of machines employed
in folding envelope-blanks that have previously

been cut to the proper shape for the purpose,

and wherein the blanks in quantities are placed

upon a suitable feed-table or elevating support,

and thence one by one automatically taken by
the mechanism and gummed, folded, and deliv-

ered in a completed condition to the apparatus
for drying, counting, or bunching the same.

The features of this machine are the combina-
tion and arrangement of the mechanism for

operating the gummer and the pushing-fingers
;

also, in the pushing-fingers operated by an os-

cillating lever, which fingers push forward the

envelope-blank as it is taken by the plate from
the gummer as it rises, so that the blank is

caught between the carrying-rollers and passed

on ; also, in the folder placed between the second
pair of creasing-rollers and between them and
the pressing-rollers, with .its curved or folded

sides so arranged as to fold one side of the envel-

ope and partly fold the upper flap ; also, in the

mechanism which carries forward the envelope-

blank through the machine, consisting of the

pushing-fingers with projecting pins, platform,

the first set of carrying-rollers with folder be-

tween them, a second platform with a guard on
its outer edge, a lever, and oscillating attach-

ments, and a second set of carrying, creasing

and pressure rollers.

LANGUAGE OF THE POSTAGE STAMP.

Some ingenious persons have given a mean-
ing to the location of a postage stamp upon a
letter. For example, they say that when a
stamp is inverted on the right-hand upper cor-

ner it means the person written to is to write

no more. If the stamp be placed on the left-

hand upper corner and inverted, then the writer

declares his affection for the receiver of the

letter. When the stamp is in the centre at the

top, it signifies an affirmative answer to a
question, or the question, as the case may be ;

and when it is at the bottom, or opposite this,

it is a negative. Should the stamp be on the

right-hand corner, at a right angle, it asks the

question if the receiver of the letter loves the

sender ; while in the left-hand corner means
that the writer hates the other. There is a
shade of difference between desiring one's ac-

quaintance and friendship, for example : The
stamp at the upper corner on the right ex-

presses the former, and on the lower left-hand

corner means the latter. The learned in this

language request their correspondents to accept

their love by placing the stamp on a line with
the surname, and the response is made, if the

party addressed be engaged, by placing the

stamp in the same place by reversing it. The
writer may wish to say farewell to his sweet-

heart, or vice versa, and does so by placing the

stamp straight up and down in the left-hand

corner. And so on to the end of the chapter.

—

Ex.
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A PAPER DEALER CAUGHT.

James Cahill, a prosperous paper dealer of

Oakland, Cal.. returned recently from his

bridal tour in Europe and put up at the Union

Square Hotel. He strolled out on Tuesday

afternoon and met a pock-marked, red-haired

young man in West Fourth street, who began

the usual bunco patter, and to whom Mr. Cahill

confided his name, residence and occupation.

The next bunco man who came up was a tall,

neatly-dressed, middle-aged man of a commer-
cial aspect, astonishingly well informed of Mr.

Cabin's name, residence and occupation. He
was the son of President V. D. Moody of the

First National Bank at Oakland. That is, he

told Mr. Cahill so, and Mr. Cahill did not sus-

pect him of having just discovered Mr. Moody's

name in the Bankers' Almanac, under the head

"Oakland, California." He invited Mr. Cahill

to accompany him to a store where, he said, he

intended to purchase some books for President

Moody. Inspector Byrnes happened to see the

confiding paper dealer and the affectionate son

of Mr. Moody walking in West Fourth street

and told Policeman Leeson to follow Mr. Cahill

and ask him if he knew that he was walking

with a swindler. Mr. Cahill confessed that he

didn't know it and the policeman arrested the

swindler and took him to Jeflferson Market.

ASSER'S PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHIC
TRANSFER PROCESS.

Unsized paper, as it is habitually used by

lithograph printers, must be employed.

It has to be of the best quality and rather

thick. It would be better if it were made on

purpose by a manufacturer. The smooth side is

covered with a layer of starch. In order to

avoid diflferent kinds of starch, of which one ig-

nores the dififerent peculiar qualities, it is better

to use an invariable substance. Experience

shows that cooked wheat flour is most suitable

for that purpose. It must be rather concen-

trated, but nevertheless liquid enough, not to

prevent regular running off. This starch is

poured into a square pit and the smooth side of

the paper is carefully placed upon it, so that

bubbles are avoided. After that it is laid to dry

horizontally, on the other side. In a dark room
the unstarched side of the paper is laid above a

rather concentrated solution of bichromate of

potash, till by its porosity the paper is entirely

pervaded by the liquid.

There it is hung on a pin in the dark, left to

dry, and transferred on a polished stone in the

lithographic press, the starch side toward the

stone.

In order to give to the paper a smooth surface,

the scraper is pulled several times over it. By
this operation light must be avoided.

In this state it is placed as usual under a nega-

tive in a photographic chassis, exposed to the

light till the enlightened parts present a picture

of a strong brown color. Then the paper is

taken from the chassis and left in various baths

of water till all unaffected parts are of a clear

white, and the enlightened ones of a light green

tint.

If this result is not obtained by cold water.

hot water may be employed to destroy any
traces of dissolvable bichromate of potash.

Then it is again hung to dry, on a pin. Sun-

shine or a moderate fire will contribute greatly

to the acquirement of a clear image. In order to

transfer the copy, the thus prepared paper is

laid on the back side upon water only warmed
a little in winter. Then it is placed upon a stone

or a glass after the superfluous water is removed
by blotting paper. The transfer ink consists of

common lithographic printing ink, only mixed
with a convenient part of oleene.

Before blackening the image a layer of mastic

dissolved in absolute alcohol is conveyed to the

paper and spread regularly over it with a little

cotton till it is dry.

The above described ink spread upon a stone

is put on a wooden roller, covered first with

cloth or flannel, and thereupon with cotton or

silk velvet.

The liquid that has remained in the paper is

sufficient to preserve from ink the places which

must not be blackened. If there might still re-

main some impurity, as frequently happens, it

may be removed by using the roller very light-

ly, and finally by taking it off with a wet

sponge. Afterward the water is again removed
by blotting paper.

The velvet of the roller has to be renewed
frequently.
After the last preparation the blackened pa-

per is transferred upon a lithographic stone or
upon zinc, and handled in the usual manner.

—

Printers and Lithographers^ Reporter.

INKSTAND.

A combined inkstand and pen rack 'is made
with a suitable rectangular box, which forms

the casing of the inkstand, and which contains

the ink-well, on one side of which is formed a

laterally-extending box, completely filling the

case, and forming a receptacle for a sponge or

pen-wiper, which is held in place by means of

inwardly-projecting lugs upon the ends of the

box. The top of the ink-well is provided with

an opening, surrounded on its upper side by a
circumferential collar to receive a tightly-fitting

cover. The latter is provided with an elliptical

or oblong concave recess, inclined or deepened
toward its front end, where it is provided with
a circular opening. The recess is covered ;by a
convex plate or cover, having at its front end an
opening for the admission of the pen. A ball is

fitted in the recess, where it serves to cover
the opening, over which it drops -by its

own gravity, the loss or displacement of
the ball being prevented by the covering-
plate. The ball keeps the ink-well automati-
cally closed, thus preventing evaporation
of the ink and excluding dust. When the pen
is inserted, it displaces the ball and enters the
well, where it is supplied with ink. As it is

withdrawn the ball will press lightly against it,

thus removing any superfiuity of ink which it

may have received, and consequently prevent-
ing the dropping of ink and making of blots.

The cover of the case or box is provided on its

inner or under side with racks adapted to re-

ceive and hold one or more pen-holders. The
sides and top of the box are provided with re-

cesses which will receive the pen-holders when
the cover is closed. This inkstand is designed
by Thomas B. Knowles.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Albm^ts I Lsatk®!"
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),

(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVo. 4:37 BBOADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

"Ledger Brand" American-Russia
IS T H: E BEST!

J. L SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDEKS' WAREHOUSE,

-^- SEND FOR SAMPLE. {3-

l6ati^
B I-./%c:k

SxyL
1- U I D

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK,
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifles a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Day & Batcheler 6-37

J.C.McRae 2,600

C. R. Thomas (B. S.) 100

Fournier, Howison&Co. (R.) 1,800

J. Janacek — 400

J.M.Mullen 217

W. Wild 500

EASTERN STATES.
J. W. Pearson, Boston, Mass 500

Alphonee D. Robbins, Boston, Mass 285

Samuel V. StiUings, Boston, Mass 600

Thomas Creevin, Chelsea Mass. (B. S.) 300

V. J. Irwin, Holyoke Herald, Holyoke, Mass ... 550

MIDDLE STATES.
Joseph Hyer, Brooklyn, N. Y. (B. S.) 1

M. A. Fraser, Newark, N.J 1,122

H. C. MorrisA Co., Newark, N. J 469

Michael J. Donnelly, Trenton, N. J 150

George H. McCully (George H. McCuIly & Co.),

Philadelphia. Pa . . 1,262

Frederick Haythorn, Trenton, N. J 600

J. A. Gates & Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y 575

Thomas D. Abraham, Abrams, Pa 2,330

Wilmer H. Johnson, NorthWales Record, North

Wales, Pa. (Real) 1,500

WESTERN STATES.
J. Bacon (J. Bacon & Co.), San Francisco, Cal.

(Real)

A. E. Juillerat, San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

John M. Olcott (et ux.), Indianapolis, Ind.

(Real)

Ray & Harrington, Wabash, Ind

J. Merrett, Spencer, la

Rich & Murphy, Vinton, la —
A. Q. Walling. Portland, Ore
Thomas P. Raid, Appleton, Wis
W. L. Bates, Denver Col

A. C. Boyd, Delevan, 111

J. C. Culver, Piper City, 111

L. B. Raymond, Hampton, la

Times Publishing Company, Detroit, Mich

John W. Sherwood (et ux.), Minneapolis, Minn.

B. 6. Loudman, Cincinnati, Ohio (R.)

6,500

300

3,000

2,175

125

1,500

3,500

600

1,60'

1,196

2,501

250

4,000

8,756

SOUTHERN STATES.
W. J. Hagenstah, St. Louis, Mo 8,000

John Eschelbach (J. Eschelbaeh & Co.), St.

Louis, Mo 217

DRAFTING IMPLEMENT.

A drafting implement devised by Nevin

Milloy, consists of a rule, made of any thin flexi-

ble material, preferably elastic. The material

preferably employed is steel or brass. Whale-

bone and gutta-percha are also among the avail-

able materials. The rule may be made of any de-

sired length. Each end.of this rule is preferably

provided with an eye, through which a pin may
be inserted. A number of pins are em ployed

for retaining the rule on the board at a desired

curvature, and these pins are each so constructed

that an unbroken line may be made by a pencil

or pen against one side of the rule, the pins not

interfering with the point of the pen or

pencil. Each of these pins consists of a

pointed leg, to be driven into the board, and a

shorter leg, which, when the leg is driven into

the board, will not extend down to the board.

Both of these legs are secured to a single bead,

a space equal to the thickness of the rule

being left between the two legs. The pins

which are to be inserted through the eyes

consist of a single pointed leg having a suit-

able head. When the rule is to be con-

nected to the board, one of the pins is passed

through one of the eyes and driven into the

board, and the rule is then bent around to the

desired curvature, and the required number of

the pins employed, being placed at suitable in-

tervals apart, to retain the rule at the proper

curvature, the short leg of each pin resting

against the side of the rule against which the

pen or pencil is to rest, and as these short legs do

not extend down to the board no obstruction is

presented to the point of the pen or pencil, and a

continuous unbroken curved line may be thus

made. If desired, one side of the rule may be

provided with a number of eyes, extending, pre-

ferably, only partly across the width of the

rule, in which event pins consisting of a single

leg, similar to the pins, may be used instead

of double pins, one of the pins, C, being in-

serted in one of the eyes and driven into

the board. It may sometimes be desirable

to draw the pen or pencil along both sides

of the rule, in which event a double pin

will be found advantageous. This pin consists

of two points or legs, connected together by a

cross-piece, from which projects a pin, which
latter pin can be inserted in one of the eyes

when present, or placed against the concave

side of the rule when the eyes are not present.

The pin is shorter than the points, and therefore

does not reach down to the board, and the

points being separated, the pen or pencil may
be drawn along the rule at both sides of the

lower edges instead of the eyes. Suitable off-

sets may, when desired, be connected to the

rule and serve in lieu thereof.

The rule is to be varied in width and thick-

ness, as well as in length, to suit the size of the

curves to be made and the character of the

work to be performed.

This rule will be found very convenient for

railroad platting, and is very much cheaper

than the system of curved rules heretofore em-
ployed for this purpose. It is not alone applic-

able to railroad platting, but is equally applic-

able to any other description of platting or

drawing in which curved lines are to be made.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c
AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,

For the Wksk Emdbd January 18, 1884.

Albums... .

Books

Newspapers.

Eiigravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

188

35

22

102

184

6

10

517

81,727

17,439

1,617

3,414

2,200

1,171

11,421

2,077

1,171

842,237

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,
For the Wekk Ended January 23, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals.... 5,859

3,430 8503

1,539 12,871

106 4,836

53 5,089

131 6,886

829,585

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From January 15 to January 22, 1884.

E. Kimpton, Katie, Havre. 10 cs.

J. Walker, Wisconsin, Liverpool, 2 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, France, Havre, 1 cs.

C. F. Fournier, by same, 1 cs.

Kinney Tobacco Company, by same, 3 cs. cigar-

ette.

J. J. McGrath, Greece, London, 9 cs. hangings.

Herter Brothers, Cephalonia, Liverpool, 3 cs.

R. F. Denning & Co., Spain, Liverpool, 1 cs.

F. C. Beach, by same, 1 cs. photograph paper.
Henry Bainbridge & Co., Persian Monarch, Lon-

don, 3 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Waesland, Antwerp, 8 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Pennsylvania, Glasgow, 15 cs.

Mayer, Merkel & Ottmann, Main, Bremen, 9 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 1 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., Lessing, Hamburg, 3 cs.

G. J. Kraft, by same, 2 cs.

G. H. Barbey, by same, 4 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 6 cs.

Hagemeyer & Bruns, by same, 80 cs.

Kaufmann & Strauss, Satin, Bremen, 6 cs.

L. W. Morris, by same, 1 cs.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From January 15 to January 28, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Bremen, 2; to Liverpool, 25; to
United States of Colombia, 5; to London, 3; to
Mexico, 3; to Hamburg, 5; to Havre, 4; to Brazil, 4;

to Venezuela, 1 ; to Argentine Republic, 1 ; to Rotter-
dam, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 1 cs. ; to British West In-
dies, 480 rms., 14 pkgs. ; to Cuba, 8 pkgs. ; to United
States of Colombia, 55 pkgs. ; to London, 354 pkgs.

;

to Brazil, 2,950 rms., 3 cs., 1,020 pkgs. ; to Hamburg,
8 cs. : to Mexico, 3 cs., 9 pkgs. ; to Bremen, 6 pkgs.

;

to Venezuela, 2 pkgs. ; to Rotterdam, 3 cs., 43 pkgs.

;

to Dutch West Indies, 2 cs. ; to Havre, 5 pkgs. ; to
Argentine Republic, 54 cs.; to Hayti, 23 pkgs.; to
Glasgow, 13 cs. ; to Hull, 5 cs. ; to Nova Scotia, 2 cs.

;

to Canada, 14 cs. ; to Uruguay, 1 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 47; to Cuba.
6; to Mexico, 14; to United States of Colombia, 11;

to Bremen, 1; toBritish West Indies, 8; to Venezuela,
6; to Dani.sh West Indies, 1 ; to Brazil, 35; to London,
1; to Santander, 1; to Uruguay, 1; to Hayti, 2; to

Argentine Republic, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Brazil, 232; to Mexico,
40; to Venezuela, 10; to Dutch West Indies, 1; to

Hamburg, 1; to British West Indies, 112; toBritish

Africa, 10; to United States of Colombia, 83; to

Liverpool, 1; to Cuba, 2; to Lisbon, 13; to Hayti, 2;

to Argentine Republic, 50.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Mexico, 3;

to Dutch West Indies, 1; to London, 83; to Hamburg,
2; to Cuba, 16; to Venezuela, 93; to Uruguay, 10; to

Argentine Republic, 41.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 8; to United States of Colombia, 2; to British

Australasia, 2.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 3.

SLATES, cases, to London, 41; to Glasgow, 100; to

Hull, 60; to British Africa, 6; to Uruguay, 124.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 1; to

United States of Colombia, 3.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,
cases, to British Australasia, 2.

INK, packages, to Cuba, 2; to British Australasia,

60; to Brazil, 4; to Mexico, 2; to Liverpool, 1.

TYPE-WRITERS, packages, to Liverpool, 8; to

Santander, 8.

PRINTING PRESSES, cases, to Glasgow, 3.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Rotterdam, 3.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to United States
of Colombia, 1.

PAPER BOXES, cases, to Brazil, 3.

MAPS, cases, to London, 7; to Mexico. 1.

EASELS, cases, to Glasgow, 2.

CALIGRAPHS, to Glasgow, 6.

CANFIELD " DIVIDED " (FOR-
merly "Acme") ERASER, of

Rubber as pm-e as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends : has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CaNFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.
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ITEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. Seth Street, New York,

MAUTIFACTOREHS OP

Copyinghm
ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arcli Railroad Press ; Platen, 33 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalog:ue and Discoants.

H. N. HUBBARD, IVIanufacturer, 313 to 319 East m Street, New York.

AMD SEALING WAX.
I7V A.L.T.. VA-RIEITIES

.

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

SALE OF POSTAL NOTES.

The Washington correspondent of the New
York Commercial Advertiser reports an inter-

view with an official of the Post-OfHce Depart-

ment, presenting some interesting facts in re-

gard to the postal notes. The demand for these

notes has been much greater than was antici-

pated, and the number which will be used dur-

ing the first year after their introduction will

exceed the estimate by about 1,000,000 notes.

The greatest sale of the notes is in the small

towns, from which they are sent to the large

cities, some large retail establishments in New
York receiving as many as 500 or 600 in a day.

During the second week in December upward of

20,000 were paid at the New York Gity Post-

Offlce. When this system was inaugurated,

the officials who had the money-order system

most at heart feared that the postal notes

would largely supersede the money-orders,

and therefore not favorable to them. But

reports from ten of the principal offices

show that the decrease in money-orders

is only twelve to fourteen per cent. Be-

fore the use of postal notes began, postage

stamps—a most unsatisfactory medium—were

largely used in making remittances by mail, and
it has been estimated that several million stamps

were constantly in the mails. Postal notes are

now generally used instead. No case of loss in

transmission, alteration, or counterfeiting has

come to the knowledge of the department, and
only about a dozen cases of reissue occurred

during the first three months. The life of a

postal note—that is, the period elapsing between

the date of issue and presentation for payment
—averages about eleven days, while the life of

an English postal note is said to be but six days.

This dissimilarity is to be accounted for by the

difference in the size of the two countries. The
color of the paper—yellow—which color was
chosen because of its non-photographical

qualities and also because it is sensitive to

the action of acids, has some drawbacks and
will be improved upon. Paper of a differ-

ent color will be used in the next issue, and
the appearance of the note will be greatly im-

proved. These notes are the only government
securities, except money orders, that are not is-

sued at a fixed value, and this peculiarity makes
it necessary to adopt precautions not required

in the case of United States or national bank
notes, where white paper can be used because

the engraved letters and figures express the

value. The post-office officials are endeavoring

to overcome the obstacles met with, and another

modification will leave the space where the

value of the note is written at the issuing office

perfectly plain, thus making the amount easily

discernible. The notes are printed by the

Homer Lee Bank Note Company, which is able

to do the work more cheaply than it can be
done at the government establishment on
account of possessing the exclusive use of

a newly invented plate-printing press which
prints as many impressions per day as can
be printed on seven hand-presses. Nine of

these steam-power presses have been con-

tracted for by foreign governments since

their economy and utility have been so practi

cally demonstrated in the printing of the posta-

notes. The notes have heretofore been canceled

here, thereby entailing much additional labor on
the employes, for which there has been no extra

compensation. Hereafter the paying offices will

cancel the paid notes before sending them in for

audit. At first country postmasters made nu-

merous mistakes in punching out the fi^gures de-

noting the value of the notes, but there are now
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few such mistakes, and the system is working

without error. They are an assured success, and

large numbers of them for twenty-five cents,

fifty cents, one dollar, and two dollars are now
in circulation. The total absence of small notes

of national banks and the scarcity of one dollar

and two dollar greenbacks will no doubt in-

crease the use of the postal notes as circulat ion,

for though they are not a legal tender they are

freely taken in stores, &c., everywhere.

IMITATION OF COSTLY LEATHER.

The custom of carrying lunch reticules, money
purses, and traveling bags of leather, has made
an increased demand for the leather from rare

animals, or for leather of attractive appearance.

As the natural supply of alligator and the great

python or boa skins is not suflScient to keep up
with the demand, these skins—or the leathers

from them—are imitated very largely by using

the leather of commoner and cheaper skins.

Even seal leather, goat leather, and kid leather,

or morocco, are imitated. The surface of alli-

gator leather consists of almost exact rectangles

or squares, separated by deep furrows, the

squares generally diminish in size as they recede

from the centre of the skin. The boa leather is

in diamond-shaped patches, forming a fine net-

work, and is very elegant, the division lines be-

ing very fine. Sealskin leather is a fine diapered

or arabesque pattern of irregular division raised

and depressed. Goat leather is crossed in regu-

lar lines at acute angles, forming minute elon-

gated diamonds.

As some of these leathers are too costly to be

furnished at low prices, the million who desire

the best, but cannot always afford the cost, are

supplied by fair imitations which are not as

durable as the genuine, serving in part the pur-

pose of the costly leathers. These imitations

are made by the aid of photography. A gen-

uine seal, alligator, boa or other costly skin is

photographed, then printed on sensitive gelatine,

the parts not acted upon by light dissolved out

in water, and a cast' or an electric plate then

made in copper or type metal, as practised in

the reproduction of engravings, and then the

metal plate and the smooth leather of some do-

mestic animal are passed between rollers under

pressure, and the figure of the plate is perma-
nently fixed on the leather by great pressure.

Any of these leathers may be stained, colored

or dyed to any tint desired ; but plain black or

the color left by the tanning is generally pre-

ferred.

Many eflorts have been made, says an ex-

change, to devise a method of preventing the

tarnishing of silver and silver-plated ware upon
exposure to the atmosphere. The blackening

which such articles speedily suffer is due prin-

cipally to tbe formation of a superficial film of

silver sulphide by the action of the sulphurous

vapors in the atmosphere, especially in cities,

where the large consumption of coal and coal-

gas charges the atmosphere with sulphur and
sulphur compounds. Of all the suggestions that

have been made, none appear to have given

satisfactory results as a varnish of collodion—

a

solution of gun-cotton in a mixture of alcohol

and ether. All other varnishes appear to

impart a yellowish tinge to the silver or

plated wares, but collodion varnish is quite

colorless. The articles should be carefully

brushed with the varnish with an elastic brush,

making sure that the entire surface is covered.

The film of collodion will protect the underlying

metal surface for a long time.

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

I^-SEND FOR ILLTTSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GtOBE KEWSPAPEK FILE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT OO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St., CarpentersYUIe, Kane Co., III.
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STATIONERY FOR TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.

Bids were opened on the 8th inst., at the ofQce

of the stationery division for stationery for the

Treasury Department. Theawards are as fol-

lows :

Nescochague Manufacturing Co., 50 reams ma-
nilla paper, strong, rope, I8x'.i8 inches, un-
folded, 29 lbs. to the ream, per ream $6.62

E. D. Lockwood, 100,000 envelopes, ni^x4i^,

XX manilla, rope, per 1,000 2.58
Wm. Ballantyne & Co., 20,000 tags, linen, eye-

letted, 514x25^ per 1,000 5.40

Wm. H. Demp-ey, 50 doz. quarts copying ink,

A. W. Faber's French, per doz 4.50
Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 100 doz. quarts writing

fluid, Arnold's (genuine), per doz 4.09
Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 50 doz. quarts ink.

Carter's combined copying ink and writing
fluid, per doz 5.74

J. J. Chapman, 100 doz. quarts ink, David's
black, per doz 1 65

Wm. A. wheeler, Jr., 30 doz. pints ink, crim-
son. Carters', per doz 7.50

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 20 doz. pints ink, crim-
son, Stafford's, per doz 7.65

C. W. Thorn & Co., 50 doz, bottles ink, car-
mine, Davids' No. 3 ground glass stoppers,
per doz 2.29i^

C. W. Thorn & Co., 20 doz. shears, 10 inch,

straight trimmers, per doz 7.12

Wm. Ballantyne & Son. 10 doz. shears, 11 Inch
straight trimmers, per doz 7.65

C. W. Thorn & Co., 10 doz. shears, 12inch,
straight trimmers, per doz 9.36

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 10 doz. clips, board,
letter size, in extra heavy strav\f-board boxes,
stayed with muslin, per doz 2.70

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 10 doz. clips, board,
cap size, in extra heavy straw-board boxes,
stayed with muslin, per doz 2.90

Rowland A. Robbin, 50 doz. clips, metal, small
size, in boxes of one dozen each, per doz 48

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 50 doz. rulers, wooden,
brass edge, 12-inch, per doz .77

AV. H. Dempsey, 24 doz. rulers, gutta-percha,
12-inch, per doz 1.50

C. W. Thorn & Co., 50 gross peucils. Eagle Pen-
cil Co 's best round black. No. 2i^, per gross. 2.90

C. W. Thorn & Co., 200 gross pencils, A. W. Fa-
ber's best round black, Nos. 2 anu 3 (150 gross
No. 2, 50 gross No. 3), per gross 4.08

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 50 gross pencils, Amer-
icad Lead Pencil Co.'s best round black, Nos.
2 and 3 (25 gross each), per gross 2.92

Joseph L. Savage, WO gross pencils, Dixon's
American Graphite, best round black, SM.,
No. 142, per gross 3.345^,

W. H. Dempsey, 5 gross pencils, A. W. Faber's
Sibeiian, F, per gross 9.00

Jonas Langfeld, 1,200 gross pens, steel, viz.

:

Spencerian—No. 5, 100. Esterbrook's—No.
U, 100 ; No. 76, 100 ; No. 92, 25 ; No. 049, 100 ;

No. 135, 50 ; No. 182, 100 ; No. 267, 25 ; No. 280,

25 ; No. 284, 25 ; Falcon, No. 2, 200. Miscel-
laneous—Pratt's bevel pointed, 25 ; Miller
Brothers' Q, 20 1; Miller brothers' carbon, 25 ;

Miller Brothers' Acme, 100. Average per
gross 44 57-100

E. D. Lockwood, 30 gross pens, steel. Perry's,

No. 70, barrel, per gross 2.25
Parker. Stearns & Co., ,400 gross rubber bands,
A. W. Faber's, Davidson Rubber Co.'s or
Parker, Jones* Co.'s, viz.: 1,000 No. 31, 1,000

N". 32, 1,000 No. 33, 1,000 No. 45, 100 No. .OU^,
100 No. .OOK', 200 No. .00%, average per
gross .49 9-10

W. H. Dempsey, 100 gt. gross rubber bands,
A. W. Faber's, Davidson Rubber Co.'s, or
Parker, Jones & Co.'s, viz.: No, 14, per gt.

gross 1.15

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 500 lbs. sealing wax,
brown, per lb 16

E. D. Lockwood, 500 lbs. sealing-wax, brown,
perlb... 16

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, TOO lbs. pins, American
& Howe Pin Co., bestsolid headed, in one-half
lb boxes, viz.: 100 No. 1, 300 No. 2, 100 No. 3,

100 No. 4, 100 No. 5, average per lb 55 9-10

Wm. Ballantyne & Son, 20 boxes seals, notarial.
No. 25, red, per box 12

W. H. Dempsey, 1,000 pieces ink eraser, per
piece .. .21^

Edward Posen & Co. have just received a

very extensive and varied line of albums made
up in plush, fancy leathers, olive wood, &c.,

with decorations in antique, embossed silk

flowers and other very attractive and elegant

designs. There is also a large line of easel and
illuminated albums, chamois skin albums, &c.

The firm is its own manufacturer, and it there-

fore offers its line at very reasonable prices.

Purchasers of albums will make a serious mis-

take if they fail to inspect these goods before

placing their orders.

FOUNTAIN STYLUS-PEN.

William W. Stewart has made an improve-

ment in fountain stylus-pens.

The obiect of this invention is, first, to pro-

vide the stylus-pen with a capacity to equalize

the flow of ink under all circumstances by pro-

viding for the expansion and contraction of the

fluid ink in the holder without permitting an un-

due flow or an absence of discharge at the

stylus ; second, to provide a stylus of some suit-

able animal substance which will not become
permeated—such as horse-hair, quill, &c.—which
are softer to the touch, yield more delicately,

and deliver the ink in a flner mark.
The reservoir terminates at one end with a

hollow head and at the other with a pen or sty-

lus-point section. Within this last there is a
condensing-chamber, connecting at its lower
end with the tube whereby ink is delivered to

the pen or stylus, and at its upper end with a
froth or film tube, which projects up into the

ink-space of the reservoir and is in communica-
tion with the same by means of holes near its

junction with the condensing-chamber and a

hole at its extremity. The extremity of the

point-section is inclosed within a jacket, having
a little space within it around the point-section

at its extremity. The effect of this arrange-

ment is to permit expansion and contraction of

the ink at the discharge without danger of over-

flow, because capillary aotraction will cause the

ink to flow up into the space within the jacket

instead of detaching and falling upon the paper.

The inTentor finds it advantageous to employ
what he calls " irritants " within the reservoir,

to facilitate the formation of froth or film in the

upper part of the reservoir, and thereby free the

ink from the particles of air which it would
otherwise absorb from the little bubbles of en-

tering air. These irritants consist of strands of

some non-absorbent substance—such as horse-

hair, glass, polished gold, platina, &c. These

strands, one or more in each pen, are attached

by securing the two ends to the wall of the reser-

voir in some suitable way, leaving the central

part loose, compelling the film to form a line

along the irritants.

There are also placed within the reservoir one

or more diaphragms or divisions, which, while

they do not separate the reservoir into distinct

sections, still practically confine the ink and
prevent its ready flow from one part of the

reservoir to another when the same is only

partly filled, and thereby confine the ink at the

lower end in the vicinity of the ink-chamber.

A stylus-point made of horse-hair or some
similar non-absorbent substance, is claimed to

have advantages over the rigid iridium-tipped

stylus-point heretofore made, and to be softer

and pleasanter to the touch. It is capable of

delivering the ink in a finer stream, and thereby

producing a finer mark upon paper, and it is

much cheaper.

The horse- hair stylus is fixed in a cylinder of

metal, which may be constructed so as to act as

a valve when the pen is out of action. A fine

gold wire extends upward from a weight through
the film chamber, bearing against the walls of

the chamber with sufiicient force to maintain
the weight in position. If desired, however,

the weight may be omitted, and a delicate spiral

spring on the wire or stylus may be substituted.

A small collar is placed on the wire, and the

spring is confined between the collar and the

end of the film tube, so that its tendency is al-

ways to project the stylus from the point, yet

to let it yield and recede when pressure is ap-

plied while writing.

TRADE NOTES.

The February number of the Magazine of

Art, published by Cassell & Company, is a very

elegant publication, both as to illustration and

typography. It is full of interesting and in-

structive reading.

Pomeroy & Sons, Newark, N. J. , make a can

for holding stamping ink to be used with rub-

ber stamp. The can is a handy thing for supply-

ing ink to the pad. The same firm announces

an advance in the prices of its mucilage.

The Powers Paper Company, J. L. St. John,

agent, 63 and 64 Duane street, New York, is

offering a special lot of linen paper, in folio and

note and letter sizes, at a bargain. Stationers

and printers are invited to send for samples.

Phil Hake has just completed his line of valen-

tine, Easter and birthday cards. These goods

are all made of the richest material, and all of

the designs show a high degree of artistic taste.

The cards come single and folded, with hand

paintings, inscriptions in verse, embossed floral

designs, &c., and in shape are circular, square,

oblong, star, &c. A very pretty Easter novelty

has a heavy border of swan's down, with raised

silk cross and flowers in the centre. A card

with a similar bordering has an imitation bird's-

nest, filled with eggs, in the centre. The great

variety of designs makes the collection such as

to suit the tastes of all buyers.

The Palmer Art Company is showing to the

trade a very fine line of Easter, valentine and

birthday novelties. In valentines there are

several very striking designs. A large equare

card, resting in a handsomely carved easel

frame, is of plush and satin. The centre con-

tains a hand-painted inscription in verse, which

is hidden by a satin curtain ornamented with a

beautiful floral scene, the effect of which is

heightened by the figures of birds. The inscrip-

tion is an original poem by Cheney, and is sur-

rounded by a beautiful landscape painting.

The bordering of the card is satin with plush

corners. A large card with" a blue plush border

has the embossed figure of a dove gracefully

poised in midair over a winter landscape care-

fully and finely executed. Something very

pretty and novel is shown in confectionery

boxes. These have a round oblong form, the

lower portion being fitted up as a receptacle for

confectionery and the upper portion having a

landscape or other scene brought out in bold

relief. The line also embraces a variety of

of handkerchief cases, banner, panel and other

cards made up in satin and plush, handsomely

fringed and bordered.

What you attempt to do, do with all your

strength. Determination is omnipotent. If the

prospect be somewhat darkened, put the fire of

resolution to your soul, and kindle a flame that

nothing but death can extinguish.

FOR SAtE-THE LEADING BOOK, STATION-
ery and Music Store in a prosperous city of

6,000 inhabitants. Location of the largest normal
school in the United States. Address M. A. SALIS-
BURY, Valparaiso, Ind.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

&

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

I®" Blectrotypes Monnted on Wood or Metal.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
MANUFACTURERS OP -

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FUTJ- TJNR OF PAPETERIES.

sole Pto^trletors, J. Q. JfJttSBJjE & CO. «, ^i.

The above superior brand of Iiiuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and
weights of Polios to suit the requirements of Printers and Lithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

YALENTINE
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

/ OTXR TR-A-VBIjBItS

I NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

E. Gh. XjOOIKIE &d CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

\^~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in -the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa

nKIC nni l ad OAUCn 's as Good as two Earned.

UIlL UULLnll UnVCU just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in. l^rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED-

VTiLSIIZITGTOXT MSDJLZ.Z.ZOIT FbXTS.
J. (Si. FrtEBLE &c 00-,

No>. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 17 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

If-r^ssWhen People are Traveling Com>
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE

COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe; and I consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-
dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing
what a long journey we had- performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving New York, at
Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
" honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."

—

Ex. U. S. Minister., £. B.
Washburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,491,441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed—one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train while in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer's Rejtort/"or 1881.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted
that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

THE GREAT ERIE RAILWAY

LANDSCAPE ROUTE

OF AMERICA4
E. S. BOWEN,

General Supt.,
New York.

JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passenger Agt., New York

Fire! Fire I Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

INDEfiSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
00UXTSEL0It-AT-LA'S7.

Special aitention given to Patent and Tradt'
JUarTi Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

JAMUS A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of Vnited States andForeign Patentt

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New Tort City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
shortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAJtEFULLV DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep*: iiv

violably secret and confidential.

TAMES A. WHITNEY. 1 ta Nassau St., N. Y. City

SUB CiLRD CO.,
Pdblishbbs and Dealers in

BeYel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
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DRIVEN TO CUESSINC.

The New Haven Palladium says :
" In a New

Haven bookbinding establishment a few days

ago, a question concerning cutting a ream of

paper arose. The order was that the paper be

cut so that there should be an equal number of

pieces of each of three sizes, one size to be six-

teen to the sheet, another twelve to the sheet

and the third eight to the sheet. Although ac-

customed for years to questions of this nature, the

attaches of the establishment found this one too

difficult. Outside assistance was asked, but none

of those who undertook to divide the ream cor-

rectly for the purpose required were successful.

Under the circumstances guessing was relied on,

and, although the result of the cutting did not

show that the divisions were incorrect, counting

would have shown that the order bad not been

accurately filled."

Anent this two correspondents of the Palla-

dium have something to say. One remarks : "I

should like to dedicate the following solution to

the attaches (especially the bookkeeper) of the

bindery which has gained such fame for mathe-

matical ability by their endeavors to divide a

ream under conditions given in the Saturday

issue of the Palladium. In the first place the

division cannot be carried out without loss as

the following will show : Since one piece of

paper will contain 1-16 of a sheet, another 1-12,

and the third style 1-8 of a sheet, the quantity

of paper in single pieces of the three styles will

be as 1-16 to 112 to 1-8. If we reduce these they

become 3-48 ;^4 48 ;'.6-48, or as 3;4:6. Now, as the

number of pieces in each style is to be the same,

the whole ream of paper is to be divided so that

the entire quantity used for each style shall con-

form to this proportion, i. e., we use for the 16mo

pieces 3-13, for the 12mo 4-13, and for the 8mo
5-13 of the entire ream of 480 sheets. Carrying out

this, we find that we must use 110 10-13, 147 9-13,

and 221 7-13 sheets respectively. This will give us,

if we can utilize the fractional sheets, 1,772 4-13

pieces of each style. But this involves a loss of

1-12 of a sheet of paper (I wonder if the bind-

ery men can tell me how !), and our attaches

can by a slight act of generosity not only save

this waste, but win the gratitude of their pat-

ron. My suggestion would be this : Add a sheet

to the ream, making 481 sheets ; then divide

into lots of 111, 148 and 222 sheets, to be divided

16mo, 12mo and 8mo respectively, and you have

not only simplified your work, but have to give

to your patron, instead of 1,772 sheets and the

worthless fraction, the number of 1,776 sheets

in each of the desired styles, and you have used

all your paper. Figure it out and see."

The other correspondent says: "In reading

your Saturday paper I saw ' Driven to Guess-

ing,' and I think I can oflEer you a correct solu-

tion. It would be an impossibility to divide a

ream of a paper under the given conditions.

The nearest result that would be practicable

would be : Divide 222 sheets into eight parts

each, which would be 1,776 pieces ; divide 148

sheets in twelve parts each, which would be

1,776 pieces ; divide 111 sheets in sixteen parts

each, which would also be 1,776 pieces. But

this would take 431 (222-148-111) sheets—just

one more sheet than a ream. The correct solu-

tion would be to divide 221 7-13, 147 3-13, and

110 10-13 sheets, respectively, into eight, twelve

and sixteen parts ; but as sheets don't come in

fractional parts, this solution is not practicable,

though it is strictly correct."

* » »
If ye do well, to your own behoof will ye do

it; and if ye do evil, against yourselves will ye

do it.—Koran,

IMPORTED GARDS-FRINQED
FOR-

ir^i^sMTii^^e a^d m&BTs: lu«ia

In I^ots, assorted, Double, at $3.50 and S7.00 per Hundred.
In liOts, assorted. Folding, at 7.00 and 14.00 per Hundred.

^f- THESE ARE THE FINEST IMPORTED CARDS.

Also, FULL LINE OF YALENTINES—American and English.

GUSHING & BROTHER, Importers & Manufacturers,

133 liviC-^IE^I^ET STX^EET, :E=ia:iXj-A-IDEXjI=m.A..

QR^ A PEMIIINE CTYI nnOADUIP rhisPenUs constructed of;a drawn glasstube,wnich^OCa A ULIIUIIIl I ILUUnArniU. wlU never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end or which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
through which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving: it elasticity. This tube is
fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POLISHED NICKEI, CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price, Nickel Plated, $2. 00 per dozen,
$22.00 per gross; Gold Plated, $3.50 per dozen, $36.00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 50 cents Gold Plate, Address GOLLNER MFG, CO., 222 Centre St,, New York

L L BROWN FM C0UFM7.
AliAJSaS, TaASSAClXXJSETTS, XT. S. A.

-»- Manufactm-ers of First-Class -^ 4R

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-* WEIOH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUEE AND EE-WEITIN^ H»

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working vrithont Boiler, Steam, Coal,
Ashes or Attendance.

STAETED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.
No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges nopumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-

Unsurpassed m every respect for hoisting in ware
houses, prmtmg. ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHII,A1>EI,PHIA, PA.
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Marcus •Ward-S'-co. umited,
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE ROYAL IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made, separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

And may be had in Commercial and Octavo Note sizes, with Enyelopes to match, and in either Heayy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOB

PLAINj^ FANCY
AND

OBNAMENTAl
LFTTEKING.

Especially adapted'for ShowCard'Writing;, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and!'finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Manufactured in six differ- / H JL <^/i/-^ ^^tiWn
snt sizes. Packed one doz. t ^J tV i^CfV Wi-CC-.

1
"5

3

3, i in^cfv vvib^.

4, f "

5, i
"

of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S

one of each kind and one
| 9

each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. V
^1

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMORi: & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William St8., NFW TOBK.

JOSEPHCILLOTI^
^ STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal. Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404,390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

1^" Sample Cards, Price Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTUKERS OF-

—FOI^-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-=$=§ ESTABLISHED 1814. «§$>-

J. S. Rockwell <fe Co.,
lOl <3a 103 IDiiane Street, 3iTe-w "^oxls.,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case fflanufacturers, Etc., Etc.

k.u«©i.Al lea^thek, chamois, a.]mckk,ic^iv hussia..— No. 18 Higii Street, Boston, Mass.

—

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an
advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI
CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrosse, Winona, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS. Madison, Prairie du Chien,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yank.to.n, Albert Lea
ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDAi:
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as innu

merable other principal business centres and favor

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, Sautli

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and
Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

' S. S. MERRILL, General Manager t

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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-5^^DSrE"V\r LIZNTE OIP C^^E,IDSI^^

, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•••^^ EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. 1=^-

These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

y I ^^ y p"
I
*"

I F" ^> —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

1^ ^J ^g ^^ Lb I I [^ ^) Hanging and Easel. New Advertising^ Sundayand Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

K -a

Salesroom, 84 S 86 Chambers St., New York.

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSj^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

B*&^WWMEBWB.*
— MAITOFACTUKERS AND IMPORTERS OP-

Weing Stationery, Programmes, Menu

TRADE-MARK.

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties,
ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY.

126 & 128 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF-gi>

^^§>=' First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried 5=®=*

—

-^ FL-A.T .A-IsTD Il"CrLBr>. •*-

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and FranUlin, Warren, Co., Ohio.

Correspondence Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren CO., OhiO.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41,4-3 and 45 Beekman and 165 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Monmlng Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards In all

of the liBtest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards of Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

J. B.A.IFLID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTTJBE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
(^~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited
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PHOTO-MECHANICAL PRINTING IN

COLORS.

This invention relates to new and useful im-

provements in that class of photographic print-

ing processes which are known as " licht druck"

or " light printing ;" and it consists in an im-

proved process for photo-mecbanical printing

in colors, whereby all objects from nature or

paintings are reproduced photographically, in

any desired size and with their exact original

colors, upon paper, fabrics, porcelain, glass,

enamel, &c. ; and the invention also consists in

devising a color-scale by means of which any
color, in all its shades and tints, may be me-
chanically defined, for the purpose of repro-

ducing It by light printing or any like process

of superimposing colors.

From a given negative of the desired object

are printed, by the well-known process of pho-

to-mechanical printing, as many prints as may
be required, their number being determined by
the number of colors to be combined, one print

being required for the production of a mono-
chrome for each color. According to the cur-

rent theory of colors, each color-tone is to be

regarded as composed of given percentages of

the three primary colors—yellow, red and blue

—and according to this theory all colors in na-

ture could be perfectly reproduced in printing

by the use of any or all of these three colors.

The nature of coloring materials, however, pre-

sents an unsurmountable obstacle to carrying

this theory into practice, as none of the coloring

materials possess the depth, brilliancy and
transparency combined which are seen in the

prismatic colors in nature. It is necessary,

therefore, in order to imitate all and every

natural color in print, to enlarge upon the

means for producing it. For this purpose

a color- scale containing practically all the

colors, in various shades and tints, as they
are found in nature or in paintings, and
wherein each color has been produced and can
be reproduced in a mechanically well-defined

manner by means of photo-mechanical printing

in colors has been devised. The practical use of

such a color-scale is self-evident when it is con-

sidered that the photographic negatives of col-

ored objects very often do not furnish true

lights and shades of the colors, that in the pro-

cess of light printing the superimposed colors,

owing to lack of transparency, more or less de-

stroy the effect of the underlying colors, and
that the transfer of the colors from the plate to

the print is different in degree, according to the

color coming on printed or unprinted spots. All

of these influences, which have made heretofore

light printing in colors totally uncertain in its

final results, are said to be anticipated in the

use of this color-scale, which gives a mechani-
cally well-defined way for obtaining a desired

result.

With the help of this color-scale it is a very

easy matter for the artist, by comparison with

any color of an original to find out how
many color-plates will be needed for the produc-

tion of such color, and, further, what percent-

age of each color has to be taken, the same suc-

cession of colors as given on the scale to be

followed in the printing.

The manner of obtaining color-scales can be

greatly varied as the succession and number of

the foundation-colors may be changed. The
color-scales may also advantageously be ar-

ranged according to color-tones, whereby the

looking up of colors is greatly facilitated.

The process of colored light printing by the

use of the color-scale is conducted as follows :

As mentioned in the beginning, a number of

light prints in neutral gray are obtained from
the given negative, and served as foundation for

the production of monochrome plates. First, a

comparison of the original with the color-scale

will easily decide how many and what plates

are necessary for the production of the colored

object. Upon one of the light prints is then

marked out on all necessary places the number
of the color on the scale corresponding with the

original color. The percentage of each color

found in the color-scale is now marked upon the

remaining prints upon the proper places—one

print for each color. The prints thus obtained

are now regulated with the brush, so that on

required places the desired percentage of color

is represented in its equivalent in gray or black,

a monochrome in gray and black for each color

being thus obtained. Of these regulated prints,

negatives of exactly corresponding sizes are

produced, and light-printing plates of them
prepared in the usual manner. The plate

which has been obtained for the yellow color

is now printed with yellow color, the plate

for the red color is printed with red color,

and the plate for the blue color is printed in

blue color, the plates being made to register

properly These three colors combined give

now a tolerably well-colored picture, which will

be greatly improved and appear more finished

by the use of the fourth plate, which is printed

with the neutral tone. For the production of

finer effects the use of the fifth plate, with which

the local or flesh tint is printed, is in certain

places often very desirable, where flesh or local

tints enter into the composition. The use of the

sixth plate is required when it is desired to

heighten the effect of the red color, as madder-
lake, owing to lack of body, often requires

strengthening.

By means of the above-described process even

persons of little artistic ability can succeed af-

ter a short time to produce very fine and faith-

ful colored reproductions, which will surpass in

softness and strength of color chromo-lithograph-

ic pictures, in which the colors necessarily lose

much of their strength and purity by considera-

ble additions of varnish ; and, while four or five

plates in this process are said to produce prac-

tically a better result than is obtained in chro-

mography with fifteen or twenty plates, the

preparation of the plates does not require more
time than often does a single plate in any of the

other processes. Another advantage of the pro-

cess is the ease with which the production of dif-

ferent sizes of pictures can be simultaneously

carried forward.

The manner of producing monochrome-color

originals may in certain cases be departed from,

and the same may then be drawn directly with

the brush and pencil.

The process for light printing in colors by
the use of a color-scale can be applied with

great advantage to the production of color-

photographs upon porcelain, enamel and glass,

producing easier, quicker and better results for

the f lUowing reasons, viz. : The printing from
properly hardened chrome-gelatine plates with

porcelain colors compactly mixed with the ne-

cessary amounts of a proper oil and flux pre-

sents less difficulties than the printing from lith-

ographic stones, which soon fill up with the pig-

ment, and as the admixture of oil or varnish to

the colors in printing is a necessary evil in por-

celain printing, as it has to be dried and evapor-

ated before the colors are burned in, to prevent

blotting, the advantage of the light-printing

process is obvious when it is considered that

with the thick pigments used in light printing,

flatter and softer tones can be produced than

with the much-diluted pigments necessary for

flat tones in lithography. Finely ground flux

forms a necessary addition to the pigments to

produce their burning in under the glaze, and
generally three times the weight of the pigment
is the amount of flux required. The pigment
and flux are then intimately mixed together

with balsam of copaiba, to the proper consist-

ency, which will allow, when desired, the pow-
dering process to be combined with the light-

printing process. The color-prints are first

mounted upon a temporary support on a thin

film of copaiba balsam laid on with the roller,

or on a film of collodion.

The printing is done upon a temporary sup-

port, and with porcelain colors. The succession

in which the pigments are printed depends upon
their relative fusibility, and the printing is

temporarily interrupted as soon as those pig-

ments which easily fuse together and are mixed
with the same flux are printed upon the tem-
porary support, from which they are now trans-

ferred upon a porcelain plate and burned in.

After this is done, the printing on a temporary
support is then proceeded with, transposing the

plate with each new color the width of one
square to the right. This second color-scale,

containing the remaining colors—such as purple

and cobalt, the flux for which (borax) is differ-

ent from that of the other colors—is then trans-

ferred upon the porcelain plate in its proper

place, in which it would have come if no inter-

ruption had taken place. After a second burn-

ing in, the color-scale upon the porcelain plate

is completed, and will show as a collection of

different colors in as large a variety of shades

and tints as the color-scale on paper. Should
this scale not be sufficiently extended, more
pigments may be made to enter into its compo-
sition.

For the powdering-in process a color-scale

constructed after the principle herein described

will be found of very great use for such process,

as the colors can be thereby likewise mechani-
cally defined. By comparing the object to be

reproduced with the color-scale upon porcelain

it is now easy to tell how many and what colors

are required, and also how often they have to

burned in, so that a fine oil-painting can be re-

produced upon porcelain in all its strength and
effects, together with its technical qualities.

The color-scale upon porcelain gives to the artist

an intimate knowledge of the relative infiu-

ences of the pigments upon each other and of

their behavior in the fire—a knowledge which
formerly required many years of practical ex-

perience ; and combined with the process of

light printing in colors the technical difficulties

of painting upon porcelain are said to be entirely

done away with by the photographic transfer-

ring.
^ « »

The winds and the waves are always on the

side of the ablest navigators.

—

Gibbon.

One of the oldest established Stationery and Fancy

Goods Stores in Philadelphia. Owner retiring from

retail business. Capital required, $8,000.

Address S. N. V., care of J. Vieunot, Philadelphia

Office, 159 South Fourth Street.

TO THE TRADE.
A man of long experience in the First-Class Com-

mercial Stationery busine s, and possessing a good
knowledtje of its branches, including Order Work,
wishes a position as Manufacturing Clerk or Sales-
man ; good reference. Address

MANUFACTDRING CLERK,
Care of American Stationer, New York.
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TJIPLEY * FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business office.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
-^^^ Spxian-g-field., ^v^a-ss. —e^^

HOLTOKI EPELOPE CO.
HOLYOKIE, JMASS.

- BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't, GKO.N.TYNER.Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— Une of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

BLANg BOOISS-
NAGLE & CO.,

Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,
LINBS NUMBERED OR BLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

,A^ I?,E"W.^E,ID OIF 8100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent OfiSce at Washington, I). C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1883. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Himdred Dollars) to any
person that will give us

I

such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

mhi^
CTFfET^^

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—TOTAI DAILY FJtODVCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
preat facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,
as any mill in the country.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THrS COUN-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICAGO.ROCKISLAND&PACIFICR'Y
By the central poeitiou of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of care, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Re-
clining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palace
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in the World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri River Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE.*'
A New and Direct Xiine, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, haa recently been opened between Bicbmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
;;usta, Nasbville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at allprincipal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Baggage cheeked through and rates of fare al.

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
For detailed information, get the Maps and Fold

ita of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vioe-Pres. & Qen'l M'g'r, Gen'l Tkt. & Pais. A(b
CHICAGO.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLVDINO THE OELBBRATKD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine S33, 444, 232.

Elastic 133,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122,183,1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 2S6, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MANTFACTORKR OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop ,

Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVEBY DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 mala St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manufy in
Kew England & Largest in the TJ, S.

SSND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROaaES & CO.,
DA-TTTOIsr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The most BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSTOBT JOBBIKTCS- HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITINC,-^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«S
-^ §»

»§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. i=% 1 ^ %>

PTTRT.TSHER, manufacturer of RLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

- manufacturer of-

Copying Paper.aM Books.
{Titles Registered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH n MM^V FiAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
in 11 la! .^ WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iffirillll \0 WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of -

GLUGINUN PENS.
THE GLTJCINTJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-
simile of our signatnre, so beware of 7(/Z/y77^^.^y yy^/7 ^ \

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting •=<J^^^^£:<^^^^^2>C<^.,
us.

CHARLES BECK,
• MANUFACTURER OF—

fWMM ^^A\m\
M^jui %jm:

Valentine, Easter i Birthday Cards,

'I

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
N"©. 509 OhestnuLt Street, Philadelphia, I^a.

SX'ECGLA.niiTIES :

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut'isa Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen,

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

'* TuNxis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other
Folded Papers

ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL, SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CARTER'S ZITZSS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE rOUISVILtE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Cartkr's Ink and Mocilaoe.

OARTEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINEN RBCORD I LBDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide,'Australia, Exhihition, 1881.

—A. Sr»E:CIA.L.TY.
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from i/te Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics* Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia^

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Comjnission, Medal of Progress American Institute, I$77, and Medal o/
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iSjS. Its

PRINCIPAI. ADVANTAGES
are as follows:—!. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerll

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. ^. It never cockles if properly
bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both vrrites and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

ebeet, ERA.SE and naE'WrilTE FOUR TI31J38 on same spoti
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Send, for eample

1-OCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, Ne>v York.
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BOSTON BEANS.

[prom our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Office of the Lockwood Press, )

49 Federal Street, V
Boston, January 30, 1884. )

January is fast drawing to a close, and the

stationers are preparing their stock account.

With most of the trade February begins a new
commercial year. Trade for the past month has

been very encouraging, although during its later

days a dropping oflf is reported by some dealers.

Blank books and commercial stationery have

been the most active, with little demand for

fancy or society stationery. Valentines and
Easter goods are meeting with ready sales. Tak-

ing the stationery trade, as a wltole, the pros-

pects seem encouraging.

The Forbes Lithograph Company is just about

to introduce to the trade an artistic novelty in

the way of a household screen. The frame is

finished in ebony and stands about five and a

half feet high. The screen is fourfold, each fold

having upon both sides two panels. The upper

panels are rich fioral designs, by Augusta Reich-

alt, the renowned German artist. The panels on

the reverse side present water scenes and land-

scapes from the brush of eminent English artists.

The smaller panels at the bottom of the screen

are beautified with ferns and ornamental designs.

The price of the screen, complete, is $30 net to

the trade, or the panels will be furnished separ-

ate and dealers can have the frames made by
whom and where they choose. When one takes

into consideration that parlor screens command
from $50 to $100, the price of this household or-

nament, being as it is such an artistic produc-

tion, is certainly cheap, and within the reach of

all whose refined tastes would call for home deco-

rations. Dealers should remember that what
the eye does not see the heart cannot crave.

One of these elegant screens should be in stock

as a sample, for it is only to be displayed to at-

tract popular attention and ready sale. Two
new sets of floral studies, to succeed the popular

sets issued by this house last year, are among
the novelties to be shortly presented. The
studies presented last year by the Forbes Com-
pany were well received, having a very large

sale. They are introduced to take the place of

the higher-priced goods now in the market, al-

though they are in no wise inferior to that class

of goods, for these floral studies are really gems
of art.

Entering the spacious warerooms of Chas. K.

Wadham, that gentleman was discovered in the

midst of piles of boxes of stationery, envelopes

and books. He was taking stock. Mr. Wad-
ham had nothing to complain of with the excep-

tion of " a big day's work." J. E. Dickson, who
is traveling for the house in the Western States,

is frequently heard from in the shape of orders.

George Coleman, whose book bindery was de-

stroyed in the Federal street fire some weeks

ago, has bloomed up again in more spacious

quarters, occupying new rooms at No. 30 Frank-

lin street. His facilities are now increased, and
orders are more quickly' dispatched.

Chas. H. Whiting speaks very favorably of

trade and sees no reason to draw any discourag-

ing conclusions. His book trade has been very

large, and orders are still satisfactory, being

very large for the present month. He, too, will

take stock this week.

Another house which enjoys a good local

trade is that of M. R. Warren, manufactur-
ing stationer. In blank books, especially odd
styles, this house carries a very extensive stock,

and does a large trade in railroad and corpora-

tion supplies. A specialty with the house is

law blanks. It is here that the legal profession

of the State supplies itself with the greater

part of its stationery.

Geo. F. King & Merrill are fully alive to the

times, and are determined that people shall

know of their pens and pencils. A new device

for local advertising is just being presented by
the firm in the form of an ofiice blotter. Four
pieces of blotting, of varied colors, are neatly

fastened together with eyelets to a stiff card-

board, upon which is printed an advertisement

setting forth the merits of the " King oflice

pen." These blotters are being extensively dis-

tributed among the counting rooms of the city,

where, owing to their neatness and service-

ability, they are highly appreciated. When
one sheet of blotting becomes too much soiled it

is easily removed, when the next sheet is ready

for use, and all the while the " ad." is there,

silently proclaiming "King's oflSce pen." The

telephone number of the firm is printed in red

upon the face of the " ad." as a suggestion to

the wise. It's a pretty good scheme, I think.

A. L. D.
•

RICHMOND RETURNS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Richmond, Va., January 28, 1884.

This city, with a population of more than sev-

enty-five thousand inhabitants, sold last year

upward of twenty-eight and a half millions of

dollars' worth of manufactured goods. Among
her manufactories are three paper mills, eight

paper-bag, blank-book and paper-box establish-

ments, which, last year, gave employment to

five hundred and fifty-six hands, and whose

sales aggregated $486,000. These all began the

new year with encouraging signs in their re-

spective branches. The holiday trade in the

stationers' line and its adjuncts was lively

and good throughout. This activity has been

succeeded by the usual comparatively dull

season.

Carlton McCarthy & Co. have recently pub-

lished No. 40, "A Romance," the first edition of

which was exhausted in ten days. The second

edition is in press. They are also printing the

second edition of " Goldie's Life in the Army of

Northern Virginia," the large first edition hav-

ing been exhausted. They are also printing a

series of historical pamphlets, entitled "Con-
tributions to a History of the Richmond How-
itzer Battalion."

West, Johnston & Co.'s latest publication is

"Garden of Creation," by Rev. R. R. Howison,

which is having quite an extensive sale.

Baughman Brothers & Co., printers and sta-

tioners, have recently gotten out some beautiful

specimens of lithographic work. The firm han-

dles more fancy goods than any similar estab-

lishment in the city.

The Virginia Paper Company has and always

carries a full line of goods, and its business is

fully up to the standard of what it was at this

period last year.

The Richmond Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany reports business as very active, especiallj'

in its manufacturing department. It is well

known to all of the readers of The Stationer

that this company makes the celebrated " Cli-

max " blotting-paper, which has taken such high

rank in the estimation of all of the buyers and

consumers of blotting-paper. Since the reduc-

tion in price the sales have increased phenome-

nally. This is owing to the strict uniformity of

the paper and the care taken to prevent a single

ream from being sent out that is not fully up

to standard. The company also does a large

wholesale trade in paper bags, &c. , and its trade

has grown to such dimensions that it has been

forced to seek much more commodious quarters,

which will be occupied on the first of February.

The new place of business will be No. 1,215 Main
street.

J. W. Randolph & English report business as

good as could be expected, considering the sea-

son and the bad weather. This house, as the

patrons of The Stationer well know, is the

oldest and most substantial of any of its line.

What one cannot find at this establishment, in

the book way especially, can seldom be ob-

tained in any similar house in the State.

The Randolph Paper Box Company is now in

its new quarters, where it has every facility for
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proseciicing the large and increasing business of

which it is the master in the South. It has the

largest factory, employs the greatest number of

hands, and has the most extensive patronage of

any firm in their line south of New York.

Sentdtel.

SCHENECTADY ITEMS.

[FROM OtTR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Schenectady, January 23, 1884.

Schenectady merchants enjoyed an unusually

good holiday trade. The day before Christmas

was one of the busiest that our merchants have

ever known. Scarcely any branch of business

in the city received a larger or more profitable

share of this trade than the book stores. The
practice of giving books for holiday presents is

notably increasing here, such gifts being recog-

nized both as a source of instruction and as

affording substantial grounds for appreciation

on the part of the recipient. The dealers also

had a large and well-selected stock of fancy

articles in this line, from which buyers could

make their selections. One dealer, however,

did not share in the general prosperity, and on

the 14th of January Henry Swere, stationer and
bookseller, made a general assignment to James
A. Goodrich, of this city, for the benefit of his

creditors, with preferences to the amount of

$4,300. The preferred creditors were mostly

Schenectady parties. His unpreferred business

obligations outside of this city are estimated at

about .?500, making total liabilities about $5,000.

His assignee thinks that there are suflBcient assets

to pay everything in full, but he will probably

be unable to pay more than sixty or seventy-

five cents on the dollar. Mr. Swere started

about two years ago with little capital and a
chattel mortgage on his stock. The interest on

this, with his running expenses and interest on
borrowed money, proved too much for him.

His location, too, was not very good. Last Sep-

tember a judgment was obtained against him
for some $1,700, and he was forced to make the

assignment to avoid being sold out.

In newspaper circles there has also been a
change. The Schenectady Daily Union has

passed from the control of ex-Senator Charles

Stanford into the hands of John A. Sleicher, a
well-kno^^n and experienced journalist, formerly

on the Troy Times staff. Mr. Sleicher has

greatly improved the general appearance of the

Union and its columns give evidence of consid-

erable ability. It is the only paper in the city

and Congressional district having the Asso-

ciated Press franchise.

On the first of February James H. Ward will

resume his position as chief clerk for James H,
Barhyte. Mr. Ward has been assistant post-

master for the last three years. It is said that

he will become Mr. Barhyte's successor in the

book and general stationery business in a short

time. G.

AUGUSTA'S DOINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Augusta, Ga., January 25, 1881.

The weather has been so very bad since

Christmas that everything has been very sta-

tionary in all kinds of business besides the one I

am mostly interested in,and when the streets are

filled with slush, and the thermometer is down to

15" above zero (which is as bad here as 20° be-

low is with you), very few ladies are to be seen

in the streets. This has been one of the coldest

spells we have experienced for more than ten

years, and we feel it very sensibly, as we are

not prepared for it, houses being built much
more open.

On making a start to see bow my friends the

booksellers and stationers were getting on, I

first stopped at Pendleton's (who, by the way, is

a nephew of General Lee's chief of artUIery, an

Episcopal minister, who is said to have prayed

for the enemy when directing the fire of his

batteries), and asked him how trade had been

with him. He told me that he had been very

agreeably surprised with the way trade had

opened and continued with him during the holi-

day season ; he had sold more fine books, sta-

tionery, and high-priced Christmas cards than

ever, and his fine stock of desks and work-boxes

had been very much thinned out. Altogether

he felt very well satisfied.

One very great drawback to the stationers and
booksellers is that all of the drug stores and deal-

ers in dry goods have gone into keeping goods that

legitimately belong to stationers only. This is

very injurious to the regular trade, and I am
sure that the druggists and dry goods dealers

derive very little benefit from it. I am glad to

see that many have overreached themselves. I

think it shows a weakness in their own business.

I next called on Wm. T. Richards & Son, an

old house which has taken in three generations,

having been in business here for upward of fifty-

five years, mostly in the same store. The son

gave the same account of trade having been very
good during the holiday season, and their de-

pleted shelves showed that they were not joking.

They combine a fine printing establishment with

their business, and have an excellent practical

printer at the head of it, and turn out as beau-

tiful work and at as low prices as in New York.
James Gow, their neighbor, who is also con-

nected with the popular daily, the Augusta
Evening News, as well as keeping school books,

stationery and toys, reports business as having
been beyond his expectations.

Mrs. Buckley keeps store down town, and I

believe that she has done very well.

I missed our old friend George A. Oates on
Broad street, where he had been for the last

thirty-five years, and that mostly in one store,

and at one time did a very good business ; but
he lose very heavily by the war, which threw
him into pecuniary difficulties which he found it

impossible to overcome, and he has now an office

in a side street, near Broad, and hopes by agen-
cies to try and build up again. He seems to

have plenty of vim in him yet. I saw at his

place some very rare old books, one a Hebrew
Bible of 1620, and a Greek Testament of 1623,

bound together. It is mentioned in Dibdin as
being very rare and valuable. A fine copy of

King James's Bible, folio black letter, 1639,

printed by John BUI ; also second volume of

Fox's Book of Martyrs, folio, 1610. Many rare
prints and etchings can be found at his place,

and it would be worth any collector's while to
give him a call when passing through. All
kinds of trade are rather quiet since the holi-

days. Mill Bank.^

LOUISVILLE LOITERINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., January 26, 1884.

The weather continues extremely cold, with
the conditions quite as favorable to some
branches of trade as they are adverse to others.

Ordinarily, winter in this belt of territory is a
period of soft and slushy weather, varied by
occasional freezes and a few raw days, quickly
followed by thaws and rains. This season start-

ed in after that manner, but with the close of

last year, and right along in this year up to the

present writing, the ice king has held quite a

steady reign, the thermometer hovering almost

uniformly close to the zero line and occasionally

making a dip far below it. Had the advent of

the cold wave been a month earlier the winter

trade would have been large ; but, as it was,

December was for the most part too mild, and
it is the general experience that business lost

through unseasonable weather in the first part

cannot be fully made up afterward. This ap-

plies more directly to general retailers, who
have to lay in their stocks in advance of the

season. But trade at present is tolerably good

on the whole, and the outlook is fair. Values

are mostly down to hard pan, the elements of

inflation are eliminated, and the commercial
temper is prudent and careful ; hence spring

business ought to be a good average. Winter
wheat has a good snow covering, and the situa-

tion in agricultural circles is favorable. As to

the reports of serious injury to the fruit trees,

a well-informed country paper states that there

has been more damage to the canned fruits in

the stores by freezing than to the orchards;

Collections are reported satisfactory by the

banks, and the money market is easy. The
supply of loanable funds is abundant at the

standard rate of 6 to 7 per cent.

The following is a comparative statement of

mercantile failures occurring in this city dur-

ing the past six years :

No. of
Years. Failures. Assets. Liabilities.

1878 70 $2,500,000 $3,700,000
1879 30 288,000 475,000
1880 28 576,000 943,000
1881 38 374.000 610,000
1882 52 5.'5,000 853,000
1883 51 343,000 684,000

It will be remembered that 1878, which shows
the heaviest figures, was the last year of the

national bankruptcy law.

In collecting items for The Stationer your
correspondent sought, among others, Henry
Hewes, the efficient and experienced depart-
ment manager at John P. Morton & Co.'s, who
can always be relied upon to state exact facts „
without any coloring. Mr. Hewes said :

" Jan-
uary is usually a between-seasons period, when fl
everything is expected to be quiet, the fall and fl
holiday trade being over and spring sales not^H
opened ; but there has not been a lull in Januar]^|
of this year. Trade has passed along briskly^^
from one season right into the next. There is a
well-supported demand for general book and
stationery stock, and the printing and blank-
book departments are having a very full run of

work. You can say squarely that the interests

represented by The Stationer are in a healthy
and encouraging state of activity here."

Visits to other leading establishments revealed
the same satisfactory condition of affairs, the

manufacturing stationers and printers being es-

pecially well employed. A representative retail

book and stationery house is that of Curry &
Bearing's, where your correspondent found
Samuel L. Curry arranging a display of Prang's
superb valentines, and many customers making
their selections from the pure and simple de-

signs for juveniles, the chaste and artistic sUk
fringed and the elegant satin prints. Truly the

the artistic world owes a debt of gratitude to

the great firm of L. Prang & Co., of Boston.

And that sumptuous souvenir, the "Lion in

Love," the best critics pronounce it the paragon
of artistic conception and execution. Mr. Cur-
ry's exhibit also includes some excellent speci-

mens of work from the house of White, Stokes

& Allen, New York, of which " Roses and For-

get-me-nots," valentines and "Easter Flowers

"

(ContJilted on page 132.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
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Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink OB Weak.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berksliire Mills Unen liedger, and date. '*

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. Jr.. & BRO..
HD^LToisr, :m:-a.ss., xj. s. j^.

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxp of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Kne Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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{Continued from page 130.)

are portfolios of superior excellence. Large

satchets of velvet and satin of delicate tints,

finished with varied floral designs, compose

another line in this exquisite class of goods,

which is no longer " fancy," but staple stock,

for after the holidays comes the demand for

valentines, for Easter cards, and for the re-

mainder of the year birthday cards and sou-

venirs for countless purposes, until the season

for Xmas and New Year cards is at hand again.

Truly, American fine art publishers have carved

out a phenomenal success !

Among other refreshing ntvelties at the book-

sellers is a series of crisp, clean little volumes

of birthday books, about 16mo. in size, delight-

fully bound in calf, seal and russia, with quota-

tions for each day in the year, and a space

opposite for autograph, the product of Thomas
Whitaker, New York ; and the prose and po-

etical selections are as fine as the book-making

is perfect.

H. A. Elderkin & Co. (the new photo-supply

house), are adding a department for the manu-
facture of frames, moldings, and plush goods.

.Otis Hidden has disposed of his down-town re-

tail store, sellmg the picture-frame department

to M. Denhard and the book and stationery

branch to Wm. Q Haythorn.

Perry & Co. , for many years in rubber goods

and toys on Fourth street, are closing out at

auction aad will discontinue business here.

Stationers report an excellent share of orders

for wedding invitations and visiting cards of the

finest grades. Louisville stationers claim to

turn out as fine a class of copper-plate and
lithograph work in this line as any city in the

Union.

The Post and Commercial are each claiming

the largest circulation of any daily published

here, while the Courier-Journal, grand and
gloomy, continues its war on the tariff, pausing

only an instant to remind the Kentucky Legis-

lature that it ought to unlock the deadlock

and select anyone of the nominees for United

States Senator as all " tariff for revenue only "

men. The latter paper exhibits in its counting,

room a series of eight stereotype plates, each

making one page of the journal and of which a

new set is cast every day in the year.

The number of visiting salesmen from the

North has been limited, but postal-card an-

nouncements are raining in thick and fast, and
eloquence will be numerous next month. As I

am closing, 1 discern a softer tinge to our polar

wave and just as likely as not the barometer
will be in a melting mood before this reaches

type. Bourbon.

CINCINNATI CINCTURES.

[FROM OCR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, January 29, 1884.

Business is fairly under headway for the year

1884. Here in Cincinnati it exhibits the proper-

ties of the chameleon. To one man it has one
color, to another man quite another ; it has a
separate shade and color for every beholder.

There are fewer who see it dark-colored now
than there were before the new year. To some
it looks really gay, as a brier rose, but somewhat
distant. Many stationers say that their last

December sales were up to those of the month
bearing that name in 1882.

The job printing trade, in the way of adver-

tising circulars, has had quite an impetus dur-

ing the last two weeks. Our mails are crowded
with business circulars going out. Every in-

coming mail is freighted with them. This
doesn't look as if business men in any part of

the country were scared. Manufacturing sta-

tioners are getting better orders for business

blanks and general commercial stationery than

they were a fortnight ago, and they, of course,

regard this as a cheerful indication for the

future. In general business, including all classes

of mercantile traffic and all industries, there

are indications which are construed by experts

as pointing to a change in the times for the bet-

ter. Merchants and manufacturers are univer-

sally hopeful. The exceptions are only suffi-

ciently numerous to prove the rule.

Winter holds on grimly. He has given an im-

pulse to the trade in boots and shoes and in

clothing, both of which were dull, and to stoves

and fuel, neither of which have been dull. Fuel

has been very cheap here, the best soft coal sell-

ing at $3 per ton, and slack for making steam

going off at retail for about $2.50.

John Sheppard, formerly with Po unsford &
Co., has been' laid to rest. That earnest,

eager, sympathetic face of his is now turned

to the stars with a silent but everlasting

gaze. He went to the East last summer,

to try to regain his health. After his return,

one or two weeks spent at the store, and then

business to be abandoned for a deathbed with

the end not long delayed, was the history ofjhis

last days. It was his taste and skill that made
the arrangement of A. H. Pounsford & Co.'s

show-windows and cases proverbially attractive.

Let us give a tear to his memory and try to

realize that the impress on others of conscien-

tious work like his is not likely to die, though its

identity may be forgotten.

Trade here in the stationery line is without in-

cident. No one is abandoning business, none

are starting, no one is languishing and no one

rejoice in a boom.

As to visits of traveling salesmen, just look at

this array from New York city ! They came
down in great gangs, like wolves on the fold,

and what business they've done can nev er be

told. It must have been considerable, however,

for they are staying around quite awhile. It

does really look as if they were doing pretty

well ; still, in a very few days their work must
be done. Then they'll skip away from us.

But here is the muster-roll of the New York
contingent : Ed. J. Gumpert, with Kahn &
Halzingen (came by lightning express) ; Ar-
thur S. Anable, with Obpacher Brothers,

Munich, Germany, and New York), valen-

tines, &c., &c. ; "Our Mr. B. Alexander,"

from Schwed & Marks (coin purses) ; H. Birrell,

of Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. (pens and
inks) ;

" Our agent, Mr. N. Frank," from Charles

Ginn & Co. (baskets) ;
" Our Mr. R. E. Bennett,"

from McLoughlin Brothers (toy books and
games) ; "My representative, Mr. John B. Gunn,"
from Eberhard Faber ; Frank L. Landers (Turner

Manufacturing Company) ; Charles Plummer,
of Evans, Plummer & Co. ; Mr. Schad, of Sau-

gerties Blank Book Company ; Mr. Lipman, of

Boorum, Pease & Co. ; Frank Johnson, of

Liebenroth, Von Auw & Co. A lot of reinforce-

ments are coming in small detachments from
New England and elsewhere in the East. E.

Schwartz, Schulte Brothers & Co., book-

binders' materials, Philadelphia ; T. S. Buck,

rubber goods, Lambertville, N. J. ; H. B.

Handy, Morgan Envelope Company, Spring-

field, Mass. ;
" Our Geo. A. Clark," bookbinders'

leather, Newark, N. J.; "Our E. Walter Giles,"

Esterbrook Steel Pen Company, Camden, N. J.

;

"Our Mr. Classon," the Plimpton Manufactur-
ing Company, Hartford, Conn. ; Lindsay Fair-

fax, of Kichmond Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany, with blotting-papers. There—that is all

for the present 1 Prince William.

JAPANESE POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.

The postal system of Japan is always pointed

at as a model in its way—one of the foremost

departments of the Europeanized government.

And, indeed, it must in all fairness be ac-

knowledged that much credit belongs to Japan
for swiftness in the dispatch of malls, while fet-

tered with a lack of railroads. In the first place,

every train carries mail, and in Japan, be it

known, the imperial railways run through pas-

senger trains every two hours, and on the Yoko-

hama railroad nearly every hour. Thus, while

in America three mails each way daily would be

esteemed the climax of facilities, the minimum
between the various cities here is about ten

mails each way daily. This applies merely to

the railroads, of course.

The delivery of mails is also very prompt,

and takes place a good many times a day. A
person may mail a letter in Yokohama for

Tokio, one hour's ride to the north, as late

as dusk, and yet receive an answer the same
night, providing his friend is prompt. While

in Yokshama I took occasion to mail a letter

in a post-box as late as six o'clock in the even-

ing, at a point fully a mile from the post-

office. It was soon collected, delivered to the

one to whom it was addressed over on the bluffs,

and the same evening I received a call from the

recipient.

Every effort is made in the case of foreigners

to deliver their mail to them promptly. So
anxious are the authorities to deliver mail,

that one of the missionary ladies in Kobe says,

when last summer she went up among the

mountains, six miles distant, a special man was
dispatched from the office here, really against

her wishes, who came all the way on foot, and
was not content until he had hunted her up and
delivered her the mail. The city carriers have
small carts painted red, with which they de-

liver mail upon the arrival of the large mail

steamers. They go about the city at a dog
trot. This applies, of course, to the large port

cities. In the interior mail is carried from town
to town by messengers, who also travel at a dog
trot, in cases where stage lines do not exist.

With all their ceremonious haste it is amusingly

incongruous to notice that little effort is made
to protect mail—doubtless because, in this poor

country, valuables are not much transmittedf

through the mails. In summer the overland

mail carrier transports the mail from place to*

place by means of two nets attached to the end
of a pole balanced over the shoulder. In casea

of rain these nets are wrapped in oiled paper.]

To one who has been accustomed to the iron

mail wagons of America it is a peculiar sight.-

Correspondence Philadelphia Press.

CANFIBLD. " DIVIDED " (FOR-
merly "Acme") KRASEB, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface ; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

FOR SAI.E-THE LEADING BOOK, STATIO^f-
ery and Music Store in a prosperous city of

6,000 inhabitants. Location of the largest normal
school in the United States. Address M. A. SALIS-
BURY, Valparaiso, Ind.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Electrotypers & Stereotypers,

34 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

i^°° Eleotrotypes Moanted on Wood or Metal.
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GEORGE B. HURD A GO., -"^ ===^^^ ^'-

MANUFACTURERS OF AND WHOLESALE DEALERS .IN —

IflHM SWMWI
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, JR., Sc BRO

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILINa DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLIGHT, & CO.,

Principal OiEce, EOCHESTEE, N, I. Branch Offices, OHIOAaOriU. and TOEONTO, Oat.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched
by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

Lor Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for aU purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond_aIl other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

£r2£!±^- JOSEPH AEHOLD, Eynsford Mills, KEHT, ENGLAND.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
)

:!IVe>^ London, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-GYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuable Fatented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE.DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlitic Works, East Boston, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

aEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTfiANDEE & HUEE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

Hand Cuttkb SEND FOB CmOUIAB AND PBICE LIST HAiii>OirrTEB, wiTB Stmah Fixtukk.
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FAlYIILiY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS L.OXfr OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lnther's Illnstrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the coimtry at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

Illustrate(lCntal>gue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, <fcc., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
1^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au)^
B i.ac:k

SxyL
I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 15 JOHN STREET, NETV YORK,

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SEl'OND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduringr and better capable of retaining ttfieir cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simpUcity.

POWER, FOOT & HAND
Perforating Machines.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce Street, New York.
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%nuU Houjclties*

I
We \vill be glad to receive samples of all novelties

isHUed in the trade, and will notice all such which

li issess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

ompany descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 290,328. Game Apparatus.—Alonzo Hicks, West
New Brighton, N. Y., assignor to E. Willis Corey,

Boston, Mass.

No. 290,336. Paper Fastener. —Arthur Lotz, Paris,

France.

A reversible paper fastener composed of a plain

l>iece of sheet metal split longitudinally from and

pointed at both ends, leaving aa intermediate un-

split portion.

No. 290,360. Game Table.—Frederick Schlueter, New
York, N. Y.

Xo. 290,381. Book Holder. — Eldridge J. Wood,
Palmer, Mass.

No. 290,395. Machine for Manipulating Cards or

Tickets for Creating Value.—Charles L. Camp-
bell and Morris T. Martin, Chicago, 111.

No. 290,419. Type Writing Machine.—James B. Ham-
mond, New York, N. Y.

No. 290,420. Typewriting Machine.—James B. Ham-
mond, New York, N. Y.

No. 290,432. Check or Account Book.— Jacob A.

Jackson, Des Moines, la.

No. 290,474. Mechanical Advertising Apparatus.-

Samuel E. Riblet, Galion, Ohio.

A device for advertising, consisting of a con-

cave mirror composed of radially-arranged

strips of mirror glass, and a revolving cylinder

having curbed tubular jet-arms, inner projec-

tions, and an inner upwardly-pointing cylinder,

and turning upon a point upon the upper end of

a supply-pipe, having inner curved arms upon

its upper end and a downwardly-pending cyl-

inder.

No. 290,497. Support for BUl-File Holders.—Wm. H.

Tucker, Washington, D. C.

No. 290,498. File-Box.-Wm. H. Tucker, Washington,

D. C.

In combination with the follower-board of a

file-box, secured against vertical displacement

and having fixed to its outer face an upright

bracket formed with flanges, a vertical arm or

post, having lugs or flanges engaging the

flanges of the upright bracket and an actuating-

lever arranged on the follower.

No. 290,514. Package-Holder.—Thomas E. Baden,

Washington, D. C, assignor to Miletus J. Wine,

same place.

In combination, a plate formed with a cord-

retaining staple, an eccentrically curved clamp-

ing-lever passed under the cord - retaining

staple and pivotally attached to the plate, and
the binding-cord secured to the free end of the

clamping-lever.

No. 290,532. Letter-Box.—John H. Carter, Keokuk,
la., assignor of one-half to Frank A. Whitney,

same place.

No. 290,553. Combining Sheets of Zylonite with other

Sheeted Substances.—Jarvis B. Edson, Adams,
Mass.

No. 290,564. Pencil-Sharpener.—Walter Kittredge

Foster, Stoneham, Mass.

In an improved pencil-sharpener an abut-

ment having its bearing-face between the apex
and base of the conical mouth, in combination
with a knife or cutter having its cutting-edge at

its junction with the face, arranged at a dis-

tance aside of the axis of the mouth.

No. 290,570. File-Case.—John S. Gheen,Washington,
D. C, assignor to Miletus J. Wine, same place.

As a new article of manufacture a g^ide-plate

for a paper-holder case, consisting of a longi-

tudinal body provided with a flange or flanges

extending at right angles from the sides and for

the length thereof, and terminating in a curved

end or ends, forming recesses, and adapted to be

attached to the shelf of a case.

No. 290,587. Box for Photographic Dry-Plates.—Ed-

ward Kfauber, Louisville, Ky.

No. 390,615. File-Box.—Miletus J. Wine, Washing-
ton, D. C.

No. 290,616. File-Box.—Miletus J. Wine, Washing-
ton, D. C.

In combination with a tray or drawer, a

transverse gravitating bar, and a joint connect-

ing said bar at one edge with the tray, said

parts adapted to permit the bar to rise and fall

freely, and also to permit the same to be turned

backward from the end of the tray.

No. 290,628. Machine for Manufacturing Type.—
John C. Blevney, Newark, N. J.

The eccentric consists of a disk mounted on
the oblique portion of a shaft, and its throw
may be varied by shifting its position on the

oblique shaft.

No. 290,648. Leaf for Photograph-Albums.—Rich-
ard Moser, Berlin, Germany.
A leaf for photograph-albums, consisting of

an intermediate layer of card-board, having an
oblong opening of greater length than the pho-

tograph, and of face-layers having transverse

slits and depressed portions between the slits,

said depressed portions being made integral

with the face-layers.

No. 290.651. Blackboard.—Nathaniel F. Potter and
Wm. H. Fenner, Jr., Providence, R. I.

A blackboard or marking-surface composed
of soapstone or talc, alum, lime-putty, black

sand, silica, mortar-black and plaster-of-paris.

No. 290,655. Process of Coloring Photographs.—
Chas. L. Wright, New York, N. Y.

The process of making colored photographs,

which consists in applying to photographic pa-

per in a raw state an even coating of a mixture
of egg-albumen, neutral sulphate of barium,

chloride of ammonium, salicylic acid and glyce-

rine, then sensitizing, printing, toning and fix-

ing in the ordinary manner, and then softening

the albumen coagulated in the preparation of

the paper with concentrated ammonia, then ap-

plying the colors in a mixture of albumen, sali-

cylic acid, glycerine, aqua-ammonia and water,

and then setting the color in the prints by pass-

ing them through a bath of alcohol, water and
nitric acid.

No. 291,668. Blotter.—Jas. Q. Davis, Winnsborough,
and Newton O. Pyles, Coronoco, S. C.

No. 290,683. Automatic Holder for Knives and Pen-
cils.—Joseph Hoffman, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to Henry Berolzheimer, same place.

No. 290,684. Lead and Crayon Holder.—Joseph Hoff-

man, New York, N.Y., assignor to Henry Berolz-

heimer, same place.

In an automatic lead and crayon holder, the

combination with the lead-grasping jaws and
the spring-impelled tip, of a positive lock or de-

tent, whereby when the tip is retracted or

moved back from the lead-grasping jaws it may
be locked in that position at will.

No. 290,691. School-Slate.—Israel Lancaster, Chi-

cago, 111.

The combination, with the slate-frame, of an
elastic binding and the reed or strip to retain

the same, said binding being arranged to pro-

tect the reed and the frame of the slate.

No. 290,747. Printing Press.—Calvert B. Cottrell,

Stonington, Conn. ,

The combination, with two or more pairs of

type and impression cylinders adjustable later-

ally toward and from each other, of spur-

wheels on the shafts of the said cylinders, and

endless spur-toothed racks engaging with but

supported independently of said wheels, for im-

parting motion to said cylinders.

No. 290,748. Printing-Press.-Calvert B. Cottrell,

Stonington, Conn.

The combination, with two or more pairs of

type and impression cylinders and spur-wheels

on the shafts of said cylinders, of two endless

spur-toothed racks engaging with and driving

said spur-wheels, gripper rods or bars extending

between and connected with said racks and pro-

vided with receiving-grippers, and a feed-board

from which sheets may be taken by said receiv-

ing-grippers.

No. 290,763. Discal Calendar.—Arthur B. Freeman
and Marcus F. Richardson, Lebanon, N. H.

No. 390,813. Paper-Hanger's Roller.—Horatio Sweet
ser. New York, N. Y., assignor to Horatio Sweet-

ser, Jr., same place.

No. 290.820. Fountain Pen-Holder.—William Vale

Birmingham, County of Warwick, England.

Patented in England September 14, 1883, No. 4,401.

In a fountain or reservoir pen, the combina-

tion, with the exterior casing and the stylus or

point, of an elastic reservoir communicating
with the stylus and provided at its end with a
movable plunger, whereby it may be compressed

and its contents discharged upon or into the

stylus.

No. 290,827. Advertising Fan.—Alfred Wielh, New
York, N. Y.

No. 290,830. System or Method of Reporting Speech.

—John C. Zachos, New York, N. Y.

No. 290,846. Removable Book-Cover.—James M.
Bronson, Chicago, III.

A removable cover for books, constructed with

integral flanges around its edges, to form a socket

of a depth sufiScient to receive the inner book

cover, and provided with overlapping pieces at

the outer and inner corners, which hold the book-

firmly in place, but allow it to slide freely end-

wise.

No. 890,862. Combined Table and Desk.—Samuel T.

Corbitt, Odessa, Mo.

No. 290,889. Rule or Measure.—Frank J. Kellogg,

Battle Creek, Mich.

DESIGNS.

No. 14,503. Font of Printing Type.—Charles E. Heyer,

Chicago, III., assignor to Arthur M. Barnhartand

Alson E. Barnhart, both of same place. Term
of patent, 14 years.

TRADB-MABKS.
No. 10,800. Writing Paper.-Carter, Rice & Co. Cor-

poration, Boston, Mass.
" The words ' Crown Imperial Linen ' and the

symbol or representation of a crown.''

No. 10,807. Perfumery and Perfumed Articles for

the Toilet.—Piesse & Lubin, London, England.

"Firm-name, 'Piesse & Lubin,' in script, at

the right of which is the picture of a musk-deer

standing erect on the ground."

LABELS.

No. 3,786. Title: "Knickerbocker Subscription

Agency " (for a Catalogue).—John H. Ireland,

Brooklyn, N. Y., and William J. Russell, Jersey

City, N. J.

HARDENING CYPSUM AND ALA-
BASTER.

Articles cut out of crude gypsum are hardened

by dipping into a bath consisting of alum and

oxalic acid or an oxalate ; they are next dried

and then immersed in a coloring fluid. The

first mentioned hardening fluid may also be

combined with the latter by mixing the pig-

ment, fuchsine, &c., with it.

He who knows only his own side of the case,

knows little of that.—J. Stuart Mill.
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PADS AND BLOTTEE TABLETS,
We desire to call the attention of the Trade to the most desirable and saleable goods on the market.

WlWE3ESlOEsCRAfcTr?ADSr
Made from a hard calendered, engine-sized, cream-laid paper, bound on end and side with our red elastic composition.

Put up in Nine Sizes, 2^x4 to 8x12 inches.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED TABLET.'^^ZTZ^Zt^ It
paper, with Antique Card-Board Cover, each sheet perforated and permanently bound at the top. Made in Five
Sizes, 2|i(x4:>^ to 5f^x9 inches; Two Sizes, perforated in the middle for Cash Checlts.

"YE KNICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLET.-'TaMeT
a Low-Priced Blotter

and bound with neat

Antique Covers. Made from Fine Quality of Cream-Laid Paper, both ruled and plain, and put up in COMMEKCIALi
NOTE, PACKET NOTE and CONGRESS LETTER. For Educational purposes they have no equal.

SrSs^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON CASE LOTS. -^U
MANUFACTURED BY THE

"ACME" STATIONERY AND PAPER CO.,

*
No. 117 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

company:- ^»^ ms!n^

SOIiE AGKNTPS
•ADDF^ESS • ALL'COMMUNICATIONSTO-BOSTON-OFFIOE'
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FOR THE COMING EASTER SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, which

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous effoi*ts, and will meet with a ready sale.

The followino- Artists are amon<>- the contributors to our line :

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. B. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE C. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness :

-^it-

No. 705.-

No. 711.-

No. 712.-

No. 713.-

No. 714.-

No. 715.-

No. 716.-

No. 717F

-TRIANGULAR FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs. O. E. WmTNEY.

-MOVABLE SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

-BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney. A gorgeous series.

-FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

-BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Striking Easter Cards ever pubUshed.

-EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A very chaste and appropriate card.

,—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fittiag companion card to our last year's Waler-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

•*-
-_

besides these, special attention is called to our-

pup %MM P^ipip F#M
('onsisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles

:

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT.—An exquisite Satin Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and
bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

" C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back.

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped silk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.

*

The .sale of our Satin Art Prints have heretofore been ver}^ large, and our specialties in this line for

Ea.ster will, no doubt, meet with a ready sale. Sample Books are now in the hands of our Travelers.

We Avould urge our friends to send in their specified orders as soon as possible, to avoid delays in

the filling of orders.

Our extensive line of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we
have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.

-^K—

r^ FB.ZCS Z.ZSTS OF S&STSB. C&BJDS AB.S ITOlSr ZIS.&DV.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,

The above superior brand of Liuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and
weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Priuters and Lithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

VALENTINE,
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

-•*-

NOW ON THE ROAD.

11^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

m
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

E. Gh. IjOo:k:e & oo.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 2 1 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be abl-^ to Conapete in l*rioeis with any one—a subject worthy of
your cmsideration, and the investigation of whii;h will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor;
tnation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED —

VTiLSXXZlTGTOZT MbDJLZiZ.Z01T FeZTS.
J. Q,. PI^EBLE «Sc GO.,

No*. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 77 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

When People are Traveling Com
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE

COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe: and I consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-
dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing
what a long journey we had performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving Xew York, at
Hornelfsville, is certainly deserving
" honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract
passengers."

—

£x, U. S. Minister^ E. B.
Waskburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,401.441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed— one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train wnile in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer's Reportfor 1881.

OF AMERICA.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted
that both of these objects are secured to the traveler

who purchases his ticket over the

Jtheoreat! ERIE RAILWAY

LANDSCAPE ROUTE

|

I _L I

E. S. BOWEN,
General Supt.,

New York.

JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passenger Agt., New York,

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

4NDEBS0N & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COTTNgELOR-AT-LA-W.

Special attention given to Patent and Xrad0*
Marh Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S. A,,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof JTnited States andForeign Patents

and Trade-Marhs,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opmions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications
ca.>;efully drawn. Business may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep*^ in
violably secret and confidential.

lAMES A. WHITNEY, , tj Nassau St., N. Y. Citf.

ZZVB CiLZlD CO.,
Publishers and Dkalkrs in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
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%x'iUic (gossip.

All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

re(iue8ted to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Isaiah Roggenburger, manufacturer of paper-

l)oxes, Philadelphia, Pa., is dead.

Coy's paper mill, at West Claremont, N. H.,

has been remodeled at a cost of $20,000.

The Typograph Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, 111., has been closed out by the sheriff.

M. E. (Mrs. R. W.) Thorner, stationer, &c.,

Hamilton, Ont., has made an assignment in

trust.

The liabilities of Bloch & Co., printers and

fl ig manufacturers, Cincinnati, Ohio, are about

*:W,000,

Dean & Carroll, dealers in wall-paper, Mem-

phis, Tenn., have been damaged $500 by water
;

insured.

H. G. Razall & Co., binders and blank-book

manufacturers, Milwaukee, Wis., have been at-

tached for 11,023.

W. E. Seebold, stationer. New Orleans, La.,

is asking an extension, claiming assets of 837,-

000, and liabilities $24,000.

Adler & Liebman, paper-stock dealers, At-

lanta, Ga., have dissolved partnership. Moses

Adler succeeds to the business.

John Ferguson & Co., dealers in wood pulp,

Sherbrooke, Que., have dissolved partnership,

and are succeeded by Symmes Brother.

Bennett & Patterson, printers and engravers.

New Orleans, La., have dissolved partnership.

Patterson & Co. succeed to the business.

V. G. Fischer, bookseller and stationer, Wash-

ington, D. C, asks an extension of two years.

The liabilities are $13,000 and assets, $13,700.

Uglow & McGiflEan, news agents and fancy

goods dealers, Ottawa, Ont., have dissolved

partnership, each continuing business on his

own account.

Trout, Mcllvaine & Elder, wholesale and re-

tail dealers in paper-hangings, &c., Philadel-

phia, Pa., have sold out their retail store to

Rowan & Fullaway.

W. F. Carter has retired from the Savannah

Art Company (not incorporated), dealer in pic-

ture frames, &c.. Savannah, Ga. C. P. Miller

continues the business.

W. M. Sprague's leather-board mill, at Middle

Falls, Wa.shington County, N. Y., was destroyed

by fire on Monday night, causing a loss of $30,-

000; insured for $16,000.

The Whitcomb Envelope Company, Worces-

ter, Mass., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal of $1.50,01)0. David Whitcomb is president;

G. H. Whitcomb, treasurer.

The Hall Type-Writing Machine Company of

New York is contemplating the establishment

of its works in Beverly, Mass. Its present capi-

tal of $300,000 to be increased to $.500,000.

W. C. Lawless & Co., dealers in printers' ma-

terial, Montreal, Que., have dissolved partner-

ship, E. F. Carter retiring and W. C. Lawless

continuing the business under the same style.

C. C. Taylor & Co., Springfield, Mass., are

about to open a paper-box shop at Holyoke.

Stephen P. Burns, who has been connected with

the Springfield establishment for many years,

will be the resident Holyoke partner.

The manufacturing business of Hard & Par-

sons has suspended work temporarily on account

of the removal of the firm from its present quar-

ters at No. 126 Duane street, which will take

several days. The firm requests the trade to

have a little patience, as it will be unable to

turn out any goods under a week. The office

and salesroom will be located, after February 1,

at the corner of William and Beekman streets,

and thus be more accessible to the trade. Pur-

chasers of valentine and Easter novelties will do

well to give the firm a call at its new location,

where they will find all of the latest fancies of

the season.

The International Publishing Company and

Book Exchange, New York city, had a meeting

of its credititors a few days ago and offered 35

cents on the dollar, which the creditors refused

to entertain, believing that by proper manage-

ment of the assets it could be made to pay in

full, whereupon it made a full surrender of its

assets to the creditors who will settle up its busi-

ness. The concern did an installment business,

selling photograph albums and publications of

various kinds throughout the country.

Howard W. Preston has been admitted as a

general partner, and Augustus H. Preston as a

special partner, of W. T. Tibbitts, bookseller

and stationer. Providence, R. I. The partner-

ship is limited to January, 1886, and the capital

paid in by the new partners is $4,000. The
style of the firm has been changed to Tibbitts &
Preston.

A fire occurred at 90 and 92 White street.

New York, on Saturday night, and among the

losses incurred were Louis Kloptsch, publisher

of the Daily Hotel Reporter, loss by water

$2,000, insured for $4,000, and Mitchell C. Levy,

printer, loss $7,000.

A. McArthur & Co., wholesale dealers in pa-

per and twines, Montreal, Que., have dissolved

partnership. J. W. Nelles, special partner, has

retired from the firm, and A. McArthur con-

tinues the business under the old style.

K. P. James and Francis R. S. Fox have been

admitted to an interest in the firm of Bryan,

Fox & Son, manufacturers of picture frames,

&c., Philadelphia, Pa. The style of the firm is

now Bryan, Fox & Sons.

John Dolan, paper-stock dealer, South Had-
ley Falls, Mass., was burned out on Sunday
morning, but his loss is covered by insurance.

The fire was caused by spontaneous combustion.

Joseph V. Fullaway, dealer in paper-hang-

ings, Philadelphia, Pa., has entered into part-

nership with Wm. Ellwood Rowan, under the

style of Rowan & Fullaway.

Joseph Stellwagon's Sons, paper manufac-
turers, Philadelphia, Pa., have suspended. A
meeting of creditors, was called for yesterday.

The stock of the estate of Willing & William-

son, booksellers and stationers, Toronto, Unt.,

is advertised to be sold at auction.

Patrick Doyle, of the firm of Megargee Bro-

thers, manufacturers of paper, Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

The Cheyenne Leader, Cheyenne, W. T., has

been sold to the Daily Democrat Publishing

Company.

An assignment has been made by Bronner &
Wermentine, booksellers and stationers, Daven-
port, la.

A. Conway, paper-stock dealer, Erie, Pa., has

been closed out by the sheriff.

The sheriff has sold out McLeod & Cooper,

stationers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Eddy Almon, bookseller and stationer, Ben-

nington, Vt., is dead.

Walter Christie, dealer in letter-files. New
York city, has assigned.

An assignment has been made by H. M. Mc-
Neill, printer, Alleghany, Pa.

McMillan & Randall, dealers in pictures and
artists' materials, Ann Arbor, Mich., have dis-

solved partnership. Randall continues the busi-

ness.

The Clark-Naergaard Company, paper dealer,

&c.. New York, will remove its offices on or be-

fore May 1 to No. 14 Beekman street, Morse

Building.

Wm. Heller, manufacturer of traveling bags,

New York city, has admitted Isaac Heller to

partnership. The style of the firm is Wm. Hel-

ler & Son.

R. H. Crane has succeeded to the Peerless

Paper Box Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, and has

issued a circular to the trade, which includes a

price list of the Peerless files.

Rand, Avery & Co., Boston, have in course

of publication a new story which deals with the

Mormon question, and is said to be of thrilling

and powerful interest. It will be handsomely

illustrated and sold by subscription.

The Manufacturers' Paper Company has suc-

ceeded the Hudson River Pulp and Paper Com-
pany at Luzerne, N. Y., and is now proprietor

of the wood-pulp mill at that point. The offi-

cers of the new company are A. Payenstecher,

president ; E. B. Fullerton, secretary and gen-

eral manager, and P. W. Bidwell, treasurer.

The ma»'riage of Bolton Hall to Susie Hurlbut

Scott, daughter of William Hoyt Scott, will

occur at Calvary Church, Fourth avenue and
Twenty-first street, on Wednesday, February
6. The Stationer tenders congratulations in

advance and expresses the hope that the alliance

may be one of unexampled happiness and pros-

perity.

H. V. Butler, Jr., & Co., paper dealers, 33

Reade street, New York, suspended last week,

but are reported to be trying to make arrange-

ments with their creditors. The liabilities of

the firm are said to be about $75,000. Among
the New York creditors of the firm are J. W
Lyon & Co., $1,800; John H. Lyon & Co., $2,500;

Vernon Brothers & Co. , and S. Webber Parker

& Co., amounts not given, and Wilkinson Broth-

ers & Co., $1,200.

The catalogue of Milton Bradley & Co., man-
ufacturers of toys, games and other stationers'

novelties, Springfield, Mass., is a pamphlet of 56

pages, and contains numerous engravings, with

full descriptive matter of the various products

of the company. Some of the engravings are

especially noticeable, being printed in rich col-

ors. Among the colored engravings shown are

the American Fire Department toy, matched
pictures, Bradley's Menagerie, Bradley's Aqua-
rium, the Historiscope improved and the Magic
Plaiter. The production is characteristic of the

enterprise of Milton Bradley & Co.

Prof. Frank H. Fenno, author of " The Science

and Art of Elocution," a text-book in general

use among schools and colleges, has edited a
little volume of literary selections, called " Fen-

no's Favorites, No. 1. One Hundred Choice

Pieces for Reading and Speaking." The collec-

tion is prefaced by an exposition of the theory

of elocution and the principles of gesture. The
general character of each piece is explained in a
brief analysis, and the appropriate gestur«s are

indicated by figures referring to foot-notes.

The book is printed on good paper, from large

I
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clear type. John E. Potter & Co., Philadelphia,

are the publishers.

The Spectator Printing Company (incorpor-

ated), Hamilton, Ont., has been burned out.

George H. McCully & Co., printers, Phila-

delphia, Pa., have been sold out by the sheriff,

Geo. H. Bonte, twine manufacturer, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, has been partly burned out; fully in-

sured.

H. L. Pittock, proprietor Clackamas Paper

Company, Portland, Ore., is reported to have

sold out to Blake, Bobbins, McFall & Co.

The Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin of January

21 says: "The latest name mentioned in con-

nection with the mayorality is that of George

Des Forges."

William Mann &. Son have issued a large,

neatly and handsomely printed calendar. It is

a sheet calendar, printed in colors and is a cred-

itable production in every way.

The Hollingsworth & WhitneyCompany,paper
stock and bag maker, Braintree, Mass., and
Watertown and Gardiner, Me., will begin

weekly payments on the second Saturday in

February.

Marcus Ward & Co. have recently introduced

a new line of fine linen writing papers. It con-

sists of a hand-made paper, in note sizes, with

envelopes to match, and is of heavy and medi-

um weight. It is decidedly " toney," making it

all that can be desired for society purposes.

C. F. A. Hinrichs has just received another

large invoice of Easter novelties, embracing a

very fine line of porcelain eggs, painted in va-

rious colors and plain, and ornamented with

cupid, flower, bird decorations, bisque figures,

&c. The line also comprises a large variety of

what are known as hen dishes, that is, dishes of

various sizes containing the life-like figure of a

hen. These dishes come both white and col-

ored. There are also egg-cups, boats, egg-boxes,

&c. , in various styles, with bisque figures.

In Easter goods Henry Levy & Son have this

season brought out a line which embraces a

great number of genuine novelties. The line

comprises a large assortment of rustic boxes

and vases with natural chickens, birds, rabbits,

&c. One design shows a singing-class, with an
owl as the teacher and several little chickens as

pupils. Another design represents the old hen
in the character of the old woman in the shoe,

" who had so many children that she didn't

know what to do." The old woman has a night-

cap on her head, and is evidently trying to

soothe her numerous progeny to sleep. The
effect is comical in the extreme. Mr. and Mrs.

Fowl are shown in bed, with the baby on the

footboard clapping its diminutive wings. The
same characters are also shown in another de-

sign, christening the baby. There are also nu-

merous designs of rustic crosses, rustic boxes for

candies, decorated with grasses and ferns ; also

a large variety of Easter sachets, decorated
with hand-paintings and appropriate emblems

;

Easter plaques of plush of various shades with
floral decorations, handkerchief cases, &c.

The new line of Easter cards just introduced

by L. Prang & Co. is exceptionally noticeable.

One design has a white plush border, with a

raised satin centre, containing a beautiful pic-

ture, showing a group of angels playing on

musical instruments. Another card has a cush-

ioned satin centre, of a gothic design, decorated

with a cross and flowers. A very handsome
cord has a painted rustic cross entwined with

flowers, in rich colors. A number of other

cards of a similar character have a variety of

light and dark backgrounds, making a very

pleasing effect in each case. L. Prang & Co.

have also brought out an entire new line of

cheaper cards, fringed, single and folding, and
with innumerable subjects suggestive of the

observance of Easter. This firm also exhibits

its usual good taste in its valentine lines.

J. F. Sheehan has disposed of his interest in

the firm of James McClatchy & Co., publishers

of the -Bee, Sacramento, Cal., the heirs of the

late James McClatchy having bought the same.

Chas. J. Buffum, for two years past in part-

nership with A. W. Bee, Boston, will, on Febru-

ary 1, connect himself with Ward & Gay.

The Philadelphia Paper Box and Paste Manu-
facturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., is offer-

ing to compromise with its creditors.

F. Goodman & Brother, dealers in wall-pa-

per, Durango, Cal., have sold out to George
Goodman & Co.

C. A. Stoop, dealer in stationery, &c., Ode-
bolt, la., has failed.

P. E. £ies, stationer. Burton, £an., has sold

out to John Goodwine.

W. O. L. Crandall, stationer, &c., Olema,

Cal., has been attached.

H. Thone, stationer, &c., Arkansas City,

Ark., has been burned out.

J. N. Turner, bookseller. &c., Eldora, la., has

been closed out by the sheriff.

Barrett & Co., bookbinders arid printers,

Montgomery, Ala., have dissolved partnership.

An assignment has been made by N. W. Tay-

lor, wholesale dealer in wall-paper, Chicago, 111.

Bert Stroud, photographer and stationer,

Norristown, Pa., has been sold out by the

sheriff.

Wm. H. De Mott, manufacturer of paper

boxes, Utica, N. Y., has been burned out; fully

insured.

The A. H. Hart Company, dealer in twines,

&c.. New York city, has been damaged by fire

and water.

Selchow & Richter have just issued a cata-

logue and price list of valentines, &c. Their line

embraces cheap goods as well as rich and chaste

easel valentines, elaborate box valentines, ele-

gant fringed card valentines, love albums, &c.

This firm is also showing to the trade samples

of playing-cards in various new designs. Those

desiring the latest prices and novelties in games,

toys, &c., will also be furnished circulars, &c.,

recently issued by the firm, on application.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction inprice : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 8, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P- H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Tunpson. Cashier
Continental Bank ; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co.; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. WUmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vemulye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells.
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co.; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgms.

JOHN FOLEY, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 3 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

CARTER
Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.

I^^PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I «§ i» Send for Samples.

RICE & CO.
(CORPORATION.)

PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. ®

rn-^-^r—
-i-- —^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, h?^

Send for Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers.
STATIONERS and PAPER DEALERS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, IWASS
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DIRECTORY.
Cards nnder this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., CJhicago, m.

JANENTZKY & WEBEE, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut at., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.T.,& 156& 158 Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

FORBES LXTHOQRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 DeTonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Bali Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, ^i Milk St., Boston.

EVANS &GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor St.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"IPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Spriagfleld, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman st., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

3ARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WiUiam st, N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 10« Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
wtrfet, Worceaicr. Mais.

Card B oard Manufacturers.

190 WilUam St., N. Y.TRIER, S., & SON,

McHUGH &. CO., 85 Ann St., cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS. A. M., SON, & CO., PhUadelphia. Pa.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 WUUam St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 318 to 819 E. 22d St., N. Y.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, lU.

SHRIVICR. T.. & CO., 838 East 66th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL CI, A CO., Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Coin Wrappers^

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago. lU.

Fancy Coods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY. E. & H. T.. & CO.. 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St.. N. Y.—Globes. 3, 5, 6, 8. 12. 18 and 30 in. diam.

NTMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The FranMin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe st.. Chicago, 111.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office
28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla. Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut at.. Phila., Pa.

HOWARD mOr7 WORKS. Buffalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettini^.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WAKRINGTON, Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane. N. V.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND. H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk St., Boston

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK. C. W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St.. Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHAKLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane st., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, NY.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER.]«,Vs^Jjfst?cfe''o,ni.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates.
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Star Copyinor Pads.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st.

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut st..

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St.. Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Stationers' Hardvt^are.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. V
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAK, ALEXANDER, 110 WiUiam st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston,- Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cheriy St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., <S:c.

HAKF
, PH. 155 William St., N. V

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut st.,
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago ; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WXIDMANN, A., S06 Broadway, N. Y.
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J. H:. BUF-F-OPtlD'S SOKTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES.
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
- NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS,
Advertising Fans, Cbromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menas, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricaltoral and Scbool Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, N£W YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET-

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- *Ti

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. t>

to

The lower piaie is drawn up against
]

the stationary upper plate.

Copying Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool a,n.d. lE'atteran ^v£a,33djn.gr,

PLAIS ANJ> OSNAMMyTAZ J^APANNIIfG,

Sewine; Machine Needles.

"WIT^LCOX. & THOBXPSON,
Broolslyn Needle Works and Fulton Foundry.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

JOfZN PETRIE, Jr.
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR -

A^. B. F-PLEISTOH: OOFYIlSrGi- IISTKIS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Kotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

» THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

LnproTed Ferforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES

:

^'~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

I

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio,

— OP —

For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

J. E:. ILiIIVI>E, I>iil>lislier,
lae William Street, --.-.- NEW YORK.

OBITUARY.

John B. Wood.

One of the best known and best liked of New
York journalists, "Doctor" John B. Wood,
while walking near the water's edge of West
street at an early hour yesterday morning, made
a misstep and fell over the string piece of Pier

No. 3 and struck on the ice a dozen feet below.

His fall was noticed, and he was at once picked

up and cared for, but before the ambulance,
which was sent for, had arrived, he died of

shock and exposure.
" Doc " Wood, as he was familiarly and af-

fectionately called by thousands of printers and
writers, was for over thirty years prominent in

journalism. He was an associate of Horace
Greeley's when the New York Tribune was a
sheet rapidly growing into fame. He came
from New Hampshire when a mere boy, with a

strong desire to become a journalist, and having
great powers of application and a thoroughly

conscientious devotion to, detail he made a

broad and enduring mark in the profession.

His close devotion to work rendered him blind

at one time, and his work as night editor of the

Sun was for a long time done when he could

not see a word of writing or print. His sight

was recovered, however, after long treatment

and a number of surgical operations, of which
he told in a graphic newspaper article which
went the rounds of the press some years ago."

His unbounded liberality and charity led to

an expenditure of a large portion of his income

in assisting his fellows. No printer or other at-

tach^ of the press was ever too worthless to

touch his charity and pocket with any tale of

distress.

His work on the Tribune, Sun, Herald and St.

Louis Chronicle will long be remembered, and
he will not be forgotten during the present or

the succeeding generation of journalists. He
was president of the New York Press Club for

some years. His body was taken to the rooms

of the club. No. 119 Nassau street, on Tuesday

at noon, and remained there until Wednesday,
when the funeral services were held at 11 A. M.,

the Rev. Dr. Talmage and the Rev. Robert

Bruce Hull, of the Tabernacle Baptist Church,

No. 166 Second avenue, officiating. The inter-

ment was made in the Press Club lot in Cypress

Hills Cemetery.

James D. Whitmore & Co. are offering a very

unique and useful novelty in the shape of a sty-

lographic pen, which can be retailed at twenty-

five cents, and. parties who have used this pen
state that it gives satisfaction and wears just

as well as pens costing ten times the price. The
pen is put up in an attractive box, which con-

tains one dozen, and full directions are fur-

nished as to the refilling and when the ink be-

comes exhausted. Very liberal protection is

said to be given to dealers who handle the goods,

and circulars for distribution will be furnished

gratis to parties desiring to job them.
^ » >

The world is a comedy to those who think, a
tragedy to those who feel.

—

Horae Walpole.

AYOUNG MAN, WHO THOROUGHLY tJNDER-
stands the Stationery business, would like a

position as Clerk or Book keeper, or would buy an
established stand or part Interest. Address, giving
particulars, stock on hand, yearly trade, &c., Y. M.,
Box 722, Minneapolis, Minn.

WANTEP — BY A DRUMMER, WELL Ac-
quainted with the trade in Texas, position to

travel for Wholesale Stationery House In the East

;

two years' experience ; at present traveling for
Southern house ; Al references given. Address,
with terms, DRUMMER, care of American Stationer.
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DEVOTKD TO THE INTBRESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Qoods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - . - lo Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1884.

AdTertlsements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each Inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertlsements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in" all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed accoimt of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accoimts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DcANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Fhlladelphia Office : J. Viknnot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Sonthem Office ; F. Q. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside \^ \^S. ^^""^ building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
Q. Qalvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

T XT .1.. coo^ i Amsterdain, Holland, andj.a.ao uuBsy < the Dutch East Indies.

j^v.^ TT»~.„ 3 Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan
-j Adelaide. Austrafik.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelllng Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, CUna.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Doming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Joed A. BarroB Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
EMward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I.J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Jotiguln Q. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum | ^aSds"^"'
^*°'*"'"=^ ^"

John Q. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
\ ^^c'^i^b'^'""'^'''

""^'^

SubBcr<ber8 to Thb Stattonkr can be supplied with
the best cloth binder In the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents:

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
iurormatloD obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

There is an agitation in the South in fa-

vor of abolishing the taxes on commercial

travelers. The Savannah Morning Neivs

has been active in this behalf, and is out-

spoken against what it calls "an outrage on

business men." Any distinction made be-

tween business men from different parts of

the country and local houses is, we think,

adverse to trade comity, and an infraction

of constitutional rights and taxation of the

sort mentioned is therefore invidious and
unjust. The South would do well to abol-

ish it.

An international exhibition of a specific

character is to be held at Budapest, Hun-
gary, in 1885, conjointly with the general

national exhibition to occur in that year.

This international feature will include ex-

hibits of motors, machines and tools for

working in wood, metals, leather and tex-

tiles ; also machinery and tools pertaining

to other industrial interests, including

printing, lithography, photography, type-

founding, bookbinding and fancy work in

leather and paper. The paper maker, per

se, seems to be rejected. If any of our

readers desire to take advantage of this ex-

hibition, we shall be glad to tell them what
parties they must address for necessary in-

formation.

The " neck-or-nothing " race which is

now being run in Europe for the world's

commerce is nowhere more emphatically

exemplified than in the intense interest

taken by European nations in technical edu-

cation. What the world of to-day owes to

the old alchemists is as nothing to what
the industrial world of the future will owe to

techincal study. Even now the man who in-

vents a new design, pattern, dye or machine

is more looked upon in the industrial cen-

tres of Europe than he who is born to rule a

province or an empire, for by such inventions

whole communities may be blessed with the

labor opportunities which he makes pos-

sible, while the King or Kaiser only repre-

sents so much happiness and wages wrung
from the impoverished people to support

imperial display. For these reasons the

city of Lyons is now justly proud at the

inauguration of a school of applied chem-

istry, concerning which our vice-consul in

that place supplies some information. The

Lyons Chamber of Commerce has for a

long time past been preoccupied with plans

for organizing an establishment which
would put their city on a par with other

towns in regard to this branch of technical

study. This is not an isolated instance of

French ambition to excel, for petitions are

circulating in France asking the govern-

ment to establish numerous schools for

technical education. In this country we
depend too much, perhaps, upon native

energy and intelligence. But in strug-

gles of mind as well as of matter the

stronger will prevail and the broader in-

telligence will attain supremacy. This is

essentially an age of investigation and ed-

ucation. We are improving upon old mod-

els, but have not yet discarded all that is

effete. It will be much to our industrial

advantage if abundant means shall be pro-

vided for securing technical education

without waiting to acquire it experimen-

tally at the cost of lost time and money.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By The Trade Lounger.

Does the " oldest inhabitant " know when
a winter like unto the present occurred ? The
vceather is such a common topic nowadays that

any one visiting around can't help but experi-

ence and hear something of it. To be in the

fashion I must mention it.

* * * *

A wedding is shortly to come off in this

city which will, I am sure, elicit from many of

the readers of The Stationer congratulations

and gliick wishes. There has been rather a

dearth of such events in the trade of late, and I

am glad to see that there is to be resumption.

May we have many of them and happy ones.

A great deal has been done in the adver-

tising way and many surprising things have

been evoked from the intellects of advertisers.

Perhaps the following will illustrate the proxys-

mal stage of the art. It is only fair to say that

it is supposed to be nearly one hundred years

old : »>(!;):*

Perdited or furated, on an inauspicious

nocturnal hour subsequent to the day lately au-

thoritatively devoted to humiliation and peni-

tence, from the foerritean dome of the hyscrip-

toralist, a leucophated quadruped of the jumen-

tan order, equestrian genus, feminine gender;

capitally fuscated; asterically marked in cinci-

put; in stature-according to equinal admeasure-

ment—fourteen-and-a-half clenched fists; in the

quin-decimal year of existence; tolutates with

celerity; succusates with agility in a course

concitaled as elegantly graceful, and all in the

superlative degree. Whoever from the proceed-

ing iconism, by percontation, deambutation,

perscrutation or otherwise, shall gain intelli-

gence of the nonpareil and will apport the same

to me shall become reciprocal of a remunera-

tion adequate to the emoilment from
John Hopkinson.

* * * *

It doesn't really requiremuch "gumption"

to get at what John Hopkinson meant, but it may
be remarked that some of his " langwidges " are

peculiar.

The daily papers contain a telegram,

dated January 29, to the following effect ;
" A

dispatch from Matamoras, Mexico, says that

the Rev. Father Damazo Soto, of Concordia, in

the State of Vera Cruz, has discovered the key

to the Aztec writings." This is very interesting

to archaeologists, venders of bric-k-brac, &c.

It has not been generally known that there are

any Aztec writings and still less has it been

known that they have been kept locked up. But

there is a suggestion in this for publishers.

* * * *

It is alleged that one of the members of

a committee which went to Washington to at-

tend the meeting of representatives of different

commercial bodies sent his card to every mem-
ber of Congress of whom he had ever beard.

One of his colleagues remarked that the next

thing for him to do was to visit the lunatic

asylum, where he could dispose of an additional

quantity of cardboard. This incident is only

mentioned to call attention to the fact that
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there is certainly one man of culture engaged in

business.
it' * * *

A whole-souled, generous man and jour-

nalist has been laid to rest. John 6. Wood, as

is probably well known to many of your read-

ers, is dead, and was paid the last honors by the

Press Club, of which he had been president.

" Doc." Wood's indefatigable work in the news-

paper field can only be understood and appreci-

ated by men who know what the "grind" is.

The general public did not know until it had

been told what capacity of work and genius

—

for genius it was—which made one of the best

paragraphists—if not the best—of the day.

Liberal and hard-working, "Doc." Wood will

certainly wear a crown in the journalistic Wal-
halla.

An important department of French in-

dustry is threatened with extinction. The
chief municipal authority of Paris has for-

bidden the casting out and gathering of piles

of refuse in the streets of that city, and
as the Paris police enforce municipal regu-

lations much more vigorously than the

New York constabulary, we may be sure that

the regulation will be effectively carried out.

This deprives the chiffoniers—rag-gatherers

—

of their sources of supply and of their in-

comes. What an uproar would ensue in

New York if our picturesque (?) Italians of

different sexes and ages were deprived of the

opportunity of wielding their sceptres which
they flourish so effectively through our streets

and over our ash-cans and garbage-boxes. And,
were the old and familiar sound of " rags, rags,

any rags ; bot'ls to sell" prohibited. New
Yorkers would lay themselves down and die.

* * * *

I haven't had a chance to look at the

shop-windows and show-cases lately. There

are many new attractions to be seen, I am told.

* * * ^i

By the way, how do the trade like the

suggestions which certain correspondents of

The Stationer have thrown out about com-

mercial travelers ? Why don't the traveling

gentry say something. Some of the out-of-

town trade—perhaps many—would like to come
to New York once in a while. Do the city

houses think that it is better that they shouldn't

come ? *-
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Henrico asks who is the manufacturer of Bushnell's

patent knuckle-joint standing press ?

Ans.—Q. H. Bushnell & Co., Worcester, Mass.

C. O. P. & Co. want names of some manufacturers of

shelf-paper in New York city.

Ans.—L. H. Rogers, 75 Maiden Lane; Adam
Gottlieb, 323 E. Houston street, and New York
Ornamental Paper Company, 60 Clinton street.

W. P. & ;Co. want to know who makes the latest,

best and most perfect shipping tag machinery in

the market.

Ans,—We cannot answer the inquiry specifi-

cally. Any good machinist can produce ma-
chines for making tags, but the question of pat-

ent rights may intervene. Martin Rau, 39

Centre street, is said to be competent in the pro-

duction of good machines.

W. & H. asl^^if we know of a trial balance book with

short Ifeaves, to save re-writing of accounts.

Thinks it is made by Collins.

Ans.—No, we do not, and have not found any-

one who does.

J. & W. Co. want present address of W. C. Cook,

publisher, formerly 243 Broadway, New York.

Ans.—No. 334 East Seventy-seventh street,

New York.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
J.F. Baker $225

Johnson & Giltens 20,' 00

J.Spraner&Co 500

Chas. M.Green 20,507

Chas. M. Green (B.) 16,000

R.G. Hollaman.. 7,800

J. Polhemus 4,984

W. S. Tyrrell (B. S.) 200

EASTERN STATES.
Davis & Dillenbach, Boston, Mass 9,000

Herbert.W. Ham, Boston, Mass. (subject ,to

prior mortgage) 150

Herbert W. Ham, Boston, Mass 300

Chas. H. Fowler, Boston, Mass 500

Laura S. Loring (ux Henry M.), Chicopee,

Mass. (Real) 2,050

Alex. McTammany (McTammany Organette

Company, Worcester, Mass — 5,000

MIDDLE STATES.
John W. Lyon, Binghamton, N. Y. (Real) 1,000

Wm. Shepherd, Chester, Pa 75

Jacob Zuschnitt, Philadelphia, Pa 394

WESTERN STATES.
William S. Price, Rock Island, 111 70

John Carlon (Carlon & Hollenbeck), Indianapo-

lis, Ind. (Real) 300

J. N. Turner, Eldora, la. (B. S.) 80O

E. W. Beal, Atchison, Kan. (Real) 3,100

Michaels & Bates, Grand Island, Neb 300

E. L. Eaton, Omaha, Neb. (Real) 2,500

Boake & Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio 565

P. Reuhl & Co., Cincicnati, Ohio (Real) 10,000

Melchoir Vogel, San Rafael, Cal. (Real) 3,700

Hock, Anderson & Co., Chicago, 111 500

W. M. Henshel, Chicago, 111 500

M. VVlnship, Chicago, lU 250

W. D. Hughes, Mount Carroll, 111 650

J. D. Smith, Bedford, la 300

Mrs. C. M. Osborne, Brush Creek, la 660

J. C. Whitney & Son, Hampton, la 772

C. E. Snyder, Detroit, Mich 273

Anton J. Dahl, Minneapolis, Minn 200

O. F. Glenn, St. Paul, Minn. (B. S.) 500

Samuel C. Thompson, St. Paul, Minn 340

T. S. Gardner, Farming World, Cincinnati,

Ohio (R.) 2,000

Leitch Brothers, Cincinnati, Ohio 600

Thomas J. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio 1 ,200

SOUTHERN STATES.
R. R. Warner, Austin, Tex 400

ANOTHER ENVELOPE MANUFACTORY.

Worcester has for many years been noted as

one of the centres of envelope manufacturing.

The business is to have a considerable extension

by the organization of a new company, now fit-

ting up a shop covering two floors of No. 16

Union street, an area of 10,000 square feet. A
similar enterprise was started rather more than

a year ago by the Logan & Lowe Envelope

Company, the senior partner of which had been

the selling agent and correspondent of G. Henry

Whitcomb & Co. Six months ago overtures

were made to him to return to his old position,

and the new firm was dissolved, and its machin-

ery, stock and employes were transferred to

Whitcomb & Co. 's shop. It is said that the ar-

rangement was that a corporation should be

formed on January 1, to succeed the firm of G.

Henry Whitcomb & Co., and Mr. Logan, to-

gether with several other employes who had

been with the firm a great many years, were to

have an interest in the new company. The pro-

posed arrangement not being consummated in

accordance with the desires of those who were

to come in under the new arrangement has re-

sulted in their withdrawal and a new firm has

been organized.

The new firm is known as Logan, Swifts &
Brigham. It will include besides James Logan,
who will be the salesman, D. Wheeler Swift and
Henry D. Swift who are said to be inventors

and patentees of the envelope folding machinery
owned and operated by Whitcomb & Co., and
who for the past twenty years have had the

charge of the mechanical department of their

shop, D. Wheeler Swift having started the first

machine in 1864, also John S. Brigham who was
for many years bookkeeper, and who during the

whole of the seventeen years that he has been in

the employ of Whitcomb & Co., has been in

charge of the order department.

HXarket ^jexrxjem.

Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, January 20, 1884. I

THE MONET MJLRKET.—The money market
is extremely easy on acceptable collateral, with a
gain in the supply of loanable funds. Call loans,

2@2^ per cent., with exceptions on Governments as

collateral at 1 per cent, and prime mercantile paper
and acceptances 4@5 to 6 per cent. There has been

a sudden and quite remarkable change in the tone

and temper of the stock market. From extreme
depression it has suddenly become decidedly buoy-

ant, with a general advance all along the line. This

favorable turn in the market is said to have been

due to the report of an adjustment of the Western
railway difficulties, relief from the financial pres-

sure which has lately weighed down the ex-ViUard's.

Railway mortgages have beei%much more active,

and generally at higher prices. Government bonds

are firm, but less active. The market for sterling

exchange is stronger, owing to the continual scarcity,

and the posted rates have been advanced one-half

cent on the pound. Continental bills are also a trifle

firmer.

THE PAPER MARKET.—Although there is

very little of an encouraging nature to be said of the

present movement of paper, the prospects of an im-

provement as the spring season advances are quite

promising. In some instances, dealers report trade

so far this mo th as in excess of the corresponding

month of last year, yet business is being done in a

slow and spiritless manner, and the abnormally low

prices of nearly every grade of paper failed to stimu-

late the demand. Buyers generally are supplied

against current wants and are unwilling to lay in

quantities for which they do not see an immediate or

early outlet into consumptive channels. Competi-

tion, it is asserted, was never at any time so sharp in

every branch of the paper trade as at present. Print

papers hold to a very steady line of values and the
same can be said of manilla wrappings. Straw wrap-
pings show less irregularity than they did a month
or six weeks ago, the product being somewhat under
better control.

THE STATIONERY MAKKET.-There is not

much activity perceptible in the trade in staple

goods, but business is quite fair, and, if anything,

shows an improvement over the week previous.

Few dealers are in town, the most of the business

done being in orders received by mail. In valentines

a good business is doing still, but orders from dis

tant points have somewhat fallen off. The season

has been a good one for these goods, notwithstand-

ing a very much overstocked market. There con-

tinues to be an active demand for Easter cards and
novelties, and out-of-town dealers are buying heav-

ily of these goods. Birthday cards and fine

art novelties in the shape of lithographic prints

on paper and satin are showing quite an ac-

tive trade for this season, probably a slight

increase over last year. The envelope trade

has no new developments. Prices continue firm,

while business has not improved. The profit is so

small that a further decrease would be death to

scores of dealers and manufacturers. The trade in

flle-hoxes and various kinds of goods of this charac-
ter is very good, and will probably continue so
throughout the season, as the numerous novelties in

this line are certain to gain popularity as they be-
come better known to consumers.
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LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press StaoJs, Water luk
, IIUUU UIUIIUUI IIUIUI .UWU|

&c., &c.,

^m^^ - All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMDEL C. TATUM & CO,

Cincinnati, Oliio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

IVI. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SP£CIALTI£S:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARKIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELERS. S£NI> FOR PRICE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

HO i|

MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &c.

Scrap andAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP <£• CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P. O. Box 3215), NEW YORK.

^ •JpiMll Ilf C01P%
B Respectfully invite the Trade to inspect their elegant line of

Bond St., ^.^ <^ fdrntim mi Smbim ilJU, #
ART SOUVENIRS and STATIONERS' NOVELTIES.

Specialties for Confectioners. Wedding Presents, &c.

A DOUBLE FAILURE.

The Cleveland Paper Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, made an assignment on Saturday last, N.

W. Taylor, president of the company and the

heaviest stockholder, having made an assignment
on the previous day.

The assignee in the case of the company is

E. J. Foster, of Cleveland, who has secured per-

mission from the court to run the paper mills

belonging to the company in order to fill con-

tracts and to keep the handsemployed. The lia-

bilities of the company are stated to be from

$350,000 to $300,000, whUe the assets, if properly

disposed of, are expected to realize $500,000.

The company has issued a circular letter to its

creditors, stating that the accumulation of bills

payable which it was unable to meet at matur-

ity forced it to turn over all of the assets for the

benefit of creditors. The assignment is com-

plete, and without a single preference. The

company owns valuable real estate, consisting of

three mills in Cleveland, one at Monroe Falls,

and one at Canton, a large building at No. 128

St. Clair street and another on Merwin street,

Cleveland. The assignee says that the failure of

the Chagrin Falls Paper Company, recently re-

ported, had entailed loss on the Cleveland com-

pany and helped to hasten the assignment. This

proceeding is said to be only temporary, and it

is also asserted, that the company's liabilities

are likely to be settled in fulL

The personal assignment of N. W. Taylor,

president of the company, was made as the re

suit of liabilities incurred in taking over the

stock and guaranteeing the liabilities of the firm

of George H. Taylor & Co., of Chicago, which

failed on February 8 of last year, and com-
promised with its creditors for 40 cents on the

dollar.

The history of the series of failures which led

up to this latest assignment are as follows : On
February 26, 1883, Lucius Clark & Co., owners

of the South Bend (Ind.) paper mills, failed for

$100,000. The Clark Brothers, seven in number,
were also interested in the Mishawaka paper

mills, Mishaw aka, Ind. ; the A. Gaylor Paper
Company, of the same place ; the Black & Clark

Paper Company, of Yorkville, Ind. ; the Fox
River Paper Company, near Yorkville, Ind.;

the Logansport (Ind.) Paper Company, and the

Black & Clark Paper Company, of Marseilles,

Ind. Their failure embarrassed many others in

consequence of these connections. The mill

operated directly by Lucius Clark & Co. was
known as the Beach Mill. This firm failed five

years ago, and the stock was purchased by
George H. Taylor, son of N. W. Taylor, in

trust for George H. Taylor & Co., and
the firm of Lucius Clark & Co. was
given a one-third interest. In October,

1882, Lucius Clark wished to purchase out-

right, and organized the Lucius Clark & Co.

Paper Company, with a capital of $300,000, on
paper, Lucius and Robert Clark and Henry
Smith taking all the stock. Their title was made
conditional upon their placing the stock at par

and paying George H. Taylor & Co. for the

plant. This they did not succeed in doing. This

firm was quoted at $100,000 and the South Bend
firm at $200,000. The day following the failure

of Lucius Clark & Co., Paul D. Hay ward &
Co., a firm at No. 125 Lake street, Chicago,

failed, with liabilities of $30,000. Hayward had,

one week before, purchased the stock of Lucius

Clark, who bad until that time run the place as

the Chicago salesroom of Lucius Clark & Co.

Hayward failed in consequence of Clark's fail-

ure. On February 8 George H. Taylor & Co.

failed, under judgments of $200,000, confessed
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by them in the Superior Court. The liabilities

of George H. Taylor & Co. were about $325,000.

This failure was a sequel to the South Bend sus

pension.

The property of these different bankrupt firms

was taken by N. W. Taylor, who expected to

reimburse himself therefrom the amounts paid

or to be paid by him on his guaranty for Geo.

H. Taylor & Co. Instead of deriving profits,

the mills are reported to have lost somewhere

near $30,000 in nine months. In addition to

this, ill-health and too great a diversity of in-

terests are said to have prevented Mr. Taylor

from giving necessary attention to business de-

tails.

Two individual assignments have been made
by N. W. Taylor. One is to Edward Mill, of

Cleveland, Ohio, and the other to Wm. H. Long-

ley, of Englewood, 111. These assignments are

without preferences, and include all of Mr. Tay-

lor's property both real and personal, compris-

ing an interest in the buildings at 140 to 146

Monroe street, Chicago, the stock of paper in

the Chicago store, the paper mills at South

Bend and Mishawaka, an interest in the paper

mills at Canton and Massilon, and the controll-

ing interest in the Cleveland Paper Company.
Mr. Taylor's liabilities are estimated to be $150,-

000, and it is thought that, with good manage-
ment, the assets will more than cover the claims

against him.

The assignment of the Cleveland Paper Com-
pany was made solely to avoid complications

which might be expected to arise when the fact

that its president had made a personal assign-

ment became known. The company dealt in as

well as manufactured paper, buying supplies

from a number of the Eastern mills. The Whit-
ing Paper Company and Massasoit Paper Com-
pany, of Holyoke, are creditors for something
less than $1,000 each, and the Hampshire Paper
Company, of South Hadley Falls, Mass., has a
smaller claim. Perkins, Goodwin & Co. and
Boorum & Pease, New York, are also creditors.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.

MANUFACnTRE A FULL LINE OF

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SFSCULTIES ( Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks.
FOR < Heavy Tin File Cases.

1884. ( Paper Weight Clocks.

yyARRiKGTOjgf

Popular Nob. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 & 107 North FifthSt, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Porcelain Copying Boils,

R. R. UATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

|^~SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GLOBE NEWSPAPER FILE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES

^

*

p- ^

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St., CarpentersYille, Kane Co., 111.
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TRADE NOTES.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company is

extremely busy, its factory being run on full

time, with a large force of hands. The Knick-

erbocker blotter tablets, which were only intro-

duced to the trade last fall, are having a large

sale, and, in fact, the general line of produc-

tions of the firm has become very popular. It

may be of interest to state that the Acme Com-
pany was started six years ago by Samuel I.

Knight. There were then only two or three con-

cerns that bought paper expressly for the manu-
facture of pads, and even these concerns did not

make pads of a fine quality. At that time large

numbers of pads were made by bookbinders as

a means of utilizing waste material. The public

had been supplied to a limited extent with that

class of pads, which were used for scratch and
memorandum purposes generally, but not for

fine stationery. Mr. Knight concluded that a

business might be built up in the manufacture

of pads from uniform qualities of fine writing

paper, and with this belief started the Acme
Stationery and Paper Company, making the

manufacture of fine stationery pads a specialty.

The demand for the products of the company
rapidly increased. To-day it manufactures pads

from all grades of paper, from the cheapest

news up to the finest qualities of linen and
plated papers.

Justice Hoyt H. Wheeler, of the United States

Circuit Court, has just made a decision in two

suits brought by Marie A. Reay, executrix,

against Samuel Raynor & Co. and Berlin &
Jones Envelope Company. In 1863, Mrs. Reay's

husband patented the Reay envelope machine,

and in 1880 he had patents reissued on certain

improvements, but not upon the original ma-
chine. Other machines, such as the Leader and

the Ball, were made and used by other makers,

and Mr. Reay's patents, it is alleged, were in-

fringed upon, but he took no action. On his

deathbed he told his wife to bring the suits. She

had her machines made by a machinist in Centre

street, and at first he never made one without

her written orders. She found that he was mak-
ing the machines for other persons without or-

ders, and he refused to stop doing so. Her ap-

plication for an injunction was denied, and she

then brought suit against Samuel Raynor &
Co. and Berlin & Jones Envelope Company, to

test her patents. The case has been in progress

for four years. Justice Wheeler has decided

that Samuel Raynor & Co. infringe upon three

and Berlin & Jones upon one of her patents.

These firms propose to at once appeal to the Su-

preme Court. They will give bonds, and the

machines will go on workin; as usual. It will

be four years more before a final decision can be

reached.

The Stationer has received from Thomas G.

Thrum, stationer, newsdealer and printer, Hono-
lulu, H. I., the Hawaiian Almanac and An-
nual for 1884. This is a pamphlet of eighty-two

pages, being, in addition to an almanac, a band-

book of information on matters relating to the

Hawaiian Islands, and hence a work of great

value to merchants, planters, tourists and others.

The book comprises a table of inter-island dis-

tances by sea in sea miles, overland distances,

names and number of sugar plantations on the

Hawaiian Island, comparative table of import

values at the islands from various countries,

comparative view of the commerce of the isl-

ands from j'ear to year since 1845, postal sta-

tistics, list of government officials, general and
local, with salaries, &c. ; average monthly me-
teorological table from 1873 to 1879 inclusive,

description of Hawaiian woods and forest trees,

marine casualties, &c Besides, there are given

a number of interesting articles under the fol-

lowing respective heads :
" Mountain Climbing

on West Maul," " Hawaiian Names of Relation-

ships of Consanguinity and Affinity," " The
Haze from Java," " Hawaiian Hospitality,"

" Retrospect of the Year 1883." There are also

a chronological table of noted voyages, travels

and discoveries in the eastern, northern and
southern Pacific, tables and matter giving cus-

tom-house regulations, port charges, &c., and
much other information of value to merch ants

and business men as well as travelers.

Marcus Ward & Co. have now ready for the

inspection of the trade their line of Easter cards

for this season. These cards come both single

and double fringed or plain, as desired. A card

with a dark-blue centre, containing a tasteful

floral design, has a bordering in a delicate cream
shade, making a very pleasing and harmonious
contrast. A number of very pleasing designs

are shown on a square card with floral decora-

tions and appropriate scriptural quotations. A
card with a dark cream-colored background
has a blue bordering and a floral decoration in

the centre. A number of designs consist of gilt

and silver crosses, with richly-colored flowers,

the latter forming a very fine contrast with the

coloring of the crosses. There are many other

designs, all of which show much taste and are

very pretty and artistic. The goods are made
of the best material and will undoubtedly have
a large popularity with the trade.

A New Binding.—A new style of binding re-

cently patented is an elaborate mosaic, brilliant

in color and attractive in pattern, covering the

outside of each book, back and front. The
bindings are of calf or morocco, into which, by
the most delicate and easeful processes are set

small squares, circles and crosses of the same
materials, richly colored and giving a unique
and charming effect. The work has been done
with such consummate thoroughness that it is

absolutely impossible to realize that it is a mo-
saic and not a choice bit of hand-painting

;

while the colors are imperishable, and the

jointures imperceptible. In each book cover

there are from 130 to 150 separate and individ-

ual bits of inlaid material, in geometric pat-

terns and of various colors, producing an artis-

tic and picturesque effect, which, with the deli-

cate gold-tooling of the edges and the fine finish

of the inside covers, recalls the dainty work of

the old French bookbinders.

—

Printers^ Circu-

lar.

Printing on Glazed Surfaces.—It is well

known that printing-ink, when used on glazed

and enameled paper, dries rapidly and pulver-

izes easily, so that the work is more or less

rubbed off. This is due to the fact that the

paper absorbs up, to a certain point, those ele-

ments or substances which enter into the com-

position of the ink, and whose function it is Co

bind together the solid elements. In consequence

of this absorption, the color or lamp-black rests

like dust on the enamel, and rubs off naturally

with great facility. To obviate this inconveni-

ence, recourse is had to two different methods

—

either to modify the paper used, or to add some
ingredient to the ink which will cause it to ad-
here better. This is the preferable course, for
it is the simplest. For printing on glazed or
enameled paper add a varnish rich in resin, such
as is used for bronze-work. This causes the
color of the ink to be somewhat deteriorated,
but if care is taken there is not much to fear.

—

Exchange.
^---^

Gilt frames are liable to become spotted and

look bad, while it is, as a rule, difficult to re-

move the spots. Rubbing does not answer, for

the stain sticks tighter than the gilding itself,

and washing is liable to loosen the gilt if put on

with gum or dextrine. The Papier Zeitung re-

commends the following method of renovating

gilt frames : It consists in applying with a camel's

hair pencil a gum solution to which has been

added gold bronze having the color of the frame.

Before mixing with the gum water the bronze

must be washed with water until it runs off per-

fectly clear. If one application does not suffice

it may be repeated until the spot entirely dis

appears, but of course one coat must be dry be-

fore the next is applied. Spots treated in this

way look very well at first, but it will not last,

for it is not able to resist the moisture in the air

unless it is specially prepared. For this pur-

puse an ordinary bristle brush is .rubbed with a
piece of yellow wax until it is somewhat sticky,

then it is 'passed very lightly over the spot

several times as when dusting it. This gives it a
very thin coat of wax that hardens in two or

three days ; in the mean time it must be pro-

tected against dust.

-!• Txa:^: -i-

SCHULTZ TIE ENYELOPE, I
For Wailing Third and Fourth-Class Matter.

The most reliable and most conveuient. Has only

to be sealed, as an ordinary envelope.

ALLAIRE &, CO., Sole Manufacturers,

36 WAKREN STREET, NEW YORK.

AN IMPROVED

RUBBER STAMP PAD
Which Requires No Inking.

Don't lose time, money and patience witli

the old bottle, box and pad.

THIS PAD IS SELF-SUPPLYING.
The ink is condensed in an elastic form

under a cover of fine cloth, which is kept in

a uniformly moist state from one lo three
years, according to use—always giving: a
bright and clear impression to the Stamp,
without soiling the hands, or loss of ink or
time.

Size. Per Doz.

Xo. 1.—2?4x4>^in. Price, 50e. «3.00
No. 2.-3 X 6 in. Price, 75c. 5.00

^^ Send for Catalogue of Rubber
Type, Stamps, &c.

It. H. IIViiERSOX^I^,
9» Fulton Street, New York.
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FLORAL DECORATIONS.

Nowhere in the world, says Harper's, has the

luxury of floral decoration risen to such a height

as in the cities of the United States. At last,

wearied of the artificial arrangements so com-

mon a few years ago, the entertainers have

concluded to come back to simplicity. Now
dinner-tables are spread, as they might be in

the country, with roses, long stem and foliage

attached, laid simply in a line on the table-cloth.

For a corsage bouquet nothing is so desirable

as a bunch of white clover with leaves, which

with its fresh, delicate odor offends no one, and

certainly looks very well on a velvet dress.

It is as expensive in winter as it is cheap in

summer, which is a recommendation to some
;

but the florists find it a good grower, and re-

munerative, which cannot be said of the dan-

delion or the buttercup, both of which summer
weeds have at times, like the daisy, attracted

the notice of fashion. The daisy is no longer in

vogue. It was lifted, like many a rural beauty,

into a disastrous elevation, and its down-

fall has been great. It never had the necessary

charm of fragrance, without which no bouquet

maintains its prominence long. The white clover

is said to be a great favorite with the Princess of

Wales, who always has good taste. There is one

flower, however, that is splendid in color, the

yellow water-cress, which is being largely grown
for the corsage and which has the admirable

quality of not wilting easily. This flower has

no perfume and is a country cousin, but it cer-

tainly brings in a most desirable yellow tint.

There is a possibility of too many flowers on a

lady's dress, too large a corsage bouquet, and it

is not very certain that natural flowers, when in

excess, are any more becoming than artificial

ones too profusely heaped upon the figure. A
wreath of natural violets disposed on a lady's

skirt may be pretty in itself, but the wreath

looks too heavy. Moreover, it fades easily and
is then very ugly. Nothing improves so much
under the hands of the florist as the rose, and
nothing is this winter so fashionable. The pink

rose " Gloire de France," with its natural fra-

grance, is a great favorite. The long buds of

the Niphetos, the new Bennett rose, the old but

beautiful Bonseiine, the Mermets—these are the

favorite decorations for the table, the hand
bouquet and the dress. At the Vanderbilt ball

two immense rose bushes grew on either side of

the fireplace, with over 2,000 roses on their

boughs. Nature has been found to be better

than art, so art is trying to outdo nature.

Among the new decorations at the Vanderbilt

ball were two immense Japanese fans, twelve

feet tall, hung with the floral favors of the ger-

man, which were Leghorn hats filled with flow-

ers and pretty little Indian baskets of fragrant

grass, also filled with flowers, and tied with
beautiful ribbons. These immense fans made a

floral screen for the door of the grand gallery,

and a fragrant fence for the german.
It is a question where all the new roses come

from—whether they are made, and who makes
them. They come from England and France
principally, although America can claim the
invention of a few. Nothing can be finer than
the natural roses of our own Southern States,

and the wild Cherokee rose. A simple and
single rose is being now largely cultivated here
for decoration; it is beautiful on the corsage.

Our old friend the smilax is giving place to

ivy and to Japanese ferns. The ivy lasts better

and is a deeper green, and the Japanese fern is

more delicate. The new smilax, which looks
exactly like a marabout feather, and is a species

of asparagus, is a popular novelty just now; but

the gardeners do not think that it is destined to

be a great favorite. Tulips are in vogue for

table decoration, if ladies desire a centre-piece;

but the latest fashion is against the centre-

piece.
^-t-*

Robert H. IngersoU, dealer in stationers' nov-

elties, 92 Fulton street, New York city, has re-

cently issued a catalogue and price-list of solid

rubber types, dates and figures, and rubber

stamps, including new rubber type printing out-

fits, rubber dating combinations, the "Noise-

less self-inker," patent round and square and
self-inking pocket stamps, &c. All the latest

novelties in this line are included, and dealers

in these goods would do well to inspect Mr. In-

gersoll's stock before making their purchases.

The Silicate Book Slate Company is making
up some very nice goods in the shape of menu
and dance order cards, souvenirs, &c., all of

which have the ivorine surface, thus making
them acceptable for memorandum purposes, and
making them less liable to be thrown away or

destroyed. The same material is also made up
in advertising cards.

Cooke & Cobb have taken the sole agency for

the Diamond Rule and Level Company, Provi-

dence, R. I.

PARCHMENT
Drawing and Tracing Papers, used to advantage for

all Tracings, and for Drawings to toe copied by the

"Blue Process." "HELIOS" Blue Process Paper, the

best paper for the purpose. Send for Samples and

Price List.

KEUFFEL & ESSER, New York.

JANENTZKV & V^EBER,
(formerly JANENTZKT & CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Groanding Color and £nainel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,
Gilt or Silvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES

;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

THE KERNXSR PBN.

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is
constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to all who use them. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is
of platina alloyed with iridium. Price, SI and upwards, according to mounting. piS~ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 85 Bond St., NEW YORK,
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SAN60R1' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without changing; the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.

Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the
smailest.

Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-BiDders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER COMFMI,
ATtAHaS, nSiVSSACZXUSSXXS, XT. S. A..

-»- Manufacturers of First-Class

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-* WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUEB AHO EE-WEIT11I(H

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that'resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
FHILADEtPHIA, PA.

VALVE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS. &C.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For thb Week Ended January 25, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers.

Engravings..

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended Janitary 29, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals.... $31,506

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From January 22 to January 29, 1884.

G. J. Kraft, Westphalia, Hamburg, 1 cs.

B. Lawrence & Co., by same, 27 cs.

Davles, Turner & Co., by same, 2 cs.

C. H. George, Bothnia, Liverpool, 1 cs. hangings.

C. H. George, Labrador, Havre, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Belgenland, Antwerp, 17 cs.

Moller & Emmerich, by same, 5 cs. hangings, 1 bale

paper.

A. Ireland, State of Georgia, Glasgow, 15 cs.

B. Lawrence Stationery Company, Baltic, Liver-

pool, 2 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 1 cs.

hangings.

Herter Brothers, Rheln, Bremen, 1 cs.

A. V. Benoit, by same, 7 cs.

J. Campbell & Co., by same, 3 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, I cs.

Henry Sheldon, Zaandam, Rotterdam, 21 cs.

Canada Paper Company, France, London, 2 cs.

L. Contanseau, City of Berlin, Liverpool, 1 cs.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From January 22 to January 29, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Bremen, 10; to Liverpool, 63; to

United States of Colombia, 20; to Mexico, 2; to

Hamburg, 3; to British West Indies, 4; to British
Australasia, 11; to New Zealand, 4; to Cuba, 3; to
Porto Rico, 1; to Central America, 3; to Santo Do-
mingo, 1; to Japan, 7; to Sandwich Islands, 9.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 3 cs. ; to British West Indies,

962 rms., 32 pkgs.; to Cuba, 12 pkgs., 13,500 rms., 1

cs. ; to United States of Colombia, 264 pkgs., 1 cs. ; to

London, 7 cs. ; to Hamburg, 25 cs. ; to Mexico, 13 cs.

:

to Venezuela, 37 pkgs. ; to Dutch West Indies, 40
rms. ; to Antwerp, 5 cs. ; to Newfoundland, cOO rms.

;

to Britii^h Honduras, 580 rms. ; to I'orto Rico. 6
pkgs., 7,014 rms. ; to Central America, 15 rms., 3cs.

;

to Santo Domingo, 100 rms.; to Sandwich Island^:,
3cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 18; to Cuba,
10; to Mexico. 2; to United States of Colombia, 67;

to Bremen, 2; to Venezuela, 3; to Dutch West In-
dies, 2; to Malta, 2; to British Australasia, 6; to New
Zealand, 4; to Genoa, 2; to Porto Rico, 5; to Central
America, 4; to Leghorn, 3; to Naples, 2; to Hayti, 1;
to Santo Domingo, 1 ; to Japan, 1 ; to Chili, 22.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Venezuela, 3; to Ham-
burg, 3; to British West Indies, 96; to United States
of Colombia. 106; to Hong Kong, 375; to British
Australasia, 50; to Central America, 15.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to British

West Indies, 8; to Cuba, 5; to Bremen, 12; to United
States of Colombia, 15; to Venezuela, 9; to Chili, 24.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 6; to Hamburg, 1.

SLATES, cases, to New Zealand, 54 ; to Mexico, 8.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver
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pool, 3; to United States of Colombia, 2; to British
Australasia, 7; to New Zealand, 9; to Cuba, 1.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 2; to

United States of Colombia, 3; to British Australasia,

2.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,

cases, to United States of Colombia, 15.

INK, packages, to Cuba, 9 ; to British Australasia,

6; to New Zealand, 1; to United States of Colombia,

88.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Hamburg, 1.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 3.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Hamburg, 5.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 5; to

British West Indies, 2.

THERMOMETERS, cases, to British Australasia, 1.

QUILLS, cases, to Havre, 1.

CHARTS, cases, to United States of Colombia, 1.
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SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS I

Oivs^ BANKERS SHEARS.
^^is-- a FOIL SHEARS I

'^TE^ NICKEL PLATED SIZES- 8. 9.10,11,12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY

HORATIO G KERN.
N?21 NTH-ST^STR.
PHILADELPHIA.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marbles, Tops. Base Balls, Bats, Tey Boeks, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

^~ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. IT". ^. h:in-r,iok[s.
Price List on appUcation. 89-33 PARK PLACE, NEWIYORK.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MANUFACTtTKBB OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duaue St., New York.
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AMENDING THE PATENT LAWS.

The following bill (H. R. 3,925) was passed in

the House of Representatives, January 21,

under a suspension of the rules.

Be it enacted, etc., That in any suit hereafter

brought in any court having jurisdiction in

patent ^-ases for an alleged use or infringement

of any patented article, device, process, inven-

tion, or discovery, where it shall appear that the

defendant in such suit purchases the same in

good faith for his own personal use from

the manufacturer thereof, or from a per-

son or firm engaged in the open sale or practical

application thereof , and applied the same for

and to his own use, and did not pur-

chase or hold the same for sale, or to be

used in or for any manufacturing process, if the

plaintiff shall not recover the sum of $20 or

over, he shall recover no costs, unless

it shall also appear that the defendant at the

time of such purchase or practical application,

had actual knowledge or notice of the existence

of such patent, or unless the defendant puts in

issue the plaintiff's right to recover anything in

the suit. Provided, That nothing herein con-

tained shall apply to articles manufactured out-

side of the United States. And provided fur-

ther. That said purchaser or user upon request

by the owner of the letters-patent alleged to be

infringed by him shall make known the vender,

and time, and place of purchase of the article

or articles for use of which complaint is made.

Sec. 2. That in all suits hereafter brought as

aforesaid against a defendant other than a manu-
facturer or seller of such patented article, de-

vice, process, invention, or discovery, the plain-

tiff shall, at the commencement of such suit,

give a bond, to the approval of the clerk, with

sufficient surety, to be conditioned that the plain-

tiff will pay all costs and attorneys' fees that

may be adjudged against him ; and if the de-

fendant shall finally prevail in such suit, the

court shall allow costs, and a reasonable sum,

not exceeding $50, for counsel fees to the defen-

dant, which shall be recoverable by suit, in the

name of the clerk, upon said bond, or by fee-

bill on execution. A failure by the plaintiff to

give such bond shall, on motion, be ground for

the dismissal of the suit.

The following bill (H. R. 3,934) was passed by
the House of Representatives January 22 by a

vote of 111 ayes to 6 noes :

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That no damage or profits

shall be recovered either in law or equity from

any defendant for the infringement of a patent,

when it shall appear upon the trial that he was
a mere user for his own benefit, and n6t in the

manufacture of an article for sale, of any arti-

cle or device purchased for a valuable considera-

tion In open market, without notice^ and the

same was subject to the patent sued on ; but in

all such cases the manufacturer or vender only

shall be liable for damages or profits ; Provided,

That any such user shall be liable for damages
and profits for infringement of such patent from
and after the time he shall have received notice

that the article was subject to such patent if he

continue to use the same.

Sec. 2. That when in any case the use com-
plained of was an article or device made by
the defendant or his employe for his own use

and benefit, and not in the manufacture of an
"article for sale, the measure of recovery shall

be a license fee. If in such cases a license fee

shall not have been established under the patent

or patents sued on, then in any action at law
the jury, and in any action in equity the court,

shall ascertain what, under all the circum-

stances of the case, would be a reasonable

license fee : Provided, That nothing herein con-

tained shall apply to articles manufactured out-

side of the United States : Provided further.

That nothing herein contained shall apply to

machinery held for sale or to be used for any
manufacturing process whatever.

The report of the committee was read, as fol-

lows :

The Committee on Patents, to whom was re-

ferred sundry bills numbered 419, 1134, 311,

1956, 1250, report the following bill as a substi-

tute for all

:

Much complaint has grown up in the country

from the practice of persons owning patents, or

pretending to own them, allowing the use of an

article, sometimes for years, and then sending

an agent around and demanding damages from
the holders of the article. Great annoyance
has been the result.

The committee have drawn the substitute so

as to protect the innocent purchaser of a
patented article, purchased in good faith in the

open market, from such annoyance. The manu-
facturer and seller of a patented implement is

the party that ought to be held liable, and not

the user of the article, who bought and used it

innocently, or in other words who did not know
he was infringing a patent.

The committee recommends the passage of

the substitute.

Many of the members were absent at the time

of the passage of both of the above bills, and
not a single voice appears to have been raised

in protest against these ruthless attacks upon

the industries of the country. — Scientific

Am,erican.

AN EARLY CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY
OF STEEL PENS.

The subject of the identity of the inventor of

steel pens has lately been broached in one of the

Birmingham papers, in connection with which
attention has been drawn to the statement,

made some years ago, that the first steel pens
were made by Daniel Fellows, of Sedgley, an
old sportsman, intimate in his younger days
with the then Lord Dudley, of Himley. D. Fel-

lows also made gold pens and claimed to be the

inventor of them, but this was disputed by a
Dr. Wise, of London, between whom and Fel-

lows a paper war was carried on respecting it

some seventy or eighty years ago. The writer

of the above statement was asked to give further

details, names, dates, &c., and he then stated

that the " paper war " was by rival hand-bills
;

that he had been at Fellows' house in 1806 and
seen "Thomas Sheldon, his apprentice, making
steel pens ; " that Fellows began to make steel

pens about 1793, that he himself paid Sheldon

£100 in 1822 for pens, and more than that

amount in 1823, but that soon after the machine-

made pens of Mitchell & Gillott took the place

of the barrel-made pens. Another contributor

("T. S.") wrote that in 1815 Sheldon's pens

were sold at 18s. per dozen, less 10 per cent, for

cash, that th-y were the barrel-shape, and that

with bone handle and cover to protect the pen,

for pocket, the price of B. Smith & Co.'s steel

book was 36s. per dozen, discount 25 per cent,

quarterly, or 5 per cent, for prompt cash. The
writer added that he had in his possession a me-
tallic pen, of Dutch make, the date of which
was provable as sold in the year 1717.

—

Printing

Times and Lithographer.

Consider pleasures as they depart, not as they
come. —Aristotle.

ARTIFICIAL IVORY.

The Chronique Industrielle gives the follow-

ing description of a new process for making arti-

ficial ivory from the bones of sheep and goats

and the waste of white skins, such as kid, deer,

&c.

The bones are macerated for ten or fifteen

hours in a solution of chloride of lime, and afterr

ward washed in clean water and allowed to dry.

Then they are put with all the scraps of hide, &c.,

into a specially constructed boiler and dissolved

by steam so as to form a fiuid mass, to which is

added 2}^ per cent, of alum. The foam is skimmed
off as it rises until the mass is clear and trans-

parent. Any convenient coloring material is

then added, and while the mass is still warm it

is strained through cloth of appropriate coarse-

ness and received in a cooler, and allowed to

cool until it has acquired a certain consistence so

that it can be spread out on the canvas without

passing through it. It is dried on frames in the

air, and forms sheets of convenient thickness.

It is then necessary to harden it, which is ac-

complished by keeping it for eight or ten hours

in an alum bath that has not been used before.

The quantity of alum necessary for this opera-

tion amounts to 50 per cent, by weight of the

gelatine sheets. When they have acquired suffi-

cient hardness, they are washed in cold water
and let dry on frames as at first. This material

works more easily and takes as fine a polish as

real ivory.

Another method of making a durable arti-

ficial ivory is described in the Zeitschrift des
Apothekervereines : A solution of caseine is

made first with 200 parts of casein in 50 parts

of ammonia and 400 parts of water, or of 450

parts of albumen in 400 parts of water. To
either of these solutions are added 420 parts of

quicklime, 150 parts of acetate of alumina, 50

parts of alum, 1,200 parts of gypsum, and 100

parts of oil. The oil must be added last of all.

If dark-colored articles are to be made of it, 75

to 100 parts of tannin may be substituted for the

acetate of alumina.

After the ingredients are thoroughly kneaded
together to form a homogeneous paste, it is

passed through rollers to form tablets of any
desired size. These are dried and then pressed

into molds that have been heated, or they may
be finely pulverized and then put in hot molds
and exposed to powerful pressure.

When the articles are finished they are put in

a bath made by dissolving 1 part of white glue

and 10 parts of phosphoric acid in 100 parts of

water. The object is then dried, polished and
varnished with shellac.

The Savannah Moi~ning News, Savannah, Ga.,

has recently taken a new departure. J. H. Es-

tell, the proprietor, announces that hereafter a
mammoth eight-page Sunday edition will be sent

to every subscriber to the daily edition. The
Neivs is showing marked enterprise under its

present management, and to those interested in

Southern politics, business and social informa-

tion, a subscription will prove a good invest-

ment.
*t-^'

The "Nineteenth Century Almanac" is the

title of a neat cloth-covered volume published

in Philadelphia. It contains about 200 pages,

and, as its name indicates, gives a complete

calendar from 1800 to 1900. The book will be

found very useful to the banker, merchant,

lawyer, and everybody who . wants to know
" about the time that was, the time that is and
the time that is to come." The Stationer is

indebted to Charles J. Cohen for a copy.
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTUREKS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Uovelties."
NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Send for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the

principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

^^l£^o.

Patented Aug. 7

COVERINa

G'tun Biages, Diagonal, Transversely, P&xttudi, sjvia or jjoumriiig.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our FATEISTT GUJMMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STTS5E TO STICIS,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^RITIISTG^ PAPERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers.,

all at very low prices,

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers i Stationers.

FLAT •:• PAPERS, •:• RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FINE WEDDING STATIONERY,
Ghromo Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
SEND FOR descriptive PRICE LIST.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STREET, PHILADELrHIA.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. :MASS.

ThoCha$.St0wartfaporCo.
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping

BLANK BOOKi
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
""

AS FASTIS PRODUCED.

STATIONEKS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

stamping Inks, Mncila^e, &c.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

Address for Prices. <S:c.,;

J. H. ATWATEK, FroTidecce.B. I.
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TAXING COMM ERCIAL TRAVELERS.

A growing disposition 13 apparent on the part

of the business men of the S luth to do away
with the system of taxing commercial travelers

which has obtained there to so great an extent.

This is as it should be. The mistaken system

has been in operation too long already, and

has done the cities of the South much harm at

a time when every influence making for in-

creased commercial and industrial prosperity

should have been enlisted in their favor. The

taxes on commercial travelers are in theory re-

pugnant to our political and economic system,

and should have no place in it in practice. They

are based on ideas which are among the few sur-

viving relics of the dark ages. One of the con-

trolling reasons which led to the adoption of our

present Constitution was the general desire to

unify the whole country commercially. What-

ever may be thought about the policy of endeav-

oring to protect the country industrially and

commercially against other countries, there can

be no two opinions about the attempt to protect

one city or one section of the country against

another city or section. Such a notion, if gen-

erally adopted, would bring us back to the con-

dition of the degenerate age of feudalism, when
every petty subdivision of a country levied its

toll upon commerce. Trade is a sensitive thing in

its way, and it is not a very difiBcult thing to

drive it from a particular locality by taxation.

It is, of course, implied in what we have said

that, as an attempt to get revenue, the system

of taxation under discussion must be regarded

as worse than futile. The source of the revenue

being driven away, the revenue itself will not

be forthcoming. In short, no valid reason can
be urged in behalf of the system, and the cities

of the South would do well to abolish it without
delay.

^-t-^

THE DEAD-LETTER OFFICE.

Four million three hundred and seventy-nine

thousand one hundred and ninety eight letters

strayed into the Dead Letter Office during the

last year ; .3, .346,357 of these were not called

for at the post-oflices to which they were sent

;

78,865 were sent in from hotels, because the de-

parted guests had left no addresses for forward-

ing their mails ; 175,718 were insufficiently paid
;

1,345 contained forbidden articles, lottery tick-

ets and the like; 280,1.37 were erroneously or

illegibly addressed, and 11,979 letters bore no

address whatever. Of these letters 15,301 con-

tained money amounting to .$32,647.23. Besides

that, 18,095 letters contained drafts, checks,

money-orders, &c., to the amount of $1,381,-

994.47. Moreover, 66,137 letters contained post-

age stamps, and 40,125 contained receipts, paid

notes and canceled obligations of all sorts.

With this remarkable showing of more than

$1,000,000 gone wrong, too much cannot be said

in caution to those who confide letters and pack-

ages to the mail. The money thus collected at the

Dead-Letter Office is turned into the Treasury.

The goods and merchandise from the packages

are sold at auction, and the Christmas and fancy

cards are done up in packages and sent to the

children's hospitals and the orphan asylums of

Washington.

A whole history of possible anguish and heart-

burnings is wrapped up in the collection of

36,160 photographs that come to the Dead-Letter

Office in a year, and injured and resentful

swains, angered relatives and friends, may know
where some of their treasures have gone to. The
photographs are preserved, and this portrait
gallery of the Post-Office Department numbers
np into the millions, beginning with a miniature
that was lost in the mails fifty years ago.

—

St.

Louis lobe-Democrat.

ITEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUrACTtJRERS OF

Gopjfii^ Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 23 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

yty new Press, with TVater Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet Invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalogrue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

AMD SEALING WAX.
IIV A.IL.1^ VA.im:TlES.

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

I
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Marcus •Ward-S'-Co. LimM,
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE RDYAl IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

And may be had in Commercial and Octavo Note sizes, with EnTclopes to match, and in either Heavy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCT
AND

OKNAMENTAl
LETTERING.

Especially adapted'for Show Card' Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and 'finish is desired. It Writes and Shadbs with Onk Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one

Manufactured in six differ-

ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a box. Also
put up in sets containing
one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

u <i

J i-M-oPv voiha-.

h doz. assorted in a box.

Wc also manufacture Ink Powders In same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. "WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 &, 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHf^LLOYI^
** STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404,390, and

FaUxm, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all liands.

^p" Sample Cards, Price Lists dc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York KENEY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

mi*dLs niidlL O^i^dl !®oiiLi*dlj
—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

^^«§ ESTABLISHED 1814. «i^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
3.01 «Sc 103 XD-u.a,ii.e Street, JiTe-w^ "STorls,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

BUsssiA. i^ealthek,, CHAMOIS, a.m:ij3ii[ca.iv jeiuhbi.4..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, IVIass.

—

CHIC
M 1 lwaukeie:A rsi D

ST. PAUL R'Y.

aOU^jpy^jWAlbert Leal

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an

advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI-

CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCbossb, Winona, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, Madison, Prairie du Chien,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yankton, Albert Lea,

ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDAR
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as innu-

merable other principal business centres and favor-

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, South

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps

and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and

Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

*^ S. S. MERRILL, General Manager

J. T. CIiARK, General Superintendent
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CiLDINC ON CLASS.

The process of gilding upon this material is as

follows : Draw out upon a sheet of white paper

the letters or ornament required, and fill in the

sketch so made with black paint, so that the

pattern is visible upon both sides of the paper.

Reverse the paper and fix it by its edges to the

back of the glass with paste. Thoroughly clean

the glass upon its face with wet whiting and a

Bilk handkerchief, place it in a slanting position

if possible, and commence to gild. The mor-

dant used for fixing the gold leaf to the glass is

made thus : Take some fine isinglass (as much
as will cover a sixpence) and put it in a tea-

cup, fill the cup half full with boiling water and

stir ;
pour in while the water is still warm

enough alcohol to fill up the cup, and then strain

the mixture through a clean silk handkerchief.

Wash on this mixture upon the parts to be gilded

with a camel's hair brush, wait until the surface

is sticky, and then apply the gold leaf as in all

gilding. Cut the gold leaf to the size of the gild-

ing before applying, unless the surface to be

gilded is not wider and higher than three or four

inches ; when so small as this, lay on the gold In

squares without troubling about the shapes of

the ornaments and letters. Gild from the top of

the glass, placing the first piece of gold at the

highest part of the design, and be careful each

succeeding sheet overlaps the one last laid. Any
gaps left in the putting on of the gold leaf will

show when the work is finished, and therefore

the worker must put on plenty of gold leaf and

see that no space, however small, is left un-

decorated.

Press the gold leaf gently to the glass with a

cotton-wool pad, and leave the glass in a dry

and warm room until the gilding is dry, which

is known by its looking burnished and no longer

crinkly and dead. Rub it in this state with

cotton wool to increase its burnished appear-

ance, and to remove the loose pieces of gold

leaf between the letters and ornaments. The
gilding will now show many imperfections, and

the various joints where the gold leaf has been

cut will be visible. These will require to be

manipulated. Resize the whole of the gilding

with the isinglass mordant, putting that on

with great care, so as not to remove the gold

leaf, and, when it is "tacky," regild the whole,

following out the process of the first gilding in

every detail. When the gold is quite dry put

on from two to four coats of size (letting one

dry before applying another), in order to in-

crease the brilliancy of the gold. The longer

the gold leaf is left in this stage upon the glass

the more firmly will it adhere. A damp sponge

will remove it the first day, but after two

months the alcohol will have caused it to adhere

80 firmly that it will be most diflScult to detach

it. A week should be allowed to elapse between

the gilding and the painting. The outline of

the ornament, &c., must be transferjed to the

gold surface as the next stage. To do this, rub

dry whiting over the front side of the paper

pattern, place this face downward upon the

gilding, and go over every outline with a point-

ed and hard pencil. The whiting will stick to

the gold where it has been pressed down by the

pencil, and upon removing the pattern and
and blowing off the loose whiting, clear white

lines will remain upon the gilding.

The next process is to paint the back of the

gold over with Japan black, such as is used by
coach builders. For this purpose use a sable

writing pencil, and keep the paint within the

white outlines, but quite up to them. If on
looking on the right side of the glass the black

paint should show through the gilding another

coat of size must be put on before the black

paint is applied, as these size coats prevent the

paint from penetrating through the gilding.

When the black paint has thoroughly dried,

wash off all the gold leaf not required with a

sponge and warm water. The ornaments and

letters gilded upon the glass can be straightened

and rendered sharp at their edges, if they look

ragged, by being scraped with a knife or sharp

chisel, after the black paint is dry. Colored

painting, such as broad shadows to letters or

additional foliage to ornaments, paint on the

glass after the black background to the gilding

is dry ; use ordinary oil colors thinned with oil

and a very little turpentine for these, and keep

the edges of the shadows straight and clear by
the help of a straight edge and a pointed sticki

cutting the edge sharp with these while the color

is wet and wiping away with a rag the super-

fluous color. Faint backgrounds on the same
glass in oil colors, using a large brush when the

ornamentation is dry. Mix varnish with the

colors or buy them ready prepared.

—

Druggists^

Circular.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
• MANUFACTUKERS OF

i©©di
OPPENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),

(ESTABI-ISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JSTo. 4:37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOite THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

BARBAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.

Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

'Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CAKTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OP -

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated Cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Baleigh, N. C, and hundreds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, CatUolic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States, England, France and Germany. ^T"BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-
trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Chnrch St., New York City.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOK THE TRADE.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

A. H. ANDREWS & CO,
195 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Largest Manufacturers of the best School Desks, Globes
(60 kinds). Liquid Slating, Outline Maps, all kinds Charts,
Dustless Erasers (see cuts), best and cheapest extant ; Alpha Dustless Crayon,
Blackboards (40 kinds), Blackboard Pointers, Patent Noiseless Slates, Patent Ink

Wells, Kindergarten Materials, Call-Bells, &c., &c.. Send for new Catalogue, just issued, as above, or to

BAKER, PRATT & CO., 19 Bond Street, New York.
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, 82 & 84 Beekfflan St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & OO.'S

•••^:3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. C:^<—

^^ These goods svirpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

y I ^^ % M ^~
I
"^

I I™ ^N —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

\y§ ^J ^ ^^ ^^ I I t^ ^^ , Hanging and Easel. New Advertising. Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 <& 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSj^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

— MAlSrXJFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Weing Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties,
- ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY. -

126 & 128 DUANE STREET. NE'W YORK.TRADE-MARK.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF -g^

First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^^

UrmiTllfQ •!• PAP^H;
-*- DFL-A-T A.3SriD ItXTLBlD. •*--

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franhlin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRHESPONDBNCB Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren Co., Ohio.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Cori'espondeuce.
Mourning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Latest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Monrning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITT.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, SinTmNERY and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

J. B.A.IRD,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES In SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited

GROSYENOR, CHATER k CO.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TJ
WRITING, •*

J^ DRAWING Jjj^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers, p

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, Loft- ^TX

dried and Machine-dried r^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl^ q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale and Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, Holllngworth,
Tnrner. and other noted brands.
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E TAPLEY * FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the
average business office.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
zzz Spxiaa-grixeld., ILv^ass. zm

HOLTOKE ENTILOPE CO.
HOLYOItE, 3IJLSS.

- BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TY:™R,Treas. TULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGAMT

Line of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES NUMBERED OB PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

_A- I?,E"W^..^E,ID OIF $100-
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Ofilce at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SI00 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us

I

such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
mg on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

Mh
m-am^wm.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—TOr^l, UJLlLI I'JtODVCT, SO TOlfS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any rail! in the country.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE QEOQRAPHY OF THIS COUN-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &PACIFICR'
By the central poBition of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Blufifs Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Hortou Re-
clining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palaco
Bleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in tho World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri River Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE.''
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
gusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Baggage cheeked through and rates of fare aL

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
For detailed information, get the Maps and Fold

ire of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

VlM-Frea. ft Oen'l U'g'r, Oeo'l Tkt. ft Fau. Afb
CHICAOO.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDING THE CELEBRATSO

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 133,128, 126.
Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 2S6, 1876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOVy^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

M4NUFACTURER OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R.H.SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OP ETEET DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 nalD St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manufy in
New England & Iiargest in tlie TJ. S.

SSN 13

One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

R. A. ROQERS & CO.,
33 -A-~5rTO 3Sr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSTOUr JOBBUTG KOXJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITINC,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«a
*-

°§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.

PUBLISHER, Hi^is^EoEBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADEIjPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

MANUFACTURER OF-

00571115 Papers.Books,

MANN'S

(Titles Registered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS. €>-

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of

6LUGINUM PENS.
THE GLTJCINTJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Saniples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of 7'yz//'7^y^J,r^/7r>J\
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting «=»c^y^/.t^L/K:y-<AXZC^4^^

us.

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

OILMAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

l^^etter Fifes
Exhibiting a view of the File
when open and affixed to the
wall ; also showing a view of the
same when closed. As will be
observed, this is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is r.aised
immediate access is had to every
cue of the dilTerent filing divis-
ions, thus obviating the necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-
ing springs or covers when wisli-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Oup system saves time, and the price of
oup Files IS from thpce-fourths to one-third,
less than other kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut'isa Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

-»
Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

3r::S= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL, SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CiLRTER'S HTXSS,
MUCILAQE AND ARABIN.

THE I.OUI8VII,tE EXPOSITION of 1883 avirarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Cartbb's Ink and Mccilaqe.

CARTER, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON V/ESTON
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LSDGBR PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide,''Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. SPECIA-I^TY
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from t/ie Cincinnati Imiustrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress A merican Institute, 1^1, and Medal oy
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iSjS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
nre as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgeri
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better bodj', it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber after the eraser, the inlc is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly
bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both vmtes and rules

up better. I'or proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

slieet, ER..A.8E and. m^wrtlTEl FOUK TIMJE© on sain.« spot.
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Heud for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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THE QUESTION OF COUNTS.
——

Perhaps nothing has been morn talked of in

the stationery and paper trades than the subject

of "counts." There has been a great deal said,

but nothing has been done to ascertain what are

the views of the trade generally on putting up
paper 500 sheets to the ream, or of mak-
ing and selling blank-books by the page and
not by the quire. Whatever has been said in

this country on these two important issues has

hitherto been of a cursory character, and lack-

ing that definite expression of opinion which
might be said to reflect trade sentiment.

In some of the European countries trade or-

ganizations have discussed and considered the

propriety of putting up paper 500 sheets to the

ream, and in some instances have decided in

favor of so doing, but in America, as remarked,
nothing has been done.

For the purpose, therefore, of getting at some
distinct idea of trade feeling, the publisher of

The Stationer sent to the readers of this pa-

per a blank in the following form :

Will you please vote TES or NO to the foliowing

questions

:

Are you in favor of putting up all Paper 500 Sheets

to the Ream and 25 Sheets to the Quire ?

Are you in favor of Blank-books being made and
sold by the 100 Pages ?

This form was accompanied by a circular,

which read substantially as follows :

New Yoke, January 7, 1884.

Calling your attention to the inclosed blank form, we
ask you to fill same out, answering the two questions

submitted YES or NO. We are desirous of obtain-

ing a general expression of opinion from our sub-

scribers on these two important subjects, and will

also value highly any ideas or suggestions with

which you may favor us. * * *

Yours respectfully,

Howard LocKwoon.
As is usually the case in connection with cir-

cular inquiries, the foregoing request did not

meet with a full response, but those who are

familiar with such things will probably be sur-

prised to learn that about one-third of the num-
ber of persons addressed returned the blanks,

voting either "Yes" or " No," many of them
supplementing their votes by explanatory re-

marks or other expressions of opinion.

In order that all who are interested may ac-

quire an insight into trade opinion and the

actuating reasons therefor, a number of the

communications in reply to the questions are

appended, being arranged for convenience by
sections of the country. The total vote returned

was 2,343, and a tabulation of the canvass
thereof will also be found under.

TRADE OPINIONS.
Eastern States.

Boston, Mass., January 15, 1884.

Yours received asking us to vote on the question,

500 sheets to the ream or 480, and would say that if

the change could be adopted all at once by every

mill in the country, we should say, yes, but there is

another question that comes up. Of course, increas-

ing a ream twenty-five sheets each would give a
slight increase to production, but nine parties out of

ten wold probably not increase the weight of their

paper when they ordered, consequently it would take

them 5 per cent, longer, or about that, to use it up.

We know of several mills who are opposed to it on
this very question, that on ruled goods particularly

the production of the paper mills would be increased,

that is, the nominal production of the paper mills

would be increased 5 per cent., and, everything being

considered, we do not think it advisable to make the

change from 480 to 500 sheets.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Boston, Mass., January 14, 1884.

In reply to questions on the printed slip, we would
vote " No " on the first, and " Yes " on the second.

(1) Because, misnomers ; no benefit ; manufacturers
and jobbers will get their pay in full, but retailers

will probably have to throw in extra sheets to cus-

tomers. (2) Because of present shortages on quires.

Also, would suggest that sizes of blank-books be
expressed by inches (10x12, &c.), instead of octavos,

quartos, &c., or in addition.

Thomas Marsh & Co.

Bangor, Me., January 14, 1884.

In addition to inclosed, we would make a sug-

gestion that the tirae-honored custom of embossing
figures, &c., in upper corner of paper be dropped.

We find, from experience, that the plain sells better,

also that the experiment be tried of making paper in

half sheets, the money being put in quality instead

of quantity. From the ever-increasing sale of blocks,

we should say that a half sheet paper of fine quality

would take. We should be pleased to have the
matter discussed. Bangor News Company,

Farnham, Manager.

Fitchburg, Mass., January 21, 1884.

In regard to the sale of paper by 500s and of 25s.

it seems to me that the 24-sheet quires are the most
convenient for the retailer. When a large portion of

his sales are by the quire, as in my own case, it would
necessitate the folding of 5 instead of 6 sheet folds,

one-fifth instead of one-quarter quires.

In blank-books, I am heartily in favor of it, as the

way in which books are now made, any number of

sheets from 12 to 24 may mean a quire, and not one-
half. The consumers knows what he gets for his

money if the figures on the back indicate so many
quires and the price is low enough; that is all he
knows or cares. I refer more especially now to

cheaper books—long cap, 4-to and blotters.

J. E. Thompson.

New Haven, Conn., January 15, 1884.

Your inquiry in regard to putting up paper and
blank-books is at hand, and in reply I would say

that the agitation is a good thing. Inclosed please

find my vote on both articles, which is "Yes."

Hoping that the subject will be settled for the best

interests of the trade.
John R. Rembbrt.

Worcester, Mass., January 15, 1884.

It gives us pleasure to answer "Yes" to your

"two important questions."

We would like to add that for fifteen years we
have made our b'.ank-bojks with even hundred

pages, and for four or five years have used a price-

list figured for twenty-five sheets, and have found it

invaluable for figuring our costs, particularly on job-

work. Putnam & Davis.

Boston, Mass., January 16, 1884.

We inclose herewith our vote, voting " Yes " on

each question.

There was formerly more trouble to dealers in

books arising from short quires than at present, and
the practice of stamping the back of a book with a

certain number, which was always taken to indicate

the number of quires, and discovering afterward

that the books of some other more honest manufac-

turer, bearing like numbers, contained more pages,

was the cause of considerable trouble. It was, of

course, a fraud, because it purported to be some-

thing it was not, and the intention was to deceive. It

seems rather ridiculous that a manufacturer should

find it necessary to explain in his price-list that the

quires in the books in this or that catalogue contain

20, 18, 16, 14 or even only 12 sheets, when the stan-

dard table of paper packages has not changed.

In either case 500 sheets to the ream, and reckon-

ing books by the 100 pages, the more convenient

plan and perhaps more honest representation to the

consumer will be effected. Some manufacturers

have adopted both plans.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.

Boston, Mass., January 14, 1884.

We inclose your blank with our affirmative answer
to both questions. We are decidedly in favor of 500

sheets to the ream, and all our fine book and plated

papers have been so made and put up for us for the

past five years. Blank-book we have little to do
with, but think if paper is put up 500 sheets to ream
books had better be sold by the 100 pages.

J. H. BuFFORn's Sons.

Boston, Mass,, January 16, 1884.

In answer to your inquiry we submit the following:

If folded papers should be put up 500 sheets to a
ream, to be of same thickness as the present stand-

ard weights, a 3-pound note (48 oz.) should weigh
50 oz. ; a 4-pound note (64 oz.) should weigh 66^^ oz.

;

a 5-pound note (80 oz.) should weigh 83i^oz.; a 6-

pound note (96 oz.) should weigh 100 oz. ; a 7-pound
note (112 oz.) should weigh 116?^ oz. This would not
be desirable for either the manufacturer or dealer,

for papers should weigh even poimds totheream.
A paper thinner than that now sold, therefore,

would be put up for a 5-pound note, &c.

In our opinion, this would have a tendency to in-

duce consumers to use heavier weights of paper
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than they are now using and more or less disturb-

ance would undoubtedly be created by the change.

Five folds would constitute a quire. What would

the small retailers throughout the country do when

a half quire was wanted ? Give 12 or 13 sheets ?

We are inclined to the opinion that 480 sheets of

folded papers ought still to constitute a ream.

There is not, perhaps, equal objection to 500 sheets

constituting a ream for flats.

As to the second question, we are inclined to

answer "Yes," if universally adopted.

Ward & Gay.

Middle States.

New York, January 14, 1884.

We inclose our vote on the two questions as re-

quested.

As you also ask for ideas or suggestions, we would
say that we can see only unimportant, slight or oc-

casional advantages to be gained by the changes sug-

gested, whereas such changes would occasion very

great inconveniences, labor and misunderstanding.

For printing purposes and in some branches of

manufacture, it is desirable to have paper put up
500 sheets to the ream, and it can be, as it is, so put

up when so ordered.

But in the case of writing-papers and blank-book

papers, 480 sheets to the ream is preferable to 500

The making and selling of blank-books by the 100

pages instead of by the quire, seems to some, on the

face of it, as more simple and fairer, but a little con-

sideration will show that the advantages are only

imaginary.

Concerning both questions it may be said that one
way is as good as the other, and unless there are

great advantages in a new way over the old one, the

established way, is the best. J. O. Preblb & Co.

New York:, January 16, 1884,

We inclose our answer to your questions as re-

quested. Our reasons are many. In the first place,

while we are at all times only too glad to make inno-

vations which we consider improvements, we do not

consider this at all necessary, and it would be an in-

novation that would cause an endless amount of

trouble to the manufacturer without any good aris-

ing whatever. Paper, both flat and cut, has been
and is always put up by the prominent English
manufacturers 480 sheets to the ream. French pa-
pers are put up 500 sheets. Many of our American
paper manufacturers only put their writing papers
480 sheets ; and if the flat papers are delivered 480,

and 500 are demanded when cut up, it will add con-

siderably to the cost. Who will be the gainer if put
up 500 sheets ? The consumer buys by the quire,

and expects to get 24 sheets to the quire, so that the

retailer, when he has sold 20 quires will have twenty
sheets left, and then will want the house he deals

with to give four more sheets so he may pocket
another quire. Papers for printing are, I believe, al-

ways put up 500 sheets and the reasons are plain,

but this branch we know nothing about.

Mybbs Brothers.

New York, January 16, 1884.

Inclosed we hand you our vote upon the two ques-

tions submitted. We vote " Yes " on the second, be-

cause we are favorable to all plans tending toward a
decimal system.

Four years ago we adopted the decimal system in

our pad business, putting our manilla writing- papers

Into 100-sheet pads and ten pads in package, making
1,000 half-sheets to the ream, listing ihem by the 100

(pads) instead of by the dozen or gross, which, we
think, should be abolished. Our four years of ex-

perience has satisfied us that this is the simplest and
most satisfactory plan, hence we are favorable to

all suggestions looking toward the universal adop-
tion of a decimal system.

The Aomb Stationery and Paper Company,
Sam'i, I, EjJiGHT, Proprietor.

New York, January 18, 1884.

In answer to the inquiries propounded in your cir-

cular, we say "Yes." In connection with same
would state that, as far as practicable, we endeavor
to induce our customers to order blanks printed by
the number, instead of per ream.

Blank-books we have sold for several years, per
book, instead of per quire. Slote & Janes.

New York, January 18, 1884.

The late Mr. Daniel Slote, my brother, many
years ago advocated very strongly and urged upon
his colleagues, the wholesale blank-book dealers, the

adoption of a uniform system of sellin blank-

books by the 100 pages. It would be a difiicult mat-

ter to bring around, no doubt, but, in the end, I be-

lieve, would simplify business very much. I hope

yet to see it accomplished.
Henry L. Slote.

New York, January 15, 1884.

We long since found a very great convenience in

having our papers 500 to the ream in place of 480.

Evolution—progress, hundreds in place of quires—

a

thousand pages one ream, i. e., 500 sheets paged on

each side. Geo. H. Jones,

Of Berlin & Jones Envelope Company.

New York, January 15, 1884.

Inclosed is slip received from you and which I

voted in the affirmative on the first question. Have
often thought of this way of putting up paper and
hope to see it successful.

I do not vote on the second qu estion as I do not

handle blank-books, and will leave it entirely with

those who do. C. S. Nathan.

New York, January 14, 1884.

I am decidedly in favor of the two propositions

put before me. In having paper made for me it is

always put up 500 sheets to the ream, and blank-

books, to avoid fraud, should be estimated in pages.

Wm. C. Martin.

Rochester, N. Y., January 14, 1884.

For flat papers, we strongly favor 500 sheets to the

ream, but, for folded, think 480 sheets and 24-sheet

quires preferable. Scbantom, Wetmore & Co.

Elmira, N. Y., January 12, 1884.

In inclosing our repiy to your inquiry about quires

of 25 sheets and reams of 500 sheets, we would make
our suggestion.

We would preserve the term " quire " as now in

use, and let the count remain, substituting another

term, say " fold " for 5 sheets and "folio," or a simi-

lar term, for 25 sheets. The blank-book men are ac-

countable for many sins of omission, and chief of

them is the quire misnomer.
Call a ream an M ; call a half-ream a half M; call a

quire a folio or a quarter, being a quarter of 100

sheets ; call a one-fifth quire a fold.

Preswick, Morse & Co.

Albany, N. Y., January 14, 1884,

In reply to both of your questions please record

our vote as " Yes " in both cases. We have always

considered the idea of selling blank-books, or raher
manufacturing them, in and by quires, an imposition

and a fraud. For instance, we pick up in stock two
4 quire blank books of equal size, and find that

one contains 256 pages while the other has only 232

pages. In 6-quire books we find that one contains

360 and the other of the same size 384 pages. En-

velopes being put up in one M.. half M and
quarter M. boxes it would certainly be very proper

to do up its partner in like or similar quantities.

Hbnzel Brothers.

Philadelphia, Pa., January 12, 1884.

My opinion on the paper and blank-book question

is of no account, as I have not been in the stationery

business for several years. I have answered the

questions based on an experience of about fourteen

years with the late Willy Wallach. To the " paper"
question I say " No." With a jobbing house there

would be no difficulty with 480 or 500 sheets to the

ream, as packages are not broken (I refer, of

course, to cut papers), but, with a retailer, I think

it a nuisance. Twenty-four sheets have been a
quire too long to change it now to 25.

As to blank-books I say "Yes." In this line 24

sheets don't make a quire, and, I presume, some
cheap lines contain anywhere from 12 sheets up to

a quire. In fact, " a quire " in a blank-book doesn't

seem to mean much of anything. I cannot see any
good reason why the number of sheets should be

based on the quality of paper or any other rule.

If a full quire is made up, the price can as easily be

regulated by quality of paper used as now. If that

can't be done, why say "per 100 pages."

Chas. K. Kimball.

Philadelphia, Pa., January 12, 1884.

Replying tO' your circular we inclose our answer,

though we are not interested in blank-books, not

handhng them. We think, too, it would be far bet-

ter to adopt the decimal system throughout; paper
in cartons of 100 and goods generally put up in tens

in place of dozens. Rosenbaum & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa , January 12, 1884.

For the accommodation of printers and envelope

makers, 500 sheets to ream is preferable, and if the

blank-book makers will agree to sell books by the

100 pages, I would be in favor of 500 sheets to the

ream, and so put up by all paper makers ; quires

altered accordingly, if possible. H. L. Lipman.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., January 14, 1884.

We are in favor of putting up all paper 24 sheets

to the quire, and 20 quires to the ream, and all blank-

books should be made up with 24 sheets to the quire,

and let blank-book manufacturers charge accord-

ingly. Wm. Pdckey & Brother.

MiDDLETOWN, Pa., January 12, 1834.

We vote both " No" and " Yes." Our objection to 500

sheets to ream is, it will cost us more per ream and
have to sell at same as now, 480. Again, we sell 6

sheets for 5 cents, and if they are put up in 5 sheets

in place of now 6 sheets, we will in selling 5 cents'

worth, always be put to extra trouble to make the

6 sheets for 5 cents.

But the selling books by 100 pages meets our views

exactly. Schaeffer Brothers.

Jersey City, N. J., January 12, 1884.

Answering your inquiry herein, which applies to

all paper, we think cfassiflcation should be made to

apply only to papers made for and to be used in

book form. Jersey City Paper Gompaity,

J. Tompkins, Secretary.

Dover, N. J., December 7, 1883.

I am not prepared to answer definitely. I do not

know what effect it might have to the wholesalers,

but to the small retailers (of whom I am one), it

would appear to work disadvantageously. A quire

of paper is put up in four packages of 6 sheets. If

there were 25 sheets to the quire, one of those pack-

ages would require 7 sheets, which would be very in-

convenient, or if more or less than 6 sheets were
folded together, it would not be so convenient.

Therefore, from my standpoint, I would prefer to

see it remain as it is. As to blank-books. When I

first started in the stationery business, about ten

years ago, I tried, to familiarize myself with the

whole business, which I fairly succeeded in doing,

except blank-books. I undertook that branch, but

finally gave it up and have ever since "gone it

blind." I know there are 12, 4, 15, 16 and 18 sheets

to the quire, which means, say, in an 8 quire book, a

difference of perhaps 100 pages. This is certainly

not convenient for the retailer, however it may be

for the manufacturer, and I should like to see the

system changed, so that all might understand.

S. H. Breese.

Western States.

St. Louis, Mo., January 14, 1884.

For putting up all flat papers, 500 sheets to ream,

"Yes." For selling blank-books per 100 pages, "No,"
We do not favor putting up folded papers 500 sheets

to ream. Can get as much money for one ream legal

cap of 480 sheets as we can for one ream of 500

sheets, and the ream of 480 sheets is used up sooner.

Geo. D. Barnard & Co.

Cincinnati, O., January 14, 1884.

If all the manufacturers and jobbers in the United

States will vote to adopt 500 sheet count per ream
instead of 480 sheets, and will do so on all grades of

paper made, viz., news, book, flat writings, &c., we
will vote " Yes," but we would vote " No," unless the

change was made in all grades. Some jobbers have
already adopted that count in news and book papers,

but in nothing else, and we don't think well of

We are not interested in the second proposition.

Mt. M
but ^B

J
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if adopted would necessitate a change from 480 to

500 sheet count in all grades, ledgers, flat writings,

&c. Louis Snider's Sons.

New Albany, Ind., January 14, 1884.

In reply to the two important questions, I will

state that I am most positively in favor of them
both, but just longing for the general introduction

of the first. It seems to me the introduction of the

first would in time cause the adaptation of the latter.

Jno. R. Nuneuacher Company,

Walter C. Nbnkmachbr, Manager.

Dayton, Ohio, January 14, 18S4.

I inclose my vote on the two propositions. On the

latterl vote "No," for the reason that under the

present system the jobber can make more money
than under the proposed one, in my judgment. I

wish that you had, in addition, asked an opinion on

abandoning gross and dozens and substituting the

decimal system.

Take an instance. An article at $4.32 per gross

compels you to use a pencil to calculate the price of

each. If they were quoted at $3.00 per 100, no such

difficulty would occur. R. A. Roqbrs.

Denver, Col., January 16, 1884.

We are not certain that we can answer your

queries intelligently.

The basis was made under the old regime, and

prices have been estabUshed on that method.

Without investigation or settled conviction, would

incline to favor the change. Stone & Co.

Keokuk, la., January 16, 1884.

We vote " No " to both questions asked. We see

no good reason for changing . Brownell & Co.

Chicago, Ills., January 15, 1884.

We are this day in receipt of your circular and
slip, "Two Important Questions," and cheerfully

answer in the affirmative." Yes," as we consider 500

sheets to the ream the best possible shape that paper

can be put up, both for printers and publishers.

Our establishment consumes between 250 to 300 tons

of paper monthly, and in laying out sheets for news-

papers or books, we find 500 to the ream facilitates

our work very much and consumes much less time.

J. L. Regan & Co.

Burlington, la., January 14, 1884.

In voting on the question of putting up all papers

500 sheets to the ream and 25 sheets to the quire, we
vote " No," but would qualify it by stating that as far

as flat papers used by printers and bookbinders are

concerned, we should vote " Yes." The senioi" mem-
ber of this firm, an old paper maker who served

seven years as an apprentice to learn to make paper

by hand (commencing the business over sixty years

ago), is opposed to any innovations on a custom that

has existed from time immemorial, believing that

it would cause endless confusion without any ap-

parent good results.

In regard to blank-books, we should also qualify

our statement, believing that all books of first-class

made from ledger papers and of the best grades

might be sold by the 100 pages to good advantage to

all concerned. E. & W. M. Osborn.

Dubuque, la., January 14, 1884.

Inclosed please find our vote. We vote " Nay "

on proposition to change from quires to hun-

dreds, as we see no special advantage in the

change. Houses that have tried the "hundred"
plan have gone back to the " quires," finding it the

simpler and better way, and, it occurs to us, that

their experience ought to be something of a guide to

other manufacturers. GtRosvENOR & Harger.

Cincinnati, Ohio, January 14, 1884.

Inclosed find our " Yes " to your two propositions.

A few years ago we were disgusted with long dis-

counts, short counts in blank-books. We made our

discounts so that there would be a fair margin be-

tween the jobber and small dealer, and so that in one
line of our blank-books meant 100 pages full, selling

the books so much per 100 pages. We found the

trade did not like the small discount, and would not

take the honest blank-book—they, the average deal-

er, want short count and long discount.

Our motto is, " Give us an honest count."

Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.,

A. Howard Hinkle.

San Francisco, Cal., January 23, 1884.

We are in favor of putting up paper in reams
of 500 instead of 480 sheets, and for the past

seven years have had our leading line of ruled

and flat stock put up in this manner. We
think well of the plan of selling blank-work by the

100 pages. A. L. Bancroft & Co.

F. A. Colby.

De Soto, la., December 7, 1883.

I am not aware of any particular advantage to be
gained by changing reams of paper to 500 sheets, ex-

cept that of having 500 or full 1,000 copies when hav-

ing printing done by the 1,000 copies. Hence, rather

than have the immense stock of paper now on hand
subject to an unnecessary trouble, I vote " No."
On the blank-book question, I see no better plan to

avoid the present system of short quires and imposi-

tion on parties not posted, than the 100-page system.
Therefore, vote "Yes" very heartily.

E. H. Haycrapt.

Carson City, Nev., November 30, 1883.

The arrangement of putting up 500 sheets to the

ream is all right in flat papers.

I don't see how a quire of folded tote or letter

can be put up in one-quarter or one half quires if put
up 25 sheets to the quire. John G. Fox.

San Francisco, Cal., November 28, 1883.

I do not care whether paper is sold 480 or .",00 sheets

to the ream.

I would prefer to have blank-books by the quire,

but would like them to be made 24 sheets to the

quire; don't believe in putting up 12, 14 or 16 sheets

to the quire and calling a book so many quires any
more than I would believe in selling a ream of paper
and having it 20 quires and counting it 12, 14 or 16

sheets to the quire. J. K. Cooper.

Columbus, Ohio, November 30, 1883.

We vote " No " on the two important questions

presented. Will give the foUovring reasons. The
putting of 500 sheets in each ream we would have no
objections, but to the 25 sheets per quire we would
object, and can show you. First, the world well un^

derstands that a book-manufacturing quire is 80

pages. The reason of this is, that there being a loss

on each book made in ruling, some sheets will be
lost. Then the waste papers. While you make 25

sheets per quire you leave nothing for the loss,which
will be more or less owing to the complication of

each book. Sometimes we have had one-half of

paper that was necessary for book, owing to the

book being of various rulings. We have thought

some time when a change might be made in manu-
facturing books for the trade should be 80 pages to

the quire and regulated by Congress, so that 30, 40,

50 pages will not constitute a quire, as now, by some
manufacturers. We rather object to having stock or

any bonks sold by the 100 pages, as we do not think

it practical, for the reason that a party might want
a book, as now, 240 pages, but would not want the ex-

tra 60 pages, and so on. If made parts of a fraction

pages, then we are no better off than now, and if

made fraction pages it would make it more compli-

cated for all in selling.

Will vote " Yes " for putting up blank-book paper
500 sheets in packages and 80 pages to the quire.

SiEBERT & Lillet.

Southern States.

Washington, D. C, January 14, 1884.

Inclosed you will find my answer to your ques-

tions. I really am glad you have agitated this ques-

tion, and well know what the result of the vote will

be, for I am every day asked how a two-quire book
contains at the most only 126."pages, when they think

as it^should have, 196, and we have to give all kinds of

answers. Now, please press this thing, so as to make
a uniformity, and you will greatly bless any retailer.

John C. Parker.

Baltimore, Md., January 14, 1884.

We vote decidedly " No " in answer to your ques-

tions, and are at a loss to understand why such ques-

tions should be agitated.

To make such changes would certainly entail a
great deal of trouble and expense on' the part of the

manufacturers and dealers in making prices to cor-

respond, and in regard to putting up paper 500 sheets

to ream would make the business more complicated

than it is at present, besides setting aside the legal

requirements of 480 sheets for a ream.

Marcus W. Wolf & Co.

Baltimore, Md., January 14, 1884.

Our opinion is that " Uncle Samuel " is the boss

Uar of this country, and perhaps printers come next.

For ;the first named there is no excuse, as 85 cents

will not make 100 no matter how you cipher. In the

latter we can put it where it belongs—on the paper
maker—and say like Adam of old, " Eve gave it to

me," but nevertheless it is a swindle, long tolerated,

to sell a customer 480 sheets of paper, note-heads,
bill-heads and what not, for 500, when 20 sheets are
lacking. It don't matter much on one ream, but
when it comes to 20,000 or 30,000 it does ; still the
principle is the same. What does a customer know
about 960 sheets being considered a 1,000 by " the

trade 1 " He orders 1,000 note-heads and gets 960.

What if those sheets represented pennies ? We have
no more right to deduct them than we have to ab-
stract 40 cents from his coat-tail pocket when he
takes it off and lays it on our desk to fight us because
we insist on the money for his bill before he takes the
goods. A nice kettle of fish we would get into if we
had to swear before the squire on an assault and
battery case (which might grow out of the row) that
the bill we were trying to make him pay was a lie on
its face, and there were 20 short on every 500. For
the last fifteen years or more (since we have been
convinced there was a hereafter) we have given ten
hundred sheets for a thousand, but it has caused
endless trouble and annoyance all around, and leaves
us broken packages of all sizes.

Hammond & Jones.

Washington, D. C, January 14, 1884.

Refen-ing to the two important questions upon
which you ask for votes, it seems to me that the
trade should, with united voice, demand that these
long-felt wants should speedily be supplied.

C. C. PUBSELL.

Natchbz, Miss, January 15, 1884.

I vote "Yes," because, 1, the quire will correspond
with pack of envelopes; 2, almost all ef my customers
buy blank-books by the number of pages in the book.
If you tell how many quires in book they ask how
many pages it has. I will look with interest for the
result. F. M. Swan.

New Orleans, La., January 17, 1884.

On the first question, as to whether it would be ad-
visable to put up all papers 500 sheets to the ream, I

can conceive of no objection to its being done, while
many arguments might be brought forth in its favor;

and while I vote in the affirmative on the second
question, I am willing to concede, there are some
valid objections thereto. I hope both propositions

will be unanimously carried and will go into effect.

F. F. Hansbll.

Kansas City, Mo., January 15, 1884.

Your second question in many cases would de-

serve a "Yes," but we answer "No," possibly be-

cause we are a little "old fogey."

Wm. B. Hall,
Editor Daily R. E. Record.

Demopolis, Ala., January 15, 1884.

I cannot see that it amounts to a great deal
whether writing paper is sold 500 sheets to the ream
or 480. The price would be increased sufiBcient to

cover extra cost of paper, and retaOers could not in-

crease their sales any by having it so put up. It

would perhaps be an advantage to printers. I have
always thought that blank-books should either be
sold by the 100 pages or by the qmi-e, full coimt. I

never imderstood why a manufacturer of blank-
books should throw out a half-dozen sheets, and
charge for fuU quires. Wm. H. Welch.

St. Louis, Mo., January 14, 1884.

Quite an extended experience in commercial job
printing has taught me that few persons outside of
the printing and paper trades know how many sheets
there are in a quire or ream, but everybody knows
what 50 and 100 mean; and when a man buys a ream
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of paper to fill an order for 500 copies of a job, he

sometimes has considerable trouble in convincing a
customer that 480, less the spoiled sheets, counts for

500.

The less " explanations " one has to make in busi-

ness the easier business is transacted.

C. W. Crutsinger.

Memphis, Tenn., January 14, 1884.

While the 25 sheets to quire is a good idea, the 100

pages to blank-books is immense, and the only way
to sell them in order to avoid confusion. It's a hard

tiling to persuade customers that 10 quires of 18

sheets is more than 10 quires of 14 sheets, they think-

ing a quire is a quire anyway. Stir the blank-book

manufacturers up, and receive the thanks of the

trade. R. M. Manspord.

St. Louis, Mo., January 15, 1884.

We inclose our ballot, but cannot say that we
fully agree with The Stationer as to the importance

of the questions voted upon. If fairly argued the

pros and cons would nearly balance.

We presume the object aimed at is to simplify, and
upon this point we would say that every stationer

should be master of his own business.

The innumerable details that make his business

seem so intricate so outsiders are a part of his stock-

in-trade. A stationer is under no moral or legal obli-

gation to give away information that he knows will

be used againt him in every competitive bid, any
more than a lavryer is to give away points of law
that would enable his client to act as his own at-

torney.

If everything in the stationery business could

be reduced to right angles and straight lines—or

better still, sold by the pound and each class of

goods have but one price, the few prices could be

easily remembered by tradesmen and consumers,

but what would these prises be ?

Buxton & Skinner Stationery Co.

Savannah, Ga., January 14, 1884.

Inclosed please find my answers to " two impor-

tant questions." They are to both emphatically

"Yes!"
I visited, several years ago, in Germany, a well-

known blank-book factory, and examined its pro-

ducts. I asked one of the firm, while examining a
book, " How many sheets to the quire ? " He looked

at me in amazement, astonished at my suiDposed ig-

norance, and answered, " Why, 24 sheets to the

quire." I explained to him that American manufac-
turers marked books with 13, 14, 16, 18 and 20 sheets

to the quire. He was very much surprised at my
answer, and said it was "a la Yankee." When I

told him that slates were sold at discounts of 60, 10,

10 and 10 per cent., he wanted to know how much
was left of the price. Will you please give me the

reasons why manufacturers do not use regular

prices ? Ko one ever could give me an honest or

sound reason. H. L. Schreiner.

Chattanooga, Tenn., January 12, 1884.

Our reasons for voting " No " to putting up paper
in reams of 500 sheets is that retailers have ten cus-

tomers for half and quarter quire where they have
one for a whole quire in ruled goods. Printers'

stock undoubtedly would be quite as well put
up 500 sheets to ream.
Blank-book quires are too elastic, running from 12

to 20 sheets. This confuses small dealers and con-

sumers, and the latter, in sending maO orders, usually

state the number of pages they want to the book.

T. H. Payne.

St. Louis, Mo., January 15, 1884.

I would be glad if manufacturers were compelled

to mark their books just what they really amount to

at 20 sheets per quire. S. 6. Bdrnham.

Nashville, Tenn., January 14, 1884.

" No " to first. Six sheets make good fold ; 6J4,

12J^ or 25 sheets do not. We like the 500-sheet feature,

but 24 sheets to quire is more essential.

"Yes" to second. One hundred pages indicate

something. A quire as now listed means any of

twenty-four numbers, and some manufacturers
would like to make it less than a sheet if possible, and
take off an extra discount.

Do you think you can reform them f Didn't Mr.
Slote try, and fail in his efforts ?

Wheeler & Osborn.

Richmond, Va., January 14, 1884.

We cheerfully answer " Yes " to both questions.

The idea suggested Itself to our minds before, and we
approve of it. W. E. Simons & Bro.

Baltimore, Md., November 30, 1883.

Five hundred sheets of paper to the ream would
be more convenient than 480. It seems absurd to sell

12, 15 or 16 sheets to the quire.

Thomas G. Doyle.

Baltimore, Md., November 30, 1883.

We consider it decidedly preferable for a ream of

paper to contain 500 sheets, but do not think well of

the 100-page business. In that respect leave well

enough alone. W. L. Stark & Co.

Louisville, Ky., November 30, 1883.

We are and have for a long time been in favor of

all papers being put up 25 sheets to the quire and 500

to the ream. We are not in favor of selling blank-

books by the quire or by the 100 pages. If a 10-quire

medium ledger is worth $1.50 per quire, a precisely

VOTES BY STATES, &c.

Whole
Number Votes.

1st Question—500 Sheets. 2d Question-100 Pages.

States, &c.

Yes. No. Yes. No.

Alabama 13
8

41
23
49
5
5
9
4
24
2

206
87
114
57
36
28
31

35
148
121
37

10
103

4
18
4
30
45
2

386
U

191

2
186
18
17
28
38
3

23
28
4
14
73
2

3
7

36
9

44
4
4
9
3
20
8

165
66
90
44
31
26
26
24
114
100
24
5
83
2

16
4
25
37
2

321
10

151
1

151

14
13
23
26
3
18
24
4
13
58
2

9
1

5
13
5
1

1

9
6
39
15
44
5
4
9
2
17
2

155
72
90
53
28
23
28
24
116
106
27
6

81
3

16
3

28
43
2

317
9

155
1

157
15
9

27
24
3
15

25
4
n
64
2

4
3

California 2
Colorado g
Connecticut
Dakota

2

Delaware 1
District of Columbia
Florida i

""

4
2

Georgia ....— 7
Idaho

41
21

24
13
5
2
5
11

34
21
13
5
20
2
2

-44
15
20
2
5
6
1

9
20
13
9
3

20
1

2
1

2
1

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas .

Kentucky
Louisiana '.

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts —
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire 5

8New Jersey
New Mexico
New York 65

1

40
1

35
4
4
5

12

46
3
34

North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania

1

24
Rhode Island
South Carolina 5
Tennessee
Texas 13
Utah •

Vermont 4
4

3
3Virginia

Washington '.

.

West Virginia 1

15
3

Wisconsin 8
Wyoming

Total United States 2,322
20

1,857
18

463
2

1,893
19

345
1Canada

Grand Total 2,342 1,875
465

465 1,912
346

346

Majority 1,410 1,560

«
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similar book of 4 quires would be worth $2 per qviire.

We would therefore sell by the book.

Blank-books are always made up in sections of

3, 4, 5 or G sheets, 4 pages to each sheet; hence, n
book can be put up with quires of 100 pages each.

Again : Eighty pages to the quire was chosen be-

cause (we judge) there are always fly-leaves required

in a book, and because more or less of the paper is

spoiled in ruling, &c
.
, and a binder must get 20 so-

called perfect quu-es from a ream of paper.

Maxwell & Co.

New Orleans, December 3, 1S83.

I think 500 sheets of paper should make a ream, as

it can be counted, divided and handled better. I

think blank-books should be made by the 100 pages,

for it will stop one species of deception in calling a

book 4 quires, when only 14 or 16 sheets are made
up. At least 20 sheets should be used, and charged
accordingly. I think 144 pens should constitute a

gross ; 480 sheets of blotting, a-ream ; 4th and 5th

sortings of paper ought not to be put up in flrst-clsss

wrappers. Drummers should not make drafts on
theii- firms without some authority to draw. Drum-
mers should not take up the time of the merchant in

looking at samples, unless he is certain his order

will be inspected. That discounts should be nearly

as uniform as possible, and only graded by the

amounts sold and not by the commercial rating of

the buyer. That the manufacturer and jobber

should protect the retailer, by keeping his goods out

of the reach of the consumer,

James A. Gresham.

Qreenvillb, S. C, December 14, 1883.

I am in favor of the 500 sheets to the ream ; but

what will you do with the quire ? How divide it, as 25

sheets cannot be divided into bunches of six sheets—
which I usually sell for 5 cents each?

About the blank-books I am not so sure, and so do
not answer at all. H. J. Fklton,

Dominion of Canada.

Toronto, January 15, 1884.

We answer "No" to your query re blanks, for

the following reasons : In our Canadian market
blank-books are sold at the same price per 100 pages
for all sizes. It costs nearly as much to bind a thin

book as a thick one. The result of this is that we
really lose money on all small-size or thin books. If

prices were graded according to thickness of book, it

would be better. W. J. Gage & Co.

Montreal, January 14. 1884.

Yes 1 Yes ! to your questions, and would suggest

that all reams be stamped so.

Also, stamped quaranteeing full weight.

The writer has done all he can for these four

points, in Canada. I refer to the Manilla trade in

particular.

Canada wrapping trade is completely demoralized

as far as count for weight goes, and the seller wrig-

gles out of his difficulty by invoicing " 1 package
demy 100." What is a package ? What is demy ?

What weight. What count ? George S. Wilson,

J. C. Wilson & Co.

Montreal, January 14, 1884.

The question of yes or no has often troubled many
men and many more women who have often been
compared to cats on a fence, not knowing which
way to jump for fear of getting down on the wrong
side.

The little word " Yes " or " No " very often seals

the destiny of a man or woman in this world as well

as in the next ; and in many subjects would advise

caution. But, in your case, I don't hesitate to give

my note, "Yes," as I consider it an improvement on
the old system. John Parslow.

The returns of the votes cast in response to the

inquiries stated come from a wide range of ter-

ritory and represent every section of the coun-

try. They are shown in the table on the pre-

ceding page.

THE KERNER PEN.

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is
constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
entire satisfaction to all who use them. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is
of platina alloyed with iridium. Price, SI and upwards, according to mounting. g^T" Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

JANENTZKV & WEBER,
(formerly JANKNTZKY & CO.)

MANtTFACTTJRERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest smd choicest

in the market.

I. U. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,
GUt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

mill iif mmrt
3S

Bond St.,

MEW TORE, a

Respectfully invite the Trade to inspect their elegant line of

ART SOUYENIRS and STATIONERS' NOYELTIES.

Specialties for Confectioners. Wedding Presents, &c.

ORa a rCiyillMC CTVI nnOADUIP TWs pen is constructed of a drawn glass tube, which^OCa H ULllUIIlL O I ILUUnHrniU. wm never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end of which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
through which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POIilSHED NICK EI, CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, S2.00 per dozen,
$22.00 per gross ; Gold Plated, S3-50 per dozen, $36.00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 50 cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

X "Ledger Brand" American-Russia
IS THE BEST!

J. L. SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDERS' WAREHOUSE,

{2 SEND FOR SAMPLE. 0-
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BOSTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office op the Lockwood Press, 1

49 Federal Street, V

BosTON, February 6, 1884. )

Fashion is a fickle dame. When she tires of

one thing she only sounds her edict, and an-

other looms up to command her attention. Her

thousands of votaries pay humble submission to

her vagaries, and readily obey her mandates,

because it is the "rule of fashion." Fashion

now proclaims that polite correspondence must

be sealed with wax and bear the imprint of

one's monogram, as in days long gone by. In

obedience thereto the Dennison Manufacturing

Company is presenting to the trade an elegant

line of the finest perfumed wax, representing

upward of twenty distinct colors. It is packed

in handsome and unique cartons, forty sticks to

the pound (ten sticks in a tray), and selling to

the trade at $2 per pound. An extensive line of

seals, embracing the full alphabet, sentiments,

&c., is also ready to accompany the demand for

sealing wax. Now that the fashion for sealing

epistolary correspondence is set, the demand for

these goods will become quite popular, and so-

ciety stationers must be prepared.

Whenever I get tired of the monotony of the

street, I like to while away a little time in the

sample-room of Ward & Gay and feast my eyes

upon the artistic novelties which cover the walls

and counters. Here one finds displayed cards

of every description, for all purposes, and from

all of the celebrated publishers. Neatly ar-

ranged upon the walls and upon counters are

samples of the extensive lines, with their prices,

giving the buyer a bird's-eye view of the en-

tire stock, and enabling him to quickly compare

prices and to make choice selections. Mr. Gay
reports that the valentine trade has been very

good and that during the coming week he will

close out the entire line, which he is oifering at

very low figures. Among this lot I noticed a

very pretty fringed card in the shape of a fan,

presenting a frosted scene, which has had quite

a demand, as it is appropriate either for a valen-

tine or a birthday souvenir. For the Easter

trade an extensive line of rich novelties is

shown, together with a special line of low-

priced fringed goods. Dealers will soon be

making inquiries about Easter goods, and the

early buyers will get the best selections. Some
dealers there are who never stock up until the

last moment, waiting for cheap job lots. But

the most successful dealers, those who cater to

the better class of customers, can't afford to buy
nothing but job lots; they must enter the mar-

ket while the stock is fresh and when the great-

est novelties are offered. Such dealers read

The Stationer and keep posted upon matters

in which they are interested.

Stationers' rubber goods, manufactured by
the Davidson Rubber Company, are well known
to the trade everywhere, and most favorably

known, too. Every article bearing the com-
pany's name is a guarantee of its quality. Its

patent " velvet " rubber, prepared from the best

of stock, is recognized as the standard " eraser."

Such a hold did it have in the market, that

others sought to reap the benefits of its popular-

ity, but, after expensive litigation, the courts

have decided in favor of the Davidson Rubber
Company. The company is now giving some
atteution to the manufacture of rubber bands,

presenting an article that will stand more than

one ordinary stretch and with which the trade

can find no fault concerning quality. These

bands are put up in neat two-ounce boxes,

eight of them in a larger box, making a pound

package, and the goods are marked " Davidson

Rubber Company." Dealers will find this sys-

tem of handling bands very convenient. If as-

sorted sizes are wanted in pound lots, such

orders can be filled. Rubber pencils and pen-

holders in endless variety are among the com-

pany's specialties.

I had a very pleasant chat yesterday with

Mr. Marble, the energetic manager of the Cross

Pen Company, from whom I learn that the

business of the company has wonderfully in-

creased during the past year. The facilities

for manufacture, though somewhat extensive,

are hardly equal to the demands of the trade ;

but the company is still pushing its goods, and

waiting for a little dullness in business that the

factory may catch up on orders. Hawthorne

said, and he did write (right)

:

" I will make the man immortal

Who will give me a good pen."

And straightway the Cross Pen Company pro-

ceeded to achieve immortality, and a large

amount of prosperity also, by presenting a

fountain pen, constructed upon the principle of

a stylograph, but having a regular gold pen

point, by which one's individuality in hand-

writing is retained ; and it is named " The Haw-
thorne." Among the extensive line of pencils

manufactured by the comptmy is a new pencil,

having a propel, repel and expelling action. It

is pronounced the greatest hit in pencils since

the automatic, being every way much superior.

These pencils are made of French enameled

wood, to imitate rubber, and are mounted with

gold stock-plate. They are very durable, prac-

tical, and have an artistic fiaish. They are

having a big run. A gold-plated pencil-lead

sharpener—a very convenient article for one

using the patent pencils—is also manufactured

by the company. It makes a novel watch-

charm, and so becomes ornamental as well as

useful. Don't imagine, now, that I wrote these

these lines with " The Hawthorne" pen.

Though the poet might promise immortal life

For a pen that suited his will,

The price is too higli for a common scribe—

I must stick to the old-fashioned quill.

Stephens' ink, manufactured by H. C.

Stephens, an English chemist, is a writing fluid

for which Thomas Groom & Co. are building up
quite a trade among the counting-rooms and

stationers of this city. It is claimed for this

ink that perfect copies of letters can be taken

as well a month after writing as when first

written. It does not act upon pens nor pene-

trate paper, and when it becomes thickened by

evaporation, the addition of a little water is all

that is required to restore its fluidity. When
once used its holds its place both upon the paper

and upon the attention of the writer. Dealers,

where custom calls for a good writing fluid,

should have Stephens' ink in stock.

In my rambles during the week I stumbled

into the busy quarters of J. L. Mcintosh, in Fed-

eral street. A dozen or more operatives were

hard at work attending as many different ma-

chines, some of which were numbering, some
paging, and others perforating and cutting.

Piles of calendars, show-cards, pamphlets and
tickets were observed upon the tables, sent in

by stationers and printers for some special

finishing touches ; show-cards and calendars to

be eyeletted, and tickets to be numbered and
perforated. Within the past three years the de-

mand for such work has surprisingly increased.

Many of the machines examined were invented

by Mr. Mcintosh for special use in his business,

and they show considerable ingenuity, designed

as they are for overcoming some obstacle and

for saving labor. When Mr. Mcintosh em-

barked in this business some few years ago his

friends predicted a failure because they read not

the signs of the times ; but instead of failure

the gentleman has won success, and done it by

strict attention to business and good work.

" Eye- let " you know of his quarters,

" U let " Mac have a show ;

" To let " will ne'er be placarded

Upon his door below. _
A. L. D.

PITTSBURG POINTS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Pittsburg, January 31, 1884.

A number of your New York periodicals have

dwelt at length upon the slush and filch upon

your streets. IE they are one-half as bad as

the Pittsburg thoroughfares they surely must

be horrible. A heavy rain last evening washed

away considerable of the stuff, and the retail

dealers generally think that cleaner streets will

be the means of bringing out more purchasers.

The trade last fall among stationers, news-

dealers, &c., was exceedingly quiet, owing

probably to the glass and iron strikes. About

ten days before Christmas, or, better, say a

week before, people rapidly filled the stores,

and trade was very active. No particular

branch was patronized, but all received a full

share of patronage. Books, and a great many
fine ones, went fast. Christmas and New Year

cards showed no depreciation from former

years, but from some cause our dealers seem to

be of the opinion that the card trade from now
on will wane. Fancy letter-paper, desks, col-

ored photos of the celebrities and ideals, and,

indeed, the full line of a general news, station-

ery and book establishment, were largely pur-

chased. Since the holidays the trade generally

has been of a healthy and satisfactory nature;

in fact, most of the trade report a good paying

business, and the contented expressions of their

faces show such to be the truth.

Probably, most of your readers know that

this " Iron City " depends to a very great ex-

tent, indeed, almost entirely, on the iron, steel

and glass business. When those industries are

actively conducted and generally prosperous,

the whole community is wreathed in smiles and

the pocket-books grow plethoric. The immense

number of skilled workmen receive much larger

wages than is generally supposed. Boss rollers,

head hammermen, and boss glass-blowers and

workmen often make from fifteen to twenty-five

dollars a day. It is a well-known fact that no

class of men are as liberal and free with their

money as the ones just mentioned. The long

and disastrous window-glass strike was ended

this week, and last week the large " Bessemer "

Steel Works again began operations. Our manu-

facturers, therefore, being fully operated, and

with every indication of their continuing so for

some time, I am of the opinion that the station-

ery trade, in all its branches, will be brighter,

and predict an increased business over last year.

Your jobbers will be quite safe to sell as large

orders in Pittsburg as they can, and " top of the

morning" to the man who takes the largest

orders.

Stevenson & Foster, stationers and publishers,

commended themselves to the people by the

quick work of getting out a full and complete

report of the evidence, attorneys' arguments

and judge's charge in the famous Nutt murder
trial. In one day after the trial the work was

finished and on the counters of the various news
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stands in the city. It is in pamphlet form, and
neat and clean in appearance. The Pittsburg

News Company and the American News Com-
pany each ordered 5,000 as a starter. Edward
J. Donnelly reported the trial, and each morn-
ing the proceedings of the day previous were in

Stevenson & Foster's hands. Hence one cause

for the quick publication.

W. W. Edgar, one of the leading stationers

(news and book dealers) in our city, is again at

his place of business, after almost five weeks'

confinement at his home, wrestling with pneu-

monia. He reports his business as being in ex-

cellent condition, and trade fairly active. His

Christmas windows were very artistically ar-

ranged, and was the best advertisement he ever

made. The first day the " Official Report " of

the Nutt trial was out, Edgar sold nearly four

hundred copies.

Robt. S. Davis & Co., say " AU's well," and
trade still good. The Evening Leader moving
its ofiice from the rear of the Davis store leaves

too much space, and it is rumored that Davis

will rent the old Chronicle building in the

spring.

The name of Henry Miner is well known to

the trade, and has been for thirty years. Geo.

W. Hzena, administrator of Henry Miner, de-

ceased, sold the Miner book and stationery store

to Henry Meyer and the similarity of his name
to his predecessor causes too many to address

their cards, &c., to the old name. Let the trade

notice this.

Through the courtesy of Jos. Eichbaum, of

the firm of Jos. Eichbaum & Co., stationers,

printers and blank-bcok makers, I had the

pleasure of going through their finely arranged

establishment. Their place of business is on

Fifth avenue, near Wood street, and the build-

ing is one of the most imposing in our city. The
basement is used for keeping goods in stock.

The ground floor is in two departments, front

and rear. The front contains as fine stationery

and fancy goods as any in New York; many
say too fine, but Mr. Eichbaum says he knows
very well to the contrary. In the building,

printing and lettering rooms, the most improved
and best machinery is used. Five J. H. Crans-

ton's cylinder presses and nine job presses

are placed on the rear (first) floor. Between
eighty and one hundred men and women are

employed and their tidy appearance is well in

keeping with the really remarkable order and
neatness of this house. Mr. E. says their holi-

day trade in albums, fancy Christmas cards,

&c., was by far the largest they ever had and,

indeed, their entire line of business is brisk. I

might add that no cheap work is done at this es-

tablishment and consequently no poor work.

G. W. H.
•

CINCINNATI FLOATINGS.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, February 5, 1884.

Business appears to be a little better than it

was a fortnight ago. There are signs of brisk-

ness that were not apparent at that time. Over
and above these indications is the testimony
of business men themselves. In the darkest

prospect there was no grumbling, no loss

of heart among business men in Cincinnati.

They admitted the dullness, but flrmly be-

lieved this present depression was not per-

manent. Now that the clouds are clearing

away, and some light is visible, they are natur-
ally cheerful. But the fact is that orders are
coming in more briskly than they did even a
fortnight ago. Those barometers of trade, the

manufacturers of commercial stationery, are

selling stock and getting orders for manufactur-
ing work in a way that indicates that the good
time coming is almost here. How good it is to

be, no one will venture to predict. Of course,

all this little spurt of good feeling and brisk-

ness shows that merchants in general are ex-

pecting more vitality in trade, and that very

soon.

In general business here, outside of the sta-

tioners' lines, there is manifestly an increase of

stir and life. The shoe manufacturers are em-
ploying larger forces. Their business this win-

ter has been almost dead, but it is growing
brighter—only brighter, however. There are

very extensive preparations in progress in Cin-

cinnati for building during the coming season.

Several capitalists have plans for putting up
buildings ten stories high. Men with money at

command are not in the habit of getting ready

to invest it in that way when they thing every-

thing is going to smash.

Manufacturing stationers here say that their

January business is equal to and in many in-

stances greater than that of January last year.

Material is cheap, and with any sort of fairly

good orders manufacturing stationers should

make money. Manufacturers of material say
" Never mind ; you will see the price of

paper boom, and that before long, just

as you saw it boom in 1879. "When
you speak of present prices you make a

dealer, especially in news paper, look sour,

and nine chances out of ten you will throw him
into a fit of crabbedness and set him to scolding

like Hecate that any mention should be made
of prices. I would give a specimen of this sort

of scolding if I were not writing so late at night,

but I shall have to reserve it for another time.

John Holland, the gold pen manufacturer, has

returned from the East, where be spent a week
breathing the salty air, for all of which he looks

the better.

Charles Stewart is busy as a bee and merry as

the day is long, notwithstanding, or perhaps in

consequence of his long daily rides between the

aristocratic suburb Clifton and his place of

business.

Louis Snider's Sons keep things turning at

their establishment on Walnut street. Since

they have doubled the size of their ware-

rooms they seem to be about twice as busy as

they were before, and there never was a time

when they didn't appear to have as much busi-

ness on hand per man as ought to be required in

reason of any two or three ordinary mortals.

Snider & Hoole have a lively winter trade,

better in their Chicago branch than in their

Cincinnati house. In fact, the branch seems to

have grown larger than the main trunk, and it

keeps on growing;

William B. Carpenter suffered a bereavement
last week in the loss of a child three years old.

Everyone who knows him will sympathize with

him in this bereavement. Prince Williau.

TORONTO TROUBLES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Toronto, Ont., January 30, 1884.

That old man who never saw a January with-

out a thaw and 'sposed he'd seen a tousand, is

dead.

It has tried twice this month, I think, to do it,

and ignominiously faUed.

The old man wasn't here to encourage it.

Vennor and the other weather profits who
predicted a very open winter, have crawled

into their holes.

Which is the best place for all such humbugs.
And the old Indian, too, who said it would be

a very open winter because the chipmunks,

beavers and bears had made no provision for

winter, can't be found.

I saw a bear hanging up in front of a res-

taurant yesterday. I suppose that he couldn't

bear it any longer.

And there are other bears who feel much Inl

the same way.

But they might object to be hung lip by the

heels.

What's all this got to do with business I yoii

say. Right you are.

Well, business for this time of year is very

good, at least all the leading houses say so.

How in the world could it help to be, with the

roads blocked east, west, north and south.

I am told that the snow is six feet on the level,

more or less.

That you couldn't find a road in the country

with a microscope.

That the country people have to take to the

fields when they are obliged to dig out.

Trains on the main lines are nevertheless on

time. Not the new standard time. Sometimes
they pause for thirteen hours or more in a snow
bank, to the great enjoyment of passengers. At
other times they manage to get up to even a
mile an hour, which is good.

We have got from a weekly to a tri-weekly

mail.

There is no telling what we may reach in the

near future.

We are a people of unlimited energy and
push.

The question of the hour is cold versus heat.

Boreas has the start.

I heard a man say that he woke the other

morning and found the sheets of his bed actu-

ally frozen to his person.

I'm afraid that he exaggerated a little.

" C. H." greets "Lounger;" but he is so

much like an icicle just at this moment that he

can't say much more than that he is not " on

bis ear," but on the other end, and that end is in

close proximity to a steam register in full force.

He hopes that he may fare better than the

rooster which a scientist who had a theory that

people could be frozen and laid aside for future

use. He failed to secure a human subject, and
tried the rooster ; but, unfortunately, the poor

bird, when he was set on the table and thawed
out, was found to be dead.

When we melt we shall be heard from.

Of which our friends will please take notice.

C. H.
* .

OUR LONDON LETTER.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

5 LuDGATE Circus Buildings, )

London, E. C, Jan. 19, 1884.

)

The clerk of the weather has been at his old

tricks again, giving us spring weather in what
should be mid-winter, and placing blankets and
overcoats at a discount. There has been neither

snow nor ice seen since October; we have walked

about with our coats unbuttoned, and have had
considerable difficulty in getting up any enthu-

siasm about Christmas. Still, on the whole, we
are not inclined to grumble. If ice has been

dear, coats and beef have been cheap, and the

bitter cry of outcast London, which was heard

in low mutterings in the early winter, has been

hushed since, instead of deepening into a threat-

ening roar, as it might have done if the home-
less and workless had been doubled in number
and in desperation by the appearance of frost

and snow.

Altogether, the year has begun somewhat
more promisingly than might have been expect-
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ed, owing largely to the causes just mentioned,

but also to that fortunate reaction which is as

natural in trade as is the abnormal buoyancy of

spirit which characterizes the man who has just

recovered from a fit of the blues. Moreover,

who can help feeling hopeful when, entering

one after another of the big wholesale houses, he

sees everything looking so smart and tidy
;

rooms swept and garnished, stock put in order,

shelves newly filled with the articles on which

there is to be a run, attendants looking the pic-

ture of enthusiastic yet dignified expectancy ?

I am not, generally speaking, vain of my coun-

trymen, but on this occasion, I may be permit-

ted the indulgence in a little pardonable pride

in the way in which the preparations have been

made for welcoming the propitious goddess For-

tune in 1884. If I might be permitted to award
the palm in this matter, I think I should have to

cut it into pretty equal halvesand bestow it in fair

proportions between the establishments of Eyre
& Spottiswoode and of Charles Reynolds &
Co., although, certainly, our friends from the

other side of the pond, Lawrence Brothers,

would run the above-mentioned hard in their

newly enlarged and improved show-rooms, in

which they mean to do an even bigger business

in those manufactures and notions, for which

they are responsible, either as producers or

agents, than they have done in the past. De-
servedly so, too, for it is beyond question that

the American goods put in the market by this

firm are such as no citizen of the republic need
be ashamed of, being not only novel and taking

in style and ingenious in construction, but good,

honest value for the money, and the public are

not slow to recognize their worth.

There are evident signs that valentines, which
were no great blessing to retailers last year,

will be of still less importance this season.

Fewer firms have gone in for them than hith-

erto, and those who have, not to the same ex-

tent. It is said that the youth of to-day looks

upon valentines as spooney nonsense, and that

the modern young lady prefers a locket or

bracelet, or even an umbrella, to the finest pro-

duction in colored paper. Still S. Hildesheimer
& Co., Schipper & Co., and Raphael Tuck &
Sons, have some very nicely printed and well

finished goods, and an especial word of praise is

deserved by the first-named firm for their ex-

quisite specimens of printing in colors on satin.

Raphael Tuck & Sons' specialty is their terra-

cotta plaque valentine, which consists of one of

their well-known circular plaques ornamentally
boxed, and having a valentine card inclosed

with it. This is a capital line, and at a time
when utility is demanded as well as beauty, is

sure to go well.

The same firm is also busy getting out new
patterns in its now famous four-fold stove-

screens, the best thing yet produced in this line

of goods, to my mind, but susceptible of some
slight improvement, which the Messrs. Tuck's
ingenuity will doubtless eflPect.

Easter cards have of late years grown to

some considerable importance, and form a set-

off to the decreasing popularity of valentines.

The sale of these articles is principally among
the religious portion of the community, and
more especially the high church party, but is

growing general among all denominations.
Some exceedingly beautiful cards of this kind
have been produced for this year's sales ; in-

deed, for chasteness of design and excellence of

printing, I have seen nothing to surpass those

of S. Hildesheimer & Co. and one or two others.

There is a great rage for new materials on
greeting cards just now ; some of the substances
used are appropriate and tasteful, such as the

seaweed and pearl cards alluded to in a former

letter ; but in some cases, except eccentricity,

there is nothing whatever tp recommend these

" novelties." Of such, to my mind, are the

mosaic cards of R. Canton, which appear to

consist of narrow strips of paper rolled up and

pressed into various shapes, bearing a remote

resemblance to flowers. These are mounted on

card and offered as veritable achievements of

ingenuity and artistic skill.

I wonder if any man living knows how many
fountain or reservoir pens there are now before

the public in England and America. On an

average, one appears here about once a month,

but we don't hear much about most of them
after the first week or two. I think the old

favorites hold their own pretty well ; but I hear

great things of our new pen, with which I must

make my acquaintance and report.

The run on plush-covered articles continues,

but I should think will give in when it is gener-

ally known that brackets of this material can

be got at the drapers for 4%d.

An admirable selection of new designs in

menu, programme, invitation and memorial

cards is now shown by the Artistic Stationery

Company of Dyer's Building, London, E. C.

Its articles are of very pleasing design and are

excellently printed on good stuff—sound board

or linen-bodied card, and have a considerable

amount of favor shown them here. This com-

pany has done much in the way of catering for

the improved tastes of the people in matters of

stationery and printing. W. F. C.

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY LEGIS-
LATION.

Advices from Washington state that the fol-

lowing are the changes which have been sub-

mitted to the Senate and House committees by
the committee of the Bankruptcy Convention :

Commissioners—States entitled to six or more
members of Congress shall not have exceeding

one-half the number of commissioners as mem-
bers of Congress.

Involuntary Bankruptcy— Limit "involun-

tary bankruptcy " to " traders," and define

more fully and concisely what persons are not
" traders," and thus not subject to this section.

Make "dealings in futures" (under limitations

stated under bead of "Discharge of Bankrupt")
a valid objection to bankrupt's discharge. Re-
quire that the petitioning creditors shall repre-

sent not less than $500 instead of $250 indebted-

ness; also that the bankrupt's total indebtedness

shall exceed $1,000 instead of $500. Amend
that petitioning creditors shall not be required

to give bonds. Provide that a petitioning cred-

itor shall be liable in damages to the debtor if

the petition against said debtor was not made in

good faith for the rights and interests of all the

creditors.

Choice of Trustee—A majority in value of all

known creditors may authorize the Committee
of Direction to appoint a trustee or trustees.

Commissioners shall act as trustee in all small
bankruptcies where the estate does not exceed
$1,000.

Powers of Court in respect to Trustees—That
the judge may refuse to confirm a trustee ; may
remove for cause ; may punish a trustee who
disobeys a lawful order of the court, and upon
the request of one-fourth in value of all known
creditors ; the judge may appoint a trustee
when there is a failure to elect one or a refusal

to accept the trust ; may add trustees to those
chosen, and may fill vacancies.

Committee on Direction—The Committee on
Direction, or a majority, may give in writing
directions as to the manner in which the estate

is to be administered by the trustee ; and it

shall be the duty of the trustee to conform to

such directions unless the court for some just

cause otherwise orders; and the trustee may in

all cases appeal any instructions of the commit-

tee to the judge.

Exempted Property—From property ex-

empted by State laws, the bankrupt may select

and hold to the value of and not exceeding

$1,000.

Discharge of Bankrupt—An objection to a

bankrupt's discharge shall be valid if made in-

solvent by speculation outside his regular or le-

gitimate business.

Composition—Permit three-fourths in num-
ber and value of the creditors to provide that

not exceeding one-third of the payment to

general creditors may be without collateral se-

curity.
•^*-*-

BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS'
PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION.

The Philadelphia members of the Booksellers

and Stationers' Provident Association held a

meeting on Tuesday evening, January 29.

After some discussion as to the objects of the

organization and the advantages to arise there-

from, it was decided to form a permanent or-

ganization, which should be known as " The
Philadelphia Branch of the Booksellers and
Stationers' Provident Association." The follow-

ing named officers, to serve for one year, were
elected by unanimous vote : Edward Meeks,

with E. Claxton & Co., president: Charles B.

Butler, of Charles E. Butler & Co., secretary;

and John H. May, of Porter & Coates, treas-

urer.

Mr. Eelly, with the Central News Company,
proposed the appointment of a local committee

of three for the purpose of visiting all establish-

ments within the limits of the association, to so-

licit membership and make the object of the as-

sociation generally known. This brought about

an interesting discussion, in which nearly all the

members joined. It was finally agreed to, and
D. N. Morrison, with J. B. Lippincott & Co. ; F.

B. Lovett, with the Central News Company,

and H. N. Claxton were unanimously elected to

serve on the committee.

Charles E. Butler, of Charles E. Butler &
Co., called the attention of the members to the

fact, that this was the first meeting ever held in

Philadelphia by the members of the Booksellers

and Stationers' Provident Association, and that

this meeting was somewhat informal, and called

more for the purpose of organization and bring-

ing the members together, thus making them
personally acquainted, than for the transaction

of any important business. The motion was
made and carried that the association meet

every three months, on the Monday previous to

the Wednesday meeting of the New York
Board, so that the report of the association could

then be presented and read. The meeting ad-

journed to Monday evening, March 24.

THE SMALLEST SAVINGS-BANK. 4
The smallest savings-bank in the world, the

directors of which are the smallest directors in

the world, is the Irving Penny Savings Bank
of Brooklyn, established in Public School No. 9.

It has, according to its last annual report, 144

accounts, and the total amount in bank was
$267.33. The bank pays 4 per cent, interest on

sums over $5. Each depositor has a tiny bank-

book. The officers of the bank are boys and
girls. The accounts are audited quarterly by
the trustees of the school. The bank receives

one cent deposits.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Ciimatb,

Ink or Wear.

Ueing Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and I,oft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus

—

Old Berksbire Mills l.inen Hedger, and date. *

CARSON & BROVTN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. Jr.. & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

, scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Ck>r-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All tliis Stationery may be relied on to be accordiBg to representation.

It is suited to the ta^ites of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, G-EO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books..

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener s Improved Trial Balance Books.
LIBERAL I>ISCOUTVT TO Till:: TIIJL1>13.

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EYEK INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and
Corporations througliout the country.

Special inducements offered to Smianers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHUCHT & FIELD.

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

LE PAGE'S MUGIUIIE MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT GO.
Grloiioester, IS/Iass.

CJAUTIOiV.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-
serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.,

Will not injure the most delicate colors.

-Se>rare of Imitations olalnilnsr to t>e "tlie same tblnic" or "Just as g^ood,
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5^raxk ^oxTjelties*

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and \N'iIl notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

PAPER-WEIGHT CLOCK.

The frequency with which new designs in pa-

per-weights are put on the market would al-

most seem to preclude the production of any-

thing that is surprisingly novel in this line,

but it will probably be conceded that the de-

vice herewith illustrated combines the fea-

tures of novelty and utility in an unusual de-

gree. As will be seen, it is a clock movement
inclosed within a heavy japanned iron case,

33^ inches long, 2 inches wide and 1%
inches high. The top is of thick beveled

glass. The clock movement is an escapement

and the winding up and setting are done

from the back, a peculiarly shaped key being

provided for the purpose. As a paper weight

ifr is perfectly adapted to the purpose for

which it is designed and the usefulness of the

time-keeping feature " goes without saying."

This novelty can be had of the Merriam
Manufacturing Company, Durham, Conn.

COMBINATION LOCKS FOR CASH
BOXES.

Among the new things in the market,

and which will attract attention, are the

new combination locks for cash boxes just

brought out by the Merriam Manufacturing

Company, Durham, Conn. These are dial or

keyless locks which are said to afford greater

security than any similar lock heretofore shown,

having more numerous combinations which can

be very readily changed with special ease and

THE LIBRARY POST-OFFICE BOX.

A NEW STYLOGRAPHIC PEN.

The popularity which the library letter

tray, illustrated in a previous number of

The Stationer, attained, led the manufac-
turers to devise and bring forth the library

post-offlee boxes shown in the accompanying
engravings. These are intended to go with

the library letter trays, being made and finished

in the same style as the latter.

As will be seen the library post-office box
is made with either single or double compart-

ments. The material, like the letter trays, is

walnut or ash nicely finished.

INCOMBUSTIBLE WOOD-

Most people are familiar with the merits

of the stylographic pen, but it has not been

adapted for common use outside of large cities

owing to its high price. The accompanying en-

graving shows a new stylographic pen which,

besides the merit of

practicability, claims
that of cheapness. It is

called the Gollner Stylo-

graphic pen. It is a

reservoir p ^ n, which

when once filled with ink will write for days

without refilling. It can be carried in the

pocket like a pencil, is always ready for use and

is constructed in a simple but scientific manner

and is thus not liable to get out of order. The

reservoir consists of a

drawn glass tube, one

end of which is brought

to a smooth point form-

ing a perfect stylus

with an aperture finer

than a needle for the

passage of the ink.

The lower end of the

tube is filled with

filtering cotton to pre-

vent the stopping up of

the point by sediment,

while the upper end is

fitted with a rubber air

valve and a cushion giv-

ing it the elasticity of a

gold pen. The tube is

fitted by means of a

telescopic screw in a

polished nickel case, as shown in the engraving.

The point owing to the peculiar construction of

the pen is strong and durable, non-corrosive and

it by accident it should break, it may be re-

placed the same as in an ordinary pen.

This pen is made both with a nickel and gold-

plated case. It is a perfect thing owing to the

simplicity of its construction. It is very neat

and finished in appearance though very cheap

and durable. The manufacturei- is the Gollner

Manufacturing Company, New York city.

Paper-Wkight Clock.

rapidity of operation. These locks have solid

knobs which cannot unscrew or get loose; the

dials are of improved pattern with very dis-

A New Stylographic Pen.

tinct figures and notches, and the locks entire

are remarkably compact and of light weight.

The attractive appearance, excellent construc-

tion and other features of these locks commend
them to public approval. The Merriam Manu-

The Librart Post-Office Box.

facturing Company has shown laudable enter-

terprise in this and other of its lately devised

novelties.
' •

A new series of fancy leather goods, got up in

imitation of old carved ivory, has been brought

out in England. These goods are said to be a

close appoach in color and style to mediaeval

ivory carvings, many of them being reproduc-

tions of quaint designs by fourteenth and fif-

teenth century artists, and full of life and spirit.

Consul-General Weaver, Vienna, reports
" for the information of American manufac-
turers and industrialists." the invention by
Professor Hoff, of Galicia, of an " incombus-

tible wood." If the advantages claimed by
the inventor, and apparently supported by
experiments of experts, can be realized,

great practical advantage, it would seem,

should be derived from the invention, and
humanity be benefited by it. The process of

preparing is as yet kept a secret, but the

qualities claimed when prepared are : In-

combustibility at high degrees of heat (tem-

perature when glass melts), whereby it

neither burns with a flame nor brightly

glows, generates no suffocating gases or

smoke, and gives out but little heat; a glow on

the surface in the open air, as well as in a strong

current, without burning or igniting thereby,

but extinguishing momentarily. When ex-

posed to great heat for a

length of time there re-

main no ashes, but a
compact coal which
does not burn. At the

same degree o f heat

wherein the incombustible wood shows the

above-mentioned proprieties zinc sheets melt in

seven seconds ; slates break into pieces, tiles be-

come glazed, and felt for roofs burn with a

bright flame. The chemicals necessary for the

production of the incom-

bustible wood consist of

the cheapest refuse of in-

dustrial establishments.

The process of manufac-
turing is simple and
cheap, whereby its price

will be raised only a
small part of a fraction,

and it may be produced

of all dimensions. The
color of the wood suffers

no change,nor are its du-

rability, firmness, and
tenacity impaired. It

cannot, in this respect,

be distinguished from
ordinary wood, since

harmless and indifferent

ingredients are employ-

General Weaver, on in-

forming himself of the value of the invention

and that the claims made for it were sustained

by experiments, in view of its beneficial results

in the safety of life and property, considered it

of sufficient importance to merit a special report

from him.

It is the design to patent it and introduce the

material in the United States, where it is ex-

pected to become available for articles of orna-

meuc as well as of utility

ed in its preparation.
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THE A. B. SEE LETTER OPENER.

One of the most simple and handy devices for

opening letters yet put before the trade, is

shown in the accompanying engraving, which

illustrates the " A. B. See Letter Opener." This

opener, as is shown in the cut, is a miniature

paper-cutting machine. It is so constructed that

in opening an envelope it cannot destroy any

paper or inclosure which it may contain. In

other words, the knife is so gauged that it cuts

only a hair's-breadth of paper ofif the end of the

envelope. The machine is very ornamental in ap-

pearance, while at the same time it is so solidly

and massively built that it will last a lifetime. It

will be found a useful implement in all offices re-

ceiving large mails, and even in smaller offices

it will be found of great convenience, and will

be valued for its perfect and expeditious opera-

tion. R. R. Watson, New York city, supplies

the trade.
•

WATER-TUB AND HOLDER.

fed thereto in a horizontal direction. 3. The

combination of a platen and platen head or sup-

port arranged and adapted to enter the interior

of a box, and an adjustable table adapted to enter

the interior of the box and to gauge the position

of the box vertically. 4. In combination with a

Herewith is presented an illustration of a new
water-tub and holder, designed and introduced

by Samuel C. Tatum & Co.,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, who are

well-known to many readers of

The Stationer by reason of

their copying presses. It will

be seen that the holder, which

is an entire innovation, is

screwed to the under side of

the table or stand on which

the copying-press is placed and

the projection on the tub sim-

ply slips into the holder, like a

bolt. It is there securely held,

but can readily be removed to

be refilled by merely pulling it

out of the holder again. The
brush can be laid on top of the

tub when not in use, and both

being out of the way (yet with-

in easy reach), there is no slopn

ping over on the books or stand

so frequently seen. As an ar-

ticle of utility and conve-

nience, it can be commended to

the trade.

NEW PATENTS.

Water-Tub and Holder.

type-bed and platen arranged and adapted to

be moved one toward the other; and means for

supporting a board or other piece of wood to be

printed, a connection made in two parts, and

adapted to transmit the impression and to yield

when the pressure is increased beyond a pre-

determined point.

\C?sn\/

No. 290,906. Spring Ball Fastener

for Pocketbooks.— .lolin Men-
ahan. New York, N. Y.

A ball-clasp in which the

balls are adapted to rotate.

No. 290,981. Folding Hammock
Support.— James Francis Pluche, Watertown,

N. Y., assignor to George J. Porter and C. H.

Tubbs & Co., all of same place.

No. 890,945. Combined Measure and Scale.—Ar<emas
B. Upham, Peoria, 111., assignor of one-half to

Henry W. Wells, same place.

No. 290,938. Pencil or Crayon Holder.- Ephraim S.

Johnson, Jersey City, N. J.

No. 291,002. Printing-Press for Printing on Wood.—
Geo. W. Prouty, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-

half to Thoma? S. Nowell, same place.

1. In a printing-press, an adjustable platen and
platen head or support arranged to be secured in

a fixed position, and adapted to enter freely the

interior of a box with one side wall of the box
between the platen and the type-bed. 2. The
combination, in a printing-press, of an adjust-

able stationery platen, a type-bed arranged to

be moved toward and from the platen, and
one or more adjustable gages arranged and
adapted to receive and support a board of wood

with a water-exit and covered with a suitable

soft water-absorbing material.

No. 291,155. Machine far Planing and Printing

Wood.—Wm. A. Compton. Liberty Corner, N. J.

The combinatin in an organized machine, of

a wood-planing mechanism, as a rotary cutter-

head, a cleaning mechanism, and a printing

mechanism, the whole being combined to plane,

clean and print the surface of the wood in a

continuous operation.

No. 291,179. Press-Platen.—James Ferguson, Bridge-

water, Mass.

No. 291,321. Suspending Attachment for Piaques,

Frames, &c.—George E. Osborne, New York.
N. Y.

No. 391,235. Pencil Sharpener.—Willard E. Sibley,

Weston, Mass.

No. 391,337. Paper-File —Margaret Smith, New York,
N. Y'.

No. 291,393. Paper-Perforating Machine.—Israel C.

Carpenter, Cherry Creek, N. Y.

No. 391,397. Pencil.—Richard M. Collard, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Leroy W. Fairchild, same
place.

A holder and a pressor tube, with a spriijg

located in the former, are con-

structed and arranged in such
relation to each other that a
stub of lead may be conveni-

ently ejected from its carrier.

No. 291,339. Bill-Holder. -Peter
Hand, Glen, N. Y.

No. 291,349. Game Register and
Trump Indicator.—George W.
Hyatt, New York, N. Y.

No. 291,380. Drafting Implement.
— Nevin Milloy, Cincinnat,

Ohio.

No. 291,401. Shell Ornament. —
John M. Reynolds, Cbicago,

HI.

The A. B. See Letter-Opener.

No. 291,030. Printer's Dry-Rack. -George A. Clap-

per, Wooster. Ohio.

No. 261,056. Apparatus for Checking and Register-

ing the Number of Games or Deals Played at

Cards, &c.—Geo. P. Howard, London, England.
Patented in England May 25, 1883, No. 2,612 ; in

Germany, June 81, 1883, and in France, June 23,

1883, No. 156,182.

A cheeking and registering apparatus having
a lid or cover, the opening of which serves to

release a lever and thereby to actuate a pawl
which operates a registering counter or coun-
ters.

No. 291,079. Envelope,—George B. Post, New York.
No. 291,099. Wall-Paper Eshibitor. — Francis H.

Shepherd, Davenport, la.

No. 291,103. Automatic Advertising Device. Joseph
A. Stansbury, Chicago, 111.

No. 291,145. Slate Cleaner.—,Iohn Burling, Milburn,
N.J.

A slate cleaner consisting of a hollow, com-
paratively thin, and flat receptacle supplied

No. 291,415. Scholar's Compan-
ion.—Mary J. Spencer, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

No. 291,416. Pen-Holder.—Albert
H. Spencer, Boston, Mass.

-
"

" A pen holder formed of two
-- paper tubes, one within the

other, the space between them
being about the thickness of a
pen.

No. 291,429. Graduated Scale.—
George F. Tuttle, Newark,
N.J.

A Graduated scale having a
zero one linear unit or part

thereof, of any standard meas-

ure, from each end, and having

the space between the zeroes,

and also the end linear units, divided into differ-

ent and independent subdivisions on one and

the same edge of the scale.

A Cleveland dispatch says that Edward W.
Fell, of that city, after experimenting for two
years, asserts that he has succeeded in perfecting

an invention which takes absolutely permanent
pictures upon any substance whatever having a

smooth surface. This is done instantly by the

action of electricity upon a sensitive coating,

and at an expense not exceeding one cent per

picture. A reporter who called upon the in-

ventor was shown some photographs on pieces

of wood, which were not only perfect in outline
and finish, but possessed a peculiar softness not
obtainable by any other process. "The im-
portance of this discovery," said Mr. Fell, " and
its varied uses, can hardly be estimated. It

opens an entirely new field in the art of
photography, and will work a revolution in
various branches of business into which it will

enter more or less.
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FAMILV AND PULPIT BIBLKS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724,726 Si 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the foUowing advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old Ejng James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY . PRICES AS LO^tT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illastrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the coimtry at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bil)le,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished vrith hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

niustratedCataltguejCOntaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c,, mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au>^
B l./%c:k

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 73 JOHN STREET, NEIV YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
•traight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a s<»cret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper In regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

heet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
wbUe a marvel of mechanical invention, u a model of simplicity.

Book-Binders' WibeStitching Machine

Of Largest Capacity and Range. Power and Hand Combined.

1 SPECUL STEEL WIRE FOR THETK USE.

Wire per thousand books costs but one-third that used by any other Stitcher.

Manufactured by CHARLES CARR, Granite SL, South Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent 5 8t 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

:1Sg>w London, Oonn.
MANUFACTUREES OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
^Vitli Valual^le I^atented. Improvemeiits.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER GUI
(^

MANUFACTXJRED BY

The Atlaitic Worts, East Bosloi, Mass.

0HAELE8 BEOZ, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWCOMB & CO., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

HandOdttbb, SEND FOB CIBOaUAB AND PBIOS LIST HAND^iDTTKR, WTTB StKAM FIZTURS.
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OR THE COMING EASTER SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, which

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous efforts, and mil meet with a ready sale.

The following Artists are among the contributors to our line

:

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. B. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE C. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness :

*-

No. 705.-

No. 711.-

No. 712.-

No. 713.-

No. 714.-

No. 715.-

No. 716.-

No. 717F

-TRIANGUL.AK FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney.

-MOVABLE SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

-BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. WmTNEY. A gorgeous series.

-FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

-BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Striking Easter Cards ever published.

-EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A very chaste and appropriate card.

—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fitting companion card to our last year's Water-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

-*-

BESroES THESE, SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR-

;iip ^^^1 Pj^ipip M©B H^^pirM If

Consisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles

:

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT. —An exquisite Satiu Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and-

bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

" C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back.

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped silk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.
*

The sale of our Satin Art Prints have heretofore been very large, and our specialties in this line for

Easter will, no doubt, meet with a ready sale. Sample Books are now in the hands of our Travelers.

We would urge our friends to send in their specified orders as soon as possible, to avoid delays in

the filling of orders.

Our extensive line of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we

have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.
--^Kr-

r^^FHZCS ZiZSTS OT EASTSB. CARDS AKB IITOUST KSADV.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties " will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

George Jones, stationer, &c., Toronto, Ont.,

is dead.

R. M. Watts, printer, Elmira, N. Y., has been

burned out.

Philo Bush, newsdealer, &c., Howell, Mich.,

has been burned out.

Charles L. Downes, pen dealer. New York
city, has been attached.

J. L. Terry, publisher of the New Era, Long-

view, Tex., has sold out.

C. W. Allen, stationer, &c., Malone, N. Y.,

has made an assignment.

E. J. Wood, dealer In paper-hangings. Palmer,

Mass., is advertising to sell out.

Ben. Tavares, bookseller and stationer, Gal-

veston, Tex., has been attached.

William Keith, bookseller and stationer

Brocktou, Mass.. has been attached.

Mrs. A. M. Lease, dealer in toys, &c., Hano-

ver, Pa., has been closed out by the sheriff.

William Keith, bookseller and stationer,

Brockton, Mass., is reported to have left town.

Ellis Wheat & Son, dealers in picture frames,

&c., Detroit, Mich., have removed to Toledo,

Ohio.

J. F. Copehart, publisher of the New Era,

Lake Valley, N. M., has sold out to B. F.

Smythe.

An assignment in trust has been made by
A. Mortimer, blank-book manufacturer, Ot-

tawa, Ont.

E. A. Stillman, bookseller and stationer.

Westerly, R. I., has sold out to the Westerly

News Company.

A stock company has been formed at North
Lansing, Mich., for the manufacture of wooden
toys, its specialty being the Lewis toy gun.

F. Sibell, of the firm of P. Sibell & Co., this

city, has been confined to his residence for the

past two weeks by illness, but will probably be

out again in a few days.

Franklin Hill, manufacturers' agent for pa-

per, at No. 66 Reade street. New York, has made
an assignment to Isaac B. Potter and William
Woods, with preferences for $2,899.

The Milton Bradley Company, of Springfield,

Mass., has been incorporated with a capital of

$40,000, to make tags, games, &c. It succeeds

Milton Bradley & Co. G. W. Tapley is presi-

dent, Milton Bradley treasurer, and these two,

with Lewis Bradley, are directors.

Birmingham & Co., medical publishers, 20

Union Square, New York, who made an assign-

ment on January 19 for the benefit of their

creditors, have resumed business. The creditors

found ample assets to cover the liabilities and
gave the extension of time which was needed to

set the firm on its feet again.

Warren J. Robinson & Co., printers, Boston,

Mass., are reported failed. The liabilities are

$5,400, of which $1,000 is secured by a mortgage
on machinery which cost $10,000, but which
would bring only 13.000 or $4,000 at a forced

sale. The unencumbered assets consists of ac-

counts which nominally aggregate about $819.

A statement of the assets and liabilities of

H. G. Razall & Co., Milwaukee, Wis., the insol-

vent bookbinders, was filed last week. The

assets aggregate $29,711.90, divided as follows :

Bills and accounts receivable, $2.975.41 ; stock,

$6,311.01 ; machinery, fixtures, &c., $18,738 36.

The liabilities are stated at $15,078.64. The

creditors whose claims amount to more than

$1,000 are as follows: J. G. Shaw& Co., New
York, $1,244.16 ; Bradner Smith & Co., Chica-

go, $1,587.94 ; Marder, Luse & Co., $10,585.05;

National Blank-Book Company, New York,

$1,613.94 ; Liebenroth, Von Auw & Co., New
York, $2,116.05. The statements are verified

by the members of the firm and by the assignee.

The business house of the firm was burned

twelve days ago, and the next day the firm

failed. The insurance was contested, and an ef-

fort was made to show that the fire was the

work of an interested incendiary. The insu-

rance people will probably fight the matter in

the courts.

The creditors of Joseph Stelwagon's Sons, pa-

per manufacturers and dealers, had a meeting

at Philadelphia on Monday, and considered a

proposition to pay dollar for dollar on an exten-

sion of time. The liabilities are reported to be

between $50,000 and $60,000. The firm proposes

to settle in five annual payments, the first pay-

ment to be made two years hence. This would

require six years to effect the final payment. A
committee was chosen to consider this plan.

There are sixty-five creditors, and although the

majority of those attending the meeting were

inclined to favor the proposition, the sentiment

was not unanimous. Another meeting of credi-

tors will be held, and should the terms men-
tioned not be conceded, the property of the firm

will be at once disposed of at sheriff's sale.

John E. Clark, of the Dickinson & Clark Pa-

per Company, Holyoke, Mass., and C. W. Ives,

of New Haven, Mass., have formed a partner-

ship to carry on a wholesale cotton and woolen

rags, paper stock and metal business at Long
Wharf, New Haven. Mr. Clark was engaged in

the business sixteen years before starting at

Holyoke, and Mr. Ives has had seven years' ex-

perience. Mr. Clark will have the general su-

pervision of the business of the new firm, but

will not leave Holyoke or the management of

his local interests. The firm will pack stand-

ard grades of rags.

The Nonotuck Pocket-Book Company has

brought its machinery and tools to New York
city, where it has engaged quarters at 47 and
49 Greene street. It will continue operations at

Northampton, Mass., where several hands will

be kept busy making the old-fashioned "Yan-
kee " pocket-book.

The firm of Isaiah Roggenburger, manufac-
turer of paper boxes, Philadelphia, Pa., has
been dissolved on account of the death of the

proprietor. Abraham and Nathan Roggen-
burger continue the business under the style of

I. Roggenburger's Sons.

Moritz and Julius Rottenberg, comprising the

firm of M. Rottenberg & Son, dealers in blank-

books and stationery, at No. 313 East Houston
street. New York, have made an assignment to

Louis W. Spangehl, giving twelve preferences

for $6,059.69.

The attention of parties wishing to buy a good
printing and stationery business in Philadelphia
is called to an advertisement to be found in an-

other column.

£. P. Coby & Co. have a neat pad calendar,

I
well mounted.

J. C. Myers, publisher of the Journal, Attica,

Ohio, is dead.

Alexander Roberts, wholesale dealer in rub-

ber stamps, St. Louis, Mo., is dead.

W. E. Boese, stationer, San Francisco, Cal.,

has applied for relief in insolvency.

Mrs. James Johnson, dealer in stationery,

&c., Vassar, Mich., has lost $800 by fire.

B. Cowell, dealer in wall-paper, Peoria, 111.,

has been burned out. Insured for $11,000.

The stock of M. Truby, bookseller and sta-

tioner, Elkhart, Ind., has been taken under

chattel mortgage.

George L. Pease has been confined to his resi-

dence during the past week from indisposition,

caused by a heavy cold.

Bingham & Dodd, lithographers, Hartford,

Conn., have dissolved partnership. William

H. Dodd, continues the business.

M. T. Buchanan has resumed business as a

dealer in paper, binders' boards and paper stock

at No. 40 Rose street. New York.

Alston & Fitts, booksellers and stationers,

Tuscaloosa, Ala., have dissolved partnership.

Fitts Brothers succeed to the business.

The firm of Gunn, Curtis & Co., printers,

Boston, Mass., has been incorporated under the

style of Gunn-Curtis Printing Company.

The Spectator Printing and Publishing Com-
pany, of Hamilton, Out., has bought the plant

of the Tribune, which was offered for sale by
tender.

F. G. Hancock, wholesale dealer in paper and

blank-books. Atlanta, Ga., has admitted C. A.

Collier to partnership. The stye of the firm is

Hancock & Collier.

F. H. Drake & Co., Toledo, Ohio, are agents

for the sale of Raymond's labor-saving trial

balance sheet, to which they invite the attention

of the trade.

R. M. Watts, printer, Elmira, N. Y., was,

with other occupants of the buildings located at

109 to 113 Lake street, in that city, burned out

on January 29. Loss, $6,000.

The extensive lithographic works of Pfeil &
Golz, in Camden, N. J., were totally destroyed

by fire on Monday evening, involving a lose of

$60,000, covered by insurance.

Newbury & Shreve, proprietors of the Royal

Printing House, Philadelphia, Pa., have dis-

solved partnership. William T. Newbury con-

tinues the business under the same style.

The firm of Adair & Brown, booksellers and

stationers, Peoria, III., has been merged into an
incorporated company, under the style of the

Adair & Brown Company, with an authorized

capital of $32,000.

Wyllys S. Abbott, proprietor of the United

States Monthly Magazine, of Chicago, has been

closed by the sheriff on confessed judgment for

$2,602. He bought out the concern about a year

ago and claimed to have $10,000 invested in the

business.

Hackett & Ogilvie, printers and stationers,

Brooklyn, N. Y., have dissolved partnership,

John B. Hackett retiring. George L. Ogilvie,

having bought Mr. Hackett's interest, will con-

tinue the business and settle the outstanding ac-

counts of the late firm.

C. H. Smith & Co., stationers, &c., St.

Stephen, N. B., and Calais, Me., make the

following statement of their affairs : As-

sets, nominal, $23,972; good, $21,718; liabili-

ties, $21,247, or a slight excess of available as-

sets over liabilities. The firm has issued a circu-
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lar to its creditors stating it expects to submit

an oflfer which will be satisfactory.

George Ridley, bookseller, Canon City, Col.,

has sold out to Frederick H. Whipple.

D. R. McKay, bookseller and stationer, Se-

neca, Kan., has sold out to Edward Butt.

J. J. Smith & Co., printing-ink manufactur-

ers, Toronto, Ont., have assigned in trust.

Ben. Frank & Co., proprietors of the Maxwell

Star, Maxwell, Cal., have sold out to Hodgen &
Felts.

C. W. Evers, publisher of the Sentinel, Bow-

ling Green, Ohio, has sold out to A. W. Ru-

dolph.

Blascow, Miller & Co,, manufacturers of ham-

mocks, Milwaukee, Wis., have dissolved part-

nership.

V. G. Fisher, bookseller and stationer, Wash-

ington, D. C, has obtained an extension from

his creditors.

The M. R. Wright Printing Company, Kansas

City, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $12,000.

The Garrison-Chappell-Pirie Paper Company,

St. Louis, Mo., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000.

The Kansas City Press Publishing Company,

Kansas City, Mo. , has been incorporated with

an authorized capital of $10,000.

L. D. Cardwell has succeeded the firm of

Cardwell & Corlan, publishers, Union City,

Tenn., the late firm having been dissolved.

Bumstead, Corum & Co., publishers, Colorado

Springs, Col., have dissolved partnership.

Bumstead & Corum continue the business.

Alfred E. and George A. Paillard, dealers in

musical boxes, New York city, are doing busi-

ness under the style of M. J. Paillard & Co.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Hill, Griffin & Co., publishers, Norfolk, Va.,

H. R. Griffin having retired from the business.

Petche & Krumhaar, dealers in picture

frames, Cleveland, Ohio, have dissolved part-

nership. Henry E. Petche succeeds to the busi-

ness.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Perkins & Humphreys, picture frame dealers,

Columbus, Ohio. The business will be continued

by Humphreys.

The limited partnership of Stirn & Lyon,

wholesale dealers in toys and fancy goods, New
York city, has been renewed to January 31,

1887, with a special capital of $25,000.

John I. Shaw & Brother, dealers in photo-

graphic materials, &c., Pittsburg, Pa., have

dissolved partuership. Bide C. Shaw retires,

and the business is now carried on by John I.

Shaw.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

McCool & Armstrong, dealers in picture frames,

&c., Oakland and San Francisco, Cal., T. S.

McCool continues the business at San Fran-

cisco and B. A. Armstrong at Oakland.

Warren J. Robinson & Co., printers, Boston,

Mass., have failed.

Lang & Marsh, publishers, Dalles, Ore., have
been damaged by fire $2,700.

H. M. Stewart, publisher, formerly at Audu-
bon, la., has removed to Gray.

Dare & Collins, dealers in wall-paper, &c.,

San Antonio, Tex., are closing out their busi-

ness.

An assignment has been made by Mackey &
Miller, booksellers and stationers, Corsicana,

Tex.

Edward Todd & Co., manufacturers of gold

pens. New York city, have admitted Edward
Todd, Jr., and Henry C. Potts to an interest in

the firm.

The Globe Files Company is starting out with

a very brisk trade for the new year. The de-

mand for the Globe files during the past month
has been unprecented.

The combined copy press stand and blacking

case made by Samuel C. Tatum & Co., Cincin-

nati, is a very convenient piece of office furni-

ture. It is meeting with a good demand.

Marcus Ward & Co.'s new line of birthday

cards, which has just been introduced to the

trade, is sure to take well, being made up of

the best materials and in the most popular de-

signs.

Norman Wright, 420 North ;Third street, St.

Louis, Mo., is manufacturing a polish or finish

for reviving the lustre of varnished or polished

surfaces. This is said to be very useful for ap-

plication to shopworn copying-presses and simi-

lar goods.

George H. Sanborn & Sons will add a new
specialty to their line of printers' and book-

binders' machines in a short time. It will be a
binder's shears which will have several impor-

tant improvements not possessed by similar ma-
chines at present in the market.

The National Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia, has in course of construction a complete

and beautiful price-list of family bibles and
photograph albums. It will be ready for dis-

tribution this month and will be mailed to the

trade. By its use, dealers will have a correct

idea of the design on the bible they are ordering,

each style being accompanied with a representa-

tion of its particular side, as well as a descrip-

tion of its contents and price.

C. B. Reed, newsdealer, &c., Augusta, Kan.,
has sold out to Lane Brothers.

A. A. Lovell, manufacturer of fancy boxes,

Medfield, Mass. , is offering fifteen cents on the

dollar.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Wallace & Hall, booksellers and stationers,

Paola, Kan. McLaughlin & Hall succeed to the

business.

Kearney, Hunt & Co., booksellers and sta-

tioners, Little Rock, Ark., have dissolved part-

nership, C. S. Hunt having withdrawn from the

firm.

L. Prang & Co. report a very brisk trade in

valentine and Easter goods. The general line

of art productions of this firm is also having a
large demand.

H. J. & J. A. Burns have been admitted as

partners of John Burns, dealer in paper-hang-
ings, Boston, Mass. The style of the firm has
been changed to John Burns & Sons.

R. R. Watson has just brought out his cata-

logue of stationers' specialties for 1884. Dealers

who wish to keep posted regarding the latest

novelties should not fail to send for one.

Brown & Besly, 114 Monroe street, Chicago,

have been licensed to exclusively manufacture
and sell Brown's patent letter indexes, files, &c,,

the license heretofore given to Culver, Page,

Hoyne & Co. having terminated.

A corporation has been duly organized in this

city under the name of the Independent Record
Publishing Company, for the publication of the

Independent Oil and Drug Journal and Paint
Review under the name of the Independent
Record. The general manager of the paper is

John F. Riday.

James D. Whitmore & Co. have now on ex-
hibition at their sample rooms, and are offering

for the inspection of the trade, through their

traveling representatives, one of the most elegant
and attractive lines of Easter souvenirs ever
shown. The line consists of some fifty different

designs, each bearing some appropriate motto
relative to the day, and, as a whole, constitute

a line which must add greatly to the retailers'

display. These goods will vary in price, and
show great taste and skill in their preparation.

Novel and striking gifts are offered in satin and
plush, hand-painted flowers and porcelains, ele-

gant combinations of lace and silk, and pur-

chasers should inspect this line before placing

their orders.

CARTER
l^^fAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I e§ §» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(CORPORATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS «

RICE & GO.

—•- SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. ^^^

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and FAF£B BEALEBS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER. Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 29.5

Broadway, N.Y., & 156 & 158 Monroe St., Chicago, m.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

600RUM & PEASE, 38, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 54 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8tc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Coin Wrappers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

HILL, w. H., Worcester, Mass.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettin<r.

KISSAM, B. A., Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Cold.

ATKTN
,
LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DMOND. H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 23 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago, lU.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO.. 591 Broadway, N. Y.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, ni.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, Ac, 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WiUiam St., N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Mam
street, Worcester. Ma^s.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, 8., & SON, 190 WllUam St., N. Y.

Clobes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Crain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

CLARK, C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin st., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, .Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CECARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane. N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, { 5.^- ^"}f!f°^?'-' ^^ Tni ~ i». i ^^uj^i. .V,
1 ^ Lasalle St., Chicago, 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Star Copying Pads.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St..

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago, PI.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern oflace,

28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

MoHUGH * CO., 35 Ann St.. cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N.. 318 to 819 E. 22d St., N. Y.

ILLINOIS mON & BOLT CO.. CarpentersvUle, 111.

SHRrVKR. T.. » CO..

TATUM. bAHUEL C. & CO..

JW» East fi«th St.. N. Y.

Cincinnati, O

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp M^. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., JR , 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers-Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 WiUiam St., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD. MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St.. Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c.. &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William St.. N. Yl

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pal

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut 8t.i

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnufl
St.. Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

HOWARD IKON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren 8ts.J
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and NoveltleH

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WTTTTIMAVTJ A. v» Rrmdwav. N. Yl

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'8 and Dowse's, 1 ChurcS
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. PI. BUF-ITOPLID'S SOKTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
KEWAKD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
-NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS,
Advertising Fans, Cliromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menas, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricultural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON;

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.
39 FEDERAL STREET

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna-
tional Cotton ExposRion of 1881.

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

Copyiaag Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool a,n.d. ^a-ttern. ^v^n.T^ "n-gr,

rCAIH AND OICJfAM^KTAL jrAPANSIlfG,

Sewing; Machine Needles.

"WITulL.COJL «fe TJHCOIMCPSON,
Brooklyn Needle Worlis and Fulton Foundry.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
DEPOT FOR

B. FR,E]SrOH: OOFYIISTGI- USTKS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Improved Ferfiirator

MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

I

Mention American Stationer. Mamxlton, Ohio.

H]:x:TEisrsi"VEi li^ste
— OF

FOLSINT
For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, dtc,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

J. E:. LJ1VI3E:, I»iil>lislier,
165 William Street, --.--- NEW YORK-

PER JUPITER.

Some twenty years ago, Professor Kirkwood,
of Indiana, showed that the disturbing influence

of Jupiter ought to produce gaps in the asteroid

system at certain well-deflned distances from
the sun, and that such gaps actually exist in the

indicated places. In 1868 he showed that the

principal division in Saturn's ring could be ac-

counted for in a similar manner by the disturb-

ing action of the satellites, provided that the

ring is really (as is now universally believed) a

mere aggregation of separate masses, like a
swarm of meteors. Dr. Meyer, of Geneva, has

carried the principle still farther, and finds

that, including the principal division (known
as Cassini's), there are seven places where
all or several of the satellites would exert con-

siderable disturbing influence upon the mem-
bers of the ring system. One is where the

period of revolution would be one-fourth that

of Mimas. This marks the inner limit of the

inner ring. Another is where the period is

one-third that of Mimas, and marks the inner

limit of the bright ring. Similarly with the

division of Cassini, and with that of Encke in

the outer ring. In fact, the correspondence be-

tween fact and computation is so remarkable
throughout as to make it practically certain

that the received theory of the constitution of

the rings and Kirkwood's explanation of the

divisions in the ring are both correct.

A commercial traveler, having left a shirt at

an inn, wrote to the chambermaid to forward it

to him. This produced the following :

" I hope, dear sir, you'll not feel hurt.

I'll frankly tell you all about it

:

I've made a shift with your old shirt,

And you must make a shift without it."

'ui
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DETOTBD TO THK INTERBST8 OF THE

Stationery and Fancy &oods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies ... - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THUKSDAY. FEBRUABY 7, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed accovmt of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make Thb Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

sball be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuAUB Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western OfSce : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaoo,

lu..

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, Qeneral Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St.. Boston, Mass.

Sonthem Office : F. Q. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ \^S. ^^*"" ^^^^S-

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
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r -a A^ T>,.oo^ i Amsterdaij, Holland, andJ.a.ae Bussy < ^^^ j)„jj.j^ g^j Indies.

T_, Ti„„.„ j Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

^ Adelaide. Austrafik.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Josd A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamateve, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. Cf. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum | ^aSd^""
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John 0. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Halght Toronto, Canada.
xi<.„.„ va TT....k.ui J New Westminster, BritishHenry W. Hughes

-j Columbia.

8ubBcr*'jer8 to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

False or short weights and counts and

loose credits are demoralizing business

against the consent of the greater number
of the trade. Why should a weak and

wicked minority rule ? We urge the trade

to institute and insist upon reforms in

these particulars.

Readers of The Stationer will find in

this issue a very interesting summary of

trade opinion on the " question of counts."

It has been no light task to gather and tab-

ulate the vote which we present, and we
think that the' trade will agree with us,

that it is one of the most important reflec-

tions of trade opinion which has ever been

made public.

Besides giving a tabulation of the entire

vote on the two questions offered, we print

some of the letters, which indicate the rea-

sons which actuate the writers in express-

ing their opinions. These, we think, may
be properly taken as a fair index of the

ideas of all who have given special thought

to the inquiries thus brought before them,

and probably outline the views of others

who may not have debated the questions

with themselves, but have taken their posi-

tions on what are commonly known as
" general principles."

It is remarkable that so large and wide a
response should have been made, and this

in itself is indicative of the great interest

taken by the trade in all investigations re-

lating to shortages, whether in counts or

weights, and it ought to show manufactur-

ers that there is a general sentiment of op-

position to everything calculated to confuse

or deceive purchasers of goods. Simplifica-

tion of business methods, it will be found,

is a predominating idea, and this, whether
carried out in the counts of paper or in any
other detail of commercial life, will be
recognized as something which is being

sought in all lines of trade, and which is

acquiring strength and influence.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from Its columns, bv advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their oor-
rMp9Bi)9nlW Pf the source of U^ir information.

There is almost a unanimous consent to

putting up flat papers 500 sheets to the

ream, and the objection to extending this

rule to folded papers comes from that por-

tion of the trade which finds that its con-

venience and the demand of its customers
are best subserved by the ream of 480 sheets

and the equal and usual subdivisions there-

under. On this point we quote a few ex-

pressions. One man says that "the 24-

sheet quires are the most convenient for

the retailer, and when a large portion of

the sales are by the quire," as in his case,

" it would necessitate the folding of five in-

stead of six-sheet folds." Another remarks
on the thickness of " present standards of

weight," and says that if this thickness

should be kept up a confusion of weights
would result. Some blank-book manufac-
turers assert that for writing and blank-

book papers 480 sheets to the ream "are
preferable." Some dealers object that they
would have to " pay more for 500 sheets

and retail the paper at the price of 480

sheets," and that selling six sheets for five

cents they would be inconvenienced to

make up six-sheet packets if the paper was
put up in five sheets. But, per contra,

another retailer advocates twenty-five sheets

to the quire in five-sheet sections, so as to

make the quantity conform to the number
of envelopes in a package of the latter.

Some succinctly state on both propositions

that they see no good reason for changing,

or that prices having been established un-

der the old method, it would not be desira-

ble to disturb them.

For printers' use it is conceded by many
that 500 sheets to the ream are desirable.

Several announce that they have established

this practice in their own business, and are

satisfied of its "great convenience." One
firm has adopted the decimal system in the

pad business, and finds it to be the " sim-

plest and most satisfactory plan." A well-

known printer has his paper made for him
" 500 sheets to the ream," and is "decidedly

in favor of the two propositions." A firm

of paper manufacturers and dealers "will

vote Yes" if "all manufacturers and job-

bers in the United States will vote to adopt

the 500-sheet count on all grades of paper,"

and thinks that the adoption of the second

proposition would compel "a change from
480 to 500 sheets in all grades of ledgers,

fine writings, &c." Turning from the re-

view of opinions as to how many sheets

should constitute a ream, we are brought

to the consideration of ideas on quires in

blank-books. This inquiry has evoked en-

thusiasm and decided expressions of opin.

ion. One correspondent is "heartily in

favor of making and selling blank-books"

by the 100 pages. An Eastern firm

says that it has made its " blank-books with

even hundred pages for fifteen years, and
takes pleasure in voting in the affirmative

as a result of its experience. " To avoid

fraud, blank-books should be estimated in

pages," says one, and reference is made by
others to the fact that a well-known and
esteemed blank-book manufacturer, now
dead, tried to effect the same thing as a
measure of reform. "Stir the blank-book

manufacturers up and receive the thanks of

the trade " is the exclamation of one corre-

spondent. Another says :
" I see no better

plan to avoid the present system of short

quires and imposition on parties not posted,

than the 100-page system," and he therefore

votes "Yes, very heartily." A well-known
Western blank-book house says : " Our
motto is, ' Give us an honest count,' " and
asserts that when, a few years ago, it tried

to make honest blank-books, the trade did

not take them. This could not be said if

all of the blank-book makers adopted the

"motto" of this house.

We have briefly reviewed the suggestions

made by our correspondents, and we ask the
j

trade to carefully read and consider all that
j

has been presented. It is for the trade to

act if they would get rid of a deceptive sys-

1

tem, radically wrong and injurious. Short]

counts in quires for blank-books are "cal-
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culated to deceive. " Why perpetuate them ?

The vote which we have canvassed is a

strong expression on this point. It has

been no easy work to collect this ; but we
shall be glad if our labor has brought the

trade a step nearer to a reform which must
sooner or later become a rule, inflexible,

unalterable.

A CIRCULAR, having blotting-paper for

its text, has been pushed around through
the trade of late. It has been sent out by a

New Haven firm of paper makers, which
has thought it best to make some compara-
tive tests of blotting. The prompting mo-
tive of this circular is undoubtedly the de-

sire to meet the competition of a house lo-

cated at Richmond, Va., and which has

been making its influence felt with a rival

brand of blotting. The circular sets forth

that for the purpose of making com-
parisons, a New Haven chemist was
called into action. The result of his

labors appears in a statement of weights,

measures, burning and absorbing tests

of the two brands of blotting known
respectively as "Treasury" and "Cli-

max." It is, of course, well : known
to the trade that the first is a more
expensive paper than the latter which en-

ters into competition, as to price, with a

cheaper brand known as "Commercial,"
which does not, however, appear to have
been made the subject of the different tests

indicated. According to the report of the

chemist, the " Treasury " weighs more per

ream than the weight claimed by its man-
ufacturers, and at which they have been
wont to sell it. The chemist's conclusions

as to weight were derived from weighing
four sheets each of " Climax " and " Treas-

ury " on a paper scale, and computing
therefrom the weight of a ream of each.

Under the next test it was decided by
measurement that a ream of "Treasury"
is a little thicker than a ream of " Climax."
The circumstance of how the reams were
made up or selected is not noted. Under
the two succeeding tests, it is stated

that 324 lbs. of white " Treasury" produce,

after burning, one pound of ash, but that

the same weight of ash is obtained by burn-

ing 71 lbs. of the buff " Treasury." This

affords an idea as to which is the purer of

the two kinds of " Treasury." But, in con-
tradistinction to this, it is shown that the

buff " Treasury " absorbed 739 milligrams
of ink in five seconds, while the white of the
same grade only absorbed 498 milligrams or

the difference between 100 and 67.38 per
cent. This reverses the order again, and in-

dicates that the buff is a better absorbent.

But in all of these tests the name of
" Commercial" blotting appears only once,
and does not, therefore, help to ex-

plain the differences which may exist be-

tween the brands of the competing houses.
On the last page of the circular all of the
weights of the two grades of "Treasury"
and " Commercial " are enumerated. We
see in connection with "Treasury" the
figures 60, 80, 100 and 120 preceded by the
» sign, which to so many people in the

trade has stood for pounds, and then the

140 lbs., and these figures are repeated in

connection with "Commercial" without

the # but followed by the word pounds.

Nowadays people understand these hier-

oglyphics, and the manufacturers have

frankly stated that "Treasury" blotting # 60,

# 80, # 100 and # 120 only weighs 54, 73, 90

and 108 pounds to the ream respectively.

But it inay be asked what all this exhaustive

analysis of "Treasury" blotting and its

comparison with "Climax" may mean.
It is for those who read to decide ; but it

was obviously intended as a bombshell

which should annihilate all competition.

The shot is thrown, but the missile

seems to have been filled with the wrong
mixture. Again, the circular states : "Our
aim is not to make cheap, but the best that

can be produced." On another page of the

same document it is stated: "In 1869, to

meet the demand for a cheap blotting, we
began to make ' Commercial.' " There is an

apparent difference here. To-day, " Com-
mercial " forms the larger part of the pro-

duct of this mill. Why was not this cheap
blotting, which it seems was not intended to

be cheap, made the subject of this contest?

We don't see that the tests alleged to have
been made are conclusive. In the first

place they are ex parte, and open to objec-

tion on that account ; and further, they do
not cover the real ground of competition.

The manufacturers of " Climax" have only

to go on putting a good absorbing medium,
guaranteed full weight, on the market to

meet the encouragement which their enter-

prise deserves.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By Thk Tbadk Lounger.

Great is the value of advertising ! I have
always had faith in advertising. Some lit-

tle experience of it has taught me that while

it may, at times, bring its annoyances, the bene-

fits to those who advertise with discretion

—

modesty forbids me to say "scientifically"

—

are incalculable. One cannot expect to derive

these benefits, as a rule, "all in a heap," but the

unexpected sometimes happens. This is illus-

trated in a little incident which I will narrate.
* * * *

The following advertisement appeared in

the New Haven Morning News recently :
" Boy

wanted. Good references required ; steady em-
ployment. Apply to G. D. R. Hubbard, print-

ers' warehouse, 379 State street."

* * * *

Two days later the same paper received
the following notice : "Born—In this city, Jan-
uary 4, a son to Mr. and Mrs. G. D. R. Hub-
bard."

* * * *

This may be called a "special interposi-

tion." The references were, of course, satisfac-

tory, and the boy, I have no doubt, is taking
care to keep himself steadily employed.

* * * *

Who wouldn't advertise ?

* * * *

Dealers in fine stationery are complaining
that buyers who send orders by mail are in the
habit of forwarding samples torn from the
wholesale dealers' sample book. This is unnec-

essary. It mutilates the sample book, and

should the buyer want to duplicate his order he

is sometimes at a loss or finds it inconvenient to

make out his order. It also gives trouble to the

dealer who is asked to bunt over bis orders and

find out just what is wanted. Sample books are

generally provided with a system of numbers,

and all that is required in ordering goods is to

mention the number of the sample, and every-

thing is "serene."
* * *

I saw a sample-book this week which it

would be a shocking shame to mutilate. No one

could go astray in ordering by the numbers

from this book and only a donkey would tear

out the sample. Moral : Don't be a donkey !

Several cases of defalcation among
trusted employes have lately been the subject

of newspaper gossip. Why will young men let

a desire for foolish pleasures carry them away
and spoil their chances for life? These repeated

warnings ought to impress men, but don't seem

to. Defaulters are sure to come to grief in one

way or another. Apropos of this let me give a

little thing which I find floating through the

papers.
* « * *

"Where are you taking me to?" said a

criminal to the detective who had just arrested

him. " To the police office," was the reply. "I
wish to observe in this case, then," said the

culprit, " that it is the office which seeks the

man, and not the man the office."

* * * •

" I'm not exactly engaged, but I'm going

to be," said Tilda Squeers, when she had defi-

nitely fixed upon Nicholas Nickleby. 'Tilda must

have had leap-year opportunities in view. How
many of the " Innocents " are to be slaughtered

this year ? Beware, young man !

* * * *

A writer in one of the magazines asks :

" How shall we utilize the Indians ? " The Nor-

ristown Herald says that it is a difficult question

to answer, but thinks that perhaps the best plan

would be to petrify them and sell them for cigar-

store signs. It thinks that this idea is worthy

of consideration. So do I. The Herald man
would be just the fellow to send out to put the

thought into execution. The petrifaction might

result all right, but—which ?

* * * *

In the winter time prepare for the sum-
mer. All of the concomitants for making life

endurable during the heated term and for help-

ing toward enjoyment of the country must be

reviewed. A new portable hammock-frame
suggests a great convenience for people who
cannot always get trees just where they want
them to make the hammock swing comfortably.

* * **

Brass goods are still in demand. There
have been suggestions as to some charming
screens with brass decoration. Perhaps we shall

see these freely offered during the year. Prices

must not be high and need not be. Many beau-

tiful things can be done in brass and not cost

much money. * * * *

The proposals to furnish paper for the

public printing were opened at Washington last

week. Notwithstanding that the newspapers

were denied the privilege of reporting the bids,

I observe that The Paper Trade Journal had
a pretty full account of who were the lowest

bidders. One thing is worthy of remark in this

connection, and that is that the lowest bids were
not much at variance with current market
prices of paper. This seems to indicate that the

paper trade have " struck bed-rock."
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*TAPLEY * FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business oflB.ce.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,— Spri3n.g-fielcL, 3iviCass. ^r:

HOLTOKE ENVELOPE CO.,
HOLYOKE, JMTASS.

— BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

QEO.N.TTNER.Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— Line of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES NUMBERED OB PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

_A^ B>E^^V^^B,ZD OF $100.
WE are informed that gome unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,""elfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—T01.AZ JiAILY JPMOOVCT, gO TOJffS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

WHO IS UNACQUArNTEO WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS COUN-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMININQTHISMAPTHATTHE

CHICA(}0,ROCKISLAND&PACIFICR'Y
By the central poBition of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, betweeD
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Re-
clining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palace
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in the World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri Kiver Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE.'"
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
gusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Saggage checked through and rates of fare aL

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
For detailed information, Tet the Maps and Fold

ers of the

GREAT ROCK ISL/^D ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, oi iddress
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vioe-PrM. & Genl M'g'r, Gen'l "kt. & Pais, Affc

CHICAGO.
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Marcus -Ward-s^-CQ Limited
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE ROYAL IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

PtO^STA-L. IRTISH:

And may be had in Commercial and Octavo Note sizes, with Enyelopes to match, and in either Heayy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAl
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stbokb.

j^lyvchwihc. "^ X :..^£. ..,:S^ \ A special Ink is also

1
"5

3

manufactured
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Manufactured in six differ- f Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I )

of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S i

one of each kind and one I O
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. '

)

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^"Circular"! and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

IOSEPH#2ILLOTfS
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and stub'Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

i^" Sample Cards, Price Lists <tc., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANTJFACTUKERS OF-

-FOB-

527
STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-=5^ ESTABLISHED 1814. «§^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
3.01 <Sc 103 3D-u.a,XLe Street, 3iTe-w^ "STorlr,

MANUFACTURERS AND IKPORTBRS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUSSIA. I..EA.THEK,, CHAMOIS, a.m:3£:k,i:ca.iv rui^isia..— No. 18 Higli Street, Boston, Mass.

—

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an

advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI-

CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrossk, Winoka, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS. Madison, Prairie du Chikn,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yankto.n, Albert Lea,

ABERDEEN, DUDUQUE, ROCK ISL.AND, CEDAR
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as innu-

merable other principal business centres and favor-

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, S mth

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILW.4.UKEE

& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket ofBlces everywhere are supplied with Maps

and Time Tabks which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapt-st rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and

Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

^ S. 8. MERRILL, General Manager

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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ffi0mmunitaii0tts.

[Correspondents are requested to write on only on

side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Buying Coods Through Travelers.

Port Huron, Mich., January 30, 1884.

To the Editor of The Stationer

:

I have just read Sam C. Wescott's letter in

your last issue about " dating bills ahead."

He expresses my views in reference to buy-

ing goods through drummers. I have long felt

that too much money was paid out to sell the

goods through travelers. I may buy just as

cheap as I could from houses that do not send

out men, yet that does not prove that goods

could not be sold cheaper if all of this expense

was saved.

Any man who understands his business can

order all of the goods he wants nowadays by
letter, and he has to go to market once or twice

a year anyway, to keep posted.

R. S. Pattekson.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. & H., who asked for trial-balance books

last week, are informed that F. H. Drake & Co.,

Toledo, Ohio, say that they can supply some-

thing like those which are sought, in any num-
ber of accounte from 800 to 5,000. C. C. Hall &
Co., Syracuse, N. Y., also state that they are

general United States agents for these trial bal-

ances.

C. & B. want to know who manufactures envelopes

for filing away papers, deeds, &c.

Ans.—F. S. Hasbrouck, 66 Duane street. New
York, makes "document" envelopes, and the

Cincinnati Paper Novelty Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, makes an excellent envelope for the

purpose.

B. & K. want the Baltimore address of the Mackin-

non Pen Company.
Guggenheimer & Weil were the Baltimore

agents of the company, and we presume that

ther still handle the pen.

Subscriber asks if there is any chemical test that

will readily detect the difference between No. 1

engine-sized and loft-dried papers.

Ans.—We do not know of any.

D. J. S. asks for addresses of some dealers in litho-

graphic materials.

Ans.—Robert Mayer & Co., 27 Barclay street;

Fuch & Lang, 29 Warren street; J. Bickner, 139

William street, and H. Kohnstamm & Co., 126

Chambers street, all in New York.

H. S. & Co. want address of manufacturers of
" fluted " straw board, such as is used to envelop

bottles.

.Aus.—Budde & Westermann, 50 Vesey street,

New York.

Subscriber wants to know where Hicks patent ink-

stand is to be obtained, and who is the manufac-
turer.

.4)18.—We do not know. The inkstand does

not seem to be known here.

S. & F. ask : Who are manufacturers of " local card

tickets besides "

Ans.—The American Bank Note Company,
New York.
O. says : We use a great deal of all kinds of paper

for printing and ruled forms. Would like in-

structions as to cheapest way of purchasing, and
in what quantities to secure lowest price ; also

where best qualities of paper can be had.

Ans.—We can't make distinctions as to "best"

makes here. Some of the mills do a great deal

of ruling for forms, &c. You can get any kind

of ruling to order, but do not think that you can

order from mills in large enough quantities to

make it to your advantage. Some paper-deal-

ing houses have got this class of goods down fine,

and it would probably be better for you to con-

sult such firms as Wilkinson Brothers & Co.,

Henry Lindenmeyr andC. W. Barnes & Co., in

this city.

L. C. asks: Is there any paper now published, either

monthly, quarterly or half-yearly, which gives

illustrated descriptions of novelties and oddities

in typography ? If such a paper exists can you
furnish me with the name and address of the

publisher or editor ?

Ans.—Printers^ Register, 15 North Third

street, St. Louis, Mo. ; Typographic Advertiser,

McKellar, Smiths & Jordan, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

American Model Printer, Bartholomew & Co.,

New York; Paper and Printing Trades Jour-

nal, 50 Leadenhall street, E. C, London, Eng-

land; Typographic Gazette, Cleveland Type
Foundry, 147 St. Clair street, Cleveland, Ohio;

Baltimore Index, Baltimore Type Foundry, 7

Bank Lane, Baltimore, Md. ; Typographic Mes-

senger, James Conner's Sons, Centre and Duane
street^, New York ; Chicago Specimen, Chicago

Type Foundry, Chicago, 111. Besides these.

Farmer, Little & Co. , New York, issue a nice

specimen sheet, and Geo. Bruce's Son & Co., 13

Chambers street. New York, also get out a speci

men sheet.
^---^

THE WONDERFUL SPIDER.

Professor Wood says that the spider's thread

is made up of innumerable small threads or fibres,

one of these threads being estimated to be one

two-millionth of a hair in thickness. Three

kinds of thread are spun : One of great strength

for the radiating or spoke lines of the web. The
cross-lines, or what a sailor might call the rat-

lines, are finer and are tenacious, that is, they,

have upon them little specks or globules of a

very sticky gum. These specks are put on with

even interspaces. They are set thickly along

the line, and are what, in the first instance,

catch and hold the legs or wings of the fiy.

The third kind of silk is that which the spider

throws out in a mass, by which it suddenly en-

velops any prey of which it is afraid, as, for ex-

ample, a wasp.

A scientific experimenter once drew out from
the body of a single spider 3,480 yards of thread

or spider silk—a length a little short of three

miles. Silk may be woven of spider's thread, and
is more glossy and brilliant than that of the silk-

worm, being of a golden color. An enthusiastic

entomologist secured enough of it for the weav-
ing of a suit of clothes for Louis XIV.

It is also asserted that the spider spins from
4,500 holes, or teats, at once, the ordinary thread

being made up of 4,500 threads joined together.

The spider spins four webs only. After that, if

she wants another, she takes it by force from
the nearest neighbor.

A JACK-KNIFE ARTIST.

William Yoke, of St. Louis, claims to be the

champion jack-knife artist of the day. He is

making what he calls the Missouri Pacific and
Strasburg Cathedral Automatic Wonder, with

the golden ark of the covenant. It will contain

over 180,000 pieces and will have 1,100 moving
figures. All around Yoke's whittling shop are

piles of cigar-boxes and lathes, and myriads of

nicely carved little pieces of wood, apparently

portions of models of buildings. The whittleris

a small man, with keen eyes and ready tongue,

and about thirty-six years of age. In the course

of an hour's conversation with a reporter be said

in substance :
" I didn't know that I was any-

thing extra of a whittler uiitil about 1869, when in

a small way I made some models. I was in Texas

working at millwrighting. The first large piece

I ever made was a model of a Bermuda castle.

Afterward I made Balmoral Castle, Bingen
Castle, Miramar Castle, the steamer Bristol,

Solomon's Temple and the Texas State capitol

at Austin. Solomon's Temple contained 12,268

pieces, and had 1,369 windows. It is now on
exhibition in Texas. The Austin capitol build-

ing has 62,844 pieces and 561 moving people.

Every room and department in the building

was given, with all the ofScers and legislators.

Everybody was represented, down to the n^an

sawing wood for the furnaces. All the figures

were moved by a wooden engine, which was
run by sand falling on an overshot wheel. I

made this piece at odd moments in 1881."

—

Ex.

NEITHER WRITTEN NOR PRINTED.

Perhaps the most singular curiosity in this

book-world is a volume that belongs to the

family of the Prince de Ligne, and is now in

France. It is entitled " The Passion of Christ,"

and is neither written nor printed. Every letter

of the text is cut out of a leaf, and being inter-

leaved with the blue paper, it is as easily read

as the best print. The labor and patience be-

stowed in its completion must have been exces-

sive, especially when the precision and minute-

ness of the letters are considered.

The general execution in every respect is in-

deed admirable and the volume is of the most
delicate and costly kind. Rudolph II., of Ger-

many, offered for it, in 1640, 11,000 ducats,

which was probably equal to 60,000 at this day.

The most remarkable circumstance connected

with this literary treasure is that it bears the

royal arms of England, but when it was in that

country and by whom owned has never been
ascertained.

THREE GREAT CITIES OF THE WEST

Linked Together by the

Chicago and Alton Railroad
TWO TRAINS A DAT

and no Change of Cars of any class between Chicago
and Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis and

St. Louis and Kansas City. Union Depots
in East St. Louis, St. Louis, Kansas

City and Chicago.
No other line runs PALACE 1>INING CABS

between Chicago and Kansas City, Chicago and St.

Louis, and St. Louis and Kansas City. Meals equal to
those served in any First-Class Hotel, only 75 Cents.
THE FINEST PALACE RECLINING CHAIR

CABS in the World are Run in aU Through Trains
Day and Night without Change, and free op extra
CHAROE.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS, the Finest,

Best and Safest in use anywhere.
The Best and Quickest Route from CHICAGO TO

MEMPHIS, MOBILE, NEW ORLEANS and
all Points South via St. Louis. The Short Line to Mis-
souri, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nebraska, California, &c. The
Great Excursion Route between the North and South,
and to and from Kansas Lands and Colorado Health
Resorts and Mining Districts.
See that your Tickets read Via CHICAGO AND

ALTON RAILROAD. For Maps, Time Tables, and
all information, address

JAMES CHARLTON,
' General Passenger and Ticket Agent,
210 Dearborn St., cor. Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

J. C. McMVLLIN. Qen'l Manager, CHICAGO, ILL.
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OBITUARY.

Richard L. Campbell.
Richard L. Campbell, the well-known paper

manufacturer and dealer, and the senior mem-
ber of the late firm of Campbell & Smith, died

at sea on board of the White Star steamship

Britannic on Sunday last. He sailed for Europe
on the steamer Republic on December 6, and
was returning by the Britannic when his death

occurred. Upon the arrival of the steamer his

body was removed to his late residence, 4 East
Thirty-fourth street.

Mr. Campbell was about forty-five years of

age at the time of his death. About a year ago
he was married to the only daughter of the late

Charles A. Coles, who bequeathed her a fortune

estimated at 13,000,000. Mr. Campbell leaves a

wife and two infant children, twins, only two
weeks old. His funeral took place on Wednes-
day, in Calvary Church. The funeral services

were attended by a large number of his friends

and acquaintances in the paper trade.

An intimate friend, in speaking of him, says:
" He was by nature modest and retiring and
avoided as much as possible all public notice.

During upward of twenty years' connection

with the paper trade, he was noted for his ur-

banity and integrity of purpose. He was a
thorough business man, and possessed a high

character for honor and uprightness in business

as well as in private life. With a kindly dispo-

sition, he won the confidence and esteem of all

with whom he came in contact. His acts of be-

nevolence and kindness were numerous, and he

was ever ready to relieve distress and suffering,

and his death has caused many sincere ex-

pressions of regret."

Mr. Campbell was of Scotch descent, and the

paper business established by his ancestors is

said to be the oldest now in existence, having
been located for upward of half a century at

110 and 113 Nassau street. His father, John
Campbell, retired from the firm of Campbell,

Hall & Co. in 1860, and was succeeded by the

deceased, who first learned the paper business in

his father's store. The firm of Campbell, Hall

& Co. continued in existence up to about three

years ago.jwhen it wassucceeded by Campbell &
Smith, of which firm Richard L. Campbell was
a member until its dissolution on January 1

last, when he withdraw on account of ill health,

the firm being succeeded by Augustin Smith
&Co.

The Milton Bradley Company, Springfield,

Mass., is busy filling orders for the Tapley Pile,

which is said to be increasing in favor under the

management of the company, the demand being

now larger than at any other time. This com-
pany has in hand a new spring game which is

to be known as " Enchantment." It is entirely

new and is expected to become very popular. It

is not modeled on any of the well-known lawn
games, but is said to be of a character as inter-

esting as any of them, being specially adapted
to both sexes, and being graceful and provoca-

tive of light physical exercise.

Opficb of The American Stationer, i

Wednesday, February 6, 1884. (

THE MONET MARKET,—Tho money market
continues easy, the supply of loanable funds being
largely in excess of the demand, though the latter is

increasing. The discount rates for prime mercantile
paper and acceptances are 4i^@5}^ per cent, and 6®.

7 per cent, for second rate paper. Call loans are
freely put out at 8@2)^ per cent. There is continued

improvement in the tone and temper of the stock

market. As a result of the steady outgrowth of the

improved feeling during the past two weeks, outside

investors, it is said, are beginning to come in once

more. Government bonds and railway mortgages
are firm. Bankers' sixty days' st rling exchange is

half cent per £ lower, owing to the advancement in

the rate for money at London. With this exceptl n
the market is unchanged and quiet.

XBB PA-PER MA.RKET.—The condition of

trade with dealers is very much the same as has been
reported for the past fortnight or more. Although
no great activity is perceptible in any special grade,

the relation of demand and supply has not widened,

and values, weak as they have ruled for some time

past, are held fairly steady, all things considered.

While the quotations of paper may be far from satis-

factory, it must be borne in mind that the produc-

tion is large, competition is very sharp, and profits

are accordingly small, yet the situation might be a
great deal worse. This may not be encouraging for

manufacturers, but at the same time there are more
hopeful features to be seen in the paper trade at

present than there are in some other lines of manu-
facture. Failures in general trade have been un-

usually large recently, and some have occurred in

the paper trade, but they have been comparatively

few. The mills have little to interrupt running to

their full capacity, and generally they are said to be

well employed.

TME STATIONERY MARKET.-The condi-

tion of trade this week has not been very uniform,

there being some complaints of dullness while, on
the other hand, many dealers report an improvement
over the preceding week. A few report an increase

of business of 10 to 20 per cent, compared with the

corresponding period of last season. Among dealers

in fine stationery, the feeling is much better. Manu-
facturers are showing a disposition to stiffen up on
prices, and a very marked indication of a healthier

trade is the fact that they are not so ready as they

were a few months ago to allow a discount on large

orders. In blank-books practically nothing is do-

ing. Sales are very slow and a sluggishness pre-

vails, quite unusual even for this early period. The
envelope trade shows rather more activity, and
there are good prospects of a speedy increase of

business in this line. Orders are not only larger

and more numerous, but a great number of dealers

are sending for estimates, &c., and otherwise show-
ing a disposition to buy. There continues to be a
steady demand for Easter goods, but orders for

valentines have fallen off somewhat. On the whole,

trade, generally, is very fair for this season.

VALTJi; OF IMPOETS OF PAPER. BOOKS, ftc.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended February 1, 1884.

Albums... .

Books

Newspapers.

Ekigravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

46 83,260

331 38,743

157 6,897

56 13,443

82 887

1 1,945

191 1,475

280 13,555

5 6.479

25 1,986

1,130 886,069

VALTTE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended February 5, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals...

1,660

1.:

214

117

206

3.543

5,433

9,165

12,608

11,343

$38,832

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From January 29 to February 5. 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 49 ; to United States

of Colombia, 6; to Mexico, 3; to Hamburg, 13; to

Cuba, 8; to Sandwich Islands, ^; to Dutch West In-

dies, 2; to Rotterdam, 1; to London, 9; to Hull, 8; to

Havre, 10; to Hong Kong, 3; to British West Indies, 3.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 33 cs. ; to British West In-

dies, 1,530 rms., 43 pkgs., 1 cs.; to Cuba, 176 pkgs., 17

cs. ; to United States of Colombia, 60 pkgs. ; to Lon-
don, 103 cs. ; to Hamburg, 14 cs. ; to Mexico, 636

pkgs.; to Venezuela, 4 pkgs.; to British Honduras,
140 rms. ; to Santo Domingo, 316 pkgs. ; to Sandwich
Islands. 114 pkgs.; to Bremen, 3 cs ; to Hull, 10 cs.;

to Glasgow, 2 cs. ; to British Guiana, 40 cs. ; to Hay ti,

7 pkgs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 78; to Cuba,

17; to Mexico, 37; to United States of Colombia, 39;

to Venezuela, 1; to British West Indies, 3; to Santo
Domingo, 6; to Hamburg, 10; to Amsterdam, 3; to

London, 13; to Glasgow, 7; to Hayti, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Venezuela, 14; to Brit-

ish West Indies, 140; to United States of Colombia,

46; to Liverpool, 6; to Santo Domingo, 7; to Brazil,

158; to Hayti, 3; to Mexico, 11 ; to Cuba, 7; to

Japan, 1.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 3; to

United States of Colombia, 11; to Venezuela, 8; to

Dutch West Indies, 13; to Hamburg, 1; to Liverpool,

4; to Mexico, 26.

PENCILS, cases, to Havre, 1.

SLATES, cases, to London. 300; to British Guia-
na, 1.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 1; to Rotterdam, 4; to London, 17.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 8; to

Mexico, 5.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,

cases, to Santo Domingo, 1; to Bremen, 3; to Vene-
zuela, 1.

INK, packages, to Cuba, 48; to Santo Domingo, 34.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, eases, to United States of

Colombia, 8.

CALIGRAPHS, packages, to Hamburg, 1.

CRAYONS, cases, to Rotterdam, 7.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Lon-
don, 2.

OLEOGRAPHS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

GOLD PENS, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to London, 1.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to Venezuela, 1.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From January 39 to February 5, 1884.

F. Alexander & Sons. GiUiot, Hamburg, 3 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 2 cs.

Charles Beck, by same, 4 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 11 cs.

John A. Norman & Co., General Werder, Bremen,
2cs.

Banatt Brothers, by same, 2 cs. colored.

L. W. Morris, by same, 1 pkg.

B. Ulfelder, D. Steinmann, Antwerp, 1 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 2 cs.

Roth & Lips, by same, 11 cs.

J. J. McGrath, Grecian Monarch, London, 11 cs.

hangings.

C. W. Stetson, Britannic, Liverpool, 5 cs. hangings.

T. C. Parker, by same, 4 cs.

Joseph Walker, Abyssinia, Liverpool, 2 cs.

J. A. Norman, St. Simon, Havre. 1 cs.

J. W. Duane & Co., by same, 1 cs.

C Moller & Co.. by same, 1 cs.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

t^~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited,
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SAN60RNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.
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THIS MACHINE WILL
I

Form different size backs -without changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form tlie largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain tlieir shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than l)y hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

bteel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SAMBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Maimers' MacMnery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Maclninepy Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L. L BROWN FAFER COMFiiT,
- Manufacturers of First-Class -* ^

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
- WHICH WILL STAtm THE SE7EBEST TESTS OF ESASUSS AITS BE-WBITIH^ -*-

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov 'Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHII.ADEI.FHIA, PA.

IT BAS XTO EQT7AL I2T EUEOFE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE IN ITS'PAGES

:) THE :(:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Office Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOSN STONHILL.

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties Illustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade diiring the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,
East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. StonhlU, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages. —Mackellar, SmitM <t
Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."—jBeZ/ost News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise unusual to European

Trade journaUsm."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."

—

Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is pbefkct."—W. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."--James Z>. Whitmore <& Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL. CIKCUIiATION.

Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,
IMPERIAL BXnLDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON. E. C, KNGIiAND.
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Nos. 54 & 66 Franklin and 77 White Sts., New York.
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FULL LINE OF PAPFTRRTFS.

suIk Jfi-oijriutorx, U. Q. JfIt tii li L, t; & VO.
The above superior braad of Uuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and Uthograplierg, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fasbionable Stationery Trade.

VALENTINE//
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

-•*-

NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

E. Gr. LOOIKIE & CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papei*s, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards. Illuminated Birthday and Clironio Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place ¥ou Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be abla to Ooiiipete in I'rioes with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor^
mation and prices given on application. Ruling; Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED-

137asxzzitgtoxt Msdjlz.z.zoit Fsits.
jr. <si. FR.EBI-1E <sc 00.,

Noa. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and Tl WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

When People are Traveling Com
fort and Safety are the

I

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE

COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in tliis country
or in Europe: and 1 consider it the per-

fection of railroad traveling. Wiih the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-

dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached ("hicago hardly leahzing
what a long journey we had periormed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning afier leaving .Vew York, at

Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention " Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."— .£jr. U. S. Minister, E. B.
Washburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,491.441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed — one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train wTiile in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer s Reportfor 1881.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted

that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

I

THE^^ ERIE RAILWAY

LANDSCAPE ROUTEJ
I _

E. S. BOWEN, I _p Aiuiroi/~A
General Supt., I OF AMERICA.

New York. "J
JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passengc Agt.. New York

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY, NEW YORK'

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
C0T7NSEL0Ii-AT-LA"W.

Special aitention given to Patent and ZVoda.
lUark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S. A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of XTnited States and Foreign Patenti

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassaa St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the

shortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opmions or
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

everv case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claiIis and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep* irw

violably secret and confidential.

lAMES A. WHITNEY. 1 ^o Nassau St., N. Y. Citr

III7B CARD CO.,
Publishers and Dealkrs in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from .^0 ets. to $20 per thousand
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
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TRADE NOTES.

The Robinson Engraving Company, Boston,

has got out a handsome sheet calendar, the cen-

tre containing a panel with a fine specimen of

its engraving work.

The first number of the Free Lance, an eight-

page, three-column monthly, published by
Spence & Co., Toronto, Ont., made its appear-

ance during January.

J. L. Shoemaker & Co., Philadelphia, have got

out a new sample book of marble and book-lin-

ing papers. It contains a handsome assortment

of patterns, and ought to be in the hands of all

interested.

Hard & Parsons are ready to receive the trade

in their new quarters at the corner of Beekman
and William streets. They have opened up a
fine line of Easter and valentine goods, and
buyers would do well to drop in on them.

Greo. R. Ousey, 1 Church Court, Old Jewry,
E. C, London, England, offers to export trac-

ing cloth at lowest prices, and solicits inquiries

for special prices, with statement of quantities

that can be taken. He will also buy bookbind-

ers or stationers' goods on commission.

A new fountain pen has lately appeared in the

market. It is the production of the Harvard
Pen Company, of this city. The "Harvard" is

a flexible gold pen affixed to a fountain or reser-

voir holder. It has no air tubes, wires, springs,

&C-, which are the great obstacles to the effi-

cient working of all fountain pens.

An entire new line of Easter goods will be

put on exhibition in the salesrooms of the Palmer
Art Company in a few days. These goods are

made up in the most tasteful and appropriate

designs. The line embraces several novelties in

mounted cards, also some very handsome things

in satchels. The Palmer Art Company has

gained a very wide reputation, both in and out

of the trade for first-class art goods, and its pro-

ductions this season are well calculated to sus-

tain it.

John R. Edwards, blank-book manufacturer,

Baltimore, Md., will occupy his new quarters as

soon as the spring trade season is over. Mr. Ed-

wards has lately put in his bindery a lot of the

latest improved machinery.

Proposals for supplying paper for the public

printing during the year to end February 28,

1885, were opened by the "Joint Committee of

Congress on Public [Printing" on Thursday, at

Washington. There were twenty-five bidders

on the different grades of paper called for. The
awards have not been announced. The lowest

bidders were the Essex Paper Company, Jessup

& Moore, J. G. Ditman & Co., A. Balfour, Wi-
nona Paper Company, J. B. Sheffield & Son,

Seymour Paper Company, Tileston & Hollings-

worth, Buckley, Dunton & Co., C. W. Thome &
Co. and Woolworth & Graham. Some of the

contracts may be divided on equal figures mad6
by bidders. A. Balfour is the lowest bidder on

about 2,000 tons of different classes of paper.

A millionaire's widow has commenced a suit

in the United States Circuit Court for the East-

ern District of New York against the World
Publishing Company, New York city. The
action is for alleged libel, and the damages are

fixed at $150,000. The plaintiff is Mary E.

Paige, the widow of Simon B. Paige, the

wealthy lumberman of Wisconsin, who was
found dead in bed from a pistol shot on March
11, 1883, in the hotel at Davenport, la. Mrs.

Paige at present resides at Oshkosh, Wis.

The article which the World published and

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
1 (Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c.. &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

\g^ YoT Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

A For the HOME TBABE or EXPORT
Y the Sole Manufacturers,

Philadelphia Novelty Mlg. Co.. U26 Callowhill St., Phila., P» Cable Address, Novelty.

which Mrs. Paige alleges is libelous and defama-
tory, was entitled, "The Career of ' Pop' Mary,"
and was given to its readers on December 16,

1883. It was copied from the Cincinnati Com-
mercial-Oazette, and duly accredited to that
paper. Mrs. Paige has begun similar suits
against the Commercial-Gazette and several
other Western papers.

I., IB. <&, 'VST.
iROUXE I %

THE GREAT THROUGH ROUTE
Between the EAST, WEST, NORTH and SOUTH.
This Great Through Route is now completed and in
full operation, RUNNING THROUGH PASSENGER
TRAINS DAILY as foUows:
Three solid trains each way between Columbus
Indianapolis and Peoria; two trainseach way between
Columbus, Indianapolis and Decatur; two trains each
way between Sandusky, Indianapolis, Peoria and
Decatur; two trains each way between Sandusky,
Dayton and Cincinnati ; three trainseachway between
Sandusky, Springfield and Columbus ; four trains
each way between Columbus, Springfield, Dayton
and Cincinnati; two trains each way between Colum-
bus, Springfield, Indianapolis and Chicago— with
Sleeping and Reclining Chairs on Night Trains, and
elegant Parlor and Modem Day Coaches on Day
Trains.

Its track is laid with HEAVY STEEL BAILS,
thoroughly ballasted, with easygradesandfewcurves.
Traversing as it does the heart of the three great

States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, uniting in close
business relationship the capital cities of the first and
second, with the second city of the third, and passing
through a large number of the most important cities
and towns in each, and with all its central locatioa
makes it the Shortest and Most Desirable Rente
between the East and West.
THROUGH TICKETS AND BAGGAGE CHECKS

tc all principal points, NORTH, hOUTH, EAST
and WEST, can be obtained at any ticket office of
the I., B. & W. R'y ; also via this Route at all railroad
offices throughout the country. Rates always as low
as the lowest.
Don't purchase tickets to any point without first

consulting the Agents of the I., B. & W. R'y.
Particular advantages offered to Western Emi-

grants. LAND and TOURIST TICKETS to all points
reached by any line.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, LiPMAN's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper
Saves your Eyesight and leaves

a Blacker Manuscript.
H. t. UPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

-^THE o~^^

Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,

New York Office, 02 Reade Street.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE
CRUCIBLE STEEL GOODS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Their names on POCKET CUTLERY, INK

ERASERS and STEEL PENS, is a guarantee
of quality.

Patent Adjustable Quill-Action Reservoir Pen.

THE ACME.

BEST PEN FOR GENERAL WRITING.
Other leading Pens are Falcon, No. 87 ; Extra Fine,

333 ; College, 28 ; Smooth Writer, 130

;

Round Point, 80 ; Stub, 4.

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED TO DEALERS
ON APPLICATION.

Buyers are invited to call at the New York Office.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifles a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
F.H.Adams $150

W. M. Burgess 300

Bertha Ette Id
.Tesse Honey & Co. (R.) 1,520

D. H. Gildersleeve 2,750

Jackson & Wayland 2,500

William A. Leonard , 350

National Printers' Warehouse Company 1,100

A. S Patton (R.) 4,370

S. Stodder (R.) 241

EASTERN STATI S.

Charles Paine, Portland ,

"Me
Charles H. Foster, Boston, Mass
B. F. Jones, Providence, R. I

600

260

1,500

MIDDLE STATES.
George L. Ogilvie, Brooklyn, N. Y 1,.327

George L. Ogilvie, Brooklyn, N. Y 921

William Lewis, Huntingdon, Pa. (R.) 1,000

Joseph Stelwagon's Sons, Philadelphia, Pa . . . 23,019

Wallace A. Deitrich, Kutztown, Pa 300

WESTERN STATES.
Goes & Quensell, Chicago, 111

Sexton & Jaques, Indianapolis, Ind

N. R. Ramsey, Detroit, Mich. (R.)

Orebaug (Orebaugh & Brodbeck), Columbus,

Ohio (R.) .!

Elmer F. Beckwith, Lougmont, Col

W. H. Flory, Longmont, Col. (B. S.)

J. B. Bruner, Loveland Reporter, Loveland,

Col

Zarley & Brown, Joliet, 111 ,

.

Charles Mallory, Sterling, 111

W. H. Henney, Washington, 111

W. J. H. Traynor, Detroit, Mich
Mary Branditz (Mrs. Fred), Cincinnati, Ohio...

H. Sanford, Manitowoc, Wis
J. M. Everly, Milwaukee, Wis
Sentinel Company, Milwaukee, Wis

1,200

906

500

3,550

755

350

500

792

300

2,000

1,000

150

735

ro,o

SOUTHERN STATES.
Owen Kernan & Co., Baltimore, Md. (B. S.).. . 605

H. U. Hayden, Kansas City, Mo 1,000

The new line of satin Easter and valentine

cards, which has been undergoing the processes

of preparation during the past few weeks by
J. H. Buflford's Sons is now ready for the inspec-

tion of the trade. It embraces a line of satin

cards decorated with crosses and anchors con-

structed of pressed and specially prepared nat-

ural flowers, ferns, grasses, &c., the colors of

which are remarkably bright and fresh. The
goods are flnished with good taste, and are really

novel. An oblong card is made of cushioned
satin of a pink shade. A floral cross is in the

centre. It is composed of budding and bloom-
ing roses, " Forget-Me-Nots," and delicate ferns

and grasses and has a base of a rare species of

moss. Resting against the lower portion of the

cross is a white card inscribed with the words,
" Christ is Living." Several smaller cards have
beautiful floral crosses and anchors. They also

come in various pretty shapes. The firm is

making a satin dove card in some very tasteful

and attractive designs ; also several pretty

things in satin card wall-pockets, cards with
satin borders, &c.

The "Novelty" paper-weight is one of the

things which sell when other goods are a drag
on the market. This ingenious little implement
is a combination paper-clip and weight. The
upper part can be raised five-eighths of an inch

from the base, and a spring inside forces it

down with a firm grip on the ends of the papers.

R.. R. Watson supplies the trade.

ANTOINE'S COPYING INK
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

eve.n if a month has e'apsed after a letter has

been written,

HitBi'sftflerD frill1
Is the only one which resists the action 0/ BLOTTING PAPER,

and always keeps its original colour, no flatter

hoiu loner in bottle.

HIGHEST AWARDS OBTAINED AT EVERY EXHIBITION

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878, SILVER MEDAL

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLD BY ALL STATIONERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND XHROOOHOUT THE WORLD

PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTURER OP-

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AUD WEDDIH& STATIONERY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OF DANCING,

ane^ anb ^cvef- arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64, 66 & 68 Ann, and 151 &155 William St,,

Headquarters for" Every Article Named Above.
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CANFIELD "DIVIDED" (FOR-

merly "Acme") KKA'<EK. of
Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

*

I

*

Style of 3 oz. Pe Wiper,

Continental Inks,

- AND -

S E ^ L. I :Nr G- ^W-A.X

CONTINENTAL MFG. CO.,

426 & 428 Market Street, Philadelphia.

THOMAS GROOM & CO.,

mMm SMioDers ni bprters.
A full assortment of Stephens' Inks and Flnids constantly on hand.

ISTo. 82 ST-A.TE STI^EET, BOSTON", aVL-A^SS.

TOLEDO, o. Bnnksp.llfirs and Stationers tqledo.o.

Bookkeepers' Labor-saving Trial Balance Books, with short leaves, saves rewriting of names of accounts.

Dealers in all kinds of Stylographic Fountain Pens.

THE PITEUMATIC COPYIITG PRESS.
TX,' E take pleasu' e in calling the attention of
V V the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-halt the time and three-quarters of the.

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome offices and residences.
^S~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
]^EW .HA-VEJiN, COIVIV, Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

MarUts, Tops, Base BaOs, Bats. Toy Books, Cames, Out-Door Sports.

3B^ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. w. j^. H:iisrP2,ioiis,
Price List on application. 29-33 PARK PI-ACE, NE"W YORK.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly wiih THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -^ -*•

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
^ -*- And PERFORATING,

3iTo. S3. ToDan Street, I^e-^^r "STorls.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MAinTFACTUIUER OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

Xo. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

ISTo. 152 Broadway, ]N'ew York.
INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON

ALL CLASSES OF BXnLDINGS.

I^= PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

TU r H AD\/ARn Fni IMTAIN PFN —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Haviner no air tubes,
IrlL nr\nVr\nU rUUIN IMMN ILINi wires, springs, &o,, which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been Anally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose bavins been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVAKD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS

r

C,iV'S> BANKERS SHEARS.
)

-MV- a FOIL SHEARS (
'^Tl".V>' NICKEL PLATED ^ SIZES- 0. 0.10,11.12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY

HORAT^Xr.KERN.
N°2I NXHGV^-STR.
PHILADELPHIA.
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MASKS AND COSTUMES.

The masquerade season has been very exten-

sively observed this year, and dealers say that

the use of masks for balls and various social fes-

tivities has increased considerably during the

last few years. Not long ago, masked balls

were confined in this country to a few German

societies, whereas now they have become very

general, masquerade balls, surprise parties,

skating parties, carnival festivities, &c., having

become fashionable among all nationalities. In

France, Germany and Italy, however, people

have shown more conservatism in the use of

masks, confining themselves to the regular an-

nual fetes and other social and religious obser-

vances, which have been celebrated in these

countries from time immemorial.

In this country, only a few years ago the use

of masks was known only in large cities and

towns, and even in these places it was limited

to the more fashionable people ; but now masks

have come into such general use that there is

scarcely a town or village in the country, mak-

ing any pretension to keeping up modern social

observances, which does not have one or more

masquerade balls during the winter season.

Hence . the sale of masks may now be reckoned

up by the thousands, where a few years ago it

was comprised by a few hundreds. It was a

long time before it assumed any business im-

portance, dealers only carrying a stock just

barely sufficient to meet the demand, and im-

porting only a few varieties each season. To-

day, however, masks are imported by the thou-

sands and the variety carried by dealers is

unlimited.
" Where do masks come from ? " a reporter of

The Stationer asked of one of the largest im-

porters of these goods a few days ago.

" Some are made in this country," he replied ;

"but the largest number come from France and

Germany. The production is so cheap in those

countries that they have practically the monop-

oly, for even with a duty of 40 per cent, added,

nobody in this country has been able to success-

fully compete with France and Germany in the

production of the class of masks imported.

Masks made in this country are called dominoes

—that is, masks made of cotton cloth and satin

with curtaius. In addition to this, many masks

representing various animals are made in this

country, mostly to order. In Germany and

France the manufacture of masks is carried on

extensively. Most cheap paper masks come

from those countries.

" The making of a mask is not such a simple

matter as it seems to be. Of course, the prin-

cipal things used in their construction are ordi-

nary paper and a plaster-of-paris or composi-

tion mold. In making half-masks—that is,

masks which simply cover the face—the labor is

very small compared with the construction of the

full head masks. The paper is simply pasted on

the mold in layers, a very tedious operation, re-

quiring no little skilland several days to complete

one mask. The construction of the mold is a very

difficult task, requiring the finest artistic taste;

but this is done by a class of artists who make a

specialty of it. Bach mold costs $100 or more.

Many dealers in this country have molds made
from photographs, and sent over to the makers

in France and Germany for use in the produc-

tion of characters represented by them. The
large full head masks require a series of molds.

Masks of this character are made in parts, and
then put together to form the completed char-

acter it is intended to represent. If the masks
were made by a single mold, as iu the case of

the half-masks, it could not be removed without

breaking."
" Masks have not changed in general charac-

ter for the past fifty years or more. Each sea-

son the variety has increased by the representa-

tion of some character not shown before, usually

some new comical or mythical character,

foreign notability hitherto overlooked, or, it

may be, some distinguished personage in our

own country. We have masks representing

Pope Leo XIII., Napoleon, Bismarck, Kaiser

William, the Crown Prince, Beecher, Ben But-

ler, Blaine, Conkling. General Grant, Garfield,

President Arthur, Carl Schurz and others.

Among the newest masks this season are those

representing John Kelly, Peter Cooper, Tal-

mage, &c. The general line of masks is end-

less as to variety. There are faces representing

old women, young women, babies, fat boys, the

typical Irish, Dutch, Yankee, English, negro,

Chinese and other characters. Then we have

Santa Claus, skeletons, winking masks, masks

with movable jaws, noses, half faces, &c., be-

sides numerous animal masks, representing

bears, wolves, monkeys, cats, frcgs, and almost

every other kind of animal ; caricature masks,

harlequins, clowns, &c.
" A large sale in masks is derived from their

use for amateur theatrical purposes. Costumes

are made up with them representing the various

characters in Shakespearean and other plays of

historical or scriptural character. We have

'make-ups' of Booth, Jefiferson, Raymond, Em-
mett, Sarah Bernhardt, and other famous actors

as they appear in their respective master-pieces.

Masquerade costumes vary greatly, according

to the tastes of each particular individual, and

the prevailing fashion in dress. Frequently,

when historical costume is chosen, it is used as a

sort of groundwork and modified or elaborated

by us in any way the fancy of the wearer may
dictate. In choosing costumes, gentlemen as a

general rule adhere closely to the style of the

original. Ladies, on the contrary, want the cos-

tume modified, according to the prevailing fash-

ion. For instance, if it is the fashion to wear
puflfs on the side, or if sashes are worn, the gen-

tle sex want the style in their masquerade cos-

tumes. If a gentleman, however, orders a cos-

tume worn three hundred years ago, he sticks

to it. It is funny, but it is so. Most costumes

are simply fantastic, without regard to any of

the historical styles shown in the earlier ages.

Costumes are in many cases made to order, but

generally they are hired for special occasions

from regular costumers who keep a great va-

riety of styles on hand, and each season add
others, which ^the changing fashion may re-

quire. Often costumes are made to order for a

special occasion and taken back by the costumer

afterward, and hired by less fashionable people

for other occasions. As I said before, costumes

change with the fashions each season—even in

respect to colors. Formerly masquerade suits

were simply trimmed with fancy braids and
ribbons; now they are ornamented with gold

and tinsel embroidery, thus adding to the labor

and consequent expense of their construction."

The custom of wearing masks at various social

gatherings, it Is said, originated in the harvest

festivities of the Grecian peasantry of the most

ancient times, and appears subsequently to have

been associated with the representation of

satyrs, Silenus and Bacchus in the orgies of

Bacchus. Greek tragedy having originated in

close connection with the worship of Bacchus,

masks were employed in it from the first, but it

is uncertain when they were introduced in

comedy. The masks used varied very much in

form and character. They were often provided

with metallic mouth-pieces for the purpose of

increasing the power of the voice, this being

rendered requisite by the immense size of the

ancient theatres, the whole use of the masks being

specially adapted to such vast buildings, and to

a style of dramatic representation in which the

ideal prevailed, and the reality of individual

impersonation was far less thought of than in

modern times. The use of masks in the modern
theatre originated in the Italian commedia
dell' arte, which may itself be traced back to

the ancient Roman mimes and pantomimes, and

has always been confined to that class of enter-

tainments, in which the very names of the char-

acters, "Pantaloon, Harlequin," &c., have been

borrowed irom Italy.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
• MANUFACTURERS OF —

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIlir, (GERMANY),
(ESTABI.ISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVo. ^37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER

-#>CARDS
100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publisbers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.

Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

|^~ Send tor $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.
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AN IMPROVED

RUBBER STAMP PAD
WhicU Requires No luking.

Don't lose time, money and patience with
the old bottle, box and pad.

THIS PAD IS SELF-SUPPLYING.
The ink is condensed in an elastic form

under a cover of fine cloth, which is kept in
a uniformly moist state from one to three
years, according to use—always giving a
bright and clear impression to the Stamp,
without soiling the hands, or loss of ink or
time.

Size, Per Doz.
No.l.—2?4x4!^in. Price, 50c. S3.00
No. 2.-3 X 6 in. Price, 75c. 5.00

^r* Send for Catalogue of Rubber
Type, Stamps, &c.

^^^^=' 92 Fulton Street, New Yorh.

A3IERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•Jv^^^^i!^^^ ^"'' assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade.

ENVfiliOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

JOHN H.EDWARDS,
. MANUFACTURER OF

BLAME BOOK

HOW MUSIC-BOXES ARE MADE.

ba.ltiiv1or,e:, imzd.

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.

THE LAIBIE DICTIONARY HOLDER.

^"HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and
serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHEERY OE WALNUT, AS DESIEED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Furnishers,

Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.

" That is undoubtedly," said a dealer in mu-
sical boxes recently, "the most perfect mechan-
ical music-box in this country."

The box was of the shape and dimensions of

a small trunk. The dealer placed a key in a
hole in one end of it, gave a few turns, and
raising the lid with a confident air, awaited the

result. After the lapse of several seconds a
brass cylinder, the surface of which was cov-

ered with minute projections, not unlike the

bristles of a chestnut burr, began to revolve in

the interior of the box. Each projection or

bristle touched, in the order of its arrangement,

a steel comb, causing a succession of harmoni-

ous sounds, such as those produced by a band
of trained musicians, only much more sweet

and subdued.
" This box," the dealer continued, " was made

in Sainte Croix, Switzerland, under several re-

cent devices, which make it much superior to in-

struments of this kind as ordinarily constructed.

The price, too. Is very low—only $1,500, Is that

the highest-priced instrument we have ? Yes,

we do not keep high-priced instruments in stock.

We only make them to order. We have got as

high as $6,000 for a box, but the music pro-

cured was not as perfect as this, because

the instrument lacked the patented improve-

ments which this has. This has a regular set

of reeds with a mechanical arrangement pro-

ducing an almost perfect imitation of a combi-

nation of human voices, together with bells,

drums, castanets and the harp, all of which are

used with the finest orchestral effects. Besides,

by means of interchangeable cylinders, the

number of tunes may be increased to any ex-

tent the owner may desire, so that if he tires of

one set of tunes by a trifling expenditure, he

can get another—in fact, as many additional

sets as he chooses, embracing tunes of his own
selection or the dealer's, whichever he may pre-

fer. This plays forty-eight airs without change

of cylinders. Rather high-priced music, you
think ? Not at all, when you come to consider

the quality and amount of labor involved in the

construction of these instruments, the mechan-

ism of which is as intricate, in expensive boxes,

as that of the watch. Indeed, about the same
amount of mechanical skill is required in their

construction as is needed in making and putting

together the delicate machinery of a fine watch.

Our different grades are the ordinary box with

no accompaniment and those with bells, casta-

nets, drums, zither, &c., producing the finest re-

sults in expression and harmony. Indeed, the

character of harmony produced by some of our

expensive boxes reaches the sublime in point of

musical expression.

" We are the oldest manufacturers of mechani-

cal musical boxes in this country. We employ
in our factory in Switzerland about 800 skilled ar-

tisans. Our instruments are shipped to all parts of

the world, the instruments playing the favorite

airs of each country to which they are sent. We
manufacture both small and large boxes. Prices

range from $1 up to $6,000, or more, if the pur-

chaser desires. The musical mechanism of these

boxes is also placed in many fancy articles,

made chiefly in France and Germany, such as

albums, work-boxes, cigar-cases, writing-desks,

clocks, je welry cases, &c. In clocks the air is

played when the hour strikes. We place the

mechanism also in chairs, which play when you
sit down on them, automatic figures, mechanical

toys, &c.

"The mechanism of our boxes, though re-

quiring the finest skill in its construction, is

quite simple in the ordinary. It consists of a
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brass roller with projecting points, a steel comb,

the teeth of which give the sounds, a spring to

give the revolving motion to the cylinder, and

a fly-wheel or fan to regulate the revolving mo-
tion. The rough parts used in the construction

of the boxes, such as the bed-plate, the blank

roller, the main-spring, the comb, the running

gear, &c., are made in large machine shops in

Switzerland, which furnish these parts to

all the box manufacturers there. There

are only two of these shops which turn

out really good works in the shape of rough

parts. The music has first to be arranged for

the boxes by a thorough musical artist. The
cylinder is then given to a person, usuallya wo-

man, who, with the aid of the miisic and a very

ingenious machine, marks the places on the cyl-

inder where the points are to be inserted. An-
other person then drills all the little holes and
another inserts the points. The cylinder is then

filled with molten cement, and then placed on a
lathe and revolved very quickly. The cement
adheres to the inside surface, holding the points,

and is then allowed to cool, leaving a hole in the

centre for the axis. On another machine the

points are filed down so as to be of equal length.

The comb is then given out to be tuned, the tuner

having first to file the teeth to give the proper
flexibility. The tone is lowered by filing near
the bas6 and heightened by filing near the points

of the comb. The cylinder is set on the bed-

plate, and opposite to it the comb is fastened so

that the points of the cylinder and the teeth of

the comb exactly meet. These are the main
features of the ordinary music-box. Of course,

the construction and adjustment of the various

accompaniments in the larger boxes is more
complicated.

" We make large and expensive music-boxes
of various shapes. One style resembles a hand-
some writing desk, elegantly inlaid with orna-

mental woods and having a desk attachment,
something a journalist (laughing) might gain
inspiratiou from when driving the quill. An-
other style has the form of a beautiful side-

board. It is made of ebony and has four panels

of porcelain, with artistically painted flowers in

bronze and ordinary colors. The top is made of

plate-glass, so that the works can be seen with-

out opening the box. In fact, we make boxes to

order in many novel shapes. Of course, our
trade is more largely with wealthy people, al-

though the price of our cheaper instruments

bring them within the reach of the very poor-

est. A box, which used to cost $25, now only
costs $5. All of our boxes are intended solely

for private amusement, the music produced by
them being too soft to be used on public occa-

sions."

ELECTROTYPING HANDWRITING.

To produce electrotypes or stereotypes of let-

ters, signatures, ordinary written matter, draw-
ing or sketches, coat a smooth surface of glass

or metal with a smooth, thin layer of gelatine,

and let it dry. Then write or draw upon it with
an ink containing chrome alum ; allow it to dry
exposed to light, and immerse the plate in

water. Those parts of the surface which have
not been written upon will swell up and form a
relief plate, while those parts which have been
written upon with the chrome ink have become
insoluble in water, after exposure to light. The
relief may be transferred to plaster-of-paris, and
from this may be made a plate in type metal.

ITEW YOUE COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANTTFACTURKRS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 32 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for, HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, wiui Waier Tub combined, is the

be.«t and mo,-t convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an orflinary Press.

Get my Ne^v Catalogue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

AMD SEALING WAX.
IIV A.L1.. VA^lllETIiiS.

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

Contact with the world either breaks or har-

dens the heart.—C/jam/brd.

i
Pi
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SELF-INKINC PAD,

The cut shows the design of a self-inking rub-

ber stamp pad, manufactured by Robert H. In-

gersoll, 92 Fulton street, New York, which is

expected to supersede all other means of inking

rubber stamps, as having all of the advantages,

with none of the disadvantages of the old com-

bination, viz. : A pair of pads, a bottle of ink,

box, &c., which have been necessary heretofore

in connection with rubber stamps. It is claimed

to be the most economical, effective and handy
ink pad for every office, store or manufactory.

It is said that this pad will keep in perfect

working condition for from one to three years,

according to usage, without trouble or expense

to the owner, always giving remarkably fine

and clear impressions. It is made of composi-

to other branches of American industry. It

started like other industries, when our country

was in its infancy, and not knowing its future

wants in its early manufacture there was neces-

sarily no. standard system of sizes adopted,

until the wants of the country gradually brought

into use the present envelope sizes, of which

there are some fourteen standard numbers
recognized by the trade today. The first sizes

made were used for letter and legal-cap paper.

Then came the size used for note-paper.

Among the so-called standard sizes made, I

should say there was about one-sixteenth or

one thirty-secondth of an inch in the same num-
bers of different manufacturers. But No. 6 is

known as a No. 6, and No. 5 as a No. 5, and so

on, all of the standard numbers being exactly

identical in size, with the exception of the slight

tion in which are condensed, in the form of a

jelly, the strength and properties of a large

quantity of ink, over which is spread a thick-

ness of fine cloth, which is constantly fed by the

composition below.

Mr. Ingersoll also manufactures a large line of

rubber type, rubber stamps and every device

pertaining to the business. He has just issued

a new catalogue, which will be sent to parties

applying for It.

DIFFERENCE IN " STANDARD " ENVEL
OPE SIZES.

The Stationery Trade Review of London,

England, in its last number devotes consider-

able space to the subject of envelope sizes and
deplores the fact that there are no standard

sizes made by manufacturers of envelopes in

England—that is to say, that there is such a lack

of uniformity in the sizes of envelopes there,

that dealers labor under a great disadvantage.

What is a No. 6 envelope, commonly so called,

is one maker's No. 7. Thus the size 6, 7 or any
other number, is an unknown quantity, the

sizes of the envelope indicated varying with

different manufacturers.

According to recent interviews had by a re-

porter of The Stationer with leading manu-
facturers in this city, the same trouble that is

complained of on the other side of the water
exists, in a measure, in this country. The diffi-

culty is not so marked, however. In other

words, the variations in the sizes of envelopes,

commonly considered standard with the trade,

are so slight with different manufacturers as to

be scarcely noticeable. That there is a slight

variation, however, is without a doubt, and just

80 long as it exists, no dealer ordering a certain

number of envelopes can always expect to get

an exactly uniform size unless, in every case,

he orders from the same manufacturer.

In regard to the matter complained of, Mr.
Jones, of Berlin & Jones, said :

" The envelope business is not an exception

variation mentioned. This variation undoubt-

edly arose from a desire on the part of each

manufacturer to economize in the cutting up of

paper. Our standard No. 5 is .5 7-16 by 3}i in-

ches; No. 6, 5 15-16 by S^ inches. Outside of

the standard sizss there are a great many ir-

regular sizes made by every manufacturer.

These are used for circulars, pamphlets, cards,

pictures, &c., for each of which, of course, no
envelope of a uniform size could be made,"
William I. Martin, of the firm of Samuel Ray-

nor & Co., said :
" No two manufacturers have

sizes exactly alike. There is a slight variation

in standard numbers as made by different manu-
facturers. To a certain extent this Is a disad-

vantage to the trade, but the variation is so

small that it is scarcely noticed. Different

manufacturers make different sizes to suit their

respective trades. Sometimes they under cut

sizes to economize on paper. Our regular No. 6

envelope is 5% by 3)^ in. ; No. 5, 5% by 3^ in."

" I have noticed for some time," said the man-
ager of a large firm dealing in envelopes, " that

all manufacturers do not make envelopes of a
uniform size. Not only is there a difference in

the standard sizes of one manufacturer, as com-
pared with those of another, but I have noticed

recently that the ' standard ' sizes of many
manufacturers have been increased somewhat.
For instance, where one manufacturer once
made a No. 6 envelope 6 by 5>^of an inch in size,

he now makes it 6 by 5 1-16, thus, as you see, de-

creasing it slightly in width. In 5s, about the

same difference is shown. What has caused this

change I do not know, but it is quite evident
that it was done for the sake of economy."
From the interviews presented it will be seen

that in this country the trade has a very slight

cause of complaint respecting the lack of uni-

formity in so-called standard envelope sizes.

Between two leading manufacturers there is a
difference in the length of what is called a No. 5

envelope of one-sixteenth of an inch, while in

the !No. 6 envelope of the same manufacturers

there is a difference in length of one-sixteenth

of an inch, and in width a difference of three-

eighths of an inch. This, to be sure, means that

a dealer gets an envelope nearly half an inch less

in width of one manufacturer than the same
number of envelope of the other manufacturer.

But this variation seems to be an exception to

the general rule, as it is not so marked in other

numbers. One thing which has a tendency to

obviate any disadvantage arising from the lack

of uniformity in the size of standard envelopes

is the fact that every manufacturer has a printed

scale of numbers, with the corresponding dimen-

sions of the different sized envelopes, so that

every buyer knows exactly what he is going to

get when he places his order.

The next thing to excellence is to love excel-

lence ; and to love its opposite, is to be its appo-

site. To hate excellence is to be at its opposite

pole.

fl^OR SALE—RARE OPPORTUNITY.—ONE OF
" the leading Stationery and Printing Establish-

ments in the best locatioas in Philadelphia, occupy-
ing four floors, on a corner; doing a good and profit-
able business; satisfactory reasons for selling; not
over $5,000 cash required. Address Philadelphia
ofiSce of the American Stationer, 150 South Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

file Paper aod Printing TfadesJoumal

(QUARTERLY.)
Subscription: Two Shillings per annum, post

free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or indirectly (and who
is noD ?) with Printing and Paoer ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCEIBEKS SAY.
I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa

City, U, S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Cheritt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.-^J. Jennings, Glos'ler.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.— S. B Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing is.—W. Pbrrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Winget, Torquay.

WHAT ADVERTISERS SAY.
Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.

Piles of applications for samples resulting there-
from. Alf (3ooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsbury Sq., London, E.G.
From the first advertisement. I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good orders.
J. D. Carter.

4 Falcos Street, London, E C.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty

orders for wood letter and metal type.
F. Wkssklhoept.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,
(Contractors to Her Majesty's Government,)

7e Leadenhalle Fresse, 50 Leadenhalle St., LONDON, E.C,

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery ano Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

>
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLDDISO THE CELSBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 383,444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works; Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

UsNCPACTURER OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLB AQENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangvilar Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVEBT DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
281 nsin St., Cor. Wortblngton.

Spxiz3.ir£.el<d., • • 2v£s.ss.
Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Largest in the U. S.

SEND

"THE BOSTOM: JOBBIJTC3- KOTJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITINC,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

=?,-

°^ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books, i^

PTTRMSHF.R, m.n^.ctuke. o. RI.ANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BBOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF

—

Copying' Paper_and,Books.
(Titles Registered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

11 H MM ^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
inil|a|W J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillll \0 WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS. M. V00RSAN6ER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents
— to —

b R. A. nOQERS k CO.,
^ 3D-A.-2-TOIsr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

. Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The most BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
— JlANUFACrnRERS OF —

fiLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINXJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of .

America, and every box has a fac- /^ ^
simile of our signature, so beware of ,/J^^//-p-7j^J^^^ /y^/^ V
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting «='<!^£l^£>'*^:^*^<-<^0^.
us.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
JSTo. 509 Chestnut Street, P*hiladelpliia, Ir*a.

s:F'EcaLA.ijTi:ES

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

WWWTMM BATIW mmM PMiWBM

Valentine, Easter i Birthday Cards,

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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INGENIOUS TOYS.

" The toy manufacturers are taking a holiday-

now," said the head of a leading firm engaged in

this industry to a reporter of The Stationer a

few days ago. " There is always a depression

in our business after the holidays, because the

busy season is virtually ended then. The only

thing that concerns us now is the getting up of

novelties for next season. There is ft constant

demand for something new. Of course, the

goods we turn out each season are not absolute-

ly novel, because there is a line of staple articles

that always sell well; but many new things are

needed each season to sell staple goods. What
is new this year ? That point we do not care to

talk about, for if we did we might find some of

our ideas forestalled by rival manufacturers.

The main feature of all toys in our line is their

comical character. Our toys are made principal-

ly to be used as show-window pieces, and, of

course, are what are known as mechanical toys.

They are simply combinations of figures, which

by an automatic arrangement, or rather clock-

movement, are made to enact various amusing

scenes, such, for instance as an officer trying to

catch someone who has offended the law, the

fleeing culprit being made to dodge behind dry-

goods boxes, into alleyways, through windows,

&c. Toys of this character are used as show-

window attractions, not only by stationers and

fancy goods dealers, but by confectioners and
other dealers in the retail trade. The majority

of our toys do not bring more than $15 apiece.

The most expensive show-window toy that I

know of cost §500, but it was not made in this

country. Aside from musical toys and dolls,

few expensive toys are imported. Imported

toys lack the novelty and ingenuity of Ameri-

can productions. They are very finely made,

however, and in this respect are superior to do-

mestic toys. French and German toy makers
excel in making perfect and finely-finished toys,

but Americans make more ingenious and comi-

cal toys, and these are mostly demanded by the

trade. Besides, the cost of imported toys is an-

other drawback to their popularity.

" There are two kinds of moving toys—auto-

matic and mechanical. Here is a mechanical

toy. It represents the first act in a circus, but is

very simple, depending upon its movement by

the simple law of gravitation. The ring con-

taining the revolving horses is elevated on a

wire, and, of course, descends by its own weight,

a spiral arrangement giving it a revolving

movement. But an automatic toy is of a more
ingenious and novel character, its movement de-

pending on an arrangement of springs, wheels,

&c., on the principle of a clock. About the

most ingenious small automatic ngure is the

street musician. It represents a figure arrayed

in a French costume playing upon five different

instruments at the same time. The musician is

seated in a chair with a brass drum between his

knees. A cymbal is in his left hand, and
another is attached to the upper side of the

drum. A triangle is in close proximity to his

left foot, and a bell or gong near the right,

while a wind instrument is in his mouth. Wind-
ing the toy up causes the figure to beat the drum
with his right hand, the cymbals with his left

hand, and the bells and triangle with his feet,

and in addition to this, produce music on the

wind instrument.
" Here is an entertainment that never fails to

amuse and instruct." The speaker took a key
and wound up a new version of Punch and Judy.
" There is,' he continued, " in this a miniature

stage, which has a proscenium arch of red paper

cut with a border of aesthetic design. The scene

is laid in an upper room of Mr. Punch's hotel.

There is a bed in one corner, in which somebody

is snoring, and a series of folding-doors open at

the back of the stage. Mr. Punch suddenly

steps out on the stage through a pair of folding-

doors which fly open as if by magic. The sinis-

ter expression on his face and the glare in his

eye leave no doubt as to his identity. While he

is standing waiting for the appearance of that

much-abused woman, Judy, a second pair of

doors fly open and she pops out. She is very

spry, but shows some timidity, caused by the

habit her husband has of cracking her unmerci-

fully over the head. The third to appear is a

colored gentleman with a high collar and white

eyes. When Judy sees this dusky personage

she takes fright and falls plump back through

the doors behind her. Thereupon, Punch dis-

appears in the same manner. A policeman

comes to quell the disturbance. He falls back

out of sight after carefully surveying the scene.

Next, Mephistopheles is thrust in at a window.

He has a red face, two knobs or horns on his

forehead and a satanical grin. This scene, as

you see, is frequently repeated, causing no end

of amusement."
"The spring placed in mechanical toys usu-

ally operates from three to twelve wheels. The
movement depends on the length of time that a

toy is desired to operate, the power needed for

the movement, &c. Some very ingenious toys

have a very simple movement.
" We make only the rough parts of toys in our

factory. The fine work, such as dressing the

figures, painting the faces of the characters, ad-

justing the movements, and, in fact, putting

together and finishing the toy is done by vari-

ous artisans at their homes at so much per piece.

Some do one portion and some another, while

others put together toy and others again pack

it for shipment. Each person handling the toy

is responsible for the perfection of the work he

or she does. If any part proves defective, even

after shipment, it is returned to the workman
through whose hands it passed during its con-

struction or adjustment."

Show-window toys have a large sale, not only

in this country, but in South America, Aus-

tralia and a few are sold in Europe. We begin

manufacturing about the 15th of February, so

as to be ready for the export trade, which com-
mences about the 1st of March.

A POLISH FOR BRASS.

To polish the new lacquer or brass repousse

work there are three methods employed, the

first leaving the brass its natural color, the sec-

ond somewhat changing it to a richer gold, and
the last being the process of lacquering. In all

cases, the brasswork to be polished should be

heated moderately over a charcoal fire. For the

first method, take an ounce of alum and boil it

thoroughly in a pint of strong soap ; wash the

brasswork over, and when dry, rub with flue

whiting and soft cloth. Second, reduce some sal

ammoniac to a fine powder, moisten with rain

water, and rub on the ornament ; rub dry with
bran and whiting, using a soft leather. Third,

put two drams of saffron, two of anatto, and one
ounce of turmeric into a pint of alcohol ; let it

be shaken once or twice daily for a week, then

filter into a bottle and add three ounces of seed

lac, which should be shaken daily for fourteen

days, when it is ready for use. This being

heated, lay on this solution with a fine soft

brush as evenly as possible, and leave it to dry.

TWELFTH YEAE OF PUBLICATION.

IDE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, I,ithography, Paper-Making,
and the Auxiliary Trades,

THE NEW SERIES COMMENOEO JANtJARY, 1875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high -class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its information from, and circulates in, all

parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
buaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance). 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post OfBce, High Holborn, ofWYMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,
London. W. C. England.

THE RAISBEGK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Eleclroljpers & Slereoljpers,

24 and 86 VANDEWATER STREET.

i^"" Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.
r> tj iin A.M^, CO IV TV,

MANUFAOTnRE A FDLL LINE OP

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
I

Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks
FOR

\
Heavy Tin File Cases-

Paper Weight Clocks.1 884.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OF —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated Cloth] and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every PuhUc School), also Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Francisco, Cal., Wasliington. D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and huudr. ds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to mabe no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. ^f~ BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Church St., New York City.
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, 82 & 84 Beekman St., New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

••o$=3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^o-

^^ These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

ly
I ^^ % # ^*

I
•"

I
^" ^> —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

1^ ^J^ tL ^M I I t^ ^5 Hanging and Easel. New Advertising. Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

.^^Si,

COVERING

Gmn Eidges, Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our FATEIS^T GUJMJMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STTSSE TO STICIS,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of A^^RITIISTG^ PAPERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers i Stationers.
*-

FLAT •!• PAPERS, -t- RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FINE WEDDING STATIONERY,
Ghromo Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

- MANUFACTURER OF-

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

The Chas,Stowart Paper Co,

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINISf^TI, OIlSo, / N^

Mamifacturers and Jobbers

of every descriptiou ui'

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
' "^ ""

'
ALSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^^ '\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

\v^ // Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODDCKD.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

V^DWARD TODD &. CO.'^

44 £ast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on appUcation.

omoinrit mm.A.m'^,

stamping Inks, Macilage, &c.,

184 WILLIiM STREET, NEW YORK,

Address for Prices, &c.,'

J. H. AIWATER. ProTldence.R. I.
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NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-

sonal supervision of WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.

(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-

don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-

racy and merit of any work on Geography. The

NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and

free from the common fault of overcrowding. The

physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-

phies, no keys being required.

Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, Colored

and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World ou Mercator's Prrjection.

World in Hemlspliere.

North America.
South America.
Europe.
Asia.
Africa.

Palestine.

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.

British Isles.

Australia and
New Zealand.

The United; States, drawn from the latest Gov-

ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Supply Co., 15 Brom-

FiELD Street.

NEW YORK : A. Lovkll & Co., 16 Astor

Place.
PHIijADEIiPHIA : Pennsylvania School Sup-

ply Co., 518 Arch Street.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

A MEDjnM OF TRADE COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISINO
CIRCULAR FOR

Stationers and Paper Makers, Printers, Publishers,
and Printers' Engineers, Bookbinders, Book-

sellers and Toy Manufacturers, the Leather
Trades, and all persons interested in

the Fancy Trades.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe.

Correspondents in all countries.

The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress
of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses
in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue

of this journal, and pronounced to be the most
valuaole of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,

especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,
Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to

be unequaled.
If you wish to build up a good, substantial busi-

ness, consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to

know the latest News concerning the Trade, consult
The Stationer, &c. If you wish to buy judiciously,

consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to make a
fortune, consult The .Stationer, &c. On all Trade
Matters, consult Tlie Stationer, <S:c.

Specimen copy gratis on application.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : 83.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting
this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,
Offlcaa—London : 160a Fleet St., £. C.

B

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

ier"SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GtOBE NEWSPAPER EIIiE—Made In Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES
o

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St., Carpenteisville, Kane Co., lU.
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Erie«CliicmoLine

PASSENGER ROUTE.

THE SHORTEST, QUICKEST, AND SAFEST
ROUTE to all points EAST. Two trains to the

East daily, leaving Chicago at 5.40 P. M. and 11 P. M.
The only route running PUI-tMAN PALACE
HOTBL COACHES between

NEW YORK and CHICAGO,
SEATING CMICJLOO AT S.40 P.M.,

Returning leave New York at 8 P. M.,

Making direct connection at Chicago for all points

beyond.

You should travel by the E. & C. LINE,

DTJl/^ A TTGU' its trains run througli fromDXLjVyXXU OHj New York to Chicago, avoid-
ing the dangers of transfers, the risks attending the
changing of cars, and the possibility of missing
connections.

"P"Ci ri A TJCITP the Palace Hotei, Coaches
JJJ-X \JJ\. \JOJlJ run in connection with its

trains, furnish Meals as good as can be had at any
first-class hotel, and allow passengers to eat with as
much comfort as at their own homes.
pipi/^ A TTdlP not one passenger has been
D-CJvXiUOJJJ killed or even injured on its

trains since the opening of the line five years ago.
Nor has an accident of any kind occurred.

DTT'/^ A TTCm' the great variety of scenery
-DJlJV-'Xl.lJOJlJ on this line renders the
journey pleasant and profitable.

p'p/^ A TTCJ"P provision has been made for
-fJlJVyjl. \J \jSLX running the trains from
Mansfield, " Special " to destination, whenever they
arrive after departure of train forming regular con-
nection. This insures a continuous passage between
New York and Chicago.

A. E. CLAUK, Gea'l Passenger Agent,

Cleveland, Ohio.

J. T.HOSFOBD, Gen'l Western Agt., Chicago, IIL

ffaM^IJlLoiiisaniiPaii;

RAILWAY.

The Great POPULAR THOROUGHFARE

tleaching in THE MOST DHIECT MANNER all the

GREAT CITIES OF THE TTEST,
and passing through the

GARDEN OF THE WORLD.

This Company runs the Finest Passenger Equip-
ment, and operates the Most Extended System
of Through Cars on the Continent. Tickets to all

points North, East, South and West for sale at offices

of all connecting lines.

E^ Send Postal for the largest and best

"pnnty map of the 'Western States ever pub-

Mshed. Sent Free to any address.

J. C. GAUL\.
Gen'l Manager,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

H. C. TOWN SENT).
Gen'l Pass. Agent,

ST. LOUIS. MO

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

> S

Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MB*&*PWMBdWB.*
— MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Wedding Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS. BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS.

Artistic Novelties,
- ILLUMINATED GOODS A SPECIALTY. -

126 & 128 DUANE STREET, NE'W YORK.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF-^t-

^^^ First-ciass Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^^^

TRADE-MARK,

WBITIMT' .t. 'A^wmm
SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at JExcello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

Correspondence SoLiciTKD. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren CO., OhiO.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and ISS William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Mourning Stationery ot aU Kinds and aU

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in aU

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Tlsiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Fapeterles and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cul'isa Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

for the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNXis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other
Folded Papers

-»
3:^^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CARTER'S ZITXSS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE I,OCISVIi:,I.E EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage.

OARTEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON V/ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

has been awarded the

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
and recommended the

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINEN RECORD I LiEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. i^PHClA.J^T^.
T^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from t/te Cincinnati Iniiusirial K.rhihition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics^ Association^ J'ran/ilin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centernial

Commission^ Medal oj" Proi,'ress American Institute, •f>S^7, ""'^ Medal of
Im/iroTement and Progress, Boston, iSyS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
?.re as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger 11

Papir, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using '

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly
bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Bbeet, ER.A.SE and Itli^WIXITE FOXJR. TIMHQS on same spot*
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

^SF" Send for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street. Ne^A^ York.
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CINCINNATI DRIFTINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, February 11, 1884.

As I write, the Ohio River lacks only nine

inches of being as high as it was during the

great flood last February. When this gets in

print, if it reaches you in time for this week,

the river will be about at its maximum. I ven-

ture to predict, writing this, Monday, February

11, long before daylight, that it will not stop short

of 68 feet, and may go up to 70 feet, even if no

rains follow those of last night. Without these

rains, which will not be felt here for twenty-

four hours, it would have gone to 67 feet, which

is 8 inches above the rise of last year. Cincin-

nati, like nearly all other cities on the Ohio,

was prepared for a rise equal to that of last

year, but not for a greater one. It took two

feet more rise this year than it did last to shut

down the gas works, and it will take four feet

more to stop all of the pumping engines at the

water-works. The flood will have to be two

inches above the maximum of last year's flood

to stop the last pumping engine at the water-

works. Then there will be five days' supply of

water in the reservoir. But all uses of water

for machinery and manufacturing will be

stopped, and that will put the city on half ra-

tions, allowing water to be used, for domestic

purposes only.

That this preparation for a flood the equal of

that of last year was so nearly universal, was

not known until the present one demonstrated

that fact. At the present stage of water last

year the destruction had been very great. This

time it is relatively nothing. Then the sufflering

was serious. Now it is trifling. Two elements

of this flood will be peculiar to it—its amazing

height and its long duration. These elements are

what will cause distress and destruction. After

the river passes 66 feet 4 inches, the maximum
of last year, and the height provided against, the

danger will begin, and it will increase in geo-

metrical progression with every half foot of rise

above that. At the present stage of the flood last

year, railroad and telegraphic communication

was almost entirely cut oflE. This year railroad

communication is badly crippled, but the mails

go and come regularly with little delay and the

telegraph has had scarcely any trouble at all.

The large cities ou the Ohio River will suffer

least. In a distance of 1,000 miles from Pitts-

burg, where the junction of the Alleghany and

Monongahela rivers forms the Ohio, there are

on the banks of the now flooded river about

200 cities, towns and villages, or one for every

five miles, where steamboats land. The popu-

lation of these cities, towns and villages will

aggregate about a million and a half popula-

tion. Every one of these cities is now in a state

of enforced idleness. The loss of time by this

flood, counting the fixing up after it, will not

be short of a month. Then the direst losses

from it during this week will begin, and they

will be immense. I am writing a prediction,

and I cannot see how, with the prospect before

^s this February 11, calamity, involving loss of

life, can be avoided. After the last flood the

health of the city was better than before it, and
it is presumed that this great wash will again

do the whole country good in a sanitary way.

But that remains to be seen.

Cincinnati stationers located between Third

street and the river, anywhere on Water, Front,

Second or Pearl streets, will get badly drenched,

while the cellars used by those located on Third

street will be full of water. Of course, there Is

nothing at all doing here except to supply the

every-day local demand and look at the flood.

The newspapers have plenty of paper, and paper
mills are accessible by rail. The only roads not

abandoned on the Ohio side of the river are those

which go north up Mill Creek in the direction of

Dayton. There is no demoralization, no trepi-

dation, no wringing of hands, no gnashing of

teeth. There is no grinning and bearing it even.

There is bearing it, indeed, but it is with a

broad, cheerful laugh and an invincible, self-re-

liant resolution. Prince William.

BOSTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Optick of ths Lockwood Pkess, )

49 Federal Street, >
Boston, February 13, 1884. )

KaiD, snow, mud and slush !

Did you ever see such weather ?

One at a time is bad enough.

But think of "em all together 1

Like Silas Wegg, I sometimes drop off into

poetry. But the muse can hardly do justice to

the subject. The long weeks of gloomy disa-

greeable weather, with its daily variations, may
possibly afford the weather clerk an enjoyable

pastime, but he is getting himself very much
disliked in these quarters. One day last week a

luminous body was observed in the heavens and
the good people betook themselves to the house-

tops and began to marvel much at the strange

phenomenon. Some of the old inhabitants told

strange stories of how in days of old a similar

body was wont to shine out daily from the heav-

ens, giving light and heat, and sometimes pros-

trating men with a case of sunstroke. But such

things have long since passed away, no case of

sunstroke having occurred for months. By
night the great electric lights illuminate the

streets, and what is left over helps us to navi-

gate by day. Under such circumstances, trade

is "stationary." Buyers from the neighboring

towns are not visiting the city very numerously,

nor do the city folks turn out in great numbers
And while the legion of clerks look weary, they

inwardly wear a smile, for they are having a

rest; but "Old Dividend" is sorely troubled,

and suggests a " cut-down" unless the state of

things soon changes. Let us hope for a change

in the weather.

The enterprise displayed by The Stationer
upon "The Question of Counts," as published in

its last issue, is very highly complimented by
the trade here. The expense involved, the

amount of labor required to formulate and
tabulate the returns, are matters that I hear

frequently discussed. " Only a live journal,

one having the interest of its patrons at heart,

and laboring for needed innovations in the trade

would have made such a movement," observed a

manufacturing stationer to your correspondent,
" and such enterprise deserves recognition."

Winkley, Thorp & Dresser claim a very large

amount of business for January, much better,

in fact, than for the same month of last year.

Although February opened up with not much
encouragement, a great deal more trade is

being done than was expected, and the month
promises considerable activity in the way of

orders. During the next two months the firm

will get ready a new line of autograph and
scrap albums. The success of the past ventures

of the house in the album line has been of much
encouragement, and something unique and orig-

inal may be expected this season. Some of the

designs were shown me, and I would like to

note them, but it is a little too early in the sea-

son "to give them away."

The Hub Card Company is busy as usual, al-

though for the past two weeks more orders have

been filled than during the previous month. The
line of autograph cards carried in stock is very

extensive, and some twenty-five new floral de-

signs have been just added. These cards are be-

ing quite freely used by business concerns for

advertising purposes.

Henry A. Young & Co., not depending very

much on transient trade, but more to their New
England travelers, don't complain about the

gloomy variations of the weather, but fill all

orders with promptness and dispatch. Their

trade is confined principally to the New Eng-
land States, and in this section considerable
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business is done by the bouse. Besides its

wholesale •trade in general stationers' supplies,

the firm is engaged in book publishing. Some
of the publications, such as " Kindergarten

Songs," "Children's Hour"' and "Exhibition

Days," are very popular among the schools of

the country, and are found upon the shelves of

the bookseller everywhere.

Phelps, Dalton & Co., proprietor of the Dick-

inson Type Foundry, of this city, are distribut-

ing to the trade copies of their new specimen

book. Among the faces of type displayed I no-

tice the " New Manuscript," which is becoming

so popular for circulars, invitations, &c. A
number of labor-saving devices, designed es-

pecially for printers' use, are also described in

the circular. Progressive printers might find a

copy very useful. Send for it.

Notwithstanding the numerous brands of

writing-fluid in the market, Maynard & Noyes'

inks still hold a leading place with the trade.

These inks have stood the test of years' use, and

the same standard of excellence is maintained

in their preparation. Under the same trade-

mark the firm is presenting its mucilage. This

branch of manufacture is a late addition to its

business, but large orders have already been

filled, and Maynard & Noyes' mucilage is be-

coming as standard an article as its celebrated

inks. The advance in gum arable is having

some little effect on the price of mucilage, and
dealers are stocking up a little earlier than

usual, as further advance will certainly be

made in mucilage.

William A. Davis, who since boyhood, some
twenty-one years back, has been engaged in the

book and stationery jobbing trade, being con-

nected with such firms as Wm. H. Hill, Jr.,

Samuel F. Nichols, Nichols & Hall and Noyes,

Holmes & Co., but in late years conducting busi-

ness on bis own account as a manufacturing
stationer and printer, has sold his interest in the

stationery and printing business to C. H. Wood-
man, who, for the past three years, has been as-

sociated with Mr. Davis as salesman. Mr. Davis
will still continue as the manufacturer of the

celebrated U. S. Treasury mucilage, black

and colored writing inks. Some three years

ago Mr. Davis began to manufacture this

mucilage for use in his own business, using for

the purpose a common wash-boiler at his own
residence. The trade finding his mucilaginous

preparations of unusual good quality, requested

Mr. Davis to supply their demands. From that

time the business has grown extensively, and
now Mr. Davis finds it necessary to devote his

entire time to ink and mucilage, and so sold his

stationery and printing business as before men-
tioned. His line of inks and mucilage are now
used in the various departments of the govern-

ment at Washington and by the trade in all sec-

tions of the country. He reports business as

exceedingly good, and has now numerous large

orders booked for early delivery. A. L. D.

WILMINGTON WHITTLINGS.

[FROU OUR RKGULAK CORRESPONDENT.]

Wilmington, Del., February 9, 1884.

A talk about the weather is always in order,

so I will begin my letter with it.

January closed a season of unprecedented cold

weather, the longest within the knowledge of

the oldest inhabitant. The few pleasant days at

the beginning of February were followed by
thaws and incessant rains, and these have
cleared our streets of ice and snow, but giving

in exchange a limitless supply of mud.
Such a protracted spell of cold and storm has

had a depreciating effect on business, and our

merchants are complaining. "All quiet along

the line" is the general report. Though trade

has been slow, dealers are not despondent, but

bravely " hold the fort," trusting that clearer

weather will revive things. Valentines are now
offered, but the demand for them is not very

active. Our dealers were very cautious in

placing orders for these goods, and the result

will doubtless prove that their wisdom was not

at fault. It is evident that their popularity is

waning, and that the custom is growing into dis-

use, in this section at least.

I promised in my last to give you a definite

account of the newly patented book-case attach-

ment. Calling upon the inventor, William A.

Smith, a few days ago, I received a cordial wel-

come. Stating my errand, I was invited into

the library, where one of these appliances has

been in use for some time on cases containing

700 volumes. It consists of as many horizontal

metallic bars as there are shelves in the case,

and they are joined to as many parallel bars of

the same size as there are uprights in the case.

These parallel bars have small jamb-nut bolts,

which fit into cast-iron sockets secured to the

uprights. On the face of each bar are neatly-

fastened handsome strips of molding, in keeping

with the furniture of the room. To the top of

the book-case light brass springs are attached,

to which are fastened wire cords, each passing

over a small pulley. These springs aid in rais-

ing and lowering the frame, which is accom-

plished by means of a lever near the centre of

the case, or by a wire cord passing over a pul-

ley at the end. The whole frame can be made
to either rise or fall to lock the books in the

case, the horizontal bars passing about to the

centre of the books to secure them.

When many books are out of the case, a few
sham ones, made of light wood, or tin, are in-

serted to prevent sliding a book out on its side.

Letters patent for the attachment are in the

hands of Mr. Smith, who will probably dispose

of it to some enterprising manufacturing firm.

Among the well-established firms of our city

is that of C. F. Thomas & Co. This firm is the

successor of Boughman & Thomas, and, like its

predecessors, the younger firm has advanced
with the city's growth, and displays commenda-
ble enterprise in catering to the public need.

For a number of years C. F. Thomas & Co. have
furnished our public schools with general sup-

plies. This firm's store is the recognized em-
porium for the standard literary productions of

the day. Among its specialties are found
Roger's Groups. Connected with this establish-

ment is a well-managed job printing and blank-

book manufactory.

The firm of Porter & Co., 405 Market street, is

well known to many of your readers. It keeps

abreast of the times, and has a well-selected

stock of staple and fancy stationery, blank and
school books, &c. Steadily this firm has in-

creased its business until it reached such propor-
tions as to necessitate, about a year ago, the
enlargement and remodeling of its store. That
these improvements have been fully appreci-

ated by the public the continued growth of the
firm's business evinces.

The James & Webb Printing and Stationery
Company has a large plant here, and gives em-
ployment to quite a number of hands. It has
always been the aim of this house to spare
neither time, trouble nor expense in producing
first-clEiss work. With this object in view, it

has lately increased its efficiency by the intro-

duction of new machinery and type, and an
entire remodeling and rearrangement of the in-

terior of Its building. It reports plenty of work
in all of its departments.

A host of agents have visited the trade during

the past few days. You have them below :

F. S. Van Vleck, John R. Edwards, Baltimore;

J. Gr. Robinson, from E. E. Robinson & Brother,

Philadelphia; John F. Harrison, W. D. Wilson

& Co., New York; Chas. B. Gordon, Guarantee
Chemical Company, Philadelphia; E. H. Long-
mire, Chas. Moritz, Philadelphia; John B.

Gildea, Central News Company, Philadelphia;

E. Megargee, of I. N. Megargee, Philadelphia;

Chas. H. M. Stoever, J. G. Ditman & Co., Phila-

delphia; W. C. Thomas, A. G. Elliot & Co.,

Philadelphia; A. H. Hoyt, Scott Paper Com-
pany, Philadelphia; N. H. Furness, Richmond
Paper Manufacturing Company, and last but
not least, John Aikenhead, of John Gibson, New
York. Tract.

NEWSPAPER MAKING IN INDIA.

Rev. T. L. Hauser, in a recent number of the

Continent, gives the following interesting facts

concerning journalistic work in India.

The making of a paper in India would seem a
strange process to an American printer. The
native compositors who use type sit on the floor

with their cases about them ; in fact, most of

the work is done on the floor. Many of them
who set type for English papers do not know
the English language. They become very ex-

pert, and set type day after day without under-
standing more than the few words they have been
able to pick up in the course of their work. The
advertising is chiefly of foreign goods imported
into India. The native people are too cautious

to expend much money in advertising. News-
papers in the vernacular are mostly litho-

graphed. Type has been adapted to the ver-

nacular characters, and is less diflScult to read
than lithographed works ; but a finely litho-

graphed newspaper or book is as much superior
to type as the painting of a master is superior
to a chromo. The press-work is done by hand,
as native labor is cheaper than engines and
great presses.

Illustrated papers are rare. Head and tail

pieces in conventional flower and geometric de-
signs are often very fine, but representations of
places or persons are little more than outlined,

and without proportion or perspective. The
mission presses have introduced many European
and American cuts, but they are only a little

more interesting and intelligible to native read-
ers than their pictures would be to us.

In the names of newspapers the people of
India, in a most marked manner, exhibit their

poetic, aristocratic and affectionate natures. The
"Friends," "Benefactors" and " Well-wishers"
of various classes and causes exceed all others.

Various "Lights" stand next, as "Light Re-
flector," "Mountain of Light," "Glittering
Sun," " Rise of the Full Moon" and " Woman
Enlightener." Other titles can be but mentioned,
"Diffusser of Sweet News," "Pleasure of
Hearts," "Victory of Islam," "Strewing of
Roses," "Preventer of Early Marriages,"
"Light of Morality," "All Producing Tree,"
"Ocean of Knowledge" and "Sea of Medical
Knowledge."
Nepaul claims to have the smallest paper in

the world, issued monthly, but they are evi-

dently not acquainted with the amateur press of
America.

The name of the government gazette of the
Royal Palace of Bangkok, Buddhistic in teach-
ing, and sent only to the oflScials in the capital
and provinces, strikes one as good to sneeze by

—

Rahcha-kech-chahum-bake-sah.
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Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water-

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date. '*

CARSON & BROTyN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE
In handsome Light Blue Boxes

I

QUALITY.
containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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EASTER ! CARDS. 1884.
$>~

FOR THE COMING EASTER SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, which

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous efforts, and will meet with a ready sale.

The follow! ns: Artists are amono- the contributors to our line :

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. 15. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE C. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness :

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

— •*-

No. 705.—TBIANGULAR FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney.

No. 711.—MOVABLE SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

No. 712.—BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

No. 713.-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney. A gorgeous series.

No. 714.—FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

No. 715.—BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Strikiug Easter Cards ever published.

No. 716.—EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A very chaste and appropriate card.

No. 7 17F.—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fitting companion card to our last year's Water-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

>*

BESIDES THESE, SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR-

.^lip ^^1 P^ipip M©M
Consisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles

:

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT.—An exquisite Satin Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and
bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

** C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back,

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped silk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.

*

The sale of our Satin Art Prints have heretofore been very large, and our sjoecialties in this line for

Easter will, no doubt, meet with a ready sale. Sample Books are now in the hands of our Travelers.

We would urge our friends to send in their specified orders as soon as jjossible, to avoid delays in

the filling of orders.

Our extensive hne of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we

have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.
--*--

r^FXUECB ZiZSTS OF SASTSB. CARDS JL.IIS XTOIST B.SAD'7.

i
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT <fe CO.,

Ko. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTUEERS OF

Gold Fens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Hovelties."

Send for Catalogue

and Price List.

NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual Une of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the

principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILINa DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations tliroughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL ^!

EYNSFORD
MILLS, M

~^ WA.TEK, -MADRK; :

.^

^ KENT,

ENOLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

Lor Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for aU purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

Fropriet<yr: JOSEPH ARNOLD, Eyiisford Mills, KENT, ENQLAND,
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fWe will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued In the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

DIPPER INKSTAND.

Another new thing in inkstands is illustrated.

It is known as the "Dipper," and its peculiarity

is in the balanced cup or dipper, which is turned

down into the ink when the inkstand is not in

use. This dipper, being connected with the

Dipper Inkstand.

handle or cover, is filled with fresh ink when-

ever the cover is opened and emptied whenever

the cover is closed, and as it does not reach the

bottom of the bowl, it will not dip sediment.

The dipper, being made of soft metal will

neither corrode nor injure the pen, and being

shallow, the pen can be inserted only to the

proper depth, and it is impossible to smear the

holder or the upper part of the pen. A.s the

opening in the top of the stand is always closed,

either by the dipper, on the under side, or by
the cover, the evaporation of the ink is prac-

tically prevented, the only ink exposed being

that in the dipper. This inkstand is controlled

by the Dipper Inkstand Company, 19 Park place,

New York.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 391,447. Purse.—Nellie J. Wheeler, West Win-
fleld, N. Y.

No. 291,489. Paper-Bag Holder.—Albert Brown, Men-
docino, Cal.

No. 291,499. Combined Paper-Holder, Calendar and
Blotter.-Cornelius De Vos, Battle Creek, Mich.

No. 291,621. Printing Machine.—Wellington P. Kid-

der, Maiden, assignor to the Kidder Press Manu-
facturing Company, Boston, Mass.

No. 291,548. Toy Whistle.—Henry C. Swan, Swan-
ville, Pa.

No. 291,574. File-Box.—Edward W. Byrn, Washing-
ton, D. C.

The combination, with a file-box, of an end-

piece pivoted or hinged at its bottom, a cord-

bolding device fixed to one end of the box, and
an adjusting cord or its equivalent passing

through eyes in the side edges of the hinged end
piece, and extending therefrom parallel with the

sides of the box and connected with the box, the

cord being of such length as to adapt it to be de-

flected down to and around the holding device

on the end of the box to close the latter, or be
thrown up to allow the hinged end-piece to fall

back.

No. 291,675. Electrically Actuated Sheet-Stop for

Printing Presses.—Andrew Campbell, Brooklyn,
assignor to John McLoughlin and Edmund Mc-
Loughlin, New York, N. Y.

Provides an electrically actuated means for

holding down the sheet after it has been pre-

sented to the front guides and before it has been
seized by the grippers, in order that the tremor
or jar of the machine may not shift it and de.

stroy the register.

No. 291,597. Pencil Sharpener.—Joseph Hoffman,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Henry Berolzheim-

er, same place.

No. 291,604. Inkstand.—Thomas B. Knowles, Toledo,

assignor of one-third to Robert Moffett, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The combination, with an ink-well having an

opening surrounded by a circumferential collar,

of a cover having an inclined concave recess

provided with an opening at its lower end, a

convex plate or cover secured above the recess

and having an opening at its front end, and a

ball arranged in the recess, and adapted to auto-

matically close the opening in the same.

No. 291,614. Envelope-Machine.—Henry A. Mann,
Jr., Ballston Spa, N. Y.

No. 291,615. Paper Box.—Theodore Marburg, Balti-

more, Md., assignor to Edward B. Munson and
Harvey S. Munson, both of New Haven, Conn.

No. 291,639. Sliced Picture.-Walter Stranders, New
York, assignor to Edward I. Horsman, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

A sliced picture composed of series of sections

which are decorated on both sides, there being

for each section a complementing section, which

is adapted to take its place in either of the scenes

which can be represented by the sections, all the

sections being adapted to produce one picture,

in which changes can be effected by interchang-

ing the complementing sections.

No. 291,698. Astronomical Apparatus.-John Davis,

Alleghany, Pa.

No. 291,722. Apparatus for Drying Photographic
Paper.—Benjamin F. Hale, Rochester, N. Y.

No. 291,723. Pen-Holder.—John Smith Halsey, Buena
Vista, Col.

No. 291,752. Letter or Bill File.—Oscar C. Mackenzie,
Chicago, 111.

In a letter or bill file, a box or case having a
retaining pin or stud recessed in its rear side, in

combination with a series of index separating-

sheets, each of which is provided with a project-

ing tag having an elongated hole.

No. 291,800. Fountain Stylus Pen.— William W.
Stewart, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 291,805. Paper Box.—John W. Tatum, Chester,
Pa.

A paper box having a series of end flaps folded

in succession around the box, the end of each
flap being retained by the body of that on the
side adjoining and at right angles thereto.

No. 291,817. Percentage Calculator.— Sylvester J.

Tucker, Richmond, Va.

No. 291,829. Paper-Feeding Device.—James Arkell,

Canajoharie, N. Y., assignor to Arkell & Smiths,
same place.

No. 391,839. Lead and Crayon Holder.—William L.

Butterfield, Providence, R. I., assignor to Henry
Berolzheimer, New York, N. Y.

The combination, in a lead and crayon holder,

with the lead-grasping jaws of a movable clamp-
ing-sleeve, a spring which normally holds the
sleeve in a position where it will not clamp the
jaws upon the lead, and a detent by which the
sleeve can be locked in clamping position on the
jaws against the stress of its controlling-spring.

No. 291,843. Printlng-Press. — Merritt Gaily, New
York, N. Y.

The combination, in a printing-press, of a dis-

tributing table in a different plane from the
plane of the bed, of ink-distributing rolls ar-
ranged to move over the table in lines oblique
to the table and oblique to each other, and suit-

able operative mechanism.

REISSUE.
No. 10,430. WaU-Paper. — Henry Lobdell, Troy

N. Y. Original No. 282,541, dated August 7, 1883.

There are houses where people are unsafe
without mistrusting it ; there are others where
people are stupid in spite of themselves.

ANALYSIS OF JAPANESE BRONZES.

An examination of some specimens of Japan-

ese bronze by J. Tadnari Matsdaira, B. Sc, a

student of Rutgers College, N. J., gave the re-

sults recorded in the following short paper, con-

tributed to the " Transactions " of the college.

Bronze, as is well known, is an alloy of copper

and tin. The relative amounts of its constitu-

ents vary according to the purpose for which it

is intended ; sometimes lead, zinc, gold and sil-

ver are added, with the intention of giving it a

greater brilliancy or fusibility. Modern bronzes

differ from the antique ones in composition and
manner of manufacture. The bronze coin of

Alexander the Great (335 b C.) contained 86.72

per cent, of copper, and 13.14 per cent, of tin. A
Roman bronze coin (500 B. C.) contained 66.04

per cent, of copper, 7.66 per cent, of tin, and

29.32 per cent, of lead. Many of the modern
French bronzes are composed of copper, 91 parts

;

tin, 2 parts ; zinc, 6 parts ; lead, 1 part. The
Japanese word corresponding to bronze is "ka-

rakane," meaning Chinese metal. Brass is called

"shin-chu." The bronze industry in Japan is

very ancient. Copper has been produced in

Japan since the eighth century, but even before

that period the manufacture of bronze had

reached a certain stage of perfection, the cop-

per or its alloys having been imported from

China. Giyoka, a priest and the introducer of

the potter's wheel, planned the erection

of monster statues to the god Buddha,

and the plan was carried into execution

by the Emperor Shomw in a. d. 724-749.

Three of these statues still exist. They
are about fifty feet in height, and are said

to contain a small percentage of gold. The
modern bronze castings are employed for many
useful and ornamental purposes, such as statues,

bells, vases, knife-sheaths, candlesticks, &c. , and
are generally made in the simple and curious

style of the old and celebrated Chinese bronzes,

or are embellished with the characteristically

grotesque vagaries of Japanese art. The bronze

objects are cast in cla'y molds, formed upon

models made of a mixture of wax and resin,

which is melted and poured out of the molds

previous to running the metal in. The melting

furnaces are generally of small dimensions, and
consist of an iron pot lined with clay. The sur-

face of the casting is then finisbed, and the de-

sign corrected by chiseling. Frequently gold

and silver are inlaid to produce artistic effects.

This work is known as " zogan," and is princi-

pally carried on in the provinces of Kagan and
Techin. Frequently the surface of the bronze is

deadened and darkened by the application of a

solution of sulphate of iron and other chemi-

cals. I have examined two of the best known
kinds of brass. One is called "shibuich." Its

surface is of a light, brilliant gray color, but a

scratch reveals a -red metal. The object from
which I took the sample for analysis was a knife-

sheath. The analysis gave :

Copper percent. 74.11
Silver 25.81

99.92

The other sample was also from a knife-sheath,

and was the metal known as "shakudo." The
surface was a dark rich brown. It contained :

Copper per cent. 98.95 i

Silver
Iron 061

If all mep were to bring their misfortunes to-

gether in one place, most would be glad to take
]

their own home again, rather than take a por-

tion out of the common stock.
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, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

••-^=3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^-
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

y I ^^ % # ^"
I

"^P"
I
^" ^V —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiftil Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

Hanging and Easel. New Advertising. Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

^^«^,

COVERINS

Gum Eidges Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our PATEISTT GUJlVriVrED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

S-CrSSE TO STICIT,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^RITIIvrGr FAFERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books atid Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

Supplies for Job Printers i Stationers.
"-JK-

FLAT •:• PAPERS, •:• RULED •:• HEADINGS,

FINE WEDDING STATIONERY,
Chromo Cards, Programmes, Folds and Advertising Novelties,

Book, News and Cover Papers. Blank Books in Great Variety.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY,
505 MINOR STREET, PHILADELrHIA.

- MANUFACTtJRER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

ThoClaas, Stewart Paper Co»

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINIVAa?!, OHio, / \r^

Mamifacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ "^ '" ^ ^ ALSO,

A FuU Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^^ '\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

\$^ // Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PBODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
tbeir wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 ]Bast 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

Stamping Inks, Mucilage, &o.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J. B-A.IR.ID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTUBE, HOLIDAY and

BIETHDAY CAEDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^3S~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTINQ PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court. New York City. ^^

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

IVe>v Lond-on, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuable Patented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

co:E^:E^ESI=ol^r3^E3iTCE; sorjiciTEiD.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlaic Worts, East Bosloi, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEK & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETKOIT PAPEK COMPANY. Detroit, Mich.

Hand Odttbb, SEND FOR CIRCUIAB AND PEIOE LIST HAND-CUTTKn, WITH STBAH FIXTUBB.1
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OIL PflRTRAITS ON PORCELAIN AND PLAQUES. &c.

BT ELECTBIC LIGHT.
Do you want to make money ? If so, we now oflfer you the

opportunity to do bo without risk.

We want a general and exclusive agent in every city and town,
and oSr r you this agency for your town.
Our portraits are all painted in the best French and American

Oil Colors, and are as durable as any other oil painting on can-
vas. They are painted on Porcelain and Wooden Plaques, and
may be washed without injury. The retail price being for the
Porcelain Portrait $6.0U, and the Portrait on Wooden Plaque
$5.00. The wood is of cream tint and highly polished, and very
solid ; the porcelain being snow white.
Our plan is to furnish you with a sample outfit, consisting of

one or both styles, including easel, cabinet size photograph of
the same portrait, to prove the faithful production of the like-
ness, and an attractive show-card with portrait on, which will
be printed on heavy cardboard to hang up in your window.
The circular lines are the size of the plaques, and the engraving
in the circle is the size of the Oil Painting on the plaque.
Your profits will be $3.50 and $3.00 on each order. You take no

risk, because you must require a deposit on each order of $2.50,
which covers the entire cost to you The common custom of
photographers is to collect their entire bill in advance. If yon
prefer this plan, adopt it.

We have established in NewYork City over 50 agencies. One of
these agencies, 5 Ann street, has sent us, the first month, thirty-
three orders for portraits. We consider that you should do even
better than this, and clear from $50 to $100 per month on the
agency, as you will have no competition, and be our only agent
in your town.
We do not wish to make a cent of profit on the first sample

outfit to take orders from, and therefore offer to send you a
complete outfit, as described above, on receipt of acceptance of
agency and inclosure of $1 00 for sample portrait on the wooden
plaque, or $1.50 for porcelain portrait, or $3.50 for sample of
both styles. Let it be distinctly understood, however, that
neither of these samples will be sent to you for less than $5.00 and
$6.00 each, unless you accept agency, for the reason that should
you not follow up the business of receiving orders from the
sample, it would be a cash loss to us.
Our general agents employ canvassers in their respective

territory, and divide commissions, thus greatly increasing their
incomes. Should you desire your own or family portraits, they
will cost you respectively $5.00 and $6.00 each, according to
style of plaque.
|^~ This advertisement will not again appear in this paper.
Also Designincr and Engraving on Wood in all its branches.

Send Photograph sketch or model for estimates. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.

Truly yours,

G. TV. FOSTER «fc C!0.,

No. 21 Park Bow and 93 East lith Street, New York.

THREE GREAT CITIES OF THE WEST

Linked Together by the

Chicago and Alton Railroad
TWO TRAINS A DAY

and no Change of Cars of any class between Chic«,go
and Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis and

St. Louis and Kansas City. Union Depots
in East St. Louis, St. Louis, Kansas

City and Chicago.
No other line runs PAI-ACE lilNING CARS

between Chicago and Kansas City, Chicago and St.
Louis, and St. Louis and Kansas City. Meals equal to
those served in any First-Class Hotel, only 75 Cents.
THE FINEST PALACE RECLINING CHAIR

CARS in the World are Run in aU Through Trains
Day and Night without Change, and free op extra
CHARGE.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS, the Finest,

Best and Safest in use anywhere.
The Best and Quickest Route from CHICAGO TO

MEMPHIS, MOBILE, NEW ORLEANS and
all Points South via St. Louis. The Short Line to Mis-
souri, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nebraska, CaUfomia, &c. The
Great Excursion Route between the North and South,
and to and from Kansas Lands and Colorado Health
Resorts and Mining Districts.
See that your Tickets read Via CHICAGO AND

ALTON RAILROAD. For Maps, Time Tables, and
all mformation, address

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

210 Dearborn St., cor. Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.
J. C, MoMULLIN, Qen'l Manager, CHICAGO, ILL.

the: KERNEIR PEN.

T T is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of the complications which exist in old
i styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The
eedle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating the ink and causing a perfect fiow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
Hntire satisfaction to all who use them. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Price, SI and upwards, according to mounting. ^^ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK,

JANENTZKV & WEBER,
(formerly janentzky a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. O. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limogu goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Tarnish,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S« TREASURY MUCLLAGE, with Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corkscre-ws.

Manufactured by TVII^X^IA.AI JLt I>ASVIlS, 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

-1-1117 14 A D\/ ARn CnilMTAIM PFM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Haviner no air tubes,
Int. rirMlVAnL/ rUUlNlnili ILlNi wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to tlie efficient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure In offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. |®^ Send for Price List. HAKVAKD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS

a FOIL SHEARS (
NICKEL PLATED ^ SIZES- 8, 9.10,n.l2.1NCH

MANUFACTURED BY

HORATIO G.KERN,
NO 21 NXH-GT^STR.
PHILADELPHIA.
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Respectfully invite the Trade to inspect their elegant line of

Bond St., e^.^ SK
fg/^^ii^^ g^i BIMiMw miU,j df

NEW 70EZ. "»' ^ •*-T.=si@=='r-- —^
ART SOUYENIRS and STATIONERS' NOTELTIES.

Specialties for Confectioners. Wedding Presents, &c.

Gill's New Art Stora
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art 6oods^

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

BPBINaFIELD. MASS.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLiES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lntber's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IlluatratedC'italngue,eoHtaining full descrip-
tion, prices, £c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
|^~ Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

tojud^
B l-ACK

SxyL
J I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, .75 JOHN STREET. NEXe TORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
ILLNnFACTnRBR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

N<). 306 Broadway, corner of Dnane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

IS"©. 152 Broad-way, N^e^vv^ York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST BATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS,

^ PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

^° An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods Une.

o. IT-, j^, h:in-r,iok[s.
Price List on application. 39-33 PABK PLACI!, NEW TORK.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

C. M. Hane, printer, New Paris, Ohio, has

sold out.

George I. States, lithographer, New York
city, is dead.

W. S. Abbott, publisher, Chicago, 111., has

been closed out by the sheriff.

The Tribune Publishing Company, Deming,
N. M., has been incorporated.

Magnus Shewan, stationer and fancy goods

dealer, Toronto, Ont., is dead.

Alphonso Brunell, bookseller and stationer,

Portland, Me., has gone into insolvency.

Luther Dock, of the firm of Finley & Schlich-

ter, manufacturers of twine, &c., Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

The estate of James Crothers, dealer in paper

hangings, Philadelphia, Pa., has been sold out

at administrator's sale.

Brayley & Howarth, wholesale dealers in

paper and paper bags, Toronto, Ont. , have dis-

solved partnership. Howarth & McMichael have
succeeded to the business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Dart & Buckhart, publishers of the Winnipeg
Siftings, Winnipeg, Man., the business being

continued by Harry A. Dart.

Max Salamonsky, manufacturer of Easter and
fancy cards at No. 210 East Seventy-fifth street.

New York, made an assignment on Tuesday to

Louis P. Doyle, givino seven preferences.

James C. Smith, paper-stock dealer, Rich-

mond, Va., has admitted Joseph H. Williams to

an interest in his business. The style of the firm

has been changed to James C. Smith & Co.

The State Line Paper Mill, owned by the Stark

Paper Company, at North Bennington, Vt., was
partly destroyed by fire on Tuesday morning,

causing a loss of $40,000; insured for $20,000.

Gertrude Otis, daughter of the late Newton S.

Otis, formerly of the Acme Paper and Sta-

tionery Company, has bought the Oxford Circu-

lating Library, at 707J^ Pulton street, Brooklyn.

Miss Otis will also carry on a stationery busi-

ness at the same place.

Joseph Stel wagon's Sons, manufacturers of

roofing paper, Philadelphia, Pa., are advertised

to be sold out by the sheriff on the 16th inst.

Sheriff Stahlnecker will sell the stock, fixtures

and machinery of the firm's manilla paper mill

at Koseglen Station, Pa., on the main line of the

P. and R. Railroad, on Friday, February 15, at

12 o'clock noon, on the premises.

Richard A. Saalfield, music publisher at No.

12 Bible House and at No. 1175 Broadway, made
an assignment on Thursday last to John H.
Brown, giving preferences for $5,982, the largest

being to E. O. Saalfield for $5,000. He has been
in the music publishing business on his own ac-

count since December, 1877. He opened a fancy
goods bazaar at No. 775 Broadway in August,
1881, but wound up there, in May, 1882, at a loss,

and then commenced the publication of cheap
music for the wholesale trade. He had a store

in Chicago, and in May last rented the store No.
1175 Broadway for fancy goods, stationery, jew-
elry, soda water, &c.

Something new in check-books has just been

introduced by the Sprague Check-Book Com-
pany, New York city. It is an improvement
over the ordinary check-book, the awkward
shape of which is completely remedied, result-

ing in a neat as well as simple and convenient

book of account with the bank. The book is

the invention of a practical bookkeeper. The
width of the book is only the length of a check.

When open the spread is only fifteen instead of

thirty-five inches, making a book of ordinary
" cap" size, when the checks are arranged four

deep. The book has pages, some of which are

arranged for keeping account of deposits at the

bank and checks drawn, including the numbers
of same, date, to whose order paid, for what
purpose drawn, &c., while other pages show
balances in bank. Thus, the balance on deposit

is always kept in view, while at the same time a

regular Dr. and Cr. account is kept with the

bank. The arrangement of the book is so sim-

ple, yet perfect and convenient, that it explains

itself. The book is also gummed on the balance

page, so that checks, which have been canceled

may be conveniently attached to this page and
thus filed for reference. On the whole, the book

is admirably adapted for the use of bankers,

merchants, and all business men. Theodore S.

Spinning, 32 Warren street, this city, is the

agent for its sale.

Lewis R. Saylor has purchased an interest in

the Morning Chronicle (Pottstown, Pa.) news-

paper and printing establishment, and the firm

will be hereafter known as A. R. Saylor & Bro-

ther.

CasseWs Family Magazine for March is re-

plete with interesting reading and useful infor-

mation.' Its illustrations are numerous, and the

reading matter is adapted to a variety of tastes.

The Woodruff Publishing Company, pub-

lisher of the Hartford Evening Herald, Hart-

ford, Conn., has sold out to the Hartford Her-
ald Printing Company.

Barclay, Short & Ragon have succeeded to

the business of Thomas & Ragon, publishers,

&c., Greenville, Ky., the latter firm having
been dissolved.

The Dry Goods Bulletin Publishing Company,
publisher of the New York Dry Goods Bulletin

and Textile Manufacturer, New York city, has

sold out to Howard Lockwood.

Sawyer & Abbott, stationers, &c., Water-
bury, Conn. , have dissolved partnership. Victor

L. Sawyer continues the business.

Pfeil & Colz, lithographers, Camden, N. J.,

have been burned out. Loss estimated at $60,000

;

reported fully insured.

The Inter-Ocean Publishing Company, Den-
ver, Col., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $15,000.

M. A. Root & Co., stationers, Denver, Col.,

have dissolved partnership. The firm is now
Root & Foster.

L. A. Goodwin, bookseller and stationer, Som-
ersworth, N. H., is advertising to close out his

business.

James M. Rams iill, toy pail manufacturer,
Swansey, N. H., has been burned out; partly
insured.

M. T. Hemsworth, bookseller and stationer,

Brantford, Ont., has made an assignment in

trust.

George L. Shivler, bookseller and stationer,

New Brunswick, N. J., is advertising to sell out.

Rosenthal Brothers, dealers in picture frames,
&c., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., are closing out.

Jean White, music publisher, Boston, Mass.,

is dead.

Wood & Strickland, engravers and stationers,

San Francisco, Cal., have dissolved partnership,

A. H. Jefferson, news dealer, stationer, &c.,

Anderson, Ind., has sold out to George W.
Shreever.

A dissolution has' taken place in the firm of

Rebisso, Mundheuk & Co., dealers in art pot-

tery, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sanders & Bly, publishers, Fulton, Ky., have

dissolved partnership. H. W. Sanders has suc-

ceeded to the business.

The St. Charles Novelty Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Charles, Mo., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $6,000.

M. Margonisky & Brother, paper-box manu-
facturers. New York city, have dissolved part-

nership. Moses Margonisky continues the busi-

ness.

John Doolan, the South Hadley Falls (Mass.)

paper-stock dealer who was burned out recently,

is soon to engage in the same business in Hol-

yoke.

Carter, Dinsmore & Co. expect to move into

their new factory on the first of March next in

order to be in time for the opening up of the ink

trade.

The Cheshire & Edwards Book Sewing Ma-
chine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been in-

corporated with an authorized capital stock of

$50,000.

The marriage of Mary Louise Embree, daugh-

ter of Effingham Embree, to Walter S. Pope,

occurred on February 6. Congratulations are

extended.

G. A. Spooner & Brother, booksellers and sta-

tioners, Leavenworth, Kan., have dissolved

partnership, G. A. Spooner having succeeded to

the business.

The stock of the estate of Willing & William-

son, booksellers and stationers, Toronto, Ont.,

has been sold to A. G. Williamson at fifty-five

cents on the dollar.

C. F. A. Hinrichs has recently brought out a

new design in Easter egg novelties. It repre-

sents a porcelain egg in a basket, the former

being mounted with bisque figures of chickens.

The polka-dot glassware introduced to the trade

by this firm this season has taken well, which is

nothing more than can be expected, as it is a

fine quality of goods.

Edward Posen & Co. are having large sales in

their line of albums, which are taking well

wherever introduced. There is a brisk demand
for fine-art albums, the popular taste running in

both fancy exteriors and interiors. A leading

novelty of this firm is the " Ceramic " album,

the leaves of which have numerous fine-art deco-

rations showing the progress of art in various

countries during several centuries.

At a meeting of the creditors of W. J. Robin-

son & Co., printers, Boston, Mass., recently re-

ported failed, the investigating committee pro-

posed that the debtors should settle by paying

either 50 cents cash on the dollar or 60 cents on
the dollar—20 cents to be cash, 10 cents in 4

month notes, 10 cents in 6 month notes, 8 cents

in 8 month notes and 10 cents in 10 month notes,

the notes to be secured by a mortgage on the!

printing-office property, or, if he could not settle!

by either of the above methods, he should goj

into insolvency. The debtor offered to settle byj
the second proposition if the first payment was|
made 15 cents on the dollar instead of 20 cents..

It was voted to allow him a few days to see ill
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he could not arrange to make the first payment
20 cents on the dollar.

Hopcraft & Co., lithographers. New York
city, hsve dissolved partnership.

S. N. Todds, bookseller and stationer, Piqua,

Ohio, has sold out to E. A. Todds.

L. S. Watts, bookseller and stationer, Dan-
ville, Ind., has sold out to Charles Morris.

John M. Carricabe, leather-board manufac-

turer. North Shapleigh, Me., has been burned

out.

Peters & Bell, booksellers and stationers, Lo-

gansport, Ind., have been succeeded by George

W. Bell.

George Hofstetter has been admitted as a

partner in the firm of Hofstetter Brothers, sta-

tioners, printers and manufacturers of blank-

books, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Joint Committee on Public Printing has

awarded the contracts for the supply of paper

for the Government Printing Office during the

ensuing year as follows : For 20,000 reams of

printing paper, 24x38 inches, to the Essex Paper

Company, of Philadelphia, at 6 1-10 cents a

pound ; nearly all of the book paper, A. Balfour,

Philadelphia, at 7 3 10 cents a pound; for writ-

ing paper, A. Balfour, at an average of 7 5-10

cents a pound, and the Holyoke Paper Com-
pany, Holyoke, Mass., at 73-10 cents; cover pa-

per, Tilleston & Hollinsworth, Boston, at 8 cents

a pound. Instructions have been given to the

Public Printer, that whenever a contractor does

not fill an order within the time specified, or the

paper is not up to the standard, to reject it and
to purchase at once in open market, bringing

suit against the contractor and his bondsmen for

any additional price paid.

George Parsons, toy dealer, at No. 12 Park
place, New York, made an assignment to Oliver

S. Ackley on Wednesday, February 13, giving

preferences for $12,033. Mr. Parsons states that

the liabilities approximate $35,000, the nominal
assets $40,000, and the actual assets $20,000.

First preference is given to Mrs. E. S. Barrett,

of Boston, for two promissory notes, one of

which is dated October 23, 1882, and is for $3,000.

The other bears date January 23, 1882, and is

for $1,000. These notes were given for money
borrowed of Mrs. Barrett. First preference is

also given to James A. Roosevelt, of this city,

for $1,250 for rent of premises at 12 Park place,

due February 1 of this year. Preferences are

next given to A. Gothelf & Sons, of this city,

for $712.50 for goods purchased during January;
Edward C. Schoonmaker, New York, for a
promissory note, given for borrowed money,
dated January 8, 1883, and amounting to

$2,500 ; Charles Story, of Syosset, N. Y.,

for a promissory note of $2,500, dated Jan-

uary 8, 1883 ; Julius Brunner, New York
city, for $738.60, $500 of which is for a

promissory note dated November 14, 1883, and
given for merchandise, the balance, $238.60,

being for goods bought during 1883. The last

preference is given to James Finnegan, of this

city, for $252.64 for goods bought in the months
of January and February last. The balance of

the assets, if any, the assignee is directed to use

in liquidating any other outstanding debts and
liabilities not enumerated. Mr. Parsons has been

in business since 1840, and has always stood well

in the trade. He attributes his failure to de-

preciation, dull times, and inability to collect

outstanding debts. He had expected to form a

firm under the style of George P. Parsons &
Co., to begin business on February 15, but the

parties who were to become partners did not

put up the money, and the matter fell through.

Mr. Parsons owed about $12,000 in Europe, and
paid oflE considerable there lately.

Gunn, Curtis & Co., printers, Boston, Mass.,

are reported to have compromised at 35 cents

cash on the dollar, and have formed a stock

company under the style of the Gunn-Curtis

Printing Company. The liabilities were $140,-

000.

The La Belle Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturer of copy-books, Chicago, 111., has been

succeeded by P. E. Table.

Henry S. Bell, proprietor of the Southern Toy
Company, Baltimore, Md., has made an assign-

ment.

R. M. Smiley, stationer, 96 Spring street, New
York, has removed to 98 Spring street, first

floor.

Baird & Metcalf, booksellers and stationers,

Ogdensburg, N. Y., have dissolved partnership.

C. W. Greene, publisher, Deming, N. M., has

sold out.

S. D. Cone & Co., printers, Hamilton, Ohio,

have sold out to A. E. Pangle.

Thomas T. Patton, late publisher of the Vin-

dicator, Youngstown, Ohio, is dead.

John Quisenburg, bookseller and stationer.

Slater, Mo., is selling out at auction.

The Critic Publishing Company, now Critic

Publishing Company (Limited), Pittsburg, Pa.,

has a paid-in capital stock of $1,000.

Abercrombie & Metcalf Brothers have formed
a partnership at Eau Claire, Wis., for the prose-

cution of a book and stationery business. The
Metcalfs were lately of the firm of Baird & Met-
calf, Ogdensburg, N. Y.

The Acme Paper and Stationery Company has

just received another one of those prodigious

orders for which this company is noted. The
order is for 150,000 of the Acme tablets and
must be filled within two weeks. Consumers of

pads may therefore look for a decline in prices

after that time.

The bankers' shears and trimmers which were
introduced to the stationery trade a few months
ago by Henry Seymour & Co. have taken ex-

ceedingly well. They are especially suitable for

the stationery trade and are giving satisfaction,

being of a handsome pattern and made of the

best material. The company named is being

favored with a large export as well as home
trade in these goods.

Foley^s Patent Improved StylograpMc Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $3.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and omy Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.

Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P- H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. GaUatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Tlmpson. Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. P. WUmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fai^o & Co. ; United States Ex. Co. ; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN rOL.ET, Gold Pen and StylograpMc Pen Manufacturer, 8 Aster House, Broadway, New York.

CARTER
l^°PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I «S i» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPORATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. «

RICE & GO.

—*- SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*—^
Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and PAPER DEALEBS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annam for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison Bt., C!hicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y,. & 156& 158 Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

FORBES LTTHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Ma.ss.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St.. Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO.; aUo Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 24 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & OEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Mhior st.,Phlladelphia, Pa.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Dally Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 WaMut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman st., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 Wilham St., N. Y.

(JANE BROTHERS. 10« Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main st.. St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcesi»-r. Ma«R.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER. 8., & SON. 190 WiUiam st., N. Y.

MoHUGH * CO., 85 Ann St., cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

COLUN8. A. M.. SON. & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP. 155 William st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N., 313 to 819 E. 22d St.. N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. CarpentersviUe, Dl.

8HBIVER, T.. & CO.. 338 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL C, & 00.. Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, Stc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Coin Wrappers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS. W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY. M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., PhUa.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago, 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO.. 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes. 3, 5. 6. 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago. 111.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. Jr . 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

Q. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. Phila., Pa.

HOWARD TROif WORKP, Biiffa!o, V. Y

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, .Jersey City. N. .1.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettin*.

KISSAM. B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKEN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y

.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 23 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, \ l^f,^X*®t®°ov.-*-' ^- Tn'
( 45 Lasalle St., Chicago, 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Star Copyintr Pads.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N.-Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER. 110 William st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St.. Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Foimtain Pens. Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William St., N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys. Games and NoveltleB.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
43 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Mc^

S06 Broadwav. N. Y,WEIDMANN. A..

Tracing Cloth.

USEY, G. R., Sagar's and Dowse's, 1 Churcl
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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AN AUTHOR HIS OWN PUBLISHER.

Mark Twain's use of his pen is professional,

of course, but his making of books is quite mer-

cantile. He is one of the very few authors who
do not divide with publishers the profits deriv-

able from their brains. Circumstances have

favored his independence of ordinary methods

of publication ; and yet all that he has done

other successful writers might do. Being the

first of his peculiar kind of fun-maker, and pos-

sessed of a naturally droll delivery, he made a

small fortune early in his career as a lecturer ;

and then he married a larger one. Having thus

become considerable of a capitalist, he was saved
from the necessity of turning his manuscript

into daily bread. He could afford to devote

three years to the traveling and writing for

" Innocents Abroad," and when the manuscript

was ready he was not hurried by any stress of

finances to turn it over to a publisher of the or-

dinary monopolistic sort.

Mark Twain abounds in self-conceit quite as

characteristically as he does in humor, and he

never doubts the merit or reception of his mat-

ter. With unshakable faith in the success of

that first book, he saw no reason for desiring the

name of a well-known publishing firm on the

title page. And above all, he had no intention

of accepting the usual conditions, which are that

the author shall assume all the risks of loss, and
take only about 10 per cent, of the receipts. His

book was, therefore, printed in Hartford under
his own supervision, and sold th rough peddlers.

The plan worked admirably, and he has followed

it in nearly all of his subsequent ventures. The
consequence is, that instead of getting 10 cents

out of every dollar which people pay for his

volumes, he receives nearly 50 cents. He looks

after the details of manufacture and sale ; he

fights his own battles of copyright ; he has a

profitable side business in a scrap-book of his

own invention ; he is an example for all authors

who discontentedly see publishers grow rich,

while to themselves comes only fair livings at

best.

Above all, he has hit upon a way to protect

bis works in England. It is perfectly feasible

and simple. Our laws do not permit other than
citizens to copyright their books here ; but Eng-
land, more just in that respect, extends copy-

right to foreigners, with the sole proviso that

the work shall be first published in her country.

Mark Twain, therefore, publishes his books in

London a day before they are issued at home,
and so protects himself in both markets. Canada
bothered him at first, but he has straightened

out the red tape up there, and is now the only
author who controls bis writings throughout
the English-speaking world. The same device,

substantially, is used by Dion Boucicault to pro-

tect his plays. He has them acted somewhere in

England, usually by amateurs before a handful
of audience, prior to their production in Amer-
ica. Or course, you can write a book that will

sell to the extent of 10(1,000 or so ; and now that
I have told you how to save all of the profits to

yourself, you may as well set about it.—Ex.

Poverty is hard, but debt is horrible. A man
might as well have a smoky house and a scold-

ing wife, which are said to be the two worst
evils of our life.

CANFIEIiD " DIVIDED "(FOR-
merly "Acme") EKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends : has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 16o. Tbe trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

J". H.
ESTABLISHED 1830

BXJF-iTOPm's soisrs'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT-

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CABDS,
Advertising Fans, Chromes, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricnltural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 166 & 158 MONEOE STEEET. BOSTON: 39 FEDEEAL STEEET

WOEES AX HAEEISON SaUAEE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- fl

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

Copyixxg Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool and. ^atteraa. ^vHaJsiaa-gr,

PJjAID and OltNAM^NTAZ J^APANyiNG.

Sewins; Machine Needles.

^WIT^IL,COX «fc thom:i»iso]v,
Brooklyn Needle Works and Falton Foundry.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

JOHN PSTRIE:, Jr^
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

- DEPOT FOB -

.A.. B F-PLElSrOH: OOFYinSTGt- IISTKIS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Botary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills. &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Inprmd Ferfiirator

MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^SS~ Descriptive Circular and Prices fumiahed on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio,

— OF —

For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

Fop Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

J. ]E. LIIVOE2, r»vi.l>lislieir,
166 William Street, -.---- NEW YORK.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS 01* THE

Stationery and Fancy G-oods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies . - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy siu^rey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

. giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

wiU be spared to make Tee Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DcANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chioaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Hastern Office : Joseph Hahuitt, G«neral Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Sonthem Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Qa.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^Son ^^"^ building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvag^no Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.
W. & P. Shepherd Leghon? and Genoa, Italy.

J -a Aa RiiQCTT J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. U. de Bussy <

jj^^ j)^f^]^ E^st Indies.

Tnhn HnMn i
Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan

-j Adelaide. AustraUa.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wta. B. Doming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
CaineyCarricabuni Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.
Josd A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W . I.

Da Coata & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Conen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum
-j ^an^"^""

^°'*^'''** ^'

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
\ ^^co\!^l&^'^''

^"''^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication of&ce. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise
iu»nt or oih«rwi«*>. are requested to notify their cor-
respondenlH of th« KourcA of iheir Information.

People are again waiting to see what

sort of a thing the tariff manipulators will

incubate. The bill in the hands of the

Ways and Means Committee is likely to

meet with a great many changes and we do

not believe that any tariff legislation will

be effective this year. But for all that,

people wait and trade has another drag to

its progress.

The presentation of trade opinion on the

subject of counts of paper, vphich appeared

in The Stationer last week, has, we are

assured, excited lively interest. Doubtless

there are those who, failing to reply to the

invitation to express their views, now wish

that they had done so, but such persons

need not think that they are debarred be-

cause of their negligence. "We say negli-

gence advisedly, because we do not believe

that the trade are indifferent to investiga-

tions which concern their interests and may
lead to changes which will effect a revolu-

tion in methods of business. The Stationer

invites further expressions of opinion from

its readers and asks them to review the

points suggested by the different writers in

its last issue. This is a subject for reflec-

tion which must command argument, if,

indeed, the argument is not on one side

only. We do not expect excuses for short

counts in blank-books. For these there can

be neither apology nor excuse of suflBcient

quantity or strength to justify the depar-

ture from common standards. Nor can it

be held that new standards have been made
and accepted by the trade; for if such a de-

fence is made, the reply is that they are

false measures, fictitious standards, calcu-

lated to deceive and not of common ac-

ceptation. Let us hear more from the trade

on the issues presented.

It will interest readers of The Stationer

to make some comparisons which will en-

able them to judge of the possible or prob-

able advantages to accrue from a reciprocity

treaty with Mexico. The table given un-

der shows the extent of our exports of pa-

per and stationery of domestic production

during the last four years to countries with

which we have near communication :

Export op American Paper and Stationery.

To Mexico-Population, 9,787,629.

1880 $61,402 11882
1881 100,718

1176.372

180,538

Total $519,030

To Cuba—Population, 1,521,684.

1880 $153,639 I 1882 .$223,814

1881. 213,477 1883 192,030

Totol $782,960

To Porto Rico—Population, 731,648.

1880 .. $33,81011882 $54,703
1881 65,816 1883 45,030

Total.

To the Sandwich Islands—Population, 57,985.

1880 $27,365 11882 .$40,284

1881 41,010 1883 50,058

Total.... $158,717

Per Capita Consumption of American Paper and
Stationery during a period of four years.

Mexico $0,051^,
I

Porto Rico $0 27
Cuba 0.51

I
Hawaii 2.74

It will be observed that the per capita

consumption of paper and stationery is

greatest with that country with which
a commercial treaty exists, and when our

relations with Mexico become more inti-

mate, through facile communication by
rail from New York to the Mexican capital,

which will be completed in May, we are

likely to derive a larger share of trade from
that source. This trade, if limited to cer-

tain products, will affect all lines, and the

initiation of reciprocal commerce will only

be the opening to a freer interchange and
the further removal of restrictions. If, too,

Cuba and Porto Rico, as is proposed, shall

be added to the countries with which we
shall have reciprocity of trade, we may be

assured thai the paper and stationery inter-

ests of the country will find a greater out-

let for their productions than most people

may imagine.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By The Trade Lounger.

I have been told that it is the resort of a
vacant mind to talk about the weather. I want
to ask the man with the biggest pile of

brains if that isn't enough to talk about at the

present juncture. Having said thus much, I

leave it to the readers of this column to imagine
the rest, merely remarking that I am in the

same frame of mind as the Fhiladelphian who
hired a boy to give expression to his feelings

and obtained relief by deputy.

* * * *

The dipper at the well has been utilized

to shape a device that is intended to take well

with the trade. I am told that more may be

learned of this through other columns of The
Stationer. For that reason I forbear to re-

mark' further thereon.

* * * *

There are several other new things in the

market, not perhaps of striking importance,

yet of sufficient novelty to invite remark. The
Stationer keeps itself au courant of every-

thing of this sort, and its readers are not kept

in the dark on anything that seems to really de-

serve the attention of the trade.

* * * *

That was a remarkable piece of work
and exhibition of enterprise in your last week's

paper. It has been freely commented upon,

and has served to show how much the trade are

interested in all matters relating to shortages,

either in counts, weights or anything else which

pertains to trade policy. The Stationer is to

be congratulated upon the good work that it has

done and is doing iu this regard. You may be

sure that your efforts are appreciated by the

trade, and persistent hammering at abuses will

in time effect changes and—let us hope—perma-

nent reform.
* * * *

Here is a story for our missionaries. The
Bismarck Tribune says that in playing a game

|

of seven-up with a young lady from St. Paul, a

wicked commercial traveler told her that every
f

time she held the jack of trumps it was a sure

sign that her lover was thinking of her. Then

the impenitent fiend watched her face at each

deal, and every time that she blushed and looked

pleased he led out and caught her jack.

* * * *

It isn't usual for the C. T. to play seven- i|

up, and when he goes for jack it is usually in i*
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connection with something that he calls "pot."

This fact indicates a weak point in the story.

To many of your readers this story and the

comment thereon will be unintelligible, but it is

given for the benefit of the high-and-low in-

itiated.
* * * *

Pardon these interludes, but they can't be

helped. They must come in somehow. The Bos-

ton Transcript says that a glass of clam juice,

strongly flavored with cayenne pepper, is rec-

ommended as a corrective for severe sore

throat, with the additional advantage of being

a powerful tonic. The '
' boys " should remem-

ber this and adopt the new substitute for " bug
juice." It may make them feel better.

* si: * »

The "burning question " is now a gummy
one. If we can't get gum-arabic we must look

for substitutes. Where is all of that " British

gum" of which we have heard so much. It

scarcely seems possible that we are to be driven

to the wall to stick fast there for want of

African exudations. This will be the golden op-

portunity for the manufacturers of gelatine,

fish mucilage, &c. But, hold ! Is our mucilage

made exclusively of gum-arabic ?

•P ^ -T* 'F

Said a mucilaginous man, the other day :

" This work of El Madhi makes me so Mad I

would like to wage a holy war on him." This

is the worst thing of the season. Don't you
think so ? ^ ,i, ^ ,|.

Some of the latest novelties in the trade

consist of single and double inkstands, smokers'

sets, vases, card-receivers, candlesticks, match-

holders, paper-weights, cigar-ash receivers, and

a great variety of other fancy articles made of

anthracite coal. The material is finely polished

and its jet-black color makes it equal in appear-

ance to lignum vitse or ebony.
* * * *

Some of the tradesmen in this city are

very much alarmed concerning the floods along

the Ohio River. They apprehend that they will

injure trade in the West. But as this section

contains onljr a comparatively small portion of

the Western trade, they may take comfort.
* * * *

The annual dinner of the Stationers'

Board of Trade is to be a Delmonico affair, on

Friday night. That gives 'em two days to get

over it, doesn't it ?

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W. W. & S. want names of some good manufac-
turers of tissue manillas.

Ans.—3. C. Weeden & Co., Lambertvillej

N. J. ; Union Mills Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany, Lambertville, N. J. ; Robertson Brothers.

Hinsdale, N. H. ; John Robertson, New London,

Conn. ; Hand & Elsworth, 51 Beekman street.

New York ; Ivanhoe Manufacturing Company,
Paterson, N. J. ; J: rsey City Paper Company,
Jersey City, N. J.

J. L. M. wants address of parties manufacturing the

Morgan mucilage stand.

Ans.—The Morgan Envelope Co., Springfleld,

Mass.

W. & H. are further informed that the Bux-
ton & Skinner Stationery Company, St. Louis,

Mo., and the Omaha Republican Srationery

Company, Omaha, Neb., offer to supply trial-

balance books with short leaves.

The truest wisdom is resolute determination.

-Napoleor^.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Beatty & ForstXR.) $4,600

D. H. Gildersleeve 3,350

Hoad & Esquiral (R.) 2,000

E. T. Barnett 2,400

D. K. BrownelKR.) 4,798

E. Conklln 752

Charles M. Cornwell 325

Frank O. Mittag 212

O' Neil & Sullivan 1,000

S.S.Owen.... 317

S. Reinschreiber 85

li. D. Robertson & Co. (R.) 3,217

A. D. Smith 575

EASTERN STATES.
Emory H. Jenkins, Boston, Mass 500

John Shea, Boston, Mass 800

Smith & Ford, Union Photo. Manufacturing

Company, Boston, Mass. (B. S.), one-third in-

terest in business 1,300

Manuel N. Xavier, Boston, Mass 200

John F. Suddard. Fall River, Mass 575

Edmund G. Boyden, Quincy, Mass 48

Roderick Burt, Springfield, Mass 900

Charles DeForest, Boston, Mass 263

George E. White, Boston, Mass 436

Charles H . Weedman, Boston, Mass 1 ,000

Sellers Brothers, Lawrence, Mass 2,600

John S. Hart (et ux.), Lynn, Mass 80

Gazette Printing Company, Northampton,

Mass 1 ,000

Preston D. Jones, Sunday Dispatch, Provi-

dence, R. I. (Realty and Chattel) 4,750

C. H. T. Vanstone, Vanstone Manufacturing
Company, Providence, R. 1 37i

MIDDLE STATES.
George D. Scramble, Utica, N. Y. (B. S.) 3,700

George Kerney, Brooklyn, N. Y. (R.) 900

A. N. Lindenmuth, AUentown, Pa. CReal) 1,800

J. W. Strohn, Times, Plainfield, Pa 73

A. N. Brice, News, Sunbury, Pa 308

WESTERN STATES.
E. Michaud, St. Paul, Minn. (B. S.) 3,000

Otto Pinhard, Cleveland, Ohio 47

G. B. Elliott, Columbus, Ohio 181

R. E. Schoff, Herald, Ashton, Dakota (fore-

closed)

J. L.Regan & Co., Chicago, lU 3,000

J. A. Van Fleet, Chicago, 111 4,000

Monger Brothers, i'Veemaji, Peoria, 111 1,000

T. C. Medary & Son, Democrat, Waukon, la... 650

Hamilton Straw Lumber Co., Lawrence, Ean.,

mortgaged property to secure payment of

bonds due December 1, 1888 60,000

Orville Q. Miller, St. Paul, Minn 964

Hawkes & Hull, Sun, Sun River. Mon 260

McBrair & Sons, Cincinnati, Ohio (R.) 2,000

O. A. Robson, Cincinnati Grocer, Cincinnati,

Ohio 850

Trautman & Palmer, Columbus, Ohio 2,432

William Denise, Dayton, Ohio (R.) 1 ,680

William Denise, Dayton, Ohio (mechanics'

lien) 102

SOUTHERN STATES.
St. Louis Artotype Company, St. Louis, Mo 540

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Thomas J. Brashears, Washington, D. C. (chat-

tel trust deed) SOO

The scarcity of gum arable is embarrassing the

mucilage manufacturers very much. It is said

that not a pound of the product has arrived at

Trieste, from which point it is shipped direct to

this country, within the past three weeks. Al-

ready mucilage has risen in price 20 per cent.,

and it is expected that it will advance 50 per

cent, within the next month. Many manufac-

turers are being greatly inconvenienced from a

want of material with which to meet the de-

mands of their trade, and experiments are be-

ing made to sapply a substitute for gum arable

in the manufacture of mucilage.

Ackerman, the envelope maker, expects to

have a patent for his new sample envelope in

time to introduce the goods about the first of

March.

IPlarfeet ^tmtyxn.

Opficb op The Ambrican Stationer, I

WEDNHsnAY, February 13, 1884. l

TSE MONET MAJtKET.—The money market
is characterized by a continued accumulation of

loanable funds and extreme low rates. The discount

rates for prime mercantile paper is 4®6 per cent.

Call loans are available at 13^@2 per cent. The
temper of the stock market is still, on the whole,

bullish. Many have confidently predicted since the

improvement set in, a fortnight or three weeks ago,

that the advance was merely temporary and would
not hold, yet the market remains strong, any special

weakness being but temporary, and succeeded by an
advance. The market for sterling was quiet, but as

yet there is no outward movement of gold reported,

although those who do not insure could now send

gold to Loudon at a profit. Commercial bills con-

tinue scarce. Government bonds were firm and J4

higher for the 3's. Railroad bonds were active and
strong.

TBJE PAPER MABKET.—Trside is reported

by most dealers as having been a little better this

week, although not as brisk as it usually is at this

time in a year of prosperous business. While no

sudden improvement is looked for, as the season ad-

vances, there is quite a feeling of hopefulness of a

gradual enlargement of the volume of trade. The
probabilities favor a large distribution of paper dur-

ing the sprinx. and there are also some indications

that prices may be on a little more satisfactory

basis, but before much improvement can be expect-

ed, it is evident that the supply and demand for

paper must be somehow brought into closer rela-

tions. The most discouraging feature of the present

situation of general trade is the continued large num-
ber of failures. Those of last week, for the whole

country, are stated on the authority of one of the

mercantile agencies to be the largest number for a
single week for years, if indeed it has ever been

equaled in the history of the country. The fact that

nearly 90 per cent, of these failures were of small

traders, is regarded as indicating, in the absence of

any business or financial crisis, that, in a large num -

her of instances, dishonest debtors have taken ad-

vantage of loose and imperfect laws to defraud their

creditors. Print papers, although ruling at very low

figures, continue to be quoted steady and no con-

cessions are made unless on large and desirable or-

ders. Manilla wrappings hold their own with some
degree of firmness. Straw boards are very weak
and nominal. No. 1 steam dried being marketed at

$30 to $35 per ton.

TBE STATIONERY MARKET. — Trade is

rather more quiet than a week or two ago, the con-

tin'ued bad weather having had a depressing effect

on business generally. There have not been so many
buyers in town and the heavy floods have embar-

rassed business very much by delaying shipments,

especially to points along the Ohio River. A few
dealers report no falling off in the movement in

Easter novelties, but trade generally in these goods

is not so heavy as a week ago. Better business, how-
ever, is expected as soon as the weather settles.

There.is nothing doing in toys, fancy goods, &c.,

with the exception of masks, in which a fair amount
of business is still doing. The trade in spring goods

in the line of toys, such as marbles, balls, bats, &c.,

has not started up yet, being a little backward.

There is quite a fair trade being done in fine- ait al-

bums this season. Those in fine leather, plush and
morocco covers, with interior decorations, are most
in demand. A revival in the ink trade is expected to

take place the first of next month, when manufac-
turers will begin to ship. The trade in fine station-

ery, envelopes and staple goods generally is very

quiet.
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NEW YORK COPYING PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyin? Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 33 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Siee, Style and. Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Nevr Catalogrue and Discoants.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22(1 Street, New York.

IN A-LI^ VA-RlJETli:© .

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

o
CJ)

CJ)
P-I

FOK SALE RARE OPPORTUNITY.—ONE OF
the leading Stationery and Printing Establish-

ments in the best locations in Philadelphia, occupy-
ing four floors, on a corner; doing a good and profit-

able business; satisfactory reasons for selling; not
over $5,000 cash required. Address Philadelphia
efiSce of the American Stationer, 150 South Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

^W^N^TEID.
Perfect Inkstands. State Price.

KANSAS CITY BOOK AND NEWS CO..

730 Uain and 719 Delaware Streets,

Kansas City, Mo.

QTATIONEK'S CLERK WANTED.

Familiar with manufacturing.

Address, with name, experience and salary,

"R. & C,"

Box 1668, New York.

|}fiOS!liJ1Ull,liMTliK&UU.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TJ
WRITING, *

^ DRAWING^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers, p

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized , Lott- ^^^

dried and Machine-dried w^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAIn q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesaleand Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, HolUngwoi-th,
Tnrnnr. and other noted brands.

lyyARRiitfGTOjg
steexj :e=ei^ CO.

Popular No8. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office; 105 & 107 NoriliFiM.,Phiyelpliia, Pa.
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AN IMPROVED PHONOGRAPH.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the late

Vienna Electrical Exhibition was Gentilli's

glossograph, a little instrument by which speech

is automatically reproduced as soon as it is ut-

tered. A small apparatus is placed in the mouth
of the speaker—in contact with the roof of his

mouth, his tongue and his lips—and on being

connected with an electro-magnetic registering

apparatus, the sounds are committed to paper.

It is constructed in such a manner as not to

cause any inconvenience to the speaker; neither

is it necessary that the voice should be raised,

as it reproduces a whisper as exactly as a shout

;

(he only condition is a correct articulation. Ac-

cording to the inventor's calculation, it will be

possible to write four or five times as fast by
means of the glossograph as has hitherto been

possible even by the quickest writer. At first

sight it appears as if this invention was but an

improvement upon Edison's phonograph; it is,

however, of a much older date. It rests, unlike

the former, on an acoustic principle, and does

not reproduce the sounds in a microscopical

form. The chief obstacle to the introduction of

the glossograph will be the difficulty in deci-

phering the characters; but it is not impossible

that,with the help of asecond automatic appara-

tus, the characters produced by the glossograph

may be translated into our common type-writ-

ing. The orthography would doubtless appear

strange, but in these days of phonetic spelling

this might not long be a hindrance.

—

Pall Mall

Gazette.

SCHOLAR'S COMPANION.

This is a substitute for the metallic boxes

heretofore employed by school-children for con-

taining their pencils, pens, erasers, rubbers, and
sponges. The box heretofore made for this pur-

pose has been called the " scholar's companion,"

and is generally known by that name. In use,

noises are made by the careless deposit of the

box upon the desk, or by allowing it to fall, or

by the rattling of its contents. Such noises are

disturbing in school, and it is the object of this

invention to prevent this cause of disturbance.

To that end a case for contaming scholars' im-

plements is made of flexible material—such as

cloth or thin leather—and parallel, elongated

pockets are provided for separately containing

pencils and pens, together with a pocket for con-

taining rubber and chalk, and a water-proof

sponge-pocket for containing a sponge of con-

siderable size, the pockets for containing the

pencils and sponge being so arranged that a flap

at one side of the structure can be folded over

their mouths, and the case can then be rolled up
upon an axis parallel with the longitudinal axis

of the pencils and pens contained in the elon-

gated pockets.

The advantages of this article are, that it can
be rolled up into comparatively small compass,

and can then be handled or let fall without

causing noise. At the same time there is pro-

vided in it the large sponge-pocket, which is

water-proof, and the guard-flap which folds

over the mouths of the sponge and pencil pock-

ets, and prevents the pencils and pens from fall-

ing out.

L. i^chsttosh:,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDGBAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Bool^s, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

CA'W'S »STVLOCXIAFKIC *FEIT.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Styloeraphic Pen in the market.
The least liable to gret out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $[.

No. 8. " GoldMounted 2.

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.

No. 6. " GoldMounted... 3

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.

^i^^ Ziook at Tills.

RUSSIA LEATHEE PENCIL POCKET,
With Safety Pin Attachment.

To hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 15

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. LAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St., New York.

THOMAS GROOM & CO.,

laQufacturiDg Stationers ui Importers,

A full assortment of Stephens' Inks and Fluids constantly on hand.

ISTo. 82 ST-A-TE STPLEET, BOSTOIsT, l^J^SS.

BY THE MIIililOlT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

Catalogue and Discounts
on application. ( A. C, CUNNINGHAM, 338 Bioadway, New York^

THE PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS.
TT ' E take pleasu e in calling the attention of
\ \ ihe trade to our improved Copying Press.

It hasmany advantages ovt-r the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the tioie and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of tlte f'neumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome ofiiees and residences.

t^" Send tor Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
]NE:"\V .HA-VEJiN, COiNN. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

MANUFACTURKBS OP -

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated Cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
Of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Pubhc School), aiso Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington, D. C., Hartford, Conn., Kuoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and huudr ds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catliolic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make uo charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. IST BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-
trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

H. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fiilton Street, cor. Charch St., Mew York City.
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ADVERTISING LETTER-PAPER AND
ENVELOPE.

The object of this invention is to provide a

new and improved form of letter paper sheets

provided with advertisements, &c., which can

be removed before the letter is folded and
mailed.

The face of a sheet is divided by lines into a

series of square spaces or fields for receiving ad-

vertisements, &c. At the middle of the upper

part of the sheet a blank space is left, which is

not subdivided into squares, and is provided

with rulings. The letter is to be written on the

blank space. The rows of squares at each side

of the blank space are separated from the ad-

joining rows, and the rows at the bottom are

separated from the blank by perforated lines,

the lower ends of which are connected by a
transverse perforated line extended along the

bottom of the blank space. A perforate line

extends across the top of the sheet a short dis-

tance from the upper edge, which line ex-

tends to the upper ends of the perforated lines,

and from the upper ends of the perforated

lines inclined perforated lines extend to

the middle of the upper edge of the sheet.

The rear side of the sheet is also divided into

advertisement squares or blanks, with the ex-

ception of a space, provided with a small square

for receiving the postage-stamp upon which
space the address is also to be written. Adver-

tisements, time-tables, and other information

are printed on the spaces or squares on both

sides of the sheet. The letter is written on the

blank space, which is then, with the adjoining

fields or squares, torn off along the perforated

lines, whereby a flap will be formed on the up-

per end of the letter part. The side squares

connected with the blank part are folded on the

same, and then the part is folded. The tongue

or flap is folded down over the folded sheet and
gummed to the same, and the address is written

on the space left therefor, forming the outside

of the combined letter and envelope.

COMBINED PAPER-HOLDER, CALEN-

DAR AND BLOTTER.

This is a combination of a base or tablet, a
spring-clasp, a hinged blotter holder and car-

rier, and a perpetual calendar.

The base-piece, in the form of a tablet, is pre-

ferably made of stiff paper board. It may
vary in size as desired, and can be covered with

cloth, leather or any suitable book-cover mate-
rial. The blotter holder and carrier is also pre-

ferably made of paper board and suitably cov-

ered. Common paper clips or fasteners are

stuck through the paper board near its ends in

such a manner that their ends can be readily

bent over the ends of one or more sheets of pa-

per blotters. The board is shorter than the

base or tablet, and hinged to one of the edges

of the tablet by means of a flexible strap, simi-

lar to the manner in which two sections of a
book-cover are connected.

A spring-clasp (preferably made of spring
wire) of common form is fixed to the top and
centre of the tablet by means of rivets or in

any suitable way.

A rectangular block, preferably made of

wood, has a section cut out from its centre

to adapt it to receive and retain a clasp fixed

to the block and tablet in such a manner that

sheets of paper, whan placed upon the tab-

let and under the spring-clasp and holder

that projects below the block, will be brought
square relative to the tablet by abutting

against the fixed block and a wooden bar,

fixed to the edge of the tablet. There are ver-

tical slots in the block, through which the arms
of the spring-clasp extend. A groove or chan-

nel is formed in the top surface of the block to

receive a slide. An adjustable slide, preferably

made of paper-board, extends through the chan-

nel, and has numbers, or series of numbers, cor-

responding with the number of days in a month
printed thereon. A veneer cover is fixed on the

top of the block. It has a slot through which

the figures on the slide are visible. At the side

of this slot, and in regular spaces corresponding

with the size of the numbered spaces on the

slide, the names of the days of a calendar week

are printed or fixed upon the surface of the

cover.

A number of letter-sheets are placed squarely

upon the tablet, and under the spring-clasp and

holder, and one or more blotter-sheets in the

hinged blotter holder and carrier, and when the

surface letter-sheet has been written upon the

hinged blotter-carrier is turned upon it to bring

the surface of the blotter in contact with the

freshly-written page, to absorb superfiuous ink

and to prepare it for folding and removing.

To utilize the device as an advertising medium
business cards, &c., may be printed or pasted

upon the back of the blotter- carrier, and also

advertising matter upon the blotters.

To utilize the lettered and numbered block

and adjustable slide as a calendar, the slide is

adjusted each month so as to bring the number
1 parallel with the name of the first day of

each month printed at the side of the slide, and

then it is moved one space each succeeding day
of the month, so as to indicate the name and
number of each day in the month during the

passage of the month.

THE HOUSE STENOGRAPHER.

John J. McElhone, the chief of the official

stenographers of the House of Representatives,

has been in the service of that body as an

official reporter since 1847. He was an expert

stenographer when a mere boy. When he was
eighteen years old he was reporting the official

debates. Mr. McElhone explained to me the

other day his method of working. It will prob-

ably be a revelation to the average reporter.

He pays no attention to the mechanical part of

his work. He writes the Pitman system in the

simplest forms. When he is reporting a speaker,

he follows his every sentence, criticising it and

taking in fully a bit of exquisitely trained mech-

anism. The result is that he has never yet

met a speaker who can talk too fast for him.

When he meets a man that can think faster than

he can, then only will McElhone be at a loss.

He says that in the last House the three

hardest men to report were Thompson, of Iowa
;

Blackburn, of Kentucky, and Ranney, of Massa-

chusetts. The hardest piece of reporting ever

done by McElhone was during the exciting in-

cidents of the count of Hayes by the House of

Representatives. When Beebe, of Hew York,

immortalized himself by jumping upon his desk,

perfect Bedlanx appeared to have been let loose.

To report what was said, with twenty or thirty

members apparently talking at once, must have

seemed almost an impossibility. In less than a

second, McElhone saw that his reputation as

one of the greatest of living reporters was at

stake. He seized his note-book and dashed

right into the centre of the excitement. The
voice of every member was familiar to him.

Without turning his head, he stood erect amid
the wildest confusion, and caught with rigid

accuracy'the words of the most distant speaker.

He was very nervous over the result, because,

if any member at that time had by chance

been omitted from the page of history of that

day, McElhone would have been the subject of

a row. None of the members believed that he

had been able to get them all, yet when his re-

port came out in the Record next day not one

had a single word of fault to find. In fact, it is

the only perfect picture of that exciting period.

It was one of the greatest feats of stenographic

reporting ever done in Congress. When McEl-
hone had finished he was bathed in perspiration

from head to foot, and was as weak as if he had

been running in a ten-mile match.

—

Washing-

ingtoh Post.

Ihe Paper and Printing Tfades Journal.

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annum, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or indirectly (and who
is not ?) with Printing and Paper ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCBIBERS SAY.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U; S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Chebitt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.—>J. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.— S. B. Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing is.— W. Perrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Wingbt, Torquay.

WHAT ADVERTISERS SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.
Piles of applications for samples resulting there-

from. Alf Cooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsbury Sq., London, E.G.
From the first advertisement, I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good oroers.
J. D. Carter.

4 Falcon Street, London, E.C.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty i

orders for wood letter and metal type. I
V. Wesselhobft. y.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,

(Contractors to Her Majesty's Government,)

7e Leadenhalle Fteese, SO Leadenhalle St„ LONDOIT, E.C,

CO-,
TOLEDO, o. Booksellers and Stationers tqledo.o.

Bookkeepers' Labor-saving Trial Balance Books, with short leaves, saves rewriting of names of accounts.

Dealers in all kinds of Stylographie Fountain Pens.
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OBITUARY.

Wm. H. Lanthurn.

Wen. H. Lanthurn died on the 13th ult., at his

residence, Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Lanthurn was
born at Ellicott's Mills, Md., August 17, 1828.

In 1855 he entered the ministry in the United

Brethren Church. After ten years of pastoral

work, a part of which was in the First United

Brethren Church of Dayton, Ohio, he was com-

pelled by lung trouble to give up preaching, and

he entered the book business as partner in the

firm of Lanthurn & Zeller, in Richmond, Ind.,

in 1864. In 1867, Rev. W. J. Shuey, the agent

of the United Brethren Publishing House; in

Dayton, Ohio, Invited him to take charge of

their extensive book business as superintendent

of the retail department. In the fifteen years

he occupied this position their retail business in-

creased greatly, and his wide reading, great

cultivation and admirable taste were seen in the

high character of the books in their stock. More
than this, he was recognized by all who dealt

with him to be a man of perfect integrity, of

lovely spirit and gentlemanly manner. He made
friends of all his acquaintances, and retained

them to the last. Application to his work made
him a model bookseller. He loved good books

and felt it to be a noble calling to promote their

circulation.

—

Publishers^ Weekly.

TRADE NOTES.

The Powers Paper Company has an elegant

line of Easter cards, which the trade will do

well to inspect. They can be seen at the New
York oflSce, J. L. St. John, agent, 62 Duane
street.

John Gibson's trade in fine art Easter and
birthday cards shows considerable of an in-

crease over last year when it was exceptionally

good. The line of fine art cards of Julius Bien

& Co., which Mr. Gibson also carries, is having a

large sale.

John B. Davids & Co. have received a patent

for a combination inkstand and pen rack, which
will be ready for the trade in a few days. It is

a novelty that is likely to beconie popular with

consumers.

The trade should write to Charles J. Cohen,

Philadelphia, for the No. 51 sample book of

"Kent Mills" linen and "Magnus" wedding
papers. Samples of each quality, tint and color

are shown with full descriptive price-list.

A late novelty introduced to the trade is a
miniature stereoscope in the form of Brooklyn
Bridge. A lens is in one end and a slide for views

in the other. A set of views accompanies the

novelty, which is made of brass, finished in fine

gilt.

J. H. BuflEord's Sons are about to add to their

attractive line of fine art Easter and birthday

cards several exceedingly rich and tasteful de-

signs, comprising wreaths of roses and pansies.

The firm's line of satiajart prints is greatly ad-

mired by the trade, and it has met with the

most flattering reception in the shape of a large

and profitable business. A leading design in

the satin prints is a large, oblong card, showing
a cross entwined with beautiful flowers printed

on a blue background. This card is elegantly

finished in silk cord and a bordering of white

satin and rich fringe. The design is very pretty

and it is made up in the most neat and tasteful

manner. The dove card, introduced a short

time ago by the firm, continues in popularity.

It is made up with satin and in several cheaper
forms. Considering the fact that J. H. BuSord's

Sons only introduced their satin prints this sea-

son, they have reason to feel encouraged.

The National Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia, has made arrangements with Prank H.

Coffin, and he will hereafter be one of the repre-

sentatives of its well-known line of family and
pulpit Bibles on the road. Mr. CoflBn was for

many years connected with the J. G. Shaw
Blank-Book Company, New York, and his ex-

perience and extensive acquaintance with the

trade will be of great advantage in presenting

the merits of this well-established line of quarto

Bibles. Many new and magnificent styles have

been added to the assortment and the trade

should examine Mr. Coffin's samples before

placing their orders.

T. Sinclair & Son, Philadelphia, have just

published a series of eight chromo cards repre-

senting the principal characters in the opera of

" The Beggar Student." These cards have been

artistically designed by W. W. Denslow, and
are in great demand. The management of the

McCaull Opera Company used them as an ad-

vertisement during the performances of this

opera. T. Sinclair & Son have also issued a

series of eight cards, called the " Base-Ball Play-

ers," which are very funny. Another series of

four cards in bright colors, representing boys

and girls flirting, designed by £. B. Bensell, are

meeting with success. The same firm has print-

ed four cards (5 inches by 7) of country boys

and girls playing. The designs of these cards

are made in Paris specially for T. Sinclair &
Son.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For thb Wkbk Ended Fkbruaby 8, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings .

.

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals . . .

.

530

26 82,168

171 20,534

59 1,901

38 4,372

29 2,613

5 1,520

18 419

192 10,755

518

844,720

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,
For the Week Ended Febbdart 12, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stii.onery...

Totals.... 9,853

8,624 $1,491

216 3,133

134 3,912

51 4,007

228 12,823

$25,365

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From February 5 to February 12, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 17; to United States

of Colombia, 13; to Cuba, 4; to Havre, 1; to Bremen,

3; to British Australasia, 6; to New Zealand, 1; to

Argentiue Republic, 2; to Japan, 5.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 8 cs. ; to British West Indies

349 rms. , 31 pkgs. ; to Cuba, 8 pkgs. , 23 cs., 3,000 rms.

;

to United States of Colombia, 133 pkgs., 280 rms., 2

cs. ; to London, 4 cs., 29 pkgs. ; to Hamburg, 16 cs.;

to Mexico, 4,000 rms., 8 pkgs ; to Venezuela, 3 cs ; to

British Guiana, 1,000 rms.; to Danish West Indies, 1

cs., 195 rms., 4 pkgs.; to Antwerp, 16 cs. ; to British

Australasia, 11 cs. ; to Argentine Republic, 35 cs., 5

pkgs.; to Central America, 4 cs. ; to Brazil, 800 rms,
22 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 44; to Cuba,
87; to Mexico, 5; to United States of Colombia, 42;

to Hamburg, 8; to London, 3; to Glasgow, 2; to Dan-
ish West Indies, 3; to Bremen, 1; to British Austral-
asia, 3; to Havre, 1 ; to Barcelona, 31 ; to Argentine
Republic, 3; to Brazil, 5.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Venezuela, 12; to Brit-

ish West Indies, 61 ; to United States of Colombia,
46; to Liverpool, 13; to Brazil, 190; to Cuba, 1; to
Danish West Indies, 110; to Dutch West Indies, 10;

to Central America, 2.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 1; to
United Slates of Colombia, 31 ; to Venezuela, 1 ; to
Liverpool, 13; to Mexico, 3; to Bremen, 1.

PENCILS, cases, to Havre, 1; to Liverpool, 24; to

Uruguay, 1.

SLATES, cases, to Amsterdam, 84; to Hull, 40; to
British Australasia, 152; to Uruguay, 4.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, Ac, cases, to Liver-
pool, 3; to London, 18; to Hull, 8; to United States of
Colombia, 3; to Uruguay, 2.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of
Colombia, 4.

INK, packages, to. Cuba, 32; to United States of
Colombia, 3; to Venezuela, 12; to Uruguay, 69.

TAGS, cases, to Bremen, 1.

THERMOMETERS, cases,' to Bristol, 1.

HAMMOCKS, packages, to British Australasia, 2.

EYELETS, cases, to British Australasia, 3.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to Mexico, 1; to
United States of Colombia, 1.

CARDS, cases, to United States of Colombia, 5.

MUCILAGE, packages, to Uruguay, 10.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From Fsbruary 5 to February 12, 1884.

Keuffel & Esser, Zeeland. Antwerp, 4 cs.

Warren, Fuller & Son, Donau, Bremen, 3 cs
colored.

Kaufmann & Strauss, by same, 15 cs.

C. H. George, Gallia, Liverpool, 2 cs. hangings.
Herter Brothers, by same, 3 cs. hangings.
John Campbell & Co., Rhaetia, Hamburg, 11 cs.

Geo. J. Kraft, by same, 1 cs.

Silas Beck, by same, 6 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 3 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 8 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, by same, 8 cs. hangings.
Augustin & Dusel, by same, 25 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 12 os.

Herter Brothers, Phortia, Havre, 4 cs. hangings
The Thomas Faye Company, by same, 5 cs. hang-

ings.

C. H. George, by same, 6 cs. hangings.
Herter Brothers, by same, 2 cs. hangings.
H. Schulz, by same, 4 cs. hangings.
Robert Graves & Co., by same, 6 cs. hangings.
Robert Gledhill, by same, 8 cs. hangings.
L. Muscotte, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

R. Taylor, by same, 5 cs. hangings.

Bartholomae & Co., by same, 2 cs. hangings.
B. L. Solomons & Co., by same, 7 cs, hangings.
John Walker, Wyoming, Liverpool, 2 cs.

Gane Brothers, Westernland, Antwerp, 10 cs.

W. Riley, St. Laurent, Havre, 7 cs.

W. H. Booraun, Republic, Liverpool, 8 pkgs. hang-
ings.

W. N. Peak, by same, 13 pkgs. hangings.
J. Ward Lydecker, City of Chester, Liverpool, 5 cs.

J. J. McGrath, Hermann, Bremen, 8 pkgs. hangings
Henry Bainbrldge & Co., by same, 13 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., Moravia, Hamburg, 4 cs.

Moller & Emmerich, by same, 3 cs. hangings.
A. Ireland, State of Nebrasba. Glasgow, 9 cs.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Electrotjpers & Slereotjpers,

34 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

i^" £leotrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.
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SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs -without cbanging the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form tiie largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form hacks with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

fcteel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' MacMnery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Maetiinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER COUFiillT,
.A-DAiaS. nSA.SS.A.CXIUSE:TTS. XT. S. A^

*- Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUEB AMD EE-WEITINCt -^

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov Working without Boiler, Steam,

Ashes or Attendance.
Coal,

STAETED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWEE IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALI, EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 26 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
FHILAD£LPBIA, PA.

PLASTIC MATERIAL.

A plastic material, applicable to many uses

in the production of articles sold by the sta-

tionery trade, is made in the following described

manner

:

Eight pounds of bone, ivory, horn, fish-scales,

quills or other materials of a similar nature, as

thoroughly dehydrated as possible, are reduced

to the form of an impalpable powder. Commin-
uted bone is said to produce the best result

;

but the other materials may be made use of, and
the result will be a useful one, although not as

satisfactory as that where the comminuted bone

is employed. To the eight pounds of pulverized

bone or other material, two ounces of phosphate

of ammonia (or the elements of phosphate of am-
monia—to wit, phosphoric acid and ammonia

—

are added in such proportions that they produce

the same effect as they would if combined to

form a phosphate before being mixed with the

bone). Two pounds of powdered shellac, as

nearly desiccated as may be practicable, are

then added, and the elements are annexed thor-

oughly together. The compound will then be

ready to be introduced into molds, and will be

inserted in powdered form without further

manipulation.

The molds may be of any desired conflgura-

tion of the form usually employed in the manu-
facture of articles of plastic material. They will

be heated to a temperature due to a pressure

produced by, say, from sixty to eighty pounds
of steam, the pressure being about one to two
tons to the square inch.

Another method of producing a plastic com-
position consists in taking chemically-pure phos-

phate of ammonia, as nearly dehydrated as pos-

sible. The second and principal ingredient is

bone comminuted and desiccated to form an im-

palpable powder. In the preparation of the

comminuted bone care will be taken to have it

as free as possible from foreign matter, which

may be accomplished readily by means which

are well understood. The ingredients having

been prepared, about eight pounds of pulverized

bone are added to about two ounces of phos-

phate of ammonia, mixing the two in any con-

venient way. The powdered material thus

formed is introduced into the molds and com-

pleted by pressure. The molds are of the kind

usually employed, and are heated to a tempera-

ture due to a pressure of, say, from sixty to

eighty pounds of steam, the pressure being from
about one to two tons to the square inch.

Instead of using phosphate of ammonia, the

elements of which it is composed—namely, phos-

phoric acid and ammonia—may be used, so as

to produce, when combined with the pulverized

bone, the same result as they produce when they

are brought together to form a phosphate be-

fore they are introduced.

The composition formed as described is to be

regarded as in the nature of a base, to which an

appropriate water-repellent or suitable pig-

ments or other agents may be added, according

to the character of the article it is desired to

produce.

Still another form of composition is made by
either of two formulas, viz. : Sixteen parts of

bone are ground to an impalpable powder and
thoroughly mixed with four parts of solid ex-

tract of logwood made into a solution, and then

one part of sulphate of iron made into a solution

is added. From the compound thus formed the

moisture is expelled by evaporation at, say,

about 120* Fahr., after which the material is

ready to be submitted to the dies for giving

form to it. The degrees of heat and pressure
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to which the dies are subjected in molding

the material will vary of course according

to circumstances ; but when a pressure of

about, say, two thousand pounds to the

square inch is continued from five to ten

minutes, under a heat equal to about seventy

pounds of steam, a very satisfactory result is

secured. The second formula, the employment

of which produces a result the same in all essen-

tial respects as that given above, is as follows:

Two parts of tannate of iron are combined with

eight parts of bone-dust, following the steps of

the formula above given. The resultant pro-

duct of either formula is a solid black material

susceptible of a high polish and practically

waterproof. The chemical combination of the

ingredients of either formula makes tannate of

iron and gelatine. In the first formula the tan-

nic acid present in the logwood combines with

the gelatine of the bone and the iron in their

proper proportions.

In lieu of bone-dust the dust of horn, ivory and

other like materials may be used, although bone-

dust is preferred. Pigments or other substances

of an appropriate nature, in quantities which

will not prejudicially affect the result, may be

added to those above mentioned.

LETTER OR BILL FILE.

A box or receptacle of the usual and well-

known form is provided with a series of sheets

of heavy paper, having index-letters upon their

edges, between which the bills or letters are

placed, and also with a spring clamp, adapted

to hold the sheets firmly in place or to be turned

back out of the way at the pleasure of the user.

It has been usual to place these separating sheets

in the box, and secure them by passing them over

a pin or stud fixed in the bottom of the box near

its rear side. This, however, throws the letteis

or bills out a short distance from the back

and allows them room to swing, thus allow-

ing the corners to project beyond the in-

dex leaves and getting creased and soiled, and
their edges are defaced by contact with the stud.

This diflSculty is overcome as follows : The back

of the box is formed with a vertical recess in

which a retaining or stud pin is placed. This pin

is pivoted or hinged at the bottom of the box, and

its upper end is held in place by an open slot in a

small plate, which is provided with a hinged or

pivoted latch, adapted to be thrown across the

open end of the slot in front of the stud or pin.

The separating-sheets are each provided in the

centre of their rear edge with a tag of any suit-

able material, having an elongated hole formed

in them, through which is passed a small sleeve

or tube, which fits over the retaining stud or

pin and is formed on its upper end with a pro-

jection or flange.

The operation of the device is as follows : Be-

ing properly placed in the box, the letters and
bills are placed between the separating index-

sheets till the whole is filled, being firmly held in

place and prevented from twisting by the rear

edges of the sheets abutting against the back of

the box, and their tabs extending into the re-

cess and over the sleeve and its hinged pin. The
boles in these tabs being elongated allows of the

sheets being freely turned back to gain

access to the contents. When the file is

full, the latch is thrown up, the hinged

retaining-pin pulled outward at its upper
end, and the separating sheets removed, to-

gether with the sleeve or tube and placed in a
similar box for storage, the sleeve serving

to easily and quickly guide the tabs to their

place upon the retaining-stud, and then being

withdrawn for use again in the original box,

which is supplied with a new series of index-

leaves. This is quickly placed in position, and
the stud is then turned up into its recess and
secured by the latch, where it is out of the way

and cannot be injured by being accidentally

struck when the file is in use.

Poetry is the apotheosis of sentiment.

—

Mme.
de Stael.

COMMERCIAL.

fiUEBEft "TTPE PRJNTIN8 OUTFIT

Ecram«. BUSINESS HAND PRItlTING

USlfUL m EVCRy istorf or orrice.

Contains 300 letters, figures,
&c.—11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in
walnut box. Takes the place
ff nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
hand prlntingr. Price, S3.60;
per dozen, S16.00.

THE GEM.

For Marking LiineD, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen, $8.00.

Send for Catalogue of New and Useful Goods.

PAD.
tTBECOMMEIWZSB

RUBBER STAMI* R40.
I
taBQREiriKBOtTLtSMDRtfb

'self-supplying:

stamp pad,
jElilBIJIlNSIWSIgllBiBEBHTWfffflPHjDIj])

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,

2M X 4V6, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; perdoz., 83 and $5.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton Street, New York.

\

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

I^-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GIiOB£ NEWSPAPER FILE—Made In Two Sizes.

Price, 87.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.
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SLATE-CLEANER.

The object of this invention is to provide a

device for cleaning slates, of increased simplic-

tyof construction and general adaptability for

the purpose.

The device consists of a tin water-receptacle,

the mouth of which is provided with a perfor-

ated cap or spout, adapted to allow an exit of

the water in small quantities. This receptacle is

preferably flat, so that it may be carried in the

pocket with convenience, and so that a broad

surface shall be presented to the slate. The

mouth or water-exit is placed in the edge of the

receptacle. The tin receptacle is inclosed with

cloth or other suitable erasing material, so that

the slate may be cleaned thereby. The

cloth is preferably stretched tightly over the

tin to provide a firm erasing-surface, and

sewed. The rubbing or cleaning surfaces of the

covered receptacles are free from metallic parts

or other matter that would tend to scratch the

slate or interfere with a proper cleaning of the

same. The peculiar property or nature of the

tin adapts the receptacle to the rough treat-

ment which it is necessary for it to withstand

without allowing of any leakage.

Within the receptacle may be secured a spring,

having its ends bearing against the opposite

sides, tending to separate the sides, so that after

the sides have been compressed to eject the

water, the spring will cause the sides to return

to their normal condition.

ABACUS ATTACHMENT.

As is well known, an abacus is a calculating

machine used in school-rooms to facilitate arith-

metical computation, or, in other words, a ma-
chine for expressing the properties and relations

of numbers with objects. This method is often

used in common schools to aid the "primary"
in grasping the first principles of addition, sub-

traction, &c., but is usually on a large machine

that is rolled about the school-room or upon one

in the bands of the teacher.

A recent device consists in providing a neat and
uncumbersome attachment to slates, whereby

every scholar can be provided with an abacus.

The frame of the abacus attachment is made
of any kind of wood or any material, in one or

more parts, into any desired shape, either some-

what in the form of an inverted bow, or other

wise, and of length either of the width of the

slate or of its length. Extending between the

two arms or shorter sides of the frame is a wire

or wires, upon which are strung a number
of balls or counters which are adapted to slide

back and forth on the wire. The object

of the balls so strung is to help the pupil to add,

subtract, divide, or multiply. These balls are

unnumbered, and have no characters whatever

upon them, they being plain, as by the use of

balls or counters having numerals or representa-

tions upon them the scholar confuses the char-

acter on the balls with'the] number of balls

—

that is, between the quantity desired to express

a number with the symbol which stands for that

number. Thus in calculations the presence of

characters on the balls is confusing when by a

mental efifort they have to be disregarded. Chil-

dren also may acquire the trick of reading the

number on the last ball of a series, and thus give

a correct answer without at all appreciating the

quantity expressed by the numerical character

they make use of in their reply, which would
not be the case if they could arrive at their con-

clusions only by counting on unnumbered balls.

By these means it will be seen that the use of

counters without characters on them is a great

improvement in object-teaching. Across the

bottom of the two arms of the abacus attach-

ment is a piece or portion to which are secured,

by screws or otherwise, "spring-brass" clips or

clamps, by which the attachment is fastened to

the slate-frame, and is adapted to be put on and

taken off at will.

IMITATION STAINED GLASS.

The object of this invention is to provide a

substitute for stained glass which will be com-

paratively inexpensive in manufacture. It con-

sists in imitation stained glass made with a glass

plate having imitation leads applied to one side

and the surface of the glass between the imita-

tion leads coated with transparent colored var-

nish or lacquer or any like substance, either

simple or compound and either transparent or

translucent. The imitation leads and the var-

nish or lacquer may be covered by a second

glass plate, which serves as a protection plate,

whereby the imitation leads and the varnish or

lacquer will be protected from injury either by
the weather or other causes.

By this method glass plates are prepared at a

comparatively small expense, having the ap-

pearance and producing the effects of genuine

stained glass by forming upon plates of plain

glass an imitation of the colors of stained glass,

and also of the leads by which the pieces of

stained glass are usually held in position.

This device is carried out by forming upon
paper or other suitable material any design

which is to be embodied in the glass plates, which

design represents the leads of genuine stained

glass. A glass is then placed upon the

design, and a small stream of a melted

mixture, colored to represent the leads of

an ordinary stained-glass plate is applied on the

glass over the lines of the design. This mix-
ture, when poured upon the surface of the glass,

quickly cools and hardens and firmly adheres

thereto, and produces upon the glass a repre-

sentation of the design traced upon the paper

resembling the leads of a stained glass plate

from which the pieces of stained glass have been

removed. The mixtures found best adapted for

this purpose are composed of cements, sealing-

wax, beeswax, Burgundy pitch, and, in short,

any one of or a compound of the various waxes
and cements found in the market for kindred

purposes. " Chacer's Cement," so-called, is said

to be a good composition if made somewhat less

brittle by melting with it 3 per cent, of Bur-

gundy pitch. These substances may be used

singly or compounded one with the other, ac-

cording to the judgment of the maker, and de-

pending somewhat upon the wear, temperatures,

shock, &c., to which the glass will be subjected.

These ingredients and a suitable quantity of

coloring matter to give the desired color to the

mixture, are melted in a vessel or instrument of

suitable form to allow the melted mixture to be

slowly and regularly poured or discharged

therefrom, or heated to the desired extent, if

already fluid or partially fluid. After the mix-

ture has become sufficiently hard, there is then

poured, flowed or otherwise applied on the sur-

face of the glass plate and between the raised

lines of imitation leads transparent varnishes or

lacquers, or other like substances, and of the

colors which it is desired to have in the com-
pleted plates, so as to produce such a combina-
tion of colors as is seen in a genuine stained-

glass plate, or any other desired combination of

colors. With this construction the imitation

leads prevent the variously-colored varnishes,

lacquers, &c., from coming in contact with each
other.

In applying the varnishes or lacquers, &c., to

the glass plate, care should be taken that the

said plate is not clouded, and for this reason it

is better not to apply or touch the varnishes or

lacquers with a brush, but to leave the varnishes

or lacquers in thin coatings or layers, such as

can be produced by flowing them over the sur-

face of the glass. Suitable colored varnishes

and lacquers are found in the market, and from
these and from others similarly prepared and

colored to any desired shade the desired colors

or shades of colors can be produced upon the

glass. Any transparent or translucent varnish

or similar substance that will not be affected by
the weather can be used. After the varnish has

dried, if the glass plate thus prepared is held

toward the light, it will be found to have the

appearance of genuine stained glass. The im-

itation stained glass thus prepared can be set in

frames, and can be placed in position with

either side exposed to the outer air ; but it is

preferred to arrange them with the smooth sides

of the plates outward.

Any material may be used for the imitation

leads which may be caused to adhere to the sur-

face of the glass and which projects beyond or

above the surface of the glass, thereby produc-

ing sunken recesses in which the varnish, lac-

quer, &c., shall be applied, as stated. It may
be applied to both sides, the leads being coinci-

dent in location on the glass, and the colored

varnishes, &c., may be applied to one side only

or to both, and the protecting coat of varnish

hereinafter mentioned may be applied to both

sides, if desired.

In order to protect the leads, colored var-

nishes, &c., and also for the purpose of binding

the whole together it is preferable to cover the

ornamented surface with a heavy coat of var-

nish preferably, although not necessarily, col-

orless.
-*•-»•»

SOAP VARNISH.

This varnish, owing to its cheapness, complete

resistance to water, and considerable elasticity,

is of value for many purposes. The following

recipe for making it is given by the English

Mechanic : Boil good tallow soap with soft

water until dissolved, and filter while hot

through cloths; heat again, add an equal vol-

ume of water and a boiling solution of alum as

long as an alumina salt is precipitated. Let the

stearate of alumina settle from off the water,

and wash the precipitate thoroughly, then dry
and heat on a water bath until transparent.

Finally, stir the preparation into turpentine

heated nearly to boiling, until a solution is made
of the consistency of thick varnish, which

can afterward be thinned with more tur-

pentine if required. Johnson's waterproof

varnish for paper and cloth is made by dis-

solving copperas in water, adding soap solu-

tion thereto, and straining off the precipi-

tated stearate of iron. If this be dissolved

in bi-sulphide of carbon, or benzole, a water-

proof varnish is obtained. For a white varnish,

use alum instead of copperas. Varnish for gild-

ing is made as follows : 50 parts soda is dissolved

in 100 parts water in a copper vessel, heated to

boiling, and 100 parts powdered rosin stirred in

and boiled for two or three hours until perfectly

clear. Let cool, pour off the supernatant water

from the heavj , viscous rosin soap, add 100

parts fresh water and 15 parts steeped glue, and
heat till the whole is dissolved. This makes
quick-drying varnish ; for a slow-drying varnish

add 10 to 20 parts glycerine of 28° B. The
above rosin soap, mixed with about 5 pef cent,

ammonia, forms a very cheap and durable ve-
hicle for paints.
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MARCUS -Ward-s^-CQ Limited
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE ROYAL IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

And may be had in Commercial and Octavo Note sizes, with Envelopes to match, and in either Heavy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNAMKNTAI.
LETTEKING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- / C\ _\ :..^P, ..,:^.
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \ ^) TF l/H^OH- 14Jtdc..

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 ii ii

put up in sets containing
"i

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

.
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Wc also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails,
^g" Circular's and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

one of each kind and one J O ^

each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. \ ^i TS

3, i ivioPi- vixibc-.

4 I " "

JOSEPH f^lLLOTT'S
"^ STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

I®" Sample Cards, Price Lists <i:c., furnished <m Applicatitm.

JOSEPH aiLLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLONS, SON & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

mi'dg mmd Qm^A ^©mi'di
-FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

5S7 -a.r,oh: stfleet, FH:i3L.^r)E:L.FH:i^

-=^«§ ESTABLISHED 1814. ol^*

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl cSc 103 lDvLa<n.e Street, 3^ev^ "S'orils,

MANUFACTURBRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
Fop BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

bub^sia. lje^thek, chamois, a^mkric^n Kussiii..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, IVIass.

—

Are used to call attention to the fact that this is an
advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunk Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CHI-

CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrosse, Winoka, ST.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, Madison, Prairie du Chien,

Mason City, Siolx City, Yanstcs, Albert Lea,

ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLA^D, CEDAR
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as well as innu-

merable other principal business centres and favor-

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, Siuth

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the IJne,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets aS cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and
Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt.

*•' S. S. MERRILL, General Manager

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water Tubs,

""=" &c., &c..

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMDEL C. TATDM & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chiuago Railway Exposition, 1883.

M. J. ANDCRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON.

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MABBIA6E CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARBS, ALL STTLES, SHIPPING AND UERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELERS. SEND FOR PRICE I-ISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

L HO I)

MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &c.

Scrap andAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNirP db CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P. O. Box 3215), NEW YORK.

SCHDLTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Tliird and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope,
as it is furnished with the other end tied according to P. O.
requirements.

ALLAIRE k CO., Sole Manufacturers,
36 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

A LONDON PUBLISHING HOUSE.

In the year 1763 a young Scot, named John

MacMurray, received a commission as second

lieutenant in the Royal Marines. He had for a

friend a certain William Falconer, who in the

same year published a celebrated poem called

"The Shipwreck." Most readers of "Don
Juan" are unaware how freely Byron "an-

nexed "from Falconer. Seven years later, by

a strange and inscrutable fate. Falconer himself

perished by shipwreck. This was the very year

in which Millar, of the Strand, brought out the

unfortunate author's "Marine Dictionary."

FromBrompton (Chatham) Barracks,Lieutenant

MacMurray, in 1768, wrote to Falconer at Dover

that he had been introduced to William Sandby,

bookseller and publisher in a small way of busi-

ness. He had been recommended by some of

his friends to purchase this, at the sum required

—four hundred pounds. He asked Falconer to

join him in the same speculation, backing his re-

quest by the canny Caledonian inducement

—

" especially as so many blockheads in the trade

are making fortunes." Falconer declined the

offer, and MacMurray took the whole responsi-

bility of the concern upon his own shoulders.

He dropped the Mac—Scots were not very

popular in London so soon after the ad-

ministration of Lord Bute and the publication

of Wilkes's "North Briton"—and set up shop

as John Murray, at the sign of the Ship, oppo-

site Saint Dunstan's Church in Fleet street. He
went to work with true Scottish pluck and

tough determination. Ere long he commenced
to purchase some very good and paying things.

Among others. Lord Lyttelton's "Life of Henry

IL ," Langhorne's "Translation of Plutarch," Mit-

ford's " History of Greece," a work which seemed

written to propagate English Toryism under the

guise of unrolling the scroll of Hellenic history,

but to which Grote and Thirlwall have admin-

istered, even if Thucydides had not done so by
anticipation beforehand. And let anyone simi-

larly cajoled by Sir Archibald Allison, have re-

course to Harriet Martineau's " History of the

Thirty Years' Peace" (1815-46) as an antidote,

corrective and healthy fumigant. The " Curi-

osities of Literature " of the elder D'Israeli (his

son spelt his name the same way both on his

title-pages and in his private correspondence

until he was nearly thirty years of age; on his

title-pages designating himself " D'Israeli the

Younger ") was the third and the culminating

publishing attempt of the founder of the house,

and the first of three John Murrays. grand-

father, father and son.

The ex-Marine died in 1793, and his remains

lie in St. Dunstan's God's Acre. His son, John

Secundus, who was baptized by the second

Christian name of Samuel, was born in 1778.

During the minority of the lad, his mother, who
remarried, a Lieutenant Paget being her sec-

ond spouse, carried on the business in the inter

est of her boy, being efficiently and loyally as-

sisted by Samuel Chigley, the principal assist-

ant. Or young John coming of age, Chigley be-

came a partner, but would seem to have been

bought out. This is not uncommon with great

publishing houses. Thus how many names

—

Rees, Hurst, Orme, Brown and others—have

appeared on, and after a series of years disap-

peared from, the title-pages of the Longmans. I

well recollect old Mr. Brown, who was bought

out something like a quarter of a century ago,

retiring with a comfortable £100,000, there or

thereabouts. He was a bachelor, and lived and

died in lodgings over a shop in Ludgate hill.

He was an ardent churchman of the evangelical

type, worshipping his Maker every Sunday
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either at St. Paul's or St. Dunstan's. He was a

warm personal friend of the Rev. Prebendary

Auriol, late vicar of this parish. And when old

Mr. Brown, who might have sat for either of

Charles Dickens's Cheeryble brothers, died, he

left by his will something comfortable to Mr.

Auriol and his family, and a much larger sum
(£30,000, if I recollect rightly) to the Simeon
Trustees for purchasing advowsons, to which

Low Churchmen should be preferred, of whom
Mr. Auriol was one. When Brown was bought

out, according to the wont of the Longmans,
another meritorious old servant was brought

in. This was Mr. Dyer, who had been for

many years the chief and senior repre-

sentative of the firm " on the road." This gave

Punch the cue for not a bad joke. It ran some-

what thus :
" We did not previously understand

how it was that Longmans had Brown and
Green as junior partners. But now that we
learn that there is a Dyer in the shop, the whole

thing is explained."

But to return to Mr. Murray. Within a few

years John the Second and Highley amicably

dissolved ; stock, &c., being divided according

to arrangement and assessment. Highley took

with him what had become a considerable medi-

cal business, and removed with his impedimenta

to No. 24, young Murray remaining at 32. In

the few succeeding years Murray made some
capital hits. Very notable among those was
Mrs. Bundell's Cookery Book. I may remark

that, when the obscure individual now penning

this gossip was a youngster, and began in a

small way to flesh his virgin steel in the bio-

graphical way, which did not answer so badly,

for his publishers, if not for himself (an old, and

I dare say it will prove a perennial complaint of

authors), an old publisher, and wary and know-
ing as a fox, otter or badger—and I hardly

know which is the 'cutest of these three—saying

to him, " the very best speculations are to write

one of these, a cookery book, a school book, or a

work on prophecy." And somewhat lengthened

experience has told me that he was pretty near

the mark. I am sure my trade readers in all the

departments which this journal represents, and
especially those whose avocations and predilec-

tions make them aflfect the Booksellers' Circular

as their guide, and who come in contact more
directly and immediately with the public pulse

and the public purse (forgive the alliteration

and quasi-pun, kind reader) than the printer

and his many allies—will thoroughly bear me
out. When Walter Seott commenced to flood

the market and enrich his own coffers by the

publication of his marvelous metrical romances,

Murray secured the London agency, and he re-

tained it through the still more successful and
lucrative issue of the Waverly novels. He was
—this favored child of fortune, or rather this

energetic chip of a sterling old block—the pub-

lisher of Lord Byron, whose greater poetic suc-

cess than Scott's impelled the latter to prose as

the vehicle for his imaginings in his latter years.

Success succeeded success. In 1809 came out

the Quarterly Review, a success from the first;

a fine property ever since and to this day.

Three years later Murray number two moved
to Albemarle street, where he and his son have

been ever since.

—

British and Colonial Printer

and Stationer.

White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
ass Devonshire Street, Boston.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVEKT DESCRIPTION.

B*&4

TRADE-MARK.

PPj-*-
— MANUFACTXniERS AND BIPORTERS OF —

Weing Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties, Illuminated Goods a Specialty.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM : 35 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.

FACTORY: 160 William S'., New York.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-t^ MANUFACTURERS OF -g*-

""^ First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^

TIM i '!' F^iFSiiii

SPECIALTIES : Ledg-er Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at JExeello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRREspoNDKNCB soLiciTBD. P.O. Addfess, FRANKLIN, Warrcn Co., Ohio.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41,4-3 and 45 Beekman and ISS Y/illiam St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Moarning Stationery ot aU Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Iiatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Fapeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY 'VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.
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E *TAPLIY FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the
average business of&ce.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Cordplete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,— Spring-fielca., ILv^ass. irz

HOITOKE ENTELOPE CO.,
HOaL<YOItE, JVXASS

— BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

JAS. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TYNER,Treas. FULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— X^ine of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

BLANS BOOISS-
NAGLE & CO.,

Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,
LINES NUMBERED OR PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, T). C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MII.LS—TOIAI. nATLT PRODUCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE QEOQRAPHY OF THIS COUN-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMININQ THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICA&aROCKISLAND&PACIFICRT
By the central position of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
ries passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul, It
connects in Union Depots with all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Re-
clining Chair Cars. Pullman's Prettiest Palace
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in the World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri Hiver Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Famous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE."
A New and Direct Iiine, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-
gusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Past Express

Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare al.

ways as low as competitors that oiTer less advan
tages.
For detailed information, act the Maps and Fold

ers of the

GREAT ROCK ISLiS^ND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, oi address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vioe-Pres. & OeD'l M'g'r, Oen'l .''kt. & PatB. Agfa

CHICAGO.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF —

Blank Books, Envelop8s,Writing Papers,

M
ANP A FULL TJNE OF PAPETERTFS.

;iBfm, ^'^ ^t

'

^^Hi^^^^l^lf

Cli) I f%}^} i1 °^ inen
-. y^^fej^vSi^Sg'"credV,

e)

sole Proprietors, J. Q. PKISBLIS & CO.
The above superior brand of Iiiuen 'Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and I-ithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

VALENTINE,
EASTER

—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Iffianufactorers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

iB. G-. LOOI^E <Sc CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ulazed and Fancy P<apers. Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Slieet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards. lUnminated Hirtliday and Cliromo Cards, etc.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

}^' Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just tlie Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Ooinpete in. I'rioes* with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. lufor-
mation and prices given on application. Buling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to tlie Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

—SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED-

WjLSSZXTGTOXT MSDJLZ.Z.Z01T FSITS.
J". <Sl. FPLEBLE <Sc CO.,

Noa. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 77 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

»|-:^5»When People are Traveling Com-
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIPE

COMFORT

!

" The Erie is by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in tiiis country
or in Europe: and I consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-

dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing
what a long journey we had performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving .\ew Yorl<, at
Hi)rnellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention.'' Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."— .fj:. U. S. Minister^ E. B.
Washburne.

SAFETY!
" s,4gT,44T Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railwav in 1881. Of this vast number,
only two were killed -one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train wnile in motion."

—

Neiv York State En-
gineer s Reportfor 1881.

E. S. BOW
General

No better evidence than the above need be wanted
that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

JTHECREATi ERIE RAILWAY

IlandscapeIouteJ"
•

;
'

Ir^ai'supt., I
OF AMERICA.

|
New York. |

J

JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen, Passenger .\gt., Xew York

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COVXTSELOH-AT-LA'W.

Special attention given to Patent and Tradi^
JUarh Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof XMited States andForeign Patentt

and Trade-Marks,

Ko. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
;hortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
IJesign Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro •

tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opmions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throug:hout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busiucss may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep* ia
violably secret and confidential.

TAMES A. WHITNEY, uj Nassau St., N. Y. City.

IIT7B CJLKD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF GLUE.

Glue is an inspissated jelly, made of the par-

ings of hides or horns of any kind, the pelts

obtained from furriers, the hoofs and ears of

horses, oxen, calves, sheep, &c. These are first

digested in lime water, to cleanse them from

grease or dirt, they are then steeped in clean

water with frequent stirring, afterward laid in

a heap and the water pressed out. They are

then boiled in a large cauldron with clean

water, skimming off the dirt as it rises, and it

is further cleansed by putting in, after the

whole is dissolved, a little melted alum or finely

j)owdered lime. The skimming is continued for

some time, after which the mass is strained

through baskets, and suffered to settle, that the

remaining impurities may subside. It is

then poured gently into the kettle again,

and further evaporated by boiling and skim-

ming till it becomes of a clear darkish

brown color. When it is thought to be

strong enough, it is poured into frames or

moulds about six feet long, one broad and

two deep, where it gradually hardens as it cools,

and is cut out when cold into square cakes.

Each of these is placed in a sort of wooden box

open in three divisions to the back ; in this the

glue, while yet soft, is cut into three slices by an

instrument like a bow, with a brass wire for its

string. The slices are then taken out into the

open air and dried upon a kind of coarse net-

work, fastened in movable sheds four feet

square, which are placed in rows in the glue-

maker's field. When perfectly dry and hard it

is fit for sale. That is thought the best glue

which swells considerably without melting by
three or four days' immersion in cold water, and

recovers its former dimensions and properties

by drying. Glue that has got frost or that looks

thick and black, should be melted over again. To
know good from bad glue, the purchaser should

hold it between his eye and the light, and if it

appears of a strong, dark color, and free from

cloudy or dark spots, the article is good.

To this account may be added some experi-

ments on a glue made from the raspings and

trimmings of ivory, the refuse pieces and shav-

ings of the button-mold makers, and other pieces

of hard bone, that cannot be turned to account

in entire manufacture. Six pounds of button-

mold shavings were put into a copper boiler with

twenty-four quarts of cold water, and first let

soak for two hours. The fire was then kindled

and the liquor slowly brought to boiling, and

kept at this heat for nine hours. After standing

a night, fourteen quarts of clear gelatinous li-

quor were drawn off by a syphon, and two

quarts more were obtained by pressing the resi-

due. This was duly evaporated without addi-

tion, and when of the proper consistence was

allowed to subside for half an hour, when it be-

came firm enough to be cut into cakes, which

being hung up for a fortnight in a barn, yielded

about fifteen ounces of solid glue, or rather less

than a sixth of the weight of the bone shavings

originally used. A similar experiment made
with ivory turnings yielded nearly the same pro-

piortion of glue. The jelly from these clean,

white bones is at first very transparent and

with but little color, but when concentrated by
evaporation it always deepens in color, but if

well made still remains transparent. A piece

of this glue put into cold water swelled, as hap-

pens with common good glue, and in twenty-four

hours had absorbed fifteen times its weight of

water, but without dissolving, and by again

drying in the air it returned to its original bulk

and weight. It appears that at Paris there are

three sorts of glue commonly sold. The best is

imported from England, and is of a deep red ;

the next in value is the Flemish, which is

whitish and transparent, and the most ordinary

glue of the country is black and opaque.

In using glue, the carpenters first break it and
cover it with cold water, and let it stand for

about twenty-four hours, by which, as already

mentioned, it swells to many times its original

bulk; after which the soaked pieces are melted,

without more water, over a slow fire and kept

simmering for about a quarter of an hour, with

frequent stirring, and are then cooled. It is now
a firm jelly, of such a consistence as very read-

ily to be cut by any instrument, but too stiff to

be tremulous. When wanted to be used, it is

merely warmed, which renders it sufficiently

fluid to be spread over the surface of the wood
with a stiff brush. Wood joined by glue requires

from one to three days to be perfectly cement-

ed, which is known by the hardness of the por-

tion that remains on the outside of the joining,

and the force of cohesion of the best glue is such

that boards as thick as any commonly used in

furniture carpentering will quite as readily give

way to violence in any other part of the sub-

stance as at the joining. Glued boards will not

set in a freezing temperature, the stiffening be-

ing owing to the evaporation of the superfluous-

water of the glue, which is prevented by great

cold.

A variety of gelatinous cements of less firm-

ness than common glue, and known by the gen-

eral term of size, are made for the use of paper-

hangers, gilders, book-binders, house painters in

distemper, and many other trades, by boiling

down in water the clippings of parchment, glove

leather, fish skin, and many other kinds of

skin and animal membrane. These are used

either alone or mixed with vegetable tenacious

substances, such as flour-paste, gum-arabic and
tragacanth, and the like. The preparation of

these jellies is very simple, the substance used

(parchment shreds, for example,) being merely

dissolved in water by boiling, strained and evap-

orated to a due consistence. Eel skins and the

skins of other fishes make a cement which is

much valued for its transparency and tenacity.

—Furniture Gazette.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF—

'f

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (G-ERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No, 437 BBOADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTE R CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Pnblishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.

Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

KEUFFEL & ESSER,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

*' Standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

^~ Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances neld at Chicago, FOUR GOLD AND

BRONZE MEDALS for Surveying, Engineering and Drawing Materials,
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLVDIKG THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 833, 444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 2S6, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOVy^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

B»NnPACT0RER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.
"I

SOLE AQENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R.H.SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEBY DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 nsln St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spxin.gr£.elS., • • 3!>/(Ia.ss.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury In
New England & Largest in the IT, S.

SEND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

E. A. ROGERS k CO.,
X>-A.^5rT03Sr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSXOBf JOBBIIffCa- HOUSE."

-<^ CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«t
*"

§»

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. &
c§ 'i .^ §»

publisher,^^^^°e:blank books,
No. 32 BMOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St.. New York,

- manufacturer op-

Copying PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

M BIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.H H Mu^mT RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.inOnnl J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iflllllll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHIIiADELPHIA, PA.,

— Makupacturers op

GLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting ^-cuzeJ^.

The annexed cut is afac simile
of one of

aiL^MAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

tir^ti&r Fifes
Exhibiting a view of the File
when open and affixed to the
wall ; also showing a view of the
same when closed. As will be
observed, this is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
one of the different filing divis-
ions, thus obviating the necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-
ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

p system saves time, and the price of
:ies is from. 'three-fourths to one-third,
lan other kinds. We place our

Ccbinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

( li illenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B, RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut'isa Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

a
Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

3r;S= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL, SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CARTER'S ZITZSS,
MUCILAQE AND ARABIN.

THE tOUISVIIiM: EXPOSITION of 1S83 awartled First l'ii/.e Medal, the highest given. This,,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted CartkJi's Ink and Mucilage.

CARTER, DINSMORE &; CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON V/ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
and RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

I(INBN RBCORD i LBDGBR PAPXSR
Alao, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Anstralia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. !SI»3i:CIA.LTY.

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

^ others from i/te Cincinnati Induslrial Exkihidon, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission , Medal of Proj^ess American Institute^ tSjy, and Medal of
Improvement and Progress, Boston, lS-]8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerll

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Doublt
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

slieet, X^ItASS and HEI'WrilTE FOUR TIM3Q8 on. same spot^
Each sheet is watermarked with name and date.

|y Send, for sample

L.O0K\VOOD PRESS. 74 Duane Street, Nev^ York.
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BOSTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUB BEGtTLAB CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Ofpicb of the Lockwood Press,
/

49 Federal Street, V
Boston, February 20, 1884. )

Jobbers are preparing for the Easter trade,

and in their line many novelties are being dis-

played, sonae of which show considerable in-

genuity in design and artistic taste in finish.

There is possibly nothing tending more to ele-

vate the tastes of the people to a just appre-

ciation of the beautiful in their home decora-

tions than this very card business. Every
succeeding season, the people find the card

souvenir even more beautiful and bearing

touches of a higher art. And because of this

improvement in souvenir novelties do they meet

with such a continual demand. Now that pub-

lishers have created such a lively demand for

their artistic productions, to hold this trade it

will be necessary for them to further improve

upon their novelties
;
presenting such as possess

originality in design, and bearing the imprint

of the best artistic skill. So long as this ad-

vancement is continued, just so long will the

business be found profitable. For designers and

artists the field is wide, and the people are ready

for the advanced studies.

While on the subject of cards and art novel-

ties, I would say a word in behalf of the legiti-

mate jobbers, who complain a little of the busi-

ness policy of some of the large publishers and
manufacturers in their efforts to dispose of their

goods. Said a prominent dealer : "My business

is jobbing cards and art novelties ; I make a
specialty of that line of goods, and buy my stock

from the manufacturers at such rates as they

choose to make. I must stock up early in each

season and be prepared for the number of small

dealers who are placing orders. As the season

advances, a representative of the manufacturer

makes another call, my stock is light, and I

order more goods ; but because I want them, I

must pay card rates, subject, of course, to the

regular trade discounts. Now, so far, it is all

right, fair trading, strictly business. But after

the jobbers have taken all they think the trade

will stand, the big dry-goods houses are kindly

invited to lay in a stock of cards, and at figures

that jobbers can't compete with. The dry-goods
houses don't care whether they make anything
on cards or not ; they advertise special bar-

gains in art novelties—prices way down—to get

the people into their stores, in the hope that

other purchases might be made at the same

time. The small dealers that the jobbers have

supplied are left with their stock unsold, and we
must store away our goods for next season.

Now, if dry-goods houses want to sell cards, art

novelties, groceries, boots and shoes, hardware,

and everything else, let the manufacturers

charge them as much as they do the jobbers, and
not ruin the business in this way." Such are

some of the complaints I hear, and it does seem

as though the manufacturers ought to protect

jobbers who are engaged exclusively in pushing

their goods.

J. Baird reports that the valentine trade was
very good, and that the outlook for Easter busi-

ness is quite encouraging. In embossed pictures

and shape goods this house carries an immense
stock. This line of goods, not depending upon
any particular season, has a ready sale the year

round. Within the past year the business of the

house has been fully doubled, and this increas-

ing trade is not confined to the East, but ex-

tends far into the South and West. Travelers

representing this house are now on the road, and
orders are being booked in goodly numbers.

In fashionable stationery I notice that the

grained morocco is taking the place of the alli-

gator-skin paper. Ragged-edged paper still

holds its place. This paper now bears upon the

corner various artistic designs representing

some odd fancy, or the monogram of the

owner is seen stamped upon a sunken square.

Another style displayed in ragged paper, has a

fac-simile of one's handwriting scratched across

the corner in gold, and this is the leading

agony. Mourning note-paper shows a very
elegant crape-finished border. Pure white

paper still holds as the proper thing for invita-

tions. For society correspondence fashion re-

tains the square envelopes of moderate size.

It was at the Beacon street quarters of H. H.

Carter that I found this display of fancy sta-

tionery. The genial proprietor finds trade very
satisfactory, and is laying in an immense stock

of novelties for the Easter season. His line of

Easter cards embraces the productions of all of

the prominent manufacturers, and they are put

up in job lots of assorted designs, which are

offered the trade at "bed rock" prices. In

ruled papers and envelopes the house is doing a

large business with job lots. Samples of the

various grades, with prices, are sent upon appli-

cation to any stationer in the country.

Paper-box makers and other users of paper

boards will be interested to learn that Spaulding

& Tewksbury, of this city, are supplying the

trade with a new article in this line. The box-

boards offered by this firm are made from a

combination of straw and wood pulp, under a

patent owned by the Patent Pulp-Lining Com-

pany. By this combination the boards are ren-

dered more pliable and not so liable to crack.

Every description of paper boxes known to the

trade can be made from these boards. Of these

boards—white, colored and manilla—the various

fancy colored boards are meeting with a steady

increasing demand, as by their use no extra

covering is needed. This is quite a saving of

itself, and when a further saving in the price of

these boards is noted, their increasing demand
is not surprising. The mill, for the manufac-

ture of their patent lined boards, was started

in December last, and the quality of the board

is of a high grade. As such is it recommended
to the trade by Spaulding & Tewksbury.

A. L. D.

LOUISVILLE NOTES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., February 16, 1884.

Sensational flood-news is abundant just now.

Let us get at the facts. The Signal Service ob-

server at this station measures the water at the

head of the canal here, and his record shows that

on January 29, less than three weeks ago, the

depth was 7 feet 4 inches; on February 1 it was
13 feet 7 inches ; on February 8 it had reached 40

feet; on February 15 the gauge showed 46 feet 7

inches. The head-lines of a local daily, begin-

ning a week ago, were as follows : Invaded by
Water—A Flood on the Way—Still Rising

—

Growing Worse—Build Tour Ark—The Mad
River—Surpassed 1

On Thursday, the 14th inst., after eleven

days of steady rains and unremitting gloom, the

sun shone out and the weather turned cool and
firm. Yesterday the maximum height of the

water was reached, the same being 20 inches

higher than the unprecedentedly high range of

February, 1883. Last year, from the beginning

of the flood to its climax on February 16, the

rainfall between Louisville and Cincinnati was
nearly the same, being respectively 7.67 and
8.18 inches. This year, however, the rainfall

above Cincinnati was far greater than last year.

The Courier-Journal states that the Ohio and
its tributaries, from Pittsburg to Cairo, 111.,

would make a river 4,450 miles long, and that

when it is considered that they drain the entire

Ohio valley, into which has fallen in the past

twelve days enough rain to cover it to a depth

of 8 inches, there need be no wonderment ex-

pressed at the flood resulting therefrom. Louis-

ville's entire river front, seven miles, is sub-

merged for varying distances inland. It is es-

timated that there are 5,000 people driven from
their homes in this city, 5,000 in Jeffersonville,

and 3,000 in New Albany, making 13,000 tem-
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porarily homeless and partially helpless beings

in the three Falls cities.

Owing to last year's experience, which served

as a precaution and warning, the direct dam-

age by this year's flood here is no doubt smaller.

The indirect loss by suspension of railroad trans-

portation owing to the flooding of tracks and a

leading depot on the river front here, but more
especially at other points and connecting roads,

is considerable. Grain and produce receipts

were greatly curtailed and general business was

materially checked. The Southern channels

of shipment, however, have been preserved al-

most perfectly and Louisville has moved a full

volume of goods in that direction with only

little interruption. The property submerged

here is principally a cheap class of dwellings

and a moderate number of saw-mills, foundries,

pork houses and warehouses' of heavy goods.

The loss falls largely on the laboring classes in

this city and in the adjacent cities of Jefferson-

ville and New Albany, Indiana, both through

the damage to homesteads and suspension of

work in the manufactories of which some of the

most extensive are on the river front. It is

thought safe to say that Louisville suffers com-

paratively less than any city in the inundated

district. This city cared for all of the suffer-

ers within her borders last year and will do the

same in the present emergency. The relief

committee will not solicit contributions from

abroad and all aid received from outside will be

applied by the Mayor to the relief of farmers

and villagers in the bottoms who cannot secure

corporate aid. The distress among small

farmers must be especially great, as in most

cases they have no neighborhood to draw on as

have the dwellers in cities.

Notwithstanding the interruption by the floods

there has been a fair amount of business trans-

acted in general jobbing circles, and receipts of

spring orders from Kentucky and Southern

trade have been sufficient to mark a gradual

opening of the new season's operations. Col-

lections, where the roads and mails are in nor-

mal condition, are coming in with average

promptness. The banks report a steady increase

of idle balances, and borrowers can readily

have their demands supplied at 6 and 7 per cent.

on time paper and at 5 per cent, on collateral

loans. The high price obtained for leaf tobacco

is putting the rural districts in comfortable

shape.

The Bremaker-Moore Paper Mills, which were

invaded by the water last year, built a coffer-

dam about their entire plant on the advent of

the present flood rains, and the water crept up

at such an unprecedented rate that it was found

necessary to build it higher early in the week, a

desperate race ensuing between the dam-build-

ers and the flood ; but the perseverance of the

Bremaker-Moore people was rewarded by a vic-

tory
;
pumps are at work keeping the water

from accumulating in the sub-cellar, and their
Falls City Mills do not su.'spend work this year.
Du Pont & Co., of the Louisville Paper Mills,

have water in Tenth and Munro streets sides of
their mammoth factory, but are prepared to
evade mucb damage.
The waters began to recede to-day, and unless

further rains ensue it will not take many days
for the river to get back in its old bed and trade
get back in the usual channel. BOUHBON.

MANGANESE AND ITS USES.

The Pharm. Centr. suggests the use of 7^4 per

cent, solution of caustic lime as a solvent for

many gum resins, the solutions mixing with

water without precipitation. The following de-
grees of suiutiiiity have been noted : Ammoni-
acum, one part lu fcmr ; myrrh, one in five

;

guaiucum, one in seven ; opium, one in ten;

catechu, one in ten ; aloes, one in fifteen ; asa-
foetida, one in fifteen.

Manganese is one of the heavy metals of

which iron may be taken as the representative.

It is of a grayish-white color, presents a metal-

lic brilliancy and is capable of a high degree

of polish, is so hard as to scratch glass and steel,

is non-magnetic and is only fused at a white

beat. As it oxidizes rapidly on exposure to the

atmospker«, it should be preserved under naph-

tha.

It occurs in small quantity in association with

iron in meteoric stones ; with this exception it

is not found native. The metal may be ob-

tained by the reduction of its sesquioxide by
carbon at an extreme heat.

Manganese forms no less than six different

oxides—viz., protoxide, sesquioxide, the red

oxide, the binoxide or peroxide, manganic acid

and permanganic acid. The protoxide occurs

as olive-green powder, and is obtained by ignit-

ing carbonate of manganese in a current of hy-

drogen. Its salts are colorless or of a pale rose

color, and have a strong tendency to form dou-

ble salts with the salts of ammonia. The car-

bonate forms the mineral known as manganese
spar. The sulphate is obtained by heating the

peroxide with sulphuric acid till there is faint

ignition, dissolving the residue in water and
crystallizing. It is employed largely in calico

printing. The silicate occurs in various min-

erals.

The sesquioxide is found crystallized in an an-

hydrous form in braunite, and hydrated in man-
ganite. It is obtained artificially as a black

powder by exposing the peroxide to a prolonged

heat. When ignited it loses oxygen, and is con-

verted into red oxide. Its salts are isomorphous

with those of alumina and sesquioxide of iron.

It imparts a violet color to glass, and gives the

amethyst its characteristic tint. Its sulphate is

a powerful oxidizing agent.

The red oxide corresponds to the black oxide

of iron. It occurs native in hausmannite, and
may be obtained artificially by igniting the ses-

quioxide or peroxide in the open air. It is a

compound of the two preceding oxides.

The binoxide, or peroxide, is the black man!
ganese of commerce, and the pyrolusite of

mineralogists, and is by far the most abun-

dant of the manganese ores. It occurs in a hy-

drated form in varvicite and wad. Its com-
mercial value depends upon the proportion of

chlorine which a given weight of it will liberate

when it is heated with hydrochloric acid, the

quantity of chlorine being proportional to the

excess of oxygen which this oxide contains over

that contained in the same weight,of protoxide.

When mixed with chloride of sodium and
sulphuric acid it causes an evolution of

chlorine, the other resulting products being

sulphate of soda and sulphate of protoxide

of manganese. When mixed with acids, it is a

valuable oxidizing agent. It is much used for

the preparation of oxygen, either by simply

heating it, when it yields 12 per cent, of gas, or

by heating it with sulphuric acid, when it yields

18 per cent. Besides its many uses in the labo-

ratory, it is employed in the manufacture of

glass, porcelain, and kindred wares.

Manganic acid is not known in a free state.

Manganate of potash is formed by fusing to-

gether hydrated potash and binoxide of manga-
nese. The black mass which results from
this operation is soluble in water, to which
it communicates a green color, due to the pres-

ence of the manganate. From this water the

salt is obtained in vacuo in beautiful green crys-

tals. On allowing the solution to stand ex-

posed to the air, it rapidly becomes blue, violet,

purple, and finally red, by the gradual conver-

sion of the manganate into the permanganate
of potash ; and on account of these changes of

color the black mass has received the name of

mineral chameleon.

Permanganic acid is only known in solution

or in a state of combination. Its solution is of

a splendid red color, but appears of a dark
violet tint when seen by transmitted light. It

is obtained by treating a solution of perman-
ganate of baryta with sulphuric acid, when sul-

phate of baryta falls, and the permanganic acid

remains dissolved in the water. Permanganate
of potash, which crystallizes in reddish purple

prisms, is the most important of it» salts.

Manganese is a constituent of many mineral

waters, and is found in small quantities in the

ash of most vegetable and animal substances.

It is always associated with iron.

Various preparations of manganese have been

employed in medicine. The sulphate of the prot-

oxide in doses of one or two drachms produces

purgative effects, and is supposed to increase the

excretion of bile ; and, in small doses, both this

salt and the carbonate have been given with the

intention of improving the condition of the

blood in cases of ansemia. Manganic acid and
permanganate of potash are of great use when
applied in lotions (as in Condy's Fluid diluted) to

foul and fetid ulcers. In connection with the

medicinal applications of manganese, it may be
mentioned that manganic acid is the agent em-
ployed in Dr. Angus Smith's celebrated test for

the impurity of the air.

It is the glassmaker's soap of glass manufac-
ture, and is used to correct the green color of

glass, which is owing to the presence of prot-

oxide of iron. This it converts into the compar-
atively colorless peroxide. It is also used in the
Bessemer and similar processes to decompose
the oxide of iron. Spiegeleisen, an iron which
contains a natural alloy of from 10 to 12 per
cent, of manganese, is used for this purpose
when conveniently attainable.

BRONZING COPPER.
Dissolve in 100 parts of acetic acid of mod-

erate concentration (or in 200 parts of strong

vinegar) 30 parts of carbonate or hydrochlorate

of ammonium, and 10 parts each of common
salt, cream of tartar and acetate of copper, and
add a little water. When an intimate mixtU'e
has been obtained, smear the copper object with

it, and let it dry at the ordinary temperature

for twenty-four or forty-eight hours. At the

end of that time the object will be found to be

entirely covered with verdigris presenting vari-

ous tints. Then brush the whole, and especially

the reliefs, with a waxed brush, and if neces-

sary, set off the high reliefs with hematite or

chrome yellow, or other suitable colors. Light

touches with ammonia give a blue color to the

green portions, and carbonate of ammonium
deepens the color of the parts on which it is laid.

A variety of bronzing lacquers are to be found in

the market, called usually water bronzes, and
which are applied with a brush. Spon, in his

" Workshop Receipts," gives following method :

Dissolve in vinegar 3 parts of the verdigris and 1

part of sal-ammoniac; boil, skim and dilute with

water until no more white precipitate separates.

Meanwhile place the articles to be bronzed,

properly freed from grease, in a pan and pour the

boiling solution over them, letting it boil briskly.

The resulting coloration is a bright reddish-

brown; but the articles should be frequently in-

spected, and removed as soon as the desired
shade is obtained. They should then be re-
peatedly washed and dried. The solution must
not be too strong, as in that case the bronze will

come off by friction, or turn green on exposure
to the air.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink OB Wkar.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date. -*

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO.,
ID-A.3L.T02Sr, Ivl^SS., XJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures
are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, vrith contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agencv, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street. ,
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FOE THE COMING EASTER SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, which

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous effoi^ts, and will meet with a ready sale.

The foUowino; Artists are amono; the contributors to our line

:

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. B. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE €. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness

^^

No. 705.-

No. 711.-

No. 712.-

No. 713.-

No. 714.-

No. 715.-

No. 716.-

No. 717F

-TKIANGULAR FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs. O. E. WmTNEY.

-MOVABLE SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

-BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. Whitney. A gorgeous series.

-FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

-BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Striking Easter Cards ever published.

-EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A very chaste and appropriate card.

—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fitting companion card to our last year's Water-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

-*- —
BEsroES these, special attention is called to our-

IJi ^^1 P^ipip M#M ilM^
I

Consisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles

:

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT.—An exquisite Satin Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and
bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

" C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back.

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped silk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.
*

EASTER CAROL CARDS.—Peculiarly appropriate to the season, being printed in mediasval style in red and black upon hand-
made paper

SERIES I., EASTER CAROL CARDS.—Printed in red and black.

SERIES II., BOOKLETS of four pages, with mediaeval carols and cover of hand-made paper printed in red and black.

—«--

Our extensive line of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we

have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.

r^> PB.ZCB ZiZSTS OF BASTSB. CAKDS JLKS UTOIXT RZADV.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books. ? Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books
LIBERj^L r>ISCOUr«fT TO THE Tlt^DE.

For sale in New York City by Bakee, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send fcr Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

LE PAGE'S MUCILAGE
^md Wm^Hy Qlum,
MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
GrloTioes-ter, iLvdieiss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring- the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

-^ 1®" Will not injure the most delicate colors.

OA-UTION. Se-«v-a.re of imitations olaimins to "bel /' tlie same tbins " or "jixst as good
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^vaxTc lloucltics.

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac>

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 891,875. Air Cushions for the Reciprocating Beds

of Printing Presses.—Andrew Campbell, Brook-

lyn, assignor to John and Edmund McLoughlin,

New York, N. Y.
• The two opposite air-bells are connected to-

gether, so that they can be made to approach or

recede from each other simultaneously while the

bed is running. By this means the depth of the

air cushions can be adjusted equally, according

to the speed of the press.

No. 291,879. Combined Pen-Holder, Pencil and
Tooth-Pick. — Richard M. CoUard, New York,

N. Y., assignor to Leroy W. Fairchild, same
place.

In combination with a shell or case, a pencil-

point provided with a magic movetnent and

adapted to be projected from one end of the shell

or case, a tooth-pick point furnished with a sim-

ple screw movement and adapted to be project-

ed from the opposite end, and a pen-slide encir-

cling the screw movement and adapted to be

protruded from the same end of the case as the

tooth-pick.

No. 291,886. Pen and PencU Case.—Leroy W. Fair-

child, New York, N. Y.

No. 291,905. Press for Stencil Printing.—John C. Hill,

FayetteviUe, N. Y.

No. 291,912. Delivery Apparatus for Printing Ma-

chines.—Conrad Kahler, Chicago, 111.

No. 291,921. Frame for Diplomas and Credit Cards.

—Alexander W. McArthur, Arroyo Grande, Cal.

In a frame or mount, a sheet of paper or other

suitable material, having perforations, and a

second sheet adhering to the back of the first,

said second sheet having perforations smaller

than the first, so that a portion or rim of the

second sheet shows through the larger perfora-

tions, in combination with a slip of paper or

other suitable material of the size and shape of

the larger perforation and adhering to the ex-

posed rim of the second sheet, and a second slip

of paper the size and shape of the smaller perfora-

tion and adhering to the back of the larger slip.

No. 291,925. Stylographic Fountain Pen.—Edwin W.
Morton, White Plains, N. Y.

In a fountain pen using ink, the combination

of a needle carrying an armature with a perma-

nent magnet.

No. 291,939. Shelf Oil-Cloth.—Edward R. Riesenfeld,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Charles H. Wight,

same place.

As a new article of manufacture, a shelf-cov-

ering, consisting of a strip of enameled or

water-proof cloth or other fabric, having a plain

portion to cover the top of the shelf, and a

printed decorative border on one side to over-

hang the edge of the shelf.

No. 291,964. Fountain Pen.—Walter H. Wales, Provi-

dence, R. I.

No. 291,989. Inking Attachment for Printing Presses.

—Benjamin S. Whitehead, Newark, N. J.

An inking attachment for a printing press,

consisting, substantially, of a collection of re-

volving inking disks arranged in parallel rows
above the frame-work in or on which they re-

volve, the peripheries of the disks of adjacent

rows engaging with one another.

No. 291,998. Pencil-Holder—Bemhard Eybel, New
York, N. Y.

No. 292,086. Easel.—Delbert K. Woodward, Lords-
town, Ohio,

No. 292,093. Tag-Attaching Device.—Lorenzo Davis

Bond, Washington, D. C.

An attaching tag or similar device consisting

of a suitable tag proper, a cord, and rigid ring

or loop.

No. 292,106. Calendar.—John Cussons, Glen Allen,

Va.

No. 292,116. Mucilage Bottle and Holder.—Nathan B.

Hubbard, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to

John Gray, same place.

No. 292,136. Lead and Crayon Holder.-Benjamin G.

Piatt, Bayonne, N. J.

No. 292,137. Fountain Attachment for Pens.—Geo.
W. Price, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Bernard N.

Baker, same place.

A fountain attachment for pens, consisting of

a spiral wire and a holder for the same, having

a back piece to shield the spiral coils, and a stiff

piece, extending through the spiral coils, and

adapted for connection with a pen-holder on top

of the pen.

No. 292,162. Pencil-Sharpener Holder.—Walter Kit-

tredge Foster, Stoneham, Mass.

A pencil-sharpener holder composed of a

handle and of two yokes extending therefrom,

consisting of two wires bowed or arched at their

middles, and bent toward and lapped on each

other.

No. 292,181. Process of Making Relief Printing Plates

or Blocks.—Proctor R. Shugg and George Boyle,

New York, N. Y.

1. A sensitive plate composed of gelatine, albu-

men, glycerine, resin and bichromate of am-
monia. 2. A method of hardening relief gela-

tine plates, consisting in treating such gelatine

plates successively to baths of solutions of bi-

chromate of ammonia, nitrate of silver, sulphate

of iron, and ammonium bydrosulpbite.

No. 292,190. Base-Ball Bat.—William Williams, Hun-
tingdon, Pa.

As a new article of manufacture, a base-ball

bat composed wholly or in part of pulp molded

and condensed.

No. 292,204. Portable Hammock Support.-Egbert

C. Cook, Chicago, 111.

No. 292,238. Paper Box.—James C. Hurd, Spring-

field, Mass.

No. 292,256. Adding-Machine.—David Marion Rush,

Louisburg, Mo.

No. 292,270. Case for Holding Pencils, &c.—Hell-
muth F. Werner, Milwaukee, Wis.

No. 292,312. Musical Game. — William L. Hofer,

Manhattan, Ean.

No, 292,313. Lead-Holder for Pencils.—John Hol-

land, Cincinnati, Ohio.

No. 292,350. Toy Work-Bench.—Adolf Pfaendler,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 292,392. Supplementary Cell for Type-Cases.—
Philip W. Wiley, Raleigh, N. C, assignor to Gold-

ing & Co., Boston, Mass.

A supplementary cell for type-cases, consist-

ing of a removable compartment provided with

an integral spring bent below the upper edge of

the cell, to form a stop.

No. 292,412. Book-Mark and Pencil-Holder.—Edward
T. Covell, New Bedford, Mass.

A book-mark and pencil-holder consisting of

two spring-impelled jaws hinged or pivoted to-

gether, and each provided with a finger-piece at

one side of their hinge or pivot to swing the

jaws on such hinge or pivot, one of the finger-

pieces being bent into a tubular pencil-holder

having a longitudinal free edge.

No. 292,456. Programme-Clock.—Theodore Wilmer,
Milhousen, Ind.

1. The combination of a dial-plate or chart

divided into a series of columns, and a series of

concentric divisions adapted to be marked with

one or more days of the week, with the recita-

tions for one or more days in their sequence, and
with the time allotted for each, a pointer

marked with the days of the week correspond-

ing to those that may be marked on the dial-

chart, and any suitable mechanism for moving
the pointer over the dial-plate, so as to pass it

from one column to the other, to indicate when
the time for one recitation has ended and that

for the next arrived. 2. The combination, with

a clock to indicate the hours of the day, of a

dial-chart or plate divided into a series of col-

umns and a series of concentric divisions, adapt-

ed to be marked with one or more days in their

sequence, and with the time allotted for each, a

pointer marked with the days of the week corre-

sponding to those that may be marked on the

dial-chart, and mechanism for moving the hour-

indicating hands of the clock to indicate the

hour of the day, and in unison therewith the

pointer over the dial-plate, so as to pass it from

one column to the other, to indicate when the

time for one recitation is ended and that for the

next arrived.

TBADB-MABKS.

No. 10,855. Periodical Publications. — Henry C.

Meyer, New York, N. Y.
" The words ' Sanitary Engineer,' the peculiar

style of type or letter in which the same are dis-

played. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PAINTINC ON ZINC.

According to the Painters' Magazine, paint-

ing on zinc is made easier by employing a mor-
dant composed of one quart of chloride of cop-

per, one of nitrate of copper, and one of sal

ammonia, dissolved in sixty-four parts of water,

and to this mixture is added one part of com-
mercial hydrochloric acid. This is brushed over

the plate of zinc, and after twelve or twenty-

four hours it drys a dullish gray color. Paint-

ng upon this surface the colors will adhere in a

perfect manner. Another method, according

to the same authority, is as follows : Procure

some muriatic acid of full strength, and drop

into it some pieces of zinc until effervesence

ceases. Add an equal quantity of water, and
with a sponge tied to a stick wash over every

part of the surface to be painted. This rough-

ens the surface and takes off that sort greasiness

which prevents paint from adhering. After the

acid has remained a short time wash it over

with water or diluted vinegar, dry off and
paint.

CONVICT LABOR AND PRINTERS.

Charles A. Bridges appeared before the Legis-

lative Committee in Boston on 13th inst., to

represent the Boston Printers' Union and the

Central Trades' Union, to remonstrate against

any action looking toward the printing of school

text-books by convicts. He did not believe that

such a thing is practicable, for the reason that

the printing of text-books requires the utmost
skill and cannot be learned under a five years'

apprenticeship. Not one in twenty-five of the

printers of Boston are capable of setting up cor-

rectly a page of algebra ; or even of a common
arithmetic. Owing to the competition among
publishers text-books are increasing in excellence

all the time. If the State should do all the work
competition would cease and the books must
either deteriorate in quality or the State must
appropriate large sums of money to keep up
with the times. There is not a printer in Boston

who does not laugh at the idea of printing books

at the State prison at anywhere near the cheap

price they are now furnished at.
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FAMILY AND PUInPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

*m«m. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful feature* making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illimiinated plates.

XlluatratedCatalnguefCOntaininff full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
1!^" Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

!6au>^
B l-ACK

.dnL
SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, lb JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THXRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret processknown only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
flft.v per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UANUFACTURBK OF

TIH AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOYELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 15S Broadway, IN'eAV York.

INSURa.NCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

1^- PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marliles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

^~ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. IT-, j^. Hiiismioiis,
Price List on application. 39-33 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.

N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 8e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
(

]Xe>v London, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valvial>le Patented Improvements.

^, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO.

co:E?,i^ES^03iTnD:Ei>To:E: soijIOITEId.

Witli Valn.al>le Patented Improvements.
CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlantic Works, East Bostoi, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, PhiladelpMa.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland,

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Okicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE OOMPANT, Detroit, MicL

P
HXND OlTTTBB SEND FOR CIBCOLAB AND PBIOE LIST Riin>CimsB, witb Stkah Fixtdbb.
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Which is THE BEST ROUTE between

— AND—

Toledo, Detroit #Canadas.

EATON, RICHMOND, LOGANSPOET.

lOA 1
i W9

And all Points in the N0RTH3VEST.

OXFORD, CONNERSVILLE, RUSHVILLE,

INDIANAPOLIS
TEHEE HAUTE, MATTOOIT, FAITA,

Wi
And ALL POINTS IN THE WEST

PULLMAN SLEEPERS ON NIGHT TRAINS

Parlor Cars between Cincinnati and Toledo.

For Maps, Time Tables and other information, call

oo Station Agent, or address G. T. A., Cincinnati, U.

SAU'L ST£V£NSON.
8.C WAITE, Gen. Ticket Agent.

Vioe-FresideDt.

Bee Line Route!
POPULAR THOEOUGHPAEE

BETWEEN THE

EAST and IWEST,
No Midnight Changes

!

No Emigrant Trains f

Oonnections in Union Depots for all Points.

}^~ The unequa\ed facilities offered by tlus Com-
pany for luxurious travel are

Elegant, easy riding, Day Coaches.
Elegant TVagner and Woodruff Drawing

Room and'Sleeping Cars.
Elegant Horton Keclinlng Chair Cars, be-

tneeu Lake Erie (Cleveland,) and the Mlsiis-
oippi River, (St. Louis,) Eree.
Model Hotel Cars attached to Express

Trains, which, together with a Track and Road Bed
of known excellence, you are assured Comfort and
iiafety with— KA.ST xzaie:
^^ Rear in mind that our through car routes are

numerous and excellent, a great convenience to all

travelers

^~ The only line to the East via

Cleveland and Niagara Palls.

Consult your best interests by asking for and se
curing a Ticket via the Bee Line. For Maps, Time
Tables, and other information, call on

E. B. THOMAS, Gen'l Manager,

0. B, SKI\NER, Traffic Manager,

A. J. SMITH, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

CLEVELAND, OHIO

CAST'S ^STVLOGRAPHIC^PEN.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market.
1 he least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3 00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

ZiOok at Tills.

RUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET,
With Safety Pin Attachment.

To hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two P^ns 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens : 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. LAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St., New York.

EDWARD POSEN ^ CO.
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

^Ibu^ie I L©ath©E^ i<

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House a

No. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER- GOODS.

B7 TUB MZZiZiZOXT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gnm Labels, Gilt and Colored.

^^*''^^^Tpp^\t^r'^°*n A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES
^ o

aGQ
o
o
d
z
H
CO N

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St., Carpentersville, Kane Co., lU.
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CHARLES BECK,
— MANXJFACTtTRER OF —

JFWWTMm BATIN mm€ ^MWBM

Valentine, Easter i Birthday Cards,

Single at $4, Double at $8 j>er 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A3IERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY,

CHARLES J. GOHBN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
,<N/7v

Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade
ENVetOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Halfand Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

JOHN R.EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

AND

Importing and Manufacturing Stationer,
•*

-! B-A.3L.TIlvIOR,E, IvIID.j-

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
JNTo. 509 Cliestii-at Street, PMladelpMa, Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

IT SAS ITO EQI7AL 117 EUBOFE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE INITS'PAGES

:) THE (:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Office Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOHN STONSTrz.

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties Elustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette

.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,

East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. Stonhill, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages."

—

Mackellar, Smiths &
Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades. "

—

Belfast News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise unusual to European

Trade journalism."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."—
Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is PERrEcr."— PF. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best jovuTial of its class that finds its

way to our table."

—

JamesD. Whitmore (t Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Joiunal which covers the whole

of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL, CIKCUIiATION.

Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON, E. C, ENGLAND.
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Bond St

f
Respectfully invite the Trade to inspect their elegant line of

% f$Imtm mi Buthim UitB, df

ART SOUVENIRS and STATIONERS' NOTELTIES.
Specialties for Confectioners. Wedding Presents, &c.

"Ledger Brand" American-Russia
a

IS T H: E BEST!

J. L. SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDUKS' WAREHOUSE,

-0 SEND FOR SAMPLE. »- -*:=-

TOLEDO, o Booksellers and Stationfirs toledo.o.

Bookkeepers' Labor-Saving Trial Balance Books, with short leaves, saves rewriting of names of accounts
Dealers in all kinds of Stylographic Fountain Pens.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Corner Main and Bridge Streets,

oPRITJOFTFrn. MARS

MERRIAM MFG. CO.
I> U K tIA.M:, COTVIV,

MANL'FACTURE A FULL LINK OP

STATIONERS TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
I

Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks
FOR -| Heavy Tin File Cases-

18 84. ( Paper Weight Clocks.

TO LET—NEW YORK CITY.

Floors and Single Eooms in Bond Street,

with steam-power if required, and whole

Houses or Floors and Rooms on Bleecker

Street (near Broadway) and South Wash-
ington Square, suitable for Stationers, Pub-

lishers, Printers, &c., &c. Repairs and

alterations made to suit tenants.

Apply to owners,

MACLAY & DAVIES, City Surveyors,

Equitable Building, 120 Broadway.

FOB SALE.—rare OPPORTUNITY.-ONE OF
the leading Stationery and Printing Establish-

ments in the best locations in Philadelphia, occupy-
ing four floors, on a corner; doing a good and profit-

able business; satisfactory reasons for selling; not
over S5,000 cash required. Address Philadelphia
ofBce of the American Stationer, 150 South Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -^ -^

BLANK BOOK PAGING,^ -^ And PERFORATING,
aiTo. SI Jolian Street, 3iTe-^77- "STorlr.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No» 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROryPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.

TUP UlARX/ADn rnilMTAIM DC M —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountaia or reservoir holder. Having no air tubes,
InL nnnVrtnU rUUlNlnllN rLINi vcires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. |^~ Send for Price List.

" HAKVAKD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS f )

C^S^ BANKERS'SHEARS. >=!f^
^,,. a FOIL SHEARS ( |
'^Tr.'iy NICKEL PLATED ^>_^' SIZES- 8, 9.10,lLi2.iNCH

MANUFACTURED BY

horatio g.kern.
:n?2i nt:h-6i:':'str.

PHILADELPHIA.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Robert Neale, plate printer, New York city,

is dead.

C. F. Meacham, printer, Rockingham, Vt.,

has sold out.

Reuben Wood, dealer in toys, &c., Syracuse,

N. Y., is dead.

The Antioch Ledger, Antioch, Cal., has sus-

pended publication.

Sweezy & Livesey, publishers, Omaha, Neb.,

have dissolved partnership.

George W. Ely, dealer in paper hangings,

&c., Palmer, Mass., has sold out.

High & Conklin, publishers, Socorro, N. M.,

have suspended and will go out of business.

W. A. Murphy has bought the stationery

business of Sigel Ashman, Whitehall, Mich.

B. G. Landman, printer, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has made an assignment to J. M. Fitzgerald.

Henry S. Tilton, dealer in pictures and picture

frames, Andover, Mass., has been burned out.

George P. Steinbach, dealer in toys, &c.,

Baltimore, Md., is advertising to sell out his

retail business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Sullivan, Hayden & Co., printers and station-

ers, Boston, Mass.

G. S. Thayer has succeeded Thayer & Pratt,

cardboard manufacturers. North Adams, Mass.,

the latter firm having dissolved.

The Russell Publishing Company, Boston,

Mass., has dissolved. P. J. Andrews continues

the business under the same style.

S. & G. Gump & Co., dealers in picture-frames,

&c., Portland, Ore., have dissolved partnership.

S. & G. Gump succeed to the business.

C. A. Coffin & Rogers, printers, 85 John street.

New York, have taken another loft, the de-

mands of their business requiring more space.

J. H. McKinnon & Co., booksellers and sta-

tioners, Waterbury, Conn., have dissolved part-

nership. J. H. McKinnon continues the busi-

ness.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

H. N. Brooks & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Meriden, Conn. H. N. Brooks will continue the

business.

Noah B. and Frank W. Price, composing the

firm of Price & Co., manufacturers of mucilage,

&c., at No. 8i Marion street. New York, made
an assignment on Friday. The business was es-

tablished several years ago, with a small capi-

tal.

The schedules in the assignment of Franklin

Hill, paper dealer, at No. 19 Beekman street.

New York, to Isaac B. Potter and William

Woods, have been filed, showing liabilities,

$6,282.26; nominal assets, $3,028.67, and actual

assets, $2,260.88.

W. N. Dickinson, formerly of W. N. Dickin-

son & Co., 75 Fulton street, and late manager
of the wedding and stationery depirtment of

Tiffany & Co., is now with the Whiting Paper

Company, of Holyoke, which has just started a

new department for the production of envelopes

and fine stationery.

F. Sibell & Co., stationers, at No. 206 Pearl

street. New York, made an assignment on Sat-

urday last to Walter N. Capen, of No. 142 Wa-
verly place. The liabilities and assets are at pre-

sent unknown, but it is thought that the liabili-

ties are about $4,000. The schedule will be pre

pared in a few days. First preference is given

to Sarah S. Sibell for $3,000, money loaned to

Mr. Sibell, and for which he gave a promissory

note. Preference is next given to C. W. Barnes

& Co. for $997.20; Henry Bainbridge & Co. for

$430.20; the National Blank-Book Company for

$381.80, all of which indebtedness is for goods

sold to the firm on credit. The cause of the

failure Mr. Sibell attributes to illness and the

action of his partner, Mr. Hyer, who, he claims,

has been making purchases on behalf of the

firm, which he (Mr. Sibell) repudiated. The

firm in connection with its stationery business

did quite a large printing business. This was

under the supervision of J. Monheimer. Im-

mediately after the assignment was made, Mr.

Monheimer issued a notice, stating that the

business of the firm would be carried on by him

under the style of J. Monheimer & Co. The
new firm will also do a liihographing and blank-

book business.

John Legget's straw-board mill, at Middle

Grove, Saratoga County, N. Y., was burned on

Friday night, February 15. Loss, $30,000; in-

surance, $17,000.

The Ripley Manufacturing Company, Union-

ville. Conn., is making a very good article of

binders' board, which deserves the attention of

the trade.

The stock of the establishment of J. J. Smith

& Co., manufacturers of printers' ink, &c.,

Toronto, Ont., is advertised to be sold by auc-

tion.

T. F. Stoneham, window shade manufacturer,

Montreal, Quebec, has admitted Joseph Sepling

to partnership. The firm is now T. Stoneham &
Co.

The Birnie Paper Company, Springfield, Mass.,

announces that Sidney A. Grant has not been in

its employ since January 12.

William Newell, of the firm of Newell &
Hawks, manufacturers of printers' rollers, San
Francisco, Cal., is dead.

F. C. Boyd & Co., manufacturers of 'ink and
mucilage, New Haven, Conn., are reported to

have left that city.

Joseph Stel wagon's Sons, paper manufacturers

and dealers, Philadelphia, Pa., have been sold

out by the sheriff.

The capital of the Union School Furniture

Company, Battle Creek, Mich., has been in-

creased to $85,000.

An assignment has been made by Carlton

McCarthy & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Richmond, Va.

L. Baumeister & Co., manufacturers of nov-

elties, Bridgeport, Conn., have dissolved part-

nership.

Thaddeus Bell, newsdealer, &c., Darien,

Conn., has been burned out. Partly insured.

Carleton McCarthy & Co., booksellers and
stationers, Richmond, Va., have sold out.

M. A. Clark, bookseller and stationer. Paisley,

Ont., has mide an assignment in trust.

George W. Hopkins, stationer, &c., Topeka,

Kan., has sold out to W. P. Monteith.

Marcus Ward & Co. report a brisk trade in

their hand-made paper.

Joseph H. Rees, paper-hanger, Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

A. P. Sand berg, engraver on wood, Chicago,

HI., is dead.

Edward Todd & Co., will shortly bring out a

new gold pen.

J. M. Fitzpatrick, bookseller, &c., Hebron,

Neb., has sold out.

J. S. Buruton, dealer in school books, &e..

New York city, is dead.

F. A. Manger, printer, Omaha, Neb., has been

burned out ; insured for $700.

Conroy & Larkin, booksellers and stationers,

Hartford, Conn., have dissolved partnership.

J. Scott & Co., newsdealers, &c., Albuquer-

que, N. M., has been succeeded by Scott & Bige-

low.

The firm of Charles P. Foskett, dealer in wall-

paper, &c., Olney, 111., has been changed to

Foskett & Gaffner.

Bailey Brothers, booksellers, &c., Martins-

burg, Ohio, have sold out their other interests

and will carry on a book business exclusively.

The factory for the manufacture of looking-

glass and picture-frames, at Milford, N. J., em-

ploys twelve men and uses 12,000 feet of lumber

each month.

Sheehan & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Ann Arbor, Mich., have dissolved partnership.

John V. Sheehan continues the business under

the same style.

Charles Taber & Co., dealers in photographic

materials, &c.. New Bedford, Mass., have been

damaged by fire about $8,000. They are insured.

They are able to fill orders for goods promptly.

A. C. Cunningham, tag manufacturer and
dealer in tags, is offering a very extensive line

of tags, pin tickets, gum labels, &c., to the trade

These goods come in different sizes, colors and
shapes, and are made to order if desired.

The Palmer Art Company is this week show-

ing a new line of Easter goods in plush and
satin, in numerous pretty designs. A white,

cross-shaped card is of plush with a beautiful

cross on satin. A large, square card has a cross

on a background of pink satin, with a bordering

of plush and fringe. It is gotten up with the ut-

most good taste, being really rich and elegant

in every way. There are also shown a number
of very attractive things in crystal photographs

with frames of swans' down, plush panel cards

with birds' nests and wreaths of flowers orna-

mented with nickel anchor and appropriate

Easter mottoes, bon-bon boxes and German fa-

vors, which come in the shape of panels, bellows,

hearts, &c., with satin bags for confectionery.

The King Manufacturing Company, 135 E. 8th

street. New York, has recently introduced a

very fine line of Easter goods, which are especi-

ally noticeable for their freshness of design and
novelty. The line generally consists of imita-

tion hammered-gold paper, as well as satin and
plush goods, with hand-paintings. The goods

come in various novel designs, originated exclu-

sively by this company. A pretty device is a

folding card which, unlike the usual style of

folding cards, opens diagonally from the upper

and lower corners, showing a beautiful floral or

other painting in oil or water colors. The ham-
mered-gold paper cards are entirely new to the

trade, and must prove very popular. Every
variety of style is shown, from the ordinary

square and panel card to the novel folding cards

before mentioned. The company has a great

variety of cards with plush backgrounds of dif-

ferent shades and beautiful floral designs in

plush. The price of these goods is very reason-

able. The King Manufacturing Company has
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also a very fine line of plush and oxydizsd

easels, which are first-class in every respect.

F. G. Richards, of the firm of Richards & Co.,

paper manufacturers, Gardiner, Me., is dead.

George S. Gibson, news and fancy-goods

dealer, Clinton, Mass., is advertising to clear

out.

Balsley & Lutton, wholesale and, retail dealers

in toys, Alleghany, Pa., are selling out at auc-

tion.

Francis Cartwright, of Francis Cartwright &
Co., wholesale dealers in rags, Philadelphia, Pa..

is dead.

Allen & Chamberlain, dealers in stationery,

&c., Paterson,N. J., have dissolved partnership

Henry T. Allen continues the business.

Edwin Fitzgeorge has succeeded to the busi-

ness of Fitzgeorge & Stuckert, printers, Tren-

ton, N. J., the old firm having dissolved.

Collins & Cash, publishers of the Winsted

Argus, Winchester, Conn., have dissolved part-

nership. E. R. Collins succeeds to the business.

D. W. Lapham has introduced to the trade a

new stylographic pen. It is neat, practical and
durable, simple in construction, easily under-

stood and every pen is warranted to give satis-

faction. The pen is made of hard rubber, nicely

engraved, and it also comes in plain or gold-

mounted styles. An illustration and descrip-

tion of the pen will be given in a future issue

of The Stationer.

B. I. Horsman has Issued an illustrated cata-

logue of novelties in children's blocks, games,

toys, &c. The catalogue includes the latest de-

vices in building blocks, story blocks, ABC
blocks, illuminated picture-blocks, Mother Hub-
bard blocks, and many other blocks in a great

variety of new and popular styles. In toys and
games there are shown a full line of standard as

well as new goods. Mr. Horsman has also issued

a catalogue of lawn games, base-ball, ten-pins

and balls for bowling-alleys, boxing-gloves, bi-

cycles, &c.

The National Publishing Company, manufac-
turer and publisher of family and pulpit bibles

and photograph albums, 728 Cherry street, Phila-

delphia, claims to oflEer to the trade the largest

and most beautiful assortment of bibles and al

bums manufactured in this country. Its bibles,

from the cheaper to the most expensive, are al-

ways kept up to a high standard in printing, pa-

per and binding. They are bound in elegant de-

signs, in the strongest and most durable manner.
The covers of the bibles are all laced in with
strong twine—in fact, cut in boards—and not

bound like cloth books and glued into the covers,

as other publishers bind their bibles. It is well

known that durable bindings are important
points to be considered in a well-made family or

pulpit bible. The company's new spring cata-

logue just issued is a very handsome piece of

work. The display of cuts showing the different

styles of bindings is invaluable to the trade in

making up their orders.

C. M. Ward. New York, agent for the Cin-

cinnati Paper Novelty Company, reports a brisk

demand for the patent reversible document and
sample envelopes manufactured by the firm

named. These envelopes are excellently

adapted to the use of lawyers and business men
for filing away legal documents and sending out
samples to the trade. No stationer should fail

to have them in stock. They can be ordered
through Mr. Ward, who will supply them at the

manufacturers' prices.

Hard & Parsons, 35 Beekman street, seem to

be up to the times on Easter goods and Easter
novelties. Knowing well the short season for sell-

ing, and the risk which the dealer takes in hand-
ling such seasonable goods, they have brought
out a line of goods possessing artistic merit which
the trade will fully appreciate, inasmuch as

they can be sold at any season of the year. The
line is wholly unlike any goods of this charac-

ter heretofore produced and embraces some
three hundred numbers. It is highly gratify-

ing to this house that the trade have so well

shown their appreciation in the way of fine

orders, which now keep its factory running
day and night to get orders out on time. Those
of the trade who have not yet seen these goods

would do well to communicate with the bouse.

Noah B. Price and Frank W. Price, compos-

ing the firm of Price & Co., mucilage manufac-
turers. New York city, made an assignment in

trust on February 15 to Felix Jellenik, giving

the assignee power of attorney to sell their

property and collect all outstanding accounts of

the firm and apply the same in liquidating such

liabilities of the members of the firm, individ-

ually and otherwise, as may be found to exist.

The Standard Slate Company, 265 Broadway,
manufactures a noiseless slate, which has been

adopted by the Boards of Education of New
York and Philadelphia. This slate has a frame

of grooved metal rounded'at the corners, firmly

muffled and covered with a heavy braid which

tcts as a cushion. The company's factory is at

Slatington, Pa.

Thomas & Bosse, wholesale dealers in paper

at Philadelphia, have failed, with liabilities re-

ported at about $24,000. The sheriff has taken

possession of the property on judgments for

about |9,.500, and a sheriff's sale is advertised for

February 23. They have been in business about

two years.

Smith's bookstore, at Fergus Falls, Minn., was
burned on February 18. Loss, $10,000.

A. E. Fay, publisher of the Arizona Cham-
pion, Peach Springs, Ariz., has removed to Flag-

staff.

Joseph H. Stevenson has returned from the

firm of S. A. Perry & Co., dealers in picture-

frames, San Francisco, Cal.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Scott & Co., dealers in pictures, &c., Hartford,
Conn. R. A. Gorman continues the business.

The Harvard fountain pen is a flexible gold
pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. It

is said to be one of the best things of the kind
yet introduced.

W. H. Harrison, Jr., bookseller and stationer,

Toledo, la., has admitted W. C. Smith to an
equal interest in his business and the firm-name
is now Harrison & Smith.

J. G. Ditman, Philadelphia, has just come
back from Florida, whither he had been not
only for the benefit of his healtb, but also to

take a look at Southern trade prospects, visit-

ing in the course of his trip, the principal cities

and towns on the Atlantic seaboard. Mr. Dit-

man, who is an authority on trade matters,

thinks favorably of trade prospects and of the

business relations which he will form.

James D. Whitmore & Co. have secured the

control of a new mailing package which is novel

and convenient. It consists of series of pieces

of wood with beveled edge, which being glued

to the surface of a square of manilla paper, fold

up in the form of a box. The advantage of this

package is that it lies flat or " knock down

"

when in stock, and thus economizes room, and
can be set up for use simply by turning the ^

parts into position.

The Manufacturers' Paper Company has re-

cently occupied its oflSce in the Tribune build-

ing. The place is fitted up in very elegant style

and in point of convenience is, perhaps, one of

the best equipped and arranged business offices

in the city. The company will act as the au-

thorized agent for the Hudson River Pulp and
Paper Company, the Montague Paper Com-
pany and Crocker, Burbank & Co., and will

make a specialty in paper in rolls for web print-

ing presses. The president of the company is

A. Pagenstecher.

GARTER
I^^PAPER of Every Description for

Sta+ioners and Printers.

1 «§ i» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOKATION.)

® ffi PAPER WABEHOUSE. BOSTON. MASS «

RIGE & GO.

T:Ef^r %—'h- SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. -•—

Send, for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KIMG Sl MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and FAF£B DEALEBS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of 810 per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing IVIaterials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, IlL

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monrop Chicago, UI.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., „oston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond st.. New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Bali IVlanufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO.; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N.Y.

Blanic Bool( iVIanufacturers.

600RUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 24 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & QEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State st., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Bool(binders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Booi< Binders' and Paper Box IVlal<ers'

IVIaterials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y:

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WUbam St., N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main st., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worceaier. Mais.

Card Board Manufacturers.
'

190 WUUam St., N. Y.TRIER, S., & SON,

McHUGH & CO., 35 Ann St., cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLUNS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 WUliam St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

miBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. a2d St., N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersvUle, 111.

8HRIVER, T., & CO., East 56th St., N. Y.

TATOK, SAMUEL a, & CO., Oinciniiati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Coin Wrappers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY. E. & H. T.. & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, lU.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8. 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The FrankUn Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
maUed by the pubUshers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago, Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield, Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St., N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WOBKe. Buffalo, N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHAJILES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettino".

KISSAM, B. A.. •32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut st., PhUa., Pa.

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER,|65^;;/^-teent^h^st.,N^ Y.^

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers, Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Star Copyino^ Pads.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John st., N. Y
J. F. MTURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAB, ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WilUam St., N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Miuray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore. Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. SOfi Rroftdwuv. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar's and Dowse's, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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NEW STYLES IN WALL-PAPERS.

The improvement in wall-paper during the

last half-dozen years has been marvelous, but

the latest " spring designs " are artistically far

ahead of anything yet shown. The finest papers

and the choicest patterns run from $1 to $40 a

roll, although the greatest variety is found in

the papers which sell for less than $15 a roll.

The new styles show a creditable imitation of

frescoes in the choice of ground tints, terra

cotta, rick wine, odd blues and greens being

much used ; the fresco eflEect is heightened by

using a velvet ground. The leading novelties

are the fire-bronze, a remarkably brilliant

ground-work when given the benefit of gas light,

and the crystal or jewel paper which in a bright

light glistens like frost-work. Gold, silver and

dead bronze grounds are also used much. The

new patterns are all of the so-called decorative

order, large floral designs or bold conventional

scrolls. Geometrical patterns are still used,

mostly on less expensive paper. The floral de-

signs, climbing rose-bushes in full bloom, re-

mind one of the gaudy wall-paper of twenty

years ago, but the workmanship of the paper

now made is very different, even though the

highest-priced papers are ornamented by hand.

The old-style " border" has grown into the^deep

frieze, and the former notion that the wall-pa-

per and the border must show the greatest pos-

sible contrast in color has given place to a taste

for harmony between ail the members of the

decoration. Few people nowadays think of

leaving the ceiling unpapered. A small light

pattern is preferred for the field of the ceiling,

while the stiling is commonly a simple flat tint,

darker than the field, and the extension is dark-

er yet, of a large pattern like the vogue in wall-

paper. The frieze has come to be the character-

giving element in the decoration ; thus a nursery

may have a comic design : a library a rich

fresco-like design copied from some classic mural

painting or group of statuary, and a concert-

hall can be finished with a scenic frieze. For

moldings, single gilt or black strips are not

used, although they are often found combined.

The newest moldings have bronzed and metallic

surfaces, and some are as heavy and as rich as

the average picture-frame molding. Besides

paper, the imitation stamped leather and the

embossed paper with metallic surface are used

in a limited variety of decorations.

Silence is a wonderful power in human af-

fairs.

J. L. Iv^cIISTTOSH:,

NiiiDt)erM,-*-Papt'^'Perforaliiii,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

CANFIEIiD "DIVIDED" (FOE-
merly "Acme") KKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Mlddletown, Conn.

White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Oevonahire Street, [Boston,

ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. tJ..

ESTABLISHED 1B30

BXJF'F'OPtlD'S SOlSrS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
RD,

BIKTHDAT and
BEWABD, ^ADVERTISING CARDS,

— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS,
Advertising Fans, Cliromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricaltural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, N£W YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON saTJARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- ti

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

CO

The lower plate is drawn up against tjj

the stationary upper plate. ."

Copying Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool ais-d. I'a.tterij. IL^^aJsiaxgr,

PLA.ID AND OBNAMENTA.Z fXAPANyUfO.

Sewins; Machine Needles.

TVIT^3L,C03L «fc THOMiPSON,
Brooklyn Needle Works and Falton Foundry

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
DEPOT FOR

^. B. FPLEisroH: ooFYiisra- ir<rK:s,
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Impmed Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^W Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. B.am,ilton, Ohio,

— OF —

For Announcementsf Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.f

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses In the United States

J. 'El. LI1XI>E:, I*nl>lislier,
165 William Street, ...-.- NEW YORK.
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DBVOTKD TO THE INTERESTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 13 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

tradea It contains a full and trustworthy sxuTey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of importers and jobbers m this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt repUes. will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on ail trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DoANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaqo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, Qeneral. Man-
ager, 150 Sooth Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Sonthern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside -j
^ Lud^a^ Circus Buildmg.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.
W. & P. Shepherd Leghorr and Genoa, Italy.

t rt Aa RiiooTT J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. M. ae jjussy <

^j^^ p^j^j^ ^^^ Indies.

Jol-Hogan
)^^^S A^'t?l&.

"^'

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. Q. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.
Josd A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Urug:uay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
L J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin Q. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum J Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-

( ands.
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes ]
^ c^l^bia

'"^'*'"' ^"'"^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied vrith
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

We have received an anonymous com-
munication anent some remarks lately

made by us. We do not care to reply to

persons who try to conceal their identities

while giving us the benefit of their criti-

cisms, but merely wish to remark that had
the writer of the communication referred

to been more discreet, he would have had
the words " Send it to St. Louis to mail,"

which were pencilled on the back of the

envelope, and other marks obliterated, be-

fore he had his letter deposited in the post-

office.

There were some interesting remarks

made at the dinner of the Stationers' Board
of Trade last Friday evening, for which we
refer our readers to a report of the proceed-

ings in another column. One of the speak-

ers spoke of shams in trade, and falsehoods

in manufacture and production. He was
right in saying that business men are re-

sponsible for forming national character.

There have been instances, well known and
not needing particularization, where busi-

ness customs and morals have so affected

the public tone as to ruin a nation. Such
instances can be found to-day.

Congress is slow in getting to work, and
still slower in making progress toward the

completion of legislation bearing upon com-
mercial or industrial interests. The bank-

rupt law seems to have been relegated to a

back seat, and perhaps is not again to be

brought forward at this session. The dis-

cussion of tariff measures continues before

the Committee on Ways and Means, and
the opponents of various changes proposed

have, we think, been wasting both time

and money in attending the meetings of

the committee, inasmuch as it is generally

conceded that a new tariff bill will be re-

ported, and that it will be modeled pretty

closely on the lines of that introduced by
Mr. Morrison, and now in the committee,

if, indeed, any changes are made in the

pending measure. The minority will doubt-

less present their views, and if it is preor-

dained that the proposed reduction will go
through the House, we cannot see the good
of fighting it further. It would, in such

case, be better to let the issue come up at

once, giving each member of the House the

opportunity to put himself right before his

constituency, and so end the uncertainty

at the earliest moment. Trade cannot af-

ford to wait long upon declamation or sub-

mit to the delays of a protracted struggle

which will effect nothing. If the tariff is

to be changed it is better for us to know to

what extent as soon as possible, and if its

amendment is to fail we want to equally

reach the climax at once. In the discus-

sion of plans for the adjustment of inter-

State commerce there is said to be as

wide a divergence of opinion as hereto-

fore. This question appears to be divest-

ed of partisan interest and it is pos-

sible that a measure will be adopted
which will help to an adjustment of diffi-

culties oppressive to trade. But the politi-

cal excitements of the year are likely to

defer all legislation which may arouse op-

position to either political party, and we
doubt very much if anything of a pro-

nounced character in legislation may be

expected. If we were concerned in inter-

ests which could be affected by any of the

pending propositions of importance, we
should go on in the old way as if no legis-

lation was likely to go through which
would change the situation. This is specu-

lation, however, but perhaps as safe a

speculation for the moment as any that

could be suggested.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By The Trade Lounger.

The 23d of February will be a day sacred

to more than one memory this year. The peo-

ple of New York have been notified of the arrival

of the bodies of the Arctic explorers who de-

voted their lives to the pursuit of knowledge for

the world's enlightenment. The last honors will

be paid to De Long and his comrades on Friday.

Then, too, we commemorate the natal day of

the central figure of the band of patriots who
risked their lives and fortunes on the issue of

freedom and broader civilization against feudal

service and restricted rights. Let us not forget

our heroes !

It is asserted that the floods have de-

pressed trade so much in certain parts of the

West that no business can be done in that sec-

tion, and some houses are ordering their travel-

ers to return home and wait a spell. On the

other hand, I have heard that where tbe country

is not immediately affected by the floods, trade

is good. What is tbe real status 1

An ink manufacturer, so called, has been
arrested down East on the charge of being a

swindler. He is said to have promised impossi-

ble things in the production of ink, and several

persons have put up money for him. If it is

true that this man has been defrauding too con-

fiding parties, one can scarcely feel sorry for

the victims. Perhaps the experience will he

good for the losers.
* * * »

Mark Twain has been having something
to say about the pending copyright-law. He is

not at all sanguine of its passage by Congress,

for he has written to a Boston man as follows:
* * * *

" I am forty-seven years old, and, there-

fore, shall not live long enough to see interna-

tional copyright established ; neither will my
children live long enough

; yet, for the sake of

my (possible) remote descendants, I feel a lan-

guid interest in the subject."
* * * :ti

"Yes—to answer your question squarely

—

I am in favor of an international copyright law.

So was my great-grandfather—it was in 1847

that be made his struggle in his great work

—

and it is my hope and prayer that as long as my
stock shall last the transmitted voice of that old

man will still go ringing down the centuries,

stirring the international heart in the interest

of the eternal cause for which be struggled and
died."

* * * *

"I favor the treaty which was proposed

four or five years ago, and is still being consid-

ered by oar State Department. I also favor en-
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graving it on brass. It is on paper now. There

is no lasting quality about paper."
* * * *

But the friends of international copy-

right seem to be determined to push it through

Congress. There is an evident intention to cram
it down the throats of the people of this country,

if forcing the measure will do it. The issue is

one of mixed quantities, and it is rather diflBcult

to decide if conceding copyright to foreign au-

thors in their own productions is, or is not

proper. There is argument pro and con on this

question, and it is puzzling to tell to which side

of the free-trade-and-protection issue it tends.

Can anybody place it ?

* * * *

Novelties in plush goods consist of cards

made up with plush of various shades and hav-

ing floral designs of the same material. The
backgrounds are in dark shades and the orna-

mentation in lighter tones of color, producing a

bold, but effective, contrast, and making an at-

tractive article.
* * * *

I have heard that the speeches at the din-

ner the other night, were on every subject ex-

cept that of stationery in any or all of its

divisions. How is this ? Doesn't it seem to be

something like the play of Hamlet with the

principal character omitted ?

* * * *

That there are men who can talk intelli-

gentl3' and forcibly upon matters of trade in-

terest I have no doubt. I have had occasion to

meet them and many things said in private con-

versation if properly elaborated would be inter-

esting in an after-dinner speech. There were

some of these men at Delmonico's the other

evening. Why were they silent or indififcrent ?

[Correspondents are requested to write on only one
side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Surprise !

To the Editor of The Stationer :

Pardon a chronic fault-finder for contradict-

ing your statement that many well informed

persons would be "surprised " at the numerous
replies to your late queries concerning the count

of paper. ^Considering that every query was
accompanied by the stationery and stamps for

the reply, I am mortifyingly "surprised" to

learn that two-thirds of the dealers in question

were capable of withholding such an unavoid-

able act of gentlemanly courtesy. It was like a
captious chess-player wasting time by hesitating

over a " forced move." My agreeable surprise

is to see a man, like the originator of the

queries, so willing to give his own time, work
and money to promote the weal of others.

One op the Complainants.

The Board of Trade Dinner<
New York, February 16, 1884.

To the Editor of The Stationer :

After a speedy recovery from the eflfects of

last night's dissipation, 1 take the liberty of jot-

ting down and sending you a few thoughts re-

garding the Stationers' Board of Trade dinner,

in the hope the ideas expressed in connection

with the remarks that are sure to be made by
others, will serve as a hint to our board of man-
agers as to some of the mistakes to avoid when
the time comes around again to indulge in a
board of trade dinner. The dinner, thanks to

Delmonico, was like all Delmonico dinners, a
success. But as a Stationers' Board of Trade

dinner it was not a success. I will not under-

estimate the pleasure which I derived from
meeting socially so cultivated and intelligent a

gathering of gentlemen. The anticipation of that

pleasure was one of my reasons for my attend-

ance; but I had also another reason which I am
sure actuated many others. That was, that I

might listen to the eloquence of some of our

members and derive from their remarks some
information about the welfare and progress of

our honorable trade. In this we were disap-

pointed. We heard an able and instructive

speech about wood-pulp and wrapping paper,

but few of our members know anything about

or are interested in wood-pulp, and upon sub-

jects in which they were interested they were

compelled to go home hungry. This was not

from any lack of talent, or material, for every

branch of the stationery business was well and
ably represented— writing paper, envelopes,

pens, ink, pencils, blank-books, card-board,

glazed paper, wall-papers and numerous other

interests, the representatives of which were

able—at least some of them—to have blown
their horns to our mutual advantage had they

been given the opportunity.

Of course this state of affairs was unintentional

on the part of the management ; but let us have
no more nonsense about these dinners ; they are

expensive, and we should get something more
than a head and belly full. Ministers, doctors

and lawyers are very well to have on hand, to

fill up or sandwich in between trade topics.

We want at our trade dinners to hear mainly
from the trade and about the trade, and hear

from the professions as we should take wine,

occasionally—uot as some of us did take wine,

and as all of us had to take the professions, con-

tinually.

Id closing, let me say that I hope that I may
never see the Board and our guests insulted as

they were upon this occasion by the closing

speech. Too much wine is a poor excuse for in-

terlarding a speech with such a filthy story, and
a man who, under such circumstances and
speaking for "the Commercial Traveler" makes
such remarks, disgraces the profession he claims

to represent. I know it ! I've been there.

A Reformed Traveler.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. W. B. wants the address of parties manufacturing
metal shade pulls.

Ans.—H. L. Judd & Co., 87 Chambers street,

C. Schmidt and Turner Seymour Manufacturing
Company, 62 Reade street. New York. There is

a firm in Philadelphia and another in Chicago
in the same line, but we do not know the ad-

dresses.

Subscriber wants addresses of two or three manu-
facturers of pen and pill boxes.

Ans.—Dennison Manufacturing Company,
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, &c. ; N. W.
Randolph, Richmond, Va., Spooner Manufac-
turing Company, New York.
H. M. C.wantstobuy oroide pens with an ink-feeding

attachment on the upper side, and asks for name
of manufacturer.

Ans.—We do not know where the pens are to

had or who makes them.

S. L. S. asks who makes first-class machines for rul-

ing wood-cuts.

.4ns.—Strong & Brinsley, 113 Fulton street

New York; Baker & Co., southwest corner

Monroe and Clark streets, Chicago, 111.

January meeting of the board of trustees a com-
munication announcing the death of Harry G.

Phillips, a member, in Montreal, on January 6,

was read. Charles B. Draper, with the Ameri-
can News Company was unanimously elected a
trustee for one year, to fill a vacancy.

The Booksellers' and Stationers' Provident

Association reports an addition of forty-nine

new members at its last meeting. At the

The Globe Files Company has brought out

lately a very excellent thing in board clips. It

is made of walnut and tarboard for note, letter

and legal-cap paper. It is very durable and
finely finished. C. M. Ward is the agent and all

orders will be promptly filled through him at

the lowest trade prices.

Office op The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, February 20. 1884. (

THE MONJES MASKET.—Money continues

superabundant, but there was more activity and
consequently a slight hardening of rates ; call loans

on stock collateral ruling 8 per cent, and IJ^ per cent,

on United States bonds. Prime commercial paper is

in fair request and moderate supply. The stock

market remains steady, the recent advance in prices

of the leading securities having been fairly main-
tained, although the trading probably has been
among the operators instead of among outsiders for

investment. Government bonds are firm as are also

railway mortgages. The market for sterling ex-

change was strong for short bills and steady for long.

There is still a great scarcity of commercial bills and
the probability of gold shipments is again receiving

attention.

THE PAPER aiARKET.—While, most of the

expressions of our city dealers as regards the con-
dition of trade during the past week indicated very
little change, the inclement weather has had a ten-

dency to depress general business and keep buyers
away from the city. Orders by mail have come in

this week for goods in about the mual number of

the past two or three weeks, fully up to aggregate
expected for February. As regards prices, al-

though no improvement for the better can be noted,

it is somewhat a matter for congratulation that in

view of the large unrestricted production and a de-

mand far from active, that they can be held to that

steady point at which they are ruling, and as sharp
as cojipetition is, that they have not been ham-
mered down any lower. Print papers and manilla

wrappings hold their own very well, although occa-
sionally an order for super-calendered book is

taken at 8c. on three and four months' time, but in

these exceptional instances the quality corresponds

with the price. Straw boards are still nominal and
weak. There is a movement among the manufac-
turers of straw wrappings to place their trade on a
belter footing by shutting down the mills for three

months from April 1, although this has not yet
been fully determined upon. A meeting was held
at Aloany oq Tuesday of last week, with a view of

securing the necessary cooperation of the trade.

THE STATIOMERT MARKET.-The condi-

tion of trade remains about the same as reported
last week. Business, generally, is rather quiet.

Dealers do not seem to be inclined to buy as much
as usual at this season of the year. Many commer-
cial travelers are returning from the West on ac-

count of the fioods along the Ohio River. It is be-

lieved that business will be a montti in recovering
from the effects of the floods. Trade has not only
been hurt along the Ohio, but a depression in

Western sections remote from the fioods is felt. The
trade in Easter goods has assumed a more local

character. Out-of-town orders are fewer, while the
home trade is just beginning to show some activity.

Dealers report a fair business doing in gold pens, not
so good as before the holidays, but encouraging for
this time of the year. The envelope trade is about
as usual, with some prospects of an advance in

prices before long. In the line of toys, the trade

shows some improvement, particularly in tops, mar-
bles, hoops, &c. A fair business is being done in

fine stationery, though hardly so much as at this
time last year.
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PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTURER OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AlTD WEDDIHG STATIOHERY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64:, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St,,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding
Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension
Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete.
Fifty Cents.

Staples, aU sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Publisher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

Ti. i^. "v;7-.i^a?so:tT,
51 Nassau St., Nkw York.

^F" For Illustrated Catalogrue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address.

For theHOME TKADE or EXPOET
the Sole Manufacturers,

Philadelphia Norelty M«?. Co.. 1426 CallowhiU St., Phila., P». Cable Address, Novelty.
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CO

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H, li. LIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

-S-. THE .H*-

Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,

New York Office, 02 Heade Street.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE
CRUCIBLE STEEL GOODS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Their names on POCKET CUTLERY, INK

ERASERS and STEEL PENS, is a guarantee

of quality.

Patent Adjustatile Quill-Action Reservoir Pen.

THE ACME.

BEST PEN FOR GENERAL WRITING.
Other leading Pens are Falcon, No. 87 ; Extra Fine,

333 ; College. 28 ; Smooth Writer, 130 ;

Round Point, 80 ; Stub, 4.

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED TO DEALERS
ON APPLICATION.

Buywv are invited to call at the New York Office.
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The Stationers' Board of Trade.

ANNUAL DINNER.

I'here were 109 gentlemen who sat down to the

ninth annual dinner of the Stationers' Board of

Trade, given at Delmonico's on Friday evening,

February 15.

The dinner was a success and much credit is

due to the dinner committee, which was com-

posed of the following-named gentlemen: David

Scott, W. I. Martin, Alexander Agar, Chas. E.

Runk, William Graham.
George L. Pease, the president, presided.

There was a fair representation of the most

active and prominent members of the Board of

Trade, together with a goodly number of guests.

Among the guests seated at the tables were Gen-

eral Stewart L. Woodford, Hon. W. A. Russell,

Isaac H. Bromley, Howard Lockwood, Dr. A. E.

Macdonald, Montague Marks.

The tables were six in number, four of them

being laid at right angles with the guests' table,

which was on a low platform.

The party was prompt in arriving, and at 7.30

sat down to the following

MENU.
Huitres

POTAGBS

ConsommS Charmel Creme d'asperges

Varies hors d'(euvkk Varies

Timbales it, la p^rigourdine

POISSON

Saumon k la mariniere

Fommes viennoise

RELEVB

Filet de boeuf k la bayonnaise

Epinards

ENTREES

Dinde a la Rfigence

Petits pois

Caisses de ris de veau k la Grammont
Haricots verts

Cotelettes k la Victoria

SORBET

Imperial

ROTI

Red-head duck
Salade

ENTREMETS SUCRES

Pudding aux avelines

Gel6e k la prunelle Gaufres a la creme
Pieces mont6es

Gateaux varies Petits fours

Glace napolitaine

Fruits and dessert

CafS

It was a little after ten o'clock when the last

course was served. A few minutes later the

president introduced the first speaker W. A.

Russell with the following remarks :

Gentlemen and Members of the Station-
ers' Board of Trade—" It has been but a very
short time since we laid aside our business cares

to assemble with one another in these rooms and
around these tables. I am, indeed, pleased to

join with you in welcoming our guests and
friends to this our ninth annual reunion. We
are fortunate enough to have with us several

gentlemen who have promised to speak on in-

teresting topics. We will at once proceed with
the speech-making, hopm^ that those who ad-

dress us will bring forward many topics of in-

terest to the trade."

Mr. Russell then responded to the toast

:

"Paper manufacturing, its relation to other

industries and the protective tariff, the founda-

tion of our national prosperity,

"

The speaker said : "I thank you, gentlemen,
for this cordial reception. I am happy to meet

so many of the representative men in the in-

dustries with which I am so intimately con-

nected. When I was requested to be present I

accepted the invitation, and I thank your sena-

tor (Senator Miller) for his instrumentality in

aflEording me an opportunity to address you on

this subject, which refers to an industry of

which I am much better prepared to speak than

the one in which you are engaged. It is paper-

making—paper-making proper, the various

branches of trade connected with it, the capital

employed in it and the very large number of

men, which rank it among the leading indus-

tries of the country, the iron and steel indus-

tries being the first, cotton second, woolen

third, and leather fourth, and, without consid-

ering the wheat and food products of the coun-

try, paper-making would come fifth. Paper-

making proper employs about 25,000 men. In

this connection I wish to make a slight compari-

son. In 1860, with thirty-one millions of popu-

lation, we made $21,000,000 worth of paper. In

1870, with thirty-eight millions of population,

we manufactured but $55,000,000 worth.
" I find that in 1860 the per capita consumption

was 67 per cent, for each individual. In 1870 it

was about 32 per cent. Now it is fair to con-

clude that the increased use to which paper was
put that year should have caused the production

of more paper. Therefore we should have had
a product of $70,000,000 worth of paper in 1870,

while in fact the product was only $55,000,000.

It follows that there was a saving to the peo-

ple of the country of $15,000,000 for paper.

What shall we attribute that to ? I shall lay a

very great share of it to the introduction of that

notorious product, wood pulp, of which your
Senator and I, perhaps, know more about than

any person here, or anyone absent. The first

introduction of wood pulp or ground wood was
in 1869 or 1870. The first and perhaps the

greatest prejudice, which was raised against its

use was caused, not only by the paper makers
themselves, but by the consumers of paper.

Because of the great prejudice against its use,

its introduction was very slow. In 1870 the

consumption became very general and from the

beginning of its introduction in 1869 it has run
up, I think, to fully 150 tons of daily consump-
tion. I am speaking now of the ground wood
pulp. The chemical wood pulp was introduced

about three or four years before that. This has

been also very difficult of introduction, yet its

consumption has increased from year to year.

Were it not for the use of this wood fibre in

the manufacture of paper we would be obliged

to import from four to five hundred tons of rags

daily, and with the consequent draft upon our

wealth we can well conceive what price paper
would be to-day. To the introduction of wood
pulp and its successful use, I claim a large share

of the world's success.

"It is said that the prosperity of our people

can be measured by the consumption of iron and
steel. Measured by that standard, the people

of this country are the most prosperous people

on the face of the globe, for we consume more
iron and steel than any people in the world, not

excepting England. England produces more
iron and steel than she consumes. It is also

said that the intelligence of a people may be

measured by the consumption of paper. Meas-
ured by that standard the American people are

the most intelligent of any people on the face of

the globe, for we consume per capita more pa-

per than any other nation. Great Britain in

1881 with 35,000,000 of people consumed 334,000,-

000 pounds of paper ; France in the same year
with 37,000,000 of people consumed 325,000,000

of pounds ; Germany with 45,000,000 population

consumed 376,000,000 of pounds, but the United

States with 50,000,000 of people consumed 864,-

000,000 pounds of paper or almost double the

consumption of any other people. The census

returns compiled by General Walker developed

these facts and developed still more in detail

matters, which establish the fact that the

American people are the most prosperous peo-

ple in the world. We are adding with every

sundown $2,500,000 to the credit of our aggre-

gate wealth.

" Now we come to the second part of the toast

presented—that is, the question of the tariff

—

and I don't think that I could do any better than

to base what I am going to say on the foregoing

statements. What greater evidence is there of

the value of the economic system which we
maintain than these facts, and I want to ask the

business men of New York, here represented, if

they could remove any political party in order
,

to reverse this economic system, which has

brought about this result. It is for the business

men to determine that. Now, as I understand,

after the revision of the tariff by the last Con-

gress, there has been no pressure for a further

revision, that is, unless I except Ohio; but there

is certainly no call coming from the people from
any section of the country for an agitation of

this question. It is coming more through a de-

sire of a body of men to make this an issue in

the next Congress, and I hope that the business

men of New York and the business men of the

great centres of the country who are interested

in this question, will stand out against this agi-

tation, which has forced upon Congress the con-

sideration of the tariff, and which is depressing

business men. We had an opportunity a few
days ago to hear from the wool manufacturers

on this subject, and it was the general testimony

that it was this agitation of the tariff which is

making the consumer, the purchaser, the mid-
dlemen and all of the trade cimid about taking

any stock, and what we hear of the woolen busi-

ness I have no doubt is true of every other busi-

ness, and I believe that If business men would
take this matter into their own hands it would
be dropped. In a country like this, where
various changes are going on in business, of

course the tariff question or tariff laws will have
to be changed from time to time ; but I believe

that it is the desire of whoever is interested in

the tariff that it should remain as it is a few
years, at least, until the industries of our coun-

try are better prepared for a change.
" I will refer to one more fact in this connec-

tion. Last winter, in preparing a speech relat-

ing to the tariff question, I took occasion to look

into the condition of the workingmen of our

country. I took as an illustration the working-

men of Lowell and Lawrence, in Massachusetts

cities, which have about 100,000 people. They
are supported entirely by the manufacturing

interest, and by inquiring into their financial

condition, I found that of the $17,000,000 de-

posited in the banks of Lowell and Lawrence by
the people of those cities, seven-eighths of the

amount were credited to the wage laborers. By
way of comparison, I would say that at the

same period there was on deposit in the Bank of

England $8,000,000, which represented the sav-

ings of three times and a half of the number of

the population of the cities before named, al-

though it was less than half of the savings of

the wage laborers of Lowell and Lawrence. I

have no doubt that what is true of that class of

laborers is true of every other class of laborers

in this country. It is the best economical sys-

tem that we can have. Germany, France, Bel-

gium and other countries are adopting tariff

laws, and labor has advanced in those countries.
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but ia Eaglaad, on the other hand, it has fallen

oflf."

General Stewart L. Woodford responded to

the next toast which was :
" Our country ; its

manufactures, trade and commerce."

General Woodford said :
" When a toast of

our country is proposed, to endeavor to talk

against the star-spangled banner would be un-

wise. I have, Mr. President, great pleasure in

meeting the paper men of New York and Mas-

sachusetts. I have a profound respect, though

a poor lawyer, for the men who successfully

make paper. For the most part we lawyers

get our living out of men who do not succeed in

making paper, and I remember once when in an

evil hour I applied to my bank for a loan and

the cashier said :
' Why don't you make some

commercial paper ?' After faithfully trying I

found that I could not make any that was not

discounted. What a wonderful factor in our

civilization this paper is. If you could for a

moment imagine the abstraction of paper from
our civilization you would imagine an absolute

blank. Paper in the morning press, paper on

the wall, paper in the ballot, paper in law,

paper every where. If your paper cost us law-

yers one-half as much as the papers that we
lawyers prepare, cost you, the trade would be

less profitable to us and more lucrative to you.

(Laughter.) I don't wonder that when a body
of merchants and manufacturers meet you
could give such a toast as you assigned me to-

night, for whatever is progress of any kind un-

der the sun today, paper is at its head, and it is

only a cold fact and reminds us, as Mr. Russell

suggested, that the average accumulation of in-

telligence of this land stands ahead of the na-

tions of the world."

Mr. Russell (interrupting the speaker): "I said

that, measured by the consumption of paper,

the American people are the most intelligent of

any people."

General Woodford (continuing): "Since the

tariff has got lugged in by the ears I am going

to say a word on that subject, though it be not

responsive to my toast.

"I believe that this country owes more of its

development than men are apt to consider to

the tremendous influence for good which the pro-

tective system of America has had on our labor.

I believe another thing—that industry should

be protpcted until it is able to go into the mar-

kets of the world and fight for itself, and win
its own success. I believe in protection for the

child and in free trade for the man. Let every

industry in this country of ours be protected

for the benefit of the laborer, or, if the mer-

chant or manufacturer is interested, let him be

protected until he is able to compete with any
foreign market, precisely as England contends

here for the mastery of our market. I believe

that protection should be intelligent, deliberate

and fair, so that it may ultimately lead to the

manhood of free trade, when the United States

shall struggle for the markets of every other

land upon equal credit and equal liberty. The
tariff question seerus to me to be a thoroughly

practical one, to be determined always by prac-

tical opinion. I do not fear its discussion. I do
not believe that the political parties will ever

come entirely into line ia respect to the tariff.

They never got free trade in England as the

result of one party standing for free trade and

the other party against it. The conservative

party in England, for the most part, were pro-

tectionists ; the liberalisls were, for the most
part, free traders. I hope that the free traders

of this country will not, in their battle against

protection, strike at the real welfare of the

country. The intelligent and thoughtful men

of all political parties wili deal with this ques-

tion as they should deal with a pure economic

question—that is, stand for liberality in the

tariff where liberality will best develop Ameri-

can labor and American manufactures, and

that liberality which will do the greatest good

to the greatest number.

"But to the toast. Paper manufacturers should

bear in mind, that in proportion that they

make the business of the country honorable

they build up the national character. The man
who is guilty of a sham in his manufacture or

his trade is striking a serious blow at the wel-

fare of his fatherland. Every deceit that is

penned upon a sheet of paper, every falsehood

that is put into manufacture or production is

put forever into the character of our national

life. You merchants and manufacturers can do

as much in your place for national welfare as

the preacher can do in the pulpit, the student at

his desk, or the speaker on the platform, if you
make your business honest ; if you incorporate

truth into the web and woof of your business

life you will do more than any man can do to-

ward assuring the permanent success of our

country in the future."

The next toast was " Rags and their relation

to intellectual development," to which I. H.

Bromley of the Commercial Advertiser re-

sponded.

Rev. Mr. Baker, of Brooklyn, responded to the

next toast, which was " Paper and the Progress

of man." He said :

"As a clergyman I am very glad to respond

to the toast, because it has always seemed to

me that the use of paper and paper-making was
one of those symbols which indicate the intel-

lectual and spiritual progress of man. The use

of paper, from my standpoint, seems to spring

from a longing in man for immortality. Jusj;

so soon as man experiences the higher senti-

ments he begins to desire a remembrance of

those who come after him. First he used stone

on which to record his deeds ; but stone is an
unyielding substance, and working in it took all

the enthusiasm out of him. Then he sought for

a more ductile material. Parchment was next

used in disseminating his deeds among men, but

this was a very expensive material which could

only be used by the rich. Then man sought for

some cheaper material on which he might re-

cord bis deeds, and out of this longing came the

manufacture of paper, which laid the founda-

tion of the art of printmg. Out of printing and
paper-making came great commercial and
political movements. Out of man's louging for

political freedom came the newspaper. Out of

his tender sympathies and fraternal attach-

ments came correspondence and the post-oflBce,

and so on, step by step, the use and manufac-
ture of paper has created a higher and broader

intellect in man and a desire for business and
social progress.

" I went through a paper mill not long ago. I

saw the rags, some of them clean and some of

them very dirty, go through the process of

sousing and scouring and come out beautiful

pulp. I thought that this paper making was
very much like the ministry, the only difference

being that one treats rags while the other treats

men. As you have some clean rags to deal with

me, ministers have some clean men. We have
some men in Brooklyn going through the pro-

cess of pounding, sousing, scouring, &c., and if

I should point out these men to you I could

prove to you that we, as ministers, are successful

there." (Applause.)

In response to the toast, the "Body," Dr.

Macdonald said :

"I am surprised that this particular subject

has been reached quite so early in the evening.

I thought that we would lead down gradually

from the most important subject of paper to the

least important subject of our bodies. We had
paper first and our country second, and so on
gradually until we came down to our souls and
our bodies. (Laughter.) I have been sitting

here quietly in the hope that I might have some-
thing suggested to me to speak about from the

gentlemen who preceded me. Perhaps I had no
right to think I should. I have only one thing

to be thankful for, and that is that my particu-

lar toast is so well adapted to me. I have
had a good deal to do with bodies—(laughter)

—therefore I do not have the embarrass-

ment that our friend General Woodford la-

bored under. I had an idea on coming here
that it was a dinner connected with the

paper trade, you do not limit the gathering to

those who make paper, but you bring in those

elements which destroy paper after it is made
(laughter). That is a very good element. I

see you have type makers, you have manufac-
turers of pens—and, by the way, I am under
particular indebtedness to the pen industry, be-

cause with the possible exception of the stylo-

graph, I think it is causing more insanity

than any other."

Dr. Macdonald spoke at some length and was
frequently applauded.

Other remarks were made by William H. Par-
sons, George H. Jones, P. H. Hinrichs and
Charles S. Plummer.

LAWN GAMES.

" Tell me something about lawn games," said

a reporter of The Stationer, a few days ago,

to a leading toy manufacturer. "Do lawn ten-

nis and croquet continue to take the lead in this

class of games ?

"

" Yes," replied the dealer, " they are the most
popular. Next to them come archery, lawn
pool and lacrosse. There are several new games,
but they have not the widespread popularity of

the games before mentioned. Croquet and lawn
tennis are of English origin, and lacrosse is a
Canadian innovation borrowed from the In-

dians, and lawn pool, which is partly an Amer-
ican idea and partly English, is the old game of

croquet modified and improved.
" Croquet, though played in England perhaps

for half a century, was first introduced in this

country about eighteen years ago. A croquet

set that at that time sold for $10 can now be
bought for $1. The great reduction in prices

has largely increased its sale, and although many
dealers predict that croquet is gradually losing

its popularity, I disagree with them. The game
is down to so Iowa figure that everybody can
buy it. It is more in demand now than ever
and I see no reason for believing that it will be
superseded by anything else very soon. Like
base-ball, it will always be a leading outdoor
amusement. Croquet sets are made mostly of

maple, but many sets are made of boxwood and
a few of lignum vitse and rosewood. The
cheaper and medium grades are mostly in de-

mand. The medium grades range in price from
$4 to $5. Many people buy the dollar sets to

take in the country in summer. They are not
worth bringing back, and when they have no
further use for them, they give them away or
throw them aside.

" Lawn tennis was first introduced about six

or seven years ago. There has been little or no
improvement in the game since it first appeared.

A slight improvement has been made this sea-

son in the bat used. The old style bat has a
bulge on one side. When the game first came
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out bats were made with this bulge because it

was thought that the ball could be struck with

be'ter effect by the player, but this is a notion

which experience has shown to be erroneous.

The new bat is symmetrical in shape and one side

has a tendency to balance the other, thus im-

proving it. Lawn tennis retails from $i up to

$50. The game is now probably at the height

of its popularity. It is a more expensive game
than croquet, but like the latter is much cheaper

than when it was first introduced. It is not in so

great a demand as croquet because it is a dearer

game. A set of lawn tennis which we used to sell

for $20 we can sell now for $10. Medium gradf s

cost from $15 to $30. The $30 set is just as good

as a $.50 set only it is not so finely finished.

Here is a lawn-tennis bat^which alone sells for

$.50. It is mostly used as a prize bat. Its high

cost is due to the fact that the handle, as you
see, is inlaid with rosewood, ebony, pearl,

amaranth wood and other expensive woods.
" Next in popular lawn games comes archery.

The principle of archery is as old as the hills.

Bows and arrows were used by uncivilized races

for killing game as well as a means of defense

in warfare. But the use of bows and arrows as

an amusement was first introduced in England.

An archery sets ranges in price from fifteen

cents up to $100. Some come as high as $200.

The target is made of straw, no other material

having been found better adapted for the pur-

pose. Bows are made of the wood of the yew
tree, which comes from various parts of Europe.

A small portion of it comes from California.

The cheaper grade of bows are made of lance

wood and hickory. The former is imported,

the latter is an American product. The price

of an archery set, of course, depends on Its size,

the material it is made of, finish, &c. We make
a bow that alone is worth $30. Clearness from

knots and straightness of grain make a bow
very expensive.

" Lacrosse, which was introduced here a few

years ago, is an old Indian game. It is a heavier

game than croquet and lawn tennis, being more

in the character of an athletic sport. The game
has probably attracted more attention among
young men than any other field sport that has

been introduced. It has been adopted in Canada

as a national game. It was used originally by
the Indians, not only as a recreation but as a

means of strengthening the body. The present

game differs very materially from that origin-

ally played by the red man. The game is

played with a crosse, or bat, and ball, the same

as lawn tennis, and is played in a large field in

order to afford plenty of room for the players.

" In addition to the games I have mentioned

there are several other outdoor games which

have become more or less popular, some of

which are quoits, the magic hoops, and a game
called the Fascinator. Quoits are made also

with rubber covers for playing indoors. The
magic hoop game is an arrangement with hoops

of various sizes, with a post upon which the

hoops are pitched in playing the game, each

hoop being numbered. The Fascinator, though

an outdoor game, is not strictly intended for the

lawn. It consists of a long box containing a

large number of marbles, two cues and two end

wings. In the front side of the box are a num-
ber of arches, each provided with a swing trap

door opening into a separate compartment.

When arranged for playing, the lid is thrown

up presenting over each door a number indicat-

ing the count of each marble that enters. It

tests the skill of the juvenile wonderfully and

never fails to amuse. A new lawn game is about

to be Introduced, but it is a little too early yet

to give a description of it." The new game is

called Eochantment, and its implements are

made by a well-known house in Massachusetts.

The Magazine of Art (Cassell & Co.) for March
is out. It is handsomely and profusely illus

trated and contains a number of interesting ar-

ticles, of which those on the new British Insti-

tute and the " Inns of Court," London, are spe-

cially noteworthy. -»
Simplicity, of all things, is the hardest to be

copied.

THE KERNBR PEN.

IT is constructed on strictly scientific principles, and b'^in^ devoid n( the complications which exist in old
styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no sprinars to be affected by the action of the ink. The

needle is risridly fixed to a FLExrBLK air tube extending entirely through the barrel, whi"h when writing is

constantly vibrating throughout the entire length of the barrel agitating th« ink and causing a perfect flow
to the point. It is unequaled by any writing instrument of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives
ontire satisfaction to all who use thera. It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is

of platina alloyed with iridium. Price, $1 and upwards, according to mounting, j^" Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

JANEHTZKY & "WEBER,
(formerly JANENTZE.Y & CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. V. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Tarnish,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized. Gold Edged,

out or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and

CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

T^HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE or CHEERY OR WALNUT, AS DESIRED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Furnishers,

Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St.. New York

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTE R

-^CARDS
100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.

Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

^- Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Bostoii.
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HEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large '3i' Railroad Press; Platen, 22x24.

' Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Xew Catalogue and Disconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22(1 Street, New York.

;iLAGt.
AMD SEALING WAX.IL

IIV AJL.Ta VA-PtlEITIES

.

SAHFORD MFG. OO., CHICAGO, Ills.

A PATENT-INK SWINDLER.

Frederick C. Boyd, a young man about twen-

ty-five years of age, has been arrested in New
Haven for fraud. Boyd went there from Port-

land last June and advertised for a partner in a

safe business. Charles Coe, at present in the

employ of B. Booth, the State street auctioneer,

answered the advertisement and bought an in-

terest in Boyd's enterprise, paying about $600

for it. To Coe, Boyd said he had a patent pro-

cess for making cheap ink, and had received

several big orders. Boyd went on the road sell-

ing the ink, while Coe did the manufacturing,

Boyd's expenses being paid with Coe's $600.

Coe found that the business was not paying and
sold his share to C. S. Moore, of the firm of

Corey, Moore & Co., of Crown street, for $250.

Later, Boyd induced Moore to put in $250 more.

As the business was not good, Moore came to

the conclusion that he was being swindled and
wanted to sell ou t. Boyd agreed to buy his in-

terest and gave him notes to the amount of

$500, which have not yet been paid. Boyd
found a fresh victim in Octave Turcott, of 75

Lloyd street. Fair Haven, who put $700 into the

business. When Boyd had spent that sum, Tur-

cott asked Boyd for an explanation. The latter

not being able to give one that was satisfactory,

thought best to skip the town. Turcott consid-

ered himself duped and decided to have Boyd
arrested. The young man was traced to Boston,

where all sight of him was lost. He returned to

New Haven a few days ago.

VALVE OF IMPORTS OF FAFEB. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For thk Week Ended February 15, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings...

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals . . .

.

643

4 $428

229 30,978

154 4,639

53 13,498

49 1,038

13 3,568

126 11,675

1 2,253

13 1,846

$69,323

VALUE OF EXPOBTS OF FAFEB, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended February 19, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases .

.

Stationery

Totals

13,740 $2,175

504 2,716

157 2,955

109 11,285

162

14,672

10,204

$29,335

IMFOBTAHONS OF FAFEB.
From February 12 to February 19. 1884.

G. H. Basberg, Rugia, Hamburg, 2 cs. hangings.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 5 cs.

G. J. Kraft, by same, 6 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 7 cs.

G. S. McKibben, Lydian Monarch, London, 25 pkgs.

C. H. George, Scythia, Liverpool, S cs. hangings.

Merchants' Dispatcli Company, by same, 14 pkgs.

Keuffel & Esser, l,y same, 7 cs. drawing.

B. L. Soloman & Co., Canada, Havre. 1 cs. hang-

ings.

Warren, Fuller & Lange, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

A
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B. Gledhill, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Baldwin Brothers & Co., by same, 6 cs. hangings.

Bittel & Tepel, by same, 1 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Raynolds & Co., by same, 1 cs.

M. Guggenheim, & Sons, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

E. J. Riley, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

A. Levy, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Davies, Turner & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Kinney Tobacco Company, by same, 7 cs. cigarette.

0. H. George, by same, 6 cs. hangings.

Herter Brothers, by same, 1 bale.

Avery & Pinarbert, Chateau-Lafitte, Bordeaux,

2cs.

E. Fougera, by same, 44 cs.

May Brothers, by same, 5 cs.

J. P. Smythe, by same, 10 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nevada, Glasgow, 7 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Switzerland, Antwerp, 13 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 4 pkg.a. hangings.

L. De Jonge & Co., Wieland, Hamburg, 4 c?.

Great Western Dispatch Company, by same, i cs.

Pollack & Porter, Wieland, Havre, 2 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Warren, Fuller & Lange, by same, 9 cs. hangings.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From February 12 to February 19, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 32; to United States

of Colombia, 3; to Cuba, 2; to Havre, 4; to Bremen,

8; to Dutch West Indies, 1; to Hamburg, 15; to Lon-

don, 10; to Brazil, 16; to Venezuela, 3; to Porto Elco,

1; to .Mexico, 3.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 3 cs. ; to British West Indies,

400 rms., 234 pkgs., 2 cs.; to Cuba, 18 pkgs., 7,000

rms. ; to United States of Colombia, 74 cs. ; to Ham-
burg, 7 cs. ; to Mexico, 8 pkgs.; to Venezuela, 9

pkgs. ; to Central America, 3 cs., 240 rms. ; to Brazil,

2,000 rms., 7 pkgs.; to Amsterdam, 10 cs ; to Santo

Domingo, 95 pkgs.; to Porto Rico. 4,100 rms., 127

pkgs.; to Bordeaux, 1 cs.; to Chili, 54 cs., 6 pkgs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 61; to Cuba,

5; to Mexico, 7; to United States of Colombia, 25;

to Glasgow, 4; to Brazil, 2; to Dutch West Indies, 3;

to Rotterdam, 1; to British West Indies, 13; to

Santo Domingo, 15; to Porto Rico, 22; to Central

America, 4.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

116; to United States of Colombia, 62; to Brazil, 209;

to Dutch West Indies, 5; to Central America, 46; to

Hamburg, 100; to Antwerp. 50; to London, 3; to

Canada, 1; to Santo Domingo, 3; to Porto Rico, 20;

to Mexico, 10; to Chili, 6.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 3; to

United States of Colombia, 34; to Venezuela, 30; to

Liverpool, 3; to Mexico, 5; to Dutch West Indies, 9;

to Brazil, 6; to Santo Domingo, 14; to Chili, 2.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 5; to Hamburg,^;
to London, 1 ; to Mexico, 3.

SLATES, cases, to Amsterdam, 2.i0; to New Bruns-
wick, 11; to British Africa, 48.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 4; to London, 15; to United States of Colombia,

3; to Hamburg, 3; to British Africa, 1; to Cuba, 1;

to Santo Domingo, 1; to Porto Rico, 4; to Mexico, 1;

to Central America, 1.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 11 ; to Liverpool, 1.

INK, packages, to Cuba, 13; to United States of

Colombia, 87; to Brazil, 18; to Santo Domingo, 7; to

Porto Rico, 12; to Mexico, 103; to Venezuela, 5.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 3.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Bremen, 1.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 4.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to London, 1 ; to Liver-
pool, 2.

TYPE, cases, to London, 18; to Brazil, 0; to Chill, 3

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 6; to

United States of Colombia, 1.

ENGRAVINGS. CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, Ac,
cases, to Porto Rico, 2.

PAPER BOXES, cases, to Mexico, 3.

EMBOSSING PRESSES, to Central America, 1.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Chili, 8.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain tlieir shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SASBORN & SONS, Book-Birders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Macbinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L. L. BROWN FAFER mm,
AZiAiaS, ]!taA.SSJ%.CZZX7SE:TTS, XT. S. A.

. .

—

»» Manufacturers of Flrst-Class -«

LINEN LEB6ER AND RECORD PAPERS
-«- WEICa WILL STA^S TEE SS7EBI!ST TESTS OF EBASUSS AITS BE-¥BITIlTGt

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steana, Coal,
Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 35 horse-power.

p ^ SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifles a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

A. J. Leader (R.) $is50

Molo & Walkins (B. S.) 1

A. Newton 530

I. Davis 8i

G. W. Granier&Co 1,500

P. H. McDonald 118

EASTERN STATES.
Emil F. Ackermao, Boston, Mass 216

E J. & W. R. Smith, Brockton, Mass 250

George A. Goodall, Brockton, Mass 2,000

A. S. Burbank, Plymouth, Mass. (R.) 2,900

MIDDLE STATES.
H M. Gardner, Jr., Brooklyn, N.Y 311

Albert R. Brown, Utica, N.Y... 500

William E. Jones, Mahanoy City, Pa 700

Hutchinson Leigh, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 600

W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y 2,500

WESTERN STATES.
W. F. Palmiter, Enterprise, East Jordan, Mich. 180

A. E. Chase, Omaha, Neb 300

D. S. Mitchell, Omaha, Neb
Unique Card and Stationery Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio 613

E. F. Greene, Springfield, Ohio 879

C. F. Coleman, Grand Junction, Col 500

George L. Shoals, Chicago, 111 166

M. J. Kelly (Kelly & Fry), Hubbard, la. (B. S.) .

.

600

SOUTHERN STATES.
A. G. Swett (Franck & Swett). St. Louis, Mo. ... 500

OBITUARY.

S. Welles Williams.

Professor Samuel Welles Williams, LL. D.,

died at New Haven, Conn., on Saturday even-

ing, February 16, aged seventy-two.

Dr. Williams was acknowledged to be one of

the most eminent scholars in Chinese literature,

geography and history, who was not of Chinese

lineage. He was born in Utica, N. Y., Septem-

ber 22, 1813. He was graduated in 1832 at the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy. In

1833 be went to Canton as a printer in the mis-

sion of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions. He then assisted iu edit-

ing the "Chinese Repository," a monthly peri-

odical begun the year before by Dr. Bridgman.

In 1835 he removed to Macao to complete the

printing of Medhurst's Hokkein Dictionary. In

1837, while on a voyage to Japan to return

home some shipwrecked mariners, he learned

their language and translated the books of

Genesis and Matthew into it. He contributed

about one-third to Dr. Bridgman's " Chinese

Christianity," and published " Easy Lessons in

Chinese" (Macao, 1842), "Chinese Commercial
Guide" (1844), "Euglish and Chinese Vocabu-
lary in the Court Dialect" (1844). He visited

the United States in 1845, and, to obtain funds

for casting a font of Chinese type, delivered

lectures on China, which were enlarged and pub-

lished under the title of " The Middle Kingdom,"
(two volumes, New York, 1848). Soon after he re-

ceived the degree of LL D. from Union College.

In 1848 he returned to Canton and took charge
of the " Chinese Repository," which was dis-

continued iu 1871 with its twentieth volume. He
accompanied Commodore Perry's expedition to

Japan in 1853-54 as interpreter and in 18.55 was
appointed secretary interpreter to the United
States legation to Japan, and took charge of it

until the arrival of the minister. In 1856 he
published a " Tonic dictionary of the Chinese
language ia the Canton dialect "and an enlarged

edition of the " Commercial Guide," both printed

at the mission press in Macao, which was burned

with the most of the books in December, 1856.

In 1858 he assisted Mr. Reed at Tientsin in the

negotiation connected with the treaty and the

next year accompanied Mr. Ward to Pekin to

exchange the ratifications. He visited the

United States in 1860-61 and on his return to

China in 1862 the legation was removed to Pekin.

The next year he published the fifth edition of

the " Commercial Guide" nearly new written.

In 1874 he published the " Syllabic dictionary of

the Chinese language " (4to. Shangai) containing

12,527 characters with the pronunciation as

beard at Pekin, Canton, Amoy and Shangai.

This has superseded all other Chinese-English

dictionaries. A new edition of the Tonic dic-

tionary, revised by Dr. Eitel, has been published

by aid of the English authorities (Hong Kong,

1876 ) Dr. Williams returned to the United

States in 1875. In 1876 he went to New Haven

to reside, and in 1877 was elected professor of

the Chinese language and literature in Yale

college. His funeral took place on Tuesday last.

CINCINNATI DRIFTWOOD.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, February 18, 1884.

I ventured to make a prophecy about the

stage the water in the Ohio river would

reach, when I last wrote. You have seen

that my prophecy fell short of the facts,

but after I made it there was a little rainfall.

Mine was simply a lucky estimate. The com-

mercial traveler and such other readers of

The Stationer as know Cincinnati will form

some idea of the spread of the flood, when told

that it came within less than 250 feet of J. R.

Mills & Co.'s establishment on Walnut street,

and that it almost touched the rear of the Grand
Hotel where it borders Third street. At its

worst, only one railroad could reach its depot in

Cincinnati, and most of them were entirely cut

oflE.

A beauty about it is that although the river

reached 71 feet % inch on February 14, 1884,

against 66 feet 4 inches on February 15, 1883, the

destruction of property by it was small in com-

parison with the destruction of property by the

flood last year. Men got out of the way of it in

time. There wasn't a foot of dry ground on all

Pearl street on last Thursday. The destruction

to houses in Cincinnati will be great. As I

write the news comes in that a four-story row
of brick houses on Central avenue and Second

street have fallen down. Let them fall. The
more the better, so that loss of life is not in-

volved. Does anybody imagine the value of

these lowlands as property will be impaired ?

He is much mistaken. The style of ar-

chitecture on them will be changed and
some kinds of business now transacted

there will move up the hill. Does any-

one want to know what stationers and print-

ers in Cincinnati got ducked ? The answer

is: "Everyone on Pearl street, everyone on
Second street, everyone on Water street, every-

one on Front street, everyone south of Pearl on

Broadway, Sycamore, Main, Walnut,Vine, Race,

Elm, Plum, Central avenue, South, Mill and
Wood streets, and everyone on any street be-

tween Freeman avenue and Mill Creek." By
means of Lockwood's Directory and a directory

or map of Cincinnati, anyone curious to know
can make out the list for himself.

" But what effect will it have on business ?
"

Someone may ask that question. Well, the

effect of last year's flood was perceptible, and

that of this one will be felt still more percepti-

bly. Hundreds upon hundreds tens upon tens of

thousands of customers of Cincinnati will be crip-

pled and compelled to economize severely. That

will tell upon business. Hundreds of thousands

have been thrown out of employment for

two to four full weeks and have earned no

wages. That, too, will tell. Charity, or rather

human helpfuUness, is busy meantime sup-

plying the wants of the needy and repair-

ing the losses of the sorest sufferers. But

all guess-work will come short of the actual

facts. The suffering is nothing in comparison

with that of the lesser flood of last year, simply

because the machinery to alleviate it is so

prompt and so perfect.

Of course, there has been no business but

local business here for two weeks or more, but

it will begin this very day, which, being to-

morrow is Tuesday, February 19. In fact, the

floods have stopped the wheels of trade ever

since about February 1. but now they will raove

all the swifter.

The Globe Files Company have removed from
19 and 31 West Sixth street to 139 and 141 West
Sixth street into far more commodious quar-

ters.

Some of the printers on Second and Front

streets moved up town just in time to escape the

flood and have settled down in safer and dryer

quarter. Now spring trade will begin to show
what it is going to do. There have been hopes

that it will show an improved condition of

things. We shall see. Nobody here is dispirited

by the flood. The exhibition of pluck attend-

ing it is wonderful. Prince William.

Who bravely dares must sometimes risk a

fall.

pM,StT.onisaaflPacl

RAILV^AY.

The Great POPULAR THOROUGHFARE
OF a.m:ets,ica,

teaching in THE MOST DIRECT MANNER all the

GREAT CITIES OF THE WEST,
and passing through the

GARDEN OF THE WORLD.

This Company nms the Finest Passenger Equip-
ment, and operates the Most Extended System
of Through Cars on the Continent. Tickets to all

points North, East, South and West for sale at offices

of all connectme unea.

^g~ Send Postal for the largest and best

-pinty map of the Western States ever pub-

/ished. Sent Free to any address.

J. C. GAULT.
Gten'l Manager,

ST. LOTUS. MO.

H. C. TOWNSEND.
Gen'l Pass. Agent,

ST. LOUIS. MO
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Marcus -Ward-^-co. umited
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE ROYAL IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

And may be had in Commercial and Octavo Note sizes, with EnTelopes to match, and in either Heayy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

The J. W STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAl
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Bng^rossing, Map Work and all kiods of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Whites and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

, brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Manufactured in six differ- f Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \ ' j-g i^l/C^ liji^.
of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1

put up in sets containing ) » ^
one of each kind and one I 9 -^

each of Nos. 1, 8 and 3. {
^^ TS

J iyicfv voibii:

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails,
^g" Circular's and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

JOSEPH f^lLLOTI^S
"* STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^T" Sample Cards, Price Lists «&c., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENEY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
-MANUFACTXIREES OF-

©mrdg mmd ©mi»dl B©mrdi
-FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^r-oh: sti?,e:et, fh:ii_.^ideli=h:i^
-=$^ ESTABLISHED 1814. «i^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 X>-u.a,ii.e Street, 3^e-wr "2"or3s:,

MANUPAOTUBBRS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUSSIA. L,JEA.THEK, CHAMOIS, ^^IKRrC^lV RUSSIA..— No. 18 Higli Street, Boston, IVIass.

—

Are used to call attention to the fact that this Is an

advertisement of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Its EIGHT Trunii Lines Traverse the best portions

of Northern Illinois, WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA,
DAKOTA and IOWA.

Located directly on its lines are the cities of CUT
CAGO, MILWAUKEE, LaCrossk, Winona, .'-T.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, JIadison, Prairie du Chie.v,

Mason City, Siorx City, Yankton, Albert L-;a

ABERDEEN, DUBUQUE, ROCK ISLAND, CEDATl
RAPIDS, and COUNCIL BLUFFS, as weU as innu

merable other principal business centres andfav>^r

ite resorts ; and passengers going West, North, S utti

or East are able to use the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
& ST. PAUL RAILWAY to the best advantage.

Ticket offices everywhere are supplied with Maps
and Time Tables which detail the merits of the line,

and agents stand ready to furnish information, and

sell tickets at cheapest rates over the CHICAGO,
MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

A. V. H. CARPENTER, General Pass, and
Ticket Agt.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Ass't Gen. Pass. Agt
'•' S. S. MERRILL, General Manager

J. T. CLARK, General Superintendent
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ABOUT OPERA-GLASSES.

What with sapient eye-glasses and owl- eyed
opera glasses, the average playhouse audience

has become an aggregate of petty masked bat-

teries, each of which is trained on the others

with merciless directness and continuity. Some
facts as to the " great guns " in this raking fire

were recently learned from a courteous sales-

man at Tiffany's. Said he :

" I should say that, judging from our experi-

ence, the sale of opera-glasses has increased

threefold over sales of two years ago. Indeed,

to meet the heavy demand, we imported as

many as a thousand pairs for this season. Im-
ported ? Tes, for there are no opera-glass mak-
ers in this country known to the trade. Voigt-

laender, of Vienna, and Chevallier, of Paris,

are considered the best makers, though others,

like Lemaire, and the firm of Bardou et fils, both

of Paris, are not without reputation. London
runs to the first two the same as New York.
Besides stock from Voigtlaender and Chevallier,

we keep glasses stamped with our own name and
made for us in Paris ; we consider these quite

as good as the former, but sell them at a slightly

cheaper rate. Tell you something about the

materials used ? Well, opera-glasses have either

six or twelve lenses. The latter, as you
may suppose, possess double power ; they

are also more achromatic— have less for-

eign coloring than the six-lens glasses. For
the eye-pieces flint glass is used ; also rock

crystal, which is smoother and clearer yet.

For the end-piece flint and crown glass is

used, the first being made concave and the

other convex. Of course, the quality of the

glass varies, and then the grinding, focussing

and adjusting are of importance, depending on
the maker. We might look at the frames and
mounting now. Our cheapest pairs have brass

frames, lacquered black and mountings of seal

leather. These range from $5 to $15, depend-

ing on the size and the number of lenses, six

or twelve. Only one quality of glass is used in

them. Those of the next higher grade range

from $15 to $50, and have aluminum frames,

the price varying with the quality of glass and
the size. The aluminum frames have a silver-

ish color, which never tarnishes. More of these

frames are sold than of any other kind, their ex-

treme lightness making them popular. Some-
times the silverish color is exchanged for black

by means of lacquer. The next grade of opera-

glass includes those with mountings of mother-

of-pearl, of smoked pearl and of oriental pearl.

The coloring of the last two is artificial. These

same two have heavy frames ($13 to $50), and
the light aluminum frames ($30 to $75). The
mother-of-pearl frames cost from $35 to $70.

In all three the heavy frames are gilded with

French gilt.

"Now we come to what are called the ' fancy'

glasses. Ivory and shell are no longer included

in these, as the first discolors quickly, and both

of them crack and break easily under atmos-

pheric influences. The fancy glasses have frame
and mounting alike, and are the enamelled, the

gold, the silver and the aluminum. The enam-
elled glasses cost from $100 to $175; the plain

gold from $150 to $260; the plain silver $100; the

etched silver $130, and the aluminum plain $75,

enamelled $85. Of course you know there are

exceptionally high priced glasses also. See,

here's one of gold inlaid with diamonds and
sapphires, and costing $500. We have bad one

inlaid with rubies and costing $5,000. The
novelties just now in this class of glasses are

mountings of what is called Persian gold (a

maroon color brought out of the gold by chemi-

cals acting on the alloy, and causing also an
enamel effect), a mounting of white calf-skin

and a mounting made entirely of aluminum.
Here's a very striking one—ground of the sil-

very aluminum covered with lace-work of gold.

It costs $250. The Persian gold mounts cost

$185 and $350, For dress occasions, a frame of
aluminum and a mounting of mother-of-pearl is

popular. Are vest-pocket glasses still sold ? I

had a dozen two weeks ago and have only one
left now. Voigtlaender makes these also, their

price being $18."—New York Tribune.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

> s

Salesroom, 84 <& 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSmSCISSORS
OF EVEKY DESCRIPTION.

TRADE-MAKK.

— MANUFACTUKERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Weing Stationerf, Programmes, Meou aod Visiting Cards,

XmS CARDS. BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties, Illuminated Goods a Specialty.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM : 35 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.

FACTORY : 160 William S'., New Tork.

HARDING PAPER CO,
-^MANUFACTURERS OF -^

1<§>: First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^

•^ FXjJ^T -AJSnD RTJLBID. -^K-

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

Correspondence SouciTBD. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren CO., OhiO.

t\tZ.^^ A PCMIIIhIC CTVI nPDKDUIP ThlaPenisconstructedof a drawn glass tube, which^OCb a ULnUIIlL O I ILUunHrnib, ^11 never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end of which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
through which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POIilSHED NICKEL, CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, $2 00 per dozen,
$22.00 per gross; Gold Plated, 83.50 per dozen, $16 00 per gross. Samples mailed post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 50 cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 4-1, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 Williann St., N. Y.

Fashionable Mote Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Sloaming Stationery ot aU Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in aU

of the Liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-

tion.

Visiting, Monrning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-

Shaped Cards.
Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-

tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LABQEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.
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3srE"v;r LinsTE oif C-A.k,idsi

, 82 & 84 Beekfflan St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•o$:3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, fc^-

These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctnesB of detail, any Cards ever produced.

lyi ^%\ / ^" I ^^ I 1^^ —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

1^ ^J ^f d^ ^^ I I [^ ^^ , Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday^nd Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

.^^^^,

Grmn Eidges, Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our FATET^T Gt-UMMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STJISE TO STICS:,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^rMTHSTG- FAPERS, and Manilla

Writing and We apping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

HI

- MANXJFACTURER OF —

LoflDf'd Flats aod Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

-^ •^-
FOR-

Job -* Printers ^ and ^ Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties,
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

The Chas. Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CIIVCIIVNATI, OlxSo,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

. of every descriptiou of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping

AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
office stationery,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Unioit Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade IJst fvuTiished on application.

oFiQTATrar 3f%.a^xt^

stamping; Inks, Macilaee, &c.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J^~SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

J. B.A.iniD,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIKTHDAY OAEDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^F" Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.
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TAPLEY * FILE
UNIQUE ! CONVENIENT ! ECONOMICAIi

!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business office.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,— Sprin.g"field., Is/(£ass. ^

HOLYOKE EPEIOFE CO.
HOtiYOKlE, JVr^SS.

- be:st —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbk, Pres't. :^o.N.TTNKR.Treas. PULL WEI&HTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— Une of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

NAGLE & CO.,
Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,

LINES NUMBERED OR PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,

and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will

lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-

ing on the word " MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fapii Oompaaj
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—TOIJX, HAILT PROOVCT, ZO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS COON-
TRY WILL SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

CHICA(}0,ROCKISLAND&PACIFICR'Y
By the central position of its line, connects the
East and the West by the shortest route, and car-
riet* passengers, without change of cars, between
Chicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leaven-
worth, Atchison, Minneapolis and St. Paul. It
connects in Union Depots w^ith all the principal
lines of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnifi-
cent, being composed of Most Comfortable and
Beautiful Day Coaches, Magnificent Horton Ke-
elining Chair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palac*
Sleeping Cars, and the Best Line of Dining Cars
in the World. Three Trains between Chicago and
Missouri River Points. Two Trains between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis and St. Paul, via the Pamous

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE.''
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
iN'orfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga. Atlanta. Au-
gusta, Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul and interm.ediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Escpress

Trains.
Tickets for sale at allprincipal Ticket Offices In

the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare aL

ways as low as competitors that offer less advan
tages.
For detailed information, ?et the Maps and Fold

3rs of the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At your nearest Ticket Office, oi address
R. R. CABLE, E. ST. JOHN,

Vice-Fres, & Genl M'g'r, Geu'l ;'kt. & Pus. Afb
CHICAGO.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
MANUFACTURERS OF -

Blank Books, Envelopes,Writing Papers,
AND A FTTTJ. T-INR OF PAPRTFRT^S.

.->«<« J^foprietors, J. y. jfIt eJH L, HJ Jt CO.
The above superior brand of L.iuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights ot Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and Ijithograpliers, and put up in Quarter
Beam Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

EASTER
-AND-

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

--*-

# NOW ON THE ROAD.

B^" We are ofifering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

E. G-- XjOo:k:e & go.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chronio Cards, etc.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in l*rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended t«j.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

—SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED-

VTjLSIXZXTGTOIT MSDiLXiZiZOlT FSXTS.
J". Gi- FrLEBLE &c GO.,

No*. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 71 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

»-:^5sWhen People are Traveling Com
fort and Safety are the

TWO PRINCIPAL OBJECTS IN LIFE'

COMFORT !

" The Eriais by far the smoothest road
I ever traveled on, either in this country
or in Europe: and I consider it the per-
fection of railroad traveling. With the
clean, light and airy coaches, polite atten-
dance, freedom from dust, noise and jar,

we reached Chicago hardly realizing

what a long journey we had performed.
And then such a breakfast as we had the
morning after leaving .\ew Yorir, at
Hornellsville, is certainly deserving
"honorable mention." Such a table as
they have there, with a full half an hour
to enjoy it, is enough of itself to attract

passengers."

—

£j:, U. S. Minister^ £. B.
Waskburne.

SAFETY!
" 5,491.441 Passengers were carried over the

Erie Railway in i88t. Of this vast number,
only two were killed -one by falling from the
platform of a car on which he insisted on
standing, and the other in jumping from a
train wnile in motion."

—

New York State En-
gineer^ s Report/or 1881.

No better evidence than the above need be wanted
that both of these objects are secured to the travelei

who purchases his ticket over the

I

|the qreat|r ERIE RAILWAY

[UMDSCAPE ROUfEf
I

OF AMERICA.E. S. BOWEN,
General Supt.,

New York. "("""^^^^^""^^^"^^^^

JNO. N. ABBOTT, Gen. Passenger A^t., New York

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

4NDERS0N & STANTON,
1R9 RROADWAY. NEW YORK'

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
00T71TSEL0E-AT-LA"W.

Special attention given to Patent and 2Va<29>

Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of United States and Foreign Patentt

and Trade-MarkSf

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues an*
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every rase—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who vrish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep* ia
violably secret and confidential.

TAMES A. WHITNEY. 1 ^j Nassau St., N. Y. City:

HUB CJLZID CO.,
Publishers and Dbalkhs in

Bevel Edge and Chroino Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
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THE SHAPIRA MANUSCRIPT.

The history of the Shapira Manuscript may
be said to have entered on a new phase with the

arrival in Loudon of Ch. Clermont-Ganneau, the

learned French Orientalist and explorer, for-

merly French consul at Jerusalem. He has gone

to England on a mission entrusted to him by the

French Ministry of Public Instruction, to ex-

amine and report on Mr. Shapira's now famous

manuscript. M. Ganneau, to whose energy and

promptitude the French are indebted for the

possession of the Moabite stone, has devoted

many years to a long and careful study of

Phoenician and Hebrew palaeography, and is co-

editor with M. Ernest Renan, of the " Corpus

Inscriptionum Semiticarum," now in course of

publication by the French Government. He is,

moreover, thoroughly cognizant of all the Arab
tribes east of Jordan, and especially those from

whom Mr. Shapira states he has obtained the rolls

and the skill with which he and Captain Conder

unraveled the mystery of the Moabite pottery

will be long remembered by archseologists. The

interest in the manuscript is gaining ground both

in England and on the Continent. In Ger-

many, Dr. Gule, a Hebraist, of Leipsic, is

abo'ut to publish a monograph on this subject,

having been one of the first to inspect the skins.

It is now found that thirty leaves or more ob-

tained by Mr. Shapira are portions of several

manuscripts in various handwritings, but all in

the lapidary style. They ate not accurate

copies of the same text, but present variant

readings, some of which exhibit great careless-

ness in the script and text. The short examina-

tion of M. Ganneau has brought to light the fact

that some of the sheets have been sewn together

at one time, and have the orthodox margin of

Hebrew manuscripts, while other fragments ap-

pear to have been merely fastened at the corner

or rolled up. A writer in the Daily News re-

marks : "There is some evidence of a philologi-

cal aud scriptorial character which seems to

favor the theory of the late, if not the forged,

origin of Shapira manuscript, and it arises

from a comparison of the latter with the syna-

gogue rolls in vogue among the Jews. In the

construction of these rolls it was the custom to

observe very stringent rules as to the width of

margin which they preserved, and to other de-

tails of precision. An examination of the Sha-

pira fragments shows that although the text is

manifestly written on the mode of a Hebrew
synagogue scroll, yet these rules have been re-

garded in some cases, but violated in others,

as if through ignorance of the great importance

and value attached to their observance. It now
appears that instead of the central fold and sewn

edge succeeding each other in regular order, the

folds are uneven, and have, in some cases, been

cut with a clean sharp severance.

It moreover appears that all scripta plena,

even in the case of plural forms, are omitted; a

discrepancy which is in some respects in excess

of that of the Moabite stone in the disregard of

grammatical properties. When with this disre-

gard is combined the use of late words found

only in the Targums and the Talmud, such a

combination is very naturally likely to originate

as very grave consideration as to how such

glaring neglect of philological and scriptorial

canons is to be reconciled with the genuine

character of the manuscript. Even Mr. Sha-

pira seems to be changing ground, and losing

at least so much of his primary confidence as to

recognize the possibility of spurious production.

His present contention is that if the rolls are

forgeries they have been purposely made in

order to damage or prejudice him in his busi-

ness as a collector of antiquities, as he alleges

to have been the case with the Moabite pottery.

It is very partially known that Mr. Shapira has

brought to England a very early version of the

Book of Job in Arabico-Hebrew, as well as

some Jewish works on medicine and some an-
cient commentaries. These are chiefly from
Persia, Yemen, in South Arabia, and from Cen-
tral Asia, and no doubt has been expressed or
entertained of their authenticity.

—

Newspaper
Reporter.

COMMERCIAL.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.—11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line bolder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
rf nearly all 1, S and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, S8.50;
per dozen, S16.00.

THE GEM.

For Marking liinen. Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, $1.00 ; per
dozen, S8.00.

Send for Catalogue of New and Useful Goods.

PAD,

RUBBER STAMP RAQ. ]

I HIiUBCIHK BOTTLXS fUDfOb
UaMDRtSOIUDFrNOEIISa

ALWAYS RCAirfFDffOSQ
I

l5£LF-SUPPLYINGi

' STAMP PAD.

For every user of Kub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
2% X m, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; perdoz., S3 and $5.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton Street, New York.

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

I^-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

THE GLOBE NEWSPAPER FIIiE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, S7.60 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDIJIG THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

iiii» FALCON PEN-

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine S33, 444, 232.

Elastic 135, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works: Warkhousk :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOWER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MiNUPACTURER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

lower's Weather Prognosiicator.

SOLE AGENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVEET DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 nalD St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manufy In
New England & Largest in the TJ, S.

SEZMD
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROQBRS & CO.,
i>-A.TZ"ro3sr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"TKE BOSTOrf JOBBirTG 3HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

c§ •*-
f»

°i Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1°

PUBLISHER, ^iE^i!HiE°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF—

Copying' Paper.and,Books,
(Titles Registered)

M BIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH A HIIII^V RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
inUralV J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS. #.—•—#. M. VOORSANGER.

LEON ISAACS & CC'^h^.^Sh:!?!!'
— Manufacturers of —

^--GLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of -

America, and every box has a fac- /? ^r
simile of our signature, so beware of

T^y//'77./nl^.^^ /yn J^
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting '=>v^^l^i£:^-'^^:^^^^^c^-

us.

THE PITEUMATIC COFYmG PRESS.
TT/ E take pleasure in calling the attention of
VV the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

biUtyof the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome offices and residences.

Y (^~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INEW .HA-VOECS, COIVIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY,
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

• MANUFACTURERS OF —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Francisco, Cal., "Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and huudr-ds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. ^^ BEWAK E OE IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Church St., Kei York City.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE,

The accompanying curisa^ Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

IliilllSliaiSIl

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other

Folded Papers

;:tS= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

AN^NUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CiLHTEH'S IITZIS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE tOUISVILLE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenly-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage.

OAETEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON V\^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

has been awarded the

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND recommended THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINKN RECORD S LESDGBR PAPER
Also, the oulv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. te»X»Ii:CXJ»^I^TY

-T^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

^ others from i/ie Cincinnati Industrial E.rhilition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ I'ranklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Ceniernial

Commission, Medal oy Proj^'ress American Institute^ '^Tt aK<^ Medal o,f

Improvement and Progress, Boston, iS-jS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerlll

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Bbeet, ER.A.SE a,zid HE^WHITJE FOXJR TIM3Q© on. S£UU.e spoti
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

^r~ @eixd for sample

LOCK WOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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PHILADELPHIA AT DINNER.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Office of the Lockwood Press, 1

150 South Fourth Street, }
Philadelphia, February 26, 1884. (

The Book Trade Association of Philadelphia,

composed of the representative publishers,

printers, paper manufacturers, lithographers

and bookbinders of this city, had its twelfth an-

nual dinner on Saturday last, February 23, at

the Hotel Bellevue. About sixty members and

guests took seats around a horseshoe table,

which was decorated in the handsomest style.

For two hours the excellent menu absorbed the

attention of the banqueters, and afterward

Henry Carey Baird, the president of the associ-

ation, who occupied the centre of the table,

made a speech opposing the international copy-

right bill.

In the course of this speech he said :

"The granting of a twenty eight-year mo-
nopoly privilege in our market to British au-

thors and publishers, whose books, made in

O-reat Britain, would thus contain no American
labor or materials, is a manifest injustice to our

own producers, whose market has been created

by the expenditure on education of hundreds of

millions of dollars raised by domestic taxation,

which cannot and will not for one moment be

tolerated or entertained. Granting a long mo-
nopoly to an author whose book only exists in a

foreign tongue is even more indefensible—it is

simply absurd.
" Great Britain has long had treaties with va-

rious European nations by which books in for-

eign languages are, without republication,

protected for two years from the date of publi-

cation, and what is the result ? Scarcely any
portion of the rich contemporary literatures of

Prance and Germany is now translated and
published in England. How different is it in this

•country, where these two great mines are now
beginning to be worked, and with such great ad-

vantage, as well in the enjoyment as in the en-

lightment of the American people ; and not in

the least to the detriment of the French and
•German authors, whose books are thereby be-

ing made known to the many American readers

of French and German. It will not pay a pub-
lisher to give a royalty to the author of a book
in a foreign language, and compensation to a

translator in addition, and these books will,

under the reign of monopoly, simply, not be
translated."

Mr. Baird denied that American publishers

have given up the publication of English novels

solely because of the unfortunate condition of

the copyright law. " It is largely due," said

he, " to the fact that English publishers now,

through their own branch houses, or through

American publishers, largely supply the Amer-
ican market with English editions, many
American publishers preferring to buy 100 to

500 copies of an English edition to taking the

risk of a set of stereotype plates or an American
reprint edition of 1,000 to 3,000 copies. Since the

close of the rebellion no branch of trade has un-

dergone a more complete revolution than that in

the works of English authors in this country;

and there has never been a time in the history

of the country when good salable American
books were in greater demand, or were made
more remunerative to American authors. One
house, which I could name, has wholly abandon-

ed the reprint of English books, and is sharply

on the lookout and always ready to accept for

publication every good book in its line which is

offered to them ; and in addition to these, they

originate many, and yet the supply is quite in-

adequate. As a necessary protection to Ameri-
can authors in our own market, the day for in-

ternational copyright has gone, never to return

;

and I aflirm without fear of successful contra-

diction that the real end and aim of interna-

tional copyright agitation by American authors

is not for home protection, but that they may
obtain complete copyright monopoly with or

without publication, and a royalty in Great
Britain and perhaps in Germany."
Mr. Baird closed his remarks by suggesting

two amendments to our domestic copyright

laws that should be passed by Congress before

extending the advantages of the copyright to

non-residents.

First—That the author or proprietor of a book,

&c., be first required to prove the originality

—

in whole or in part—of the proposed publica-

tion, or at least state wherein he claims propri-

etorship, and that examiners be provided by
law, whose duty it shall be to make examination

before a copyright be issued, and that the fee be

increased sufficiently to cover the additional ex-

pense ; or

Second—That some easy and inexpensive legal

means be provided for testing the validity of a
copyright—or both.

Until these laws are amended it will be neither

right, proper nor safe to extend the privileges

of their provisions to foreigners, for^we can ac-

cept no guarantee of their amendment short of

the actual amendment itself.

Mr. Baird was followed by Colonel McClure,

of the Philadelphia Times, who responded to

the toast of "Franklin." Colonel McClure

threw some humorous light on the philosopher's

life.

"He was a reformer," said the speaker, "like

some at the present time. His method was to

pick out the best office and reform it by himself.

I have yet to learn of the period in his life when
he was out of office, except when the Quakers
turned him out once. Even then he kept his

son in." Mr. McClure did not think that the

printer's art owed much to Franklin. Most of

its advancement had been during the present

generation. It was as the strongest typical

American of his time in Philadelphia that

Franklin was chiefly remarkable. Mr. McClure
spoke strongly for the tariff, but said that he

had found to his sorrow in the course of a legis-

lative investigation that there was not a single

American mechanic in the State who stood in

the front rank of his calling.

Joseph Hoover spoke for the lithographers.

Hector Orr, the oldest printer of this city,

responded with some interesting reminiscences

of Fraser's Magazine, the first copy of which

he printed.

Charles Emory Smith, editor of the Philadel-

phia Press, replied to the toast of " the Press."

M. P. Handy and R. E. Hastings also made
some very good speeches.

A. G. Elliott, the able secretary of the associa-

tion, to whom great praise is due for his very

good arrangements of the dinner, closed the

speech-making by the following interesting ac-

count of the association :

Fortunately for the present occasion, your
secretary has no elaborate report of dry statis-

tics to make, but, nevertheless, the past year

has been one of interest to the association.

We have had the pleasure of seeing it increase

in importance, till now it comprises on its list

of membership every industry that pertains to

the making of a book.

As our president has stated, the lithographers

of our cityjiave cast their lot with us ; and we
now number some eighty firms, representing all

trades and employing more than ten million

dollars of capital and thousands of skilled hands.

The spirit of our association is eminently

catholic. The history of its acts and growth at-

test this.

That we may have errors of judgment would

be more than human to deny, but that we fail

to boldly defend the rights of the American
capitalist and workman as against his foreign

competitor, we do deny. We do not expect to

meet with the approval of all. Difference of

views should not estrange, when the common
good is the object to be attained, but, like Miss

McFlinn, who, when she said to young Quill-

driver, " it must be nice to be connected with a
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newspaper ; to glory in the power, liberty and
privileges of the press, and that she would be

delighted to feel that the press embraced her,"

compelled him to exclaim, " You would, would

you ? Great Scott ! Wait till I turn down the

gas ;
" so we say to all who come properly ac-

credited, we will embrace you, but not ask you

to wait till we turn down the gas. Oh, no,

that would be rough on some of the boys—they

could not whistle.

During the past year we have been called to

mourn the loss of three associates, two of whom
were with us on the last anniversary. As we
recall the names of Collins, Holman and Doyle,

let us bring forth from the treasury of the past

the good works they did, and take hope that

when others may, perhaps, cite our names, the

tribute may be given, " Well done, good and
faithful servants."

The following named gentlemen were present:

President Henry Carey Baird, Col. A. K. Mc-

Clure, Charles Emory Smith, W. W. Harding,

Wm. Rutter, A. G. Elliott, R. S. Menamin,
Owen Shoemaker, Calvin Wells, H. S. Ridg-

way, E. S. Talmage, H. S. Garsed, M. P. Handy,
F. W. McDowell, W. A. Holman, Wm. Hart,

F. Bourquin, G. Thomson, H. E. Garsed, Jules

Viennot, A. C. Farley, James McConnell, T. M.

Jackson, Sol. Poster, A. H. Hoeckley, George

Rogers, J. R. Jones, J. L. Weatherly, H. L.

Warren, E. J. Buckley, G. S. Ferguson, Thomas
Hunter, J. L. Sinclair, J. Hoover, Roger Sher-

man, R. E. Hastings, W. L. Stiles, C. J. Shoe

maker. Dr. E. Bedloe, C. R. Deacon, H. S. Sau-

van, A. S. Rudolph, F. A. Burr, H. T. Coates,

R. G. Oellers, G. A. Pagan, H. N. Claxton, W.
H. H. Cline, L. N. Megargee, W. C. Thomas, C.

H. Woodruff, Charles S. Smith, J. M. Ferguson

and Charles Haskell, of Baltimore ; J. C. Mc-

Curdy, J. D. Carson, J. B. Mitchell, H. S. Red-

dings, J. E. Gaskell, Jas. N. Mohr, P. M.

Laughlin, Hector Orr. Jules Viennot.

BOSTON PHASES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

49 Federal St., Boston, February 27, 1881 f

" But the darkness is passed,

And it's daylight at last

—

Thank goodness, they're both of them over I

"

—lolanthe.

And nature smiles again. The long distress-

ing gloomy clouds are dispelled, the rains have

ceased, and the mud has disappeared from the

streets. How delightful the change ! All man-
kind rejoices and womankind likewise. Trade

generally is feeling the effect of the "merry,

merry sunshine," and stationers appear more
cheerful.

In connection with the matter to which I re-

ferred last week concerning the policy of manu-

facturers of stationers' supplies and art pub-

lishers in underselling their own trade, a jobber

remarked to me that he thought the point well

taken. " But," said he, " the troubles we are

obliged to contend with are not entirely con-

fined to the marffifacturers. Some of the job-

bers themselves are responsible for the small

margins realized on sales. The object of some
dealers seems to be how near cost they can sell

goods. They don't seem to consider that the

object of trade is to make a profit. Kow, on

certain lines of goods, when bought in certain

quantities, the jobber gets so much per cent, off;

on larger orders the same discounts, with an ex-

tra per cent, off, and some dealers order largely

to get the bigger discounts, and then to sell the

goods give what they have made to the con-

sumer. They sell more goods possibly by this

means, but the profits of the business are no

larger, and they have had extra labor for noth-

ing. If their object is to run others out of the

business by underseUing others' trade without

any regard for their own bank account, they

should think a moment of the boomerang."

Another dealer with whom I talked on this

subject said that the trade needed protection

from each other, and, instead of trying to force

prices down, dealers should act in harmony and
endeavor to keep them up. " In most lines

of trade," said he, "there is organization,

and the members thereof frequently meet to-

gether to discuss trade topics, and to devise

ways and means for the protection of their

mutual interests. Organizations of this kind

have proven very beneficial to other trades, and
I would join any movement that would tend to

harmonize the interests of the stationery trade

in this city. Whether or not the prominent

jobbers and dealers would favor a trade organi-

zation of this kind I can't say, but I think it

would be to their mutual interests. I have no

objections to your noting this matter, for it

may meet with favor." What do the Boston

trade think of this idea ? Is it practical, gentle-

men ?

Knight, Adams & Co. report trade very fair

for the season, considering the bad weather of

the past three weeks. This house is entering a

little more extensively into the importation of

fancy stationers' goods, such as Bohemian glass

goods, Vienna and Berlin fancy wares and pho-

tograph albums. One consignment has just ar-

rived and another is on the water. These goods

are for the fall trade, and travelers representing

the house will take the road in a few days with

some rich and elegant samples.

Charles H. Whiting is very hopeful concern-

ing trade for the coming months, while the

amount of business now doing is not such as can

be complained of. Something new in the line

of blank-books has been lately added to his

stock. The book is elegantly bound in half-red

cloth with raised bands, and specially ruled for

bank and legislative uses. Orders from the

trade are being quite numerously filled. Mr.

Whiting is engaged on some other novelties

which he will shortly present to the trade.

Business in Easter goods is improving and his

travelers are now on the road with an extensive

line of samples.

Samuel Hubbs & Co. are among those of the

trade who "dare and fear not." Business here

is reported as very good, with " great expecta-

tions." In the pen line this firm is pushing the

Hubbard pens, for which the house is the sole

agent, and a very large trade is being developed

in this line of goods. Manifold copying books,

which are becoming so popular among commer-
cial men, are shipped in large lots to the trade

everywhere. In Shanon's letter-files and cases

the house is doing a good local business.

Curtis & Mitchell, type founders and manu-

facturers of printing presses, card cutters, &c.,

are engaged upon a new series of presses, which

they will perfect in time for the fall trade. The

Columbian press, which the house is now offer-

ing, is well and strongly built, has perfect rest

for platen to allow time for feeding sheets ; an

extra large ink disk, insuring perfect distribu-

tion
;
grippers that can be thrown down on the

platen at any point : impression screws in front

of operator, and is in every respect a first-class

jobber. The house is doing a very large foreign

business besides its extensive home trade. This

is the oldest house of its kind in the city, and its

long years of business operations have earned

for it the confidence of the trade throughout the

country. One feature about this house is that

it sends out no drummers to solicit trade, but

depends entirely upon its well-displayed adver-

tisements. Mr. Curtis, the senior member of

the firm, is a firm believer in advertising, and
attributes his success to the medium of present-

ing his business, together with the fact that his

house buys for cash, and sells for cash at the

lowest possible figures—but always with a

profit, however, for that is a business rule of

the bouse.

Gilman's " Challenge " letter file shows evi-

dence of a long life. This device, like all new
inventions, was first looked upon by the trade

as an un needed invention, but in less than three

months its merits have become recognized.

Among the numerous counting-rooms I visit I

find the "Challenge" letter file occupying a

place upon the wall. For simplicity and for the

quickness with which letters are filed away I

bear most flattering endorsements from the

users. Orders for this file are received from all

parts of the country and very many of these

buyers must be connected with the stationery

trade, as The Stationer is most frequently

mentioned as the medium by which their atten-

tion was called to the device. Mr. Gilman, the

inventor of the "Challenge" letter file, is a
veritable genius, having several inventions of

his own that he is perfecting. One of these, a

game which he calls " complex dominoes," is a

very interesting and absorbing amusement for

social circles. Negotiations are now pending

with a large manufacturer for placing the game
on the market.

Since the removal of the Bay State Electro-

type Foundry into its new quarters on Devon-

shire street, business has been steadily increas-

ing. Nothing like being in the right location

for trade.

Before closing, I must mention the fact that

the clerk of the weather has got back to his post

and is again tampering with the elements. He
has worked up a big snow-storm^or a change,

and so spoiled the beauty of my opening quota-

tion. A. L. D.
. «

CINCINNATI OVERFLOW.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, February 26, 1884.

There is not a word of record that people here

know of about the effect on business by that

flood upon which Noah floated his ark. There

is a record that wine was to be had after it, and
there the story ends, as far as business is

concerned. We hear not a word about relief

funds, and not much about the destruction

of property, but it must have been great.

People in Cincinnati, Ohio; Covington, Ky., and

especially in Newport, in that State, know how
to sympathize with the anxiety which must have

prevailed in that family while it was tossed on

the wild waves before its final stranding on

Ararat.

There is something very pleasant to be said

about the ease of business since the subsidence

of our flood, whether it is consequent upon the

flood or merely sequent to it. First, let us look

at one beautiful concomitant of certain effects

of this recent event, a calamity to so many.

It drove the poor out of homes which had cost

the hard savings of a lifetime. When it sub-

sided and the exiles returned, they saw only a

few scattered foundation-stones in the place

where they left the cottage that had cost

them so much and which they loved so dearly.

But a modern virtue was developed. One of

those beautiful exhibitions of the feeling of hu-

{Continued on page S68.)

I
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
-}3

Will stand the severest

test of Color, Cumate,

Ink or Weak.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus

—

Old Berkshire Mills lanen Xiedger, and date. '^

CARSON & BRCWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,
ID -A. 31,TON, l^^SS., U. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,
are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
G-eneral Agencv, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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man brotherhood, so rare before Getbsetnane

and Calvary and so frequent since, has restored

smiles to many a sad face and hope to many a
downcast heart. The stationers of the nation,

as a class, are opening their purses—their hearts

must have been open all the time. Now you
shan't wait any longer. Here are their names,
as far as heard from :

Boorum & Pease, New York city $50
Liebenroth, Van Auw & Co. , New York city 50
Daniel Slote & Co., New York city 25
Alexander Agar, New York city 25
The Kiggins & Tooker Co. . New York city 35
The National Blank-Book Co., New York city. .. 25
J. Q. Preble, New York city 25
Acme Stationery and Paper Co., New York city.. 25
S. E. &M. Vernon, New York city 10
Henry Bainbridge & Co., New York city 25
The Saugerties Blank-Book Co., Saugerties, N.Y. 25

Total $310

This is what has already been contributed.

"Billy Carpenter," of the firm of W. B.

Carpenter & Co., wrote to them and told

them the story. He lives over in Coving-

ton, the city that was insulated, and saw,

just across the Licking River, the city

of Newport, which was overwhelmed. He
knows all about it. Carpenter does. He was
there. The first letters were addressed to

the blank-book manufacturers. Don't you see

how they responded ? Since then letters have
been sent to the stationers, the envelope manu-
facturers, the paper makers and the steel pen
makers. There has not been time yet to get

their responses. Cincinnati is to receive none
of this, as Cincinnati is taking care of her

own sufferers. There are plenty of needy
upon whom to bestow it, and small or large

there is no doubt about the money helping

where help is most deserved.

Now for business. Traveling men have not

given Cincinnati up as drowned. Large as the

deluged portion was, it was but a fringe of the

city and one that can stand drowning without

a murmur and with very little loss. Here is a
list of the trade visitors who saw the raging

flood or got in soon after it : J. W. Sinclair,

Morgan Envelope Company, Springfield, Mass.

;

Mr. Ancker, J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadel-

phia; Wm. Blogston, Powers Paper Company,
Springfield, Mass. ; Jas. T. Watkins. American
Pencil Company ; Mr. Nutt, W. H. Hasbrouck

;

Mr. Horn, Koch, Sons & Co. ; Mr. Pike, M, A.

Reay & Co. ; Mr. James, Daniel Slote & Co., and

R. L. Brown, Kiggins & Tooker Company, of

New York.

Now, the fact is that the houses and the

streets where the fiood was deepest have a
brightened-up look. The goods look fresh and
clean and all the places have a tidy appear-

ance.

The streets are full—actually crowded with

drays and transfer wagons, and there is an un-

usual air of briskness in business. Nor is it all

looks. There is briskness. Business men are

doing welL Their flooded-out customers up and
down the river are not asking extensions, as

they did last year. In the stationery trade

there is notable activity. This isn't because

goods were damaged or destroyed by water at

up and down river points. They were not,

and it is one of the remarkable facts

connected with this fiood that they were
not. Do you want to know how they hap-

pened to escape ? Well, the owners re-

moved them to places of safety before the

waters came. In fact, the saving was the maxi-

mum possible, and the loss was the minimum
possible. This is true all along the Ohio Valley

as well as at this point. These facta explain the

quick return of briskness in business, and war-

rant the confidence felt here that the effect of

the flood on business this time will be very
slight. The young, the well-to-do and the rich

will scarcely feel it. The saving poor who have
lost their homes feel it the most severely. The

outlook for business now is good. Everybody
was expecting a brisk spring trade, and the

harbingers of it appear to have arrived.

Prince William.

ITEW YOEK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Cojjing Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

.^,----^^^^ g==^..B^..=.=s
Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22x24.

f~ Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Kew Catalogue and Discoants.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22(1 Street, New York,

IIV A.3L.I^ VA^KII^TIES,

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO. Ills.
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F
OE THE COMING EASTEE SEASON we have prepared a line of Cards and Silk Novelties, which

we are confident will compare favorably with our previous efforts, and will meet with a ready sale.

The following Artists are among the contributors to our line

:

Miss FIDELIA BRIDGES,
Miss L. B. HUMPHREY,
Mrs. 0. E. WHITNEY,

Miss L. B. COMINS,
Mrs. E. T. FISHER,
Miss ALICE €. SWAN,

Etc., Etc.

W. HAMILTON GIBSON,

WALTER SATTERLEE,
F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS,

Among the Cards of the regular line we would mention the following series as of special merit and attractiveness

--*-

No. 706.-

No. 711.-

No. 712.-

No. 713.-

No. 714.-

No. 715.-

No. 716.-

No. 717F

-TRIANGULAR FLOWER CARDS, by Mrs. O. E. WmTNEY.

-MOVABLE SHAPED CROSS (figure design), by Miss L. B. Humphrey.

-BIRDS, by Miss Fidelia Bridges. A very attractive series.

-FLOWERS ON PURPLE GROUND, by Mrs. O. E. WmTNEY. A gorgeous series.

-FIGURE DESIGNS, by Walter Satterlee.

-BUTTERFLY DESIGN, by W. Hamilton Gibson. This is emblematic of the Resurrection,

and we think one of the most Striking Easter Cards ever published.

-EASTER LILIES, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher. A veiy chaste and appropriate card.

—WISTERIA EASTER CROSS. A fittiug companion card to our last year's Water-Lily
Cross, which proved so popular.

^

BESIDES THESE, SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR-

mp ^^1 p^ipip if©M MMM,
Consisting of appropriate Flower and Figure designs. Our Satin Art Prints are put up in the following styles :

" A" STYLE.—A richly fringed tinted Mount, with cord and tassels for hanging.

PLUSH MOUNTS.—Fine mounts, made of rich plush of various appropriate colors, with easel back.

"B" MOUNT.—An exquisite Satin Mount of various colors, with extra fine quality shaded triple fringe, satin ribbons and
bow, cord and tassels for hanging.

" C " MOUNT is a fine combination of rich plush and satin in contrasting colors, with cord and ribbon, easel back.

"D" MOUNT is similar to the "C" Mount, with the addition of extra fine quality scalloped silk fringe trimming and satin

bow, easel back.
-•^1^

EASTER CAROL CARDS.—Peculiarly appropriate to the season, being printed in mediaeval style in red and black upon hand-
made paper

SERIES I., EASTER CAROL CARDS.—Printed in red and black.

SERIES II., BOOKLETS of four pages, with mediaeval carols and cover of hand-made paper printed in red and black.

--*—

Our extensive hne of BIRTHDAY CARDS has received several attractive additions, and we
have also issued SEVERAL new series of SCRIPTURE TEXT-CARDS.

r^ FB.ZCB ZiZSTS OF SA.STEIB. C&B.DS JLB.S NOTXT ZISAD7.
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%viu\c ll0ujclties»

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and \\'ill notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 292,484. Extension-File.—John Gross, Ottawa,

III.

No. 292,516. Staple or Fastener. — Franklin A.

Smith, Jr., Providence, R.I.

The fastener is stamped out of sheet metal,

with a curved shoulder projecting at each end.

No. 292,533. Letter-Box.—Joseph B. Broome, Oswe-

go, N. Y.

No. 292,563. Game Apparatus.—Gustavus A. Lillien-

dahl, Greenville, assignor to Henry T. Lillien-

dahl, Jersey City, N. J.

Blocks having a geometric form either plain

or inscribed on the facets thereof, provided

with knobs or points at the apices, and adapted

to be used as a game.

No. 292,569. Artificial Slate.—Andrew M. Murray,

Kichmond, Ind.

A composition composed of two parts of lamp-

black or dropblack, one part of rotten-stone,

one part flour of emery, one part mineral-

brown, one part ultramarine blue, mixed with

oil-shellac to the consistency of a stiflE paste.

No. 292,581. Paper or Pamphlet Holder.—John O.

Poor and Rufus E. Bean, FrankUn, N. H.

A paper or pamphlet holder composed of two

wires or springs connected together at one side

at the centre, each wire being bent and joined

so as to form two parallel wires.

No. 292,584. Coin Counter for Money Drawers.—
Charles Gottlieb Raber, Washington, Ind.

In a money-drawer, the combination, with the

coin-receiving chambers, of shanks provided

with necks with shoes attached thereto, commu-
nicating with the coin-chambers, springs secured

at one end to the shanks and free at the other end,

so as to form a bearing, the springs encircling the

shanks and necks, a bar adapted to engage with

the shanks at their junction with the necks, and

a rod attached at the rear end of the shanks.

No. 292,598. Sliced Picture.-Walter Stranders, New
York, assignor to Edward I. Horseman, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

No. 292,606. Paper Box.—Arthur G. Wilson, New
York, N. Y.

A paper box or lid of a box having two turned-

in portions, a part of one overlapping a part of

the other, and forming a single space or opening

between tbe two, and an end-piece provided

with a tongue folded over the upper edges of the

turned-in portions, down through the opening

and in rear of the lower lip like portion.

No. 292,645. Musical Toy. — William Alfred Gay,
Tonawanda, N. Y.

In a musical toy, the combination of a circu-

lar series of sound-emitting devices, an axle ar-

ranged centrally within the series, and mechan-
ism mounted on the axle and adapted to come in

contact successively with the sound-emitting

devices, whereby they are caused to vibrate.

No. 292.650. Shading-Pencil.—Geo. Baptiste Heck-
linger, Streator, 111., assignor of one-half to

Charles Hecklinger, New York, N. Y.

In a shading-pencil, the combination, with

the handle of two or more leads of different

colors, placed side by side, whereby a mark
shaded in different colors can be made at a
single stroke.

No. 292,652. Toy Target.-A. H. Hoffman, East New
York, N. Y.

CAVT'S*

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.
I^etail.

No. 1. Short,Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3 00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

ZiOok at Th.is.^-

E.USSIA LEATHEK PENCIL POCKET,
With Safety Pin Attachment.

1 > hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

J ) hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. LAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St.^ New York.

EDWARD POSEN 4 CO.,
— MANUFACTUEERS OF—

^Ibmime I Laaths^ Q©©di
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (G-ERMANY),

(£SXABIiISHi:i> 183S),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House a

No. 437 BBOADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

B7 TIXS MZZiZiZOXTI

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

^^^^'ra^pp^'at^r"''*^ A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

©PTIKT

Cheerfulness is tbe daughter of employment.

k

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO..
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpeutersTille, Kane Co., 111.
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JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Uoorning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

i'ANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THET%AtMER ART<^
~

Respectfully invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUYENIE.S,

^ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. TVEDDING PRESENTS, &c.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

> 3

Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chatnbers St., New York.

Maniifacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

OILMAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

1:.etter Fifes
. . Exhibiting a view of the File

"-Li: i'V>v when open and affixed to the
!^»A"''" ", wall; also showing a view of the

jsame when closed. As will be
"^ observed, this is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
cue of the different tiling divis-
ions, thus obviating the necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-
ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Our system, saves time, and the price of
OUF Files is frona thFee-foupths to one-thipd.
less than other kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.

OBITUARY.

E. A. Perry.

E. A. Perry died at Winnipeg, Man., Febru-
ary 20. The deceased resided in his early days
in Valleyfleld, Que., where he was foreman
for Mr. Buntin in the paper manufactory there.

He subsequently removed to Ottawa, where he
opened in the stationery and bookstore line, and
conducted business for nine years. He was af-

terward induced to remove to Winnipeg, where
he took the position of accountant in the real

estate business of A. W. Ross, M. P., his brother-

in-law. The deceased was a son-in-law of the

late Donald Cattanach, of Glengarry, Ont.,

whose relict and four daughters are now resi-

dents of Winnipeg. For the last year the de-

ceased was engaged in the store of his son, A. C.

Perry, whom he assisted to conduct a business

in which he had such large experience. The
funeral was held on Thursday, 21st inst.

A fire broke out on the flfth floor of 64 Duane
street at 2:30 o'clock last Friday morning, and
the stocks of all of the occupants of the building

were damaged by water. George W. Millar &
Co., paper dealers, occupied the fourth floor for

the storage of lithograph and plate papers, which
are considerably damaged by water. Frank
Williams, printer, occupied the third floor. The
second floor was occupied by the Powers Paper
Company, whose stock was damaged by water
about $5,000. George W. Millar & Co. occupied

the first floor and basement, which are pretty

well filled with manilla and print papers, all of

which are more or less wet. The total losses are

estimated at $12,000 to $15,000.

Self-preservation is the first law of nature,

but too many in this world act as though it

were the only one.

A wise man ought to hope for the best, be
prepared for the worst, and bear with equa-

nimity whatever may happen.

GROSTENOR, CHATER k CO.
68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER-MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TJ
WRITING, •*'

J^ DRAWING J^
AND ^^

JP Account Book Papers, p
E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, lioft- "f^k

dried and Machine-dried r^

Q BANK NOTE AND LOAN q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesaleand Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers inWhatman, Joynson, HollingwoTth,
Turner, and other noted brands.
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LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
— MANUFACTURERS OF

-

'f

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —m- New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadwav.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers,
STATIONEBS and PAP£B DEALERS,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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TH F H ARVARH FO INTA N PFN —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tubes,
mir

''(»'' V riHU I VJUIlinin l \^\\, wires, springs. &c.. ivhirh are tbe great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens, ;

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been thi
objective points soaght for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible, " ~
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ' Send for Price List. HAKVAKD PEN CO.

Every Pen
104 Broadvfrty, New York.

SPECIALTY FOR STATIONERS ( A

^-v<-^ a FOIL SHEARS f

'^TVy>' NICKEL PLATED ^> ' SIZES- 8. 9,10,11.12. INCH

MANUFACTURED BY '

HORATIO G. KERN
I\!?21 NTiH-GT'i'-STR.

PHILADELPHIA.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLKS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illumiriated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the coxmtry at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedC'ital'>gtie,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, IVIcCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiTe Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

idmvrh
B M^J\€2MC

SrxL
1.U I D

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 15 JOHN STREET. NETtT YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools. Importer and Manufacturer of

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
Btraieht.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—^The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, Inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

rro
Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.

MAMT7FACTCIUCR OF

TIM AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

ISTo- 152 Broad^vay, ISTe^w York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

m^ PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

3^ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. TT'. A. H:i3srR,ioH:s,
Price List on application. 39-33 PAI.K PLACE, NEW YOKK.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Lowry & Brokaw, stationers, New York city,

have dissolved partnership.

The Times Company, publishers, Columbus,
Ohio, has sold out to J. H. Collins.

William Bennett, publisher of the Times,

Verona, Pa., has made an assignment.

Stelzner & Hamburger have bought out the

firm of Schmitt & Gebele, publishers, Celina,

Ohio.

C. & A. Parkhurst have started the " Branch"

paper mill at Westfield, N. J., manufacturing

trunk board.

A. G. White, bookseller, stationer and news-

dealer, Norwalk, Ohio, has sold out to B. (Mrs.

A. C.) White.

The Terre Haute Paper Company, Terre

Haute, Ind., is running the paper mill of M. T.

Close & Son, which has been removed from
Iowa City, la.

Geo. F. Wharton, bookseller and stationer,

New Orleans, La., has taken his brother, Ed-
ward B. Wharton, into partnership under the

style of Geo. P. Wharton & Brother.

Dealers in Easter novelties are invited to visit

the store of Henry Levy & Son, 477 Broadway.
This firm has displayed artistic taste in the

various articles introduced for the coming sea-

son.

William G. Cooke and William Witte, pro-

prietors of the New Haven Paper Box Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn., have dissolved part-

nership. William G. Cooke continues the busi-

nebS under the same style.

The firm of Ludden & Bates, music publishers,

&c.. Savannah, Ga., is soon to be converted into

a joint stock company, upon the co-operative

order, in which the managers of all of the

branch houses and many employes of the Savan
nah house, together with one or more Savannah
capitalists, will be interested. The capital stock

will be $150,000.

The Beebe & Holbrook paper mill, Holyoke,

Mass., was damaged by fire on Monday even-

ing, February 26. The damage from fire,

smoke and water, principally from the latter,

will probably exceed $10,000, which is covered

by insurance in the five companies of the Manu-
facturers' Mutual of Boston and Providence.

The mill will probably be idle for at least two
months. It has one 76-inch machine and turns

out three tons a day of fine writing paper, em-
ploying 115 hands.

The oflEices and composing rooms of the Cam.-

bridge Press and Real Estate Advertiser, Cam-
bridge, Mass., were damaged $3,000 by fire on
Sunday evening last. James Cox, proprietor of

the News, is the heaviest loser, great damage
having been done to his presses. His files were
entirely destroyed. A stock of white paper,

which Mr. Cox had on hand, was also badly
damaged. George Bird, owner of the building,

suffers a loss of $300, and other occupants of the

building suffer small losses.

The West Newton Paper Company, West
Newton, Pa., has succeeded C. P. Markle &
Sons, paper and pulp manufacturers. The
company, of which C. C. Markle is treasurer

will run the " A " and " B " mills.

R. Worthington, bookseller; New York city,

has purchased the entire stock of books of J.

W. Lovell & Co., except their paper library,

and will hereafter supply the same to the

trade.

The stock, &c., of the estate of Bennett Fur-
nishing Company (incorporated), manufacturer
of desks and fine art furniture, London, Ont,, is

advertised for sale by tender.

The liabilities of Carlton McCarthy & Co.,

booksellers and stationers, Richmond, Va.,

whose assignment was announced last week, are

about $12,000; assets, $15,000.

Carmichael, booksellers and sta-

tioners, Davenport, la., have dissolved partner-

ship. The business will be continued by
Thomas Thompson.

McArdle & Hart, paper stock dealers. New
York, have dissolved partnership. P. J. Mc-
Ardle will continue and will settle the accounts

of the late firm.

E. Bradley & Co., manufacturers of paper,

Portneuf, Que., are out of business at that

place, having been succeeded by Young, Wal-
ton & Co.

The Black Hawk Paper Company has bought
the Milan Paper Mill, Milan, 111., and is making
an " extra " quality of straw wrapping.

J. & E. Hoch, dealers in frames and engrav-

ing, Boston, Mass., have dissolved partnership.

John Hoch continues the business.

William Huefner, of the firm of Huefner &
Kayser, publishers of the California Journal,

San Francisco, Cal., is dead.

Fletcher & McEwan have succeeded Robert
McEwan & Son, paper manufacturers. South-

port, Conn.

O'Shea & Williams, bookbinders, Lincoln,

Neb., have been succeeded by O'Shea & Rich-

ards.

The Three Rivers Paper Company (not incor-

porated). Three Rivers, Que., is out of business.

Zed. S. Hall, bookseller and stationer, Kansas
City, Mo. , is closing out his business.

James Power, dealer in paper stock, &c., Bos-
ton, Mass., is dead.

*

D. Ullman, paper-stock dealer, Buffalo, N. Y.,
is dead.

Colburn & Co., stationers, &c., Denver, CoL,
have sold out.

A. Barricklo, dealer in window shades, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., has sold out.

Worley & Hart, zinco-lithographers, Philadel-

phia, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

The mortgage against the Gazette Printing

Company, Creston, la., has been foreclosed.

The American School Book Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has increased its capital stock to

$40,000.

An attachment for $7,000 has been issued

against the Savannah Palm Paper Manufactur-
ing Company, Savannah, Ga.

Sherman B. Markle, Jr., has succeeded C. P.

Markle & Sons, in the control of the Mill Grove
Paper Mill at West Newton, Pa.

Edward L. Bassett and Lewis G. Fowler have
formed a partnership at New Haven, Conn., for

carrying on a job-printing business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Claridge & Allen, publishers of the Texas Stock-

man, San Antonio, Tex. The firm is now Cla-

ridge, McBride & Co.

Charles H. Barrister has been admitted to the

firm of Putnam & Davis, booksellers and sta-

tioners, Worcester, Mass. The style of the firm

has been changed to Putnam, Davis & Co.

White & Sehermerhorn, 46 West Bioadway,
are doing a good business with their " White
Star " medicated tar toilet papers. The pack-

age is in the form of an open-end book, and is

provided with a thick pad saturated with tar

and fastened on in the inside of the back cover.

James R. Lilley, secretary of the Cleveland
Paper Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been in

the city this week, and has presented to the

Eastern creditors of his company a full state-

ment of its affairs. This statement shows lia-

bilities of $300,000 and assets of $786,000. He
has made a proposition to the creditors to pay
in full, in eighteen monthly payments, the

first payment to be made on June 1 next, and a
payment to be made each month thereafter.

This proposition is favorably received, and it

is probable that a settlement will be made on
this basis.

An assignment was made by Louis Hartman,
dealer in picture frames. No. 8 East Eighteenth

street. New York, on Saturday, February 23, to

August Kohn, preferences being given for $5,000.

First preference is given to the Bowery National

Bank for $2,500, money advanced on a promis-

sory note dated January 12, 1884, and payable

four months after date of the same. The next
preference is given to Charles Busch, New York,

BLOTTER
150 Vj\.TtIE:THiS.

REVERSIBLE * BLOTTER.
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) uMSi^^°J7^^

TABLETS
I»ACItEl> irsr BOXES.

TABLET I

PATEHTtO

T

100 * SHEETS * IIT * PAD.
(WARRANTED.)

THE tARGKST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includinR Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in WhiteJ
Cream Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum. Statement and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

S3^~ Notwithstaiidinf; tlieir m»ny aivaatagej, the.se goods will be found l>y couiparitou to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
otliprg. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains iOO. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will Increase his business.

We al30 make thsje go >l3 with 80 sheets, under the name of Universal Blotter Tablet, at proportionately lower prices.

»• SEND FOR p&icB Lists. W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.
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for S3,500 and interest from May 1, 1883, this sum
being due for borrowed money.

Clarke Brother & Co., printers, Louisville,

Ky., have been attached.

S. N. Holmes, publisher of the Daily Miner,

Prescott, Ariz. , is dead.

S. R. Barnes & Co., booksellers and stationers,

Lampasas, Tex. , have sold out.

Charles A. Bricka, dealer in morocco cases.

New York city, has made an assignment.

David Williams, dealer in picture-frames, &c.,

Philadelphia, Pa., is dead.

A. G. Brown, printer. Maiden, Mass., has ad-

mitted D. G. Currier to membership in his

firm.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Parrack & Parr, proprietors of the Weekly Re-

porter, Glen Ross, Tex.

J. B. Hall, formerly manager and secretary

of the Fargo Publishing Company, Fargo,

Dak., has retired from that concern.

O. G. Martin, jeweler and bookseller, Blyth,

Province of Ontario, has been arrested for

counterfeiting,by a patent photographic process,

ten-dollar bills on Molson's banks.

A receiver has been applied for by some of the

stockholders of the New York Paper and Felt

Mills, having mills at 7 and 9 Elm street. New
York city, and at Stanley and South Grange,

N. J. This action has been taken, it is said, be-

cause of some dissatisfaction between the presi-

dent of the concern and the stockholders. All

of the mills are closed down pending a settle-

ment of the difficulty. The liabilities, it is said,

are between $25,000 and $50,000. A meeting of

the creditors will be held at the company's

office in New York to-day at 12 o'clock.

The New York Silicate Book Slate Company,
191 Fulton street, has made arrangements for

the accommodation of its customers to supply

them with free letter-boxes. Merchants visiting

New York will find it convenient to have their

letters and papers come direct to the company's

office. The weekly papers from all of the large

cities will be kept on file, which will be a con-

venience never before offered by any mercantile

house. The company is doing good service in

the public and private schools. Its goods are

used extensively in all of the principal cities

throughout the United States, by the Boards of

Education of New York city and Philadelphia,

Pa., the leading colleges, academies, Catholic in-

stitutions, exchanges and private schools. A
single trial will convince the public of their su-

periority over all goods in their line in the

world.

The schedule of liabilities and assets of the

firm of F. Sibell & Co., stationers, of No. 206

Pearl street, was filed on Wednesday of this

week. The liabilities are $6,724.55 ; assets,

$5,052.26, of which $2,979.30 is for outstanding

claims, while $2,133.96 represents the nominal

value of the stock on hand. The preferred

creditors are C. W. Barnes & Co., $997.79; Na-
tional Blank-Book Company, $321.80; H. Bain-

bridge & Co., $420.39; Sarah S. Sibell, $3,500.

Among the creditors to which preference is not

given are Aiken, Lambert & Co., $122,90; S.

Raynor & Co., $133.09; Clement & Stockwell,

$66.33; T. H. Livey & Co., $64.43; Horace Tay-
lor, $71.17; Boorum & Pease, $146.08; M. J. An-
derson, $64; B. J. Searing, $85.57. There is a

large number of other creditors in amounts un-

der $50. A meeting of the creditors will be held

as soon as possible in order to effect some com-
promise. It is believed that the firm will pay
at least seventy-five cents on the dollar.

Rosenbaum & Co., Philadelphia, have prepared

a great many Easter novelties, exquisite in taste.

Among them the following are to be noticed :

No. 1, a card on satin, embossed and colored ;

No. 3, banner-shaped, surmounted by a cross on

plush ; No. 3, sachet card on pink satin, fringed;

No. 4, banner-shape in white satin, with white

egg in plush and '
' forget-me-nots ;" No. 5, chapel-

shape in plush, with a painted cross and flowers

rising from the base, mounted on satin with

fringe ; No. 6, diamond-shape, full puffing of

satin, colors assorted, fringed ; No. 7, a very

elegant design, gilded panel, fringed, with

oval centre of satin and holly; No. 8, round

shape in satin, in the centre a plush cross deco-

rated with flowers, puffing and fringed ; No. 9,

Maltese cross, diamond-shape, card in centre,

trimmed with fringe and cord ; No. 10, plush

bell, mounted in satin, with plush head ; No. 11,

handsome plush panel, combination of white

and mouss-green plush, hand-painted circle and
gold binding ; No. 13, satin with chenille cord,

with beautiful gilded cross, handsomely painted,

suspended by a cord from a bunch of flowers ;

No. 13, gilded-edge panel, with plush bag from
which a chicken is peeping ; No. 14, combination

of plush and white satin, with handsome gold

cross in centre, trimmed with chenille, cords

and swan-down.

Smith's book store. No. 118 Lincoln avenue,

Fergus Falls, Minn., was destroyed by fire on

February 19. The fire was caused by an imper-

fect flue. The stock and furniture had $6,635 in-

surance. The loss on the goods is estimated at

about $700, while the loss on furniture and
building will be between $3,000 and $3,000.

J. H. Bufford's Sons have recently added sev-

eral new designs to their line of satin Easter

cards. The firm is meeting with excellent re-

sults in the introduction not only of these goods

but of their large line of cheaper cards and shape

novelties.

J. S. Rockwell & Co. are offering a very fine

and full line of all leathers for plain and fancy

bindings, such as bark skivers, bark fleshers,

law sheep, imitation alligator, seal and morocco.

The prices are so very low as to encourage a
very brisk trade, which the firm is having.

Baldwin & Linn, stationers, &c., Houston,

Tex., have dissolved partnership.

J. J. Spalding & Co., job printers, Chicago,

have made an assignment. Assets about $16,000.

The Kansas City Press and Publishing Com-
pany, with a capital of $10,000, has been organ-

ised.

Potter & Co., photographers, Philadelphia,

Pa., have dissolved partnership. The business

is continued by Joseph P. Silver.

Alphonso Bunnell, bookseller and stationer,

Portland, Me., is reported in insolvency. Lia-

bilities, $3,500; nominal assets, $2,300.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company has

located a special agency for the sale of its ship-

ping tags in Springfleld, Mass., with L. H. Orr
&Co.

Among the out-of-town trade in town during

the past week were : Mr. Bossert, of the firm of

Paul, Baker & Bossert, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Jas.

Dwyer, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Alfred P. Hayden has been appointed receiver

of the National Printers' Warehouse Company,
of No. 18 Vesey street, by Judge Donohue, of

the Supreme Court. The annual report, filed

January 17, showed debts of $3,600. On Febru-

ary 1 the trustees covered all the property with

a chattel mortgage for $1,100.

Charles Beck reports trade as being very
brisk, the unprecedented demand for Easter

novelties keeping all hands busy filling and ship-

ping orders. In addition to the large line of

puffed satin and plush souvenirs, which com-
prises many entirely unique and novel designs,

he has, owing to numerous inquiries made late-

ly, brought out a fine line of plush and satin

Easter novelties, designed to meet the demand
of a large portion of the trade. This house has

lately taken the agency for the Robinson En-
graving Company's steel-plate folders. The
line comprises over eighty of the latest and
most attractive designs, suitable for menu cards,

spring openings, advertisements, &c. All par-

ties buying in lots of 1,000 or more will receive

a sample book of all the designs gratis. In cards

and scrap pictures the house is doing an im-

mense business.

Foley's Patent ImproYod Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 8, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal disci nt .o ._e Prade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Low^, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson, Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris FrankUn, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo St, Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T; Ketchum
" Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN rOLET, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 3 Astor House, Broadway, New York

GARTER
l^'PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

1 ^ ^ Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOKATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. «

RICE & CO.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will he charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

A rt i sts' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago. PI.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers.
1125 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFOED'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOQRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ooston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30. 32 and 34 Reade si.. N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 2 J Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO.. 130 State St.. Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W.. CO.. 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotting Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK. 91 Liberty st.. N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS. W.. & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P.. & CO., Chicago, m.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo. N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman St.. N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St.. N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

QARNAR. THOS.. & CO.. 181 William St.. N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS. lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CU.. 553 Main
street, Worcester. Ma^s.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, Sec.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Coin Wrappers.

Card Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

McHUGH & CO., 35 Ann St., cor. Nassau. N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS. A. M.. SON. & CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N.. 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. Carpentersville. 111.

SHKIVER. T.. & CO.. 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO.. 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

TATUM. SAMXTEL C, & CO., dndnoati, O.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WUham St., N. Y.

Papers-rFancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO.. White and Colored
Tissue and Copjring Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettin<r.

KISSAM, B. A., .32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
« Proprietors, Pier 24. North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

HILL. W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENAHELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, Q. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN. HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO., Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago, 111.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T.. & CO.. 591 Broadway. N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, Ul.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes. 3. 5. 6. 8. 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16. 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
list on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers. Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

cox A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe st.. Chicago. III.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. Jr., 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 Johnst..*r. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., < 23 Maiden lane, N. "S

.

Rubber Stamps.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWABD IBON WOBKS. Buffalo. N. Y.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk St., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C. W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER.]«,^^/^eent^h^st.^N^ Y.^

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Star Copyinc Pads.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati; 414 North Third st.. St. Louis.

Stationers' Hardvtrare.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH. Agent. .

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER. 110 William St.. N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St.. Boston. Mass.

WARD. MAJRCUS. & CO.. 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c.. &c.

HAKE. PH. 155 WiUiam St.. N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y.. Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. 806 Broadway. N. Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar's and Dowse's, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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J. C. AlKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEYAlKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Uovelties."

Send for Catalogue

and Price List.

NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN. SCHUCHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

TOLEDO, o Booksell ers and Stationers TOLEpgo .

Bookkeepers' Labor-Saving Trial Balance Books, with short leaves, saves rewriting of names of accounts.

Dealers in all kinds of Stylographic Fountaii Pens.

:GEn£BAL BUSINCSS HAHO PRIHTING

usEnn. IN tvERy store or of

Contains SCO letters, figures.
•&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad. in
walnut box. Takes the place
of nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
-CHEAPEST and best outfit for
hand printing. Price, S3.50 ;

,per dozen, S16.00.

For Marking Uinen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen. S><.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL. 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

RUBBER STAM(> RAO.
tlBBBE INK B0m.C3 UUtUR]

BSWRC saaiB rmonral
ALWAYS RCUrf OBlSi]

self-supplying;

stamp pad.

rsEU!lfiHlffJtstlNGlBUBiBEBHTA'WP|Ffi\DtJ1

For every user of KuT»-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It req aires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
2% X 4!^, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; perdoz., 83 and S5.

CANFIEtD "DIVIDED" (FOR-
merly "Acme") EKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface ; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

FOR SALE RARE OPPORTUNITY.—ONE OF
the leading Stationery and Printing Establishr

ments in the best locations in Philadelphia, occupy-
ing four floors, on a corner; doing a good and profit-
able business ; satisfactory reasons for selling; not
over S5,000 cash required. Address Philadelphia
office of the American Stationer, 150 South Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

WANTED—AN AGENCY FOR FINE AMERI-
can Playing Cards, also plain and fancy note

paper and envelopes. Address Box 544, Mail Office,
Toronto, Canada.

WANTED YOUNG MAN FAMILIAR WITH
the Stationery Business. Call between 10

and 12 o'clock. CONSTANTIN SCHMIDT,
33 Broad Street, N. Y.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.
24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

^9~ Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Pancy G-oods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad
vertlsements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a mediimi of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought
of importers and jobbers in this city, together with a
detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on ail trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANK Street, New York

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Ceicaoo,

Ili..

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hamuitt, General Man
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabaua Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside -j
^ u>S. ^^"^ ^"^^S-

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Qalvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Legkon? and Genoa, Italy.

T XI .1^ -a^aarr i AmstBrdaij, Holland, and
J. H. de Hussy < ^^^ p^^^j^ j,^j Indies.

Tnhn HoMn i
Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan

-j ^^elaide. Australia.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
L D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Doming Rio de Janeiro. BrazU.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, ChiU.
load A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Eklward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder , . . .Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Diu-ban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum. -j ^"Sd's"^"'
Sandwich Isl-

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Heniy W. Hughes ] ^^^i^^^^^^^'"'
^'^*'^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtainea from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

The time for presenting applications for

admission to the international section of the

Hungarian General Exhibition, to be held

at Budapest in 1885, has been prolonged un-

til the end of April in the current year.

Americans should take advantage of this

opportunity.

It is not amiss sometimes to give illus-

trations of the estimation in which The
Stationer is held by its readers, and we
therefore submit one or two extracts from
late communications addressed to us. One
subscriber writes: "Never allow- our sub-

scription to run out. We need it ; cannot

do business without it ; it grows better ;

we watch for its coming ; it is a good
teacher. May success always be to The
Stationer, the only representative we
have." And another writes : "We con-

sider The American Stationer the best

publication that comes into our oflBce, and
find more useful and reliable information in

it than in any other." These opinions are

from different parts of the country, one

from a city in the South on the Atlantic

coast and the other from the Northwest.

Like expressions from other sections fre-

quently encourage us in our work of mak-
ing The Stationer valuable to every per-

son who uses or peruses its columns.

Foreign journals are beginning to be

nervous about the extension of interna-

tional railway lines on the American con-

tinent. A German contemporary, making
note of the fact that by next month there

will be all-rail communication with the

City of Mexico from any point connected

by rail in the United States, thinks that

this will be of momentous consequence,

not only to our own trade, but in its effect

on the commerce of other countries, pro-

vided that we choose to avail ourselves of

the opportunities likely to be presented.

It adds : " How long will it be ere the

enterprising American will have ail

rail communication with Valparaiso on

the one hand and with Rio on the other ?"

This is something like one of those or-

dinary queries which generally call for the

answer : "Give it up." But that it will not

be longer than the united enterprise of the

two divisions of this Western hemisphere

will permit is quite probable, and with the

proper infusion of energy into the slower-

moving people of South America, it may
take less time to accomplish than many are

ready to admit. There are, of course,

many obstacles to overcome, natural and
otherwise, but the greatest, to our mind, is

the "until to-morrow" procrastinating

habits of the people living beyond the United

States. " To-morrow never comes," audit

is necessary to convince many of this

fact. That financial aid will be forthcom-

ing when the proposed lines of interna-

tional communication shall have been more
defined, and when a definite plan or idea

of what is to be done is suggested, we have

no doubt. For this reason we favor the

proposition of Senator Sherman to hold a

conference of delegates of the different

governments whose interests are allied with
the project. The natural obstacles re-

ferred to present engineering difficulties,

which, in view of what the engineers of

the century have accomplished, do not

seem to be insurmountable, and yet they
must be carefully considered, for they are

great. The Cordilleras go down close to

the Pacific coast of South .A merica and the

delta of the Amazon, intersected by nu-
merous important streams, begirt by thick

virgin forests, will have to be traversed.

Henry Meigs spent $60,000,000 in construct-

ing the railway from Lima up into the

Cordilleras, and the Maderia and Mamore
line, at the headwaters of the Amazon,
proved to be a much more difficult under-

taking than the Emperor of Brazil thought

it would be. It is probable, however, that

exploration will discover ways yet un-

known, for it has only lately been stated

a pass through the mountains has been

found which will afford easy access, and
admit of railway communication between

Brazil and the Pacific coast somewhere
near the northern boundary of Peru.

Appreciating the fact that a stupen-

dous piece of work is to be accom-

plished, we believe that it can be performed

and that the sooner we set about the con-

struction of the international railway with

the South American countries extending

the new line from Mexico southwardly,

first into Guatemala, and as much farther

as speedily as possible, just so much the

sooner shall we accomplish destiny.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By The Tbade Lounger.

The school-book publishers having got

tired {pro tern) of cutting each other's throats

and of printing and giving away school-books

for nothing, are trying to harmonize. It is pro-

posed that they shall let each other severely

alone, and not try to run one another out ; to

give up viewing and interviewing school-boards

and teachers, and to'shut down generally on the

practices which have debauched the school-

book trade. It is not at all improbable that

they will make such an agreement, and then

perhaps there will be a race to see who will get

ahead in breaking it. This is only another

chance for the "old, old story to be told again."
* * * * -H

Playing-cards are being exported from ^
this country to London. Probably this is to fill

orders outside of the United Kingdom. Ameri-

can manufacturers are making excellent play-

ing-cards nowadays, and, what is more, they

have all of the best features about them. For-

eign cards stick closely to old models, although

there are some which are made on American
types. By the way, do you notice how cheap

playing-cards are going these days ? Even the

street-peddlers are hawking them, and you can

buy some styles as low as ten cents per pack.
* * * *

Shape novelties continue to be in favor.

The latest thing in this line has figures which are

moved in a life-like manner by means of a sim-

ple arrangement on the back of the card. There

is one manufacturer who is quite active usually

in getting out new lines, but who seems to have
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quieted down lately. I am looking forward to

some surprises from that source, as he has prob-

ably been doing a great deal of thinking, and

when his thoughts develop—just look out.

* * * *

There was a bit of a fire in Duane street

last week. J. L. St. John, agent for the Powers

Paper Company, lives in Brooklyn and was un-

ceremoniously called up at 2 a. m., the burglar

alarm in his office having been fired off by the fire-

men. When he got across the river and found five

steamers doing their best to pump croton water

all over his stock, he thought that there was no

use in adding to the flood and therefore did not

weep. He had another good reason : i. e., fully

insured—all except that rubber coat which he

left in his office when he went home and which

mysteriously disappeared. Washed away, per-

haps. :{:;): 4: s):

I have been handed a recipe for making
ink for type-writer ribbons. It is as follows :

Aniline black, J^ oz, ; pure alcohol, 15 oz. ; con-

centrated glycerine, 15 oz. Dissolve the aniline

black and add the glycerine. What is the best

way to apply the ink to the ribbon ?

That represser of the mucilage trade

yclept El Mahdi is said to allow nobody to ap-

proach him who does not come on all-fours.

This is a sort of high-low-jack-and-the-game. the

knave in his case being the winning card.

* * * *

Barnum's sacred elephant is said to be

very fond of rum. This is a great blow to the

renowned showman's temperance principles.

Will he be able to institute a reform ? I am
afraid not.

What a forcible speech General Wood-
ford made at the dinner the other night 1 Have
the gentlemen to whom he spoke reflected upon

it ? To them, as representative men, is conflded

the duty of opposing and defeating shams in

trade and frauds in manufacture. It doesn't

do to go to church and then flght on the other

side, nor will it answer to applaud and assent to

vigorous arguments in favor of commercial

morality, business honesty and national honor,

and then wink at short weights, counts, &c.

No 1 No I ! No I I

:

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
D. wants addresses of a few manufacturers of pro-

gramme tassels.

Ans.—Hempshill & HoUiday, Philadelphia

Pa.; Paul Mende, New York; J. Reshon & Co.,

New York ; Samuel Bernstein, 91 Bleecker

street. New York.

G. G. M. would like to get a list of stationers.

Ans.—You will find a very full list in Lock-

wood's Directory, of which the 1884 edition is

now in press.

M. A. S. wants address of parties making paper-bag

machinery.

Ans.—You have a large paper-bag concern in

your own city. The machines are all covered

by patents, which are controlled by the paper-

bag manufacturers, to whom you must apply.

K. B. wants to know where to get card albums with-

out a back, the pages being reversible, in the

form of a leaflet 9x13.

Ans.—Daniel Slote & Co., New York, are the

manufacturers.

M. M. & Co. wish to know who manufactures the

Bailey Victor copying-press.

.4ns.— L. Bailey & Co., Hartford, Conn.
W. P. & Co. want to know who makes the best trans-

lucent boards for printing or lithography.

Ans.—We do not like to make distinctions.

If you will send to the different well-known

manufacturers for samples you can form your
own opinion. Consult Lo'ckwood's Directory.

A. B. asks for names of houses which are headquar-

ters for Japanese napkins.

Ans.—The Cleveland Paper Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, makes domestic goods of that char-

acter, and the Nippon Mercantile Company, 310

Broadway, New York, imports them.

E. M. asks for the addresses of parties who manu-
facture a cheap, coarse, waterproof wrapping
paper, with a sort of tar coating.

Ans.—The New York Coal Tar Chemical

Company, whose factory is located at Green-

point (Brooklyn, E. D.), N. Y., and having an
office at 10 Warren street. New York city,

makes such a paper, and White & Schermer-

horn, 48 West Broadway, New York, can sup-

ply it.

H. lately asked for manufacturers of corrugated

straw-boards for bottle wrappers.

Ans.—Since our former reply we have learned

that Thompson & Norris, Concord street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y., are extensively engaged in this line

of manufacture.

The Garrison-Chappell-Price Paper Company
has been incorporated at St. Louis, Mo., with a

capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators are

O. L. Garrison and W. G. Chappell, of St. Louis,

and A. H. Price, of Chicago, 111.

The creditors of Myers Brothers met at 55

Liberty street, the office of the assignee, on Wed-
nesday, and agreed to accept fifty cents cash on

the dollar, provided that payment should be made
within ninety days, and also on the condition

that Charles D. Myers should continue to carry

on the business alone. The preferred creditors

are paid in full to about $10,400, and the general

creditors get 50 per cent, of $4,200.

The operatives of Althof, Bergmann & Co.,

manufacturers of toys at No. 142 and 144 Mul-

berry street, had not been gone from their work
more than half an hour on Tuesday evening

when smoke was discovered issuing from the

windows of the fifth floor. An alarm called the

firemen to the scene and the fire was promptly

quenched. Damage to the extent of $15,000 was,

however, wrought, mostly by water.

Fowler & Wells ha-ve just published " Tea and

Coffee : Their Physical, Intellectual and Moral

Effects on the Humau System." By Dr. A.

Alcott, with notes and additions by Nelson

Sizer, author of " Forty Years in Phrenology,"

"How to Teach," "Choice of Pursuits," &c.

16mo., 118 pages. Dr. Alcott's work on the use

of tea and coffee, first published many years

ago, has done much to call attention to the effects

of the use of these articles. In the new edition

Mr. Sizer has presented in the form of notes

many additional facts brought out by the in-

creased knowledge of the subject.

James A. Ratley is the New York manager of

the firm of Fred. Bergner& Co., of Baltimore,

Md., which is establishing a first-class reputa-

tion for its superior line of albums, picture-

frames and plush goods. The firm is at present

showing a new line of goods in albums and pic-

ture-frames, which deserve the inspection of

buyers. The line of picture-frames is made up

of numerous very handsome designs in ebony,

gold, plush, bamboo, &c. Some of the leading

styles are arch, oval, cabinet and panel. The

variety of albums is almost unlimited. It em-

braces many in elegant, fancy leather bindings

and plush. A double album has an embossed
alligator leather cover, with the corners beau-

tifully ornamented with a raised fioral design.

There are albums also with easel backs and pol-

ished and padded bindings in calf and alligator

leather. Some very handsome albums are orna-

mented with white and red roses and buds in

raised plush. The firm Slso has a full line of

leatherette albums in quarto, victoria and cabi-

net styles. In the line of plush boxes it has a
complete assortment made up in the freshest

and most attractive forms.

Pleasant service is where one kno ws how to

render it skillfully ; and still pleasanter when
one can improve upon skillful work.

Iftarlijet %i^mzm.
Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday. February 27, 1884. (

THE MONET MARKET.—iix the loan market,
there is no change from the prevailing extreme ease,

the general rate on call transactions being 2 per
cent., with increasing exceptions .at 1^ per cent.

,

Good to first-class double-named sixty day and four-

months paper is 4®SM'per cent, and good to first-

class single named do. is 4i^to 7 per cent. The stock
market, if we except a " bear " raid on Lackawanna
which caused a momentary weakness, has been sub-

ject to little change. Stocks may go lower, or higher,

on reactions, but there is reason to believe that the

worst of the despondent feeling is over, and that

the demand for investment will increase. Rrailway
mortgages are in good demand and higher prices

have generally prevailed. Governments are firm.

Bankers' Stirling exchange continues scarce and
rates have further advanced. French francs and
German reichmarks are also a shade firmer.

TBE PAPER MARKET.—The situation has
been subject to very little change during the week.
An improvement in the weather has given an impe-
tus to some branches of business that have lately

been inert. On the whole, the outlook is improving,

and such as would lead us to expect a season of

moderate activity and of somewhat more satisfac-

tory results in the way of profits, concerning which
we are inclined to believe that the results of the

trade of the present year will be more satisfactory

than last year, for the reason that the shrinkage in

values has probably reached its utmost limit, so that

any change as the season advances is likely to be for

the better. Although there is a decrease in the num-
ber of mercantile failures, the number is still abnor-
mally large, but the weeding out of the unsound and
weak concerns will eventuUy have a salutary effect

upon those who are solvent. The attitude of Con-
gress on the tariff question may be said to be with-

out much influence on trade, since there is a general
impression that the present tariff law will remain
substantially untouched. No changes have been
made in the prices of any grade of paper during tne

week and with one or two well-known exceptions

values are fairly steady throughout. Some manu-
facturers have complained of a drawback to their

mills running on full time on account of back-water,
but we presume the freshets have everywhere sub-

sided ere this.

TJB.E STATIONERY MARKET.-Businesais
about the same as usual, there being more or less

depression in consequence of the uncertain state of
the weather, which tends to keep dealers from town
and interferes very much with the shipment of
goods. Many dealers complain that collections are
hard to make at this time, a large number of bills

being overdue. A better condition of trade, it is be-
lieved, will be developed when the spring business
fairly opens up. Dealers state that the trade in

Easter cards has been unexpectedly good, and still

continues fair. There seems to be a very good de-
mand for some classes of fine stationery, especially

writing tablets. The blank-book trade is holding its

own, if anything, but is quiet. The ink trade has
picked up somewhat and is said to be quite fair for
this season. The envelope trade continues about the
same as usual, with no Indications of falling off.
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ESTABUSHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830

J. H:. BUF-F-OPtlD'S SOISTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES,
KEWARD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
- NEW AND ELEGANT

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certiflcates, Agrricultural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
HICAGO: 156 & 158 MOVROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- ft

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

CO

The lower plate is drawn up against g
the stationary upper plate. •"

Copyizxg Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool and. I'a.tterii ^v£a,3sin.g-,

PLA.IS A.N1> ORNAMESTA.!, JAPA.S1IING.

Sewins; Machine Needles.

wiT^i^cojL «fc th:om:e»so]v,
Brooklyn Needle Works and Fulton Foundry

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

JOJEIN PETRIE:, Jr.
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DBPOT POR

j^. B. f-pleistoh: ooFiriisro- iktkis.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary DaDipers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding MiUs, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

kprmd Ferforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^^~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap
plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

I

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

EXITEIsTSI^V^E LinSTE
— OF

FQLDIM
For Announcements, Menus, Orders of Dancing, &c.,

HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS
In Endless Variety.

For Sale by all Leading Paper and Card Houses in the United States

165 William Street, -..--- NEW YORK.

A RASCALLY SWINDLER.

For some time past numerous complaints have

been made to Inspector Byrnes by business firms

of this city, that a man representing himself as

C. P. Keppler, a brother of Joseph Keppler, the

artist of Puck, had obtained large quantities

of goods from them on false pretenses. The

inspector assigned Detective Fink on the case,

and after several days' hard work he located

the swindler in Philadelphia, where he arrested

him a few days ago. Among the many firms

that have been victimized are Wyckoff, Sea-

man & Benedict, the Remington Company, the

Appleton Publishing Company ; the Bolton Sil-

ver Company, of Boston ; F. G. Gurney, of Bos-

ton, and Martin, Garrison & Co., of Boston.

The accused is still locked up in Philadelphia

awaiting the execution of extrtdition papers.

The prisoner, of course, is no relative of Joseph

Keppler. His right name is believed to be Karl

Keller.
m I »

The March number of The Manhattan sus-

tains the reputation which this magazine has

achieved. In point of illustration, contributed

matter and editorial management, The Man-
hattan stands in the front rank. It is well styled

"the pearl of the monthlies."

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For thb Wbkk Ended February 23, 1884.

Albums 37

266

176

26

21

6

20

192

15

83,148

36,124

Newspapers 6,348

11,303

Ink 614

2,221

Slate Pencils 202

Paper 15,993

Steel Pens

Other 2,153

Totals 759 877, as

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended February 26, 1884.

15,576

342

284

169

226

16,597

82.457

Paper, pkgs

Paper, cases

3,695

4,135

16,395

Stationery 9,853

Totals 836,535

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From February 19 to February 26, 1884

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 38; to United States

of Colombia, 14; to Cuba, 6; to Havre, 14; to Bre-

men, 2; to Dutch West Indies, 1; to London, 1; to

Venezuela, 3; to .Mexico, 4; to Glasgow, 0; to Kriti.sh

Australasia, C6; to Argentine Republic, 4; to Hayti,

1; to Brili>h Africa. 2; to Uruguay, 2; to Japan, 2.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 3 cs. ; to Briti.sh West Indies,

55 pkgs., 1 cs.- t . Cuba, 32 pkgs., 3,250 rms., 4 cs. ; to

United States of Colombia, 190 pkgs., 4 cs. ; to Ham-
burg, 1 cs ; to Mexico, 20 pkgs., 156 cs. ; to Vene-

zuela, 6 cs., 2.30 rms.; to Central America, 23 pkgs ;

to Brazil, 4,7 rms., 16 cs.; to Porto Rico, 7,000 rms.;

to Chili, 6 cs. ; to Antwerp, 2 cs. ; to London, 62 cs.

;

to Havre, 1 cs. ; to British Australasia, 16 pkgs.; to

British Honduras. 326 rms. ; to Peru, 26 cs. ; to Hayti,

6 pkgs. ; to British Africa, 2 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 50; to Cuba,

4; to Mexico, 23; to United States of Colombia, 48;

to Glasgow, 16 ; to Brazil, 31 ; to Dutch West Indies,
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1; to British Africa, 23; to Bremen, 8; to Hamburg,
3; to Gibraltar, I; to British West Indies, 13; to

British Australasia, 8; to Hayti, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

3; to United States of Colombia, 171; to Brazil, 201;

to Central America, 11; to Chili, 14; to British Aus-
tralasia, 10; to British Honduras, 1 ; to Peru, 63; to

Hayti, 33; to Uruguay, J.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 2; to

United States of Colombia, 13; to Venezuela, 3 ; to

Liverpool, 3; to Mexico, 2; to Dutch West Indies, 5;

to Brazil, 17; to Hamburg, 1; to Uruguay, 12.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Hamburg, 3.

SLATES, cases, to British West Indies, 9.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 12; to London, 3; to United States of Colombia,

7; to British Australasia, 2; to Mexico, 5; to Vene-
zuela, 1.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 3; to Liverpool, 1; to British West In-

dies, 4.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 40;

to Mexico, 3; to Venezuela, 32; to London, 33; to

British Australasia, 24.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Mexico, 6.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 17.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to London, 13; to Ham-
burg, 6; to Genoa, 1.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Genoa, 1.

HAMMOCKS, cases, to United States of Colom-
bia, 1.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Liverpool, 1; to London, 3.

PRINTING PRESSES, cases, to Bremen, 18; to

Hamburg, 1 ; to Argentine Republic, 16.

GOLD PENS, cases, to Argentine Republic, 1.

CARDS, cases, to Londop, 3.

PLAYING CARDS, cas^s, to London, 5.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to Mexico, 1; to

United States of Colombia, 1.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Chili, 3.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, cases, to Argentine Re-

public, 105.

IMFOKTATIONS OF FAFEK.
From Febbuaky 19 to Fkbruart 26, 1884.

Vernon Brothers, Frisia, Hamburg, 20 bs

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 4 cs.

Stroumwald & Rappe, by same, 1 cs.

J. Heyman & Son, by same, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 4 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 1 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, City of Chicago,

Liverpool, 37 pkgs., 17 cs. hangings.

E. J. Riley, by same, 16 cs. hangings.

C. H. George, Cephalonia, Liverpool, 10 cs. hang-

ings.

Herter Brothers, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

A. Dougherty, by same, 4 cs. hangings.

Thos. Garner & Co.. Rhynland, Antwerp, 10 cs.

hangings.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 3 cs. hangings.

Willy Wallach, America, Bremen, 8 cs. colored.

Warren, Fuller & Co., by same, 2 cs.

J. Campbell & Co., Salier, Bremen, 7 cs.

J. C. Bloomfleld & Co., Adriatic, Liverpool, 1 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 40 cs.

hangings.

E. J. Riley, by same, 35 cs. hangings.

C. H. George, Amerique, Havre, 3 cs. hangings.

D. S. Hess & Co., by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Thos. Faye & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

F. Beck & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Robert Graves & Co., by same, 3 cs. hangings.

Shepherd, Walker & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

A. Chatain, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Pottier & Stynnes, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

Leprince & Pepper, by same, 8 cs.

Geo. J. Kraft, Arizona, Liverpool, 7 bs.

J. W. Lydecker, by same, 5 bs.

Hand & Ellsworth, by same, 5 bs.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Egyptian Monarch, Lon-

don, 2 cs.

J. J. McQrath, by same, 5 cs. hangings.

JANENTZKY & ^^EBER,
(formerly JANENTZKT a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. G. Glaze, for imitating tlie imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Tarnlsli,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

out or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAJX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W, STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOB

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAl
LETTFBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

^ ivi<A W'ikxi.. "^ X :...L ...:'>.. \ A special Ink is alsoManufactured in six differ- / Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. 1 ^

of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S »

one of each kind and one i 9
each of Nos. 1, 3 and 3. I ^i

3 <"

3, i iwcfv -u>vbe.

4, f "

5, k
"

manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.

S^" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I>. TTHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Stg., NFW YORK.

lOSEPHCILLOTfS
** STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists dbc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. HENKT HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COI-LINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR—

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 -A.R,OK[ STR-EET, FH:IL^IDELFH:I^
~<^<% ESTABLISHED 1814. «i^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl <5c 103 X)u.a,i:2.e Street, 3iTe-^7r "SToxQs:,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactarers, Etc., Etc.

RUHSIA. TuE^AJTtVEyR, CHAMOIS, ^3i:i^X<,IOi».]V RUSSI.A..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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TRADE ITEMS.

E. & S. May, Lee, Mass., are manufacturing

a very nice plate paper. Samples will be sent

to the trade if asked for.

J. L. Shoemaker & Co., Philadelphia, have

taken the agency for the " Acme" composition,

a tablet gum which they offer as an excellent

article for putting up pads.

L. Prang & Co. will bring out a large number

of new designs in Easter cards in a few days.

Intending purchasers would do well to wait

until they have inspected these goods before or-

dering.

Obpacher Brothers have a very full line of

Easter cards, which is very popular with buy-

ers. The goods are very artistic and will com-

pare favorably with those of other dealers, both

in respect to price and quality.

Chas. D. Whitall & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,

have published " Tom's Experience," which is a

very interesting presentation of farming life

and opportunities in Dakota from a farmer's

point of view. People who contemplate going

West will be interested and instructed by this

work. The same firm keeps in stock a line of

souvenir albums of views of leading points of

scenery in the country.

Palliser, Palliser & Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,

have published a set of " Useful Details " for

carpenters, builders and architects. There are

forty plates, each 20x26 inches, which constitute

a large array of practical designs for me-

chanics.

The attention of the readers of The Amebi-

CAN Stationer is invited to the new advertise-

ment of Langfeld, Turner & Andrews. This

firm has a very interesting line of new goods in

leather. Since last season it has added a great

many novelties to the numerous articles which

it manufacturers. It reports a good spring

trade, and is very busy in preparing samples for

the next season.

Geo. Uibel, 142 Fulton street, New York,

manufactures sea-bean and alligator teeth

jewelry, watch charms and other novelties

which ought to find a ready market with the

trade. The mammoth sea-bean engraved in

various forms is mounted on an easel. Mr.

Uibel makes a specialty of all kinds of engrav-

ing for the trade, particularly monograms, &c.

One of the most complete assortments of rub-

ber stamps to be found in the city is that of

Robert H. IngersoU, of No. 93 Fulton street.

Mr. IngersoU has everything from an ordinary

rubber stamp to a complete printing outfit, with

dating combinations, noiseless self-inker and

patent round and square and self-inking pocket-

stamps. His stamps are perfect in operation

and made of the best material.

A new jet-black marking ink of a superior

quality has just been introduced by John B.

Davids & Co. It is intended to be used with

the stencil or brush and is warranted to be a

first-class article for marking boxes, bales, bun-
dles, &c. It contains no turpentine or lamp-
black, emits no offensive odor and will not fade
or rub off. It is also made very heavy, and may
be diluted with water, if desired.

M. J. Anderson is showing a new line of school

cards. The designs are fresh and tasteful and

are appropriate for both day and Sunday
school. Mr. Anderson has also a large variety of

marriage certificates, lithographed in black and

gold and put up in beautifully embossed envel-
opes. The goods are made of heavy paper and
Bristol board, with medallion border. Mr. An-
derson also carries a full line of tags, gum labels

and law seals, which he is offering to the trade
at a heavy discount.

FOE ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

TRADE-MARK.

— MAmjFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Weiding Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS.

Artistic Novelties, Illuminated Goods a Specialty.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM : 35 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.

JPACTOMY: 160 William St., New Tork.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF-^*-

!=#=! First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried *=©='

-*--

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Eseeello, Butler Co., Ohio, amd Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRRKspoNDKNCK Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren Co., Ohio.

THE GliOBE NEWSPAPER FltE—Made In Two Sizes.

Price, 87.60 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

i
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U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE
IN BOTTLES, JUGS, KEGS AND BARRELS. DAVIS' NEW WIDE MOUTH SENSIBLE MUCILAGE STANDS.

TREASURY BLACK AND COLORED ^TRITING INKS. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK with Assorted Lok.
Manufactured by WILLIA-M A.. OA.VIS, 18 Arch Street, Boston, and 155 Wabasli Avenue, Cliicago.

Marcus -WARD-fi^-Co. umited
WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE TRADE TO THEIR LATEST IMPORTATION,

HAND-MADE ROYAL IRISH LINEN PAPER.
Every sheet of this paper is made separately, by hand, in the old-fashioned way, and it is, without doubt, THE MOST ELEGANT

PAPER for fashionable correspondence ever offered. This paper may be distinguished by the water-mark in every sheet

:

"OyL^FiGXJS -y^J^FilD Sz, CO.,

k^istid-i^^ide: IL.Il^TEll^T,"

And may be had in Commercial and Octayo Note sizes, with Envelopes to match, and in either Heavy or Medium weights.

Sample Books of all our papers may be had on application to

MARCUS WARD & CO., Limited, 734 Broadway, New York.

THE KERNER
$i.oo.

I
T ia constructed on strictly scientific principles, and being devoid of th? complications whicb exist in old styles is less liable to get out of order. It has no
springs to be affected by the action of the ink. The needle is rigidly fixed to a flexible air tube extending entirely through the barrel, which when writing is

constantly vibratin? throughout the entire length of the barrel, agitating the ink and causing a perfect flow to the point. It i<i unequaled by any writing instrument
of the kind ever offered for public favor, and gives entire satisfaction to all who use them It is constructed of the best material throughout, and the point is of
platina alloyed with iridium. Price, SI and upward, according to mounting, ja^ Send for Circulars.

THE KERNER ST YLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond St., NEW YORK.

DARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacoii St., Bostoii.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

IVhite, Manilla, Stra-w and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING <& TEWKSBURY,
338 Devonshire Street, Boston.

DAVIDSON P^^^ RUBBER BANDS
-JK--

TXTE OALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.
We SKI.L AX.T. SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM

PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These goods are of the VERT BEST QUAtIXY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we S3ll in

gross, and great gross packages.

-5jf-

B -Z" "^77- IE I O-H T,

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

•'DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufiBcient guaran-

tee for their quality.

«

——!• MADE BY .i——

Manufacturers of Patent Ve/yet Erosive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTUBERS.

Form different size backs without changing the
Machine.

Form baclJS of any thickness of board.

Form the largest back as quiclily and easily as the
smallest.

Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no Inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, BootBinders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' MacMnery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard. Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L EROM FAFER COMFAn,
«-

JLD.A.IiaS. 3MI/LSS.A.CZXX7SETXS, XT. S. A.
»- Manufacturers of First-Class -«

LINEN LEDGtR AND RECORD PAPERS
-*- WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUBfi AND SE-WBITIN^ -*-

being double Sized aod Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimrapd perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machire.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps : no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
bouses, printing ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
* PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A SCHOOL-BOY'S VISIT TO A WOOD-
PULP MILL.

Last summer, a few days after the close of

school, I received an invitation to visit a wood-

pulp mill in Readsboro, Vt.

We started, my friend and 1, from Holyoke

about ten o'clock in the morning, and arrived

at Hoosac, a small village at the southern open-

ing of the great Hoosac tunnel, at about three

o'clock in the afternoon. There we took stage

for Readsboro, Vt., and had one of the most

delightful rides I ever enjoyed. The road was
comparatively new, and in some places very

steep, but as the horses were strong and sure-

footed, everything went well. On one side of

us dashed the Deerfleld River, at that point

little more than a small mountain stream, filled

with fantastically-shaped rocks and tumbling

from one to another of them, causing the pret-

tiest little cataracts and whirlpools imaginable.

The sound of the dashing water was especially

pleasant after the incessant rattling and banging

of the cars which we had just left, for we all

know that the New Haven and Northampton
Railroad is very rough.

On the other side of us was one of the numer-
ous peaks of the Hoosac Mountain, covered al-

most to its crest with beautiful foliage and trees

which the axe of the woodman or "logger," as

he is now more commonly called, had as yet left

undisturbed. As we gradually ascended and
the afternoon wore away, the slowly setting

sun cast its rays upon the foliage, making the

leaves appear to be of the many beautiful tints

of the rainbow which our most famous artists

are unable to reproduce on canvas. With the

music of the water dashing along, the songs of

the birds and the beautiful scenery, it was a

ride which I never shall forget.

It was quite dark when we reached Reads-

boro, and we saw very little of the " city," as it is

sarcastically called by its residents. We retired

early, having decided to visit the mill in the

morning.

Early the next morning, after partaking of a

good old-fashioned breakfast, we accompanied
my friend's uncle to the mill, which is situated

a short distance from the hotel. On our way
we passed the large double dam which holds the

water back, and crossed the canal which sup-

plies the mill. On entering the first of the two
large rooms which the mill contains, we were

informed that "this " was the cutting and split-

ting room. On either side of the room were en-

ormous machines which cut and split the spruce

logs into pieces a foot and a half in length,

and about half a foot in diameter. We
were then conducted into the other, and
much larger, room, where the pulp is manufac-
tured. The before-mentioned pieces are first

put into large self-feeding " grinders," each of

which contains a revolving emery-wheel which
grinds the wood into fine pulp. The pulp is

conducted by means of pipes into large vats,

where it is thoroughly washed by means of

machines which are rapidly moving backward
and forward.

After being washed, the pulp has somewhat
the appearance of boiled starch and is of a
bluish-white color. It is then run over wet
felts and through enormous presses and heated

rollers, in machines whose mechanism, I, not

being of a mechanical turn of mind, am hardly

able to explain, but at any rate it comes out at

one end in large sheets and resembles thick

pliable cardboard of a sort of pink color. Be-

ing now made, the pulp is put up in fifty-pound

packages, and shipped to Holyoke, where it
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forms the principal material for making cer-

tain grades of paper.

After seeing the pulp made, we descended a

number of ladders to the wheel-pit and saw the

enormous iron water-wheel which is turned by

the water from the Deerfield River. This wheel

revolving turns the one-hundred foot shaft

which runs all of the machinery in the mill.

We were glad to get out of doors once more
where things were more quiet, for the clanking

of the machines and the buzzing of quii kly re-

volving wheels almost made one's head swim.

The situation of the mill is a fine one, for the

water-power is excellent, and, besides, the wood,

the only material for making the pulp, is floated

down the river to the very door of the mill.

After a few days' sojourn in Readsboro, dur-

ing which time we had some fine sport—trout-

fishing, gunning, &c.^for the region around

there is very wild, we returned to Easthampton,

delighted with our trip.

Chas. L. Boorum.

SCHOOL-BOOK PUBLISHERS'
FERENCE.

CON-

Several meetings of the leading school-book

publishers throughout the country have been

held in this city during the past two weeks, for

the purpose of taking concerted action to break

up certain practices which it is claimed are in-

juring the book trade. Among the firms repre-

sented were Van Amberg, Bragg & Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio; Cowperthwait & Co , E. H. Butler

& Co., J. H. Butler & Co., and Porter & Coates,

of Philadelphia, and Ginn & Heath, of Boston.

A committee, of which William W. Appleton is

chairman, has been appointed by the houses in-

terested, to take further action toward carry-

ing into eflEect the object desired. A. C. Barnes

of the firm of A. S. Barnes & Co., in an
interview with a reporter of The Stationer in

reference to the matter, said: " The object of

the publishers is to prevent illegitimate meth-

ods of introducing school-books, that is, agitation

among school boards and teachers with a view

to changing books for no other reason than to

transfer the patronage from one publisher to

another, we to agree not to create dissatisfac-

tion with the books in use. Every book is to

be allowed to stand on its own merits. Changes,

if made at all, must be made spontaneously on

the part of the school boards and teachers.

There is to be no agreement about prices. Every
publisher will sell his books as cheaply as he can
afford to. The tendency of the movement will

be to reduce prices by saving expense to the

publishers. Certain houses have already agreed

to the arrangement, and it is believed that all

will come into it, as it will be mutually advan-

tageous.

Another representative of a leading school-

book firm said :
" The object to be attained is

not at all in the nature of a monopoly. The
object is more particularly to come to a mutual

agreement as to certain methods of doing busi-

ness, which have a tendency to demoralize trade.

As the case stands now many firms will give a

line of school books away in order to have their

works introduced. Eventually another firm,

perhaps, will come along and do the same thing,

and hence its books will be substituted. So the

thing Is kept up thus, not only injuring trade

but the cause of education. Hence, you see,

there is need of some concerted action to put a

stop to the evil.
*-*"» —

A new song by John P. Dougherty and called

" Rosa Darhng" has been received. It is of a

popular character.

Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Blank Books, Envelopes,Writing Papers,
ANT) A FUT.L T.TT^ OF PAPKTFRTFR.

aole froftrtutors, J. Q. ^JttlBLt; & VO.
The above superior brand of liiuen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and Ijithographerg, and put up in Qnarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

EASTER
—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

-»-

©CTR TRuA-VBLBRS
NOW ON THE ROAD.

11^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

El. Gh. XiOOSZE &c CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

trlazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in L*ricew with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Kuling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

— SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED —

VTjLSIIZXTGTOXT MSDJ&.Z.Z.ZOXT FSITS.
jr. Q,. FR.E5BL.E: &c OO.,

Noa. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 11 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
F. P. Jewett & Co $139

J. A. Moller (R.) 127

Abraham Simpson 666

Burke Brothers (R.) 742

Dick & Stecher 2,000

Monroe Printing Company 1,000

J, Morgenthaler 945

N. F. Schnidler & Co 6,000

A.D.Smith (R.) 8.200

Sunday Courier Company 1,450

Mary E. Young 400

EASTERN STATES.
Peter Closs, Boston, Mass 755

James Carruthers, Northampton, Mass 2,500

W. A. Amee (proprietor Amee Brothers), Cam-
bridge, Mass 4,000

Edward F. Groggin, Worcester, Mass 1,500

MIDDLE STATES.
John a. Strunk, Readtng, Pa 1,500

John R. Stoey, Harrisbiirg, Pa 2,000

James B. McClure (James B. McCIure & Co.),

West Chester, Pa. (Real) 200

Thomas Booth, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 1,500

WESTERN STATES.
Michael Mclntyre, San Francisco, Cal.

(Homestead)

Martin A. O'Connor, La Salle, 111 500

Wm. R. Sanborn {Wayne Weekly News), Rich-

mond, Ind 3,500

Ohio Law Publishing Company, Columbus,
Ohio 853

W. H. Russell, Denver, Col 100

Hull Brothers, & Armstrong, Pueblo, Col 1,000

H. M. Shabad. Chicago, III. (B. S.) 1,900

H. T. Irwin, Neola, la. (Mortgaged outfit) 55

M. Parrott, Waterloo, la 5,000

M. Parrott, Waterloo, la. (Real) 5,000

Louis Hofer, Cincinnati, Ohio (R.) 125

Unique Card and Stationery Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 401

C. H. Hanford. Seattle, W. T. (Real) 800

SOUTHERN STATES.
Lawton & Havens, Kansas City, Mo. . 1,000

Note.—Two chattel mortgages reported on Febru-
ary 7 and 14, as having been given by D. H. Gilder-
sleeve, New York, are, it appears, identical. A mort-
gage for $3,350 was given, on which the amount due
and unpaid is $2,750.

—

Ed.
*-»•

The firm of A. Weidmann, No. 306 Broadway,
has added a new feature to its ah-eady large

establishment by arranging one of its lofts with

a complete assortment of samples of staple

lines as well as the latest novelties in the toy

business. This firm has taken this step in order

to give its patrons and friends all the facilities

possible to obtain their wants from foreign

markets, by placing their orders timely, at low-

est import rates, and to enable the middle-class

dealer to compete with the larger bouses. In

giving import orders there are naturally many
items of expense done away with to the im-

porter, such as extra packing, cartages, hand-
ling, storage, insurance, interest, &c., which are

all saved to the dealer by correspondingly low
prices. With this in view, A. Weidmann has
added this feature to his establishment and is

now prepared to take import orders in 'toys,

which are represented in all of their varied as-

sortments, masks, gold and silver trimmings
for fancy costumes ; also games, such as dom-
inoes, chess, dice, &c. Mr. Weidmann will

continue to add new samples to his assortment

as soon as they appear in the market. The ex-

perienced buyer of the firm, O. Jansoher, is

now in Europe and orders placed during spring
will receive his personal attention. A visit to
this establishment will well repay the trouble.

NEWSPAPER-FILE

• CAPAPITY 4- TO 4-0 PA G E S •••

HIGHLY POLISHED WALNUT WITH NICKLE LOCK-CAP.

H-
*<9^tHE TJUDE StiPPLteD?^ rji

J3

ROD. H

NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

jSprings to "Wealsen or Il\xl3l>ers to "Wear Oixt.
JPins or P*ron.gs to ."Damage ttie JPaper.

lient Spring Hod. to Warp tlie File.

SANDERSON MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

NO

rai^Q^^^

^^BMr^L^^iNG CCB

n %35/ t

J. B. LIPPINGOTT & CO.,
Wholesale Stationers and Importers of Fancy Goods,

715 & 717 MAKKET ST., PHILADELPHIA,
Invite special attention to their line of

liitei Oiid^ aid I®fdtl
NEV/ PLAYING CARDS,

EXTRA QUALITY, ROUND CORNERS, INDICATORS, No. 76 "GRAND DUKE," No. 96 EXTRA FINE,

WRITE FOR SAMPtES.

Also a full assortment of HAMMOCKS, BASE BALLS and BATS. RUBBER
BALLS, FOOT BALLS and CROQUET.

A ITew Importation of Arnold's Fluid, Just Received.
WE CAN OFFER VERY LOW PRICES WHEN ORDERED IN CASK LOTS.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOHING PAPER
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
(

:TVe>v London, Oonn.
MAKUFACTtJRERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
^Vitli "Valualale IRatented. Imjiro-vements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

T&e itlitlc Ms. M Bostoi. Mass.

OHAKLES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTKANDEK & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETEOIT PAPEK COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HAin> OOTTBR, SBND FOR CmOULAB AND PBIOE LIST HandOvttbb, with Stbam FizTusa.
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TJ.PLEY FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business ofl&ce.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
rzz Spriaagrfxeld., ^vdlass. zii

HOLTOEE ENVELOPE CO.,
HOUYOKIE, JM:^SS.

— BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pre's't. GEO.N.TTNKR,Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT

— Line of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

BLANg BOQgS-
NAGLE & CO.,

Philadelphia Printed Legal Caps,
LINES NUMBERED OB, PLAIN.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE. 621 COMMERCE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

\XrE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
VV the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent OfQce at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore ofiEer

a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us

I

such information as will

lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

^tS>^^
wM^WHE'TW

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILI^S—TOIAIi DAILY PB01>VCT, 30 TONS,

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at Short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

IIT7B GAUD CO.,
PUBLISHBES AND DEALERS IN

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

J. L. iMicIISTTOSH:,

Niiflil]ering,^Papi,^-Perforalifli,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS

geouge uibel,
MANUFACTURER OP

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.
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-*^*:n"E"v^ luste oif c^^e,ids i ^-^^

, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•••^$:5 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^-
' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

y I ^^ % M ^"
I ^" I

^~^ —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

yy^ ^J^ ^^ ^^ I I ^^ ^J , Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

C 1 El Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our FATEISTT GUJIVIMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STT^E TO ST"^'^"
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^TJITIISTG^ PAFERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books arid Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

^-
FOR-

Job * Printers -* and ^- Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties,
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia,

The Chas. Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every descriptiou of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
' "^ ""

"
AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCBD.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 Bast 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

omoitrif ^m.a.ir^,

y„,B.Davidiic^^

stamping Inks, Mucilage, &o.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

^"SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^?" Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.
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THE COUNTS OF PAPER.

The WestlicJie Post, St. Louis, takes up the

subject of " counts of paper," reviewing it under

the light of the presentation of trade opinion

made by The American Stationer of Feb-

ruary 7, and says :

"Yet we labor, for example, in the paper

trade still with 34 sheets to the quire and 480

sheets to the ream. Why is this ? Why not

25 to the quire and 500;to the ream ? In order to

examine views on this subject the American

Stationer sent out circulars with the request

to give upon an inclosed voting ticket opinion

as to the introduction of reams of 500 sheets and

account books of 100 pages. Out of all the tick-

ets sent out, 2,343 were returned unanswered,

2,323 from parts of the United State and 20 from

Canada. The result was as follows :

Yes No
465
346

For 500 sheets 1,876

For 100 pages 1,912

Majority for 500 sheets 1.410

Majority for 100 pages . 1,566

Majorities against 100 pages come from no

State, and against 500 sheets from only Ala-

bama and Colorado. Some voting no gave their

reasons : That one could not exactly give a

half quire with 500 sheets in retail trade ; that

the weight of a ream would be greater, &c.

Other reasons against the innovation were :

People are now used to prices on 480-sheet

reams ; the present division of books is good

enough—"let well enough alone," &c.

But what are these arguments opposed to an

idea which, if realized, can only bring advan-

tage to trade and to the public, and quite con-

siderably facilitates business ? We know now

that twelve inches exactly [make a foot, and

5,280 feet exactly make a mile. We will get

used to it just as easily as the Germans and the

French to a kilometer, consisting of 1000 metres,

and then can reckon much more comfortably.

Several large wholesale houses have for sev-

eral years past sold reams at 500 sheets. Why
is that approved ? And we are called such a

wonderfully practical people.

But we think if a change is once made, that a

step farther shall be taken, and make the quire

to consist of 100 sheets and the ream of 1,000

sheets, whereby the present bundle of two reams

can be dropped.

Or let them call 10 reams a bundle. Then the

ream could handily be divided into halves, quar-

ters, &c., and the decimal system would be per-

fected and practical.

In spite of the 480-sheet ream, envelopes are

sold by the 1,000. If we wish to send away 1,000

letters we must buy 2 reams and 1% quires pa-

per and 1,000 envelopes, or for every 100 envel-

opes, 4 1-6 quires of paper.

Is there anything practical in that ?

^yyARRiiffGTOjg

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water Tubs,

"^^- &c., &c.,

^^^. AH Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

D SAMUEL C. TATUM & CO,,

Cincinnati, Oliio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

M. J. ANDBRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELERS. SEND FOR PRICE MSTS AND DISCOUNTS.

L &C0 i|

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &c.

Scrap meAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP S CO.. Offenbach.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office; 105 & 107 North FiM,Pliila(lelphia,Pa,

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (p. o. Box 3215), NEW YORK.

SCHULTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope,
as it is furnished with the other end tied according to P. O.
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

36 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLDDINa THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NTJMBEHS:

Fine 383,444, 232.

Elastic 135, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 1 22, 1 88, 1 748.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

WoREs: Wabkhouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MJNUFACTtJRER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OP ETEBT DESCEIPTIOIif.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.
291 main St., Cor. WorthtDe;ton.

Oldest Bubber Stamp Manufy in
New England & Iiargest in the V. S.

SEND^

—

One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents
— TO —

R. A. ROGERS k CO.,
ID^A-^STTOlsT, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The most BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSTOTf JOBBIKTCS^ HOXTSE."

-<>- CHARLES H. WHITING, -<^

Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«§-

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. §^
of i ^ §»

PUBLISHER, HE^^s^^EiilBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 buomfield street, boston, mass.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 51 Liberty St., New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF-

Copying Paper_ana.Books.
{Titles Registered)

AIBIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH H WMM ^V RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
in O n||W J% WHITE LINEN - Has not its Superior.

Ifimill W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS. ^-

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of •

GLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of

America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of _y^^r77^Jyy/y/>J I

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting
us.

THE PNEUMATIC COPYIUG PRESS.
TT",' E take pleasui e in calling the attention of
V V the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-halE the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome ofiBces and residences.
ffW" Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INDEW .H:A."VEIN, CONIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY,
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— manufacturers of —

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), aiso Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco Cal , Washington. D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Term., Raleigh, N. C. and huudr-ds of

other cities In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,

Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
eive satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented

in the United States, England, France and Germany,. ^B^ BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Church St., New York City.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other
Folded Papers

3iS= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CAHTER'S ZITZSS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE liOUISVIIil-X: EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage.

CARTEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HItiHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LBDGBR PAPER,
Also, the onlT Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.—A. sp»e:cia.il.ty—

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute, iSjJ, and Medal o,f

Improvement and Progress, Boston, iS-jS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger jl|

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Bbeet, ER-A-SE and StE"WItITE: FOUR 'X'I3£3QB OH saiii.« spotl
Each sheet is water^marked with name and date.

Send for saxaple

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, Ne^Ar York.
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BOSTON GOSSIP,

[FROM OUB REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

49 Federal St., Boston, March 5, 1884. f

Business in general does not show much ac-

tivity just at present, though enough is doing to

prevent the blues, and this gives encouragement

for the future. The spring trade has hardly

opened up yet, but I And many importers a"d
manufacturers of stationers' novelties are pre-

paring for it in good earnest, and before the

month is over Boston's leading houses will be

well represented on the road.

From the number of samples examined in

various lines I see that plush still holds its own
in the general make up of this season's goods.

The bright colors seem to rule, and by the use

of plush with other suitable materials some
very tasty ornaments are produced. Bronze

goods are also in fashion, or rather growing

more fashionable. In some articles a combina-

tion of bronze and plush is shown which makes
a very pleasing effect.

In bronze and brass goods the Forbes Litho-

graph Company is importing a rich line of

plaques for home decoration. In design some
are reproductions of mediaeval heroes ; others

present the portraits of the celebrated artists

of the middle ages. These plaques are very
artistic in design and finish, and are well wor-
thy a place upon the walls of the most fastidi-

ous housekeeper. Another line of plaques is

shown in enameled iron, upon which is repre-

sented subjects of a modern age. These are in

oval shapes, and the chance for pleasing ef-

fects in the blending of rich colors has not been
neglected. For home decoration nothing is

more suitable than these plaques, and they will

certainly have a large sale. The success of the

Forbes Company with its previous importations

of artistic novelties has encouraged the house
to introduce these goods for the spring and fall

trade. Travelers will soon take the road with
samples. Let the trade look out for them.
King's oflBce pens are meeting with a remark-

able demand. When I state that orders for

these pens are being received from every State
and Territory in the country, I give only solid

facts, for I have seen the records, and there is

no going back on the returns. The New York
trade can be supplied with these pens by Henry
Bainbridge & Co. , of that city, with which firm
Geo. F. King & Merrill have arranged to place
them. In staple goods, this enterprising house
has been doing a very good business, notwith-

standing the bad weather. Especially is this so

in blank-books, which are extensively manufac-
tured at this establishment. Mr. King informed

me that for the past five years his better grades

of blank books have been made up on the " 100-

page count " basis.

Stationers on the lookout for a stamping press

might be interested in examining into the mer-

its of those manufactured by A. G. Mead, of

this city. In my travels I find that these presses

are very generally in use among the manufac-
turing stationers here and are very highly in-

dorsed. They are specially designed for illumi-

nated work, embossing and the like. A neat

device for reversing the die and counter, where-

by a saving of time is effected, is but one of the

merits of this press. For twelve years have
these presses been on the market, and they have
stood the test. Hundreds are in use, and hun-

dreds more will be wanted. Descripti-ve circu-

lars will be furnished upon application, as will

be seen from Mr. Mead's business announcement
in another column.

Another machine that will stand a mention is

the wire-stitching machine for bookbinders,

manufactured by Charles Carr, of South Bos-

ton. This machine is the simplest and the most
efficient that I ever saw. It has neither springs,

ratchets nor pawls, and is practically free from
complication, and can be operated by power or

by hand. It works equally well upon thin or

thick work, with no waste of wire. A number
of the large binderies of this city have these

stitching machines in constant daily use, and
they give entire satisfaction. Ajiumber of let-

ters from different bookbinders in the large

cities give added testimony to the value of these

machines. For bookbinders' use, I know of

nothing to equal them.

The Russell Paper Company is running the

Lawrence Mill to its fullest capacity, and is

turning out more blotting-paper than ever be-

fore. The sales for February were the largest

ever booked for one month's business. In addi-

tion to its increasing home business the com-
pany is working up an extensive foreign trade

for its blotting-papers, which are of the same
high standard of quality as when first presented

to the trade years ago. The Russell blotting-

paper will stand all of the tests known—even

the test of public opinion.

Lee & Shepard, the authorized publishers of

Wendell Phillips' works, will at once issue two
editions of the " Speeches, Lectures and Let-

ters." One, a popular edition, will contain a

brief biographical sketch, and will be sold for

about $L50. A cheap (fifty-cent) edition will

also be furnished (without abridgement). These

publishers have also in press a new edition of

"Lord of Himself," a novel by Francis H.

Underwood, a work which has long been out of

print.

Unless I made some brief allusion to the

weather your readers might suppose that we
didn't have any here ; but we have, and its in a

state of considerable uncertainty. A. L. D

SCHENECTADY SCRAPS.

[FROM OUR REGtJLAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Schenectady, February 29, 1884.

Always a dull business month, February has

been more than usually quiet this year. The
weather has been of the worst possible descrip-

tion. Rain, fog and clouds over head and slush

and general nastiness underfoot, with only two
or three pleasant days go to make up the weather

record for the entire month. The roads are in a

very bad condition and few farmers have been

in town.

The shutting down of the Ellis Locomotive

Works in the latter part of last month for the

purpose of making much needed and quite ex-

tensive repairs and alterations threw some
eight or nine hundred men out of employment.

It is now thought that these works will start up
again in a short time with a reduced force.

Then the financial troubles of the Jones Car Man-
ufacturing Company, cause things to look darker

than ever for a time. These works employ

about four hundred men and are now running

under the control of a receiver.

The report of the assignee of Henry Swere
shows liabilities amounting to $5,837.27, with

nominal assets of $5,604.89, actual assets of

$4,803.95, and book accounts considered not

good, $208.15. As the preferences amount to

some $4,300 it is not probable that after the ex-

penses of the assignment have been deducted

the unpreferred creditors will get very much.

A great deal depends upon what the stock will

bring at the public auction, which commenced
on Monday the 25th inst., and which will be

continued until the entire stock is disposed of.

So far the sale has been very satisfactory. A
great portion of the stock, however, consists of

fancy articles not in very great demand and on
which it cannot be expected to realize much at

a forced sale. It is not at all probable that any-

one will take Mr. Swere's place, as there are al-

ready enough well-established bookstores here

to supply the demands and needs of the city.

The very excellent system of public schools of

the city, and the demand caused by the needs

of the students of Union College, make Sche-

nectady a very good book-town, but the people

are conservative and not given to investing

to any great extent beyond their necessaries.
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There are about sixty schools in the county,

outside of the city, under the control of the

county school commissioner. G.

PITTSBURG BRIEFS.

[FBOM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Pittsburg, March 3, 1884.

The flood of the first part of last month was
the largest and most damaging that the Ohio

valley ever experienced. At this place the

waters were higher than ever known. In 1832

the Monongahela was 33 feet 4% inches deep,

and this time it was 34 feet 8% inches. The
measurement was on the old MunhoU brewery,

situated near the point.

Our worthy citizens responded promptly and
liberally in raising funds for the many poor

who were driven from their homes. Our people

sent out three heavily loaded steamboats and
one barge with provisions and clothing for the

relief of the flood sufferers between here and
Cairo. I never want to witness such devasta-

tion again. The effects of the flood are left with

us in the shape of damp cellars and weakened
walls. Many retail dealers complain of a

quietness in trade which can only be attributed

to the flood. Saturday last a great many buy-
ers were out and it is to be hoped that the

throng will continue.

Thirty-two years ago the well-known retail

and wholesale book and stationery store of J. R.

Welden & Co. was established on Wood street

in this city. Prosperity has been its guiding

star and the fair name of the house has never

been sullied. A small boy named Lee Mason
was one of the necessary adjuncts to the new
venture in 1852. Sweeping the store, wheeling

the barrow and doing general errands was his

duty. Twenty-one years later this boy became
the surviving partner and to-day he is the firm

of J. R. Welden & Co. Pluck and perseverance

were his for all they were worth and to-day he

has the lagest book and stationery establish-

ment in this city. His stand occupies two build-

ings and has four floors. The line of goods is

strictly first-class, choice and elegant. A new
feature is having a separate department for a

complete set of samples of every kind of pen-

holders, pencils, inks, ink-bottles, paper, cards,

&c. The purchaser takes anything he desires

right there and twice a day the samples are re-

filled or replaced. Mr. Mason carries a stock

of goods worth from $100,000 to $125,000 and
has a gentlemanly force of clerks at the

counters. Lately no traveling men have been

sent out from this house and Mr. Mason thinks

that he is ahead because of such a fact.

W. W. Edgar reports an excellent valentine

trade, especially with the finer grades. A re-

cent New York traveling man said that Edgar
had the largest and most complete periodical

and news counter west of New York, which in

" our " judgment is a deserved compliment.

G. W. Reed & Co. will move farther up Wood
street on April 1. They will have commodious
and convenient quarters. Their old stand will

be occupied by a former partner, Harry Watt.

Mr. Watt will associate with him Charles Gra-

ham, who has been a teller in the Bank of Pitts-

burg for a number of years. Both of these

young gentlemen have a host of friends in the

two cities, and they express great confidence in

the success of their venture. They will begin

with the newest and best stock of stationery

and books. Mr. Watt's experience is sufficient

to enable him to select only the choicest and
most salable of his line of goods. He is now in

the East making his purchases, and I can recom-
mend him to the jobbers as thoroughly reliable

and honest. He has a reputation to be envied

by any young business man in any commu-
nity.

Joseph Eichbaum & Co. had a fine trade in

the expensive and rich valentines, James Wil-

kinson, who attends to this branch of the busi-

ness, has good taste, and it has become well

known to our people. This firm has been send-

ing out some of the largest and finest sets of

account books T ever saw. Your correspondent

thinks that no New York house can do any bet-

ter work than Joseph Eichbaum & Co.

To-day we have a regular Western blizzard.

Very cold, frosty, snow falling and a terrific

wind roaring through the air. It is a good day
to stay in the office. G. W. H.

CINCINNATI CIRCUMSTANCES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORBBSPONDBNT.]

Cincinnati, March 4, 1884.

Winter holds on with a firm grip. March
came blustering in like a roaring lion ; the

small streams are covered with ice
;
people go

about in overcoats and furs ; business is checked

by the chilling weather. The month of the

year and the day of the month for spring busi-

ness are here, but spring weather is a lacking

ingredient. Did you ever feel impressed with

the special influence of the weather on cer-

tain kinds of business. Take, for instance,

the sale of valentiines here in Cincinnati

last year and this year. Is was almost

nothing. The flood was at its height on St.

Valentine's day in 1884, and in 1883 it reached

its topmost height on February 15, the day after

that sacred to the lovers' saint. That did the

business both years. This year one scarcely

saw a valentine in a show-window anywhere.

A few were sold, of course, but only a few.

Yet there was no confusion, no panic—nothing

of the kind. There seemed to be a feeling that

at that time only serious things were appropri-

ate; that the time for fun or play was not

during a flood, attended with no one could tell

how much sufferihg. Now the time for the sale

of Eascer novelties has come. The outlook for

this is good. Never was there more skill and
taste represented in the production of Easter

cards than are shown in those now on sale by
the leading stationers. The call for them in the

country is good, and dealers are doing a fine

jobbing trade in them. Some of the money
that was spared from valentines will evidently

be expended for these pretty luxuries.

The book trade here is enjoying an increase

of business that is really gratifying as an evi-

dence of the diffusion of culture in this region.

This evidence pertains not only to the number
of books sold, but to the character of them.

Good standard literature, comprising history

and belles-lettres, go into family and individual

libraries, while the number of public circulating

libraries in towns and small cities is increasing

wonderfully. Scientific books, especially those

on natural history, are selling wonderfully

well. All classes of people are purchasers,

but solid works sell best in manufacturing

communities. Farmers, too, are selecting

good libraries of standard books, and this

is something new, or rather something differ-

ent from what used to be the case when the

farmer made up his library from the purchase

of church publications or the subscription

agent's stock. Furniture factories find an in-

creased call for book cases, not only from the

city but from the country, which bears out what

has just been said about the increased diffusion

of books among the whole people.

The news paper dealers are looking to the

canvass for the election of a president this year
to cause a large use of this commodity. The
sales of book paper average an increase each
year. There is a growing use of this sort of

paper for advertising purposes in the way of

pamphlets, but the country is also growing and
as it gets older runs more to books. The
amount of book work outside of school books,

religious books and law books printed here is a
small item.

Trade visits have been very few this week. J.

B. Gunn, of E. Faber, New York, was among
the visitors.

The additional remittances of money for the

benefit of sufferers from the flood, to those

printed, in last week's letter, are :

Tower Manufacturing Company, New York $25

Eberhard Faber, New York 25

Edward Kimpton, New York 10

Esterbrook Steel Pen Company 50

These have been sent to William B. Carpen-
ter. Many who have given through this me-
dium had already contributed to funds raised

in the East for the same purpose, and it is known
that many whose names do not appear among
these givers had contributed largely to home
funds raised for the benefit of sufferers.

Prince William.

RICHMOND ITEMS.

[from our regular CORRESPONDBNT.J

Richmond, Va., February 29, 1884.

The feature of the past month has been the

disagreeable rainy weather, and, as a natural

result, the stationery trade, as well as all other

lines of business, has been affected thereby to a
greater or less extent. Notably has this been the

case with retailers. All in all, however, the

volume of transactions for the month of Febru-

ary shows no diminution from that of the cor-

responding period for last year.

The announcement is made with regret of the

failure of Carlton McCarthy & Co., stationers

and booksellers. N. V. Randolph, of J. W.
Randolph & English, who are the largest credi-

tors, has been made trustee, and the stock is be-

ing closed out to the best advantage. The assets

are reported to be $15,000, with liabilities at

$12,000. Want of sufficient capital to conduct

the business is the cause of the failure. It is

thought that the stock will realize about fifty

cents on the dollar. The firm surrendered

everything, not even taking the benefit of the

homestead exemption. It has the sympathy of

the entire trade in its misfortune. A deed was
executed for all creditors.

Everett Waddy, the youngest member of the

stationery trade in the city, who succeeded to

the business established by J. T. EUyson, and
more recently conducted by Yancey, Waddy
& Co., reports a good trade. This house does a

large commercial and railroad business in sta-

tionery, printing and blank-book manufac-
turing.

The Richmond Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany has got into its new quarters and now has

the handsomest and best arranged paper house

in this city.

Baughman Brothers are enlarging their sta-

tionery and paper warehouse, with a view of

increasing their retail facilities.

The Randolph paper-box manufactory is now
turning out 100,000 boxes every ten hours. Last

week it made shipments to Canada, Mexico,

Buenos Ayres and the Sandwich Islands.

Sentinel.

Frugality provides an easy chair for old age.
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OHAELES 0. BEOWN, President. O^X«^01f, ^/£AS.S,. "O*. S, .^, JOHN D. OAESOIT, Tre,.CTix8r.
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[The above cut is a fac-simile of the wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
-m

"Will stand the severest

test of CoLOB, Cluiatk,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date.
'*

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,
are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red.- Cor-

responding to this, in Uke Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our Ne'w Ycrk
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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LANeFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
&.NTJFACT— MANUFACTURERS OF

-

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphiii. New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special induoements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD.

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. ¥. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

TM r LIAi3\/ADn ITnilMTAIM PFM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tubes,
InL nMnVMnU rUUINInllN rLli. -wires, springs, &c., which are tte great obstacles to the cflaclent -working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose haviner been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in -which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^~ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

LE PAGE'S ffiUGILAGG MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT GO
Grloiioester, Iv^siss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-
serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.^

Will not injure the most delicate colors.

OAUTION. ISe-ware of ImitEitioxis olaimixiK to ^® "the same tiling;" or 'just as s<*o^'"
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.^

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE-

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
sl.t:bjbz'ra.il. discount to the: TBA-i>ai:. »

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.
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THE GLOBE NEWSPAPER FIIiE—Made In Two Sizes.

Price, S7.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.
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-for all styles of-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

I^"SEND for ILLtJSTRATEB CATALOGUE.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.
Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in t»rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Buling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekmau St., New York.

IITJB CJLKD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Ni]|)eriflf,*Papt*Perforaliiii,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STEEET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the pubhc with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Corner Main and. Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFEEU). MARS.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OF

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List

TWELFTH YEAROF PUBLICATIOIT.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, Idthography, Paper-STaking,
and the Auxiliary Trades,

THE NEW SERIES COMMENCEO JANOARy, 1875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high-class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its information from, and circulates in, aU
parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
buaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance), 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post Office, High Holborn, ofWYMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,
London, W. C. England.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

HANGING CLAMP.

Another of the simple and inexpensive devices

which so frequently come before the trade is il-

lustrated. It is known as Moore's Hanging

Clamp, and is a clip cut from metal and turned

to form a tube, with an open joint which forms

a spring or clamp fastening for the papers which

it is used to retain. Tbp blank has one side cut

so as to form a suspension piece, which, having

a perforation, permits the clamp, with the pa-

pers which it retains, to be hung up on the wall

or other convenient place. This is a cheap, neat

and easy device for keeping papers together,

and hanging them out of the way while having

them ready at hand. R. R. Watson handles it.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 292,653. Paper Box.—Gustav L. Jaeger, New
York, N. Y.

A paper box having an end-piece bent inward

upon itself and scored lengthwise on its inner

part, side ears turned inward into the fold of the

end-piece, and a tongue or tongues to engage

the free edge of the end piece.

No. 292,654. Paper Box.—Gustav L. Jaeger, New
York, N. Y.

A paper box having its opening at one end

and at a portion of the top adjacent to that end,

and provided with a closing flap constructed at

its free edge to engage the box top, and having

a tongue-piece at or near its central line, a

cheek-piece attached to each of its sides, with

an ear-piece forming part of each cheek-piece

and lying back on the closing-flap, and both ear-

pieces engaged by the tongue-piece, the cheek-

pieces of the closing-flap embracing the sides of

the box.

No. 292,658. Tax, Interest and Percentage Calcula-

tor.—William S. Kiser, Albion, Ind.

In a tax, interest and percentage calculator,

the combination, with a tablet having a guide-

strip at its left-hand edge, of a triple sliding in-

dicator and a tabulated sheet, on which the per

centum tor one to one thousand has been calcu-

lated and arranged in columns of one hundred
resultants, whereby the sliding indicator may
be removed to expose the amount of tax, inter-

est or percentage on a given principal.

No. 292,678. Folding Slate. — Conrad Pilgrim, as-

signor to C. Nelson, East New York, N. Y.

The combination, with two slates and slate-

frames and muffling-strips forming the edges of

the frames, of flexible band or bands extending

from an aperture under the muffling-strip of one

frame, over such strip, thence through an aper-

ture under the muffling-strip of the second

frame, over this strip, and finally into a second

aperture under the mnffling-strip of the first-

named frame, the ends of the bands being fas-

tened in the proper apertures.

No. 292,692. File-Box.—Fernado M. Senter, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

No. 292,709. Checker and Base-Ball Combination

Game.—Hiram S. Towner, Dutton, Mich.

No. 293,763. Combined Letter Scale and Coin-Tester.

—Edmund C. Purnelle, Seneca, Kan.

No. 292,782. Shading-Pen.—Robert H. Beazley, Fay-

ette, Mo.
No. 292,789. Ticket Case.—Alvin R. Burdick, Aurora,

m.
A ticket or card case composed of solid ends,

bottom and sides, and a hinged cover, one end

of the box being made narrower for withdraw-

ing the cards, and the middle portions of the

tops of the sides provided with narrow inward-

ly-turned flanges, with spaces between the

flanges and the hinged end of the cover, where-

by cards placed on the under side of the cover

will at their ends pass between the sides of the

box, and be forced past the flanges and lie flat

in the box by the shutting of the cover.

No. 292,798. Toy.—Louis F. FaUon, St. Louis, Mo.

The combination of two sticks transversely

joined in the shape of the letter T. with strings

and loosely-depending roosters.

No. 292,802. Paper Box.—Edfick Gowdy and Charles

B. Russell, Birmingham, Conn.

No. 292,854. Type-Writing Machine.—Henry B. Rich-
ardson, Amherst, Mass.

In a I>bo -writing machine, a gimbal-frame
pivotally supported therein, a letter-block hung
in the frame and bearing a series of printing

characters upon one or more surfaces thereof,

and adapted to be rotated upon its bearings, a
hammer to strike upon the block and operating
mechanism, a movable letter-plate bearing a
series of letters and characters upon its surface,

a stylus and appliances connecting the gimbal-
frame and stylus, whereby the latter is per-

mitted to be moved to different positions over
the surface of the letter-plate and to be pressed

thereupon and moved downward with the latter.

No. 292,856. Stencil Ink or Color Fountain.—Levi
R. Rockwood, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Ma-
son M. Flint, same place.

A stencil ink or color fountain having a
reservoir provided with a flexible top plate,

in combination with a tube or column pro-

jecting therefrom, and adapted to be used

as a lever for depressing the central portion of

the top plate.

No. 292,884. Combined Toilet-Mirror and Photo-
graphic Album.—Leopold Wolf, New York,
N. Y.

'

The combination, with an upright supporting-

frame, of a centrally-pivoted and reversible

panel having a mirror on one side and a photo-

graph-album attached at the other side, the al-

bum being centrally-pivoted to the back of the

mirror-panel.

No. 292,889. CaU-Bell.—Abner W. Barton, East
Hampton, Conn.

No. 292,899. Game Apparatus.—Thos. Davies, Pough-
keepsie, N. Y.

No. 292,902. Map-Holder.—John W. H. Doubler,
Rockford, assignor to A. H. Andrews & Co., Chi-

cago, 111.

No. 292,909. Case for Pencils.—John C. Haring, Jer-

sey City, N. J.

The combination, with the receiver and a

carrier furnished with a pin or lateral projec-

tion, of a fixed guide within the receiver and a
movable guide between the receiver and car-

rier, the two guides having between them a
passage for the pin or projection on the carrier,

and a spring and pressure-cap for operating the

movable guide for opening and closing the

passage.

No. 292,917. Pocket Knife.—Friedrich Wilhelm Kal-

denbach, Solingen, Prussia, Germany, assignor

to Alexander Coppel, same place.

No. 292,919. Manikin, Automation or Jointed Doll,—

Carl Axel Kihlgren, Boston, Mass.

An automaton, manikin or doll, having any
two of its parts jointed together, combined by
means of a duplex ball-joint.

No. 292,934. Strap-Clamp.—Edmund R. Menzel, Jer-

sey City, N. J.

No. 292,993. Sheet-Delivery Apparatus for Printin <

Machines. — Luther C. Crowell, Brooklyn, as-

signor to R. Hoe & Co., New York, N. Y.

A cylinder or revolving carrier provided with

means for gathering or collecting sheets and
with pins for securing a proper register of the

sheets.

No. 293,033. Coin-Holder.—Charles Carroll Johnston,

Jackson, Miss.

No. 293,054. Album. — Stephen Meers, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

An album, the leaves of which are each com-
posed of two sheets of paper having openings,

the edges of which openings are embossed and
thereby raised to create a pocket for receiving

the picture.
^

No. 293,061. Paper Box.—Harvey S. Munson, New
Haven, Conn.

No. 293,069. Hypotenuse Calculator and Indicator.

—Daniel Patten, Calistoga, Cal.

No. 293,120. Sheet-Delivery Apparatus for Printing-

Machines.—Stephen D. Tucker, New York, N. Y.

The combination, with a primary apparatus

adapted to fold sheets, of a secondary appa-

ratus adapted to fold the sheets delivered from

the primary apparatus, means for rendering the

folding mechanism of the primary apparatus in-

operative, means for guiding the sheets there-

from, and means for varying the speed of the

secondary apparatus.

DESIGNS.

No. 14,564. Font of Printing Type.—Charles H,
Beeler, Jr.. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Mac-
Kellar, Smiths & Jordan, same place. Term of

patent, 7 years.

No. 14,570. Font of Type Ornaments.—George F.

Giesecke, Leipsic, Saxony, Germany. Term of

patent, 7 years.

No. 14,571. Font of Printing Type.—George F. Gie-

secke, Leipsic, Saxony, Germany. Term ot pat-

ent, 7 years.

Nos. 14,576 and 14,577. Font of Printing Type.—Her-
man Ihlenbiirg, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan, same place. Term
of patents, 14 years.

No. 14,578. Font of Printing Type. -William W.
Jackson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to MacKel-

lar, Smiths & Jordan, same place. Term of pat-

ent, 14 years.

No. 14,582. Calendar —Romaine Mace, New York,

N. Y. Term of patent, 7 years.

No. 14,594. Group of Statuary.— John Rogers. Nev
Canaan, Conn. Term of patent, 14 years.

LABELS.

No. 3,856. Title :
" Massachusetts Standard " (fo

Paper).—George J. Carney, Lowell, Mass.

No. 3,862 Title: " The New York Crayon Company's
Enameled School Crayon."—New York Crayo

Company, New York, N. Y.

No. 3,881.—Title : "The White's Tar Medicated Toilet

Papers."—Charles C. White, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBUSHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable tjrpe in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY . PRICES AS LOTIT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

niustratedC'ital •que,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au5^
1.AC K

SrxL
I D

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NETXT YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straieht.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a s'-cret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

•beet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

BooK-BiHDERS' WibeStitching Machine

Of Largest Capacity and Range. Power and Hand Comulned.

SPECIAL STEEL WIRE FOR THEIR USE.

Wire per thousand books costs but one-third that used by any other Stitcher.

Manufactured by CHARLES CARR, Granite St., South Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTINB PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUPACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 8e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
(

;]Vew London, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli "ValTiaTjIe Patented. Innprovements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

coi^i^:E]s:E=o2sriDEiasroE soxjICIteid.

iHE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlaitlc Worts, East Boston, Mass.
'J

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTKANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETROIT PAPER COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

^
HA>n> CUTTEB. SEND FOB CmCOLAB AND FBIOE LIST HAHD-CCTrEB, WITH STHAM FIXTCBB.
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FEW YOUK COPYING PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large iSIeel-Arch Railroad Preas ; Haten, 2S5 x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

mi
Get my New Catalogue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St,, New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS-MlSCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

THE GREAT THROUGH ROUTE
— BETWEEN THE —

East, West, North and South.

Throagh PASSENGER TRAINS Daii,

AS FOLLOWS :

THREE SOLID TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Peoria.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Decatur.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Sandusky,Tndianapolis, Peoria and Decatur.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Dayton and Cincinnati.
THREE TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Springfield and Columbus.
FOUR TRAINS EACH WA.Y
Between Columbus, Springfield, Dayton & Cincin'ti.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Bet. Columbus, Springfield, Indianapolis & Chicago.

— WITH —
Sleeping and Beclining Chair Cars on Night

Trains and Elegant Parlor and Modern
Day Coaches on Day Trains.

Its track is laid with HEAVY STEEL RAILS, thor-
oughly ballasted, with easy grades and few curves.
Traversing as it does the heart of tne three great

States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, uniting in close
business relationship the capital cities of the first

and second with the second cicy of the third, and
passing through a large number of the most im-
portant cities and towns in each, and with all its

central location makes it the

Shortest and Most Desirable Route be-
tween the I!ast and West.

THROUGH TICKETS AND BAGGAGE CHECKS
to all Principal Points

NORTH, SOUTH, EAST AND WEST
can be obtained at any ticket office of The I., B. and
W. Railway; also via this route at all railroad
offices throughout the country. Rates always as
low as the lowest.
Particular advantages offered to Western Emi-

grants. LAND and TOURIST TICKKTS to all

points reached by any line.

C. E. HENDE^SON, H. M. BRONSON,
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Ticket Agt.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument. Takes up no more
spHce than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Games Sam-
ples bent on receipt of price— 15c.

The trade supplied.

GEO. "W. HYATT,
14 Nassau Street, New York.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Electrotjpers & Stereotypers,

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.
j^"* Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

IMDEBSON & STANTON,
158 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
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E TAPLEY *FILE
UNIQUE! CONVENIENT! ECONOMICAL!

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business ofl&ce.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
^n Spriangrfield., 3iv£a,ss. ^z:

31 ,1111"! Ul l| ||IHllftj'jJ%

HOLTOKE EPEIOPE CO.,
HOlLiYOKLE, JMC^SS.

— BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. Gbo.N.T™KR,Treas. FULL WEI&HTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT"

— JLiine of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

Sl-OO a-n-ca. XJp*^w-a,rd.s,
ACCORDING TO MODNTING.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the -world
Trith the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and circniars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid Street, New York.

DAVIDSON P^^^ RUBBER BANDS,

--*-

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ -^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2- ounce boxes.

We SEIiT. ALt SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUAEITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

-•*—

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a su£9cient guaran-

tee for their quality.

«

——!• MADE BY !_«_

Manufacturers of Patent Ve/yet Erosive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penfioiders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

T:Elir T^Tim I —•- SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*^
Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

Blank Book Manufacturers.]
STATIONEES and PAPEB DEALEES,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASsJ
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j--±L. PRANG & CO.'Si-s^:

ExxSTER OJxROLS

^ y yHE MEDIEVAL EASTER CAEDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are

I V
I

brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made

«/^^^^ with care from fhe best examples of typography, book illusti'ation and page ornaments of

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These sei'ies are entitled

- 1

^J Ma
I

<* J,^
Ax

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED:

SERIES 1.—A set of twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black
;
price per set of

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old band-made paper, encased with parchment paper,

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Telegraphic Cipher Words: SERIES 1, ''MEDIEVAL;" SERIES 2, '^ANTIQUE."

-•^jt-

NEW YORK : 38 Bond Street.

PHILADELPHIA: 1110 Walnut Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 629 Commercial Street. ^

L. PRANG & CO.,
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

J. J. Spalding & Co., printers, Chicago, III.,

have assigned.

Wm. Hayner, bookseller, &c., Leadville,

Col. , has sold out.

W. B. Braman, publisher of the Times, Paola,

Kan., has sold out.

C. B. Thomas, dealer in pictures, &c., St.

Louis, Mo., has assigned.

Frederick Slocum, printer, formerly at Holly,

Mich., has removed to Caro.

P. H. Bush, newsdealer, stationer, &c., How-
ell, Mich., has sold out to W. C. Easton.

C. C.Vaughan has bought out S. J. Tomlinson,

publisher of the Clarion, Napier, Mich.

A. E. Palmer, manufacturer of ink, &c.,

Reading, Mich., has removed to Hillsdale.

T. T. V^ilson, publisher of the Register, Lin-

coln, Kan., has sold out to Pinkerton & Power.

Kelley & Morris have bought the business of

S. M. Oardenshire, publisher of the Journal,

Lyndon, Kan.

Edmund J. Lane, of the Arm of Edmund J.

Lane & Co., booksellers and stationers, Dover,

N. H., is dead.

The John Burns Publishing Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $10,000.

George D. Barnard & Co., stationers and

printers, have discontinued their branch estab-

lishment at St. Paul, Minn.

Robinson & Smart, picture-frame manufac-

turers. Concord, N. H., have dissolved partner-

ship. Robinson & Ballou continue the busi-

ness.

Porter & Woods, publishers of the Gazette,

Bowling Green, Ky.,have dissolved partnership.

The business is now conducted by Porter &
Coombs.

An extensive Are occurred at Utica, N. Y., on

Sunday, March 2. It originated in the rear of

Holbrook's shoe factory, and in an incredibly

short time spread to Newall & Son's wall-paper

bouse, the Daily Observer building and H. Bar-

nard's Son's wall-paper establishment and other

buildings. N. C. Newall & Son carried stock

amounting to $55,000, which is a total loss ; in-

sured for $40,000. The loss on the firm's build-

ing is estimated at $16,000; insured for $7,500.

The Observer Company's loss is estimated at

$20,000; insured for $13,500. H. Barnard's Son's

wall- paper establishment was damaged $500 by
water.

A fire broke out in the building at 59 Beekman
street running through the block and including

89 Ann street. New York, on Wednesday morn-

ing. Among the firms which incurred losses are:

McKesson & Robbins, druggists, loss $12,000.

Clinton Wire Cloth Company, loss $1,000 ; in-

sured for $10,200 in the Phoenix and Germania

companies. George H. Adams & Son, map and

book publishers, $3,000 ; insured for $21,650.

William Sheppard, card and label cutter,

$3,000 ; insured for $5,000, in the Mutual

Fire Association. Winsor, Dormitzer & Co.

printers and lithographers, $1,000 ; insured

for $7,800 in the Park, Niagara, Williamsburg

City, Concordia and New York companies. L.

W. Starr, job printer, $500 ; no insurance.

O'Neil & Sullivan, bookbinders, $500 ; insured

for $3,750 in the North American of Philadel-

phia. P. J. Kenny, book publisher, $500 ; in-

sured for $2,000 in the Commercial and Citizens'

companies. Ellis & McDonnell, manufacturers

of copying-books, $200 ; insured for $2,000 in the

Commercial Union Company. The building is

owned by F. W. Whitridge, and is damaged to

the amount of $2,000.

E. Detrick & Co. (E. Detrick and J. H. Nichol-

son), dealers in bags and twine in San Francisco,

assigned on Friday of last week, to Jacob E.

Tabor, with liabilities amounting to $380,000.

The principal creditors are the Bank of Califor-

nia, $36,500 ; Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris,

$120,500; Pacific Bank, $11,000; White & Lessak,

$40,000; Lazard Frferes, $142,000. These are

partly secured by merchandise and cash amount-

ing to $190,000. Lazard Frferes hold $115,000 in

securities. The others hold securities in excess

of their claims. Additional creditors are the

Mount Vernon Company, Baltimore, $10,000;

Woodward, Baldwin & Co., New York, $36,-

770 ; Lehman, Abrahams & Co., New Orleans,

$11,000. The value of the assets is $90,000.

Haskell's book store, the United States Ex-

press Office and Western Union Telegraph

Office, at Traverse City, Mich., were destroyed

by fire February 29. Loss, $10,000
;
partly

insured.

A fire broke out in the office of the Evening

News, Buffalo, N. Y., on Sunday, but was sub-

dued after completely gutting the editorial

room. The loss is about $1,000 ; covered by
insurance.

The stock-house of Russell Jarvis's paper mill

at Claremont, N. H., was destroyed by fire on

Saturday. Loss, $3,000 ; no insurance.

The handsome residence of W. D. Griffith, at

the paper mills, Athens, Ga., was consumed by
fire on February 29.

Emil Poliwka & Co., dealers in glues, &c.,

Montreal, Can., have admitted David Henry
Rennoldson to membership in their firm.

Wimbush, Powell & Co., Kansas City, Mo.,

have discharged a mortgage of

J. D. Chamberlain, bookseller, &c., Chicago,

111., is dead.

M. R. Lo3ke, publisher, Chesterfield, 111., has

been burned out.

A. Malcon, lithographer, San Francisco, Cal.,

has been attached.

F. W. Peyton, newsdealer, &c., Huntington,

W. Va., has sold out to J. V. Davis.

R. Samuel & Co., dealers in toys, &c., Mer-

ced, Cal., have made an assignment.

A. S. Mercer, publisher of the Shield, Henri,

etta, Tex., has been burned out. Insured.

J. A. Garlick, bookseller and stationer, Brus-

sels, Ont., has made an assignment in trust.

James H. Smith, dealer in photo supplies,

Quincy, 111., has sold out to Robert Dempster.

Joseph Tagg, dealer in wall-paper, Memphis,

Tenn., has been damaged by water. Insured.

Executions amounting to $2,300 have been

issued against Peter Raeder, stationer, Pittston,

Mass.

The stock of the estate of M. A. Clark, book-

seller, &c.. Paisley, Out., is advertised to be sold

at auction.

Daniel Flanigan & Co., publishers of the

Herald, Delaware, Ohio, have sold out to J. K.

Newcomer.

The business of John Kurz, dealer in shelf-

paper. New York city, has been placed in the

hands of a receiver.

John Tilley has been admitted as a special

partner in the firm oC Winn & Hammond, blank

manufacturers, &c., Detroit, Mich., putting in

$2,000 to February 1, 1887.

Guttenberger & Paine, job printers, Evans-

ville, Ind., have dissolved partnership. Gutten-

berger & Froleich succeed to the business.

The Woodruff Publishing Company, publish-

er of the Herald, Middletown, Conn., has sold

out to the Middletown Publishing Company.

Caldwell & Brady, publishers of the Enter-

prise, Wytheville, Va., have dissolved partner-

ship. M. M. Caldwell succeeds to the business.

Wolcott & Greenway, booksellers and sta-

tioners, Syracuse, N. Y., have dissolved part-

nership, Mr. Greenway retiring on account of

ill-health. The remaluing partner has associ-

ated with Orlando C. West under the style of

Wolcott & West, and the new firm will con-

tinue business at the old stand.

Allaire & Co., manufacturers of Shultz's tie-

envelope, are having a very good trade in that

line of goods. The envelope is made of the best

manilla paper and comes in fifteen different

sizes. It is used largely by merchants in mailing

samples of goods, catalogues, &c. After placing

in the envelope the article to be sent, the envel-

ope is sealed at one end by a gummed flap, the

flap at the other end being tied with a ribbon,

thus enabling the postal authorities to examine

BLOTTER
1 50 V^VltlDbiTULitr.

HEVERSIBLE * BLOTTER.
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) USSTABLET

PATENTtD

r

TABLETS
I*ACItEt> TN BOXES.

100 * SHEETS * lU ^ PAD.
(.Warranted.)

THE LAKGKST AND FINKST LINK OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includinsr Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream Lln>-n. I'Uted, (Jilt Edgt*, Qimdnlle, Wove Bank, &c.. &c. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of PriLted

Memorandum. Stataiuent and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipt*, Checks, &c.

i^^ Notwiihstaiuliiifj their iiiiny advantage', these goodu will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
otlier*. AH other intaiifaccurors put 80 sheets (or less) iD taeir pads—the M & H coDtains iOO. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
1h the one who will Increate hi.s business.

VVe also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of Universal Blotter Tablet, at proportionately lower prices.

{^ SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.
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the contents of the envelope, while saving the

user the trouble of tying the flap.

John McGrinness, stationer, Pottsville, Pa., is

dead.

N. D. Popert, bookseller and stationer, Marys-

ville, Cal., is dead.

McCarthy & Farley, printers, San Angelo,

Tex., have sold out.

Frank K. Merritt, publisher of the Sonoma
Index, Sonoma, Cal., has sold out.

Low, Marshall & Co. have bought out Elder,

Orr & Co. ,
job printers, Dayton, Pa.

A Baricklo, manufacturer of window shades,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has been damaged by fire.

S. C. Bigford, dealer in picture-frames, &c.

,

Toronto, Ont., has made an assignment in trust.

Cornell Brothers, dealers in paper hangings,

&c., Attleboro, Mass., have been damaged by
fire.

Torrass & Freeman, printers, San Francisco,

Cal., have dissolved partnership. V. A. Torrass

continues the business.

Lewis Baker & Co., publishers of the Register,

Wheeling, W. Va., have been succeeded by the

West Virginia Printing Company.

W. G. Baker & Co., dealers in window shades,

Boston, Mass., have dissolved partnership. W.
G. Baker continues under the same style.

Spitz & Frederick, manufacturers of blank-

books, Newark, N. J., are advertised to be sold

out under judgments recovered against them.

Theodore Schwerdtmann has succeeded to the

business of Schwerdtmann & Co., wholesale and

retail dealers in toys, &c., St. Louis, Mo. Style

unchanged.

The fifth edition of the " Hygiean Home
Cook-Book ; or. Healthful and Palatable Food

without Condiments," has been published by

Fowler & W^ells, 753 Broadway, New York.

The Globe Manufacturing Company, 44 Beek-

man street, New York, manufactures the " Peer-

less "and "Jewel" cutting machines and the

"Clipper "and "Jewel" 3-roller job presses, to

which it invites the attention of buyers.

The Sanderson newspaper file, made by the

Sanderson Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is

a very neat and convenient article for the pur-

pose for which it is intended. It is easily han-

dled, the papers can be quickly placed or re-

moved from it. It comes in eleven sizes.

Ralph Trautmann, New York, has associated

himself with Henry P. Baily and George S.

Blampey under the firm name of Trautmann,

Bailey & Blampey. This firm will continue the

importation and manufacture of art produc-

tions and advertising novelties, at 313 Broad-

way.
The establishment of Powers & Weightman,

proprietors of one of the oldest chemical works

in the United States, was destroyed by fire on

Friday morning of last week. The firm, in ad-

dition to the manufacture of drugs and medi-

cines, manufactured on a large scale chemicals

used in paper-making and in photography. The

loss, it is thought, will be $1,500,000, while the

insurances are believed to be about $390,000.

L. Maynz, the junior member of Edward
Posen & Co., who has been taking orders for

the fine art albums of his firm in the South and
West during the past month, reports some very

encouraging sales. The agency of the firm

named was only established in this country on

January 1 of this year, and considering this

fact the firm is to be congratulated, notwith-

standing that there is a great deal in having a

popular line of goods to sell.

Louis Hartman, dealer in picture frames.

New York city, whose assignment was an-

nounced last week, has settled with his creditors

nominally at eighty cents on the dollar. August
Eohn, the assignee of Mr. Hartman, made the

following statement to a reporter of The Sta-

tioner : "Mr. Hartman had been in business

only about four months, and during that time

the running expenses of his business were so

large that they consumed all of his capital, and
when he assigned he had most of the goods that

he received from his creditors. They agreed to

take back 80 per cent, in merchandize in settle-

ment of their claims. The goods were delivered

last Friday and a release has been signed by all

of the creditors, so that Mr. Hartman has made
an honorable settlement. During the time that

he was in business he sank $5,000 to $8,000, and

rather than lose any more money he made the

assignment. Now, all that remains to be done

is for me to reassign the property to him,

which will be done in a few days. Mr. Hart-

man will retire from business for the present."

Alles & Conant have the largest assortment

of portable writing-desks to be found in the

city. These desks are made up in fine woods,

plush and leather. The firm keeps a full line in

stock, and also manufactures largely to order.

Its line comprises fifty different varieties. A
very popular desk is of solid black walnut and

has a roll top ; another popular style is in the

shape of a lady's work-box and writing-desk

combined. It is made of fine leather and is a

new thing to the trade. Alles & Conant also

carry a full line of pocket and fishing books,

ladies' side bags, plush and leather hand and
pocket mirrors, &c.

J. H. Bufford's Sons have recently brought

out some new designs in advertising cards. One
number embraces four fioral designs, and No.

555 embraces four landscape scenes. In addi-

tion to these there are four diflferent numbers of

six comic designs each in very pretty colors.

There are so few publishers issuing anything

new in advertising cards just now that it will

pay intending purchasers to know just where

they can get the latest novelties.

G. H. Haszard, dealer in stationery, &c.,

Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, has been

burnt out, and David Laird, printer, and S. T.

Nelmes, bookseller, &c., of the same place, were

burnt out at the same time.

The schedules of Richard A. SaalSeld, music

publisher, of No. 13 Bible House, New York,

show liabilities, $37,000 ; nominal assets, $47.-

374 ; actual assets, $8,693.

F. O. Dayton has succeeded to the business of

F. O. & W. H. Dayton, paper hangers, &c.

Chicopee, Mass., the firm having dissolved.

Brown & Wood, printers, bookbinders, &c..

New York city, have dissolved partnership.

Samuel J. Brown continues the business.

C. Farnhams, publisher of the Chronicle,

Vallejo, Cal., has been succeeded by F. A.

Leach and W. D. Pennycook.

An assignment has been made by the Chi-

cago Dry Plate and Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, 111.

Daniel Dufif was held for trial in Boston on

February 38, on the charge of stealing sta-

tionery.

Rutson Brothers, newsdealers, &c., Jackson,

Mich., have been burned out; partly insured.

J. W. Simpson, publisher of the Globe, Port

Byron, 111., has sold out to Hess & Owen.

J. J. Spalding & Co., printers, Chicago, 111.,

have been closed out by the sheriff.

John Kirschner, printer. New Haven, Conn.,

has sold out to Price, Lee & Co.

The Leader Printing Company, Cheyenne,

Wy., has been incorporated with a capital of

$10,000.

J. & J. Hunter, printers, Hestonville, Pa.,

have been damaged $30,000 to $40,000 by fire.

Fully insured.

Wm. H. Sears, of the Acme Paper and Sta-

tionery Company, has just returned from a very

successful trip East.

Henri Bertrand has been admitted to the firm

of Cadieux & Derome, wholesale stationers,

&c., Montreal, Que. Style unchanged.

White & Schermerhorn have an illustrated

price-list of improved styles of toilet papers

which the trade will find very convenient.

Among the out-of-town dealers who have been
in town during the past few days were : G. V.

Johnson, of John Neafie, Freehold, N. J. ; Mr.

Bowne, Glen Cove, L. I.; Mr. Harmon, of J. V.

Farwell & Co., Chicago, 111.

H. Schleicher, the junior member of the firm

of Liebenroth, Von Auw & Co., sailed on the

Arizona on Tuesday of this week. He goes to

Bonn, Germany, and his trip will combine both

business and pleasure.

A new form of game register and trump indi-

cator for card players has been brought out by
George W. Hyatt, 114 Nassau street. It is ar-

ranged so that it will indicate points, games,

and the trump. It is inexpensive.

The "Golden Rule" is the name of a new
cheap pocket memorandum, 3X by 6 inches,

made by S. & E. M. Vernon. One of its pecu-

liarities is a flap folding lengthwise and inside of

the back cover and divided into inches and frac-

tions of inches, making, when opened out, a

one-foot rule.

Charles J. Cohen, the well-known stationer

and importer, Philadelphia, left for Europe in

the Arizona on Tuesday of this week. It is

hoped that he will have a safe and prosperous

voyage. Mr. Cohen goes abroad for the selec-

tion of fancy goods for the autumn trade, in

which he is one of the leaders, and the selection

will undoubtedly be all that could be desired by

the friends and patrons of the house.

The February number of the American Jour-

nalist is one of the most interesting numbers of

that publication that has appeared. An illus

trated article on "Book Publishing Centres " is

a leading feature of the number, and its very

title indicates its interesting character. An
article entitled "The Chicago Times "will be

read with the greatest interest by those who like

to read the history of a great newspaper. The
Journal improves with age, which is an evi-

dence of its prosperity.

The Wilson Brothers Woodenware and Toy
Company has issued its catalogue of children's

carriages for 1884. This firm represents the

largest manufacturers of these goods in the

world. A variety of styles are shown both of

the finer and cheaper grades, from the old style

phaeton body with old fashioned carriage top,

to the elegant mahogany and willow carriages,

richly upholstered and provided with the new
style in canopy tops. There are also shown sev-

eral different styles in twin baby carriages,

with willow and wooden bodies. All of these

carriages have the patent reversible handle,

elliptic springs and flat-spoked wheels, improve-

ments not possessed by the carriages of other

manufacturers. Every carriage sold by this

flrm is warranted and goods are furnished at

the lowest manufacturers' prices,
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of ISIO per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, DL

JA.NENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N. Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago. 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ,j0ston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass. ; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORITM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 21 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st..PhUadelphia. Pa.

; Blotting Tablets.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O. , and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.'

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman st., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 Wilham St.. N. Y.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, ^c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcester. Mans.

Card Board Manufacturers.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 WiUiam St., N. Y.

McHUGH & CO. 35 Ann St.. cor. Nassau, N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS. A. M., SON. & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HAKE. PHUJP. 155 WiUiam St.. N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 WiUiam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO.. Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. PhUa.. Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO.. Hartford. Conn.

REAY. M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St., PhUa.

STIMPSON, E. B.. 31 Spruce St.. N. Y.

Fancy Cut Cards, Labels, &c.

U. S. TABLET AND TICKET CO.. Novelties in Cards,
Programmes, Menus, Labels, Decorative Leaves,
&c.. 170 Clark St.. Chicago. lU.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T.. & CO.. 591 Broadway. N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H.. & CO., Chicago, lU.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6. 8, 12. 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B.. & CO.. Troy. N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers. Rochester. N. Y.

Gummed Paper

Very Adhesive and Warranted to Lie Flat.
DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

PhUadelphia; 155 Dearborn St.. Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AJJD WRITING INKS.
WILTJAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago, Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N.. 313 to 319 E. 22d St.. N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. CarpentersvUle. lU.

SHRTVER. T.. & CO.. 333 East 56th St.. N. Y.

TATTTM, SAMUKL a, & Oo!^ Cincinnati. O.

THE GLOBE FILES CO.. Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

SMITH. R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield, Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. JR . 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfiUly given).
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO.. White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinc.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors. Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WAERINGTON. PhUadelphia. Pa.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. ManUla. Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue. ManiUa. Blasting, Drafting,

, Rope Papers. 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO.. 33 Maiden lane. N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 MUk St., Boston

School Supplies and Specialties.

Q. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. PhUa.. Pa.

HOWARD mON WORKS. Buffalo, N. Y.

CtiARK. C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston. Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD. G. W. & CO.. Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books. Troy. N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut st.. PhUa.. Pa.

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER,]«5VsXlt?an^cig''o,m.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John st., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER. 110 WUliam St.. N. Y.

KING. GEO. F.. & MERRILL.
29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD. MARCUS. & CO.. 734 Broadway. N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St.. PhUa.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c.. &c.

HAKE. PH. 155 WUUam St., N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. PhUa.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

PhUadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.
DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St.. Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati; 414 North Third st.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Miu-ray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y.. Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG. 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

WEIDMANN. A. WK Ftmndwnv v^ Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar's and Dowse's, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng,
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ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. K.
ESTABLISHED 1830

BXTF-ITOPtlD'S SOrvTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
KEWAKD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS.
AdTertisingFans, Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agnricoltaral and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, N£W YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- i^j

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. t*

93

The lower plate Is drawn up against g
the stationary upper plate. ."

Copying Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool and. Pattern. ^v^aDsing-,

PLAIH AND OUNAMEMAI, JAPANNINO.

Sewins; Machine Needles.

"WIT^LCOJL «& THO]\i:i»SON,
Brooklyn Xeedle Works and Fulton Foundry

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

JOHN FETRIE, JTr,
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

• DEPOT FOB -

j^. B. FPLEisroH: ooFi^^iisra- iistkis.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, «S;c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK k CLAWSON CO.'S

Iipmed Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..
i
I

Mention American Stationer. Mamilton, Ohio,

E. GI-. XjOOKIE &d CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chrome Cards, etc.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel Edge Cards.

E^ Samples and Price last sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

SELF-SPACING TYPE.

An improved style of type has been invented

and patented by L. B. Benton, of the firm of

Benton, Waldo & Co., type founders, of Mil-

v^aukee, Wis. It is the object to so make the

type that it will necessarily be self-spacing and
thereby greatly lessen the labor of composition.

The Milwaukee Wisconsin says :

Mr. Benton has simplified and facilitated the

work of justifying by making the characters

and spaces of his new type of widths which bear

a definite and well-ordered relation to the width

of the column in which they are to be set. The
width of column most in vogue among Western

newspapers is thirteen ems pica. Mr. Benton

has chosen this as the standard width to which

to adapt his stock type of the new style. Says

the inventor : " You see I make the type units

of such a size that 153 of nonpareil in a line will

make thirteen ems pica, as will also 136 of

minion. 128 of brevier, 120 of bourgeois, and so

on. Scrutinize those numbers and you will see

that every one can be divided by eight without

a remainder.
" It follows that the type can be set in series to

a measure that is one-eighth of thirteen ems pica.

If, therefore, it will set in series to a measure of

one-eighth of thirteen ems pica, it will also of

necessity set in series to twice, three times, or

any multiple of that measure. The capacity of

any font in the set separately is any measure

that is a multiple of the unit of the font. The

unit of the nonpareil is 14-1000 of an inch. Con-

sequently the nonpareil can be set up to any mea-

sure that is a multiple of 14-1000 of an inch.

There is only one direction to be given to com-

positors for setting self-spacing type, and that

is to set what looks like the old em quad with

the nick outward. A printer has practically

nothing to learn to gain all that there is to

gain—in hand composition—with the new type.

As an illustration of what there is to gain, I will

give you the result of the first experiment

which I made with the new type. I directed a

compositor to set up 3,000 ems in old brevier in

an alphabet which was only a three-em space

shorter than the alphabet of the new type. Be
was to set as rapidly as possible, and to take no

more trouble about his spacing than would

be necessary in average newspaper work. Act-

ing according to these directions, he set his first

1,000 in fifty-nine minutes, his second 1,000 in

sixty minutes, and his third 1,000 in sixty-one

minutes. I then set him to work on the new
type. Of this he set the first 1,000 ems in forty-

five minutes, the second in forty-five and a half

minutes, and the third in forty-five and a third

minutes.
" Before beginning to work upon the new

type he had declared that he could not set it up,

as it 'contained only two sizes of spaces, but

when he had completed his task he exclaimed,
' The darned stuff spaces out itself I ' Some
printers consume more time justifying than

others, and of course the gain by the use of the

self-spacing type will not beso great,in the case

of those who are quick at justifying as with those

who are slow at it ; but I am convinced from
repeated experiments that on an average the

gain will be between twenty-five and thirty-three

and a third per cent, on columns thirteen ems
pica in width. On wider measures it will be

less and on smaller ^measures greater." Many
objections have been urged !against the new
type, but the inventor believes that he has met
them all. -- •

The bookbinders of Philadelphia employ
about 5,000 persons, and produced last year $5,-

200,000 worth of goods.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy G-oods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK. THTJRSDAT, MARCH 6, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 12 h. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad
vertlsements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a mediimi of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this coimtry, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought
of importers and joDbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Conununications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DcAifE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, CmcAOO,
lu..

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hamhttt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Sonthem Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Ar.jRAMt Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ Lud|ate Circus Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghon? and Genoa, Italy.

1 -a A.^ n^Do-^ J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy <

^j^^ p^^j^ g^^gj Indies.

T^i,- TT/^o.on J Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan
-j Adelaide. Austrafik.

B. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

iJoM A. Barroe Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum ] °aSd^"'
^""^"''*''' ^"

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Heniy W. Hughes { ^^c'^i^Sr'^'*'"'
^'^^^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail them^selves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
regpon<1<»nta of the source of their information.

The International Electrical Exhibition

to be opened at Philadelphia in September,

promises, it is said, to be one of the most
interesting scientific events of the day, and
is expected to excel all former exhibitions

of electrical development. There will be

six sections, with proper subdivisions or

classifications, of which the programme
has been prepared. While we think of it,

we suggest that it would be well for some
electrician to submit a device for conduct-

ing electricity from the paper used for

printing purposes, and for thus divesting

the press-rooms of the country of a cause of

considerable annoyance.

Another presentation of opinion on the

counts of paper, from a Western news-

paper, is given in this issue. We have

noticed also further consentient expressions

in other journals, which do not discuss the

merits of the question, but assent to the

general proposition that the standard of

counts should be maintained, and that 500

sheets should go to a ream. The con-

sumers, it may be said, are practically

unanimous, so that whatever objection

may be urged or repugnance shown to

strictly defining the number of pages to a

blank-book, and of enlarging the ream by
twenty sheets, comes from a portion of the

trade, the great majority of whom, as shown
by our report of the vote on the questions

submitted, are in unison with the people

whom they supply. JSTow, the question is :

What is to be done about it ? If any reform

is to be instituted it must be done at the re-

quirement of those who have the power to

insist upon it. Negligence or indiflFerence

will not correct abuses if they exist, nor

will they institute changes if advance be-

comes necessary. Inertia retards progress.

ROUNDABOUTS

Still another important exhibition

claims the attention not only of the peo-

ple of this country, but of the world at

large. The "World's Industrial and Cot-

ton Centennial Exposition " will open at

New Orleans in December next and will

continue until the end of May ensuing.

This will admit of the exhibition of all

products of art, manufacture, and soil or

mine. It has received government sanc-

tion, and the progress of the preparatory

work has been such as to warrant an asser-

tion of its success. In fact, like other ex-

hibitions which had reasonable ground for

their institution, this one promises to exceed

in extent and importance that first had in

mind by its projectors, and arrangements

are being made to enlarge it to accommodate
the requirements of intending exhibitors.

As this is to be a world's show, all people

are invited to be present and represented

by the best examples of their industrial skill,

artistic productions and natural resources.

America herself will come to the fore with

her most attractive exhibits, and these

alone will suffice to make a display which

the people of other countries cannot afiford

to ignore.

Bt The Tbade Loungeb.

The "Lounger" feels desperate! You
who read this will know why, and as for those

who omit the perusal of this column—it doesn't

matter.
* * * *

There is one man who has earned, it is

alleged, the title of a " Conscientious Stationer."

From the way in which this remark has been
put before me, one would imagine that this is a
"rare bird ;" but I don't believe that he is iso-

lated. How is it, Mr. President ? If a man fails

and returns 80 per cent, of the goods confided to

him, is he eligible to a position on the platform

at Madison Avenue Garden 1

* * * *

Scrap shell, cut to shapes for the manu-
facture of penholders, fancy articles, &c., must
pay duty as manufactured shells and not as

non-enumerated manufactured articles. Opera
glasses covered with a veneer of shell must pay
45 per cent, ad valorem as manufactures of

metal. The Treasury Department says so.

* * *

Another one of our friends has commit-
ted the inevitable. This time It is J. E. Linde,

who was married about two weeks ago to Katie
Tbaddiken, of Hoboken. The " happy couple "

have gone to Florida. The wedding was fol-

lowed by a reception at the residence of the

bride's parents. The presents were costly and
numerous. May joy ever attend J. E. L. and
family ! * * * *

People importing photographic views,

set in wooden frames, intended for use in stere-

opticons, must pay duty on the goods, on the

theory that they assimilate to engravings.

This is only one of the government customs
in classification.

What is the matter with C. M. Ward ?

He looks careworn. I believe that it is ascribed

to a two weeks' performance of jury duty in

Brooklyn. If this is the fact, we can congratu-

late him on his nerve. Anyone who can stand

two weeks of Brooklyn shortcomings as devel-

oped in a court-room, must be possessed of un-

usual staying quality. Most men would be

killed oS in a week.
* * * *

" Academy board " must pay 15 per cent,

duty as a manufacture of paper. The first

thought was that this would involve some
change in the rations of the boys who occupy
"mine ancient place" at a boarding-school up
the river, but it appears that " academy board "

is only the other name for card board faced with

material other than paper and intended for the

use of artists.
:|: :{c 4= ^

W. B. Smith, at 27 Bond street, closed his

place one evening last week, and on returning

later found three youthful burglars getting

away with his goods. The fact that the crimi-

nals took to literature might seem to some an

evidence of culture. It would delight the Bos-

ton mind to be possessed of thieves of this char-

acter. The lads were about sixteen years of

age, and were provided with a jimmy and other

nefarious tools. I am glad to be able to report

that they were all "scooped." Mr. Smith op-

posed their departure, and a detachment of

" the finest" " took 'em in "

* * * *

The paper-box makers are complaining

of being underpaid. One of their number con-
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tributes his opinions to tlie Sun, and says that

there is need of organization among the hands

in the paper-box factories. Organize by all

means, but do it with discretion, and don't be

led astray by blatant rogues, whose " chin

music "is exerted to personal ends at the ex

pense of thoughtless and easily beguiled vic-

tims.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

E. B. R. wants to know who manufactures tbe daily

memorandum calendar consisting of a block

with a metal fixture.

Ans.—This is controlled, we believe, by Con-

stautin Schmidt, the patentee, 33 Broad street,

New York.

H. & Co. ask who manufactures plated-metal

mottoes or greetings for Easter novelties, &c.

Ans.—J. Bernard, 161 Green street, New
York ; Riley, Osborne & Co., Newark, N. J.

LYMAN & CURTIS' FAILURE.

Lyman & Curtis, manufacturers and dealers

in toys, of No. 23 Murray street, made an assign-

ment on Wednesday to George P. Sheldon, with

preferences as follows : Central National Bank,

810,413.58 ; Farmers and Mechanics' National

Bank of Hartford, Conn., $2,500; Sprague Na-

tional Bank of Brooklyn, $5,000 ; Samuel Wy-
man, Jr., $5,000 ; ..Etna National Bank of Hart-

ford, Conn., $4,000 ; National Broadway Bank,

$5,000 ; Elizabeth W. Aldrich, $25,000 ; Middle-

town National Bank, of Middletown, Conn.,

$1,500 ; A. Obrig, $2,500 ; L. S. Lawrence & Co.

$2,500, and unknown holders of notes represent-

ing $17,803.89 ; total, $81,217.47.

The total liabilities are estimated at $150,000,

and the nominal assets that consist of stock in

trade, notes due and outstanding accounts have

been estimated at between $125,000 and $140,-

000. On Mr. Lyman being asked to what he

attributed the failure of the firm, he replied

that the business had become unprofitable. The

profits in the business had been small, but it was

supposed that by an increased trade good profits

might be made. It was found, however, that the

expenses largely increased, and the firm con-

eluded that the best thing to do would be to stop

and make an honorable settlement with its cred-

itors. Mr. Lyman had already seen several of

the creditors, who expressed much sympathy

with him and his partner, and he hoped that an

arrangement would be made by which the firm

could continue the business.

At Bradstreet's agency it was stated that the

firm had made purchases mainly from small

manufacturers out of town, and had given notes

that were received by the banks of these manu-

facturers, and were also offered for sale on the

Street. The firm had stood well and was exten-

sively backed by the trade. It had tbe reputa-

tion of selling very close. On Feb. 24 the firm

stated that its business was in good shape ; that

it had fewer liabilities than in the preceding

year, and that it held $25,000 more in 1883 than

in 1883. The business was started with a capi-

tal of $40,000 in March, 1880. Assignee Sheldon,

when asked whether any of the assets consisted

of real estate, replied that he believed they did

not.

In conversation with a reporter of The Sta-

tioner, Mr. Lyman said that arrangements for

a meeting of the creditors would be made as

early as possible, but as the creditors nearly all

resided at a distance from the city, it would be

several days before a meeting of them could be

had. A schedule of assets had not been pre-

pared, and would not be until an inventory of

the stock had been taken, and this would prob-

ably take a week. Steps would be taken to

effect a compromise as speedily as possible, and
many of the creditors were hopeful that the

firm would pay up its liabilities in full and con-

tinue business.

The failure of the firm has created a great

deal of excitement in trade circles, having been

entirely unexpected. Mr. Lyman could not

state on Thursday morning whether any of the

creditors of the firm were connected with the

stationery trade. None are mentioned among
the preferred creditors and if there be any the

amounts owing to them are very probably

small.
«-.*-.».

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
E. A. Marvin (R.) $«5
W. Turner (R. ) 1,000

Young & Dickerson 1,020

A. Bruno (R.) SOO

Galvanotype Engraving Company 1,000

T. N. Hickox 164

O. L. Smith* Brother (R.) 500

EASTERN STATES.
M. H. Johnson & Co., Boston, Mass 800

Michael McCarthy, Boston, Mass 150

Patrick O'Brien, Boston, Mass 112

Worcester Ferule Company, Worcester, Mass. l.EOO

Wm. Allerton, Boston, Mass 200

Edward E. Stenisky, Boston, Mass 150

F. W. Ross, Cambridge, Mass 100

Geo. S. Merrill, Lawrence American, Law-
rence, Mass. (Real.) 5,000

Rockwood & Eldridge, Vassalboro, Me 2,505

MIDDLE STATES.
Wm. G. Orth, Philadelphia, Pa 166

Herman R. Heinz, Newark, N. J 2,300

Peter J. Mount, Brooklyn, N. Y 300

Johanna Salwedel, Brooklyn, N. Y. (R.) 300

J. B. Smith, Altoona, Pa., publisher Times 110

J. Latham & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 478

WESTERN STATES.

Charles F. Co'eman, Grand Junction, Col. . .. $400

John Beuner, Leadville, Col., News (B. S.) 1,200

0. R. Westman, Joliet, 111 1,200

Benjamin CowelljfcPeoria, 111. (T. D.) 11,000

Alder & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Real) 2,750

John Whiting. Casey, la 200

B. F. White, Cedar Falls, 4a 200

M. E. Ingman & Co., Ida Grove, la 1,200

Alice (Mrs. Eli) Anderson, Armourdale, Kan .

.

93

F. J. Gilmartin, St. Paul, Minn. (B. S.) 1,000

Sheen & Simpkinson, Cincinnati, Ohio (R.) 2.687

Charles A. Kingsberry, Dayton, Ohio 2.849

Northwest News Publishing Company, Port-

land, Ore 4,600

James Robb, Stratford, Ont., publisher Her-

ald

C. W. Sherwood, Chicago, III 600

Carlos White, San Francisco, Cal. (Pacific

Newspaper Publishing Company) (Real) 2,500

Peter Gfroerer, Terre Haute, Ind., publisher

Banner 1, 200

1. Reid, Nevada, la 440

SOUTHERN STATES.
John C. Shea, Kansas City, Mo 1,000

The Baltimore Gazette Publishing Company,
Baltimore, Md. (B. S.) 17,000

MANGIN, THE PENCIL MAKER.

Mangin, the celebrated black-lead pencil

maker of Paris, is 'dead. He drove everyday
in an open carriage, attended by a servant, to

his stands either by the column of the Place

Vendfime or on the Place de la Bourse. His ser-

vant handed him a case, from which he took

large portraits of himself and medals with de-

scriptions of his pencils, which he bung on either

side of him. He then replaced his round hat

with a magnificent burnished helmet, mounted
with brilliant plumes. For his overcoat he

donned a costly velvet tunic with gold fringes.

He then drew a pair of polished steel gauntlets

upon his hands, covered his breast with a bril-

liant cuirass and placed a richly mounted sword
at his side. His servant then put on a velvet

robe and helmet, and struck up a tune on an
organ mounted in gold. To the crowds gathered

around he then exclaimed, " I am Mangin, the

great charlatan of France 1 Years ago I hired

a modest shop in the Rue Rivoli, but could not

sell pencils enough to pay my rent. Now, at-

tracted by my sweeping crest, my waving
plumes, my din and glitter, I sell millions of

pencils." This was true.

HXarfeet ^jeuxjem.

Office op Thb American STATioNE;a, I

Wbdnesoay, March 5. 1884. |

TBE MONEY MARKET.—The, discount rates

for prime mercantile paper remain 4i^((/ 6 per cent,

and call loans 2(g,3 per cent. The stock market,

after a brief relapse into a dull and weak condition

last week, has shown a bracing tendency since our

last, with quite a general advance in prices. Rail-

road bonds generally are strong, and governments
steady. Sterling exchange continues in light supply

and firm, with continued gold shipments to London.
Continental bills are unchanged.

THE PAPER MARKET.—The condition of

the general market has not changed materially dur-

ing the week. The demand has made very little

progress, as buyers are yet careful in making pur-

chases, and confine their operations very closely to

actual or early requirements. As regards prices,

there is still an easy feeling, particularly on the low
grades of print papers, and wrappings also share in

this weak feeling. We hear of instances where man-
ufacturers of nianillas have been forced to realize,

and in this way some considerable-sized lots have

been thrown on the market and sold at prices, it is

asserted, below cost, some manufacturers showing
anxiety at the present condition of the trade and ex-

pressing a willingness to take orders at low figures

rather than to close down their mills. Prices in gen-

eral are abnormally low, and i£ the present rate of

production is kept up for any length of time without

increase in the demand, a further shrinkage may
ensue before the supply and demand become more
evenly adjusted. The straw-wrapping trade look for

a better export business to Cuba, now that the Cuban
import duty on paper has been reduced from 30 to

10 per cent., which took effect on March 1. The
straw-board trade is very dull, and prices are quite

irregular. No. 1 steam dried selling among the city

trade at $30@35.

THE STATIONERY MARKET.-There is a

little better feeling among tradesmen this week. A
greater number of dealers have been in town, and
although the cold weather has a tendency to delay

the spring trade somewhat, business is quite fair. In

fine stationery there is no marked improvement, but

business is very good considering the serious draw-

backs and dealers are quite hopeful. The demand
for Easter goods is also fair and it is expected that

this will continue for the next three weeks, with a

possible increase. There is not so much doing in

fine art-albums as a week or two ago, but trade in

these goods is by no means discouraging. Many deal-

ers were somewhat overstocked with these goods last

year, and are, therefore, cautious about buying.

The cold weather is having a depressing effect on

the spring toy trade, which had started up quite

well, but there are no indications of the difficulty

existing very long. The movement in advertising

cards is quite brisk for this season, but the tendency

is for new goods. Goods that have been running any
length of time are a drug in the market. There is

said also to be a good demand for writing desks,

particularly those in plush, fine woods and fancy

leathers. These goods are made up in a variety of

artistic designs and generally sell well when there is

little demand for other kinds of fancy articles.
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GARTER
I^^PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

)
Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines. RICE & GO.
iCOKPOKATION.)

PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON. MASS «

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Hos. 41, 43 and 4-5 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.
§.«§

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Moarning Stationery ot aU Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Gnvelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Ijatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards of Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Monming, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST UNE IN THE CITT.

THET%AtMER ART<^
Respectfully invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUVENIRS,
ST^TIOKTEI^S'* NOVELTIES.

^~ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. WEDDING PRESENTS, &o.

TRADE-MARK.

— MANUFACTURERS AJTD IMPORTERS OF —

Weiog Slaiionery, Programmes, Menu aod Visiting Cards,

XMAS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS.

Artistic Novelties, Illuminated Goods a Specialty.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM : 35 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.

FACTORY: 160 William St., New Tork.

JOHN E.EDWAEDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

BLAHK BO©K
-! B-A.X-.TIlvIOP2.E, IvUD.i-

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.

DOES 960 MEAN A THOUSAND?
The Warsaw (Benton County, Mo.) Times

remarks : Here is a sample of the advantages

which work against the country printer, who
places a value on his reputation. When asked

to vote on the question recently of supplying

960 sheets and calling it a 1,000, or giving 1,000

sheets, honest count, to the men who pay for a

1,000, there were two votes cast directly oppo-

site each other. One in favor of honest and
fair dealing in this place explained his vote by
saying, substantially, that it was the practice

in his office to give full count, and breaking

packages to satisfy it was inconvenient, expen-

sive and annoying. On the other hand, a city

house which has supplied more stationery to

the officers and merchants of Benton County in

one year than the home printer has in nearly

two decades, explains its reasons for following

the old plan of selling 960 sheets for the price of

a 1,000, knowing that they never will be

counted, and twelve, fifteen or eighteen sheets

of blank-books, as the case may be, for the

price of twenty-four, writes and covers the

whole ground as follows : " Can get as much
money for one ream of legal cap of 480 as we
can for one ream of 500 sheets, and the ream of

480 sheets is used up sooner."

There it is in a nutshell. The people of Ben-

ton County have paid thousands of dollars to

swell the receipts of a house which unblushing-

ly, over its own signature, protests against re-

forming a cheating abuse in the stationery

trade, and giving every man what he honestly

pays for, because, forsooth, they cau get as

much money by cheating their customers out of

it, and in that way break down the competition

of those who are foolish enough to give a man
what he pays for.

Now, let's hear from the grocery trade, the

dry-goods houses, &c., on a similar question.

The commercial integrity of the stationery busi-

ness has practically put itself on record, by a

large majority, in favor of honest count, and it

is now in order to hear from other branches.

Shall a grocer have as much money for 960

eggs as he would get if he counted a full thou

sand; or for 1,930 pounds of ham, as he would

if his scales were honest and registered a ton ?

Shall the dry goods merchant, when called

upon for a thousand pins or a thousand buttons,

be called an honest dealer if he hands ou^pack-

ages which contain only 960 ? It is not in issue

that ninety-nine out of a hundred never stop to

count in such cases ; the matter rests upon the

honesty of the transaction ; the reforming an
abuse that has existed for years, and giving as
good a chance for competition to a man who is

willing to try to be honest, as is allowed to a
confessed swindler and a self-acknowledged
rogue.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For the Week Ended February 39, 1884.

Albums

Books .

Newspapers..

Engravings...

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens

—

Other

Totals . . .

.

488

2 $268

828 33,831

20 1..335

40 6,303

13 749

6 1,534

9 300

147 13,296

3 6,014

20 1,045

854,675
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VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c
FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.

Fob the Week Ended March 4, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases..

Books, cases..

Stationery

Totals 6,615

6,061 81,053

145 2,921

160 3,851

91 5,966

158 5,575

819,366

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROU NEW YORK.
From February 26 to March 4, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 37; to United States

of Colombia, 7; to Cuba, 3; to Havre, 5; to Vene-

zuela, 1; to Mexico, 18; to Japan, 6; to Hamburg, 4;

to British Guiana, 5; to British West Indies, 3; to

Central America, 2; to Porto Rico, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 17 cs. ; to British West Indies,

18 pkgs., 1,333 rms.; to Cuba, 2 pkgs., 1,300 rras., 6

cs.; to United States of Colombia, 43cs. ; to Ham-
burg, 2 pkgs. ; to Mexico, 19 pkgs. ; to Central Amer-
ica, 9 pkgs., 1 cs. ; to Brazil, 3,425 rms., 25 cs. ; to

Porto Rico, 1 cs. ; to Antwerp. 5 cs., 40 pkgs. ; to

London, 2 cs., 11 pkgs.; to Copenhagen, 1 cs. ; to

Amsterdam, 20 pkgs. ; to Bremen, 43 cs. ; to Glasgow,

10 cs. ; to British Guiana, 5 cs. ; to Palermo, 1 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 53; to Cuba,

5; to United States of Colombia, 16; to British West
Indies, 10; to Danish West Indies, 1; to London, 37;

to British Guiana, 2; to Central America, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

77; to United States of Colombia, 20; to Brazil, 131;

to Chili, 15; to Hayti, 20; to Danish West Indies, 2;

to Mexico, 33; to Ecuador, 53.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United
States of Colombia, 7; to Venezuela, 29; to Liver-

pool, 3; to Mexico, 6; to Brazil, 8.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Hamburg, 2;

to Christiania, 1; to London, 1; to Japan, 4.

SLATES, cases, to British West Indies, 4; to Glas-

gow, 10; to London, 25; to Brazil, 6.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 3; to London, 42; to Hamburg, 1; to Brazil, 2.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of
Colombia, 4.

INK,- packages, to United States of Colombia, 4;

to Antwerp, 2; to Japan, 1.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Liverpool, 1 ; to Bremen, 8.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to Cuba, 1; to Brazil, 1.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 1.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From Fkbrcary 26 to March 4, 1884.

E. Kimpton, P. de Conninek, Antwerp, U cs.

American News Company, by same, 28 cs.

Moller & Emmerich, by same, 7 cs. hangings.
G. S. McKibben, Assyrian Monarch, London, 63 bs.

Roth & Lips, Edam, Amsterdam, 1 cs.

J. J. McGrath, Prance, Havre, 3 cs. hangings.
G. Bartholomae, by same, 1 cs. hangings.
C. H. George, by same, 1 cs. hangings.
L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 2 cs.

Pollack & Pariser, Bohemia, Hamburg, 2 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 8 cs.

B. Dlfelder, by same, 18 bs.

F. Alexandre & Sons, by same, 6 bs.

G. Gfennert, by same, 4 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 11 cs.

G. H. Barbey, by same, 2 cs. hangings.
G. J. Kraft, California, Hamburg, 12 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Alabama, Glasgow, 20 cs.

J. J. McGrath, Rhein, Bremen, 9 cs. hangings.
Ortgies & Co., by same, 6 cs. colored.

Banatt Brothers, by same, - cs. colored.

L. De Jonge & Co., Lessing, Hamburg, 5 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 4 cs.

Moller & Emmerich, Lessing, Havre, 18 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Pennland, Antwerp, 8 cs.

The Scoville Manufacturing Company, by same,
6 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Indiana, Glasgow, 4 cs.

PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTUREB OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AHD WEDDIUG STATIOHEEY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

anev anb arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Ring at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, aU sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box
of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

|^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties In Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

For the HOME TRADE or EXPORT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Jttgr. Co., 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Ta. Cable Address, Novelty.
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Clague, Wegman, Schlicht & Field, Roches-

ter, N. Y., have got out a new descriptive cata-

logue and price list of the Shannon filing devices

and Schlichl's indexes. The work is hand-
somely printed and should be in the hands of

the trade generally.

The family Bibles recently issued by the Na-

tional Publishing Company, Philadelphia, in

fine morocco and Levant bindings, are said to

be works of art not surpassed and equalled by

few binding establishments in the United States.

This company is fast securing a widespread
reputation among the trade for artistic and
beautiful workmanship at low prices.

One of the most complete catalogues of s*a-

tioners' specialties that has yet appeared is that

of Wiukley, Thorp & Dresser, of Boston, Mass.

This is an illustrated catalogue of 200 pages, in

stiff paper covers. The engravings are printed

on fine paper, and are very clear. The cata-

logue includes everything in the stationery line,

both foreign and American. In addition to

descriptive matter, a full list of prices is given,

and nothing has been left undone in the ar-

rangement of the catalogue that would add to

the convenience of those ordering the goods.

Much credit is due to J. E. Spears, who did the
work of compilation.

James D. Whitmore & Co. have just brought

a novelty in flue writing paper, wich envelopes

to match, and one which is expected to have a

very large sale. They call the new pattern

"Pomona." The design represents clusters of

fruits and leaves, elegantly embossed, and

though brought out very distinctly, the paper

can be written upon as easily as on smooth pa-

per. It is manufactured in all of the various

tints of paper, and makes a very elegant addi-

tion to their already large variety of papers.

Samples will be furnished and prices will be

quoted on application to the house. Their line

of Easter offerings has met with very general
favor among the trade, and some very large
orders have been placed for these goods.

WANTED.-SITUATION AS TRAVELER OR
in the house; 11 years' experience in the

wholesale and retail Book and Stationery business as
salesman, buyer and manager. Address ri. E. SID-
DALL, Crawford House, Chicago, 111.

A Partner with from $30,000 to $40,000 to engage

in the Wholesale and Retail Book and Stationery

business in one of the best cities in the country;

population, 100,000; good trade already established.

Address C. & C.
Care of American Stationer.

"VS^AJSTT EID.
Situation in a Wholesale Book and Stationery

house; have had sixteen years' experience—six as

buyer for the wholesale department; can control a

good trade in my section; would travel; best of ref-

erences and satisfactory reasons for changing from

present house. Address C. & C, care of American

Stationer
.

Thoroughly acquainted with the Commercial or Fine

Stationery business, including Illuminating, Stamp-

ing, Engraving, Plate Printing, Bordering, Blank

Book Making, and other order work in general,

wishes a position as clerk, or to take charge of a
Retail Department. Address P. W., office of Amer-

ican Stationer.

iroR, S.A.3L1E-

The Stock, Fixtures, Good AVill and Lease of

store of Carlton, McCarthy & Co., Richmond, Va.

Stock inventories $13,000. A bargain may be had by

early application to

K. V. RANDOLPH, Trustee,

Richmond, Va

BARBAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTE R

-<§>CARDS
100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

I^- Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 BcaCOll St., BostOn.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.—11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
' f nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, S2. 50;
per dozen, S16.00.

For Marking tinen. Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, Sil.OO ; per
dozen. $'*.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL. 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

orBzca

RUBBERSTAM? PAO^
tmUSEINK MrtTLU MDRtftl

filMME soajD rmgega
ALWAYS ftEAOl ECaHSQ

(SELF-SUPPLYING I

STAMP PAD.

For every user of Kah-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
8% X 4)^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; perdoz., *3and S5.

tytZ.^^ A OCMillMC CTVI nOD A DUin This Pen is constructed of a drawn glass tube, which^OCb a ULIiUIIIL OI iLUunArniU. will never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end ol which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
through which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. gi^^ing it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POIjISHED NICKEL CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, $2 00 per dozen.
$22.00 per gross; Gold Plated, S3.50 per dozen, $36.00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 50 cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

ANTOINE'S COPYING I
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

even if a month has e'apsed after a letter has

been vi/ritten,

iim'sMoflErntitiiil
^ Ik' only one luhich resists the action (/BLOTTING PAPER,

,///(/ always keeps its original colour, no matter

hoxu lonff i)i bottle.

IIGIIEST AWARDS OBTAINED AT EVERY EXHIBITION

p;ris exhibition, 1878, silver medal

^MSTEFDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLD BY ALL STATIONERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND XHROUGHOUX THE WORLD
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OBITUARY.

Nathaniel Mitchell.

Nathaniel Mitchell, one of the oldest printers

in the country, died at Grass Valley, Cal., on

February 14, in his eighty-eighth year. Mr.

Mitchell learned the " printer's art " in Balti-

more, Md.. and about the year 1834, became an

editor and proprietor of a journal at Shep-

herdstown, Va., but subsequently returned to

his native State, and for a number of years

conducted the Courier, at Chestertown, Kent
County, Md. Desiring a larger field he subse-

quently removed to Wilmington, Del., becom-

ing a joint proprietor and editor of the State

Journal, then a leading paper in the State. In

1837 he removed to New Lisbon, Ohio, and

became proprietor of the Western Pal-

ladium, conducting it for many years. He
finally disposed of the paper and for a few

years remained out the newspaper business, but

the journalistic instinct again induced him to

go into editorial harness, when he purchased

an interest in the Republic, of Springfield,

Ohio.

In 1857 Mr. Mitchell withdrew from journal-

istic life, although never losing his interest in

the profession, and to within ten years occa-

sionally contributed editorial articles to the

press.

James F. R. Hadden.

James F. R Hadden, late bookkeeper and
cashier^for the Acme Paper and Stationery Com-
pany, died at his residence, 254 O^den avenue,

Jersey City, on Tuesday of last week. Mr.

Hadden had been connected with the company
named about one year, having formerly been

in the insurance business. He was a man of ex-

cellent ability and well-known integrity. He
was thirty-seven years of age and leaves a

widowed mother and two sisters.

TYPE-WRITING MACHINE ATTACH-
MENT.

An improved platen-shifting attachment for

type-writing machines has been patented by a

Pittsburg (Pa.) gentleman. The attachment is

adapted for use on that class of type-writing

machines which employ different kinds, sizes or

styles of the same letters of type, having double

types mounted on the type-bars, and shifting-

cylinders or platens mounted on their carriages

in such a manner as to admit of a limited for-

ward and backward movement of the platen in

order to adjust the latter into the proper rela-

tion to admit of an impression being made by
which every kind or size of type that may from
time to time be desired. In the use of double type-

writers the platen shift-key must be depressed and
held down until the capital or number of capitals

are struck that the operator desires to print.

This requires the use of one band, and the oper-

ator is confined to the use of tlie other in strik-

ing the capitals. Consequently, a considerable

loss of time is had, as many capitals are re-

quired for headings, &c., and as It is frequently

necessary to print tne entire body of the articles

in capital or large letters.

The object of the invention is to allow the

operator the use of both hands. It is so con-

structed that all lost motion is entirely taken up.

A slight pressure of the knee acts immediately
on the key, causing it to depress to its fullest

depth. A strong spring adjusts it to its place

again, thus overcoming all friction and enabling

the attachment to act independently of the cyl-

inder shift-spring. A stop-wire, which allows

the key to depress to its proper depth only, over-

comes any strain on the machine.

It is simple, durable and can be attached in a

few moments. It enables the operator to attain

a greater degree of speed than in the usual way.

Seven months of practical use is said to have de-

monstrated its utility as an economizer of time.

A FAMOUS BLUE ENVELOPE.

" The blue envelope has been the emblem of

misery on the New York Central since 1868,"

said a conductor on that line whose service has

extended over a period of twenty- five years. A
train on which a journal reporter was going

West the other day was in his charge. The

story he told of the origin of the envelope be-

guiled the tedium of the journey.

"It was twenty five and thirty years ago," he

said, reflectively, " when to be a conductor was

to have a berth which was sure to land you
safely into a competency. Of course I don't mean
to say that the opportunities for what is called

' knocking down ' made the difference, although

there was dishonest men among us then as now.

But the times for ten years preceding the war
were flusher than they have been since. People

were not so careful about the change. About half

the travelers used to pay their fare on the trains,

as it was not the rule then to have gate-keepers

and door-tenders. That like the duplex coupon,

is a modern innovation of railroad traflic. Tbe
old-timers have told me that many's the day that

they have had over-pay to the extent of $5 and

$10. Passengers were in the habit of handing

the conductor a bill for their fare and asking no

change. It was the custom and all conductors

recognized it. Without robbing the company a

picayune he could make nice wages off of these

perquisites. And nothing was thought of ac-

cepting them. The conductors in the early days

were a higher-toned lot of men than they are to-

day. So there was no disgrace in accepting these

little extras. The through trains to New York
and back again were the best to have. I knew a

conductor who used to ruu out of Albany south,

before the Hudson River was consolidated, who
got rich in seven years. He lives at Poughkeep

sie now in elegant style, although an o!d man
over eighty years. I don't believe he ever stole

a cent. They tell me that along about 1860 the

road was overrun, however, with fellows who
used to divide with the company. From Albany
to Buffalo their families are to-day living on the

fat of the land. A good story is told of one of

this crowd, now a resident of Rochester. He had

been on the road about five years, when one day
he received a dispatch saying his presence was
urgently desired in New York. Proceeding there

he found that Commodore Vanderbilt sought

the interview. The old fellow was as cross as

blazes that morning.
" ' So you are Conductor So and So ? " he said,

as he sized up his man.
" ' Yes, Commodore,' was the reply.

" ' How long have you been running on my
road ?

'

" 'Five years.'

"'Humph! And you carry a better watch
than I do,' the Commodore said, spying a pon-

derous chain on the vest of his employe.
" 'It isn't, is it ?' said the Conductor, coolly

removing it and exhibiting a timepiece that he

said had cost him a round $500.

" ' They tell me you have a farm just outside

of Rochester ?
' said the Commodore quizzingly.

" ' So they say. It's a pretty dte piece of

property, as you may guess, for I paid $10,000

for it without a building on it a year ago.'

.

" ' Keep any horses ?

'

"'Nobody in Rochester can give me their

dust when I'm up behind my pair,' was the proud
rejoinder.

" 'Five years on the railroad,' meditated the

railroad king, 'and how much of this show did

you have five years ago ?

'

" Nary a bit. Why, I borrowed money to get

from Rochester to Syracuse to ask Superinten-

dent Chittenden for a job.'

" ' Don't you call that stealing ?

'

" ' No, sir,' said our friend, knowing by this

time that his days were numbered, and getting

independent in consequence, ' and, 'what is more,

you don't. It will cost you as much again to

tell me that it is.'

" The next day he got a blue envelope. From
that day to this the color has never varied. The
company had several law-suits, I believe, for

having discharged conductors under suspicion.

The blue envelope was hit upon by Vanderbilt
to avoid trouble. A line inside states that fur-

ther services are not required. When the con-

ductors first began to get theai they used to de-

mand an explanation. Never was one gratified.

'The blue envelope has its meaning,' was the

only reply. They have been rather scarce for

the past three years. I see that several have
been distributed lately. No one can tell whose
turn will come uext."—New York Sun.

HOW THERMOMETERS ARE MADE.

" When a thermometer is to be made," says a
manufacturer, "the glass-blower first blows a
bulb on the end of a long tube. While this

tube is hot the end of the tube is inserted in

mercury, and as the bulb cools the mercury
rises and fills the bulb. This process is repeated

until the bulb and part of the tube are filled.

The bulb is then immersed in snow or chipped

ice, and the mercury settles to the freezing

point, which is marked on the tube as .32°, if a
Fahrenheit scale is to be followed. Next the

bulb is put in boiling water, and the point to

which the mercury rises is marked on the scale

as 312°. Ten degrees of the mercury are now
detached from the column by jarring, and the

whole length of the tube is tested. The process

is repeated with five degrees of the column be-

ing measured all the time by a standard ther-

mometer to see if the tube is conical at any
point. Common thermometers generally vary
two or three degrees, owing to the irregularity

of the opening in the tube, which causes the mer-
cury to rise slowly where the opening is too large

and too fast where the opening is too narrow. It

requires great skill to blow a tube with a uniform
opening the whole length. They should be al-

lowed to stand not less than one month—one

year is better—to alio w the mercury to settle

before the scale is made. The self-registering

thermometer is used for marking the highest

and lowest points reached within a given time.

The bulb is filled with mercury, above which in

due time is inserted a fine piece of steel spring,

the remainder of the tube is filled with carbolic

acid or creosote. The steel spring rests at the

highest point it is pushed to by the mercury,
and is afterward drawn down by a small mag-
net. By a duplex arrangement and reversing

the scale the lowest or coldest point is indicated

in the same way. The deep-sea thermometer is

of the same pattern, and is encased in a heavy
copper tube to preserve it against the pressure

of water. It has, besides, a self-regulating at-

tachment. The fever or clinical thermometers
are made with great nicety, and are used for

determining the temperature of the human
body.
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CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTUREE OF —

Puffed, Satin and Plush

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says :

" We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4K>x294 retail at 50 cents each.
" 6^x3^ " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN, Sole Prop'r & Mfr.

60 William Street, New York City.

AND SEALING WAX.
TIV A.1L,T^ V.A.R.1ETIES .

SA-HFORD MFG. CO., CHICAaO. Ills.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-•- work r ow required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time

Have been in use bj' many of the principal Stationers for the pas.

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

Ko. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

THE LAMBIE DICTIONAEY HOLDER,

T'
HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHEBBY OB WALNUT, AS DESIBED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and Scliool Fnrnisliers,

ar~ Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.

Style op 3 oz. Pen Wiper.

Continental Ms,

- AND —

CONTINENTAL MFG. CO.,

426 & 428 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Ilie Paper and Prioting Ifadts Journal

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annnm, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, NVwspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or indirectly (and who
is noD ?) with I'rinting and Paper ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, 'I rade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSOBIBEBS SAY.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U. S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Cheritt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.—vJ. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.- S. B. Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing is.—W. Pbrrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Winget, Torquay.

WHAT ADVEBTISEES SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds
Piles of applications for samples resulting th'^re-

from. • Ai,r Cooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsbcry Sq., London, E.C.
From the first advertisement, I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good oroers.
J. D. Carter.

4 Falcon Street, Londo.v, E.C.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty

orders for wood letter and metal type.
F. Wesselhoeft.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,

(Contractors to Her Majesty's Government,)

?e LeadenhaUe Presse, 50 Leadenhalle St., LONDOIT, £.0,
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JOHN HOLLAND,
MANUFACTXJEER OF —

Gold Pens* Pencil Cases-

Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenoj?rapliic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylograph ic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and
Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St.,
} prvrnTTiTiT i mj

OFFICE A.ND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th St., J^^^^^J^J^^^I-

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., Chicago, 111.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal.

WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

TOILET PAPER y
The Most Complete Lipe in the Coimtry.

Our Brands are

Pickwick, -

(Elegant.)

TVitchhazeline,

Sterling-,

(Box Paper).

Tissuette, •

Alpine,

Brighton, -

Meadow Mills,

Pickwick, -

(Pocket Edition).

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

ef" Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

$3.50

WHITE'S TAR,
Size 5x7,

$11 per Oa.se,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Stvle of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the package,

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No. 46 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

X "Ledger Brand" American-Russia
IS T H: E BEST!

J. L SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDERS' WAREHOUSE,

^^ a SEND FOR SAMPLE. {& $=-

BABY CARRIAGES.

In conversing on the subject of baby car-

riages with a reporter of The Stationer a

few days ago, a dealer said :
" I have handled

baby carriages for thirty years. They were in

the market a number of years before my time,

but were not used extensively, on account, I

presume, of the price, which was at that time

very high. I do not know anything in which
there has been such a great change since its

introduction as in baby carriages. The first

carriages, I believe, were made in this country.

Perambulators were made many years ago in

England, and are undoubtedly manufactured in

that country still, but they are turned out in

this country in such large quantities and in

such a state of perfection that there has been

no attempt made on the part of any foreign

country to compete with us in this line of

manufacture. There are less than a dozen fac-

tories in the United States, but one concern
alone turns out between thirty-five and forty

thousand a year. I remember once seeing,

some years ago, a baby carriage of English

make, which was brought here by a private

family. It compared with the American made
carriages about the same as an old-fashioned,

springless cart compared w^th a light and styl-

ish buggy of that period. The wheels were
very low and very heavy ; the carriage was en-

tirely springless ; its body was very awkward,
and, while it was substantial, it did not have the

airy, graceful appearance which our carriages

have.

"About twenty-eight years ago, soon after the

introduction of baby carriages, you could get

for $24 a carriage that was about as good,

though not as tasteful, as one we now sell for

$15.75. Tne original baby carriage was a wil-

low body put on four ordinary wooden wheels,

very low and clumsy ; and there was also what
we call the cab body, made of willow, and placed

on two ordinary wheels with a wooden axle.

There was no lining whatever in the body of

either of these styles. Each year brought
changes. The earlier gtyles were continually

improved upon, until now we have the ideal

baby carriage of modern times, which has a
large, roomy body that will permit a child when
it is weary to lie down at full lengthy and soft,

easy springs which prevent jar to the child

when the carriage is in motion ; while on the

other hand, when the carriage is not in motion,

the springs being soft, the movement of the

child gives it a gentle rock, as if it were in a
cradle. The upholstery of baby carriages for-

merly was done mostly in enamel cloth and
common rep goods. Now imitation and real

raw silk, cretonne and coach cloth are used iu

upholstering the finer grades of carriages. We
think that we have got the thing down to per-

fection, and I do not see how the present ideal

baby carriage can be improved upon."
" Who was the original patentee of a baby

carriage ? " the reporter asked.

" I do not think that anybody ever obtained a
patent on baby carriages, as a whole, any more
than on babies. The idea never belonged exclu-

sively to any one person. A great number of

patents, however, have been obtained on the va-

rious minor parts, and many designs in the mar-
ket are patented. We have patent reversible

bandies, patent springs, canopy joints, &c.,

which are used in the construction of the ideal

carriage. I said there had been no patent ob-

tained on a carriage as a whole. I was slightly

mistaken. There are one or two patentees for

a folding carriage, and this kind of carriage has
been on the market for the past two or three
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seasons, but owing to its high cost it is not as

popular as the usnal style of carriage. Its sale

is confined solely to large cities, where house

room is valuable. You can take a carriage of

this kind, fold it up and hang it on a nail against

the wall or shove it under the bed, or stow it

away in the garret, or any other place where it

is not likely to be stumbled over. But, as I said

before, this carriage is mostly in demand in

large cities, and even in these places its sale is

very limited, because a much more elegant car-

riage of the old pattern can be had for the same
cost, and most people are willing to be put to a

little inconvenience for the sake of economy."
" Is there not a large export demand for baby

carriages !

"

" Yes. Every country that we do any trade

with at all imports more or less American baby
carriages all the time, and there is not a month
in the year in which there are not some shipped.

Those exported are mostly the cheaper grades,

although some very fine ones have been sent

out, but the largest number are those which

range in price from $6 to $15. There is, of

course, nothing particularly fancy about them.

They are simply the more substantially made
carriages, rather plainly upholstered, because

finely-upholstered carriages are apt to be dam-
aged on shipboard."

"What are the newest designs in baby car-

riages this season ?

"

" A very elegant design has a body of solid

mahogany, nicely carved and gilded, turned

sides and dasher. The upholstering is of the

finest quality of silk, except the arms, which are

upholstered in plush. The floor is covered with

velvet carpet. The carriage has a rich silk

parasol-top, patent reversible handle, elliptic

springs, nickel-plated wheels, &c. Another de-

sign has a body made of selected cane, artistically

woven and wound, is richly upholstered whit

the finest silk figured goods, with plush or satin

rolls and a Wilton mat. The top is of figured

silk and is heavily fringed. The newest design

in tops consists of reeds with a cashmere lining,

and a satin ribbon woven around the edge and
artistically supported by standards wound with

cane. Prices ? Well, they run from $20 to $50.

Some manufacturers go as high as $160."

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

,<,^il>. Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade
ENVKLiOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

Marcus -Ward-6^-Co. umited.
>+<=

EASTER^ CARDS.
=^

H= =>+<

PLAIN ^ CARDS, * SIHGLE * AHD * DOUBLE * FRIKGES.
•*

Sample Books now iu the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGENCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -^ -^

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
-^ -^ And PERFORATING,

N"o. SI Tolin Street, I^&^tt "STork.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MANUFACTURKR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner ot Duaue St., New York.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUMTED OM WOOD O^ METAL.

MASKS, NOSES, WIGS,

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

^~ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

o. IT-. ^. h:in-r,ioh:s.
Price List on application. 29-33 FAKK PL.ACE, NEW YORK.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLTIDn<G> THE CBLBBRATKD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 383,444, 232.

Elastic 133,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

Blunt 122,183,1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works: Wakehousk :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L.. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

M4NUPACTURER OF

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AOENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,

Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,

Stem's FuU Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEBT DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Halo St., Cor. TTorthlngton.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manufy in
Kew England & Largest in the "U, S

SEND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROQERS & CO.,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The most BEA13TIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT DocBiiS the Price.

"T]HE BOSTOJif JOBBIJfG KOTTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITINC, -o-

Successor to HALL & WHITING,

c§
-*-

g»

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaiieous and School Books. §<

PUBLISHER,I^E^^iEiEBLANK BOOKS,
No. S2 BJROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADEL.PHIA; 51 Liberty St., New Yorl^.

— MANUFACTURER OP^

Copying Paper ^iiBooks.
(Titles Registered)

S
PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not Its Superior.

WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of -

GLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Peas in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent OfiB.ce, at

Washington, D. C., United States of

America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of ST'/Z/rT^Y^^yy rr/^ y/

^

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting
us.

THE PNEUMATIC COFYIITG PRESS.
TT/ E take pleasure in calling the attention of
V V the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It,can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome offices and residences.
j^~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
PSE^W .HCA.VEIN, COIVIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OF -

BlackBlackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every PubUc School), aiso Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington. D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville. Tenn., Raleigh, N. (J., and huudr ds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, CatUolic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. 0^BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. CMrcli St., New York City,
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PAPER-MAKING IN EGYPT.

In the suburb of Boulak, the river-port of

Cairo, is situated the Daira paper manufactory,

which, before the late war broke ouc, used to

employ regularly more than 200 hands, almost

all natives. Most of the paper turned out ig

used for packing purposes in the khedival sugar

factories ; but there are also manufactured in

the course of the year some 70,000 reams of very

fair writing and printing paper, which more
than supply the demand of the government

oflSces of Cairo and Alexandria, and the require-

ments of the national press. The writing paper

is manufactured specially for Arabic writing,

and to suit the peculiar style of Oriental pen-

manship ; and therefore what is produced of this

sort in excess of the requirements of the country

is exported eastward rather than westward, a

good deal of it going to Arabia, and a few bales

even to India for the use of our Moslem fellow-

subjects. Linen and cotton rags are used to a

certain extent in the Boulak factory; but the

interior of the sugar-cane supplies the Cairene

paper maker with an inexhaustible supply of

very workable material; while, in the produc-

tion of what is called "straw " paper in Europe,

the hilfa grass plays a very important part.

The Daira factory at Boulak enjoys a monopoly

of this industry in Egypt; and in connection

with it is the national printing office, also under

the control of the same administration. The
extraordinary turn for paper-making displayed

by the Boulak Arabs is, it need hardly be said,

a hereditary accomplishment. They can point
to a long line of ancestors who educated the
East and the West in successive stages of this

useful art.

—

London Globe.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE STEREOSCOPE.

Quite a novel thing in the shape of stereo-

scopes, is shown in the accompanying engrav-

ing. It is, as may be seen, a miniature repre-

sentation of the Brooklyn Bridge. A lens is in

the archway at one end of the bridge and a

slide for pictures in the archway, at the other

end. A half-dozen cards containing two views

each, come with the bridge stereoscope, making
a dozen pictures representing prominent [public

buildings, &c., in New York and Brooklyn.

The stereoscope is made of flregilded brass, and

is neat and drirahle.

CANFIELD "DIVIDED" (POR-
merly "Acme") KKA-SEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

MANUFACU'RKD BY THE
M-ilherry Street,
New York.ROACHE MFG. CO.,"^

Importers of GERMAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOLAR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

TVhite, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
23S Devonshire Street, Boston,

•:< toM
in tVl CO

^["^^

• s
Too

. so

SECM

NEWSPAPER-FILE

fyM^y^^
• CAPACITY ^ TO 4- O PAGES ••

HIGHLY POLfSHED WALNUT WITH NICKLE LOCK-CAP.

S-
<^TM TJ?AI)£ StiPPLlED?^ ai

&
I

o
is

STEEL ROO. n^

NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

l^prings to Wealcen or Kulaljers to "Wear Out
.Pinss or Prongs to I>amage tJbie Taper.
Bent Spring I tod. to Warp ttie File.

SdNDEBSON MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-*^ MANUFACTURERS OF -g*-

First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried ^^

TIM" •:• •APE
-*- Fli-A-T -A.IQTD IfCri.BI3. -^jt-

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Mxeello, Butler Co., Ohio, tmd .Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRRBSpoNDENCK Solicited. P.O. Address. FRANKLIN, Warren Co., Ohio.

-A- ZRe^^7^-A-B.ZD OIF SIOO.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word "MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 18TH,

and re-registered June H,

1882. We therefore (ifftr

a Reward of SI00 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, '" elfth and Buttonwood Streets.ji

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fapii Compaif
a m

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

TBRBE MILIiS—TOlAI, DAILY PBODVCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,]

as any mill in the country.
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ItTE^^TsT LIIsrE OIF C-^E,IDSI

, 82 4 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOE-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•-^=3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^-
^p~ These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,

, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

.^^«^,

r V 1

COVERING

L.>.gonal, Transversely, Parallel, L„.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our PATEISTT GUJIVEMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of "WRITIlS^Gr PAFERS, and Manilla
Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers^

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

- MANUFACTTJEIER OF —

lollDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

^ ^-
FOR -

Job * Printers ^ and * Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties,
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOWIftS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor Street, Philadelphia.

The Chas.St$wait Paper Co,

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCnVIVATI, Olllo,

Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description ut

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
' " '

AiSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List fximished on application.

yftB.DavidsiCo''

"SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

Stamping Inks, Mncilaee, &c.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J. B.AuIFLID,
Dealer in EUBOSSES PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIETHDAY CAEDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^^T' Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 White Sts., New York.
MANUFACTURERS OF -

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
ANT) A FUT.L T.nSTE OF PAPETERTPS.

]]g,

ro'inBiiii ^^^^^^^^yI^M - ^dSSS^i^^

hd^ ^Jinen
tJ °' A^Qg^^^nK^xy/ K L G/s ^^ ^

^ "^—-^

The above superior brand of liiuen Writing Paper is oflEered to the Trade in the various sizes and
weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and Litliographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

EASTER
—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

-*--

OXJI* TR.A.VEIjEI?,S

NOW ON THE ROAD.

J^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

Blank Sook Manufactorers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
JN'o. 509 Cliestii-at Street, I^hiladelpMa, Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

— SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED —

VTjlszizxtgtoxt MBDAZ.Z.Z02T Feits.
J". Q,- FFtEBLE: <Sc OO.,

Nob. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 77 WHITE STREETS, N£\(r TORK.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Fancb,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. -L. riPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

— THE —

Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,

.\ew Fork Office, 62 Meade Street.

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE
CRUCIBLE STEEL GOODS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Their names on POCKET CUTLERY, INK

ERASERS and STEEL PENS, is a guarantee

ot quality.

Patent Adjustable Quill-Action Reservoir Pen.

THE ACME.
r

BEST PEN FOR GENERAL WRITING.
Other leading Pens are Falcon, No. 87 ; Extra Fine,

333 ; College. 38 ; Smooth Writer, 130 ;

Round Point, 20 ; Stub, 4.

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED TO DEALERS
ON APPLICATION.

Buyer-t are invited to call at the New York OflBce.
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JANENTZKY & WEBER,
(formerly JANENTZE7 St CO.)

MANUTACTTJBERS AND IMPORTERS OF /

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enanael Tarnish,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on appUcation.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

out or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CfflNA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W, STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PtAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNAMENTAi:
Ii£TTEKING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

. brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Manufactured in six differ- / Q 1 ^^ Mjibe.
nt sizes. Packed one doz. I ^'j 1 >> •""»"'' r'^'^'^'^-

ent sizes. Packed one doz. I

of a kind in a box. Also J

put up in sets containing "S

one of each kind and one
|

each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. I,

3 <"

3, J ivi-pla. -KH^e.

4, f "

5, i
"

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.^^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMORi: & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Stg., NEW YORK.

JOSEPH |;iLLOTT*S
"^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. OtJier Styles to suit all hands.

1^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolin Street, New York. HENKT HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

-FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^FtOH STI?,E:ET, FKCILJ^IDELPtil^
-=$«§ ESTABLISHED 1814. «§$»

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl «Se 103 3D-u.a,n.e Street, 3^e"w- "2'or3s:,

MANnFACTURBRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUHSIA. IL.EA.THEII, CHAMOIS, A^TOlJUlTtlCAJS RUSSIA..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—

ABOUT BASE-BALLS.

The game of base-ball is as old as the hills

—

so old , in fact, that it is difficult to say when it

originated. It has been a national game for the

past twenty-five years. The primitive base- ball

was very simple in its construction, the only ma-
terial used being a few ounces of woolen yarn,

with perhaps a simple covering of leather put

on vrithout regard to neatness, but for service-

ability alone. In those days boys made their

own balls. Players, however, when base-ball '

playing had become an art, developed a taste,

so to speak, for balls constructed on scientific

principles, hence the making of base-balls gave
rise to a special branch of skilled labor, because,

in order to have the necessary size and weight,

a ball had to have also ,^a corresponding de-

gree of solidity, all of which developed a great

deal of science in the manufacture of balls.

Nowadays base-ball is not only played from
pure love of the game, but there are a large

number of expert players who have adopted base-

ball playing as a profession. Hence, from the

simple match-games played by school-boys for

mere sport, it has become a means of gambling,

and, in this respect, is no better than horse-

racing. At the present time there exist a
number of stock companies, composed of the

members of one or more professional clubs, who
are paid so much per year for their services as

expert players. It is not an uncommon thing

for a good pitcher or catcher to receive as high

as $3,000 for eight or nine months' work. Yet,

notwithstanding the lucrativeness of base-ball

playing as a profession, it is one which few
would care to adopt.

"From the numerous orders we have re-

ceived," said a manufacturer of base-balls to a
reporter of The Stationer, " the coming sea-

son will be a good one for the trade, much bet-

ter than last, although that was good. Base-

ball is a game that will always be popular. The
interest in it grows, if anything, from year to

year. I have made base-balls for the past

twelve years, and I do not remember a year
when the demand was less than the year whiclj

preceded it. Notwithstanding the many thou-

sands of base-balls demanded by the trade, the

base-ball industry is a small one compared with

some others. I do not believe that there are

more than a dozen factories in this country."
" Are any base-balls imported ?

"

" Not any that 1 am aware of. Iam inclined to

think there are not, for the American-made ball

is the best in the world, and prices have been re-

duced so much that I don't see any chance
for foreign competition. Good base-balls can
now be bought for fifty cents a dozen, and a
first-class base-ball, a ball at least good enough
for anybody but a professional player, can be

bought at retail for $1.50. Ten or a dozen
years ago, when a patent was taken out on
base-balls, prices were fully 50 per cent, higher.

Professional players, of course, have their balls

made to order. They do not care so much about
the price as the quality of material used to

make a ball and the nearness with which it fills

the bill as to size and weight. If it lacks a
particle in any particular it is rejected. Yet a
ball can be made to order for $5.

" The art of base-ball making is about the

same as it was about ten years ago. The same
material is used, and if there has been any ad-

vance at all it has been in the modus operandi
employed by the manufacturers. The materials

used are woolen yarn, rubber and cork, and for

the commoner balls, rags, pieces of leather, and
almost any sort of refuse material are used as a
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foundation. The better class of balls have a

rubber or cork foundation. This is covered with

a layer of greased wool, which is thoroughly

stretched as it is being wound upon the founda-

tion, and frequently pounded in a cup-shaped

mold, so as to give it the required solidity and
weight. During the process it is weighed re-

peatedly to see how the weight corresponds with

the size. Sheepskin and horsehide are used to

cover the balls, the former for the inferior and
the latter for the better grades. The cover is cut

,by a die and is usually of two parts, each hav-

ing an outline something like an elongated fig-

ure 8. The covering is sewed on sometimes by
machinery, but more frequently by hand. The
ball is then placed with others in a sort of

wooden tray, with a circular trough around its

inner edge, and a lid is used to knead them, and
thus they come out with their seams neatly

pressed and smoothed. The next operation is to

stamp the ball with the name of some popular

brand manufactured by the dealer. We make
alonesome thirty-four different varieties. The
last operation is to put the balls into paper

boxes containing a dozen each, when they are

ready for the market."

WRITING TABLETS.

The growth of the manufacture of writing

tablets in this country has been marvelous, to

say the least ; and, notwithstanding the magni-

tude it has reached, it continues to grow from
year to year. The consumption, however, keeps

pace with the growth of the industry, and hence

there is no danger of an overstocking of the

market.

W. H. Hasbrouck was one of the first men to

engage in the making of writing tablets on a

large scale. He now produces one of the most

complete lines of tablets in the market. The
" M. & H." blotter tablets and the " Universal"

blotter tablets are remarkable for convenience

and general excellence.

The "Universal" blotter tablet is put up in

pads of eighty sheets each, ten pads being

packed in a box. The pads come in commer-
cial and packet note, letter, sermon, and in the

shape of printed forms for memoranda, state-

ments, bill-heads, legal cap, notes, drafts, re-

ceipts, &c. The M. & H. blotter tablets come
in pads of one hundred sheets, six pads being

packed in a handsome box. The various sizes

are octavo, commercial and packet note, letter,

sermon, memorandum, statements, bill-heads,

&c., the same as the "Universal." Either va-

riety of tablets can be had both ruled or plain.

They are also made up with different qualities

and styles of paper—namely, white superfine

laid, cream laid, gild edge, grand quadrille,

wove bank, &c. These tablets all have the blot-

ter attachment, which adds to their economy,
convenience and cleanliness.

Mr. Hasbrouck has lately introduced a pad
for school purposes. It is made with a tinted

cardboard cover, which keeps the blotter

clean and preserves the whole pad and the

edges of the paper. The blotting sheet is fast-

ened to the pad by a silk ribbon so that it may
be turned over and both sides may be used. It

is put in boxes of ten pads each and comes in

note, packet and letter sizes. It possesses all the
advantages of a portfolio without extra cost.
These pads are sold at an extremely low price.
A line of stub pads is stitched at the end like

check and receipt books and perforated. It com-
prises notes, drafts, receipts and checks, ele-
gantly lithographed in various handsome de-
signs on first-class tub-sized, loft-dried paper.
The name of the blank is also printed in a hand-
some design on the cover, which is of heavy
board and of rich, dark color. This excellent
line of goods also comes with the " M. &'H."

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BliANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

THIS MACHINE WILL

O

b
P

o

rv)

01
o

Form different size backs without cbanging the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest bacli as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen hands In the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better In every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and •will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by band.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
bteel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that Is claimed.

GEO. H. SAPORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' MacMnery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinepy Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER COIIFM!,

St - Manufacturers of First-Class •*

LINEN LED6ER ANB RECORD PAPERS
-^ WEIGH WILL STA»D TBS SE7EBEST TESTS OF EBASUBS AtTD SS-WSITIH:^ -»

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

TVorking without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing ventilating and rimning small shops.

SIZES : 1, 8, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
FHULADKLPHIA, PA.
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NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-

sonal supervision of WILLIAM HU(^HES. F.R.G.S.

(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-

don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-

racy and merit of any work on Gengraphy. The

NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and

free from the common fault of overcrowding. The

physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-

phies, no keys being required.

Mounted on Strong floth, with Rollers, Colored

and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World on Mercator's Projection.

World in Hemisphere.
North America.
South America.
Europe.
Asia.
Africa.

Palt-stiiie.

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.

British Isles.

Auslralia and
Nen' Zealand,

The United States, drawn from the latest Gov-

ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Si-pply Co., 15 Brom-

piELD Street.

NEW YORK: A. Lovkll & Co., 16 Astor

Place.

FHI£.ADEIiPHIA : Pennsylvania School Sup-

ply Co , 518 Arch Street.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

A MKDIOM OF TRADE COMMONICATION AND ADVERTISING
CIRCULAR FOR

Stationers and Paper Makers, Printers, Publishers,
and Printers' Engineers, Bookbinders, Book-

sellers and Toy Manufacturers, the Leather
Trades, and all persons interested in

the Fancy Trades.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe.
Correspondents in all countries.
The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress
of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses
in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue
of this Journal, and pronounced to be the most
valuaole of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,
especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,
Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to
be unequaled.

If you wish to build up a good, substantial busi-
ness, consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to
know the latest News concerning the Trade, consult
The Stationer, &c. If you wish to buy judiciously,
consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to make a
fortune, consult The Stationer, &c. On all Trade
Matters, consult The Stationer, iSc.

Specimen copy gratis on application.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : S3.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting
this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,
Offlces—liondon : 160a Fleet St., E. C.

CA'W'S *ST'TLOCnAPHIC *FEIT.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylosraphic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust ir. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain

No. 2. " GoldMounted

No. 3. Long, Plain

No. 4. " Gold Mounted

No. 5. Library, Plain

No. 6. " Gold Mounted ...

No. v. Ladies' Library, Plain

No. 8. " " GoldMounted....

^uu^^V Ziools at Th.is.

KU

n SSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachment.

hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

hold Two P ns 15 Cents.

hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. liAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St., New York.

EDWARD POSEN 4 CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF -

Albums I

L

w 'Q©©di
OFPENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),

(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4:37 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

B7 TSS MZZ.Z.Z01T!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

iyHc^at^r^^^l A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
Catalogue and Discounts

on

ILLINOIS IRON BOLT CO.'S

P-i o
<o Q

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO..
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., III.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cul is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

;:::S:= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL, SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CAHTER'S IITXSS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and MnciLAGE.

This,

OARTEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON AAAESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWAKDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARJ) given for

LiINEN RECORD I LBDGBR PAPB
Alao, the onlv Gold Medal given for liedger.Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

-pHIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

^ others from the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission^ Medal of Progress American Institute^ i^Ti "^^ Medal of
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iS'jS. Its

PRINCIPAI. ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerll

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using 1

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, imd will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

ebeet;, i:r^©e: and HEUVRITE FOXJR TIMKJS on same spotk
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Cr~ Seixd for sample

LOCKWOOJD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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BOSTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

49 Federal St., Boston, March 12, 1884. f

" Winter still lingers in the lap of spring," is

the way the poet puts it. It's a soft thing for

winter, but a cold day for poor spring. And
while this frosty, wet, disagreeable, slushy

weather holds on, the spring trade shows but

very little activity. Kind of froze up like

—

waiting for a thaw. A good thaw will soon set

in, and the channels of trade will then run free-

ly, richly freighted with the novelties of the

season. Manufacturers of stationers' specialties

are already prepared with heavy stocks and de-

scriptive circulars are being forwarded to the

thousands of dealers throughout the country.

Although the commercial clouds have been dark,

'the silver lining is beginning to show and a

prosperous season is expected.

Among the novelties for commercial use to be

soon presented, one which stationers will be

called upon to handle is Gilman index-book.

Now, indexes are so numerous, and some of

them are so well adapted for counting-room

uses, that another device of the kind seems un-

necessary. But with Oilman's system the in-

dexing of names is very much simplified, and
for indexing ledger accounts or for use where a

quick and ready reference to names is needed,

this index-book is very valuable. The system

is very simple, practical and cheap and cannot

help meeting with a large demand.

Another new article just out is a clerk's sales-

book, which is designed by J. L. Mcintosh, of

this city. In size the book is about 4x5 inches,

containing two hundred leaves. Each leaf is

perforated so as to leave a stub. The leaves are

white and colored alternately, and the two
leaves with their corresponding stubs are paged

with the same number. By placing a carbon

paper between the white and colored leaves, an
entry of sales being recorded with the usual

stub notes, gives an extra impression, so that

four copies of the sale is made. One memoran-
dum usually goes with the package or article

sold, another to the cashier, a stub is filed on the

sales-book, while the other stub remains in the

book. By this system all disputes can be quickly

settled between purchaser and salesman. Any
additional figures upon the delivered memoran-
dum can be easily detected by comparing it

with the duplicate. Some of these new sales-

books are in use in a large retail house in this

city, and they are very highly indorsed. A

Western dry-goods firm has ordered a thousand

of them, and Mr. Mcintosh is prepared to sup-

ply the trade as ordered.

The Hub Card Company is presenting a new
series of autograph and advertising cards. The
lot embraces fifty new designs, all with em-
bossed edges, and are offered the trade at bot-

tom figures. These cards are very unique and
just the thing for the spring trade.

Ward & Gay are giving considerable attention

to blank-books and the general jobbing trade,

and they report that business in their line of

goods has been increasing. January business

was very encouraging, and although the spring

trade opens up later than last year, the outlook

Is very promising. In fine papers and envelopes

this house carries an immense stock, which com-

prises all of the fashionable designs as well as

the ordinary commercial and society paper.

Wholesale price lists of paper and envelopes are

now ready for the trade. In Easter goods the

house is displaying some elegant samples and
offering some good bargains to the trade.

J. H. Bufford's Sons report some improvement

in trade generally. In their satin art novelties

business has opened up very well, and their

Easter goods are finding an extensive sale.

Every season these publishers bring out some-

thing that is a leading feature in the trade, but,

for this Eastertide, three elegant satin designs

are presented—the " Dove," the " Angel " and

the " Wreath." They are printed on satin in

rich colors and are artistically finished, making
beautiful Easter souvenirs. This house will

.shortly bring out a new series of comic adver-

tising cards. These cards are square, with six

to a set. Among the subjects presented are

"Horse-car" scenes, "Musical," "Sporting"

and scenes from " Everyday Life." These cards

are printed in colors, and, although a little

rough on the habits of mankind, are true to na-

ture, and bring the laugh every time. They are

cheap cards and everybody must have them.

In the autograph and scrap album line Wink-

ley, Thorp & Dresser are engaged upon some
new designs. These albums will be ready in

May, and dealers whose trade calls for a choice

selection of such goods should not fail to place

themselves in correspondence with the house.

The same care that has been given to the former

productions of this house in the way of mechani-

cal work and artistic designing will character-

ize this new series of albums. And I doubt if

they will be excelled by any publisher in the

country.

Stationers' rubber goods are having large

sales, if I can judge the business from the ex-

tensive trade doing by the Davidson Rubber
Company. In rubber bands, especially, does

this statement apply. The manner in which

these bands are put up for the trade in two- ounce

boxes with eight to the pound, in a carton, is

quite convenient for handling. And then again

this company sells all sizes at one uniform price.

The quality of the Davidson rubber bands is

fully guaranteed and the trade can count every

time on getting the very best article whether

ordered in small quantities or in great gross

packages. When the United States Govern-

ment invites bids for stationery supplies

"Davidson bands" are specially named among
the specialties. The best is good enough for

"Uncle Sam."
The Cross Pen Company has enlarged its sales-

room as well as increased its manufacturing fa-

cilities, and it is now well prepared for a heavy

spring trade. The demand for the Cross pen

has been steadily growing from year to year,

and its present sales are very large. The com-

pany has just issued a very neat illustrated

catalogue of its goods, which is being sent to the

trade generally.

Another concern that is sending out thousands

of catalogues to the trade is the Heath Letter

File and Index Company. This company is do-

ing a large business in letter files, and its agents,

located in Raleigh, Chicago and Philapelphia,

are developing quite a trade for the Heath file.

This is the company which issued the "Forever

Calendar " this year, which is so widely sought

after by banking houses and accountants. It is

a fine sample of the lithographic art, and the

seasons are artistically presented in various col-

ors. The arrangement of the years, days and

dates is the work of Elroy N. Heath, and shows

deep study. F. H. Hosmer has embellished the

calendar with the'foUowing poetic lines :

My motto is " Forever on I go,"

From Spring to Autumn and through Winter's

snow

;

From age to age, a never-ending race,

And, like the planets, I revolve apace

—

And so, it matters not what day or year.

Choose your own time, you'll find it here.

I should remark here that Mr. Hosmer's time

is all filled—he is not open for any "spring"
poems. A. L. D.

WILMINGTON WISPS.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Wilmington, Del., March 6, 1884.

At present, there are but few items of interest

to report. With our stationers it is the oft-re-

peated story—"dull times." The limitation to

retail trade here is, as elsewhere, largely due to

the continued stormy weather which has en-
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circled the Eastern coast during the past few

weeks.

People are not inclined to do much shopping

when the mercury is at 10° above zero, or the

streets almost impassable from snow and slush.

The large country trade is curtailed by the

bad condition of the out-of-town roads, pre-

venting many from reaching here without diffi-

culty.

In spite of these many drawbacks there is

a feeling of satisfaction with February's busi-

ness, which will give a showing equal to, if not

in excess of, the same period of last year.

Job and book work orders have been fair,

with a healthful prospect of an increase this

month.

The close of the valentine season verified

my prediction of a dull one, and the trade

here were not elated with the result. Some of

the stationers are disposed to drop the line in

future.

There is a general anticipation of a good Eas-

ter-card season, and our dealers have placed or-

ders sufficient to meet the expected demand.
These little gems of beauty,

" Reminding mankind in their simple way,

Of the holy marvel of Easter Day,"

are rapidly increasing in favor here. Neither

is their popularity confined to any one de-

nomination, but they are sought for by mem-
bers of all creeds.

During the past few weeks, there has been

quite a demand for " Notes on IngersoU," by
Lambert, one stationer having disposed of

several hundred. I was recently shown a
letter from the publishers, stating that the

edition would reach 1,000,000 copies.

Hubert A. Roop, printer, has issued a neat

thirty-six page pamphlet entitled, "Manual of

the Wilmington Conference." It is for gratui-

tous distribution among the members of the M.

E. Conference, in session here this week, and is

to them a compendium of valuable information.

Besidesmany interesting items relative to church

matters, it contains a directory to the various

places of accommodation assigned them. In

making up the combination border for the

cover, two chickens appear on the upper cor-

ners, singularly suggestive of the well-known

taste of the gentlemen in whose interests the

work is published. Typographically, it reflects

much credit on Mr. Roop, and is an excellent

specimen of his skill.

The recent disclosure in Philadelphia rela-

tive to the imitation of Arnold's writing fluid,

has caused considerable comment here upon the

subject. One of our prominent stationers,

while making no specific charge, volunteers the

assertion that the spurious article has long been

knowingly sold as genuine by a number of the

jobbing houses throughout the country. Such
a state of affairs will certainly have a tendency

to weaken the confidence of the trade, and their

hesitation in placing orders for this article.

Neither is this feeling confined to dealers, as a

number of complaints have been received in

this section from the consumers as well.

I note with pleasure the return to duty, after

several weeks of illness, of George W. Heusted,

the gentlemanly salesman with Porter & Co.

"Twenty Years in Congress," by Hon. J. G.

Blaine, is being actively canvassed here by the

agent, L. Barney, who anticipates a profitable

sale of the work.

Stepping into the store of E. S. R. Butler, I

was convinced that the wants of the reading

public are faithfully supplied by this gentle-

man. On his counters are found the New York,
Philadelphia and other popular dailies and

weeklies, and the standard magazines and peri-

odicals of the day. In connection with the

news department is kept a well-assorted stock

of staple stationery. Commencing business in

a small way, in 1849, Mr. Butler has, by untir-

ing devotion to business, achieved success wor-

thy of mention.

Wood & Bancroft, 604 Market street, carry a

well-assorted line of souvenir novelties, bric-a-

brac, decorative plaques and the fine grades of

writing-papers. They also do some excellent

printing. Tract.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

5 LUDGATE ClECUS BmiJ)INGS, )

London, E. C, March 2, 1884.

)

The Parliamentary life of the year is about to

open. Next week the 650 right honorables and
honorables who look after the interests of the

nation by playing at the amusing game called

legislation, will be hurrying away from their

other employments to meet at the command of

the Queen and transact those matters of grave

importance that her majesty's responsible min-

ister deems advisable. We are expecting a ses-

sion of storm and strife, possibly also an ap-

peal to the constituencies with all of the excite-

ment of strong party politics. A feeling of great

uneasiness prevails as regards coming changes.

These may be unfounded but they are none the

less potent in their influence. I am not a party

politician, and if I were, the pages of The
American Stationer would not be the place to

air my particular views on such subjects. I

am concerned only with the probable results

from a commercial point of view, and es-

pecially with the effects likely to be pro-

duced on the trades with which I am more im-

mediately associated. Printers, of course, on

the whole, benefit by the prevalence of popular

excitement in political matters, and with them,

to a great extent also, paper makers and some
others. And stationers and fancy traders, in

common with all those who cater for the less

urgent requirements of the public undoubtedly

suffer, in many cases severely, so they are quite

content to wave the pleasures of excitement for

a little solid beneflt.

Up to the present there have been signs of im-

provenent in the trades generally. The year

has opened with promise. Let us hope it will be

fulfilled. There are at present, however, no

signs of higher prices, so that rapid fortunes are

not yet the order of the day. It is very doubt-

ful whether as high a rate of interest could not

be obtained by investment in perfectly safe

stocks and shares as is now got out of trade by
many of the merchants of this country, and es-

pecially by those engaged in the trades associ-

ated with paper.

Some attention has been attracted here by the

announcements in the daily papers that "A
Company of Authors" has been projected for

the purposes of promoting a literary copyright

with the United States, of getting a bill passed

by Parliament for the registration of titles, and
of maintaining friendly relations between au-

thors and publishers. Whether it is necessary

to form a company for these purposes is very

doubtful. The first of the objects is a matter

for diplomatic action on the part of the govern-

ment, and is likely to receive attention before

long ; the other matters do not seem to require

the formation of a company to promote them.

A little agitation would probably secure the

passing of a bill dealing with the question of

titles, while the relations of authors and pub-

lishers are matters not likely to be remedied by

the creation of go-betweens in the shape of the

agents of a company. I think there is little

probability of this scheme "going."

The stove ornaments prepared for the coming
season by Raphael Tuck & Sons are a distinct

improvement on the novel and artistic goods in-

troduced by them last year. The fourfold

screens now reach fifteen varieties; a series of

threefold screens has been added as well as an
easel series, and screens in the shape of horse-

shoes, fans and shields. Of these several series

it is difficult to know which to admire most.

The threefold shape is perhaps best adapted to

the requirements of the ordinary grate, fitting

in as it does admirably. The easel series is par-

ticularly novel and taking in style, and com-
plete in its adjuncts of palette, brushes and
nicely-finished picture is remarkably effective

and realistic. Altogether these productions are

worthy of the high reputation of their intro- •

ducers and of that glorious art of color printing

that is making every home beautiful. To my
mind the landscapes and sea views as repro-

duced on these screens equal anything yet seen.

I ought not to forget the papier-mach^ series

which will also, no doubt, find many admirers.

Speaking of color printing reminds one of

some new text-cards just brought out by W. A.

Mansell & Co., 371 and 273 Oxford street, Lon-

don. They are 9 inches by 17 in size, and the

designs consist of rustic crosses with flowers

growing around about them. The printing is,

as is usual with the publications of this firm, ex-

quisitely perfect, the coloring being bright, true

and harmonious. Nothing more pleasing and
appropriate could be found for decorative pur-

poses. W. F. C.

CmCINNATI CLIPPINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, March 11, 1884.

Walnut street is a scene of activity these

days in spite of rain and snow and sleet. It

is the stationers' street from Fourth street to

Pearl street. Wagons and drays jostle each

other all day long. The sidewalks are cov-

ered with boxes, bales and packages. " Is

it only a little spurt in business, to be fol-

lowed by another season of dullness," is a ques-

tion often asked. It would be employing time

and using space unprofltably to go into a dis-

cussion of a question that only time can solve.

Of one thing we can be reasonably sure, and
that is, that trade is governed by laws, whose

operation is as uniform and impartial as the

laws that govern the world of nature. A great

deal remains to be learned about both of these

codes, and it is the part of modesty to not ap-

pear to be overwise on such abstruse subjects.

A close observer may, without asking a ques-

tion, form a fair estimate of the state of busi-

ness with individuals or with towns by noting

the external evidences. By noting external

evidences in Cincinnati to-day one would be

forced to the conclusion business is good. But

in corroboration of this judgment business men
in a body confess that trade is good and is grad-

ually improving every day. What they hope is

that this improvement will be permanent. As a

rule, they believe it wUl, and that is the end of

that matter.

The Globe Files Company in its new quarters

has more elbow room and is finding it necessary

to meet the growing demands on it.

Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. will raise their

present immense factory to a ten-story building

this summer, which will make it loom up above

(Continued on page 330.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Cldiatk,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date. '*>

CARSON &^ BRCWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO..
IDA-LTOlSr, IVL-ASS., U. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the -finest foreign manufactures,
are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select^ trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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LANGFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
4.NUFACT— MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. -m- New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES

!

THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations tliroughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send fcr Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHUCHT & FIELD.

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

•1-1117 UIAD\/ADn CniiMTAIN PFN —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Havine: no air tubes,
Int. nAnVAnU rUUIN IMIIN rCli. wires, springs, &c., which are tbe great obstacles to the efficient 'working of aU fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in oiiering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. |^~ Send for Price List. HARVARD PKN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers.

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

T-ropriefor : JOSEPH ARNOLD, Byiisford Mills, KENT, ENQLAND.
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Fovelties."
fl£W GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

oend for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

THE GLOBE NEWSPAPER PILE—Made in Two Sizes.

Price, 87.50 per dozen. Discount to the Trade.

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

^-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in l^rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SUB CJLHD CO.,
PUBLISHBRS AND DEALERS IN

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

GFH's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and. Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANCFACTORER OF

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List

MANUFACTURED BY THE

ROACHEMFG. CO.,"''^;:.'^^*"'"'
Importers of GEKMAN SLATE PENCILS,

and Manufacturers of SCHOI.AR'S COM-
PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURE A FULL LINK OP

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS,
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SFECIALTIE3 I Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks
FOR -j Heavy Tin File Cases.

18 84. ( Paper Weight Clocks.
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{Continued from page 326.)

the city housetops so as to be seen conspicu-

ously from the hills.

W. B. Carpenter & Co. were to have added a

couple of stories to their building last year—but

they didn't. They are contemplating it again

this year.

Architects are full of work suggesting plans

and preparing them for buildings to be put up

the coming season. An unusual call is made
upon them for plans for factory buildings, some

of which are to replace old factories, others are

entirely new buildings, all are very large. The

tendency in factories is toward larger buildings.

A stationer at my elbow suggests that this is

the year for electing a President and that Con-

gress has the tariff question up, and that in such

a concurrence of drags on business there is not

much reason for hope of a permanent revival of

trade till the year is past and these questions

are settled. "Prince William" listens to his

words of .wisdom, but keeps thinking " You'd

better eat whatsoever is set before you, asking

no questions, and so deport yourself in a man-
ner more becoming that shortsightedness which

you share in common with other mortals."

Manufacturing stationers have an increased

call for blanks and blank-books, which indicates

that the faith in the immediate improvement in

trade is quite general.

Another gratifying sign of the times is a dis-

position to demand fair profits on sales and to

give the go-by to the cut-throat system of reach-

ing out after custom at the sacrifice of profits.

Still customers, especially banking houses, ad-

here to the practice of inviting competition in

furnishing their outfits and supplies of station-

ery and many manufacturers in their zeal for

trade make bids so ridiculously low that they

should be ashamed of themselves.

Prince William.

TRANSFERRING OUTLINES
GRAINED STONES.

ON

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water Tubs,

-^jr &c., &c..

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C. TATUM & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. *

aaiaaii^B^ Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

M. J. ANDBRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MABBIAGE CEBTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CABDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MEBCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TBAVEI.£BS. SEND FOE PBICB MSTS AND DISCOUNTS.

uo1
MANUFACTURERS OF-

In transferring outlines on grained stones, we
see very often that bad results occur from un-

cleanliness. Making transfers from outline,

from engraving or tracing, to a grained stone

is always a process involving great risk ; there-

fore the greatest cleanliness should be observed.

First, the transfer paper itself is dangerous, as

the starch or glycerine remaining on the stone

will always damage the succeeding drawing.

Crayon will not hold to the stone if anything

like starch or glycerine is left upon the stone.

Sponges also generally are not clean enough.

Therefore we advise transferrers to observe the

following : At first the outline impression should

be made as strong as possible ; then, after trans-

ferring this outline to the stone, no sponge or

similar article whatever should be used, and
the stone with the transfer should be taken to

the hydrant or sink, and the water should float

over it without touching it at all, until all starch

and glycerine are removed. The stone should

then be set down on the floor, and dried without

any other help than the temperature of the

house. A sheet of blotting paper may be laid

under the stone.

—

British and Colonial Printer

and Stationer.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPCLLY SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAVI4O, BRAZII..

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &c.

Scrap assAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH. ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP & CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P.O. Box 3215), NEW YORK

SCHDLTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope,
as it is furnished with the other end tied according to P. 0.
requirements.

ALLAIRE (Si CO, Sole Manufacturers,
86 WARKEN STREET, NEW TORK.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL. TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lnther's Illnstrated German Bible,

Containing Biblk Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, niuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalogue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, 4&C,, mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Il^~ Orders for Sample Lots receire Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

!6au>^
B M-/%c:ic

SrxL
L. U I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NE^W YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" Is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be bo adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MAIfUFACTURBR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 3()0 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broad^vay, I^^ev^ York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

tt^= PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

EASTER NOVELTIES.
S*aa©y MimqvLm Pastes Mggm,

FLOWER STANDS, DISHES, BASKETSWITH EGGS, BONBONNIERS, &c.

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

1@P~ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

O. in. -A.. K[I3SrR,IOH:S,
Price List on application. 29-33 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOHING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

!IXe>v London, Oonn.
MANUFACTUREES OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
"Witlx Valuable Patented. Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

ooi^:E^Es:E'oi>rxDE3srcE soxjIOItehd.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie AlMtic Worn, East Bostoi, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, PhiladelpMa,

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTRANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETROIT PAPER COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Hand Oottkr. SEND FOB CIBCaLAB AND PRICE LIST HlinvCOTTKR, WITH Stiam Fixtubb.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and ^\'ill notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 293,121. Sheet-Delivery Apparatus for Printing-

Machines.—Stephen D. Tucker, New York, N. Y.

In a sheet-delivery apparatus, the combina-

tion, with a primary sheet-manipulating mech-

anism and means for rotating the same, of a

secondary sheet-manipulating apparatus, to

which the sheets are delivered from said pri-

mary apparatus, and change-gearing connecting

the primary and secondary apparatus, whereby

the latter is run at a lesser and greater speed

than the primary apparatus, while the normal

speed of the latter is maintained.

No. 293,122. Sheet-Folding and Delivery Apparatus.

—Stephen D. Tucker, New York, N. Y. Patented

in England July 26, 1876, No. 3,019.

No 293,151. Revolving Bcok-Case and Stand.—John
Danner, Canton Ohio.

No. 293,199. Paging and Numbering Machine.

—

Chas. Seybold, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor of one

halt to Alexander Reid, same place.

No. 293,200. Paper-Cutting Machine. — Edwin R.

Sheridan, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 293.280. Self-Sharpening Pencil and Eraser

Combined.-Henry B. Scammell, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 293,313. Printing Press.—Calvert B. Cottrell,

Westerly, R. I

No. 293,319. Paper Holder.—Millard F. Newbury,
Coxsackie, N. Y., assignor to Benjamin F.

Eaton, same place.

No. 293,353. Paper-Bag Machine.—Wm. B. Purvis,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments of one-half to Louis E. Pfeiffer,

same place.

No. 293,394. Advertising Toy. — Robert Albrecht,

Oneida, N. Y.

No. 293,399. Adding Machine.- Albert King Bar-

more, Benton, Tex.

No. 293,408. Ornamentation of Glassware, &c.—Vic-
tor Bliitbgen, Freienwalde-ontheOder, Prussia,

Oermany. Patented in England, September 26,

1883, No. 4,589; in Italy, September 26, 1883,

XXXII., 38, XVII., 15,946 ; in France, September
26, 1883, and in Belgium, September 26, 1883.

The process of producing colored ornamenta-
tions upon glass, ceramic products, or other ob-

jects, which consists in applying a gelatinous

substance that will produce a rigid or stiflf trans-

parent or translucent coating upon an object to

which the design has previously been applied,

and that, in combination with the design, will

bring out the character of the colored orna-

mentation or picture.

•No. 293,443. Stamp Canceler.— Anna M. Fortier

and Shadrach M. A. Fortier, San Francisco, Cal.

No. 293,510. Canceling Stamp.—Peter Pfeifer, Dur-
hamville, N. Y.

No. 293,545. Fountain Pen.—Louis E. Waterman,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

An ink-duct for a fountain pen, consisting of

a bar having a longitudinal groove formed in

its surface and one or more longitudinal fis-

sures in the side or sides of the groove.

No. 293,568. Toilet-Case.—Franz Ficke, New York,
N. Y.

No. 293,573. Tennis-Racquet.—Arthur T. Qreenough
and Wm. H. Boardman, Franklin, N. J., assign-
ors to Andrew Peck and W. Irving Snvder, both
of New York, N. Y.

No. 293,633. Type-Casting Mold.—Jas. M. Conner,
New York, N. Y.

No. 293,636. Artistic Tile.—Gyula de Festetics, Perth
Amboy, N. J.

An artistic tile consisting of a clay body with

superimposed crystals or vitreous masses there-

on, secured through the medium of a fluxing

material.

No. 293,639. Mode of Decorating Glassware.-John
Siftou Dignam, London, Ontario, Can.

No. 293,650. Pen Cleaner. — Thomas C. Gorman,
Albany, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Dudley
Farlin, same place.

No. 293,688. Color-Printing Press.-John W. Os-

borne, Washington, D. C, assignor to Wm. H.

Forbes, Boston, Mass.

No. 293,678. Printing-Press.-Walter Scott. Plain-

field, N. J.

No. 293,687. Line-Indicator for Type-Writing Ma-
chines.—Charles G. Tinsley, Grand Rapids, Mich.

No. 293,701.—Book and File-Case.— Jacob Baker,

Greenville, Ohio.

No. 293,731. Interchangeable Chart Frame.—James
E. Hamilton, Two Rivers, Wis., assignor to Ham-
ilton & Katz, same place.

No. 293,728. Paper-Bag Holder.—George Newton
Fenn, Prophetstown, 111.

No. 293,759. Fountain Pen.—Hermann Madeheim,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 293,797. Case Printing and Embossing Machine.—
Henry F. Shepherd, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 293,809. Adding Machine.—Cyrus G. Spalding,

Springfield, Mass.

No. J93,850. Advertising Device.—John Wesly Carly,

Mexia, Tex.

No. 293,894. Wall-Bracket Extension-Shelf.—Arthur
Loomis, Jeffersonville, Ind.

BEISSUBS.

No. 10,442. Vulcanizing and Celluloid Apparatus.

—

George P. Rishel, HornellsviUe, N. Y., assignor of

one-half to Thomas B. Welch & Son, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Original No., 287,723. dated October
30, 1883.

DESIGNS. •

No 14,667. Font of Printing Type.—John Graham,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Harder, Luce & Co.,

same place.

No. 14,757. Font of Printing Type.—Julius Guilden-

stine. New York, N. Y., assignor to Arthur M.
Barnhart, Alson E. Barnhart and Charles E.

Spindler.

No. 14,768. Wall-Pocket.—William H. Miles, Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 14,807. Inkstand Frame.—Webster R. Walkley,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of one-half to the

Peck, Stow & Wilcox Company, Southington,

Conn.

No. 14,810 to 14,816, inclusive. Back of a Playing-

Card.—Edward R. Eavenson, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to James H. Caterson and Robert Brotz,

both of same place.

No. 14,817. Cigar-Cutter Case.—Le Roy C. Fairchild,

New York, N. Y.

No. 11,819. Calendar.—Clarence S. Nathan, New
York, N. Y.

No. 14,835. Toy.—Edward L. Morris, Boston, Mass.

LABELS.
No. 3,945. Title ;

" Whiting's Impervious Drafting

Inks."—Frederic A. Whiting, Wellesley HiUs,

Mass.

POTTERY PAINTING.

If you can trust your eye, you may sketch on

the design in Indian ink or carmine, both being

vegetable colors which fire out in the kiln. In

very important work it is necessary, in addition

to transferring, to go over it with Indian ink,

so as to make quite sure of the drawing. Rec-

ollect that when using china colors there must

be no hesitation—you must go right on, and

therefore, before beginning to paint make quite

sure that you have a clear idea of what you

intend to do.

Some of the reds and browns work with greater

ease than the blues and greens, and the student

cannot do better than commence his practical

study of pottery painting by trying some sim-

ple tile effects in monochrome. The following

three colors of Lacroix's are all good reds, they

fire well, and charming effects can be produced
with them : Rouge orange (orange red), rouge

capucine (capucine red), rouge laqueux (laky

red). We should, therefore, advise the tyro to

get these colors, ground in oil, in collapsible

tubes.

There ai;e three ways of transferring a design

to pottery. If drawn full size, you can mark it

over with a hard point, having previously,

however, put a piece of transfer-paper between

the pottery and the design. Transfer-paper,

both black and red, can be obtained at any of

the artists' colormen who sell pottery requisities.

If the design is only a rough one, I prefer rub-

bing a little ordinary stove blacklead thinly

over its back. A fainter impression is thus se-

cured, which is an advantage, since the black

transfer-paper makes a heavy line, which works

into the color, and is thus apt to mislead one.

The transfer lines will burn away if transfer-

paper be used. Blacklead being a mineral will

burn on if at all thickly applied, but if used

very thinly on the back of the design and well

rubbed in, the quantity that comes off is so in-

finitesimal that it will not affect the work,

especially in such colors as red and brown.

Charcoal will also answer for transferring, but

it makes a thicker impression. Where the same

design has to be used many times, as in the case

in tile painting, it is better to outline it on trac-

ing paper, and make what is called a pounce.

Prick the design with a needle on the back,

following carefully every line. The advantage

of pricking the design on the back is that when

turned the right way up, the charcoal (which

for use is wrapped up in muslin or coarse canvas)

passes more readily through the holes. I prefer

putting some waste pieces of charcoal, such as

collect when drawing in that most agreeable

of vehicles, into a few thicknesses of fine muslin,

and I only crush it when I find the powder does

not come out freely enough. If powdered char-

coal be used, it is apt to come out too freely,

leaving so much on the china as to impede the

working of the color. It is only by careful at-

tention to these and other minutiae of the craft

that the student can hope to be at all successful

in his early attempts.

If you employ powder colors, you must mix

them with fat oil and turpentine, and use fat oil

in working them, as much as is required to

make the color go on easily ; but I think you

will find the colors in tubes that I have men-

tioned easier to work. Where you use a back-

ground, you must outline the work with the

rigger previously referred to, and allow it to

dry. This outline should be traced with great

feeling, otherwise it will look wooden and me-

chanical. It should also be done as carefully as

the outline in a drawing from the "round,"

since it is, so to speak, the boundary of your

work. The background color, which might be a

different tone to the rest, should be mixed up

with turpentine until the consistency of gum is

obtained ; and in order to facilitate its working,

add some oil of lavender instead of more fat oil.

The former does not dry as quickly as the latter,

and you can therefore cover a larger space be-

fore the color dries. In floating-in backgrounds,

be careful to get the color on in a liquid-running

state, so that, although you may make some

portions darker than others, no brush-marks

shall be visible. This can only be done by get-

ting the color of the right consistency and suf-

ficiently fat. If the color be of the right degree

of "fatness " it will run "flat " when on the tile.

—Fred. Miller.
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Ji^. J". HIOLIMI^^Isr & OO.'S

FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,
Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half their Prices.

iNTED PROM Six Sets of Electro-Plates op different size type, and bound in the most du
AND elaborate STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN BIBLE
J

TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus-

trated, Colored Maps, &c. , at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPH>ALBUMS
f

i3sr E:3^TIDI-.E;ss ^-A-pliet"^.
strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEAL-SKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA.

I/'evf Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application.

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehouse. 1222 Arch St., PMla., Pa.

HOLTOEE EPEIOPE CO.,
HOLYOKLE, JMCj^SS.

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TYNER,Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT

I-iine of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

according to mounting.
Made of the best materials through-

out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and circaiars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid Street, New York.

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS^

-«—

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SEIiL ALL, SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

*

*

j<;^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &e., &c., which is a sufficient guaran

tee for their quality.

*

——••MADE BY-i——

Manufaciurers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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:^£L PRANG & co.'s:-^;

<:'mE30iJiYmii'J>

EJxbx£ixi> OJxROLS

HI
HE MEDIEVAL EASTER CARDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are

brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made

with care from the best examples of typograj^hy, book illustration and page ornaments of

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuiies, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These series are entitled

:k

^iM
OIP "ITE OLiIDElSr TIIvIE:

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED

:

SERIES 1.—A set of* twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black
;
price j)er set of

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old hand-made paper, encased with jjarchment paper,

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Telegraphic Cipher Words: SEKIES 1, "MEDIJ:Y4L;" SERIES 2, "ANTIQUE."

--*--

NEW ¥ORK : 38 Bond Street, *
PHILADELPHIA: 1110 Walnut Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 629 Commercial Street. #.

L. PRANG &: ^'^

^iai
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Robert M. Slack, engraver, Philadelphia, Pa.

,

is dead.

George W. Baillie, printer, Halifax, N. S.,

has removed to Pictou.

Burt Green, bookseller and stationer, Middle-

port, Ohio, has sold out.

George Fairfax, dealer in paper hangings,

Geneva, N. Y., has sold out.

Graham & Co., publishers of Star, Montreal,

Can., have dissolved partnership.

J. T. Wells, dealer in wall-paper. Plain City,

Ohio, has been closed out by the sheriff.

Hugh Smith, stationer, &c., Campbellford,

Ont., has been succeeded by J. M. Nichol.

Sherman & Thompson, leather board manu-
facturers, Belfast, Me., have dissolved partner-

ship.

James McCall, of the firm of James McCall &
Co., dealers in paper patterns. New York city,

is dead.

Graham & O'Flannagan, publishers of the

Express, St. Mary's, Kan., have sold out to J. L.

Hoffman.

James Lee & Co., proprietors of the Montreal

Novelty Company, Montreal, Can., have made
an assignment in trust.

Darling & Coates, dealers in rubber stamps,

Topeka, Kan., have dissolved partnership, John

C. Darling succeeding to the business.

The building at No. 172 Fulton street, this

city, the three upper stories of which are occu-

pied by William A. Force, die and rubber stamp
manufacturer, and the two lower floors by the

American Net and Twine Company, was noticed

to be on fire Tuesday evening last. The flames

were soon extinguished, and only slight damage
was done, the loss being only about $1,000. The
cause of the fire is unknown.

Schwalbach & Obrig, manufacturers of baby
carriages, at No. 131 First street, Brooklyn,

N. Y., made an assignment, Thursday, 6th inst.,

to James D. Bell, with preferences for $10,220.

They were involved with Lyman & Curtiss, of

New York, who made an assignment Wednes-
day, giving preferences for $83,713, of which

$17,800 were to unknown holders of their notes

made to the order of Schwalbach & Obrig. Ly-

man & Curtiss were their selling agents. Schwal-

bach & Obrig have a large four-story factory on

First street, and had just taken large warerooms
on Fourth street. The business was commenced
in September, 1882, by Alexander Schwalbach,

with $5,000 cash capital. Theodore Obrig be-

came a partner in April last, the latter having

previously been in the firm of James McCormick
& Co., brokers, of Wall street. They extended

their business, selling through Lyman & Cur-

tiss, whose paper they took and had discounted

at their bank. In January they claimed assets

of $29,700 in stock, fixtures and accounts, and

liabilities of $9,000. The firm filed a chattel

mortgage on stock, fixtures, &c., on its factory,

Thursday, for $17,500 in favor of Lyman & Cur-

tiss.

The Home Publishing Company, doing busi-

ness at No. 239 St. Clair street, Cleveland, Ohio,

and owned by H. C. Brainard, E. B. Harvey
and J. H. Wenman, made an assignment on

Saturday to John F. Weh. It is thought the

liabilities will reach $15,000, and the assets much
less than that sum.

T. O'Donnell & Co., stationers and printers.

New York city, doing business under the style

of the Tyler Rubber Company and Monroe
Printing Company, have dissolved partnership.

C. Lynch continues the business.

Russell & Curtiss, printers and publishers of

the Railroad Record and Investors' Guide,

Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership by
the withdrawal from the firm of Charles A.

Curtiss.

F. P. Hays & Co., dealers in picture frames,

&c., Baltimore, Md., have dissolved partner-

ship. H. Cronhardt & Son have succeeded to

the business.

A receiver has been appointed for the Typo-

graph Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

James Dewitt, publisher, Brookville, Kan., has
sold out to Harry Swift.

T. Brady, newsdealer and stationer, Dan-
bury, Conn., has sold out to Frederick Barlow.

Lincoln Abbott, dealer in stationery, &c.,

Watertown, Conn., has sold out to Atwood &
Wilson.

Carmean & Co., booksellers, &c., Salida, Cal.,

have dissolved partnership. W. G. Westfall

continues the business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Lewis, Decker & Co., book-binders, Quincy
111. George A. Burrows succeeds to the busi-

ness.

A. L. (Mrs. Alex.) Weir, bookseller and sta-

tioner, Stratford, Ont., has removed to St.

Thomas.

Hazlitt & Ervin, dealers in paper-hangings,

Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

Jas. W. Hazlitt continues the business.

The Consolidated Paper Company, of Chi-

cago, made an assignment on Saturday, March
8, to Norton P. Tracy. The officers were : C.

M. Smith, President ; H. P. Tracy, Treasurer,

and R. P. Dart, Manager. The business was
established about five years ago, with $10,000

capital, which was too small, and the concern

gradually closed out. Last summer it was re-

organized under an old charter of the State of

Illinois with a subscribed capital of $40,000, of

which $20,000 was paid in. The parties inter-

ested formed a syndicate to control the wrap-

ping-paper trade of the country, as the officers

and stockholders owned or controlled thirty

mills, which produced three-fifths of all the

wrapping-paper made in the United States.

The company bought the entire product of these

thirty mills, and the idea was reported in the

trade to be to corner the market, run up the

price and make a large amount of money, but

the late failures in the paper trade spoilt the

plan. R. P. Dart, the manager, was also sec-

retary of the Milan Paper Company, which

failed a few months ago. The liabilities are

$97,000 and the assets consist of bills receivable

and open accounts to the amount of $25,000 and
wrapping-paper stock valued at $100,000. The
directors of the company were leading paper

BLOTTER
ISO v^r.ie:ti Es.
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) uMaTABLETS
F^OKIEID IN" BOXES
100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE I^ARGEST AND FINEST I.INE OF BI.OTTEK TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includiDg Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in "ftTiite,

Cream, Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c.; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of Printed
Memorandum, Statement and Bill-Heads ; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

{-^~ Notwithstanding tlieir many advantages, these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of U3VIVIEK.S A.IL1 ULOTT-EK. TA.BL1ET, at lowest prices ever made

W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.i^~ SEND FOR PRICE I.ISTS.

T:Rir
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.^-

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

38 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MAS.'.
ALPO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & lOl William Street, New York.
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manufacturers and the company was consid-

ered perfectly good,

C. S. Dodge, bookseller, &c., Reading, Mich.,

is dead.

W. J. Robinson & Co., printers, Boston, Mass.,

have gone into insolvency.

George W. Shillaber, dealer in paper hang-

ings, Worcester, Mass., is dead.

P. J. Mead, publisher of The Mint, Denver,

Col., has sold out to Antone Tramp.

Mrs. A. (C.) Schneider, dealer in toys, fancy

goods, &c., Michigan City, Ind., has sold out.

Mrs. M. E. Ferris, bookseller and stationer,

Brownstown, Ind., is closing out her business.

B. F. Ashley, publisher of the Stamford

Herald, Stamford, Conn., has sold out to George

Baker.

W. F. Monteith, stationer and bookseller, To-

peka, Kan., has sold out to C. (Mrs. Charles B.)

Phillips.

An attachment has been issued against the

Davenport Oazette Company, Davenport, la.,

for $3,368.

N. C. Newell & Son, wholesale and retail

dealers in wall-paper, &c., Utica, N. Y., have

dissolved partnership.

Paul Mende, dealer in card fringes, &c.. New
York, has removed from 16 Howard street to 43

and 45 Lispenard street.

C. M. Cott & Co., printers, Columbus, Ohio,

have dissolved partnership. W. S. Carlile hav-

ing retired from the firm.

A. & C. Boehmer, paper box manufacturers,

Berlin, Out., have dissolved partnership, C.

Boehmer continues the business.

S. & J. J. Hoover, publishers of the American,
Massillon, Ohio, have dissolved partnership.

The firm is now James J. Hoover.

Johnson & Mansfield, publishers, Corrallis,

Ore., have dissolved partnership. The business

is continued by William H. Mansfield.

Willetts Brothers, booksellers, stationers, &c.,

Columbia City, Ind., have dissolved partner-

ship. J. A. Willetts continues the business.

Douglass Brothers, publishers, Philadelphia

and Cincinnati, have made an assignment to

Robert H. Hinckley, in Philadelphia. It is

said that they lost considerable money in their

Western business. They started in Cincinnati

and opened a branch in Philadelphia about four

years ago.

The arrangements for the settlement of the

claims of Meyers Brothers, who made an assign-

ment some two or three weeks ago, have been
completed and all that remains to be done is to

re-assign the property to Charles D. Meyers,who
will continue the business at the old stand. No.

63 John street, under the old style of Meyers
Brothers.

The controlling interest in the stock of the

New York Commercial Advertiser Publishing
Company, bequeathed by the late Hugh J.

Hastings to his widow, was on Saturday last

sold by the latter for the sum of $300,000. The
purchasers are Park Godwin, Henry G. Mar-
quand, Henry Sedley and Robert Sewell, each
of whom has an equal interest in the venture.
The stock bought consists of seventy-three and
one-half shares, the total capital being 145

shares. John Hastings, the managing editor of
the paper ; Hugh Hastings, the financial editor

;

Mrs. Beverly Ward, the wife of the business

manager and daughter of the late proprietor,
and Jenkins Van Schaick, the banker, own the
greater part of the stock, aside from that trans-
ferred by Mrs, Hastings.

The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Company,
Hartford, Conn., is publishing two styles of

record and account books, known as the " Office

Record " and " Household Record." The Jast is

for family use, with pages for addresses and ref-

erence, record of employes and their accounts,

cash and expense blanks, general memoranda
and tables for the ready reckoning of wages, all

of which are reached by a general index, to-

gether with a subject index for reference to any
special entry. The first is intended for the pri-

vate use of persons having limited or occasional

business transactions, of which a record is de-

sirable. It is also so arranged that it can be used

as a record and private account of any partner-

ship interest. It is provided with convenient

blanks for recording addresses with memoranda
relating thereto ; cash and expense blanks ;

blanks for general memoranda or general en-

tries ; ledger accounts
;
property or life insur-

ance, showing the name of company and agent

;

amount insured ; on what, and date of expira-

tion ; also for record of investments, with

blanks for a description of the investments
;

date of purchase ; cost of same ; and other mem-
oranda relating thereto ; with proper blanks for

entering the amount of dividends received on
such, with the date ; it has an index like the

other book, and is provided with a lock and
key.

C. F. Rumpp, Philadelphia, had on exhibition

this week an extensive line of goods, prior to

sending them on the road for the purpose of so-

liciting import orders. Among the articles par-

ticularly worth mentioning were a well-selected

line of card and letter-cases and purses, in a

dozen different designs of antique leather ; a
large assortment of work-boxes and odor-cases,

some in very novel designs and elaborately fin-

ished. One of the specialties of the house is the

line of musical boxes, which have had such

large sales during the last few years being neat-

er and finer, and from 35 to 30 per cent, cheaper

than the imported ones. The assortment also

comprises some very pretty and cheap Vienna
bronze goods, paper-knives, inkstands, &c. The
line of cigar-cases numbers about 180 different

patterns ; other lines, such as nail-sets, gentle-

men's and ladies' companions, traveling and
writing-cases, are equally well represented.

All the old envelopes, newspapers, wrappings
and scraps of paper which accumulate in the

Treasury Department at Washington are care-

fully saved in what is called the waste paper
room. All this refuse is sorted out by men and
women, and sold to one firm in New York. The
receipts amount to quite a handsome little sum.

J. M. Crane, of Crane & Co., Dalton, Mass.,

has not been in his mills for eight or ten years,

but leaves the entire management to his son,

W. Murray Crane, who deserves great credit

for conducting so important a business success-

fully.

The schedules of George Parsons, dealer in

toys and fireworks, at No. 13 Park place, New
York, have been filed, showing liabilities, $41,-

636; nominal assets, $36,931; actual assets, $15,-

608.

Holmes, Booth & Haydens will change their

present location, at No. 49 Chambers street, on
May 1, to the building at No. 35 Park place and
33 Murray street.

F. B. Clement, stationer. New York, has re-

moved from 138 Duane street to No. 103 in the

same street, on the ground floor.

The Valley Book and Stationery Company, of
St. Louis, has made an assignment to John E,
McEjnney. The assets are valued at $3,000,

M. C. Oberholtzer, printer, Boyertown, Pa.,

is dead.

A. H. Elliott, stationer, Aurora, Ont., has
been burned out.

Dunn & White, ink manufacturers. Rochester,

N. Y. , have sold out.

C. B. McCarthy, bookseller, Paris, Ky., has
sold out to M. A. McCarthy.

J. T. Stubbs, dealer in picture frames, Port-

land, Me., has been burned put.

Myron E. Haskell, bookseller, &c., Traverse

City, Mich., has been burned out.

The West Virginia Fibre Company, Parkers-

burg, W. Va., has been dissolved.

J. M. Fisher & Co., booksellers, &c.. Little

Rock, Ark., have dissolved partnership.

R. M. Rea & Co., booksellers, &c., Laporte,

Ind., are selling out to C. P. Bartlett.

An assignment has been made by Douglass
Brothers, publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

M. C. Harris, publisher, Hot Springs, Ark.,

has been closed out under an execution.

Renshaw & Ingram, publishers, Springfield,

Mo., have sold out to Tracey & McClain.

George H. Adams & Son, dealers in maps,
New York city, have been damaged by fire.

Wannie V. Wollner, stationer, &c., Hannibal,

Mo. , was burned out last week. Not insured.

William McFatrudge, paper-stock dealer, &c.,

Halifax, N. S., has been burned out. Insured.

N. Cole, Sr., has bought out the Northwest
News Printing and Publishing Company, Port-

land, Ore.

A. E. Simons is now associated with the firm

of Baker, Pratt & Co. in its stationery de-

partment.

The establishment of R^Kuschewsky & Son,

manufacturers of picture frames, New York
city, has been damaged by fire.

Execution has been issued against Wise & Van
Horn, printers, Philadelphia, Pa., to recover

judgments amounting to $1,000.

The Powers Paper Company is offering a bar-

gain in foolscap paper, 10 and 13 lbs., adapted

to school use. Samples can be had from the

New York office. J. L. St. John, agent.

A weekly trade journal, devoted "to the

trade interests of distilled and fermented bever-

ages, tobacco and cigars," has been started in

Boston. It is called the New England Trader.

S. & I. Wolffsohn are the publishers.

The Randolph Paper Box Company, Rich-

mond, Va., has extended its fame and business

so greatly that it has been obliged to erect a

factory of its own, which is said to be the lar-

gest paper box factory in America. There are

34,350 square feet of working space in the build-

ing, and the trade of the company is extending

all over the world.

The Harvard fountain shading-pen is a flex-

ible gold pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir

holder, a feeding-tube conducting the ink to the

pen-point. It has the combined feature of an

ordinary pen which preserves the characteris-

tics of handwriting, and a continuous supply of

ink, which avoids the use of an inkstand. It is

made by the Harvard Pen Company.

B. O. Steves, formerly of the firm of Nugent

& Steves, has formed a copartnership with Ed-

ward W. Storms and Jesse S. Keys, under the

style of E. O. Steves & Co., for the manufacture

of printed wrapping papers, folding paper boxes,

and for dealing in manilla, tissue and tea pa-

pers. The firm has located at the corner of

Grand and Centre streets, New York.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading -wUl be charged for

at rate of $10 per annam for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Cihestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monrop Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ooston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUIi, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS: CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 21 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W.. CO.. 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st.. N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Ma\e rials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNEIX, E. P., & CO.. Chicago, ni.

aiCKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS.. & CO., 181 William St.. N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS. 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BHONZINO MACHINE CO., 553 Main
Htreet, Worce-ier. Ma^o.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau st., N. Y.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S.. & SON. 190 William St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

COLLINS. A. M.. SON. & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.

HAKE. PHIUP. 155 WUliam St.. N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester. Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB. G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN, BTYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B.. 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY. E. & H. T., & CO.. 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, Dl., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6. 8. 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables S1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gummed Paper

Very Adhesive and Warranted to Lie Flat.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

cox. A. J.. & CO.. 144 and 146 Monroe St.. Chicago, m.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St.. N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. Carpenteniville. 111.

SHRIVmi, T.. & CO.. East 56th St.. N. Y.

TMXm, 8AMUKL a. & 00., CiBoiiuiati, O.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO.. Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St.. New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. JR , 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettino^.

KISSAM, B. A., .32 BcQkman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER 00.^117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelnhia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

Q. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLF.S. 609 Chestnut St.. PhUa.. Pa.

HOWABD mOti WOKK8. Buffalo. N. Y.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane. N. Y.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C. & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK. C. W., successor to N. E. School Fiimitiire
Co.. 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St.. N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, \ 5^^'
fourteenth St., N. Y

i .Q.1^^ a, 1. ij.^j-Li j^i^i^iv,
1 ^ LasaUe St.. Chicago. 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates.
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER. 110 William St., N. Y.

KING. GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st . Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St.. PhUa.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

Hake. ph. 155 WUUam St.. N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
Bt.. Cincmnati: 414 North Third st.. St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.
DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y.. Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

WKIDMANN A W« Broudwav. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R.. Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
[ADVERTISING CARDS,REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Chromes, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricultural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO : 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON : 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SftUARE, MASS.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- i-tf

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

%

The lower plate is drawn up against g
the stationary upper plate.

"

Copying Presses,
FINE IRON CASTINGS,

Tool aij-d. Pattern, ^v^alsiu.g',

PLA.Ili AND 0SNA.M:ENTAL JAPA.yNIlf6,

Sewins: Machine Needles.

w^ii^Lcox. «& thom:i»so2v,
Brooklyn Needle Works and Fulton Foundry

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

JOHN P£:TFtIE, J»^
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOB

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

liprneil Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES

:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

E. G-. XjOOKZE &c CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

igs~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on appUcation.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

CEMENTING BRASS ON CLASS.

Puscher recommends a resin soap for this pur-

pose, made by boiling one part of caustic soda, 3

parts of colophonium (resin) in 5 parts of water,

and kneading into it half the quantity of plaster-

of-paris. This cement is useful for fastening

the brass top on glass lamps, as it is very strong,

is not acted upon by petroleum, bears heat very
well, and hardens in one-half or three-quarters

of an hour.

By substituting zinc white, white lead or air-

slaked lime for plaster of Paris, it hardens more
slowly. "Water only attacks the surface of this

cement.

Wiederhold recommends, for the same pur-

pose, a fusible metal, composed of 4 parts lead,

3 parts tin and %}4 parts bismuth, which melts

at 212° Pahr. The melted metal is poured into

the cupsule, the glass pressed into it, and then
allowed to cool slowly in a warm place.

—

Polyt,

Notiz-blatt.

TWO NEW PROCESSES FOR MAKING
ARTIFICIAL IVORY.

The Chronique Industrielle gives the follow-

ing description of a new process for making
artificial ivory from the bones of sheep and
goats and the waste of white skins, such as kid,

deer, &c.

:

The bones are macerated for ten or fifteen

hours in a solution of chloride of lime, and af-

terward washed in clean water and allowed to

dry. Then they are put with all the scraps of

hide, &c., into a specially constructed boiler

and dissolved by steam so as to form a fiuid

mass, to which is added 2)^ per cent, of alum.
The foam is skimmed ofE as it rises, until the

mass is clear and transparent. Any convenient

coloring material is then added, and while the

mass is still warm, it is strained through cloth

of appropriate coarseness and received in a
cooler, and allowed to cool until it has acquired

a certain consistency so that it can be spread

out on the canvas without passing through it.

It is dried on frames in the air, and forms sheets

of convenient thickness. It is then necessary

to harden it, which is accomplished by keeping

it for eight or ten hours in an alum bath that

has not been used before. The quantity of alum
necessary for this operation amounts to 50 per

cent, by weight of the gelatine sheets. When
they have acquired sufiScient hardness, they are

washed in cold water and let dry on frames, as

at first. This material works more easily and
takes as fine a polish as real ivory.

Another method of making a dutiable artificial

ivory is described in the Zeitschrift des Apothe-

kervereins : A solution of caseine is made first

with 200 parts of caseine in 50 parts of ammonia
and 400 parts of water, or of 450 parts of albu-

men in 400 parts of water. To either of these

solutions of water are added 420 parts of quick-

lime, 150 parts of acetate of alumina, 50 parts of

alum, 1,200 parts of gypsum, and 100 parts of

oil. The oil must be added last of all. If dark

colored articles are to be made of it, 75 to 100

parts of tannin may be substituted for the,

acetate of alumina.

After the Ingredients are thoroughly kneaded

together to form a homogeneous paste, it is

passed through rollers to form tablets of any de-

sired size. These are dried and then pressed in-

to molds that have been heated, or they may be
finely pulverized and then put in hot molds and
exposed to powerful pressure.
When the articles are finished they are put in

a bath made by dissolving 1 part of whito glue
and 10 parts of phosphoric acid in 100 parts of
water. The object is then diied,, polished and.
vamis.t^ed with shellac.
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How is the law of supply and demand
aflEected by speculation ? Business depres-

sion is the result of some fundamental evil,

abnormal in all well-regulated communities

and the source of gangrene which perme-

ates the commercial body. Is not specula-

tion the poison? The gambling in futures,

the chances on the advance or decline in

stocks are not all of speculation. The mer-

chant who buys more than he can reason-

ably afford to take, the lavish concession of

credits and the dating of bills ahead are all

indications of speculation forced and un-

healthy. The abuse of trust is become
alarmingly frequent. Should these evils

continue, where shall we turn for hope ?

By a vote of 41 to 20, the United States

Senate, in executive session on Tuesday, re-

versed its former action rejecting the treaty

of commerce with Mexico. This conven-

tion, therefore, stands approved, but with a

proviso that it shall only go into effect

when Congress shall have passed the neces-

sary laws to make it operative. The doubt-

fulness of this proviso is the one drawback
to the congratulation which would be ex-

tended to the act of the Senate. What laws,

specially applicable to the treaty, are neces-

sary ? Have we to wait for a revision of

the tariff, or shall the extension of trade

between the two republics depend on the

settlement of existing differences between
the advocates of free-trade on the one hand
and of protection on the other ? If this is

the meaning of the Senatorial proviso,

the ratification of the treaty is only an
avoidance, and the prospect of a wider

commerce with Mexico is but a hope de-

ferred. One of the daily papers thinks

that, with the treaty in operation, all of the

advantages will be on one side, and that of

the United States. This we do not believe,

for there are always many changes conse-

quent upon the adoption of new trade rela-

tions which are apt to bring about the

unexpected. But, whatever may ensue,

the probability is that this country will de-

rive a fair share of benefit from the better

intercourse, socially and commercially, that

will obtain. More than a righteous share

we neither seek nor want.

The law of demand and supply is beauti-

fully exemplified at the present day, par-

ticularly by the Japanese and Germans, to

whom we are indebted for the principal

supply of veritable antiques modeled by

nineteenth century artists. We do not,

however, impose upon the two peoples men-
tioned the entire responsibility for the nu-

merous counterfeits of old specimens of art

and industrial production, for there are

others who have proved themselves apt in

imitation. Perhaps it would be better for

the present generation to discard old

models, to reject the ancient forms and
to strive for creations which shall illus-

trate the alleged advance of the age. We
have been moved to this thought by the

fact that the Japanese have regularly es-

tablished factories for the manufacture of

bronzes, porcelains, &c., while the German
provides us with new violins made by the

old masters, with other things too numer-
ous to mention. There is one town in

Germany the inhabitants of which subsist

by the production of musical instruments,

chiefly violins seemingly centuries old.

England, too, is not without her imitations,

but these are chiefly designed for the

heathen. In France they dabble in bric-a-

brac, and also maintain the semblance of

pure wines, which are, however, de-

cocted from raisins, old boots and vari-

ous other delectable sources of antiquity.

Why should the world — why should

America chase after the false products of

Europe and the East? If we must have these

antiques let us produce them ourselves ; but

it would be better to seek to develop domes-

tic standards of art, to encourage the pro-

duction of things which will reflect glory

upon our own civilization. We ought not

to be known in years to come as simple-

minded people, who preferred shams and
foreign imitations to the exclusion of hon
est products of home origin, and the neg-

lect of our great advantages for making
ourselves famous in art and industrial sci-

ence.

ROUNDABOUTS.

Bt the Trade Lounger.

Some one sends in a suggestion which
might apply to a number of cities. He says|:

" Washington has adopted standard time. Now
adopt standard morals."

* * * *

It will be seen that the last sentence is of

indefinite application. Presumably, the party

making the suggestion refers to Washington.

Yet it might mean, as it reads, the "Lounger."
Well, be it Washington, Chicago, Boston, Phila-

delphia, St. Louis, or New Orleans, or even I—
let us adopt. ^ ^ ^ ^

The same satirist says :
" A Western chap

has found a perpetual motion. The machine,"

he says, " will certainly keep running until it

wears out. It is the tongue of his wife." This

is shameful ! Such a man doesn't deserve to

have a wife. He certainly does not know, nor

has be experienced, that depth of feeling which

is deeper than the tongue, and is ready to over-

flow from the heart to him who renders himself

worthy of it.
^^ # ^^ ^

Gen. A. C. Barnes has accepted the col-

onelcy of the Thirteenth Regiment, N. G.,

S. N. Y., vice Col. David E. Austen, resigned.

I should say. General, that this is taking a pro-

motion backward. If you keep on in this way
you'll find yourself in time "a high private in

the rear rank." I've been there.

4= 4: 4: ^

T. E. Dodge, head bookkeeper at Berlin

& Jones' envelope factory, was run down at the

corner of Broadway and John street by a Madi-

son avenne stage on Tuesday. Matthew Cough-
lin, the driver of the stage, said, when arrested,

that he did not see Mr. Dodge until the pole of

his vehicle struck him. Such excuses are not

permissible. Anyone who knows a 'bus-driver

cannot but be aware that he is most indifferent

as to whom he runs over. It is matter of noto-

riety that the "Broadway squad" has its raison

cP&tre in the recklessness of the people who
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drive horses on our great thoroughfare, and not

the least of these reckless people are those who
drive omnibuses. * * * #

Dr. Stainer, in a recent lecture, said: " In

teaching music, as in teaching every other sub-

ject, there are two ways, the mean and the no-

ble ; the mean, which looks upon work as a

nuisance, and the money reward as a necessary

but insufiScient reward ; the noble which looks

upon work as a privilege, the reward as a bless-

ing."
* * * *

The suggestion as to "every other sub-

ject" is one which I want to bring forward here.

The idea is not limited to teaching, but it fur-

ther extends to le.arning, and in fact to all work.

Perfunctory service, no matter what form it

takes, is mean. The teacher, the merchant, the

manufacturer, who looks only to his business

and its management for the money reward,

belittles his avocation, and the workman, clerk

or servant possessed of a like spirit is as mean
as the master. There is something in life be-

yond its dross, and business is a part of life and

need not accumulate the scum if it is conducted

on pure principles.
* * * *

Here is a bit of a story which reads pretty

good : Col. Percy Yerger is one of the most

popular criminal lawyers in Austin, says Texas

Siftings. Last Sunday the Colonel's little boy
Tommy was asked by his Sunday-school teacher:

" Tommy, the man who is good in this world

goes to heaven ; now, what becomes of the bad

men who disobey the laws of God?" "Papa
clears them," was the response.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. W. B. wants to know where to buy white wax in

sheets for making wax flowers.

Ans.—A. H. Abbott & Co., 50 Madison street,

Chicago, 111. ; Janentzky & Weber, 1125 Chest-

nut street, Philadelphia, Pa., and C. T. Ray-
nolds & Co., 106 Fulton street, New York.

J. A. S. requests addresses of good hoases selling ar-

tists' materials, paints, plaques, &c.

Ans.—We refer you to the parties named in

our answer to " W. W. B." above, and also to

P. W. Devoe & Co., 101 Fulton street. New
York.

J S. H. wants to know who makes or controls " Ar-

gyle " linen paper.

Ans.—Powers Paper Company, J. L. St.

John, agent, 63 Duane street, New York.

Subscriber inquires for the manufacturer of Pierce's

files.

Ans. —We are told that the factory burned
out some time ago and that the manufacturer
discontinued business.

G. W. C. inquires what firm or person does the mar-
bling of book-edges for the trade.

Ans.—L. Heitkamp, Nos. 6 to 12 Reade street,

New York, makes a specialty of edge-gilding

and marbling for the trade.

R. wants a manifold paper from which the oil does

not "set off."

Ans.—You will scarcely find it. We have
advised you of the names of several manufac-
turers by mail.

S. C. W. asks where he can buy eye-shades.

Ans.—There is a manufacturer of eye-shades

in New York named Rickets, but we don't

know his address. French & Choate, 4 Bond
street. New York, and John Scheidig & Co., 43

Maiden lane, supply the trade.
-^-•-»

Eberhard Faber has gone on a business trip

to Europe, and is not expected to return inside

pf three months.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifles a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; an(f Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
J. Thwaites (R) $3,332

E. A. Blauvelt (R) 8,400

E. A. Blauvelt (R) 1,800

M. J. Dayton 250

Logan & Fiegal (R) 1,750

J.J. Macauley (R) 213

Morganthaler & Co 2,500

J.D.WiUiams, (R) 11,000

EASTERN STATES.
Charles G. Hill (et ux), Boston, Mass 450

James Mackintosh, Jr . Boston, Mass 200

Joseph Serra, Natick, Mass 65

Charles H. Fisher, Worcester, Mass 2,000

William H. Kuhn, Marlboro, Mass 200

MIDDLE STATES.
L. C. Woodruff & Co., Buffalo, N. Y 20,000

John O. K. Robarts, Phoenixville, Pa.,

Messenger. 200

Lewis H. Best., Avondale Pa 200

WESTERN STATES.
Amos Currier (Amos Currier & Co.), San Fran-

cisco, Cal. (Real) S5,]25

C. Lainer & Co., San Francisco, Cal 1,000

E. B. Lewis, San Francisco, Cal. (Real) 2,000

D. L. Ayer, St. Paul, Minn 284

H. R. Peery, Bennett, Neb 192

R. M. Lecouvier, Cincinnati, Ohio 400

Joseph Hyrum Parry, Salt Lake City. Utah
(Real) 1,600

A. Chaigneau, San Francisco. Cal. (Real) 5,500

H. T. Collins, Denver, Col 250

Hugo Preyer, Denver, Col 420

H. D. Hansen & Co., Chicago, 111 1,026

H. D. Hansen & Co., Chicago, 111 648

Adair & Brown, Peoria, 111. (B . S. ) 32,000

John W. & John L. Frazee, Cincinnati, Ohio.. 110

Thomas S. Gardner, Cincinnati, Ohio, Farming
World 2,000

G. C. Urlin, Columbus, Ohio (Real) 5,000

SOUTHERN STATES.
F. Weber Benton, St. Louis, Mo 190

LIENS RELEASED.
Amos Currier (Amos Currier & Co.), San Fran-

cisco, Cal 4,750

W. E. Andrews, Detroit, Mich., Michigan

Ready Print Company 7,500

OBITUARY.

George Foos.

Mr. George Foos, of the firm of Richardson &
Foos, theatrical printers and engravers, of 112

Fourth avenue, New York, died at his residence

in Mount Vernon on Thursday 6th inst. after a

brief illness. A week before his death, while

pulling off his boot, he fractured the bone of his

left thigh. His death, however, was due to

paralysis of the brain, aggravated by the suffer-

ing caused by the fractured leg. He was forty-

flve years old, and a native of Brooklyn. He
began life as a printer's boy in the Herald office,

and rose to the position of superintendent of the

job department. His partner, Mr. Richardson,

who died eleven months ago, was a foreman in

the same department. Nine years ago they be-

gan business for themselves. Mr. Foos was a

member of Manhattan Lodge, F. and A. M., and

of the New York Lodge, B. P. O. Elks.
---»

The following proposals were publicly opened

on March 6 and announced for furnishing sta-

tionery, blanks, blank-books, &c., for the several

departments of the city government and

justices' courts of Brooklyn : James P. Rappel-

yea, class A, $6,177; class B, $984; class C, $168;

class D, $935—sureties, Charles P. Rappelyea and
Thomas Purcell. Grogan & Martin, class A,

$6,075, class B, $1,235.60, class C, $165, class D,

$874 50—sureties, W. H. Murtha and T. W.
Heynes. Jordan Stationery Company, class A,

$5,890; class B, $1,350; class C, $150; class D,

$1,120—sureties, John J. Keenan and Dominick
H. Roach. John M. Buiwinkle, class A, $5,694;

class C, $129.38.— «^-*"»

John C. Stockwell, the well-known dealer in

paper stock, has bloomed forth as a publisher.

He has just issued a little compilation known as
" What Shall We Name It 3 " a dictionary of

baptismal names for children containing 2,000

names, with their meanings.

Office of The American Stationer, )

Wednesday, March 12, 1884. (

THE MONEY JUARKET.—^iVo. so large a
supply of loanable funds and a comparatively light

mercantile demand, incident to a dull condition of

trade, the money market remains easy at i@h]^ to 6

per cent, discount of prime paper and 2@2i4 per
cent, on call. The stock market is extremely dull

and the tone on the whole "bearish," without any
apparent reason, beyond rumors that some of the

trunk line railways have again resorted to the cut-

ting of rates. Railway mortgages are irregular and
governments dull. The market for sterling exchange
was somewhat heavy in tone, owing to an increased

supply of bankers' bills ; but there being no pressure

to sell, rates have not materially declined.

TSE PAPER JlfJlKlCiErT.—Business in the

paper trade has been a little brighter this week, al-

though this is only by comparison with its unsatis-

factory condition during February. The unpleasant

weather last month served to materially retard the

distribution of merchandise of all kinds, and stocks,

in consequence, became considerably reduced in

some secliCQs, but an increased movement is looked

for during this month and to the end of the spring

season. Business is hardly equal to the earlier ex-

pectations of the year, and the reasons assigned for

this continued dullness are bad weather, the tariff

agitation and the lack of confidence. We shall

probably have more settled weather than last month,

and there is very little probabiUty of any change in

the tariff during this session of Congress, so that

these causes are not likely to operate as further

drawbacks to business. The lack of confidence, be-

ing the result of long-continued depression, is much
more difficult to overcome than if it resulted from a
sudden shock, the same as acute diseases, which can
be more easily cured than those which have become
chronic. Lack of confidence, in the view of many,
is the chief cause of the depression, and .it must be
some time yet before this is fully restored. The
situation of the manufacturers is xmchanged, and
prices all through are quoted just about the same as
a week ago.

THE STATIONERY MARKET.-lhemisno
movement, as yet, sufiSleient to indicate that the

spring trade has fairly set in. Business is about the

same as last week. Out-of-town tradesmen are

backward in coming to town, and comparatively

few orders are received by mail. The outlook for

an immediate brisking up of the Southern and West-
ern trade is on the whole quite gloomy. A few or-

ders have been taken in strictly spring goods, but

with much difficulty. There is little doing in fine sta-

tionery. Many buyers give as an excuse for not plac-

ing their orders that they have a large stock on hand
and cannot sell that, and hence do not care to or-

der new goods. The same feeling prevails re-

garding pencils, pens and ink. In stationers' special-

ties there is some activity, but business is not as

good as it was a few weeks ago. The movement in

Easter cards remains quite steady. The use of these

goods has largely increased and attractive goods are

always in demand. The general stagnation of trade

is attributed to the backward and inclement wea-
ther, which has depressed all branches of business,
and it is believed that as soon as the causes named
have been removed there will be a grand rush. Thus
dealers live in hope.
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GARTER
l^°PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I «§ 1» Send for Samples.

RICE & GO.
Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(CORPORATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS. ® ®

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Uonrning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Monrning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THET%AtMER ART<S^
KespectfuUy invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUYENmS,
ST^TIOlSTEPiS'* ISTOVELTIES.

1^^ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. "WEDDING PRESENTS, &c-

TRADE-MARK.

— MAiroFACnTrRERS AND IMPORTERS OF —

Wedding Stationery, Programmes, Menu and Visiting Cards,

XmS CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, STEEL-PLATE FOLDERS,

Artistic Novelties, Illuminated Goods a Specialty.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM : 35 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YOBE.

FACTORY: 160 William Sf., New Tork.

KEUFFEL & ESSER.
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF-

\EMo,
'* Standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS,

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAK AND PAPER SAMPLES,

0^" Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUB QOLD ANB
BBONZE MEDALS (or Sarveying, Engineering and Drawing Materials,

IT EAS £T0 EQUAL IIT EUEOFE,
AMD TEU:

PBINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE INITS-PAGES

:) THE (:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Office Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOSN STONHIZZ.

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other coimtries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties Illustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

tlie trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,

East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. StonhUl, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages."

—

Mackellar, Smiths <&

Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."—-BeJ/osi News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise imusual to European

Trade journalism."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."

—

Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is perfect."—W. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."

—

James D. Whitmore db Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAli CIRCUIiATION.

Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS,

IiONDON, E. C, ENGLAND.
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OLD MANUSCRIPT INK.

The following formula is said to have been in

use in 1654, and to have produced an ink of

great permanency, if one may judge from
manuscripts written by the person who is au-

thority for the formula : One and one-half

drams of coarsely powdered galls, 6 drams of

sulphate of iron, 10 drams of gum arable, and

1 pint of soft water, are to be placed in a bottle,

which is to be securely stoppered and placed in

the light (sunlight if possible). Stir occasion-

ally until the gum and copperas are dissolved,

after which the bottle should be shaken daily.

In the course of four to six weeks the ink will be

fit for use. The addition of 10 drops of carbolic

acid will prevent the formation of mould.

WANTED. -SITUATION AS TRAVELER OR
in the house: 11 years' experience in the

wholesale and retail Book and Stationery business as
salesman, buyer and manager. Address H. E. SID-
DALL, Crawford House, Ciiicago, 111.

W^N-TEID.
A competent salesman to take charge of our New

York business. Address

POTSDAMER & CO..

243 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Stock, Fixtures, Good Will and Lease of

store of Carlton, McCarthy & Co., Richmond, Va.

Stock inventories $13,000. A bargain may be had by
early application to

N. V. RANDOIjPH, Trustee,

Richmond, Va.

MILLER BROS.
Trade Mark on steel Pens,
Ink Erasers andpocket
Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country.

STEEL PENS withstyleandactionsuitedtoeveryhand.
FullassortmentofPensniailedonrecciptof 25 cents-
« .

—=> ..t/^^^^^ SS.OOper

£ =

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

Eyeleting Machines.
E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COT717SELOIl-AT-LA'W.

Special aitention given to Patent and Xfad/tm

ULarh Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEWTORK CITY, U.S.A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitor of United States andForeign Patentt

and Trade-Marhs,

Ko. 140 Nassaa St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured, Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. 8. Patent Office and in
Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opmions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
^c, &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications
CA.REFULLV DRAWN. Business may be transacted either
in person or by mall, and in every detail is kep': iik

Violably secret and CONFIDENTIAL. ;

TAMES A. WHITNEY, i p Nassau St., N. Y. City;

• CAPACITY 4- TO 4- O PAGES •:•

HIGHLY POLISHED WALNUT WITH NICKLE LOCK-CAP.

Wl

n
o
M

w

STEEL ROD. ^

NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to Wealten or ItixTatoers to "Wear Out.
i^ins or DProngs to I>a.mage tlie I»aper.
Bent Spring I Cod. to "Warp tire File.

SAJ^DEMSON MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

NO

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF -^

1^>^ First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried '=^^

WmiTlMT' •AP^
-.^K- rij-A-T jflL.]srx> ifcrx.Bi>. -*-

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coRRBSPONDKNCE soLiciTBD. P.O. Addrcss, FRANKLIN, Warreii Co., Ohio.

-A_ I?,E-V\r-A-B,3D OF $100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word "MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on "VFriting Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at "Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

1 ei

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

IMREXl MILJjS—TOIAI, JiAILX PMODVCT, 20 TOJffS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any||millin_the country.
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ITEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO,
56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyitt? Presses
ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Kallroad Press ; Platen, 2i x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

best and most convenient arrangement yet Invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Kew Catalogue and Digcoants.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufactmer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84: & 86 Chambers St., New York (£ ^ CO

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

P-<

TRADE ITEMS

The trade are asked if they have seen the new
" Rose " shade, adapted to any gas or lamp
globe. This shade comes in four handsome
colors, and is quite attractive. Francis H. Loss,

Jr. , 46 Murray street, New York, will supply the

trade.

The "Parisian Wonder" compound micros-

cope is the latest of the taking things in the mar-
ket. It magnifies 1,000 times, and can be sold

on any counter. The price is only twenty-five

cents, and the article seems to be worth more
than the money.

S. A. Jenkins has bought the book and station'

ery business of the late Samuel Ebert, Zanes-

ville, Ohio, and will continue it at the old loca-

tion, 14 Opera Block. The remainder of the

stock, consisting of notions, toys and fancy

goods, is yet in the hands of the administrator.

The Hastings, Mich., ball, bat, croquet, fish-

rod and Indian club factory will make this

year 228,000 bats, 38,000 to 45,000 croquet sets,

3,500 to 5,000 dozen fish-rods. These works give

employment to ninety persons, and consume

1,000,000 feet of lumber annually.

A new philosophical and scientific paper has

just been started in this city. The title of the

publication is The Problems of Nature. It is to

be devoted to the discussion of scientific sub-

jects. The first issue has a number of original

articles, and gives evidence of being ably

edited.

The Phrenological Journal for March con-

tains portraits of Theodore Parker and Signor

Mario, the distinguished singer ; an illustrated

article on the "Territory of Alaska ;
" and ar-

ticles entitled " The Poetess of Ancient Greece,"
" The Social Ideal ; " besides a number of other

interesting articles on scientific and social topics.

Marcus Ward & Co. are having a very brisk

run on their new and attractive line of Easter

cards, which come in numerous popular designs

and can be had both plain and fringed. Quite

a novel design is shown in a card which is in

the form of an envelope with a bunch of prim-

roses, violets and snowdrops printed in colors

on the inside, the reverse side being reserved for

the address of those to whom it is sent.

Hubert Frawley, of No. 109 Washington

street, Brooklyn, N. Y., a buyer for Peter P.

Collier, a publisher at No. 11 Vandewater

street, this city, was taken to the Tombs Police

Court on Tuesday on a charge of embezzling

from his employer. He was held on a charge of

taking §60. It was said that although a dis-

crepancy of $3,000 had been discovered the exact

amount of the peculations was not yet known.

The prisoner was remanded pending a complete

examination of Frawley's accounts.

H. N. Baumgarten is manufacturing a very

superior article in self-inking pads for rubber

stamps. This pad is known as the " Perfection "

pad, and is furnished in all colors, except black,

and as there is no necessity of re-inking, the

liability of soiling the hands or clothing is obvi-

ated. The pads will last a year or more with-

out re-inking. The stamp impressions are clearer

than with the old-style pad, and the supply of

ink is uniform at all times. This pad has been

in use in the Eastern cities for several years,

and has given satisfaction. The pad is put up

in two sizes and in cases where stationers or

stamp manufacturers do not have it, a sample

can be had by addressing the manufacturer at

60 William'street.

The Globe Files Company has recently intro-

duced a new file called ,the "Lawyer's Filing
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Case." It is made of black walnut, nicely oil-

finished. The size of the frame is 36 inches high,

34 inches wide and 11 inches deep. It contains

36 Globe No. 1 file boxes and also two large

cloth-covered boxes underneath of proper size

for legal cap paper or legal blanks laid flat.

C. M. Ward, the New York agent, will supply

the box at manufacturer's prices.

Do you sell notes, drafts and receipts? Nos.

1,590, 1,600, 1,610, 1,059, 1,060 and 1,061 of the

M. & H. blotter tablets contain some new and

unique designs by a special artist and are

put up in elegant style by W. H. Hasbrouck, 91

Liberty street. Send for samples.

The Iron Review is the name of a new trade

journal, the first number of which has just been

issued at Buffalo, N. Y. It is devoted to the

iron, coal and various industrial interests of that

city. It has a very creditable typographical

appearance. Homer E. Dudley & Co. are the

publishers.

The utility of C. H. Denison's reference index

is shown by the popularity which it has acquired

since its introduction. This index is applicable

to dictionaries, directories, catalogues and all

books of reference. It enables one to turn to

one letter or subject with a single motion.

The Globe Files Company board clips are

among the neatest and best things of the kind

in the market. They are made of both walnut

and tar-board and nickel and steel- bronze clips.

C. M. Ward is the agent in New York, and he

will furnish them to the trade at manufactu-

rers' prices, including regular discounts in

special cases.

Patrick Slatterly has been appointed to fill

the position made vacant by the death of Jas.

P. R. Fadden, late bookkeeper and cashier of

the Acme Paper and Stationery Company. Mr.

Slatterly was for a number of years connected

with the firm of Oscar Strasbourger & Co., of

New York, and, therefore, is well known to the

stationery trade.

The Mediaeval Easter cards of L. Prang & Co.

are taking exceedingly well with the trade.

They come in two series. Series 1 embraces a

set of twelve cards of six different designs

printed in red and black. Series 2 is a book of

prints, and carols in Old English script on old

hand-made paper encased in parchment paper
printed in red and black. They are decidedly

antique.

The March issue of the Overland Monthly has

been received. This creditable representative

of the PaciQc Coastand its literature is published

by Samuel Carson, who is well known to the

trade. The contents of the current number in-

clude a variety of contributions from well-

known essayists in which, as in its lighter read-

ing, it is a fair specimen of literary effort

and entertainment.

The April number of Cassell's Family Maga-
zine is out. It contains the usual quantity of

interesting matter of fiction, instruction and
suggestion. The illustrations are full and satis-

factory. This magazine is one of those publica-

tions which commend themselves to the atten-

tion of every household.

T. E. Dodge, the head bookkeeper of Berlin &
Jones, was run down in Broadway on Tuesday
by a Madison avenue stage, but was not injured

as badly as at first believed, and is doing well.

His ankle, which was thought to be broken is

simply badly bruised and swollen, and it is

thought that Mr. Dodge will be able to attend
to business again soon. He has been removed to

bis home at No. 60 Munro street, Brooklyn.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs witliout changing tlie

Machine.
Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain tlieir shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much ea.sier

than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinepy Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN PAPER WMy,
A.DiVIVIS, Iia.A.SSA.CZIUSE:TTS, U. S. A.

— fc- Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
WHICH WILL SIAITD THE SE7EBEST TESTS OF ESASUSE AKO BE-WBITItT^

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 8, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHLLADEIiPHIA, PA.
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CHARLES BECK,
• MANUFACTUEER OF—

Puffed, Satin and Plush

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4^4x2% retail at 50 cents each.
" 614x3^ " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN, SoleProp'r & Mfr.

60 William Street, New York City.

AMD SEALING WAX.
IIV ^ILiT^ VA-RIEITIES .

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in
walnut box. Takes the place
1 1 nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, $2.60

;

per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking liinen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for m irking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, sBl.OO ; per
dozen. SS.OO. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

fi. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

I tTHBCOMMSHVlJUi

« RUBBERSTAMF* PAO.
funsiBEiNH bottlcs uopxssy

BiwuRtsmprmcEirg

'5fLr-SUPPLYINGl

STAMP PAD.

For every user of Kuh-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,

2M X 4^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and $5.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

DECREASED DEMAND FOR POSTAL
CARDS.

Since the introduction of two-cent letter post-

age there has been an unexpected reduction in

the number of postal cards issued. For five

years the average annual increase in the issue

has been 14 per cent. Since July 1 last there

has been an increase of 18 per cent, in the num-
ber of adhesive stamps, and 25 per cent, in the

number of stamped, envelopes issued. During
those eight months the issue of postal cards

only reached 256,552,750, as against 260,226.260

during the corresponding period in the preced-

ing year. In consequence of the decreased de-

mand for postal cards the Postmaster-General

has sent a letter to the Speaker of the House of

Representatives informing him that the esti-

mates for the cost of manufacturing the cards

during the next fiscal year may be reduced

$35,000. The reason assigned at the Depart-

ment for the decreased issue of the cards is

that many communications formerly made by
that means are now made through letters.

An Endoesing Ink which does^ not dry

quickly on the pad and is quickly taken

by the paper can be obtained by the fol -

lowing recipe : Aniline color in solid form

—

blue, red, &c.—16 parts ; 80 parts boiling dis-

tilled water, 7 parts glycerine, and 3 parts

syrup. The color is dissolved in hot water, and

the other ingredients are added while agitating.

This endorsing-ink is said to obtain its good

quality by the addition of the syrup.

VALUE OF IMPOKTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For the Week Ended March 7, 1884.

Albums... .

Books

Newspapers

.

Engravings.

.

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

21

307

66

57

26

23

2

379

2

15

81,453

56,005

3.306

20,839

5,100

4,576

140

27,391

70

1,500

8n6,-340

VALUE OF EXPOilXS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended March 11, 1884.

Paper, reams.

.

Paper, pkgs...

Paper, cases..

Books, cases .

.

Stationery

Totals

26,684 83,922

542 18,088

63 3,918

108 7,878

119 7,008

27,516 $40,814

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From March 4 to March 11, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 41; to United States

of Colombia, 7; to Cuba, 4; to Havre, 2; to Vene-

zuela, 3; to Mexico, 12; to British West Indies, 2; to

Central America, 2; to Bremen, 7; to Dutch West
Indies, 3; to Hamburg, 17; to British Australasia, 5;

to Brazil, 1 ; to Genoa, 2.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 6 cs. ; to British West Indies,

989 rms., 1 cs.; to Cuba, 87 pkgs., 19,130 rms.; to

United States of Colombia, 1 cs., 94pkgs. ; to Ham-
burg, 16 cs. ; to Mexico, 20 pkgs. ; to Brazil, 1 cs., 20
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pkgs.; to Porto Rico, 30? pkgs., 5,550 rms. ; to Copen-

hagen, 1 OS. ; to Bremen, 3 cs. ; to Dutch West Indies,

55 rms., 1 es. ; to Rotterdam, 11 pkgs. ; to New Bruns-

wick, 1 cs. ; to New Zealand, 2 pkgs., 1 cs. ; to British

Australasia, 4 cs. ; to Havre, 9cs.; to Lisbon, 2 cs.

;

to Venezuela, 1 pkg. ; to Argentine Republic, 5 pkgs.,

13 03. ; to Santo Domingo, 260 rms. ; to Genoa, 2 cs.

;

to Uruguay, 1 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 7 ; to Cuba,

19; to British West Indies, 4; to Bremen, 1; to Dutch
West Indies, 5 ; to Hamburg, 14; to Gibraltar, 1; to

Havre, 5; to Porto Rico, 3; to Brazil, 6; to Venezuela,

5; to Mexico, II; to Palermo, 1.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British Australasia,

20; to United States of Colombia, 57; to Mexico, 6;

to London, 3; to Porto Rico, 35; to Venezuela, 42; to

Central America, 12; to Argentine Republic, 30.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, -33; to Venezuela, 7; to Mexico,

2; to Brazil, 8; to Rotterdam, 4; to Amsterdam, 14;

to London, 8; to British Australasia, 1; to Cuba, 1.

PENCILS, cases, to Hamburg, 3; to Japan, 4; to

'Uruguay, 1.

SLATES, cases, to British Australasia, 181 ; to Co-
penhagen, 100; to Amsterdam, 50; to Hull, 35; to

New Brunswick, 10; to New Zealand, 8 ; to Uru-
guay, 7.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Liver-

pool, 2; to Brazil, 4; to Hull, 4; to British Austra-
lasia, 7; to Central America, 1.

*

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Bremen, 6; to L'ver-

pool, 3.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 7;

to Danish West Indies, 4; to British Australasia, 15;

to Cuba, 29; to Porto Rico, 3; to Venezuela, 3; to

Mexico, 1; to Santo Domingo, 1.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Hamburg, 3; to Mexico, 1.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to London, 3.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to Liverpool, I.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Danish West Indies, 1.

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Hamburg, 14.

CRAYONS, cases, to Hull, 1. •

WATER COLORS, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

CARDS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

PAPYROGRAPHS, cases, to Porto Rico,.].

HAMMOCKS, cases, to United States of Colom
bia, 1.

HEKTOGRAPHS, cases, to Argentine Republic, 5.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From March 4 to March 11, 1884.

C. H. George, Anchoria, Glasgow, 18 cs. hangings.
E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., Westphalia, Hamburg,

2cs.

Geo. J. Kraft, by same, 1 cs

C. H. George, Pavonia, Liverpool, 11 cs. hangings.
B. Lawrence Stationery Company, by same, 6 cs.

J. J McGrath, by same, 10 cs. hangings.

C. MoUer & Co., by same, 1 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Georgia, Glasgow, 5 cs.

IP. J. Emmerich & Son, Britannic, Liverpool, 5 cs.

C. H. George, by same, 13 cs. hangings.

Van Name & Rich, by same, 2 cs. hangings.
J. B. Stetson & Co., by same, 4 cs. hangings.
W. H. Reed & Co., by same, 6 cs. hangings.
J. Morris & Co., by same, 25 bs. hangings.
E. J. Riley, by same, 29 bs. hangings.
G. W. Shelden, by same, 1 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
18 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Main, Bremen, 53 cs.

Somon Bache & Son, Main, Havre, 59 cs.

John Campbell & Co., Belgenland, Antwerp, 17 cs.

colored.

A. Haug & Co., by same, 4 cs. colored.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 3 cs. colored.

Moller & Emmerich, by same, 4 cs. hangings.
L. Walton, Persian Monarch, London, 2 cs. hang-

ings.

E. Kimpton, by same, 4 cs.

R. Gledhill, by same, 16 cs. hangings.
J. J. McGrath, by same, 7 cs. hangings.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-'- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time
Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the pas.

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

Wo. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Soston, Mass.

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

aiLMAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

l:^etter Fifes
Exhibiting a view of the File

,
when open and affixed to the

[iflt wall ; also showing a view of the
same when closed. As will be
observed, this is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
one of the different iiling divis-
ions, thus obviating the necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-
ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Oup system saves time, and the price of
Files is from three-fourths to ono-third.

; than other" kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.

TOI
Our Brands are

Pickwick, -

(Elegant.)

Witchhazeline,

Sterling,

(Box Paper)

Tissuette, -

Alpine,

Brighton, -

Meadow Mills,

Pickwick, -

(Pocket Edition)

PAPER ThetMost Complete Line in the Conntry.

WHITE'S TAB,

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

(^^ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the TJ. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

$3.50

Size 5x7,

$1X per Oa.se,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the package,

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, MannMnrers, No. 46 West Broadway, HEW YORK.
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TRICKS IN THE BOOK TRADE.

" That is a counterfeit," a down-town book-

seller said, holding out what purported to be a
reprint of a work by a popular English writer.

"I would not tell everybody so ; but I will

wager any amount of money that that work
was not written by the author whose name is

attached to it. It is simply the production of

some obscure penny-a-liner, published under the

name of a well-known English writer to make
it popular with a certain class of novel readers.

This is one of the tricks of the publishing busi-

ness, and not a very new one either. The de-

ception has been practised so long that it is a
wonder that it has not been exposed long ago.

It is more frequently practised with cheap peri-

odical literature than in bound books. Un-
scrupulous publishers of this class of literature

use the names of many standard English story

writers as a sort of stock in trade. They not
only reprint their genuine productions almost
as soon as they appear in England, but they
make this dishonest use of their names. Many
publishers are so bold in practising this decep-

tion that they boast of it in a sly way. There
is no law against this practice, and so long as

writers can be obtained who can so nearly imi-

tate the style of standard English authors that

the counterfeit can scarcely be told from the

genuine, I do not suppose a novel reader cares

whether he is humbugged or not.

"I have known cases in which persons who
could not write a paragraph fit for publication

have been credited with the authorship of lite-

rary productions. The fictitious author, you
see, happened to be a person of some notoriety,

and with his name attached the book became
popular with a certain class of readers. An-
other trick resorted to by many publishers, and
many, too, that stand well in the estimation of

the public, is the publication of shoddy books.

The competition in the book business is so great

a certain sort of publishers practice deception

even in regard to the quality of their products.

Books are made with elegant covers and every
appearance of serviceability, but they are things

which must be handled with care. They are

low-priced, to be sure, but they are bound in

nearly the same style as more costly and more
strongly made books, and the buyer congratu-
lates himself that he has got a bargain. It is

not long, however, before he discovers his mis-

take. After a few days' use the book tears

loose at the back, and the leaves fall out. Here
is a popular boys' story-book. You see, it has a
red cloth cover, embossed with a pretty design

in gilt and black. It is an octavo of 666 pages,

and the price is $1.25, seventy-five cents less

than a work of this style and size usually brings.

Of course it proves a tempting bait to the buyer,

who does not give the character of the work-
manship a thought. It is a cheat, because it is

made to deceive, and if it were not for its bind-

ing, the buyer would pay more and get some-
thing that would be satisfactory."

" Do the booksellers have any tricks ?

"

" Tricks ? There is no room for tricks. Book-
selling is going to the dogs. Avaricious publish-

ers are ruining the retail book trade. Nearly
all standard books are now sold by canvassers.

The result is that the canvasser may make his

$10,000 a year while the retail bookseller has a
hard job to live. Book canvassers are literally

doing the bulk of the book trade. The cutting

into the book trade by the dry-goods bazars is also

having a bad effect on the business. These
stores only use books to advertise their business,

and of course sell them much lower than the re-

tail dealer can. Regular dealers are forced to

cut down their prices in a feeble effort to com-

pete with these dry-goods dealers. A certain

Chicago publishing firm have a branch store in

a dry-goods establishment in this city. They

offer their own productions at a discount of 30

to 50 per cent., and those of other publishers at

proportionate reduction. With these drawbacks

to contend with, it is no wonder that the retail

bookseller has to struggle for a livelihood."—

—N. T. Sun.
^*-^ •

TYPOGRAPHIC ETCHING ON GLASS.

A Sydney paper is illustrated by typographic

etchings on glass plates, made by the process of

H. S. Crocker. The writing or drawing is ex-

ecuted with a resist crayon made of a waxy
material, and it need scarcely be said that hy-

dro-fluoric acid is used as the etching fluid. It

has been noticed that the tendency to undercut-

ting is remarkably small, so that no precautions

are required but an occasional stopping out of

the flner pares. The glass plates are cemented

down on metal blocks for use in the printing

machine, but it is not stated how the clearing

out of large whites and the turning of the

blocks is effected. It is said that the inventor

originally intended to print from electrotypes

taken off the glass ; but this was found unneces-

sary in practice, as no inconvenience is caused

by the use of the glass itself in the printing

press.
--^^

The " new porcelain " of Sfevres has lately

been described by M. Ph. Burty. The creami-

ness of the paste and the depth and brilliance of

the enamels are referred to in glowing terms.

M. Lauth and M. Voght have between them, it

is said, discovered the secrets of the Chinese,

and can produce colors rivaling the finest speci-

mens of Oriental turquoise and foie de mulet,

not only now and then, but with certainty. The
first public appearance of the " new porcelain"

will be at next year's exhibition of the Union
Centrale at the Palace of the Champs Elys^es,

where special rooms will be reserved for the na-

tional manufacture of Sevres.
--^- •

Max Meyer, of the firm of Max Meyer & Co.,

Omaha, Neb., and Mr. Cowperthwaite, of the

firm of John Wanamaker & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., were among the out of-town tradesmen in

town during the past few days.

THE USE OF TERRA-COTTA.

Instead of stone carving'for the external deco-

ration of buildings, terra-cotta has been much
on the increase during the last few years, and
with good reason, for while equally fine effects

can be obtained in terra-cotta, as compared with

stone, the former material has the great advan-

tage of not being liable to become affected by
weather, as regards color or durability. In-

deed, while stone breaks or chips in frosty wea-

ther, and suffers greatly from smoke and rain,

terra-cotta becomes harder and firmer the longer

it is exposed. Properly prepared it is, to use a

familiar phrase, as hard as iron.

There are certain difiSculties of preparation

arising chiefly from a tendency to shrink or to

crack in drying or baking, which have inter-

posed obstacles to the general use of terra-cotta;

but these are now successfully overcome, and
the material bids fair to re-establish itself (we

say re-establish, for its use is almost as old as

the art of pottery) as a formidable rival to stone

carving. Hitherto the panels employed have

been chiefly of a purely decorative kind, geo-

metrical designs, or foliage in different stages of

relief.

—

Pottery Gazette.

The name of aphthite, or unalterable, is given

to a valuable alloy made at Marseilles, and
which closely resembles gold in color and ap-

pearance. Its production is accomplished by
placing in a crucible copper as pure as possible,

platinum and tungstic acid, in certain propor-

tions, and when the metals are completely melt-

ed they are stirred and granulated by running

them into water containing five hundred grams
of slaked lime and the same of carbonate of

potash for every cubic metre of water ; this

mixture, dissolved in water, renders the alloy

still purer. The granulated metal is collected,

dried, remelted and a definite proportion of fine

gold added. For jewelry the material is almost

unsurpassed.
^t-^'

A new building has been erected by Carter &
Co., at Niagara Falls, N. Y., for the manufac-

ture of a patent check book. The machinery is

mostly covered by patents of the firm and de-

signed especially for the work, one machine in
particular, for splitting and numbering the pa-
per, being the only one of its kind in America.
The industry will give employment to twenty-
five hands.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction inprice : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; R. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank ; C. F. Timpson. Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co.; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe aad
Leather Nat'l Bank ; A. F. WUmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co,

;

Vermiiye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOLKT, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 3 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

B7 TZZS MZZiZiZOXT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, (xuni Labels, Gilt and Colored.

^^'^'ra^p^^c'at^r"°'n A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
rNCLUDraG THB CBL.KBRATKD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333, 444, 232.

Elastic 13B, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BsNITFACTURKR OF

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.

C)
SOLE AOENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

R. H. SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EYEBY DESCEIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Halo St., Cor, Worthln^oii.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury In
New England & Largest in the TJ . i>.

SSND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROGERS & CO.,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Prick.

"TKE BOSTQgT JOBBUfG HOTJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING, ><^

Successor to HALL & WHITING,
-*-

Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.
-*-

PUBLISHER,^i^ii^EiEBLANK BOOKS,
No, 32 buomfield street, hoston, mass.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

- MANUFACTURER OF

—

Copying Paper_and,Books.
{Titles Registered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH n Al M^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
in 11 PI Pi % WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iffirillll V WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHItADEtPHIA, PA.,

Manufacturers of —

GLUGINUM PENS.
THE GLUGINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of Ji/pyyT^y^/^y/y^/^ J \

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting «=»<i^5^^i:<-^^^^€Xc<3^-

us.

THE PUEUMATIC COPYIITG PRESS.
TT",' E take pleasure in calling the attention of
V V the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome oflSces and residences.^^ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INDEW" HA.VI2IV, COIVP'J'. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OF—
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated Cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), aiso Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Gal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and huudrcds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. 0*"BEWAK E OE IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fnlton Street, cor. Cliurcli St., New York City.
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S. TREASURY MnCILA.GE, with. Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corksere-ws.

Manufactured by WILJL.rA.3I A-._I> A-~Vl!^j, 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

CA-W'S*

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.
I^etail.

No. 1. Short, Plain

No. 2. " GoldMounted

No. 3. Long, Plain

No. 4. " Gold Mounted

No. 5. Library, Plain

No. 6. " GoldMounted

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain

No. 8. " " GoldMoimted....

(>4i^ Ziools at Th.is.

? I

VfV

PLSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachment.

lold Two Pens 10 Cents.

lold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

T lold Three Pens.. 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. LAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St., New York.

EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

Alhu^m i limm.i'hmr QQ©d\ 'f

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVo. ^37 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

©PTllf *«

O M

i^ k

2 '^

s Q

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO..
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument. Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shovfs
Trump, Points and Games Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price— 15c.

The trade supplied.

GEO. IV. HYATT.
114 Nassau Street, New York.

TVIiite, Manilla, Strav and Colored

PAPEB-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Devonshire Street, Soston.

STEEIj I=E1:T CO.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Offict! 105 4107 North FifthSt,Pliilailelpliia,Pa.

mmmimm k co.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

T^ Superfine Hand-made TJ
-^ WRITING,

J^ DRAWING J^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers, jp

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, Iiott- "l^^

dried aind Machine-dried 1"^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl. q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale and Exporl
STATIONERS.

Dealers In Wliatman, Joynson, HollingvroTttj

Turner, and other noted brands.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

IMDEfiSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY, NEW TOKK.
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^ ^nsrE"Vsr lihste o:f c^^e,i3si •t'^ _»<i>

, 82 & 84 Bedman St,, New York,

•SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•••^$=1 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. t:$«—

These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES, -My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising. Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

^^If^OA

Patented Aug. 7, i'?*!^

COVERING

Gnm Eidges, Diagonal, Transversely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

VOUR attention is respectfully called to our FATEISTT G 'JMMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STJISE TO SJICIS,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^W^RITHSTGr WAFERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

- MANUFACTURER OF-

LollDried Flats and Ledgers.

LEE. MASS.

-^ •#-

for-

Job * Printers * and * Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties.
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor Street, Philadelphia.

TlieChas.StwarlPapaCo.
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCIN3NATI, Ollio, / .NT)^

Manufactvirers and Jobbers y^^f^ ""^n
of every descriptiou of / ^ ''— ^^*

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ ^ - '

AXSO,

A Full Line ot

BUNK BOOKS,
C^ "\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

^ y^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONEKS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO,

44 ]Bast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

5olSB-DavidsiCa

^^RRantM

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

Stampine; Inks, Mncilaee, &c.,

184 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J. BJ^IPilD,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIBTHDAY CARDS,

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^F~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FULL LINE OF PAPETERIFS.

Aote Jfroprietors, J. Q. fUtlBLti & CO.

The above superior brand of .Ijluen Writing Paper is offered to the Trade in the various sizes and
weights of Folios to suit the requirements of Printers and liithographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

EASTER
-AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods,

{ NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are oflEering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P
Blank Book Manufacttirers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

:'l^V^;'^^V^l^^'^V•!•V'l'^J^l'!Vl^^'lr?\^ J* ^

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER

-#CARDS
100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Pnblishers, PRANG, WARD and others

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

Send for $5.0P Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 BcaCOTl St., BostOII.

-SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED —

VTiLSSZXTGTOIT MSDJLZiZ.ZOIT PS2TS.
J". Q,. FFtEBLE «&& OO.,

Nos. 54 & 56 FRANKLIN and 71 WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

ARTISTIC EFFECTS OF BLUE.

In decoration many happy effects are produced

by a wise use of blue. It contrasts with white

or buff or orange, when deep with pink or ma-
roon or golden brown, and when bright with

chocolate. A light blue pattern on a dark blue

ground subdued, lightened, or relieved with fan-

ciful devices in the various tints just enumerated

may be made to result in a very handsome orna-

mentation to a wall, ceiling or soffit, where there

is a redundance of light, but being cold and re-

tiring blue requires the adroit and kindly help

of the artist to extract from it its intrinsic qual-

ities. Many varieties of blue are used by the

decorator. Blue verditer is a beautiful light

blue pigment, supposed to be a carbonate of

copper, and very useful in distemper painting.

Oxide of cobalt communicates a magnificent

blue color to glass, and smalt, which is used as

a pigment, consists of glass colored by cobalt.

Blue ochre is an earthy phosphate of iron, pro-

ducing a deep blue pigment of considerable use,

and not affected by mixture of foul gases. Prus-

sian blue and indigo are almost too well known
to require naming. By means of these and
similar pigments, not only is decoration in its

loftiest sense carried to a successful climax, but

the clever marbler is able to compensate in some
degree for the dearth of the valuable stones he-

often imitates on wood, plaster, glass, or slate,

with much truthfulness as to figure, color, curl

and vein.

From the fantastic and ever-varying pattern

displayed by the original mineral, however,

there is always a fine field for the imagination

to revel in when counterfeiting it, and accord-

ingly, in marbling a blue variety, little else is

needed but to skillfully overspread on light blue-

and-white ground yellow, brown, ruby, white or

blue in dabs, plotches, spots and veinings. Blue

and gold marble requires in addition a touch or

two of gold paint. The paper-hanger ably supple-

ments the efforts of the painter and marbler in

hiding the nakedness of walls by covering annu
ally acres of surface with pretty blue-veined " si-

ennas " and blue "granites " often jointed in ways
more picturesque than possible, to say nothing

of the satin, pulp and flock papers, which, in

their inexhaustible diversity of coloring, neces-

sarily exhibit every conceivable depth and tint

of blue. Thus it is seen that, although in the

ilecorator's craft blue merely stands on an equal-

ity with the other principal colors, most kinds

of materials are, as it were, figuratively con-

nected by a " thread of blue " that has no paral

ielism in point of continuity in any other color.

—Furniture Gazette.

AN IMPROVED TRICYCLE.

A well-known manufacturer of tricycles in

Massachusetts will introduce this season a great-

ly improved machine, giving greater strength,

durability and speed. The most noticeable

change is in the steering contrivance, the rack

and pinion arrangement with its too free play

and lack of sensitiveness having given place to a

device in which a couple of phosphor-bronze

ribbons play the principal part, one end of each

ribbon being attached to the steering rod, the

other to the little drum of the handle, which re-

places the pinion. The slightest movement of

the handle works the steering rod back and

forth, one of the ribbons being rolled over the

drum as the other is unrolled, and the direction

of the steering wheel, to which every motion of

the hand is communicated, can be determined

in this way within the 1000th part of an inch.

The special advantage of the new arrangement
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is that it avoids all noise and rattle, requires no

lubrication, is thoroughly adjustable and pre-

vents any lost motion in steering. Every
wheel, pedal and crank-end is fitted with one

of Bown's j9ijolus ball-bearings, which the com-

pany DOW manufactures for themselves, having

made special arrangements with the proprietors.

One of these bearings has been tested in the shop

under the same conditions as when it is in

actual use, a 50-pound weight being attached.

Revolving at a rate of two miles a minute it ran

4,000 miles with a single application of plum-

bago lubrication without showing the slightest

heat or wear as measured by the micrometer.

Another feature of the trycicle which has

been successfully tested is a device by which

the right wheel may easily be detached from the

axle, leaving the machine only twenty-nine

inches wide and small enough to roll in at any
ordinary door the trail rod bearing up the side

of the machine from which the wheel has been

detached. The arrangement is very simple,

and the wheel can be taken off or put on easily

in the dark in ten seconds by simply loosening

or tightening a sleeve-nut. The end of the

short division of the axle is covered and fits

into a covered hole bored in the main division,

thus giving a true centre for the wheel's revolu-

tion when in use, while the parts are kept from

slipping by a shouldered joint, and the sleeve-

nut slipping over the point of division makes
that part of the axle stouter than any other.

The new features include a square rubber pedal

which prevents slipping by adapting itself to the

curve of the foot, and a self-acting pawl-and-

ratchet brake, which It takes no strength to

operate and which stays where it is put, the pawl

being regulated by a spring button on ths top of

the handle, an arrangement which is likely to

prove popular in comparison with the old brake,

which had to be held firmly in the hand all the

way down-hill. Climbing hills is made easier

by an ingenious two-speed gear by which

through dropping a cog in the wheel some of the

speed may be converted into power. The frame
of the machine is constructed of weldless steel

tubing, manufactured at Birmingham, England,

which is lighter and stiffer than the ordinary

make. The wheels are fitted with double bntt-

ended direct spokes ;"the larger wheel containing

64, the smaller ones 24, although the usual al-

lowance has been 50 and 20, the spokes being

flattened only at one end. There are 1,000 ma-
chines now being made, and there are facilities

for turning out 2,000 year, the time required

for the manufacture of one machine being

about five months. The greatest care is shown
in finishing every part of the tricycle. All the

plans are draughted with extraordinary nicety

by a draughtsman kept constantly employed by
the company in the shops, and every piece is

put to the severest practical test in order to de-

termine its breaking limit.

CANFIBtD " DIVIDED " (POR-
merly "Acme") EKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

J. L. IMicinSTTOSKC,

NiiiDt)erliij,*Papi*Perforalliit

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

JANENTZKY & WEBER,
(rOBHERLY JANBNTZKT & CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

GUt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W, STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAl
I.ETXEBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- f f)
ent sizes. Packed one doz. 1 ^i
of a kind in a box. Also ) 1

put up in sets containing "S ' »

one of each kind and one I O
each of Nos. 1, 3 and 3. V

^j

1 (( ((

3 J (( U

3, i iwcK wyCbil'.

4,1 "

5, i "

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

,
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
"^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITAIORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 TPllliam Stg., NEW VORK.

JOSEPH f;iLLOTl'S
** STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the Woirlld *

Cold Tint*tit*\. Paris Exnosition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to sait all hands.
^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists die, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLUNS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

-FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTEES, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-^'i ESTABLISHED 1 8 1 4. «§$>-

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 ID-u.a.n.e Street, 3iTe"wr "STorlfe,

MANUPACTCRKRS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RtJHSIA. LJEA.THER,, CHAMOIS, A.M:ii3IttCA.]V JEtUlSlSI^.— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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ELECTRO-PLATING WITH NICKEL.l

By William H. Wahl.*

Nickel-plating is an American industry, in the

sense that it was first successfully practised on

the commercial scale in the United States, and

here received that practical demonstration of

its usefulness that has since made it the most

successful and most widely practised branch

of the art of electro-plating. Coming first into

prominence and popularity about ten years ago,

it has since that time rapidly grown, until to-

day it has developed into an industry of

great magnitude. The almost silvery white-

ness and admirable brilliancy of electro-de-

posited nickel ; its cheapness as compared with

silver ; the hardness of the electro-deposited

metal, which gives the coating great power to

resist wear and abrasion ; the f-act that it is not

blackened by the action of sulphurous va-

pors which rapidly tarnish silver ; and the cir-

cumstance that it exhibits but little tendency to

oxidize even in the presence of moisture, are

sufficient to explain the great popularity which

nickel-plating enjoys.

The industrial development of the art, how-

ever, which has been surprising both in respect

to its rapidity and extent, may be attributed in

a large measure to certain favoring circum-

stances, quite independent of the excellent

adaptability of the metal for electro-plating

purposes. These circumstances are : first, the

great advances that have been made within the

period above named, in the production of nickel

on the commercial scale, by which the cost of

the metal has been greatly reduced, and its

purity greatly increased, for which we are in-

debted largely to the American Nickel Works,

of Camden, N. J., under the scientific manage-

ment of Joseph Wharton ; and second, the in-

troduction and great improvement within this

period, of the dynamo-electric machine, which

placed at the disposal of electro-platers a con-

stant, powerful and cheap source of electricity,

in the place of the uncertain, troublesome, and

comparatively expensive voltaic battery, to

the use of which they had of necessity been

hitherto confined. Alex. Watt was among the

first, I believe, to call attention to these facts.

He states, for example, that " the difficulty in ob-

taining pure nickel anodes of large surface, for

many years checked the progress of this useful

art, while the slow and uncertain action of

the ordinary battery rendered it ill-suited to

the desposition of this peculiar metal on the

large scale ;" again, " it is doubtful whether

nickel-plating would ever have held a really

high position in the arts, if the dynamo-electric

machine had not been introduced ;" and in an-

other place: "Indeed, as we have said, it is

doubtful it this branch of the art (i. e. , nickel-

plating) could even have been extensively pur-

sued with advantage on a large scale, if battery-

power alone were available." In considering

the subject of the present very extensive ap-

plication of nickel-plating, therefore, the above

facts and explanations should not be lost sight

of. So general has the demand for nickel plating

grown to be, and so universally is it employed,

that, for the sake of economy, hundreds of estab-

lishments throughout the United States engaged

in the manufacture of the most miscellaneous ar-

ticles of brass, copper, iron and steel, have in-

troduced the nickel-plating plant, and do their

own plating. Furthermore, innumerable small

articles of metal of trifling value are nickel-

plated, after a fashion, by the manufacturers,

not to protect them from the action of corro-

* A paper read before the Chemical Section of the
Franklin Institute.

sive agents, but simply to catch the eye of the

purchaser and to make them sell. As may
readily be imagined, this state of things has

produced a severe competition among those en-

gaged in the business of nickel-plating, which,

while it has had the efifect of bringing down
prices to extremely low figures, has incidentally

also had the effect of causing a very general

deterioration of its quality.

An enumeration of the great variety of pro-

ducts that are nickel-plated would be impossible.

Among them may be named dental and surgical

instruments of every description, harness and

saddlery trimmings, carriage-fittings, spoons

and forks, locksmith's work, brass cocks and

faucets, and the decorative metal-work of

plumbing and sanitary wares, scale and balance

beams and weights, mountings of guns and

pistols, the metal parts of lamps and lanterns,

fire grates and fixtures, stove decorations, door

plates, cuspadores, watch and clock cases, hand-

rails of railway-cars and car-seats, &c., stair-

rods, points of lightning-rods, show-cases, the

external parts of sewing machines, steam and

water valves, gauges and miscellaneous ma-
chinery accessories without number.

From the very brief account that M. Rose-

leur gives of this subject, it would appear that

the art of nickel-painting had received little or

no attention in France up to the year 1880 ; fur-

thermore, from the somewhat contemptuous

reference with which he dismisses it, it is appa-

rent that at that time he had no knowledge of

the remarkable progress and development of

the art in this country, and no conception either

of the perfection to which the processes had

been brought, or the beauty and utility of the

results obtained.

Although, however, it would appear from the

remarks of the author, just referred to, that

nickel-plating had received but little attention in

France up to the year 1880, the art appears to

have been transplanted to England with much
success, as the following reference to the subject

by Watt will testify: "The time has now ar-

rived, however, when it may be fairly stated

that the art of nickel-plating has become, in

proper hands, one of the most successful and

at the same time one of the most extensive

branches of electro-deposition. For several

years nickel-plating in this country (f. e., Eng-

land) had been principally confined to some
three or four houses. Now, however (1880), the

process has been most extensively adopted in

London and throughout the kingdom, as also in

many foreign countries. There is no doubt that

its extensive application in the United States

acted as a stimulus to our own manufacturers,

who have steadily, though tardily, recognized

in nickel a most useful coating for certain kinds

of metal-work.

NICKEL SOLUTIONS.

One of the earliest allusions to the electro-

deposition of nickel is that of M. Ruoltz, in the

year 1841. The reference is as follows ;
" The

same method—that is, the use of a solution of

the double cyanide in water (prepared by dis-

solving the metallic oxides in cyanide of potas-

sium)—may be employed for coating other met-

als with copper, tin, cobalt, nickel and zinc."

In 1843 Smee states that " metals may be cov-

ered with nickel by proceeding as in former

cases. The solution to be used is the chloride of

nickel with a nickel positive pole. The single

battery process is to be preferred, but pure

nickel, though very brilliant, is apt to be rather

brittle. ... It is best reduced by the compound
battery process, with a platinum positive pole,

though a nickel positive pole may be employed.

When we employ either the nitrate or sulphate

of nickel for electro-metallurgy, it is preferable

to use the solution as strong as possible. Of the

compounds of these salts with the alkalies,

those with ammonia deserve the preference, and
the ammonio-nitrate and the ammonio-sulphate

may be used for the reduction of this rather

troublesome metal." In the same year (1843),

Dr. R. Boettger published an interesting account

of his experiments in plating with nickel from
which I take the following quotations: " No salt

of nickel or of platinum has yet been found

well adapted to plating baser metals with nickel

or platinum. Experience has taught that a
compound of cyanide of nickel with cyanide of

potassium, according to the statement of Ruoltz,

by no means attains the object, nor is the plati-

num salt recommended by him any better."

" From a long series of experiments expressly

made on this point, I believe I have discovered,

and can give the assurance that among all the

salts of nickel none is so well adapted to plating,

especially on copper or brass, as the ammonio-

sulphate of nickel ; at least, the cyanide of

nickel and potassium recommended by Ruoltz is

far inferior to it, even in a very long-continued,

constant current. Sheet copper comes out of

the solution of ammonio-sulphate of nickel al-

most silver white and brilliant. I have obtained

in this manner, after the action of a moderately

strong galvanic current for half an hour, a con-

siderable deposit of nickel on copper, quite suffi-

cient to deflect violently from the magnetic me-

ridian, a magnetic needle suspended by a fibre

of silk. A drop of common nitric acid on the

nickel coating exhibited in a given time no sen-

sible action on the subjacent metal, while sheet

copper which had been allowed to remain in a

gilding bath under the influence of the current

for the same length of time, was almost in-

stantly attacked by nitric acid. From this it

may be inferred that the galvanically deposited

nickel coats the copper more rapidly, adherently

and uniformly than gold similarly deposited."******
" T6 prepare the salt of nickel here referred

to, the impure nickel of commerce suffices com-

pletely. To this end it is dissolved in nitric

acid, a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen is

passed through the solution for some time in or-

der to precipitate all copper and arsenic, and

the filtered solution is then precipitated by car-

bonate of soda. The well-washed carbonate of

nickel is dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and
the solution is placed beneath a bell-glass over

concentrated sulphuric acid, in order to obtain

it crystallized. These crystals are pulverized,

transferred to a suitable flask, and ammonia
gradually poured over them, until sufficient has

been added to dissolve them. The resulting fine,

dark-blue solution may be directly used for the

purposes above named."

It may be proper to add, in this connection,

that one of the uses suggested by Bcettger for

his solution is for the preparation of pure sheet

nickel.

In the fourth edition of his work Roseleur ^
affirms that as early as the year 1849 he had fl

succeeded in the establishment of M. £!raintz, at *
Grenelle, in obtaining on table-ware an excel-

lent deposit of nickel of considerable thickness,

with the use of the double sulphite of nickel and

ammonium as the depositing solution.

(To be Continued.)

A paper cane in the show-window of J. Rus-

sell & Co.'s store, at Holyoke, is a great curi-

osity. It was made by Frank Patrick, and con-

tains over 16,000 pieces of paper. It is said to

resemble the finest ebony.
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TJ.PLEY * FILE
UNIQUE ! CONVENIENT ! ECONOMICAL !

The Tapley Self-Indexing Letter File is the best ever made for the

average business office.

It occupies no valuable space, is simple in operation, and costs

less to operate than any other.

Send for Complete Illustrated Circular to the Sole Manufacturers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
zn- Spriang'fielca., livdlass. zzz

Marcus -Ward-^-Co. Limited

PLAIK ^ CARDS, ^ SIHGLE * AHD ^ DOUBLE * FRIHGES.
--*--

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AfiKNCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile o(

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen,

jtaimr k j'orievo

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

Nolia Mills, and other
Folded Papers

;:^^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CARTER'S ZITZSS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE tOUISVII-LE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilagb.

OARTEE, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON WESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LEDGBR PAPER
Also, the oulv Gold Medal given for I<edger.Paper at the Adelaide, Anstralia, Exhibition, 1881,

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from ifie Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Itistitute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission^ Medal of Progress American Institute, l^7i and Medal o/
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iSi8, Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger|
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using I

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

ebeet, EItA.©E and ItElTrniTE roXJIt TIB£]E:S on. same spoti
Each sheet is wnter-marked with name and date>

@end. for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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CHICAGO NOTES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Western Office Lockwood Press,
8 Lakeside Building,

Chicago, 111., March 13, 1884,:\

Trade of late has improved but little. At
present the town is besieged with Eastern drum-

mers. While calling on a prominent card house

your correspondent met Mr. Shearer, represent-

ing the W. W. Whiting Company, of Pittsfield,

and Mr. Wolff, of Wolff Brothers, Philadelphia,

both of whom report a good trade.

The weather here has been unfavorable for

business, much snow having fallen during the

month, with cold weather and every indication

at present of it holding out for quite awhile.

Rand, McNally & Co. have just issued a new
series of indexed pocket-maps of the States of

Iowa, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska,

Missouri and Arkansas. These maps are the

most complete of any published by this firm, the

special features of them being that they locate

the branch or particular division of railroad

upon which each station is situated ; the

nearest mailing point of all local places;

designates money-order post-offices, telegraph

stations, and names the express company
doing business at the points where the sev-

eral companies have offices. They are, in fact,

a complete shipper's guide.

A slight disagreement between Keen & Snell,

stationers, doing business at 160 La Salle street,

has caused a change in the firm. Mr. Keen has

associated with himself F. C. De Lang, of

writing-ink fame, and has opened up at 130 La
Salle street, under the firm-name of Keen & De
Lang. Mr. Snell continues at the old stand,

under the name of E. A. Snell & Co.

Geo. E. Marshall & Co., located for so long

at 167 Madison street, have found their old

quarters too small for them, and have moved to

144 and 146 Monroe street, a prettier or more
tastefully fitted up store would be hard to find.

The Novelty Card and Advertising Com-
pany, 115 and 117 Monroe street, reports an
excellent trade. It claims to have the largest

stock of cards and novelties in the West. It has

recently gone into the scrap picture business,

the line which it carries is of its own direct

importation, and is very fine and extensive.

The Western agency of the Crump Label Com-
pany has removed from 51 to 60 and 63 Wabash
avenue.

The Friend & Fox Paper Company, of Cin-

cinnati, has started up a branch here at 135

Wabash avenue, under the management of J.

White and J. E. Wright.

E. W. Carr & Co., 16 Calhoun Place, are now
making a specialty of printed trade lists for

which they inform me they are now having a

large demand.
H. McAllaster & Co., 196 and 198 Clark street,

have just gotten out a new catalogue of twenty-

four pages of their cards and shape novelties.

They inform me that they have made arrange-

ments with a European house to handle their

line of Christmas cards in the United States,

also their valentines for 1885. Their Mr.

Lyman has just returned from the Bast.

I notice that Chicago is rapidly advancing in

art matters. Sypher & Co., of your city seem
to appreciate this fact and have started up a

branch house here at 163 Wabash avenue under

the efficient management of Mrs. H. C. Ayer, a
lady of recognized artistic ability.

The Pauline Art Pottery Company, whose
salesroom at 175 Wabash avenue, I lately visited,

stated that the demand for its ware was far

ahead of the supply. It contemplates building

some new kilns in the spring. It has got out

quite a novelty in the way of pottery which is

what may be called marbleized clay, and con-

sists in the molding of different colored clays so

that when fiuished the article has the appear-

ance of clouded marble, the effect produced be-

ing very pretty. Garden City.

LOUISVILLE LIGHTS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., March 15, 1884.

Retail trade is just emerging from a most de-

pressing period of stagnation—which brings us

again to a discussion of the weather. January
was a month of blizzard and polar waves, com-
pelling people to keep indoors and devote them-
selves to keeping up fires ; February came in

with unremitting rains and unprecedented fioods

;

March followed with gloom and sleet and slush.

An observant merchant expresses the opinion

that the first nine weeks of 1884 offered fewer

opportunities for shopping than any similar

epoch in many years' experience. Not only

have sidewalks and streets been in such a con-

dition as to discourage travel, but overhead, too,

the sullen clouds and murky atmosphere lent

effective aid in putting a damper on trade.

However, the turning-point was reached early

this week, for, wonderful to relate, we have had
three or four successive days of fair weather,

and to-day there are faint signs of dust flying

in the streets, showing that there must be a dry

spot somewhere. So the embargo on business is

about removed, and the shopkeeper will en-

deavor to make up for lost time. Another re-

striction was the scarcity of money with the

working classes, who, after all, furnish the

sinews of business ; the flooding of manufac-

tories and the unfavorable weather for outdoor

work kept a large proportion of the laboring

population in enforced idleness for several weeks.

But everything is quickly righting itself now,

general building interests and public improve-

ments are rapidly absorbing the unemployed
labor, and the factories in the late flooded dis-

tricts have almost without exception resumed

active operations.

The jobbing trade has not manifested any
serious depression, though, of course, influenced

somewhat by the abnormal weather conditions.

Southern orders are coming in satisfactorily in

the staple lines, and in the past week quite a

good number of country buyers have appeared

in the market. Collections are irregular and
rather slow, the Cotton States showing up about

as usual, with Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois

behind the average, and debtors almost uni-

formly attributing their slowness to bad roads

or the flood. Bradstreets report a slight in-

crease in the number of mercantile failures in

this city and tributary sections, though the

character of the houses involved is insignifi-

cant. The banks report the money market
easy and comfortable, but in anticipation of

large demands from the whiskey interests, rates

are firm at 7 per cent.

In the stationery trade matters are quiet and
steady, with a better degree of activity in the

manufacturing departments than in regular

stock. The valentine season proved satisfac-

tory to a few houses, but disappointing to

others ; it is noted, however, that the finer

grades were generally well sold off. The Easter-

card business is just being opened up and the

prospects are regarded as favorable. In fact,

there seems to be no limit to the card business.

The Louisville Press Company is the name of

a new corporation consisting of B. Du Pont, R.

M. Kelly, A. E. Willson, W. S. Wilson and I.

Dinkelspiel. The authorized capital stock is

$150,000, and the company is empowered to

publish one or more daily papers and to do a
general job-printing business. The incorpora-

tors are at present mostly identified with the

Commerial.

Jno. D. Woods, late in the newspaper business

at Bowling Green and Glasgow, Ky., has been

elected public printer by the Legislature. It is

rumored that he will establish a new journal at

Frankfort, to be called The Capital.

C. C. Cline & Co., printers, will, on Monday
next, transfer their entire business to a new
corporation, the Guide Publishing Company, of
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which J. R. Marrs will be president, and Cbas.

Francis, secretary, and whose authorized capi-

tal stock is fixed at $50,000.

The stock of toys and fancy goods of Theo.

Faulwetter, West Market street, who enjoys

the notoriety of having failed three times in

three successive years, is being closed out at

daily auction and the wares are selling at

nominal prices.

Caron's City Directory for 1884 has just been

issued, and contains, in addition to the regular

matter, a directory of householders and busi-

ness concerns arranged by streets and numbers,

thus taking the streets in alphabetic order,taking

the numbers for each building on each street

and giving opposite and in numerical order the

name of the occupant. The publisher frankly

says: "The great cities of London and Paris

publish their directories on this plan, and it is

not therefore claimed as a new idea." The di-

rectory shows that the city has a grand total of

27,631 buildings, of which 24,366 are dwellings

and shelter 30,849 families. The population, at

a conservative estimate, is placed at 155,600, an

increase of 4,500 for the year.

The General Assembly of the Commonwealth
has just contracted with John P. Morton & Co.

for 650 copies of Barbour's Digest of Kentucky
Reports at $12 per volume.

The ubiquitous traveling man has been active

and numerous in this latitude of late. Among
the visitors the past week were the following-

named from New York : L. Maynz, for Edward
Posen & Co. ; A. C. Veiller and Frank Raud-
nitz, for Henry Levy & Son ; Chas. G. Loder-

bery, for the Whitmore and Nicoll Company,
and James Ferguson, for the Goodyear Rubber
Company. Bourbon.

. ^

WASHINGTON WAFTINGS.

[FBOU OTTB REGULAB COBRBSPONDKNT.]

Washington, D. C, March 18, 1884.

'Tis often said that the " City of Magnificent

Distances " is a great political centre. The truth

of this statement can be very readily seen when
we remember that here yearly are gathered to-

gether our most astute politicians and those

who come nearest in filling the places made va-

cant by the demise of such noted statesmen as

Clay, Calhoun and Webster. Here in the Capi-

tal may be seen on any day some of the shrewd-

est men who live by their skill in manipulating

the wires which set up or pull down Presidents,

and also here do we find the article out of which

the President is made; therefore, it goes with-

out saying that the city of Washington is a

great, if not the greatest, political centre in the

United States. While this has been true of

Washington in a political sense for a long time,

it is but recently that close observers have be-

gun to note the fact that the Capital of the na-

tion is fast becoming one of the great literary

centres of the country, and that here are gather-

ing as residents and yearly visitors some of the

most noted of those who wield that implement
which Mr. Bulwer saw fit to say was mightier

than the sword. Each year Washington is be-

coming more and more a literary centre, where
the keen-witted novelist may find the many
sides of life which he weaves into romance,

where the students of political economy may
talk with the makers of laws, and where the his-

torian meets face to face the men who were
participants in the many acts of peace and war
which have made this wonderful country a
power in the world. There is nothing in this

which should excite our special wonder, for it is

but a repetition of history. We are a young
nation, our Capital is just beginning to grow,

and like the seals of government in the older

countries across the seas, as it widens and beau-

tifies in topography it also fills up with the most

noted of citizens, because they find here that

which is most suited to their intellectual growth
and a great deal of that most powerful of fac-

tors in the making of the somewhat indefinable

article of life called "happiness," namely,

pleasant associations. People of refinement

and wealth come here, because here they find a

beautiful, healthy city, containing the best peo-

ple of all of the States. In the light of these

facts, it is not strange then that Washington
has some of the best book stores in the country,

and that the trade of the bookseller and sta-

tioner is a lively one at most seasons of the

year. There is always a demand for books, and
for the best books, too ; none of your yellow-

back trash about "Mad Mike, the Indian

Slayer," but something by a master hand.

Along with the book trade there very natur-

ally follows a demand for the best things which

the stationers' art and fancy can produce. The
people are always ready and willing to purchase

the best novelties, if they show any degree of

artistic skill in their design and finish. The
lovers of art everywhere will appreciate almost

any sort of a subject, whether on paste-board or

on canvas, provided it has the evidences of cul-

ture and skill in its conception or execution, and

this being the case here in Washington, where

there are so many intelligent art critics, the bet-

ter class of souvenir novelties are much sought

after and readily purchased. Those regularly

in this sort of trade, and I mean by this the job-

bers who always carry with their large stock of

books the best things and the latest styles in the

fancy goods trade, are brought into very close

competition by a certain class of dealers who,

by hook or crook, manage to secure their stock

in such a manner and on such terms as will en-

able them to greatly undersell the legitimate

jobber. How this is all accomplished is a mys-
tery to those who, with a feeling of outraged

justice, ask for some explanation from the large

manufacturers of this class of goods. During
the holidays a stationer said to me :

" Just look

at this, here are a pair of pretty bisque figures

which I purchased in New York for what I sup-

posed was a fair price, and in order to realize a

just profit I sold them to my customers at $2 a

pair, and they are returned to me by a discon-

tented buyer with the remark that he does not

want them, as he can purchase the very same
thing at a place (a dry-goods store) on street

for the sum of $1, and greatly to my astonish-

ment, upon investigation, I find that he is tell-

ing the truth."

And thus it is in all branches of the stationers'

business. Why will the manufacturer sell a

china dog, a galvanized monkey or a nickel-

plated elephant to the stationer for a dollar each

and then when the dry-goods man comes along

sell th^ same menagerie at fifty cents a head

less ? Answer, ye mighty monopolists and give

peace to the souls of the suffering booksellers and
stationers who are the manufacturers' best

friends in pushing to the front their wares at all

times.

Trade at present is quite brisk and there is

much activity on the part of buyers, most of

whom at this season are to be found among the

wealthier class of citizens who entertain almost

daily and for the purpose of correspondence

lay in a large supply of the more fashion-

able stationery. Senators, Congressmen and
many prominent employes in the departmental

service of the Government entertain large

numbers of people during the winter season

and this, of course, makes the trade in the sta-

tionery line lively, as it entails the purchase and
use of a great deal of paper in sending and ac-

cepting of invitations. The stationery fur-

nished to the various departments is of course

very great in quantity and very varied in

quality. The contract for such is generally let

to the lowest bidder and in this way all have an
equal chance at Uncle Sam's patronage. The
Post-office and Treasury Departments probably

use the greatest amount of stationery while the

the Department of State and the Executive

Mansion vie with each other in an extensive use

of the best qualities. Every year, with much
amusement to the public and with no little ex-

citement to the Congressmen and Senators, the

newspapers "hereabouts" publish a long list of

the things which have been drawn by the

worthy statesmen and boldly charged to the in-

nocent little item of " stationery." The articles

embrace almost everything from a trade dollar

to a fifty dollar album or the finest-fashioned

smelling bottle. The gentlemen who keep the

laws in working order are allowed $125 per

year for stationery which they are at liberty to

draw in cash or take in stationery as they see

proper; hence this pretty little programme every

year.

Strolling into the very handsome new quar-

ters of G. A. Whitaker yesterday, I was told

that the signs were very favorable for a lively

trade during the Easter holidays, and that his

stock was already fast disappearing, much to

his gratification, as he, anticipating a good
trade, had supplied himself with a large and
varied assortment of cards and novelties, promi-

nent among which are the artistic works of L
.

'

Prang, J. D. Whitmore & Co., Evans & Plum-
mer, and of the imported goods of Hildesheimer

and Tuck.

Strolling down the avenue, which daily pre-

sents an appearance of Broadway, New York,
I noticed some beautiful designs of stationery

in Dempsey's show-window, which seemed to be
attracting the notice of passers-by. Continuing

the walk toward the capitol, Robert Beall's

store was reached, and from him I learned that

'

already his stock of Easter goods was moving
very satisfactorily.

Mr. Morrison, his neighbor, although having
a large law-book trade, deals quite largely in

the fancy goods, and has also a well-selected

stock of Easter goods. Ben.

BOSTON BILLETS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

IEastern Office Lockwood Press, ('

49 Federal St., Boston, March 19, 1884. (

During the past two months I have had fre

quent occasion to comment upon the weather,

and it might be possible that there are some peo-

ple who tire of this thing. Well, I am tired

of it myself, and so are the tradespeople who
are forced to do business under such disagree-

able conditions. Complaints have been numer-

ous and frequent, and not without some reason.

Just look at the facts as officially presented by
our Weather Bureau ; eight fair days in the

month of January, only one during the whole

twenty-nine days of February, and so far in

March we have enjoyed four more. , Out of a

possible ninety, thirteen days have been pleas-

ant, while the remainder were given to rain or

snow. Not such a bad showing for bad weather.

And I doubt if any locality outside of New Eng-

land can equal it.

And, notwithstanding thi<:, business has been

quite good. Some houses report even a larger

{Continued on page 360.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climatk,

Ink: or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date. '

CARSON Sc BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

I

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select' trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
CJeneral Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street,
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(Continued from, page 358.)

volume of trade for the past month than for the

same time last year. In fancy stationery, sta-

ple goods, specialties and Easter novelties, the

same encouraging report is made by the leading

jobbers in these varied lines. The outlook for

the spring trade is very good.

In Easter souvenirs, H. H. C&rter is display-

ing a very extensive line. Some are imported

and some the work of home artists. Among the

imported novelties for Easter are some very

unique and original designs. One is a beautiful

cross made entirely of mother-of-pearl, mounted

upon a black enameled card, and fastened there-

to with round, gilt-headed buttons. The card is

furnished with an easel-back. The beveled

edges are gilded and a gilt inscription under the

cross heightens the eflfect, producing a most

agreeable impression upon the eye. These

pearl crosses are from London. Each one is in-

closed in a pretty folder and neatly boxed.

Mr. Carter supplies the trade. Another novelty

found here is ivory slabs intended for hand-

painting. These slabs are round, about six

inches in diameter and an inch thick. The edges

are rough, just as they come from the tusks,

while the surfaces are highly polished. Hand-

painted Easter cards, presenting floral designs

and comic scenes, are also among the novelties

displayed by this enterprising jobber. One fea-

ture about Mr. Carter's salesroom is that we can

always find here the leading novelties of the

season. People become weary of a continued

sameness in these home ornaments and are ever

on the watch for something new and original.

Successful dealers must cater to these changing

whims, and none study the signs of the times

more keenly than Mr. Carter.

Manifold letter books are becoming quite

popular among commercial men, and the grow-

ing demands from the trade have kept the Bos-

ton manufacturers running full time. Just

what the daily output is I can't say, but it will

be slightly curtailed for the next few weeks,

owing to the destruction by fire of the largest

establishment of the kind in the city. The fac-

tory destroyed was located at 418 Harrison ave-

nue, and owned by Samuel Hano. The loss is

placed in the thousands, and only partially in-

sured. Mr. Hano is favorably known to the

trade, and was doing a large business with his

maniflld books. Other quarters will be secured

and the business will suffer as little interruption

as possible.

Carter, Rice & Co. report that the trade in

envelopes and writing papers shows consider-

able activity. The reduction in letter postage is

beginning to have its effect in the increased con-

sumption of writing material. The use of

postal cards is considered in bad taste, and their

use is on the decline. It is noticed, also, that

the trade are calling for a better class of goods

than in former years, an evidence that the peo-

ple at large are showing more taste in their epis-

tolary correspondence.

The trade of this house is steadily increasing,

and to accommodate its needs an upper floor of

the building has been secured for storage-room.

The firm proposes to partition off a spacious

room on this floor for the use of its patrons.

This room is to be known as the "Stationers

and Printers' Exchange," and will be fitted up
in first-class style, with desks, chairs, tables,

&c. Pens, ink, paper and envelopes will be

furnished in such quantities as the demands of

the exchange shall call for. Checking facilities

will be provided ; the daily papers will be kept

on file, and an attendant will be placed in

charge. Stationers, printers, paper-dealers and

others interested in kindred branches of trade

who may visit the city, will be cordially invited

to make their business headquarters at the ex-

change. Visiting tradesmen can have their

mail addressed care of the exchange, and any
purchases made while in the city—small pack-

ages, bundles, &c. , can be ordered to the ex-

change subject to their orders. There has been

a long-felt want for just such a rendezvous, and

it is reserved for the enterprising house of

Carter, Rice & Co. to inaugurate this exchange.

No straight-laced " rules and regulations" will

be enforced. In fact, such freedom of speech

and action as is consistent with good morals will

be permitted. And all this convenience is with-

out cost to visitors. Visitors may come and go,

enjoy the many facilities of the exchange and

discuss trade, without money and without price.

Score one for Carter, Rice & Co.

Whittemore Brothers & Co., manufacturers

of the "Triumph mucilage," report that the

spring trade for this line of goods has opened

up, and that numerous orders are being filled.

It is claimed for this mucilage that it never

mould or sours in hot weather; it has no odor

and sticks with great tenacity. Dealers can

rely on its never spoiling on their hands. This

mucilage is not competing with the cheap arti-

cle, but for quality it is strongly recommended.
This house does such a large business in muci-

lage that it has always carried heavy stocks

of raw gum and so the " troubles in Egypt " have

caused the manufacturers no uneasiness as yet.

Card rates still hold good with the trade.
A. L. D.

^ —
CINCINNATI CLIPPINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati. March 18, 1884.

Business has halted again. Clerks and sales-

men wear long faces. Novices look blue. Older

men laugh in their sleeves and enjoy the fun.

There has been quite a brisk season, and now it

is anything but brisk. The weather has been

gloomy and unsettled. One day of wintry rain

and sleet and another of high winds and chill-

ing mists have not put people in a mood for

buying and selling. But they are using

up stocks on hand all the while and consum-
ers never cease their work of consumption.

Nature abhors a vacuum, as everybody knows,

and empty shelves, whether in the merchant's

store or the consumer's wardrobe, will be filled.

Emptiness is a beggar that must be satisfied. One
might as well cut a long story short by saying,

without more ado, that there is nothing the

matter with the times. The trouble is wholly

with the men who growl. Those who have

learned as well as lived are cheerful enough.

They know that the good time is here and that

the man who knows how to improve it has found

the philosopher's stone.

Among the good resolutions made this year

by businessmen, stationers and paper-trade men
particularly, in this diluvian anti-diluvian and

past-diluvian city, was one to make no more
bad debts. There is business for you. The man
who discovers that art will have a fortune at

command. Another " resolve " was 'not to cut

margins so as to annihilate profits. How
very wise this last business principle is ! Its

discoverer deserves a title. This principle is

death to cutthroat competition. Well, these

two resolutions have actually been taken by
several individuals and firms here. They are

enthusiastic on the subject, and desire to dissem-

inate this " new " creed. It it could be made
infectious like smallpox or measles nothing

would please them better than to learn that the

entire atmosphere of the whole country was so

filled with the infection that no one could es-

cape.

A wholesome conservatism pervades all busi-

ness. By some people Cincinnati conservatism

is regarded a trifle excessive. But, excessive or

sufiicient, it is in full force just now. Men are

cautious about venturing, cautious about giv-

ing credit, cautious about asking credit, very

cautious about indorsing paper, and very reluc-

tant to ask indorsers to their own paper. There

is no lack of evidence that merchants mean to

make their business pay—that is, they intend to i

secure fair prices for the commodities they sell,
,

so as to leave a profit after paying for capital,
,

brains, risk and other items of the cost of run-
;

ning a business. Now, if everybody will hold i{

out as he has set out in this new path, the world
:|

will witness an increase of thrift in Cincinnati.

Do you want something in the way of inci-

dent ? Sorry that nothing of the kind can be i

given worth the penning. Stationers who i

manufacture mercantile blanks are finding em- ijj

ployment for all their facilities. .
\

Printers who turn off circulars, cards, pamph- j

lets, posters, and all such like, are busy asi

nailers. These instances of business activity and

of general faith in the immedate prospect for

good trade are not the only contradictions to

the croakers and growlers who complain that

the times are dull because they are not kept|

running their legs off, day and night, waitingi

on customers. Prince William.

JOHIT E.EDWAEDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

-• B^LTI^^OR-E, -b/LlD.

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
JLiIBERAL. l>ISCOCJi>T "XO TflE TItA^I>E. o-

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.

Outside Dimensions : 36 inches high, 34 inches wide, 11 inches deep.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., CINCINNATI
2VEW TOBK BRANCH: 28 BOND STREET.

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls,

R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

1^- SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Is as Good as Two Earned.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in l^x^ices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investieation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Kuling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

SI7B CJLRD CO.,
PUBLISHEHS AND DbALERS IN

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OP

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

'SCHOLAR'S- ^Companion.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

14:7 Mulberry Street,
Neto York,ROACHE MFG. CO.,

Importers ofGERMAN SLATE PENCIIS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOIiAK'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.
r>TJK,HA.M:, CONN.,

MANtrPACTURE A PULL LINE OF

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS,
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
j
Cash Boxes, with Combination Lccks.

FOB -j Heavy Tin File Cases.
IS 8*. ( Paper Weight Clocks.
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^raxte '^ovdiits.

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and ^^'ill notice all such which
possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 894,048. Printing Press.—Albe P. Hyde, Boston,

No. 994,059. Photographer's Retouching Point.

—

Haskell Harris McElhiney, Nebraska City, Neb.

No. 294,076. Mechanical Toy.—WUliam S. Reed, Leo-
minster, Mass.

No. 294,079. Machine for Computing Interest.—J.

Watts Robinson, Boston, Mass,

No. 294,087. Device for Holding Open the Leaves of

Books.—George D. B. Small, Chelsea, assignor of

one-half to William G. Emery, Boston, Mass.

No. 294,139. Apparatus for Use in Studying Har-
mony. — Bligh Sidenham Maitland, London,
England. Patented in England, April 16, 1883,

No. 1,918.

An apparatus to be employed in the study of

the science of harmony, comprising a frame or

board bearing a chromatic scale, and four or

other number of chord-slides to move on the

frame or board, these slides being each divided

vertically into three parts, and each of these

parts being vertical chord-lines, and each slide

bearing arbitrary signs (to correspond with a

guide or reference table), and having also de-

vices to represent, respectively, the tonic root,

the relative minor key to a major tonic key,

and the relative major key to the minor tonic

key.

No. 294,154. Muffler for School Slates.—Jos. Ridge,

Chicago, 111., assignor to Johu H. Beers, same
place.

No. 294,162. Combined Map Cas-^ and Holder.—
Jerome Travis, North Adam^, Mich.

No. 294,175. Cryptographical Table.—John L. Wln-
nea, San Francisco, Cal.

A table or tables from which cryptograms
with keys therefor may be constructed, consist-

ing of columns of letters, figures, words, or

symbols, and corresponding lines or columns of

numerals or figures above or at one side, togeth-

er with blank spaces, in which other indepen-

dent numerals or figures may be inserted.

No. 294,214. Bill and Letter File.—Samuel H. Fish,

Hinsdale, 111.

No. 294,254. Folding Map-Rack.—Frank P. Mont-
gomery, San Jose, Cal.

No. 294,257. Machine for Embossing and Backing
Wall-Decorating Materials.—Wm. Scott Morton,
Edinburgh, County of Mid-Lothian, Scotland.

Patented in England May 2:3. 1832, No. 2,420, and
in France November 2.J, 1882. No. 102.258.

No. 294,268. Paper-File Box.—Fred. W. Pratt,Wash-
ington, D. C.

No. 291,279. Paper-File Holder.-Augustus C. School-

ey, Chicago, III.

No. 294,293. Slate-Eraser.—Wm. M. Whiting, Eliza-

beth, N. J.

The combination of a handle, a mass of ab-

sorbent material attached thereto, a cup into

which said handle is adapted to fit tightly, and a

second mass of absorbent material contained

within said cup.

No. 294,312. Device for Holding and Cutting Paper
from Rolls.—John H. Earl, Chicago, III., assign-

or to the National Roll Wrapping Paper Com-
pany, same place.

No. 294,317. Pencil and Analogous Articles.—Georg
Hacker, Nuremburg, Bavaria, Germany, assignor

to Qustavus Schwaubaeusser, same place.

No. 294,340. Fountain Pen.—Edward Tyrrell, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

No. 294,355. Type-Holder.—Edwin C. BeU, TitusvUle,

Pa.

No. 294,378. Composing Stick.—William H. Golding,

Chelsea, Mass.

A gage or knee for a composing-stick, formed

of a single piece of slftet metal and having in-

tegral re-enforcing flaps at its ends, constructed

as and for the purpose of triangular braces to

the wall of the knee.

No. 294,403. Paper Bag.—John P. Onderdonk, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

No. 234,436. Printers' Damping Roller. John H.

Bingham, Hartford, Conn., assignor to John and

Edmund McLoughlin, New York, N. Y.

A wetting-roller for printers, comprising a

core or cushion of the ordinary roller compo-

sition formed or molded on the stock, an exte-

rior felt covering to form the roller face and

a covering of rubber interposed between

said felt and composition to prevent the water

from getting at and injuring the composition

core.

No. 294,4-38. Shell or Cover for Printers' Rollers.—

Andrew Campbell, Brooklyn, assignor to John
and Edmund McLoughlin, New York, N. Y.

As a new article of manufacture, a shell to

form the cover of a printer's roller, comprising

an exterior cover of leather and a lining of

linen or other similar material glued to the in-

side of the leather, and the whole formed into a

cylindrical shell.

No. 294,450. Toy Pistol.—Albert H. Dean and Charles

A. Hotchkiss, Bridgeport, Conn., assignors to

Ives, Blakeslee & Co., same place.

No. 294,470. Wrapper-Folding Machine,—Warren B.

Howe, Chicago, 111.

No. 294,473. Paper-Folding Machine.—Conrad Elah-

ler, Chicago, III.

No. 294,477. PenHolder.—Frederic M. Libby, Port-

land, Me.

No. 294,478. Pen-Holder.—Frederic Matthias Libby,

Portland, Me.

No. 294,485. Process of Making Copies of Tracings.

—Philip H. Mandel, Astoria, N. Y.

The process of copying a tracing, drawing or

other illustration delineated on transparent

material consisting in applying to a pane of

glass a sensitive material composed of bichro-

mate of ammonia, gum-arabic, sugar and
water, or the equivalent of such material,

which, when not exposed to the light, is tacky

or sticky, but which, when exposed to the

light, loses its tackiness or stickiness ; in lay-

ing the illustration over the sensitive mate-

rial ; in exposing the illustration to the light;

in subsequently removing the illustration ; in

applying lampblack or analagous material out-

side the sensitive material ; in subsequently ap-

plying a sheet of material on which the copy is

to be made, and in finally stripping oflE the ma-
terial on which the copy was to be made, and
the sensitive material with it.

No. 294,491. Pistol Game Apparatus.—John Reni
Mestier, Corpus Christi, Tex.

No. 294,498. Book Holder and Rest.— Edwin V.

Parker, Strafford, Vt.

No. 294,586. Game Apparatus, Calendar and Clock.

—Wm. Cooper, New York, N. Y.

No. 294,589. Toy Building Block.—Charles M. Cran-

dall, Montrose, Pa., assignor to Fred. W. Crandall

and Benjamin L. Baldwin, both of same place.

No. 294,590. Toy.—Charles M. Crandall, Montrose,

Pa., assignor to Fred. W. Crandall and Benjamin
L. Baldwin, both of same place.

No. 294,607. Toy Building Block.—Charles W. Frost,

Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 294,622. School-Bag.—Michael Honigner, Buf-

falo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to John C.

Pickelmann, same place.

No. 294,651. Paper-File.—Luther A. McCord, CUn-
ton, S. C.

No. 294,677. Composing-Stick.—Robert Stowe Rob-
son, Cambridgeport, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to himself, and John Loughrey, East
Cambridge, Mass.

No. 294,700. Fountain-Pen. — Henry Stockmann,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 294,731. Manufacture of Embossed Fabrics.—

Claude Gamier, Lyons, and Paul Depoully, Paris,

France. Patented in France, May 30, 1883, No.

155,776.

No. 294,738. Thermometer.—Henry Guth, New York,

Y.N.

MEMORANDUM-BOOK AND PAD.

A new memorandum-book and pad is designed

to provide an improvement in merchants' self-

copying memorandum-books and pads.

The book is a plain memorandum-book, of

ordimary size—preferably of a size adapted to

be carried in the coat-pocket. A slip pad or

tablet is attached, by any suitable means, to the

cover of the book, outside, so that the book and
pad are as one. The cover of the book is

formed or provided with a carbon-paper at-

tachment. This attachment is composed of

a heavy paper flap, that is attached to the

cover of the book by rivets or eyelets, a

leaf that is a trifle wider than the leaves

of the memorandum-book, and a frame that

holds the sheet of carbon-paper. The frame is

adapted to fold back upon the leaf, which is

adapted to be folded in between the leaves of

the book, so that when the book is closed the

leaf, with frame and carbon-paper, serve as a

book-mark, enabling the memorandum-book
always to be opened at the right place, and
the leaf serves also to alivays hold the sheet

of carbon-paper in its proper place, so that

when the book is opened for making a memo-
randum it is only necessary to tip the frame
over upon the right-hand side of the book,

to bring the carbon-paper into position for use.

The book being open and the sheet of carbon-

paper turned upon the right-hand side of the

book, in making the memorandum a slip taken

from the pad will simply be placed upon the

sheet of carbon-paper and the memorandum
written upon the slip with an ordinary lead-pen-

cil. The memorandum will be impressed

or written through the carbon-paper upon

the leaf of the book in exact fac-simile of

the memorandum on the slip. The frame

and leaf will then be raised off from the

leaves of the book sufficiently to permit the

sheet having the memorandum just written upon

it to be turned. Then the book will be closed

upon the leaf, carbon-sheet and frame, and

placed in the pocket ready for the next entry.

This book is said to be very convenient and

easily used, and by the use of the frame the

carbon-paper is always held in the flat position

and prevented from folding.

The frame may be made of metal, hinged and

attached to the leaf by the rivets or eyelets ; or

it may be made of leather or of paper, or of any

other suitable material. If made of heavy pa-

per, or of the same material as the leaf, it may
be made a part of the leaf ; and if the frame and

leaf are both made of the same material as the

cover of the book, the cover, leaf and frame are

all made in one piece.

The carbon-paper is attached to the frame
with cement or in any other suitable manner.

A New Discovert.—Waterproof paper and

pasteboard as strong as parchment are now

made by treating the sheets with a solution of

oxide of copper in ammonia, so as to partially

dissolve a thin film of the paper, which is thea

dried.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second,—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illumtnated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features,

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOIV OR I.ESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

niustratedCatalogue,containing full descrip-
tion, prices, &c.f mailed, on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
1!^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au>^
B A.AC K

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEXT YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

Tlie Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
'* lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mall or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UAimFACTURKR OF

TIN m PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerfy with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -^ -^
BLANK BOOK PAGING,^ -^ And PERFORATING,

3iTo. SI Tolirj. Street, liT&^TT- "STork.

EASTER NOVELTIES.
Faa©y Mim^aM Mwrntmrn ^ggs,

FLOWER STANDS, DISHES, BASKETS WITH EGGS, BONBONNIERS, &c.

Marbles, Tops, Base Balls, Bats, Toy Books, Gaines, Out-Door Sports.

^ An immense variety of Novelties in the Toy, Notion and Fancy Goods line.

O. IT". J^. PIIlSrR,ICK[S,
Price List on application. 39-33 PARK FI^Ci:, NEW YOBK.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOniNG PAPER,
-*-

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 8e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
f

:]Ve>v London, Oonn.
MANUFACTUREES OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuable I^atented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
BIANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlantic Worts, East Bostoi, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 «Sc 83 Jackson St., OMcago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

5?

Hand OiRTKB. 8EHD FOR ClRCCrL.AR AND PBUCE LIST Hamd-Citttkb, with Stbam Fultubb.
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PERFORATED PAPER TABLET-

This is a device in which several distinct and

separate tablets or blocks of different sizes are

embraced in one article, so as to enable the user

to take only the amount necessary for his use at

one time without the trouble or cost of keeping

on hand a variety of difiEerent sized tablets, as

is usually the case with accounts and others.

The invention consists in providing the

several sheets of paper composing a tablet with

lines of perforations arranged in such a manner
as to divide the same into several distinct parts

of different sizes.

The several sheets of paper composing the

tablet are perforated vertically and horizon-

tally, so as to divide the sheets into several dis-

tinct parts, each of these several parts being of

a size larger or smaller than the others, to suit

the user's convenience, and when the sheets are

put together to form a single tablet or block, the

lines of perforations divide the same into minor

tablets or blocks of various sizes, thus doing

away with the usual necessary practice of keep-

ing on hand a variously-sized lot of such ar-

ticles. Should only a small piece of paper be

required for use, it can be detached from the

sub-tablet or block, leaving the remainder of

the sheet intact, and should it be desirable to use

both sides of the paper, this detached portion of

the sheet may be folded over upon an adjoining

section, this operation being similarly performed
with any of the several sections, as convenience
may require ; by a tablet or block constructed
in this manner memorandums may be kept upon
a portion of the same without detachment, while
the other portions may be used and torn off at
pleasure.

«"*"*

PAPER-HANGERS' PASTE.

Beat up 4 pounds of good white wheaten flour

in cold water—enough to form a stiff batter

—

sifting the flour first, and beat it well to take out

all the lumps. Then add about 2 ounces of well-

powdered alum. Have a quantity of boiling

water ready at hand, take it boiling from the

fire and pour it gently and quickly over the bat-

ter, stirring it rapidly at the same time ; and
when it is observed to swell and lose the white

color of the flour it is cooked and finished. The
quantities here indicated should make about
three-fourths of a pail of solid paste. It is re-

commended not to use it while hot, as when cool

it adheres better and goes further.

A little cold water poured over the top of the

mass will prevent the formation of a skin from
the drying out of the paste. When about to

use, a small additional quantity of cold water
should be added so that the paste will spread

easily and quickly under the brush. In warm
weather this paste must be used quickly as it

cannot be kept for many days without ferment-
ing and souring,, when it becomes thin, watery
and useless. It it be desired to avoid this, the ad-
dition of a few drops of carbolic acid to the
mass when it is prepared will enable it to be
kept almost indefinitely.

When brass is soldered with soft solder, the

difference in color is so marked as to direct at-

tention to the spot mended. The following me-
thod of coloring soft solder is given by the Met-

allarbeiter : First prepare a saturated solution

of sulphate of copper (bluestone) in water, and
apply some of this on the end of a stick to the

solder. On touching with a steel or iron wire it

becomes coppered, and by repeating the experi-

ment the deposit of copper may be made thicker
and darker. To give the solder a yellower color,
mix one part of a saturated solution of sulphate
of zinc with two of sulphate of copper, apply
this to the coppered spot, and rub it with a zinc
rod. The color can be still further improved by
applying gilt powder and polishing.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLAXK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without changing the
Machine,

Form backs of any thidcnesg of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and w^ill

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORH & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufaetopy : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L. L BROWN FAFER mm,
ILDATMS^ Ita.A.SSJVCZZUSETXS, XT. S. A.

——

—

>- Manufactiu'ers of Fu^Class -*

LINEN LEB6ER ANB RECORB PAPERS
^ WHICH WILL STAHO THE SE7EEEST TESTS OP EEASUSB AHO BE-WBITIS^ -*

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and coataln a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.'
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STAETED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EZPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILAJ>EI.PHIA. PA.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,
Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half tlieir Prices.

Priktkd prom Six Sets op Elkctbo-Plates op dipperbnt size type, and bound in the most durable
AND elaborate STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN RIBLE,
TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus-

trated, Colored Maps, &c., at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPH>ALBUMS
>

i3sr en"idx-,e:ss ^-a^r-ietit.
strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEAL-SKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA.

^^"Ifevf Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application.

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehouse, 1222 Arch St., PMla., Pa.

HOLTOKE EPEIOPE CO..
HOUYOKIE, JMCA-SS.

— BEST —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TYNER,Treaa. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT

X^ine of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

S1.00 a,nd. "CJp-^:^7-a,rcLs,
ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
Insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS,

>K

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
* ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKI-L ALL SIZBS AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICK, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

-*

S-2- "'v^IEIG-HI',

•*--

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

«

—•—i-MADE BY.j——

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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5i^ L PRANG & CO.'Si^At
o\MEDIJiirA3C. :>

ExxoTER OJxROLo.

^ W yHE MEDIEVAL EASTER CAEDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are

1^1 brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made

«/^^^V with care from the best examples of typography, book illustration and page ornaments of

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These series are entitled

:i

^sW "
«j rrtwj <
cDir i^'e: OLiDEisr ti:m:e:.

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED:

SERIES 1.—A set of twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black
; price per set of

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old hand-made paper, encased with parchment paper,

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Telegraphic Cipher Words: SERIES 1, "MEDIAEVAL;" SERIES 2, "ANTIQUE."

*-

NEW YORK: 38 Bond Street. * T 'DTD A TvT (^^ /R C^C^
PHILADELPHIA: 1110 Walmit Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 529 Commercial Street l^me ^^t ^mlli^li©^^. B©©t©a.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" wiU be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

James A. Pickard, printer, Huntsville, Ala.,

is dead.

Louie & Tucker, publishers, Odell, Neb., have

sold out.

John Tucker, paper-stock dealer, New York
city, is dead.

D. O. Bell, printer, Lockwood. Mo., has sold

out his business.

E. T. Miller, dealer in wall-paper, Rochester,

N. Y., has assigned.

Riddle & Connors, printers, Lancaster, S. C,
have been damaged by fire.

Maynard, Grough & Co., printers, Worcester,

Mass. , have been burned out.

J. Jones, dealer in wall-paper. South Pueblo,

Cal., has sold out to A. P. Maple.

George Hartley, bookseller, &c., Palmerston,

Ont., has sold out to Edward Woolbridge.

E. McCallum, dealer in stationery and fancy

goods, Ridgetown, Ont., has been burned out.

Charles A. Davis, of the firm of Davis &
Davis, booksellers and stationers, Penton, Mich.,

is dead.

Mansell & Blume, importers of sponges, &e.,

New York city, continue the business of Mansell,

Birnbaum & Co.

Edward T. Miller, dealer in wall-paper at

Rochester, N. Y., has made an assignment to

S. V. Pryor. His liabilities are reported at

$20,000 and assets, $15,000.

A. H. Andrews & Co., manufacturers of

school furniture, Chicago, 111., have dissolved

partnership, A. H. & H. L. Andrews succeed

to the business under the same style.

C. C. Cline & Co., publishers. Louisville, Ky.,

have sold out to the Guide Publishing Company.

C. H. Adams, bookseller' and stationer, Alle-

gan, Mich., has lost $1,500 by fire. Not insured.

A new lawn game, called "Enchantment," is

about being put on the market by the Milton

Bradley Company. This house was the first in

this country to make a specialty of croquet,

and, for a long time, its patented implements

were the most popular in the market. Changes

in the condition of the market induced it to sell

its patents to a leading Western house some

years ago, and It has, since that time, given its

attention to less bulky goods. The new game
has been the subject of much experimenting

during the past year and will be brought out

with great care and in the style of workmanship

and finish for which this old house is celebrated.

The game is' played with hoops and a peculiar

guarded wand, and is entirely unique in its

methods.

D. L. Wilcox, of Pawtucket, R. I., has re-

signed the presidency of the R. Bliss Manufac-

turing Company of that city and organized a

stock company, with a capital of $25,000, with a

factory at Milford, N. H., and an ofiice in Bos-

ton. The company will manufacture toys, &c.,

for which it owns several patents, also writing-

desks, work-boxes, cabinets, &c.

J. H. Buflford's Sons have been very busy dur-

ing the past few days in attending to orders for

their line of satin art prints, which were but

first introduced this season. The firm's line has

been so popularly received by the trade in all

sections that other novelties will be added to it

from time to time.

A fire on Saturday night, March 15, in Reed's

block, on Albany street, Boston, caused a loss

to Samuel Hano & Co., manufacturers of mani-

fold paper, on stock and machinery of $30,000.

About $7,000 damage was done to other occu-

pants by water.

Samuel C. Tatum & Co. have purchased the

right and will in future manufacture the Bart-

lett presses at their shop at Cincinnati, Ohio, to

supply the Western trade.

The House Committee on Post Offices and Post

Roads on Friday ordered adverse reports on all

biUs providing for the establishment of postal

savings banks.

J. F. Handley, newsdealer, stationer, &c.,

San Jos6, Cal., has been succeeded by F. A.

Tavlor.

The Horse Shoe Publishing Company, Hot
Springs, Ark., has failed.

Shaw & Swartz, booksellers and stationers,

Providence, R. I., have failed.

C. W. Collins, stationer, &c., Georgetown,

Col., has been succeeded by S. D. Blair.

M. E. Haskell, bookseller and stationer. Trav-

erse City, Mich., has sold out to Beecher &
Hymer.

Property, consisting of real estate, belonging

to the Fibre Ware Company, Portland, Me., has

been attached for $350.

Stidham & Bunch, booksellers and stationers,

Jewell, Kan., have dissolved partnership. Wil-

liam H. Bunch succeeds to the business.

Thomas H. Cotter, printer, Omaha, Neb. , and

William F. Sweezy, publisher of the Despatch,

of the same place, have consolidated their busi-

ness.

C. F.- Bumpp, Philadelphia, is receiving some

large orders for leather goods from his travel-

ers. E. C. Ripka is doing very well in the East,

and C. B. Moore reports a good trade in the

West.

John Jacobson, Jr., of the firm of White &
Jacobson, paper-box manufacturers, 203 State

street. New York city, is dead. He was twenty-

three of age and a member of the Produce Ex-

change gratuity fund.

Spalding's " Official Base-ball Guide for 1884"

has just been issued by A. G. Spalding &
Brothers, Chicago. It is very full, so much so,

indeed, that the publishers have been compelled

to publish the " League Book" separately.

An employe at the factory of the Art

Album Company, at Battle Creek, Mich., was

using a can of benzine, when a gas-jet several

feet distant puflfed out, ignited the fiuid, caus-

ing a flame which soon spread to the chemicals

and caused a damage, mostly to stock, of about

$5,000; insured.

The Powers Paper Company has a very

large line of papeteries this season. Its stock

includes over 600 varieties. Its line of illumi-

nated goods is especially very attractive. It is

put up in very handsome style, and the stock is

the very best manufactured. Buyers of pape-

teries and fine writing papers should examine

BLOTTER
ISO AT^^R^IETI ES.

TABLETS
Fjf^OKIEID I]Sr BOXES
100 SHEETS lU PAD.

(WARRANTED.)
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.)

THE LARGEST AND FINEST tlNE OF BI.OTTEK TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, including Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c.; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum. Statement and Bill-Heads ; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remitiances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

td^ Notwithstanding their many advantage*, these goods wiU be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
iit the one who will increase Iiis business. '

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEK-SA-I.. ISLOTT-EK, 'JT^ 15 LiET, at lowest prices ever made.

»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.

—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. -•—
Send loP Sain pies and Prices.

GEO. F. KIM & MERRILL,

38 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOK SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE 6l CO.,

99 & lOl William Street, Ne-w York.
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the full line at the New York office, 62 Duane
street.

The St. Louis Tribune Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has increased its capital stock to $50,000.

Charles F. and W. F. Baldwin have succeeded

the firm of Baldwin & Taylor, publishers of the

Mount Vernon Republican, Mount Vernon,

Ohio.

J. O. Blakely & Co. ,
publishers of the Visalia

County Journal, Visalia, Cal., have dissolved

partnership. The business will be continued by
J. O. Blakely.

McNabb, Donner & Co., publishers and print-

ers, Petaluma, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

Hart A. Donner retires from the firm and S.

P. Weston has been admitted to membership.

W. S. Gilman, publisher of the Aroostook

Pioneer, Houlton, Me., has admitted George H.

Gilman to partnership, and the firm will do

business under the style of W. S. Gilman &
Son.

Hastings & Todd have some new and taking

designs in folding cards, embossed in bronze

colors,and also etched. The embossed cards are

quite fanciful and are likely to be in demand.

The etched line is also very neat and attractive.

The cards come in various tints.

A fire broke out at 2:30 a. m. on Wednesday
in the Rock Island Paper Mill at Little Falls,

N. Y. The building burned rapidly, and was
soon a mass of smoldering ruins. It had been

idle for the past month, but prior to that time

was operated by William Kingston. The flames

were undoubtedly of incendiary origin. The

loss on the building and machinery is estimated

at $8,000; insurance, $3,000.

White& Schermerhorn are having a brisk run

on their line of toilet papers. These come in

special brands of any size and count made to

order, or otherwise. The firm manufactures

tar papers with disinfecting and deodorizing

cover, perforated and unperforated roll papers,

the "Brighton," "Meadow," "Witch Hazel-

ine" and other brands of medicated toilet

papers, besides a full line of tissue, tea, straw,

news, book, manilla and wrapping, and bogus

papers in sheets and rolls, also a full line of

twines, &c. These goods are kept constantly on

hand or made to order.

One of the most attractive show-windows

down-town is that of James D. Whitmore &
Co. The window has this week been filled with

new attractions, embracing a complete line of

plush goods in a great variety of designs appro-

priate for Easter. The arrangement is very

tasteful, and, altogether, the display is so fine

that passers-by invariably stop to admire it.

Among the elegant designs of plush and other

goods noticed by a reporter of The Stationer
were a line of plush novelties with Neapolitan

heads, a fine line of Easter tiles which although

not new this season are still very popular, some

very handsome papeterie boxes in shaggy plush

and having appropriate greetings for Easter
;

also several pretty designs in crosses with floral

decorations, a flne line of albums in shaggy

plush with assorted mezzotypes representing

some of the most popular paintings of the old

masters. Some oC the novelties which attracted

special notice were a triangular-shaped card

made up in white satin with a group of birds in

the centre set in a background of shaggy plush,

a square panel card decorated with apple-blos-

soms, and a Neapolitan head set in a frame of

blue plush, and several band-painted pictures on

ivory, gotten up especially for Easter. The lat-

ter may be mounted on easels and are really

very handsome.

Langfeld, Turner & Andrews are offering a

great variety of new goods in purses, pocket-

books, ladies' shopping bags, card and letter

cases, bill books, cigar cases, calf and sheepskin

wallets, &c. These goods come in all kinds of

fancy leathers, including embossed Japanese
leathers, imitation and real alligator, genuine

and imitation seal leather, russia, calf and
sheepskin, &c. The firm has some 300 patterns

of bill books in all styles and leathers, and its

general line of goods is the largest in the coun-

try. Being their own manufacturers also,

Langfeld, Turner & Andrews are able to offer

to the trade some genuine bargains in their line

of goods.

The novelty for card players which has lately

been introduced to the trade by George W.
Hyatt is proving very popular, a large number
having already been sold, although it was only

recently introduced. The article consists of a
" patent improved game register and trump in-

dicator." It is made of fine card-board of good
weight, to which are eyeleted three disks, which
revolve by touching the edges at the indentation

in the edge of the card. One disk scores the

games to ten, another the points to ten, or the

two unitedly 99 points. The third disk shows
the trump suit, thus avoiding the vexatious in-

quiry. What's trumps ?

Edward Todd & Co. have applied for patents

for two new designs in gold pens and a new
style of gold pencil. One style of pen will be

called the "Professional." It is a stub pen with

a rounded point, thus enabling it to be held at

all angles. While it is extremely fiexible, it is

at the same time strong and durable. The
" Professional " will be made in two sizes, the

larger size being intended for engrossing work
and those writing a round, bold hand. The
company is not ready to announce the design of

the gold pencil, but this will be ready for the

trade in a short time.

It is asserted that the trade who have sold the

National Publishing Company's family bibles

containing the contrasted testaments say that,

when placed side by side with other editions, the

preference is always given to the "National,"

which has the King James and revised Testa-

ments in parallel columns on the same page.

The work of making up the schedule of assets

and liabilities of Lyman & Curtis has not been

completed. Mr. Sheldon, the assignee, states

that the liabilities amount to about $165,000,

and that the assets are about $70,000. As soon

as the schedule is filled there will be a meeting of

the creditors.

Two warehouses of the Appleton Manufactur-

ing Company, in Appleton, Wis., were burned

on Tuesday night; loss, $30,000 on the buildings

and contents, which consisted of toys and agri-

cultural implements; insurance $10,000.

The Cincinnati Paper Novelty Company has

got out a series of reversible sample envelopes

patterned after its document envelopes. C. M.
Ward, 28 Bond street, is the New York agent.

Gies & Co. , lithographers and engravers, Buf-

falo, N, Y., have dissolved partnership and a

new company has been incorporated under the

same style with a capital stock of $200,000.

F. H. Loss, Jr., will have ready for the trade

his new line of Swiss carvings and other novelties

in about a month. These goods will all be fresh

and attractive, and as Mr. Loss buys from first

hands he can afford to sell at bottom prices.

H. S. Raymond, dealer in books and station-

ery at Bay City, Mich., has made an assignment

to Oscar Harnet.

The stock of Mortimer, blank-book manufac-
turer, Ottawa, Ont., is advertised for sale by
tender.

Purcell & Bastable, newsdealers, &c., Clarks-

burg, W. Va., have dissolved partnership.

George Purcell succeeds to the business.

J. B. Lippincott & Co., publishers, booksel-

sers, stationers, &c., Philadelphia, Pa., have ad-

mitted J. Bertram Lippincott as a member of

the firm.

The Palmer Art Company will remove from
its present location, No. 36 Bond street, on the

first of May, to the lower floor of the building

occupied by L. Prang & Co.

French & Choate have recently added to their

very complete line of stationers' specialties, the

Cleave drawing, writing and study table. This

article is provided with a student's lamp and a
" Gem " book-rest by means of which a book can
be brought into any desired position.

INKING-PAD.

An improved inking-pad for inking canceling

and other hand-stamps has a body cast of elas-

tic material, such as printers' roller composition

or rubber, or any other flexible material suit-

able for the purpose. This has preferably a flat

base, and it has an ink-recess, containing a num-
ber of concentric or other ribs, walls or pillars,

whose upper edges are all level with the side of

the recess. Channels are made in the walls to

give passage for the ink to all parts of the re-

cess. The ink is fed to the recess through a
mouth, consisting of a metal or other close-bot-

tomed tube, with an orifice at the side on a level

with the recess. It is preferred to make the

mouth with a socket, screw-threaded, as shown,

so that a cap or cork may be screwed fast with

it.

The pad proper or cover of the recess consists

of porous material, such as felt or printers'

blanketing, or any suitable substance that will

permit the passage of ink and will insure an
even application of it to the surface of the let-

ters of the stamp. The marginal connection

of the pad is made water-tight so that there will

be no escape of ink on the impingement of the

stamp on the pad. The felt cover is attached to

the body after the latter has been taken from
the mold, the top of the body being softened by
heat or spread with cement and the felt

pressed upon it, and the walls are thus stif-

fened.

The filling-mouth is not an essential featuroj

because the ink-recess may be filled once for all

when first made, and the apparatus be thrown
away when the ink is exhausted or refilled by
the removal of the cover. In this form of

pad, or when the ink is thin, the ink-space may
be loosely filled with wool or equivalent ma-
terial, to retard the flow of very liquid ink and
prevent too much being fed to the felt top.

The pad can be filled from a tank placed at

any distance required, the filling-mouth being

placed upon the side of the pad and the connec-

tion made with suitable tubing and the flow of

ink controlled by a faucet.

^ » »
Forty years ago a Frenchman, with the usual

practical views of the nationality, conceived

the happy idea for easily creating intricate de-

signs upon plush. This happy idea was simply

the application of a hot iron to the surface of

the goods. The discovery was made in an acci-

dental way, and cost him the good looks of a
velvet dressing-gown, which his over-zealous
wife had attempted to iron. His experience,
however, suggested what was afterward, and is

stiU, called embossed plush.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annnm for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison st.. ChicaRO, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago. 111.

FORBES UTHOGRAPmC MFG. CO.,
181 Deyonshire St., .joston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond st.. New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 24 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO.. 505 Minor st..PhUadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P.. & CO.. Chicago, 111.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS. Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS. JOHN, SONS, & CO.. Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR. THOS.. & CO., 181 WUham St.. N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS. 106 Duane St.. N. Y,

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y

,

and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
Htrfet, Worce-'ter. Ma««.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, Stc.

TRIER, S.. & SON. 190 William st., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut st.. Philadelphia. Pa.

COLLINS. A. M.. SON. & CO.. PhUadelphJaTia!

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st. N.Y.

Copy ng Books.

MURPHY'S SONS. W. F.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYTE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WrLTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 William st.. N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. CarpentergvlUe. Dl.

aHRIVER. T.. & CO..

Envelope Manufacturers.

T/VTUlf, aAMUKL C, ft CO..

833 East 56tb St.. N. Y.

CHnrtnn«M, O.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 William st., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY. M. A.. 77 John St., N. Y.

WHITCOMB, G. HENRY, & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN. HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St.. N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO.. 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables 81.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO.. Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., JR~ 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. Manilla. Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

Paper Manufacturers.

Q. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John st.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.
BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila.. Pa.

HOWARD IBON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinor.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AHON, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y

.

Rubber Stamps.

DEHOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfi-s. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK, C. W., successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO.. Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sealing Wax Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati: 414 North Third st.. St. Louis.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Shelf Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER, \ 5J?-
Fojirteenth St., N. Y.

.ojjiu. oi, i J-.^^iiii^ui-.iv,
1 ^ Lasalle st., Chicago, 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER. 110 William st, N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St.. Boston. Mass.

WARD. MARCUS. & CO.. 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

Hake. ph. 155 WiUiam St., N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati: 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WETDMANN. A.. VM Broadvav v y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng,
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ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. KC. BUF-irOPtlD'S SOISTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS,
Ad-vertlsingFans, Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricoltaral and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROAD'WAY, N£W YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK, %
DEPOT FOR

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Qrinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Inipmeil FerSirator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^F~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. B-atnilton, Ohio.

El. Gr. XjOOICE & CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(jlazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chrome Cards, etc.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Pnblisliers, PRAMG, WARD and others

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

' Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

ESTABLISHED 1830 VALUE OF SKILL AT WHIST.

Turning to the element of personal skill, it is

difficult to get at statistics that are to be relied

on. "A little whist school" undertook, as a
part of their scientific investigations, an ex-

periment of a very novel and interesting kind

to test the value of skill.

Two rubbers were formed in two adjoining

rooms; two very good players (good in both sys-

tem and personal skill) being partners against

two indifferent partners in each room. The
cards were dealt in one room, and note being

taken of each hand, the same cards were re-

versed in the other room (those held by the

good players being now given to the bad ones,

and vice versa, the order of the hands being

preserved), and the hands were played again.

At the end of each hand the result was noted

for comparison.

In room A six rubbers were played compris-

ing 33 hands, the good players in this room
holding very good cards, and they won four

rubbers out of the six ; in points of balance of

18. In room B the good players had, of course,

the bad cards ; the 33 hands in this room made
up seven rubbers, and the good players won 3

out of the seven, losing 7 points on the balance.

The difference, therefore, was 11 points in

favor of skill, or nearly one point per rubber.

A comparison of tricks only, excluding honors,

showed some curious results. In 7 out of 33 the

score by cards in each room was the same

—

that is, the same hand being played over twice,

the result was the same at both tables. In 18

hands the score by cards was in favor of super-

ior players ; in eight hand in favor of the in-

ferior. In one of these hands one of the bad
players won two by cards at one table and
three by cards at the other, having changed
cards, be it remembered, showing that bad play

sometimes succeeds.

The grand result was this : That at both tables

the superior players gained the majority of

tricks. In room A the good players with the

good cards won 19 by card ; in room B the good
players with the bad cards won 3 by tricks. The
above result corresponds fairly with the maxi-
mum amount previously estimated ; but the

conditions assumed in both cases are so excep-

tional that such a high advantage cannot be ex-

pected to obtain in practice, and it is perhaps

more useful to inquire what results are given by
actual experience in ordinary play.

The total number of different ways in which
the 53 cards may be distributed among four

players amounts to 53,644,737,765,488,793,839,-

337,440,000. This number does not, however,

represent quite accurately all the varieties of

bands that might occur in whist. It would be
increased by considering the trump card, as in

the same distribution of the hands, a different

card being turned up and a different person be-

ing dealer, would give rise to a different variety

again.

—

William Pole, in "The Philosophy of
WhisV

^~*-^

James S. Oakley, business manager for the

New York branch of L. Prang & Co., has lately

returned from a visit to Chicago. He reports a
good outlook for a brisk Western and Southern
trade.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADYERTISINGla
J. B. CLABKE;, Proprietor,

115 Si 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverly's Theatre,
— CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
&c., &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Ca'I or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

CARDS
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of interest to the trade.
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R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
L D. Clark Shanghai, Cidna.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chih.
•JoM A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Eklward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Cura^oa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum. ] ^^d^"*
S*"^^*^'" ''^l-

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Halght Toronto, Canada.
nannr -w TTi«rh<ui i New Westmiuster, BritishHenry W. Hughea

.j ctoimnbia.

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers ot this paper who avail themselves of the
InformatloD obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
raapondents of the source of their ioformation.

We print an article on the "Merits and

Demerits of Speculation," taken from one

of the daily papers. The Stationer has

never gone so far as to denounce specula-

tion to the extent of declaring it unjustifi-

able in any case. On the contrary, it has

been a part of its policy to encourage an in-

telligent prevision of the markets and of the

circumstances likely to influence trade,

and to urge readers to attain such ad-

vantages as cool judgment and an intelli-

gent study of circumstances and probabil-

ities may justify them in seeking. But we
have denounced the reckless spirit which
has been shown in taking chances without

any consideration of probable effect. We
agree with the journal which says that

"speculation has some very beneficial indi-

rect results," and we go further by saying,

that it has many that are very direct ; but

the trouble is, that it is more liable to be

overdone, and that the craze for specula-

tion, like that created in the excitement

of gambling, carries men further than

they ought to go or would go if they paused

before taking a hazard. The paper to which
reference had been made further says :

"When the present excesses and excres-

cences of speculation have disappeared

through a process of self-cure, and the new
methods have fallen more into the hands of

men of judgment and adequate means, it

will be found that the change which has

been scouted as a mere demoralizing craze

is really the introduction of an improved

way of conducting the world's com-
merce." Exactly ! But when the millen-

nium comes we shall have the same story of

hope and despair, joy and regret. These

excesses can scarcely be overcome. The
weak, the careless and the imprudent, per-

ceiving the results which follow the exer-

cise of good judgment and the investment

of " adequate means," will try to work out

like results on weaker premises, and, find-

ing always someone to take advantage of

their extravagance, will continue to heap

up the pile of fleeces shorn from the
" lambs " of speculation. We can scarcely

avoid demoralization with some people. A
part of the world is very brave in the face

of fair weather or open country, but can-

not weather the storm nor withstand the

missiles of outraged fortune. They will go

forth to conquer and come back whipped.

For such, speculation is a bane. But, for

all that, speculation is not an evil. It is

its abuse that is dangerous and destructive.

Despite all of the obstructions which
trade has encountered during a season of

unusual inconvenience and atmospheric

depression, it is remarkable that a very

cheerful tone pervades the business world,

and that a feeling widely different from
the despondency which marked seasons not

yet gone out of memory is apparent.

There is an underlying confidence, justified

perhaps by a knowledge of our resources,

and by the experience of the changes which
have occurred within the decade under con-

ditions which justified alarm, and were of

the greatest moment in their bearing upon
all of our interests, industrial and commer-
cial. The political bearing upon the coun-

try is scarcely of moment, inasmuch as in-

telligence and common sense, combined
with the independent spirit of the people,

have a rectifying effect which does not

long endure abuse or errors, if they be-

come so palpable as to demand interven-

tion. The mistakes of trade—and they are

many—result from carelessness and indiffer-

ence, and their gradual growth is the one

thing most to be feared, inasmuch as when
the urgency of a remedy becomes appa-

rent, the cure must be effected at the cost

of suffering and trouble. For this reason

The Stationer, in common with other

journals which have trade interests at

heart, has not forborne to give warning and
to point out the tendencies of the times

and the drift of error. We should fail in

our duty to those whom we represent and
whom we earnestly try to serve if we did

not constantly recur to the demoralizing

influences which subvert trade, and ask

our readers to keep them in mind and re-

sist them. What these influences are has

been told over and over again, and we now
refer to them to quicken the minds of our

readers and to ask if anything has been

done to overcome them. That some mer-

chants have taken pains to pursue the right

direction we have had proof, and we be-

lieve that the disposition is quite general.

The confidence which seems to obtain is

rather indicative of this, for it must be

founded upon substantial and reassuring

grounds. May it be justified in the event

!

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

The annual imports of Central America
are valued at $11,000,000, of which the United

States supply $3,000,000 worth; of South Amer-
ica, $356,000,000, of which we supply $86,000,-

000, and of the West Indies, $115,000,000, of

which this country sends out $30,000,000. But
we buy more than we sell. This isn't a neigh-

borly way of doing business. Just look up
these markets, study them and be wise.

Now, there is a chance with Mexico, if

Congress will only undertake needed legislation.

I didn't know that any further law-making was
necessary, but probably there is, as the grave and

reverend seigniors of the United States Senate

have made it conditional upon giving the new
Mexican treaty effect. Well, patience is the

motto for the present. " Wait and see."

» * * *

The daily papers contained an account

this week of the death of a boy from a wound
received by sitting down on a sharpened slate-

pencil, which one of his schoolmates had placed

in position. This is one of the instances of prac-

tical joking taking a fatal turn. Schoolboys

cannot be expected to do without slate-pencils,

but it is best to circulate the item to convey, if

possible, a warning to all frolicsome schoolboys

that practical jokes, even if innocently intend-

ed, are liable to do harm.
* * * *

The Stationer had an interesting little

article on baby carriages in a late issue. I have
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rather studied these useful articles since then, not

with a view to my own requirements, but as be-

ing useful to know something about, and I have

been attracted by a design which is quite novel.

It is the "canoe" carriage, having a canoe-

shaped body made of willow. The canopy top

is attached to a new patent ball and socket rod

and is very nicely geared with hard wood cross-

pieces, steel springs and braces.

•I* "I" •!• 'P

The gold pen manufacturers don't seem
to think that they ha^e attained the limit of in-

ventive resources or changes in the designs of

their goods. One of them has brought out a

stub pen having a rounded point. This Is said to

write well in any position and is peculiarly

adapted to people who write a bold, round hand.
* * * *

Many of the stationery trade are reckon-

ing on considerable activity as the result of the

approaching presidential contest. If I should

write all that I would like to say about candi-

dates and measures the trade would be lively

indeed. Probably we shall see quite an enlarged

demand for paper and envelopes, but much de-

pends upon the character of the excitement. A
" still hunt " will be of most advantage to the

trade. ^ ^ :,. j^

A new daily paper has appeared in New
York. It is called the Dial, and appears

every evening. This is rather out of order. It

ought to be a noon-day journal. How long will

it take for it to be upset ? Let us hope that it

will live long and prosper, for it will thus help

to consume paper and other things.

^ 'P 'I" 'P

I don't know whether it is high-toned or

not to have a slugging-match conducted accord-

ing to P. R. rules, in places of business, but I

don't think that it is very elevating or conducive

to moral improvement. I say this because there

was a boxing-match on Tuesday between two
members of the Petroleum Exchange—Henry
Fredericks and Joseph H.Halk. Bloody noses and

black eyes resulted, and all for fun. Business

was suspended while three rounds were fought,

Fredericks being declared the winner. Now,
the Petroleum Exchange managers ought to

" bounce " these men and all who abetted their

pugilistic effort. /

* * * *

Smashing hats, rude jokes and horse-

play have become too much matters of common
amusement in some of our exchanges ; but

until now we have not had prize-ring ac-

complishments placed on record as being ex-

hibited in public places by men of commercial

standing. I hope that no one will be emulous

of the oil men, although I shouldn't be surprised

to note something of the same kind of amuse-

ment between a couple of deacons at the next

church festival. Nasal enlargements and eyes

in mourning may become concomitants of

missionary work, and converts may be made by

such means, but business men had better "sit

down " on this kind of work.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

P. U. & Co. want names of manufacturers of rub-

ber rulers, penholders, &c.

^«s.—Butler Hard Rubber Company, 33 Mer-

cer street. New York ; Eastern Rubber Com-
pany, 29 Milk street, Boston ; Goody ear's Rub-

ber Manufacturing Company, 305 Broadway,

New York ; Hodgman & Co., 27 Maiden lane,

New York.

E. R. D. wants to know where he can get extra

staples for the Novelty paper fastener.

.4.ns.—Philadelphia Novelty Manufacturing

Company, 821 Cherry street, Philadelphia, or

Holmes, Booth & Haydens, 49 Chambers street,

New York. The American News Company can

supply you.

W. H. H. wants addresses of manufacturers of : 1

.

"Charter Oak" and, 2, "Banker's" brands of

writing-papers.

Ans.—1. Platner & Porter Manufacturing

Company, Unionville, Conn. 2. Holyoke Pa-

per Company, Holyoke, Mass.

W. D. B. inquires : Who makes a business of supply-

ing electrotype illustrations to publishers, hav-

ing seen advertisement of such for sale.

Ans.—Shoppell's Press Engraving Company,
24 Beekman street, New York, and Central

Bureau of Engraving, 505 Chestnut street, St.

Louis, Mo.

J. B. I. states that he has been a competitor for a

cash prize in the disposal of certain publications,

and asks if we can tell him who gained the prize.

Ans.—Your inquiry received as we are about

going to press. We don't know to whom the

prize has been awarded, but will try to find out.

A subscriber informs us that the Argyle linen

paper inquired for last week is made by the

Whiting Paper Company. Also, that eye-shades

are made by W. B. White, Boston.

OBITUARY.

Db Alfred L. Elwin.

Dr. Alfred L. Elwin died suddenly at his resi-

dence in Philadelphia on Saturday last. He
was born in Portsmouth, N. H., and was the

grandson of John Langdon, the first Con-

tinental Governor of New Hampshire, who gave

his private means to General Stark to flght the

battle of Bennington. He was the author of the

first dictionary of Americanisms and also of a

number of reviews published in the North

American Review, and was a remarkable class-

ical scholar.
^ » ^

ART FRAUDS IN PARIS.

A well-known Paris picture dealer has pub-

lished an interesting and useful pamphlet on

"Sham Old Masters." He says that the com-

monest mode of counterfeiting an old picture is

to cover a new one—painted, of course, for the

purpose—with a certain transparent paste,

which, when exposed to slight artificial beat,

cracks and becomes brown. If a sufficiently

venerable tint has not been produced, the can-

vas is washed with a mixture of lamp-black and

licorice-juice. The picture is next exposed

for some hours to the smoke of a wood-

fire and the loose soot having been brushed

away, is rubbed here and there with a

rag which has been dipped in very di-

lute sulphuric acid. This operation gives

a moldy appearance to those parts which

have been touched. The work is finally

sprinkled by means of a tooth-brush and a hair-

pin with minute spots of a solution of sepia of

gum water, to imitate fly-specks, and it is then

ready for the market. Signatures are imitated

by experts who are known as monogrammists,

and who devote their exclusive attention to

such matters, and one of these men, who died

recently and was known to the author of this

pamphlet, confessed to the forgery of no fewer

than 11,000 signatures of the Italian masters

alone, and said that he had for years made a

large income by the exercise of his art.

—

St,

James's Gazette.

The " Harvard " Pen.—During the last half-

dozen years or so, probably two score of differ-

ent kinds of stylographic and other fountain

pens have been placed upon the market, and in

many cases a very large amount of popularity

has been won. Probably one of the best is the
" Harvard " fountain pen, made by the Harvard
Pen Company, 104 Broadway, New York. The
"Harvard "is a flexible gold pen, affixed to a

fountain or reservoir holder, having no air

tubes, wires, springs, &c., to act as obstacles to

the efficient working of the pen. These objec-

tions have been overcome in this pen, and the

utmost simplicity and adaptation for the pur-

pose having been the objective points sought

for. The firm is offering it as one in which this

result has been accomplished to the highest de-

gree possible.

Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, March 19, 1884. I

THE MONEY MA.liKET.—The monetary sit-

uation is still characterized by continued ease, and
the rates for call loans are stereotyped at 1^@2
per cent. Time loans are quoted Z}^@,5 per cent,

and prime commercial discounts at 4@5V^ to 6 per

cent. The stock market continues in a dull and for

the most part uninteresting condition, with frequent

alterations between depression and firmness. The
situation as a whole, however, may be said to be

unchanged, and while everybody is hoping for a
material improvement very soon, nobody is per-

fectly confident that it is coming, Railway bonds
are generally firm and the leading issues in fair de-

mand for investment. Governments continue firm

but quiet. Sterling exchange has advanced with a
moderate demand at the improvement. Continental

bills are unchanged.

THE PAPER MARKET.—The psipei maiket
is without any new or interesting feature, the de-
mand continuing about the same as noted a week
ago. Notwithstanding the disturbing elements of

the past few weeks, bad weather, tariff legislation

and the floods in the West, there are indications that

the general business situation is gradually working
into a healthier position, which gives reason to hope
for material improvement. The great desideratum
for a revival of business it seasonable spring

weather, and this, it is thought, cannot be much
longer delayed. Nothwithstanding that the reports

from the leading business centres are almost all un-
satisfactory, it is gratifying to note that from all

quarters it is reported that the outlook for spring

trade is hopeful. Stocks in dealers' hands at interior

distributive points are not said to be excessive, and
the situation with manufacturers remains pretty

much the same as it has
]
been since the beginning of

the year, most of them finding steady employment
for their mills, although at very low figures. Prices

throughout rule about the same as quoted for the

past month or more.

THE STATIONERT MARKET-TheTeisno
decided improvement in trade yet, but the indica-

tions are better than last week. The local trade is

quite fair and there is a slight improvement in gen-

eral trade, which is coming around slowly. Orders

are quite numerous, but small and a great propor

tion of them are new business. Dealers generally

are very cautious and it is difficult to get them to buy
more than they absolutely need to supply their

present wants. The trade in fine stationery and en-

velopes is about the same, but dealers are hopeful

that this will be a good season owing to the presiden-

tial election and the consequent increased consump-
tion of stationery. There is nothing doing in plush

goods outside of Easter novelties, and this being the

dull season for these goods manufacturers are busy
in making new goods for the fall trade. There is a
steady movement in gold pens, but dealers do not

buy as freely as might be expected and the run is

principally in a cheaper class of goods. The ink

trade is picking up gradually and is quite fair for

the season. The season opens rather dull in the book
trade and it is doubtful if as many new books will

be made this year as last. This is particularly true in

the Une of juvenile books.
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GARTER
B^°PAPER of Every Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I «§ §» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(CORPORATION.)

® ® PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON. MASS ©

RICE & GO.

JAMES D. WHITMORE 4.0.0.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 16S William St., H. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Unvelopes for

Correspondence.
Uoornlng Stationery ot all Kinds and all

'Wldtbs of Border.
Wedding £nTelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Ijatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Hvery Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, ProgTamme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THE AtMER ^T^<^
Respectfully invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUYENIE.S,

^~ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. 'WEDDING PRESENTS, &o.

O'^r* A nPNII NP CTYI nnPADUIP This Pen is constructed of a drawn glass tube, wWch
^^^\f ^ H ULIlUIIlL I I LUUnHrniU. wm never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end or which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle
through which the ink always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is
fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POtlSHED NICKEt CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, S2.00 per dozen,
$22.00 per gross: Gold Plated, $3.50 per dozen, $36,00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 50 cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLBS J. COHBN,
EnveloDe Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade
ENVELOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.
(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.
Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum

Books, Pencils, Petih Thiers and Pens,
And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

M(yrtgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
F.E.Bohack& Co $250

Burrow- Giles Lithographic Company 11,000

F. Qroneberg 400

F. L. HamUton 1,817

Leve &Alden 4r.,000

Murray & Edgar 450

F. Newstadter& Co 310

The Studio Company (B. S.) 505

L. Sturges 500

B. W. Dinsmore (R.) 332

Richert&Co 1,009

EASTERN STATES.
E. F. Labounty, Boston, Mass 400

Wm. D. Peak,Boston, Mass 50

Berthold Trangott, Boston, Mass 500

Robert Woodman, Boston, Mass 69

Algernon S. Stubbs, Portland, Me. (Real) 500

Gunn. Curtis & Co., Boston, Mass 10,000

Geo. H. Pitcher, Boston, Mass 250

MIDDLE STATES.
George W. Lewis, Albany, N. Y 1,076

George N. Cobb, Binghamton, N. Y. (real) .... 850

Wales & Mantz, Binghamton, N. Y., Latest

Morning News 2,550

Mary L. McChain (wife Geo. McChain), Ithaca,

N.Y 2,500

Ward V. Ranger (Ranger & Co., Syracuse,

N.Y. (Real) 15,000

Henry Schmeer, Syracuse, N. Y. (Real) 2,500

Joseph Hertz, Philadelphia, Pa 281

William Rosenthal, Reading, Pa. (Real) 5,500

G. W. Benedict, Scranton, Pa 142

Ira L. Wales, Binghamton, N. Y., Sunday
Tribune 80

H. A. Philp & Co., Brooklyn. N. Y 24,000

Thomas Booth, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 1,600

WESTERN STATES.
W. P. Bartlett, Livermore, Cal., Herald (Real) 2,423

Levy, Baker & Co., Indianapolis, Ind 750

C. H. Gilraore, Council Bluffs, la 100

W. P. Bartlett, Livermore, Cal., Herald (Real) 185

J. F. Reid, Pekin, 111., Republican 1,397

Silas T. Bowen, et ux. (Bowen, Stewart & Co.)

Indianapolis, Ind. (Real) 10,000

Young & Mallory, Manistee, Mich. (B. S.) 500

J. A. Vandenburg, Minden, Neb 330

Briston & Knabe, Cheyenne, Wym 500

LIENS RELEASED.
W. F. Shattuck, Petaluma, Cal 900

^*-^
A new trade journal has lately appeared. It

hails from Atlanta, Ga., and the title is the In-

dustrial Southern Review. It claims to be " an
aggressive advocate of every project tending to-

ward the development' of the material re-

sources of the South." The first number sets a
high standard, which if maintained in subse-

quent issues, must surely gain for the publica-

tion a foothold in trade literature. The editor is

John W. Ryckman.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,
No. 62 PUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Illl I m DnnO TraaeMarkonSteelPens,
MILLtn nnllN *"^ ErasersandPocket•"'""" MIIWW, Cutlery guarantees qualUy
Ijargest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Gooda in the country

STEEL PENS with style and act ion suited to every hand.
FullassortmentofPensmailcdonreceiptot 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden,Ct.

I
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CAP

SECN

• CAPACITY ^ TO 4-0 PAGES •:•

HfGHLY POLISHED WALNUT WITH NICKLE LOCK-CAP.

a.
^TflE TfUDf: SiJPPLiED?^ 1/1

c
H
"Z
1-9

CO

H

STEEL ROB. d

NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

(Springs to Wealcen or HuT>l>ers to "Wear Out.
fins or Frongs to X>amage tJie i*aper.

ISent Spring Itod. to "Warp ttie File.

SANDERSON MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

HARDING PAPER CO.
-^MANUFACTURERS OF «©-

-i^x First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried *^

TllT
-^ FL-A-T -A.3SrD RTJX.BX). -*-

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at Excello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

Correspondence Solicited. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, WarrOll CO., OhiOi

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,

and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore ofifer

a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as wiU
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word •'MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON/welfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

fapii Omptiji
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

IBBJEXS MILJOS—TOIAI. liA.ILY FRODVCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any^mill inthe country.

ELECTRO-PLATINQ WITH NICKEL.

Bt William H. "Wahl.*

(Continued.)

The next important contribution to the art

of depositing nickel by galvanic means is made
by Mr. George Gore, who, in 1855, employed

the double salts of nickel and ammonium, i. e.,

the double chloride. In the edition of his work
on Electro-Metallurgy, published in 1860 (GriflBn

& Co., London, 1860), he describes a method for

the electro-depo.sition of nickel by means of

double chloride of nickel and ammonuium.
In 1862, MM. Becquerel, pire et fils, read be-

for the French Academy a paper on the
" Electro-Chemical Reduction of Nickel, &c.,"

from which I quote as follows :
" Nickel, we

operate with a solution of sulphate of nickel to

which has been added caustic potassa, soda, or

ammonia, preferably the latter alkali, to satur-

ate the excess of acid. Sulphuric acid becom-
ing free is saturated by oxide of nickel placed

on the bottom of the vessel, or by adding

alkali to the solution, ammonia by preference.

At the end of a certain time we obtain a bril-

liant, white deposit with a slightly yellow tint.

According to the molds employed it may be
obtained in cylinders, bars, or medals. They
possess, like cobalt, magnetic polarity when
taken out of the solution. The ammoniacal
solution of the double sulphate of nickel and
ammonium, and even that which is not am
moniacal, likewise furnish metallic nickel."

In 1869, Isaac Adams, Jr., of Boston, obtained

a patent in the United States for an " Improve-
ment in the Electro-Deposition of Nickel," in

which he describes a method of preparing the

double salts of nickel—the double sulphate of

nickel and ammonium, and double chloride of

nickel and ammonium—by which the same are

obtained free from certain impurities, to the

presence of which, he claimed, the dijSculties in

the way of obtaining a satisfactory deposit of

this metal by galvanic means were ascribable.

He describes in his patent specification a
method of preparing these two compounds in

such a manner as to be free from the presence

of potash, soda, lime, alumina and nitric acid,

and directs that the electro-deposition of nickel

by means of either of these double salts must
be done from a solution that is free from acid

or alkaline reaction. He likewise claims as his

invention a method of preparing the nickel

plates to be used as anodes in the depositing

cells, which consists in melting the nickel and
combining it with iron, for the purpose of avoid-

ing the bad effects produced by copper and
arsenic when these are present as impurittes in

commercial nickel. The effect of the addition

of iron to the nickel (the amount being the

chemical equivalent of the copper and arsenic

present), Mr. Adams afiSrms, is to prevent the

deposition of the above-named impurities with

the nickel. Quoting from the specification,

"the iron itself is almost wholly precipitated as

a peroxide, and is not deposited with the nickel

to a suflScient extent to injure the character of

the deposit. Neither does it injuriously affect

the solution. The effect of the iron upon the

copper is either to prevent it from being dis-

solved, or, if dissolved, to immediately reduce

it upon the anode, where it forms a coating

which may be reduced from time to time by
scraping. The arsenic forms an insoluble pre-

cipitate with the persalt of iron."

Mr. Adams continues :

" Having prepared the solution and anodes, as

* A.'paper read before the Chemical Section of the
Franklin Institute.
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herein described, nickel may be readily de-

posited ; but, in order to carry on the deposition

continuously, it is necessary to observe certain

precautions : First, the use of a battery of too

high an intensity must be avoided. An inten-

sity of two Smee cells is suflicient. A high in-

tensity decomposes the solution and liberates

free ammonia, thus rendering the solution al-

kaline and impairing its value. Whenever the

smell of free ammonia arises from the decom-

posing cell the operator may be certain that the

solution is being injured. It is important that

the depositing shall not be forced by the use of

too strong a current. Second, it is important

that great precaution should be used to prevent

the introduction into the solution of even mi-

nute quantities of potash, soda, or nitric acid.

When an article to be coated is cleaned in acid

or alkaline water, or is introduced into it for

any purpose, the greatest care must be taken

to remove all traces of these substances before

the article is introduced to the nickel solu-

tion, as the introduction of the most mi-

nute quantities of acids or alkalies will surely

be injurious. It is important that the solu-

tion be kept free from all foreign substances,

but its purity from those above named is es-

pecially important. Third, the anode of the

depositing cell should present a surface to the

action of the solution somewhat larger than

the surface upon which the deposit is being

made, particularly in the double sulphate solu-

tion. The reason is that nickel dissolves so

slowly that, if the exposed surface is not larger

than the surface on which the deposit is made,

the solution will not keep saturated. On the

other hand, if the anode is very much larger

than the positive pole it tends to give a deposit

of black powder. Fourth, if zinc is to be coat-

ed, it should first be coated with copper, as it is

difiBcult to make nickel adhere to zinc, and there

is danger that the zinc may be acted on and In-

jure the solution.

" With solutions and anodes thus prepared

and used, the deposition of nickel can be carried

on continuously and almost as surely and cer-

tainly as the deposition of copper from the com-

mon sulphate solution, though the limits of the

battery-power which may be used are narrower.

The metal deposited is compact, cohesive and

tenacious. It may be deposited of nearly uni-

form thickness over any surface, however large.

The deposited metal is capable of being annealed

by a heat below a low-red heat. It then be-

comes flexible, malleable and ductile. The de-

posit may be made of any required thickness,

either to furnish effectual protection to the

metal on which it is deposited, or to be renioved

and used separately from the surface on which

it may be deposited."

In the same year, but a few months earlier

than the date of the patent above referred to, a

patent had been granted to the same inventor

for the use of a solution of the sulphite of nickel

in a solution of sulphite or bisulphite of am-
monium. This solution is identical, apparently,

with that which M. Roseleur claims to have used

as early as 1849, with excellent results, in the

establishment of M. Kraintz, at Grenelle, but

which, as I glean from a Notice suppUmentaire
sur le Nickelage, which he has lately issued,

he has discarded in favor of the double sul-

phate.

(To be continued.)

H. McALLASTER & CO., c
PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IK

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from SIO to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

EASTER
—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

#

—«

—

I NOW ON THE KOAD.

1^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

184
Blank Book Slanafactorers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

^^^^^NW/Hi^is^^^^" MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RINCI RING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
New Yorlt A^gency - WILSOIV KKOTtLERS TOY C<>»XE»^TVY, No. IIO Clia,mtoers Street.

Marcus -WARD-fr-Co. Limited.

EASTER^CARDS.
=>h

PLAIN ^ CARDS, ^ SINGLE * AND * DOUBLE * FRINGES.
•*--

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGENCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.
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No. 90 Chambers Street, New York,
-^ Minufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

1]V THE XJNITEOO STA.TES,
In Plush, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRROKS.

W Specialties made to order in "Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

JOHN HOLLAND,
— MANUFACTUKER OF-

Gold Pens •Pencil Cases

Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stjiograpliic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and
Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4tli St.,

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS : No. 19 West 4tli St.,

^;VHOLESA-I^DE AOEPJTS:

CINCINNATI.

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., Chicago, 111.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal.

WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

THIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to aU who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHERRY OR WALNUT, AS DESIRED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Furnisliers,

' Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.

HOW CANES ARE MADE.

Comparatively fev»- understand how and

where the material is gathered or the process

of its manufacture into canes and umbrella

handles. The Chicago Times furnishes some in-

formation on these points. According to that

paper, many of the canes are of imported

woods, some from the tropics, China and the

East Indies. The celebrated Whongee canes

are from China, where they are well-known and

celebrated for the regularity of their joints,

which are the points from which the leaves are

given off, and the stems of a species of phyl-

losiachys—a gigantic grass, closely allied to the

bamboo. The orange and lemon are highly prized

and are imported chiefly from the West Indies,

and perfect specimens bring enormous prices.

The orange stick is known by its beautiful green

bark, with fine white longitudinal markings,

and the lemon by the symmetry of its propor-

tions and both prominence and regularity of its

knots.

Myrtle sticks possess also a value, since their

appearance is so peculiar that their owner
would seldom fail to recognize them. They are

imported from Algeria. The rajah stick is an

importation. It is the stem of a palm, and a

species of calamus. It is grown in Borneo, and

takes its name from the fact that the rajah will

not allow any to go out of the country unless a

heavy duty is paid. These canes, known as

palm canes, are distinguished by an angular and

more or less flat appearance. jTheir color is

brownish, spotted, and they are quite straight,

with neither knob nor curl. They are the

petioles of leaf-stalks of the date palm. Perhaps

the most celebrated of the foreign canes are

the Malacca, being the stems of the Calamus

sceptonum,, a slender climbing palm, and not

growing about Malacca, as the name would

seem to indicate, but imported from Stak, on

the opposite coast of Sumatra. Other foreign

canes are of ebony, rosewood, partridge, or

hairwood, and cactus, which, when the pith is

cut out, present a most novel appearance—hol-

low, and full of holes.

The manufacture of canes is by no means the
simple process of cutting the sticks in the woods,
peeling off the bark, whittling down the knots
and sandpapering the rough surface and adding
a touch of varnish, a curiously carved handle or
bead, and tipping the end with a ferrule. In
the sand flats of !New Jersey, whole families

support themselves by gathering nanneberry
sticks, which they gather in the swamps,
straighten with an old vise, steam over an
old kettle, and perhaps scrape down or whittle

into size. These are packed in large bundles
to New York city and sold to the cane factories.

Many imported sticks, however, have to go
through a process of straightening by mechan-
ical means which are a mystery to the unin-
itiated. They are buried in hot sand until they
become pliable. In front of the heap of hot
sand in which the sticks are plunged is a stout

board, from 5 to 6 feet long, fixed at an angle in-

clined to the workman, and having two or more
notches cut in the edge. When the stick has
become perfectly pliable the workman places

ic on one of the notches, and, bending it in the
opposite direction to which it is naturally
bent, straightens it. Thus sticks, apparently
crooked, bent, warped and worthless, are, by
this simple process, straightened; but the most
curious part of the work is observed in the
formation of the crook or curl for the
handles, which are not naturally supplied with
a hook or knob. The workman places one end
of the knob firmly in a vise and pours a contin-

uous stream of fire from a gas-pipe on a part
which is to be bent. When suflBcient heat has
been applied, the cane is pulled slowly and grad-
ually round till the hook is completely formed,
and then secured with a string. An additional

application of heat serves to bake and perma-
nently fix the curl. The under part of the

handle is frequently charred by the action of

the gas, and is then rubbed down with sand-
paper until smoothness is attained.

—

JEkc.
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CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

Puffed, Satin and Plush

m
1

F PL I ISr C3-E ID O-A-PIIDS,
Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100,

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SELF-INKING PADS FORJLRUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4i^x2?4 retail at 50 cents each.
' 614x3^ " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and 85 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN, SoleProp'r & Mfr.

60 William Street, New York City.

AND SEALING WAX.
IN AJIUXu VA-RIESTIEIS

.

SANFORD MFG. CO., CHICAGO, Ills.

Contains 300 letters, figures,
&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type

—

'i line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in
walnut box. Takes the place
1 1 nearly all 1, 'i and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
cheapest and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, 8>!2.60

;

per dozen, Sie.OO.

For Marking Linen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, 81.00 ; per
dozen, $8.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

RUBBER STAMP PAQ.

'SfLF-SUPPLYING

STAMP PAD.
BBBIINItllNGIBIiaBtlilHWIMRIPI^DH

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
8% X 4^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and $6.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
JSTo. 509 Cliestn-at Street, ^Philadelphia, i*a.

S^ECXiSk.Xj'X'IES :

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

SARONY WINS THE SUIT.

The United States Supreme Court gave a de-

cision on Monday in the case of the Burrows-

Giles Lithographic Company, plaintiff in error,

against Sarony, the photographer, of New York
city. Sarony brought suit against the litho-

graphic company for alleged infringement of a
copyright upon a photograph of Oscar Wilde.

The qaestion raised by the case was whether

Congress has the constitutional right to protect

photographs and negatives by copyright. The
court holds that the constitution is broad enough

to cover any act authorizing the copyright of

photographs, so far as they are representations

or original intellectual conceptions of their

authors.

The facts show that this photograph of Oscar

Wilde was an original work of art which was
the product of the plaintiff's intellectual inven-

tion, and of which the plaintiff was the author,

and that it belonged to a class of inventions for

which the Constitution intended that Congress

should secure to him the exclusive right to use,

publish and sell. The court expresses no

opinion as to whether this protection would ex-

tend to a mere mechanical reproduction by
photographic process of the physical features

or outlines of an atiimate or inanimate object,

where there was no originality of thought or

novelty in the intellectual operations connected

with its visible reproduction in the shape of a

picture. The judgment of the Circuit Court in

favor of Sarony is affirmed.

VALUE OF IMFORTS OF FAFFS. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Wkbk Ended March 14, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Elngravings...

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals . . .

.

18 $1,399

319 36,322

183 5,«9

33 5,104

9 512

5 2,189

163 15,490

6 6,210

12 1,404

747 $74,079

VALUE OF EXFOBTS OF FAFEB, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended March 18, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgB...

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.

.

Stationery

Totals 8,444

7,641 $1,3;

341 5,8f

104 3,21

133 11,96

225 7.31^

$29,59

STATIONEBY EXFOBTS FBOM NEW TOBKj
From March 11 to March 18. 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 25; to United Stated

of Colombia, 15; to Cuba, 10; to Havre. 2; to Venel
zuela, 4; to .Mexico, 33; to British West Indies, 9|
to Bremen, 2; to Dutch West Indies, 3; to Britis

Australasia, 3; to Glasgow, 4; to London, 13;

Santo Domingo, 2; to Hayti, 2; to Porto Rico, 4.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 18 pkgs. ; to British West laA

dies, 1,052 rms., 1 cs., 40 pkgs.; to Cuba, 22 pkgs.j

2,000 rms., 29 cs.; to United States of Colombia, l\

cs., 106 pkgs.; to Hamburg, 38 cs.; to Mexico, If

pkgs., 2 cs.; to Porto Rico, 3,000 rms.; to Bremen,
cs. ; to Dutch West Indies, 35 rms.; to Havre, 11 cs.;
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to Venezuela, 137 pkgg., 100 rms.; to Argentine Ee-

public, 30 cs. ; to Santo Domingo, 973 rms., 91 pkgs.

;

to Danish West Indies, 4 pkgs., 325 rms. ; to London,

86 pkgs. ; to Hayti, 156 rms.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 68; to Cuba,

9; to Britisli West Indies, 11; to Dutch West Indies, 1;

to Venezuela, 2; to Mexico, 9; to Danish West In-

dies, 3; to Glasgow, 2; to London, 7; to Oporto, 10;

to United States of Colombia, 100; to Central Amer-
ica, 3.

PERFaMERY, packages, to United States of Co-

lombia, 97; to Venezuela, 130; to Danish West In-

dies, 1; to Hamburg, 40; to Glasgow, 110; to British

West Indies, 2:J4; to Newfoundland, 25; to British

Honduras, 75; to Santo Domingo, 71; to Oporto, 15;

to Brazil, 10; to China, 51.

PRINTING MATERLALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 12; to Venezuela, 29; to Mexico,

7; to Cuba, 3; to Duteh West Indies, 14; to Liver-

pool, 5; to British West Indies, 7; to Porto Rico, 9;

to China, 4.

PENCILS, cases, to Japan, 5; to Liverpool, 2; to

Mexico, 3.

SLATES, cases, to Glasgow, 50; to Argentine Re-

public, 60; to China, 5.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Glas-

gow, 3; to London, 9; to Rotterdam, 5.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Cuba, 6; to United

States of Colombia, 3; to Liverpool, 1.

INK, packages, to Cuba, 35; to Mexico, 1; to Lon-
don, 542.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Dutch West Indies, 1; to Santo Domingo, 1.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 9.

EYELETS, cases, to Japan, 1.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Hamburg, 1; to London,
4; to Japan, 2.

GOLD PENS, cases, to Venezuela, 1.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to London, 18; to United
States of Colombia, 1.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to British Australa-

sia, 4; to Mexico, 1; to United States of Colombia, 1.

STAMPS, cases, to London, 5.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 2; to Lon-
don, 3.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, cases, to Glasgow, 91; to

Santo Domingo, 5.

IMFOSTATIONS OF FAFEK.
From March 11 to March 18. 1884.

F. R. Arnold, R. P. Buck, Bordeaux, 23 bs. filter-

ing.

H. Garthe, Gillert, Hamburg, 10 pkgs.

B. Lawrence & Co., by same, 5 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co,, by same, 2 cs.

Merchants' Dispateh Company, by same, 9 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 2 cs.

G. H. Basbey, by same, 7 cs. hangings.

C. H. George, Gallia, Liverpool, 4 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 6 bs.

Geo. Schastey, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

R. Taylor, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Dispenbrach& Son, by same, 11 pkgs.
MoUer & Emmerich, St. Laurent, Havre, 6 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 8 cs.

A. Levy, by same, 1 cs.

J. Walker, Furnessia, Glasgow, 3 cs.

G. H. Basbey, Hamburg, Bremen, 8 cs. hangings.
F. J Emmerich & Co. , by same, 1 cs. hangings.
Henry Sheldon & Co., Italy, London, 29 cs.

G. A. & C. Meyer, by same, 3 cs. drawing.
Barnatt Brothers, Donau, Bremen, 3 cs. colored.

Roth & Lips, by same, 1 cs. colored.

Charles Lichtenberg, by same, 8 bs. hangings.
Henry Bainbridge & Co., by same, 2 cs.

Edward Hermann & Co., by same, 4 cs. colored.
R. GledhiU, Republic, Liverpool, 8 cs. hangings.
H. McGrath, by same, 10 cs. hangings.
Merchants' Dispateh Company, by same, 2 cs.

hangings.

New York Dyeing Company, by same, 9 bs.

Baker, Pratt & Co., Werra, Bremen, 1 cs.

B. Illfelder, Waesland, Antwerp, 1 cs.

J.,D. Whitmore & Co., by same, 3 cs.

ITEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. SGtli Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Cin Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get iny New Catalogue and Disconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22(1 Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
P5 Salesroom, 84 <& 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSmSCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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WRITING-TABLET.

This invention relates to an artificial slate or

writing-tablet, and it consists in a tablet or

sheet of pasteboard, wood or equivalent mate-

rial, having a layer of white cement applied to

its opposite sides.

The white cement is prepared by moistening

pulverized magnesia with a solution of chloride

of magnesium, and of this moistened mass a

thin layer is placed in a mold of the desired

size, and then place upon said layer a piece of

thin wood, pasteboard, muslin or equivalent

material, and on this intermediate layer a layer

of the moistened mass or cement is placed and

the whole is then submitted to pressure. In-

stead of magnesia cement other white cement

may be used —such as a cement prepared from

lime, sand and pulverized flint.

The slate or writing-tablet prepared as de-

scribed can be provided with lines or copies,

such as numbers, letters, or sentences, to fa-

cilitate the operation of writing properly and

neatly ; and, if desired, suitable pigments may
be added to the cement before forming slates

or tablets, so as to impart any desired color.

The lines, letters, or copies are produced by
printing upon the surface of the slate or tablet

in a color contrasting to that of the slate or

tablet. The printing can be combined with the

operation of pressing the slates or tablets, or

may be performed after the same have been

pressed.

PAPER MAKING IN CHINA.

There can be no question as to the success of

paper manufacture in Shanghai. All requisites

are to be obtained without the least diflSculty

—

a plentiful supply of water, an abundance of

raw material to work with, cheap manual labor,

cheap motive power and a more than sufficient

market. Nine years ago Mr. Doyle introduced

the enterprise into Japan, and we believe there

are nearly a dozen in full operation there.

Those mills that were properly constructed at

the outset, and were placed under efficient and
skilled management, have been exceptionally

successful, and, if we remember rightly, the

mill at Osaka cleared itself in three years,

while the one at Oji paid a dividend last year of

17 per cent, on stock amounting to $365,000.

The other mills were less successful, but none

have proved failures ; and we believe we are

right in making the statement that the entire

enterprise of paper manufacture in the land of

the rising sun is now in the hands of the Japan-

ese, who have so advanced in the art as to think

themselves justified in dispensing with foreign

supervision. Another interesting feature in

connection with the paper trade of Japan is

that while nine or ten mills have been working

successfully, the importations of foreign-made

paper have considerably increased—more than

doubled—during the last few years.

—

Overland

China Mail. ^^
Electrical Fibeplies.—" The endless diver-

sity of uses to which electricity may be put,"

says a recent English weekly, " received an-

other illustration on Tuesday night at the Court

Opera at Vienna, where, by the simple expedi-

ent of suspending tiny incandescent lamps by
fine swinging wires, the effect was produced of

swarms of fireflies flitting about a tropical

forest. By switches the current is turned off

and on at the pleasure of the operator, and the

effect, as the artificial fireflies flash and dance

in mid-air, is said to have been electrical in

other than a literal sense."

X "Ledger Brand" American-Russia
IS T H: E BEST!

J. L SHOEMAKER & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

BOOKBINDERS' WAKEHOUSE,

-=^- -0 SEND FOR SAMPLE. 0-

TOILET PAPER fhe Most Complete Line in the Copntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, . $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witcli Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13,00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

1^~ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S TAB,
SiZB 5x7,

$11 per Case,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the package,

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE Sl SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No. 46 West Broadway, MEW YORK.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- n)

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

The lower plate is drawn up against t]

the stationary upper plate. !^

BARTLETT
Copyiaag Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool and. Pattern. ilvdCafeirLg-,

FLA.IN A.lfD OSNAMJBHTAI. JAPASHING.
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOnNDRY,

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

INDEXED MAPS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUNTRIES lU THE WOULD !

Wholesale and Ketail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PuWiSherS.

148-152 MONROE STRETT, CHICAGO.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work r ow required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The

patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

Ko. 364: Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
nJCIiUDraG THB CELKBRATKD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333, 444, 232.

Elastic 133,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.

Broad 239,161, 284.

Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Wabbhouse ;

26 John St., New York.

Hpi
L. C. TOV^ER,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BsNUFACTTJRBR OP

THERHOHETEES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.

SOLE AOENT FOR

Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,

Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,

Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,

Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEEY DESCEIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.
291 aala St., Cor. Worthlngton,

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Iiargest in the IT. S.

SEND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROGERS & CO.,
r>,A.'2-To:iNr, omo.

For a Sample of their

Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSTOBT JOBBIlffO HOTTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

^ -*- :

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.

PUBLISHER,H^^i^iEZEBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BB.OMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

MANUFACTURER OF-

Copying Paper^ana^Books,
(Titles Megistered)

M AlAHA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

nil II WA HI ^V FiAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
nill|V|V J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifinilll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No, 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers of -

6LUGINUM PENS.
THE GLUCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting

THE PUEUMATIC COFYIITG PRESS.
\VJ E take pleasu e in calling the attention of
V\ the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It hasmanyadvantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

biUty of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome ofiSces and residences.
^^ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
IVOEW .HA^VJEiN, COjVIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOAKD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every PubUc School), a.so Philadelphia, Pa ,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and hundreds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany. 1^~ BEWAKK OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fnlton Street, cor. Churcli St., New York City.
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CAW'S ^

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographio Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3.00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

Ziook at Th.is.

RUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachment.

I^eta/il.
To hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

D. W. LAPHAM, Manufacturer, 3 John St., New York.

EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
• MANUFACTURERS OF -

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4^37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES

k

c!

o

t> IS

t^

O
t>
H
O
2;

m
o
o
a

ILLINOIS IROM AND BOLT CO.. 30 to 36 Main St., Carpentersville, Kane Co, 111.

B7 TXIS MZZiZ.Z02T!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lepman's unit Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

V. L. tIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARBS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Devonshire Street, Boston.

CANFIELD " DIVIDED " (FOR-
merly "Acme") EKASER, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

J. !_,. i^cin"tosh:,

liiilieriflL^fapt^PerforaliflL

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTOIT, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

Q

td

Catalogue and Discounts
on application. [ A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
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THE RAISBECK ElECTROTrPE CO,

iettrotjpers & Slereotjiers,

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.
^^ Electrotypes Monnted on Wood or Metal,
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-5^^ isrE"vsr LinsTE oif c..^E,nDS i ^-^

, 82 & .84 Beekfflan St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•••^$:5 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. t=$^"

' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES, -My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

^^E^,

COVERING

Gum Bidges, Diagonal, TransTersely, Parallel, Dots or Lettering.

yOUR attention is respectfully called to our PATEISTT G UlVrMED
Envelopes as described above. One-third more gum than can be put

on by plain surface gumming, and

STJSSE TO STICIS,
and are superior to any in market. Papers full weights and best quality.

Also, to our four full lines of ^V^RITHSTG^ FAPERS, and Manilla

Writing and Wrapping Papers, Printing, Blank Books and Toilet Papers,

all at very low prices.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN

- manufacturer of —

LoflDfied Flats and Ledgers.

^ •#-
FOR -

Job * Printers ^ and -*- Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties.
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia,

'SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

Th$Cha$,St0wartPaporCo*
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CI]VdN]Nj\TI, OlxSo, / \r.

Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writings and

Wrapping
^ "^ '" ^^ '' AXSO,

A Full line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^^ ^ y' OFFICE STATIONERY,

\$^ X Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONEKS and PRINTEKS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

^DWARDjrODD & CO."

44 ]Qast 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in aU principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

stamping Inks, Mncilag;e, &c.,

184 WILLIiM STREET, NEW YORK.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.
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PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTURER OF-

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

hn WEDDIHG STATIOHERT,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64^, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension
Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete,

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

1^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address.

rfs IsP C^ r^^^&- a ^or the HOME TRADE or EXPORT^ ^ 1?!^.^:?=^;;^^ Y the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. U26 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty

PRODUCTION OF CERAMIC COLORS.

The revival of taste for art in connection with

industry has caused renewed attention to be
given to the question of coloring, and this has

been the case as regards the ceramic industry in

a relatively important degree. The application

of colors to majolica has been on an extensive

scale ; but, with reference to this subject, it is

remarked that by majolica are usually under-

stood all kinds of glazed ware in various

colors, whether the color be produced by
colored glazes, by a colored substance, by
colored decoration under the glaze, or upon
faience glaze and stoneware glaze, &c. Still

the authorities upon the technicalities of the

ceramic industry prefer to confine the name
majolica to those porous products which are

covered with a colored glaze of one or more col-

ors. These last-named manufacturers might,

according to Dr. Schumacher, be called modem
majolica, in contrast to the colored faiences, for

which, in various circles, the designations of

majolica and Italian majolica have been re-

tained. Faience he understands to be the pro-

duct of oxide of tin-enamel glazes.

In an able review of the progress of ceramic

coloring, in the Thonindustrie Zeitung, Dr.

Schumacher remarks that the majolica produc-

tions now offered for sale give evidence of con-

siderable progress. He adds thas many German
and Austrian mannfacturers produce very effec-

tive work, as far as a command of color and
glaze is concerned ; but there is, in many cases,

a want of brilliancy in the glaze, while the scale

of colors is often of limited compass. He attrib-

utes the last-named appearances to an unsuit-

able composition of the material itself, together

with deficient knowledge of the effects of various

coloring substances, as well as to the use of the

decorative methods of stoneware manufacture
under inanpropriate circumstances.

He suggests that, for the general spread of a
rational system of majolica production, it is

necessary to study the coloring metallic oxides,

and in a particular manner the ceramic chromo-
genes, or color-producing substances, in their

relations to the glass fluxes used as glazes. The
object of his remarks is he diffusion of infor-

mation on this subject; the facts quoted result-

ing from practical work, and not being merely

the outcome of special technical investigations.

The color and tints which a color-producing

substance gives in glass fluxes are practically

dependent upon various circumstances : 1.

Upon the composition of the glass flux itself ;

3. Upon various special component parts of the

glass flux ; 3. Upon the temperature ; 4. Upon
the color of the body.

As to the flrst point, a distinction may be

made of glass fluxes containing alkali in re-

latively large proportion, silicate glass fluxes

in which alkali silicates preponderate over oxide

of lead silicates, or where the latter are absent

;

(2) glass fluxes containing lead or oxide of lead,

with an excess of those substances as compared
with alkalies, or the latter being absent ; (3)

glass fluxes containing alumina, in which, be-

sides other glass-forming substances, silicate

of alumina exists in such quantity as to alter

the effects of the alkali or lead; (4) boracic acid

glass fluxes, into which a considerable propor-

tion of boracic acid or borax acid has entered.

It is remarked that lime, as a component part

of a glaze, appears to be neutral against the ef-

fects of chromogenes—that is to say, it is not

affected by alkali and lead, though it is said to

be partially influenced by baryta.

Among the special component parts of glass

fluxes capable of affecting chromogenes are
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oxide of tin, oxide of antimony, phosphate of

lime, oxide of zinc, and also alumina, which

does not attain a silicate formation, or, at least,

a high degree of silicic acid combination. The

three first-named substances specially affect the

glass fluxes by giving them an opaqueness which

bleaches most colors.

The influence exercised by the temperature

may be readily observed if a copper-azure glaze

be placed in a muffle-furnace (at perhaps 1600"

to 1800° Fahrenheit), and another time in a

stoneware glazing furnace. In the former it ac-

quires a beautiful azure-blue, and in the latter a

poor shade of green. Chromic acid gives

yellow in majolica glass fluxes, but in a

stoneware glaze Are it produces green. The

effects in the latter case are attributed to

the change in the constitution of the glaze,

brought about by the dissolving of the substance

of the body.

As to the color of the body, this has, of course,

an effect in the instance of transparent glass

fluxes, a mixed color being thus produced by
the co-operation of the glaze color.

The subsequent remarks of Dr. Schumacher

deal with the particular effects of oxide of lead,

oxide of iron, oxide of manganese, oxide of chro-

mium, chromic acid, oxide of uranium, protox-

ides of nickel, cobalt, and copper, oxide of cop-

per, &c.

He remarks that the precious metals are scarce-
ly ever used for glaze coloring, their use being
limited to vitrifiable pigments—gold producing
purple, silver an uncertain yellow, platinum a
beautiful gray and iridium an effective black.

—

Pottery Gazette.

ANTED—A SITUATION IN THE WHOLE-
sale Stationery Trade by a young man of

four years' experience. Address CANADIAN, Box
389. Toronto, Ont.

The Stock, Fixtures, Good Will and Lease of

store of Carlton, McCarthy & Co., Richmond, Va.

Stock inventories f 12,000. A bargain may be had by
early application to

N. V. RANDOLPH, Trustee,

Richmond, Va.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
You can avoid asking the above

question by using Hyatt's Patent
Game Register and Trump Indica-
tor. Showing Trump, Points and
Game. For sale by Stationers and
Newsdealers everywhere. Princi-

Sal depot, 114 Nassau Street,
few York.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
OOUiTSELOR"AT-LA"W.

Special attention given to Patent and Trtid9m

MarU Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof Vnited States andForeign Patents

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
shortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent OiBce and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&C., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every rase—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

in person or hy mail, and in every detail is kep* ia
vlolably secret and confidential. j
JAMES A. WHITNEY, x40 Nassau St., N. Y. CitT-

JANENTZKY & V^EBER,
(formerly janbntzky a 00.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Grounding Color and Unamel Tamish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

GUt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W, STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PI.AIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMFNTAI.
I,£TTI:BIN6.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- ( A 1 :..^P. AA\i\n "^ i a4a/-£i ^Axi\^ ^ A special Ink is also
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \ ^. Tf I^OH VUI^CC-. .3, t I'M-OfV WiOC-. I manufactured in six
of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 " " A 4 " " V hriUiant colors, put up
put up in sets containing

j ' ^ ) = T in boxes containing one
one of each kind and one ( 9 ^ , " " ^^ 1. " " I ^°^- of a kind, also one
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. V ) T^ ( ^) ^ J doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
)^^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. 'WHITMORE & CO., Ag:ent8, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sta., N£W YORK.

JOSEPH 1^1LLOTf

S

** STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Nlertf\\. Paris Exoosition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 380,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404,390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.
|^~ Sample Cards, Price Lists <^c., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. KENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^FLCM str,e:e:t, FH:IL^IDE3L.FK[I^.
~^'% ESTABLISHED 1814. «S^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl «Sc 103 ID'u.an.e Street, 3iTe-w "S'orls,

MANUFACTUKBBS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RUHSiA. il,£:a.ther, CHAMOIS, ^miisric^iv russia..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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THE MERITS AND DEMERITS OF

SPECULATION.

Speculation in produce, in its present organ-

ized form, is largely a growth of the last ten

years. Within that brief period, all the com-

mercial exchanges of this city have recognized

transactions of this character by making formal

regulations for their accommodation and con-

trol ; and now by far the larger portion of the

business of these organizations is of a specula-

tive character. It is not to be supposed that the

several branches of the mercantile community
would simultaneously forget all that experience

had taught them as to the best methods of busi-

ness, afid by common consent abandon legiti-

mate trade for naked gambling. It may very

safely be taken for granted that these men of

experience well understood what they were do-

ing in resorting to the new methods ; and the

unanimity with which the change has been

adopted suggests a strong probability that it has

been brought about by commercial reasons

much more important than might be inferred

from the feeling with which speculation is very

generally regarded.

It cannot be denied that some unfortunate re-

sults and some unmitigated evils have thus far

attended this great expansion of speculative

transactions. Une of these consequences has

been to drive out of business, in some cases with

disastrous losses, a class of long established and
much respected firms, who could not readily

exchange the methods which they had fol-

lowed through long years of success for others

which they naturally regarded as more or less

revolutionary and possibly unsafe. These

wrecked fortunes excite the more sympathy be-

cause the losers are generally men respected for

their honor and conservatism and because their

losses have struck them so late in life that re-

covery is almost hopeless. This, however, is an
illustration of the anomaly that the very

qualities that merchants most depend upon to

protect themselves may make them insensible

to the dangers that accompany great commercial
changes.

Another very serious evil has been the cre-

ation of a speculative craze among a class of

people who have no sort of qualification for en-

gaging in such transactions. This class are

known as the "outside public," who ordinarily

know nothing whatever of the position of the

articles in which they take ventures, nor of the

speculative situation they have to encounter,

nor of any of the points on which their success

must depend. These people are drawn into the

speculative currents simply by the inherent

spirit of gambling, and with about as much
chance of success as they" would have in chal-

lenging a professional poker player ; for they

are staking their money against men with

whom speculation is a carefully-conducted busi-

ness and who possess the knowledge and the

means necessary to success. This class become
demoralized by the free indulgence of the gam-
bling passion, and very serious social mischiefs

result. They ordinarily lose their "margins,"
and then are tempted to replace the loss in ille-

gitimate ways. Merchants stake assets that

belong to their creditors ; trustees pledge funds

sacredly committed to tbeir keeping
; public

officials put the public money Into grain, petro-

leum or stock " margins ;" bank and mercantile

clerks misappropriate the money of their em-
ployers ; retired men of fortune lose the money
on which their families are dependent ; and
even women are tempted to risk the all on
which they are dependent for support. This
catalogue of evils is so painful and so impressive

in its effects that it is not surprising that the

public should have learned to condemn specula-

tion with such indiscriminate vehemence.

The tricks and expedients to which profes-

sional speculators frequently resort have also

contributed in no small degree to the popular

feeling against this class of operations. At pres-

ent, speculation recognizes no code of morals

and has its own peculiar ideas about honor. It

suppresses the truth and axaggerates it ; it in-

vents rumors and circulates them as facts ; it

perverts and prevaricates and intentionally ut-

ters egregious falsehoods ; it knows nothing of

compunctions or conscience ; it is ruthless in its

methods of warfare ; it will exact every advan-

tage within its power ; and it slaughters its en-

emy with as little mercy as an Arab. Little

marvel then is there that, in these days, such a

method of conducting business should be re-

garded by many as a monstrosity.

And yet the fact remains that merchants, in-

cluding our best and most reputable citizens,

find it necessary to conduct their business upon

methods attended with these unqualified evils.

This fact implies that there are some imperative

reasons for adhering to this system; and it is

wise, therefore, to discriminate as to the just

limits of our condemnation. Speculation is in

the untamed wildness of its youth, and its ex-

cesses have in them a tendency to self-correc-

tion. The "outside public" who take such

reckless ventures will gradually learn from bit-

ter experience the folly of risking their puny
stakes against overwhelming odds; and, as the

novelty of the excitement passes away, people

of ordinary caution will as carefully avoid the

the centres of commercial speculation as they

do the gambling hells. This result may require

time; but it may be calculated upon as an in-

evitable outcome of experience and of the in-

stinctive indisposition of men to be twice bitten.

And with a neutralization of the 'temptation

will come an abatement of the serious social

consequences that are now chargeable to specu-

lation. We may therefore anticipate a time

when these incipient excrescences of specula-

tive business will disappear, and the transac-

tions will be mainly confined to those whose

time and capital are legitimately devoted to it.

So far as respects the commercial branches of

speculation, the chief cause of its large expan-

sion during late years appears to have been con-

nected with the enlarged use of the railroad and
the telegraph, and the exercise of a broader and

closer scrutiny into the conditions, prospects and
results of the crops—and that not only in this

country but in all others. These agencies have

afforded much earlier and more trustworthy

data as to the prospective supply and demand
for the leading staples than was formerly

obtainable ; and hence, instead of waiting until

the harvest, its products begin to be ^estimated

with considerable positiveness three or four

months in advance. In the same way, the

ocean cables inform us in detail of the foreign

crops and markets from one to four months
earlier than we were accustomed to get such

knowledge. This anticipatory information, ex-

tending over an interval of some months and
constantly varying with incidents of weather,

&c., during that interval, affords scope for a

wide diversity of estimate as to the ultimate

outcome of incipient conditions. These differ-

ences of estimate lead to a corresponding di-

versity of valuations ; and that again affects

the prospective value of commodities during the

intervening months. The diversity of opinion

as to the value of products during several

months to come necessarily gives rise to en-

gagements to receive or deliver in specified

future months. Here, briefly, lies the basis

of speculation ; and so long as merchants are in

a position to estimate the future of crops and
values with what appears to them a reasonable

probability, and so long as human nature re-

mains what it is, no power can stop these trans-

actions in " futures," as they are called. Nor is

it easy to see why they should be prohibited.

It is in the nature of business to discount proba-

bilities ; intelligent merchanting cannot be done

without it ; and the only question is, what is a

safe limit to such operations ? which must be

left to each individual to determine for him-

self.

Speculation has some very beneficial indirect

results. It acts as a direct regulator of produc-

tion. It announces to producers the earliest in-

dications of an over-supply or of a deficient

yield, and thereby helps them to an intelligent

regulation of their preparations for future sup-

ply, as well as to a better judgment of what may
be the value of their present stock at any time

during the next few months—^information which,

from their isolation, they greatly need. It leads

to a closer scrutiny into the conditions affect-

ing values, and so far contributes to a more
intelligent management of business. The
sharp outlook on commercial movements thus

maintained, and the constant conflict of opin-

ion on future values have the very important

effect of producing a steadier course of prices.

Sometimes extreme fluctuations arise at the

crisis of a sharp contest ; but those are only

momentary,while the general effect is to produce

an evener mean than would exist under other

conditions. Strange as it may seem, the very

operations that feed upon fluctuations tend to

check oscillations. The regulation alike of pro-

duction and of prices which results from these

anticipatory operations are of vastly more ad-

vantage to business at large than is generally

understood. The absence of extreme oscilla-

tions in prices and the non-appearance of a com-
mercial crisis during the last eleven years may
perhaps be attributed to this vigorous specula-

tive regulation of the markets more than to any
other cause. The course of values has been so

closely scrutinized and checked by the specula-

tive interest that, instead of prices being per-

mitted to fluctuate between the wide extremes

that have been the chief causes of our panics,

those extremes have been obviated ; and It

would not be surprising should it prove that this

new element has the effect of materially extend-

ing the interval between our commercial crises.

When the present excesses and excrescences of

speculation have disappeared through a process

of self-cure, and the new methods have fallen

more into the hands of men of judgment and
adequate means, it will be found that the change

which has been scouted as a mere demoralizing

craze is really the introduction of an improved

way of conducting the world's commerce.

—

Bulletin.
•* « »

Over 34,000 of the 4,440,823 pieces of mail

matter that were sent to the dead-letter office

last year contained checks, money, &c., to the

amount of about $1,030,000.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
BESPECTPUMiX SOI^ICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAVLO, BKAZII..
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LAN6FELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

__jid Bagg, Wodhmt Books, Pmi^e©©,
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —m— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVEK INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations tliroug-hout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always' in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

TM IT 14 A D\/A on Cni IMTA IM PFM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen afSxed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tabes,
InL nrtriVAnU rUUINInllN ILIN. wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to tlie efficient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as ono in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. |^* Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

LG PAGE'S fflUGILAGE
^md Wm^ily Qlu
MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
O-lonoester, Ivlass.

c;a.ution.-

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

^.^^'^^ li^~ Will not injure the most delicate colors.

-BeifV^are o±" imitations olaixning to toe "tlie same tiling" or "just as good."
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

?::^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL, SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CiLRTEH'S INISS,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This.

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage.

CARTER, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON AVESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN awarded THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINEN RECORD i LEDGER PAPER!
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881,

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from t/ie Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute^ 1^7t and Medal o/
Improvement and Progress, Boston, IS^8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
I
are as followfs :— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerll
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a\|

harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using
'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly
bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Send, for sample elxeet, ERA-Slii and. HETTniTi: roTJK, TIME® OJX same spoti
Each sheet is >*"ter-marked with name and date.

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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BOSTON BITS,

[FBOM OUB REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

49 Federal St., Boston, March 26, 1884. j

Let "Old Probs." be praised I We have been

favored during the past week with a few pleas-

ant days. Business is already beginning to feel

the efiCects of agreeable weather. Buyers are

becoming more n'jmerous and the spring novel-

ties so attractively displayed are commanding
attention. Some of the Easter goods presented

this season are really artistic gems, and no little

ingenuity is displayed in the many unique de-

signs. The large jobbers here report that the

Easter trade has been very good for the past

two weeks. Some days yet remain before job-

bers will shelve these goods, and a very light

stock will be carried over.

The "free text-book" bill has received the

Governor's signature, and now becomes a law,

to take eflEect in August. By this bill the chil-

dren of the public schools of this State will be

supplied without cost with everything needed

in the school-room. Books, slates, stationery,

pens, pencils, ink and all school supplies are

now free to all children, rich or poor. Now
this is a big scheme. It's good for the children;

it's good for book publishers and manufacturers

of school specialties ; but what is to become

of the hundreds of small stationers located

throughout the State, whose trade depends upon

the local demands of school children ? Will not

many of them be forced into other fields ? Will

not the several city jobbers of school specialties

find their trede considerably reduced ? The
same quantity of supplies will be consumed by
the State, and possibly more, but the trade will

pass through other channels. For the city of

Boston alone it is estimated that, for the first

year, $100,000 and over will be expended. The
city of Lynn will require $15,000 worth of sup-

plies. When all the cities and towns are figured

up, the amount of trade that is taken out of the

small dealer's hands is something enormous.

Each county of le State is forced to levy a

special tax for trie purpose of furnishing these

free-school supplies. A traveling salesman of

a leading city jobbing house, who just returned

from a business trip through the western part

of the State, reports that the small dealers are

demoralized, and in consequence of this change
in the law no sales were made.
Charles H. Whiting has added to his list of

publishers the names of A. D. F. Randolph & Co.

and William S. Gotteberger, of New York,

whose publications can henceforth be found

upon the counters of this house. Mr. Whiting's

extensive connections with the several promi-

nent publishers of the country enable him to fill

all orders readily, and so caters for miscella-

neous book orders as well as stationery and
blank-book trade. This house is also doing quite

a business in Shannon files.

J. Baird was found in good cheer as usual and
reports that the Easter trade has been above the

average. The coming week will clean out his

stock in this line completely. Staple goods, such

as birthday cards and embossed novelties, are be-

ing displayed in lavish profusion, and I doubt if

a more extensive line can be found anywhere.

Among themany new designs in embossed cards 1

noticed the "Picnic party," representing a group

upon the top of an English" Tally-ho!" coach,

drawn by four spirited steppers. Racing teams,

with St, Julian and Jay-eye-see in harness, is an-

other pretty picture. A third presents a dozen life

size tropical birds, whose gay colored plumage

is well brought out. These embossed goods are

very fine.

Ward & Gay are fully prepared for the in-

creasing trade of the season. Notwithstanding

the bad weather of the past two months, this

house has done even a larger volume of business

than for the same period of last year. In staple

goods and stationers' specialties some special

bargains are being offered. The large stock of

Easter novelties carried by this house is grow-

ing beautifully less every day. In another week

its sample room will display a fresh stock of

birthday cards and other art souvenirs.

Trade in blotting-paper has opened up well

and the demand still continues. The Russell

Paper Company, whose blottings are so exten-

sively handled by the trade, is forcing its Law-
rence MUl to its fullest capacity and every

sheet of blotting made finds ready sale. The

hardest test to which an article can be subjected

is trade competition, and this test the Russell

blotting-paper has stood for years. When a

first-class article in blotting is wanted the Rus-

sell brand goes to the front.

Geo. S. Perry, 73 Pulton street, is supplying

the trade with the Sibley pencil sharpener.

This is a Boston invention, and is found to be

quite useful in school-rooms, where a number of

the sharpeners are now in use. In this device a

sandpaper belt, revolving upon two pulleys,

bears upon the point of a pencil which is held in

position by a revolving clamp. The pencil

makes fifteen revolutions to one of the belt, and

is sharpened very quickly and with a superior

finish. It is worked with a geared crank by

hand, and sharpens lead or slate pencils equally

well. One belt will outwear the points of a

thousand pencils, and a number is furnished

with each sharpener. A school-room supplied

with a Sibley pencil sharpener gives pleasure to

the children.

Winkley, Thorp & Dresser will present to the

trade some time in May a new line of autograph

and scrap albums. The publications of this

house, as the trade must acknowledge, have

been far in advance of the many accepted

styles. These new designs for the fall trade,

upon which their artists are now engaged, will

even surpass their former productions in orig-

inality of conception and artistic finish. Those

of the trade desiring prices should address the

firm.

John T. Robinson & Co., Hyde Park, Mass.,

manufacturers of paper-box and card-cutting

machinery, are filling numerous orders for spe-

cial machinery in this line. Competition is so

great among box makers that the most im-

proved machinery is needed to realize much of

a profit on the day's output, and the most pros-

perous box makers are those who use the latest

devised labor-saving machinery. John T. Rob-

inson & Co. are constantly adding such im-

provements to their machinery as ingenuity can

devise, and for this reason the firm is one of the

foremost in its line. A scoring and cutting

machine, only patented last March, has already

found its way into several box factories. A
new rotary stripping machine is another valu-

able piece of mechanism for box makers. Illus-

trated circulars giving full description of ma-

chines are furnished on application.

A./L. D.

CHICAGO CHAT.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Western Office Lockwood Press, )

8 Lakeside Buildino. >
Chicago, 111., March 32, 1884.

)

The weather has at last assumed a spring-

like aspect, and with it rumors of removals and
changes of firms are floating around.

Rubel, Ettlinger & Co., printers and stationers

at 173 Monroe street, have dissolved partner-

ship. Rubel continues the printing business at

the same address, and S. E. Ulinger continues

the stationery business also at the same address.

I am pleased to find the familiar face of my
old friend, W. H. Maclear, in the employ of the

Skeen & Stuart Stationery Company, 77 Mad-
ison street. Mr. Maclear was well known with

the late firm of Culver, Page Hoyne, & Co. I

wish him every success in his new departure.

Mr. Lester, manager of the Western branch

of Bufford's Sons, told me that the business for

this month was far ahead of the same month
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last year. I suppose that this is no doubt due

to Mr. Lester's increasing popularity with the

Western trade.

Gushing, Thomas & Co., printers, at 163 and

165 Dearborn street, have decided to remove on

May 1 to the corner of Dearborn and Jackson

streets.

Belford, Clark & Co., publishers, corner of

Wabash avenue and Jackson street, have filed

an application for an increase of capital stock

from $50,000 to $250,000.

The National Printing Company's quarters, at

119 Monroe street, are rapidly refinished ajd
will soon be ready for occupancy again.

Brown & Besly, manufacturers of Brown's

letter files, at 114 Monroe street, are having

quite a run on their " Every Day " letter file,

which they are making to retail at 75 cents. I

shall have more to say of these files later on.

Gabden City.

WASHINGTON WHISPERS.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Washington. D. C, March 24, 1884.

Like the timid and beautiful maidens in the
" Pirates of Penzance," the people everywhere
are talking about the weather. At home, in the

shop and on the street, the subject of discussion

is the firmament above and the waters beneath.

With no desire to stir up the wrath of other

correspondents or to excite the envy of the

readers of The Stationer in other localities, I

follow the prevailing custom and softly impart

the information that the nation's capital has

been favored with some peculiar weather for

the past week, the kind of article which Mark
Twain was pleased to say belonged exclusively

to the New England States. Old Sol crossed

the line on schedule time, and in the goodness

of his spirit showed his radiant face for one

day and chased away the leaden skies, sombre
clouds and cold pelting rains ; but alas 1 for

the inhabitants of this part of the world, the

golden sunshine gilded tree top and church-

tower for " one evening only " (last Saturday),

since which beautiful day we have been in the

midst of the deluge. The days of bluebirds

and blossoms seem to be as far away as when
the icy snow and sleet made the earth a pre-

carious foothold.

Ot course, trade is affected by weather, as

every retail dealer well knows. We enjoy the

good things of life when we are feeling best our-

selves and the world ot nature is in its hand-
somest attire. One cannot appreciate the most
beautiful Easter card if he has a raging tooth-

ache, nor will the gentle maiden and her mamma
be tempted by the grandest display of fine sta-

tionery to go out if the heavens be hung with
black and the pitiless rain is beating wayfarers
in every quarter. Ergo, trade for the past week
has been dull ; but the heart of the merchant
is looking joyfully to the days of spring, which
surely cannot be much longer delayed, and he
well knows that the gently-kissing zephyrs and
the balmy air of early spring-time is sure to

bring out the people. As the brass band, the

monkey and the painted wagon of the " greatest

show on earth " bring out the small boy and the

colored brother, so do the fine days of spring
lure the old folks and the young folks from their

homes in search of the useful and the beautiful

in the byways and the highways of the capital.

I am sure that no city in the Union can pre-

sent such a charming sight as the broad con-

crete walks of Pennsylvania avenue on a lovely

day in spring when the people are out. Between
the hours of 4 and 6 in the afternoon all classes

of human kind, without regard to race, color or

previous condition of servitude, smiling and
chattering, promenade this noted thoroughfare

from the Capitol building in the east to the Ex.
ecutive mansion in the west, as happy and con-

tented as the most frolicsome Parisians flirting

under the shadow of the Grand Opera Honse in

the gayest city of the world. Such a scene is not

a bad one for observation and perhaps instruc-

tion for those interested in the fancy-goods

trade, for here can be noted many shades and
shapes of all styles of art which adorn the bodies

of the matrons and maids, and occasionally one

may be treated to a rare old work of art in the

shape of a battered beaver on the cranium of a

ward of the nation or an antique relic of the

past, in the form of an ante-bellum slat-bonnet,

gracing the occiput of a female granger from
the sacred soil of the Old Dominion. This being

the fact, who knows but that some live drummer
for a big commercial bouse or the head-man of

some large manufacturing establishment might

find something in this mass of color, shade and
shape, which he might fashion into an article of

vertu, which would please a multitude and bring

the ducats to the concern making it 1

There is nothing new or startling in the trade

here. Washington not being a commercial city

in any sense, things of business interest move
along very smoothly and without any friction

or any of those exciting denouments such as oc-

cur every week in the great centres of commer-
cial life. I understand that Brentano has dis-

posed of part of his. interest in the concern here

of which he is the head, and that he expects to

take up his tent and move into the big and
wicked city of Chicago some time during the

present spring. The store here will be managed
by two of the gentlemen now employed there,

and, as I understand, Brentano will not entirely

let go his hold on the machine in this part of the

country, that is, he will have a sort of fatherly

care and more than a brotherly interest in its

prosperity and financial welfare. Brentano's

has gotten to be one of the most popular places

of resort in the city, and the name is fast be-

coming a household word among the lovers of

good books and the very best things in the sta-

tioner's line. One feature of this establishment

which has in a great measure added to its popu-

larity here, if not to its success is, that you can
always find on its shelves the latest editions of

the leading papers, daily and weekly, printed in

this country, and the best of the more noted

ones of foreign lands. For a Washington mer-

chant in the stationer's line, Brentano keeps

late hours, his store being kept open each night

in the week till ten o'clock, while the others, ad-

hering to the philosophy of Ben Franklin (who,

by the way, was himself a stationer), shut up
shop early and go home to the bosom of their

families. Whether Brentano is wise in working
out his commercial salvation in this city by this

" early to bed, early to rise" rule, is yet an un-

solved problem. Some say it is a mistake
;

Brentano thinks and acts otherwise. If it is not

the true way to wealth, and ease, no one will

find it out quicker than the distinguished citizen

from New York, and at present the store is still

open and the folks are all well.

I hear no little talk here about the enterprise

of the merchants of Baltimore—of the large

houses, I mean. They are working energetic-

ally to take away the New York trade, and, if

all I hear is true, they are to some extent doing
effectual work in this direction. The citizens of

Washington are very close to the Monumental
City in these days of telephones, railroads, elec-

tric lights, and such ; therefore it is but natural

that they should look quite often at the induce-

ments of Baltimore in preference to New \ ork.

Nowadays, a man can step up to his cash-desk

here in Washington and hold conversation

through the telephone with the manufacturer or

importer in Baltimore and close a sale in twenty
minutes, whereas, if he was dealing with New
York he might have to make a trip of two or

three days to purchase the same line of goods.

New York must keep a sharp look-out, or Balti-

more will capture all the business.

A generous paper manufacturer, C. C. Wool-
worth, of the firm of Woolworth & Graham,
opened his heart and his pocket-book the other

day and gave 1,200 volumes of standard books

to a temperance organization in this city, to be

used in a public library for the benefit of the

people ; thus the paper man helps to knock the

props from under the drinking man. James S.

Earle & Sons, of Philadelphia, have on exhibi-

tion here a lot of paintings, which the public is

cordially invited to inspect and gently reminded
that they may purchase the same on a certain

day and night of the week. The printed list

contains such names as Moran, MuUer, Lasalle

and others. Ben.
m » »

CINCINNATI CIRCUMSTANCES.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati. March 25, 1884.

Reports on the state of trade as to transac-

tions vary. Judgments upon the condition of

trade in the country as to healthfulness agree.

A prominent banker said to The Stationer
correspondent yesterday: "I believe the busi-

ness condition of the whole country is healthful.

There has been disproportionate production, or

as it is more frequently termed, overproduction.

The country has been working its surplus off

instead of buying new right along. You see in

the meantime liquidation has been going on.

People everywhere are terribly conservative.

They are not spending a cent except as they are

obliged to for actual necessaries. This conserv4

atism will continue till the country is bar^

of manufactured products and then the turq

will come and new men will rush into business

and competent men will make money. It is the

same old story over and over. The laws oi

trade, had we but the power to read and com-]

prehend them, are as constant and uniform it

their operations as the laws governing the mo|
tions of the planets. No, there is nothing nov

but a halt in business caused by the universal

prevalence of extreme caution. How soon the

wheels of commerce will begin to move brisklyl

would be presumptuous in any man to predict.|

It may be next fall after the election—it is not;

likely to be sooner."

Stationers almost universally report sale^

good, especially of mercantile stationery.

Sales of Easter cards are not setting out with

much promise, but there is time for them yet,|

and there never before was so much beautyJ

real, genuine beauty, in the Easter luxurie^

displayed in shop windows. In fact, they fairly

glow with color. It requires real artistic tastef

and skill to produce them. The designs are fineJ

the drawing is perfect and the coloring brilliantJ

There is no glaring of pigments. One sees thafi

modesty in the most dazzling coloring, and than

mysterious balancing, harmonizing and subor'J

dinating of tints and tones, which only the true

artist can produce by feeling his way. Easelaj

bearing palettes are predominant forms for these

Easter ornaments in the way of novelties, bus^

there are also little sparrows skillfully stuffed|

"^ (Continued on page S9H.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
-a

Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climatk,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and I.oft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berksbire Mills tinen tedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN COm Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. TR., & BRO.,
r)Ai-.T03sr, :m:^ss., xj. s. ^-

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, vyith contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in Like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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(Continued from page 390.)

and cunningly mounted over nests filled with

eggs. Every scene and situation of delight in

the lite of man or of the lower animals most

common and pleasing to man and appropriate

to the occasion, have been seized upon by the

imaginative artist and turned to account in

symbolizing the season that commemorates the

advent of joy on earth and good will to men.

It is flattering to our pride and our patriotism

that a demand exists for these pure little beau-

ties—that this demand is greater now than it

used to be—that it is more critical in that it re-

quires for its satisfaction a higher order of art

than ever before.

The trade does not abound in incidents. The

Globe Files Company, at its annual meeting

very recently held, elected as its officers W. B.

Carpenter, president ; H. C. Yeiser, secretary

and treasurer, and Messrs. Robert F. Leaman,
Harry T. Ambrose, George V. Nauerth, James
J. Hooker, Frank R. Ellis, "W. B. Carpenter and

H. C. Yeiser, members of the Board of Direc-

tors.

Trade visitors have not been numerous, but

what there was of them have been good. Here
are samples : Charles H. lehle, of Whitmore,

NicoU & Co.; N. Frank, of Charles Zinn &
Co. ;

" Our Mr. Dinsmore," of Carter, Dinsmore

& Co. ; I. Aikenhead, of John Gibson ; Wm. M.

Miller, of John Forcheimer & Co. ; L. Silberman,

of Bernard Dreyfus—all of New York ; J. B.

Bayes, of J. G. Ditman & Co., Philadelphia
;

T. D. Van Syckel, of Newark, N. J.: H. S.

Townley, of Farley, Paul & Baker, Philadel-

phia ;
" Our Mr. Closson," of the Plimpton

Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.

;

J. B. Gunn, of E. Faber, New York. Also

Marks, of New York, and Stafford, of Stafford's

inks. Pbince William.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

5 LUDOATE CiRCCS BUILDINGS, I

London, E. C, March 8, 1884. j

Columbia is in the ascendant. Never within

the memory of the "oldest inhabitant" has
there been such a rage for things American as

at the present time. In almost every depart-

ment of industry and art Americans are having
a very decided innings. In literature, the

works of Henry James, Jr., Ho wells, Mrs. Bur-
nett, and to say nothing of sundry anonymous
authors, are running very hard the productions
of our own literary favorites, while the popu-
larity of Harper, the Century and Atlantic
makes English publishers tear their hair in dis-

may or seek to steal a march by far-off imita-

tions.

Again, in pictorial art of a more popular
character than that which constitutes one of the

chief attractions of the American magazines, in

chromos and oleographs we are growing fa-

miliar with the products of the United States,

and in the matter of large color work the

boardings in our streets testify to the high esti-

mation in which American lithographers are
held by the shrewd theatrical managers, one of
the most striking and effective of the posters

now exhibiting being that illustrating a scene
from " In the Ranks," now acting at the Adelphi
Theatre, which bears the imprint of the Stro-
bridge Lithographic Company, Cincinnati.

All of this is quite in keeping with the fact

that three American actresses are now before
the London public, one of whom, at least, has
excited the enthusiastic admiration of the most
critical playgoers. I mean, of course, the lovely

Mary Anderson. Nor are the piquant eccen-

tricities of Lotta without hosts of admirers.

Nor is this all, for the biggest success as a

popular lecturer since the era of the corn-law

repeal agitation has most certainly been

achieved by Henry George, whose " Progress

and Poverty," by the way, I should have men-

tioned among American literature popular here,

but that the man and the book have achieved

an entirely unique position in this country, no

English writer on economic questions having

reached the hearts and brains of all men and

classes in this country, even of those who, like

the writer, disagree with his views, as has the
" Californian Philosopher," who has come to

show us how to put our house in order without

first pulling it down, as most of our home-

grown agitators recommend.

I have in previous letters referred to the grow-

ing popularity of American goods, so need not

say much on that branch of the subject, but may
here remark that I have heard more than once,

from the heads and managers of big houses of per-

fectly unquestionable soundness, that, but for the

apparent reluctance of American manufacturers

to open business, except upon almost prohibitive

terms, a greatly increased trade might be done.

Of course, I give this for what it may be worth.

I cannot help thinking there is something in it.

It certainly is unfortunate if mere punctilio

stands in the way of increased trade between

the two countries.

As regards new inventions, or, in fact, any-

thing new, I am pretty much in the position of

our well worn—perhaps threadbare—friend

Canning's "Needy Knife-Grinder "story: "Bless

you, sir, I've none to tell." Next week I shall

hie me to the north in search of discoveries,

from whence I may report progress. My last

provincial run was not encouraging, but I mean
to try again. I ought not to forget, however,

that some very nice chromo works are being

turned out by S. Hildesheimer in their new
three-fold stove-s creens. One design, the " La-

burnum Gatherers," is a really perfect specimen

of delicate color-printing.

Messrs. Alberton, of Milton street, have also

some very pretty things in this line—shield,

four-fold, &c. The work in all these is irre-

proachable.

Those who are interested in the struggle in

which the English forces are engaged in the

Soudan may be glad to know that Letts, Son
& Co, of King William street, E. C, have pub-

lished an excellent map of that country marked
by that accuracy of detail and excellence of

printing for which that firm is famous. The
illustrated export price list of this house would be

found of great service to many who handle the

numerous and various articles such as Messrs.

Letts, Son & Co. deal in. In reference to this

firm, it may be fair to remark that a source of

consolation to patriotic Englishmen is to be

found in the fact that they have been doing a
lot of color work for Continental houses of late,

the colored plates for the Figaro IllustrS being
some of their productions. W. F. C.

CARTER
l^'PAPER of Everv Description for

Stationers and Printers.

I ^ i» Send for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens,

Book, News, Poster, Blottings,

Manilla, and Twines.
(COKPOKATION.)

® © PAPER WAREHOUSE. BOSTON, MASS ©

RIGE & CO.

Tlie annexed cut is a fac simile

of one of

OILMAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

li^etter Fifes
Exhibiting a view of the File
when open and affixed to tho
wall ; also sho#ing a Tiew of tho
same wlien closed. As will be
observed, tliis is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
one of the different filing divis-

ions, thus obviatingthenecessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-

ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Our system saves time, and the price of
our Files is from tliree-fourths to ono-third
less than otlier kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL

Send for Circular and Price List.

Cliallenge Letter File Co.,
17S DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Uovelties."
NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

oend for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

FllfflS USE.

I

Outside Dimensions : 36 inches high, 34 inches wide, 11 inches deep.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., CINCINNATI.
NEW TOBK BJRANCM: 28 BOND STREET.

II

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

(^- SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonaole charge, and thus be able to Compete in I'l'ices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

III7B CJLZID CO.,
POBLISHERS AND DEALERS IN

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the pubUc with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MA8P.

geouge uibel,
MANUFACTURER OP

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
142 Fulton street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

ROACHE MFG. CO./"'^;^'Vo^Af"'^*'
Importers of GERfiTAN SLATE PENCILS,

and Manufacturers of SCHOLAR'S COM-
PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Stationeryi Fancy Goods,

• No. 62 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Ill I rn nnnO Trade Mark on Steel Pens,
Ml I rn KnI S '"X Erasers andpocket
iliiUUUII UIIUU, Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers ofTine Crucible Steel Goods in tlie country.

STEEL PENS withstyleandactionsuitedtoeveryhand.
Fullassortmentot'Pensmailedonreceiptol 25 cents.

$2.00 per
yross.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Uros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

White, Manilla, Stra-w and Colored

PAPEB-BDX BOABDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
S38 Devonshire Street, Boston.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 294,756. Lead and Crayon Holder.—Charles W.
Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.

A lead or crayon holder consisting of a casing

provided with a piece of elastic material, so ar-

ranged that by reason of its elasticity it will

hold the lead or crayon in any position to which

it may be moved, and means by which the lead

or crayon can be moved against the resistance

of the elastic material.

No. 291,775. Temporary Binder.—Wm. Erwin Elam,
Americus, Ga.

A temporary binder for letters or other pa-

pers, consisting of a base provided with project-

ing stubs, in combination with hollow receiv-

ing-standards, constructed to fit over and upon

said stubs, and provided with right-angular

projections fitting in a mortise in the base, a piv-

oted plate or plates for holding the standards

upon said base, conflning-uprights terminating

in spring ends impinging against the standards,

and an adjustable guard for retaining the pa-

pers in place.

No. 294,803. Perforated Paper Tablet. — William

O'Shea, Lincoln, Neb.

As an improved article of manufacture, a

tablet divided into blocks or sheets of different

sizes by lines of perforations.

No. 294,856. Inking Pad.—Charles W. Crutsinger,

St. Louis, Mo.

In a pad, the combination of a body having a
base and elastic walls forming recesses, and a

porous cover to rest on the body and tops of the

walls, the walls forming a firm support.

No. 294,858. Paper Wrapper.—Dundas Dick, New
York, N. Y.

No. 294,868. Toy Doll. —Henry A. Goffe, Albany.

N. Y.

No. 294,870. Ruler.—Monroe Green, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The combination, with a ruler provided with

a longitudinal frame forming ways, of a pen
held in said ways and free to slide back and
forth therein.

No. 294,886. Writing-Tablet. — MarshaU E. Lenril,

Homestead, Pa.

A writing-table provided with a transparent

glass plate in its leaf and a drawer underneath

containing a mirror that, when the drawer is

drawn out to its full capacity, stands at an
angle of forty-five degrees under the glass plate.

No. 294,920. Memorandum-Book and Pad.—Samuel
J. Silberman, New,York, N. Y.

No. 294,931. Tag Holder. —Edward H. Tannehill,

Malvern Junction, Ark.

A tag or label holder having a book made in-

tegral therewith and adapted to receive a snap-

spring, an internal groove closed at one end, and
a recessed portion.

No. 294,941. Easel.—Emil Werner, Philadelphia, Pa.

In an easel, laterally-movable legs, a station-

ary piece between the upper ends thereof, and a

hinged prop, in combination with a hinge, one

butt of which is formed with laterally-extend-

ing wings, which are attached to the legs by
pivotal screws or bolts, and connected at the

top with said stationary piece, the other butt

being connected at the bottom with the hinged

prop.

No. 294,959. Plate Holder.— Thomas Henry Blair,

Boston, Mass., assignor to the Blair Tourograph
Company, same place.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4^^x294 retail at 50 cents each.
" 614x314 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and 85 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to ftand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN, SoleProp'r & Mfr.

60 William Street, New York'Citt.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.—11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in
walnut box. Takes the place
rf nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, S3.50;
per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking liinen. Cards, Boobs, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, $1.00 ; per
dozen. $8.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

ft. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

RUBBER StAUP P^AO.

'Sar-SUPPLYING

STAMP PAD.

iMBglWIjIWailiiUBBEHHWIHIBUMIDmii

For every user of Bab-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
i% X 41^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and 85.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-'- work BOW required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. 0. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364z Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,
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Pads, Tablets% Blotter Tablets
irOR. THE nyLiLLioisr.

THE rapidly increasing demand on us for our popular lines of goods has made
our present facilities and quarters too limited. In order to fill our orders more

promptly, and to enable us to still further reduce the cost of manufacturing, we will

REMOVE MAY 7, 1884.

To XTos. X^Q, 14:8 and 150 Centre Street,
CORNER OF WALKER,

where we have leased 10,000 square feet for manufacturing and storing purposes.

With our INCREASED and improved facilities we hope to merit the continued confidence

of the trade.

^^^^ STATIONERY AND PAPER COMPANY,
No. 117 Fulton Street, Ne-vr York.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTINQ PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5*7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

IVe^^ Lond-on, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
'W^itti "Valuable ratented. Improverrients.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE.DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlantic Worls, East Bostoi, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

•s?

Hand Octtkb. SE^^> FOB cmCULAB AND PBIOE LIST B-kSD^iVTSSR, WITH StK&M FESTUBB.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724,726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lntber's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

TllustratedCntal<tg%ie,containing full descrip-
tion, prices, t&c, mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
IS^ Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

6cLU>^
B l./%c:k

SrxL
1-U I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 15 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages ;

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
flft.y per cent, in the expense.

SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machme can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, (b a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer ofTO * -^,
Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.

MANUFACTUBBR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

COUNSELOR-AT-LAW.
Special attention given to Patent and Trade-Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Solicitor of United States and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks.
140 NASSAU STREET, SBW YORK CITY.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents obtained for Inventors on
favorable terms, and in the shortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels protected by registry at the
U. S. Patent Office and in Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted, Opinions on questions of Infringement,
the Validity of Patents, &c., &c.

Personal attention throughout is given to each and every case—a matter of no
inconsiderable importance to those who wish strong claims and specifications
CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busiucss may be transacted either in person or by mail, and
in every detail is kept inviolably secret and confidential.

JAMES A. WHITNEY, 140 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.
No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.
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U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE
IN BOTTLES, JUGS, KEGS AND BARRELS. DAVIS' NEW WIDE MOUTH SENSIBLE MUCILAGE STANDS.

TREASURY BLACK AND COLORED WRITING INKS. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK with Assorted Ink

Manufactured l>y \VH^I^IA.IVI A.. I>A.Vl^, 18 Arcli Street, Boston, and 155 Wabasli Avenue, Chicago.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCDMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Sartiples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HOLTOKE ENVELOPE CO.,
holyoice:, AiASis.

— BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TYNER,Treas. PULL WEI&HTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— I-iine of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.
Made of the best materials through-

out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
Insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid Street, New York.

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS,

*•

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKLt ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

-•*--

^<E>c>

B'Z- v;7-:Bi<3-ia:i',

JC^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which Is a su£Bcient guaran-

tee for their quality.

-•^K-

-i. MADE BY.;-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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-KL. PRANG & CO.'Sj^1

$=-

»jia3iBijiirmi.'^

EJxoTER O^xROLo.

> W yHE MEDIAEVAL EASTEE CARDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are

I
w f brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made

•/^^^V with care fi'oni the best examples of typography, book illusti-ation and page ornaments of

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These series are entitled

1

* ^inr <* A>y
Qjpp '«-5^e: OLDElSr TIlv^E,'

y
- -

Y

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED

:

SERIES 1.—A set of twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black; price per set of

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old hand-made paper, encased with parchment paper,

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Telegraphic Cipher Words: SERIES 1, " MEDIJ:VAL ;" SERIES 2, "ANTIQUE."

*

NEW YORK : 38 Bond Street.

PHILADELPHIA : 1110 Walnut Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO : 629 Commercial Street. #

L. PRANG &i CO.,
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Mrs. Sarah Simpson, stationer, Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

P. J. Ryan, stationer, &c., Springfield, Mass.,

has been attached.

H. S. Raymond, stationer, &c.. Bay City,

Mich., has assigned.

James P. Davis, bookseller and stationer,

Clarksburg, W. Va., is dead.

St. Claire Newkirk & Co., booksellers, &c.,

Colorado, Tex., have dissolved.

W. J. Ford, publisher of the Leader, Barton,
Ohio, has sold out to Peter Hitchcock.

The firm of M. B. & G. A. Huestis, booksellers,

&c., Windsor, N. S., has been dissolved.

W. E. Hannah, bookseller, &c., Moberly, Mo.,
was burned out recently. Partly insured.

McVay Brothers, newsdealers, &c , South
Chicago, 111., have been damaged $200 by
fire.

John Booth, publisher of the Reveille, Austin,

Nev., has been succeeded by John Woodruff
&Co.

N. B. Bassett & Co., manufacturers of picture

frames, Chicago, 111., have lost $15,000 by fire.

Insured.

The estate of George W. Gleason, bookseller

and stationer, Cleveland, Ohio, has sold out to

George H. Teviss.

Hunter Brothers, stationers, &c., Chester, Pa.,

have lost a member of their firm by the death
of Thomas Hunter.

Edward T. Miller, wall-paper dealer, Roches-
ter, N. Y., has assigned to S. V. Pryor. Liabil-

ities, $20,000; assets, $15,000.

Reports from New Orleans say that G. T. La-
throp, dealer in books and stationery, has asked
an extension. His liabilities are $12,616, and
nominal assets, $24,513.

W. H. Hasbrouck, owing to increasing busi-

ness, will remove from his present quarters.

No. 91 Liberty street, to Nos. 536 and 538 Pearl

street. Mr. Hasbrouck expects to be located at

the latter number on April 1. Mr. Hasbrouck
started the manufacture of blotter-tablets about
three years ago, running then only fifteen dif-

ferent kinds. His business Increased so largely

that up to the present time he is manufacturing
over 150 varieties of blotter-tablets. In addi-

tion to these goods he makes a large line of pen-

cil-tablets and a variety of other tablets. By
keeping his productions up to the highest stan-

dard and selling at the lowest prices, and allow-

ing large discounts in special cases, he has se-

cured a list of customers as large as that of any
other house dealing in tablets, and he has not
only a large domestic trade, but an increasing

export demand for his goods. Dealers should
not fail to call on him in his new quarters.

The Palmer Art Company has not positively

decided yet whether to remove from its present

quarters at No. 36 Bond street. It will depend
on whether the place it now occupies can be
rented to other parties. At present it seems
probable that it will not be, owing to the lateness

of the season.

A new corporation has been organized at

Kenosha, Wis., under the name of the North-
western Paper Cast Company, the object of

which is to manufacture papier-mach6 goods,

wares and decoration works. The process to be
employed is said to be entirely new in this

country.

James Dwyer, dealer in books and stationery

at Salt Lake City, Utah, has made an assign-

ment. The liabilities are about $15,700, of which
$11,000 is due to Eastern creditors, and assets

about the same figure. He has been in business

about fifteen years.

The receiver of the Ohio Law Publishing Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio, has sold the property of

the concern to George M. Brand and others.

Thomas D. Duryer, printer, at Alexandria,

Va. , who has made an assignment, owes about

$4,000 ; assets, $1,000.

W. R. De La Martyr, publisher of the Alma
Bulletin, Alma, Cal., has sold out to Hawkins &
Cleghorn.

Edward Barry, newsdealer, &c., Blackstone,
Mass. , has sold out.

Money & Co., printers, San Francisco, Cal.,

have been attached.

Roy H. Hume, photographer, Lima, Ohio, has
sold out to J. W. Mock.

S. C. Marlow, bookseller and stationer, Shel-

don, Ohio, has sold out.

Twomey& Vreeland, printers, New Tork city,

have been damaged by fire.

William Smith, bookseller, Marshfield, Mo,
has been burned out. Insured.

R. R. McCabe & Co., printers, Chicago, HI.,

have confessed judgment in the sum of $1,068.

W. H. Hewson, bookseller and stationer, St.

Catharines, Ont., has been succeeded by Hew-
son & Tait.

Mrs. W. R. Cranna, publisher of the Contra

Costa News, Martinez, Cal., has been succeeded

by Frank L. Blair.

H. D. Hansen & Co., printers, Chicago, 111.,

have dissolved partnership. M. Hansen & Co.

continue the business.

N. Barnum, dealer in books and pictures, and
J. G. Hamlin, bookseller and stationer, Dan-
bury, Conn., were burnt out recently. The for-

mer was insured, the latter not insured.

The affairs of Sibell & Co., whose failure oc-

curred some time ago, have not been settled as

yet. Of the $2,950 in outstanding claims only a
small portion has been collected by the assignee.

A great deal of difficulty has been met with in

making these collections, especially the smaller

claims, which in a great many cases are dis-

puted. There will probably not' be a meeting of

the creditors for some time.

The storage rooms of the United States Twine
and Net Company at 210 Fulton street. New
York, caught fire at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday
evening. The fire was confined to that story,

but the lower floors were greatly damaged by
water. The loss of the company is $25,000.

Gertrude Knowles, the forewoman, escaped

with her hair and clothing singed. The largest

knitting machine in the country was destroyed.

Lowe & Co., printers, on the third and fourth

floors, lose about $20,000, and other occupants

BLOTTER
150 AT^PtlETI ES.
REVEHSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) UMa
TABLETS
f^ok:eid in- boxes
100 SHEETS in PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE I.ARGEST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, including Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, Ac, &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum. Statement and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

Ifc^~ Notwithstanding their many advantagei), these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will Increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEIrlSA.L BLOTTJEK, TA.I5L.!EJT, at lowest prices ever made.

^- SEND FOR PRICE MSTs. W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.

^ HSJMJHB
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-^-

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. Y. KING Si MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MAS?.
ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,

99 & lOl William Street, New York.
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about $3,000, all by water. The damage to the

building was $1,500.

Crampton & Co., booksellers, &c.. Rock Isl-

and, 111. , have sold out their interest to Porter

& Skinner.

Mrs. James Johnson, bookseller, &c., Vassar,

Mich., has taken a partner and the firm is now
Johnson & Williamson. •

Nounnan & McCusker, booksellers and sta-

tioners, San Francisco, Cal., have been burnt

out. Estimated loss, $1,500.

D. W. Lapham, stylographer pen manufac-

turer, 3 John street, New York, has been suc-

ceeded by Lapham & Bogart.

Price & Burtnell, booksellers, &c., Florence,

Ala., have dissolved partnership. James Burt-

nell will continue the business.

Rubel, Ettlinger & Co., printers, &c., Chi-

cago, 111., have dissolved partnership. Rubel

Brothers succeed to the business.

W. B. Carpenter has been elected president

and H. C. Yeiser, secretary of the Globe Files

Company, manufacturer of letter files, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Key & Illedge, publishers, Montgomery, Ala.,

each of the partners continuing business on his

own account.

L H. Mace is preparing to introduce to the

trade in a few days in connection with his present

line of goods at No. 117 East Houston street, a

large line of toys, including spring games, &c.

George F. Connor, bookseller, &c., Bridgeport,

Conn., has bought out the stationery business

of Adrian S. Godfrey, which will shortly be re-

moved to Mr. Connor's old stand, at 404 Main
street.

Grant. Faires & Rodgers, printers, Philadel-

phia, Pa., have dissolved partnership. The
James B. Rodgers Printing Companv has suc-

ceeded to the business. Grant & Faires also

continue business.

L. H. Rogers, manufacturer of ornamental pa-

per, 75 Maiden lane. New York, has sold out his

machinery and patents to Chadwick & Miller,

who will continue the manufacture of shelf, lace

paper, &c., at 323 Pearl street.

G. Henry Whitcomb & Co., envelope manu-
facturers, Worcester, Mass., have been suc-

ceeded by the Whitcomb Envelope Company, a
corporation organized under the Massachusetts

law, having a capital of $150,000.

Phil. Hake will make some needed improve-
ments in his establisment in a few days. His
wholesale and pr inters' departments will occu-

py the ground floor, the latter the front. The
cutting-room will be in the basement. The
show and salesroom on the ground floor will be

arranged in the most tasteful manner, and will

be as fine a salesroom as there is in the city.

William Crawford, a bluestone dealer at 630

West Fiftieth street, New York, had Louis E.

Adams, publisher of a paper called Capital and
Fact, arrested on Wednesday last. Crawford
said, at the Tombs, that Adams obtained $1
from him in February as a subscription. He
had not received the paper since. Adams said

he had been sick, and had lacked proper finan-

cial support. He said that W. E. Conner and
James R. Keene each gave him $500, and that
Brick Pomeroy agreed to take 100,000 copies of
the paper. It took a good deal of money to pub-
lish his paper, but he hoped to get it out again
some day, and Mr. Crawford would then receive
it. He was held for trial for getting money un-
der false pretences.

The Fowler & Wells Company has been incor-

porated as a joint stock company, and succeeds

the old firm of Fowler & Wells, New York.

This publishing house was established by the

Fowlers, the well-known phrenologists, in 1835,

and since the death of her husband, which oc-

curred 1835, it has been conducted by Charlotte

Fowler Wells, the widow of Samuel R. Wells,

who was at the time of his death the proprietor

of the business. Mrs. Wells is a sister of the

Fowlers, and has been actively connected with

the business since the ofiice was first opened in

New York, and makes the present change to

relieve herself from care, and to insure the con-

tinuance of the business in its present form. At
the election of oflScers Charlotte F. Wells was

elected president ; Nelson Sizer, who has been

connected with the office as examiner for thirty

years or more was elected vice-president, and

has charge of the professional department; H.

S. Drayton, who has been the editor of the

Phrenological Journal for many years, was

elected secretary, and continues in the same po-

sition as editor ; and Albert Turner, who has

been connected with the house for twenty years,

and is well and favorably known to the trade,

was elected treasurer of the company and busi-

ness manager, and there will be no change in

the nature or management of the business,

which is continued at 753 Broadway.

The suspension of William Butler & Co.
,
pa-

per manufacturers, whose mills are at No. 4230

Woodlawn avenue. West Philadelphia, was an-

nounced on Wednesday morning. The firm

consists of William Butler and his nephew, John

Butler, and their liabilities are estimated at some-

where between $15,000 and $20,000, although the

exact amount cannot be ascertained until the

books have been thoroughly overhauled. The

principal creditors are the New York firms

of Wilkinson Brothers & Co. and J. W.
Lyons, while small amounts are due to Patrick

Hays and William Hemingway, stock dealers, of

this city. Samuel L. Thompson, attorney for the

Butlers, said that the failure was precipitated

about three days ago, when a note to one of the

Philadelphia creditors went to protest. The
trouble is attributed to the general depression

existing in the trade. It is said that the firm

has outstanding credits sufficient to mee t its in-

debtedness, and that at a meeting of the credi-

tors to be held on Monday at Mr. Thompson's

office an extension will be granted. The mills

were formerly conducted by the firm of Butler

& Morehouse, the head of which was a brother

of William Butler, who, with his present part-

ner was then employed in the establishment, and

succeeded to the business about two years ago.

The mill property occupies a frontage of 176

feet on Woodland avenue, and consists of several

buildings.

Henry Levy & Son have reduced the price of

Le Counts' patent crib boards, so as to place it

within the reach of any cribbage player, and

it is thought that at its present price it

will out-sell any board in the market. It is

compact and will hold two packs of cards, will

score for three or six players, and keep tally of

the game. The trade are now handling this

board in much larger quantities than hereto-

fore.

The " Travelers' Official Guide," issued by
the National Railway Publication Company,
46 Bond street, is out for March. This is the

recognized organ of the General National Ticket

Agents Association, and contains all of the cur-

rent time tables and other requisite information

for travelers.

Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey street, are the sole

agents in the United States for the "J. A. P."

striped wrapping paper. This paper is a good imi-

tation of striped silk and comes in five diflEerent

colors. It is being used extensively for general

advertising purposes and is made into paper bags

for confectionery, gentlemen's furnishing goods,

millinery and the notion trade. It is also made
up very largely for pads for wrapping up drug-

gists' sundries. The wholesale trade are said to

have taken up this article in a very liberal spirit.

This firm is also the agent in America for the

new "Perfection" glazed copying paper and
carries a stock of all sizes.

There was a meeting of the creditors of Lyman
& Curtis, at the place of business of the firm, on
Tuesday of this week. A rough statement of

the assets and liabilities was presented and the

meeting resulted in the appointment of a com-
mittee, composed of Mr. Cowles, of New Haven,
Conn. ; Mr. Spaulding, of Chicago, 111. ; Mr.

Dresser, of Leominster, Mass., and Mr. Patrick,

of the American Tool Company, of New York.
The committee will confer with the creditors in

respect to closing up the business, and to oflfer for

recommendation or otherwise any proposition

which may be made by the firm or either of its

members in the nature of a compromise. The
schedule of assets and liabilities, which is not

quite completed, willbe filed in a few days. The
liabilities foot up to $172,000 ; nominal assets,

$147,000 ; actual assets, about $100,000.

The Mackinnon Pen Company, manufacturers

of fountain and stylographic pens, late of No.

192 Broadway, has been placed in the hands of

Wm. H. Rlcketts, as receiver, on application of

S. A. Whitney, a judgment creditor for $2,493.

The company had virtually ceased to do busi-

ness, its trade having gradually dwindled down
for some time past. The annual statement, filed

January 17, showed liabilities amounting to

$34,000. The company was incorporated Janu-

ary 12, 1880, with a capital stock of $48,000, and
was reorganized in September, 1881, at which
time George W. Carleton became president.

The business of the Mackinnon Pen Company,
it seems, was absorbed by A. Q. French & Co.,

of this city, and John Holland, of Cincinnati,

Ohio, some time ago. The former company
formerly had an office in the Western Union
building at the corner of Dey street and Broad-

way, but a short time ago removed to 89 Nassau

street. A reporter of Thb Stationer called

at the latter place and found parties who were

doing business under the style of the Founte-

graph Pen Company. He was told that A. Q.

French had no interest whatever in the concern,

and that, the Fountegraph Company had not

been connected with the Mackinnon Pen Com
pany, although it had something to do with the

manufacture of the Mackinnon pen. In other

words, the iridium points and mechanism of the

pen were made by John Holland and sent to the

Fountegraph Company to be cased and finished.

Mr. Appel, counsel for S. A. Whitney, stated to

a reporter of The Stationer that an interlocu-

tory judgment had been taken in behalf of his

client and execution having been issued and re-

turned unsatisfied, a referee had been appointed

by the court to ascertain the fair and honest

creditors of the Mackinnon Pen Company,
where its property is, what it consists of, its

value, and to report in what proportion the

creditors are to be paid. An injunction had also

been obtained restraining the defunct corpora-

tion, its officers, trustees or employes from dis-

posing of any of its property or effects, until

the filing of the referee's report and the obtain-

ing of a final judgment.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Arti sts' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 60 Madison St.; Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 29.5

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monrop Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOQRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ^oston, Mass.

PRANQ, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 21 Milk St., Boston.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY. AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y\

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman st, N. Y.

•SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre st, N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR. THOS., & CO., 181 William St., N. Y.

(lANE BROTHERS. lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
Htfet, Worcester, Ma«R.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8tc.

TRIER, 8.. & SON. 190 WUliam St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M.. SON. & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st. N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 WiUiam St.. N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 819 E. 22d St., N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. CarpentersvUle, lU.

HHRIVBR, T.. & CO., Bast S6th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUKL C, A OO.. dnainnati, O.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN. HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. PhUa.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price

List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;

mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS,
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

cox. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, m.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern ofQce,
28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr , 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. Manilla. Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadel phia.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IBON WORKS, BuOalo, N. Y.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cuttmg and Eyelettinor,

KISSAM, B. A., •32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane. N. \

.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Mili st., Boston.

School Supplies and Specialties.

CLARK. C. W.. successor to N. E. School Furniture
Co., 27 Franklin St.. Boston, Mass.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa

Sealing Wax Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway,, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearbo'm St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincmnati: 414 North Third st.. St. Louis.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane st., N. Y.

Manifold Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

Pi T w * BTiTiTTTT^T TTTi i ^ W. Fourteeuth St., N. Y.PALM & FECHTELER,
^ ^ ^asalle St., Chicago, 111.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates,
Dominoes, Checkers, Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER
.

110 WiUiam St., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st , Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS. & CO.. 734 Broadway, N. Y

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

Hake. ph. 155 WUliam St.. N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTUEUNG CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

PhUadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. T,ouis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & mLGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore St. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

WTfiriMAMN * 'OR Rmiulwnv W Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church i

Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830

J. H:. BXJF^ir'OPLID'S SOrsTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and[ADVERTISING CARDS,
- NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agrricultural and Scliool Diplomas, Plaques,' Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PEXRXE:, Jr.
No. no READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR -

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, Ac.

—

_
—

" THE BLACK & CLAISON CO.'S

Inpmed Ferktor
MADE IN THREE SIZES

:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

E. Gr. LOOICEl &c CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

txlazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Cliromo Cards, etc.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

BARBAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

^ Send for45.op Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Bostou.

ANTIQUITY OF LUMINOUS PAINTS.

The luminous paints of which so much was
'

written a few years ago, and for which a great

future was prophesied, appear to have been
known many centuries ago to the Chinese. The
North China Herald has an article on the sub-

ject, stating the Emperor Tai Tsung, who flour-

ished toward the tenth century of the Christian

era, received a picture which was luminous at

night. The picture represented by night a cow
lying within a fence ; while by day the cow ap-

peared as browsing outside the inclosure. His
majesty asked for an explanation from his min-
isters, but they were not better informed than
he. At length someone explained that the effect

was produced by mixing South Sea pearl paste

with a pigment which at night became luminous,

and that the day picture was attributed to the

genii, while some denied its existence altogether.

The author of the article shows by extracts from
Chinese writers of three centuries ago that the

tradition of the art had not died out.

^-*-*'

SOFT ALLOY.

A soft alloy which attaches itself so firmly to

the surface of metals, glass and porcelain that

it can be employed to solder articles that will

not bear high temperature can, as the Pharma
ceutical Record asserts, be made as follows :

Copper dust obtained by precipitation from a
solution of the sulphate by means of zinc is put
in a cast-iron or porcelain-lined mortar and
mixed with strong sulphuric acid, specific

gravity, 1.85. From 30 to 30 or 36 parts of the

dust are taken, according to the hardness de-

sired. To the cake formed of acid and copper
there is added, under constant stirring, 70 parts

of mercury. When well mixed the amalgam is

carefully rinsed with warm water to remove all

the acid, and then set aside to cool. In 10 or 13

hours it is hard enough to scratch tin. If it is

to be used now it is to be heated so hot that

when worked over and brayed in a mortar it

becomes as soft as wax. In this ductile form
it can be spread out on any surface, to which it

adheres with great tenacity when it gets cold

and hard. *-
TITLE TO LITHO STONES.

A case brought by Vere Foster against Mar
cus Ward & Co. came up before the Irish Mas-

ter of the Rolls on an application to assess

damages, decision having been rendered in the

matter, which involved the important question

of the right of customers to litho stones contain-

ing fine art work. It appeared that only one of

the sets ordered to be given up by the defendants

to the plaintiff had been handed over, the others

having been broken up. For the defendants it

was urged that there was a custom of the trade

that when designs on stones were obliterated,

the stones might be broken up. The Master of

the Rolls eaid that he did not see that custom

had anything to do with the present application.

The point was that a certain number of stones

containing valuable artistic designs had not been

given up, and that was in contravention of the

decree of the court. It was open to the defen-

dants to show that the obliterations of the de.

signs on the stones occurred during the legiti-

mate and fair use of the stones, The onus of

that lay on the defendants. He would require

evidence of the clearest character as to why the

stones were not delivered. He would hold the

inquiry himself.

Man must become wise by his own experience.
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Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THXJRSDAY, MARCH 27. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Commimications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANB Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viknnot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hamuitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREION GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside -j
^ \X^.

^^"""^ ^'^''^'^S.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghor-j and Genoa, Italy.

1 vi A^ ni.ooTT i Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. H. ae Bussy <

jjjg j)yj^jj gj^gj Indies.

Tnhn Hoe-an \ Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan
.j Adelaide. AustraUa.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedln, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. Q. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica,
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

JosS A. Barros Barranqmlla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curasoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Conen de Llssa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas Q. Thrum !
^aSd's"*^

Sandwich Isl-

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
0. Halght Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
\
^
c^j^b*^'^^'^'"'

^'^''^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from Its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
reapondenta of the source of their information.

And now approaches the season of ex-

positions, fairs and the like. The Stationer

has already invited attention to the most
important projected, which is that to be

held at New Orleans, and which will be in-

ternational and immense. The usual prep-

arations are going on in other directions.

Cincinnati has just made her twelfth an-

nouncement, Chicago will soon follow, to

be succeeded in turn by Boston and New
York. Some people claim that there is

an everlasting sameness in these exhib-

itions. To some there may be, but

the careful investigator will always

drop on something which is new to

him. Then again the cry of sameness

does not apply to the crowds which visit

the exhibitions. Of course, to the " round-

er," that individual who makes it a miser-

able duty, or an indifferent means of dis-

pelling ennui, the sameness is very im-

pressive, but there are many people who
visit rarely and always go to derive in-

formation and amusement. Encourage
these expositions, by all means.

Our Eastern correspondent, mentioning

the fact that the State of Massachusetts has

determined that stationery supplies shall be

afforded to the public schools at public

cost, puts in a sympathetic word for the

smaller stationery trade, who have here-

tofore met the demands of the small boy
and girl of the period. It is evident that

our correspondent has not read the New
York papers, which for several days have
had a great deal to say about school supplies,

presumably furnished by the city, but large-

ly by the parents of scholars, nor has he fully

considered the wants and capacities of the

rising generation. Speaking from a per-

sonal experience, we know that never were
there so many pencils, rulers, pads, writ-

ing-books, slates and other requirements

consumed per capita as now, and the dis-

bursement from the parental pocket on
this account, so far as New York experience

goes is something extraordinary. In our

younger days, a slate or lead pencil went
its length with us ; but now the public-

school teacher proscribes as well as pre-

scribes a pencil of certain limits. There

will be or may be some difference in the

demand for text-books, but even these are

bought in many instances, and where there

is a falling off of sales in one direction,

there is likely to be an increase in another.

There probably will be changes affecting to

some extent the smaller trade, but these

must be met by an intelligent appreciation

of substitutes, of which, we think, there

are likely to be enough.

One of the statisticians has been putting

together figures which are interesting

enough for us to reproduce. These indi-

cate the extraordinary growth of our

manufacturing interests, and show that

in thirty-four years they have increased in

value more than 100 per cent. Thus, in

1850 our manufactures were valued at

$1,060,000,000; in 1860, $1,970,000,000; in

1870, $4,230,000,000; in 1880, $5,560,000,000.

In 1860 the value of manufactures per in-

habitant was $61.75; in 1880, $110. In 1850

the number of persons employed in manu-
factures of all kinds was 957,000 ; in

1860, 1,311,000 ; in 1870, 2,054,000 ; in 1880,

2,7a9,000. In 1850 the wages paid were

$245,000,000 ; in 1860, $400,000,000 ; in

1870, $805,000,000 ; in 1880, $990,000,-

000. In 1850 the capital invested in

manufactures was $550,000,000; in 1860, $1,-

040,000,000; in 1870, $3,205,000,000 ; in 1880,

$2,405,000,000. These statistics are taken

from the census reports, and are approxi-

mately correct. At the present time the

United States turns out more manufac-
tured products than any other nation in the

world—the total in 1880, as above given,

being $5,560,000,000, while those of Great

Britain were valued at $4,091,500,000 in

1882. By the same authority the total in-

dustries of the United States in 1880 were

worth $11,405,000,000 ; those of Great Brit-

ain, $9,200,000,000 ; those of France, $6,840.-

000,000 ; those of Germany, $6,650,000,000,

and those of Russia, 4,650,000,000. We are

glad to note that our own manufactures

are supplanting foreign goods. There still

remains a small and contracted circle of

individuals who affect everything that

is foreign, good or bad, but we have

abundant evidence of the strong common
sense and patriotism which dictates the

purchases of *he unalloyed American.

When you contrast our industrial growth
with that of other countries, there is much
that is remarkable which calls for reflec-

tion. American industries are advancing in

strength, character and proportion. In Eng-

land the converse appears to be the rule.

Some of Great Britain's important industries

have fallen into decay or have become so

indifferent as to no longer deserve considera-

tion. The economic principles which •

j

bring about these results we leave for our

readers to ponder over and discover.

What are they ?

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

An illustration of the possibilities of the

export trade is given by an exporter who made
a trial shipment abroad of six dozen plated pen-

cils at a valuation of $4.25 per dozen, only a

year ago. He has brought up his exports of

these goods to $25,000 worth within the year.

* * * *

The same exporter says that as far back

as 1868 he advocated an attempt to export man-

ufactures not previously exported, believing

that by energy and the use of improved ma-

chinery American manufacturers could com-

pete with the cheap hand labor of Europe, par-

ticularly of England and France. His experi-

ence has justified bis expectations.

* * * *

A new thing in copying ink-pencils has

an action " entirely original and distinct" from

any mechanism yet applied to a pencil case. It

is said to have all of the facilities of the

" Eagle " action, combined with the spiral move-

ment for the lead.
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" That 'ere critter has gone and done it."

I heard that remark once upon a time when I

was a small boy, i. e., smaller than I am now,

aad it has stayed by me. Perhaps you would

like to be informed why I have resurrected and

rejuvenated it, so to speak. Well, it is because

a certain well-known gentleman in the station-

ery trade has become a paper maker.

* * * *

What will not his ambition aspire to? To

be a paper maker some people think is to be a

king, and even an impoverished king is some-

thing. I think that the W. K G. has his eye on

the presidential nomination, and when the Sara-

toga convention meets we may perhaps find him

on hand there. No brass bands will be allowed,

and no special delegations and chartered trains

or hotels " scooped " in advance will be per

mitted. ^ ,,. :^ o.

I observe that that active promoter of

American trade, P. Lawrence, is in town. In

running over the columns of your English con-

temporaries I find frequent reference to the

latest novelties from this side, and introduced

by Mr. Lawrence. His efforts in this behalf seem

to be appreciated in England, for a great deal of

compliment and much commendation are given

to his efforts and their presentations. I believe

that he is now looking out for new cap-

tures to be taken right over and piled before

the insular trade.

* * * *

What a talk people are making in one of

the daily papers about buying school supplies,

which the authorities allege are supplied grat-

uitously to the children who attend the public

schools. The people have the handle end of the

story. Why, I know of a little stationery store

on one of the avenues which just lives by the

trade of the children. Of course, it sells goods

to people of larger growth, but if it depended

on their trade for existence, we should very

soon have that tattler who runs your gossip

column saying that so and so " has failed."

j[: ili * :^

Going along past the place of business of

a well-known firm of paper dealers the other

day, I observed some new signs all done up in

red and white. My companion remarked them

and said that they sort o' appealed to his

sympathy. I asked why, and he said that they

represented the Confederate colors. I objected,

and said that, all in all, the signs recalled to me
the national colors—the red, white and blue.

He didn't see it and wanted to know "how."

I told him to go inside and the firm would be

blue enough for the purpose. He " tumbled,"

and we immediately proceeded to take something

reviving. It will be inferred that my friend

and I are of differing opinions. We are, but we
get along " just so good as never was."

* * :;-. *

A police judge in San Francisco holds that

"drummers" must pay for a license to do busi-

ness. This was done in a test case, in which

Max Friedlander is the willing victim. Mr.

Friedlander is the vice president of the North-

western Commercial Travelers' Association. He
was fined and, refusing to pay the fine, locked

up and now goes before the Appellate Courts on

a writ of " have his carcass."

* ^: * Jli

There were 3,481 books, exclusive of

Government publications, brought out in the

book trade last year. This is just nine more
than appeared in 1882. Many of these were

reprints, and cheap ones at that.

^ommmxicdiimns.
[Correspondents are requested to write on only one

side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Explanatory.

Peoria, 111., March 19, 1884.

To the Editor of The Stationer :

In The Stationer of the 13th inst. there is a

matter that needs some explanation. In the list

of mortgages, &c., given by the different firms,

Adair & Brown, of" this city, are represented as

giving a " bill of sale " for $33,000.

In the first place, since January 1 there has

been no such firm in existence—the original

members of the firm, A. A. Adair and David S-

Brown having sold out, and the new firm was

and is now composed of Delos S. Brown, S. S.

Page and E. B. Hillman. The successors of the

old firm have undertaken to incorporate a stock

company under the style of Adair & Brown
Company without my knowledge or consent

;

and by inflating the stocks to said amount have

issued a bill of sale purporting to come from

Adair & Brown to Adair & Brown Company in

order to make it appear properly upon the

records. As soon as the matter became known
to me, I immediately took steps to prevent them

using my name in connection with their

business which they have attempted to do, and

for a period of fifty years, as their articles of

incorporation show.

Now, as the firm of Adair & Brown never

had a lien of any kind on their stock, and I con-

sider their business reputation above reproach,

I think an explanation is due them, and the

trade also—the majority of which still think the

old firm is yet in existence.nothing having been

published by our successors to make it appear

otherwise, or that a dissolution had taken place.

A. A. Adair.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscriber asks : 1. Who makes or contro Is the

glass mucilage pot with brush and glass cap or

cover, similar to the " Ring " stand ? 2. Where
is Garfield's paper mill ? 3. Where to get little

oilers for rubber-stamp inks ?

Ans.—1. It is made in Bohemia, and can be

had of Henry Bainbridge & Co. or Edward
Kimpton, New York. 2. Harrison Garfield,

Lee, Mass. You will find it noted in Lock-

wood's Directory. 3. New York Stencil Works,

100 Nassau street. New York.

H. L. S. wants to know where to get black letters

(imitation jet), such as are used on glass show
cases, windows, &c.

Ans.—Otto Steiz, 49 Chambers street, New
York.

A. B. asks : Who makes the Rowley pen ?

.Ans.—C. B. Rowley, 64 Nassau street. New
York.

M. M. & Co. ask : 1. Where are headquarters for

spiral penracks ? 2. What is the address of P.

Lawrence, patentee of spiral penracks ?

Ans.—1. B. Lawrence Stationery Company,
39 Barclay street. New York, controls the pat-

ent and can supply you. 2. P. Lawrence is lo-

cated in London, dealing in American goods,

but is now in New York, his house in this city

being Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey street.

J. E. C. wants the names of firms which sell to job-

bing houses in the stationery and fancy-goods

lines on commission, as he has a specialty that he

has to introduce.

Ans.—You are looking for a broker, and we
don't know of any brokers in the stationery
trade. If you have a good thing get some ca-

pable manufacturer to take it up.

A. L. W. wants to know what firm or mill makes pa-
per suitable for paper boats.

Ans.—There are several. A good, tough ma-
nilla is what you want. Consult Lockwood's
Directory.

W. H. H., who last week asked for " Charter

Oak " and '' Bankers' " linen, is informed that

the East Hartford Manufacturing Company,
Burnside, Conn., claims the first-named, and the

Southworch Company, of Mittineaque, Mass.,

al'O makes a " Bankers' " linen paper.

Friends of Charles O. Brown, of the Carson &
Brown Company, paper manufacturers, of Dal-

ton, are talking of him as the Berkshire dele-

gate to the Chicago Republican convention. He
favors the nomination of Geo. F. Edmunds.

arlict Wxcmnv.
Office op The Americak Stationer, |

Wednesday. March 26, 1884. (

THE MONEr MA.RKBT.—The rates for call

loans were 1J^@2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper
passes readily at 4@5i^ per cent., according to the

date of maturity. The stock market is exceedingly

dull and bearish in temper. The recent cut in the

rates of freight by the trunk lines is held to be indi-

cative of a dearth of business by the roads, and it has
been used by the "bears " to depress the stock mar.
ket. Government bonds were dull and unchanged iu

prices. The market for railroad bonds was active

and irregular. Sterling and continental exchange is

exceedingly quiet, and rates remain as at the date

of our last.

TBM PA.PER MA BJK£T.—Although the prices

of paper continue about as low as noted for some
time past, the country api ears to be taking about all

of the paper that is being made, and while there is

not much marketed at a loss, the margin of profit is

very small. It is commonly supposed that a Presi-

dential year is unfavorable to business generally,

yet the paper industry may be said to be an excep-

tion, as the campaign stimulates the consumption,

and good judges say that they will be disappointed

if the present depression is not steadily removed.

It s fair to assume that prices have reached their

minimum, as in so large a country as this, even when
trade is confined to the smallest possible require-

ments, there must always be a very large volume of

business iu the aggregate. Tue dtmands of fifty-five

million of people are to be met, and this of itself is

sufficient to prevent anything approaching protract-

ed stagnation, to say nothing of supplying a steadily

increasing export trade, while the consumptive ca-

pacity of the country is steadily being augmented
through the natural growth of population and immi-

gration. There is apparently a growing confidence

that the advance of the season will give an impulse

to all branches of business, prices being low, and
stocks of goods in the hands of distributors being

generally moderate.

xnE STATZOJHERY MARKET.-The fine

spring weather of the past few days has had a
wholesome effect on trade, particularly on the move-
ment in spring toys. The improvement is not so

marked in other lines, although there is a little more
business doing, and a better feeling prevails among
dealers. The trade in fine stationery is hardly

up to the average for this season of the year,

but dealers show more activity than they did a
week or two ago. This remark does not apply
to fine writing-pads and tablets, for which there

has been and is a brisk demand. There still

continues to be a good business in Easter cards, par-

ticularly in those of new and fresh designs. The
trade, however, is mostly local, there being a falling

off in out-of-town orders. There is a very good de-

mand for inks, dealers being kept busy in filling or-

ders received some time ago. Notwithstanding

prices have advanced in mucilage, on account of

scarcity of gum, trade shows some activity in this

line. There is no marked improvement in the en-

velope trade, although business is better than it was
a week or two ago.
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TOILET PAPER The Most Complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands arb:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeline, $14.00 uu^p-.^j'.^^

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissnette, - $11,00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

e9~ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S TAR,
Size 5x7,

^11 per Case,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

FoHM or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the package,

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No. 46 West Broadway, HEW YORK.

INDEXED MAPS AWD GUIDES OF

ALL COUNTillES IF THE WOELD !

Wholesale and Ketaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., Publlshers.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

H'^jT I T T ][ rnT^Ti nA publishers op and jobbers in

. MCALLAolliR (S llU., aa^de aad Mowmliimm,
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

EASTER
-AND-

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

•*-

/ OTTR TIl.A.-VBIiBI?,S

# ( NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

^^^,^.3^^ m
Blank Book Manufactvirers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.
AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,

FoK THE Webk Ended March 21, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers .

.

Engravings

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens . . .

.

Other

Totals . . .

.

1 567

284 34,019

2-38 9,1.53

73 13,754

217 6.094

9 3,001

2 30

231 10,612

2 1,249

22

1069

2,222

$80,301

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended March ^5, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.

Stationery

Totals

14,400

259

576

72

192

15,499

3,482

2,966

7,777

20,098

$36,989

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From March 18 to March 25, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 18; to United States

of Colombia, 16; to Cuba, 1; to Havre, 3; to Mexico,

2; to British West Indies, 3; to Bremen, 5; to Lon-
don, 13; to Porto Rico, 2; to Hamburg, 1; to British

Australasia, 7; to Japan, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 18 pkgs. ; to British West In-

dies, 40O rms. ; to Cuba, 125 pkgs., 4,360 rms., 16 cs. ; to

United States of Colombia, 43 pkgs. ; to Mexico, 400

rms., 20 pkgs., 4 cs. ; to Porto Rico, 7,050 rms., 503 cs.

;

to Dutch East Indies, 2 cs. ; to Havre, 31 pkgs.; to

Santo Domingo, 500 rms. ; to London, 7 cs. ; to Bre-
men, 2 cs. ; to Hull, 15 cs. ; to Antwerp, 21 pkgs. ; to

British Honduras, 130 rms. ; to Argentine Republic,

6 cs. ; to Brazil, 1,500 rms., 5 pkgs. ; to Peru, 70 rms.,

11 cs.; to Palermo, 1 cs. ; to Uruguay, 5 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 51; to Cuba,
12; to British West Indies, 2; to Mexico, 19; to Glas-

gow, 1 ; to London, 1 ; to United States of Colombia,

32; to Bremen, 4; to Hamburg, 13; to Porto Rico, 10;

to Argentine Republic, 1; to Peru, 20; to Barcelona,

25; to Lisbon, 1.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,j

41 ; to British Honduras, 1 ; to British Australasia, 18ri

to Cuba, 3; to Mexico, 16; to Central America, 8; to|

Brazil, 31; to Peru, 459; to Uruguay, 10.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Unitedl
States of Colombia, 7; to Mexico, 36; to Bremen, 1;I

to Havre, 2; to Argentine Republic, 38; to Brazil, 1.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 3.

SLATES, cases, to Amsterdam, 40; to Rotterdam,
]

10; to Hull, 147.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London.J
16; to Liverpool, 1; to Hull, 2; to British West In-

dies, 2; toUnited States of Colombia, 3; to Peru, 4.J]

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of]

Colombia, 11; to Liverpool, 2; to British Austra-|

lasia, 3.

INK, packages, to Mexico, 4; to London, 3; toj

British Australasia, 6; to Argentine Republic, -33; to]

United States of Colombia, 13.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,J
cases, to Mexico, 1.

EYELETS, cases, to London, 10.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Amsterdam, 2; to]

Liverpool, 1.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Mexico, 5; toj

British West Indies, 1.
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ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 4.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, cases, to Amsterdam, 196.

PRINTING PRESSES, cases, to Hamburg, 2.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 32.

TIME GLOBE •^, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

BASE BALLS, cases, to Cuba, 1.

CALIGRAPHS. cases, to Mexico, 13.

CRAYONS, cases, to Argentine Republic, 10.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to Sandwich
Islands, 1.

IMPOKTATIONS OF PAPER.
From March 18 to March 25, 1884.

Keuffel & Esaer, Silesia, Hamburg, 10 bs. drawing.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 9 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 10 cs.

W. H. Schiefflin & Co., by same, 10 cs.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., by same, 10 cs.

J. Marschong & Co., City of Chester, Liverpool,

5 cs.

J. Walker, by same, 1 cs.

G. H. Barbey, Canada, Havre, 12 cs.

A. Levy, by same, 5 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 1 cs.

G. H. Barbey, by same, 12 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 2 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Westeruland, Antwerp, 18 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 10 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nebraska, Glasgow, 7 cs.

G. W. Allen & Co., Celtic, Liverpool, 2 cs. hang-

ings.

H. Bartholomae, by same, 12 cs. hangings.

O. D. Case's Sons, by same, 6 cs. hangings.

W. H. Arkness, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Herter Brothers, Oregon, Liverpool, 5 cs. hangings.

Geo. Halbert, by same, 4 cs. hangings.

F. Victor & Achilles, City of Chicago, Liverpool,

1 cs.

Wilkinson Brothers, by same, 8 bs.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANCPACTURERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.
Among our speci-

alties is the TRIUMPH MUCILAGE
WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with SRKATER TENACITY. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal-
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing oh their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
per gross, $7.50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross. $12.

^p- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
Liquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

CANFIELD "DIVIDED" (FOR-
merly "Acme") KKA><EK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface ; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

J. L. i^cin"tosh:,

NrteriQi*Papi,*PerforatioL

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Boots, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

ITEW YORK COPYING PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

pplied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses ed Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalogue and Disconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufact'irer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

IS, p
B- a.

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

S.D.Bruce $5,000

J. B. DeYoung 5,000

J. B. DeYoung 5,000

Dillon & Gillon iR.) 12,600

E.B.Fletcher 350

Victor Nivois 1,000

J.W.Orr(R.) 1,623

A. M. Blondell 4,000

O. Madden (R ) 45,213

Neustadter & Co. (R.) 227

W.Turner 1,500

EASTERN STATES.
Davenport Brothers, Boston, Mass., subject to

prior mortgage 1,000

Edward Johnson (et al.), Lynn, Mass £15

J.W.Bland, Boston. Mass 40

MfDDLE STATES.

Henry Schmeer, Syracuse, N. Y. (Real) 1,000

Abram Lutz, Adamstown, Pa. (R.) . 500

M. T. Donohoe, Ashland, Pa 563

Millard F . Fisher, Birdsboro, Pa. (Real) 1,000

Wilmer H. Johnson, North Wales, Pa., Pub-

lisher Record 2,055

WESTERN STATES.
W. D. G. Bond, Fort Wayne, Ind 650

C. H. Gilmore, Council BluEEs, la. (B. S.), to

wife

J. J. Newton, Council Bluffs, la. (B. [S.), of

business

Sullivan & Co , Cincinnati, Ohio 3,000

H. T. Collins, Denver, Col 900

O. D. Russell, Grand Junction, Col. (T D.) .. .

.

500

George A. Bacon, Pekin, III 70

J. W. Franks (J. W. Franks & Sons) Peoria,

111. (T. D.) 1,700

The Golden Censer Company, Rocktord, III.

(Real) 1,500

L. E. Rannells. Rochester, Ind. (Real) 950

W. F.Boyd, Des Moines, la.... 535

J. T. Sherman, Newton, la 353

Lynch Window Shade Company, Detroit,

Mich 542

Armedie Davignon, Minneapolis, Minn. (B. S.). 500

George E. Lillie (Lillie & Milligan), Topeka,

Kan 300

J. W. Mohler & Co., Topeka, Kan 800

SOUTHERN STATES.
Alexander Lozo, St. Joseph. Mo. (Real) 179

LIENS RELEASED.
S. Bowen (Stewart Bowen & Co.), Indianapolis,

Ind 10,000* •

The greatest factor of eloquence is sincerity

\X7E remove to our new
building this week,

aad shall change our ad-

dress accordingly on and
afcer Monday, March 24.

102 to 172 Coltunbas Ave.,

DEUHCS^EK'd"!
ESTADLIBHED ELEVEN YEARS.

130 La Salle Street, Cbicago, 111.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

Puffed, Satin and Plush

n

1

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Irade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who kBow the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the RepubUc ; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson. Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co. ; Winslow, Lanier & Co. ; Wells,
Fai^o & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co.; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOXifc^Y, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 2 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekman Street, New York.

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.

Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-
tion. Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

A VALUABLE PATBNT FOR SALE.

*^^^MV ^^l^-^T ^VV.\U^-

Patent 2"i9,217, and dated June 6, 1882, pives broad claims, which absolutely cover the invention,]
copy of which can be o tained through any Patent Attorney for 25 cents.

No person can produce a Checker with Knob or Socket that is not an infringement. The players i

move more conveniently and intelligently; Kings cannot fall down.
" Barker," of the Boston Globe (Champion Checker Player of the United States), says: "They are th^

best checker-men I ever saw."
One boy with a Weymouth Lathe can produce 25,000 to 35,000 per day. Will furnish free samples to an

probable purchaser. I will accept the highest bid above $750.00 made within 30 days from date of this papei
Call or address

F. SANDERSON, Room 14, 76 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, II
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OBITUARY.

Clarence B. Kilmer.
Clarence B. Kilmer, son of Chauncey Kilmer,

of this city, paper-manufacturer. Rock City

Falls, Saratoga County, N. Y. , died at his home
on Monday morning, of congestion of the brain.

Mr. Kilmer was about thirty-eight years old,

and had been engaged with his father in paper-

making for a number of years under the firm

name of Chauncey Kilmer & Son. About
eighteen months ago his father withdrew from
the firm, and, retiring from active business, took

up his residence in this city, his son Clarence

continuing to run the mill on his own account.

The Kilmers, father and son, have supplied a

portion of the quantity of paper used by the

Sun for the best part of the time this paper has

been in existence, and consumed their entire

product. Mr. Kilmer's health has been failing

for some time. He leaves a widow and two
children.

*--*

INK PLANT.

There is in New Granada a plant, Coryaria

thymifoUa, which is known under the name of

the ink plant. Its juice, called chanchi, can be

used in writing without any previous prepara-

tion. The letters traced with it are of a reddish

color at first, but turn a deep black in a few
hours. This juice also spoils steel pens less than

common ink. The qualities of the plant seem to

have been discovered under the Spanish admin-
istration. Some writings intended for the

mother country were wet through with sea-

water on [the voyage ; while the papers written
with common ink were almost illegible, those
with the juice of thac plant were quite un-
scathed. Orders were given in consequence
that this vegetable ink was to be used for all

public documents.

TRADE ITEMS

H. S. Crocker, of the firm of H. S. Crocker &
Co., of San Francisco, Cal., will sail for Europe
on the steamship Oregon on the 29th inst. He
goes on business connected with his firm.

P. Lawrence, of Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey
street, New York, and Lawrence Brothers, Lon-
don, has recently arrived here to purchase fall

stock for export to Great Britain, and will be

glad to see manufacturers of novelties.

The children will welcome the April number
of " Our Little Ones." From " Little Blossom,"

the frontispiece and poem, to the song, " Wel-
come Robin," at the close of the number, this at-

tractive little magazine is full of meat for the

little ones.

V. Heilbrunn, commercial traveler for French
& Choate, left for the West this week. He will

take orders for the large line of stationers' spe-

cialties of his firm, especially the Lambie diction-

ary bolder and Cleaves' drawing, writing and
study table.

Those having a demand for a cheap letter-file

should order the new file of that character

which is being introduced by the Globe Files

Company. It is called the I X L file, and is

well constructed, strong and durable. It can
be retailed for fifty cents.

To meet a demand for a cheaper grade of fil-

ing envelopes where continued use is not in-

tended, the Globe Files Company has added to its

line a plain but substantial and durable file en-

velope with the latest improvements. It is

made of heavy manilla paper with rubber cord

in the centre, and all of the features of the

regular style, only it is made to meet the de-

mand for a cheap filing envelope. The envelope

comes in two sizes. Orders will be promptly at-

tended to at the New York agency, No. 28 Bond
street. The envelope is especially suitable for

stationers, being adapted to the mailing of sam-
ples of paper. *--

EARLY TOOLS.

A writer says : "The first boring tool may be
assumed to be an awl of some kind. Pliny
states that Daedalus invented the gimblet in 1240

B. c. It was destitute of a screw point, but it

may have had a hollow pod, and a cross-head

forming a handle. Awls are shown in Egyptian
tombs of 1706 and 1490 B. c. The screw point

was added to the gimblet in course of time, and
within our own recollection the twisted shank,

which makes it self-discharging. The hint was
taken from the auger proper, which may be
called a magnified gimblet, now that their spe-

cific features have become so closely assimu-

lated in form and function. The auger
(terebra) was a Greek tool. ,From the early

descriptions, the auger seems to have been con-

sidered a shipwright's tool. It formerly had a
curved, sharpened end, and a concavity to hold

the chips ; this was a pod auger. To this a lip

was subsequently added for some kinds of boring,

and in course of time the depression grew into a
spiral, which allows the chips to escape while

the boring proceeds, instead of withdrawing
the tool as the pod becomes filled. The twisted

auger is the American invention, and was made
by Lilley, of Mansfield, Conn., about the begin-

ning of the present century, and afterward by
Gurley, of the same place. Augers may be

classified as augers, annular augers, taper

augers, augers with secondary bores, reamers or
countersinks, or having expansive cutters."

THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND WELL
KNOWN QAMJtS OF MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RINCIRINO TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
New Yorlt Agency- WILSOIV UUOmdlELlS TOY COMPANY, ]Vo. 119 Ctiamtoers Street.

Marcus •WARD-fe'-co. Limited.

EASTER^CARDS.
^>¥

>--<= >h

PLAIK * CARDS, * SIHGLE * AHD ^ DOUBLE * FRIHGES.
-*--

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGrENCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.
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SAN60RNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without cbanglng the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.

Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the
smallest.

Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain tlieir shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as n'ell as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

bteel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO; H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-BiDders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufaetopy : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER MM,
A.X9A.I!iaS. naA.SSA.CZXX7SEXTS, XT. S. .A..

^ Manufacturers of First-Class -^ .

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-*- WHICH WILL STAHC TEE SS7ESEST TESTS 0? SSASUBE AND BE-WBITIH^

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasiu-e and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware.
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
FHILADEIiPHIA. PA.

SONGS OF THE DAY.

The music-publishing business is in the hands

of a very few men who have profited hand-

somely by the monopoly. Only one song in a

thousand ever reaches a sale of one thousand

copies, and a composer who averages five hun-

dred copies is lucky. The song-writers of

America who have made the business pay are

very few and they may be classed thus : Hays,

of Louisville ; Thomas, of New York ; Danks,

of New York ; Henry Tucker, of New York
;

W. H. Brockway and Harrison Millard, of New
York ; W. J. Scanlan, of New York ; C. A.

White and J. T. Ordway, of Boston, and Root,

of Chicago. Having mentioned these the list is

exhausted.

George Cooper is the man who writes more
songs than all others put together, and he

needs to write a great many to make the busi-

ness a paying one, for his remuneration is beg-

garly, being only $5 to $10 a piece. This

sum appears oven more insignificant when com-
pared with the handsome profits made by the

music-writers. Mr. Cooper has written many
pieces of merit, such as " Dear Little Heart,"
" When the Tide Comes In," " Learning to

Walk," &c.

The representative of a well-known music-

publishing house said

:

^

" There are at present only about 1,200 good
selling songs, and many of these have only just

begun to attain popularity. Some of them
were sold years ago by their authors at nominal

prices, and have since become a fruitful source

of revenue to the publishers. Others leaped

into favor with the first edition, and have net-

ted their authors a handsome profit. Take, for

instance, Bank's ' Silver Threads Among the

Gold,' which was originally sold for $40, and
has since reached a sale of between 300,000 and
400 000 copies, and is still selling. Then there's

Scanlan's ' Peek-a-Boo's ' big run of 300,000, out

of which its author has already netted $15,000.

Payne's ' Home, Sweet Home' continues to sell

pretty well, the circulation of which doubtless

reaches into the millions, as it is the one song of

all others which strikes a responsive chord in

the hearts of people the world over.

" Music writers like Hays, Danks and Millard

get from $50 to $100 for a song if sold outright,

or a commission of 10 per cent, on the total

sales. Millard's ' Vive I'America ' sold over

50,000 copies, and realized about $2,500; his

' When the Tide Comes In ' used to bring him
about $1,000 a year ; his ' Waiting ' averaged

6,000 copies a year, and his 'Under the Daisies'

7,000 copies a year. Hays's 'MoUie Darling'

and Hoffman's ' Mocking Bird ' have both had
large sales, the first about 500,000 and the sec-

ond not quite half so many.
" J. A. Barry's ' Little Footsteps ' originally

sold for $5, had a sale of 75,000 copies. ' Belle

Mahone,' 100,000; J. P. Ordway, ' Dreaming of

Home, Mother,' 50,000; Eastburn's 'How the

Gates Came Ajar,' 100,000; Hays' 'We Parted

by the River Side,' 100,000; White's 'Come,

Birdie, Come,' 100,000 ; Brockway's ' Little

Sweetheart, Come and Kiss Me,' originally sold

for $25, had a sale of 25,000 copies; S: G. Poster's

'Old Polks at Home,' 400,000; Joe Skelley's

'Pretty Red Rose,' 100,000; 'Wait till the

Clouds Roll By,' 100,000; ' Grandfather's Clock,'

$300,000; of Covert's famous song, ' The Sword

of Bunker Hill,' 100,000 copies have been sold; of

Wallace's ' Sweet Spirit, Hear My Prayer,' near-

ly 500,000 copies, and of Work's famous temper-

ance song, ' Father, Come Home,' 250,000.

" Of the popular American comic songs, How-

ard's ' Shoo Fly ' sold 200,000 copies ; C. A.
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White's ' Put me in my Little Bed,' 300,000
;

Harrigan & Hart's 'Mulligan Guards,' originally

sold by the authors for $50, 100,000 ; Harrigan

& Hart's idiotic ' Hildebrand Montrose.' origin-

ally sold for $25, 200,000 copies."

England has sent us many popular songs, or

rather we have taken them, as there is no inter-

national copyright law. Among the English

songs thus naturalized are : Sullivan's " Let me
Dream Again," which sold 100,000 copies

;

"Champagne Charlie," 75,000; "Good-Bye,

Charlie," 50,000 ;
" What are the Wild Waves

Saying?" and "Won't You Tell Me Why,
Robin ? " 100,000 each, and " Five o'Clock in the

Morning," 250,000.—£!«.

SCRAP-BOOKS.

A writer alluding to scrap-books says :

" In my experience nothing is as convenient

as a good scrap-book. I prefer a size wide

enough to paste two columns of common news-

paper width, having a margin on the inside,

which would make a book six inches wide. If

an old book is used, at least one-half of the

leaves must be taken out, or the book will be too

bulky. I use common paste made of a table-

spoonful of flour, a teaspoonful of salt, adding

sufficient cold water to stir up well. Put these

In a pint cup and then fill up with hot water. It

should be allowed to cook until it thickens and

turns a bluish color. I prefer this to mucilage.

The leaves, of course, must be thoroughly dried

after pasting in the articles before closing up

tight. This drying can be hastened by putting

two or three small sticks between the leaves

where the articles have been pasted in, and will

also prevent the leaves sticking together before

they become well dried. By having different

books so divided that any department can be

foiind at a minute's notice, the greatest part of

the index work can be avoided (is done away
with altogether), while if the articles are cut out

and pasted in indiscriminately, an index be-

comes a necessity, as ic would be almost as se-

rious a task to find an article in the scrap-book

as it would be in the paper. A scrap-book can

be made with little trouble and is a constant

source of pleasure and valuable information."

In constructing his photo-electric battery,

Dr. Borgmann places a number of U tubes in a

black box having removable sides, and fills the

tubes with a 2 per cent, solution of sulphuric

acid, the light being carefully excluded. Silver

plates iodized on the surface by electrolytic

means are immersed in the acid. On exposure
to light an electric current is set up.

PARTIES WISHING TO DISPOSE OF JOB
lots of Advertising Cards address, with sam-

ples and lowest cash price, "CONFIDENTIAL,"
American Stationer.

The Stock, Fixtures, Good Will and Lease of
store of Carlton, McCarthy & Co., Richmond, Va.
Stock inventories $12,000. A bargain may be had by
early application to

N. V. RANDOLPH, Trustee,

Richmond, Va.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
You can avoid asking the above

question by using Hyatt's Patent
Game Register and Trump Indica-
tor. Showing Trump, Points and
Game. For sale by Stationers and
Newsdealers everywhere. Princi-
pal depot, 114 Nassau Street
New York.

CA"W'S*

Ziools at Th.is.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Styloeraphic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoIdMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " GoIdMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoIdMounted 3 00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2 . 00

No. 8. " " GoIdMounted.... 2. .10

RUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachment.

hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

hold Three Pens .' 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,

No. 3 John Street, New York.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIlSr, (GERMANY),
(ESTABIilSHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.

o
EH

<O

<
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O
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|3

*

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.. 30 to 36 Kane Co., lU.

B7 THE MZZiZiZOXT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Cruin Labels, Gilt and Colored.

^pp^lit^r""*^} A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
Catalogue and Discounts

on
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RETREE.

Since our article in which retree was shown to

be an important item for the consideration of

contractors several correspondents have asked

us to give the origin of this word. We cannot

trace its existence farther back than during the

reign of the Great Napoleon of France, prior to

the Peninsular war. In the art of war there is

little doubt that Napoleon Bonaparte was the

greatest general of modern centuries. He de-

sired that the soldiers in every regiment should

be of uniform height, and also of uniform

physical formation, so that each man should ap-

pear equal to his fellow in the proportions of

manhood. The words trier de soldats were first

used, which meant " Pick of the soldiers." A
subordinate officer first arranged those in line

who, according to his judgment, were of equal

height and physical proportions. Next, the

colonel of the regiment inspected and further

picked out those unsuitable for the crack regi

ments. Then Napoleon himself would pass down
the lines, and further weed out those he con-

sidered not quite up to the mark. The weeded
men were called Retrii, but the French pronun-

ciation allows of the Anglicized retree, as we
now spell the word ; the absolute meaning being
" thrice picked."

The word retree was considered by French

commercial men suitable for several branches

of trade, and its first use was in forming opinion

upon the designers' art or the best combination

of colors, for which prizes were given at an

early period in Paris. Red mixed with blue, for

instance was a difficult task, unless the shades

were harmonious, and the first inspector would

cast out a few; a second inspector would cast

out others, and the judges would decide upon
the best design after the wheat had been sepa-

rated from the chaflf. The rejected designs

were called retree, but were often, notwith-

standing their rejection, accepted by the com-
mercial world.

We now come to that which affects the paper

trade. The rag merchants of Paris had a wide-

world celebrity at an early period. The paper

merchants could not do without them. They
were dependent upon rags. But rag pickers

and rag merchants were two different fraterni-

ties. The rag pickers wallowed in the mire and
picked up anything in the way of fibrous

matter. The rag merchants took, at a cer-

tain price, the omnium gatherum; their

subordinates sorted them and found a mar-

ket for the material. The pure linen rag

was a marketable commodity at any paper mill,

and paper mills at that time existed that manu-
factured none other than the finest paper, and
would use none other than the finest rags. The
conflict between the rag merchant and the pa-

per maker was on the question, " What are fine

rags ? " and a special class of men were ap-

pointed to select the coarser from the finer ma-
terial. This was called Trier de Chiffon, or as

we may Anglicize, "trial of paper materials."

The French designation of their duties was given

in the following words: " Le scparer en differ-

entes classes selon la beauU; et la gncsse de toile."

Meaning in rough, English translation, " To
separate rag materials into different classes in

accordance with their beauty and fineness for

manufacture."

In the days we refer to there were Roths-

childs who have often been denominated " Rag
pickers." They were not : as Jews, they had
capital, and paid the rag pickers for their labor

and made the best out of their purchase. The
rags thus purchased were submitted to the

paper makers, who, on their part, had a

" Trier de Chiffon," and many were the con-

flicts between the paper makers of France and

the rag merchants as to the retrii passed back

to them. Men such as Rothschilds knew how to

dispose of the retrii, and when they found pa-

per makers unwilling to purchase their colored

rejected rags, they organized a system, and

sometimes found the money, for paper to be

manufactured from the French retrii.

Enough, it may be said, on the origin of the

English word retree. It is now well known and
acknowledged in the trade. Paper makers
make their own retree to a large extent. Fine

papers are turned over sheet by sheet, and the

finest qualities are divided into three parcels,

only clean perfect sheets being passed for

good paper. Those sheets which contain spots,

or are otherwise imperfectly made, "are sepa-

rated from the well-authenticated sheets, and
the broken make is called retree.— Paper Trade
Review.

^-^-^

MANUFACTURED WOOD.
Several thin sheets of wood—called veneers,

though sometimes an eighth of an inch thick

—

are glued one upon another, with the grain of

each sheet crossing the grain of the sheet next

above or below it at right angles ; and when the

whole complex fabric has lost all power of re-

sistance through being almost saturated with

steaming glue, it is pressed into an almost homo-
geneous board without any cleavage whatever,

and so without possibility of splitting. Every
sort of wood, of course, can be built up. The
inside layers can be cheap and the outside choice.

No matter whether or not the different sheets

naturally swell and shrink evenly together
;

they are too thin to exert much force ; their

separate identities are lost in the common and
overmastering union.

The advantages of economy, strength in every
direction and immunity from cracking are

enough to give the fabric the readiest possible

acceptance for whatever uses it may be adapt-

ed. It is already in use for broad, flat surfaces

in cabinet-work, especially where strength or

permanence is wanted. It already competes

with canvas for the use of artists, and with

binders' board for book covers. Its availability

for any purpose appears to be a matter of ex-

pense and skill—never of quality. That it will

be adapted to many uses not now thought of,

is as sure as the inventive fertility of our me-
chanics.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON.
152 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ELECTRO-PLATING WITH IRIDIUM.

We have lately had the opportunity of seeing

some remarkably fine electro-deposits of iridium,

the hardest and most refractory and unaltera-

ble of all the metals of the platinum group.

These iridium deposits, upon various metals, ex-

hibited a fine steel-gray color and lustre. The
inventor. Dr. W. L. Dudley, of Cincinnati,

stated to us that he had solved the problem
of coating metals with iridium by the use

of a suitable solution of the metal and
the proper employment of an electric

current of regulated strength. He added to

this the information that a company was en-

gaged in the practical utilization of the process

in Cincinnati, and in order to maintain uni-

formly the proper strength of the plating solu-

tion, a plate of iridium is employed as an anode.

This statement would appear to convey the idea

that the anode was dissolved in the same pro-

portion that it was deposited at the cathode,

which, with so difficultly soluble a metal as iri-

dium, would be a very extraordinary circum-

stance.

From samples which we had the opportunity

of examining, the matter is deposited in regu-

line form, and is susceptible of taking a good

polish. A thin platinum sheet, electroplated

with iridium, retains its flexibility, and, when
the coating is not t oo thick, its adherence is ex-

cellent. Engraved copper plates coated with

iridium are claimed to possess decided advan-

tages over steel plates.

—

Manufacturer and
Builder.

TWELFTH YEAKOF PUBLICATION.

riiE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, Idthography, Paper-MaTiing

,

and the Auxiliary Trades.

THE NEW SERIES COMMENCED JANCARV, t875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high-class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its Information from, and circulates in, all

parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in

every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
huaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance), 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post Office, High Holborn, of
WTMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,.

London, W. C. England.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
airtight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
aod passing nearly to the bottom of
the staod. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MPG.
CHICAGO.

CO.,
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDING THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 135,128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up... 309,256,1876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Cannden, N.J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOVy^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

mNUFACTURER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosiicator.

SOLE AOENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,

Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,

Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
391 Ulaln St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spriiig:fi.old., • - Ivlsiss.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
New England &: Largest in the TX. S.

—SEND
One Dollar and Tweniy-flve Cents

— TO —

B. A. ROQERS & CO.,
IDjA.-X-T03Sr, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The MOST BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

"THE BOSTOJT JOBBIJTCS- HOTTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING, -<^

Successor to HALL & WHITING,
•*-

Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.
-»-

PUBLISHER,^ii^=E°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BUOMFIELD STMEET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELiPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New Yorl^,

— MANnFACTURBB OF-

Copying Paper_and,Books.
(Titles Registered)

M AIBIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH A MM ^V RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
n|ll|a|W J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iffinilll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS. -#•

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGER.

No. 310 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

Manufacturers of -

KLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLTJCINXJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at

Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of _y^^r^y^y^y^y/^ y

\

unscrupulous parties misrepresenting
us.

THE PNEUMATIC COPYIUG PRESS.
TX7 E take pleasut e in calling the attention of
VV the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desls:, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

biUty of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome ofiBces and residences.
(^~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INi:W .HA-VEiN, CONIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY,
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANTIFACTURBRS OF —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapiiinum (Siated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New Yorli for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington. D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. (.;.. and huudrcds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to malce no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States, England. France and Germany. SB'" BEWAKE OF IMITATIO>fS. Send forDlus-
trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Clmrcli St., New York City.
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DSTE^STsT LIIsrE OIF C^^E^IDS I ^^^^

, 82 & ,84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

••-^EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^-
' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES, -My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

JAMES D. WHITMORE &, CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and ISS William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Mourning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Prograname Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THET%AtMER ART^^
Respectfully invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUYENIE.S,
ST^TIOlSTEPtS'fi^ nsrOVELTIES.LxJ CO

^~ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. WEDDING PRESENTS, &o

im
O 1

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LollDried Flats and Ledgers.

^ •#—
FOR-

Job * Printers * and -^ Stationers.

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties.
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

The Clias. Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OlLlo,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ "^ '" ^ '' AliSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^SSj. '\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

\^ y^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Qoods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

"SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

44 ]Bast 14th St., Union Square.
I

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principa

cities. Trade List fiunished on application.

cJ. B.A.IE.ID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTVBE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CABDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^F~ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited.

yyARRiiffGTOjg
steibxj iPEisr CO.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 &l07Nodli Fifth Si, Philadelphia, Pa.
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POTTERY AND PORCELAIN DECORA-
TION.

Even to this day it is possible to meet people

who are in the business of buying and selling

crockery who imagine that the gold is put on in

the form of leaf and rendered comparatively

permanent by water-proof varnish of some sort.

The fact is, they have some reason for so think-

ing, because that is the way in which it was

done years ago before gold was prepared by re-

duction and applied in the form of paint, which

is afterward fired and burnished. It has always

been an opinion among the best gilders that the

durability of burnished gold depends largely

upon the condition of firing, whether or not it

has been fired " hard " or " easy." Then, again,

the many difiCerent varieties of crockery and

porcelain that come into a general decorating

establishment make it almost impossible for the

decorator to arrange his gold-fluxes so as to meet

the requirements of the different glazes and

their grades of hardness and softness. A gold

that has been fluxed for a moderately soft earth-

enware glaze will not stay long enough on a

piece of hard porcelain to be- called gold, and

if it were to be fired in what is known as the

French Grand feu it would appear as a sort of

milky way around the edges of the ware. This

condition, if aimed at with gold prepared for

the purpose, is a decidedly advantageous one, in

that gilding that is done over lines that

were over-fired is five times more permanent

than the single fire at regular heat. If the better

class of dealers throughout the country would

persuade their patrons who order goods spe-

cially decorated to pay a little more money for

having them doubly gilded it would give better

satisfaction to the purchaser and maintain the

reputation of the dealer. The theory of the

increased permanency of porcelains treated in

this manner is that the first application having

been over-fired has by greater fusion of the

glaze become incorporated with it in such a

way that it prepares a foundation for the

second gilding, which, attaching itself to the first

lines, makes the gold line both in and over the

glaze. We have tested pieces fired in this way
by using coarse sandpaper on the burnished gold,

and found it almost impossible to completely

remove it, and pieces in actual use will with-

stand quite as much wear and at the same time

lessen the >nnoyance of having half the gold

worn off a set before it has been shown to the

neighbors. One other fruitful cause of the

rapid wearing away of gold on pottery is the

lack of hot water used in washing the precipi-

tated Oxide from the acids used in reduction.

The washing is frequently left to an attendant,

who in running short of hot water thinks it will

not matter much and lets it go, frequently with
disastrous consequences. Every man who uses

and makes his own burnished gold should have
adequate means for obtaining a full supply of hot
water, which should be liberally used, and the

best means that we know of is the instantaneous
water heater that we came across some time ago
and which suggested itself as just the thing
needful for the purpose of washing gold where
it is prepared in a i&ctory.—Crockery and Glass
Journal.

\
NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CtAKKE, Proprietor,
115 ft 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverly's Theatre,

1 —CHICAGO, ILL.,—
Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
&c., &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
tne West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water lubs,

^Ifp-' &c., &c,,

AH Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C. TATDM & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

M. J. ANDKRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON.

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TBAVEIiERS. SEND FOB PRICE I-ISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

L HO i|

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandam Books, &iB.

Scrap aheAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIJPP & CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P.O. Box 3215), NEW YORK

SCHULTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Tliird and Fourtli Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope,
as it is furnished with the other end Died according to P. O
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
86 WABREN STBEET, NEW TOBK.
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LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANUFACTURERS OF

-

'f F©Qk©t B©( 'f
P

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. ^

—

New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.
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SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations througliout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

Tlir L|AD\/ARn PnilMTAIM PPM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen afSxed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tubes,
InL nrtnVMnU rUUlNlnllN miNi wires, Hprings.&c, which are tlie great obstacles to the efficient working of an fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having: been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^T" Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPEES
ORIGINAL

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ijedger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

rroprietor: JOSEPH ARNOLD, Byiisford Mills, KMT, EKGLAHD.
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KEUFFEL & ESSER,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

ma FAPEES,
"" standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS,

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

(^" Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUR GOLD ANB
BBOKZE MEDALS for Surveyiag, Engineering; and Drawing Materials,

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices and Samples of 16 Styles of Engravings Sent on Application.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

HARDING PAPERTgQ
-^MANUFACTURERS OF -g^

t^§>=s First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried

--^ FI..A.T -A.3NriD PlTTIiEI?. -*--

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Mills at JExcello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franhlin, Warren Co., Ohio.

Correspondence SoLiciTKD. P.O. Address, FRANKLIN, Warren CO., OhiO.

.A^ I?,EI"W^^B;]D OF 8100.
WE are informed tbat some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent OfBce at Washington, D. C, March 25, 18T9,

and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO {One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to Ihedetectionof any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,^"
elfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PhyLADELPHIA PA.

J m

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILZS—TOIAI, DAILY PBODVCI, 20 IONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

ELECTRO-PLATING WITH NICKEL.

By William H. Wahl.*

(Continued.)

The Adams patents were the first on the sub-

ject of nickel-plating in the United States, and
the rapid development ^of the art to the pro-

portions of an important industry, which
took place within a few years thereafter, gives

color to the claim that Mr. Adams is entitled to

the credit of being the originator of the art of

nickel-plating. I have elsewhere pointed out

that the true explanation of the remarkable
growth of this art is to be found in the substan-

tial improvements in the metallurgical treat-

ment of nickel, by which anodes of any desired

size and of great purity were placed at the ser-

vice of the nickel-plater; and more especially in

the invention and improvement of the" dy-

namo-electric machine, which has made the

nickel- plater independent of the uncertain and
troublesome voltaic battery. Had it not been

for the want of these two important elements of

success in this branch of the galvanoplastic art,

plating with nickel would unquestionably have
been extensively practised, years before it ac-

tually assumed a position as a successful and
popular industry.

It cannot be denied, however, that Mr.
Adams, by directing the attention of technolo-

gists to the excellent qualities of the double

salts of nickel and ammonium at a time when
everything was ripe for the new industry, ma-
terially assisted in calling it into existence, and
in assuring its commercial success.

The years immediately succeeding 1869 were
very prolific of inventions relating to the art of

nickel-plating, many of which, however, were
comparatively valueless. I select for notice

few that appear to have meritorious features.

Iq 1877, John Unwin, of Sheffield (England),

devised an ingenious process of preparing the

double salts of nickel and ammonium. This

consists in preparing a strong solution of sul-

phate of ammonium, by dissolving the salt in

hot water in the proportion of about 4 pounds

of the salt to each gallon of water, then filter-

ing if necessary, and allowing the liquid to be-

come cool. The double sulphate of nickel and
ammonium is obtained by adding this solution

to one of the sulphate of nickel. The novelty

of Mr. Unwin's process, however, resides in the

fact that he does not stop the addition of the

sulphate of ammonium when sufficient has been

added to combine with all the sulphate of nickel

present, but continues to add it in large excess.

" I do this," says Mr. Urwin, " because I have
discovered that the double sulphate of nickel

and ammonia is far less soluble in the solution

of sulphate of ammonia than in pure water,

so that it is precipitated from its solution

in water on adding sulphate of ammonia. I

therefore continue adding the solution of sul-

phate of ammonia, continuously stirring,

until the liquid loses nearly all its color, by
which time the double sulphate of nickel and
ammonia will have been precipitated as a light-

blue crystalline powder, which readily settles

to the bottom of the vessel. I then pour off the

liquid from the crystalline precipitate of

double sulphate of nickel and ammonia and
wash the latter quickly with a strong, cold solu-

tion of sulphate of ammonia as often as I con-

sider necessary for its sufficient purification."

By this procedure, it will be perceived, the

double salt of nickel and ammonium is thrown

down in a pulverulent, granular condition,

readily soluble in water, and therefore ready

* A paper read before the Chemical Section of the
Franklin Institute.
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for use in the depositing vat, without waiting

for the tedious process of crystallization.

In 1878, Edward Weston, of Newark, N. J.,

noticing its favorable influence upon the electro-

deposition of nickel, secured a patent for " the

electro-deposition of nickel by means of a solu-

tion of the salts of nickel containing boric acid,

either in its free or combined state. The
nickel salts may be either single or double."

Mr. Weston affirms that the presence of

boric acid prevents the deposit of sub-salts upon
the articles in the bath, which is apt to occur if

the bath is not in proper working condition ; he

claims, furthermore, that its addition in either

the free or combined state to a solution of nickel

salts diminishes the liability to the evolution of

hydrogen when the solution is used for the elec-

tro-deposition of nickel, and increases the ra-

pidity of deposition, by permitting the use of a

more intense current, and improves the char-

acter of the deposit by rendering it less brittle

and increasing its adhesion.

The results of extended practical trials of Mr.
Weston's formula, made by the writer, have
convinced him of the substantial correctness of

the claims of this inventor. Where the double

sulphate of nickel and ammonium is used, the

addition of boric acid in the proportion of from
1 to 3 ounces to the gallon of solution gives a
bath less difficult to maintain in good working
order, and affords a strongly adhesive deposit

of nickel. The deposited metal is dense and
white, approaching in brilliancy that obtained

from the solution of the double cyanide.

In 1880, J. Powell, of Cincinnati, patented an
electro-depositing solution " composed of the

pyrophosphate of soda phosphate of nickel, the

bisulphite of soda, and citrate of nickel and
ammonia."
In the same year C. G. Pendelton, of New

York, patented the use of an acid solution of the

acetate of nickel. The inventor emphasizes the

caution that this solution must always be kept
acid. The metallic strength of this solution is

fully maintained by the solution of the anodes,

and the bath consequently requires no additions

of fresh salt.

An interesting suggestion is that patented in

1880 by Mr. Powell, and which covers the use

of benzoic acid in nickel-plating solutions.

In describing his improvement Mr. Powell
calls attention to the fact (?) that simple salts of

nickel cannot be used on account of their failure

to yield a regular deposit. He claims to have
discovered that the addition of benzoic acid to

any of the nickel salts arrests in a marked de-

gree the tendency to an imperfect deposit, and
prevents the decomposition of the solution and
consequently the formation of subsalts. The
amount of benzoic acid necessary to be added to

the bath for this purpose is said to be }4 ounce
to the gallon of solution. He, therefore, claims
" an electro-depositing solution consisting of a
soluble salt of nickel, its solvent, and benzoic

acid." This bath is reported to give very satis-

factory results.

In the same year J. H. Potts, of Philadelphia,

was granted a patent for an improved solution

for the electro-deposition of nickel "consisting

of the acetate of nickel and the acetate of lime
with the addition of sufficient free acetic acid

to render the solution distinctly acid." Mr.
Potts prepares his bath as follows : He precipi-

tates the carbonate of nickel from a boiling

aqueous solution of the sulphate by the addition

of bicarbonate of sodium, filters and dissolves

the well-washed precipitate in acetic acid, with
the aid of heat.

The acetate of calcium he prepares by treat-

ing caustic lime or the carbonate (marble-dust)

with sufficient acetic acid to dissolve it with the

aid of heat. The solution of these salts is acidi-

fied, slightly but distinctly, with acetic acid.

This solution, which I have worked with un-

der a variety of circumstances, is in many re-

spects an excellent one. It gives satisfactory

results, without that care and nicety in respect

to the condition of the solution and the regula-

tion of the current which are necessary with

the double sulphate solution. The metallic

strength of the solution is fully maintained,

without requiring the addition of fresh salt,

the only point to be observed being the neces-

sity of adding from time to time (say once

a week) a sufficient quantity of acetic acid to

maintain a distinctly acid reaction. It is rather

mora sensitive to the presence of a large quan-

tity of free acid than to the opposite condi-

tion ; as in the former condition it is apt to pro-

duce a black deposit, while it may be run down
nearly to neutrality without notably affecting

the character of the work. The deposited metal

is characteristically bright on bright surfaces,

and requiring but little buffing to finish. It does

not appear, however, to be as well adapted for

obtaining deposits of extra thickness as the com-
monly used double sulphate of nickel and am-
monium. On the other hand, its stability in

use, the variety of conditions under which it

will work satisfactorily, and the trifling care

and attention it calls for, make it a useful solu-

tion for nickeling.

PORMUl^ FOR NICKEL-PLATING SOLUTIONS.

No. 1.

Parts.
Double sulphate of nickel and ammonium 5 to 8

Water 100

Dissolve the nickel double salt in above quan-

tity of water with the aid of heat. Cautiously

add ammonia, or the sulphate of ammonium,
until the solution is neutral to test-paper. This

solution should be maintained as nearly neutral

as possible in use. This is commonly known in

the United States as the Adams solution. It is

in very general use by nickel-platers through-

out the United States, and yields, where prop-

erly managed, excellent results.

No. 2. Parts.

Double sulphate of nickel and ammonium. 10
Boric acid (refined) SJ^ to 5

Water 150 to 200

(Weston's solution.) The superiority of this

solution is generally acknowledged. The de-

posited metal, as previously remarked, is almost

silver-white, dense, homogeneous and tenacious,

and the solution maintains its excellent working

quality very uniformly in long-continued ser-

vice.

The nickel salt and boric acid may be dis-

solved separately in boiling water, the solutions

mixed, and the volume brought up to that of

the formula, or the two components may be

dissolved together.

No. 3.

Acetate of nickel '. 2-% parts.
Acetate of calcium 2^ "
Water 100

To each gallon of this solution add 1 fluid ounce

acetic acid, 1.047 sp. gr.

To prepare this bath, dissolve about the same
quantity of the dry carbonate of nickel as that

called for in the formula (or three-quarters of

that quantity of the hydrated oxide) in acetic

acid, adding the acid cautiously, and heating un-

til effervescence has ceased and solution is com-

plete. The acetate of calcium may be made by
dissolving the same weight of carbonate of cal-

cium (marble-dust) as that called for in the for-

mula (or one-half that quantity of caustic lime),

and treating it in the same manner. Add the

two solutions together, dilute the volume to the

required amount by the addition of water, and
than to each gallon of the solution add a fluid

ounce of free acetic acid, as prescribed. (Pott's

solution.)

No. 4.

Sulphate of nickel and ammonium 10 parts.
Sulphate of ammonium 4 "
Citric acid 1 "
Water 200 "

The solution is made with the aid of heat,

and, when cool, small fragments of carbonate

of ammonium should be added until the bath
is neutral to test-paper.

No 5.

Sulphate of nickel 6 parts.
Citrate of nickel 3 "
Phosphate of nickel 3 "
Benzoic acid i]^ "

Water 200 "

No. 6.

Phosphate of nickel 10 parts.
Citrate of nickel 6 "
Pyrophosphate of sodium lOJ^

"

Bisulphite of sodium 1}^
"

Citric acid 3 "
Aqua ammonia 15 "
Water 400 "

(Powell's solutions.) These solutions yield good
results, but their complex composition must de-

bar them from general use.

No. 7.

Sulphate of nickel 6 parts.
Aquaammonia 3 "
Water 100 "

When the nickel is dissolved, add

—

Aqua ammonia 20 parts.

This bath is similar to that recommended by
Professor Boettger ; it is said to be well suited

for the purposes of amateurs, inasmuch as it

gives good results with a platinum anode. It is

worked at a temperature of 100° Fahr., with a
moderate current. It requires renewal from
time to time, as it becomes impoverished in nic-

kel, by addition of fresh nickel salt; it must
also be kept alkaline by the occasional addition

of ammonia.
No. 8.

Sulphate of nickel and ammonium 11 parts

.

Sulphate of ammonium 1^ "

Water 250 "

Dissolve in boiling water and allow to cool.

These proportions are recommended for coating

objects of cast and wrought iron and steel.

No. 9.

Sulphate of nickel and ammonium 10 parts.
Sulphate of ammonium 2 "
Water 300 "

Dissolve as above. Recommended for coat,

ing brass, copper, tin, Britannia, lead, zinc, &c.

No. li>.

Sulphate of nickel and ammonium 6 parts.
Chloride of ammonium (sal-ammoniac) ... 3 "
Water 100 "

Watt recommends for ordinary purposes the

following solution, which he affirms will give in

careful hands very good results: "Take say 3

ounces of pure nickel, dissolve in hydrochloric

acid, taking care not to have an excess. A
gentle heat will assist the operation. When
dissolved, dilute the solution with 1 quart of

cold water. Now add ammonia gradual-

ly, until the solution is quite neutral to

test-paper. Next dissolve 1 ounce of sal-am-

moniac (chloride of ammonium) in water, and
mix this with the former solution. Lastly,

evaporate and crystallize slowly." The re-

sulting salt will be the double chloride of

nickel and ammonium. It is one of the earliest

solutions used for nickel-plating by Smee and

Gore, and is affirmed by these writers to give

good results. Watt has also obtained excellent

results with the double chloride. According to

Smee, the simple chloride of nickel will yield a

deposit having a very brilliant lustre.

I can unqualifiedly confirm the statement of

Gore, that the electro-deposit obtained from a

xl
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solution of the double cyanide of nickel and po-

tassium is " nearly equal in whiteness to silver."

I have obtained deposits with this solution of

such extreme whiteness and beauty as to deceive

even an expert, on casual inspection, into the be-

lief that they were silver. The bath, however,

rapidly loses its activity and runs down, and is

so difficult to manage that it is impracticable

for general use. This, at least, is the opinion I

have reached after many trials of it. I am in-

formed, nevertheless, that it is successfully used

on the large scale in certain nickel-plating works

in this country, though I have not been able to

substantiate the fact.

To prepare this bath make a solution of any
salt of nickel, and add cyanide of potassium so-

lution so long as a precipitate continue to be

formed, being careful to avoid adding an ex-

cess. Then remove the liquid either by decanta-

tion or filtration ; and after several washings

dissolve the precipitate almost to saturation in

cyanide of potassium solution. Make a com-

pletely saturated solution and add a small

quantity of free cyanide of potassium. The

brownish-red solution is then ready for use.

It may be added, in conclusion, that the

double sulphate of nickel and ammonium is

used most generally by electro-platers with

nickel.
(To be Continued.)

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPUI.I-Y SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL.

STELETIJ ^1

AND-

Eyeleting Machines.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. ¥.

iflSyifCHATERM
68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

T^ Superfine Hand-made T^^ WRITING, •*•

^ DRAWING^
P Account Book Papers, p
E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized , Lott- | ^

dried and Machine-dried V^

Q BANK NOTE AND LOAly q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale an d Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, Hollingworth
Tnmer, and other noted brands.

JANZNTZKY & WEBER,
(formerly JANBNTZET a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

GUt or Silvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W, STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING' PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

OKNAMENTAI.
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ-

ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a box. Also

_

put up in sets containing

'

one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

0, tV vwofv vovbe.

2 3 u

"

"

3, \ ivtC^ I^M^C-.

4, f "

5, \
"

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

_
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^~ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

JOSEPHr\LLOT1*S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the Woirld *

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hMnds.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists c&c, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR—

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-=^4 ESTABLISHED 1814. «§^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Ss 103 :D-u.a,n.e Street, 3iTeVv7- "2'or3s,

MANUI'ACTURKRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For Bookbinders, Pocketbook and Case Mannfactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RUiSSi.^ L-EA.Tra:K., CHASIOIS, .A^MiiiiKrc^iv kussia..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a. Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

B
Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

ANNUAL. SALES, 4,000,000 BOTTLES.

CJiRTEH'S urns,
MUCILAGE AND ARABIN.

THE LOUISVII-tE EXPOSITION of 1883 awarded First Prize Medal, the highest given. This,

with the medals previously received, make Twenty-Two Highest Awards that

have been granted Carter's Ink and Mucilage,

GARTER, DINSMORE & CO., Manufacturers and Proprietors.

BYRON WESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINEN RECORD ^ LEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. SPEICIA-I^TY.
-pHIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from i/te Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachttsetis

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States , Centennial

Commission, Medal oj" Progress American Institute^ •r<5^7, and Medal o,f

Improvement and Progress, Boston., IS^8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
nre as follows:—!. It contains more LINEN than any other LedgerB
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. i. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color arid Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

ebeet, 3ER-A.8I: and StElWRITE r'OXJR TIM2Q® oto. same spot).
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

^9~ Send, for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, Ne^w York.
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PHILADELPHIA POINTS.

.1

[FBOM OUB BKGULAB COBEESPONDKNT.]

Optice op the IiOCKwood Press,
150 South Fourth Street,

Philadelphia, March 26, t884.

Trade seems to be regaining confidence and

overcoming the excitement caused by the nu-

merous failures which followed one upon the

other toward the end of last year. An equitable

law which should guarantee the rights of com-

mon creditors and restrict the privileges of the

preferred, would give a security to business

which is very much needed. Unhappily our

politicians at Washington are too much engaged

in agitating tariff issues, which are known to be

contested, and therefore inopportune, to pay

any attention to the real needs of the commun-
ity. Scarcely six months have passed since

changes were made in the revenue laws, and

there has not been sufficient time to form a cor-

rect idea of their importance. It would seem

that under such circumstances any man of judg-

ment would wait for the experience of those

changes before announcing that other modifica-

tions are desirable. But the free-traders don't

bother about that. Their political interests are

first to be consider ed, and they do not inquire

as to what injury they may cause or create.

Nevertheless, the enormous loss to which Penn-

sylvania alone (for I speak only for her) would

be subjected, induces me to make this reflection.

The iron industry, which is our principal source

of wealth, would be in a more prosperous condi-

tion if it were certain as to its future. The
stock is almost nothing, and the demand is rela-

tively active. The manufacture of woolens,

which has been so depressed for the past two
years, had certain indications of revival, but

the anxiety naturally created by projected

changes in the tariff, has suspended new trans-

actions until there is no longer hope of a better

season. The loss sustained by the action of the

theorists at Washington may be reckoned by
millions of dollars. Paper and stationery lines

of business has such vitality that we are able to

resist efforts tending to paralyze our forces in

everything that relates to our lines of trade.

The price of paper is firm without being ad-

vanced, and the demand for consumption ab-

sorbs with little trouble the greater portion of

the daily product.

J. G. Ditman & Co., who, as you know, are

the largest dealers here, are more busy than
ever. Their trade for the first three months of

this year was very much greater than that for

the corresponding period of last year. They
report that collections are made easily and that

the financial situation is good. A. G. Elliott &
Co., Magarge & Green and S. A. Rudolph's Sons

are equally satisfied with trade.

The manufacture of chromo cards of all kinds,

which is a very important branch of trade in

our city, is in a very prosperous condition, if

one can judge by the activity which prevails at

A. M. Collins, Son & Co.'s, who supply the

greater portion of the cards and card-board

used in this industry. This firm, which is never

carried away by booms, is also able to resist the

contagion of discouragement, and has been

kept busy during the usually dull winter months
in manufacturing, as usual, in order to meet the

great demand made upon it.

Leather goods are also in good position, and
all the manufacturers hope for good results

during the spring season. Among the houses in

this trade here I must mention that of Langfeld,

Turner & Andrews, which is doing an enormous
yearly business, and will enlarge it still more
during this year. It would scarcely seem pos-

sible that business in this line could be increased,

but the firm has given its New York branch

considerable extension, something rendered ne-

cessary by its increasing business, and so Phila-

delphia regards it as one of the houses which

can prosecute its manufactures to the best ad-

vantage here, while New York is undoubtedly

the best place for its sales.

Jules Viennot.

ROCHESTER ROAMINCS.

[correspondence of the stationer.]

Rochester, April 1, 1884.

Winter is nearly over and occasional suns

light up our days. Easter cards are selling, and
while the dry-goods bazaars are invading the

cheap and non-copyright book sales, the book-

sellers still sell the books, and propose to con-

tinue doing so.

A renumbering of the streets is going on un-

der the charge of the city surveyor, changing

the numbers but not the locations of our book

and stationery trade. W. Merk & Co. will be

at 234 East Main street ; E. Darrow & Co., 182

East Main street ; W. J. Wilcox, 82 same street

;

Williamson & Higbie, 16 West Main street ; Ai-

ling & Cory's new and splendid paper ware-

house, 66 and 68 Exchange street ; Clague, Weg-
man, Schlicht & Field have fitted up new quar-

ters in Exchange street ; Scranton, Wetmore &
Co.'s new number will be 12 State street ; that

of Steele & Avery will be 46 and 48 State street;

R. M. Meyers & Co., 67 State street ; American

Tract Society, 93 James street ; Jackson & Bur-

leigh will be unchanged in number and remain

in Reynold's arcade.

Our new government building will soon be

commenced on the corner of Pitzhugh and
Church streets.

B. Darrow & Co. have just published " On-

tario County Directory" and "Monroe County
Directory."

Scranton, Wetmore & Co. are publishing a

history of Rochester, to be completed on the

celebration of the city's fiftieth birthday in

June, which is to be a gala time and extend

over into the second day, and call a great crowd
to our vigorous, though young city. Book and
paper trade is good for the season, and our

dealers are hopeful for the year. The river is

high, but not dangerous, and still pours over the

falls of the Genesee.

WASHINGTON WRINKLES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Washington, D. C, April 1, 1884.

The misanthropic stationer and the hypo-

chondriac in the book business should brace up
and look cheerful and talk pleasantly on matters

of trade, for there is a good time coming and it

is not far off, as the grave and noble seignors of

the Senate have about finished their talk on the
" Educational Bill "—a bill of much importance

to the booksellers and stationers of the United

States, as well as of vast concern to the people

everywhere. They have been talking about it

for the space of three weeks, and as the subject

is nearly exhausted, it is about time that the

dignified gentlemen should vote; but in the

Senate, there being no such thing as "calling

the previous question," the sages of the upper

house may talk another three weeks before the

bill is put upon its passage. I have no doubt but

that the stationers, with great unanimity,

would vote " aye " on its presentation, and I am
sure that the people are anxious to welcome it

as a public blessing when it shall have become a

law; therefore the sedate Solons of the Senate

will please take a hint should these lines fall

under their eyes, and let the thing go right

through at once.

As the bill will without doubt soon become a
law and the country be benefited and the sta-

tioners sell more books and school supplies there-

by, it may not be out of place here to give a
little synopsis of the measure. It is a bill " to

aid in the establishment and the temporary
support of the common schools." It provides

that for the ten years next after the passage of

the act there shall be annually appropiriated
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from the money in the Treasury the following

sums :

Firstyear,$15,000,000; second year,$14,000,000;

third year, $13,000,000; and thereafter a sum di-

minished $1,000,000 yearly from the sum last ap-

propriated until ten annual appropriations have

been made, when all appropriations under the act

shall cease, and the several sums shall be ex-

pended to secure the benefits of common-school

education to all the children of the United

States. Under this wise provision, which takes

in all, the booksellers everywhere will have a

fair show at the funds when they are forthcom-

ing in exchange for school appliances.

The second section tells what sort of instruc-

tion may be imparted, and here again the scope

is wide; it includes the art of reading, writing

and speaking the English language, arithmetic,

geography and history of the United States

and such other branches of useful knowledge as

may be taught under local laws and may in-

clude, whenever practicable, instruction in the

arts of industry. With this " pointer " whole-

sale and retail dealers may begin to arrange

their prices in anticipation of a big demand for

the thousand and one needs of the youngster

taking his first dip from the fountain of knowl-

edge.

The States and Territories having the great-

est number of persons over ten years of age

who cannot read or write will receive the

greater portion of the money appropriated, as

is provided in Section 3. Section 5 says the

money shall be used in the several school dis-

tricts in such a way as to provide for equal

privileges to all the children throughout the

State or Territory, thereby giving each child

an opportunity for common-school education,

and in this way aiding existing public schools

and establishing new ones as may be deemed

best. In the sixth section there is a provision

that the money not exceeding one-tenth of

the sum apportioned to each State or Terri-

tory may be applied yearly to the education

of teachers for the common schools therein who
are without means, and who shall agree, in

writing, to qualify themselves and teach at

least one year in the common schools of such

State or Territory.

Section 9 says that the President shall ap-

point, with the consent of the Senate, a Com-
missioner of Common Schools in each State and
Territory, who shall perform such duties as

may be assigned to him by the Secretary of the

Interior and be charged with all details of the

work, in co-operation with the State authorities.

His salary shall be not less than three thousand

nor more than five thousand dollars, at the dis-

cretion of the Secretary of the Interior. The
Secretary of the Interior is charged with the

practical administration of this law through

the Bureau of Education.

There has been much higgling on the part of

some Senators as to the constitutionality of the

measure, and some have been bold enough to

say that they did not want the Federal Govern-
ment to interfere with the education of the illit-

erate people in their respective States; that they

preferred to trust the matter entirely to the

State governments immediately concerned.

This all-important matter has been trusted to

State governments long enough, especially in

the Southern States. Common schools were
scarcely known in the South before the war,

and at present they are not up to the standard

which they should attain and which they would
reach under this bill. The tourist traveling for

pleasure, or the business man seeking informa-

tion through the Southern States to-day, will

find well-to-do, respectable white men and

women, forty and fifty years of age, who can

scarcely read and write, who were beneficiaries

of the common schools as they were before the

civil war. The children of these same illiterate

people are fairly well educated having profited by
the improved condition of schools since the war,

while their more unfortunate parents, tracing

their lack of knowledge to the "old field-school"

system, are scarcely able to distinguish the pages

of a patent medicine alamack from the leaves of

a well-bound volume of Shakespeare.

"Befo' de wah," as the darkey says, the child

of the workingman in the South, the son of the

mechanic or the daughter of the poor farmer

was generously (?) provided with a school by the

State or municipal government, where he or

she might get a smattering of grammar, a small

stock of geography and a very limited allow-

ance of mathematics, and then the work was
over so far as the government was concerned,

and for the child there was no more knowledge

unless he or she burned the midnight oil over

borrowed books in the dingy workshop or by
the old fireplace in the kitchen of the farm-

house. Now that the general government is

about to do a grand thing, and in a magnifi-

cent manner provide for the welfare of the

whole people by educating the masses, is it not

surprising that some men will raise themselves

on end and vigorously kick and howl in pro-

test against the consummation of the plan ?

These kickers always fall behind the old bar-

rier of the "Constitution," that is dragged out

every time there is brought forward a popular

measure for the relief of the common people.

They say, " This thing is a menace to the

mighty Constitution which is the bulwark of all

our liberties. You must not wound the sacred

Constitution by even as much as hinting it or

you will destroy the nation 1 " Bah 1 The edu-

cation of the young of this country is a holier

and a greater thing than the hoary old Consti-

tution itself, and the man who loves the child

of Thomas Jefferson's brain better than he does

the millions of school-children of this Union,

and cares more for protecting it than them, is

an old fossil, who should be sent to a museum,
and is not worth one-tenth the sum he is paid

by the government for making its laws.

Mr. Lamar, the senior Senator from Missis-

sippi, in a speech last Friday advocating the

passage of this bill, said : "No one has the right

to predict that this or any class of people will

not rise to that plane of intelligence and moral

elevation necessary to the enjoyment of this

great blessing and therefore refuse to vote for a

measure like this, which proposes to aid them in

their effort to emerge from that condition which

centuries of barbarism have entailed upon them.

For my part I would leave no legitimate effort

unused and no constitutional means unemployed
which would give to every human being in this

country that highest title to American citizenship

of virtue, knowledge and judgment."

Mr. Lamar is from the bulldozing State of the

Union, and he has seen the need of education

every time he came up for election, no doubt;

and as he was for a great many years a school

teacher, he speaks manly words in favor of his

old profession. He is right ; what the people

need are more pens, ink and paper ; more books

and school stationery, and there are thousands

who are ready, willing and anxious to sell the

same useful articles to the benighted districts

throughout the length and breadth of the land.

The people by a large majority are ignorant,

and the surest road to power and happiness for

a nation is right through the doorway of the

stationer and the bookseller, and if some of the

surplus money now being wasted in repairing

old rotten ships, erecting unsightly public build-

ings and in purchasing aesthetic furniture for

the same was spent in buying books and school

appliances with which to educate the children

of the common people there would be less cor-

ruption in public life, and there would be less

chance of such scenes as have made Cincinnati

for the past few days the focal point for the as-

tonished eyes of the whole country.

The weather having been all that could be de-

sired for the past week, trade has been quite

brisk, and the windows on the avenue make a

very fine display of the latest novelties in fine

stationery. I notice that the more prominent

jewelers of this city are beginning to make a

large display of stationery in their windows, to

the neglect of the watches and diamond rings

which one naturally expects to find there. I in-

quired concerning this, and a prosperous stationer

told me that the large manufacturing houses,

those who make fine writing paper, have, for

some time past, been in the habit of making by
contract for certain jewelers, a certain class of

goods for which the jeweler pays a stipulated

price, say sixty cents a box, with the under-

standing that he is not to sell the same to the

buyer for less than one dollar a box. This is

the way the jeweler gets his hands in the sta-

tioner's business, and sometimes it works well

for both the manufacturer and the dealer in

silver watches and fine stationery, as the jeweler

can get his price ; but sometimes there comes a

stagnation in the retail trade and the goldsmith

violates his contract by selling for seventy cents

a box, and then the manufacturer, with a lot

on his hands, comes around and says to his old

friend, the jobber, " Here, take a lot of this for

twenty-five cents a box." The stationer does

so, and thus works his revenge on his neighbor,

the jeweler. A prominent jewelry firm of

Philadelphia furnishes a great deal of this style

of stationery to the stationers of this city, and

I have been told that it is made for the jewelry

firm by a large and well-known manufacturing

stationery house of New York. The trade in

this class of goods is growing rapidly in this city

and the various designs on the paper and envel-

opes show a high degree of skill in the selection

of colors and the subjects treated. Dinner,

luncheon, and tea parties, wedding invitations, ,

and every phase of fashionable social life is re-

presented in some appropriate way by an em-
bossed picture in gorgeous colors, or by apt

quotations, and often in an admirable manner
by both.

I stopped in at the cosy establishment of Faret

& Whittington this afternoon, and Mr. Paret

told me that, considering the bad influence of

the continued rainy weather, trade was fair and

as brisk as could be expected at this time of the

season. I referred to the fact that there seemed

to be a demand for the more fancy stationery,

such as is now being displayed in the show win-

dows of the jewelers. He said that his expe-

rience was that such a demand was fleeting

—

evanescent, as it were—and had no staying

qualities. He said that the cream of his trade

in the stationery line was not to be found in a

desire for gorgeously colored embossed cards >

and paper, but rather in the steady and renewed, i

application for the best paper bearing the family '

crest or monogram. People buy their visiting
;

cards fashioned after the same style. The house

of Paret & Whittington, though one of the

youngest firms in the city, is, it would be safe

to say, one of the largest dealers in engraved i

visiting cards at the capital. It has a large

case against the wall in the rear of the store

containing plates engraved with the names of

most of the prominent people of the city. Some
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of its customers in this special line live beyond

the seas. We have had the pleasure of seeing

representatives of the trade this week from

Geo. B. Hurd & Co., Brown & Sanson, and

Powers Paper Company, who report their sales

to be reasonably large considering the state of

the weather. Ben.

TORONTO TOPICS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

ToBONTO, Ont., April 1, 1884.

Spring is near. There is no doubt about that.

There are certain indications which have never

failed in the recollection of that most reliable

individual—the oldest inhabitant. And these

are as follows : The small boy is in the street

with his marbles, and as you pass along you

hear, " Knuckle down tight," " No shovin'," &c.

The melodious organ-grinder is abroad cheering

the souls of the people with his dulcet music.

The sweet-singing sparrows are engrossed with

domestic matters, and the robin trills his morn-

ing song. The ice is out of the harbor, and we
have mud enough for all the swine in the conti-

nent to wallow in, but it is being scraped up and

carted off. On Friday last a thrill of excitement

was noticeable along the docks. A vessel, the

first of the season, with white sails gleaming in

the sun, bore her proud course toward the city.

It was a fine sight. She plunged through the

broken ice and bunted up against a dock. She

was an old scow freighted with stone.

Now, let us get a little more into the practical

than we have of late. We are partially

thawed out and begin to feel the reviving in-

fluence of the ascending sap, and we think the

body politic feels the same thing. At all events,

what appeared to be dead bones begin to move
about. Along the dock, at all events, there is

activity. Ship's carpenters are busy, and caulk-

ers, and together make up a nice concert ; and

the painter, he comas like the—the— silk tailor,

to put in the finishing touch, and is banging

around in all directions daubing away.

James Grand & Co. have removed to their

new 'premises on Colborn street, a few doors

south from their old stand on Leader lane, and

have now a very much more commodious place

and one of the best stands in the city for their

trade, which, I am pleased to add, is rapidly in-

creasing.

The stock of the late firm of Willing & Wil-

liamson was bought in by Mr. Williamson.

They have taken the premises lately occupied

by the late N. Noe & Co., and are refitting it

and will shortly move into them. I regret that

the stand of the late firm will be converted to

other uses. It was certainly one of the finest

bookstores on this continent. Mr. Williamson

has associated with him Mercer Adam, a well-

known bookman, and for a long time editor of

the Canadian Monthly. I wish the new firm all

manner of success.

. The Standard Publishing Company says that

it is quite satisfied with trade up to the present.

Some lines have been a little slow for awhile,

while others have been considerably ahead of

last year. Altogether it is contented.

A look into Hart & Co.'s resulted in a state-

ment that the business was improving every
day. Their Mr. Roy is now on the road and is

meeting with gratifying success.

The Methodist Book and Publishing House
says : Our factory is very busy. We have the

following books in hand, not yet published :

" The Macedonian Cry," an essay on missions,

by Rev. J. Lathern ; "The Heathen World," a

prize essay on missions, by Rev. Thos. Patter-

son ;
" The Gospel to the Poor," by Rev. B. P.

Austin, M. A.; "The Atonement," by Rev. J.

S. Evans ;
" Men Worth Knowing," by Rev.

Dr. Withrow ;
" Barbara Heck," by Rev. Dr.

Withrow. Dr. Withrow's " History of the

Dominion of Canada," a large octavo volume,

illustrated with steel engravings, maps, 100

wood engravings, was issued in December last

and is being sold by subscription, and bids fair

to have a very large sale. It is certainly a very

attractive book, and is spoken very highly of

by the reviews. This house is to be commended
for its excellent presswork. C. H.

BOSTON BRIEFS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Office Lookwood Press, (

49 Federal St., Boston, April 1, 1884. )

Trade generally is not up to expectations.

The stormy weather of the past month has seri-

ously interrupted commercial movements, and
somewhat retarded the spring trade. The vol-

ume of business for March, as compared with

last year, is generally conceded to have fallen

short of the record. With pleasanter days a

little more activity will possibly be noted, and
an increased trade during April is among the

possibilities.

In some special lines, however, trade has been

quite active, especially in inks and mucilage.

Reports from William A. Davis, manufacturer

of the United States Treasurer brands of muci-

lage and inks, are very flattering. He claims

that the spring trade in these goods is better

than ever known. His factory is being run to its

fullest capacity to supply orders now on hand.

Many of these orders were booked during his

late trip through the West, from which he just

returned last week. The reputation of Davis's

preparations is such that they now sell on their

own merits, and quite an amount of new trade is

opening up for his inks and mucilage. While

Mr. Davis was pushing trade out West, a tele-

gram informed him that a trusted clerk at home
was pushing things to his own individual ac-

count, and so Mr. Davis took the next train for

Boston. The amount of wealth embezzled by
his dishonest clerk is not yet fully known, but

it will reach some hundreds of dollars. The

defaulter has acknowledged his guilt, and is

held for future developments.

C. H. Woodman & Co., who, in February

last, purchased the printing and stationery

interests of W. A. Davis, are meeting with no

little success. Commercial stationery is their

leading specialty, and in this line orders are

fully up to their present facilities.

Samuel Hobbs & Co. report that the Hubbard
pens, for which they are agents, are having a

very fair sale. Manifold copying books is an-

other specialty that the house is handling, and
trade in this line of goods is continually increas-

ing, both in a local way and in the jobbing

trade.

The Davidson Rubber Company is manufactur-

ing a number of rubber specialties for the station-

ery trade which are having a good demand. The

rubber bands made by this company are guar-

anteed to be the very best bands in the market.

All sizes are sold at one uniform price, and

are neatly put up in cartons containing one

pound, subdivided into eight 2-ounce boxes,

which manner of packing is found to be a great

convenience. Rubber sheets for copying-press

use is another article for which there is an

increasing sale. These rubber sheets will not

crack or become ragged, as does oiled paper or

other material, while they are very durable,

lasting two or three years. Rubber penholders,

pencils and erasive rubber are among the

numerous articles manufactured by the com-
pany. A novelty in pencils, styled "No. 25,"

is the most convenient pocket pencil intro-

duced. Jt is made of band rubber, and its pe-

culiar shape makes it very comfortable to hold

in the fingers. It is provided with an erasive

head, and so adjusted that the eraser can be

entirely used up. When not in use the pencil

shuts within itself, protecting both the eraser

and the lead point. These pencils are having a
very good sale.

Mr. Gilman, inventor of the "Challenge"
letter-file, will soon place on the market a new
letter-press. In design this press is entirely orig-

inal, being unlike anything of the kind now in

use and needing no stand. It is so constructed

ihat its legitimate place is on the wall, to which
the press is attached, taking up but very little

room. Like the several counting-room special-

ties invented by Mr. Gilman, this letter-press

will undoubtedly have a large demand.
John Carter & Co., extensive dealers in sta-

tioners' supplies, are enjoying a very fair trade

for this season, though business has been some-
what interrupted by continued bad weather.

This house is the sole Boston agent for the East
Hartford linen paper and agent also for Crane's

bond paper.

D. P. Knight, of Knight, Adams & Co.,

sailed for Europe March 21, in the steamer Ore-

gon from New York. Mr. Knight's tour abroad
is partly for pleasure and partly in the interests

of business. This house is working up quite an
extensive trade in imported Vienna and Berlin

wares. In brass, leather and glass novelties,

plush goods and photograph albums this house

is preparing for a large fall business, having al-

ready placed several orders. In common with
other dealers this firm is experiencing a little

dullness in trade, owing to the weather and
other incidental causes.

" Picturesque Washington " is the title of a
work now in press, which will soon appear from
the publishing house of J. A. and R. A. Reid,

Providence. The work will give interesting

sketches of Washington, its scenery, history,

traditions, public and social life, with graphic

description of the Capitol and Congress, the

White House and the government departments,

together with a map of the city, and diagrams
of the halls of Congress. The work is edited by
Joseph West Moore, and illustrated with a hun-

dred engravings of the finest character by lead-

ing American artists. The book will be a per-

fect sample of the printer's art, and elegantly

bound. Canvassers throughout the country re-

port thousands of sales.

The fifteenth triennial exhibition of the Mas-
sachusetts Charitable Mechanics' Association

will open in this city in the early part of Sep-

tember next and continuing some sixty days.

The policy of this association has always been

to recognize merit, and such articles exhibited

as are demonstrated to possess originality of

design or show inventive genius of commercial
value are awarded prizes of diplomas and med-
als. The exhibition of this association, known
to the people as the " Old Mechanics' Fairs," are

always largely attended, and exhibitors find

these exhibitions the best possible medium for

advertising novelties, inventions, &c. The many
hundreds of specialties which reach the people

through the stationers' hands should not miss so

valuable an opportunity for introduction to

popular notice. A. L. D.
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MECHANICAL PROGRESS IN LITH-
OGRAPHY.

The principle upon which the art of lithog-

raphy is based is very simple—the antagonistic

qualities of grease and water. An unctuous

composition is made to adhere to a peculiar kind

of limestone. The parts thus covered acquire

the power of receiving printing ink. The other

parts are prevented from receiving it by the in-

terposition of a film of water, and then by
pressing the paper strongly upon the stone im-

pressions are obtained. There are two distinct

branches in lithography—drawing and printing.

Those practising the first are known as litho-

graphic draughtsmen or writers, the second as

lithographic printers.

The art of lithography was discovered by
Alois Senefelder, a native of Prague. His fa-

ther, Peter Senefelder, was one of the perform-

ers of the Theatre Royal at Munich. The son

Alois wished to follow the same profession, but

his father being opposed to this, he went to the

University of Ingolstadt, and devoted himself

to the study of jurisprudence. Owing to the

death of his father shortly afterward, he was
unable to continue his studies at the university,

and yielding to his own inclination, he tried to

support himself as a performer and author, but
without success. In order to accelerate the

publication of one of his works, he frequently

spent whole days in the printing oflBce, and thus

became acquainted with all the particulars of

the process of printing. It appeared so simple

that he conceived the idea of purchasing a small

printing press, thus enabling himself to print

and publish his own compositions, but his means
were inadequate, and to this circumstance we
probably owe the invention of lithography.

Unable to pay for the engraving of his compo-
sitions, he attempted to engrave them himself.

He tried numerous experiments with little suc-

cess ; tools and skill were alike wanting. Cop-
per plates were expensive, and the want of a
sufficient number entailed the tedious process

of grinding and polishing afresh those he had
used. About this period his attention was acci-

dentally directed to the fine piece of Kellheim
stone, which he had purchased for the purpose
of grinding his ink. His first idea was to use it

merely for practice in his exercises in writing
backward, the ease with which the stone could
be ground and polished afresh being his chief

inducement. The idea of being able to take im-
pressions from the stone had not yet occurred to

him. While he was engaged one day in polish-

ing a stone slab on which to continue his exer-

cises, his mother entered the room and desired
him to write her bill for the washerwoman, who
was waiting for the linen. Neither paper nor
ink being at hand, the bill was written on the
stone he had just polished. The ink used was
composed of wax, soap and lampblack. Some
time afterward, when about to wipe the writ-

ing from the stone, the idea suddenly struck
him to bite the stone with aqua fortis. If the
parts written on resisted its action, impressions
might be taken the same as from wood engrav-
ings. Surrounding the stone with a border of
wax he covered it with a mixture of one part
of aqua fortis and ten parts of water. The re-

sult of the experiment was that, at the end of
ten minutes he found the writing elevated about
1-120 of an inch. He then proceeded to apply
the printing ink to the stone, using first com-
mon printer's balls, but soon found that a thin
piece of board covered with a fine cloth
answered better, communicating the ink more
freely. For years Senefelder continued his ex-
periments, and lived to see his art brought to a
comparatively high state of perfection.

During the past fifteen years the art of lith-

ography has advanced with wonderful strides

in all of the various processes of chromo-lith-

ography, color printing and photo-lithographic

printing by the aid of the camera. But it is more
particularly the purpose of this article to speak

of the mechanical progress of the art—that is,

the progress in lithographic printing presses.

Up to about fifteen or eighteen years ago litho-

graphic impressions were obtained by the use of

the hand press, which originally was a very

simple machine, and exceedingly slow and
tedious in operation. The lithographic hand-

press consisted of a frame provided with rollers,

on which the carriage ran to and fro. The
scraper consisted of a flat piece of boxwood,
beveled frona both sides to about a quarter-inch

edge, and firmly clamped in a sliding iron piece

above. The height of the scraper above the

carriage could be adjusted by the screw to suit

the varying thickness of the stones. The man-
ner of printing with this press was as follows :

The stone with the design upon it was placed

face up upon the carriage. It was damped and
inked, and the sheet of paper used to print upon
it was laid thereon. A tympan of leather

stretched in an iron frame was then lowered

upon it, and the carriage pushed under the

scraper. By depressing the lever the toggles

at each end of the shaft raised the bear-

ings of the winch, upon the axle of which a
strong iron roller was made fast. This roller or

cylinder was the full width of the press, and the

depression of the lever brought it into contact

with the under side of the carriage, lifting the

latter at the same time oflf from the rollers and
pressing the forward end of the stone against

the edge of the scraper. By revolving the

winch-handle the stone was slowly dragged
under this stationary ledge, which applied its

pressure progressively through the leather of

the tympan to a narrow strip of the work, the

result being equivalent to a very much greater

crushing force applied over a larger surface.

When the whole of the design had passed under
the scraper, the lever at the side was restored to

its upright position; the carriage falling upon
the rollers, it was brought back by hand, the
tympan lifted and the printed sheet removed.
This, with unimportant modifications, has been
the form of the lithographic hand-press in use in

this country and England.

In Germany, Belgium and France presses

of this construction were rarely seen. In Prus-
sia, for instance, a press was used occupying
nearly double the space, but admirably con-
structed and well adapted for the execution of

first-class work. In this machine the scraper
and its holder swung from the side across the
carriage, the holder or head was then locked and
the pressure applied by a compound lever with
the foot. The carriage was then drawn through
by a broad girth or belt, one end of which was
made fast to it and the other wound about an
axle of small diameter at the extreme end of
the frame, rotated by a star similar to that of a
copper-plate press. The result was an extreme-
ly steady and uniform motion, but the loss of

time, as compared with the English press, was
considerable.

" The first steam lithographic printing press
used in this country," said a well-known litho-

grapher to a reporter of The Stationer, " was
brought here from Germany. The first Amer-
ican press was called the Ackerman press. The
main features of lithographic printing presses
have not been improved upon. Only a few
minor parts have been added since the introduc-
tion of these presses, and these vary with the
machines of the different manufacturers. The

presses of to-day do quicker and better work, it

is true, but I do not think that it is due so much
to improvement in form as in construction, the

material they are made from, the greater skill

which printers have attained in handling tliem

and the improvement in quality, finish, &c., of

paper, inks, &c., making them better adapted

for lithographic printing."

Although the art of lithography or printing

from stone has been practised for years, it is

only until recently that the lithographic power-

press has been brought to such a state of perfec-

tion as to enable the desired ends of both excel-

lence and rapidity of work to be attained in its

use. To such an extent has this process been

improved by the adaptation of machinery, that

the comparison must be made as between print-

ing, only a few years ago, from small stones at

the rate of a few hundred impressions per day,

with the present practice of printing on stones

of the size of the largest letter-press forms, and
at a speed of 1,000 impressions per hour. A
technical description of the most improved form

of lithographic printing-press would take up
more space than The Stationee can spare. The
essential motions of the improved press are ar-

bitrary and positive in their character, the close

and rigid connections providing for their exact

relative occurrence. The crank motion accom-

plishes the stopping and starting easily and
without jar, and with the utmost precision,

while the strong construction and general char-

acter of stability prevent vibration and render

the operation of the press at the highest rates of

speed comparatively noiseless. The mechanical

details are well worked out, the needed strength

being attained with pleasing forms and arrange-

ment. The construction is simple in character

and the disposition of parts, including the stone,

such that they are readily accessible for adjust-

ment and inspection.

DIRECT PHOTO-PRINTING PROCESSJ

At a recent meeting of the Photographic So-f

ciety of France the chairman informed the^

members that a letter had been received from
MM. Ch. Cross and Verger, concerning a photo-

graphic process which these gentlemen had pre-

sented at the last meeting of the Academy of

Sciences. The inventors of this process ob-

tained direct positives by the following means :

Paper properly starched is floated on a bath

composed of—water, 100 parts ; bichromate of

ammonia, 2 parts
;
glucose, 15 parts.

When dry it is exposed to light under an

image forming a positive. As soon as those

parts of the paper unprotected by the clicJie

have changed their color from a yellow hue to

a grayish tint, the exposure is deemed to be

sufficient. The paper is then floated upon the

following solution : Distilled water, 100 parts;

nitrate of silver, 1 part; acetic acid, 10 parts.

The image will appear immediately of a

blood-red color, being composed of silver

chromate, which, being insoluble in water, per-

mits the paper to be well washed in order to

eliminate all the bichromate unacted upon by

light.

On every part of the paper upon which the

chemical influence of light has acted, the bi-

chromate has become reduced, accelerated by

the presence of the glucose, therefore, every

part or shade of the cliche will be faithfully

represented. If the paper be dried before a fire

and in the dark, the image will be of a blood-

red color; if dried in the open air the light will

change the color to a dark brown tint; if ex-

posed to the emanations of hydro-sulphuric
acid, or plunged into a solution of sulphide of

copper and potash, the image .will turn to a
brownish-black hue.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
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Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and lioft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills tinen tedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO..
D-A^LTOisr, :m:-a.ss., xj. s. -a..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY,
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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^^. J", szoxinvci^isr & oo/s
FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,

Equal to the Best London and Oiford Editions, at Ha'f their Prices.

DTTED FROM SiX SeTS OF ELBCTKO-PLATKS OF DIFFERENT SIZE TYPE, AND BOUND IN THE MOST DU
AND ELABORATE STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN BIBLE
!

TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus-

trated, Colored Maps, &c., at lower prices than any other pubUshed,

PHOTOGRAPHaiBUMS.
strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLrSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEALSKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA.

|®~JV"ew; Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application.

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehouse, 1222 Arch St, PMla., Pd.

GLOBE MANUFACTURING CO.
HENRY JOHNSON, Vice-President.

44 Beekman Street, I 202 Clark Street,NEW IfOBK.
I CHICAGO.

Works : Palmyra, N. \.

CHADWICK&MILLER^
323 Pearl Street,

NB-W 'tob.b: oiti-.

• • • i ".•• .': ^ T
••• '.v.v;.-y

.

• • • ^ ••••• - J

•*• • ^ rV-Xr'V i

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF AND LACE FAPEE,
—AND—

J^~Send for Catalogue.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PtOBUSHEES OF THE-

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
LIBERAL, DISCOUNT TO THE TRA^OE. «

For sale in New York City by Baker, Peatt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel
;

John Htjlin and New York News Company.

SOARS eLIP
ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE,
Price, Retail, 75 Cents..

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Bi-anch, 28 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water lobs,

"*"" &c., &c.,

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

b SAMUEL C,TATUM«[ CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

III7B CJLHD CO.,
PUBLISHBRS AND DeALKRS IN

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

8PEINQFIELD. MASS.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OF

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
142 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

147 Mulberry Street,
New York.

.MANUFACTURED BY THE

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
Importers ofGERMAN SLATE PENCILS,

and Manufacturers of SCHOLAR'S COM
PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

No. 62 DUANE ST., NEW YOBK.

Ill I Pn nnnC Trade Mark on Steel Pens,
MM I rn nn IN *"^ k:rasers arid Pocket
IlllttUll UIIUU, Cutlery guarantees quality.

Larj^estmakersof Fine Crucible Steel Goods in tlie country

STEEL PENS withstyleaudactionsuitedtoeveryhand,
FiillassortmentofPeusmailedonrecciptol 25 cents.

$2.00per
srross.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct,

White, Manilla, Stra-w and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Devonshire Street, Boston.
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>jthe:acmejcomposition^
SHOULD BE USED BY EVERY

Manufacturing StationGr, Book Binder^ Paper Ruler and Printer

FOR MAKING PADS, TABLETS OR BLOCKS OF PAPER.

60 PER CENT. CHEAPER THAN THE OLD METHOD OF MANUFACTURE. PUT UP IN 5-LB. CAKES AT 50 CENTS PER POUND. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

ACME COMPOSITION CO., 296 Pearl Street, New York.

THE IMPROVED SISSON MAGIC BINDER
Now made with Brass Hooks and Extra Heavy Stock.

patent! Triple]^ ^alejmen'? DMei' Boo^?c,\sso/V3«
-^ PATENT ^-^

MAGIC FILE

BIND°ER
I
PAT. APRIL 5. 1856

ANDOCT.24.1865
iRtlSSUED MARCH 13.1866

iBfST&CHEAPESTFIlE

IMTHEwlARKET.

fei mm
"i;ii!,.,,,J ' '

' ''

iaii
'- "'""liiiiiiiiHimiiiiimniiiiij

'

-AND—

Patented October 17, 1876; Reissued April 33, 1878, Geo. E. Waring, Jr., Patentee; Patent

siistained by U. S. Court.

Very Convenient, Salable Books. Original and Copy Obtained at One Writing.

PROVIDENCE, R. i.J^^ U All JD ^^ ^\ Manufacturers and Sole

. W. riMl.L. OC VXW.y Agents of Patents,

JCORPORATED.
J _,-^ ""KT ^—^ ^T*^ I INCORPORAT

^^"""^'ocrr^^ ^ ^^*^ cole J^*""

ED.

- MANUFACTURERS OF - ^^^JR, P^QE HOYNE & ^O as -MANUFACTURERS OF—

li@wtfi ffiifeitfL ir-t-i
12'

!-^-

And TRANSFER or FILING CASES, -^o.<^

Ho. 114 Monroe Street, CHICAGO, 111.

S E N- ID

PRICE LISTS

CATALOGUE.

BROWN'S EVERY DAY FILE, "^K/^^e^ 75 Cents each. BROWN'S PERFECT FILE.
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FAJVEIInY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalogue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on explication.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6au^
B i-ACK

SrxL
I wm

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 15 JOHN STREET, NETIT YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
'SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simipUcity.

A. WEIDMA^^,
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
HANUFACTURKR OP

TIM AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New Tork.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, -^ -^
BLANK BOOK PAGING,

-*- -^ And PERFORATING,
3:To. S3. CTolirL Street, 3iTe-^7r "STorlr.

ANDERSON & STANTON
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broadway, ISTe^v York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

^ PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.
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Pads, * Tablets, -^Blotter Tablets.
-^ P0Pnii^R':-&00DS.-!-L0II[.!.P^I6ES. ^

JEVBUT STATIOJ^UM CAN SBLL THBM.

i.̂HE * Perfect * Pencil * Tat^t.et, six sizes,, ruled or plmr
OVER FIVE MILLION (5,000,000) SOLD IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS.

THE *AMERICAN *BLOTTER *T A RT,ET, all sizes, fim papers,

Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Bills, Statements, put up in same style.

"Ye KNICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLETS,

Best Seller in the Mahket ; All Sizes, Ruled or Plain.

Price from 10 Cents upwards.

"Ye KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED TABLET,

Five Sizes,

Two Sizes op Cash Checks ; Good Paper for Ink or PENcaoL.

DESK PADS (over lOO Sizes and Kinds). MANUSCRIPT PADS.^
V^HITE OR MANILA PADS AND TABLETS of all kinds.

The Celebrated ACME PARCHMEJ^T LETTER COFYIKG BOOKS,
Our Goods can be procured from

all first-class Jobbers.
^mii SMf^fi r

146, 148 and 150 CENTRE ST., cor. Walker St., New York.

Passenger Elevator—The Fourth Avenue and Courtland Street Ferry Cars pass the Door.

HEW

NEW

HEW

HEW

HEW

HEW

HEW

WINKLEY. THORP & DRESSER
1 1 1 Devonshire St., Boston.

— manufacturers of —

•AND-

SCRAP BOOKS, fs*-

Will offer the trade an entirely new line of goods in May. Jobbers we have not called

on and who wish to see our line of goods, please send their address.

SCRAP BOOKS

SCRAP BOOKSI

SCRAP BOOKa

SCRAP BOOKS

SCRAP BOOKS

SCRAP BOOKS

SCRAP BOOKS

NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF-

-OF-

ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Nos. 66 and 68 Duane Street, New York.

FACTORY: HOLYOKE, MASS. — —^ ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 1304.
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^radje '^omltus.
[We will be glad to receive samples of aU novelties

issued in the trade, and w-ill notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

LAY-BOY.

The illustration gives the details of an im-

provement in lay-boys, which is primarily in-

tended for application to a paper-rulinp^ ma-

chine, and it will be described

in this connection. It may
be applied to printing presses

and in other situations where

a sheet of paper is carried

forward in front of its sup-

porting device.

Figure 1 illus6rates the in-

vention in side view. Fig. 2

is a transverse section at 2 2,

Fig. 1, one of the lower drop-

per-rolls being shown in sec-

tion. Fig. 3 is a section at

3 3, Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is a detail

end view of the rollers by
which the paper is carried

and their drive pulleys. Fig.

5 is an enlarged detail per-

spective of the adjustable

bearing of the stretching-roll

of the endless apron by which
the ruled paper is presented

to the dropper-rolls. Fig. 6

represents a transverse sec-

tion of the paper sheet.

A represents the frame of a
paper-ruling machine ; B,

brackets, and C vertically-

adjustable standards secured
in the brackets by a dove-
tail groove and a set screw,
D, passing through a slot, c,

in the standard and screwing
into the bracket.

E is a bearing-box at the
head of the standard, receiv-

ing the journal or gudgeon
of the apron-carrying roller,

F.

G is the endless apron by
which the ruled paper is car-
ried from the ruling-pens to

the dropper-rolls. The end-
less apron passes over a roller,

H, in near proximity to the lower dropper-rolls,
M, and upper dropper-rolis, N, and in such rela-

tive position thereto that the advancing edge of

the paper is taken between the dropper-rolls and
it is drawn forward thereby. Upon the roller H
(or the shaft of the same) is a pulley, I, carry-
ing a belt, J, which also passes over a pulley, K,
upon the carrying-shaft L of the lower dropper-
rolls, M. The relative sizes of the pulleys I and
K are such that the shaft L has faster rotation

that the roller H, so that the paper sheet is

drawn forward on the endless apron at a greater
speed than the apron travels to prevent one
sheet interfering with another that is following
it. The peripheries of the dropper-rolls M are
of concave conical form and flush with the car-

rying-shaft on their inner sides, so that the pa-

per O. when lying upon them and pressed down
by the rollers N, which have convex outer faces,

will be curved up at the edges o without creas-

ing, and will thus be made to assume the form
of a shallow trough, with the sides gradually

curved upward without being bent, having suflB-

cient rigidity to prevent its bending downward,
so that it is self-supporting throughout its

length, and is supported clear of the receiving-

box T until the last edge escapes from the drop-

ping-rolls, when it falls down upon the table (or

the other sheets thereon). The lower rolls, M,
taper off on their inner sides, forming annular

knife-edges in close contact with the shaft, as

shown in Fig. 2, so that the surfaces of the shaft

and roller fade into each other, and the shaft

really forms a continuation of the rolls in all

their positions, and both sets of rolls M and N

sure their proper engagement. The inclination

may be increased by raising the roller F.

THE ADJUSTABLE TABLET.

^'"^^

This is an invention for securing bill heads,

letter and note heads, statements, receipts,

blank forms, shipping and tally sheets, way
bills and bills of lading, order blanks for com-
mercial men, and, in short, everything that re-

quires an even and firm surface to write upon.
The device consists of a rubber cushion, with an

adjustable binder, which ad-

justs itself to the number of

sheets required, the friction

of the rubber holding the

paper firmly in place, only
yielding when removing the

sheets. It is made capable of

retaining about twenty-five

sheets of ordinary paper, but
can be made to hold and re-

tain any amount required.

It is especially adapted for

ladies who wish to write on
their lap, or on a table or

stand, as the sheets rest firm-

ly on a hard surface covered

with a blotter. The sizes

made are the legal, letter,

in cloth ; note, in cloth ; bill-

heads, 4 or 6 to cap, and
statement. This tablet is

made by the Adjustable

Cover Company, 46 West
Broadway, New York.

NEW PATENTS.

Improved Lay-Boy.

are adjustable upon their shafts L and P, so that

tliey can be moved sidewise to suit paper of va-

rious widths—from the narrowest to the widest

—and a continuous support from side to side for

any width. The faces of the upper dropper-

rolls being convex, as shown, impart a curved

edge to the paper without creasing it.

m and n are set-screws by which the rollers

M and N are held in position upon their shafts

when in use.

The roller H and shafts L and P have jour-

nal-bearing on bracket arms R and S, respec-

tively.

The operation is as follows : The sheets of pa-

per are brought forward upon the endless apron

and their front edges are seized by the dropper-

rolls, which curve up the edges and stiffen the

sheet, and it is held clear of the box until it

leaves the rolls, when it drops down. The

downward slope or inclination of the endless

apron from the roller F to the roller H is such

as to insure the feeding of the sheets of paper

to the dropper-rolls with sufficient" force to in-

No. 294,961. Signature-Present

ing Mechanism for BookSew-
ing Machines. — Edward S.

Boynton, Bridgeport, Conn.

A signature-holder com-

posed of a series of chain-

jointed end pieces and con-

nected plates carried thereby.

In a signature-holder, two
parallel plates of different

widths connected at their

ends with end pieces, to there-

by leave between the plates a

suitable opening for the pas-

sage of the devices which are

to remove the signatures

from the plates.

No. 295,023. Domino.—Jesse L. Law, Mount Vernon,

N. T.

No. 295,057. Stop-Cylinder Printing-Machine.—Wal-

ter Scott, Plainfield, N. J.

No. 295,076. Compasses.—Fritz Samuel Svenson,

Lund, Skane, Sweden. Patented in Sweden, July

3, 1883, No. 237.

1. In compasses for use in blackboard or sim-

ilar drawing, the combination of a sharp metal-

lic point at the end of one of the legs, and a

rubber block slipped over the point, the latter

penetrating the block, covering the entire point

or needle, excepting the extreme point. 2. The

combination of the ruler having the crayon-hold-

ing block at one end,a slotted block sliding adjust-

ably upon the ruler, and having a needle at its

lower end, and a rubber block slipped upon the

needle, the latter penetrating the block and cov-

ering the entire needle, excepting the point, as

for the purpose shown and set forth.

No. 295,083. Toy.—Anton Trunk, Bridgeport, Conn.

No. 295,137. Writing-Tablet.-Rudolf C. Whittmann
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New York, N. Y., assignor to himself and Charles

Nelson, same place.

An artificial slate or writing tablet, composed

of two layers of cement—such as magnesia

cement—and an intermediate layer of wood,

pasteboard or equivalent material.

No. 295,138. Toy. -J. Warren Worcester, New York,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to Alfred W. Storm

and Edwin R. Storm, both of same place.

No. 295,141. Protector for Book Leaves.—John
Akins, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Orville A. Cran-

dall, same place.

No. 295,152. Instrument for Calculating Interest, &c.

—Uriah Curtis, Concord, Minn.

The combination of a table of figures com-
puted to denote the progressive amounts of in-

terest or taxation at a given rate, arranged in

columns, which are divided into blocks by suit-

able means of indication, a key-scale divided,

numbered and arranged to correspond with the

table, and a sliding gage graduated with prom-

inent figures in the order of the digits, and with

intermediate figures, and provided

with a decimal index wire.

No. 295,182. Christmas Tree Candle-

Holder. — Frederik Lechler, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

No. 295,220. Manufacture of Fly Paper.—
Edward F. Baker, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to Margaret M. Baker, same
place.

No. 895,222. ToUet Case.—Hart O. Berg,

New York, N. Y.

A toilet case provided on its interior

with frames attached to one side of

the body and cover, and covered with

satin or any other suitable material,

and removable panels inserted be-

tween the frames and the bottom of

the body and cover of the case, hav-

ing on their surfaces the requisite \ re-

jections for holding and securing

toilet articles.

No. 295,226. Book-Carrier.-Peter Napoleon Bre-

ton, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Patented in

Canada, September 10, 1883, No. 17,601.

No. 295,266. Blank-Book.—Joseph P. McCandless,

New York, N. Y.

No. 295,275. Stand or Frame for Suspension of

Swings or Hammocks.—Wm. A. C. Oaks, Antrim,

N. H., assignor to the Goodell Company, same
place.

No. 295,296. Pencil Sharpener.— Albert M. Smith,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 295,310. Clasp.—Sidney D. Tucker, Troy, N, Y.

The combination, in a clasp, of a studded

plate, and spring-arms provided with suitable

means for spreading and closing said arms.

No. 295,359. Perfumery-Charged Cane and other

Handles.—Ezra R. Cowles, Henry A. Cowles and
Martin Osborn, Westfleld, Mass.

A knob or handle of a cane or other analogous

article, made hollow, and having its shell per-

forated, and having within it a receptacle for

perfumery and a perfume-absorbing material,

said receptacle having a stopper capable of per-

mitting more or less of the contents of the re-

ceptacle to escape through it.

No. 295,370. Clamp for Ruling-Pens.-John William
Dlrhold, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 295,388. Card for Playing Loto and other Games.
—Henry Heller Harrison, New York, N. Y.

No. 295,391. Letter or Paper File. — William R.
Havens, Denver, Col.

No. 295.395. Metallic Pen.—Hezekiah Hewett, Bir-

mingham, County of Warwick, England. Pa-
tented in England January 26, 1883, No. 429; in

France, February 23, 1883, No. 141,582; in Ger-
many, February 24, 1883, No. 16,788; and in Bel-

gium, February 24, 1883, No. 4,!28.

A pen having the extreme points of its nibs

bent backward from its concave side Into a

semicircular or hollow form, to provide a flex-

ible curved writing surface on its under side,

and a minute reservoir on the opposite side, and
having a main ink reservoir and a channel in

the back of its nibs, connecting the two reser-

voirs.

No. 295,416. Copy-Holder.—William F. Miller, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the American Writing

Machine Company, of New York.

No. 295,429. Indian Club.—Robert Reach, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

No. '295,435. Doll.—Stephan Max Ferdinand Schil-

ling, Sonneberg, Saxe-Meiningen, Germany.

The combination of a doll-body having a

fixed transverse tube at the shoulder portion,

with articulated arms, elastic cords secured to

the arms, and means for connecting the cords

within the tube. 2. The combination of a doll-

body having a fixed transverse tube at the

shoulder portion, perforated upper arm-sections,

jointed fore-arms having fixed transverse pins.

m^\i'^N[UCIiM

New Mucilage Staku.

and elastic cords that are attached to the pins,

passed through the upper arm-sections, and con-

nected in the transverse tube. 3. The combina-

tion of a doll-body, a fixed transverse tube hav-

ing concave end seats or sockets, upper perfor-

ated arm-sections having ball-shaped terminals,

jointed forearms having recesses and fixed

transverse pins, and elastic cords attached to

said pins, said cords being passed through the

upper arm-sections, and connected by a double

wire hook within the transverse tube.

No. 295,450. Envelope or Folding Card.—Charles
Sneider, New York, N. Y., assignor to Philipp

Hake, Hoboken, N. J.

An envelope or folding card provided with

folding fiaps having struck-up hooks near their

edges, in combination with a lacing adapted to

be secured around said hooks, to hold the parts

of the envelope together.

No. 295,457. Shoo-Fly Rocker.—George P. Steinbach,

Baltimore, Md., assignor to himself, trustee for

Albert Steinbach, same place.

The combination, with a shoo-fly rocker hav-
ing the ordinary seat, back and rockers, of two
pairs of wheels, each pair mounted on a bar a
little longer than the distance between the

horses, and links pivoted to the inner side of

the rockers, and on the bars which carry the

wheels at points slightly outside the plane of

the inner side of the rockers, one pair of wheels
being mounted near the front end and one pair

near the rear end of the rockers.

No. 295,469. Type-Writer.—George W. N. Yost, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the American Writing
Machine Company, of New York.

1. In a type-writer, a lever connected at its

upper end with the paper carriage, and hinged

or pivoted at its lower end upon a shaft having
a spring-tension toward the left, and a means
for regulating the tension. 2. A driving-power

for the paper-carriage of a type-writer, consist-

ing of an arm or lever hinged or pivoted at its

lower end and having a tension toward the left,

the upper end being connected with the paper-

carriage and adapted to vibrate with it.

No. 295,473. Toy Electric Railway.—Murray Bacon,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Novelty Elec-

tric Company, same place.

No. 295,475. Type-Writing Machine.—Walter J. Bar-

ron, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to the American Writing Machine Com-
pany, of New York.

1. In a type-writing machine, the combina-

tion of two series of ratchet-teeth, which are

adapted to move alternately in one direction,

each independently of the other, for a letter-

space distance at a time, with the driving me-
chanism and carriage, and with only one letter-

space ratchet, which is adapted to work alter-

nately in both series of ratchet-teeth,

first in one and then in the other.

2. In a type-writing machine, the

combination of two ratchet-wheels,

which are adapted to turn alternately

in one direction, each independently

of the other, for a letter-space dis-

tance at a time, with the driving me-
chanism and carriage, and with only

one letter-space ratchet, which is

adapted to work alternately in both

ratchet-wheels, first in one and then

in the other. 3. In a type-writing

machine, the combination of two
ratchet-wheels, which are adapted to

turn alternately in one direction,

each independently of the other, for

a letter-space distance at a time, the

first of which is attached to the driv-

ing mechanism and the second to the

first, with a spring on the first ratchet

wheel, which is adapted to press against and
turn the second one, with an arm or shoulder

on the second ratchet-wheel, which is adapted
to strike and stop against the first one, and with

only one letter-space ratchet, which is adapted
to work alternately in both ratchet-wheels, first

in one and then in the other.

A NEW MUCILAGE STAND.

The Sanford Manufacturing Company, of

Chicago, is about to put on the market a new
style of mucilage stand, which will meet a long-

felt want, in giving the consumers a stand em-
bracing all the advantages possible to have in^

one article.

It consists of a wide-mouth bottle, in which,|

by a screw on the neck, is inserted a metal tubq

passing nearly to the bottom of the vessel, forn

ing a tight joint at the neck. By this combinal
tion the mucilage is confined in an air-tight reser-i

voir, supplying only enough at the bottom ofi

the well made by the tube, to keep the brushl

moistened sufiiciently for use. It entirely pre4^

vents evaporation from the main supply oi

mucilage, and the little that is exposed to the

air at the bottom of the well must be the firsts

taken up on the brush, thus always keeping it

fresh. As the mucilage is used a new supply is

admitted by allowing a little air to pass under

the tube, the atmospheric pressure always keep-

ing the mucilage at the same depth in the well.

It is supplied with a bar across the tube, on

which to wipe the brush when only a little mu-

cilage is required. The company is just ad-

vised that its application for a patent has been

allowed.
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S. E. & M.VERN01T, SPECIALTIES IN BLANK BOOKS.

-l^TE'^TsT- O-OOIDS;
534 Pearl Street, Cor. Elm, New York.

4,

PENCIL LOOK MEMORANDUM BOOK, NEW "GOLDEN EULE MEMORANDUM."

We invite the attention of the trade to the above novelties.

Sl-OO and. "CJp"^7v^a,rd.s,
ACCORDING TO MOONTINO.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
Insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid street. New York.

<C 5»

-M. BmT^W''OTMM3£WimQr

Paper Outtingr Machine,
MANUFACTURED BY

CRAITSTOIT A CO., Brooklyn, E. D., IT. 7.
SANFORD'S

Pneumatic Mucilage.
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in Ii'i-ices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN. Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna-
tional Cotton Exposition of 1881.

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

BARTLETT
Copying Presses.

FINE IRON CASTING-S,
Tool a,ii.cL Pattern. ^vdZalsangr,

FLAJN ANI> ORNAMJENTA^L JTAPANXING.
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOUNDRY,

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

,u

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

Ei^SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.
J. B. CLARKE, Proprietor,

115 & 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverly's Theatre
— CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
.tc, &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House In
the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPULLY SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper
Saves your Eyesight and leaves

a Blacker Manuscript.
H. L. LIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Gam es. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—15c.
The trade supplied. George W.
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a large stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-
count. Also School Boks more or less shelf-worn
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES.
151 and 152 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

PARTIES WHO WISH TO PURCHASE AT A
bargain one or three numbering heads, made

by HOOLE & CO., New York, for paging machine,
can do so by addressing the Philadelphia ofBce of
The American Stationer, 150 South Fourth Street.
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ESTABLISHED 1 8SO.

B 1

MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER OF

LEJLTHErx GcOOIjS
COlsTSISTIItTO- OI^

'©©Mai ^©©. Oa^d *and *Latter ^- 0'ms<

BILL WALLETS, BANKERS AND INVOICE CASES, CIGAR CASES, TRAVELING AND WRITING CASES,

AND ALL THE

LATEST NOVELTIES,

116, 118, 120 and 122 North Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.

251 aifl 253 S, M St,

-llFIilL^A^IDELFPil^A^,!!-

J^aperand Card CuttingJAachines.

— MANUFACTURERS OF -

^T -^

— AND —

FOLDING*PAPER *BOXES.
EDWARD L. MILLER, Manufacturer,

We make a SPECIALTY of GLOVE and NOTION ENVELOPES. 333 vme Ht. and 337 New St., PHiladelpHia, Ta.
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EBERHARD FABER,
7 1 S & 720 Broadway, New York.

A. W. FABER'S

No. 150, Nickel and Gold Plated Pro and Bepel Pencils.
No. 475, Celluloid Gold Plated Mountings Pro and Repel Pencils.
No. 476, Celluloid Gold Plated Mountings Pro and Kepel Pencils, large lead.
No. 480, Celluloid Gold Plated Mountings Pocket Pen and Pencil Cage.

EBERHARD FABER'S

4-56?
No. 4263, Anti-Nervous Penholder, Rubber.
>o. 4563, Anti-Nervous Penhol<ler, Leather.

Anti-Nervous Penholder and ± encil Attachment.

ARTIST

RUBBER.

RUBBER

BANDS.

A. "W. FABER'S

THUMB-TACKS.
T T -J- -j- -p

GERMAN SILVER AND BRASS THUMB-TACKS.

A. W. FABER'S GOLD PENS AND PENCIL CASES.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

F. C. Thompson, printer. New York city, has

sold out.

F. M. Spooner & Father, publishers, Brook-

field, N. Y., have sold out.

Shaw & Swartz, booksellers, &c.. Providence,

R. I., have made an assignment.

Lowe & Co.,'manufacturers of paper bags, and

printers. New York city, have been damaged by

fire.

Asbmead Brothers, stationers, &c,, Jackson-

ville, Fla., have lost $8,000 by fire. Insured for

$3,000.

John C. Smitb, late president of the Maritime

Register Publishing Company, Limited, New
York city, is dead.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Travis & Reeves, stationers, &c., Ovid, Mich.

Reeves & Allen succeed to the business.

A company called the Mercantile Gazette

Company, has been incorporated at St. Louis,

Mo., with a capital stock of $3,000.

Chambers,Watson & Shryock, have succeeded

the firm of Chambers, Cochran & Shryock, pub-

lishers of the Review, Pittsburg, Pa.

George W. Danielson, of the firm of Knowles,

Anthony & Danielson, publishers of the Provi-

dence Journal, Providence. R. I., is dead.

Peter A. Jordan, of the firm of Mackellar,

Smiths & Jordan, proprietors of the Johnson

Type Foundry, Philadelphia, Pa., is dead.

Rubincain & Hendel, printers and publishers

of the Philadelphia Trade, Journal, Philadel-

phia, Pa., have dissolved partnership. Albert

Rubincain settles up the business.

The Wilson Brothers Toy & Willow Ware
Company reports a considerable demand for

baby carriages, which come in all of the popular

styles and at all prices. This firm is agents for

" Enchantment," the new game brought out by
Milton, Bradley & Co. , which is destined to have

a large sale.

Carter, Dinsmore & Co., on May 1, will re-

move their New York ofiice from 36 Dey street

to 62 Cliflf street, near Beekman. The new fac-

tory of the firm at Nos. 163 and 172 Columbus
street, Boston, has been completed and occupied

and the firm is now prepared to supply the trade

with its popular brand of inks at the shortest

notice, and in quantities to suit the largest de-

mands.

There are so many birthday, Easter and

other cards on the market that it is difiScult to

see how any firm in this line of productions can

claim to having brought out anything new, so

varied and unlimited are the designs of these

goods ; yet there are firms who not only claim

this achievement but are prepared to prove it.

One of these firms is Marcus Ward & Co.,

w hose line of plain and fringed cards is de-

cidedly new and fresh in design and of so varied

a character as to suit all tastes. The firm has

cards of all sizes and prices, but even the

cheaper grades are very attractive. They are

printed on the best stock, and the coloring and
general execution are done in the finest style of

chromo-lithography. No. 9328 is a cheap but

very pretty card in two floral designs, the most

striking of which is a bunch of red and white

roses on a rich background of leaves and
grasses. The coloring is very efifective and can-

not fail to please every one. No. 9239 is a card

with a dark yellow background and blue bor-

dering and a centre of flowering vines, the

coloring of which is very natural. No. 3358

shows three designs of lilies, and No. 4302 is

another very pretty floral design. These cards

have appropriate inscriptions and mottoes suit-

able for Easter. The firm is now oflEering scrip-

tural text books in a new form. The little

books known as " Bible Heartsease," " Bible

Forget-Me-Nots " and " Golden Grains," are put

up in a beautiful cloth cover-case handsomely
decorated and inscribed in gold and colors.

The "Rose" shade of F. H. Loss, Jr., is a
novelty that must be seen to be appreciated. The
shade is made of tissue paper in various tints,

red, pink, yellow, green and purple. It comes
in the shape of a full-blown rose, with a dark
yellow centre and crimped leaves in exact imi-

tation of the natural flower. It is made to slip

over any gas or lamp globe by means of a bit of

wire, which is secured to the back of the shade
and by means of which the shade is fastened to

the burner, thus acting as a shield for the eyes
and diffusing through the room a light corre-

sponding to its beautiful color. The shade is

neatly packed in a paper box and being light

the cost of sending it through the mails is very
trifling. It retails for fifty cents. In addition

to the " Rose" shade Mr. Loss constantly keeps

on hand a full line of Swiss carvings and other

novelties of a salable character.

C. F. A. Hinrichs has a very complete line of

out-door games, including lawn tennis, archery,

croquet, base balls, foot balls, &c. He has also

all the standard parlor games. His line of toys

arid household ornaments, such as bisque figures,

stationery, &c., is also very large, and dealers

wishing to order goods in this line would do well

to send for his catalogues and price-lists.

Adam Mohart, dealer in toys, &c., Elizabeth,

N. J., has sold out.

H. W. Johnson, publisher, Apalachicola, Fla.,

is advertising to sell out.

R. A. O'Gorman, dealer in picture frames,

Hartford, Conn., have assigned.

Nounnan & McCusker, stationers and print-

ers, San Francisco, Cal., have been attached.

Wise & Van Horn, printers, Philadelphia,

Pa., have failed and have been sold out by the

sheriff.

Beach, Barnard & Co., printers, Chicago, 111.,

have lost a member of their firm in the death of

S. S. Beach.

Charles Cotton & Brothers, stationers, &c..

Phoenix, Ariz., have dissolved partnership.

Charles Cotton having retired from the business.

Wilcox & Parker, publishers of the People's

Gazette, Norwich, Conn., have dissolved part-

nership. George L. Parker retires from the

business.

The Michigan Tradesman has been enlarged

from four to eight pages. This journal is de-

voted to the mercantile and manufacturing in-

terests of the State of Michigan. Its increasing

prosperity is an indication of the ability with

which it is conducted.

The New York Silicate Book Slate Company
has reduced its prices on book and leaf slates 25

per cent. This reduction is warranted by the

large increase in the business of the company.

The Boards of Education of New York and

Philadelphia are using the book and leaf slated

in large quantities. For the past fourteen years

'

these articles have given satisfaction to teachers

and pupils in many thousands of schools through-

out the country.

I. H. Hamburger's advertising novelties and

art souvenir establishment at 333 Broadway,

New York, was damaged by fire on MondajrJ

evening. The business occupies the four uppefi

floors of the five-story iron front building a^

that number. The top floor was the stock roon

and was piled full of the brilliant hued and

pictured paper saws, paper whisp brooms, paper

bouquets, and other paper devices, some o£

which are already in nine-tenths of all the house-]

holds in the land, and some of which are yet tol

excite the admiration and stimulate the extrav-T

agance of the spring shopper. A good many!
tons of the stuff in neat piles afforded material|

in which the flre, which seems to have caught

from the stove, smouldered and smoked for twol

hours last evening. When the roof had beenl

opened to let out the smoke and thousands ofl

gallons of water had drowned out most of tbel

fire, the piled-up stuff had all to be overhauled^

to get at smouldering and heated parts of thq

heaps. The result was a peculiar ruin. The

floor was strewn three feet deep with the wreckl

of the pictures, some blackened and some wet.j

but still furnishing a bewildering variety o£

form and color. Many were showered into the!

BLOTTER
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REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.
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TABLETS
F^OKIEID I3Sr BOXES
100 SHEETS lU PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE LARGEST A^D FINEST LIKE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, incIudinK Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
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»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty Street, New York.
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street. Mr. Hamburger estimates his loss at

$15,000. He has an insurance of $57,000.

Thomas Connell, paper stock dealer. Provi-

dence, R. I., has been attached for $800.

Capital Publishing Com-
has been sold to J. X.

The Topeka Daily

pany, Topeka, Kan.,

Hudson.

The American Trade Printing and Publishing

Company, St. Louis, Mo., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $15,000.

The price-list and special discounts for " Spen-

cerian " inks were changed by Ivison, Blake-

man, Taylor & Co. on February 1.

J. W. Stowell & Co., toy chair manufactur-

ers, Putney, Vt., have dissolved partnership.

J. W. Stowell continues the business.

Timothy O'Connell, stationer, &c., Moncton,

N. B., is reported to have left that town. His

business at Amherst, N. S., is closed.

William Butler & Co., paper manufacturers,

Philadelphia, Pa., are offering to compromise

with their creditors at fifty cents on the dollar,

in unsecured notes, at twelve, fifteen and

eighteen months.

The bondholders of the Exeter Wood Pulp

Company, having an ofi3ce in Boston, have taken

possession, and the concern will be wound up.

It is thought that the property will about pay
the bonds.

The schedules in the assignment for the benefit

of creditors by Seymour Lyman and Julian W.
Curtiss, of Lyman & Curtiss, 23 Murray street,

wholesale toy merchants, to Geo. P. Sheldon,

which were filed yesterday in the Court of

Common Pleas, show : liabilities, $173,385.01
;

nominal assets, $148,393.37, and actual assets,

$95,634.13.

The paper and card cutting machines manu-
factured by Edward L. Miller, Philadelphia,

are ranked among the best. They are said to

be well built, powerful and rapid cutters, fitted

perfectly in all of their parts, and of ample
strength to bear any strain that can be placed

upon them. They cut cardboard and paper per-

fectly true and smooth. The full cut is made
by one stroke of the lever ; any length of paper

can be handled in front of the knife. Various

improvements have been made during the two
years of their manufacture, which have added
greatly to their convenience, speed and dura-

bility.

The Globe Manufacturing Company, 44 Beek-

man street. New York, is making several styles

of paper cutters, in different sizes, to which it

invites the attention of buyers. The " Peerless "

side lever cutter is said to be the easiest and
quickest hand-working cutter in the market.

This company also manufactures the end-lever

"Jewel" cutter and the "Peerless" job print-

ing press, which has obtained a high reputation.

A meeting of the stockholders of the National

Blank Book Company, 66 and 68 Duane street,

New York city, and Holyoke, Mass., took place

yesterday, and H. S. Dewey was appointed

agent and general manager. Under this ar-

rangement Charles H. Lamport retires.

The copartnership heretofore existing under

the firm name of E. H. Bender, bookseller and
stationer, Albany, N. Y., has been dissolved,

and a new copartnership has been formed by
H. H. Bender and E. H. Bender, under the firm

name of H. H. Bender.

The style of the Gilbert & Mallory Publish-

ing Company, Louisville, Ky., has been changed

to Bradley & Gilbert Company.

T. J. Brown, paper hanger, New Orleans, La.,

is dead.

J. P. Currie, stationer, &c., Omaha, Neb., has
sold out.

James W. Golledge, printer, Hillsboro, Tex.,

has been burned out. Insured.

Glenwood J. Brann, picture frame manufac-
turer, Boston, Mass., has failed.

Edward Kean, newsdealer, &c., Greenfield,

Mass., has sold out to Edward O'Hara.

The Champion Card and Paper Company,
Pepperell, Mass., has a paid in capital of

$47,300.

McKay & Osborne, printers, Penetanguishene,

Ont., have dissolved partnership. D. R. McKay
continues the business.

J. S. Cushing & Co., printers, Boston, Mass.,

have, dissolved partnership. J. S. Cushing con-

tinues the business under the same style.

The reversible sample envelope, made by the

Cincinnati Paper Novelty Company, for which
C. M. Ward, 28 Bond street, New York, is agent,

is one of the best mediums for inclosing samples

in the market. It can be had in a variety of

sizes, and will be supplied in sizes to order.

Each envelope will answer for a single sample
or for a package over an inch thick.

The weather of the past few days has stimu-

lated the trade in spring goods very much. The
small boy has fairly made a corner on baseballs,

as the demand has grown so great that manu-
facturers are unable to supply the goods as fast

as wanted. The Wilson Brothers Toy and Wil-

loware Company, in anticipation of this run,

has supplied itself with the finest and largest

line of baseballs and bats to be had, and the

trade would do well to inspect its goods, which
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are from the best and most reliable manufac-

turers.

A. & K. Flynn, paper manufacturers, Whip-
pany, N. J., have been attached.

W. R. Leflet, publisher of the Railroader,

Toledo, Ohio., has sold out to J. H. McElroy.

Nounnan & McCusker, stationers and prin-

ters, San Francisco, Cal., have been attached.

S. J. Talbot & Co., manufacturers of fancy

boxes, Milford, N. H., have sold out to the D. L.

Wilcox Manufacturing Company.

W. C. Nevin & Brothers, dealers in show-

cases, Denver, Col., have dissolved partnership.

W. C. and A. L. Nevin continue the business

under the style of W. C. Nevin & Brother.

Edward Posen & Co. are oflfering to the trade

the finest line of fancy leather albums probably

ever on exhibition in this city. These goods

are made up in the most elegant style and their

quality is A 1.

T. M. Simpson, Philadelphia, is sending sam-

ple sets of chromo cards, embracing some 150

numbers, also sample sheet of bevel-edge cards,

containing about forty different styles, the

charge for which will be deducted on an order

amounting to $15.

George Uibel has pleased lovers of novelty

very much in the production of bis sea-bean and
alligator-teeth jewelry. A sea-bean is a nov-

elty in itself, especially to Northerners, being a

production of the coast of Florida. It is sus-

ceptible of a high polish and when set with a
compass or inscribed with an initial letter, sym-
bol or figure, with gold mounting, it makes a

very handsome watch-charm. It is made up
not only in charms but ladies' ^breast-pins,

ear-rings, and as articles of curio. Mr. Uibel

also makes very fine scarf, veil-pins, bangles,

ear-drops, &c., from alligator-teeth, which are

susceptible of a fine polish.

Eberhard Faber has brought out two new
styles of combination pens and pencils. They
are designated as Nos. 13 and 14. The holder is

an enameled paper tube, one end of which has

a pen and the other a pencil. No. 14, in addi-

tion to pen and pencil combinations, has a rub-

ber attachment, and comes with a No. 35 rever-

sible pen-holder. Both numbers are in assorted

colors—red, black and blue. One great advant-

age of this combination pen and pencil is that

the pen and pencil attachments screw instead

of slide into the tube holder, thus making them
perfectly firm, whereas by a simple sliding ar-

rangement they would be very apt to be loose,

thus preventing rapid and good writing. The
article is very nicely finished in nickel, and
must become very popular with the trade.

Alexander Roberts, the secretary of the Book
Binders' Provident Association, committed sui-

cide by shooting himself on the 26th ult. Mr.

Roberts occupied a desk in an office on Park

row. New York, and was admitted to it late the

evening before by the janitor of the building.

It is supposed that a short time afterward he

committed suicide. On his desk were found

letters addressed to Eugene N. Roberts, a

brother, and to Mr. Hubbard. In his letter to

his brother he said he was despondent ; he was
tired of living and therefore he ended his life.

Mr. Roberts was a bachelor. For nineteen years

he was employed by Munn & Co., and was the

last person rescued from the World building

fire two years ago. His brother said he could

assign no cause for the suicide, as the dead

man's accounts and business matters were in

good condition.

The numerous art productions of the Palmer
Art Company have attained such a wide popu-

larity that no stationer or fancy goods dealer

can expect to meet the wants of his customers

without having in stock a larger or smaller

number of the novelties of this company. The
Easter goods of the Palmer Art Company are

unusually attractive this season. Its line of

Easter lilies and magnolia flowers on palettes,

plaques and panels is composed of a most artis-

tic class of goods. The same may be said of its

large line of plush and satin handkerchief

boxes, Easter and birthday cards, confectionery

boxes, &c.
'

J. E. Linde has brought out a very fine line

of fans this season. They are printed in from
three to ten colors, and comprise some twenty
designs. Some of the leading designs are pan-

sies with a child's head in the centre, " crazy
quilt," a boat scene, &c. They are well gotten

up, and will, no doubt, prove some of the most
popular advertising novelties for the coming
season.

The " Acme " tablet composition is intended
for bookbinders' and stationers' use in putting

up billheads, statements, &c., into neat pads.

One pound of the composition will make up from
400 to 500 pads of commercial note, 100 sheets

each. The article is prepared by the Acme
Composition Company, New York.

John Petrie, Jr., has received notice of the
shipment of a large quantity of the " French
A. B." ink. This will be welcome news to the
trade, as he is behind on his orders.

E. J. Dill, publisher of Cosmos, Council
Grove, E!an., has been succeeded by Dill &
Bell.

The News and Courier Company, Boulder,

Col., has been sold to Robert Tilney for $4,000.

W. H. Bowen, publisher of the Republican,

Sulsun, Cal., has sold out.

Agnes Aycock, bookseller and stationer,

Americus, Ga,, has been burned out; loss, $4,000,

insured for $3,600.

Reports from Philadelphia state that the lia-

bilities of Wm. Butler & Co., paper manufac-

turers, will amount to about $43,000.

A fire at Niagara Falls, N. Y., on Monday
destroyed Hill & Murray's paper mill. The loss

is estimated at $40,000 ; fully covered by in-

surance.

E. H. Guppy, bookseller, &c., San Jos6, Cal.,

has admitted E. S. G. Guppy to partnership, and

the style of the firm has been changed to E. H.

Guppy & Son.

Louis Dreka, Philadelphia, has been very suc-

cessful with his fancy articles for Easter, and is

now preparing for Xmas novelties, which will

be of the highest order.

E. G. Locke & Co., Philadelphia, have a large

trade in gold and silver papers, relief sheet pic-

tures, and paper laces. Their assortment of il-

luminated birthday and chromo cards is very

extensive and moderate in price.

Waggener's improved trial balance book pub-

lished by W. M. Christy's Sons, Philadelphia,

are now in use in all of the large commercial

establishments of this country. The increase in

its sales of this year has been enormous.

J. L. Shoemaker & Co., Philadelphia, report

that their sales for last month exceed those of

any previous March, and their factories are

kept running at night. They have added shoe

goods to their lines, and have recently started

another factory which nearly doubles their

manufacturing capacity. The outlook for busi-

ness is good.

John B. Davids & Co. have just been awarded

a patent for a penrack inkstand. It is cylin-

drical in form, and has a deflected base which

serves to hold in place a rim of metal. This has

an arm on either side, which, when the stand is

in use, can be made to project, and thus serve as

a pen-rack. The stand is put up with all varie-

ties of the firm's inks.

The National Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia, offers to the trade its new line of photo -

graph albums bound in plush and leather. It

has issued a large and attractive assortment of

designs, which cannot fail to command a large

sale. It has made a specialty of using only the

best materials and of producing a durably

bound and elegantly finished album. The cards

are of heavy white paper, with a neat gold

border, and are free from the wrinkling or

"cockling" which causes so much dissatisfac-
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tion in other albums. The plush used is of extra

fine quality, with a long silky nap.

Jenkinson & Foulke, publishers, Richmond,

Ind., have applied for a receiver.

On Monday evening a fire oroke out on the

second floor of No. 138 Fulton street, New York,

occupied by Thomas H. Morrison, printer. His

stock and fixtures were damaged $2,000.

On Monday night a fire broke out on the top

floor of No. 332 Broadway, New York, occupied

by I. H. Hamburger, dealer in fancy paper and

novelty goods. The stock was damaged $10,000.

The ThomasW. Price Company, Philadelphia,

is doing a good business with Easter and birth-

day cards, chromo cards, and shape novelties.

This firm has also a good trade in printers' sup-

plies.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., stationers. New
York city, have lost the senior member of

their firm by the death of Henry Bainbridge.

The business will be continued by John George

Bainbridge under the same style.

John Glenn, Marcus Ward & Co.'s well-known

representative, has lately been in Chicago, and

reports a moderate trade for immediate wants,

with prospective requirements quite up to the

average. The lately fiooded districts are behind

with business, but the trade there expect an

increased demand which is likely to swell their

sales to an amount equal to former seasons.

W. Schimonsky, manager for Theodore Leon-

hardt & Sons, Philadelphia, reports that their

line of Easter cards has been a success. The

firm is preparing its samples of Christmas cards,

and will have a large assortment of fine and

high-priced goods, and also some attractive but

cheaper cards, including job lots. The house is

in the field with Xmas novelties to suit all de-

mands for high and low-priced goods.

Claxton & Co., book publishers, Philadelphia,

have suspended. The liabilities are over $150,-

000, of which $100,000 is personal debts and $50,-

000 for merchandise. The firm has not been

regarded as making any progress for some time

past. Their publishing business was not large,

but they had a good jobbing trade. The failure

was due to an extremely dull trade during the

past year. The firm had been previously doing

a profitable business. It is the intention of the

firm to ask for an extension, which will prob-

ably be given. It has requested all of the houses

which sell it goods to give it a week's credit for

all goods sold the firm since the 2d inst. A
statement will be made in a few days and sent

out to the creditors. It has been known

for some time in the book and stationery trade

in this city that the firm was embarrassed, but

this was only thought to be temporary, and

hence its credit was very good. The announce-

ment of the failure took the trade by surprise

here, as the creditors had received no intima-

tion of it beyond the fact that the extension

was desired. William Barnes, of the firm of

A. S. Barnes & Co., stated to a reporter of The
Stationer that his firm had been told some

time ago that Claxton & Co. were embarrassed,

but as their orders were small, they were filled

without hesitation. His firm would lose some-

thing like $200 by the failure. Another mem-
ber of A. S. Barnes & Co. said that he had no

doubt that a temporary extension would be

given, and the firm would continue business.

Daniel Appleton, of D. Appleton & Co., said :

"The failure has been anticipated by us for

some time, because the firm has been doing an

unprofitable business. Our loss will be about

$1,000." Perhaps the largest creditors in New

York are Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,

who will lose probably $2,000. Liebenroth,

Von Auw & Co., who have been doing business

with Claxton & Co. , stated that their loss would
be between $700 and $800. The following has

been received by the trade here :

Dear Sir—Owing to the extremely dull trade this

year, and a profitless business for several past years,

we find ourselves'compelled to stop payments. "We
will, as soon as possible, make a statement of our
affairs, and trust our friends and creditors will be
disposed to act toward us in a liberal spirit.

Yours very respectfully,

E. Claxton & Co.

The National Publishing Company, Phila-

delphia, has issued its spring catalogue of

Family Bibles and standard books. Every
dealer in the United States and Canada should

have one. It is handsomely illustrated with

engravings of the bindings, which are invalu-

able to the dealers in making up orders under-

standingly.

The Globe Files Company has informed C. M.
Ward, its New York agent, 28 Bond street, that

its factory is again in full working order, and
the heavy loss and inconvenience caused to its

customers by the late flood it hopes will never

be duplicated. It promises with its improved
facilities to add constantly new and live-selling

novelties, the board clips and lawyers' docu-

ment-box cases being the latest.

PH. HAKE
-MANUFACTUKEK OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AHD WEDDIHG STATIOHERT,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OF DANCING,

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St,,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

JOHN E. EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

BLAHK B@0E
.AND

B-A.iL.Tiiv2:oR,E, ivrr).

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.
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DIRECTORY. Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c. Papers—Fancy.

Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of 810 per annam for each card.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y. BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Copying Books. Paper Manufacturers.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.Artists' and Drawing Materials. JERSEY CIT Y PAPER CO White and Colored

ABBOTT, A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, lU.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping. Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets. Boston, Mass.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinir.

KISSAM B A 32 Beekman St N Y
Art Publishers.

Engravers.
BtJFFORD'S SONS J H Boston, Mass., 293 & 295 Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DTTNHAM TOR T Jir CD Mflmifflptiirer*? anA Rnlft

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago. 111. WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
Envelope Manufacturers. Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond st.. New
Tork; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

'
ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For

the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.
Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WAHRENGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.
TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.

Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.
BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..

134 and 136 WilUam St., N. Y. Pen Manufacturers—Gold.
HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

Base-Ball Manufacturers. ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Rubber Stamps.Amusements, Toys. &c., LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.119 Chambers St., N. Y.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 22 Milk st., Boston.

Blank Book Manufacturers.
PLIMPTON MFG. CO.. Hartford, Conn.

REAY. M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester. Mass,
600RUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Beade St., N. Y. Scrap and Invoice Books.

COTTON & GOULD, Manufacturers of the Yankee
Letter File and Binder, 2t Milk St., Boston. Eyelet Machines.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y. LTPMAN, HYMEN L., .51 South 4th St., Phila. Scrap Book Pictures.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.
BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

Sealing Wax Manufacturers.
PRICE, THOS W., CO., 505 Minor St..Philadelphia, Pa. ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk st.,

Blotter Tablets and Pads.
Globes.

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St..

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty St.. N. Y.

Bookbinders.
ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond

St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 FiiltY^n ^t N V

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Fra,nklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Manifold Paper Manufacturers.Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Grain Tables.Materials. ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables 81.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gunn Labels and Seals.

Silk Ornaments.

Bookbinders' Machinery. PAT Tvr .fr TiTiT'TTTTrT T?T? J 6 "W. Fourteenth St., N. Y.PALM & FECHTELER,
-j ^ Lag^lle St., Chicago, 111.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

DONNELL, E. P.. & CO., Chicago, 111. EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates.

HICKOK, W. 0., Harrisburg, Pa.
Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.
U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Stationers' Hardvi^are.

MoADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y

J. F. MUHCH. Agent.
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Leather Back and Side Titles.
PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,

Springfield, Mass. cox. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, Bl. Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN T W & C B 25 Centre st N Y
Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

AGAR. ALEXANDER, 110 William St., N. Y

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.Bookbinders' Materials.
29 Hawley St.. Boston, Mass,

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.;

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.
6ARNAR. THOS., & CO.. 181 WilUam St., N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.
Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield, Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

HAKE. PH. 155 WUliam St.. N. Y

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper,

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. PhUa.. Pa.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcester. Ma's.

Tag Manufacturers.

Cara Board Manufacturers. DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia ; 155 Dearborn st. . Chicago ; 143 WalnutTRIER. S.. & SON, 190 William St.. N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.
ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton

St., Manilla, Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.
BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLUNS. A. M.. SON. & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa. LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y.. Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties

PRIOR & HILGENBERQ, 313 W. Baltimore St. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

HAKE. PHILIP. 155 WiUiam St.. N Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N.. 313 to 319 E. 22d St.. N. Y G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HCWAUD IBOf( WOBES, Buflalo, N. Y.

WEIDMAKTJ. * "V! n-<^«Hwo- ^- Y

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.. Carpentersville, lU. Tracing Cloth.
SHRIVER. T.. & CO.. 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patepts, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.TATUM, SAMUEL C. & CX}.. Cincinnati, O.
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ESTABLISHED l830. ESTABLISHED 1830

J. tl. BUF-I^OPLID'S SOlSrS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
BIRTHDAY and

R.WARB. [ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Cliroinos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricultural and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MOXROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHrr I>ETRXE, Jr^
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. F-PLEISTOH: OOFYHSTGI- IISTKIS.
Goodall's Camden Wliist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Qrinding Mills, <fec.

THE BLACK k CLAWSON CO.'S

Lnprmd Fsrforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES

:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio,

E. Gr. LOOI^E &c CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OLized and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES I

AN D EASTE R

I

^CARDS
iOO.OOO Cards from all the Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, S5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

TRADE ITEMS

•.Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot. H. H. CARTER, 3 BeaCOIl St., BostOn.

C. F. Rumpp, Philadelphia.is doing very well

with his newly-imported goods, as well as with

his own manufactured goods. His travelers, E.

C. Ripka, In^the East, and C. B. Moore, in the

West, report a very good trade.

It is needless to waste words in calling atten.

tion to the fine art cards of L. Prang & Co-

They have been so repeatedly described in The
Stationer that they are almost as well known
to the trade as a steel pen or blank book. SuflBce

to say that no dealer cares to present a line of

goods to the trade without adding to it some of

the well-known productions of Prang. This

firm is preparing to present this season addi-

tional attractions in its line. Its variety is al-

ready unlimited, and there is also a wide range
of prices. It has literally a bazaar of fine art

souvenirs.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company
has been obliged to secure more commodious
quarters, and hence will remove on May 1 to

Nos. 146, 148 and 150 Centre street, corner

Walker, where it will have four times

its present office and factory capacity. The
company will continue to manufacture its pres-

ent line of white and manilla writing tablets,

pads and portfolios, and will in addition intro-

duce in a short time several new and popular

forms of writing tablets. Its line now em-
braces desk or memorandum pads, white book
pads, bound on the end, the "Perfect" pencil

tablet, manuscript papers in pads, tinted and
white, heavy neutral tint, legal and foolscap in

pads, blank drafts, notes, receipts, reporters'

note books, spelling blanks, the " American "

blotter tablet, the "Knickerbocker" blotter

tablet for pen and pencil use, " Perfect " pencil

drawing tablets, parchment copying books and
paper, water-color blocks, the " Fac Simile"

sales book, &c. Of the " Perfect " pencil tablets

it made 50,000,000 in eighteen months. The
company's facilities will be more than doubled

in its new quarters. It will have a larger force

of employes, more machinery, and altogether

it expects to be able to fill every order within

forty-eight hours after it is given.

Janentzky & Weber, manufacturers and deal-

ers in artists' materials, Philadelphia, are hav-

ing a great run on their medallion papier-mach^

plaques, square outside, with plaque centre, of

a diameter of 8, 10 and 12 inches. The square

outside answers the purpose of a frame, and
can be gilded and ornamented, making a beau-

tiful contrast for painting on the plaque centre.

The demand for these medallion plaques have

increased to such an extent that this firm has

found it necessary to make special efforts to fill

its orders. Oblong papier-mache plaques, from
5x8 to 10x15 inches in size, are very desirable

for landscape and figure painting. Architects'

indelible colored inks and indelible India ink,

which are sold by Janentzky & Weber, are

finely prepared, and will stand washing with

either alcohol or water. The liquid indelible

India ink is jet-black and perfectly soluble in

water. Drawings made with it, when diluted,

will still bear washing. Draughtsmen desiring

to make notes or corrections on blue prints will

find the blue print inks of this firm indispen-

sable. No other ink can be used for this pur-

pose. Polished mahogany cases, containing

twelve bottles assorted of architects, India and
blue print Inks, for counter or drawing-room,

are made by this firm. Its collection of Bar-

botene ware is the finest In the country, and
this ware is always in great demand, as well as

the material for tapestry, painting and repousse

work (hammered brass).
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies ... - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 3, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of importers and jobbers in this city, together with a
detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A. review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DnANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, Gleneral Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office ; F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga,

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ Ludgate Circus Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholin, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

r TT Ho T),,--_ J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

-j ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ Indies.

T»v,- n»~.., J Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan
-j Adelaide. AustraUk.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Bra^I.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

JosS A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijob CuraQoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum j ^ands"""'
^*°'^'^'°'' ^"

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Halght Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
\ ^ZSi^!"^"^"'

^'""'^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondente of the source of their information.

Because of extra pressure on its columns,

Occasioned by the spring announcements
of the trade, The Stationer has been
obliged to increase its pages this week.
Readers are cautioned to carefully scru-

tinize the contents of the advertising pages,

that they may profit thereby.

The events of the past week in Cincin-

nati, deplorable from every point of view,

have unsettled business in that city and
have kept back our usual letter from that

point. The silence of our correspondent is

sufficiently indicative of disturbed and un-

settled feeling, injurious alike to public

comfort and business prosperity.

An enthusiastic subscriber, remitting to

The Stationer for another year, says :

" Would not be withoutit for $10 peryear."

That's just the way we want to make it.

It is the aim of this paper to so .faithfully

represent its constituency and serve the

interests of the trade that the matter of

cost will not stand in the way of its

patrons. At the same time. The Stationer
costs only $3 per annum and it hopes to

increase the estimation in which it is held,

if such a possibility exists.

Several bills are pending in Congress,

designed to cheapen and facilitate postal

delivery. Cue of the features is the reduc-

tion of letter postage to one cent. The
Stationer heartily favots this, as well as

every other " reform," which will reduce

the cost of postage and expedite the trans-

mission of mail matter. One step, we
think, ought to be taken ; that is, that the

telegraph companies should be required to

affix and cancel a postage-stamp to each

message which they may deliver. They
now " beat" the postal revenue and should

be required to make up the deficiency so far

as they are concerned in creating it.

" KJsrowLEDGE and business " is the text

which one of the daily papers takes as a

basis for remark in a recent issue. It pre-

mises by saj ing :
" The virtues of honesty,

diligence and thrift, if requiring to be al-

ways inculcated by precept and example,

like all other admonitions to good conduct,

are the primary essentials to success, and
universally recognized as such. No busi-

ness man would expect to succeed without

them, any more than without a knowledge
of prices or the conditions of the market."

Then follows the argument that even

these qualifications are insufficient without

study of the conditions which govern trade

and the circumstances which actuate them.

These are fair conclusions. A merchant

may be scrupulously honest, attentive to

business and economical in management
and yet never get along. We find ample
record of failures where all of these good
qualities pervaded the business life of the

unfortunate insolvent, and yet ignorance

was the inciting cause to disaster. The
business man must become a student, not

only of the resources of his occupation, but

of its perplexities and disorders. '* Wis-
dom," says the proverb, " is justified of her
children," and the truth of the saying is

never better exemplified than in the life of

a business man. Superior knowledge, or

natural intuition, broadened by education,

reinforced by activity, inquiry, courage
and energy, and backed by integrity, make
the perfect man of business. Education is

" essential not only to standing but to prac-

tical success,"—this in a moral sense as

well. Don't forget it.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Tbade Lounger.

Some very pretty things are to be had in

Japanese ware. These consist of punch bowls,

vases, cigar cases, &c. They have handsome
decorations in colors and are attractive. Prices

vary according to style, &c.

* * * *

Rubber dolls can be had in all sizes neatly

dressed in plain and fashionable goods. They
are very durable and this is their only point of

merit, as they are not equal in appearance to

China and bisque goods.

If one wants a nice article in the way of

a fine album without paying a very high price

there is a great variety of albums bound in

French morocco, to choose from. They are of

the quarto size with handsomely embossed

covers. Prices are $3.50 and up. A cheaper

album has a plush cover and is of the octavo

size. ^ ^ ^ ^

If you want to see yourself in oil, and
your purse is not overburdened with spare cash,

get your likeness taken on a sea-shell. There

are one or two firms who 'make a business of

furnishing likenesses on sea-shells, and the work
is done very nicely. The shells are of various

sizes, some being large enough to mount on

easels. Prices are as low as $1.

* * * *

A neat thing in paper-weights is thai

obelisk weight. It is made of colored glass withJ

numerous hieroglyphics in imitation of theJ

Egyptian obelisk, making it ornamental asj

well as symbolical.
* * * *

Some very fine table-ware now comes in!

fine French glass of various beautiful colors,}

elegantly figured, &c., and mounted in silver*

An exceedingly tasteful thing in Easter

and birthday cards is a small square panel of

oak with landscape scenes painted in oil. Goods

of this character retail for $3.50 apiece, and

are a Swiss production.
* * * *

During the past few years quite a demand
has been created for Japanese fans. Some of

the new styles this season will consist of square

and rectangular shaped fans. They are cheap,

but novel and attractive.

* * * *

A "sewing companion" can be had in

the shape of a horse-shoe made of nickel nicely

polished. It has a velvet emery cushion for

needles and pins ; holds a thimble, four spools

of thread, a pair of scissors, and a button-hook.
* * * *

The rage is now for novelties in pocket

and pen-knives. These are made in a variety of

odd shapes. The handles are of pearl and va-
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rious expensive materials. Some of these arti-

cles are quite fashionable as watch charms.
•T- 'P '!• ^

Sconces of bronze are mounted in easel

frames and on pedestals. They are very orna-

mental, being in large demand for furnishing

the parlor or sitting-room.

The junior partner of a down-town
blank-book concern has returned from a visit

to the South, having been to Washington, where

he tarried several days. Tariff issues are still

unsettled, although he might have added the

weight of his influence to bring them to a focus.

Why did he not perform this duty ?

* * * *

It is currently reported that the stock-

holders of a well-known manufacturing house

have been in consultation during the past week,

discussing the question: "What shall we do

with it ? " The future is still uncertain. I could

make a suggestion.

I learn, in conversation with members of

the trade, that your Boston correspondent is sus-

pected of being another individual whose ini-

tials are identical with his, and who was for-

merly in the stationery trade. Now, I happen

to know that they are all wrong, and that the

Boston man is not the person whom they take

him to be. He is a "newspaper feller." Don't

mix things any more.
^*-^

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
M. wants to know who makes paper barrels.

Ans.—American Paper Barrel Company,
Hartford, Conn.
M. & M. ask : Who makes the " Westlock " brand of

flat and folded papers ?

Ans.—We believe that it is made by the Keith

Paper Company, Turner's Falls, Mass.

R. K. F. wants to know who manufactures " Per-

fection " linen paper, and whether It is put up in

note, iSc, sizes with envelopes for fine trade.

Ans.—We don't know who makes it,but under-

stand that it is controlled by the Powers Paper

Company. It is to be had in any size wanted
and with envelopes as de sired.

F. G. Q. wants addresses of manufacturers of en-

velope machines.

Ans.—Whitcomb Envelope Company, Wor-
cester, Mass. ; W. H. Hill, Worcester, Mass.

;

Lockwood Manufacturing Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa, ; Berlin & Jones Envelope Company,
New York, M. A. Reay, New York.
W. & K. want to know who manufactures the " Du-

plex" letter clip.

Ans.—H. B. Pisk & Co., Newark, N. J.

M. M. & Co. are informed that the Lawrence
patent has expired and that Ivison, Blakeman,

Taylor & Co., New York, are making the

"Spencerian" spiral pen rack.

W. H. H. is informed that Ward & Gay, Bos-

ton, are also proprietors of a brand of paper

known as "Banker's."

Subscriber is informed that patent oilers are

also manufactured by T. C. Chalk, Pawtucket,

R. I. ^-»
P. C. Brown, manager of the Fountain Ink

Company, has just returned from a very success-

ful trip through New England where the sterling

good qualities of "Caw's" ink are probably

better known and appreciated than anywhere
else. During the past two years this enterpris-

ing corporation has made extensive inroads

into the West and South, and at present it is

hard to find a well stocked stationery store from
Maine to California, or from Lake Superior to
the Gulf of Mexico where " Caw's Ink " is not
conspicuously exhibited on the shelves.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
S. J. Brown $10,000

William Brown (R.) . 335

A.R.Everton 2,000

D.H. Gildersleeve (R) 1,0

Grogan & Martin 4,000

E. T. Mullaley 200

Tobias Nesv (E) 20,000

A.E.Nolan 300

W.N.Oliver 4.500

Palmer Straw Sewing Machine Company (R.). 5,000

Palmer Straw Sewing Machine Company (R.). 6,000

Cokeley Brothers 950

Moritz & Johnson 200

Street & Meyers 1,050

EASTERN STATES.
George 0. Robinson, Lynn, Mass 350

Frank M. Robinson, Newton, Mass 1,200

Nathaniel S. Dearborn, Boston, Mass 300

O. W. Ennis, Boston, Mass 100

Maximilian Reder, Boston, Mass 100

George E. Todd, Boston, Mass. (three-eights

undivided interest of plant) 330

Charles F. Waite, Boston, Mass 150

Charles Rhodes, Gloucester, Mass 151

John Gaffney, Lawrence, Mass. (Real) 800

Victor Belanger (Belanger & Adams), Worces-

ter, Mass, Le Courier de Worcester — SCO

MIDDLE STATES.
Thomas Heilemaun, Philadelphia, Pa Si9

Hiram C. Heffelflnger, Reading, Pa. (Real). .

.

1,050

Henry Rosenstock, Bloomburg, Pa. (R.) 200

Holton & Inman, Lancaster, Pa. (Real) 1,200

Wm. R. Balch, Philadelphia, Pa., Interna-

tional Review 1,433

WESTERN STATES.
South Chicago Post Printing Company, South

Chicago, 111 800

Herald Printing Company, Council Bluffs, la.

(Warranty Deed) 1,000

Stratton (Sigler & Stratton), Detroit,
Mich (R.) 271

William H. Bickley , Minneapolis, Minn 450

J. W. Harbourne (Billings, Harbourne & Co.),

San Francisco, Cal. (Real) 800

Charles L. Gillingham, Colorado Springs, Col. 75

Bayless W. Hanna (et ux), Crawfordsville,
Ind., Review 2,152

Davenport Gazette Company, Davenport, la.. 7,000

George W. Chase, Newark, Ohio 750

George A. Garrett, Laramie City, W. T 400

WUliam Knabe, Laramie City, W. T. (B. S.).

.

588

SOUTHERN STATES.
A. W. Buerger, Jr. , St. Louis, Mo 2,500

F. A. Porter, St. Louis, Mo 389

J. S. Sherwood, Houston, Tex 1,400

CANADA.
D. R. McKay, Penetanguishene, Ont
Williamson & Co., Toronto, Ont
Murdock Brothers, Toronto, Ont
Timothy O'Connell, Moncton, N. B. (B. S.)

LIENS RELEASED.
Todd& Tucker, Boston, Mass
C. A. Perkins & Co. , Boston, Mass 535

Everett C. Stone, Worcester, Mass 3,500

Christian Hnber, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 1,800

The Geo. W. Cross Blank Book Manufactur-

ing Company, Newburgh, N. Y., is offering

specialties in blank books to which the attention

of the trade is invited. George W. Cross, of the

company, lately doing business at Saugerties,

asks his customers to address the new concern at

Newburgh, N. Y. See advertisement in an-

other column.
*-»-^

J. H. Buffiord's Sons have furnished a large

number of souvenirs for special occasions lately,

some of them being very novel and pretty. The
firm has facilities for supplying souvenirs at the

shortest notice for entertainments, balls, the-

atrical purposes, &c. ; and, when desired, designs

are also furnished. A very pretty souvenir re-

cently made up by the firm is in the form of a

kettle-drum. The material is red satin, the

hoops being blue ribbon. The heads of the

drum contain an inscription commemorative of

the occasion on which they were presented. The
firm is also making up a dove folding card as a

souvenir. This is very a propriate, especially

when it is desired to circulate printed matter

such as notices of the press, testimonial'', &c.
In the production of shape novelties, the firm is

as usual wide awake and enterprising, and is

able to furnish a great variety of new things in

this line at the shortest notice.

Office of The American Statio>jkr. i

Wednesday. April 2, 1884. I

THE MOlfEF ilf^ieKET.—Call loanson stocks

remain 1J^@3 per cent.and have not been affected by
the April settlements. The quarterly interest of the

United States 4s, amounting to S7,376,435, together

with othir interest payments now being disbursed,

assure a plentiful supply of money for some time to

come. The temper of the stock market continues

bearish and speculation is exceedingly tame, and
there is yet a lack of confidence which restrains out-

side operators from investing. Government bonds
were firm and railway bonds were active and irregu-
lar. Commercial bills of exchange are still very
scarce, and the market, though quiet, is firm.

TB£ PAPER MARKET.—Aiaa.o\igh business

is far from being encouraging, or even in as good
shape as was generally believed at the beginning of

the year it would be at this time, most of the ten-

dencies are in the right direction. The course of

shrinkage in the prices of paper is very generally

thought to have found its level, and it is encourag-
ing to know that a point has been reached where a
gradual recuperation may be looked for with some
reaction in prices which have fallen so abnormally
low. Although there are still business failures to

record each week, those of the past week in general

trade were fewer in number than they have been for

several months. Indicating that the weak concerns

are being eliminated, and thus conveying a greater

degree of confidence in the future. Although we
hear of very low prices being made, quotations for

almost every grade are on a very steady line, and,

with one or two exceptions, are about the same as
have ruled since the beginning of the year. A drop
of J4o- on No. 1 manilla has been made by one of the

leading makers. The manufacturers of straw wrap-
pings had a very secret meeting last week at Albany,

the object of which, it is said, was to take some ac-

tion to meet the advance in the price of straw, for

which they claim to be paying Sl0®12 per ton. They
declared an advance in heavy-weight paper of 15c.
per 100 lbs., so it is reported, but, in view of the
stocks in the market, it is doubtful if they will be
able to sustain this advance,

THE STATIOyERY MARKET. - Business

has not received that stimulus which the advent of

spring weather, it was hoped a few weeks ago, would
impart to it. There are still complaints of dullness,

and while prices have not declined the demand for

most articles of a staple character is very indiffer-

ent, to say the least. Dealers are very cautious and
are ordering in the smallest quantities. The demand
for fine stationery is very limited, although a little

better than a week or two ago. The trade in blank-

books is also very quiet and the indications are that

there will be no great activity in this line until ad-

vance orders for fall delivery begin to be received.

This change is not expected to take place before

May, There continues to be a fair demand for inks,

probably owing to the severe winter, which almost
entirely prevented shipments and thus caused a
large accumulation of orders. The trade in Easter

goods has almost ceased. A few dealers are reor-

dering, but the bulk of business does not amount to

much and is mostly of a home character. There is
a very good demand for outdoor games, and busi-
ness in these is expected to increase within the next
week or two. There is, a Uttle doing in juvenile
books, but the movement is very slow and does not
promise much.
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Nos. 54 & 56 Franklin and 77 "White Sts., New York.
— MANUFACTUREKS OF -

Blank Books, Envelopes, Writing Papers,
AND A FULL LINE OF PAPETERTES.

!>olft Jfi-oprieturs, J. Q, i'KMBLK & CO.

The above superior brand of Liuen Writing Paper is ofiEered to the Trade in the various sizes and

weights of FoUos to suit the requirements of Printers and liitUographers, and put up in Quarter
Ream Boxes, elegantly banded and labeled for the Fashionable Stationery Trade.

]!i^o. 90 Chambers Street, New York,
-^ Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
Jlnd Fancy Work Boxes

IT«f THE XJINlTEr> WT^TES,
In Plu^h, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLDSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRRORS.

f~ Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners,
FOR LICHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.
McGILL'S PATENT SU8PENDING-RINGS, 8USPENDING-8TAPLE8, BRACES & PINS

FOR HANCINC CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TACS.

McGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGILL'S PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA'..

Manufacturers. HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS. N.Y. City.
FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

^JGTiLSIIZlTGTOlT MsDiLZiZiZOIT FbzTS.

No.. 54 &. 56 FRANKLIN and 7T WHITE STREETS, NEW YORK.

TRADE NOTES.

The demand for copying paper and books

made by William Mann, Philadelphia, is so

large that this firm has had to get some new ma-
chinery built to keep pace with its orders. The
capacity for producticn will be doubled, which
will permit the house to satisfy all the demand
for these goods. This firm reports a very good
trade in all of its different departments.

Cassell & Company, 789 and 741 Broadway,
have in press for immediate publication, " The
United States Art Directory and \ ear Book"
(second year), being a chronicle of events in the

art world, and a guide for all interested in the

progress of art in America. Compiled by S. R.

Eoehler. This new edition of a book which was
pronounced upon its first appearance to be one

of the most useful publications ever issued, will

be found to have been materially improved and
augmented. Its size has been increased, and to

the useful features there have been added a

number of attractions, which will lift the new
issue far above the level of a mere practical book

of reference. Principal among these attractions

are the " Chronicle," giving a concise but very

full account of the art events of the past year, and
the illustrations, of which there are no less than

seventy-six, most of them full-page. Of these

illustrations, forty-four are given as souvenirs

of the exhibitions, representing some of the prin-

cipal pictures shown during the year ; three ar

devoted to sculpt'Jre ; ten represent American
art in Europe, i. e., pictures shown or medalled
on the other side during the year, while the
balance, nineteen in all, consists of views and
plans of nearly all the more important build-
ings devoted to art, in the shape of museums,
academies, &c. , throughout the United States.

Among the large line o fplush and satin Easter

novelties, lately brought out by Charles Beck,

Philadelphia, are several, which for beauty and
originality of design, are especially commenda-
ble. No. 610, a diagonal white plush cross deco-

rated with daisies or water-lilies, mounted on

satin and fringed. No. 896, a handsome square

card, with Easter dove, rich satin puffed,

fringed, colors assorted. No. 601 is a plush egg,

lecorated with flowers, ribbon and fringe. No.

611 is an exquisite fern cross, the body being

made of the downy wild barefoot, with trim-

oiings of ferns, lichens, fronds, &c., in their

natural state, their rustic beauty much enhanced

by being mounted on white plush ; this is a per-

fect gem of Nature's art. No. 903 is a combina-

tion of plush and satin, with double doors, one

opening upon the other, and cards with appro-

priate Easter designs, puffed and fringed. In a

cheaper line of goods, besides cross and egg-

shapes of every suggestion and variety, are No.

631, a satin triangle, with puffing, card and
fringe._ No. 632, diamond shape, with goblet

mounted on plush, holding egg, with chicken

peeping from the shell, cord and fringe. No.

618, circle of satin, with a crescent of plush, and
handsome satin flower mounted thereon, card

ribbon, fringed. Mr. Beck has also a handsome
line of plush and satin bannerettes. These are

only a few of the goods which will attract at-

tention. Having secured the control of several

large European manufacturers, this house is

now prepared to offer an extensive line of fine

imported embossed chromo cards, suitable for

advertising purposes, at prices almost as low as

the domestic. Owing to the great demand for

his patent lock easels, Mr. Beck has succeeded

in perfecting his machines, so as to enable him to

produce them much more rapidly, and in still

larger quantities than heretofore. All parties
manufacturing paper novelties should commu-
nicate with him, as this is said to be the only
durable patent-lock easel in the market, being
made of the best rope manilla middle.
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THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND WELL
KNOWN GAMES OF MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RING I RING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
Ne>v Yorls A^gency - WlluSOrf BROTIillKS TOY C0M:£»A.1VY, No. 119 Cliamtoers Street.

MARCUS-WARD-^-CQ Limited.

PLlAIH ^ CARDS, * SIHGLlE * AHD * DOUBLE * FRIKGES.
•**

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGENCY,

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.

GEO. W. CROSS,
Formerly of the Late GEO. W. CROSS BLANK BOOK CO., Saugerties, N. Y.,

SiC*"^/^ OF THE

GEO. W. CROSS BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURING CO.,

<77TOULD be pleased to have correspondence with THE CUSTOMERS HE HAS SOLD

^ HERETOFORE, AND THE TRADE IN GENERAL, in relation to New Prices

for the goods now made by the new Company. With LONG EXPERIENCE, IMPROVED

MACHINERY, and building altered expressly for the manufacture of these goods, he is

enabled to PRODUCE BETTER FINISHED GOODS AT LOWER PRICES than

heretofore, and he feels satisfied that his prices are such as to defy competition.

Freight rates as low, and goods delivered as quickly as if shipped from New York City.

rS^ DIRECT ALL LETTERS TO NEWBURGH, N. Y. -^31
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 8t 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

ISgw Lond-on, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, i
Witli Valuable Patented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GKO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie AtMtic Worts, East Boston, Mass,

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEAWDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Hand Ccttsb. SBND FOB CmOULAB AND PBIO£ UST EUm^COTTKB, WITH Stsam Fixtubb.
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-^ ^nSTE^W" LIDSTE OIF" CJ^TiJD^l

, 82 1 M Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S
••^:3 EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY. t$«—

These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

lyi ^%\ / t^ I ^r I C^ ^5 —My^own line wiU, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos, 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Mourning Stationery of aU Kinds and aU

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in aU

of the liatest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ol Kvery Descrip-
tion.

Tisiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Papeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THE AtMER ART<^
Respectfully invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

AB.T SOUVENIRS,
ST^TI03SrE!I?,S'« ISTOVELTIES.

^~ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. "WEDDING PRESENTS, &o

m
- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

-^ •#—
-FOR-

Job ^- Printers *- and ^ Stationers.

i
Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties.

A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

TbClias. Stewart Paper Co

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCI3VTS .A TI, Olxio,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description oi

Kews, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ "^ '" ^ ^ AI.SO,

A Full line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PKINTEBS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 ]Qast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUAUTY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

cJ. B.A.IPLID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTUKE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

i^~ Price Lists. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

w
DEMML^il'D^I

BSTABLISHKD ELEVEN YEARS.

i^EEiiT cSc IDE L-^isra-, i^fs.
130 I.a Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

J. 31.- ayLcHSTTOSH,

lnit)8ring,^Papi,*PerforaliDi,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR .DESCRIPTIVE PRICE-LIST.
Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.

Eyelets of every description inserted.
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LAN6FELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
— MANUFACTURERS OF—

Factory: 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

r.(

New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

PopularTSizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD.

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

Tjjr L|AD\/ARn (TnilMTAIM PFN ~The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Havine no air tubes,
iriL nrtnVrtnU rUUINI"IIN rdNi wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New York.

LE PAKE'S MUGILAfiG MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
GrloTioes-ter, IMIsiss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

Will not injure the most delicate colors.

CJAUTIOJV. Bevrare of Imitations.,.olaimine to l>e "tlxe sfmiie tliijig" or "just as good
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THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT.

Patent trade-mark and copyright law formed

the subject of a special course of lectures by
James A. Whitney, ,LL.D., counselor-at-law,

before the Law School of the University of the

City of New York. The course concluded on

March 20, with a lecture on copyrights, their

history, character and legal status. The follow-

ing is a much more complete report of this in-

teresting lecture than has heretofore appeared :

The principle of copyright protection is very

old. It is founded on ideas of natural justice.

But we are not to confuse the primary exam-
ples of exclusive literary property with what is

now most commonly understood by the term
copyright or right in copies of a literary or ar-

tistic production. There are, in fact, two sys-

tems of copyright, both embodying the same
ethical idea and both framed to secure justice to

the individual and indirectly to benefit the pub-

lic by promoting learning and the diffusion of

education, but each separate from the other in

origin, development, administration and legal

character. The tendency to confuse the two
together has led to much false argument con-

cerning the law of literature and the just and
reasonable rights of authors and of artists, who
in some degree stand on the same ground as au-

thors.

The most ancient form of copyright was that

forbidding the reproduction of manuscripts
without the consent of the owners. This is said

to have been done among the Romans. This

protection, however, was cognate with a right

exercised by governments to forbid the copying

and distribution even by the authors themselves.

The power to completely suppress a literary

work, of course, included the lesser power of

defining by whom and on what conditions it

could be published or circulated at all. The
censorship was common with the ancients. The
writings of Protagoras were forbidden in

Athens. In Syria, Antiochus Epiphanes forbid

the books of the Hebrews ; in Rome, Diocletian

those of the Christians. The earliest illustration

of the principle of copyrights in Christendom is

interesting, and indirectly produced conse-

quences of the greatest historical importance.

It occurred in Ireland in the sixth century. St.

Finnian, so runs the chronicle, prepared a

psalter, and St. Columba, statesman and scholar,

but not yet the great and austere man he after-

ward became, copied it by stealth. St. Finnian

demanded that the copy be given up, but Co-

lumba refused, and the matter was carried before

King Dermond, sitting in high court at Tara.

He said that " to every cow belongs her own
calf," which passed into a proverb, and Colum-
ba, angered and morose, took the first excuse

for revolt. He gathered the tribes of Donegal
and was defeated in a great battle in Sligo,
where seventeen hundred men were killed.
Christianity had taught a wiser law to his cap-
tors than that of vengeance, and in solemn form
it was proclaimed that he be banished from Ire-
land and should win from heathendom as many
souls as men had perished in the strife. A cora-
cle bore him and twelve followers to the coast
of Scotland, and thereafter for four-and-thirty
years he led the vanguard of Christian faith in
the wilds of Scotland and Northern England,
and left a name immortal for all time. Such
was the result, indirect it may seem, but none
the less the true result of the first literary piracy'
in a Christian land.
In our time the common law forbids the

copying of manuscripts, just as it forbids, in
many instances, the publication of private
letters. This rests on general principles of
equity and propriety. It does not touch the
q <f estion of the multiplication of what has al-
ready been made public by the author or
owner. This rests on an entirely different
foundation.

(To be Continued.)

CA-W'S* »FE1T.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, rehable and durable Stylo^raphic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust ic. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " Gold Mounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3.00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

Ziools at Th.is.

RUSSIA LEATHEE PENCIL POCKET
With Sapett Pin Attachment.

T > hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

1 1 hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

lo hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

T 1 hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,
No. 3 John Street, New York.

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

'5

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIlSr, (GERMANY),
(ESTABIilSHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No, 437 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ILLINOIS IRON 6l BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES

O M
W Eh
C5 'Z

< P
fM O
CO O
CO tc

03 <

I ^

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.,
30 to 36 Main Street, Cftrpentersville, Kane Co., 111.

B"? TIIS MZZiZiZOIT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

'^^^^'K^Sc^t^r""*^} A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
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JAMES BOLTER, Presidenu JOSEPH BREED, Assist. Cashier. "W. S. BRIDGMAN, Cashieiiif

HiATE! H.A.-RTWO'RID B-A.lS"Ki

(Incorporated 1792.)
r

Capital, $1,200,000. Surplus, $650,000. / ^M:—

'

c^a. .J.a....._./<f^''.i>n^,

,

fluXxJyiA/UAyi::)

;
furvY^f t-y-<uJLiU jUrLM\i ^J^U) HA^d-MAUyi^ frr-irTAjJ

AJ^M\Jb /zO^xt..^Xul^ jJC^MatU /lAAJjM^etJJjuu^^jt^^^
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
mcLUDnia the celebrated

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic........ 13B, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt.... 122,183,1743.
Broad 239, 161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MiNtrPACTUBER OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AQENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEEY DESCEIPTIOIf.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of ,

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 main St., Cor. Worthington.

Oldest Bubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Largest in tbe V. S.

—SEND
One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents

— TO —

R. A. ROQERS k CO.,
iD-A.-5rToasr, omo.

For a Sample of their

Hand-Fainted Easter Cards
The most BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT Double the Price.

<^-

"T«E BOSTOJT JOBBirTG- HOXJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

.^

i Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. W

PUBLISHER,:^=i2^=£EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BBOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— manufacturer of—

Copying' PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

M AllllA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

nil n MM ^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
inil|V|B J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifinilll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANGEB.

No, 310 Chestnut Street,

PHII,AD£I.FHIA, PA.,

— Manufacturers op

GLUGINUM PENS.
THE GLXJCINTJM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C, United States of
America, and every box has a fac-

simile of our signature, so beware of liAP/yT^y^ J.^^ /^/^ J\
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting '=«<j^^^^'<-^^;^t^^C^.-

us.

THE PITEUMATIC COFYIITQ PRESS.
WE take pleasure in calling the attention of

the trade to our improved Copying Press.
It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it foruse in handsome ofiBces and residences.
|^~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INETV" .HA.VEIS, COIVTV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OF —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Siated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C, and huudreds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States, England, France and Germany. ^T BEWARE OF IMITATIOlJfS. Send for Illus-
trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

M. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Charch St., New York City.
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IT HAS NO EQUAL Z2T EUEOFE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIBMS ADVERTISE INITS-PAGES

:) THE (:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Office Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOMN STONHIJOZ.

PAPER MARKETS :—MUl News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters 6very week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties IQustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,
East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. StonhiU, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages. —Mackellar, SmitM <t
Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades.^'—Belfast News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise imusual to European

Trade journalism."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."—
Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is perfect."—W. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."—James D. Whitmore dt Co. (N. Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL CIRCDL.ATION.
Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BUItJ)INGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON, E. C, ENOI.AND.

NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to "Weaken or K.ix'btoers to "Wear Ont.
I»ins or I*rongs to X>amage tlxe Paper.

JBent Spring Kodl to Warp tlie File.

SANDEBSQN MFG. CO., 76 S 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago,

NO
III.

HARDING PAPER CO. 4
-^MANUFACTURERS OF«g*-

First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried 5=®^

llTHITllf
-^ FXi-A-X A.XTX> HTJXjEID. -5(e—

SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

THilla at Exeello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coBRESFONDENCE soLiciTBD. P.O. Addrcss, FRANKLIN, Warfon Co., Ohio.

j^ :rb"w"^^b,d of $100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $10O (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON/welfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

fapei Oimpaij;
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

TMRBB jaiLZS—TOIAZ DAILY PRODUCT, 20 IONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.
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HEW YOEK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56tli Street, New York,

MANTjrACTURERS OP

Copying Presses
OK ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

f Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of 8iee, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalogue and Disconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

> s

Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVEKY DESCKIPXION.

o
*

Style of 3 oz. Pen Wiper.

Continental Ms,

— AND —

CONTINENTAL MFG. CO.,

426 & 428 Market Street, Philadelphia.

\k Paper and Prioting Ifades Joufnal

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annnm, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or indirectly (and who
is not ?) with Printing and Pacer ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCRIBERS SAY.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U. S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Cheritt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.->J. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.—S. B. Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing is.—W. Pbrrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Winget, Torquay.

WHAT ADVERTISERS SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.
Piles of applications for samples resulting there-

from. Alf Cooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsburt Sq., London, E.C.
From the first advertisement, I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good orcers.
J. D. Carter.

4 Falcon Street, London, E.C.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty

orders for wood letter and metal type.
F. Wkssklhoeft.

FIELD & TUKR, Publishers,

(Contractors lo Her Majesty's Government,)

'7e LeadenhaUs Freese, EO Leadeshalle St., LONCOIT, E. C.
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-aiL. PRANG & co;s:i^;
<}WKBIJiYmx:^

EJxSTER OJxXbOI--/o

HI
HE MEDIEVAL EASTER CAEDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are

brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made

witli care from the best examples of typography, book illustration and page ornaments of

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These series are entitled

Jl

^jir JifipiE^lE
<*

PI

Oin

^—
-1
V^ mi.xj>..

1'^

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED:

SERIES 1.—A set of twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black; price per set of
|

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old hand-made paper, encased with parchment paper,'

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Tklegraihic Cipher Words: SERIES 1, " MEDI^EYAL ;" SERIES 2, "^ANTIQUE."

«-

NEW YORK : .38 Bond Street.

PHILADELPHIA: 1110 Walnut Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 529 Commercial Street.

L. PRANG & CO.,
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CAW'S STYLOGRAPHIC PEN.

The pen known as "Caw's Stylographic " is

said to be the simplest, most easily kept in

order and the most reliable pen of the stylo-

graph form in the market. In the midst of the

great competition which exists in the line of

fountain pens, this is a very broad assertion,

but the makers claim to be justified in it. The
pen is made of the best hard rubber, with alloy

points of platinum and iridium, and the adjust-

able needle, of which an illustration is given, is

said to be a crowniug feature which distin-

guishes it from its competitors. The needle it-

self is made of platinum and iridium, the spring

being of gold and the frame or yoke of silver

—

all non-corrosive materials. This needle can be

adjusted at any angle to suit the requirements

of the user and serves to clear the pomt if it be-

comes clogged. The needle, which goes inside

of the joint section of the pen, can be shortened

or lengthened by sliding the yoke F up or down.

The pen is manufactured by Lapham & Bogart,

3 John street, New York.

COLD INK.

For making gold ink the following has been

quoted in the Chemist and Druggist : Take

equal parts of iodide of potassium and acetate

of lead ;
put them on a filter and pour over them

twenty times the quantity of warm distilled

water. As the filtrate cools, iodide of lead sepa-

rates in golden scales. This is collected when
the filtrate has quite cooled, washed with cold

water on a filter and rubbed up for an ink with

a little mucilage. The ink thus made mus bet

shaken every time it is used.

DE LANC'S INKS.

Eleven years ago, F. C. De Lang started the

manufacture of Da Lang's writing fluids and
copying ink in the city of Chicago, since which

time the business has grown to large proportions.

Mr. De Lang is a practical chemist and thor-

oughly understands the secret process for mak-
ing the celebrated De Lang's copying fluid, which
is said to be equal to Antoine's. Mr. De Lang has
recently associated with him in business J. B.

Keen, and with increased capital will continue
the manufacture of inks at 138 La Salle street,

Chicago, under the firm-name of Keen & De
Lang.

«-*"»

Artists of ability now bring out charming
novelties in the guest cards used at dinner
parties.

JANENTZKY & WEBER,
(fobhxrlt jamentzkt a CO.)

MANtJFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. IT. G. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Groanding Color and £namel Taroish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING' PEN,
FOB

PI,AIN, FANCT
AND

OBNAMBNTAl.
LGTTSCBINO.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of. Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- [ n JL ;,.^y-£. ,.^,-:>s^
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \

^) Tf l^H.OtV Wi-CC:
of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 " "
put up in sets containing "A ' » ^
one of each kind and one ( O 3 j (( (i

each of Nos. 1, 8 and 3. . \ ^, TS |

3, i it^C^ rvi^.
) ^^^Xc^ured^ii^ six

4, f "

5, i "

y brilliant colors, put up
r in boxes containing one
I doz. of a kind, also one
J doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
(^"Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I>. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., XBW TOBK.

lOSEPH 1^1LLOYDS
** STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON <^ CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

©mrd^ mmd Qmi^d M©m^d.{
—FOR—

STATIONEKS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

5S7 AFg,OK[ STI^EET, FKCI3L.ADELFH:!A.
^^^ ESTABLISHED 1814. «§^:^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 :D-u.a,n.e Street, 3iTe-^3«r "STor^s,

MANtTFACTTTRERS AND lUPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKMnders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RUif!$si^ ]L.jE:A.a:iix:ii, CHAIHOIS, a-Mix^rio^iv russi^.— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs -without changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thiclcness of board.
Form the largest bacli as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form bacKs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as -well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Maimers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactopy : Standard Maehinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER GOMFAIIT,
AjyAJULS, ]yEi\.SSACZZUSE:TXS, XT. S. A.

*~ Manufacturers of First-CSlass -• ^

LINEN LEB6ER ANB RECORB PAPERS
-* WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EBASUEB AND EB-WEITIS(^ -*-

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS engine!
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.
WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, a, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHII-ADEI.PHIA, PA.

STATIONERS' SPECIALTIES.

EASEL BACK CALEl^DAES
FOB THE TRADE, FOR 1885.

SAMPLES WILL BE READY AUGUST 1.

ALVAH BUSHNELL,
No. 334 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.

=:v

MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS,
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES I Cash Boxes, -witli Combination Locks.
FOB i Heavy Tin File Cases.

1 8 84. ( Paper Weight Clocks.

CANFIELD " DIVIDED "(POR-
merly "Acme") ERASER, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface ; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.
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NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-

sonal supervision of WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.

(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-

don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-

racy and merit of any work on Geography. The

NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and

free from the common fault of overcrowding. The

physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-

phies, no keys being required.

Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, Colored

and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World on Mercator's Projection.

"World in Henaisphere.
North America.
South America.
Europe.
Asia.

Africa.

Palestine.

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.

British Isles.

Australia and
New Zealand.

The United; States, drawn from the latest Gov-

ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Supply Co., 15 Brom-

PIELD Street.

NEW YORK: A. Lovell & Co., 16 Astor
Place.

PHIZ.ADEIiPHIA : Pennsylvania School Sup-

ply Co., 518 Arch Street.

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

A MEDIUM OF TRADE COMMONICATION AND ADVERTISING
CIRCULAR FOR

Stationers and Paper Makers, Printers. Publishers,
and Printers' Engineers, Bookbinders, Book-

sellers and Toy Manufacturers, the Leather
Trades, and all pi^rsons interested in

the Fancy Trades.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions uf the civilized globe.
Correspondents in all countries.
The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress
of Che leading manufacturing and wholesale houses
in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue
of this journal, and pronounced to be the most
va'ua jle of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,
especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,
Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to
be unequaled.

If you wish to build up a good, substantial busi-
ness, consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to
know the latest News concerning the Trade, consult;
The Stationer, &c. If you wish to buy judiciously,
consult The Stationer, &c. If you wish to make a
fortune, consult The Stationer, &c. On all Trade
Matters, consult The Stationer, <S:c.

Specimen copy gratis on application.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : $S.OO per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting
this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,
Offices—London : 160a Fleet St., £. C.

"TOILET PAPER The laost complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeliae, $14.00

Sterling^, $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10,00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

or" Sendjor Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S TAR,
Size 5x7,

$11 per Case,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the package

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Ifflannfacturers, No. 46 lest Broadway, HEW YORK.

INDEXBD MATS AWD GUIDES OF

ALL COUNTRIES lU THE WOULD !

Wholesale and Ketaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PuMishers.

148-152 MONROE STREET. CHICAGO.

HHIfn Jl T T XCnriTj'T) Pt nA publishers of and jobbbbs in

. MCALLAolllK a lU., ea^de aad mQ^mliimm,
Birthday, Bevel Kdge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

.Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

EASTER
—AND —

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.

•*-

#> NOW ON THE ROAD.

B^" We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

''^^^^mL^ m^
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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T© -BT^TOIKTERB^MM^^PHIKTT^HB
YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "Jmttrante Htflkg'Jnlt
^ ]Sa:-A.Isr"CrF.A.CTXTI?.E3I> B'X' ^

;^.J^
^^-

FBEII H, LEVEY & CO.

^Ho. 122 FULTON STREET, NEV^ YORK.-;^
^^

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile "W^ork as

INSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k.,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Rollers or Skin in the Fountain.)

-^
" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than

any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

" It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,

Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Pbinters.

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 35 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. GARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati, Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON.
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston.^S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

DPH-EID'I^ HI. IjE^^E~5r & CO.,

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
-^
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COPYING BRUSH.

The cut illustrates the desiga of Schriver's

patent copying brush, having a reservoir handle

which will hold water enough to dampen one

hundred pages of a letter book. This brush does

away with the necessity of having a cup or

separate receptacle for holding water to be used

in preparing the letter book for copying. The
handle of the brush is made of brass and will

not, therefore, rust and the water is kept clean

no matter how long it is retained in the handle.

The flow of water from the fountain to the

brush is regulated by a valve in the handle

operated by the finger as shown in the cut. This

is a convenient and durable article and is said

to be the most economical appliance for the uses

to which it is devoted. It is made by T.

Shriver & Co., 333 East Fifty-sixth street, New
York, who also manufacture copying presses in

all sizes and in a great variety of styles of finish.

COTTAGE DRAWING MODELS.

Linear perspective, the foundation of all

model and cast drawing, as taught by the use of

geometrical models, has been attended by difH-

culties which rendered the study dry and unin

teresting mainly for the following reasons,

viz.:

The objects used to illustrate the theory have

been merely abstract forms, too small to give

full meaning to the convergence of lines or

their proper connections. The absence of char-

acter and want of effect in the models when as-

sembled in complex forms, and the consequent

perplexity to the student in the endeavor to

keep in mind the relationship of the parts as the

combinations progressed from the lower to the

highest scale has, doubtless, been the most seri-

ous impediment to a clear understanding of the

subject as heretofore illustrated by blocks or

models.

To obviate the objections referred to and sup-

ply some other requirements that have sug-

gested themselves in the course of a somewhat

long experience, and present the object in as

familiar form as possible, " Cottage Drawing

Models " have been prepared. They comprise

more than twenty pieces from which a dozen

good models adapted to the purposes of art can

be made at one time. They may also be com-

bined in one composition representing a model

of a modern cottage having nearly every possi-

ble combination of right lines, the perspective
value of which, owing to the large size, may be
made identical with similar lines of the natural
object. By adjusting the model to the proper
elevation, near or remote, the perspective lines

will tend to the vanishing points precisely as
would those in nature.—£a5.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years witho.t refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction

Size 4^x2?4 retail at 50 cents each.
" 6Hx3^ ' $1.00

Wholesale, S3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN, SoleProp'r & Mfr

60 William Street, New York City.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c,— 11 alphabets of SoUd
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
' f nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, 883.50

;

per dozen, S16.00.

For Marking Xiinen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen. Sif-OO. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

/?. //. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

F%U5B£R STAUP PAQ* ]
OnDBE INK wrmxs HdUOtl

lUWOItE saiUDFOtOCRSI

ALvvAYSRCAn£Iia~ISE3
I

|f5fLF-SUPPl^'INGl1

j
. STAMP PAD. j

Tor every user of Rub-
ber Stanaps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red.
violet and green. Pri es,

2M X 41^, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., $3 and $5.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-'- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364: Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass,

TO JDE^^LEIiS
- IN

Wiltlai Papeii

HE SITVBZiOFBS and -BTZIZTZXTG FAFEB.S
i? manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are UllSUrpaSSed in quality and Styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,
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OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 1 24 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

No. 28 Bond Street

NEW YORK.

HOLTOKE ENVELOPE CO.
HOLYOItE, JM:jSlSS.

— BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. QKo.N.T™KR,Treas. PULL WEI&HTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— I-<iiie of —

PAPETER/ES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

GEORGE B. HURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

73 BSSKIMEA.N' SXRSST, NE.'W YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEEFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE,

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our tINE OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turejuoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise. Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell, Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

Our line of BRISTOL, BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO., to match their paper. We
manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

DAVIDSON P^*^^ RUBBER BANDS
«

-rXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and subdivided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKLt ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUAI.IXY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

*

I^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

*

——i-MADE BY.j—-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet trasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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BROWN Sc BESLY'S FILES.

The new firm of Brown & Besly, incorporated,

114 Monroe street, Chicago, 111., has made ar-

rangements with the licensees of Brown's " Per-

fect " file, and is now the successor of Culver,

Page, Hoyne&Co., as sole licensee and manu-
facturer of that file. This firm has greatly im-

proved the files and is now offering better goods

than ever before and is giving liberal

discounts to the trade.

It is also perfecting and will bring

forth in a short time what is claimed

will be the best cheap file ever invented

;

it will be known as the " Every Day "

letter file, to retail at 75 cents. It in-

vites correspondence from the trade.

SHAPE NOVELTIES.

debted to them for the manufacture of paper ;

for the expression of quantities by figures, and
for many improvements in the art of dyeing ;

nay, our language bears numberless traces

of the inventions transmitted to us by the

Arabians. The historian and bishop, Otto

de Freysingen, speaking of the great progress

which silk manufactures had made in Spain, re-

lates that, after the siege of Milan, Frederick I.

H. McAUaster & Co., 196 & 198 South

Clark St., Chicago, are putting on the

market many new and taking designs in

the way of shape novelties for the spring

trade. The accompanying designs are

selected from their new catalogue and

are considered some of their best. They
say that their spring trade is opening

up very good.

HOW SILK WAS FABRICATED.

sively Corfu, Cephalonia, Negropont, Corinth,

Thebes, Athens and several other cities and
islands of Greece; from whence he carried with

him into Sicily an immense booty and several

thousand captives. Among the latter were a

great number of persons acquainted with the

culture and fabrication of silk. Roger gave

orders to treat them with much kindness, and
persuaded them to settle in Palermo, offering

them the most advantageous conditions.

They introduced there their useful in-

dustry, and opened manufactures which

soon acquired great celebrity ; and from
thence it was transmitted to the Cala-

brians, and at length propagated

through the rest of the kingdom of

Naples.

—

Boston Bulletin.

NEW LITHOGRAPHIC POWER-
PRESS.

Spain and Portugal received from

their Arabian conquerors the art of fabri-

cating silk. It was in 711, under the Caliphs,

that the Saracens conquered Spain, and they

soon taught its inhabitants to improve their

agriculture, their manufactures and their

arts. " With the same vigor," observes Pro-

fessor Dresch, in his Universal History, " with

the same earnest zeal with which they

Brown & Beslt's Files.

held a diet of the empire, in 1158, in the fields

of Roncaglia, at which were present, in magnifi-

cent attires, the ambassadors of the Genoese,

who recently had conquered from the Saracens

two important cities, Lisbon and Almeria, both

famous on account of their manufactures of

silk, and had made a rich booty. The later

wars, and the defeat of the Saracens, might

A new lithographic power-press has

recently appeared. It is built on the

stop-cylinder principle, the stone be-

ing adjustable by a simple mechan-
ism in order to accommodate its vary-

ing thicknesses. The same mechanism
also regulates the impression. Like

the stop-cylinder machine, the cylinder

is geared into a rack attached to the

bed, but is unchangeable in its impres-

sioned position—the impression being

increased or diminished] from below.

Rubber cushions on the cylinder prevent injury

to drawings on stone, and the form rollers are

supplied with adjustable bearings to regulate

their pressure to the stone.

The side-rack on the bed is connected by
pinions with the distribution rollers, which

they operate, thus equalizing the ink on the

rollers as it is parted with to the face of the

fought for more than a century, they pur-

sued the cultivation of science, under the aus-

pices of the great Caliph Haroun al Raschid,"

the contemporary of Charles, and his son Al
Mamun. These sovereigns regarded it as a
maxim of policy, that the welfare of a nation

consisted in its civilization. The Koran had
classed agriculture, industry and commerce
amoug the good deeds of the believer. Like the

Roman senators, who took their surnames from
the plants which they had principally cultivat-

ed, as, for instance, the Fabii and Lentuli, the

Arabian chieftains were fain to adopt, in the

quiet of their private lives, names alluding to

their skill in some manual industry, though at

that time Central and Western Europe knew of

no other pleasure than that derived from war,

from wine and from the chase. Charlemagne
was the only sovereign who made any provision

for the cultivation of the mind ; but the benefits

he conferred terminated with his life, and from
that time the Arabian empire was the only seat

of science, industry and civilization. We owe
them much in regard to agriculture ; we are in-

Shape Novelties.

have been the cause that this species of industry

did not pass the limits of the Spanish Peninsula,

and fell partly into decay; for it cannot be

doubted that the rest of Europe received it from
Greece." Greece remained for a long time in

the possession of the silk culture, and it seems

that the Saracens were never acquainted with

the breeding of the worms, and were skilled

only in the art of manufacturing beautiful

stuffs from the raw silk, which they received

from the great emporium of Bagdad. The war
of 1146 introduced that culture into Italy. Ac-
cording to historical authority, Roger I., the

Norman king of Sicily and Naples, hearing

that the great Emperor Manuel Comnenus was
negotiating an alliance against him, with Con-

rad III. of Germany, resolved to send an em-

bassy to Constantinople, in the hope of averting

the danger which threatened his power, and to

propose a matrimonial alliance with one of the

daughters of the Emperor; but Manuel threw

the ambassadors into prison, and Roger, having

accordingly collected his land and maritime

forces, was so fortunate as to conquer succes-

stone and perfecting the distribution in an

obvious manner. The reservoir in the rear of

the cylinder provides the facilities for dampen-
ing the wetting rollers by a self-acting mech-

anism similar to that of the ink-fountain, and
this mechanism is operated by the motion of the

press as are the form rollers. The exact quan-

tity of water needed is accurately gauged by
the pressman with the aid of the proper facili-

ties attached. The feed-board is provided with

adjustable guides and pointing mechanisms,

which insure the most accurate register.

The press is arranged for single and double

rolling, and the bed can be run any number of

times, while inking up, without giving an im-

pression. *-»

A young mother, traveling with her infant

child, writes the following letter to her husband

at home :
" We are all doing first-rate and en-

joying ourselves very much. We are in fine

health. The boy can crawl about on all fours.

Hoping that the same can be said of you, I re-

main, &c., Fanny."
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ANTOINE'S COPYING INK
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

eve,"^ if a month has e'apsed after a letter has

been written,

Is ibe only one which resists the action </ BLOTTING PAPER,

and always keeps its original colour, no matter

hoiu long in bottle.

HIGHEST AWARDS OBTAINED AT EVERY EXHIBITION

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878, SILVER MEDAL

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLD BY ALL STATIOMERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND XHROUCHOUX THE WORLD

CHARLES BECK,
MANUFACTURER OF —

Puffed, Satin and Plush

Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekntan Street, New York,

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.

Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-
tion. Send 3c. stamp for pacltage of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

<^--^= F'HIL.A.r>DELI»IIIA, PA. »-^

— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE VERY FINEST QUALITF. .

sKNo FOR sAMPLKs. A.LX* BooxcBiNDsxis' i%e:qxjisite:s.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPEE. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended March 28, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals . .

.

290

80

46

65

1

83

141

4

I

729

35,034

2,443

15,326

2 718

141

906

13,154

5,907

.'i54

»76,.538

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.

For the Week Ended April I, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.

Stationery

Totals

6,181 $1,237

1,076 7,500

41 2,191

130 15,500

141

7,569

10,812

837,530

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From March 25 to April 1, 1884

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 34; to United States

of Colombia, 13; to Cuba, 1; to Mexico, 3; to British

West Indies, 7; to Bremen, 1; to Hamburg, 2; to

Dutch West Indies, 2; to London, 21; to Glasgow, 13;

to British Africa, 2; to New Zealand, 5; to French

West Indies, 1; to Venezuela, 2; to Santo Domingo, 1

;

to Central America, 3; to Hayti, 1; to Valencia, 4;

to Africa, 1 ; to Brazil, 6.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 6 cs. ; to British West Indies,

843 rms., 22 pkgs. ; to Cuba, 58 pkgs., 2,0!5 rms., 1 cs.;

to United States of Colombia, 94 pkgs., 325 rms. ; tflj

Mexico, 2,8S0 rms., 16 pkgs., 2 cs. ;to Santo Doming^

80 pkgs.; to London, 2 cs., 25 pkgs.; to British Hon

duras, 135 rms.; to Brazil, 1 cs., 614 pkgs.; to Ham
burg, 92 pkgs., 13 cs. ; to Bremen, 1 cs ; to Venezuela

53 pkgs. ; to Central America, 10 rms., 4 cs. ; to Hayiij

8 cs., 1 pkg. ; to Naples, 1 cs. ; to Dutch West Indie^

1 pkg. ; to Havre, 14 pkgs., 2 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 21; to BritihB

West Indies, 10; to .» exico, 8; to United States of

Colombia, 32; to Hamburg, 30; to Dutch West In-

dies, 10; to Danish West Indies, 1; to Havre, 2; to

Venezuela, 3; to Santo Domingo, 4; to Porto Rico, 3;

to Brazil, 14.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British East Indies,

100; to British Honduras, 1; to Mexico, 44; to Central

America, 2; to Brazil, 212; to British West Indies,

186; to British Africa, 75; to Venezuela, 11 ; to Santo

Domingo, 74; to United States of Colombia, 38; to

Hayti, 55.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 3; to Mexico, 3; to Dutch West

Indies, 5; to British West Indies, 4; to Cuba, 32; to

Venezuela, 3; to Santo Domingo, 2; to Brazil, 8.

PENCILS, cases, to Hamburg, 17; to London, 4. t

SLATES, cases, to Hamburg, 45; to British West

Indies, 5; to Mexico, 10.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,

5; to Liverpool, 3; to Hamburg, 43; to Cuba, 2; to

Brazil, 2.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 3; to Liverpool, 2.

INK, packages, to Mexico, 4; to London, 111; to

United States of Colombia, 12; to Dutch West Indies,

1; to Cuba, 23; to Venezu-la, 2; to Santo Domingo,

6; to Central America, 6; to Hayti, 3; to Brazil, 1.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Santo Domingo, 1.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Liverpool, 5.
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TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Hamburg, 1; to Lon-

d in. 50.

ALBUM.S. cases, to United States of Colombia, 1.

MAPS ASD CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 1; to

British West Indies, 2.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 6.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Venezuela. 1.

HAMMOCKS, packages, to London, 6; to Mexico, 1.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to London, 3; to New
Zealand, 1.

CALIGRAPHS. cases, to Glasgow, 12.

ARCHERY, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to United States

of Colombia, 1.

GOLD PENS, cases, to United States of Colom-

bia, 2.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPEK.

From March 25 to April 1, 1884.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Greece, London, 3 cs.

B. Rubens, Moravia, Hamburg, 35 cs.

B. Lawrence & Co., by same, 20 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 14 cs. colored.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 8 cs.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, Amerique,

Havre, 2 cs. hangings.

L. Marcotte & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Robert Graves & Co., by same, 4 cs. hangings.

A. V. Benoit, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

B. L. Soloman's Sons, by same, 12 cs. hangings.

Phelps Brothers, by same, 8 cs hangings.

C. H. George, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

Herter Brothers, Cephalonia, Liverpool, 1 cs. hang-

ings.

C. H. George, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

J. C. Isaacs, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

J. J. Mc'lralh, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

KeufEel & Esser, by same, 1 cs.

G. S McKibben, Lydian Monarch, London, 31 pkgs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Switzerland, Antwerp, 9 cs.

Otto Hamm, by same, 1 cs.

Snider, Hoole & Co., by same, 20 cs.

C. H. George, Adriatic, Liverpool, 10 cs. hangings.

F. Alexander & Sons, Wieland, Hamburg, 10 pkgs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

L. De Jonge & Co.. by same, 4 cs.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., by same, 11 cs.

Augustin & Dusel, by same, 25 cs.

American News Company, Jan Breydal, Antwerp,

12 cs.

Geo. J. Kraft, Polaria, Hamburg, 10 cs.

F. J Emmerich & Co., Schiedam, Rotterdam, 11 cs.

hangings.

E. H. Van Ingen, Assyria, Liverpool, 20 bs.

J. G. Lugar's Sons, Servia, Liverpool, 2 cs. hang-

ings.

C. H. George, by same, 6 cs. hangings.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANnFAOTDRERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.
Among our speci-

alties is the TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with GREATER TENACITY. It haS
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

alioays ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and aJ household articles. Deal-
ers can rely on its never spoil

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in boxl,
per gross, S7..^0: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross. SI 2.

^r~ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
Liquid Glne. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
"Wliolesale Steutioners sund. Importers,

715 & 717 MAKKET ST., PHILADELPHIA,
Have constantly in stock the following SPECIALTIES, which are offered to the trade at the

lowest market rates:

ArnoUX Steplens; Aitoiiie's %Drapr's Ms,
GERMAN SLATE PENCILS, FRENCH COPY PAPER, ETC.

NEW PLAYING CARDS,
EXTRA QUALITY, ROUND CORNERS, INDICATORS No. 76, "GRAND DUKE," No. 96, EXTRA FINE.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Also a full assortment of HAMMOCKS, BASE BALLS and BATS. RUBBER
BALLS, FOOT BALLS and CROQUET.

JOHN HOLLAND.
•MANUFACTURER OF-

Gold Pens* Pencil Casesf'
li

SFEOI^^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylographic Pens.

maamm

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and
Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4tli St.,

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS : No. 19 West 4tli St.,
CINCINNATI.

ANSEN , McCLURG & CO., Chicago, lU.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal.

WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

"T^HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further Improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHERRY OR WALNUT, AS DESIRED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Fnrnisliers,

1^" Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.
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FBiBCISELOSUr.,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

J,BTISTI€ SWl

THE SWISS CHALET.

WOODEN WEDDING PRESENTS
IN GREAT VARIETY.

OBITUARY.

THE NEW "ROSE" SHADE
(Adapted to any Gas or Lamp Globe),

Import Orders a Specialty.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST.

„, ., „ ,^,,46 MURRAY STREET,
The "Satin-Wood" Bread Plate. I New York.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
Mo. 509 Cliestii-Qt Street, ^Philadelphia, P*a.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

ngZ.4^ K PCMIIIMC CTVinPDADUin TMsPenlsconstructedof a drawn glass tube, which
^OC/> H ULllUMlL I ILUUnHrnlll. win never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end or which is brouf^ht to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
through which the inli always flows freely, this being packed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POLISHED NICKEL. CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, S2 00 per dozen.
$22.00 per gross: Gold Plated, $3.50 per dozen, $16 00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and tO cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelooe Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.^^^.

Frederick Leypoldt.

Frederick Leypoldt, the well-known biblio-

grapher and publisher, died at his residence, No.

964 Sixth avenue. New York, on Monday morn-

ing, of cerebral congestion, after an illness of

three weeks. Mr. Leypoldt was born at Stutt-

gart, Wurtemberg, in 1837. He came to this

country when seventeen years old and entered

the employ of F. Christern, a dealer in foreign

books. In 1859 he opened a foreign book store

of his own in Philadelphia, in connection with

which he established a French circulating library

and also published several books. In 1865 he

came to this city and established the firm of

Leypoldt & Holt, publishers, the junior partner

being Henry Holt. In 1872 Mr. Leypoldt began

the publication of the Weekly Trade Circular,

which subsequently became the Publishers'

Weekly. The Publishers^ Trade List Annual
was started in 1873. Two years later Mr. Ley-

poldt began the work of his life, "The Ameri-

can Catalogue," which was completed in 1880,

and which forms one of the most thorough

bibliographies in existence. In addition, Mr.

Leypoldt has also published the Library Jour-

nal, the Literary News, and the " Index Medi-

cus." To the flrst-named he contributed valu-

able articles on library management and
economy. In addition to his periodicals Mr.

Leypoldt has written and complied a number
of bibliographical works and French and Ger-

man text-books. Much of his work was up-hill

and unremunerative, but he never seemed to

take the latter fact into consideration. He was
an indefatigable worker, and the disease from
which he died was the result of too close appli-

cation. " He literally worked night and day,"

said a gentleman yesterday, who knew him
well. He was an enthusiastic lover of books,

and had acquired an enviable reputation as a
publisher of foreign works. He leaves a widow
and three children.

Funeral services were held on Wednesday
morning at nine o'clock at the residence of the

deceased. Interment was at Woodlawn Ceme-
tery.

On Wednesday at two o'clock P. M. a meeting

of the book trade was held at A. C. Armstrong
& Sons, No. 714 Broadway, to take action re-

garding the death of Mr. Leypoldt.

Peter Carter, of Carter Brothers, presided.

There were many prominent members of the

book trade present. Speeches were made eulo-

gistic of the deceased by George Haven Put-

nam, Mr. Holt and A. D. F. Randolph". Reso-

lutions were adopted setting forth that the

public libraries of America were largely in-

debted to Mr. Leypoldt for the establishment of

the Library Journal and for his work on the

American Catologue.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade
ENVKLOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.
(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum,
Books, Pencils, Penholders and fens.

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

Nicholas Trubneb.

A Loudon despatch announces the death there

on Monday of Nicholas Triibner, the well-known

bookseller and bibliographer. He was of

English origin and was born at Heidelberg, June

12, 1817. He was employed in several large

English libraries, and in 1843 became connected

with the house of the Longmans, when he fa-

miliarized himself with the literatures of the

principal countries of Europe. In 1852 he founded

for himself a house which rapidly was extended,

especially in its relations with the United States.

He himself paid a visit to this country and made
a tour through the principal cities. In 1859 he

published a " Bibliographical Guide to American
Literature." Subsequently he visited the prin-

cipal cities of the Orient. In 1865 he founded
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Triibner's "American and Oriental Literary

Record," devoted chiefly to the language,

philology, archseology and philosophy of the

Orient. Among other publications of his were
" Sketches from Flemish Life," translated from

the Flemish of Uendrick Conscience, and an
edition by himself of H. E. Ludewig's " Litera-

ture of American Aboriginal Languages." The
whole edition of his " Bibliographical Guide "

was sold in four months. Encouraged by this,

he continued his researches, extended his plan,

and four years later issued a new and exhaustive

edition. It was highly praised by the news-
papers of this country, England and France, and
is still considered an invaluable work. Mr.
Triibner was also a frequent contributor to pe-

riodicals. One of his contributions was a valu-

able paper on Lucien Bonaparte's visit to the

Basque Provinces, in the Critic, London, 1856.

He also published a series of letters in the

Athenceuni in the same year.

Henry Bainbridge.

Henry Bainbridge, one of the best-known
members of the stationery trade in this city,

and, indeed, in the couutry, died on Saturday,
March 29, at his home, No. 76 Lefferts place,

Brooklyn, of Bright's disease. He was the head
of the firm of Henry Bainbridge & Co., of No.
99 and 101 William street, and was very popu-
lar in the trade throughout the country. Mr.
Bainbridge was essentially a self-made man,
and owed the fortune he accumulated to his

own energy, perseverance and devotion to busi-

ness. He was born in the village of Hudders-
field, Yorkshire, England. In 1849 he came to

New York and found employment with bis

brother Richard, who was a stationer at No. 47

Cliflf street. Richard Bainbridge failed after

the panic of 1857, and Henry Bainbridge in 1858

began business for himself, opening his ofiice at

No. 48 John street. He was joined in 1863 by
his other brother, John George Bainbridge, who
had also been in the employ of Richard, and
throughout the war the house did a prosperous
business.

The present business of the firm was estab-

lished at Nos. 99 and 101 William street in 1860,

the partners being Henry Bainbridge and John
George Bainbridge. It began in a very humble
way, but rapidly increased from a few thou-
sands of dollars annually to its present magni-
tude of over half a million. The members of
the firm owed this result to their energy and
at the same time liberal but cautious and con-
servative dealing. They built up not only a
very large domestic trade, but a considerable
export business. They also did an extensive
import trade, being, in fact, the pioneer impor-
ters of fine stationery and stationers' specialties

in this country. Their introduction of foreign
goods had a wholesome effect on home trade, as
it stimulated enterprise and inventive genius,
and opened up a profitable way for the invest-
ment of capital.

Henry Bainbridge, the head of the firm, came
to be looked upon as an authority on all trade
points connected with the stationery business.

Remarkable fidelity to truth, a keen sense of
honesty, and his old-fashioned notions of the
proper method of doing business were the sali-

ent points of his character. Though very bluff
and outspoken as a man, Mr. Bainbridge pos-
sessed a kind, sympathetic nature, and was re-
spected and esteemed by all who knew him. He
was very generous, giving away much in
charity, but in a quiet, unostentatious way.
Mr. Bainbridge was a leading member of the

Stationers' Board of Trade. A meeting of the-
Board was held on Monday at 12 o'clock, to take

action regarding his death, George L. Pease,

the president, in the chair. The meeting was
largely attended. The following resolutions

were passed :

Whereas, It has pleased an all-wise and almighty
Providence to remove from our midst by death our

esteemed and respected member, Henry Bainbridge.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Station-

ers' Board of Trade of New York, tender to his fam-
ily in this their hour of sorrow our heartfelt sym-
pathy and condolence.

Resolved, that In Mr. Bainbridge we all have recog-

nized the honest upright man of business, the genial

associate, the friend of those who needed a generous

sympathy, and noble for his exemplary Christian

character, which was illustrated in every department
of life. His loss from our brotherhood is one that

can never be replaced, and will long be keenly felt

by those who were thrown into business relations

with him.

Resolved, That as a further token of respect, we
appoint a committee of twenty to attend his funeral

on behalf of this Board.

Resolved, That this minute be entered In full on
our records and a copy engrossed and signed by
the Board and sent to his widow and family.

The committee appointed was composed of the

following named gentlemen :

Wm. T. Pratt, L. W. Fairchild, J. F. Ander-

son, Jr., I. C. Kiggins, J. P. Dinsmore, David
F. Davids, Fred. W. Horn, Henry Levy, A. Lie-

benrath, C. F. Hinrich, James D. Shipman, Ed-

ward Todd, David A. Tower, Geo. H. Jones,

Samuel I. Knight, P. Parrally, General A. C.

Barnes, H. Esser, Alex. Agar, Wm. Keuffel.

The secretary, Mr. Booraem, was directed to

send out to all the members of the board the

following notice of the funeral :

New York, March 31, 1884.

The funeral of Mr. Henry Bainbridge will take

place at St. Luke's Church, Clinton avenue near

Fulton, Brooklyn, to-morrow, April 1, at 3 p. m. The

members of the Stationers' Board of Trade are re-

quested to meet on the porch of the church at the
time named and attend in a body. Yours truly,

Geo. L. Pease, President.

The funeral was largely attended by business

men and relatives and friends of the deceased.

The Rev. Mr. Vandewater officiated. The ser-

vices were brief but impressive. The following-

named gentlemen acted as pall bearers : W. I.

Martin, Alex. Agar, Edwin Kimpton, W. H.
Arthur, Geo. H. Janes, C. F. Macy, G. A. OIney,

Dr. Swift.

At the conclusion of the services, the remains
were taken to Greenwood Cemetery and inter-

red in the family plot.

Mr. Bainbridge leaves a widow and two daugh-
ters, the oldest being the wife of J. M. Pavill, of

the Produce Exchange.

Anna Ottendorfer.
Anna Ottendorfer, wife of Oswald Ottendor-

fer of the Staats Zeitung, died on Wednesday of

heart disease. Mrs. Ottendorfer, whose maiden
name was Sartorius, was born in Wuerzburg, Ba-
varia, February 11, 1815. She was first married
to Jacques Uhl, with whom she came to New
York in 1836. In 1844 Mr. Uhl opened a job-

printing oflBce at No. 44 Frankfort street, his

wife assisting him in his labors. The following

year they purchased the Staats Zeitung, then a
weekly paper, edited by Gustavo Adolf Neu-
mann. It was soon afterward made a daily

publication. Mr. Uhl died in 1852, from which
time until 1859, when she married Mr. Ottendor-

fer, Mrs. Uhl was the sole manager of the paper
and printing office. Mrs. Ottendorfer was wide-

ly known for the charitable enterprises in which
she engaged. Last year she received a decora-

tion from the Empress Augusta of Germany.
She had six children, all by her first husband, of
whom four are now living.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Ring at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding
Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension
Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, aU complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

|^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
ovu- Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

For theHOME TRADE or EXPOKT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Norelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty
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TYPOGRAPHICAL ORNAMENTS.

Printers who look back to the styles and

methods in printing of some twenty-five or

thirty years ago, cannot fail to observe the

great improvement in typography and the

strides in every branch of the art since that

time. Perhaps in no other department is the

founders will continue to belabor their brains,

if impelled by the substantial encouragement
which has been given by printers in the past.

"Typographical ornaments," said a leading

type founder to a reporter of The Stationer,
"have reached such a state of perfection in the

matter of design and adaptation that effects can
be produced with them nearly equal to those of

from twelve up to fifty or more numbers as may
be desired. Prices are from $2 up, a font. For
small printers, perhaps, the lowest priced font

is in many cases all that is required, as he may
order additional sets of ornaments as fast as bis

business requires it. As a usual thing an outfit

of typographical ornaments costs much less con-

sidering its desirability than is generally sup-
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change so noticeable as in that of job printing,

involving as it does an unlimited number of

tasteful ornaments of every form that inven-

tive genius has been able to suggest. The type

founders have certainly done their part to put

the best facilities within the reach of the com-

positor, while the press builders have been hard-

ly less active in furnishing the necessary ma-

chinery for consummating the work. One need

Combination of Ornaments.

fine art. They are made in the most simple as

well as complex forms, and the use that they

can be put to is only limited by the degree of

skill and taste of the printer. Very fine effects

can be produced from the most simple forms.

Typographical ornaments are used to such a

large extent in even what is nowadays called

ordinary job work that no printer can get

along without them. All work embellished

V

posed. Cheap processes of manufacture and
competition! have, of course, considerably re-

duced the price."

" Has there been any marked progress in

typographical ornaments within the last few
years ?"

" Very little, except, perhaps, in their adap-
tations. Americans excel in originating new
designs in various kinds of jobbing type, but
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only glance at a piece of printing considered

good a quarter of a century ago to wonder how
such work could be tolerated. If a compositor

of the present day were put in a room with only

the sober faces of those times to embellish his

work, no doubt he would be glad to leave the

practice of the art within a week for some more
congenial employment.

While healthy advancement in the art of

printingis commendable, as in any other indus-

try, there frequently comes the cry from some
quarters to "put on the brakes." This shout is

directed at the type founders and comes not

only from those who allege that their purses are

in danger of collapse, through the attempt to

keep up with their abler competitors, but also

from many who can well afford nearly all of

the good things. But as long as there is a mar-

ket for the many novelties no doubt the law of

supply and demand will bold sway, and the type

Card Ornaments.

with these ornaments is rendered in every way
more neat and attractive and there is scarcely a

piece of job work done with the exception, per-

haps of a plain business card which does not

involve more or less use of these ornaments.

These ornaments, besides, dispense in a great

degree with the tedious and expensive process

of engraving because the artistic effects, which
may be produced by them are almost equal to

those of engraving. Where great economy
must be practiced on the part of the job printer,

a piece of work, such as a bordering around a

fine card for instance, may be electrotyped and
used in connection with other jobs, as it is pos-

sible to vary the filling-in used afterward in

such a manner as to produce entirely differ-

ent effects in each case. At the same time the

foundation ornaments may be re-distributed

the same as ordinary type.

" We supply ornaments in fonts containing

typographical ornaments, strictly speaking, are

about as they were flfteen'years ago, when they

were borrowed from France and Germany. I

do not mean to say that Americans have entirely

stood still in the origination of designs, but that

the finest work which is done to-day is done with

precisely the same foundation ornaments that

were in use in France and Germany years ago.

A Frenchman named Derriey was the most in-

genious originator of typographical ornaments

who has ever been known. He produced some

of the finest ornamental printing, especially in

the shape of artistic bordering that this or any
other age has seen."

The set of ornaments shown and numbered from
1 to 16, contains some of the most simple forms

used. They were kindly furnished by Farmer,

Little & Co. From these ornaments the border-

ing of a neat and simple card is constructed, as

shown. A more elaborate and fanciful set of
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ornaments is shown in the illustration furnished

by James Conner's Sons:

With these, an unlimited number ot bor-

ders, corners, centre-pieces, &c., may be con-

structed, and fine ornamental work may be

done. From an examination of the ornaments

it will be seen in what a multiplicity of ways

they can be joined together.

ENVELOPE MAKING.

^s

There is no industry in this country which

has been more steady in its growth than the

manufacture of envelopes.

This was begun about the

year 1848, the first factory

being located at No. 180

Fulton street, New York.

The building in which the in-

dustry originated stands to-

day just as it stood thirty-

six years ago. Prior to and

during 1849 envelopes were

imported in large quantities,

but a steady demand arose

for the domestic article and

to-day the United States not

only manufactures all of the

envelopes that this country

consumes, with the excep-

tion, perhaps, of an inflni-

tesimally small quantity of

fine envelopes, which are im-

ported from France, but sends

abroad a large amount of

surplus product.

A leading manufacturer of

envelopes showed a reporter

of The Stationer through

his factory a few days ago.

" Envelopes were originally,"

said the gentleman alluded to,

as he led the reporter up a

narrow stairway to the cut-

ting room, "all made by
hand. That is, the folding

was done by hand, but, of

course, a press was used to

cut the envelopes. It was,

however, operated by hand.

About 18.52 an envelope fold-

ing machine was brought

here from Europe. This ma-
chine was greatly improved
in the course of time and so

completely changed that lit-

tle of the original mechanism
was left. The machines used

for manufacturing envelopes

to-day are aa near perfection

as it is possible to make them.

But while there are no ap-

parent defects in them, it is

hard to tell what the brain
of the inventor may bring

forth and therefore we are prepared for any
surprises. The machines used at present do
the folding, pasting, gumming, sealing of the
flaps and counting at the rate of 5,000 envelopes
an hour.

" The paper used by us comes to the factory
cut in squares, varying in size with the size of

the envelope to be cut from it, so that there
may be the least possible waste. For instance, a
square of paper, 3x3 feet, is used with a die of a
certain size. Its area,we will say, is forty-eight

times the size of the envelope before it is folded.

Suppose it were forty-seven and a half times the
size of the envelope. In that case there would
be just 5,000 imperfect envelopes cut to waste.

because each square of paper contains 5,000

sheets. The paper all comes to this room and

the cutting, as you see, is done here. The envel-

opes, after being cut, go to the floor above,

which is the folding room."

The speaker led the reporter up another nar-

row flight of stairs to the folding-room, which

contained a dozen or more of envelope-making

machines in operation. A girl was seated be

fore each machine, her duties being to feed it as

fast as required with envelope blanks, keep suf-

ficient gum in the gumming-trough, paste the

bands around each package of envelopes as soon
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meanwhile been dried. Each package of en-

velopes as it comes from the machine is put

in a box, containing twenty packages and
is then ready for the trade. In spite of

the closest calculation there is more or less

waste material in envelope making. This

goes back to the mills and is made over again
into paper.

"There are at the present time," continued
the manufacturer, " about twenty-five factor-

ies in the United States, but these factories pro-

duce at the rate of 50,000,000 envelopes a day.
They are always run on either full or half time

and consequently the pro-

duction is largely in excess

„ 12 of the consumption, resulting

in a large surplus.

"The use of envelopes is

very great, as every person

with ordinary powers of

observation knows. Envel-

opes are made in a great

variety of colors, shapes and
thicknesses, not to mention

sizes, which range from the

most minute form used by
druggists, to very large pack-

age envelopes. They are now
not only used by merchants

in sending out samples of

their goods to the trade, but

by retail dealers to inclose

goods sold to customers and
also to hold many kinds of

goods in stock. Their cheap-

ness has undoubtedly largely

increased correspondence by
mail within the last few
years as well as increased

the use made of them by
business men in the distribu-

tion of circulars and in var-

ious other ways.
" To carry on the industry

of envelope making demands
a great deal of capital. The
machinery is costly and re-

quires a great number of op-

eratives. Yet, notwithstand-

ing this fact, the main cost

in the manufacture of envel-

opes is the paper."
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Type Ornaments.

as completed and box the envelopes for the mar-

ket. On reaching the folding-room, the report-

er interested himself by watching the operation

of the envelope machines. In the top of each

machine were the envelope blanks. With every

second of time a pair of claws deftly picked up

an envelope blank (always one, never more)

jerked it forward a few inches, then released it,

when it was carried down through the boxing

or folding mechanism, from which it dropped

down into the drying-belt (the former operation

having, in addition to folding the envelope,

gummed it), where, after being sealed, it was
carried around to the counting-box in front of

the machine, the gum on the flaps having in the

Robert Browning has writ-

ten an introductory note to

a volume of sermons and ad-

dresses by the late Thomas
Jones. The poet thus de-

scribes the preacher: "It
was a fancy of mine that a

younger Carlyle might, shar-

ing the same convictions,

have spoken so, even have
looked so ; but the clean-cut,

Celtic features, the lips com-
I pressed as with the retention of a discovered

prize in thought or feeling, the triumph of the

eyes, brimful of conviction and confidence

—

these, no less than the fervency of faith and
hope, were the orator's own."
Robert Smith, brother of Sydney, and famil-

iarly called "Bobus," was a lawyer and ex-

advocate-general, and happened on one occa-

sion to be engaged in an argument with an
excellent physician touching the merits of their

respective professions. " You must admit,"
urged Dr. X., " that your profession does not
make angels of men." "No," was the retort,

" there you have the best of it
;
yours certainly

gives them the first chance."
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U. S. A. F. a. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

Tlie accompanying cut is a Fac-simile ol

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other

Folded Papers

;:tS= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.
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We have Removed to our New Building

Nos. 162 to 172 Columbus Avenue,

Carter, Diitsmore & Co.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWAEDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LiINBN RCCORD I LEDGER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. HI»li:CIA.I-.TY

•^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

•^ others from (At Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission^ Medal of Process American Institute^ i^7\ "'"i Medal of
hnfirovement and Progress, Boston, iSjS. Its

PRINCIPAI. ADVANTAGES
I

are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger jll

Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

sbeet, 3ER,^SE and. m^^WKITJE roUR TIM3S© on saxue spot
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

6^eiid for sample
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SCHENECTAOr SCRAPS.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRBSPONDBNT.]

Schenectady, N. Y., April 3, 1884.

Not for many years has business been so dull

at Schenectady as it has been during the past

three months. One cause of this has been the

weather, which has been the very worst possi-

ble. During the greater part of this month the

country roads have been well-nigh impassable

and very few farmers have been in the city.

The other cause is the general scarcity of work.

However, in this respect, the outlook is some-

what better than at my last writing.

There have also been more failures here dur-

ing the past three months than during the three

previous years.

In the Henry Swere assignment the sale re-

alized in the neighborhood of $3,500 ; this with

other assets makes the total assets in the neigh-

borhood of $3,500, not enough to pay the pre-

ferred creditors, after deducting expenses, which
will be quite large, as the sale occupied almost a

full month. The schedule filed by the assignee

of H. M. C. Daley, dry goods, shows over

$2,000 more assets than liabilities, and now the

question is why an assignment was made at all.

The assignee is trying to dispose of the stock by
private sale.

Early in the month George OUey, jeweler,

made a general assignment for the benefit of

his creditors. Liabilities, $6,000 ; assets, $4,500.

S. R. James, who had one of the largest

wholesale and retail crockery stores in Central

New York, owing to business complications

with a former partner, has been compelled to

turn over all his property to Col. D. D. Camp-
bell, his father-in-law. Mr. James has some
$10,000 in liabilities unsecured, due outside par-

ties.

Since the retirement of Henry Swere, the

houses engaged in the book trade are James H.
Barhydt, Swart & Van Auken, and Robert T.

Moir, all good and substantial business men.
These are amply sufficient for the needs of Sche-
nectady. Schenectady has one of the very best

union school systems in the State and is a good
book town.

It is also the seat of Union College. James
H. Barhydt is an old-established business man
and has the exclusive sale of Rogers' stationery
here. He has also the larger part of the Union
College trade and some of the school. Swart &
Van Auken have a large school trade, as has
also Robert T. Moir, who also carries quite a

line of fancy goods. Each of these parties has

a large wall-paper department.

John A. Sleieher, who recently purchased the

Daily Union and assumed editorial control, has

disposed of the paper and accepted a position as

editor of the Albany Emning Journal. Mr.

Sleieher greatly improved the Union. It is said

the Union is owned by Hon. George West, ex-

member of Congress. It is now edited by Geo.

W. Cottrell. G.
*

RICHMOND REPORTS.

[FROM OUR RKGULAR CORRBSPONDBNT.]

Richmond, Va., April 2, 1884.

Despite the rainy weather which has prevailed

throughout this section of the Sunny South for

the past three months, the stationery trade has

kept pace with all other lines of business. With
retailers generally business has been dull, the

moist weather having prevented the ladies from
making their usual purchases, but it has, how-

ever, enabled the dear creatures to clear up their

backward correspondence. " 'Tis an ill wind
that blows nobody good." When gentle spring

really comes to stay her allotted time our retail

dealers' countenances will bear smiles in lieu of

frowns. Their counters are well-stocked with

an almost endless variety of Easter cards and
flowers of American and English manufacture

of beautiful design and finish. From present

appearances, enough will be left over to make
a creditable showing next season—still, as the

ground-hog has been snowed under, the wea-

ther-cock may change the surmise.

J. W. Randolph & English have a new novel

in press, written by a young lady from Youth-

side, Va. ; but she has not yet fixed her mind
on a name for it. They are also rapidly dis-

posing of the second edition of " No. 40 A.

Romance ;" also pamphlet No. 1, " The Battle

of Bethel and the John Brown Raid," and
pamphlet No. 2, " A Diary of the War." All

of these have been published by them since the

failure of Carlton, McCarthy & Co. They re-

port a good jobbing trade.

" We are very busy, but there is no new fea-

ture in trade during the past month," said Mr.

Randolph, of paper-box notoriety.

Up and down stairs we were elevated through

the establishment of Baughman Brothers and
shown the improvements, now nearly com-

pleted. " When we get our presses in" (second

floor), remarked on of the enthusiastic brothers,

" we will be enabled to strike off a quarter of

a million impressions in a day." They report

business lively in the printing line, but other-

wise in the stationery line.

The Virginia Paper Company, which now

does a large jobbing and commission trade,

representing some of the largest houses in the

country, contemplates building one immense
warehouse—it now has four. It also has a

charter to build a paper mill and proposes do-

ing so at an early day. It claims to carry the

largest stock in the South. " We are doing our

share of business and our sales the past quarter

show an increase of several thousand dollars

over the cc --responding period of last year,"

said L. A. ' dler, manager of the company,
who is a piiiuuical man, thoroughly acquainted

with the manfacture of paper in all its details,

from the rag room to the finishing department.

Jno. H. Montague is president of the company,
and M. F. Montague is secretary and treasurer.

Every wholesale stationery establishment in

the city, without an exception, has recently en-

larged its facilities for an increased trade. " I

don't know what I should do without The Sta-
tioner," remarked a member of the firm of

one of the largest houses in the business to your
correspondent to-day. Sentinel.

BOSTON BREVITIES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, (

49 Federal St., Boston, April 8, 1884. f

It's getting late in the season, I must admit,

still I should mention for the benefit of the

trade that this is spring. True, I have as yet
seen no evidence of spring-time, but am rash

enough to make the assertion on the strength of

the " Farmers' Almanac" and last week's issue

of The Stationer. Instead of gentle April

showers (as per almanac) snow storms of no
mean proportions are of almost daily occur-

rence ; and winter overcoats oft hide from view
many a new spring suit. But winter's days are
numbered (if I could*only give the figures), and
gentle spring must soon hold brief sway.

For this have the many trades-people been
long waiting, and in anticipation thereof the

hundreds of show-windows have been gaily

dressed with the numerous novelties of the sea-

son. Among these window displays one in par-
ticular attracts great attention. It gives a pic-

ture of Easter. Many beautiful and costly sou-

venirs of the season, with artistic novelties are
handsomely grouped together, making a strik-

ingly appropriate and beautiful picture of

Easter-tide. With the exception of a little

foreign material for framing and background,
the entire tableau is made up of such Easter
novelties as are in stock, to which the attention

of purchasers is invited. To design and ar-

range this elaborate display costs something,
and one might ask, Does it pay ? Well, it does,
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for what the eye doesn't see the heart can't

crave for, nor the purse respond to. One would

naturally suppose that so beautiful a display of

Easter goods is made by some one of the leading

houses that makes this line of novelties a spe-

cialty. But it isn't. They don't seem yet to

have realized that such window-displays are

profitable. No. It is a dry-goods house that

does it 1

Though spring is very much delayed in this

Eastern section, the large houses report that

trade generally is very good, the greater part

of the shipments going to milder climes. A
heavy spring trade in toys and juvenile goods is

being done by Heyer Brothers, marbles, tops,

hoops, &c., having a good demand. Orders for

summer seaside goods, such as croquet sets,

lawn-tennis, hammocks, archery and the like,

are being numerously received. For private

theatricals and parlor tableaux, this house

makes a specialty of tableau fire, which is of a

very rich color. Boxed fireworks for home use

is another special feature, for which Heyer
Brothers have a very large trade. In musical

instruments, I am informed that the heaviest

run is on harmonicas, and that thousands of

these are sold the year round.

In Easter goods a very large trade has been

done by the several city dealers, and H. H.

Carter has enjoyed a large share of the busi-

ness. The many original novelties which this

enterprising dealer introduced for the Easter

season found ready sale, both from his counters

and his jobbing room. Easter goods will soon

be out of date, and this house is already prepar-

ing other lines for the trade. In birthday cards

and scrap pictures for albums, Mr. Carter will

show some new designs, which will undoubtedly
please card collectors. This house is just open-

ing up an extensive line of writing-papers and
envelopes, which includes a large lot of Crane's

tinted note. These goods having been bought
in extra large lots from mills anxious to close

out their superfluous stock preparatory to tak-

ing stock. Mr. Carter made some close bargains,

and he is prepared to supply the trade in such

quantities needed at extremely low figures.

Samples of his extensive line of papers, with

envelopes to match, will be sent free to the

trade upon application.

The Robinson Engraving Company is pre-

senting a new line of folding cards and pape-

teries. The designs are very beautiful and show
that same artistic finish for which the steel-

plate work of this company is so justly noted.

In papeteries, about two dozen styles are of-

fered. Mr. Robinson returned about ten days
ago from an extended trip West and South,

where he met with much encouragement, doing
a good business. Dull trade is an " unknown
quantity" to the RobinaDn Engraving Com-
pany.

Dropping into the busy salesroom of King &
Merrill's I was foolish enough to venture an in-

quiry concerning pens, whereupon the genial

George seated me to a desk and placed before

me a hugh pile of letters bearing postmarks
from hundreds of different towns and cities.

These epistles bore the signatures of clerks,

school teachers, State officials and bankers, and
all proclaimed the superiority of "King's Non-
pareil " pen. Some of these letters from school

teachers commenting upon the Nonpareil pens
stated that the " children cry for them; " others

carry the conviction that no "family should be
without them;" and others again claim that " a
bad case of penmanship was immediately im-
proved by the use of one dozen." These testi-

monials, I am informed, were unsolicited and
bear much weight—there's a crate full of 'em.

The Russell Paper Company reports that its

heavy Manilla papers are having a big run.

Publishers are using this paper for pamphlet

covers. For mechanical drafting it is also ex-

tensively used. Tag manufacturers, moreover,

find this double manilla paper the most suitable

for their goods. For ice cream and candy boxes

it is also being utilized. This paper is made in

several sizes and weights and a large stock is

always on hand for immediate delivery.

The Newsdealers' Supply Company has moved
from its former quarters on Devonshire

street to No. 40 Hawley street, where greater

facilities are offered for its increasing business.

This company is auxiliary to the Newsdealers

and Stationers' Union of New England, and it is

proposed by its manager, Thomas Marsh, to

make it a stock company. A circular issued to

the trade throughout New England, defines the

position of the company as follows :

" A company is now being formed with the

above title. Are you willing to commit your-

self to the enterprise, and to endorse it by agree-

ing to buy of and through this company, if you
can get goods as cheaply as elsewhere ? In this

manner, more than in any other, you can show
to the News Company monopoly that you are

going to work for your own interest hereafter.

The necessity and benefit of a system of supply,

independent of existing methods, has long and
thoroughly been considered by the entire retail

trade, and earnestly approved. Other companies,

prepared to carry forward such a system, have

been started at intervals ; but, except in a few

notable and commendable instances, they have

been gradually added to the present aggrega-

tion. With the experience of the past to guard
against disaster, this new undertaking is bound
to succeed, and to continue in the purpose and
interest for which it is started—for your inter-

est. It is an outgrowth of the Newsdealers and
Stationers' Union, by which it is endorsed.

The Union is for principles ; the company is for

practice. For more than a year the Union has

maintained an agency (with limited facilities)

for general supplies, and a proportionate busi-

ness has been transacted, and great benefits have
been derived. Now, in a more extensive form,

the business is to be taken charge of by the new
body, with improved facilities to supply what-

ever you may wish. If possible. A. L. D.

LOUISVILLE GOSSIP.

[FROM OUB BEOTTIiAB COBBESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., April 5, 1884.

The trade situation has latterly presented a
more cheerful appearance. The past three

weeks have given us, in the main, a steady spell

of bright, seasonable weather, which has ex-

erted a much needed stimulus on general busi-

ness. There is, however, as yet no spring boom,
and the fact that there is a wide-spread disposi-

tion in favor of conservatism and caution, and
against pressing sales to the utmost limit, indi-

cates that this season's trade will be of moder-
ate average volume. There is evidently an
underconsumption or overproduction—perhaps
a little of both—in several departments of busi-

ness, and, as a result, the movement shows a
lack of spirit if not an absence of profit in lines af-

fected. For the past month the shipments of ag-
ricultural implements, cotton, grain, and leaf

and manufactured tobaccos show a handsome
increase, as compared with the same month last

year ; whisky and leather have about held their

own, while boots and shoes, hardware and fur-

niture show a decrease, as compared with same
period. The dry-goods trade, which is usually

accepted as a good barometer of general busi-

ness, has this spring been slow to develop ac-

tivity, but is now coming forward encourag-

ingly, necessitating nightwork in leading job-

bing houses, and promising a brisk and satis-

factory season. Statistics of the movement of

paper, books and stationery are not recorded

here, but, on inquiry of the principal concerns,

sales are found to be quite satisfactory and of

larger dimensions than usual at this date. The
clearing-house returns for the first quarter of

the current year are found to be $56,000,000, as

against $49,000,000 for the first quarter of 1883—

a handsome gain.

Based on the present crop outlook in this sec-

tion, business ought certainly to be in a healthy

and fiourishing condition. Planting operations

have been rapidly pushed forward since the

middle of March under the most favorable aus-

pices, the ground being in perfect condition

and the weather dry and seasonable, with

scarcely an interruption. Wheat is growing
finely ; oats and tobacco are beginning to peep

through, and animated field work is now being

done in the planting of corn, potatoes and
grasses.

There seems to be no longer a doubt that the

Southern Exposition at Louisville will be re-

opened this autumn. Efforts to secure addi-

tional means necessary to increase the capital

stock to $500,000 have resulted in raising all but

$20,000, which small balance seems certain to

be subscribed next week ; then the official an-

nouncement will be made that Louisville will

repeat and emphasize the triumph of last year.

The great exposition is to open this year on the

16th day of August, and will continue sixty to

seventy-five days ; the interest already mani-

fested at home and abroad seems to make it

sure to be even a better exhibition than the

first. Here is a most excellent opportunity for

all seekers after Southern business ; after ex-

hibiting in this city displays can be forwarded
in ample time to be placed in the grand Cotton

Centennial Exposition, which opens in New
Orleans in December, thus securing a varied

and far-reaching advertisement. Manufac-
turers especially should make a note of this and
prepare early.

News items in the stationery trade are few.

The Gilbert & Mallory Publishing Company
has amended its articles of incorporation by
changing style to Bradley & Gilbert Company,
with Jas. C. Gilbert, president, John C. Hern-

don, vice-president, and William Harrison, sec-

retary and treasurer. This house was estab-

lished twenty-three years ago as Bradley & Gil-

bert, and maintains a prominent place in the

book, stationery, printing and paper-box manu-
facturing trades here.

Tbos. B. Poutch, of the stationery department

of J. P. Morton & Co., executed a unique idea in

. the way of a job of invitations last week. It

read as follows :

LE JOYEUX CLUB

Requests the pleasure of your

Company

Friday Evening, April 18,

1884.

GALT HOUSE.

The above, printed in blue ink upon coarse i

brown " extra wrapping," cut a small octavo or

billet note sheet, " very rough edge," with i

square wedding envelope made of same paper to

match, makes a novel souvenir of elegance in i

its utter simplicity. Boubbon.
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[The above cut is a fac-simlle of the wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
WUl stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and liOft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berksblre Mills Liinen I<edger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN COm Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, v?ith contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, G-EO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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EUROPEAN GOSSIP.

[CORRESPONDENCE OF THE STATIONER.]

London, March 84, 1884.

Walking through the city of London one is

very much impressed with the great number of

warehouses stocked to the roof with paper of

every conceivable size, color and weight ; the

chief trade seems to be in export to the colonies,

notably Australia and the Cape of Good Hope,

the Home trade absorbing only a small part of

the mill production. There is great difficulty,

as a rule, in obtaining samples from one of these

large houses ; they are ready for business, but

take it for granted that they know by description

what is wanted, and in many instances their

manner is so devoid of courtesy as to divert the

trade in other directions.

One of the very largest book makers in Lon-
don told me last week that all of his supplies of

certain grades were imported from Germany,
the price being 20 per cent, less than the same
article of English make. Another maker who
produces scrap-books, largely imports his

leatherette from Belgium, his paper and boards

from Germany, the chromo pictures and the

bronze leaf for ornamenting also from Germany.
Is it, therefore, a matter of surprise that there

are complaints throughout this country as to

the state of trade ? And yet, wages here are

low as compared with ours. I notice in the

Philadelphia Ledger of the 7ih inst. a discussion

as to the relative rate of wages. While, un-

doubtedly, the cost of living here is less than
with us, the proportion is much greater among
the middle and upper classes than with the

working people, for example, a workingman
pays about the same rent in London as in New
York, his tea, coffee, bread and meat cost no
less, his clothing is very little less and so on
through the list of actual necessities, but the

wide difference begins with the expenses of the

middle classes, silk dresses, good clothes, wines

for the table, gas, the use of a cab on occasions,

amusements, servant hire, the luxuries of the

table, &c. , are quite one-half our prices and the

same ratio exists with all luxuries.

Wages are low here, principally because the

supply is largely in excess of the demand. I

have seen here and in Liverpool and in Birming-

ham more idle men about the streets than in a
dozen American cities. When visiting a large

paper-box factory here last week, which em-
ploys several hundred hands, I learned that

girls of sixteen began at sixty cents per week,

and if adepts in a year could earn from one to

two dollars a week, the older and well-experi-

enced hands getting as high as four dollars, the

hours being from eight in the morning till seven

at night. Naturally under such regulations

work can be produced at a minimum price.

It is odd to an American eye to see quills so

largely used (as is the case here) instead of the

universal steel pen, as with us ; and sealing-

wax, too, is largely consumed, although I was
unable to obtain a pack of " baronial " envelopes

without mucilage on the flap, and I must have
asked for them in twenty shops. I think that

Dreka or Murphy's Sons, of Chestnut street,

could have furnished such on demand.
Playing-cards here are generally square-cor-

nered, for the British public do not take kindly

to the innovation of round edges. I think that

they would prefer the latter if once adopted,

but few of the shops seem to have an assort-

ment of them and the clubs will not, as a rule,

depart from their " square" standard.

The stationery supplied at the various hotels

throughout England, and especially in the

metropolis, is of a very superior character ; the

ink and pens are always good and the paper

and envelopes the very best. At the hotel

where I am stopping the paper supplied in pro-

fusion is Pirie's old-style note ; envelopes to cor-

respond, all stamped in color from steel dies.

Now, Pirie's paper costs here twenty-five

cents per pound ; I wonder if there is a hotel

in America that would pay that price ? My
observation has been that they usually get the

very cheapest the market affords.

As a contrast to what I have said above in

reference to lack of courtesy, 1 must note that

one of the largest houses here has acted toward

me in very marked contrast, by showing me its

entire works, comprising seven fine paper mills

and a wonderful envelope factory, all of which,

as you may suppose, were interesting and valu-

able to me in my particular branch of manufac-

ture. The economies practised would set us

wasteful Americans a good example and teach

us the necessity of care and saving.

I shall hope to have the privilege of sending

you some further of my impressions from the

Continent. Charles J. Cohen.

PITTSBURG POINTS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Pittsburg, April 7, 1884.

No. 14 of The Stationer is a splendid one,

and the trade here were quick to express the

most favorable comments about it.

A few weeks ago the general trade of our

city became quiet and inactive, and many feared

that the dullness would continue. I am very

happy to say that all kinds of business have

brightened up, and the outlook shows a most

cheerful aspect. The banks have a pretty fair

demand for their surplus money, and plenty of

good paper is given them. I think that the

year will see a better business and more confi-

dence than is usually shown during the year of

the Presidential election. There is no denying the

fact, though, that the excitemeat of a hot po-

litical canvass affects business. Last week our

county had a little fight over the election of

delegates to the National Republican Conven-
tion, and many a business man neglected need-

ed hours in order to see that his side won.

The Easter card trade is not what it was ex-

pected to be. Never was such a lot of rich and
beautiful Easter cards brought to our City.

The Easter window of W. W. Edgar is the pret-

tiest I ever saw. The demand for cards up to

this date has been small, and the trade do not

look for a very much increased business in that

line this week. The truth of the whole matter

is, the people are tiring of the card-gift busi-

ness. It may be that our city is an exception,

however. You know how very smoky and
sooty our place is, and therefore can readily see

what a difiicult thing it is to keep cards clean.

Geo. W. Reed & Co. have become nicely

fixed in their new quarters on Wood street, and
their store presents a most attractive appear-

ance.

H. Watts & Co. occupy the old stand of G.

' W. Reed & Co. on Wood street, and when they

finally get the papering, painting, &c., finished

and their new goods arranged, they will have
an elegant place.

R. S. Davis & Co. moved into the old Chroni-

cle office on the 1st inst., and before all of the

alterations were completed. This week will see

them in good shape.

I have lived in this smoky city about thirty-

one years and have seen a good deal of moving
on April fool's day, but never before did I wit-

ness as much of it as this year, especially so

among the business houses. The directory man
ought to sell a much increased number of books

this year.

A good deal of interest has been taken in the

oil business lately by our young men. The woe-

begone expression on their faces clearly de-

monstrates that a " drop" in oil is about as dis-

astrous as you New York people frequently see

on Wall street. Trading on margins is more
dangerous than mortgaging your real estate at

10 per cent, interest in order to borrow money
to begin a business you know nothing about.

Both are bad enough, sure. G. W. H.

KEUFFEL & ESSER,
— manufacturers and importers of

*' standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BoOKS AND PENS,

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRTTE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

' Awarded at National Exposition of Itailway Applmaces neld at Chicago, FOUE QOLD AN8
BRONZE MEDALS for Surveying, Engioeering and Drawing Materials,

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices and Samples of 16 Styles of Engraving Sent on Application.

BENNAGE, 1 12 S. 1 1th Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

IT. S. TREASURY MDCILA.GE, -with Elegant Ne-w Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and. Corkscrews.

Manufactnred by "WII^I^IA-JM A.. I>A."V"Ia!l, 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Sl-OO a,n.d. TTp-^warcis,
ACCORDING TO MODNTING.

Made of the best materiaN through-
out, and the only Pen In the -world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond Street, New Torli

IQMMS Oil
ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE T

New York Branch, 28 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 304 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

Puffed, Satin and Plush

^'

?F PI I nsr C3-ED O-A-RDS,
Single at $4, Double at $8 per 100.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ZIT7B CJLB.D CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $30 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

• VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASH.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OF

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
142 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

ROACHE MFG. CO.,'''^-''r^?^*"'''*'
Importers ofGEBMAN SLATE PENCILS,

and Manufacturers of SCHOLAB'S COM-
PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALB DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

No. 62 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

III! I rn nnnO Trade Mark on Steel Pens,
Mil I rn nnilN '"X ErasersandPocket
IIIILkUII UIIUU, Cutlery guiiraiitees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country

SXEEL PENS withstyle andaction suited toeveryhand.
FuIIassortmentofPensmailedonreceiptol 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

White, Manilla, Straiv and Colored

PAPEB-BDX EOABDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 J)fponshir9 Street, Boaton.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

DAVIDS' PATENT PEN-RACK STANDS.

A neat, novel and useful invention has re.

cently [been patented by John B. Davids, of

John B. Davids & Co. It consists of a combined

inkstand and pen-rack, designed to meet the

wants of the million, the price placing it within

the reach of everybody. The pen-rack is a

decorated metallic band having sectional arms,

which, when extended, form supports for pens,

pencils, &c. The inkstand, upon which the

band pen-rack is fitted, is of the class known as

" bell " or " trumpet " mouth, is cylindrical in

form and has a deflected base, which insures

safety from overturning—the whole comprising

as perfect an article in all its parts as could he

desired. The pen-racks are in assorted litho-

graphed colors—red, green, yellow, lavender,

&c.—and will form a valuable addition to the

stationer's stock in trade, inasmuch as they can

be arranged to make an attractive display, and
at the same time prove an attraction to buyers.

The cuts represent the pen-rack stand with the

arms closed, as it is packed for shipment, and
with the arms or supports turned outward,

ready for use. These stand complete, each with

the Davids' improved corkscrew fitted in the

cork, and containing the firm's productions—to

wit, black, blue, violet, red, green, scarlet and
carmine inks and chemical

writing fluid, combined

writing and copying fluid

and blue-black copying ink

—can be obtained from the

manufacturers, John B.

Davids & Co., 184 William

street.

For the convenience of

the trade these goods are

packed in neat lock-corner

wood boxes, each contain-

fng one dozen.
,

:o:

NEW PATENTS.

No. 295,625. Blotter.—August H. Frederick, St.

Louis, Mo.

An improved blotter, consisting of a suitable

base or head, having a series of blotting-leaves

ffexibly hingtd thereto, with intermediate spaces

adapted to receive a block of writing. paper and

to be interchangeably used.

No. 295,636. Revolving Map-Stand.—Henry Edwin
Hayes, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 295,657. Manufacture of Wood-Grain Paper,

No. 295,497. Lead and Crayon-

Holder.—John H. Knapp,
New York. N. Y.

No. 295,591. Paper File.—Cal-

vin W. Sherwood, Chicago,

111.

A receiving-wire for a

paper-file, provided with a

notch at its upper end, the

walls of which notch are adapted to cut a piece

out from a paper when being placed on the

wire, in combination with a sliding holding-

wire adapted to enter said notch by its sliding

movement.

No. 295,596. Stereotype-plate.—Frederick K. Tracy,
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to Charles E.
Strong, same place.

A stereotyped-plate of columned matter cast

type high, and with column-rules and anterior

longitudinal grooves under and extending up-
ward toward the rules, and provided with necks
or bridges across and intercepting such grooves,

for the purpose of diminishing the labor of sub-
dividing such plates and preventing any bulg-

ing of the form.

No. 295,596. Envelope.—Emanuel J. Trum, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

iwiiiiiffiir i

Davids' Patent Pen-Rack Stands.

Cloth, &c.—Geo. F. Mclndoe and Jas. W. Mc-
J

Indoe, Everett, Mass.

A wood-grain fabric consisting of paper, cloth

or other like material, colored to imitate the

color or tint of the natural wood, and having

printed thereon a representation of the lines or

grain of the natural wood, obtained by taking

an impression of the grain and lines of the

wood by means of wax, then preparing an elec-

trotype therefrom, and then printing upon the

colored paper or cloth the lines or grain thus

transferred to the electrotype.

No. 295,658. Manufacture of Wood Grain Paper,

Cloth, &c.—Geo. F. Mclndoe and Jas. W. Mcln-
doe, Everett, Mass.

The art or process of making wood-grain pa-

per, cloth, &c., consisting, first, in obtaining
from wood itself an electrotype or engraved
fac-simile of the grain or natural lines thereof.

in the manner described ; second, in preparing

a stain electrotype or engraved plate that shall

represent the stain or color lines of the wood
between the lines or grain ; third, in taking pa-

per, cloth or other suitable material of a color

which shall approximate the natural color of

the wood ; fourth, in printing in*suitable color

thereon the stain, by an electrotype-plate, pre-

pared as described, or representation of the

wood between the grain-lines ; and fifth, in sub-

sequently printing in proper color the grain or

lines of the natural wood thereon by . means of

the electrotype or key-plate.

No. 295,661. Method of Making Lithographic Printing

Plates.—Peter Corfitz MoUer, Leipsic, Saxony,

Germany. Patented in Germany, February 10,

1883, No. 23,302; in France, March 19, 1883, No
154,373; in Hungary, April 10, 1883, No. 22,459; in

Belgium, April 14. 1883, No. 61,090; in Austria, May
30, 1883, No. 14,129, and in Italy, June 30, 1883.

XVn. No. 15,586, XXXI. 77.

No. 295,665. Method of Attaching Advertising Ar-

ticles to Cards.—Seeley P. Mount, Cleveland,

Ohio.

No. 295,680. Device for Pointing Pencils.—Henry G.

Schramm, Camden, assignor to William Keuffel

and Herman Esser, Hoboken, N. J.

No. 205,688. Art of Printing and Mounting Photo-

graphic Pictures.-Juan de M. Terreforte, New
York, N. Y., assignor to himself and Antonio M.

Molina, same place.

The method of taking and mounting photo-

graphic pictures, which consists in preparing

upon glass or other suitable surface a film of

dry collodion, then spreading upon the collodion

film a sensitive coating of gelatinous or albumi-

nous emulsion containing

nitrate of silver, then dry-

ing the same, then printing

and developing the picture

in the ordinary manner on
said sensitized coating, then

attaching paper to the pic-

ture by applying paper that

is faced or coated with

plain moist gelatine or al-

^
bumen to the pictflre upon

I the glass, then allowing the

J paper to dry under pressure

in contact with the picture,

and then stripping the pa-

per, and with it the picture,

from the glass.

No. 295,729. Canceling Stamp.
—Enoch B. Brown, Mystic,

Conn.

A stamp-canceler, con-

sisting of an L-shaped lever

or arm pivoted to the bed-

plate of the canceler, and
having attached at its lower

extremity a pivoted serrating piece or scratcher,

in combination with mechanism for operating

said arm.
No. 295,739. Inkstand or Receiver.—John B. Davids,

New Rochelle, N. Y.

The inkstand or receiver is surrounded with

a belt or band, having sections adapted to be

turned outward to form a holding-rack for

pens, &c.
DESIGNS.

No. 14,885. Font of Printing Type.—George Giesecke,

Leipsic, Saxony, Germany. Term of patent, 7

years.

No. 14,891. Font of Printing Type.—Edwin C. Ruth-

ven, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to MacKellar,

Smiths & Jordan, same place. Term of patent, 7

years.
TBADE-MARES.

No. 11,013. Playing-Cards.—John Gang, New York,

N. Y.
"The arbitrary word-symbol ' Edge.' "
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-^^ B^m^MQ^^^wmMTimmMmMT, ^i^-

Pads, ^ Tablets, ^^ Blotter Tablets.

-m POPHL^^J-GOODg.!- LOTH •!• PRICES, m-
EVBBY STATIONER CAN SELL THBM.

The * Perfect * Pencil * Tablet, ax sizes,, ruled or plmn,

OVER FIVE MILLION (5,000,000) SOLD IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS.

THE *AMERICAN *BLOTTER *TABLET, all sizes, fine papers.

Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Bills, Statements, put up in same style.

"Ye KHICKERBOCKER" BLOTTER TABLETS,

Best Seller in the Market ; All Sizes, Ruled or Plain.

Price from 10 Cents upwards.

"Ye KNICKERBOCKER" PERFORATED TABLET,

Five Sizes,

Two Sizes of Cash Checks ; Good Paper for Ink or Pencil.

DESK PADS (over 100 Sizes and Kinds). MANUSCRIPT PADS.==
V/HITE OR MANILA PADS AND TABLETS of all kinds.

The Celebrated ACME PABCHMEJTT LETTER COPYING BOOKS.

It^ Our Goods can be procured from

all first-class Jobbers.

146, 148 and 150 CENTRE ST., cor. Walker St., New York.

Passenger Elevator—The Fourth Avenue and Courtland Street Ferry Cars pass the Door.

so ^
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T© *STATlOlf^^S *AST; IKFT^HB
YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "Jnstiranc^ P^Kj^I I
^ 3VC-A.ISrTJF-A.CTTTREI3 B'X"

^^-

FBEII I. lETE! i CO.

-^No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEV^ YORK.^— —-^
This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile "Work as

IHSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on tlie KoUers or Skin in the Fountain.)

-^fr

" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than
any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,
Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Printers.

• 8 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York,

Sirs: Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, . . . . . Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. GARY & CO Baltimore.

HARDER, LUSE & CO Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati, Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

X'l^lCE IjISXS .A.2:TI5 S^»ECrtv£EI<T BOOISS I^^TJI^lSnSHEr) 02jT -^rE»XjIC-A.17IOI>r.
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THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND WELL
KNOWN GAMES OF MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RINC I RING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
IVe^*v Yorlt JLgenoy — "WILSON BROTIiEKS TOY COMLP^IVY, No. 119 Clxamtoers Street.

L. Prang & Co.

Our Christmas and New Year line for 1884-5 will

be submitted to our friends in the trade during the

month of May.

?^-

MARCUS-WARD-^-CO. Limited.

PLAIK ^ CARDS, * SIHGLE ^ AKD ^ DOXJBLlE ^ FRINGES.
-«

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGENCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.
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FAMILY AND PULiPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The ONLY Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Eevised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LO^T OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lntlier's Illastrated German Bible,

Containing Biblb Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

Illu8tratedCntal''gue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &e,, mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by J

I^" Orders for Sample Lots receive

ANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

i

tmic^
B A-ACK

.^nL
L. U I

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

Tlie Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.

FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more endurine and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for

the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent bv mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be bo adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

heet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, U a model of simplicity.

^. -Wi:iDM.a.2fH,
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MAMUFACTUIIBR OF

TIN AMD PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York,

COUNSELOR-AT-IiA\ir.
Special attention given to Patent and Trade-Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU STREEF, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Solicitor of United States and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks.
140 NASSAU STREET, NKW YORK CITY.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents obtained for Inventors on
favorable terms, and in the shortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trademarks and Labels protected by registry at the

U. S. Patent Office and in Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted, Opinions on questions of Infringement,
the Vaiidity of Patents, &c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and every case—a matter of no

inconsiderable importance to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Buslncss may be transacted either in person or by mail, and
in every detail is kept inviolably secret and confidential.

JAMES A. WHITNEV. 140 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

°

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.
No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTPIOTYPES MDJNTED OH WOOD OH METAL.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

A. T. Dunton, newsdealer, &c. , St. Albans,

Vt., has sold out.

Thomas F. StaflEord, stationer, &c., Green-

wood, S. C, is dead.

Charles L. Kusz, of the firm of K!usz & Co.,

publishers, Manzano, N. M. , is dead.

Gr. W. Collins, stationer, &c., Georgetown,

Cal., has been succeeded by Mrs. D. Blair.

Sarah (Mrs. Louis) Mayer, dealer in picture-

frames, New York city, has made an assign-

ment.

C. V. Wintzingerode, bookseller and stationer,

Portland, Ore., has been damaged by water.

Insured.

T. S. Pattillo has been admitted as a partner

of D. H. Smith & Co., booksellers and station-

ers, Truro, N. S.

The stock and plant of Bailey Brothers, print-

ers, Kingston, Ont., have been damaged by

smoke and water. Insured.

John Polhemus, printer and publisher, 102

Nassau street, is about to enlarge his premises

by extending them fourteen feet.

J. B. Payne has retired from the firm of

Payne & Gardner, bookbinders, &c., London,

Ont., the old firm having dissolved.

Herman E. Frist and George H. Davis, Wil-

mington, Del., have formed a copartnership

under the firm-name of Frist & Davis, as sta-

tioners and newsdealers.

The Keystone Courier newspaper oflSee, Con-

nellsville, Pa., was destroyed by flre on the 1st

inst. The loss on type and machinery will

reach $10,000. Insured for $3,500.

The building occupied by the August Gast

Lithographic Company, Nos. 317 and 219 Pine

street, St. Louis, was burned on Sunday night.

Gast & Co. lose probably $.50,000, and the budd-

ing is damaged to the extent of $15,000 ; both

fully insured.

C. F. A. Hinrich's designs in brass lamps are a

new departure in both shapes and art work.

The metal is solid with both silver relief finish

and with landscape and marine views hand-

wrought upon the body of the vase. The effects

are as variable as are the conceptions of the

artist who has had the work in hand, being pro"

jected over an illimitabie field of land, water

and animal scenes. The shapes and ornamental

adaptations are, moreover, entirely original.

The new fountain-pen brought out a few

months ago by the Harvard Fountain-Pen Com-
pany has had a very large sale. The pen gives

general satisfaction, and is in every respect an

article of considerable merit. The Harvard
stylographic pen has also been well received by
the trade everywhere. It works perfectly.

Buyers never have any trouble with it, and not

one of the many thousands sold has been re-

turned, which alone is an indication of its su-

periority. It is simple and durable, and does

not get out of order.

The self-inking pad manufactured by H. N.

Baumgarten & Co., is an article which must
commend itself to all stationers. Every pad

sold is warranted for one year. With ordinary

office use it has been known to last two years.

Mr. Baumgarten claims to be the original in-

ventor of the self-inking pad, having been the

first in the field. The pads come in two sizes,

but are also made to order in any size wanted.

Williams & Co., Bellows Falls, Vt., have suc-

ceeded to the business of S. T. Coy & Co., as

packers of all grades of paperstock and woolen

rags. S. T. Coy is now proprietor of the West
Claremont Paper mill, and is a manufacturer of

tissue manilla.

The bondholders of the Exeter (Mass.) Wood
Pulp Company have taken possession, and the

concern will probably be wound up. The assets

will, it is thought, about pay the bonds.

J. R. Dayton & Co., booksellers, &c., Quincy,

111., have been incorporated under the style of

the Dayton Book and Paper Company, with an

authorized capital stock of $50,000.

C. Haubach, dealer in wall-paper, &c., Qnincy,

111., has taken his son into partnership, and the

style of the firm is now C. Haubach & Son.

Graham & Co., publishers of the S^ar, Mon-
treal, Quebec, have admitted R. K. Graham
into membership. Style unchanged.

Grant & Brown, dealers in cards and novel-

ties, Boston, Mass., have dissolved partnership.

The firm is now J. E. Brown & Co.

Andress & Co., dealers in wall-paper, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have dissolved. The firm is now C.

F. Andress & Co.

G. W. Brooks, manufacturer of jewelers'

cards and boxes, Boston, Mass., has been dam-
aged by fire.

An assignment has been made by Jacob B.

Smith, job printer and publisher of the Times,

Altoona, Pa.

P. J. Ryan, dealer in Catholic books, &c.,

Springfield, Mass., has filed a petition in in-

solvency.

H. J. Lau»hlin & Co., publishers, Santa
Marie, Cal., have disposed of their business.

J. D. Reymert, publisher of the Pinal Drill,

Pinal, Ariz., has sold out.

J. F. Snelling, of Payoc, Upham & Co., San
Francisco, is in town.

Evans & Brody, New York city, have been

sold out by the sheriff.

B. Harris & Son, stationers, &c., San Fran-

cisco, Cal., have sold out.

X. P. Snyder, publisher of the Courier, Con-

nellsville. Pa., has been burned out.

The estate of A. Mortimer, blank-book manu-
facturer, Ottawa, Ont., has been sold out.

Barrett & Gallagher, dealers in picture frames,

&c., Baltimore, Md., have made an assignment.

The Crescent Label Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000.

John W. Leckie, manufacturer of twine. Paw-
tucket, R. I., is dead and his property has been
attached.

The estate of N. D. Papert, bookseller and
stationer, Marysville, Cal., has been succeeded

by Phil. Engel.

Sanford & Wood, printers, Worcester, Mass.,

have dissolved partnership. O. B. Wood con-

tinues the business.

M. M. Raymond, manufacturer of baby-jump-
ers, Corry, Pa., has been succeeded by the Ray-
mond Manufacturing Company.

Mathers & Atkinson, printers. Portage la

Prairie, Man., have dissolved partnership.

C. G. Atkinson continues the business.

J. A. Schleunes, manufacturer of morocco
cases, Philadelphia, Pa., has compromised with
his creditors at fifty cents on the dollar.

Hill & Hartley, manufacturers of plush goods,

Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

Campbell & Hartley succeed to the business.

Brown Brothers' paper warehouse, near East
Hampton village. Conn., was destroyed by flre

on Sunday night with all its contents. Loss not
ascertained.

The Sheridan Paper Mill, at Marseilles, 111.,

was burned on Sunday night. Loss, $60,000
;

fully insured.

Wiser & Brown, printers, New Haven, Conn,,

have dissolved partnership. D. F. Wiser con-

tinues the business.

Mitchell & Rodgers, dealers in paper-hang-

ings, Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partner-

ship. Robert T. Mitchell continues the business

.

French & Choate, dealers in stationers' spe-

cialties. New York city, have formed a limited

partnership, with special capital of $2,500, to

April 1, 1889.

Palmer & Rey, dealers in printers' materials,

San Francisco, Cal., have been attached in New
York City for $461. They dispute the claim

against them.

Bacon, Priestly & Co., dealers in children's

wagons, &c.. Grand Rapids, Mich., have dis-

BLOTTER
150 V^R-IETIES.
eevehsible blotter.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) nsa^vOTTf/?!

TABLETS
F-A^OKIEID IlSr BOXES

TABLET
PATENTED 100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE liAKGEST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includiDp Ortavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Liuen. Plated, Oilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, <Sc.. &e. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Stateu.enl auU Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgmenis, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts, Receipt^. Checks, <S:c.

iS~ Notwiilislanding their many advantages, these goods will be found by comparigon to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
Ig the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEPISA-L DBLOTTIEIS. TABT ^"FIT, at lowest prices ever made.

»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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solved partnership. The business will be con-

tinued by Gordon Corning.

John Geo. Bainbridge announces that he will

continue the business of Henry Bainbridge &
Co. under the same firm-name.

The Gilbert & Mallory Publishing Company,
Louisville, Ky., has changed its name to the

Bradley & Gilbert Company, with James C.

Irving Eaton, a son of Rev. W. H. Eaton, of

Westfleld, and employed in the Morgan envel-

ope factory on Harrison avenue, Springfield,

Mass., while at work Friday of last week, was
badly hurt by an unwieldly packin-gcase.

Phil. Hake's line of fancy and fine stationery

is most complete. It embraces all the newest

styles of these goods and many designs of the

firm's own origination, which have only been

out a few weeks. It will pay buyers to inspect

Mr. Hake's line before purchasing.

Edward Posen & Co. have had such a large

sale in their fine art albums that they will bring

out a much larger line next season. This is the

first year that the New York branch of the firm

has been established, and its success must be

very gratifying to it.

George B. Hurd & Co. have just gotten up a

very fine sample book of their line of wedding,

visiting and business stationery. The book has

a fine black cloth cover and contains 149 differ-

ent samples of papers. A very beautiful var-

iety is shown of embossed and hammered papers

in silver, silver gray. Marguerite, turqoise, caf6

and other shades. There are also shown alliga-

tor russet, drab, terra cotta, embossed morocco

and a great variety of other kinds of fancy

writing papers. Every dealer should have one.

Copies will be sent on application to George B.

Hurd & Co.

Allis & Conant have recently introduced a

novelty in fancy goods. It is called the " Com-
bination ladies' work-box and writing-desk."

It is finished in plush and fancy leather, and is

an article that is going to take. Another arti-

cle recently introduced by the firm is a leather-

covered adjustable hand-mirror with an easel

back. The article has a fine French plate, bevel

edge looking-glass. It does not become detached

from the frame, and when not in use it forms a

handsome leather case, which may be carried in

the pocket. It is very convenient for travelers

and tourists, as well as for others, being an ex-

ceptionally fancy shaving and toilet mirror.

For the toilet it will be a most welcome com-

panion to either a lady or gentleman.

A new monthly publication has appeared un-

der the title of the Journalist. The April num-
ber is full of crisp, interesting facts and gossip

pertaining to newspapers and newspaper men.

The Journalist is a decidedly bright and newsy
publication and must gain a large circulation

outside of newspaper men. It is published in

this city by C. A. Byrne and Leander" Richard-

son.

Glenwood J. Brann, picture-frame manufac-

turer, Boston, Mass., is reported failed. Lia-

bilities, $3,350. The assets are accounts for

about $1,560, and some real estate mortgaged

for about $1,900.

Hard & Parsons have brought out a new line

of illuminated papeterie and card-cabinet sta-

tionery, and also some novelties in programme,

menu and guest cards.

Otto Wonnenburg has bought the stock of sta-

tionery, &c. of Horatio Kelley, Jamestown, D. T.

Selchow & Righter have issued their spring

wholesale price-list.

Gilbert, president; John C. Herndon, vice-presi-

dent, and William Harrison, secretary and treas-

urer.

C. P. A. Hinrichs has issued a new price-list

of outdoor games and sporting goods, with spe-

cial trade discounts.

John D. Suter, bookseller and stationer,

Lychburg, Va., has changed his style to John
D. Suter & Co. He is about to enlarge his busi-

ness, and will add a job printing department.

The Globe clip, made by the Globe Files Com-
pany, can be had in different styles. It is well

made, and is remarkable for its strength of

spring. It can be had at the New York oflBce,

28 Bond street.

Jenkins & Thomas, printers, will shortly re-

move from No. 8 Spruce street to Nos. 165 to 171

Grand street. This removal is due to increased

business demands. New equipment will be put

in by the firm.

.JohP C. Ward & Co., 389 Park avenue, Chi-

cago, have published a book of tables under the

title of " Comparative Weights of Standard

Papers." It is a very convenient ready refer-

ence for printers and stationers, and will meet

a demand. It will " save an immense amount
of figuring."

Frederick H. Levey & Co. have issued a very
handsome specimen book showing their brilliant

black and colored printers' inks. The firm car-

ries everything in this line mostly used by print-

ers, such as news, extra news, book, book and
cut, fine cut, job, wood-cut or card inks, and
every variety of shade of blue, red, green, pur-

ple, yellow, white, brown, gold size, &c. The
firm has a large line of superior bronze pow-
ders, together with printers' varnishes, transfer

copying inks, &c. The prices are very reason-

THE BEST BLOTTING
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able, and those in the printing trade desiring

anything in the line of inks should send for the

firm's specimen book.

" Tarine " in patented perforated pads is val-

uable for packing away with woolens, furs, &c.
to keep out moths. It is also a disinfectant. It

can be had of Thomas Manahan, 6 Reade street.

New York.

The Powers Paper Company has a very fine

line of fancy stationery which it is making a
specialty of this season. Its line embraces
everything of a rich and " toney " character,

and will pay for the trouble of inspection.

The new family Bibles, imperial quarto, print-

ed from large, clear type, lately issued by the

National Publishing Company, Philadelphia,

are magnificent volumes. They are bound in

plain but exceedingly rich and beautiful de-

signs, and are equal to the best London and
Oxford Bibles, at a much less price. Copious
notes and marginal readings are given with
each chapter.

Clague, Wegman, Schlicht & Field, Rochester,
N. Y., have appointed John F. Lash as their

business manager for the Dominion of Canada.
Mr. Lash is well known to business men through-
out Canada as a man of energy, push and ex-
cellent business qualifications. He is a brother
of Z. A. Lash, Q. C, late Deputy Minister of

Justice. The office is located in Toronto, at 23

Adelaide street east, and the manufacture of

both files and cabinets will be conducted at To-
ronto.

W. E. Jackson will remove from his present
location at No. 62 Duane street, on May 1, to

No. 46 West Broadway. Mr. Jackson will

carry a full line of stationery and will also con-

tinue to receive orders for job printing. He has
recently brought out a small line of steel pens.

This embraces some seven numbers of business

and school pens, all of which are controlled by
him.

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT.

(Continued.)

When the art of printing began to come into

use, governments exercised the power of cen-

sorship over books as they had before done over
manuscripts, and the printing of many books
was forbidden. In 1501, printing was forbidden

at Cologne, Mentz, Triens and Magdeburg, ex-

cept under license. From this it followed that

a license conferred a privilege, and in most
cases this was exclusive. The oldest of these

was granted by Henry Bishop, of Bamberg, in

1490, Similar privileges were granted in Ven-
ice, in 1491 ; Milan, 1495 ; France, 1507, and in

Germany in 1510. It was in this last-named

year that, in England, one Thomas Godfrey re-

ceived a patent eum privilegio regali for print-

ing a work called " The History of King Bac-
cus."

These are not mere idle dates and dry facts.

They show that the exclusive right to publish

by printing was not a common law right, as

some have contended, but a privilege derived
from an act of the government, just as a patent
is granted for an invention. Thus in 1543 a
patent was issued to Richard Grafton and
Edward Whitechurch to print the Book of

Divine Service, and four years later Grafton
received a special patent to print the statute

books. In 1551 Laurentius Torrentinus re-

ceived a seven years' patent to print the Digests

and Pandects of the Roman Law. Two years
later William Seres obtained a patent for the
sole printing of primers containing the Psalter

;

and eight years later one Thomas Cooper ob-
tained a like patent for printing an- English
" Dictionarie." In the same year he secured
another patent, which reads quaintly enough,
but which is not without interest and instruc-

tion. It was " for printing a catechism in Eng-
lish with the brief of an A, B, C thereunto an-
nexed." Also, for printing and reprinting such
of the works of the Bishop of Winchester or
Thomas Beacon as were " not contrary to the
Holy Scriptures or proceedings in religion or
the laws of the realm." This last paragraph,
said the lecturer, contains the germ of a prin-
ciple now inherent in the copyright law. Noth-
ing clearly contrary to good morals or to pub-
lic policy can invoke the protection of lawful
copyright. That copyright, as relating to
printed matter, did not have a common law
origin is further shown, said the lecturer, by
the fact that in the earliest period of printing
in England, in 1523, Wynkin de Worde printed
a grammar which was pirated. Whereupon he
obtained a special privilege for the second edi-

tion. If the common law had afforded pro-
tection no such special aid would have been
necessary.

It is, therefore, plain that copyright for
printed matter had no common-law origin, and
at common law does not exist. It is the crea-
tion of the government. This may be done by
special grants without any general statute, or
the protection may be afforded by statutory
law.
The government may delegate the power, as

was virtually done in England by the charter
of the Stationers' Company in 1556, a narrow
and oppressive corporation that engrossed the
printing business. The Crown, however, con-
tinued to grant patents for printing, but so

strong was the company that it attempted to

infringe, but, as an old writer pithily says,

"They were advised to desist." More than a
hundred years after the orgauization of the Sta-

tioners' Company its powers were modified and
books were to be entered at Stationers' Hall.

Here we have the origin of the registry of copy-

rights works. In 1709, the first copyright law
clearly deserving the name was passed. It is

known as the " Statute of Queen Anne."
Books already printed were protected for

twenty-one years, new books for fourteen

years, with an extension of fourteen more if the

author were living at the expiration of the first

term. This related to all books except those

exclusively the prerogative of the Crown. This

is the foundation of English copyright law, and
from it and the jurisprudence that grew up
under it, the framers of the American Constitu-

tion received their ideas as to the propriety and
justice of copyright.

And here, let me again impress that, in a
legal sense, copyright, as it relates to the pro-

duction of printed matter, is not a common law
right. Neither, of course, can American copy-

right be a right inherited from the statute of

Queen Anne or from any other British statute.

Where then, shall we look for the foundation in

our country of this branch of protection to

literary property, so far as concerns federal

protection I It exists only in Clause 8 of Sec-

tion 8, of Article 1 of the Constitution. As the

power of the several States to grant patents for

inventions is undisputed, it would appear that

State governments could grant copyrights for

printed books. But this does not appear to have
been done, and all things considered, would, per-

haps, be of doubtful expediency where the

clause of the Constitution just referred to au-

thorizes Congress " To promote the progress of

science and the useful arts by securing for

limited times to authors and inventors the ex-

clusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries." This is the only source from
which national protection for printed matter

can be obtained. It is important, therefore, to

weigh its words and consider its Import. In the

first place, it is to be noted that there is no re-

striction as to nationality. Congress can grant

the exclusive privilege to a foreigner the same
as to a citizen, provided, he is bona fide the

author. Hence, it is eminently fitting that

legislation concerning international copyright

should come " by act of Congress," under this

clear and strong provision of the Constitution.

Pastel colors are made in cylinders two or
three inches long and quarter of an inch thick,

like the familiar school black-board crayons.

They are made of pipe-clay and chalk, mixed
with coloring substances and mucilage, or thin

gum.
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKT & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 29.5

Broadway, N.Y., & 156 & 158 Monrop Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ,joston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State st., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor St..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent DaUy Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, lU.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Biiffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Blachinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR. THOS., & CO.. 181 William st.. N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, 10« Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcester. Ma<"s.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William st., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersviUe, m.

8HRIVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAJaUKL C, & CO.. Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard St., N.Y.

Copy "g Books-

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., PhiladelphiaI, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William st., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., • John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables S1.25;
maUed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, m.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr , 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing. Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John at.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Phila., Pa.

HOWARD mON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettino^.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y

.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfre of all kinds of Rubber
Stamps, 23 MUk st., Boston

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila.. Pa.

Sealing Wax Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTUIUNG CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Manifold Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Silk Ornaments.

PALM & FECHTELER.]«sVsXrCMcag''o,m.

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound Slates
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y

Stationers' Hardwfare.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers— Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER. 110 WilUara St., N. Y.

lilNG. GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st . Boston, Mass.

WARD. MARCUS. & CO.. 7.34 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens. Paper Fasteners. &c.. &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WilUam St.. N. Y
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 25.'> & 2.59 S. 3d St.. Phila.. Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St.. Cincinnati: 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CUBTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WKIDMANN. A. 806 Rrnadway. N. Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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CINCINNATI NOTES.

[FBOM OTJB REGTTLAK CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, April 8, 1884.

Business is dull all around—dull in consequence

of a general conservatism that pervades city

and country. The manufacturer, the jobber,

the retailer and the consumer are all moving
with equal caution in business transactions.

Purchases are small. The manufacturer lays in

material from hand to mouth ; the jobber is in-

tent rather upon working off stock than upon
accumulating it ; the retailer guards carefully

against overstocking and makes purchases often

and in small quantities. All of these classes

carefully avoid contracting debts and giving

credits. In short, liquidating processes are ap-

plied severely. Only unquestionably respon-

sible men can obtain credit. Cash purchasers

are given most decided advantages. All classes

appear to be fortifying against whatever con-

tingencies of danger there may be lurking in

the ambush of the invisible future. Yet trade

is not horridly dull. The extreme caution

which attends trade is sometimes mistaken for

extreme dullness. Manufacturers and jobbers

are not pressing their goods on the market, be-

cause the situation does not warrant any such

proceeding. Nobody is grieving over the situa-

tion. Cheerfulness prevails almost universally,

and the dawn of a better day is confidently ex-

pected.

Easter goods are going off pretty well consider-

ing that the mind of the public has been divert-

ed from such matters by the event of March 28

and 29, which people elsewhere call a mob and
- which Cincinnatians know to have been a revo-

lution. By the way, the burning of the court-

house with its records will make occasion for

the sale of quite a large quantity of blank-books

for the restoration, as far as possible, of these

destroyed records. In the probate office every-

thing is gone, burnt to ashes. Records of mar-

riages and births, records of proceedings by ex-

ecutors and administrators, records of wills

—

all gone to cinders and ashes. Fortunately,

nearly everything in the recorder's office was
saved. In this office are the records of land

titles, deeds, mortgages, and the like. All of

this revolution was on Friday night, an ex-

pression of. popular indignation at perversions

of the law and of the petit jury system for the

benefit of confessed murderers. There was an

immediate occasion for it and it was a sufficient

one. On Saturday night the mob, as mobs always
do, sent out some pillaging offshoots and ceased to

represent the popular indignation. Already

measures have been taken in the Legislature to

institute a reform. A public sentiment has been

so firmly grounded that reckless attorneys and
unprincipled jurors will hardly dare assault it

hereafter.

Manufacturing stationers have a reasonable

amount of orders on hand—not enough to re-

quire working extra time by their help, but

enough to keep all bands busy. Prices and
wages are fairly remunerative. A reaction

which seems to be general has set in against

working for fun or for nothing. Most people

who run to the extreme in small margins have
had enough of them. The business principle

that investments of capital, skill, experience,

judgment, time and energy must pay is pretty

generally recognized. About all of those who
ignored this principle have made assignments

already.

The indications for a good wheat crop are

quite up to the average. The spring howl from
the farmers that the wheat is nearly all winter

killed, and that there will be no fruit, has not I

yet been heard with its customary vehemence.
Some fruit, no doubt, was winter killed ; but
late examinations show that there is a bare
prospect for a thin crop of peaches in some or-

chards in Southern Ohio.
Prince William.

CANFIEIiD "DIVIDED" (FOR-
merly "Acme") EKAsek, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABUSHED 1830

J. H. BXJF'iroPtlD'S SOISTS'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
[ADVERTISING CARDS,RET7ARD,

BIRTHDAY and

— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS.
Advertising Fans, Chromog, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Ag^'icultoral and School Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c,

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PEXME, Jr.
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. F-piEisroH: ooFYiisro- iisrKs.
Goodall's Camden Wliist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Iiprnved Ferktor
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

r Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chronao and Bevel - Edge Cards.

13^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

BARQAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Pflblishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

•Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot H. H. CARTER, 3 BeaCOU St., BoStOn.
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Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - . - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 10. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current wee^ later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fsmcy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 128.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANK Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Yiennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office ; F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside \^ tSnlon
^'^*"^ ^^^^i^S-

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.
W. & P. Shepherd Leghoru and Genoa, Italy.

T fT Ho Ttiiaoir J Amstordaij, Holland, and
J. a., ae Kussy <

j,^g P^j^jjj gg^j jjj^gg

Jol- Hogan
j ^^Ta^l; H^l^,,

^^
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.
JosS A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder .Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum J Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-

( ands.
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
-j
^
coi^b*^^*®""'

^"*'^^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication ofiQce. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtaineo from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their Information.

The copyright bill, which has been re-

ported to the House has been got out of

sight, and we don't know but that it might
as well stay there. One of the very inex-

plicable features of the copyright question

is that the free-traders are seemingly its

most earnest advocates, taking strong

ground in favor of according as much pro-

tection to the foreign as to the native book-

makers, and not declaring against the priv-

ilege of copyright in any form. This is one

of the things which induces a suspicion of

the ingenuousness of some of those who are

most opposed to a tariff.

Consul McLain, of Nassau, notes for the

last six months of 1883 the development of

a new branch of trade with the United
States, namely, Christmas toys, fancy arti-

cles and holiday goods in general, which
heretofore came from England. How sim-

ply this came shows how easily trade is

diverted from one channel to another. The
failure of the British steamers to arrive in

time on several occasions—once coming in-

to port after the holidays—induced some
dealers to try the American market a year

ago, the venture proving so satisfactory

that last year the windows and counters of

some leading merchants were filled with
very attractive goods of this sort purchased

in New York, and which were eagerly

sought for and afforded a satisfactory profit

to the dealers. This trade, now fairly in-

augurated, will not, we are assured, drift

back again into the old channels with the

"mother country." If "a word to the

wise" is sufficient, our trade can develop

many more channels of commerce like that

indicated. But care must be taken not to

rush business.

The bill to promote popular education

passed the United States Senate on Monday
and has gone to the House of Representa-

tives for concurrence. What the latter

body will do with it is uncertain, and the

chances are that the measure will hang on
the hooks until too late for final action by
the present Congress. The appropriation

for the support of public schools has been
fixed in the bill at $77,000,000, of which
amount the first year's expenditure is to

be $7,000,000, the second year, $10,000,-

000, and the third, $15,000,000, after which
the expenditure is to be annually reduced

in the sum of $3,000,000, until the eighth

year, when the unexpended balance of $5,-

000,000 is to be distributed. This money is

proposed to be paid to the different States

in proportion to the illiterate population in

each State, the purpose being to advance
the educational and mental standing of

that portion of the American people which
just now is in greatest educational need.

The details of the bill designed to quicken
the effort to educate the people are closely

drawn, and ought to be approved by the

public. The effect of this pending enact-

ment, if it shall reach final adoption, will

be to stimulate and increase business in the

allied paper-making, publishing and sta-

tionery interests. Considering it from this

point of view alone, selfish, perhaps, but
not the less desirable, we are sure that read-

ers of The Stationer will heartily advocate

the passage of the measure, and whatever
influence they can exert to further it will

be directly to their own advantage. Aside

from this, there are broad reasons, which
we are sure will readily suggest themselves

to an intelligent constituency such as ours,

why the cause of education should be

furthered and support given to it by such

financial aid as the government can well

afford to bestow. We need not, therefore,

enter into a review of these reasons. This

is not a question of politics or partisanship,

and wherever or whenever the effort shall

be made to give it such a cast, it is the

high duty of earnest citizens who love their

country and look for its moral and material

advancement, to oppose and frown upon
every attempt to take the matter of educa-

tion into politics. We. are getting sick of

politics and politicians of all shades and
differences of opinion, inasmuch as part;

principles are not defined on very broai

lines, and they have become too much the

toy of men who seek to utilize them only

for their own benefit. The common sense

and better judgment of the people should

prevail, and we know that these are alto-

gether in favor of popular education and of

the eradication of illiteracy in the masses.

*

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the
.
Trade Loungeb.

While the cause of popular education is

progressing in the National Legislature, the

Legislature of New Jersey has under considera-

tion a proposition to restrict the studies in the

public schools of that State. Why is this ?

* * * •

Perhaps by and by some of the Jersey

statesmen will think that even the " three Rs"
are too much for their constituencies.

* * * *

Alligator skins for this market must be

at least five feet long. The leather goods man-
ufacturers have taken pity on the young alliga-

tors, and in order to prevent indiscriminate

slaughter have adopted the foregoing rule. It

is alleged that this is done to prevent the taking

of skins which are too small to be of much
value. Now, I want to ask ; What eflfect will

this resolution have on the price of mutton ?

* * * *

As a general thing, the Easter goods

this season are more varied and novel than

those of last season, although it was believed

then they had attained the highest state of

artistic beauty and ingenuity. The custom of

sending dainty cards, painted or embossed in

flowers or covered with pictures, has extended

further, and now prettily tinted eggs are sent

to friends.
jf * * *

A very dainty Easter gift is a little box of

satin or plush in the form of an egg, which

opens and discloses two bottles of cologne. A
large bow of ribbon is placed on one end, and

the outside is frequently hand painted. One of

pale-blue satin, hand painted in apple-blossoms

and bordered with pale-blue chenille, is exceed-
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ingly pretty. The bottles are cut-glass and
are filled with the best white-rose perfume.

* * * *

Little ink bottles, scent-bags, work-boxes
and bonbon boxes are all shown in the form of

eggs. Dark blue, purple and green velvet are

seen in the former, while the bonbon boxes are

very artistic, some being ornamented on the

top by a natural calla or Ascension lily, while

others have hand-painted clusters of flowers,

bunches of artificial cherries, and the like.

* * * *

Here is another shot at the type-setters :

One of our city printers is said to have ruined

the happiness of an artist and started a suit for

damages to lacerated feelings. The programme
of a concert was sent to be printed, and when it

was distributed, one of the virtuosi found him-

self laid out in cold type as a " milkman pianist"

instead of "eminent pianist." He refused to

play, and is about to sue the managers of the

concert, claiming that the thing was an inten-

tional slight. Fortunately for the managers, it

is not known that any milkman is involved, or

he, too, might feel aggrieved. To some people

the weiglit of war might seem to be evenly bal-

anced as between the milkmen and pianists.

* * * *

The columns of The Stationer were
very suggestive of mourning last week. It is

rare that the trade are called upon to write

their condolences in so many instances as were

noted in your last issue. Let us mourn with

those that mourn and weep with those that

weep. Our sympathy will not be vainly ex-

pended and we should plant the forget-me-not

over the resting-place of those who were so long

and faithfully identified with the trade and its

interests.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. H. asks for address of dealers in French fashion

magazines.

Ans.—International News Company, 29 Beek-

man street, New York. American News Com-
pany.

L. Brothers & Co. want names of some manufactur-

ers of cheap playing cards, making reference to

a remark made by the " Trade Lounger."

Ans.—David Lesser, 211 Centre street. New
York.

E. E. C. wants address of manufacturer of cut

papers for meats, &c.

Ans.—George J. Kraft, 48 Maiden lane. New
York, and Chadwick & Miller, 323 Pearl street.

New York.

W. & Son ask for address of New York and Monte-

rey Manufacturing Company.

Ans.—Temple Court, 7 and 9 Beekman street,

New York.

G. H. R. Incloses a Tompkins sample mailing envel-

ope and wants address of manufacturer.

Ans.—R. H. Penfield, 79 Cedar street, New
York.

Subscriber inquires who makes the American copy-

ing pad.

Ans.—Joseph Q-arrus, 309 Broadway, New
York. You can get them of Henry Bainbridge

& Co.

S. wants to know address of manufacturer of Ameri-

can writing fluid.

Ans.—American Ink Company, Washington,

D. C.

C. & Co. want information about Quackenbosh's

ready reference desk rack ; what they are like,

price, &c.

Ans.—We don't know the article and don't

find anybody that does. Will some one tell us ?

F. J. B. wants names of dealers in framed pictures,

chromos, &c.

Ans.—T. O. Young, 116 Duane street. New

York; J. L. Ludwig, 98 Duane street, New
York; Charles Taber & Co., New Bedford,

Mass.
•^*-^

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
E. S. Dodge (R.) .. $1,400

F. P. Jewett 156

J. McWilliams (R.) 4,809

C.H. Smith, (R.) 1,000

Williamson Brothers (R.) 137

Hatch Lithographing Company (R.) 50,000

Hunter&Beach 5,000

J. W. Keeler 3,410

M. J. Keogh (R.) 220

EASTERN STATES.
T. F. Collins & Co., Boston, Mass. (subject to

prior mortgage, $2,570) 2,000

Philip F. Wintraub, Boston, Mass 15

George D. Morse, Boston, Mass 80

MIDDLE STATES.
Frederick Haythorn, Trenton, N.J 300

M. R. Walter, Scranton, Pa 1,200

D. J. Godschalk & Co., Bethlehem, Pa., Daily

Times {B.ea,l) 3,000

C. M. Duncan (Duncan & West), Chambers-
burg, Pa., Herald and Democrat 3,880

Joseph T. Williams (Joseph T. Williams &
Co.), Easton, Pa 4,500

W. J. Berstresser, Harrisburg, Pa... 1,540

John D. Frederick, Waynesboro, Pa 500

Lansing, Van Kenren & Brown, Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y 2,200

John Martin, Easton, Pa. (Real) 6,000

WESTERN STATES. -

T. H. Jones (Jones & Lotz), San Francisco,

Cal. (Real) 2,000

J. H. Patten (Chamberlain & Patten), Grin-

nell, la 1,138

Leigh R. Freeman, Butte City, Mon., pub-

lisher Union (Real and Chattel) 500

J. P. Curry, Omaha, Neb 650

Hugh McManus & Co, Omaha, Neb. (Real) . . . 1,200

John J. Dittgen, Cincinnati, Ohio, Acme
Printing Works 150

H. Ceroid & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Central

Music House ; 700

Charles Towne, Petaluma, Cal. , Echo 500

G. W. Bumm (et al) (Q. W. Bumm & Co.^, San
Francisco, Cal 1,750

James H. Hunter, San Rafael, Cal. (Real) 800

C. W. Sherwood, Chicago, 111 3,175

G. L. Manchester, Columbus, Ohio 5,900

SOUTHERN STATES.
C. F. Blanks, Waco, Tex
E. Kellner & Co., Waco. Tex

CANADA.
F. J. Howell & Co , Hamilton, Ont
Thomas Edwards, Parkdale, Ont

C. H. French, Toronto, Ont
E. Llewellyn, Hagersville, Ont

LIENS RELEASED.
John Martin, Easton, Pa. (Real) 6,000

Glaze Printing Inks.—In order to give

printing inks a rich bronze-like appearance, the

following may be adopted : Take twelve ounces

of shellac and dissolve in half a gallon of spirits

of wine of a strength of ninety-five degrees.

After standing for twenty-four hours add seven

ounces of aniline red and leave it standing for a

few hours. The liquid will then be ready for

use, and may be added in small quantities, as

required, to good black, blue or other dark

inks.

Dealers wishing to order anything in the line

of blank-books should remember that S. M. &
E. Vernon have a number of very popular

specialties of this character. The firm is doing

considerable business in its manilla order-books.

It has recently adopted an extra quality of su-

perfine press-board of a light creamy shade for

blank-book covers, and this is proving very ac-

ceptable to buyers. The number of duplicate

orders received for its medium quality blank-

books justify the expression that they are one of

the best lines of goods ever put in the market.

The active demand for the "Golden Rule"
blank-book is fully meeting the expectations of

its makers. The firm has recently added to its

line a composition book for the use of schools.

This has a handsomely illustrated cover and is

excellently adapted for its purpose.

Market %mum.
Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, April 9, 1884. I

THE MONEY MARKET.—There has been no
quotable change in the money market, there being
still a superabundance of loanable funds, aod the

stereotyped quotations of the past two weeks being
still current. The stock market has again ruled dull

and featureless, with speculation of narrow propor-
tions and values showing an upward tendency.

Railroad bonds were moderately active and irregu-

lar, with the majority of changes fractional. Gov-
ernment bonds continue strong at unchanged prices.
Foreign exchange has not been active, but advanced
rates are firmly maintained.

TME PAPER MARKET.—The improvement
in the paper trade continues to make very slow pro-

gress, and where there has been any improvement
at all, it is, in most instances, at the expense of
smaller profits. The general situation is not, how-
ever, without some hopeful indications, among the
most prominent of which is the diminishing failures,

both in numbers and importance. As compared with
business a month ago, the volume of transactions

thus far this month is mostly reported as somewhat
larger, and in the opinion of some of the most care-

ful thinking men of the trade, it begins to look as
though a step had been taken toward renewed activ-

ity upon a little lower plane of values, to which some
of the coarse grades of manilla and straw wrappings
and straw boards have been tending of late, owing to

the decline in the raw material, jute butts and bag-

ging. For all grades into which straw enters into

the composition lower prices cannot reasonably be
expected, as a considerable portion of the crop is

said to have been bought up at an advance, the price

in the East ranging from $10 to $12 per ton at the

mills. Fine papers, more particularly writings, held

their own very well, the adjustment between the

supply and demand being closer than in other

grades. Print papers may be said to be fairly

steady, notwithstanding the large and unlimited

production, and prices have been brought down so

low that the closest buyer cannot reasonably ask or

expect to receive any farther concessions. In fact,

there can be no just ground for complaint when they
contract at the mills for a fair grade of book paper
at 7J^@754c., and get all the news they may want at
5i^@5Jic.

THE STATIONERT MARKET. -There is no
variation perceptible in business this week. The
general indications are what are commonly termed
quiet. Yet there is a more hopeful feeling among
dealers, who look for a better condition of trade in

the latter part of the month. It is generally believed

that there will be a late spring trade, the ground for

this belief being based on the theory that buyers
cannot do without goods all the year. There is a
steady demand for floe stationery, excepting fancy
grades, which move rather slowly. The movement
in albums is also steady, but most of the orders re-

ceived are for fall delivery. There is a good de-

mand for stylographic pens just now, particularly of

the cheaper grades, which have become almost as
indispensable to the business and professional world
as a bottle of ink or sheet of writing-paper. In plush

goods the movement is quiet, excepting in a few
specialties, which are being pushed by enterprising

producers. There is no perceptible activity in blank-
books and envelopes, which remain about the same
as last reported.
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OPEN.

To Eeceive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed ^^
for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMEMT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and. Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 1 24 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

No. 28 Bond Street

NEW YORK.

HOLTOKE ENmOPE CO.,
HOLYOItE, JMCASS

- BEST -

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

Jas. T. Abbe, Pres't. GEO.N.TYiniR,Treas. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— X^ine of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MABUPAOTCRERS OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

73 be:e:k]man strsst, nsiat york.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPERFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHIMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Klat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab. Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in CafS, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise. Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caffi and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab. Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOL BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE. Jr., & BRO.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

DAVIDSON P^^^ RUBBER BANDS
•*-

. ^T^fS. CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and subdivided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKLL ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These go. ds are of the VERT BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

OUARANIEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

^ '

<;;,>,;..

B "2- "VsT-E I O-H T.

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufiScient guaran-

tee for their quality.

--*-

-I. MADE BY-

Manufaciurers of Patent Velvet trasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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J. C. AIKIX.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEYAIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Fens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "Uovelties."
NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Send for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Wmier Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

CHADWICK& MILLER
323 Pearl Street,

^mw Tomm oitt. '''."^ :"''':':''':

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
f^-Send for Catalogue

-ai^

EASTER
-AND-

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

New and Elegant Goods.—«

—

NOW ON THE ROAD.

We are offering at the present time some Special Bargains in Ruled Papers.

P

184
Blank Book Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Stationery,

DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Muci

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened sufiS-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFOBD MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO.

•FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

ISP" SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPUtLY SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUL,0, BBAZII..

r"J "fELET
AND.

Eyeleting Machines.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.

GEOSVENOR, CHATER k GO.
68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TJ
WRITING, -^^

^ DRAWING J^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers, p

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, liOft- ^^^

dried and Machine-dried 1"^

-^ BANK NOTE AND LOAI. q^ Printings, Cliarts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale an d Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, HoUingwoith,
Tamer, and other noted brands.

yyARRiitfGTO
jjgf

STEIBXj I^E^T CO.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 &IO/North Fifth St, Philadelphia, Pa.
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SAN60RNS' BACE-FORmNG MACHINE
For BliANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

THIS MACHINE WILL

O
G

01

b
o

o
\^
>—'

PQ

OBITUARY.

£0

01
O

Form different size backs without changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and hetter in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SAHBORN & SONS, Book-BiDders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' MacMnery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory: Standard Maehinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER COMPANY,
ATiATaS, IiaA.SSA.CXZX7SETTS, XJ. S. A.

»- Manufacturers of First-CSass -* ^

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EEASUEB AND BB-¥BITIH^ -*

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov

^

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STAKTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADEI-PHIA, PA.

Fbederick Lbypoldt.
The minute adopted at the meeting of the

book trade last week in consideration of the

death of Frederick Leypoldt was as follows :

In the death of Mr. Frederick Leypoldt the Amer-
ican book trade has lost the valuable services of one
who for many years labored with signal ability and
unselfish devotion to promote its best interests.

Mr. Leypoldt was first identified with the trade as

a publisher of books, to which business he brought

a large intelligence and a high ideal ; and when,

subsequently, he established the Publishers' Weekly

as an organ of the trade, it was in the hope that he

might be instrumental in placing it upon higher and
broader foundations. He brought to the difficult and
often delicate responsibilities of his editorial position

great earnestness of purpose and purity of motive,

combined with a singular thoroughness and almost

scientific precision. With unwearied industry and

patience, year in and year out, and often under keen

disappointments and discouragement, he continued

his labors, and those who knew him best will bear

willing testimony not only to the faithfulness of the

service, but to the generous impulses and almost

heroic self-sacrifice which always characterized the

man and his work.-

The public libraries of the "country are largely in-

debted to him for the establishment of the Library

Journal, and for a steadfast, earnest and effective

fidelity to their interests. To him also the publish-

ers, booksellers and book buyers are indebted for

the American Catalogue, to the preparation of which

he brought the rarest qualifications, and to which he

gave long years of industrious and exhaustive labor.

This is indeed his fitting monument, which will re-

main the most comprehensive American Biblio-

graphy, and become the permanent basis of all simi-

lar works hereafter. What it cost him, they only

know who knew him best ; while its constant use by
those for whom it was specially prepared is full

proof of its value.

The representatives of the trade here assembled

desire to put on record not only their recognition of

his conscientious and intelligent industry, which

tended to make bibliography almost an exact sci-

ence, and in thus facilitating the work of the book-

maker, bookseller and book buyer, rendered invalu-

able service to the cause of American literature ; but

also to his blameless character and widespread use-

fulness, and to the loss which the trade and reading

public has suffered in his death ; therefore, be it re-

solved, that this minute be printed in the Publishers'

Weekly and the American Bookseller, and that a
copy be sent to his editorial associates, and also to

Mrs. Leypoldt.

ELI PERKINS'S LIVE COMMERCIA
TRAVELER. 4

SherifE Wiggins, of Dallas, Texas, made it a
prominent part of his business to ferret out and
punish commercial travelers who traveled in

Texas without license ; but one morning he met
his match, a genuine Yankee drummer.
"What have you got to sell? Anything?"

asked the sheriff, as he met Connecticut man on
the streets.

" Oh, yes ; I'm selling medicine—patent medi-

cine. Selling Radway's Ready Relief, and it's

the best thing in the world. You ought to try

a bottle. It will cure your ager ; cure rheuma-
tism ; cure anything."

"And you will sell me a case ?

"

" Sartenly, sir
;
glad to."

Then the sheriff bought a case.

" Anything more ?" asked the drummer.
" Y'es, sir ; I want to see your license for sell-

ing goods in Texas. That is my duty as the

high sheriff of Dallas County."

The drummer showed him a document, fixed

up good and strong, in black and white. The

sheriff looked at it and pronounced it "al
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right. " Then, turning to the commercial trav-

eler, he said :

"I don't know, now that I've bought this

stuff, that I shall ever want it. I reckon that I

may as well sell it to you again. What will

you give for it ?

"

" Oh, I don't know that the darned stuff is

any use to me, but seeing it's you, sheriff, I'll

give you a dollar for the lot, if you really don't

want it."

The sheriff delivered back the medicine at

four dollars discount from -his own purchase and

received his change.

"Now," said the drummer, "I've got a ques-

tion or tew to ask you. Hev you got a drum-

mer's license about your trousers anywhere ?"

" No ; I haven't any use for the article my-
self," replied the sheriff.

" Hain't eh ? Wal, I guess we'll see about

that pretty darned soon. If I understand the

law, it's a clean case that you've beeb trad in'

with me, and hawkin' and peddlin' Radway's
Ready Relief on the highway, and I shall in-

form on you—darn'd ef I don't neow I
"

When the Yankee reached the court house he

made his complaint, and the sheriff was fined

eight dollars for selling goods without a license.

The sheriff was heard afterward to say that

" you might as well try to hold a greased eel

as a live Yankee.

—

Wit and Humor of the Age.

HOW ADVERTISING WORKS.

Colonel Fierce, of the Chicago News, gave, in

the course of a recent address to the editors of

Indiana, some thoughts with reference to adver-

tising that are well worth remembering. After

premising that a man never realizes the full

benefits of advertising until he has placed the

matter before the people fifty or one hundred

times, the Colonel presents this valuable table,

which, however, is simply an elaboration of the

one generally credited to Stephen Girard :

The first time a man sees an advertisement he

does not see it.

The second time he does not notice it.

The third time he is dimly conscious of it.

The fourth time he faintly remembers some-

thing of the kind before.

The fifth time he half reads it.

The sixth time he turns his nose up to it.

The seventh time he throws his paper down
impatiently.

The eighth time he ejaculates : " There's the

confounded thing again."

The ninth time he wonders if there's any-

thing in it.

The tenth time he thinks it might possibly suit

somebody else's case.

The eleventh time he thinks he will ask bis

neighbor if he has tried it, or knows anything

about it.

The twelfth time he wonders if the advertiser

can make it pay.

The thirteenth time he rather thinks it must

be a good thing.

The fourteenth time he happens to think it is

just what he wanted.

The fifteenth time he for a long time resolves

to try it as soon as he can afford it.

The sixteenth time he examines the address

carefully, and makes a memorandum of it.

The seventeenth time he is tantalized to think

he is hardly able to afford it.

The eighteenth time he sees painfully how
much he is in need of that particular thing.

The nineteenth time he counts his money to

see how much he would have left if he bought it.

The twentieth time he rushes frantically forth

and buys it.

NEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

SHRIVER&CO,
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MAITDFACTUBERS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large steel-Arch Ballroad Press ; Platen, 23 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for, HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New- Catalogue and Discoants.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84: & 86 Chambers St., New Tork

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS-AnlSCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF —

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(BSTABIilSHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4^37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

CAST'S *STVLOGRAFHZC*TEN.

Acknowledprerl to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Styloerraphic Pen in the market.
The least liable to eet out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the bp«t Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any pood fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.
I^etail.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 8.00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain ' 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted .3 00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

Ziools at Th.is.

RUSSIA LEATHEE PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachmknt.

To hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGART (Successors to D. w. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,

No. 3 John Street, Neiir York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO., 30 to 36 Main St., Carpentersville, Kane Co., 111.

BTT TSE MZZiZiZOXT!

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

VALUE OF IMPOSTS OF PAPEK. BOOKS, ftc.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
Fob the Week Ended April 4, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings...

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals ...

46 83,174

319 34,260

97 4,043

39 8,234

126 4 681

7 2,125

228 17,717

3 582

38

903

1,905

$76,721

VALUE OF EXPOBTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended April 8, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.

Stitionery

Totals

18,350 52,913

699 11,601

170 2,268

72 5,611

196

19,487

23,031

$45,414

Catalogue and Discounts
on application. } A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From April 1 to April 8, 1884.

Jos. Allen & Co., France, Havre, 3 cs.

G. H. Barbey, by same, 3 cs.

Phelps Brothers & Co., by same, 2 cs.

A. Levy, by same, 2 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Rugia, Hamburg, 13 cs.

Hirsch & Renley, by same, 2 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 1 cs. colored.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., France, London, 4 cs.

R. H. Wolff & Co., by same, 5 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Rhynland, Antwerp, 4 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Florida, Glasgow, 3 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, Hammonia, Hamburg, 1 cs.

hangings.

G. Gennert, by same, 4 cs.

Moller & Emmerich, Hammonia, Havre, 2 cs. hang
ings.

A. Diepenbrock, by same, 10 cs.

W. Heinemann, Elbe, Bremen, 1 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 2 cs.

J. J. McGrath, by same, 1 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 9 cs.

G. Gennert, Frisia, Hamburg, 6 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony Co., by same, 6 cs.

F. Alexandre & Son, by same, 2 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Normandie, Havre, 6 cs.

E. J. Riley, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Baldwin Brothers, by same, 1 cs.

C. H. George, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., India, Hamburg, 8 pkgs.

STATIONER? EXPORTS FROM NEW TORE-
From April 1 to April 8, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 4; to United States

of Colombia, 19; to Cuba, 1; to Mexico, 2; to British

West Indies. 6; to Hamburg, 1; to London, 34; to

Venezuela, 4; to Hayti, 1; to Bremen. 5; to British

Australasia, 3; to Havre, 1 ; to Japan, 3 ; to Leg-

horn, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 101 cs. ; to British West In-

dies, 1,905 rms.. 128 pkgs.; to Cuba, 258 pkgs., 5,000

rms.,3c8. ; to United States of Colombia, 180 pkgs.

;

to Mexico, 4,000 rms., 7 pkgs. ; to Santo Domingo, 100

rms.; to London, 61 cs. ; to British Honduras, 150

rms.; to Venezuela, 39 pkgs.; to Hamburg, 1 cs., 2

pkgs.; to Copenhagen, 1 cs.; to Glasgow, 40 cs. ; to

British Australasia, 19 pkgs. ; to Nova Scotia, 2 pkgs.

;

to Porto Rico, 7,195 rms.; to Uruguay, 4 cs. ; to Chili,

24 pkgs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 38; to United

States of Colombia, 36; to Hamburg, 11; to Havre, 4;
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to Venezuela, 11; to Porto Rico, 7; to Bremen, 4; to

London, 10; to Hull, 1; to British Australasia, 6 ; to

Cuba, 19; to Mexico, 7; to Chill, 42.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British Honduras, 4;

to Mexico, 6; to French West Indies, 6; to Venezuela,

3; to Dutch West Indies, 12; to Newfoundland, 25;

to British West Indies, 81; to Central America, 8; to

Chili, 200.

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Bremen, 15;

to Havre, 2.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 8 ; to Mexico, 1 ; to Dutch West
Indies, 2; to British West Indies, 1; to Venezuela, 19;

to Hamburg, 16; to London, 11; to Glasgow, 9; to

British \ustralasia, 5; to Nova Scotia. 1 ; to Uru-

guay, 24; to Chili, 4.

PENCILS, cases, to London, 1; to Liverpool, 2.

SLATES, cases, to London, 15 ; to British Austra-

lasia. 3(8.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,

9; to Copenhagen, 1; to British Australasia, 7; to

Porto Rico, 3; to Mexico, 16; to Venezuela, 4; to

Chili, 4.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 6; to Porto Rico, 2.

INK, packages, lo United States of Colombia, 17;

to Venezuela, 12; to Bremen, 3.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to British West Indies, 4; to United States of

Colombia, 4.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to Liverpool, 8.

TAGS, cases, to Bremen, 2.

EYELETS, cases, to British Australasia, 12 ; to

Venezuela, 1.

THERMOMETERS, cases, to Cuba, 1.

PAPYROGRAPH, cases, to Porto Rico, 1.

One of Prang's latest publications is from an

original design by W. Hamilton Gibson, which
was especially conceived for Easter. It is em-
blematic in idea and treatment, and is in many
respects a very interesting example of color

effect in lithography. The design represents a

flight of butterflies escaping from their chrysalis

condition and winging their way upward to the

sunlight ; but instead of concentrating his eflEort

upon the butterflies, whose "gayly painted"

wings are generally supposed to be susceptible

of high coloring, the artist has created an at-

mosphere of golden light, which, beginning in

the deepest gloom, culminates in a dazzling

radiance above. Very few people probably

realize how much labor goes to the perfection of

such a reproduction, and many will be sur-

prised to learn that it requires no less than

twenty distinct printings, the exactitude of

each of which must be absolutely faultless.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.',

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

n°imsTtir'- TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in
the market, as it adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with grbateb tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal-
ers can rfly on its never spoil-
ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Bru><hea (1 doz. in box),
per gross, S7.50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross. $12.

^?- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
lilqaid Glue. For sale by all flrsf-class Stationers,

JANENTZKY & WEBER,
(formerly JANENTZKY a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. 0\ir collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. U. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Groanding Color and Unamel Varnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on appUcation.

Sole Manufactxirers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,
GUt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

FOR
J PLAIN, FANCY

AND
ORNAMENTAL
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desured. It Writes and Shades with Onk Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ-

ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a -box. Also
put up in sets containing

'

one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

0, iV VM-CpV vuibe.

1. i
<( «

2, A (( i(

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, whicli can be transmitted through the mails.
^^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. 1). WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WlUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHCILLOTrs
** STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the Wes-ity •

Cold MeHal. Paris Exoosition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. 1^ 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists <&€., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. KENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLUNS, SON Sl CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-^c§ ESTABLISHED 1814. «§^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 IDiiaiie Street, 3iTe-wr "2"or3s,

manufacturers and importers of

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Mannfacturers, Etc., Etc.

RXJt^siA. iaEA.mi:ER,, CHAMOIS, -^ahlskec^iv rvi^sia.,— No. 18 Higl) Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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LIQUID FOR ETCHING GLASS.

Rub together in a porcelain mortar equal

parts of (non-fuming) hydrofluoric acid, fluoride

of ammonium, and dry sulphate of barium.

The latter should have been precipitated from a

solution of chloride of barium by an excess of

sulphuric acid, washed well by decantation,

filtered, and dried at 120° C. The mixture is

then poured into a platinum, lead, or rubber

vessel, and gradually mixed with fuming hy-

drofluoric acid, while being thoroughly stirred

with a rod made of one of the just-mentioned

substances until the magma is rather soft. This

thick ish liquid may be used for writing on glass

with a steel pen. The etching takes place at

once, and leaves very handsome opaque marks.

It is advisable not to allow the action to con-

tinue over twenty seconds, as the edges of the

marks may lose their sharpness. If a less strong

acid is used, the edges are less liable to be

jagged, but the marks are generally less plain.

The thick liquid must be kept in rubber bottles,

or may be kept in glass vessels if the latter are

coated inside with wax orparafiBn. The barium

salt is added to prevent the mass from running.

It is apt to settle to the bottom in a dense mass,

and must be incorporated by shaking before

use. Should this be found difficult, some lead-

shot may be dropped into the mixture and

shaken up with it.

It should always be remembered tha't strong

hydrofluoric acid is apt to produce very painful

and even dangerous sores upon the skin. Cau-

tion should, therefore, be observed in using the

mixture. [When shaking the bottle, the hands

should be wrapped in a towel, and the shaking

should be done in such a direction that none of

the liquid can be thrown into the face.]

Dr. Ehrlich, of Gorlitz, reports that he has

had much experience in etching glass and that

on one occasion the etching liquid, instead of

producing the usual dull or opaque marks,

caused the etched places to be perfectly trans-

parent. It was found that opaque etching is

effected only by neutral fluoride of ammonium.
If hydrofluoric acid is evaporated (in a lead

or platinum capsule, or in an ordinary porce-

lain capsule lined with sheet-rubber) after hav-

ing been neutralized with ammonia, the acid

salt—NH4PI.HPI, is always obtained, since a

portion of the ammonia is lost by evaporation.

The neutral salt is only obtained if the contents

of the capsule are repeatedly neutralized with

ammonia during the evaporation.

—

Pharm.
Zeit.

^ * »
James D. Whitmore & Co. have placed in the

hands of their traveling representatives, the

new line of orders of dance for the season of

1884-85. Great expense has been incurred and

a vast amount of labor expended to make this

line eclipse former efforts of this house, and the

large orders placed for early delivery bear

ample testimony to its worth. They have also

gone largely into flne plate printing and en-

graving* and shows some beautiful specimens of

work. Any of the trade desiring special de-

signs for their customers for letter-headings,

&c., will be furnished the same without charge,

if an order is placed. They have just published

a very complete and useful book, containing

samples of all of the latest novelties in papers,

giving the different weights, sizes, &c., which
they will furnish to the trade on application.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDEKSON & STANTON,
162 BEOADWAY, NEW YORK.

' r"-T'' .J

The annexed cut is a fac simile
of one of

OILMAN'S
(Six Division)

CHALLENGE

ii^oU^r Fites
Exhibiting a view of the File
when open and afiixed to the
wall ; also showing a view of the
same when closed. As will be
observed, this is an entirely new
system of filing letters, from the
fact that when the cover is raised
immediate access is had to every
one of the different filing divis-
ions, thus obviatingthe necessity
of pulling out drawers and rais-
ing springs or covers when wish-
ing to file a letter or paper.

Our system saves time, and the price of
CUP Files is from thpee-foupths to one-third
less than other kinds. We place our

Cabinet Letter Files
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Send for Circular and Price List.

Challenge Letter File Co.,
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

Boston, Mass.

TOILET PAPER The Most Complete Line in the Country.

OtjR Brands akk:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13,00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which Is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

^P- Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No.

WHITE'S TAR,
Size 5x7,

^11 per Ca.se,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

46 West Broadway, MEW YORK.

iJsrnBXEn maps and guides of

ALL COUUTHIES IE THE WOELD !

Wholesale and Ketaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PubUshers.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

H, McALLASTER & CO.
PUBUSHBRS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,0(K) Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to d^ers on application.
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LANeFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANUFACTUREES OF —

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —m— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHUCHT & FIELD.

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

TUr l-l AR\/ARn Pni IMTAIM PFN —Tt>e Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tubes,
I n L nrtn V r\n U r UU in l n l in r LINi -wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efScient working of all fountain pens.

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose havine been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^P~ Send for Price List. HABVAKD PEN CO.,. 104 Broadway, New York.

EiraLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL 6

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the piirest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched
by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers.

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are iavaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they wlU bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

Proprietor JOSEPH ARNOLD, Synsford Mills, KENT, BNQLAND.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOniNB PAPER,

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «c 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temp le Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.,*
:1Sg^w ILiOndon, Ooiiii.=

MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER. STOP-GYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
W^itli "Valualjle Patented. Improvements.

CHA8. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUT!
MANUFACTURED BY

Tim Atlantic Wflrl[s, East Bosloi, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUEE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

"F

Hand OimEB. SEND FOR CmOUIiAB AND PBIOE LIST. HamdOotteb, with Stbam Fixtdbb.
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NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO:

J. B. CliAKKE, Proprietor,

115 * 117 MoNROB St., opposite Haveblt's Theatre
— CHICAGO, ILL.,—

MaDufacturers. Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,

*c., &c. Carry a lare;er Stock than any House in

the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will

prevent the above question and
save argument. Takesupnomore
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Games. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—15o.

The trade supplied. George W.
Haytt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

I.B&W
THE GREAT THROUGH ROUTE

— BETWEEN THE —

East, West, North and South.

nro0 PASSENGER TBAINS Daily

AS FOLLOWS :

THREE SOLID TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Peoria.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Decatur.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Sandusky.Tndianapolis, Peoria and Decatur.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Dayton and Cincinnati
THREE TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Springfield and Columbus.
FOUR TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Springfield, Dayton & Cincin'ti.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Bet. Columbus, Springfield, Indianapolis & Chicago.

— WITH —
Sleeping and Beclining Chair Cars on Night

Trains and Elegant Parlor and Modern
Day Coaches on Day Trains.

Its track is laid with HEAVY STEEL RAILS, thor-
oughly ballasted, with easy grades and few curves.
Traversing as it does the heart of the three great

States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, uniting in close
business relationship the capital cities of the first
and second with the fecond city of the third, and
passing through a large number of the most im-
portant cities and towns in each, and with all its
central location makes it the

Shortest and Most Desirable Route be-
tween the I'.ast and West.

THROUGH TICKETS AND BAGGAGE CHECKS
to all Principal Points

NORTH, SOUTH, EAST AND WEST
can be obtained at any ticket office of The I., B. and
W. Railway; also via this route at all railraod
pfaces throughout the country. Rates always as
low as the lowest.
Particular advantages offered to Western Emi-

grants. LAND and TOXmiST TICKETS to all
pomts reached by any line.

C. E. HENDERSON, H. M. BRONSON,
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Ticket Agt.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $8.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P- H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson, Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co.; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
" Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOIiKY, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 9 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

M. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GXTM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MAREIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TBATEIiEBS. SEND FOB PBICE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

L HO I
MANUFACTURERS OF-

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &iC.

Scrap iedAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNirr S CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P.O. Box 3215), NEW YORK.

SCHDLTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope,
as it is furnished with the other end lied according lo P. O.
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

36 WAEBEN STREET, NEW TOEK.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.

^mem/nm^^^

It requires no inking, -will last for several
years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says :

" We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumearten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4i^x2?4 retail at 50 cents each.
•' 6^x314 •' $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York Citt.

BJEHER TYPE PRINTIN5 OUTFIT

M. eusiUESS HAND PRINTINO
I9RC0 RUBOCIt .STAMn IM ORC
JDDRABLE JWD CHEAH

i liSnn. m EVERy sronr OR office.

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.—11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
rf nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and sest outfit for
hand-printing. Price, S2.50

;

per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking Linen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, $1.00 ; per
dozen, $8.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

RUBBERSTAMf PAO»
toBBE INK Bonxcs aHPElBl

BSIHKC soaiPfiHontal
ALVUtSAEAnSBUSD

'5£LF-SUPPLY1NG';

STAMP PAD.

5EI!l^}il[NlyllNglWUqgEfllMTWWP!PBID0ftj

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no Inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
3% X 41^, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., S3 and $5.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-'- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past
twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364: Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDE^A.LEI?,S
- IN -

litiljpe^fWiltlig Fapeie

IHE EHVEliOPES and "HTIlITIlTa PAPERS
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

ELECTRO-PLATING WITH NICKEL.

Bt William H. Wahl *

[Continued. 1

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
Where the double sulphate ot nickel and am-

monium is used, it is important that the opera-

tor should bear in mind the caution to maintain

bath as nearly neutral as possible. There is a
diversity of opinion among the nickel-platers

upon this point, some preferring to operate with

a slightly acid bath, while others prefer the op-

posite condition. Experience has shown that

the solution will give satisfactory results

either when slightly acid or slightly alkaline,

and, as the chemical character of the

bath during electrolysis is constantly be-

ing modified, it is manifestly impossible for the

operator to do more than to keep his solution

approximately in the right condition. A
strongly acid solution will fail to give a deposit.

When the bath therefore is found to be in this

condition, the addition of sufficient ammonia to

restore its neutrality will bring it to working
condition.

It is only by accident or carelessness, how-
ever, that the solution will become inoperative

from this cause, as the chemical changes which
occur in the solution of this salt, under the in-

fluence of the electrical current, and under the

conditions in which it is commonly used in the

plating bath are such as to cause it to gradually

assume an alkaline character. This is due to

the fact that not simply sulphate of nickel, but

to some extent also sulphate of ammonium, un-
dergoes decomposition into its proximate con-

stituents. The sulphuric acid set free by the

decomposition of the ammonium sulphate will

form 9n equivalent quantity of sulphate of nickel

by solution of the anode, while the ammonia
will remain free, and gradually, as it accumu-

lates, will Impart a decided alkalinity to the

bath. The more intfense the current employed,

the more rapid will be the decomposition of the

solution and the liberation of free ammonia.
As this change progresses, the quality of the

work is more or less unfavorably influenced.

Accompanying this change, especially where th

current employed is irregular and at times too

intense, there is also a precipitation of some of

the nickel, probably in the form of basic salt,

by which the metallic strength of the bath is

impaired, and which necessitates the addition

of fresh quantities of the double sulphate from
time to time. Where a current of only moderate

intensity is used, and which is uniformly

maintained, these difficulties will be reduced to

a minimum, and the solution will maintain it-

self in good working order for a long time,

requiring only the occasional addition of a
little sulphuric acid to correct any pronounced
alkalinity that may be exhibited when tested,

as it should be at frequent intervals, with test-

paper. As metallic nickel is difficultly soluble,

the use of comparatively large anode surfaces

is necessary, because the nickel dissolves so

slowly that if the anode surface exposed in the

depositing vat is not considerably larger than

that of the objects on which the deposit is made,

the solution will not keep saturated. There is

another reason for the use of a comparatively

large anode surface, which will appear further

on.

From the preceding remarks it will be un-

necessary, perhaps, to add that the double

sulphate solution commonly used by nickel-

platers presents greater difficulties in its em-

* A paper read before the Chemical Section of the
Franklin Institute.
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ployment than the acid solutions of Potts and

others.

Again, the strength of the current should be

carefully regulated according to the surface

of the articles in the bath, as otherwise the

work will be apt to " burn ;" that is, the metal

will be precipitated a dark gray or black de-

posit, which discolors and renders it useless.

This is evidence of a current of too great inten-

sity. To obviate this difficulty, the plan is gen-

erally adopted by careful operators of suspend-

ing a plate of nickel, presenting considerable

surface at both ends of the rod from which the

articles are suspended in the bath. By thus di-

verting the current, the " burning" of the work
is prevented.

As a general rule, it is well to observe that,

other things being equal, the slower the rate of

deposition, the more adherent and tenacious the

coating of deposited metal will be. Where the

metal deposits too rapidly, the deposit is apt to

be brittle, and to exhibit, especially in the case

of a heavy coating, a tendency to split and
flake. This is due to the liberation of hydrogen
at the cathode, and which is occluded by the

electro-deposited metal. To obtain satisfactory

results, it is important that the articles should be

"struck," that is, receive a uniform coating im-

mediately after they are immersed in the bath.
This is an indication that the articles have been
properly cleaned and are in a proper condition
to receive the deposit, and also that the bath is

working properly. After this first layer has
been deposited, the subsequent rate of deposi-
tion is much slower, for the reason that the de-
posit of nickel on nickel does not take place as
readily as upon a foreign metal, a rule which
appears to hold good of all metals.

QILT-EDQE D STATIONERY.
" A thing well bought is half sold."

The speaker was a busy young man in a little

den of a back office on Broadway. He was in-

dustriously filling large envelopes with station-

ery and jewelry of imitation gold and gems.
" Now, here you see," he said," that I place In

this envelope, just what I claim to be upon the

outside—twenty-four sheets of fine note-paper,

twenty-four envelopes, one Milton gold pen, one
good lead-pencil, one penholder, one key ring,

one finger ring and a pair of sleeve buttons.

The retail price of these articles in any store

is $1.05, yet the envelope and its contents are

sold for twenty-five cents, and I furnish it to

agents for ten cents. Leaving out the jewelry,

which comes much cheaper than I would
care to mention, though I leave it to you if it

is not good-looking, and it certainly wears well

—there is more than ten cents' worth of sta-

tionery in a package, speaking from the whole-
saler's standpoint. I never could live in this bu-

siness a moment if I didn't keep my eyes well

open and jump for the bargains. It's wonder-
ful what good things a man can strike in this

big city if he keeps his wits about him. I some-
times gsi lots of fine paper at prices which would
not pay for the raw material. But the joke of it

is my customers do not like superfine paper, the
surface is not smooth enough for them. Cheap
paper takes the best with them."
"Where do these packages sell ?" asked a re-

porter.

"Out West, largely, and along the water
front. Sailors buy lots of them, and put on the
jewelry they find inside, no matter whether it
be sleeve buttons or watch chains or earrings.
In the rural regions of the West, many people
will not buy stationery unless it comes with
some sort of a prize attached. Chromos ? No,
chromos can't compare with this imitation gold
for cheapness. But, as I said before, it is shrewd
buying which makes my business a possibility."
—Herald.
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NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to Weaken or Ku.'bljers to Wear Out
I*iiis or i*rongs to Damage ttie i»aper.

DBent S*pring Hod to Warp ttie File.

SANDEBSOIf^ MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

HARDING PAPER^Q
-S- MANUFACTURERS OF .^4-

First-class Animal Sized and Loft-Dried *=®=

"WHITIKT^ 'APE
SPECIALTIES : Ledger Record Parchment and Cream Linen Papers.

Slilla at Exeello, Butler Co., Ohio, and Franklin, Warren Co., Ohio.

coaRESFONDENOE soLicTTBD. P.O. Addrcss, FRANKLIN, Warrcn Co., Ohio.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the imdersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON/" elfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

illil Pap^j
J H

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MIZZS—TOIAU DA.ILT PRODUCT, 90 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLITDINO THK CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 13B, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122,183,1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Wakkhousb :

Camden, Ni J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

M4NUFACTURKR OP

THERHQHETEES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AOENT FOR

Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stem's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBEH STAMPS
OF ETEBY DESCBIPTIOJf.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents

and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Mala St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spriaa-g^old., - - IvCass.
Oldest Hubber Stamp Manury In
New Enelaiid & Ijargest in the TT. S.

One Dollar and Twenty-five Cents
— TO —

R. A. ROQERS k CO.,
I3>\.-YT01^, OHIO,

For a Sample of their

Hand-Painted Easter Cards
The most BEAUTIFUL GOODS ever shown

AT DOCBLK THE PrICK.

"THE BOSTOJT JOBBIJTG HOUSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«S~~ "^
-f»

°i Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1°
^ 'L ^j^^ 1,

PUBLISHER,::^^^E°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BBOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADEIiPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

• MANUFACTTTRER OF-

Copying Paperj:?iiBooks.
(Titles Registered)

M AIBIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

mm II HI HI ^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
|n 11 n|a J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Iflllllll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

THE PITEUMATIC COPYIITG FRESS.^
TXT E take pleasure in calling the attention •

VV the trade to our improved Copying Pres^
It has many advantages over the "Screw Press.'*i

No separate stand is required. It can be1
operated on any desk, table or chair, being]
perfectly portable. I

The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest
table.

'

One-half the time and three-quarters of the
labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

biUty of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome offices and residences.
i^" Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
INICW .HA.VE.X, COjVTV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OF —
Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOABD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every PubUc School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., EJioxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. C. and hundreds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany, ^rBEWARE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Chnrch St., New York City.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekman Street, New York.

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.
Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-

tion. Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &e.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Jnst the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be abl,^ to Oompet** In l»rices with any one—a subject worthy of

your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial,

mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.
Infor-

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.
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D^E^w" LiisTE o:f C^^E,nDSI

, 82 & M Beekman St, New York,

-SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

••^^ EASTER AND BIRTHDAY STYLES NOW READY, t^-
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

wii ^^\ / ^" I ^r I 1^Q —My_own line wiU, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satin, and Cards,
Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School Reward Cards. New Styles
in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & CO., The Cks. Stewart Paper Co,

Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 41, 43 and 45 Beekman and 166 William St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Bfoorning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Unvelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the I.atest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ol Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Monming, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Fapeterles and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST LINE IN THE CITY.

THET%AtMER ART^<^
Respectfully Invite the trade to inspect their complete line of

ART SOUYENIRS,
STA.TI03SrEI?,S'<i^ ISrOVELTIES,

^ SPECIALTIES FOR CONFECTIONERS. -WEDDING PRESENTS, &o

lEnn
- MANUFACTURER OF —

Loft-Dried Flats and Ledgers.

-^ -#-
FOR-

Job * Printers ^and * Stationers.

7

Chromo Cards and Shape Novelties.
A GREAT VARIETY OF NEW DESIGNS.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINTsrA TI, OHIO,
Maniifacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
" "^ '" ^ ^ AI.SO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
^^ '\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

\S^ ^/^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on appUcation.

J". B-A.IFLID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTUBE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CABDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
1^~ Price Lists. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

'M
DEIMGSl^il'D^^

ESTABLISHED ELEVEN TEARS.

130 I>a Salle Street, Chicago, III.

J. x... i^ci:isrTOSH:,

lflil)erlflg,*Papi,^PerforatiD|,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTOIT, MASS.

•SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.
Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.

Eyelets of every description inserted.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-marlc in Clover Leaf Linen.

m
Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

for the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile ot

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

?S= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

/"^< ^^^

We have Removed to our New Building

Nos. 162 to 172 Columbus Avenue,
.^^BOSTOIT, MASS. Pi^

Carter, Dzitsmore & Co.

BYRON ^A^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

WAR BEEN AWAKDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMilENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide. Anstralia, Exhibition, 1881<

A. Si»ECIA-3L.TY.
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

•^ others from (if Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal o/ Process American Institute, i8jT, and Medal o,f

Improvement and Progress, Boston, iS'jS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger|
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and bitter body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it,

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

slieel:, X:il^@X3 and TXETWRITT'El FOXTX& 1?IM:3SS Oxl sariii« spot
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Send for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, New York.
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CorresrrcrHdcnce.

LOUISVILLE ITEMS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., April 12, 1884.

When trade is in a booming condition, it is

not readily affected by any such slight impedi-

ment as bad weather, but when business needs

coaxing to maintain even ordinary activity,

and when the commercial temper Is conserva-

tive instead of rash, an unseasonable course of

the thermometer exerts an immediate adverse

influence. And so it is here this week that trade

which was proceeding only " moderately ac-

tive" and " fairly satisfactory," has, under the

bearish surroundings, been changed to " only

fair," and "rather quiet." The favorable

weather situation prevailing at the close of last

week gave way suddenly to a spell of cold,

cloudy and depressing weather. The first days

of this week brought gloom and attempts at

snow; on Tuesday it was down to freezing point

with a wintry breeze of some severity ; Thurs-

day and Friday the sun made a start at clear-

ing up, but to-day the rain is pouring in tor-

rents. Spring trade and spring farming opera-

tions, which were making a good fight against

the weather clerk, have had another unpleasant

tussle with retarding elements this week. But

while business on the whole has not experienced

the long looked for revival, there are several

departments of trade that are enjoying a brisk

and healthy movement. To-day 's local papers

report special activity amongjobbers of grocer-

ies, hardware, dry goods, notions and clothing,

and note that country buyers have taken bold

as if they had no further time for trifling with

the fickle and eccentric moods of this peculiar

year. In agricultural circles perishable buds

have not developed sufiSciently to be damaged
by the current frosts, but everything is back-

ward—unseasonably late.

The distillery interests are stagnant. Congress

having in its wisdom or prejudice refused to ex-

tend the aid of a little special legislation which

was expected to revive the trade.

The stationers, printers, blank-book makers

and paper-box factories are all busy with an

encouraging lot of orders, and the feeling in

these lines is very satisfactory.

The Easter card busingss has been irregular,

but in the main, successful with Louisville deal-

ers, for not a stationer's that I passed to-day,

whose show-windows were not robbed of the

varied displays of cards which have adorned
them for a few weeks past, the cards had been

well sold-off, even down to the show-window
pieces.

As remarked in The Stationer recently,

there are so many Easter and other cards on the

market that it is diSQcult to see how any firm,

in the face of the varied and unlimited designs

in these goods, can claim to have brought out

anything new. Nevertheless, there issued from
Morton's publishing-house last week a tiny book,

so rare and chaste in subject and execution, and

so appropriate as an Easter souvenir, as to make
it distinctly a novelty. This dainty volume
consists of some twenty five sheets, 16mo size,

of parchment paper, in white, blue and yellow

tints, printed in blue and red ink in alternating

sections, with parchment cover, all bound or

corded together with a delicate silk ribbon.

The printing is on one side only of each leaf

;

the title-pa^e is at the back of the volume, and
the reader begins the story there and proceeds

to the left instead of the right in following the

pages. The volume, " The Story of a Picture,"

is written by and its mechanical execution de-

signed by Douglas Sherley, author of "The
Valley of Unrest," and is pronounced a refresh-

ing literary and artistic departure. The first

edition was entirely exhausted to-day.

A stationer to-day showed me an order of the

dance printed on common strawboard, with

cord and tassel of hemp twine, which the same
will be used at a swell hop at a leading hotel

next week.

Among the visiting members of the trade this

week were John B. Gunn, for Eberhard Faber ;

Harry C. M. Conkling, for Louis Dejonge &
Co. ; and Count Hilmar Stephany, for I. H.

Hamburger. Bourbon.

—

DAYTON NOTES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Dayton, Ohio, April 14, 1884.

Warm weather seems to have set in at last,

and none too soon to suit us. We hope now for

better trade ; it has been and is dull and no mis-

take.

The retailers here all report a good trade in

Easter cards and novelties which are rather

new goods, as yet, in this part of the country,

but the trade increases in them each year.

Crane, Jacksun & Crane, of our city, have
decided to drop miscellaneous books from their

stock and confine themselves more exclusively

to art goods and wall papers. They have the

finest store in Central or Southern Ohio.

Reynolds & Reynolds have again found their

quarters too small, and are having an addition

of 35 X 65 feet made to their factory. They

hope, when this is completed, to at least keep

within sight of their orders.

The Holden Manufacturing Company has re-

moved its factory to a new building, and, with

largely increased space and power, expects to

add largely to the sales of its specialties.

R. A. Rogers & Co. are very busy' with their

specialties, and find a large trade for their

grease-proof paper-dishes, which are a new de-

parture.

Traveling salesmen are not very plenty just

now, but we manage to survive their absence.

Genial Frank Johnson put in an appearance in

the interests of Leibenroth, Von Auw & Co.,

and reports a fair trade. Mr. Marks, of the

Dixon Crucible Company, was here on Friday

last, and left on the night express for Pittsburg.

When a few miles out the whole train was
wrecked and Mr. Marks was severely hurt, but

not enough to keep him from helping others less

able than himself to escape.

The business among the paper-mills is not par-

ticularly remunerative throughout the

Miami Valley.

WILMINGTON WHITTLINGS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Wilmington, Del., April 15, 1884.

The weather during the closing week of the

Easter season was as propitious as could be de-

sired. Its influences were irresistible, and buy-

ers thronged our streets and stores in search of

the beautiful cards and novelties so temptingly

offered. The designs and execution of this sea-

son's stock, were the subject of much favorable

comment, and it was difficult to decide whose
productions were deserving the most praise.

Their sale by some of the trade was far in ex-

cess of last year, while others did not do so

well, but the trade in general seem satisfied

with results.

While writing about cards, I am reminded of

a great nuisance met by the trade in general.

I refer to the difficulty of obtaining envelopes

to fit the various sizes of plain birthday and
other cards. The fringe cards are provided for

;

but it seems strange that manufacturers and
importers do not recognize the importance of

supplying with envelopes each and every plain

card put on the market. The fault lies with
them and not with the envelope dealer.

The cost of envelope could be added to the

price of card and would not be objectionable to

the trade. Some of the more enterprising en-

velope firms have in a measure met the want,

but the great diversity of sizes baffles them.

If improvements are any evidence of a city's

growth, a stroll through our streets will con-
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vince any one that the spirit of progress is no

stranger to our people.

Since a year ago many of the old landmarks

in all sections of the city have disappeared and

fine structures of more modern design and com-

fort have taken their place.

Noticeable are the changes among our Market

street merchants, whose increasing business re-

quiring more eligible sites, have sought to locate

further uptown. To accommodate the demand,

property owners have yielded to the pressure

and converted many of the old dwellings into

desirable stores, and which ; are readily occu-

pied.

Among those who have recognized the neces-

sity of seeking unexplored localities is the new
firm of First & Davis, stationers and newsdeal-

ers, who have opened a branch store at 717 Mar-

ket street. H. E. First has charge of the new
enterprise, and his experience of several years

with E. S R. Butler eminently qualifies him to

successfully manage it. Geo. H. Davis, the

pioneer of the Sunday newspaper trade in this

city, conducts the down-town branch, where

his knowledge of that particular branch will be

invaluable.

Ferris Brothers, printers, have lately added a

bindery to their establishment, thus securing

better facilities for handling book and pamphlet

work. This firm has in press the " Wilmington

City Directory," a publication of its own.

The James & Webb Printing Company, on

April 5, announced a " new departure " in its

manner of conducting business. The innova-

tion was its first annual " clearing out " sale, to

continue thirty days, of certain kinds of goods

usually carried over from one season to an-

other. The list comprised a large assortment of

books, autograph, photograph and scrap albums,

and judging from the prices marked in these

goods buyers certainly secured bargains. By a

liberal use of printer's ink large numbers at-

tended the sale last week and the result was
very gratifying to those interested. By this

method the firm cleans out odds and ends,

which are bound to accumulate and the advan-

tage of placing new goods only before their pa-

trons next season.

The following-named persons have visited the

trade since my last letter : H. P. French, French

& Choate, New York; D. H. Putman, Geo. B.

Hurd & Co., New York; M. P. Bixby, S. M.

Bixby & Co., New York; Jas. J. Fitz-Gerald,

J. E. Linde, New York; H. P.; Beach, Eagle

Pencil Company, New York; P. H. Hickman,

W. M. Bradley & Brother, Philadelphia.

Tracy.- —

BOSTON BITS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

250 Devonshire St., Boston, April 15, 1884. (

I have had occasion in a former communica-

tion to note the proposed opening of an Ex-

change, where out of-town printers, stationers,

booksellers and paper dealers could rendezvous

while visiting the city. Well, the project has

been consummated, and the " Stationers and
Printers' Exchange " is now open, to which all

are invited. Your correspondent has located his

"sanctum" in a pleasant corner of this ex-

change, and henceforth his Boston epistles will

issue therefrom. Circulars have been sent out

quite freely to the trades, and there is no doubt

but in my next I will be able to give mention of

numerous visitors.

In my rambles about the city I have had fre-

quent occasion to mention the Exchange to a

number of dealers, and I find that they consider

" the point well taken." But then I must admit

that I have met two or three whose bump of

penetration is not sufficiently developed to en-

able them to see any further than their money-
drawer, and these old fossilized cash-books want
to know What's the good of it ? What's it for ?

To accommodate the hundreds of buyers who
visit the city every week; to furnish them with

a rendezvous in the business part of the city,

where the daily papers will be found on file; to

furnish also pens, paper and ink with which to

write; to provide a ready means of communica-
tion by the use of the telephone and messenger

service; to offer a room to which the numerous

little purchases of the day can be sent and

where they can be found altogether by the visit-

ing buyers; and to enable the trades to become

acquainted with each other. These, sir, are

some of the objects of the Exchange, and for

which it is established.

" But the hotels offer all these of facilities," ob-

served my old conservative friend, "and this

exchange is going to cost somebody some
money."
Certainly the hotels do, but they didn't fifty

years ago. This is an age of progress, and
although the Stationers and Printers' Exchange
will cost somebody a few hundred dollars, there

are some few enterprising and progressive men
in this town who are trying to let the world

know that Boston is not only the " Hub " of the

universe, but a •' whole cart-wheel." These are

the men who bring trade to the city. It is to

this kind of men that Boston owes her com-

mercial standing.

These are the men who have built the Boot

and Shoe Exchange and who have made of

Boston the shoe market of America. Among
the stationers and paper dealers of this city are

men of like calibre and enterprise, and the

spirit of progress has prompted (he opening of

the Stationers and Printers' Exchange. For

the facilities and conveniences offered there is no

charge. Letters of introduction are not neces-

sary. The password is " Welcome."

Under the mild influence of pleasant weather

the retail trade are taking on a little more ac-

tivity. A few weeks of sunshine will also

brighten up the countenances of the jobbers. Still

the trade of the past few weeks has been very

good, considering the atmospheric drawbacks,

especially in Easter goods.

J. P. Perry, a West street stationer who
closed his business a year ago, storing away his

stock in trade, closed out the whole lot last

week to Ward & Gay. This stock consisted of

fine papers and envelopes, menu cards and fancy

boxes, which were bought at a very great re-

duction from first cost, and Mr. Ward is offer-

ing these goods to the trade at correspondingly

low figures. This house has also in stock 27 tons

of memorandum blocks in numerous sizes and
qualities of paper. There are good bargains in

this line and the trade should note the fact.

Mr. Gay, who manages the card department

of this house, reports that the Easter trade was
very satisfactory, fully up to the business of

previous years, and very little stock in the

Easter line is carried over. For the Christmas

trade Mr. Gay is already making preparations,

and something in advance of the old reco5;nized

styles may be looked for. In the meantitue the

sample-room is being stocked up with an exten-

sive line of cards for album and birthday uies.

Such of the trade who can make it convenient

should visit the sample-room of Ward & Gay,
when bargains in cards are wanted. Tne stock

is too varied and extensive to expect their trav-

elers to fully represent it with samples.

A. Q. Mead, designer and builder of station-

ers' stamping-presses, is receiving numerous in-

quiries from leading stationers in the larger

cities. This is good evidence that stamping-

presses are wanted, and so soon as the value of

Mead's presses becomes known, sales will be only
the more frequent. These presses are really

just what are wanted ; they do a class of work
that cannot be done by some other makes, and
though a little higher in price than the common
press, they are cheaper in the end and give

greater satisfaction. Those whom I see using

thera are fully satisfied with the results. I

don't know of a better press in the market.

The house of Winkley, Thorp & Dresser have
dissolved, and two separate firms will in future

carry on the business. This change was effect-

ed on the 12th of April. Mr. Thorp retires

from the house which he assisted to establish,

and under the firm-name of Winkley, Dresser

& Co. , the general jobbing trade will be con-

tinued. The manufacturing business of the

house, which has grown to such large propor-

tions, will be carried on by the Thorp Manu-
facturing Company. This company is incor-

porated under the laws of Massachusetts with

a capital of $75,000, and is officered as follows :

Gurdon Bill, president ; E. G. Thorp, treasurer;

J. E. Speare, secretary.

With the several lines of scrap-books and al-

bums which the old house has, during the past

few years, presented, the trade generally is

familiar. To more fully carry out the plans

contemplated in connection with this growing
trade, and to give the business that personal at-

tention which it demanded the above change
was deemed necessary. Mr. Thorp, treasurer

of the new company, is also its general man-
ager, and brings to the company a trade which
he has personally developed, as well as an ex-

tensive knowledge of the manufacturing busi-

ness itself.

It is only ten years ago that Mr. Thorp first

cast his fortunes with the business interests of

Boston, starting on the road as a traveling rep-

resentative of the old house of Nichols & Hall.

He remained with this house four years., at the

end of which time he was associated with those

enterprising gentlemen, Messrs. Winkley &•
Dresser, and the house of Winkley, Thorp &
Dresser was founded. This was in 1878, and
since that time, or during the short period of

six years, the business of this house has con-

tinued to increase, until its diversified interests

have become so extensive as -to necessitate this

change. The success of this firm is due in no
small degree to the personal efforts of Mr.
Thorp, and he leaves the old house to seek a
wider field in thelnanufacturing branch of the

trade. For the fall trade the Thorp Manufac-
turing Company will present a line of scrap-

books and autograph albums which will com-
pare most favorably with anything of the kind i

yet presented, and the trade should make a note 'U

of it. A. L. D.

Many persons wonder why they cannot obtain i

as cheap a paper in colors as they can in white.

The reason is very simple ; the stock of which m
low-grade papers are made cannot hold the col- n
ors. The same rule holds good in regard to pa-

per as in manufactures of silk and wool ; the

purer the material the more perfect will be the

color obtainable from the dye. Combinations

of different materials,.or of different qualities of

the same material, do not take the color evenly.

Reception cards are square, with the name
and address and the reception day, and some-

times the hour, engraved in the left band corner

as heretofore.
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OHAELESO. BBOWN, President. o.^x^xoir, wLAm^s.:^ if. s. £k. JOHN D. OAKSON, Treasurer.
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[The above cut is a fac-simile of the wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
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Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ikk OB Wbak.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Liinen Ijedger, and date.

CARSON &. BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. Jr.. & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of ITote Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

1 In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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LAN6FELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
Baai 'f

— MANUFACTURERS OF-

set B©(
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. --m— New York Salesrooms: 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

PopularlSizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN. SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

TIJ r L|AR\/ARn CnilMTAlM PFN ~The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen afiBxed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tubes
inc. nrtnVAnU rUUIN IMMN r LINi wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the elHclent working of aU fountain pen^

These objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been tha
objective points songht for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HAKVAKD PEN CO.,; 104 Broadway, New York.

LE PAGE'S MUGIUGE
Amd WwkTmly Qlum.
MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
Grlortoester, !M!siss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

g^^^ serves without Injuring the AD-
Ti HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

--^-«^j^^»-^->^-'y\j^(^^=-<=«~=^ B^" Will not injure tlie most delicate colors.

OA.UTION.—Be-ware of Imitatlons^olalniiiis to toe "the eaiae ttolag" ov "just as good.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
r

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
»o LIBERAL I>ISCOUlVT TO THE TK.A.r>li:.

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Lotjtrel ;

John Hultn and New York News Company.

BEST aUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE,
Price, Retail, 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 28 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PARENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom ot a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-
serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG.
CHICAGO

CO.,

XZUB CAKD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Ed^e and Chromo Cards
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to S20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Coods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. HASP.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OP

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
142 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

: MANUFACTURED BY THE

ROACHE MFG. CO.,'''^eL^To?.""^"'
Importers ofGERMAN SLATE PENCILS,

and Manufaeturers of SCHOLAR'S COM-
PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Stationery^ Fancy Goods,

No. 62 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

nil I m nilno Trade Mart on Steel pens,
MILLtn nnllN ink Erasers andpocket
•>"tl»'-'l UIIUU, Cutlery guarantees quality.
Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country-

STEEL PENS witlistyleandactionsuitedtoeveryhand.
FullassortmentolTensmailcdonreceiptol 25 cents.

Sold by al 1 dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAFEB-BDX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
33S Devonshire Street, JSoston,
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^railje '^Gpxts.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 295,752. Tag or Label Holder.—Alexander Han-

vey, Steubenville, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

William Scott, same place.

An improved spring tag or label holder, con-

sisting of a single piece of wire bent to form the

eye and two parallel prongs, one of which is

bent at its end to form the hook and the other

extending beyond the hook and adapted to rest

therein.

No. 295,' 67. Automatic Registering Inking Appa-

ratus.—Joshua W. Jones and Albert Cooper,

Harrisburg, Pa.

No. 295.768. Counting-Register.—Joshua W. Jones

and Albert Cooper, Harrisburg, Pa.

No. 295,799. Tag or Label.—William P. Patton, Har-

risburg, Pa.

In an address tag or label, a binding-hook

pivoted forward of the longitudinal centre of

the bight of the hook.

No. 295,809. Coin and Letter Scale.—Charles Richt-

mann, New York, N. Y., assignor to H. Richt-

mann & Co., same place.

A scale for coins and letters, comprising a

supporting-standard, a horizontal supporting

arm attached to said standard, provided with a

hook-shaped guard having an inward projection

or index at the centre of the hook, a scale-beam

pivoted in said bearings, one end of which is

provided with a weight and adapted to oscillate

within the hook-shaped guard, being in align-

ment with the index thereof when balanced, the

outer end of said beam being graduated, a slide-

link on said scale-beam, and a scale-pan sus-

pended from said link.

No. 295,834. Tension Device for Tapes of Paper-

Folding Machine.—John H. Stonemetz, Erie, Pa.

The combination of a spring-pressed bracket

or frame, carrying a tape-spool and provided

with guide-stems, with a paper-folding machine

frame adapted to receive and hold said bracket

or spool frame and a conveyor-tape passing

around the spool mounted in said frame.

No. 295,845. Toy.—John Alonzo Ward. Sharpsville,

assignor of one-half to William V. Byard, Sha-

ron, Pa.

The combination, in a toy, of a figure detach-

ably mounted in position and provided with de-

vices for projecting objects, and a standard

carrying a target and detachably mounted in

position.

No. 295,853. Engraving Machine.—Ira R. Beam, Dry-

den, N. Y., assignor of one-third to Brown M.

Barnes, same place.

No. 295,870. Combined Bouquet and Ticket Holder.

—William H. Hogan, Boston, Mass., assignor of

one-half to Edward W. Pasture, same place.

No. 295,878. Machine for Making Matrices.—Robert

L. Kimberly, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

American Matrix Machine Company, of New
York.

No. 295,923. Pencil. —Thomas M. Kenney, Cam-
bridge, Mass., assignor to Francis Edgar Mason,

same place.

In a pencil, the combination, with the pencil-

body, of a lead-feeding device longitudinally

movable in the body, having a series of projec-

tions or shoulders to successively operate upon

the lead, and the holding device, resisting with-

out positively preventing the longitudinal move-

ment in either direction of the feeding device

and lead under moderate pressure.

TRADE-MARKS.
No. 11,020. Writing and Card Paper and Envelopes.

—Whiting Paper Company, Holyoke, Mass.
" The letter ' W ' and the reprecentation of an

acorn within it."

PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTURER OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AND WEDDIUG STATIOHERY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64:, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St,,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

JOHN E. EDWARDS,
--^^^ MANUFACTURER OF ^^^— fl

AND

-!• B^LTIIMiOrtE:, 3yCID.l—

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF-BOUNDS MADE.

T HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

HADE OF CHEBBY OB WALNUT, AS DESIBED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and Scbool Fnrnisbers,

W Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New York.
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Pads, Tablets % Bloner Tablets

THE rapidly increasing demand on us for our popular lines of goods has made
our present facilities and quarters too limited. In order to fill our orders more

promptly, and to enable us to still further reduce the cost of manufacturing, we will

REMOVE M/\Y 7, 1884,

T© ^om, %%B^ %%B aad 15© Oemt^© Bt^m®%
CORNER OF WALKER,

where we have leased 10,000 square feet for manufacturing and storing purposes.

With our INCREASED and improved facilities we hope to merit the continued confidence

of the trade.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER COMPANY,
T«fo. 117 JFixlton Street, TSTe-w' Yorlc.

S1.00 a-ncL TJp*T77-a,rd.s,
ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.

Made of the best material- through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with tlie flexible aii* tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars, THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

JOHN HOLLAND
MANUFACTURER OF -

Gold Pens* Pencil Cases

SF^OI^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Kjilcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylograph ic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers ia handsome Show Cases and
Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 10 & 21 West 4th St.,

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th St.,

W110LESAL.E AOEPiTS:

CINCINNATI.

JANSEN, McCLURG & (JO., Chicago, 111.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal.

WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a large stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-
count. Also School Books, more or less shelf-wom,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
151 and 153 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADYERTISING CO.

J. B. CLARKE, Proprietor,
115 & 117 Monroe St., opposite Havbbly's Theatre

— CHICAGO, ILL.,—
Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
<»c., <S:c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument. Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Gam es. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—]5c.
The trade supplied. George W.
Haytt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

CANFIEIiD " DIVIDED " (FOR-
merly "Acme") ERASES, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends : has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOTTING PAPER,
«^_ « -^
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va^
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «c 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
)

MAUUFACTUKERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND ^^

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
"Witli Valuable Patented. Improvements.

CHAS. B MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUT!
MANTJFACTUKED BY

Tlifi Atlantic Worts, East Bostoi, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEK & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETROIT PAPER COMPANY, Detroit, Mich,

HakdCotteb. SEND FOB CIROOUAB AND PRICE U8T. EUXD-CUTTSB, WITH Stkah Fixtdre.
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-^^* ISTE^^^T" LinSTE OIF C^^S,IDS I ^-^^

, 82 & .84 Beekfflan St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

"^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOW READY.i=^"
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES .—My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
, Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising. Sunday and Day School

Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

w ?? s.
PRIZE MEDAL PRIZE MEDAL

AMSTERDAM 1883.msmAMSTERDAM 1883.

-{•Warranted Best Quality -^

No Z O.MAI DEN LANE.N.Y,
." 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON. ESTABLISHED, 18^8.

THETm AtMER ART<^
Retiring from business by May 1 will sell the balance of their large stock of

^ ^ ^BJ • c^AT A GREAT SACRIFICE, e::^

pw Will also ciispose of tease of' their elegantly fitted up First Floor
and Basement of No. Z6 BOND STREET.

-* •#-

FOR-

Job * Printers * and * Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, * Cover, t Book t and t ITews t Papers,
1^- DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPftNY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

Loft-Dried Flats aod Ledgers.

The Chas, Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CI]VCI]V]Vj\TI, OtlJo,
Maimfacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

"Writing and

Wrapping

AtSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requestt'd
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and
BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS. PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^&~ Price LiRts. Circulars and Samples Solicitprl.

J. L.. ]iyLcIN-TOSH:,

Niiiiil)erinL*PapL^PerforatioL

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTO>i, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyeleta of every description inserted.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the '* National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LQ-W OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

JllustratedCatalogue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &e.f mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6cui>^
DM-ACIC

SxA.
1.U I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
Btraieht.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a 8<'cret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more endurinpr and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
' SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for

the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, andean
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UANUFACTCRSR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

N<>. 306 Broadway, corner of I>uane St., New York.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, •*- ^
BLANK BOOK PAGING,
-*- And PERFORATING;-«-

N"o. SI Jolirs. Street, l:Te-w "STorls.

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

ISTo. 152 Broad-way, ]S"eAv York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, 051

ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

m^ PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.
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All new goods and designs which are

aot, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

aoticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Thomas Coar, paper-stock dealer, Philadel-

phia, Fa., is dead.

Arthur L. Smith, dealer in wall-paper, Fort

Smith, Ark., has assigned.

Frank H Rogers, picture dealer, Wauseon,

Ohio, is closing out bis business.

St. Jacques & De Blois, bookbinders, Sore],

Que., have made an assignment in trust.

Mrs. M. J. Arnold, bookseller, &c.. Alleghany,

Pa., has sold out to Woodworth & Evans.

Brown Brothers, paper manufacturers, Col-

chester, Conn., have been burned out. Partly

insured.

Execution has been issued Against James

Eachus, manufacturer of binders' board, Coates-

ville, Ohio.

L. J. Norvo, newsdealer and stationer. Fall

River, Mass., has sold out to the Fall River

News Company.

Aguero & Neurenberger, publishers, St. Louis,

Mo., have dissolved partnership. M. Aguero
continues the business.

The Palmer Art Company is disposing of its

stock of fine art cards, souvenirs and fancy

plush goods with the intention of going into

liquidation. Dealers who are looking for bar-

gains in fine art goods should not let this oppor-

tunity pass.

C. Oliver Powell & Co., wholesale stationers,

Baltimore, Md., have dissolved partnership.

The business is continued under the same style.

Judgments aggregating $2,372 have been se-

cured against Henry Levy, paper and twine

dealer. Scran ton, Pa., and execution has been

issued.

The Thorp Manufacturing Company, of Bos-

ton, Mass., has been incorporated with a capital

of $75,000. Gordon Bill is president, E. G.

Thorp, formerly of Winkley, Thorp & Dresser,

treasurer, and J. E. Speare, secretary. This

company will engage in the manufacture of

scrap-books, albums, &c.

August Lammrich, a lithographer, aged 42

years, committed suicide last Thursday morn-
ing at 57 Butler street, Brooklyn, by shooting

himself twice. One bullet passed through his

heart. Mrs. Scharer, his sister, heard both
shots, and found him dead in a rocking-chair,

still grasping his revolver. He was a chronic

sufferer from neuralgia in the head.

H. G. Gear was for twelve years general man-

ager of an artists' materials store at 102 Fulton

street. New York. He was formerly a wealthy

importer, but lost his money.' He lived at Bay-

onne, N. J. On Wednesday he said he was not

well, and he did not go to business. About 3

o'clock in the afternoon his wife heard the re-

port of a gun, and running to her husband's

room found the closet full of smoke. Mr. Gear

was lying dead, with the top of his head blown

off. He had placed the muzzle of a loaded shot-

gun in his mouth, and had pulled the trigger

with a forked stick. He was 45 years old and

usually of a cheerful disposition. He had com-

plained recently of sleeplessness, but was sup-

posed to be in very fair health.

The Roache Manufacturing Company has in-

troduced a very useful " Scholars' Companion,"

which comes in three forms of case, viz., a

strong paper box, with handsomely decorated

exterior, an oval tin box, with a hinge cover

and a tin box with a sliding cover. The " Com-
panion " contains a slate pencil, lead pencil, pen-

holder and ruler. The company also puts up
boxes containing one dozen fancy paper-covered

slate pencils and also boxes containing a half-

dozen of this style of pencil.

Dealers who wish to fill . a great demand at

this season of the year should not fail to supply

themselves with a stock of Chadwick & Miller's

ornamental shelf and lace papers. Their line

consists of shelf, ceiling and box papers, paper

napkins, book-marks, lambrequins, lace cur-

tains, wall protectors and perforated card-

boards. Also gilt, glazed, marble, parafiine,

fancy colored and tissue papers, tin-foil, card-

board, morocco, &c.

The Gollner Manufacturing Company has a

novelty in the form of a compound microscope

which magnifies 1000 times. Looking through its

powerful lens one can see the animalculae in a

drop of stagnant water, the corpuscle in the

blood, insects in old cheese or the dust on a but-

terfly's wing with as much accuracy and satis-

faction as under a microscope of much greater

cost.

A monthly journal, designed for pupils, teach-

ers and parents, has just been started in St.

Louis, Mo. It is entitled the School and Home.
It is ably edited, neat in typographical appear-

ance, and is filled with matter admirably adapt-

ed to the readers it is intended for. I'he pub-

lishers are Thomas & Patek.

J. C. Darling, dealer in rubber stamps, &c.,

Topeka, Kan,, has been succeeded by Darling,

Coates & Johnson.

Wales & Co. , dealers in wall-paper and pic-

tures, Minneapolis, Minn., have dissolved part-

nership.

Libby & Scales, publishers, Dover, N. H.,

have been burnt out. Insured.

Samuel Marfleld, publisher, Circleville, Ohio,

has sold out to H. E. Lutz.

William Barnes, paper box manufacturer,

Philadelphia, Pa., has been sold out by con-

stable.

G. D. Pitzipio, of the firm of Pitzipio & Co.,

importers of p9,per-stock, &c. , New York city,

is dead.

The World Printing Company (incorporated),

Toronto, Ont., is advertised to be sold out by
the sheriff.

Penn & McCleary, publishers Democrat, New
Castle, Pa., have dissolved partnership. The
firm is now T. J. McCleary.

Slack & Brink, paper-stock dealers, &c.,

Springfield, Vt., have dissolved partnership.

W. H. H. Slack continues the business.

R. E. C. Divver & Co., printers, Memphis,

Tenn., have dissolved partnership. The Mem-
phis Printing Company succeeds to the business.

The third and fourth floors of 146, 148 and 150

Centre street are being handsomely fitted up
for the Acme Stationery and Paper Company,
which will remove into them on May 1. The
company will have plenty of elbow room there

and hence will be able to turn out some more of

those mammoth orders for which it has become

noted in the past.

Judgment was entered by William Weight-

man, of the firm of Powers & Weightman, in

the Philadelphia Common Pleas, on Tuesday,

against Edmund E. Claxton & Co., No. 930 Mar-
ket street, on three notes, given July 2, 1880,

amounting with interest and costs to $305,616.54.

Execution was ordered. The advances made by
Mr. Weightman cover a period of nearly ten

years, and were loans principally negotiated

during the existence of the firm of Claxton,

Remsen & Haffelfinger, which preceded the

house of E. Claxton & Co. The firm of Claxton,

Remsen & Haffelfinger was dissolved in 1880 by
the death of Mr. Romsen and the retirement of

Mr. Haffelfinger, and upon the formation of the

present firm, which consists of Edmund E. Clax-

ton & Son, Mr. Claxton gave his notes for the

entire loan, amounting at that time to $244,-

810.87. During the past five years frequent at-

tempts were made to settle the indebtedness,

but without success. " I ascribe our failure,"

said Mr. Claxton, " to the strained and unprofit-

able condition of the ' legitimate ' book trade,

which for five years past has made the publi-

cation of bound volumes a practical loss to the

publisher. The immediate cause for this has

been the cheap paper book publications of

standard works at low prices, the dearth of new
and striking literary works, and the suicidal

practice of dry-goods houses retailing high-price

publications at wholesale prices for the purpose

of drawing trade. With a normal condition of

the trade our indebtedness could have readily

BLOTTER
ISO A^^PtlETIES.
REVEHSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) uSSi^'-^im

TABLETS
F-A.0K:EID IN" BOXES

TABLET
PATENTED

r

100 SHEETS in PAD.
(WARRANTED.)

THE tAKGEST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTBY, including Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, CJilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, Ac, &c. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of Printed

memorandum, Statenent and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes. Drafts. Receipt". Checks, &c.

1S~ Notwithstanding their many advantages, these goods will be found by comparlgon to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER than any
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
IB the one who will lncrea>e his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of U:iVIV3EKSA.3L. BlL.OTa?EIS. TASRTLi'E.T, at lowest prices ever made.

»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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been .liquidated." Mr. Claxton's career as a

publisher dates from 1846, when he became a

member of the firm of Grigg, Elliott & Co.,

which gave place in 1850 to Lippincott, Grambo
& Co., Mr. Claxton remaining in the firm as the

company. In 1855 he became a member of the

firm of J. B. Lippincott & Co. The house of

Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger was started in

1868.

Fire broke out in the building occupied by

Dickerson & Co., subscription-book publishers,

and the Daily Times newspaper ofiice, Detroit

Mich., on April 11. The editorial and compos-

ing rooms of the latter were burned. Dicker-

son & Co.'s premises were damaged by fire and

water. Dickerson & Co.'s loss will amount to

several thousand dollars. The loss to the Daily

Times cannot be ascertained.

The Stationer has received from KeufEel &
Esser, 137 Fulton street, New York, a very

handsome show-card made by the blue print

process and designed to show the perfection of

the process when done on their justly celebrated

"Helios "blue process paper. It is a card that

every stationer should have in his window, as it

will greatly facilitate the sale of the "Helios"

blue process paper, while proving a very ac-

ceptable ornament to his show-window. The

show-card is furnished with every order for

heliographic or blue process paper.

The Family Bibles, published by the National

Publishing Company, Philadelphia, are said to

be very superior in letter-press, illustrations

and contents, while selling at as low prices as

inferior editions.

The Times Publishing Company, Detroit,

Mich., was burned out last week. Loss esti-

mated at $3,500; insured for $4,000.

Those who use "Caw's Black Fluid Ink," no

longer cling to the popular error that all black

inks are thick and gummy. There is good au-

thority for saying that, although this ink writes

a deep black at first, it is very limpid and free

flowing, and when it becomes thick by long ex-

posure, a little water added will make it as good

as at first. Another very important feature of

this ink is that a steel pen can be used, without

wiping, for months without gumming or cor-

roding the pen in the least. These facts, al-

though new to some, are familiar to all who
daily use " Caw's" ink, and the rapidly increas-

ing demand for the ink shows that they are ap-

preciated.

Fire was discovered on Tuesday morning in

the lithographic works of Wolflf & Kuflfner, on

the top floor of the flve-story brick building at

39 and 41 Centre street. The fifth and fourth

fioors were destroyed by fire, and the lower

fioors were drenched. Among the losers are

Wolf & Kuflfner, $5,000; H. E. Sackmann's

Sons, bookbinders, $1,500, and other parties,

$6,500. The loss on the building, which belongs

to the A. T. Stewart estate, is $10,000.

Among the tradesmen in town during the

past week were Mr. Fields of Smith, Clearwater

& Co., Pittston, Pa.; Mr. Lockwood, Buffalo,

N. Y. ; John A. Schlener, of John A. Schlener

& Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; S. T. Daunis, New
Orleans, La.

T. L. Johnson, commercial traveler for Keuf-

fel & Esser, has just returned from his regular

Western trip. He reports trade rather quiet,

but thinks that there are prospects for an early

improvement.

F. B. Dickerson & Co., book publishers, De-

troit, Mich., have been burned out. Loss esti-

mated $20,000; insured for $3,000.

J. H. BuflEords' Sons have a new line of fans.

Charles M. A. Twitchell & Co., printers, Bos-

ton, Mass., have failed.

A. A. Abbott, stationer, &c., Kalkaska, Mich.,

has sold out to C. E. Rumsey.

A. C. Culver, publisher. Bear Lake, Mich.,
has lost $1,000 by fire. Not insured.

The Wimbush-Powell Printing and Litho-

graphing Company, Kansas City, Mo., has been
incorporated with an authorized capital of

$30,000.

The book publishing establishment of M. W.
Ellsworth & Co., Detroit, Mich., has been
burned out. Loss estimated at $3,000; insured

for $1,000.

J. F. Hitchcock, superintendent of the Hol-
yoke Euvelope Company's papeterie depart-

ment, has resigned that position and will soon
leave Holyoke. He has been there only about a
year, having been first in the employ of the

Whitmore Manufacturing Company till his

branch of the business was sold to the Envelope
Company.

A fellow about 35 years old, calling himself G.

D. Morgan, swindled J. H. Buflford's Sons and
the Wakefield Rattan Company, at Boston, on
Thursday of last week, with forged checks on
the Park National Bank of New York. He
bought $35 worth of goods of each firm, paid

for them after business hours with $100 checks,

and received $65 in change in each case.

There is a very active demand just now for

Globe files and file boxes. They have become a
great favorite with consumers and are giving

general satisfaction. These goods are made of

the best material and are among the most useful

and convenient articles in their line in the trade.

They should be in every stationer's hands.

THE BEST BLOTTING
STANDARD DOUBLE MANILLA

SOhlB
BY THE

LeadingPaper
DEALEI^S

AN D

Stationers,
IN THE

UnitedStates,
OF

America,]

THE
FrtC5iniLEOr*l QUNULE OF RUSSELL 5 BLOTTINO.

STANDARD AND BES I DOUBLE MANILLA FOR AFULL LINE OFWHITE.BLUE:. BUFF, PINK AND FAWN
- TAGS, BOXES &. DRAFT I N G^;— i n 40, 60, iBO.ioo uo & 140 lbs. always on hani

WILLIAM RUSSELL Sc SON. 53 DEVONSHIRE ST. BOSTON, MASS.
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Orders will be promptly attended to at the

agency, No. 28 Bond street.

J. F. Gillis, bookseller, &c., Manchester, N. H.,

has sold out to L. 1. Meade.

Charles Towne, publisher of the Echo, Peta-

luma, Cal., has been attached.

C. C. Young, Jr., stationer, &c., Fensacola,

Pla., has been burned out ; insured.

P. M. Weiler's Liberty Machine Works will

be removed on May 1 from 49 Chambers street

to 51 Beekman street. New York.

The Racine Manufacturer got out a set of

Easter cards of pleasing design and execution,

which it presented to each of it* advertisers.

The National Blank-Book Company, under the

management of H. S. Dewey, is about to extend
its business by the addition of a full line of writ-

ing papers and envelopes to its regular stocli of

blank-books.

Henry Levy, paper dealer, Scranton, Pa., has

been sold out at sheriflf's sale. Among his credi-

tors are Russell & Armstrong, $600; HoUings-
worth & Whitney Company, $300; P B. Ho-
bart, $100; Megargee Brothers, and others.

P. J. Walker & Co., printers and publishers,

Visalia, Cal,, have dissolved partnership. W.
W. Bornes has retired from the firm and E. J.

Griswold has been admitted to membership.
The style of the firm is Walker & Griswold.

P. H. Loss, Jr., 46 Murray street, has a great

novelty in his " Unique " bird-cage awning, for

the top of any round or square cage. They are

in fanciful shapes of three beautiful tinted

colors. Descriptive list on application.

The Easter display at J. H. BuflFord's Sons'

Art Emporium on Broadway was magnificent.

That the public fully appreciated it was ap-

parent from the attention which they gave to

it. The satin cards and sachets, designed with
exquisite taste and decorated in the highest

style of lithography, drew the fullest share of

notice. This firm will have its Xmas card
samples ready in July, and it will be worth
while to wait for them.

The copartnership heretofore existing under
the style of Wlnkley, Thorp & Dresser, Boston,

has been dissolved by mutual consent, and the

blank-book and stationery business heretofore
carried on by the firm will be continued by
William W. Winkley, Edwin D. Dresser, and
Sumner Dresser, under the style of Winkley,
Dresser & Co., at 111 Devonshire street, Boston;
who assume all liabilities and will settle all ac-

counts of the late firm. The manufacturing
business hitherto carried on by Winkley, Thorp
& Dresser will be carried on under the style of
the Thorp Manufacturing Company.

On Saturday last H. V. Butler, of the firm of

H. V. Butler, Jr., & Co., individually, and as

representing his firm, made an assignment to

James Jackson, president of the Second Na-
tional Bank, of Paterson. Mr. Butler's liabili-

ties amount to $65,000. The assets are the bonds
of the Ivanhoe Manufacturing Company, valued
at $51,500, and other things, which are said in a
fair valuation to make the total assets $.52,000.

Pollowing is a list of the creditors : Charles
O'Neill & Sons, $4,907 ; J. H. Lyon & Co.,

$3,759; Edward Hill, $3,337; P. Dougherty,
$3,949 ; WoodrufiE Paper Company, $2,915;

Joseph P. Bradley, $700; Pennsylvania Salt

Manufacturing Company, $3,310 ; J. W. Lyon
& Co., $3,383; J. M. Varnum, $3 000; Society of

Useful Manufactures, $6,030; J. S. Rogers,
$5,000 ; Puller's Express Company, $1,169 ; W.
S. Anderson & Co.. $863 ; A. Collier, Jr., & Co.

; J. C. Todd, $105; Dundee Chemical Works,

; Ashmun Screw Plate Company, $170 ;

Mortimer Clark, $135 ; Paterson Iron Company,
$113 ; Rogers Locomotive Works, $101, and
others. Mr. Butler's assignment to James Jack-
son on Saturday is only a continuation of the
prior failure, he having been compelled to make
the assignment to protect all of the creditors,

some of them having taken judgment, and the
object being to prevent the enforcement of exe-
cution and give the creditors generally the
benefit of the assets. The offer to give the cred-
itors, whose claims aggregate $60,500, an equiva-
lent in bonds of the Ivanhoe Manufacturing
Company at 6 per cent, interest has been ac-

cepted by a number of those holding claims
amounting to $17,000. H. V. Butler owns
only 1,456 shares in the Ivanhoe Manufactur-
ing Company, or a minority of the stock.

The former statement of the amount of stock
held by Mr. Butler (about 3,900 shares) was
founded on the fact, that the difference was held
by him as trustee and administrator of an estate

for other stockholders. The assignment of H.
V. Butler and of H. V. Butler, Jr. , & Co. does
not affect the affairs of the Ivanhoe Manufac-
turing Company, nor does the assignment of the
firm have anything to do with the Ivanhoe Mill,

which is running on full time, filling orders and
working under the old management.

John B. Lewis, Walla Walla, W. T., made a
handsome display of Easter novelties according
to the report of the Daily Union of that place.

Mr. Lewis' selections were from the designs of
the most prominent houses in the trade and of
the costliest as well t\s cheaper qualities. This
is commendable enterprise.

W. D. & D. Van Slyke, bookseller, &c.,
Medicine Lodge, Kan., have sold out to C. E.
Wainscott.

Henry S. White, printer, Pensacola, Pla., has
been burned out ; insured.

A receiver has been appointed for ' W. B.

Burke, bookseller, &c., Atlanta, Ga.

George T. Williams, publisher, Ida Grove,
la., has been succeeded by Williams & Hol-
eomb.

Thorndike Nourse, book printer and binder,

Detroit, Mich., has been burned out. Loss esti-

mated at $15,000 to $30,000; insured for $15,500.

The May number of CasselVs Family Maga-
zine has come to hand, replete with the usual

quantity of interesting reading matter of fiction

and fact, fancy and suggestion, which always
marks this household journal. The illustrations

are numerous and bright.

The tide of immigration setting toward our
shores is subject to fiuctuations, but there exists

no reason to anticipate that during the life of

the present generation it will fail to reach the

average height of the past ten years ; immigra-
tion, therefore, continues to be one of the great

ecoQomic questions of this country, and it in-

volves a political problem of the highest im-

portance, that of naturalization. That our
naturalization laws are defective in many re-

spects is notorious, and the demand for their

revision will no doubt acquire added force from
the publication of an article by Justice William
Strong upon that subject in the North American
Review for May. In the same number of the

Review, Edwin P. Whipple offers a candid judg-

ment of Matthew Arnold, as a thinker and as a
man of letters. Richard A. Proctor, under the

title of "A Zone of Worlds," writes of the vast

multitude of the pigmy kindred of the earth,

known as the asteriods. In " The Railway and
the State," Gerrit L. Lansing essays to prove
that the multiplication and extension of rail-

road lines, and the establishment of low rates

of transportation, are hindered rather than
helped by governmental interference. Prof.

Henry P. O^born, of Princeton College, has a
highly interesting article on " Illusions of Mem-
ory." Helen Kendrick Johnson contributes an
essay on " The Meaning of Song." Pinally,

there is a joint discussion of " Workingmen's
Grievances," by William Godwin Moody and
Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin, of Harvard Uni-
versity.

^.*"»^

A reverend sportsman was once boasting of

his infallible skill in finding a hare. " If I were
a hare," said a Quaker who was present, " I

would take my seat in a place where I should be
sure of not being disturbed by thee from the
first of January to the last day of December."
"Why, where would you go?" asked the
sportsman. "Into thy study!" replied the
Quaker.

TRY NONPAREIL PENS
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*--

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE &, CO.,
99 & lOl William Street, New York

^S^ PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.
7 (, ^ *—•>— <> >- Send, for Sa^rtiples.

"Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER WAREHOUSE, BOSTON, MASS. (S^s^^s:

ric:e <Sc
Va (COBPORATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago. 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFOKD'S SONS, .1. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295
Broadway, N.Y., & 1.56& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ^oston, Mass.

PRANQ, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St.. Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 33 and 34 Reade si., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor St..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Wahiut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P.. & CO.. Chicago, Dl.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisbm^, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS.. & CO.. 181 WUUam st.. N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
Rtreet, Worcester. Maaa.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 WiUiam St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 WiUiam st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. 23d St., N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, HI.

8HBIVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th st., N. Y.

Cindnnati, O.TATUM, SAMUEL C, A Oa.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WUUam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A.. 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

T.TPMAN
, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Clobes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, lU.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The FrankUn Globes,
5, 6, 10, 13, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Gram Tables $1.25;
maUed by the pubUshers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTUaiNG CO., 31 MUk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS, Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, lU.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mty. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging,

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfuUy given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. ManiUa. Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 37 North Sixth St., PMladelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT. 179 St. John St.. New Haven. Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUa., Pa.

HOWARD EBON WOBES. BuibJo, N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinir.

KISSAM, B. A., Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 34, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. PhUadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23'Maiden lane, N. Y

.

Rubber Stamps.

DIMOND, H. C, & Co.. Mfrs. of aU kinds of Rubber!
Stamps, 22 Mltk st., Boston.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the]
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

609 Chestnut St.. Phila., Pa.
]

BECK, CHARLES,

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Manifold Paper Manufacturers.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.YJ

Slates and Embossed Goods.

EMBOSSING COMPANY, THE, Wire-bound SlatesJ
Dominoes, Checkers. Alphabet Blocks, Albany, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John st., N. Y|
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
39 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 831 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Foimtain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WiUiam st., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 355 & 359 S. 3d St., PhUa., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St., L

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St., I
PhUadelphia ; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago ; 143 Walnut li

St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third st., St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

PhUadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore. Md.

WKIDMANN. A. an« RrondwaT. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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CINCINNATI CHAT.

[FBOU OUB BEGUIiAB COBBESPONDBNT.]

Cincinnati. April 14. 1884.

The ill-wind that blows nobody good was not

in the riot which made Cincinnati famous as the

"wind-up" in a history of so-called judicial

proceedings in criminal cases, which if even

brought out into the full light of day, will make
Cincinnati infamous in that one particular spot.

That was an ill-wind indeed which wafted here

that epoch marked by blood and fire, but not

so ill as to blow nobody good. That old

proverb about the wind is only an assertion

of the law of compensation. Fire and blood

have been called puri6ers, and now the

people are holding their breath, listening and
looking for some good to come out of the awful
results of those mad nights, when in the glare of

the burning court-house the pavements were slip-

pery with human blood. Some legislation has

come of it, and people hope it i§ good. A firmer

sense of dutj^ and responsibility has taken hold of

citizens, and everybody knows that is good and
everybody hopes it will be permanent. But to

descend as gently as we can to a lower grade

of what, relatively speaking, may be called

" good," coming from it to the stationers, let

us suspend memory for a moment and think of

the work it is making for the manufacturing

stationer and the expert clerk and draughts-

man. Tons of blank-books will have to be made
immediately for the use of all of the offices to

supply not only the places of old records as far

as they can be reproduced but to serve for the

current needs of the various offices. All of the

records of the courts extending back to the be-

ginning of the century were destroyed except

those in the Recorder's office, nearly all of which
were saved. Already the manufacturers of

blank-books and the county commissioners are

mutually besieging each other, the former to

get contracts at as near living figures as possi-

ble and the latter to get them at as near starv-

ing prices as possible. This is perfectly natural

;

only it is to be hoped that the stationers here

will not go to cutting each other's throats in the

struggle to get the contract. Really this mat-

ter is occupy ing the thoughts of manufacturers

of blank-books almost to the exclusion of

thoughts about other matters. The giving out

of contracts for this work will be the occasion

for lively competition before it is all over.

Just imagine the work it will heap upon the

shoulders of the county stationer, Max Hosier,

and the responsibility it will pile on his head.

Aren't we all glad that we are not in his fix !

Mr. Mosler is aware of the gravity of his situ-

ation, but he is not the man to shirk the respon-

sibility.

The sales of Easter goods were quite large,

but the excitement of recent events diverted

attention from such things and so far injured

the sales, causing some disappointment.

Books in some houses are a drug just now.
The Methodist Book Concern report sales light

beyond precedent, and job work wonderfully

short.

Robert Clarke & Co. , George Stevens, Peter

Thomson, Davie & Co., James & Warren and
other dealers in miscellaneous books, report

fairly good sales.

Wilstach & Baldwin, Bradley, A. H. Pouns-
ford & Co., J. R. Mills & Co., T. C. Woodrow,
and in fact all of the manufacturing stationers,

report fairly good orders—enough to keep them
out of mischief.

W. B. Carpenter & Co. are proud of a job

of work on the cover of a blank-book, made for

the use of that house. It is a true picture of the

house wrought in gold by "tooling"—no em-
bossing about it.

New York has just been represented here by
the following-named trade visitors : J. B. Gun,
with E. Faber ; Frank Johnson, of Liebenroth

& Von Auw ; W. L. Marks, Dixon Pencil Com-
pany ; Geo. Freeman, American Pencil Com-
pany ; A. Heyman, Eagle Pencil Company

;

Mr. Maddock, of the Hectograph Company
;

" a representative " of Morris Rubens.

Philadelphia has been represented by E.

Schwartz, of Schulte Brothers & Co. E. A.

Bush, of the Continental Manufacturing Com-
pany, Boston, has had a "representative" of

Frost& Adams, and James P. Franklin has been

here in the interest of the Beebe & Holbrook

Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Prince William.

27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Cliromo Cards, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830

J. li. suF^F-opiiD's soisrs'
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART NOVELTIES
REWARD,

BIRTHDAY and ADVERTISING CARDS,
— NEW AND ELEGANT —

VALENTINE AND EASTEB CARDS,
Advertising Fang, CIiromoB, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels, Mar-

riage Certificates, Agricoltaral and Scbool Diplomas, Plaques, Crayons, Calenders, &c.

293 &. 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 UONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
DEPOT FOR

^. B. F-pLEisroH: ooFYusra- iisrKS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, <S;c.

- —
^ THEBLACK&CUWSONCO,'S

Inprmd Ferforaior
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^F" Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

r Mention American Stationer. Xlamilton, Ohio,

BARBAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all tte Celebrated Publishers, PRANG, WARD and others.

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10.00 per Hundred.

Send for $5.00 Aasorted Sample Lot H. H. CARTER, 3 BeaCOIl St., BoStOn.
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Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.
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Advertisements cannot be received for insertion tn

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each Inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad
vertisements to be bad on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

givmg the actual prices at which goods can be bought
of importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 DuANB Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office: J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hauuitt, General Man-
ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Soathern Office : F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ Ludga^ Circus Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Vardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Qalvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.
W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

I Tj Ha Ri.ooTT ) Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J. H. ae Bussy

-j ^^^ p^j^^jj g^^ indies.

John Hoe-an \
Melbourne, Sydnev, and

J ohn uogan
-j ^^elaide. Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent. Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Calne y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jo86 A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Orauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos CuraQoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder . . .Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum
] ^aSds"'"'

^^^'^'^''^^ ^'

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Halgbt Toronto, Canada.

Henn^ W. Hughes
\ ^cV^b^.'"^'^'''

^"^'^

dubscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
Information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondentx of the source of their information.

The Lowell bankruptcy bill is now under

discussion in the Senate, and it will proba-

bly meet its fate there before other impor-

tant measures are acted upon. There seems
to be more than ordinary divergence of

opinion upon this measure, which ought, it

seems to us. to command the united sup-

port of the businesscommunity. That there

is some honest difference we have no doubt

;

but in many cases the opposition to the bill

is due to considerations not of the most
honorable kind. Should the Senate pass it,

the opportunity to advance the measure
through the House ought not to be neg-

lected, inasmuch as the House bill of the

same character, although favorably re-

ported by the Judiciary Committee, is so

low in its order on the House calendar that

it will not probably be reached this session.

Now that the subject has been squarely

brought to an issue, it devolves upon busi-

ness men and commercial organizations in-

terested to see that every effort shall be

made to insure speedy action and success.

Intiting attention to the numerous in-

quiries from the trade to which we are

called upon to give frequent and ready re-

sponse, we must express our surprise that

there are so many people who are slow to

keep their names prominently before buy-

ers. We print under our " Answers to

Correspondents " in this issue a number of

replies to queries which ought to have
found their answers in our advertising

columns. While we are cheerfully ready
at all times to give the fullest informa-

tion to our readers, we ask that pains

shall be taken to impress upon parties

whose addresses are sought by our medium
the fact that the intelligence was derived

from our columns and that our friends

should distinctly state to those with whom
they seek to deal, that the trade paper is

the proper place for the man to advertise

his goods. This is a fair request, and the

only return that we ask for the trouble

to which we are sometimes put to give

proper replies. But it must be understood

by our readers, that we are always glad to

help them to whatever information it

comes within our power to give.

It has been charged that one of the

effects of the reduction in the rates of post-

age would be to create a deficiency in the

postal revenue which would compel a large

appropriation from the general revenue to

make up. At the time that the proposition

to reduce postage was pending The Sta-

tioner, while not claiming any prescience

or superior judgment on this score, ex-

pressed the opinion that the result would
be otherwise, and that cheap postage would
tend rather to increase the work »nd at the

same time enlarge the revenue of the Post

Office Department. This was also the opin-

ion expressed by those who favored the

bill in Congress. But certain statements

lately made in some of the newspapers
have invited a more critical examination

of the working of the new postal rate,

and while it has been found that the sale of

postal cards has decreased, there has at the

same time been a gain in the saleof stamps.

The Hon. John Hill, to whom the country
is chiefly indebted for reduced postage,

having had his attention called to the re-

port that the change has been adverse to

the interests of the Government, has

been at pains to ask the Post Office De-
partment for a statement of its sales

of stamps. This statement has been

furnished and is given by Mr. Hill

to the public through one of the daily

papers. It shows that for the first quarter

ensuing the change the sales of stamps

showed an increase of more than 23 per

cent., as compared with the corresponding

quarter of the preceding year, and that in a

like comparison for the quarter ended

March 31 the increase was more than 27

per cent. The decrease in the sales of postal

cards for the last nine months has been less

than lj4 per cent., but for the two quarters

of the current fiscal year, since the adop-

tion of the two-cent rate, the falling off in

the use of postal cards has been in greater

proportion, and for the last quarter was 9

per cent. A small decrease of revenue is

estimated, but in view of the facts above

set forth, it is not likely to be sufficient

to call for consideration as an argument in

opposition to cheap postage. Mr. Hill pre-

sages a further reduction to one cent—

a

consummation for which we hope. It is

obvious that the use of paper and envelopes

has been encouraged and greatly increased,

and the effect upon the stationery trade has

been and cannot be anything else than

beneficial.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

How sweet a thing it is to live together

in unity. This reflection is prompted by the

fact that Phil. Kearney Post Ko. 10, G. A. R.,

of Richmond, Va., and R. E. Lee Camp No. 1,

C. v., have united in an appeal to the people of

this country for help to establish a home for dis-

abled ex-Confederate soldiers. Now, as a vet-

eran of the late war, and as one who did his

level best for the red, white and blue, I am not

opposed to this movement. I would like to see

it enlist something more than sympathy and se-

cure substantial aid. I don't "go back on the

record "—not one bit; but I can see how all pre-

judices being laid aside, we can feel for the help-

less, and particularly for those who were not

afraid to stand up and sufifer for their opinion,

wrong as we believe that opinion to have been.

What can the stationery trade do for this hu-

mane object I

I was very much pleased with the dis-^

play of Easter goods last week at the Broadway

store of a well-known Boston firm having a

branch house in this city. In satin goods, ex-

quisitely designed, I haven't seen anything

more varied or extensive in all my perambula-

tions. There were many others who inspected

the line, and there was unanimous adcairation.

The ladies seemed especially to be critically '

satisfied. ^, ^ :f. ^

There has been an attempt to pass foreign i
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law books, published in monthly parts, through

the customs as periodicals exempt from duty
;

hut the Treasury Department thinks that this

will not do, and instructs that they are dutiable

as books. ^ ^ ^i^ s#:

Somebody has been coloring crayons

mith arsenite of copper. This was discovered

after a child had been made very ill by swallow-

ing a bit of green crayon. The trade ought to

get a guaranty for non-poisonous crayons.

Should death ensue from a child's careless use

of a colored crayon there might be a claim for

damages and a charge of manslaughter.
* * « *

Anew thing in drawing models consists of

shapes of animals cut out of white cardboard and

pressed or embossed. A shape is set in a holder

which is placed in front of a black background,

thus making an excellent relief study. A box

contains a dozen or two models and is sold at a
low price.

* * * *

The Travelers' Protective Association,

which is composed of commercial men, will hold

its second annual meeting in Detroit, Mich., on

June 13 and 14. The objects of the association

are worthy of attainment, and the association

should receive the encouragement of all busi-

ness men as a reduction of the expenses of the

commercial traveler will not only benefit him,

but directly benefit the house which he repre-

sents.
* * * *

Manufacturers are receiving many com-
plaints from retail dealers who allege that job-

bers are cutting into their profits by selling be-

low list prices. It is said that a leading jobber

is selling for fifty cents an article which should

cost the consumer seventy-five cents. This is

lower than the retailer can afford to sell at, as

he orders in small lots and bence does not have
the advantages of the jobber who buys in large

quantities.

[Correspondents are requested to write on only one
side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

American Cards in England.
39 Dky Street, |

New York, April 15, 1884. f

To the Editor of The Stationer :

We notice in Mr. Charles J. Cohen's lietter to

you from London under date of the 24th ult.

the rather erroneous assertion that the British

public do not take readily to round-cornered

playing-cards. In justice to the said British

public and the American manufacturers of the

round-cornered playing cards we deem it our

duty to inform you that since the introduction

into England some seven years ^go of the cards

made by the New York Consolidated Card Com-
pany our London house, Lawrence Brothers, has

annually increased its sales of the Squeezer cards

and that they are in great favor with all of the

leading clubs there, and were it possible for the

American manufacturer to produce as bad a
" shilling " card as those made in England,
and which are round-cornered there, the sale

would be enormous.

As it is, since we first introduced the Ameri-
can round-cornered cards, every English manu-
facturer has purchased American round-cor-

nering machines, and round corner, even the

lowest grades, as well as the better qualities;

and what is more, they are gradually following

the American idea of a card more like a card

than a " sharp-cornered stiff board."

A glance at your export list, 10th inst., shows
" Playing- cards to Liverpool, 8 cases."

We apologize for intruding on your valuable

space, but make our excuse that we have long

felt both a pride and primary interest in the

competition of American with European mak-
ers. Lawrence & Baxter.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. S. inquires : Who makes fine club parlor skates ?

Ans.—Olympian Club Skate Company, Sixty-

third street and Third avenue, New York

;

James L. Plimpton, 30'Stuyvesant street, New
York ; W. A. Sutton, 524 West Twentieth street.

New York.

F. wants address of B. B. Hill, formerly of Spring-

field, Mass.

Ans.—B. B. Hill Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

B. S. & Co. want to know who makes the " Helios "

drawing-paper.

Ans.—The "Helios" blue process paper is

made by Keuffel & Esser, New York.

R. H. M. wants to know where to get " Cabinet " ink-

stands described in The Stationer of November
22, ult.

4ns.—Landers, Frary & Clark, 298 Broad-

way, New York.

M. M. asks : 1. Headquarters for gummed labels.

2. Manufacturers of paper tags. 3. Manufac-

turers of Kimball's pin tickets.

Ans.—1. Dennison Manufacturing Company,
Boston, Mass. ; A. C. Cunningham, 338 Broad-

way, N. Y. ; Anthony Eisner, 17 Bond street.

New York ; M. J. Anderson, 117 Fulton street.

New York. 2. Dennison Manufacturing Com-
pany, Boston; A. C. Cunningham, New York.

3. A. Kimball, 6 Murray street. New York.

L. W. B. wishes addresses : 1. Of dealers in music.

2. Dealers in musical instruments.

Ans.—Wm. A. Pond & Co., 25 Union square,

New York ; Ed. Schuberth & Co., 23 Union

square. New York ; Oliver Ditson, Boston;

Root & Sons, Chicago; B. Hitchcock, 166 Nas-

sau street. New York. 2. Wm. A. Pond & Co
;

J. Howard Foote, 31 Maiden lane; John F.

Stratton & Co., 49 Maiden lane ; C. A. Zoebisch

& Sons, 46 Maiden lane; A. Poliman, 58 Maiden
lane, all in New York.

McC. & Co. ask for manufacturer of "Westlock"
brand of writing.

.Alls.—This same inquiry was replied to a few

weeks ago. Keith Paper Company, Turner's

Falls, Mass.

S. & F. want to know where to get Pierce's standard

letter-file and binder.

Ans. —It can be had of Hooper, Lewis & Co.,

Boston, Mass. *

The correspondent who made inquiry lately

about the "Ring" mucilage bottle is informed

that Joseph E. Crosby, the patentee, has sold it

out to the Dennison Manufacturing Company,
Boston.

^-»-»

THE TRAVELERS' PROTECTIVE ASSO-
CIATION.

The Travelers' Protective Association of the

United States will hold its second annual meet-

ing for the election of officers and the transac-

tion of other business in Detroit, Mich., on June

13 and 14. The association was organized on

June 12, 1882. In November last the member-
ship was only 383, but since that date it has in-

creased to nearly 2,000.

The objects of the association are: 1. The ele-

vation oC the commercial and social standing of

of the merchant traveler; 2. The repeal of all

laws whereby commercial travelers are unjustly

taxed for selling goods; 3. To obtain cheaper

railroad rates and a greater amount of excess

baggage and to procure from hotels accomoda-
tions commensurate with the prices paid. The
membership fee is only $1.

The president of the association is J. H.

McKinstry, of Cleveland, Ohio; secretary, J. R.

Stone, 110 Dudley street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

T. L. Johnson, representative of Keuffel &
Esser, is chairman of the New York State Com-
mittee. Forms of membership and all informa-

tion can be had on application to him. An ef-

fort will be made to make the association a na-

tional organization.

Office op The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, April 16. 1884. (

THE MONEY MARKET.—The supply of

money seeking employment continues largely In ex-

cess of the demand, and rates have scarcely fluctu-

ated a fraction. Money on call has been available

at m@,2 per cent., and prime commercial paper
quoted i\^@,^]/i per cent, discount. There has been
rather more activity in the stock market, but with

prices generally, lovrer, and speculation left off tame
at the decline. Government bonds are a trifle higher

for 4)^'s, but easier for 3's ; State bonds quiet ; rail-

road bonds in moderate request, with no important

changes. Sterling exchange has ruled quiet and
firm, but without any quotable change in rates.

THE PAPER MARKET.—The absorption of

supplies is not up to what is considered an average
volume of trade for this time of the year. The policy "<

of carrying moderate stocks and buying only sufB-

cient to supply actual requirements, still seems to be
quite generally in vogue, and this naturally imparts

a dull aspect to the market. The recent bad weather
in various parts of the country has delayed the

spring movement generally, which, under more fa-

vorable circumstances, would necessitate replenish-

ment o£ stocks, and business would, no doubt, as-

sume more satisfactory proportions. Mercantile

credits, as a whole, seem to be improving and failures

have fallen off. and although there is a wide margin
for commercial and industrial improvement, it is

satisfactory to know that there is a very gradual, if

slow, amelioration of things. There are no heavy
reserves of paper held at any of the large distribut-

ing points of the country, as wholesale and retail

dealers alike having been unusually careful not to

encumber themselves with greater stocks of goods

than they have felt sure they could dispose of, and
having bought a little at a time, find it necessary to

replenish often, and have thus put themselves in

good condition financially. It is not likely, therefore,

there will be anything approaching the losses by bad
debts for the ensuing six months that there has been

during the past half year. As regards prices, no
changes whatever have been made since last week,

quotations throughout being held fairly steady.

THE STATIOIiER¥ MAKKET.-The senersil

trade shows a little Improvement over last week. Bus-

iness has steadied up somewhat and is quite up to ex-

pectations, although there are still a few grumblers.

The demand for spring goods has opened up very

fairly, the movement being quite brisk and likely to

continue so for the remainder of the month. There
has been a good demand for school stationery, but

the bulk of this trade was done in the early part of

the month, and just now the demand has fallen off.

A return of business is looked for in July. Dealers

are agreed in expressing satisfaction with the Easter

trade. Several complaints have been made to man-
ufacturers of stationers' specialties by retail deal-

ers, who allege that jobbers are cutting into their

profits by selling below list prices. This is likely to

cause a falling off in orders for these goods if the evil

is not remedied. There is practically little doing in

the envelope trade, but there is an improvement over

a week or two ago, and dealers generally anticipate

a good season.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, wUl last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refiiling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4J^x254 retail at 50 cents each.
" 6J4X3J4 •' Sl-00

Wholesale, $3and$5perdoz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forward,ed on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAVMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

r
I
iHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated

-^ work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

iVo. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO DEI^A^XjEHS
- IN

la?ApeitWfillai Fapifi

fHE ElTVEliOPES and "nrillTllTG PAPERS
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON I\/lFG. COMPANY,

Contains 300 letters, figures.
&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad. in

walnut box. Takes the place
rt nearly all I, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and BEST outfit for
handprinting. Price, 82.60

;

per dozen, 816.00.

SBHlBz INK BdrnD iMWIli

I—

mwKEjciuprwonrai
ALWAVS BCUtSSllSa

For Marking Linen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No othfr
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, 81.00 ; per
dozen. 8*.00, Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

/?. H. INGERSOLL. 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

'SarSUPPLYING'

(.STAMP PAD. .

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,^ X 41^, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and 85.

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT.
(Continued.)

Protection by copyright is given only to an
original work. An abridgement of a previously

existing work is considered as original if it dis-

plays invention and judgment; otherwise, if it

is merely colorable, or consists merely in the

omission of certain parts. It is not permitted
to use in an abridgement the language of the

original work. No matter how commonplace
the subject, if the matter be reduced to syste-

matic form, it is valid for copyright purposes.

Copyright can only exist for what is already in

existence. If a title be registered for a work
substantially complete in manuscript, the in-

choate right to copyright will extend to the

work immediately upon registry of the title;

but a mere title of an imaginary work will not
hold. In cyclopedias the copyright vests in the

proprietor. It has been held that articles copy-

righted separately in the United States for use

in a foreign work, open to all to publish in this

country, will not protect the articles from being

included in a reprint here of the whole work. In

England translations were held by Lord Eldon
to be original works, but this has been modified

by legislation and the general tendency in the

other way. An author may reserve to himself

the right to translate his work. This is covered

by the phrase " all rights reserved."

The Constitution embraces inventors and au-

thors in one and the same paragraph, and the

intended benefit is the same for one as for the

other. Therefore forms, other than writings,

embodying intellec ual conceptions, may be

protected provided they involve the exercise of

the inventive faculty in their production. Here
we see where invention shades off into literary

or artistic expression and vice-versa, one intel-

lectual product may as a writing involve little

or no invention and yet as a writing be the sub-

ject of copyright. On the other hand, another

intellectual product may not be a writing at all,

but involving invention, as a bust, picture, or

work of art, may also be the subject of copy-

right. The distinction is, to a great extent, an
arbitrary one. Congress has decreed that the

results of intellectual efforts shall in some cases

have a protection, called copyright, and in other

cases a protection called letters-patent. Some-
times the distinction rests upon the intended use

of a product and not upon its intrinsic charac-

ter. If purely artistic, or relating to the fine

arts, it is a subject for copyright ; if for use as

an industrial or utilitarian article, it is a sub-

ject for a design patent.

International copyright is justified not only,

on the ground of justice to authors, but as a

means of promoting science and literature by
opening up to American writers the advantages

of copyrights in foreign countries, which would

benefit American authors just as American in-

ventors have been benefited by the protection

afforded by foreign patent laws.

Concerning the proposed " Copyright on

News," the legal obstacles appear insuperable.

In the first place, it is only the "writings" of

an author which Congress is authorized by the

Constitution to protect. There can be no copy-

right on news alone. The copyright must be on

the verbal form. Further, if such right exist,

it must be a matter of public record and must

exist as a grant before a right of action could

accrue. Further, the author is the person who
gives verbal form to the writing, not the news-

paper owner who publishes it, and before the

latter could avail himself of the right, he would

have to show a written assignment from the

author. The time proposed is so short that no
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application for an injunction could be made,

and it there were, and there were several al-

leged owners of the right, all would need to be

joined as complainants. If an action for dam-
ages was brought, there would need to be the

same joinder of parties and actual damages
would need to be proved. All this on the sup-

position that the matter would be copied ver-

batim. But as a matter of fact, it would be as

easy to abridge or to put the ideas or in-

formation in totally different and original

language, and this would constitute a new and
distinct writing wholly independent of the

other, and which the other could not reach. A
hundred words are about twelve lines, or less

than half a page of ordinary cap paper, and can

be written out in long-hand in about five min-

utes, or dictated to a stenographer in sixty sec-

onds, and the author of this independent " writ-

ing" would be just as much entitled to a copy-

right for his writing as the first writer would
be for his. The scheme, looked at from the

legal standpoint, could not be carried into effect

without a most astonishing upsetting of all ac-

cepted principles of copyright law and practice.

BLOTTING-PAPER.

This is an improvement in the manufacture
of descriptions of paper which are used for ab-

sorbent purposes, the purpose being to substi-

tute for a portion of the paper stock now used a
material which shall be cheaper than the stock,

and which will also improve the quality of the

paper containing it.

The substance used is what is known as "in-

fusorial earth," which may be incorporated

with the paper stock during the ordinary pro-
' cess of manufacture in suitable quantities.

In the case of papers for absorbent purposes

—as blotting-paper—the addition of infusorial

earth will improve the absorbent qualities, for

it is well known that this material will take up
about three times its weight of water. Another
advantage of the use of infusorial earth in ab-
sorbent paper is that after the paper containing
it has been once wet and then dried, it does not

become hard and brittle, with diminished absor-

bent qualities, but remains unchanged, and may
be used much longer than papers which contain
clay or kaolin or similar material. It is evident,

therefore, that infusorial earth may be substi-

tuted for a portion of the rag stock with great
advantage to the quality of the paper, and as it

is very much cheaper than the rag stock a cor-

responding saving is effected. The peculiar cel-

lulair structure of infusorial earth will greatly
assist in its incorporation with the paper stock
in the process of manufacture, for it allows the

particles to engage or felt in with the fibres of
the stock in a very complete manner. The stock
will thus not only hold a, much larger quantity
of the earth than it could of kaolin or other or-

dinary clay which is of smooth crystalline struc-

ture, but will hold it more firmly and without
the use of sizing or any other binding material.
From this it is evident that the infusorial earth
is well adapted as a filler to be used in the man-
ufacture of paper generally, as well as being pe-

culiarly qualified to be used in absorbent papers,
as before described. The quantity of the earth
used will in any case depend upon the descrip-
tion of paper that is desired, and is limited only
by the amount which the stock used will hold
and the skill of the user.

AH kinds of invitations are engraved or writ-
ten on clear white paper, except invitations to
gold and silver weddings.

JANENTZKY & V^EBER,
(FORMKRIiY JANBNTZKY tt CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by hand, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. V. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotine Grounding Color and Enamel Varnish,

for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufactiirers of PAPIER MACHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or Silvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S Slrt'ERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in collapsible tuDes ; OIL, WATER and
CmNA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNAMENTAI,
liFTTIlBINO.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- ( Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I ^y
of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S ?

one of each kind and one I O
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. I

^y

^ U\<^ Vui^.
1g

3
TB

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Wc also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
1^~ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 ^Vllliam Sts., NFW YORK.

lOSEPHI^LLOTrS
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the WopQSi s

Cold Medal. Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. i, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and stvi) Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 290, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, lYice Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. EENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLUNS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR—

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^R,0H: STR.EET, FHEIL^XDELFH:!^.
-=^=§ ESTABLISHED 1814. €@>

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl «Sb 10C3 3DvLa,3:j.e Street, 3iTe-V7^ 'S'oxDs:,

MANnFACTURKRS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUS^SIA. L^A-THER, CHAMOIS, A.M:i!3K,tCA.IV K.U8SIA.— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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ORj^ h PCMIIIIUC CTVI nPDRDUIP ThlsPenisconstructedof a drawn glass tube, which
^%J\^m H ULllUIIlL I ILUUnHrniu. wm never corrode, that contains the ink, one
end or which is brought to a smooth point for writing, with an aperture finer than the point of a needle,
tliroueh which the ink always flows freely, ihis being pacl^ed with filtering cotton to prevent stopping up
the point, while the other end is fitted with a rubber air valve and caison. giving it elasticity. This tube is

fitted by means of a telescopic screw in a beautiful POLISHED NICKEL CASE, from which the pen
point protrudes, and when not in use the point is protected by a nickel cap. But if by accident the point
should break, it can be replaced the same as an ordinary pen. Net trade price. Nickel Plated, $2.00 per dozen.
$22.00 per gross; Gold Plated, $3.50 per dozen, $36.00 per gross. Samples mailed, post-paid, on receipt of
25 cents Nickel Plate, and 60 cents Gold Plate. Address GOLLNER MFG. CO., 222 Centre St., New York.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.•i^t>,
Full assortments of new styles of PAPETEKIES for the Spring Trade

ENTGIjOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

No. 90 Chambers Street, New York,
<$ # Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WHITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

lis THE UNITED STA.TES,
In Plush, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, FLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRRORS.

F~ Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Cafalngve avd Prices.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD* EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.
McGILL'S PATENT 8U8PENDING-RING8, 8USPENDING-8TAPLES, BRACE8& PINS

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

McGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGlLL'8 PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA*..

Manufacturers, HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS, N.Y. City.
FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list B. si^ifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
A. T. De La Mare $1,500

H. & A. C. Speth 1,080

F. H. Adams (R.) 150

G. H. Adams (B.) 9,300

W. B. Bromell (R.) 115

W. S. Fowler (R.) 1,401

ThomasHolman (R.) 4,000

J. Hornberger 100

Hunter & Beach 12,500

L. P. Kuhl 225

A. Robertson (R.) 120

EASTERN STATES.
J. H. & W. T. Hunter, Taunton, Mass 900

George L. Sanford, Worcester, Mass 4,652

O'Loughlin & McLaughlin, Boston, Mass 1,000

Merrill & McSweeney, Lawrence, Mass .... 200

George D. Morse, Worcester, Mass 80

MIDDLE STATES.
Philip McGrory, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 8,000

David E. Ellis (Ellis & Roberts), Utica, N. Y.

(conditional B. S.) 1,930

Grim & "Harlacher, Bethlehem, Pa., Bethle-

hem Star - 1,228

A. Eneule & Son, Norristown, Pa., Norristown

Register 5,000

A. Kneule & Son, Norristown, Pa., Norristown

Register (R.) 2,500

Francis E. Morgan, Brooklyn, N. Y 200

J. R. Hotter, Mount Joy, Pa., Herald (R.) 1,500

Charles S. Borden, Philadelphia, Pa 10,428

WESTERN STATES.
O. B. Ingham, Alameda, Cal 465

Charles Knowlton, Kankakee, 111 125

R. E. A. Wiltey, St. Paul, Minn 750

Potter & Roberts, Cleveland, Ohio 662

Hemmersbach, Columbus, Ohio, Ohio

Staats Zeitung (Real) 4,100

M. Kedon (M. Kedon & Co.), San Francisco,

Cal. (Real) 75

Robert Tuney, Boulder, Cal. (T. D.) : 850

Samuel Alvord, Denver, Col 250

W.B.Burke, Atlanta, Ga 600

Goes & Quensel, Chicago, III 2,400

Charles T. Keiter, Grundy Centre, la 561

Mrs. Clara and John Folkman, Portland, Ore.,

Staats Zeitung 1,000

SOUTHERN STATES.
Divver & Co., Memphis, Tenn. (to secure in-

dorser on note) 1,000

E. P. Dickson (et ux.), St. Louis, Mo. (T. D.). .

.

2,500

OBITUARY.

Damel Godwin.
Daniel G-odwin, of the old firms of Baker &

Godwin, book and job printers, No. 25 Park
rove, and Baker, Voorhis & Co., law-book pub-

lishers, No. 66 Nassau street, died at his resi-

dence In Ridgewood, N. J., at one o'clock on
Wednesday morning. Mr. Godwin bad enjoyed

good health until early last week, when be was
delayed at bis ofiice and ran to catch a ferry-

boat so as not to miss bis usual train home. As
a consequence of this violent exertion he was
attacked with a disease of the heart, which pros-

trated him. He was able to be out on Sunday,

however, but be then caught a cold, which re-

sulted in pneumonia, from which he died. He
leaves a widow, two sons, and two daughters,

all but one of whom are married.

Mr. Godwin was one of the most familiar

figures to be seen daily in Printing-house square,

and one of the oldest printers in the city. He
was born in Bath, England, in February, 1815,

but came to this country when a lad of 13, with

a sister and two brothers. He learned the

printer's trade, and after working as a journey-
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man for some time entered the firm of Baker &
Godwin, which has been in existence for over

40 years. The business was conducted in the

old TrtfeMwe Building until that structure wasde

molished to make room for the new building,

when it was removed to No. 35 Park row.

During the draft riots of 1863 the Tribune

Building was attacked, and an attempt was

made to clean out the office of Baker & God-

win, but the rush was repulsed by the police,

under the command of Captain (now Inspector)

Thorne.

In 1866 Mr. Godwin became a member of the

firm of Baker, Voorhis & Co. , in which business

he continued until his death. He was also a

stockholder in the New York News Company.
Mr. Godwin was a Mason, and for a long time a

very active one. He formerly belonged to the

Methodist Episcopa^ Church, which he left a

few years ago to become a member of the Re-

formed Dutch Church. He delighted to supply

country pulpits during the temporary absence

of pastors and engaged largely in mission work.

Like his old friend, Horace Greeley, his ear was
always open to the appeals of the needy, and he

will long be remembered in Ridgewood for his

many deeds of unostentatious charity.

THE PICTURE CARD AS AN EDUCATOR.

" These things are a nuisance and should be

abated," said an outside dealer at a certain job-

bing bouse the other day, pointing to a fresh ar-

rival of picture cards and bright chromos,
" They are the curse of trade. Every child in

town constitutes itself a committee of one to

make the rounds of the stores every day on a

begging expedition, and every time a woman
goes to a store for 25 cents' worth of anything

she expects a half-dozen cards of different de-

sign. For one, I'm tired of catering to the de-

mand for such things."

A city dealer happened to be in the store at

the time, and overheard the vigorous denuncia-

tion.

" I beg leave to differ with you," said the city

dealer, " for I consider the men who dissemi-

nate picture cards public benefactors. Aside

from a discussion of their merits as an adver-

tising medium, I hold that they have cultivated

a taste for better things. They are bright, and
generally cheerful, and bring joy to the hearts

of many a poor child, and even to older people

with young hearts. The seamstress gets a

chromo at the tea store to take the place of the

shadow she used to thank for falling on the bare

wall. A chromo is much more exhilarating

than a shadow. People who go into the rooms
occupied by the very poor find the walls less re-

pulsive than formerly. Especially is this true

in rooms occupied by the thousands who have
known better days,"

"But how can an unreal picture cultivate

taste ? " asked the outside dealer.

" Indirectly, of course. Suppose they are un-

real. They are bits of bright color. The house-

wife and the children arrange them on the walls.

Pretty soon some one notices that the color of

one does not match well with its neighbor. A
re-arranging follows with an improved effect.

That has been a lesson in art to the wife or

daughter or son, or all three, of a hod-carrier,
perhaps. Cultivation has begun at the roots.
You will see the result in the next generation.
Prom free tea-store advertisements, the house-
keeper is led to admire cheap chromos, and
from chromos finally turn to oil-paintings and
engravings, and in the course of time the latter
succeed the imitations of works of art. In my
opinion, the picture card's chief mission is among
the poor, and is fulfilling its mission beautifully
and effectively.

—

Ex.

EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

^Ibuimi .thei'

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(i:STABI.ISHX;i> 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

Ko. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

CA"W'S»

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3.00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

jjJ|j|S

I

^liools at Tliis.^
PUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET,

With Safety Pin Attachmhnt.

!R,eta,il.
) hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

) hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

) hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

) hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,
No. 3 John Street, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.

Ph cq

^ O

o w

" OS

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.. 30 to 36 Main St., Carpentersville, Kane Co., III.

B7 TSS MZZiZiZOITI

Pin Tickets, McGrill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

Catalogue and Discounts
on application. [ A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
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STEEL KOO. li

NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to ^P'Teal^en or Il\iT3l»ers to AVear Out.
I»ins or Prongs to I>aniage ttie I*aper.
Bent Spring Hod to '^Varp tlae File.

SAKDEHSON MFG. CO., 76 <£; 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago,

NO
lU.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,

'

welfth and Button wood Streets,

PHILADELPHIA PA.

IJ^DEXEJ) MAPS AWJ) GUIDBS OF

ALL COUNTRIES IIT THE WOELD !

Wholesale and Eetail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PubliskrS.

148-152 MONROE STREET. CHICAGO.

H. McALLASTER & CO, c
PtJBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE laiLZS—TOlAr DAILY PROOVCT, SO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the coimtry.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For thb Week Ended April 11, 1884.

Albums ...

Books

Newspapers

E^ngravings

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens—
Other

Totals
y

17 ji,oai

267 31,793

64 3,521

33 6,446

117 2,204

10 3,176

8 168

155 11,737

3 1,73.S

14

6S8

1,772

863,623

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
For the Week Ended April 15, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.

Stationery

Totals

17,402

276

44

67

183

17,972

«2,974

7,669

1,125

6,185

12,516

$30,469

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From April 8 to April 15. 1884.

C. H. Greorge, Scythia, Liverpool, 4 cs. hangings.

Baldwin Brothers, by same, 4 cs.

J. J. McQrath, by same, 6 cs.

J. C. Smyth, C. Lafltte, Bordea.ux, 21 cs. cigarette.

C. Fougera, by same, 15 cs.

E. Kimpton, by same, 7 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Main, Bremen, 8 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, Woodland, Antwerp. 10 cs.

hangings.

A. Ireland, State of Pennsylvania, Glasgow, 8 cs.

A. H. Abbott & Co., Erin, London, 4 cs.

Banatt Brothers, Werra, Bremen, 3 cs. colored.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, by same, 2 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Lessing, Hamburg, 19 cs. drawing.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, by same, 3 bs.

Kaufmann Brothers & Co., by same, 2 cs.

Vernon Brothers, City of Montreal, Liverpool, 8 bs.

B. Illfelder, by same, 3 cs.

J. C. Bloomfield & Co., Britannic, Liverpool. 4 cs.

E. J. Riley, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

J. J. McGrath, Helvetia, Liverpool, 3 cs. hangings.

Davies, Turner & Co., City of Rome, Liverpool, 1

cs. hangings.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From April 8 to April 15, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 13 ; to United States

of Colombia, 13; to Hamburg, 1; to London, 17; to

Danish West Indies, 3; to Bremen, 8; to Rotterdam,

1; to Glasgow, 2; to British Guiana, 1; to Central

America, 1; to Brazil, 4; to Spanish Africa, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 27 pkgs., 1 cs.; to British

West Indies, 1,372 rms., 5 pkgs., 2 cs. ; to Cuba, 18

pkgs., 8,800 rms., 9 cs. ; to United States of Colombia,

67 pkgs. ; to Mexico, 715 rms., 35 pkgs. ; to Hamburg,
1 cs. ; to Glasgow, 9 cs ; to Porto Rico, 3,440 rms., 2

pkgs. ; to Danish West Indies, 15 pkgs., 1 cs., 75 rms.

;

to Rotterdam, 10 pkg. ; to London, 6 cs. ; to Antwerp,

20 pkg. ; to Hull, 15 cs. ; to British Guiana, 1 pkg.

;

to Newfoundland, 31 pkgs.; to Havre. 16 pkgs.; to

Central America, 1 pkg.; to Brazil, 3,000 rms., 21

pkgs. ; to Hayti, 7 pkgs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 66; to United

States of Colombia, 58; to Hamburg, 23; to Havre, 2;

to Bremen, 1; to London, 5; to Cuba, 10; to Danish

West Indies, 2; to Rotterdam, 1 ; to Argentine Re-

public, 1.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Mexico, 3; to British
]

West Indies, 101; to Central America, 20; to Danish
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West Indies, 100; to Liverpool, 55; to Brazil, 200; to

Argentine Republic, 7; to United States of Colom-

bia, 110; to Spanish Africa, 14O. .

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Bremen, 15.

PKINTINQ MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 67; to Mexico, 8; to Hamburg, 4;

to Liverpool, 5; to Cuba, 11.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 5.

SLATES, cases, to Rotterdam. 10: to Liverpool, 22;

to British Guiana, 10; to Nova Scotia, 8.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,

17; to Mexico, 1; to Hamburg, 3; to British West

Indies, 3.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 3; to Hamburg, 2.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia. 6;

to London, 40 ; to Mexico, 6.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c.,

cases, to Cuba, 3.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 44.

HAMMOCKS, packages, to Canada. 8.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 12.

TYPE-WRITERS, eases, to Hamburg, 3; to Bre-

men, 1; to Rotterdam, 2; to Liverpool, 1.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES, cases, to Rotterdam, 25.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 10; to

Mexico, 2.

DRAWING MATERIALS, cases, to United States

of Colombia, 2.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to United States of Co-

lombia, 1.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

^"XlsTtir" TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with GREATER TENACITY. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used tor repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal-
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can,j
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps, /

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
per gross, $7.50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross. $12.

^^LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
liiquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OP ETEBT DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 flalD St., Cor. WorthlngUm.

Oldest Hubber Stamp Manufy In
Kew England & IiargeBt in the XF. S.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 E^st 14tli St., Union Square.

/best quality in the MARKET.

For Sala by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal
citilps. Trade List furnished on application.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

O
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c\i
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o
o
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THIS MACHINE WILL
Form different size backs without changing the

Machine.
Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and -will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can fornai backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FM COMFAl^
.A-XJAIttS. ]M[i!LSS.A.CZZXTSETTS, U. S. A.

—. *- Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-»- WniCn WILL STA17S TEE SEVEBEST TESTS OF EBASUSS AlTD &E-WSITI1T(^ S»

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine,

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

t^~ Samples and Price Ust sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

JPUFFED SATIW AlfD PLJJSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,

E. A. ROQEBS & CO.,

r>-A.-5rTOisr, omo,
— Manufacturers of —

i. i. i. A i. i. Ju. i .-L i^ i JL A

*

-f-^ FRINGED AND BLANK. «-->

e:3i:bo»»e:i> 4^o.^iti3S.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FRANCIS
.
H. LOSS, JR.,

Direct Importer,

ArtisUc Swiss ffooil Camis.

NOVELTIES FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning.

THE SWISS CHALET. No, 4(i 3Iurray Street, New York.

WM-MTl r^J )srl

r^c

.<..-=^ orrEit .^o<>..^_

L^

Tons of Memorandum Blocl^s
AT LOWER PRICES THAN SUCH GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OFFERED.

tS" Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

JAMES D. WHITMORE & Ca,
Manufacturers and Importers,

Nos. 4-1, 43 and 4.5 Beekman and 1S6 Williani St., N. Y.

Fashionable Note Papers and Envelopes for

Correspondence.
Mourning Stationery ot all Kinds and all

Widths of Border.
Wedding Envelopes, Notes and Cards in all

of the Latest Styles.

Card Boards and Cards ot Every Descrip-
tion.

Visiting, Mourning, Bevel-Edged and Novel-
Shaped Cards.

Fapeteries and Card Cabinets ; New and At-
tractive Styles.

Orders of Dancing, Programme Pencils and Tassels.

FANCY LEATHER GOODS IN EVERY VARIETY AND STYLE.
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST UNE IN THE CITY.

— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
j^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.

Electrotjjers & Stereotjpers,

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

^^Electrotypes Mounted on 'Wood or Metal

.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,

152 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's unit Punch,
for Punching, not Eyelettiog.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. I,. LIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
BESPECTPUI-l,Y SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUtO, BRAZIL.

"csET the: best."

DE LANGS INKS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

XtEiaiV &. r>e X^^IVG, Manufacturers,
130 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

For nunmbering Books,
Paper.i, Boxes, Tills.
Drawers, Shelves, and for
use in a thousand differ-

ent ways which suggest
themselves to every bu-
siness man.

— MADE OP—
WHITE, RED, BLACK
and GOLD GUMMED

PAPEH.
And put up in Boxes.

Will remove MAY 1

To 87 & 89 Franklin SL
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THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND Wfc-LL
KNOWN GAMES OF MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RINCIRING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
IVeTT Yorlt A^gency — "WILSON BROTMEKS TOY COMIJP^TVY, Tfo. 119 Clxarafeers Street.

L. Prang & Co.

Our Christmas and Ne^A^ Year line for 1884-5 will

be submitted to our friends in the trade during the

month of May.

MARCUS-WARD-&-CO. umited.

PLAIN ^ CARDS, ^ SINGLE * AND * DOUBLE * FRINGES.
-^ih

Sample Books now in the hands of our Travelers, and also at AMERICAN AGrENCY.

ALFRED IRELAND, 734 Broadway, New York.
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OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application,

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO

I

HOLTOKE EHVEIOPE CO.,
HOLYOitaa, m:a.ss.

— be:st —

GUMMED
ENVELOPES

In the Market.

'as. T. Abbe, Fres't. Geo. N.Ttnkr, Trees. PULL WEIGHTS ALWAYS.

MOST COMPLETE and ELEGANT
— IL.iZLe of —

PAPETERIES
Ever Offered the Trade.

OVER 300 STYLES

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MAMUFACTURERS OF

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

7S BEZSKIMXAN STREET, NEIAT YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPERFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE^

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture ot our LINK OF WEDDING GOODS, which embracela
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray." " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turcjuoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream In all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line ot BRISTOL. BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. W^

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL. AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

DAVIDSON P^^^ RUBBER BANDS
-•*--

-TTrrE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 8 ounce boxes.

We SKLI. ALL, SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These EOodR are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

•*--

an

TC^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART
ments have had so much trouble with poor, i

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call forj

"DAVIDSON "BANDS" in making proposal*!

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran'^

tee for their quality.

>*•

-!• MADE BY -i-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber. Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,
Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half their Prices.

[MTED FROM SiS SeTS OF ELECTRO-PLATES OF DIFFERENT SIZE TYPE, AND BOUND IN THE HOST DUl

AND ELABORATE STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN BIBLE
J

TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus-

trated, Colored Maps, &c., at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPH aiBUMS
9

IN" ElSriDLiESS V-A.R.IET'^-
Strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEALSKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA.

^^^New Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application,

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehouse, 1222 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

'mmw '^OB.m oitt.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF© LACE
^W^Send for Catalogue,

-^

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Cllnolies a Staple or

Suspension Ring at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c.. &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

o( 5tK) Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), jier Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Publisher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

Tl. TZ.. VsT-.A.TSOiT,
51 Nassau St., Nkw York.

^F~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address.

For theHOME TBADE or EXPORT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Kovelty.
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T© -BTi^TlOKT^RB ^^-i^MT!
--*•

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "jnuttrana §0lk| 'Jnit
^ 3Sa:.A.IsrTJF.A.CTTJRElD BTT ^

-=$-

FREJI H. LEVEY & CO.
-=^

i%'i

-^Uo. 122 FULTON STREET, NEIA^ YORK.-^-
>*•

This Ink is inLended for such classes of Mercantile Work as

INSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k.,.
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Sollers or Skin in the Fountain.)

^K-

" Fpr the above class of work, this Ink pkuios me LlUli iLan
any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Ftdton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,
Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Printers.

3 South Gat St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.^

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we(

ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.'

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN. f

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. GARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati, Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE, .... Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. -H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO.,

W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

^matimg * laM ^ Makers, m
No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

^ .i
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THE THREE W RITES.

Under the above bead a writer in an exchange

gives some good advice in regard to writing.

He says :
" Some (indeed, too many) people use

pale ink, and write a very fine hand, with

"down strokes" almost as light as "hair

strokes," thus severely, painfully and injuri-

ously trying the eyes of their friends and cor-

respondents. The ink is closely shut up from

the air, and thus grows watery pale—or it gets

frozen and deposits its coloring matter—or they

water it to fill up the inkstand, until there is

more water than ink 1 This is all wrong, and

does more injury, sometimes, than the writers

are aware of. Use good ink—ink having a deep,

decided color when it flows on to the paper—and

those who read your writings, whether corre-

spondents or editors or compositors, will bless

you in their hearts. If your ink is only a little

pale, let the air into it (keeping out the dust)

and it will grow darker. And then put your

pen down on the paper and move it as if you

felt what you were writing, and your writing

will look all the better and plainer for it.

Use good ink and a good pen, and make your

letters with good legible strokes, and of the best

ordinary shape in use by good penmen, and your
writing will be easily read, and you will be

saved the annoyance of mistakes so often made
over semi-illegible penmanship.

To avoid obscurity of good penmanship, omit

all flourishes and ornaments in your common
writing. I have often seen what would have

been very plain penmanship rendered difficult

to read by the writer adding some uncouth loop

to his b's, I's, f's, &c., a twist to his y's, g's, q's,

and a "querlequew" to every s, and inter-

minable and intervolved turns, bulbs and flour-

ishes to his capital letters, until the letter was
absolutely hidden and lost in its ornamentation.

All this is in very bad taste—showing a petty

vanity and trying to the patience of the reader.

Many a good article has been consigned to the

waste basket, or the fire, unread, because of

such folly. Write as plainly as you can.

When writing a proper name, or a numeral,

or a word or phrase from a foreign language,

not only spell it correctly, but be careful to

make every letter so plain that it cannot be

mistaken for some other letter of similar shape

—as c, e, o; b, 1; m, n, u, and others. I once had
occasion to rebuke myself for neglect of such

care in an important record, made about thirty

years before. I am usually careful in such

matters; but then (cause unknown), I wrote

"Oneida Co." so that it was mistaken for

" Overdales "—" Oneida " for " Overda," and
" Co." for " les." Written as one word, and
loosely, it might easily be mistaken and was
mistaken; but fortunately I was yet in the body
to correct it

!

An engineer on nearing a bridge, or bad
crossing, or curve, usually " slows the train," to

" be sure all is right." So, when you come to

write a proper name, or a foreign word, or a

figure, "slow the pen" and "be sure" that
every character is " all right." Then may you
expect " a clean proof-sheet," accompanied
with the printer's blessing and the editor's
" write again."

It is reported from London that a new process

is about to be introduced for making pulp paper
from straw. Not only is a larger percentage of

pulp obtained from the raw material by it (and

as high as 45 per cent, is claimed), but the pulp

itself is much superior, making a paper more
like that usually obtained from soft cotton rags,
and altogether free from the hardness and brit-
tleness characteristic of straw paper. The pro-
cess has 80 far been kept strictly secret.

HEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyinghm
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,
and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalogue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufactiirer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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INVENTORS AND THE PUBLIC.

By James A. Whitney, LL.D., Counselor-
at-Law.

The anti-patent sentiment annually displayed

by the House of Representatives, and this year

embodied in some peculiarly objectionable bills,

adds cogency to the question of the real relation

of the inventor to the public. When legislators

regard the creators of wealth as subjects for in-

vidious restriction, it is time for those who make
legislators to investigate the question for them-

selves. A brief survey may be best conducted

from the three points of view of the relative re-

ward of the inventor, the utility of even small

improvements in promoting the interests of cap-

ital and labor, and the true source of the peren-

nial assaults made upon the rights of inventors

and patentees.

As concerns the first of these, the history of

every industry furnishes proofs by the score.

A few examples from different industrial arts

will illustrate the truth that the profit to the in-

ventor is only a fragment of that which falls to

the share of the public at large. A patent rail-

way brake, largely litigated a few years ago,

was shown to have saved $62,000,000 to the rail-

way companies during the term of the patent,

and, of course, this economy continued after the

expiration of the patent ; but the inventor is

understood to have received practically nothing.

During the late war the government saved

four millions of dollars in the cost of horse-

shoes from Burden's machine for making them.

This was only one item of the saving to the pub-

lic. But Burden worked at horse-shoe machin-

ery for twenty years before the successful ma-
chine of 1857 was completed. He, however,

was more fortunate than most inventors, for he

at last made some nine hundred thousand dol-

lars out of the business. The copper-toed shoe

saved from six to twelve million dollars an-

nually, to the public in wear and tear of foot

gear. After fourteen years of waiting, the in-

ventor made $67,000 out of it. The Waterman
process of tempering wire reduced the cost from

$3 a pound to three cents. A paper folding-

machine saved two million two hundred and
forty odd thousand dollars in fourteen years to

the book and newspaper trade. In these cases

the inventors' profits were a small percentage

of the total benefits conferred. Nearly forty

years ago a fourteen-year patent was granted

for an improvement in lead pipe. The in-

ventor made $14,000 out of it all told, but the

public has profited about a quarter of a million

every year. An inventor made $22,000 in four-

teen years from a patent on stoves; in that

period the invention saved to the users $275,000

in fuel. The wire bottle-stopper fastening yield-

ed the inventor $20,000 in nine years, and saved

$9,000,000 to manufacturers of soda water and

other bottled liquids in the same time. While

the inventor was making $1 from the patent,

the public was making $450 from the invention.

The open slot iron tie for cotton bales netted the

inventor less than five thousand dollars, while

in thirteen years it saved the cotton trade a

million and a half. Stewart's sugar process

yielded him less in fourteen years than the sugar

manufacturer made from it every six weeks.

The Gaboon lamp burner saved the public $3 in

lamp chimneys for each solitary cent it yielded

the inventor. The Bigelow carpet loom profited

the patentee only 10 per cent, of what it profited

the public during the life of the patent. Years

ago the Hoe press saved in twelve months $260,-

000 in one New York newspaper office alone.

Such are the results of inventions and it is men
like these inventors who are singled out by the

House of Representatives for plunder and per-

secution. It may be remarked in this connec-

tion that the data above given are derived from
sworn statements in recorded patent proceed-

ings.

(To be Continued.)

TOILET PAPER
J

The Most Complete Line in the Conntry.

OnR Brands are:

"'"*-'?.•.»;.,*""" /im^Mm^m WHITE'S TAR,
Pickwick,

. p.50 mSf^^nBrn^^m siz^sxr,
(Pocket Edition). ^jjBS^^^^fcaSBM^BWfl^aBwii I

Witch Hazeline, $14.00 i^^^^S55B5555BSlllllll
*^^ i>er Case,

shown in the cut, which wci

claim to be the most perfect"

Form or Style of package

,

ever devised. It is Buperioc

to the ordinary Package ofl

Sheets, because all litter ofl

scraps is avoided; and it ia

superior to Rolls, because iq

is certain where the sheet*

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

Broadway, NEW YORK.

sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, $11.00

Alpine, $10.00

Brighton, $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

^r~ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, »o. 46 West

-FOE ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

«-^* I»m3L.A.I>i:LP»HIA, PA s^^

— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE VERY FINEST QUALITY.

SEND FOK SAMPI-ES. ^.IjiZ. BOOKBINDERS' REQXTISXTES.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- >t}

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

The lower plate is drawn up against t1

the stationary upper plate. ."

BARTLETT
Cop^ring Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
'X'ool a<xid. Fsbttexzi D^^aJsizigr?

PLAIN AND OSNAMJBNTAZ JAPAlfSING,
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOONDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
No. 509 Chestn-at Street, IPhiladelphia, Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLCDIHQ THE CBLBBRATBD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 135, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

6lunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues*to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warkhousk :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV7ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

UlNTTFACTURER OF

THHRMOMHTERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's P\tll Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

MERRIAM MFG. ICO.

MANUFACTURE A FULL LINK OP

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES I Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks.

FOR i Heavy Tin File Cases.

18 84. ( Paper Weig^ht Clocks.

"TKE BOSTOW JOBBIKTO- HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING, -<^

Successor to BALL & WHITING,

•*

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. §°

PUBLISHER,^^^^°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHII^ADEIiPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— MANUFACTURER OF

—

Copying PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

11 AllA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

II M M^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
in 11 |V|V J% WHITE LINEN Has not Its Superior.Ifinim W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

THE PNEUMATIC COPYmG PRESS.
TX7 E take pleasure in calling the att«ntion of
VV the trade to our improved Copying Press.

It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bihtyof the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome offices and residences.
^P~ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
NEAV H:A"VE:N, COJVIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY,
191 Fillton Street, cor. Church Street, New York,

— MANUFACTURERS OF -

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Siated cioth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every PubUc School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Cal., Washington. D. C., Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh. N. C, and huudr ds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company gaarsintee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States. England, France and Germany, e*" BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. Send for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Cliarch St., New York City.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekman Street, New York.

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.
Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-

tion. 'Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

Is as Good as Two Earned.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in I:*riceis with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-

mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to-

ACKEBMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to tlie Trade, 33 Beekman St., ^ew lork.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cul is ai. Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LIN£NS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

3:^:3= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

>V_<

We have Removed to our New Building-

Nos. 162 to 172 Columbus Avenue,

Carter, Dixtsmore <St, Co.

BYRON WESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD 4^ LBDGBR PAPBB
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. SI»i:CIA.I^TY
-^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

•^ others from tAe Cincinnati Industrial Exhil>ition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Fliiladelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States CentetiniaJ

Commission, Medal oy Progress American Institute, I^Tt a»<^ Medal qf
Imjirovement and Progress, Boston, iSyS. Its

PRINCIPAI. ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger!
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and ruicS

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and wi'.l stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Blxeet, Ii:il.A.ttJE and ItJESWIlITE FOUR TIMJSIS on same spoti
Each sheet is « ter-marked with name and date.

@end for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 74 Duane Street, Ne^v Yorls.
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CINCIN NATI NOTES.

[FBOM OUR BBGULAB CORRESPONDENT.]

CiNcnJNATi, April 22, 1884.

The winter dies hard here. Oa this twenty-

second day of April we have weather that would

fit into January or February and cause no sur-

prise. It ^answers a purpose, however. Busi-

ness men are laying the dullness of the times on

it. A scape-goat is necessary, and several have

been selected at one time or another, and it's

the time in rotation to make one of the weather.

A prominent business man here says that all of

this trying to cipher out the cause of the present

dullness is an unprofitable employment. He
says that when business is dull the way to do is

to look it up—go out after it into the hedges and
highways and compel it to come. It's all very

well for a man who can do such things to talk

in that way, but we who can't, must be permit-

ted to philosophize on the causes that brought

about this present situation.

A recent death in the trade here was that of

William L. Mallory, of the firm of Mallory &
Webb. He passed away suddenly while riding

in the cars to his home in Avondale. There is

some talk now about a change in the firm of

Mallory & Webb. It will be, effected soon, if

at all.

The following-named trade visitors were the

latest here : A representative of the Albany
Perforated Wrapping Paper Company, Albany,

N. Y. ; Mr. Closson, Plimpton Manufacturing
* Company, Hartford; J. W. Sinclair, Morgan
Envelope Company, Springfield ; C. M. Braden,

Crane Brothers, Westfield, Mass., and last, but

by no means least, Gamaliel Hunt St. John
Graves, of J. D. Whitmore & Co., who, this

time with tears in his eyes and big bandana
(red) is saying farewell to his customers, an-

nouncing this to be his " last trip on the road."

Good-bye, Gamaliel (called George for short),

we shall miss and weep for you.

Mr. Sanders, of the Dennison Manufacturing
Company, has returned from an Eastern trip.

John Holland reports an excellent trade in

staple goods. His new line of pencils is hav-
ing, a fine run.

A. H. Pounsford & Co. report that they
closed out their large stock of fine Easter goods,

in spite of the drawback of the "late unplea-

santness " in Cincinnati.

Robert Clarke & Co. have their show win-
dows adorned with beautiful etchings, engrav-
ings and photographs. The latest subject for

the scenic photographer is the mob.

By the way, there have been fifteen convic-

tions of criminals during the last week. That
is about four times the rate of speed that pre-

vailed prior to the mob.
Max Maslen, the county stationer, is over-

whelmed with business, and he shows it in his

appearance.

Wilstach, Baldwin & Co. have had for many
years much of the county work in blank-books.

They have copies of all of the forms used in

the county oflBces, and are able to supply books

ruled and printed in every respect like those

that have been destroyed by fire. This is a
great good fortune for the county, and is likely

to be of advantage to the firm in securing the

contract for making many of the blank-book

that will be required. Prince William.

BOSTON GOSSIP.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Opfiok Lockwood Press, (

850 Devonshire St., Boston, April 22, 1884. )

Just as soon as this section of the country is

favored with a week's fair weather, business

will possibly assume its expected spring activity.

Although the volume of trade is not up to the

season's average, a very fair amount is doing,

considering the disadvantages of continual wet
weather. Manufacturers of stationers' special-

ties report a very good business, but the bulk of

it is mostly in supplying the Western and
Southern trade, where spring makes its appear-

ance according to the almanac. Collections

generally are very good, but I hear of some
complaint in relation to city accounts which
are being too long delayed.

The trade generally are beginning to feel a
little exasperated because some of the dealers

continue to cut prices on leading staple articles,

and I would not be surprised to hear of some
action taken on the subject. In two or three

cases I know of certain dealers having addressed

the manufacturers, complaining of the injury

done to their trade by having these articles re-

tailed at prices below legitimate rates. Now,
manufacturers generally are very apt to look at

these individual complaints from a narrow
standpoint. They reason thusly : "Whole,
Hogg & Co. are ordering quite largely of our

goods, for which they pay our regular rates, and
even if they do undersell their neighbors. Deal,

Fair & Profit, it isn't policy to do anything in

the matter. We have a larger trade with one
house than with the other, so we will write

Deal, Fair & Profit that the matter is beyond
our control." Now the complainant getting no
redress, ceases to push these goods, and when
the stock runs oat, wants no more. But

how would it affect the manufacturer if the

majority of the city dealers, who keep store

for a profit, would unite in a protest of this

kina ? Would it not carry more weight ? Manu-
facturers might under such conditions find

it advisable to protect the trade from the ruin-

ous folly of rapacious individuals. So long as

manufacturers seek an outlet for their goods

through the hands of the hundreds of dealers,

some little effort should be made to maintain

uniform rates, and not havci the same line of

goods sold at a dozen different prices by as

many different dealers.

While the leading representatives of the sta-

tionery business of Boston continue to house

themselves behind their own counters, unmind-
ful of the general good of the trade, very little

improvement can be expected in this direction,

but [here are some few who are anxious to see

the trade come together occasionally and talk

over matters in which all are interested. This

sentiment may some time become general, and
then an organization of the trade will be pos^

sible.

Talking with a prominent jobber the other

day I had occasion to mention the name of a
business neighbor, and was much surprised to

learn that, although they had both been doing

business for years within a stone's throw of

each other, they had been strangers until a few
days before, when at a social gathering they

became acquainted. "And," said the jobber,

"Smith is a clever fellow. I'm glad I know
him." There are a number of very clever fellows

in the trade who, in my weekly rambles, I am al-

ways delighted to meet and talk to, and I some-
times think that it would be a mutual benefit if

they could meet each other occasionally and
have a social chat together.

I am reminded here of a little story told me
by an old sea captain who desired to impress

upon my mind the difference between New York
and Boston. "Both are big cities," said he,
" and everybody is on the make, but the New
Yorker is more social than a Bostonian. If a
Boston man can't make anything out of you he
drops you just as soon as he finds it out ; but in

New York, if one man fails to find you profita-

ble he takes you around and introduces you to

his friends, and gives them a chance. So if you
have any money you are bound to leave it in

New York, though you might escape with it in

Boston." There is a moral to this story which
might be easily committed to memo, y, and if

put into practice, prove profitable.

Dropping into the spacious salesroom of the
Dennison Manufacturing Company, I observed
considerable activity. The numerous special-

ties which this concern manufacture for Ihe
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trhde, and for which there is such a continued

demand, give a good business the year round.

The perfumed sealing-wax, which this com-

pany presented to the trade some months ago, is

having a very large sale. Fancy tissue paper

for ornamental work is another specialty that

the house is having numerous calls for. Ship-

ping tags are in big demand, and this line of

goods will continue active for some time. Trav-

elers abroad and seaside tourists consume tons

of tags every year, and the summer travel will

soon open.

John A. Boyle, manager of the Boston School

Supply Company, showed me something novel

in the way of a globe designed especially for

school use, and known to the trade as Betts'

Portable Globe. This globe consists of a frame-

work of steel wire, covered with cloth, on which

is printed a map of the world. The cloth cover-

ing is of a durable material made expressly for

the purpose, and the coloring is produced at the

press with varnish color. The globe is about 15

inches in diameter and four feet in circumfer-

ence, and can be expanded or collapsed in a

second like an umbrella. A ring is fastened at

the top end of the axis by which it can be sus-

pended when desired. A neat deal box is pro-

vided in which the globe is kept when not in

use.

Methods of teaching geography, by Lucretia

Crocker, one of the supervisors of the Boston pub-

lic schools, is now ready. This work has been

anxiously waited for, and it will be found a

valuable aid to school teachers. The Boston

School Supply Company will supply the trade.

Thomas Groom & Co., State street stationers,

were damaged by fire on Saturday night. The
fire is supposed to have been started in the

coal bin in the front part of the basement and

the stock in the basement was seriously dam-
aged by fire and water. The bindery, located

in an upper story, was much damaged by
smoke. The building itself was but slightly

injured, although the loss to Thomas Groom &
Co. will not be less than $5,000, which is fully

covered by insurance. The salesroom was but

little affected and no interruption of business

will be experienced.

The Stationers and Printers' Exchange, al-

though only open a week and not yet very gen-

erally known, was visited during the week by
quite a number who expressed themselves as

well pleased with the facilities offered. Among
the visitors were E. P. Call, New England rep-

resentative of the New York Tribune; Chas.

F. Keith, Whitcomb Envelope Company, Wor-
cester ; J. H. Franklin, Pall River ; W. A.

Cheney, Worcester ; Fred F. Green, Quincy;

Albert F. Hunt, Newburyport ; Geo. B. King,

Geo. W. Brooks, E. A. Jones and Edmund W.
S. Jones, city. Besides the leading city dailies

on file, the Exchange has been kindly favored

with copies of the following publications : New
York Weekly Witness, Putnam County Journal,

Florida ; Veteran's Advocate, New Hampshire ;

Springfield Globe; Marblehead Messenger, Mas-
sachusetts ; The American Stationer, Paper
Trade Journal, Millers' Journal, American
Mail and Export Journal, and the Country
Merchant, all of New York city. A. L. D.

tervals of his debaucheries. Apprenticed when
a boy to a bookbinder. Nature had endowed him
with extraordinary talents. He possessed a

pure taste, a rare faculty of invention and un-

rivaled ingenuity, and he soon made the dis-

covery that it was in his power to stand alone in

his profession, and to control the market by the

great superiority of his performances.

Without money, but strong in the conscious-

ness of his peculiar talent, he withdrew from the

workshop and from all intimacy with the com-
rades of the craft, and established bimself in a
cellar. Here he wrought in secret, never on any
pretense allowing either friend or stranger to

witness his operations, or even get a sight of the

implements he used. In order that no one
should even guess the means by which he pro-

duced results altogether new in the art which he

pursued, he contrived and manufactured his

own tools ; and he astonished the book-selling

world, and rapidly raised a reputation for him-

self by the truly marvelous productions of his

inexplicable skill. The prices paid to him for

binding a single volume were such as had never
been dreamed of before, and have scarcely been
equaled since. There is a copy of "Eschylus,"
bound by him, in the library of Earl Spencer,

for binding which the Earl paid him fifteen

guineas.

He grew so proud of his popularity that he
would rarely work for a bookseller, and never
for one who, being also a bookbinder, sought a
profit by employing him. But with his repu-

tation his laziness and drunkenness increased,

and at length it became a sheer impossibility to

induce him to work while he had a penny re-

maining in his pocket. If he bound a volume
for ten pounds—a very common price with him
—he would purchase the materials for comple-
ting another, and then sally forth and drink up
the balance.

The books that he bound were mostly scarce

and valuable works, and are chiefly to be found
in the collections of the titled and wealthy.

They are remarkable for their chaste and ele-

gant style of adornment, and for such substan-

tial workmanship as seems to bid defiance to

time. Thus Payne could earn, with his nonde-

script tools, in his dingy cellar, ten guineas in a

few days, but in twenty years of his besotted

career he could not lay by as many shillings to

purchase a coffin for his haggard remains. He
died a pauper and was buried by the parish.

—

Proof Sheet.

INVENTORS AND THE PUBLIC.

A SOT'S MASTERPIECE.

At a recent sale in London a book bound by
Roger Payne brought over six hundred dollars,

mainly on account of the binding. Payne is one

of the curiosities of English literary history. He
was a drunken workman who spent most of his

life in a cellar in St. Martin's Lane, creating

works of art of almost priceless value in the in-

Bt Jambs A. Whitney, LL. D., Counselor-
at-Law.

II.

The advantages arising to the community,
even when the terra is used in its widest mean-
ing as including the denizens of all civilized

countries, from successful inventions is not de-

nied by the most hardened sinner or the most
reckless casuist, against the rights of property

in ideas ; nor can any one indicate any method
of inciting invention or rewarding inventors

which will more readily secure its object than

the granting of patents, or which will more
assuredly avoid any undue tax upon the public.

But it is frequently urged that "patents" are

granted for "frivolous" inventions, and that

in some unexplained manner community is tor-

mented thereby. As the assertion has a kind of

plausibility, it may be, to the unthinking, a few
paragraphs may be fitly given to the delusive

averment. Reference to a few instances de-

rived, like those in a previous article, from

sworn records in the Patent Office, will illus-

trate the utility of little things, and the further

fact that the aggregate of small things which
secure the protection of patents must have no
small share in providing business opportunities

and employment for large numbers of people

who otherwise would swell the ranks of sharp

competition in worn and crowded fields of in-

dustry.

Some years ago the writer by chance met an
itinerant vender of what the irreverent would
call a " rattletrap," so slight was its structure

and so commonplace and humble its use. It

was designed to assist the hand in peeling

potatoes, and its object was to insure a thinner

peeling than is commonly obtained by the un-

assisted fiogers. It was merely a curiously

shaped piece of wire slipped on the back of a

common c^se knife to gauge the depth of the

cut. Inquiry as to the history and introduc-

tion of the invention revealed that this little

thing was the subject of no less than three

patents, which left only a narrow margin for

invention in each one.' But that apparently

trifiing device gave employment to twenty men
in different parts of the country. That little

crooked wire took this number of men away
from the sharp competition of labor ; by so

much it prevented the reduction of wages, and,

in addition to this, it made an actual ' saving

and cheapening of food, which, though slight in

each instance, was large in the aggregate, for

it not only peeled the potato quicker than by an
ordinary knife, as before remarked, but it took

a thinner peeling and made less waste. It is

true that this was a little thing by itself, but
when it is considered that thousands of such
small devices are patented, it is manifest that

the aggregate result may be very great and
constitute a positive benefit to the community.
Nearly twenty years ago, the writer prepared

the specification for a ventilated shade for the
j

eyes. The novel feature was merely an open-l

ing so arranged that air could pass upward
near the forehead instead of being confined as
" dead air " under the shade. Other business

occupied the attention of the inventor and the

patent lay unworked and unappreciated for

years. At last a reverse of fortune cast the

patentee upon his own unaided efforts for sub-

sistence, and the sale of the ventilated eye-shade

made him independent of the assistance of

others, enabled him'to maintain his self-respect

and gave cheerfulness and content under what
otherwise would have been conditions of un-

usual hardship. Long ago—the patent has by
this^time expired—the writer prepared the pa-*

pers for the inventor who had contrived an ar-

rangement of studs on the inner end of a cast-

iron sap-spill, sc that the spill would hold better

in the bore formed for the outflow of sap from
the sides of the sugar maple. The patent was
issued and from that day to this every spring-

time was seen the wide-spread advertisement of

the business built up on this little thing. It

saved, in a measure, the mutilation of the

maples and secured them a longer lease of sugar-

bearing life. It saved labor, and it prevented a
waste of the saccharine sap. Trace the results

of even the least important device that comes
into use at all, and its benefits conferred upon
the world will be apparent. If it does not come
into use at all, no one can be harmed by the issue

of a patent to its originator. If it is useful to the

public the latter should be willing to pay the

originator for its use, and there is no way in

which this can be done with so fair a chance of

justice as by a wise and judicious system of pat-

ent laws.
(To be Continued.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climatk,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus

—

Old BeTksbire Mills Linen Ledger, and date.

CARSON Sc BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO..
iDA.LT02sr, :m:-a.ss., XJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in Uke Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the ahove lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE, -with Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corksere-ws

Manufactured by WII^I^IA]*! A.. ^A-VIS*, 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD,
No. 28 Bond Street,

NEW TOKK.

CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 124 "Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

79 BSSKMA-N STREEZT, NS^W YORK:.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPERFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF "WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Lar^e), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
•' PEBBLE, in Ro^e, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.

MOROCCO, in Sea Shell, Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.

GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL. ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OE FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOL BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. We

j
manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGi^lNTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

DAVIDSON "^^^^ RUBBER BANDS
*•

T XTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
* *• Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

poimd, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKLL ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PICICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These go. da are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANIEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

^

-•*-•

r^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufBcient guaran-

tee for their quality.

-•*-

-j. MADE BY !-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sl.OO axLcL TUp-^XT-a-rd-s,
ACCORDING TO UOUNTINO.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.
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J. C. ATKTN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEYAIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden, Lane, New York,
MANTTFACTUBERS OF

Gold-Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "ITovelties."

NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE
oend for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

ALL STYLES.

.w^ BEST QUALITY
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE
Price, Retail, 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical ^and Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tig:ht reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-halt inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO

ZII7B CJLKD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery ano Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGPIEU). MA8P.

GEORGE UIBEL,
manufacturer op

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Ftaton street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List

,^ manufactured BYjjTHK

ROACHE MFG. lll^.,'"' ""nJ^To^^'*'"''''

Importers of6EBMAN SLATE FENGIIS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOtAK'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
wholesale dealer in

Stationeryi Fancy Goods,

No, 62 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Trade Mark on Stee I Pen Si
Ink Erasers andpocket
Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in tlie country.

SyEEL PENS with style and act ion suited to everyhand.
FulIassortmentofPensmailedonreceiptof 25 cents.

$2.00per
gross.

MILLER BROS. 'i>

II
Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden,Ct.

"White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
938 Vevonshire Street, Boston.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

THE GAME OF ENCHANTMENT.

The new lawn game, '
' Enchantment," is illus-

trated in the engraving. It is, as may be im-

agined from the drawing, a lively and elegant

game, which will be ornamental to the lawn,

while its unique design and light athletic char-

acter are likely to make it a geoeral favorite.

This is adapted to persons of all

ages and is easily learned ; the

materials are compact and light

and may be utilized on uneven

ground. The game educates the

eye, develops the muscles of the

arms and chest, strengthens the

lungs; every facility is afforded

for active exercise and yet every

motion may be graceful, and a

lady in full dress can participate

in the game with comfort and

safety.

"Enchantment" is made and

controlled by Milton Bradley &
Co., Springfield, Mass., who were

the first in this country to make
a business of manufacturing cro-

quet, but of late years have given

it up. They have, however, been

seeking for something which they

could fitly offer as a substitute,

and which, while not following on

old lines, would be equally as at-

tractive and meet the demand for

something novel and interesting.

This they seem to have achieved in the new
game.

The game consists in the casting of light hoops

from one side of the ground to the other by
means of the guarded wands, and the attempt

by the opposing players to catch the hoops on

their wands, or failing in that, to preventjthem

from falling within the designated bounds con-

stituting their " field." The implements for the

game - consist of eight light plaited hoops of

bright colors, four guarded wands, eight bound-

ary posts, with eight colored flags to be inserted

in the tops of the posts ; the whole packed in a

neat box.

NEW PATENTS.

in Belgium, May 8, 1876, No. 39,502 in Austria,

August 23, 1876, No. 26,935; in Italy, August 26,

1876, No. 8,733, and in Canada, September 6, 1876,

No. 6,508.'

A method of producing printed impressions in

duplicate, consisting in impressing upon paper

types in succession, each of which has a surface

of points, so as to perforate the paper, and then

forcing ink through the perforations upon the

sheet to be printed.

No. 295,994. Paper Euling Machine.—Jonathan C.

Forman, Cleveland, Ohio.

In paper-ruling machine, an annular movable
arm provided with an adjustable sleeve, sup-

porting a socket in which is fitted an annular
movable head in which is inserted the adiustinar-

K"*^'' . .VII f^rf

^^SXI"" """'» Ml//It"".

'-'^*^^^^;

No. 296,093. Slate Washer.—Howard L. Weed, Grass
Valley, Cal.

In a slate-washer and wiper, a hollow trough

or cup to receive and hold the pad or wiper, with

its lower ei»d provided with clamp or hooks to

receive and hold a sponge or washer, in combi-

nation with a box or holder for the washer.

No. 296,117. Paper Bag.—Geo. O. Blowers, Canajo-

harie, N. Y., assignor to William J. Arkell, same
place.

No. 296,122. Eeceipt, Check, Draft and^ Similar

Books.—Warren M. BrinkerhofE, Auburn, N. Y.

A series of superposed leaves secured in sub-

stantially the form of a book and having weak-
ened lines of separation, the line of succeeding

leaves being in advance of the line

of preceding leaves.

No. 896,179. Combined Calendar and
Paper-Weight.^Louis Keller, New
York, N. Y.

"Ho. 296,184. Paper-Cutting Machine.—
Herman T. C. Kraus, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor to George E. San-

born, Chicago, III.

No. 296,191. Paper Cutter and Die-

Press. — John H. Lawlor, Balti-

more, Md.

In a paper-cutting machine, the

combination of a cross-head adapt-

ed to slide vertically in the frame
without lateral movement, and a
removable cutter connected to the

cross-head, and adapted to recip-

rocate laterally by the vertical

movement of the cross-head.

No. 296,235. Blotter.—Alfred N. Sill'

Philadelphia, Pa.

•jttlt&h/3itCcUiv^n

Paper-Box Covering Ma-
liOn Weston, Brockton,

No. 295,910. Letter and Bill File.—George W. Plum-

mer, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignorto Andrew Jacobs.

No. 295,941. Copy Book, Copy Case and Movable

Copy Plate.—Daniel A. Radley, Lawrenoeburg,

Mo.

A case recessed, to receive the copy book, and
provided with hooks in combination with the

copy plates, by which the paper is held down
smoothly.

No. 295,949. Paper Wallet.—Alfred L. Sewell, Evan-

ston. 111.

In a paper wallet, one or more pocket divis-

ions having its ends inserted within the wallet

and attached to crimped portions, and the edges

successively cut away at lower lines, so as to

expose each of the separate pocket divisions.

No. 295,955. Apparatus for Feeding Sheets of Paper.

—Frederick C. Thlelscher, Boston, Mass.

No. 295,990. Type-Writer.—Thomas A. Edison, Menlo
Park, N. J. Patented in England, October 29,

1875, No. 3,762 ; in France, May 6, 1876, No. 112,719;

Enchantment.

screw of the pen-beam, and susceptible of being

arranged at various angles in respect to the pen-

beam, for adjusting the pens of the beam to the

head-line on the paper being ruled.

No. 295,996. Book-Cover.—Ellen S. Getchel, Boston,

Mass., assignor to Anna M. Coudrey, same place.

No. 296,012. Game-Board Dice-Box, &c. — Abbie
Amelia Jackson, New York, N. Y.

A mufiled game-board and dice-box.

No. 296,018, Educational Appliance.—Albert H. Ken-
nedy, Eockport, Ind.

An illustrative apparatus for showing the

volume of symmetrical solids, consisting of a
hollow cylinder and cone of the same diameter
and height, the cone being secured inside of

the cylinder, and a hollow hemisphere of the

same diameter as the other parts, all adapted to

be used together.

No. 269,049. Method of and Apparatus for Drying
Matrices for stereotype plates.—George Pearce,

Riversdale Eoad, Highbury New Park, Islington,

County of Middlesex, and Edward Hughes,
Anstey Eoad, Camberwell, County of Surrey,

England, assignors to Stephen Davis Tucker and
Robert Hoe, Jr.. New York, N. Y. Patented in

England February 27, 1880, No. 863. •

No. 296,054. Combined Knife and Pen-Holder.—Isaac
Phillips, Silver City. Idaho.

No^. 296,056. Printer's Quoin.—John Polhemus, New
' York, N. Y.

A printer's quoin having the following

characteristics : a wedge-shape body, with verti-

cal concave ends and recesses with curved ends
on each of its parallel sides.

No. 296,061. Device for Locking Removable Stereo-

types.—Edwin E. Pratt, Chicago, 111., assignor to

the A. N. Kellogg Newspaper Company, same
place.

No. 296,257,

chine.

Mass.

The covering-strips have paste

applied to their lower surfaces, are overlapped,

united and then forwarded to the box-form by
a rotating pneumatic cylinder, the end of the

covering material, when it reaches the form be-

ing blown from the cylinder to the box by the

reversal of the exhaust mechanism. When the

proper amount of material has been fed to the

box, a cutter operating against the cylinder

severs the strips. The box-form is mounted' on a
hollow shaft, connected with pneumatic mechan-
ism,that holds the box on the form by the exhaus-
tion of air while being covered, and automati-
cally expels it from the form when the box is

finished by compressing the air. The covering
is pressed on the box, laid over the bottom and
brushed across and within the open end of the

box by rolls and rotating brushes.

No. 296,277. Electrotype and Stereotype Casting-

Pan.—Calvert B. Cottrell, Stonington, Conn.

No. 296,278. Electrotype and Stereotype Casting-
Mold.—Calvert B. Cottrell, Stonington, Conn.

The mold for casting electrotype or stereo-

type plates, in which the cover is made up or
composed of sections which are provided with
perforations adapted to receive pins.

A wash of one part nitric acid in ten parts of

water will impart a stain resembling mahogany
to pine wood that does not contain much resin.

When the wood is thoroughly dry, shellac var-
nish will impart a fine polish to the surface. A i

glaze of carmine or lake will produce a rosewood]
finish. A turpentine extract of alkanet root

produces a beautiful stain which admits of

French polishing. Asphaltum thinned with tur-

pentine makes an excellent mahogany color on
new wood.

i
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Pads, Tablets ^^ Blotter Tablets

T
i5ro:R TiiE nyriLLioisr.

HE rapidly increasing demand on us for our popular lines of goods has made
our present facilities and quarters too limited. In order to fill our orders more

promptly, and to enable us to still further reduce the cost of manufacturing, we will

REMOVE MAY I 1884,

T© 'moMn 148, %%B aad IS© O
CORNER OF WALKER,

where we have leased 10,000 square feet for manufacturing and storing purposes.

With our INCREASED and improved facilities we hope to merit the continued confidence

of the trade.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER COMPANY,
IXo. XI 7 Fulton Street, IVctf York.

EST-^BIjISXIEXD 1S30.

"W"^A.IT _A.3SriD SEE ! ! I

J. H. BUFFORD'S SOITS'
New and Elegant DOMESTIC line of —

•^CPMipip^P * C^MDP,*
Samples ready for WHOLESALE Trade in JULY. T^ArENTY series of ORIGINAL Desiqns.

SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES,
We intend these Goods to be superior to any yet offered the Trade.

IMPORTED CHRISTMAS CARDS. F W T^ y yy^T

SELECTED Designs from several of the LARGEST and BEST KNOWN manufacturers in EUROPE, and will be the

FINEST line in the Market.

293 and 295 S:R0AD1XTILT, UTTTW 'TOTLTL.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 and 39 FEDERAL STREET.
WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE,1MASS.
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TO -BTMTIQWM^B-^-^KTD'^-PHIMTEHB
-**

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$100 "Jn^ttrance
-o. : } 35^-A.3SrTJF-A.CT-tJI?,BnD B^y ^

-^-

^A* iy
i—

^

^^

FBEJI H. LEVEY & CO.

^^No. 122 FUI-TON STREET, NEV/ YORK.-^-
-^K-

This Ink is intended for" sueh classes of Mercantile Work as

INSURANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, Sc,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Boilers or Skin in the Fountain.) '

-?K-

" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than
any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

" It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,
Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Pbinters.

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 35 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. GARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati, Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE, .... Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

iFHEID'I^ XjE^^E'ST &d OO.
^f-^N- ^siatmg ^ laM * Mak©^^,

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
*
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBUSHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The ONLY Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second,—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lnther's Illnstrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionaky, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalogtie,containing ftill descrip-
tion, prices, £c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receire Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6ciU)^
B l./%c:k

SrxL
l-U I D

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STREET, NEIV YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' MacMnery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and Its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.

FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper In regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mall or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be RO adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while » marvel of mechanical iDvention, Is a model of simplicity.

I
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UANUFACTUHBR OF

TIM AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner ot Duane St., New York.

COUNSELOR-AT-LAW.
Special attention given to Patent and Trade-Mark Causes

140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Solicitor ofUnited States and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks.
140 NASSAU STREET, NEW^ YORK CITY.

-American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents obtained for Inventors on
favorable terms, and in the shortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels protected by registry at the
U. S. Patent Office and in Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted. Opinions on questions of Infringement,
the Validity of Patents, &c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and every case—a matter of no

inconsiderable importance to those who wish strong claims and specifications
CAREFULLY DRAWN. Business may be transacted either in person or by mail, and
in every detail is kept inviolably secret and confidential.

JAMES A. WHITNEY. 140 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.
Ifo. 68 BeeJeman Street, New TorJc.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOO OR METAL.
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THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND WELL
KNOWN GAMES OF MAGIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RING I RING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
New Yorlt A.geiioy - AVILSOIST BROTIdLi:K.S TOY C<>M:JE»^NY, No. 119 Cliaixilsers Street.
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Marcus •Ward-S'-CQ Limited.

TO »THIS » TE..A.IDE3.
-*--

WE ARE NOW PREPARING OUR LINE OF

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
*-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.
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%xn&t Gossip.

All new goods and designs which axe

not, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

Porter & Nye, publishers, Silver City, N. M.,

have dissolved.

F. W. Francis, publisher of the Herald, Juni-

ata, Neb., is dead.

Kursz & Co., publishers, Manzano, N. M., are

closing out their business.

Kurtz & Minear, booksellers, Athens, Ohio,

have sold out to Putnam & Fletcher.

The Citizens Publishing Company newspaper,

Silver City, N. M., has been discontinued.

George French, publisher of the Times, Clin-

ton, Mass., has sold out to G. W. Reynolds

Flett & lilies, dealers in picture-frames, &c.,

Galveston, Tex., have dissolved partnership.

The firm is now J. H. Flett.

The Red River Paper Company, paper manu-
facturer, Jamestown, N. Y., having its mills at

Fergus Falls, Minn., has failed.

G. W. Baldwin & Co., stationers, &c., San
Antonio, Tex., have dissolved partnership. G.

W. Baldwin continues the business.

Leopold Sonn & Brother, paper box makers,

have removed from 28 Prince street, New York
city, to Canal street, corner of Eldridge.

Dininger & Bumiller, publishers of the Mill-

heim Journal, Millheim, Pa., have dissolved

partnership. R. A. Bumiller continues the busi-

ness.

Irenberg. Brothers' paper mill at Louisville,

Ky., was burned on April 15. Loss on building,

$3,000; machinery, $7,000; stock, $2,500; partly

insured.

William E. Winslow, printer, at No. 49 Beaver

street, New York city, on Monday, made an as-

signment to H. P. Hildreth, giving preferences

for $2,246. «

Persons familiar with the stationery and pa-

per trades, and wishing to form new connec-

tions, are referred to an advertisement under

the head of " Business Opportunity," which ap-

pears in another column.

The copartnership heretofore existi.ig under

the flrm-name of Fitzgibbon, Messer & Co., deal-

ers in straw boards at 65 Crosby street, New
York city, has been dissolved by the retirement

of Arthur J. Messer therefrom. A new firm has

been formed, consisting of Maurice Fitzgibbon

and Culver Barcalow, under the firm name of

M. Fitzgibbon & Co., who will carry on the

business of the late firm in which they were

partners.

The following proposals for furnishing the ne-

cessary blanks, schedule A ; books, schedule B,

and stationery, schedule C, required for the use

of the Department of Police and Excise of

Brooklyn, were submitted on April 16 : Brook-
lyn Daily Eagle—Schedule A, $125.50 ; schedule

B, $592. Sureties, Patrick J. Gelson and Jacob
B. Carpenter. Joseph Keller—Schedule A, $133.

Sureties, R. R. Appleton and J. J. Vail. John
M. Bulwinkle—Schedule A, $113.59 ; schedule

B, $424.84 ; schedule C, $559. Sureties, Alva
W. Haff and R. J. Ledgewood. James P. Rap-
pelyea—Schedule A, $121.73 ; schedule B, $479.-

95 ; schedule C, $673.93. Sureties, Charles F.

Rappelyea and Thomas Purcell. Broun &
Green—Schedules A, B and C, $1;100. Sureties,

T. J. Moore and B. A. Warren.;^George B. Mar-
tin—Schedule A, $133.75 ; schedule B, $453.50 ;

schedule C, $573. Sureties, William Metz and
Kannart Mess. An interesting fact about the

competition was the closeness in the bids made
by John M. Bulwinkle and Broun & Green, the

diflference being $3.57.

Clague, Wegman, Schlicht & Field, Rochester,

N. Y. , the proprietors of the Shannon file have
begun suit in the United States Court at Boston,

against parties selling the so-called "best" file,

also against other parties making a similar file

with two parallel arched transfer wires. It will

be remembered that Judge Blodgett of the United
States Circuit Court for the Northern District

of Illinois held in 1881, that this class of files

were infringements of Shannon's patent, and
the owners are determined to put a stop to in-

fringements,

A fire was discovered at an early hour on
Sunday, in the.basement of the building, Nos. 80,

83 and 84 State street, Boston, Mass., occupied

by Thomas Groom & Co., importers of fine sta-

tionery and wholesale dealers in writing ma-
terials. The fire was quickly got under control,

but it was necessary to pour a large quantity of

water into the lower floor, where a valuable

stock was stored. The loss is estimated at $1,500

or $2,000, which is covered by insurance.

C. T. A. Hinrichs has received a large invoice

of toys. Among the novelties are the Jewel
doll, which comes in rubber, is dressed in either

male or female attire, representing papa and
mama ; new styles of toy watches; a fine line

of hand-painted plaques, with plain ebony
frames ; the choral top, which sings in four

keys ; a great variety of plush goods, &c.

Ladds Brothers & Woods, paper manufactur-

ers, at Skowbegan, Me. , have failed and offer 30

cents on the dollar. Liabilities, $5,500; nominal
assets, $1,140.

A dissolution has 'taken place in the firm of

Moller & Emmerich, wall-paper commission
merchants. New York city.

Mrs. Francis Morton, dealer in toys, &c.,

Halifax, N. S., is closing out her business.

Edward O. Jenkins, printer, New York city,

is dead.

A base-ball factory has been started in Bruns-

wick, Me.

J. B. Dryden, newsdealer, &c., Frankfort,

Ky., has sold out.

Cochran & Young, paper dealers, Erie, Pa.,

have been closed by the sheriff.

William E. Winslow, printer and stationer.

New York city, has made an assignment.

Henry Will & Co., manufacturers of baby
carriages, Chicago, 111., have been succeeded by
Conrad Nebele.

Lerow & Bronson, manufacturers of blank

books, &c., Chicago, III., have been succeeded

by W. F. Lerow.

Hall & Bill, publishers of the Willimantio

Journal, also printers, Windham, Conn., have
been succeeded by the Hall & Bill Publishing

Company.
Among the out-of-town tradesmen in the city

during the past week was A. H. Christian, sec-

retary of the Richmond Paper Manufacturing
Company, Richmond, Va.

The Newsman is the title of a new monthly
paper, published in Boston and devoted to the

interests of publishers, newsdealers, booksellers,

stationers and fancy goods dealers. John J.

Daly is editor and publisher.

William Hesser, publisher of the Westport
News, Westport, Cal., has consolidated with
Charles B. Huse, publisher of the Westport
Argus, under the style of Huse & Hesaer. The
new paper is to be known as the News-Argus.

A weekly publication, devoted to improve-
ments, real estate, architecture, building and
general progress in the Northwest has been
started in Minneapolis, Minn. Its title is the

Northwestern Improvement Record. There is a
large field for a journal of this kind, and the

paper starts out with a good showing. The
publishers are Baldwin & Bruce.

An ingenious device for bookkeeping, intend-

ed especially for country merchants, consists

of a series of coupons, perforated so as to be

easily separable from each other, and of de-

nominations corresponding with United States

currency from one to fifty cents. These coupons

are neatly bound together in convenient book
form, that the customer can carry in his vest

pocket, and are furnished by merchants to their

customers for five or ten dollars respectively.

The coupons make no mistakes; give customers

no chance to dispute accounts; cause no delay in

the excitement and hurry of business ; save the

expense of bookkeeping ; do not require pass-

books to satisfy suspicious customers, and make
business a pleasure rather than a task. These

coupons are payable in merchandise only, and
are not transferable or good if detached. Upon
receiving the book the customer signs a receipt

BLOTTER
ISO AT^I^I ETI ES.

REVEHSIBLE BLOTTER.
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) vMSi

TABLETS
f^ok:eid iisr bodies
100 SHEETS IN PADJl

(WARRANTED.) '<

THE liABGEST AND FINEST I.INE OF BtOTTEK TABLETS IN THE COUNTEY, including Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Oilt Kdge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c.. &c. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eipht varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Statenjent and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, <S:c.

if-^" Notwithstanding their many advantages, these goods wiU be found by comparison to bo 6 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. AH other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers hi? customer the most for his money
is the one who will increa>.e bis business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVIERSA.I.< I5LOTTE1II TABTjTOT, at lowest prices ever made.

W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.' SEND FOB PBICE lilSTS.
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for the same, and pays the araount called for

by the coupons at the end of the month.

The Como Headlight, Como. Col., has sold out

to a stock company.

Cochran Brothers, publishers, Del Norte, Col.,

have sold out to Scribid & Glover.

Leslie A. Jordan, publisher of the Russian

River Flag, Healdsburg, Cal., has sold out to J.

W. Ragsdale. .

Newman & King, paper dealers, Harrison,

Ark., have dissolved partnership. The firm is

now Newman & Liebow.

The Union Hardware Company, manufacturer

of skates, &c., Torrington, Conn., has lost its

treasurer, J. F. Calhoun, by death.

Wm. C. Boning, dealer in books, stationery,

&c.. Baton Rouge, La., would like to receive

catalogues from different publishing and sta-

tionery houses.

Millington Lockwood, of the firm of Lockwood

& Ough, stationers, &c., Buffalo, N. Y., was in

town this week. The firm named was only re-

cently formed.

Marcus Ward & Co., Limited, will bring out

in a short time a new line of Christmas and New
Year cards. They will be first-class in every

respect, and dealers should wait and see them

before ordering.

French & Choate have secured the control of

the Lambie dictionary holder, and they propose

to push its sale vigorously during the coming

season. French & Choate claim that it is the

best dictionary holder in the market, and, judg-

ing from the fact that its sales have been twice

as large this year as last, they are right. Deal-

ers who handle it are universal in speaking in

its praise.

Shortly after ten o'clock on Monday morning

fire broke out in the cellar of Boorum & Pease's

paper mill, Nos. 7 and 9 Elm street. New York.

The flames extended to the floor above. The

building is insured for $8,000 ; tbe loss on the

structure will not exceed $500. Mr. Pease, one

of the firm, said that he thought the loss might

be estimated at $2,500 on the stock and ma-

chinery, which are fully insured in the London

and Liverpool and Globe Company. The fire is

supposed to have originated in the breaking of

an electric-lighting wire in the basement, which

was occupied by the United States Electric

Light Company.

George H. Sanborn & Co. will remove from

No. 51 to No. 69 Beekman street on May 1, in

order to accommodate their increasing trade.

They will have on exhibition at their new place

much new bookbinders' machinery never before

carried by the firm, and their line of cutters

will be very complete, embracing all sizes, from

a twenty-three to a forty-eigbt inch machine

—

in fact, everything used in making a book

will be kept on permanent exhibition at their

new place.

J. L. Shoemaker & Co., Philadelphia, are giv-

ing special attention to the manufacture of book

roans of a superior quality. They carry a full

stock of standard colors and finishes, and will

make special colors to order.

The May number of Our Little One s(Russell

Publishing Company, Boston,) is out. It is an

unusually attractive number even for this

bright little periodical, and will be welcomed

by the " wee ones."

Calkins & Watrous, publisherss of the Sunday
Telegraph, Milwaukee, Wis., have dissolved

pa-'tnership, E. A. Calkins having retired from

the firm.

W. J. Hughes, bookseller and stationer, Den-

ison, Tex., has been attached.

A. Thomas, publisher Record, Springfield,

Tenn., has sold out his business.

William Kay, publisher of the Courier,

Embro, Ont., has sold out to D. C. Sullivan.

The receiver of Schmidt & Trowe, lithograph-

ers, Baltimore, Md. , will hold a sale on the 24th

inst.

Elijah L. Hubley, paper-stock dealer, Utica,

N. Y., has been damaged by fire. Fully in-

sured.

Henton & Walther, manufacturers of bags

and pocket-books. New York city, have dissolved

partnership.

The Ocklawaha Manufacturing Company,
manufacturer of paper boxes, pails, &c., Day-

ton, Ohio, has sold out.

W. E. Rice, dealer in paper-hangings, Law-
rence, Mass., is offering to compromise with his

creditors at twenty cents on the dollar.

W. W. Pindley, agent for artists' materials,

&c., Kansas City, Mo., has been damaged by
fire and water. Loss, $1,000 to $3,000 ; insured

for $2,500.

The Magazine of Art, Cassell & Co., publish-

ers, is out for May. It is a beautiful example

of illustration and printing. The articles are

instructive and full of interest. This magazine

deserves well of the public.

F. H. Loss, Jr., 46 Murray street, New York,

has just received bis spring consignment of

"artistic carved wooden goods," inkstands,

photograph easels, penholders, paper racks and
knives, card receivers, flower vases, thermome-
ters, book slides, stamp boxes, glove, handker-

chief and jewel boxes (satin lined) with and

THE BEST BLOTTING
AN D —

STANDARD DOUBLE MANILLA
-SOB©
BY TI-IE

LeadingPaper
DEALEF^S

THE STANDARD AND BEST DOUBLE tVIANILLA FOR.

'— TA&S, BOXES a DRAFTING-

THCSmiLE OrrM QUNULE or EUiaSCLLS BLOTTINO.

AJFULLLINEOFWHtTE BLUE. BUFF, PINK AND FAWN
IN 40,60. 80.100 lEO 8cI40 LBS. ALWAYS ON HAND

WJULIAM_RUSSELL Sc SON. 53 DEVONSHIRE SX BOSTON, MASS
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without music, in great variety. Inspection in-

vited.

D. C. Sullivan, publisher of the Telescope,

Walkerton, Oot., has sold out to Isabella Ste-

phens.

Hurly Brothers, publishers of subscription

books, Toronto, Ont., are advertised to be sold

out by the sheriff.

Ferrell & Fellows, booksellers, &c., Sedalia,

Mo., have dissolved partnership. The firm is

now Ferrell & Muir.

De Wolf & Hays, publishers of the Review,

Fostoria, Ohio, have dissolved partnership.

J. P. De Wolf succeeds to the business.

Frank E. Little has retired from the firm of

Burd & Little, manufacturers of glue, &c., St.

Louis, Mo., the firm having dissolved.

Charles S. Borden, dealer in artists' materials

and chromos, Philadelphia, Pa., is advertised

to be sold out by the sheriff on tlje 21st inst.

The firm-name of the Adair & Brown Com-
pany, booksellers, &c., Peoria, III., has been
changed to the Brown, Page & Hillman Com-
pany.

D. Morrison, fancy goods dealer, and H. C.

Tait, photographer, Bowmanville, Ont., have
formed a copartnership under the style of Tait

& Morrison.

The papeterie department of the Holyoke En-
velope Company will, for the future, be under
the personal charge of James T. Abbe, the trea-

surer of the company.

John A. Schlener and Winecke & Doerr have
formed a copartnership at 435 Nicollet avenue,

Minneapolis, Minn., for the transaction of

a blank-book and general jobbing stationery

trade.

Phil. Hake is slowly getting things to rights

in his new quarters, on the ground floor of the

building at the southwest corner of Ann and
William streets ; but the workmen are still

busy with paint and putty renovating the place,

which will look as bright as a new penny in a
few days, when Mr. Hake will present to the

trade as fine a line of Christmas goods as the

best of talent can devise.

Everybody knows that Carter, Dinsmore &
Co. have one of the most ingenious perpetual

calendars that have yet been invented. The
firm gave away $50,000 worth of these calendars

when they were first brought out, but when the

trade found out what a good thing they were
getting for nothing they were glad when the

opportunity was offered to pay a small sum for

the calendar. It is made with the name of any
dealer ordering a lot, thus becoming a very ef-

fective advertisement.

It cannot but be a matter of pride to the pro-

ducers of fine art cards in this country to learn

how their goods are regarded abroad, especially

when such information is as highly complimen-
tary to them as that frequently seen in the
foreign trade journals. The British and Colo-

nial Printer and Stationer prints in a recent
issue a lengthy article eulogistic of the litho-

graphic publications of J. H. Buffords' Sons.

The following is an extract :
" British and colo-

nial printers and stationers should, we think, be
better informed concerning the peculiar merits
of Messrs. Bufford's publications. They enjoy
a high reputation in the States, indeed this is

the oldest litho house in America, but are less

known on this side of the Atlantic than they
deserve." Referring to the firm's Easter cards
it says :

" We cannot imagine an ' Easter card '

of a more attractive appearance, nor one which
would be more welcome to persons of refined

taste. These goods certainly deserve a proper
introduction into this country, and when ade-
quately known must command great popu-
larity." In concluding this reference it may be
well to say that the firm has in preparation a
line of Christmas novelties which will surpass
anything it has yet produced, and the trade are
invited to take note of the advertisement in an-
other column.

The European Tourist Gazette has entered on
its fourth year. It is a handsomely illustrated

quarto of fifty-six pages, containing descrip-

tions of a number of inexpensive and interest-

ing tours through Europe, with a list of Euro-
pean hotels, baths and watering-places. United
States consuls and a great deal of other in-

formation, together with a number of interest-

ing illustrations. It is published by C. B.
Richards & Co., general passenger agents of the
Hamburg-American Packet Company.

In the notice given in a previous number of
The Stationer of the new sample book of
George B. Hurd & Co., a slight error was made
in stating that the number of samples shown
was only 149 when there were 177.

Ladd Brothers & Woods, paper manufac-
turers, Skowhegan, Me., have failed. Liabili-

ties, $5,500 ; nominal assets, $1,140. An offer

of twenty cents on the dollar has been made the
creditors.

Lloyd & Magnus, importers of toys, fancy
goods, &c.. New York city, have formed a
limited partnership, with speciai capital of
$10,000, to April 30, 1887.

A sheriff's sale of the stock, &c., of F. H.
Drake & Co. , stationers and dealers in agents'

supplies, Toledo, Ohio, is advertised to take
place on the 13th inst. -

Keim, Engan & Co., bookbinders, St. Louis,

Mo. , hav$ dissolved partnership. The business

is continued by Henry Engan.

The Sunday Critic, Wilmington, Del., after a
brief existence of four months, ceased publica-

tion on April 20, with its outfit under attach-

ment.

J. F. Hitchcock, late of the Holyoke Envelope
Company, has accepted a position with the

Whiting Paper Company, and will call on his

friends in the near future, and will show a new
line of "Standard" eighths and quarter-ream
goods. The trade are invited to keep their

orders in reserve until they see Mr. Hitchcock.

Tuttle & Co., publishers, printers, booksellers

and stationers, 11 Centre street, Rutland, Vt.,

have organized into a stock company, to be
known as " The Tuttle Company." It is a close

corporation, as only the old partners of Tuttle

& Co. are stockholders, with Harley C. Tuttle,

president ; Egbert C. Tuttle, treasurer, and
Fred. G. Tuttle as secretary. They have a paid-

up cash capital of 139,000, with a charter for

$60,000, to which sum the capital will be gradu-

ally increased, as their requirements demand.
There will be no change in the make-up or man-
agement of the house.

NORTHWESTERN COMMERCIAL AS-
SOCIATION.

A meeting was held in Minneapolis, Minn., on
the 19th inst., for the purpose of organizing an
association for merchant travelers to be called

the Northwestern Commercial Association. The
constitution and by-laws having been prepared,

a number present subscribed their names to it.

The organization is to be incorporated. The
object of the association, as set forth in the ar-

ticles of incorporation, is declared to be to " aid

the family, heirs and legatees of deceased mem-
bers, by collecting from the surviving members,
whenever a member dies, such sum of money as

may be determined by the by-laws." The as-

sessments shall be graded according to the age,

as follows :

18 to 3n years $2.00
3010 35 years.. d.05
35 to 40 years 2. 50
40 to 45 years 2 75
45 to 50 years 8 00
50 to 55 years 4 00

The amount paid to beneficiaries shall not in

any case exceed $5,000. All jobbers, retailers

and their employes in the following territory are

eligible to membership : Minnesota, Iowa, Wis-

consin, Dakota, Nebraska, Montana, Wyominp,
Idaho, Oregon, Washington Territory. W. C.

Corbet was elected president ; D. B. Finch, Sc.

Paul, first vice-president ; George H. Wendell,

secretary and treasurer.

NONPAREIL PENS
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-^-

Send, for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KIHG & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS. .

ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & lOl "William Street, Ne-w York.

"Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER ^ITAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. C^a^^sr-V

SS* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.
f a ^ «—* o- ^- S^end for Samples.RICE <Sc CO.

(COBPOKATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of «10 per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago. HI.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 893 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago. 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., .Jbston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO.. 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent DaUy Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P , & CO.. Chicago, IU.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman St.. N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR. THOS.. & CO.. 181 William st.. N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS. lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcexier. Ma°B.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 WiUiam St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES. 609 Chestnut st.. Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKTT.
, PHILIP, 155 William st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E. 22d St., N. Y

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersvUle, HI.

SHRIVER, T., & CO.. 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATTTTM SAMUEL C. & CO.. Cincinnati. O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8tc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO.. Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St.. N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

r.TPMAK
, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St., Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,

5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price

List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;

mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Cum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX, A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, m.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern ofiBce,

28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S.. Jr., 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St., N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St.. Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buftalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettino".

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.. 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane st., N. Y.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.
,

ROGERS, L. H.,

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO.. 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER, 110 WlUiam st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St., Boston, MassJ

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cheriy St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,'

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

'

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St.. Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. sn6 Broadwar. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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• ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and 12 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVERTISING CARDS AND NOTELTIESk New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW VORK.
CHICAGO : 156 & 158 MO^TROE STREET. BOSTON : 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SdUARE, MASS.

JOHN PSTRIE:, Jr^
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

— DEPOT FOR

J^. B. F-PtElSrOH: OOFYIKTO- IISTKS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PliAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Bound Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

lapmed Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^^Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. B.cmiilton, Ohio.

BARGAINS
IN VALENTINES
AN D EASTER CARDS

100,000 Cards from all the Celebrated Publisliers, PRANG, WARD and others,

Plain, 1-2 Cent to 2 Cents Each. Fringed, $5.00 per Hundred.
Extra Large, Fringed, $10,00 per Hundred.

^ Send for $5.00 Assorted Sample Lot H. H. CARTER, 3 BeaCOn St., BoStOn.

CUT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^** Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application,

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

«

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

APPARATUS FOR FEEDING SHEETS OF
PAPER.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

This Invention has for its object the produc-
tion of an efficient apparatus by which to auto-

matically feed sheets of paper singly from a
pile to another place where it is desired to usa
them, and is said to be especially adapted to au-
tomatically place thin sheets of paper between
printed cards or sheets as delivered from a lith-

ographic press of usual construction; but it will

be understood that the mechanism may be used
in other places and for other purposes, as, for

instance, to feed sheets of paper to a press.

The apparatus consists of mechanism for sup-

porting the pile of sheets, picking'up mechan-
ism to lift sheets singly, and feeding mechan-
ism to take each sheet from the picking-up

mechanism, carry the same forward, and dis-

charge or drop it.

The supporting mechanism for the pile- of
sheets consists of a bed on which the pile of
sheets rests, means to raise and lower the bed as

each sheet is picked up, and means to adjust the

bed automatically to the decreasing thickness

of the pile of sheets.

The picking-up mechanism includes two or
more suction tubes connected by suitable pipes

with a suitable exhaust chamber or air pump,
and a valve between the suction tubes and ex-

haust 'chamber or air pump, to permit the top
sheet of the pile to be retained in contact with
or to be held by the tubes, as may be desired.

The feeding mechanism includes two pairs of

nippers—one for each edge of the sheet near its

leading end—a carriage to move the nippers

forward, and means to open and close the nip-

pers so that they grasp and release each sheet

at the proper times. When the carriage arrives-

at its forward position, the nippers are opened
automatically to discharge the sheet held by
them, and they are then locked and held open
as the carriage is moved back, during which
times the supporting table for the pile of sheets

is raised to place the uppermost sheet of the

pile against the ends of the suction tubes of

the picking-up mechanism, aad the valves be-

tween the tubes and the exhaust chamber or air

pump is then opened, causing the uppermost
sheet to adhere to the tubes, from which
the air is then exhausted, and the table

and pile of sheets descend, leaving the

sheet held by the tubes. The open nip-

pers, in their backward travel, pass over
the end of the sheet thus held by the tubes of

the picking-up mechanism above the pile of

sheets, and, having reached a position opposite

the tubes, are closed upon the opposite edges of

the sheet of paper held by the tubes, and the

valve between the tubes and the exhausted re-

ceiver or air pump is then closed, so that the

tubes cease to hold the sheet. The nippers,

having been closed upon the sheet, are moved
forward, and, reaching their forward posi-

tion, are opened automatically to discharge

the sheet held by them on a suitable table, or
on another sheet at the top of a pile of sheets.

If the apparatus is to be employed to place thin

sheets of paper in succession between printed

sheets or cards as they are delivered from a
lithographic or other press, the apparatus will

be located at the rear side of the press, so that

the nippers may travel forward over the de-

livery-table of the press.

Fire! Fire! Fire 1

1

For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
158 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK,
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DSVOTKD TO THB INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies . - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THUBSDAY, APRIL 24, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to fee a medium of informati&n

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in aU cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accoimts of move-

ments abroad wiU also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

74 Ddane Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office ; Joseph Haumttt, General Man-
ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office^ F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheslde \^ Y^^^ ^^""^ Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghon? and Genoa, Italy.

T TT J- D,,,™, J
Amsterdaia, Holland, and

J. H. de Bussy
-j ^^^ DnUib. East Indies.

Tnhn rfn„iLn .!
Melbourne, Sydney, andJohn Hogan

-j Adelaide. Australia.
B. T. Wheeler Dimedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. Q. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Eio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chill.

Jo86 A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Qrauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curajoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin Q. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum | ^aSd^"'
^^^'^*''' ^'

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes ] ^c^S^"'^'''
^"^'^

dubscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
Information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
raapondente of the source of their iDformation.

We are in the midst of confusion, and
whatever shortcomings may be charged

against us by our readers must be attrib-

uted to the fact that we ar& moving. On
and after May 1 our publication ofl5ce, edi-

torial rooms and printing establishment

will be located at 126 and 128 Duane street,

southwest corner of Duane and Church
streets, where' the Lockwood Press will

have twice the space that it now occupies,

and will utilise three floors, 48 feet wide by
110 feet deep. This change is enforced by
the increasing demands of business, and it

will be e£fected without a moment's in-

termission or suspension of work. The
Stationer will appear, as usual, on time.

The publication of the 1884 edition of Lock-

wood's Directory of the paper and station-

ery trades has been delayed by the cramped
condition of the printing office and the

changes which are being effected, but it

will probably be ready for subscribers with-

in the next two weeks.

A BILL has been introduced in the House
of Representatives providing that any cor-

poration or officer of a State or municipal

government interfering with commercial

;
travelers should be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and be liable to indictment be-

fore a United States Grand Jury in the dis-

trict in which the interference occurred,

and upon conviction, to pay not exceeding

$100 fine, or be imprisoned three months,

or both. The Committee on Manufactures,

to which the bill was referred, reports that

the laws of the several States imposing

taxes on commercial travelers are in e£fect

taxes upon the people of other States seek-

ing to extend trade between the States
;

that they are passed in the interest of local

jobbers and unscrupulous informers, and
(are not for the purpose of raising revenue for

Ithe States, and that they are in direct conflict

with the Constitution of the United States.

The committee also finds that several of

the States, notwithstanding their laws

have been pronounced unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court of the United States,

continue to enforce their fines, penalties

and taxes, relying upon the belief that the

trouble and costs of redress through the

courts will protect them from the law. As
these cases, when carried to the Supreme
Court, take three years of time and at

least $1,000 in money to defend, it can be

seen at once why business houses submit to

the imposition. The committee is, there-

fore, of opinion that Congressional action

is necessary, and that the bill is a step in

the right direction, in order that the com-
merce between the States may not be re-

stricted and the citizens of the several

States debarred from the exercise of that

freedom guaranteed them by the Con-

stitution. We concur in these conclusions

of the committee, for they are such as we
have always proclaimed to be our opinions.

If license fees are necessary as a source of

municipal revenue, they should be required

of the local dealer as well as of the visiting

salesman ; but we do not think that this is

either necessary or wise. We are sure that

the trade generally will recognize the jus-

tice of this act of Congressional interven-

tion, even if itshall seem to be adverse to

their interests; but the fact is that they

are called upon in one way or another to

make good, in the long run, the license

fees exacted of traveling salesmen.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Teade Lounger.

The trade may not be generally aware
that for some time quite a business has been

done by a set of scamps in counterfeiting the

inks of well- knovtrn manufacturers. These par-

ties buy up empty bottles, the labels of which

have not been destroyed ; they then refill the

bottles with a counterfeit ink and sell the ink

thus put up to the trade at a price far below the

cost of the genuine article. Dealers have been

known to buy this ink with a knowledge of its

spurious character, and palm it oS on their cus-

tomeirs as genuine.

A short time ago a party was arrested in

Philadelphia for counterfeiting inks and is now
under sentence ; and the dealers who bought
inks from him are being prosecuted for damages
by the firm whose inks were counterfeited. I

was reminded of this matter the other day
when I learned that a leading Boston manufac-
turer lately bad six dozen bottles of ink re-

turned to bim by parties who claimed that it

was not up to the standard. The seal of each

bottle did not bear the stamp of the firm and it

was quickly discovered that the inks were coun-

terfeit. Buyers, in ordering inks, should get

them from reliable makers, and retail buyers

should always scrutinize the seal to see that the

ink sold to them is what it is represented to be.

* * * *

Among the very pretty designs in ink-

stands and writing-sets are those of olive wood
with single and double cut-glass ink-bottles and
pen-brush in nickel and gilt mounts. They
come in a variety of styles, one series having_

grotesque hand-cut rabbits, pigs and other ani-j

mals. In brass, there are single and doublei

stands with pen-tray, painted with leaf designs

in black. Another stand with large cut-glass

ink has a boar in brass with the hog's bristles as

a pen-brush.
;js ^ ^ ^

A novelty in clocks is in the form of a
horseshoe ornamented with a fox's head and
crossed whips at the top. It is made of bronze,

nickel or hammered oxidized silver. Goods
of this kind are of English make.

* * * *

A pocket pen holder and ink reservoir

combined has recently been introduced. Its

reservoir works on the principle of the syphon,

and the holder will work with any steel, gold or

other pen, and can be filled with any fluid ink.

Odd designs in candlesticks seem to be in

demand nowadays. A late novelty consists of a

candlestick made of iron and bronze. The iron

is forged with a neat surface, and gives an artis-

tic appearance in conjunction with the bright

surface of the bronze. The design, too, is very

novel. Iron and bronze spill bowls are also now
made in odd designs.

* * * *

Frames for pictures now come in brass,

richly enchased and highly ornamented. These
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frames hare easel attachments, and are very

pretty. * * * *

Mr. Hastings, of the firm of Wilbur &
Hastings, who has suflEered for some time from

an attack of erysipelas of the eyes, has been

obliged to succumb temporarily, and is now
confined to his residence. It was only because

of sheer pluck that he was not laid up before.

-P -I- •(• '1'

Edward Ellis, well known among the

book trade, formerly member of the Board of

Education, of Trenton, N. J., has been elected

superintendent of that body. Mr. Ellis is an
author of some note and a man of fine attain-

ments, and he deserves his promotion.

The Treasury Department decided this

week that paper-bags are dutiable at 15 per

cent, ad valorem as a manufacture of paper,

and not at 40 per cent, as for bags composed
wholly or in part of flax, hemp, jute, gunny
cloth or other material.,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. & W. want to know who import Blanzy, Poure et

Cie pens, and if they can be found iu New York.

An%.— A.11 leading numbers are imported by
Henry Bainbridge & Co., New Yorkaad Edward
Kingston, No. 48 John street imports No. 801.

Sub. asks : Who makes or controls fixtures for un-

perforated toilet-paper?

Ans.—Union Cabinet and Paper Company,
Moulton & (loodwin, agents, 114 Milk street,

Boston, Mass. ; J. S. Shannon, Chicago, 111.

;

Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper Company,
Albany, N. Y.

H. & Co. ask for address of manufacturer of Lam-
bie's dictionary holder.

Ans.—R. S. Lambie, 103 Fourth avenue. New
York, for whom French & Cnoate, 4 Bond street,

are the sole agents.

F. & C. want address ot manufacturer of Dovell's

inks.

Ans.—Lewis Dovell, Newark^ N. J.

K. & M. want to know where to find W. E. Bradner.

formerly of Newark, N. J.

Ans —We believe that he is still to be found
at 55 Railroad avenue, Newark, N. J.

W. & K. are informed that there was an error

in printing the name of the manufacturer of

the Duplex letter-clip. It should be H. B. This-

tle, 761 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,
a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
H. Eidner (E.) $5,000

G. W. Hill 500

Hooker, Knox & Tuttle (R.) 1,000

F. 0. 0'Connell. 350

William Pagan, Jr 500

J. A. Parks (R.) 1,500

W. L. Harman 250

Orr & Sumner 2,500

JohnC. Stockwell 2,000

W. Wilson (R.) 626

EASTERN STATES.
H. T. Reed, Boston, Mass 315

I.J. Gibhouse & Co. , Springfield, Mass 500

Homer & Co., Boston, Mass 300

William Kelloway (B, S.) 200

Loughlin & McLaughlin, Boston, Mass 735

Daniel O'Loughlin, Boston, Mass., Catholic
Herald 500

George E. Todd, Boston, Mass 2,000
K. H. Pedrick, Lynn, Mass., National Adver-

tising Eovelope Company 300
Nathan H. Twist, Lynn, Mass : 50

MIDDLE STATES.
Robert Iredell, Jr., AUentown, Pa. (Real) 2,500

Bering & Shriver, Harrisburg, Pa 491

E. McElroy, Quakertown, Pa 400

John G. StaufCer, Quakertown, Pa 1,000

Abbey & Gee, Newark, N. J 396

Robert L. Nelson, Newark, N.J 500

David Shaw, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 4,000

Albert B. Tack, Harrisburg, Pa 1 ,000

B. R. Witmer, Millersville, Pa 1,200

Mining Herald Company (Limited), Shenan-

doah, Pa. (Real) 6,600

WESTERN STATES.
L. G. Burrows, Lanark, III 300

O. W. Booth, Bay City, Mich 2,000

New York Music Company, East Saginaw,

Mich 625

S. S. Van Beuren, Omaha, Neb 58

Whitehorn & Dellinger, Scribner, Neb 155

Charles F. Doegen, Cincinnati, Ohio (Real)— 700

G. W. Powell, Columbus, Ohio 617

John D. Mortimer (Mortimer & Co.), Portland,

Ore. (B. S.) 500

S. W. Baltell, Quincy, 111. (foreclosed)

Indianapolis Times Company, Indianapolis,

Ind... 2,500

Bishop Brothers Printing Company, Burling-

ton, la 10,500

G. C. Regan, Waterloo, la. (B S.) 300

T. T. Bacheller, MiiJneapolis, Minn., Minne-
apolis Weekly 335

A. C. Veritz, St. Paul, Minn 340

SOUTHERN STATES.
Henrv Engan, St. Louis, Mo 2,000

TERRITORIES.
S. Heath, Spokane Falls, W. T. (Real) 300

STEREOTYPE PLATE.

This is an invention applicable to stereotype-

plates for the printing of newspapers or other

columned matter, which it is frequently desired

to transpose by columns or parts of columns, or

wherein substitution of column for column has

frequently to be made, and wherein it is desira-

ble to make such changes, transpositions and
substitutions without removing the forms from
the press, and particularly without unlocking

the forms or otherwise materially disturbing

them.

The object is to provide a type-high plate of

columned stereotype matter having grooves

with transverse ribs under the column-rules, so

that the plate may be the more easily subdi-

vided, and the parts when brought together the

more easily and securely fastened in the form.

The page-plate is made with the anterior

grooves, as described, by providing the lid or

cover of the casting-box with longitudinal ribs,

in the position and of the size and shape of the

desired grooves; and at the points at which the

cross-necks or bridges are wanted these ribs are

cut away. For the purpose of causing the

metal to relieve easily from these ribs, they are

made slightly wedge-shaped, and corners and
edges are slightly rounded, or at least blunted, as

sharp angles in the pattern do not relieve easily

from the metal. In use such columns as are to

be transposed are sawed out from the page, the

saw cutting out the stereotyped column-rule as

originally cast directly oyer the rift through

which the saw ruos. The saw-cut edges of the

columns are then dressed to remove the rough-

ness left by the saw, the amount of metal taken

out by both processes—sawing and dressing—be-

ing precisely equivalent in thickness to the inde-

pendent columo-rules, which replace it in the

form made up with the divided columns. It

will be seen that when full columns are set the

cross-cut end of the necks or bridges of adja-

cent columns will abut against the column-rule

directly opposite each other, and will so bind

the column-rule securely between them and

brace the columns in such manner as to prevei.t

them from bulging upward. If fractional col-

umns are used, so cut/that when set together in

the form these cross-cut ends of the neck of

metal do not abut against the column-rule at

points directly opposite, they will, nevertheless,

serve to prevent any bulging of the page, since,

the bridges being cast not more than six inches
apart, the greatest distance by which any two
opposite bridges could be separated in any man-
ner of subdividing the columns would be three
inches, and inasmuch as the column-rule is se-

curely bound all along the upper edge, its own
stiffness is sufficient to afford the necessary
bracing.

It is evident that the same method may be
employed when transverse subdivisions are to
be made.

Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, April 23, 1884. I

TME MONET MARKET.—The money mar-
ket continues to rule easy, and borrowers on call are

still able to supply their wants at IJ^ per cent, on
Government bonds and l'K@2 per cent, on other

securities and time loans have been made at 3}4@4
per cent. The latter have been in rather more re-

quest, with lenders still disposed to scrutinize closely.

Prime commercial paper 4@5i^ per cent, discount.

The stock market has presented no new feature.

Speculation has been moderately active and prices
are again a shade lower, and the market left off
last evening barely steady. Railroad bonds have
been in moderate request and ruled strong. Govern-
ment bonds a trifle lower for 4i^'s and 3's. State
bonds neglected. Foreign exchange has ruled strong
but quiet.

THE PAPER MARKET.—Genersil business

does not make the progress expected at this time of

the year, and in fact there is scarcely a single line of

trade whose aggregate is not below what is consid-

ered the average. This is due in a great measure to

the backwardness of the spring weather. That an
improvement has not been experienced sooner is no
doubt a disappointment to many who confidently

counted upon the spring months as likely to bring

about a better condition of things, but there is no

cause for discouragement or despondency in view of

the fairly prosperous condition of the country. As
contrasted with some other lines, the paper trade

presents some very favorable features, notwithstand-

ing the comparatively moderate demand, small mar-

gins and the keen competition. Except for the lack

of confidence, which has been a feature among the

trade and an incentive to more conservatism in the

extension of credits, in view of the number of fail-

ures during the past few months, the outlook pre-

sents many hopeful signs, and although the waiting

for more prosperous times may become tedious and
somewhat discouraging, it is satisfactory to know
that the improvement when it comes will undoubt-
edly rest upon a sound and healthy foundation. Re- -

specting prices, the only change we hear of is ah
advance of 2c. per reanm on the small sizes of straw
wrappings, equal to about 8 per cent, all through,
heavy paper on the basis ot weight having been put
up to $1.90 per 1,000 pounds.

THE STATIONER T MARKET. -While there

has not been a high degree of activity in trade dur-

ring the past few days, there is more steadiness

shown, and the demand generally for staple goods

is quite fair. There has been an encouraging influx

in town of out-of-town dealers, while local dealers

also report more steadiness in the receipt of orders

by mail. The trade in spring goods is very fair, and
enterprising dealers have no reason to complain.

The blank-book and envelope trade is moving slowly

with, perhaps, a slight improvement. Dealers are

ordering with less reluctance than a few weeks ago,

and the indications are, if anything, more encourag-

ing. The trade in cards, of course, is over, with the

exception of birthday cards, for which there con-

tinues to be a fair demand. There is quite a healthy

movement in fine stationery, the demand being

mostly for fancy papers, and the best qualities of
linens and parchments. The novelties iu papeteries
thus far introduced this season are decidedly pretty
and tastefully gotten up, while at the same time they
are remiarkably low in price. There is a falling off
in the trade in steel pens, but dealers report quite a
steady call for inks, for which there is a good export
request.
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CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

i^mw Tomm aiT^f

.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF® LACE
^^Send for Catalogue,

-^

TOILET PAPER The Most Complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Boands arb:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, . $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witcli Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will man sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

H^' Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S lAR.
Size 5x7,

$11 per Case,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because aU litter of

scraps i6 avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No. 46 West Broadway, HEW YORK.

FRANCIS H. LOSS, JR.,
Direct Importer,

Artistic Swiss Wooii Mm.
NOVELTIBS FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

THE SWISS CHALET.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning

^ No. 46 Murray Street, New York.

KEUFFEL & ESSER,

aS-^m^,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

'' standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

GEOSVENOfi, CEATEB k CO..

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

T^ Superfine Hand-made TTJ^ WRITING, ^
J^ DRAWING J^

AND ^^p Account Book Papers. f>

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, toft- ^^^

dried and Machine-dried r^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl. ^^ Printings, Cliarts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale an d Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Whatman, Joynson, Hollingwortb,
Tnmer, and other noted brands.

R. A. ROSSES & CO.,

IDA.-5rT03Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

M <^ IM 4 4 ^. ^ iiim^,^imLimU^

uuliui ^ ilitQQilrlli
— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

•AND-

Eyeleting Machines.
E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.

'M!
DIMRCS^^il'D^I

KSTABLISHED ELEVEN TEARS.

130 I.a Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

' Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUE GOLD ANB
BRONZE MEDALS for Surveying, Engineering and Drawing Materials,

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPTJI.tY SOtlCITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUtO, BBAZII..
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HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO.
•HOI^YOKB, MASS., U. S. A.-^

MANUFACTURERS OF

-$»^»-

Bronzes, Imitation Bronzes, Minton Tiles in Oak, Maliog^any and

JAMES T. ABBE, Pres't. Plush Mountings. GEO. N. TYNER, Treas.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size i^-s2% retail at 50 cents each.
" 6^x3J4 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN >& CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-'- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDEJ^XjEHS
-IN-

Isfekje^fWiltlag Fapoie

fHE SXTVSZiOFSS and "nrilZTZlTG FJLFEnS
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsiirpassod in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

laiBBIR TYPE PRINT1K8 OUTFIT

[CEnlHAL euSIMESS HAND PBIHTINO

[
AunxakC AHo GuaA.«

I unnn. m cvcRy sronr or orncE.

Contains 300 letters, figures,
&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
cf nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line
Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHBAPEST and BEST outflt for

k hand printing. Price, S2.SO;
per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking L.lnen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for m irking linens. No other
cheap outflt made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, igtl.OO ; per
doz«n. S<.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

'SELF-SUPPLYING

,

STAMP PAD.

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prif-es,

29i X 4!^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and S5.

OBITUARY.

Alvin J. Johnson.

Alvin J. Johnson, the publisher, died on April

23, at his home, No. 9 East Sixty-fourth street,

New York, of Bright's disease. He was born in

Wallingford, Rutland County, Vt.,on Septem-
ber 33, 1837, and was the eldest of twelve

children. After working on the faro) until the

age of sixteen he went to school at Black River
Academy, at Ludlow, Vt., and the next winter

taught school. Mr. Johnson, in 1853, became a
canvasser for C. C. Colton's atlas, and after the

panic of 1857 succeeded to the business. He
brought out Johnson's "Family Geography,')

with Guyot's " Physical Geography," and 160,-

000 copies were sold. Mr. Johnson published

Dr. West's "Analysis of the Bible," which was
reconstructed by the Rev. Dr. R. D. Hitchcock,

and over 435,000 copies of the work were
printed. "Johnson's Encyclopaedia" was pro-

(fuced at the suggestion of Horace Greeley, and
the work, in four volumes, selling at first for

$51, cost $350,000 for its publication. Mr. John-

son amassed a fortune estimated at $1,000,000.

He was a member of the late Dr. Chapin's

church, and was an intimate friend of Horace
Greeley. He leaves a widow, u son, and two
daughters.

Edward O. Jenkins.

Edward O. Jenkins, the publisher, died of

pleuro-pneumonia at his residence, No. 137 West
Forty-fourth street, New York, on April 20.

He bad been ill about a week. Mr. Jenkins was
born in Abergavenny, Wales, September 18,

1817. His father, John Jenkins, came to this

country in 1820, and settled in this city. Ed-
ward entered the printing-office of the New
York Evangelist,a,s an apprentice, in 1833. After

learning the printer's trade he entered the em-
ploy of S. W. Benedict, one of the leading prin-

ters at that time, and became the manager of

the establishment. In 1844 he began business as

a printer on his own account at No. 114 Duane
street. He published the American Review,

conducted by George H. Corbin, the American
edition of Blackwood, and many law reports,

and rapidly acquired an extensive business. He
removed into more commodious quarters, in

Frankfort street, in 1858, but his establishment

was soon afterward destroyed by fire. He next

purchased the printing establishment of Bil-

lings Brothers, 20 North William street, which

he conducted until his death.

Mr. Jenkins was an ardent Republican in poli-

tics, but persistently declined to accept nomina-

tion for office, and particularly disliked the use

of the " machine" in politics. He was a mem-
ber of the Board of Education in 1873 and 1873,

and manifested a deep interest in the cause of

education. He became a member of the Rlv-

ington Street Presbyterian Church at an early

age, and remained in that congregation some
time after its removal to Second avenue and
Fourteenth street. Subsequently he transferred

his membership to the West Presbyterian

Church, of which the Rev. Dr. Thomas S. Hast-

ings is pastor, in West Forty-second street.

Mr. Jenkins leaves a widow, three sons and

three daughters. The funeral will take place

from the West Presbyterian Church to-morrow

at 3:30 P.M.

Calvin Whiting.

Calvin Whiting, superintendent of the Massa-

soit Mills, Holyoke, Mass., died of pneumonia

on Thursday, April 17, at his home on Pleasant

street, that city. He has been in broken health

since January 3, when he bad a slight apoplec-
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tic attack. He was a veteran among the prac-

tical paper makers, haxing been in the service

as superintendent since 1850, when he took that

position at D. & J. Ames' mill at Chicopee Falls.

He was engaged by the Greenleaf & Taylor

Manufacturing Company in 1853 to oversee the

building of their mill at Huntington, the Ches-

ter factories. He remained there till 1867,

when he went to West Cummington, and then

to Philadelphia, and has been" connected with

the South Holyoke Company and the Massasoit

Company since 1871. Mr. Whiting was a native

of Amherst, where he was a.- tanner, and was

for some years a clerk for the Connecticut River

Railroad Company in this city. He was a mem-
ber of the Episcopal Church, of steadfast honor

and integrity in every relation of life. He
leaves a widow, a son and two daughters.

METHOD OF MAKING LITHOGRAPHIC
PRINTING-PLATES.

This has reference to an improved method of

making lithographic printing-plates by moisten-

ing the surface of the metal foundation plate

with a saturated solution of bicarbonate of lime,

then heating the plate so as to evaporate the

solution, and repeating these steps until a coat-

ing or deposit of bicarbonate of lime is ob-

tained on the plate, so that the same can be

used in the same manner as a lithographic stone.

In carrying out this invention a saturated

solution of bicarbonate of lime is first prepared,

which is obtained by dissolving hydrate of lime

in water and then introducing carbonic acid

into the solution until it has an acid reaction.

In this manner a saturated solution of bi-car-

bonate of lime is obtained, which forms a clear

liquid, that is then drawn from the remaining

undissolved hydrate of lime. A carefully

cleaned foundation-plate of metal is next moist-

ened on its surface with this solution, preferably

by applying the solution in the form of a spray

by means of an atomizer. The metal plate is next

slowly heated, but only to such a temperature

that the formation of spheroidal drops thereon is

avoided. By the heat the water of the solution

is evaporated and the lime contained in it is de-

posited on the surface of the plate. The moist-

ening of the metal surface and the evaporation

of the solution are continued at proper intervals

until a firmly adhering deposit of lime is ob-

tained on the plate, which deposit possesses all

the properties of the lithographic stone, and
which can be used as a substitute for the lith-

ographic stones heretofore employed, either for

transfer-work or for direct work or by engrav-

ing thereon.

The prints are made in the same manner as in

lithographic printing, prints of a high degree of

perfection being said to be obtained from the

plafe.

yyTARRmoTojif

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 AlO/North Fifth St, Philadelphia, Pa.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLAXK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

I

THIS MACHINE WILL
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Form different size backs without changing the

Machine.
Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, BootBioders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 51 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L. BROWN FAFER mm,
.A.D.A.1MES. ]M[.A.SSACXXXTSE:TTS, XJ. S. .A..

- Manufacturers of First-Cleiss -< ^

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
->^ WHICH WILL STAKB THE SE7ESEST TESTS OF ESASUBS AITS SE-WSITIITGt

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual stren^rth and 'beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,
Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.
No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no

pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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AMERICAN MANUFACTURES IN EUROPE.
The undersigned devote their sole attention to the introduction and sale in GREAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whether patented or otherwise. Print eTs', Book-Binders' and Stationers'
Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. REFERENCES GIVEN.

LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
]Vo. 39 DETT STREET,

NEW YORK.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E. C,

LONDON, ENG.

LETTEB.IMOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Staods, ffater lubs,

•^f &c., &c.,

g.. All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

LP SAMUEL C. TATUM & CO,,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAYIN6

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices and Samples of 16 Styles of Engraving Sent on Application.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street. PHILADELPHIA.

WARRANTED.-WALKE'S FLEXIBLE FOUNTAIN PEN.
Patented Dec. 14, 'SO, and March 27. '83, by H. A. Walk?;.

We warrant our pens and wilL refund price paid us for any pen not entirely satisfactory after ten days
trial. Our fountain holders are made of the best hard rubber. Absolutely certain in flow and action. We
make, for use in these holders, different styles 16 karat gold pens, diamond pointed. Also, cheap pens of

iridium and silver.diamond pointed,and various styles of superior steel pens, gold plated ; all of which are
perfect as fountain, or dipping pens. Used and approved in everr civilized country in the world. Des-
criptive price-list and terms free. Address, The VVALKE PEi\ M'F'G CO., Hamilton, Ohio, U.S.A.

irmMB & ©/A'Y
—o-^ OFFBH ^.<>—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWEK PKIOES TH4N SUOH GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OPFERED.

$W Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON-.

JAMES D. WHITMORE &. COMPANY,
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN EVERY VARIETY OF

41, 43 & 45 Beekman Street, and 166 'William Street, New York.

A complete line in all the various tints of fine, superfine, and extra superfine papers always
carried in stock. Sole proprietors of the celebrated original Turkey Linen brand of papers, equal to the
best linen paper made. All the latest novelties in fancy writing papers, such as Alligator, Hammered, Silver,

Watered, Morocco, Gros Grain, Pomona, Persian, Birch Bark. Celestial, Apple Gray, Winter Sky, &c.. For-
eign and Domestic Ragged Edge paper. Envelopes and Card Board.

A special feature is made of Mourning Papers, Cards and Envelopes, prices of which are the low-
est in the country, for same quality of work. Full and complete Unes of white and tinted Bristols for

wedding work always carried in stock. An elegant line of the latest specialties in Bronze, Colored and
Hand-Painted Papeti ies and Cnrd Cabinets. Also a very large line of iitliographed Designs.

We make a specialty of fine Plate Printing for the Trade, and samples of work and estimates
will be Furnished on Application. We have just prepared for the use of the trade, Sample Books
containing the leading lines of papers which we sell, and will forward copies on application. Sole Agents
for the Stoakes Automatic Shading Pen.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For THE Week Ended April 18, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers.

Engravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

403 818,379

210 6,582

Zi 7,005

88 2,696

84 4,175

260 24,722

4 ."1,781

24 2,061

1,044 8101,341

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
Fob the Week Ended April 22, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs..

Paper, cases..

Books, cases.,

Stat.onery

Totals

15,230 $2,662

461 8,413

333 7,181

139 13,232

180 19,814

16,343 $51,302

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From April 15 to April 22, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 13; to United States

of Colombia, 3; to Hamburg, 2; to London, 2; to

Bremen, 6; to Central America, 23; to New Zealand,

13; to British Australasia, 31; to Nova Scotia,!; to

Havre, 4; to Liberia, 13; to Mexico, 16; to Vene-
zuela, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 5 pkgs., 3 cs. ; to British

West Indies, 2,780 rms., 35 pkgs.; to Cuba, 7,400 rms.,

1 cs., 29 pkgs.; to United States of Colombia, 35

pkgs.; to Mexico, 1,000 rms., 26 pkgs.; to Hamburg,
20 cs. ; to Glasgow, 10 cs. ; to Porto Rico, 2,000 rms.,

201 pkgs. ; to London, 238 cs., 49 pkgs. ; to Havre, 22

cs.; to Central America, 19 pkgs., 1 cs. ; to Brazil,

1,480 rms., 6 pkgs. ; to Hayti, 2 pkgs.; to Bremen, 4

cs.; to British Australasia, 8; to British Guiana, 500

rms., 12 cs.; to Nova Scotia, 1 cs. ; to Uruguay, 13

cs. ; to Santo Domingo, 70 rms. ; to Venezuela, 54

pkgs. ; to Argentine Republic, 6 cs. ; to Genoa, 4 cs. ,

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 39; to United

States of Colombia, 10; to Hamburg, 17; to Havre, 3;

to Bremen, 3; to London, 11; to Cuba, 15; to Dutch
West Indies, 1; to New Zealand, 5; to British Aus-
tralasia, 42; to Liberia, 3; to Mexico, 9; to Santo Do-

mingo, 5; to Venezuela, 2; to Brazil, 2; to Central

America, 6; to Hayti, 2.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Mexico, 27; to British

West Indies, 142; to Central America, 32; to United

States of Colombia, 42; to Bremen, 12; to Hamburg,
38; to Gibraltar, 250; to British Australasia, 25; to

Newfoundland, 25; to Nova Scotia, 1; to Liberia, 50;

to Venezuela, 40; to Brazil, 234.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 11; to Mexico, 16; to Bremen,

15; to London, 2 ; to British Australasia, 17; to

Santo Domingo, 10; to Venezuela, 5; to Brazil, 81; to

Cuba, 1.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Bremen, 1; to

New Zealand, 1 ; to Mexico, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Hamburg, 54; to London, 2; to

New Zealand, 35; to Cuba, 4; to Santo Domingo, 5.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,

4; to Mexico, 4; to Hamburg, 1; to British Austra-

lasia, 5; to Cuba, 1; to Santo Domingo, 1.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 2;

to British Australasia, 17; to Cuba, 5 ; to Nova

Scotia, 166.

LETTER-FILES, cases, to London, 80.
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HAMMOCKS, packages, to London, 8.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 1; to Uru-

guay, 1.

POCKET-BOOKS, cases, to Central America, 1.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Vene-

zuela, 1.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Hamburg, 4; to Mexico,

2; to Central America, 1.

ALBUMS, cases, to London, 1.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to British Australasia, 1.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPEK.

From April 15 to April 2i, 1884.

Kinney Tobacco Company, Labrador, Havre, 18 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, by same, 2 cs.

C. H. George, by same, 3 cs.

J. Kimball, by same, 2 cs.

Yates & Co., by same, 1 cs.

0. T. Raynolds, by same, 2 cs.

C. B. Richards & Brothers, Bohemia, Hamburg,
12 cs.

Hymann Brothers, by same, 6 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 4 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Georgia, Glasgow, 2 cs.

G. S. McKlbben, Denmark, London, 15 bs.

C. H. George, Gallia, Liverpool, 5 cs. hangings.

A. Chatain, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

W. O. Smith, by same, 1 cs.

G. A. & C. Meyer, Belgenland, Antwerp, 13 cs.

E. G. SuUman, by same, 2 cs.

L. De Jonge* Co., by same, 17 cs.

0. H. George, Aurania, Liverpool, 1 cs. hangings.

Baldwin Brothers, City of Chester, Liverpool, 4 cs.

hangings.

Eimer & Amend, Gellert, Hamburg, 3 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 9 cs.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, by same, 7 cs.

Charles Beck, by same, 2 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 3 cs.

F. Bech & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

0. MoUer & Co., by same, 1 cs. hangings.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., Westphalia, Hamburg,

7 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 13 cs.

A. Jeuter, St. Laurent, Havre, 3 cs.

Great Western Dispatch Company, by same, 7 cs.

Thomas Irwin & Son, by same, 4 cs.

Pottier & Stymus, by same, 1 cs.

C. H. George, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OP

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

^TitfesTtir'' TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as It adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with greater tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
per gross, 17.50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
Best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross, $12.

r^- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
liiqnid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

The raisbeck electrotype co.

Eleclrotypers & Slereotfpers.
24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

^"Bleotrotypes Itlounted on Wood or Metal.

ITEW YORE COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56tli Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyu^ Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

nliii General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press; Platen, 22x24.

^=^ B^ Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined; is the
Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get iiay Ifetr Catalogrue and Dlsconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacti^rer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

PJ ^

Salesroom, 84 S 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

rjil VI
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NEWSPAPERS COUNTED BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

George Rosquist, the machinist of the New
York Sun, is the inventor of an electrical ap-

paratus by which papers are counted and regis-

tered as they leave the steam presses. It is

simple and complete, and has been in successful

use on the Sun's presses for several months.

Unlike the other paper-counting apparatus now

in use, which registers the revolutions of the

cylinders whether the paper is running over

them or not, Mr. Rosquist's apparatus only

registers the actual number of impressions

made.

Oq the male cutting cylinder of the press is

fastened a bowed strip of brass about three

inches long and one inch broad. On it is a

button which connects with a bell crank, which

works a small rod connecting with a circuit

switch in a box on one of the cylinder's jour-

nals. The switch connects, by wires from a

small battery, with an electro-magnetic appa-

ratus constructed on the principle of the Morse

telegraphic instrument. The pressing of the

button works the switch, wiiich flies back to its

original position when the pressure is removed.

This works the bar on the electro-magnetic ap-

paratus, which connects with the register by a

lever. The lever moves a geared wheel, which

registers either two or four papers, depending

on the size of the press. The registers for the

double presses register as high as 999,000, and

those for the single presses register 99,000.

In order to prevent the registering of revolu-

tions of the cylinders when papers are not

printed, there is a small canal cut into the

female cutting cylinder, into which the bowed

strip of brass with its button sinks when the

canal is not covered by the paper on which the

impressions are made. The registers can be

placed at any distance from the presses. Those

used by the Sun are in the office of the superin

tendent of the paper department, on the floor

above the presses.
*-t--^

Ragged edge note paper is still a favorite

among English ladies.

IT OR. S-A. L E.

German Book and Stationery Business. Yearly

Sales $20,000. Cash price for Stock, Fixtures, Good-

will, Lease for S% years, $7,500. Low Rent. Inquire

of Mr. A. PEPP.MULLER, 31 Beekman Street, New
York.
,

»_

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

A good business opportunity for an active, ener-

getic gentleman, familiar with the Paper and

Stationery Trade, and acquainted with the leading

houses. Address EXCELSIOR, care American Sta-

tioner.

AMAKUFACTOKEK OF A FINE LINE OF
Card Novelties, would like to have a commis-

sion man traveling South to carry his line. Address

NOVELTIES, Office American Stationer.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

EDWARD POSEN A, CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal
cities. Trade List furnished on application.

^Ibm^s I Leathep Qood
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (OERMANY),

(£Stabi<ishi:d isss).

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVo. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

CAST'S^STTLOGRiLFBIC^FElT.

Ziools at TJiis.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1

No. 2. " GoldMounted i.

No. 3. Long, Plain ' 2 00

No. 4. " GoldMounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain 2.50

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3.00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.5Q

RUSSIA LEATHEE PENCII POCKET,
With Sapbty Pin Attachment.

I^etail.
hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

lold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

hold Three Pens 20 "

I

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,
No. 3 John Street, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON dE. BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.

d g &
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.,

30 to 36 Main Street, Carpentersrille, Kane Co., III.

B7 THE MZZiZiZOXTI

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

^^^•ray5c'at^r"°*n a. C. CUMNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLDDINO THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.
Medium G48, 14, ISO.
Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.
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L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MANUFACTURER OP

THZRHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CI<ABE£, Proprietor,

115 St. 117 Monroe St., opposite Havbrly's Theatre
-CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
&c., &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House In
the West. Call or write for catalogue, inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument. Takesupnomore
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Gam es. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—15c.
The trade supplied. George W.
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., TSS.Y.

CANFIfiliD " DIVIDED " (FOR-
merly "Acme") ERASER, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANBlELD
BUBBEB CO., Middletown, Cona.

"TKE BOSTOU JOBBIBJG HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«S SK- g,

°1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. §°
4 i ^ g.

PTTRTJSHER^ mani^fact^rer of RLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BBOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New Tork,

— manufacturer of—

Copying" PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

nil A MM^V RAILROAD Yellow- Best Known.
in II nla J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifinilll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER I, 1883.

THE PNEUMATIC COPYIITG PRESS.
WE take pleasure in calling the attention of

the trade to our improved Copying Press.
It has many advantages over the "Screw Press."
No separate stand is required. It can be

operated on any desk, table or chair, being
perfectly portable.
The rubber legs prevent its marring the finest

table.
One-half the time and three-quarters of the

labor saved.
The great beauty, together with the porta-

bility of the Pneumatic Press, especially adapts
it for use in handsome o£Bces and residences.
^^ Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE UNITED STATES PNEUMATIC COPYING PRESS CO.
NEW .IIA.VE:1N, CONIV. Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE COMPANY
191 Fulton Street, cor. Church Street, New Tork,

— manufacturers of -

Blackboards, Book Slates, Black Diamond Slating, Roll

Blackboards, Lapilinum (Slated Cloth) and Ivorine Sheets.

THE BEST GOODS ever made in this Country or Europe. Used by the BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the City of New York for the past thirteen years (in every Public School), also Philadelphia, Pa.,

San Francisco, Gal., Washington, D. C, Hartford, Conn., Knoxville, Tenn., Raleigh, N. (J., and hundreds of
other cities. In every Exchange in New York; all the principal Colleges, Catholic Institutions,
Academies and Private Schools. The Company guarantee to make no charge unless the goods
give satisfaction. For sale by all the leading houses throughout the United States and Canada. Patented
in the United States, England, France and Germany. ^^~ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. Send forlllus-

trated Catalogue. Manufactured only by the

N. Y. SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO., 191 Fulton Street, cor. Church St., New York City.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 BeeJcman Street, New Tork.

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.
Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-

tion. 'Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in i*i:ioes with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Buling Attended to.

ACKEKMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.
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THE HOLYOKE ENVELOPE COMPANY.

The manufacture of paper was begun in

Holyoke, Mass., about thirty years ago. It

originated like all industries in a very small

way, gradually developing, until to-day Hol-

yoke is a great paper-making centre of the

United Statfes. Not only has there been a

steady growth in the Holyoke paper-making in-

dustry of itself, but it has given birth to and
fostered other industries of nearly as great im-

portance. Among these may be mentioned the

manufacture of cardboards, envelopes and
papeteries.

In the manufacture of envelopes, the Holyoke

Envelope Company has shown marked enter-

prise since its organization in the spring of 1881.

It began with a small production of staple goods

only, but its business rapidly increased, render-

ing necessary the addition to its factory of en-

velope-making machinery and appliances of the

most modern and approved make, some of

which are of its own manufacture and inven-

tion. These additional facilities increased the

company's capacity from a few hundred to a

million envelopes a day.

From the making of ordinary envelopes the

company branched out into new enterprises,

one of which was the production of an exten-

sive line of fine papeteries. This embraces over

five hundred styles of rich and rare goods, pack-

ages, boxes and cases of every imaginable shape,

size, style and kind. In the mauufacture of its

papeteries, the company uses paper, ivory,

zylonite, leatherette, leather, satin and plushes,

and its varied productions are made up in the

most finished manner, are ornamented with rich

designs of flowers, fruit, figures, landscapes,

birds, &c. The eye tires in looking over its

mammoth collection of specimens prepared, as

it is, for presentation to an admiring public, in

full detail of both plain and elaborate attire of

fine embossed or illuminated work. There is

shown in these specimens much originality of

design and artistic genius. The line of samples

has been prepared early for the convenience of

those who wish to order for the autumn and

holiday season of 1884-5.

Another departure, which has placed the com-

pany at the head of Holyoke's industries in the

production of fine art novelties, is that of metal

work, in the shape of plaques, armors, medal-

lions, figures, flowers in bronze and imitation

bronze, brass, tile, plain and inlaid, with frames

of plush, satins and other rich fabrics. These

goods embrace a large variety of novelties now
becoming popular for interior decoration and

range in prices to suit the purses of all classes.

So extensively has the firm engaged in the devel-

opment and commercial treatment of its fine-

art department, that it has constructed a room

in its Cabot street mill manufactory, with

stained glass windows, rich carpeting and ap-

propriate drapery, for the exhibition of what it

has to present to the public in this field of en-

terprise. -
Both oblong and square paper are fashionable.

The B.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVEBY DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Dlsln St., Cor. Worttalngton.

Sprl33.g-£.slca., • • 2v£ei.ss.

Oldest Hubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Iiargest in the U, S.

JANENTZKY & V^EBER,
(FOKHERLy JANBNTZET A CO.)

MANtTFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
Art Pottery, including Plaques and Vases of various

shapes, with flowers in relief, modeled by band, in a most
artistic manner. Our collection is the largest and choicest

in the market.

I. V. 6. Glaze, for imitating the imported Limoge goods.

Barbotlne Oroanding Color and Enamel Tarnish,
for preparing and finishing the decorations.

Illustrated Price Lists furnished on application.

Sole Manufacturers of PAPIER MAOHE PLAQUES,
Plain White, Black Japanned, Ebonized, Gold Edged,

Gilt or SUvered ; PAPIER MACHE MIRROR PLAQUES ;

JANENTZKY & CO.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS, in coUapsible tubes ; OIL, WATER and
CHINA COLOR PAINTING MATERIALS of every description ; DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES ; WAX
FLOWER MATERIALS. Send for Catalogue.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

^ The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOB

PtAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNAMFN^AI,
liETTBBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

I

I

Manufactured in six differ- f A JL ,,-^,
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \ ^i TT ^^^'

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1

J ivicK w\^.
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

put up in sets containing "S

one of each kind and one J 9 ^ "
each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. \ ^i T^

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^^" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. 1>. "WHITMOKB & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WiUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHCILLOTl'S
** STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

|^~ Sample Cards, Price Lists dbc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. KENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

i

A. M. COLUNS, SON &i CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

mfd^ mud Qmi^d M©mTdm
—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-^^ESTABLISHED 1814. «§$:*-

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl tSc 103 ^•u.a.iie Street, 3:^eT7r "STorls,

manufacturers and importers op

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For Bookbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RXji^siA. j^EiA^rcH.:BiTi,, CHAIMCOIS, A.>i:ii:Rio^iv ruissia.— No. 18 Higli Street, Boston, MasSi—
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-^^^ISTEl^W" LIlsTE 0:F C_A_E,IDS I *^«-

, 82 & .84 Beekman St, New York,

•SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

"^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOW READY. i=^"

' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

yi ^Wt ^"
I "^P I ^T^ —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-

le ^J ^g tL Lm I I CLi ^5 Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
^i^^_^._a.i^^_^^.^_i.^-^.._i Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

WET%AtMER ART^^^
Retiring from business by May 1 will sell the balance of their large stock of

—=*)AT A GREAT SACRIFICE. ^^-

j^~ Will also dispose of Lease of their elegantly fitted up First rioor

and Basement of No. 36 BOIfD STBEEX.

-^ '^-
FOR -

Job ^ Printers * and * Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

ifiitii I

Flat t Papers, * Cover, t Book * and * Hews t Papers,
1^- DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMftS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

JO
- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoltDfied Flats aod Ledgers.

ThoCks, Stewart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CIlVCINIfATI, OHJo,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping _
AliSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS Fast as produced.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

cJ. B.A.IR.ID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAT and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c.

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^^F" Price LiBts. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

J". JL,. Iv^cHSTTOSH:,

NuinlieMi.^PapL^PerforaliDE,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Keceipt Books, Numbered and Perforated-
Eyelets of every description inserted.
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NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Si>riiigs to "W^eaken or IXutotoers to Wear Out
JPins or rrongs to Damage tlxe Paper.
Uent Spring Kod to Warp tlae File.

SAKDJEBSON MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

J^ liE-W^-^K^ID OIF $100.
«

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using: and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word "MOHETA." We again caution all persons against -using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Oiiace at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13. 1883.

ELECTRO-PLATING WITH NICKEL.

TURNER & HARRISON/ welfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

IJSrnBXBI) MAPS AWJD GVIDBS OF

ALL COUNTRIES lU THE WORLD !

Wholesale and Ketail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PubHstierS.

148-152 MONROE STREET. CHICAGO.

PUBLISHBRS OF AND JOBBERS IN

as'd^ aad ^©iriH. McALLASTER & CO., e
. Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—lOlAI, DAILY PItODVCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

By William H. Wahl.*

[Continued.]

Nickel solutions are feebler conductors of elec-

tricity than those of gold, silver and copper

which is one of the reasons why its electro-

deposition is attended with more difficulties

than are experienced with the metals named.

On this account, also, it is necessary to employ
stronger depositing solutions than those used

for gold and silver, and a stronger current. To
make up for this want of conductivity it is ad-

vantageous to use a much larger anode surface

than is customary with other metals, and it is

necessary to place an anode on both sides of an
article to be plated. The usual arrangement

with a large vat is to have two rails of brass

the whole length of the vat, resting on the edges

of the same, from which two rows of cast or

rolled nickel anodes (to which copper wires are

soldered) are suspended. Between these outer

rods is placed a similar one also running the

whole length of the vat, and from this, by
means of suitable slinging wires, the articles to

be plated are suspended in the bath. The ends

of the rails nearest the battery or dynamo are

suitably connected therewith in the usual man-
ner. The work thus hangs between the two
rows of anodes.

Watt very properly calls the attention of the

operator in this connection to the importance of

having the wire supports from which the arti-

cles are hung in the depositing vat, of a gauge
suited to the character of the work. Small arti-

cles will require but a very thin wire, while

larger ones will require correspondingly thicker

"slinging wires." On the same point he cau-

tions the operator that the difference of conduc-

tivity in the metals to be plated is to be consid-

ered, "for, whereas, a steel, brass or copper
article would become readily 'struck,' even if

suspended from the conducting rod by a thin

wire, articles of lead, Britannia metal, pewter
or even cast iron would not receive the deposit

so readily." It is obvious, therefore, that in

suspending articles in the plating bath, the oper-

ator must be guided in the matter of the thick-

ness of the "slinging wires," by the nature of

the articles, as well as by their dimensions.

It cannot be too strongly impressed on the op-

erator that the attainment of success in nickel

plating depends very largely upon the perfect

cleansing of the articles before they are im-
mersed in the bath. Important as this opera-

tion is in plating with other metals, it is even
more so in the case of nickel. Gilding, silver-

ing, bronzing, &c., are usually effected with so-

lutions having a decidedly alkaline character
(reference is made here to the double cyanide
solutions commonly used) and the presence of

minute traces of oxide from careless exposure
to the air after cleansing, or of grease from.the
fingers, &c., on the surface of the articles to be
plated, is not necessarily fatal to the success of

the work, as the free cyanide always present in

those baths, being a solvent of greasy substances

and of metallic oxides, may remove trifling

quantities of such impurities. With nickel,

however, tbe case is different. The solutions

employed for its deposition are either neutral or

weakly alkaline or acid. Their chemical char-

acter is such, therefore, that they can have little

or no solvent effect on the grease or oxide left

on the articles by careless cleansing, or impro-

per handling or exposure before immersion

;

and if such articles are plated the nickel coat- ^

* A paper read before the Chemical Section of tbe
Franklin Institute.

A
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ing at the unclean places will be found to have

little or no adhesion to the metal beneath, and

will almost certainly flake or strip at these

places in the subsequent operation of buffing.

Unless the surfaces to be coated are chemically

cle^n an adherent deposit of nickel is simply

impossible.

On account of the hardness of the deposited

metal nickel-plated articles cannot be burnished.

In order, therefore, to obtain upon the finished

work that superb metallic lustre which charac-

terizes this metal, it is necessary to polish the

surface of the articles upon the bufflng-wheel

before immersion in the plating bath, in order

that the deposited metal may be as smooth as

possible ; thus reducing the amount of subse-

quent buffing,- required to finish the plated arti-

cles, to a minimum.
The operation of cleansing articles differs

somewhat in various establishments ; the fol-

lowing methods, however, are those usually fol-

lowed :

For copper, brass, Britannia metal, tin, pew-

ter, &c., the articles are first steeped for a few

minutes in boiling potash solution to remove

greasy matter ; they are then removed, dipped

for an instant in cyanide of potassium solution

of moderate strength, rinsed in water, again

rinsed, then thoroughly brushed with the finest

pumice powder (precipitated chalk and other

fine powders are also used) ; again rinsed in

water, dipped again for an instant in the cyan-

ide, well rinsed, and then hung at once in the

nickel bath. The time of immersion in the boil-

ing potash solution will depend on the strength

of the alkali and the amount of greasy matter

present. Tin, Britannia, pewter, however,

should be left in it as short a time as possible, as

the alkali exerts a solvent action on tin and
* alloys containing this metal. When rinsed in

water after removal from the potash, the water

should wet the surface uniformly ; should any

cloudy patches be visible these indicate that the

grease has not been completely removed, and

the article must be immersed again in the boil-

ing potash.

Steel articles are first treated to the potash

bath ; rinsed in water, scoured with pumice

powder (or its equivalent), rinsed, dipped for a

moment in dilute hydrochloric acid, again

rinsed, and at once hung in the depositing vat.

Cast iron is first placed in the potash bath to

remove greasy matter, well rinsed, then allowed

to remain for some time in a pickle of dilute

sulphuric acid to partially dissolve oflE and par-

tially soften the scale that covers it, rinsed, then

thoroughly brushed with pumice, rinsed, dipped

for a moment in dilute hydrochloric acid, again

rinsed, and immediately placed in the nickel

bath.

Many operators vary the above methods of

cleansing somewhat, but they are followed sub-

stantially as given, by the majority of nickel-

platers. With Britannia-metal, pewter, and
other compositions of comparatively low con-
ductive power, it is to be recommended to give
them a preliminary coating of copper, for which
purpose the cyanide bath is commonly employ-
ed. Many operators prefer also to copper ar-

ticles of iron and steel preparatory to nickel-

plating. The advantages secured are a better

conducting surface upon which to lay on the
nickel, and a more tenacious deposit, having in-

the case of a heavy coating of nickel less ten-

dency to flake. Where a substantial and du-
rable nickel deposit is required on iron and steel,

and especially where the articles are to be ex-
posed to the atmosphere, or will be subject to

much handling, a preparatory coating with cop-
per is almost indispensable. In the earlier days
of nickel-plating it was the almost universal
practice to first copper all iron and steel ar-

ticles.

(To be continued.)

Foley*s Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

CO
Great reduction inprice : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discoui T -ade.

FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS Is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the RepubUc; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank ; C. F. Timpson, Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co.; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; Amenean Ex Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOLiKY, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 2 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

IVI. J. ANDBRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TBAVEtERS. SEND FOR PRICE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

&C0 ll

MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &;c.

Scrap hdAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP S CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P. o. Box 3215), NEW YORK

SCHDLTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be.sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope
as it is furnished with the other end tied according to P. O
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

26 WARREN STREET, NEW TORK. .
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTINQ PAPER

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «t 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
I

MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-GYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Wltli Va,l\ial»le Patented. Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNEE, Supt.

imDOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

TIB Atlantic Works, East Boston, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETEOrr PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HAND^OCTTEBa SBITD FOB CaBOniAB AND PSIOB LIST. HiXD-OnrrBK, with Stbam Fixtdbb
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LAN6FELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
i.NIIFAC'rURERS OF —

mi S©(

f
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —m— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BESTJFILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offlees, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations tliroughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes alwaysIinlStock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

Tiir' U AD\/ADn Cr\l IMTAIM PFM —'^^® Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tabes,
'Intl nAnVAriU rUUINIr\|l\ rClii wires, springs. &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient -working of all fountain pens.

These objections have i)een finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HAKVAKD PEN CO.,; 104 Broadway, New Tor^.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPEES
ORIGINAL li

EYNSrORD
MILLS,

^^ wa.ti:k, - m:^k.k:

I

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers.

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

Proprietor: JOSEPH ARNOLD, Synsfopd Mills, KBHT, ENQLAND.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. U N IONVI LLE, CON N., U. S. A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut isa^ Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

ir:^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 ColnMlms knn, Bostoi, Mass:

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CLIFF STREET.

Carter, Dzitsmore A Co.

BYRON ^^^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
and recommended the

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881,

A. SJPECIA.L.Ty.
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

^ others from iAe Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics^ Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal o/ Proj^ress American Institute^ iSu, and Medal o_f

Improvement and Progress, Boston, iSyS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are a>; follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weght Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

slieet, 3SH,A.eE and HEJTVRITEJ FOUR OTIMlQiS
Each sheet is water^marked with name and date.

Send for sample 0x1 same spot;

LOCKWOOD PRESS. 74 Duane Street, iSlew^York.
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[FKOM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati. April 29, 1884.

And 80 The Stationer and the whole family-

are going to move. Want larger quarters, eh I

Room to turn around ? Times must not be so

awful hard as some folks would make believe.

I beard a prominent and very successful Cincin-

nati merchant say, " Business dull. Why, busi-

ness is always dull for men who don't look it up.

We find when we neglect our business it falls

ofif. We have always made it a rule when we
found our business falling off to look about and
see where the neglect is, and we have seldom

failed to discover it somewhere. I tell you the

growling about dullness is very boshy. If, in-

stead of croaking, men would stir about and
hunt up business there would be no time for

grumbling and less falling off in trade."

Edwin Hoole, of Snider & Hoole, has been off

to Chicago for a week. He has a warm side for

Chicago. No one need be surprised if the main
ofiQce of Snider & Hoole should pack up and go

off to Chicago some day.

Max Hosier, the official county stationer, has

been compelled out of self-respect to resign his

position. His pioneer work in this office has

been valuable to the county. No one denies

that. But faithful and efficient service, you
know, doesn't always count, unless it is of ser-

vice to the party, rather than fidelity to the

duties of the office. Now that Mr. Hosier has

resigned, a new man must go in at the most
critical moment and learn the business.

N. Biedinger has sued J. Diem for a dissolu-

tion and settlement of the partnership of Bie-

dinger & Diem, paper dealers, 71 Walnut street,

and for a receiver. Biedinger claims that he

owns $20,500 of the $37,000 assets of the firm,

but that Diem refuses to recognize him in the

business. The partners also own two-thirds in-

terest in the Hydraulic Paper Hill, Dayton,
Ohio.

The storm of Sunday made some trouble

among the paper mills near Dayton, but did not

seriously disturb business.

Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. have gone out of

the blank-book business. It grew rapidly until

the question of providing better facilities came
up and the decision was made to let it drop and
devote everything to the school-book publishing

establishment.

The Globe Piles Company in its new quarters
is receiving not only letters of inquiry from

persons abroad but a good share of calls from
mercantile visitors to the city.

Charles Stewart, of the C. Stewart & Co. pa-

per warehouse, keeps up his avoirdupois ad-

mirably for one who keeps on the go so con-

stantly.

Louis Snider's Sons maintain a barricade in

front of their warerooms on Walnut street that

would turn a 30-pound Parrot gun shot. There
is neither riot nor revolution in progress here

now. This barricade is a commercial necessity

—goods coming in and going out.

The firm of Mallory & Webb is likely to be

changed in consequence of the death of William
L. Mallory.

C. F. Bradley keeps his presses all moving on
his customers' demands for job mercantile

work, &c.

William J. O'Neill was defeated in the race

for City Clerk a few ago. That doesn't mean
anything. " Billy " wouldn't have accepted the

position had he been elected. The business of

J. R. Mills & Co. requires his attention and he

was nominated for the position of City Clerk by
some councilman who didn't want to vote for

any other candidate put up. W. J.'s consent

was never asked.

General business is fairly good here—that is,

it is no duller than it has been for three or four

months past. Prince William.

BOSTON BREVITIES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, (

250 Devonshire St., Boston, April 29, 1884. j

Trade during the past week has been like the

weather—very spasmodic. As a general rule,

trade drops off a little during the last week of

the month, as out-of-town dealers don't like to

increase their monthly accounts just before the

eve of settlement. Manufacturers of specialties

report a very fair trade for spring novelties
;

and some of them are already on the road with

samples of fall goods.

Easter cards and novelties have been stored

away, and the trade in " decorated pasteboard "

is now confined to visiting cards, embossed

pictures and album souvenirs. These classes of

goods find ready sale the year round, and a

large amount of business in this line is done.

J. Baird, who makes a specialty of the card

business, is displaying a very extensive line of

birthday souvenirs, albums, cards and embossed

pictures. His catalogue, just issued to the

trade, cover some three hundred different de-

signs. Among the embossed shape novelties

presented by this house are several new designs

which are having a very large sale. One of

these, "Jersey Cows," is a very faithful pre-

sentation. The " Artiste " is another shape

novelty, which makes an agreeable impression

upon the eye. " George Washington " mounted
upon an iron-gray charger shows up the immor-
tal hero in true colors. A very beautiful pic-

ture is "New Year's Eve," presenting a scene

with which all good Christians are familiar—

a

snow-capped church, the lights within shining

through the ecclesiastically stained glass, a
merry party just alighting from a sleigh, tower-

ing trees on either side, and the whole picture

lit up by a silvery sheen from fair Luna above
—just such a tableau as the eye loves to dwell

upon. The "Young Critic "is another produc-

tion into which the artist has thrown consider-

able life and color. The expression of the child

as he stands gazing upon the canvas before him
shows deep interest, while the artistic blending

of bright colors gives animation to the scene.

For cheap shape goods these are somewhat
above the ordinary line usually offered the

trade, and owing to their beauty are meeting

with a very extensive demand.

In answer to " Sub," who in last week's issue

of The American Stationer makes inquiry

concerning "toilet paper.and fixtures,'' I would

say that the Union Cabinet and Paper Company
is manufacturing a line of goods which is giving

general satisfaction in this section of the coun-

try. The company started in only last August,

since when its goods have had such a local de-

mand that the company's facilities were taxed

to the utmost to supply this limited trade, and,

in consequence, was unable to seek a more ex-

tended market. The mill of the company, situ-

ated at Lebanon, N. H., where the cabinets and
"Perfection " paper are made, have lately been

considerably enlarged and an effort will be

made shortly to acquaint the trade generally

with the merits of these closet cabinets. Com-
paring these goods with such as are now in the

market, it is safe to say that the Union cabinets

are the most complete articles of the kind ever

introduced. They are elegantly finished in

bronze, brass or nickel, as well as different kinds

of wood ends to match the closet, making them
an ornament as well as a necessary convenience.

The Union cabinet is covered by four different

patents. One is on the " lock," which is a very

simple device, designed to pass through the roll

of paper, holding it in the cabinet and prevent-

ing its removal until entirely consumed. The cut-

ter, by which so much paper as may be wanted
is quickly severed from the rolJ, is another in-

genious part of the cabinet covered by special

patent, and this prevents waste of paper. For
hotels, factories, public institutions and private

houses no better toilet cabinets can be found.
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They never get out of order and prevent waste.

All the public buildings and hotels of this city

are furnished with them, as well as the leading

commercial houses. The company was incor-

porated February 6, 1883, and is officered as fol-

lows : Charles A. White, president ; N. P.

Davis, vice-president ; C. C. Rogers, secretary,

and F. B. Kendrick, treasurer. The selling

agents are H. C. Robinson & Co., and Moulton
& Goodwin, of Boston.

John A. Boyle, manager of the Boston School

Supply Company, is introducing to the trade

Philips' Historical Readers, a serial story of

English history, in four books. In this series of

historical readers the history of England is pre-

sented in such a clear and interesting manner
that children can readily understand what is

written, nor will what is written fail to interest

them, so entertainingly are the events of that

nation told. Children of even a larger growth
will find these historical readers quite absorb-

ing in their narratives, and much valuable in-

formation can be gained by their perusal.

" Stories from English History," "Early Eng-
land," " Middle England," and "Modern Eng-
land," are the divisions the work is divided into,

one epoch being treated by each book. The text

throughout shows originality of thought, fresh-

ness and simplicity in style. The illustrations

are unusually numerous and attractive and are

designed especially for object lessons, that they

may aid the youthful reader in remembering the

text. The readers are carefully edited, clearly

printed on good paper and strongly bound. Such
books as these, if placed in the hands of girls

and boys, will interest and entertain them fully

as much as those cheap yellow-back publica-

tions of " Billy the Ejd " series; and the results

of such reading will be beneficial.

With the approach of the summer season,

seaside hotels are looking up menu cards, and
trade in that line is on the increase. There are
several establishments in Boston that make this

class of goods a specialty. Among them is the

house of John A. Lowell, whose reputation for

first-class work is second to none in this country.
This house is displaying an extensive line of

menu cards. The cards are all steel plate, and
a number of new designs are shown.
Chas. H. Whiting reports a very fair jobbing

trade in the book line. Among the novels of

the season that are having a good run is " Be-
thesda," by Barbara Elbon. The Gazette, one
of our leading literary society journals, in its

review of " Bethesda," says :
" It is a thought-

ful and well-written novel, somewhat diffuse in

the treatment of its plot, but interesting gener
ally, refined in point of taste, and spirited in

its character-drawing. A strong devotional

tone pervades the story, but it is not obtrusive,

and rather heightens than clouds the dramatic
intensity that characterizes the latter portion

of the work." A. L. D.

PITTSBURG POINTS.

[FBOH OUK REGULAK CORRESPONDENT.]

Pittsburg, Pa., April 28, 1884.

Should the people who inhabited this burgh
thirty or even ten years ago arise in our midst

and witness the very many and handsome build-

ings erected since they left this sphere, they

certainly would say that their descendants were
progressive and had an eye for the beautiful.

The year 1884 will see more large and fine build-

ings put up and more of the old houses remod-

eled than any previous year. The McCandless

block on Wood street, the elegant Y. M. C. A.

building on Penn avenue, and on the same ave-

nue Danziger's new store and Jackman & Sons

magnificent livery and carriage repository, and
the Petroleum Exchange on Fourth avenue,

which is a most beautiful structure, are among
the finest just finished. The old St. Clair Hotel

is being torn down and a large and finely

equipped hotel will immediately be commenced,

to cost $125,000; the old Court House is about

razed, and the contracts will soon be let for a

$3,000,000 Court House, the plans, &c., having

been adopted by the commissioners; the Gov-

ernment buildings are progressing finely and

hundreds of other smaller buildings are in

course of erection. I must mention one other,

viz., the handsome Law building on Grant

street. The first story is of iron, the remainder

of Philadelphia pressed brick. We will all soon

be proud of our buildings, as well as our steel,

iron and glass works.

W. G. Johnston & Co., the well-known sta-

tioners, printers, bookbinders, &c., have bought

a lot on Fenn avenue, and at an early date will

build a large and handsome structure for their

own use. This is one of the pioneer firms of

Pittsburg and it does an immense business.

The senior member, Mr. Johnston, is one of the

wealthy men of this city, and is connected with

a number of banks, insurance companies, &c.

The firm is so well and favorably known it

seems almost unnecessary to make any mention

of the prosperity of such an establishment.

Very recently 1 called on most of the leading

stationers and book-men to learn the state of

trade. The general opinion seemed to be that it

has been exceedingly quiet for the past three

weeks. Indeed all kinds of retail trade—trim-

mings, dry goods and carpets excepted—have
been duU and the outlook for quickened business

pulses is not as bright as one would like to see

it. It is hoped that May and the first part of

June will see better sales among the retail mer-

chants.

The Iron profits have been small and the pres-

ent skill in using steel for so many purposes

heretofore made exclusively of iron, causes the

owners of iron works to wear rather long faces.

Last week W. W. Edgar buried his only son,

and his friends truly sympathize with him in

his sad bereavement.

l^jLee Mason, better known to the trade as "J.

R. Welden & Co.," has been confined to his bed

for several weeks with pneumonia. He is now
convalescent.

R. S. Davis & Co. are still in the midst of car-

penters and painters, but hope to have their

room finished within the next ten days. Their

new stand is near the post-office and Smithfield

street, and is a better situation than the old one.

The past few days have been exceedingly

pleasant, the sun showing himself more brightly

than for many days. The sunshiny days con-

secutively make a rich treat for the inhabitants

of this smoky place.

The following named well-known traveling

gentlemen have called on our stationers recent-

ly, viz : Mr. Wirth, of Wirth, Owens & Co.

;

Mr. Anabel, of Obpacher & Co. ; Mr. Foster, of

C. Taber & Co. ; Mr. Graves, of J. D. Whit-
more & Co., and Mr. Crowell, of T. Y. Crowell

& Co. G. W. H.

CHICAGO CHAT.

[FROM OUR REQULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Wbstbrn Office Lookwood Press,
8 Lakeside Buildino.

Chioaoo, 111., April 26, 1884,

ess,
I

884.)

Your readers, very likely, have supposed that

the Chicago climate was too much for your cor-

respondent, and that be had succumbed to the

inevitable ; but such is not the case. He is alive

and kicking, and after a short visit to the

neighboring villages, has returned to the rush,

bustle and activity of this great city.

Notwithstanding the rainy weather, trade

was very good in Easter novelties and cards,

and most dealers are congratulating themselves

on their success.

The Tablet and Ticket Company is having

quite a demand for its goods, especially for

its cut numbers, which are by far the best thing

it has yet introduced.

C. M. Barnes, 151 and 153 Wabash avenue,

calls the attention of the trade to his large stock

of new and second-hand school books and school

supplies. He claims to have a larger stock of

these goods than any other dealer, and guaran-

tees satisfaction.

The Novelty Card and Advertising Company
is as busy as bees, and is working night and
day. It has got in some very taking novelties

lately, which are selling well.

Pulsifer, Jordan & Wilson, paper dealers, of

Boston, have opened a branch in this city in

La Salle street, under the management of W. A.

Fowler, long and favorably known to the West-

ern trade.

Geo. Sherwood & Co., school-book publishers,

at 130 Adams street, will remove on May 1 to

more enlarged quarters at 307 and 309 Wabash
avenue.

Rand, McNally & Co. are very busy now,

running on their fourth edition of " Fedora,"

by A. Beloit. The sale of this book, I am in-

formed, has been enormous.

A. H. Abbott & Co., 50 Madison street, show
among a great many new things, quite a novel-

ty which they call " Essex " ware. It comes in

different shapes, and is becoming very popnlar.

Another novelty which is destined to be quite

popular is the McCandless patent adjustable

covers and renewable insides for cash, check,

memorandum and shipping books, which are

for sale by the manufacturer's sole agents, H.

E. Sidall & Co., 183 Clark street, who will be

pleased to give further particulars.

L. W. Noyes, 99 West Monroe street, is push-

ing the sale of bis new patent adjustable book-

holder, which he claims is the best article ever

gotten out for the purpose. Garden City.

SCHENECTADY NOTES.

[FROM OUR REGtTLAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Schenectady, N. Y., April 27, 1884.

With the end of March came also the end of

the stormy and disagreeable weather. The heat

of the sun has melted the snow on the hills

about the city, and the keen, cold edge has been

taken off from the spring breezes. The drying-

up of the roads has given the farmers fair

roading to town, and their coming has been

welcomed by the tradesmen of the city. The
shops have started up again and the prospects

for our city are much better than they were
a few weeks since.

An instance of how much may depend upon
one man in the financial world has just been

experienced here. At the time of the Jones

Car Manufacturing Company's failure the City

Bank, of this city, was a creditor to the amount
of $108,000, which was put in a judgment on

the day that the company's troubles became
known. Thos. W. McCamus, the president of i

the bank, was also personally a creditor of the '

Jones Company for $15,000. At the time there

was a run on the bank, and considerable money
was withdrawn, but after a time confidence

was restored.

One day the community was startled by the

(Continued on page 568.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Iioft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills liinen liedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,
are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing .one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-
ft

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agencv, QEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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(Continued from page 566.)

news that Mr. McCamus had been compelled to

resign, and that Chas. G. Ellis, president of the

Schenectady Locomotive Works, had been

elected president of the bank. At the same
time it came out that Mr. McCamus, who had
always been considered a man of means and
business capacity, was ruined financially. A
day or two afterward the firm of John Can-
tine & Co., operating a foundry on Fonda
street, made an assignment with liabilities of

$73,500, and assets of less than $7,000. Mr.
McCamus had been the backbone of the con-

cern for a long time, and his failure caused its

fall, although it had been considered weak for a
long time. Among its creditors are Schenec-

tady people of small means in various sums to

the amount of $20,000. These are second pre-

ferred, and will get about ten cents on the dol-

lar. The cause of Mr. McCamus' downfall is said

to be unsuccessful stock operations. The City
Bank held $25,000 worth of the Cantine paper.

In the Olley assignment, about $2,400 was real-

ized, not enough to pay first preferred creditors.

Henry M. C. Daley is trying to make arrange
ments through his assignee to settle up and go
on with his business.

The passage of the bill by the Legislature pro-

vidin<; for the study of physiology and hygiene
in the schools has caused some attention to those

subjects in educational circles and the school

authorities are receiving copies of text books. I

have heard Brand's " Lessons on the Human
Body " well spoken of as being both cheap and
simple in it style. Steele's work on Hygieni
Physiology is well spoken of as a more advanced
work.

Our booksellers are now engaged principally

in getting out their wall-paper stocks. There
seems quite a preference this year for gilt paper
with flowers and vines in preference to blocks,

&c. The taste seems to run somewhat to large

and bright patterns. The sales of Easter cards

was not large and hardly up to expectations.

The job printing and publishing establishment

of Clute & Burrows, recently formed, is dis-

solved, and Charles Burrows continues the busi-

ness. G.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

5 LuDGATB Circus Buildings, I

London, E. C, April 19, 1884. (

The advent of spring is bringing with it some,

at least, of those signs of improvement in trade

for which we have been so long waiting. A
greater activity seems to be discernible in most
branches of the stationery trade and still more
so in the trades more or less intimately connected

with it. The only question is whether these signs

and portents are indicative of a greater demand
on the part of the public or only of a larger sup-

ply on that of the manufacturers, because supply

and demand do not always bear that harmo-
nious relation to each other in these matters

which they certainly should. " We must keep

on producing new things," said a big provincial

manufacturer to me recently ;
" it we did not,

the trade would think we were done up, and
then we very soon should be ; but the fact is

that tiie best thing that could be done would

be for a lot of us to stop producing for six

months, so as to let things fiad their level.

As it is, we bring out things that nobody wants,

force them on the shopkeeper on any terms,

while he, in his turn, sells them at any profit,

sometimes at merely that which is represented

by selling for cash to the public and getting

nine months' credit from the wholesale man."
Not only is this no exaggeration of the hollow-

ness of much of the trade that is done, but I may
add that in London and some other large towns

there are shops being run in the interest of

manufacturers, where goods are sold at just

what they will fetch, that is to say, an article

for which the retail price is nominally five shil-

lings is offered at four, and if it does not go off

at that price it comes down to three shillings
;

if that will not fetch the buyers, a further re-

duction is made, until a figure is reached which

probably represents about half of the supposed

wholesale price. These "put up" shops are a

comparatively recent contrivance, but are evi-

dently on the increase and add another straw

to the back of that overladen camel, the unfor-

tunate retail shopkeeper.

Under all of these circumstances, therefore, it

is somewhat difiicult to determine the question

of whether the appearances of increasing busi-

ness prosperity are genuine or illusive. We can

only hope that at last we have arrived at a turn-

ing in a very long and weary lane.

Of the towns to which I have paid flying vis-

its since my last letter, there is but little to re-

cord. Manchester was quiet but^hot, and like Bir-

mingham, fiercely discontented. Liverpool,

Bradford and Leeds were doing better than for

some time past. Nottingham, decidedly less
;

SheSield, very poorly ; Derby and several other

towns of second and third rate importance,

seemed fairly well off and confirmed my impres-

sion that, as a rule, business is better—taking

into account the amount of energy displayed

and of capital invested—in the provincial towns

of smaller size than in the big centres. Perhaps

this is owing to the more primitively honorable

modes of doing business prevailing in them.

At Leeds more than in any other large town,

there seemed to be a good solid business doing,

but that was not in the stationery lines but in

the chromo poster, calendar and border work for

which that town is noted. The works of Alfred

Cooke, who is well known as the printer of

bright-colored hanging calendars, will well re-

pay a visit, the building itself being one of the

handsomest in the kingdom devoted to printing.

Taylor Brothers have also a fine establishment

in the town, wherein some excellent work is pro-

duced ; several samples of school certificate cards,

almanacs and calendars were of remarkably

high character as regards both design and print-

ing. There are also several other large firms

of chromo printers each having its specialty

and all appearing to do fair business—in fact, a

visit to Leeds is calculated to revive the droop-

ing hopes of English manufacturers.

The next subject to which the attention of the

trade will be invited will be the Christmas card

designs of the various publishers. I cannot help

expressing a hope that they will not exceed even

if they equal in number the patterns of last year.

The examination of the books of the many
houses in the trade is nothing less than a species

of refined torture. The brain grows giddy with

the effort to discover the beauties and pronounce

upon the merit (?) of the thousands of " varie-

ties," which seem for the most part to be wonder-

fully alike. I hear that some really new things

in cards are to be shown shortly, which in the

language of a London trade journal, will be far

ahead of anything yet produced. I think, how-

ever, that I have heard that remark made be-

fore. One thing ought to be certain, namely :

that the shopkeepers who were bitten by the

coaxing travelers last year will be somewhat
more careful in their dealings with them in the

present one and will demand for themselves as

good terms as those offered to the drapers and
other outsiders, or else leave the thing alone alto-

gether. It would be better, perhaps, for them to

take the latter course if there is any truth in a
rumor that has reached me to the effect that one
large manufacturer of Christmas and New Year
cards is seriously considering the offer of a well-

known universal provider to take all the cards

he produces for this season's sales. Perhaps this

is the logical outcome of modern trading, but

some people would probably prefer a more primi-

tive mode of doing business and may be inclined

to think that " Live and let live " is a motto
that has not altogether lost its significance.

W. P. C.

OLD MASTERS' METHODS.

The " grounds " of the panels or canvases on
which the old masters painted were usually a
deep Venetian red, on which they drew their

outlines in white. One very strong argument
in favor of black writing-paper and white ink

will occur if you recall the process of etching.

Your plate is covered witt a ground of varnish,

which you smoke over the flame of a taper until

it assumes a glossy black, or, at least, a very

dark brown hue. I have been able, with great

care, to smoke my plates quite black without

burning the ground. Then, with a shade of

tissue-paper strained on a wire frame between
the daylight and your plate, you begin to etch

;

and each scratch you make through the varnish

on to the copper gleams like a thread of gold.

If you are etching on steel the thread looks

like one of silver. Now, etchers are a very

long-lived and strong- sighted race. George

Cruikshank, who had been etching since he was
eight, went on etching to within a year or two
of his death, which took place at the age of

eighty-three. Thomas Landseer, the engraver,

is alive, and over eighty. About old Mr. Pye's

—the engraver—eyes, who lived until nearly

ninety, I have no information.

—

Ex.

The editor of the Caledonia, Minn., Argus
writes us: "Was there ever a purer Hiberni-

cism than the following card sent to my paper

for publication by the bereaved daughter of an
Irish subscriber :

'A card. To the kind friends

and neighbors who gave us their assistance and
sympathy during the death of our mother. We
only wish to be able some day to return the

compliments.'"

BURGLARV!
The store of Rowley & Horton, Utica, N. Y., was

entered April 24, and the following property stolen:

About 200 gold pens and 60 pencils and holders,

all of the "Mable, Todd & Co." make; a few stylo-

graphic and caligraphic pens; 250 fine pocket knives

of "Empire Knife Co." and "Joseph Rodgers &
Sons' " make, and other minor articles. Liberal

reward offered. Address all communications and

send all information (telegraphic if important) to

Robert McElwalne, Chief of Police, Utica, N. Y.

|F^~ STATIONERS, please cut this out and hand

to your police authorities.

ROWLEY & HORTON.

POSITION WANTED BY YOUNG MAN.-HAS
had cnarge of jobbing stationery department,

and has had experience in traveling. Address X. Y,

Z., American Stationer.
J

FOB SAtE.-A STATIONERY, NOVELTY AND
Blank Book Store, established five years, on

leading business avenue in New York; price, $5,000;

stock and fixtures worth $7,000; sales last year,

$2S,000; owner gone into wholesale paper business.

Apply or address PECK & CO., „
315 Eighth Ave., N. Y.

-I
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books
JL.IBDEKj^.1^ r>ISCOUlVT TO THE TR^I>3i:. o. -=3og>-

For sale in New York City by Bakee, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Htjlin and New York News Company.

ALL STYLES.

BEST QUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE T

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 304 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Muci

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
Eresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO (

III7B CJLZID CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT variety.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASP.

GEORGE UIBEL,
manufacturer of

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fnlton Street, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue and Price List

manufactured by the

ROACHE MFG. C0./''^::.'^r7..*"^"'
Importers ofGERMAN SIATE PENCILS,

and Mannfacturers of SCBOLAK'S COM-
PANIONS, PENCIL CAiSES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

MILLER BROS.

No. 62 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Trade Mark on steel Pens,
Ink Erasers andpocket
Cutlery guarantees quality-

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country
STEEL PENS witlistyleaiidactionsuitedtoeveryhand.
FullassortmeutofPensmailedonreceiptof 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,Meriden,Ct.

"White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

FAPER-BOI BOAMS.
SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,

2S8 J>evonshire Street, Boaton.
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1i^IL PRANG & CO;Sj^.
^'MEBIJiirAX'J>

Ejfxo X lLx\> Oj^lROLo

^-y-^HE MEDIAEVAL EASTER CARDS, issued by L. Prang & Co. as a novelty for 1884, are^

I w
I

brought to the attention of the trade. The designs for these new series have been made!

•/^^^^ with care from the best examples of typography, book illustration and page ornaments ofl

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and, printed in red and black, are offered for the

first time. These series are entitled

i

<5iir
Oin "^^TE 031.r)El^q TIlvIE,"

AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS BY WHICH THEY MAY BE ORDERED:

SERIES 1.—A set of twelve cards of six different designs printed in red and black
;
price per set o.t

twelve, with envelopes, $1.20.

SERIES 2.—A book of prints and carols on old hand-made paper, encased with parchment paperi

printed in red and black. Price per set of twelve, with envelopes, $3.00.

Note.—Of Series 2 we are willing to break sets. Usual discount to the trade.

Telegraphic Cipher Words: SERIES 1, " MEDIJ:VAL ;" SERIES 2, "ANTIQUE."

*-

NEW YORK: 38 Bond Street.

PHILADELPHIA: 1110 Walnnt Street.

CHICAGO: 112 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO: 529 Con^iiercial Street. ^

L. PRANG &i CO.,
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLBS
' PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia,

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second,—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lntber's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Uluminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic BiMe,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

Illu8tratedCatalogue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, IVIcCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

6aic^
BJLACK

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 75 JOHN STRtlET, NE-W YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patbntbd.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—K handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fiftv per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be bo adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

Bheet CONTINTJOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a mmrrel of mechaiucAl inTeotlom u a model of aimpUcity.

Booi-BiMRS' WieeStitchinu Machine

Of Largest Capacity and Range. Power and Hand ComMned.
SPECIAL STEEL WIRE FOR THEIB USE.

Wire per thousand books costs but one-third that used by any other Stitcher.

Manufactured by CHARLES CARR, Granite SL, South Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

.^-
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and \vill notice ail such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 296,280. Game-Table.- Frank R. De Foy, Danne-

mora, N. ;.Y., assignor to himself and C. H.

Stackpole, same place.

No. 296,302. Pencil, Pen, or Tooth-Pick Case.—Al-

fred Havilah Woodward, Birmingham, County of

Warwick, England. Patented in England No-

vember 2, 1883, No. 5,224.

In a pencil, pen or tooth-pick holder, the com-

bination, with an exterior casing and a movable

cap, of a movable mount adapted to be pro-

jected from the holder, and means whereby the

mount is automatically locked in such projected

position by depressing the cap, and to be re-

leased from such locked position by revolving

the cap.

No. 296,327. Stencil-Plate.—Romeo E. Ghezzi, New
York, N. Y.

No. 296,350. Type-Case.—William Piel, St. Louis, Mo.

A type-case having slots formed in its bottom,

and wire-gauze covering the bottom in combina-

tion, with division-strips, of a four-prong fast-

ening, two of the prongs extending down
through the bottom of the case, and the other

two being quite short.

No. 296,351. Toy.—Michael Raughtigan, Norwich,

Conn., assignor to Edwin Oldfield, Edwin A.

Tracy, and Emma J. Raughtigan, all of same

place.

No. 296,352. Game.—Alfred C. Rex, Philatelphia, Pa.

No. 296,353. Envelope-Folding Mechanism. —Francis

H. Richards, Cleveland, Ohio.

In an envelope-folding mechanism, in combi-

nation, a series of plates, mechanism adapted to

move said plates successively into position for

envelopes to be folded thereon by the same

folding devices, and mechanism, to arrest the

motion of said plates at the proper time and

place for envelopes to be folded thereon.

No. 296,356. Revolving Book-Rest.—Simon Robin,

Cambridgeport, Mass.

No. 296,372. Apparatus for Sawing Printers' Blocks.

—Geo. Williamson, Cambridge, assignor to J. O.

Hayden, Somerville, Mass.

No. 296,391. Art of Printing by Sunlight or Other

Light, and Apparatus Therefor.—Ezra Cope,

Hamilton, Ohio.

In a sun-printing apparatus, an envelope pro-

vided with an exhaust-aperture, and having one

of its layers of proper transparency, and one

or both of its layers of collapsible limpness,

and adapted to receive a sensitive sheet or a

negative, or both.

No. 296,397. Eraser.—George Elsey, Springfield,

Mass.

No. 296,404. Autograph Album.—Willis C. Grant,

Norwalk, assignor to himself and Robert V. Mur-

ray and William Engel, both of Cleveland, Ohio.

An autograph album provided with a series

of leaves to receive autographs, another series

of leaves furnished with spaces consecutively

numbered, said spaces each adapted to receive a

sentence of a romance or the like, and provided

with two columns—one for the numbers of the

spaces and the other for the entry of the page

on which the writer's autograph is entered

—

and a series of leaves divided into spaces suit-

able to receive sketches, said spaces also being

consecutively numbered.

No. 296,428. Method of Flocking Paper and other

Fabrics and Machine Therefor.—John McMillen

and James McAdams, New York, N. Y.

The method of flocking paper or other fabrics,

consisting in printing with adhesive substance

on the fabric, in moving the fabric during and

after printing continuously forward, and then

upward to a point of delivery, in delivering

flock upon the printed fabric as it moves, in sub-

jecting the fabric to a beating operation during

its forward movement and after the flock has

been delivered upon it, and in subjecting the

fabric to a second beating or a shaking opera-

tion as it moves upward to the point of de-

livery.

No. 296,443. Photographic-Plate Holder and Case.—
Sebastian S. Peckinpugh and George JefCery

White, Big Rapids, Mich., assignors to said

White.

No. 296,456. Pen.—William T. Rightmyer, Meriden,

Conn.

A writing-pen, provided with a slitted con-

cavo-convex nib or point, the upper surface of

which is concaved longitudinally of the pen,

and the under surface or contact-point con-

vexed.

No. 296,459. Selvage for Hammocks.—Albert O.

Rood, New York, N. Y., assignor to Vincent P.

Travers, same place.

No. 296,460. Art of Making Hammocks.—Albert O.

Rood, New York, N. Y., assignor to Vincent P.

Travers, same place.

No. 296,521. Engraver's Bangle-Clamp.—Henry Car-

penter, Flushing, N. Y.

No. 296,536. Toy.—Jesse A. Crandall, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor to E. I. Horsman. same place.

The combination of a clacker having a disk

applied on the spindle and an automaton on the

face of the disk.

No. 296,537. Crayon-Holder.—Alonzo T. Cross, Provi-

dence, R. I.

In a crayon holder, the combination of the

carrier-tube, provided with a split end for fric-

tionally holding the crayon, with means for im-

parting an initial movement to the crayon-stub

from the carrier-tube, and a spring for forcibly

ejecting the same when the frictional grip of

the split end of the tube has become less than

the resilience of the spring.

No. 296,538. Crayon-Holder.—Alonzo T. Cross,

Providence, R. I.

In a crayon-holder, the combination of a hol-

low screw and screw-holding tube provided with

a slot, the lower end of which is enlarged at one

side to form a shoulder, with the carrier-tube

provided longitudinally with a slot having a pin-

holding notch at its upper end, and the forcer

provided with a pin adapted to pass through the

slot in the carrier-tube and enter the groove of

the hollow screw.

No. 296,539. Crayon-Holder.—Alonzo T. Cross, Provi-

dence, R. I.

In a crayon-holdei^ the combination of the

carrier-tube, provided with jaws for friction-

ally holding the crayon, and means, substan-

tially as described, for laterally opening the

jaws of the carrier-tube, with a spring held

within the bore of the carrier-tube and adapted

to forcibly eject the crayon-stub upon the

lateral spreading of the jaws.

No. 296,578. Apparatus for Cleaning Photographs.-
Robert H. Jones, Marcus B. Smith and Lars J. A.

Roswall. Clarence. Mo.

No. 296,598. Parallel Ruler.—John Calvin Miller,

Ickesburg, Pa.

No. 296,611. File-Holder and Case.—Edward Thomas
Pearson, Washington, D. C.

No. 296,627. Art of Making Hammocks.—Albert O.

Rood, New York, N. Y., assignor to Vincent P.

Travers, same place.

No. 296,642. Letter Box.—Charles A. Stebbins, Chel-

sea, Mass.

No. 296.654. Lead and Crayon Holder.—Walter H.

Wales, Providence, R. I., assignor to 4-loitsiO T.

Cross, same place.

DESIGNS.

No. 14,949. Font of Printing Type.—Charles E.

Heyer, Chicago, III, assignor to Arthur M. and
Alson E. Barnhart. Term of patent, 14 years.

No. 14,950. Font of Printing Type.—William W.
Jackson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to MacKel-
lar. Smiths & Jordan, same place. Term of pat-

ent, 14 years.

No. 14,953. Toy Money-Box.—William S. Reed, Leo-

minster, Mass. Term of patent, 3}^ years.

TRADE-MABKS.
No. 11.073. Perfumery.—Hatfield Brothers, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

" The word ' Pansy.' "

LABELS.

No. 4,045. Title : " Drew's Manilla Plain Paper
Bags. "—F. L. Hooper & Co., Baltimore, Md.

I

AN OLD PAPER TRADE WORK.'

We have received from a Lancashire friend a
copy of a peculiar old work by R. Johnson, Sta-

tioner. It is called " The Paper Maker and Sta-

tioner's Assistant," and contains chapters upon

(1) The average weight of paper ; 2. The quan-

tity of reams in a day's work ; 3. The dimen-
sions ; 4. The old duty ; 5. The advance duty

;

6. The whole duty as altered by the late Act of

Parliament. To these are added tables showing
the duty on paper, from J^d. to 2Xd. , ready cast

up from 1 lb. weight to 1,000 lbs.

In this interesting old book there is a great

deal to interest a reader. Firstly, we find a
short " History of Paper." From this we gather

that cotton paper was in use in the year 1000,

while paper was made of linen rags in 1417.

Scarcely any but brown paper was made in this

country until 1690, when white paper was first

made in England. Sizing in the engine was in-

vented by a chemist who lived near Temple Bar,

and was first used at Mr. Fairchild's Mills, Wick-
ham. Blue paper was, it seems, the thought of

Mrs. Buckinshaw, the wife of a paper maker at

West Peckham, in 1746, and for which the lady

benefited to the extent of a " Red Cloak," bought
specially. The first blue paper was an ordinary

double crown and produced 4s. per bundle clear

profit.

The export duties in 1794 were: printed books,

bound and unbound, provided the paper con- •

tained the water-mark of 1794, 3d. per lb. The
same tax was upon all account books, ruled and
plain, for export.

The import duties were : lOd. per lb. on the

first class, 4d per lb. on the second class, and 2d.

per lb. on the third class papers; on paper hang-

ings 6d. per lb. ; and 20j. per cwt. on pasteboard,

&c. ; on books, 23s. 4d. per cwt.

The home duties were 23^d. per lb. upon all

paper used for writing, drawing, and printing

cartridges and elephants. Id. per lb. on colored

and whited browns, and J^d. per lb. on wrap-

ping papers. Pasteboard, millboard, &c., IDs.

6d. per cwt.

In speaking of the rag duty, the writer re-

marks, " If I lay out £100 for rags at SJ^d. per

lb., fit to make double demy or printing paper,"

&c., &c. This seems funny ! In these days

double demy or printing paper can.be had com-

plete for something less than 33^d.

The book winds up with a list of "Paper-

makers' Holidays." A note at the foot of the

page remarks that '

' the over, or sheets made by
the odd felts in the year, pay the maker for the

holidays.'' At Christmas there were six days,

Easter two days and a half, and the same at

Whitsuntide. The little book is printed on wove

paper.

—

Paper-Making {London).

Ladies' cards are of generous size, cut almost

square, while those for gentlemen are narrow

and short.
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Pads, Tablets % Blotter Tablets
ir-oR- th:e TVLiLiLioisr.

"^^HE rapidly increasing demand on us for our popular lines of goods has made
^ our present facilities and quarters too limited. In order to fill our orders more

promptly, and to enable us to still further reduce the cost of manufacturing, we will

REMOVE MAY 7, 1884,

To ^©m. l^S, l^S aad 1^0 Osmts© Stsaets
CORNER OF WALKER,

where we have leased 10,000 square feet for manufacturing and storing purposes.

With our INCREASED and improved facilities we hope to merit the continued confidence

of the trade.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER COMPANY,
IV rt. 117 Fixlton Street, Ne-w York.

5TB

E:ST.uii_BXjISHEX3 1030.

'WJLIT .^3Sr3D SBB 1 1

1

J. H. BITFFORD'S SONS
New and Elegant DOMESTIC line of —

Samples ready for WHOLESALE Trade in JULY. TWENTY series of ORIGINAL Designs.

* C^MBP.-*

SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES.
We intend these Goods to be superior to any yet offered the Trade.

IMPORTED CHRISTMAS CARDS. r ^yy^*-*

SELECTED Designs from several of the LARGEST and BEST KNOWN manufacturers in EUROPE, and will be the

FINEST line in the Market.

293 and 295 BKOiLDlSrA?, XTE'ST 'S'OZIZ.

CHICAGO: 156 and 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 and 39 FEDERAL STREET.
WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.
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TO -BTMTIQWMBM''MM

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "Jmiirante p0lkg"3nlt
^ 1^-A.asrTTF-A.CTTTRBaD B"5r ^

.-::S-

-•—;^

FBEDI E. LETEY i CO.
-<©-

^JH^'

-§=-

PEINrae INK MAKERS,

m^'

^^Ho. 122 FULTON STREET, NEV^ YORK.-^-
•^le

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile Work as

INSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADIKGS, to.,
"Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Boilers or Skin in the Fountain.)

-^

" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than

any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

" It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,

Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Printers.

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs : Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WEIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. CARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati. Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE, .... Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON;
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, N Y.

Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

B^E-EID'IC HI. LE"V"E~y & OO.,
^riatimg ^ laM * Mafe©^i 14

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
-*--
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Result of practical lose of "Climax" Blotting for more than 12 months, hy one of the heaviest

consumers. Head their letter.

The Safe Deposit Vaults 1b the Bqultable Sulldlnf, Nsw Yors, apo the most saoure In the world

EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

No. 120 Broadway, New York.

(:::^-M.c<^ 9 i88>^
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^^. J". HOXjDvnjk-isr & oo/s
FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,!

Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half their Prices.

Printed prom Six Sets op Electro-Plates op different size type, and bound in the most durable
AND elaborate STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN RIBLE,
TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus.

trated, Colored Maps, &c., at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPHaiBUMS
IN" EKTIDLESS AT' -A.I^IE TIT.

Strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEAL-SKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA

' Nev! Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application,

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehonse, 1222 AfCh St., PMld., Pa.

Marcus -WARD-fr-Co. uLimited.
-*-

TO * THIE * TE^^A.IDE.
•^fh

WE ARE NOW PBEPARING OUR LINE OF-
I

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
-*-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MANUFACTURER OF

TIK AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

*•CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, >*-

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
^ •*- And PERFORATING,
3iTo. SI ToiLn. Street, liTe-'Tr "STork.

No. 90 Chambers Street, New Yorit,
-#) Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

xis the: xjiviTii:r> states.
In Plush, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRROES.

W Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
n and Leather.

Y
Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. GO.

flUBBER STAMPS
OF EVERT DESCEIPTIOJf.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 main St., Cor. Worthln^n.

Spxl3a.g£elcL, - • Xv^siss.

Oldest Eubber Stamp Manury In
New England Sc Iiargest in the IT. S.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ODERSON & STANTON,
162 BEOADWAY, NEWYOEK.
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All new goods and designs which are

Qot, strictly speaking, "Novelties" will be

Qoticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

samples in order to secure proper notice.

P. V. Goulden, publisher, O'Neill, Neb., has

sold out.

R. H. Jones, publisher, Lordsburg, N. M., has

sold out to F. S. Ott.

The Globe Printing Company, Davenport, la.,

has sold out to Glass & Hoover.

Henry B. Hall, of the firm of H. B. Hall &
Sons, engravers. New York city, is dead.

A receiver has been appointed for the Chro-

nometer Stamp Company, New York city.

J. M. Amos, publisher of the Citizens Press,

Caldwell, Ohio, has sold out to Jennings & Son.

Abbey & Gee, printers, Newark, N. J., have
dissolved partnership. The business is continued

by Mr. Gee.

P. A. Moriarty, bookseller and stationer.

Council Grove, Kan., has sold out to Abray &
Shemberger.

The Indiana Paper Company, Indianapolis,

Ind., has been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $150,000.

George & Walter Parrish, booksellers, sta-

tioners, &c., Owensboro, Ky., have been suc-

ceeded by George & Otis Parrish.

Molten & Munch, 14 South Seventh street,

Philadelphia, are selling agents for the " Leon-

hardt fibre paper" which is designed for use in

checks, notes, drafts, &c.

M. H. Eaton, paper dealer, 723 Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, has issued a circular to the

trade, notifying that hereafter all paper sold by
him will be put up 500 sheets to the ream, unless

otherwise ordered.

Bristol, Smith & Freeman, booksellers, sta-

tioners, &c., St. Paul, Minn., have dissolved

partnership, Russell Freeman retiring. The re-

maining partners, H. M. Bristol and Wm. T.

Smith have formed a copartnership with M. A.

McArthur, and continue the business under the

style of Bristol, Smith & McArthur, assuming

all liabilities and collecting all accounts of the

late firm.

The store of Rowley & Horton, Utica. N. Y.,

was entered on the night of April 24, and robbed

of 200 gold pens, stamped " Mabie, Todd & Co.,"

a number of gold pencils and penholders and
pencils, assorted styles, in pearl, ivory, rubber,

&c., and about 250 pocket knives, mostly

marked " Empire Knife Company." A reward

is offered for the arrest and conviction of the

thieves and also for the recovery of the goods.

James Freeman Clarke has produced in

"Anti-Slavery Days," a volume just pub-

lished by R. Worthington, a sketch of the strug-

gle which ended in the abolition of slavery in

the United States, which is intended for the

generation which has grown up since those

stormy scenes. Mr. Clarke dwells mostly on

the events with which he was personally fa-

miliar and the persons with whom he was best

acquainted. The scenes are chiefly laid in

Massachusetts and the characters are New Eng-

land men, yet he hints at the way in which men
felt and thought in other sections. The story of

the emancipation will be as intensely interest-

ing as any series of events in the records of

mankind, and those chapters call fitting atten-

tion to some of the most important men and
actions in that crisis.

The American reprint of Egmont Hake's

work, " Chinese Gordon," is a valuable addition

to the library table. The English edition in its

expensive form has had a very large sale, and
the present one just issued by R. Worthing-
ton gives all the information of the original,

and also brings down the narrative to the

present. The daring adventures and the per-

sonal character of a Christian soldier are al-

ways attractive ; and the work comes out at a
moment when, abandoned and alone, he is left

to his energy and his faith. To have known
the true story of a life of such heroic self-abne-

gation is, as Mr. Hake truly says, an education.

The edition issued by Worthington is the only

authorized one.

The " Columbian " diary, published by Arthur
Christy, Buffalo, N. Y., is salable every day in

the year. It has an indicator showing the days
of the week for five years, corresponding with
the dates of the diary at each opening. It is

understood at a glance. The part of the diaiy

not used in one year is good for any other year
indicated. Christy's "Mailing Packet" is a
neat and simple form of envelope for sending

samples by mail. It is made of tough manilla

paper and is easily handled.

Mayer & Van Sant have succeeded to the

business of Thomas, Mayer & Van Sant, book-

sellers and stationers, Dayton, Ohio, Thomas
having retired from the firm.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Clark & Stevenson, printers, Newark, N. J.,

the business being continued by Clark.

Razall & Dwinnell, printers, Cincinnati,

Ohio, have dissolved partnership. John D.

Razall continues the business.

Wright& Everett, job printers. Independence,

Mo,, have been succeeded by the M. R. Wright
Printing Company.

An assignment has been made by Ashmead
Brothers, booksellers and stationers, Jackson-

ville, Fla.

Daniel O'Loughlin, publisher, &c., Boston,

Mass., has failed.

The Ranchman Publishing Company, Colo-

rado, Tex., has been attached.

Charles H. Folwell, publisher of the New Jer-

sey Mirror, Mount Holly, N. J., is dead.

Among the out-of-town tradesmen in town
during the past week was W. S. Smith, of New-
ark, N. J.

R. T. Albertson has succeeded to the business

of Albertson & Faulkner, stationers. New York
city, the firm having dissolved.

The Scovill Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturer of photographers' apparatus. New York
city, was burned out on Friday of last week.

T. H. Loss, Jr., the pioneer importer in Swiss

novelties, is now prepared to show the trade a
very extensive line of Swiss carvings, which he
has just received. This line is composed entirely

of new goods, and is altogether the finest collec-

tion of Swiss novelties ever introduced in this

country. It will pay to inspect it.

Late Thursday night of last week a fire oc-

curred m the five-story brick and stone build-

ing at No. 36 Church street. New York. John
J. Ghegan, a dealer in school-books and station-

ery, was located on the second floor. The three

upper floors were devoted to the manufacture

of mirrors, picture frames and moldings by
Hollenbach & Dieffenbach. In this factory was
stored a large stock of wood, acids, paints and
other combustibles. The stock of Hollenbach

& Dieffenbach was large and valuable, and but

little, if any of it, escaped destruction. They
estimate their loss at not more than $6,000 ; in-

sured for $4,500. The loss of John Ghegan is

$1,500 ; insured for $2,500.

Lawrence & Baxter are doing an exception-

ally brisk business this year as importers of sta-

tionery and various specialties. The house of

Lawrence & Baxter, of whom P. Lawrence,

the head of the firm, was the originator, has

been for many years interested in the exporta-

tion of American manufactures in addition to

an import trade. It began the export business

at a time when it was believed that America
could hardly enter into a competition with Eu-

rope in the introduction of her manufactures in

the latter country ; but the experiment proved

successful and led to the establishment in Lon-

don of the firm of Lawrence Brothers, which

now does an exclusively American agency busi-

ness. Some of the leading specialties which

Lawrence & Baxter are introducing into this

market are what is called the "J. A. P." paper,

which is a Japanese paper used for the various

purposes of printing linings for fancy boxes,

&c., rubber surgical instruments, " Perfection "

copying paper, novelties in pen-wipers, &c. The
firm is prepared to execute any orders to import

on commission while it is ready to take hold of

BLOTTER
ISO ^r^R.IE:TIES.

REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.)

TABLETS
100 SHEETS m PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE I.ARGEST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includinpr Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &e. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Statement and Bill-Heads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgmenl s, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

iS" Notwithstanding their many advantages, these goods will be founji by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. AH other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or less) in tueir pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UTVI "V"ER,SA.I-< ISI^OTTJBK. TA-BI^IilT, at lowest prices ever made.

W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.SEND FOR PRICE LISTS.
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any specialty for the purpose of introduction in

the European market.

A receiver has been appointed for M. Lind-

ner, manufacturer of toys, Berlin, Ont.

A meeting of the creditors of F. Desjardins

& Co., stationers, &c., Quebec, Que., has been
called.

Samuel Joyner, proprietor of the Galveston
Print, Galveston, Tex., has suspended the pub-
lication of that paper.

Kennedy & Beecher, stationers, printers and
blank-book manufacturers, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have dissolved partnership.

Dortch & Wilkes, stationers, &c., Columbia,

Tenn., have dissolved partnership. Wilkes, Mc-
Donald & Nelley have succeeded to the busi-

ness.

E. Claxton & Co., publishers, booksellers and
stationers, Philadelphia, Pa., have made an as-

signment to Henry T. Coates and Edward T.

Davis.

Watson & McArthur, dealers in wall-paper,

Montreal, Que., have dissolved partnership. C.

McArthur has retired from the firm and J. C.

Watson continues the business.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company ex-

pects to be established in its new quarters at

the corner of Centre and Walker streets, on
Monday, May 5.

The National Publishing Company, Phila-

delphia, has a very large demand for its quarto

bibles, and has been pushing its immense manu-
facturing facilities to their utmost. The ex-

tent of its orders can be imargined when it

is remembered that its manufacturings facilities

are nearly double those of any other quarto

bible establishment in this country.

An explosion of naphtha occurred on April 22

at J. L. Shoemaker & Co.'s Ninth street leather

factory, Philadelphia. The manager of the fac-

tory and a workman were severely but not

fatally burned, and considerable damage was
done to the naphtha house, and a quantity of

skins in process were destroyed. J. L. Shoe-

maker & Co. announce that there will be little

or no delay in filling their orders, as things are

again in shape at Ninth street, and their up-

town factory is running full time on orders.

J. H. BuflEord's Sons have brought out a very

extensive line of fans, some fifty different varie-

ties being represented. The firm is also prepar-

ed to furnish the trade with fan handles in any
quantity desired, and at the lowest manufac-

turers' prices.

Robert H. Ingersoll is about to issue a new
catalogue of rubber type, stamps, printing out-

fits, &c. Mr. Ingersoll has removed to No. 45

Fulton street, where he will have ample facili-

ties for conducting his increasing trade.

Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey street, have just

received, among o'her novelties, an elegant as-

sortment of English valentines for 1885, and for

which they are taking importation orders

only.

John T. Greenwood, paper manufacturer,

West Medway, Msss., has failed and been at-

tached.

O'Laughlin & McLaughlin, Catholic book

publishers and sellers, Boston, Mass., have
failed.

Lee & Peake, printers, Cincinnati, Ohio, have

dissolved partnership. The firm is now Jacob
Peake.

Mervin O. Cissel, printers, &c., Rensselaer,

Ind., has sold out to Antrim Brothers

John T. Greenwood, paper manufacturer,

Medway, Mass., has failed. An attachment has

been issued against him.

Simad & Forester, dealers in moldings and
pictures, Montreal, Que., have dissolved part

nership, C. Forester having retired from the

firm.

R. R. Watson has removed the wholesale

branch of his business to No. 49 Maiden lane.

He will continue to carry on a general retail

stationery business at his old place. No. 51 Nas-

sau street.

Alvah Bushnell, stationer, &c., Philadelphia,

Pa., has sent to his creditors a circular to the

following effect :
" I am compelled to call my

creditors together and exhibit to them a full

statement of my affairs. I therefore appoint

Thursday next. May 1, 1884, at four o'clock

p. M. as the time and 324 Chestnut street as the

place for such meeting, and earnestly request

your attendance." It is reported that this firm

owes about $7,000, including $1,900 of preferred

claims. The assets are in excess of these figures.

An extension of time will be asked and prob-

ably given by the creditors, on account of the

good reputation of Mr. Bushnell.

The paper-stock store of E. J. Gary, North
Adams, Mass., was closed on Saturday of last

week by direction of the Keystone National

Bank, of Erie, Pa. The property was attached

for $10,000, this amount representing paper of

Corcoran & Young, of Brie, which had been in-

dorsed by Cary and negotiated by the bank. It

is thought that the property is mortgaged for

about half its value, which is estimated at

$25,000, and that it will hardly be possible to

make any compromise in the matter, as so many
of the heavy creditors are secured. There

seems to be little doubt that Mr. Cary will be
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able in time to pay off the mortgages were it

not for the attachment.

E. E. Hawkes, stationery, &c., Quiucy, 111.,

has sold out to Lyford & Co.

Froctor, Hamilton & Co., printers, Minneapo-

lis, Minn., have dissolved partnership.

John B. Du Flessis, newsdealer, stationer, &c.,

Syracuse, N. Y., is closing out his business.

Hazzard & Bates, dealers in wall-paper, Min-

neapolis, Minn., have dissolved partnership.

Charles S. Borden, dealer in chromos, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has been sold out by the sheriff.

S. T. Addis, publisher of the Windsor Locks

Journal, Windsor Locks, Conn., has been dam-

aged by fire.

Crow & Woods, publishers of the Republican,

Tombstone, Ariz., have suspended the publica-

tion of that paper.

Ed. Fletcher has retired from the firm of

Reed & Fletcher, publishers of the Mountain
Echo, Angel's Camp, Cal.

Murphy & Scott, publishers of the Brooke

Local, Wellsburg, W. Va., have dissolved part-

nership. The firm is now James F. Murphy.

E. S. Hand & Co
,

publishers' agents, Phila-

delphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership. E. C.

Stokes and H. T. Pearce have formed a new
firm under the style of E. C. Stokes & Co.

H. B. Kendrick & Co., booksellers and sta-

tioners, Saco, Me., have dissolved partnership.

Mrs. C. K. Burns continues the business under

the old style.

James D. Whitmore & Co. report a brisk

trade in their extensive line of fine stationery,

menu cards, fancy goods, &c. Their trade is

ahead of last year. This shows the advantage

of selling goods that take with the consumer,

whom manufacturer and dealer should study to

please.

John M. Brown, late manager for Baker,

Pratt & Co., at Philadelphia, has been appointed

manager for the Western department of Clague,

Wegman, Schlicht & Field, of Rochester, N. Y.

Mr. Brown is a gentleman of large experience

as a manager and made himself invaluable to

his late employers, who parted with him with

best wishes. Clague, Wegman, Schlicht &
Field contemplate pushing all of their special-

ties, especially the Shannon filing cabinets and
Schlicht standard index, throughout the great

Western territory. The sale of the Shannon
file is increasing so rapidly and the demand for

it by dealers is becoming so great, that the

Western business demands the services of so

able a man as Mr. Brown to do it justice.

A destructive fire occurred at No. 16 Spruce
street on Sunday night last. It broke out in the

rear of the fourth fioor occupied by the printing

offices of Reilly & Son, printers of Forest and
Stream and Rod and Cfun. They also occupied
the top floor. The building has five stories, and
is on the south side of the street, running half

way through to Beekman street. The rear of

the two top floors was burning fiercely before

the fire showed itself in the front. The two up-
per fioors were entirely gutted, and the roof fell

in. The water tower in front and a dozen streams
from adjoining buildings kept the fire from
spreading to the lower floors, but they were
thoroughly soaked with water. Lines of hose
were run up through the double building, Nos.

12 and 14, and considerable damage was done
there by water. It was occupied on the ground
floor by C. Potter, Jr., & Co., printing presses,

and on the upper floors by James Reilly, printer.

Printers were working all day for Reilly & Son,
in No. 16. It is conjectured that some one laid

a lighted pipe aside carlessly. The building is

owned by the Arthur estate, and is damaged
about $7,000. The loss of Reilly & Son is total,

and is probably $10,000. The damage by water
to the lower fioors is about $5,000, and in Nos. 12

and 14, $2,000—a total damage of about $24,000.

In the two cellars of No. 16 a quantity of

paper belonging to Charles Hubbs, of No. 36

Beekman street, was stored. The cellar is filled

with water and the paper nearly a total loss.

The damage is $7,000. The building is the prop-
erty of James H. Weller, of Yonkers. It is dam-
aged $10,000. In the cellars of Nos. 30 and 32

Beekman street, paper belonging to Clement &
Stockwell at No. 30, and like stock belonging to

Miller & Flynn at No. 32, was considerably dam-
aged. Insurance covers all losses.

A man giving his name as P. S. Weller, and
representing himself as agent for Harper &
Brothers' Franklin Square Library, visited Wa-
terville, Mass., a short time ago, and fraudu-
lently obtained $38 in cash, $13 being paid, by a
man named G. H. Ford. The man showed Mr.
Ford a list of subscribers who had not paid, and
the latter knowing them to be reliable parties

paid for them. Weller then skipped. Harper
& Brothers replied to written inquiries that the
man was a fraud and that they employed no
agents.

The Erwin & Lane Paper Company at Elk-
hart, Ind., has been placed in the hands of a
receiver, John Cook. The company <ras incor-

porated three months ago, succeeding the firm
of Erwin, Lane & Co., whose assets were then
appraised at $105,000. The paid-in capital of
the company was placed at $35,000.

O. B. Havis, publisher, Dandridge, Tenn., has
failed.

Howard Staples, paper dealer, Eliot, Me., has
been burned out.

D. D. Anderson, dealer in rubber bands. New
York city, is dead.

E. D. Beggs, publisher, Madison, Fla., has sold

out to C. W. Stevens.

Hailman Brothers, printers, St. Louis, Mo.,

have advertised to sell out.

J. Blethen Alden has retired from the Journal
Company, Kansas City, Mo.

Robert P. Nevin, publisher of the Times,

Pittsburg, Pa., is advertising to sell out.

E. L. G-aylord, dealer in art goods, Bridge-

port, Conn. , has sold out to S. B. Brewster.

Stremmel & Samuel, paper-stock dealers,

Newark, N. J., have dissolved partnership.

William Eicheldorfer, publisher of the Staats

Zeitung, Grand Rapids, Mich., has sold out.

E. M. Rose, newsdealer and stationer, Hart-

ford, Conn., is advertising his business for sale.

P. P. Bradley & Co., booksellers and station-

ers. Glens Palls, N. Y., were burned out on the

28th inst.

W. L. Parshall & Brother, dealers in fancy
goods at Oil City, Pa., have been closed by the

sheriff. They began business last fall.

Execution has been issued against Pearce &
Co., paper-stock dealers, Philadelphia, Pa., to

recover judgments amounting to $8,704.

Price & Wedge, dealers in paper-hangings,

&c., Waterbury, Conn., have dissolved partner-

ship. John Price continues the business.

M. L. Kline has associated with Leon Pulaski

for the manufacture of paper boxes in Philadel-

phia, Pa., under the style of Pulaski & Kline.

Aguirre, Cells & Jackson, publishers of La
Union, Tuscon, Ariz., have dissolved partner

ship. The business is continued by Aguirre &
Cells.

A. L. English, the Engrossing Clerk of the

New Jersey Senate, and late of the Atlantic

Review and Mays Landing Record, is about to

establish himself in the printing, engraving and
stationery business at Chester, Pa.

The Holyoke Card and Paper Company, of

Holyoke, Mass., has decided to remove to

Brightwood, where land has been given it free

to locate on, and a spur track from the River

Railroad will be laid. Its new building will be

of wood, and will be finished by July 15, ready

for their occupancy.

TRY NONPAREIL PENS.
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*—

Send, for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & lOl William Street, New York.

SS* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.
y c ^ «—*-— -0' > Send, for Samples.

"Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER 'WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. @^s^Bsr-V
ric:e <Sc CO.

(COBPOKATIOJT.)
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DIRECTORY.
Card8 under this heading \7ill be charged for

at rate of iflilO per annum fur each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, PL

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers!
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295
Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, III.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ^oston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., PhUadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 38 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; al.-o Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 38, 30, 33 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st..PhiIadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROTJCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

mCKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J.. Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN, T. W. & C. B.. 35 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS.. & CO., 181 WUham St.. N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BKONZING MACHINE Cu., 553 Main
street, Worce><ier. Ma"R.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 WUUam St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N., 313 to 319 E, 28d 8t., N. Y

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, m.

SHRIVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATTTM SAJrUEL C. & CO.. Cincinnati

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard St., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MXTRPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, T8 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st. N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WUliam st., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 355 & 359 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY. M. A., 77 John St.. N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, m.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30^. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 31 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cinciimati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, lU.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St., New York.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SmTH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Jlfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., JR , 81 John St.. N. Y
MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),

57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper,

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven. Conn.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 37 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD mON WOKKP, Buffalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersev City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinor.

KISSAM, B. A., 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 34, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 33 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.i

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
' 29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

734 Broadway, N. Y.WARD, MARCUS, & CO.,

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WUliam St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.!
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 14;j Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 31 Milk st
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut st.
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cmcinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sis ,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st and
42 & 44 Gterman st., Baltimore. Md.

WEIDMANN. A. •">« Rroadwdv N Y.

-Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and 12 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVEKTISING CAKDS ASTD NOVELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO : 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. ' BOSTON : 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOIZN PEZTFtXE:, Jii..
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOB -

^A^.

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Orinding Mills, &c.

•» THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

iBprored Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^B^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. B.amilton, Ohio.

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISING THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OF

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.

"Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

j H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CAM and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^g~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

II

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.

L. PRANG «c CO.'S CHRISTMAS CARDS.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRA-TED CATALOGUE.

The popular demand for Christmas cards
seems to be ever increasing and long experience
enables those who cater for the public taste to

discern precisely that which is likely to be most
wanted. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the
marked improvement in the art feeling of the
great mass of the people. This is evident in a
thousand directions, but it is interesting to note
the influence that it has upon the diflCerent

branches of trade and industry. The result, so
far as Christmas cards are concerned is obvious
enough, for second-rate work is not in demand,
the public of to-day calling for, and expecting
the highest talent of the artist and the greatest
skill of the lithographer. Prang's experience in

this direction guarantees a proper response to

popular expectation, and his publications for the
coming Christmas are indicative of complete
recognition of the demands of the most refined
taste. The list of cards is noticeable for the
number of well-known artists who have contrib-
uted to it. Benjamin Champney has two land-
scape designs showing the happiest sunlight
effects, brightened still more by the children
playing in the meadows. A beautiful frieze of
laughing children by Alex. Sandrier is veryeflfec-

tive. The late A. F. Bellows' style is recognized
in companion landscapes. Dora Wheeler's group
of singing girls has the very spirit of Christmas.
Giacommelli and Fidelia Bridges have contrib-

uted bird and flower designs, delicate in com-
position and treatment. Four season cards by
W. Hamilton Gibson with exquisite backs by
Miss Humphrey are mounted in novel style. W.
H. and H. Beard are recognized in humorous
designs. Miss Comins has a novelty in diamond
and triangular shaped cards. One of the dain-

tiest folding calendars is by Miss Humphrey.
The success of the Ruskin calendar has been so

great that a design by the same gifted artist,

Mrs. E. Whitman, has been secured for a Tenny-
son calendar and H. Winthrop [Peirce has an
original mount for a Thackeray calendar. The
satin prints include most of the designs men-
tioned besides many more.

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

QUARTER OF A CENTURY OF SUCCESS.

CIRCULATES IN ALL COUNTRIES.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe.

Correspondents in all countries.

The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress

of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses

in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue

of this journal, and pronounced to be the most
valuable of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,

especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,

Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself t^

be unequaled.

SPECIMEN copy GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : S3.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting

this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,

Offlcss—London : 160a Fleet St., I!. C.
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DETOTED TO THE INTERESTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy G-oods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies . - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 18 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cerf a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a mediiun of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-
ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,
per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

snail be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on ail trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

186 AND 128 DoANB Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Cbicaoo,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. Yiennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Haumitt, General Man-
ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Soathern Office : F. Q. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside
]
^
LonloS

^'^"^ Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Yigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

6. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorr< and Genoa, Italy.

I u H<> R„c.,TT J Amsterdaij, Holland, and
J . H. ae isussy < ^^^ p^^^j^ ^^^ indies.

Tohn Hoe-an i
Melbourne, Sydney, and

Jonn uogan
-j ^(jgi^ide. Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wtn. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
Camilo Garcia .Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

JosS A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert . .Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. 1.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum
] ^aSds"^"'

^^"^"^'"^^ ^"
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
0. Halght Toronto, Canada.

Hemy W. Hughes
-j
^ c^i^b^^

'°^^''' ^""'^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be suppUed with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
resoondent* of thf ouroK of their ipformntion.

Congress does not appear to be in any
hurry about the tariff. The discussion of

the Morrison bill proceeds leisurely, and
every day or two a few speeches on one

side or the other are got off. Presumably
the House will dispose of the bill before the

dog days ; but each day's delay only pro-

claims the greater impossibility of the

adoption of any tariff measure at the pres-

ent session of Congress.

As indicated last week, the publication

office and other departments of the Lock-

wood Press, including The Stationer,

have been removed to Nos. 126 and 128

Duane street, at the southwesterly corner

of Duane and Church streets. Our friends

will find us there, and will please address

their communications accordingly. In re-

marking about the new quarters in our

last issue we understated their dimen-

sions. The building is 50x117 feet, and
three floors of this size are devoted to the

uses of the Lockwood Press.

One of the treaty questions with which
the United States Senate has to deal is that

agreed upon at a conference of representa-

tives of twenty countries and signed by
eleven of the conferring States, the pur-

pose of the treaty being to confer upon the

citizens of the countries concerned the same
rights of property in patents, trade-marks

and commercial titles in any of the con-

tracting States, as they may be entitled to

in their own country. This is intended to

form an international industrial union, giv-

ing reciprocal advantages to inventors, busi-

ness firms, &c. Some question is raised as

to the desirability of such a union from our

standpoint, and we are not sure that it will

not serve to extend privileges to foreign

manufacture»'T which they might not be

able to secure under our own laws. We
invite attention to this treaty, and intend

to give it further consideration ourselves,

for the purpose of arriving at definite con-

clusions as to its scope and effect upon the

industrial interests of this country.

There is not, at present writing, an un-

promising outlook for trade. The current

volume of traffic of all kinds is large, but

owing to the desire to keep stocks down,

competition is exceptionally sharp, and in

consequence thereof business in most

branches of trade is being transacted at a

small margin of profit. With the promise

of good harvests as the season progresses,

business confidence will be very apt to in-

crease, and if the crops are generally and

finally good, a very active trade and a lib-

eral '
' stocking up " by merchants through-

out the country may be reasonably ex-

pected to follow. It is commonly as-

serted that there is overproduction in

all of our industries, and this view of the

manufacturing situation is assumed from
the fact that there is a surplus of

goods offering in almost every line ; but

the deduction is not accurately made. The
wants of the people are in excess of present

takings, and under-consumption more than
overproduction is the cause of the slowness
in trade. There is a very conservative ten-
dency in all classes throughout the coun- j
try, and the disposition is to go without
things which can be dispensed with until
pressing need compels their purchase.
There is an undoubted prudence, if not
" scare," weighing on the mind of consum-
ers which restricts purchases, and there is an
evident disposition to hoard pennies, so that
they may become available if dollars fall

short. For this phase of public economy we
are indebted to a variety of inciting causes.

Experience has given many bitter lessons,

and fiush times, when extravagance was
rampant, are no longer supposed to exist.

The condition of our stock market is suf-

ficient proof that people have begun to

think and to reason more seriously than
they have been wont to reason on the futil-

ity of chances. The general speculative

troubles brought conviction to many, kept
the more timid aloof from ventures, and
finished up the bolder and more weakly
confident. There is no great distress .nppar-

ent, except among the victims or interme-
diaries of speculation. It is just as well that

it should stay there if it shall not progress^

further.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

It may be one of the new fashions, but I

think that it will be difficult to put into practice

on living beings unless it is intended for use on
one of the traveling sign-boards which fre-

quent our principal streets. I refer to u newly
patented invention which is described as fol-

lows:

As a new article of manufacture, an or-

nament for personal wear, consisting of a box or
frame of any desired form, and constructed of

pasteboard, thick paper, or thin sheet metal,

and having an opening preferably of the same
form as the box, the sides of the box being

formed with slit's, the ends of the sides being
bent and secured upon themselves, and a strip

of the same material, having its end bent and

'

adapted to be Inserted in the frame or box to

form the bottom thereof, the box being trimmed
or ornamented.

* * * *

The nearest suggestion of known use and
ornament, which seems to be covered by the fore-

going description, is a coffin. No other " box "

intended as an "ornament for personal wear"
is likely to hit it off so nearly.

* * * *

A gentleman engaged with a prominent
house on Duane street is devoting his leisure

hours to the study of dudes. He intends to pre-

pare a monograph on this highly interesting

subject. He discovered a rare specimen of the

species on the Brooklyn Bridge the other day.

If he has not yet come across a shaded variety

I can direct him to a valuable contribution from
Thompson street.

* * * *

Some very novel designs in fancy cloth t

penwipers are in the market. They come in i

great variety and many very pretty ones are I

made up with bisque figures, which form hand
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some ornaments for the writing desk. These

are imported, ^ ;!; ^ ,1;

Swiss carvings seem to be in renewed de-

mand and many new things in this line have ap-

peared. Among the novelties are nut-crackers

representing true likenesses of Bismarck, Gam-
betta, and other characters, besides animal fig-

ures, ij. ^ ^. ^

A gentleman of long and profitable expe-

perience as an exporter of American goods says

that there is a great deal of room for the increase

of our foreign trade, but that it is essential that

stability of prices is of prime importance—in

fact, indispensable to success. He is surprised

that greater interest is not taken in this direc-

tion. The suggestion about prices is one which

must be regarded. The American manufac-

turer who seeks a foreign market must strive to

avoid sudden and undue fluctuations in his quo-

tations. ^ ^ ^ i^.

The stationery and paper trade base-ball

nines have been consolidated and are ready to re-

ceive challenges from similar organizations in

other sections. The club will cross bats with the

Greenville (N. J.) Athletic Club, on the grounds

of the latter, on Saturday afternoon, May 3. The

acting captain is at present Mr. Gushing. A
meeting will be held soon to perfect the organ-

ization of the club and for election of officers.

» * * *

John Habberton has been writing a biog-

raphy of Washington. I haven't read it yet

;

but have seen extracts. It must be something

out of the usual run, as witness the following

:

* * * *
" Washington rode into Boston on a mag-

nificent charger ; even his colored servant was
well mounted. The young Virginian ' took the

town ' at once ; the natives could not show him
Bunker Hill Monument, the burnt district, or the

Back Bay improvements, as they now would do

within an hour of his arrival, but they gave him
what they had—heartiness, patriotism and beans.

Concerning the latter his letters are painfully

silent ; nothing but silence can do justice to

some topics ; but the people's hospitality and

public spirit pleased him greatly."

* * * *

Evidently Mr. Habberton has struck a

new view of biographical research, and presents

the Father of his Country in a new light. A
Boston critic says that " the work is a sturdy

piece of history and biography combined," and

that while the book "sparkles" and has " a sort

of champagne eflfect on the reader, it keeps the

solidity of a veracious record in all essentials."

Let us all read it

!

* :f: :ii *

Embossed satin prints are to be les pieces

de rSsistance for the holidays. Well, let 'em

come. Mqfe may be said about them when sam-

ples are shown. Some people think that the

chromo souvenirs are stale and no longer avail-

able. Don't you believe it. There is no end of

concepticn for these things and people generally

like them. There are a great many persons yet

to whom the finer works are revelations of

beauty.

Trade is generally "easy," but there

doesn't seem to be any gloominess about it.

There is a steady call for goods, although the

requirements of consumers seem to be limited,

and this more due to prudence than absolute

necessity. People are improving in their habits

to the extent that lavishness and extravagance

are much more restricted than formerly. This

is evidence of the existence of common sense

and the practice of good judgment.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. & C. ask for headquarters of the J. A. P. imita-

tion silk papers.

Ans.—Imported by Lawrence & Baxter, 39

Dey street.

A. H. E. & Co. want to know who makes portable

blackboards or slating in rolls.

.Ans.—New York Silicate Book Slate Com-
pany.

B. S. & Co. want names of manufacturers of wax
paper.

Ans.—Chase & Co., Boston, Mass.; C. Ham-
merschlag, New York.

W. asks why importers and dealers in musical mer-
chandise don't advertise in The Stationer, and
wants list of dealers.

Ans.—To the first part of your inquiry we
reply, that it is because they don't know what
is good for them. As to the last, see list given

in this column a few weeks ago.
m » ^

As The Stationer goes to press, it is learned

that Wm. C. Dunton, of the firm of Bulkley,

Dunton^ & Co., paper manufacturers and deal-

ers, of this city, has died suddenly of apoplexy.

Mr. Dunton was a man much [^liked and es-

teemed.
-^-t-^

MORTGAGES , ETC.

[In the appended list B. signifies a renewal of a
pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,
a mortgage on real estate.!

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
American Lead Pencil Co. (not incorporated). .$97,000

McHugh& Spor 600

J. S. Ogilvie (R.) 11,000

W. B. Dinsmore & Co .3,800

H. Savin 250

EASTERN STATES.
Emma J. Elder, Boston, Mass 60

Warren A. Gray, Salem, Mass. (B. S.) 1,850

MIDDLE STATES.
John O. Wagner (D. D. Wagner & Co.), Easton,

Pa 980

John A. Heistand, Lancaster (Pa.) Examiner
and Express (Real) 2,000

Jacob R. Coffer, Mount Joy (Pa.) Herald (Real). 1 ,000

Peace & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 8,704

J. E. Eichholtz, Sunbury (Pa.) Northumber-

land Democrat (B.) 700

Lewis M. Castner, Williamsport, Pa. (Real) ... 4 800

Charles B. Gee, Newark, N.J 652

E. (Mrs. H. N.) Harbach, Philadelphia, Pa 1,760

WESTERN STATES.
H. B . Mayo, San Francisco, Cal 250

Larson & Jorgenson Desk Co., Chicago, 111 558

A. L. & D. W. Stone, Marseilles, 111 883

North Star Printing Co. (Warner & Foote),

Minneapolis, Minn 312

John D. Hacker, Dayton, Ohio 200

F. W. Hellard (Hellard & GrifBth), Oshkosh,

Wis 150

Baldwin & Bruce, Minneapolis, Minn 175

Louis Dampf (Dampf & Schusfeler), San Fran-

cisco, Cal. (Real) 1,500

Geo. M. Reed, Leadville, Col 128

J. B. Graham, Pitkin, Col 2.300

James Rice, Pueblo, Cal. (T. D.) 7,000

National Democratic Publishing Co., Peoria,

I11.(R,) • 2,000

Indiana Publishing Co. (incorporated), Indi-

anapolis, lad., Scisiors 282

Sigler & StrattOQ, Detroit, Mich 1,000

SOUTHERN STATES.
Gernand Manufacturing Co., Baltimore, Md

(B.S.) 60

Liens Released.

Herbert H. Ham, Boston, Mass 300

A. W. Buerger, St. Louis, Mo 2,500

Sexton & Jacques, Indianapolis, Ind 800

---»-
Henry E. Wedelstaedt, who for the past sev-

enteen years has been identified with D. D. Mer-

rill and the St. Paul Book and Stationery Com-
pany, and since the organization of the stock

company has fl.lled the positions of secretary

and treasurer, as well as superintendent of its

retail department, has sold out his interest, and
on May 1 will sever his connection with the

firm. His plans for the future are yet unset-

tled, but his many friends will wish him suc-

cess in whatever business he may engage.

Office op The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, April 30, 1884. (

THE MONEY MARKET.—Tha money mar-
ket has undergone little or no change since last

week, the tendency, however, appears to be toward
a firmer market, and a disposition has been shown to

scrutinize more closely. Time loans have been ne-

gotiated at 4@4J4 per cent., and discounts are still

quoted 4@5>^ per cent. Call loans on bond lj^®19i,

and on mixed collateral 2@3i^ per cent. The stock

market has presented no new feature, the trading

having been of moderate proportions, and the ten-

dency toward a lower level of values. Government
bonds dull but steady. Railroad bonds weak. State

bonds and bank stocks quiet. Foreign exchange
has ruled quiet and steady, with the demand covered
chiefly by gold exports.

TBE PAPER iJf^KKBT.—The situation with

most of our city dealers is still characterized by qui-

etude and an absence of that nervous energy which
usually attends the active and profitable employment
of capital. There is a continued disposition shown
among the small dealers throughout the country to

buy cautiously, and thus throw the onus and ex-

pense of carrying supplies upon the large dealers

and manufacturers at the primary sources of supply.

Some of the most careful and conservative men in

the trade, whose long experience gives weight to their

opinions, do not look for any radical or permanent
improvement during; the spring or summer months.

They think that a better adjustment of the supply

and demand will no doubt be found necessary, but

while the existing conservatism o£ trade is very ag-

gravating they hold that it is a healthy and encour-

aging feature. In the line of print paper, while the

season of the year is close at hand when the demand
usually slackens, there is an exception in a year of

Presidential election, and although there has been

no improvement resulting from this cause as yet,

manufacturers and dealers are hopeful that the

political campaign will help them out considerably.

The large daily papers have not of late duplicated

their orders for paper to the extent that had been

expected, but no doubt this will become quite pro-

nounced before we enter on the summer months,

and the consumption will be kept up to good propor-

tions until after the election in November, which will

bring us almost to the close of the year. Whatever
changes in prices have been made during the past

week have been unimportant and values throughout
rule fairly steady, the most apparent weakness being
in wrapping papers and straw boards.

TB.E STATIONERY MARKET.—The move-
ment in staple goods remains steady, but shows no
improvement over last week. A fair amount of

business is done in orders received by mail, but

£ew out-of-town dealers are in the city and the

local trade is light. Dealers in various sta-

tioners' specialties are having the lion's share of

trade just now as goods of this character have an
active demand at present. Particularly is this so in

respect to fine writing pads. These pads are so ad-

mirably adapted to fill the wants of consumers that

they are preferred to ordinary stationery and manu-
facturers have all that they can do to fill orders.

There is a lull in the movement in steel pens, but

this is not unusual for this season of the year. The
manufacturers of fine art cards are busily engaged
in the preparation of goods for the holiday trade.

The copapetition in these goods is so extensive and
active that some very fine things in this line may be

looked for. Goods already shown have a remarka-

ble degree of artistic merit, while the general treat-

ment of the various subjects is peculiarly striking
and original. It is said that in satin prints embossed
goods will be leading specialties this year.
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Teniple Court, New York City. ^^^

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
)

]>Je>v lLiOTi-Aon.9 Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER. STOP-GYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
liVitli Valuable I»atented. Improvements.

CHA8. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie AtMtic Worn, East BosM, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, PMladelpHa.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HtlEE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohioago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HanoCdttkb. uaSND FOB dBCULAB AND PBICB LIST. HAin>OaTTKR, WTTB Stkam Fixtubb.
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GHADWIGK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

• ••/•.•v.: ^
—'I ..•;•::'•> 4.'.

MANUFACTURERS OF

. ^ :-''\l'^' SHELF® LACE
-^

J^-Send for Catalogue.

-^

Sl-OO and. TTp-ward-s,
ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.

Made of the best material's througrh-
out, and the only Pen in the -world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

(formerly janbntzky a co.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Soards.
— SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP THE—

PATENTED * PAPIEU ^ MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacrojx China Colors ; Wax Flower Materials ; I U G Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Kepousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting; Materials; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Cs^-2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 2^

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated lieonhardi Dresden Alizarin
Writing and Copying Inks.

ANTOINE'S COPYING IN
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

even if a month has e'apsed after a letter has

been written.

Ailic'sitafrigl
Is the only one which resists the action a/ BLOTTING PAPER,

and always keeps its original colour, no matter

how lon^ in bottle.

IIGHEST AWARDS OBTAINED AT EVERY EXHIBITION

PARIS EXHIBmON, 1878, SILVER MEDAL
(Hig-tiest a-wa-x-cL)

AMSTEBDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLD BY ALL STATIOHERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND THROUGHOUT XHE \A/OBl_D

B. A. ROGERS & CO.,

ID-A.-2-T03Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

lii-m:
SCHOOL PADS.

1^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPUIiLY SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUIiO, BRAZIL.

"CiET TiaTS. BEST."

DELANGS INKS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEAES.

XtDEUN «fe r>e I>A.T>fG, Manufacturers,
130 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. t. riPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., PhUadelphia.

^•^ COMPANY. ^'

/7o Clark 5f-

CHICAGO.
EXACT SIZE.
TEN LINE Gnoifflei Fipres.

A NEW ARTICLE.

For numbering Books,
Papers, Boxes, Tills,
Drawers, Shelves, and for
use in a thousand diflfer-

ent ways which suggest
themselves to every bu-
siness man.

— MADE OP—
WHITE, RED, B'LACK
and GOLD GUMMED

PAPER.
And put tij> in Boxes.

Will remove MAY 1

To 87 & 89 Franklin St.
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JOHN HOLLAND,
• MANUFACTURER OF —

Gold Pens* Pencil CaseS'

SFEOI^LrriES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylographic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and

Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St., ) njirpmiJ Amy

OFFICE A.ND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th st.,$^^"^^J^^^^^'

JANSEN, McCLURG & (JO., Chicago, lU. i WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal. I R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

PUFFJED SATIN ANI> FLUSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,
-f-^ FRINGED AND BLANK. «-->

e:]>xbos^e:x> ^ o.^ii]3S.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.
lVlcGILL'SPATENT8U8PENDING-RINGS,SU8PENDING-STAPLES,BRACE8&PINS

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

McGlLL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGlLL'S PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA'..

Manufacturers, HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS, N.Y. City.
FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a lar^^e stock o£ SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-

count. Also School B oks more or le>-s shelf-worn,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
151 and 153 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO,

Eleclrotjpers & Stereotjpers,

24 and 36 VANDEWATER STREET.

j^^BIectrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

I.B&W
THE GREAT THROUGH ROUTE

- BETWEEN THE •

East, West, North and South.

LLSTQN-
I

AT. VA.

I.B.&W.RT

nrousii PASSENGER TRAINS Dally

AS FOLLOWS :

THREE SOLID TRAILS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Peoria.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Decatur.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Sandusky.Tndianapolis, Peoria and Decatur.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Dayton and Cincinnati.
THREE TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Springfield and Columbus.
FOUR TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Springfield, Dayton & Cincin'ti.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Bet. Columbus, Springfield, Indianapolis & Chicago.

— WITH —
Sleeping and Beclining Chair Cars on Night

Trains and Elegant Parlor and Modem
Day Coaches on Day Trains.

Its track is laid with HEAVY STEEL RAILS, thor-
oughly ballasted, with easy grades and few curves.
Traversing as it does the heart of the three great

States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, uniting in close
business relationship the capital cities of the first

and second with the fecond city of the third, and
passing through a large number of the most im-
portant cities and towns in each, and with all its

central location makes it the

Shortest and Most Desirable Route be-

tween the Fast and West.

THROUGH TICKETS AND BAGGAGE CHECKS
to all Principal Points

NORTH, SOUTH, EAST AND WEST
can be obtained at any ticket office of The I., B. and
W. Railway; also via this route at all railraod
offices throughout the country. Rates always as
low as the lowest.
Particular advantages offered to Western Emi-

grants. LAND and TOURIST TICKETS to , all

points reached by any line.

C. E. HENDERSON, H. M. BRONSON,
Gen'l Manager. Gen'I Ticket Agt.
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AMERICAN MANUFACTURES IN EUROPE.
The undersigned devote their sole attention to the introduction and sale in GREAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whethfr patented or otherwise. Printers', Book-Binders' and Stationers'

Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. REFERENCES GIVEN.

LAWRENCE & BAXTIE, LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
IVo. 39 I>EY^ STREET, No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E. C,

NEW YORK. LONDON, ENG.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.

V/MM^^j-^^uLl

(Patented in Europe and Americ.)

Drives and Clinclies a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Slow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box
of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), jier Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for otir

standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., New York.

^^ For Illustrated Catalogue of
oxu- Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address.

For the HOME TRADE or EXFOBT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty.

E. Gh. XiOOICE & OO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

J- L-
i»h:iil.a.jdeiil,i»hia., pa..—

s

— MANUFACTURERS OF —

A. CO.

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE VERY FINEST (^UALITF.

SEND FOK SAMPLES. A.XmXm BOOKBINDSRS' rtEIQXTISITES.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
ISTo. 509 diestnut Street, IPliiladelpliia, !Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

IT HAS ITO EQUAL IIT EUROPE,
ANn THB

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE IN rra PAGES

:) THE {:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Offlce Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOUN STOXBIZr.

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties Illustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:-Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tabUshments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the ti'ade during the preceding seven days. *

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,
East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

" The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. StonhiU, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages."

—

Mackellar, Smiths <&

Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."—Beyas* ittsMJS-iefter.

" It has features of enterjirise unusual to European
Trade journalism."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."

—

Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

"In the matter of printing it is perfect."—W. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."

—

James D. Whitmore «& Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements In journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL CIKCUIiATION.
Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BiriLDINGS, LTJDGATE CIRCUS

I.ONDON. E. C, EN6J.AND.
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PH. HAKE
—MANUFACTURER OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

m WEDDIH& STATIOHERT,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64, 66 & 68 Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

JOHN R EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

LAHK B
AND

B^3L.TI3yEOR.E:, l^JD.h

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF-BOUNDS MADE.

T HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHEBBY OB WALNUT, AS DESIBED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Fnrnishers,

W Send for Catalogue. - 4 Bond St., New York.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
For the Week Ended April 25, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings .

.

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils .

Paper

Steel Pens

—

Other

Totals ...

35 82,231

402 32,996

54 2,418

25 3,809

88 2,655

18 3,810

11 345

15' 20,465

2 273

17

805

708

869,710

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAFEB, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,
For ths Week Ended April 29, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases..

Books, cases..

Stationery

Totals

3,971 8813

313 5,074

181 4,006

120 10,137

233

4,818

14,258

834,288

IMPOBTATIONS OF PAPER.
From April 22 to April 29, 1884.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Canada, London, 6 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nevada, Glasgow, 11 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony, Waesland, Antwerp, 18 cs.

Henry QrifiSn &Son, by same, 7 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 1 cs.

Elliott & Bulkley, Celtic, Liverpool, 4 cs. hangings.

Baldwin Brothers, by same, 3 cs.

R. Gledhill, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

J. Ward Lydecker, Arizona, Liverpool, 6 bs.

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK-
From April 22 to April 29, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 45; to United States

of Colombia, 27; to London, 11; to Bremen, 6; to

New Zealand, 4; to Dutch West Indies, 2; to Glas-

gow, 1; to Hong Kong, 1; to Cuba, 3; to Hayti, 2; to

Brazil, 12; to Japan, 4.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 33 pkgs.; to British West
Indies, 3,176 rms., 17 pkgs ; to Cuba, 1 cs., 64 pkgs.;

to United States of Colombia, 181 pkgs., 2 cs. ; to

Mexico, 15 pkgs., 1 cs. ; to Hamburg, 6 cs. ; to London,

40 cs. ; to Brazil, 10 cs ; to Hayti, 40 rms. ; to Bre-

men, 47 cs. ; to British Australasia, 7 cs. ; to Santo

Domingo, 760 rms., 2 cs. ; to Venezuela, 37 cs. ; to Ar-

gentine Republic, 7 cs. ; to Genoa, 14 cs. ; to Danish

West Indies, 1 cs. ; to Copenhagen, 5 cs. ; to New-
foundland, 1 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 61; to United

States of Colombia, 35; to Hamburg, 28; to Bremen,

2; to London, 5; to Cuba. 7; to British West Indies

18; to British Australasia, 4; to Santo Domingo, 3|
to Venezuela, 6; to Brazil, 37; to Glasgow, 1 ; to

Nova Scotia, 2; to Newfoundland, 7; to Hayti, 3;

Argentine Republic, 1.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,!

20; to United States of Colombia, 63; to Bremen, 25g

to Venezuela, 63; to Brazil, 147; to Liverpool, 45; to

Cuba, 3; to Hayti, 20; to Argentine Republic, 19.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 17; to Mexico, 46; to Liverpool,|

6; to Glasgow, 1; to Argentine Republic, 17; to Lon-j

don, 3; to Santo Domingo, 6; to Venezuela, 9;

Cuba, 10.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 5; to British Austra

lasia, 1.

SLATES, cases, to Hull, 42; to British West Indies

52; to Mexico, 9; to Argentine Republic, 4.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,!
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23; to Cuba, 3; to Liverpool, 4; to British West In-

dies, 2.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 3 ; to

United States of Colombia, 18.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 4;

to Hamburg, 4; to Mexico, 10; to Venezuela, 9; to

Brazil, 5.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 1.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Lon-

don. 3.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to British Honduras, 2; to

Cuba, 1; to United States of Colombia, 7.

ALBUMS, cases, to United States of Colombia, 1.

PLAYING CARDS, eases, to Liverpool, 1.

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Hamburg, 2.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Hamburg, 2; to Liver-

pool, 1; to Hull, 6.

CRAYONS, cases, to Liverpool, 1.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, packages, to Liverpool, 5;

to Santo Domingo, 3.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c., cases, to Mexi-

co, 2; to United States of Colombia, 2.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLBSALB MANUFACTURERS OP

SHOE DKESSINGS AND INKS.
Among our speci-

alties is the TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in
the market, as It adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks v^ith greater tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-
ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
per gross, $7.50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross, $12.

^r~ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
tlquid Glue. For sale by all flrst-claas Stationers.

a^L3ililiiiZ!;,:!Sililia3«llK^

-ij^;

Style op 3 oz. Pen Wiper.

Continental Ms,
AND-

SE^LIlSrO- AAT^X.

CONTINENTAL MFG. CO.,
426 & 428 Market Street, Philadelphia.

ITEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

manufacturers op

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 34.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Sise, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalogrue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

'S. 8"

& OBJ

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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TRADE ITEMS

The very large facilities of the National Pub-

lishing Company, Philadelphia, enable it to give

prompt attention to all orders for its popular

line of family bibles. The company will be

pleased to have members of the trade visiting

Philadelphia call and examine its establish-

ment.

The Cincinnati Price Current of last week is-

sued a supplement consisting of the Thirty-fifth

Annual Report of Pork Packing in the West
and elsewhere in the United States, accompa-

nied with provision and grain trade statistics for

the year ending March 1, 1884. The supplement

is a neat pamphlet of thirty-two pages, and its

contents cannot fail to prove of great value to

those engaged in the industries named.

Cochran & Young, paper and paper-stock

dealers, Erie, Pa,have been closed by sheriflE on

judgments for over $90,000 entered in favor of

local banks. Liabilities about $130,000. They have

been prominently identified with the paper-stdck

business for the past ten years. They discon-

tinued the paper branch of their business about

a year ago, but were obliged to take back their

mill property at North East. The assets are

nominally $120,000, consisting of real estate,

bills and accounts receivable and personal

property.

The attention of the readers of The Sta-

tioner is called to the fac simile letter, in

another column, of the Equitable Life Assur-

ance Company setting forth the merits of the.

Climax blotting paper made by the Richmond,

Paper Manufacturing Company. As will be

seen by reference to the document alluded to,

the company, when first asked to recommend
the paper refused on the ground that it had not

had sufficient time to test its merits. After

using the paper a year, buying it through par-

ties other than the manufacturers, and thor-

oughly testing it, the company states that it

prefers to use the Climax blotting.

Among the noticeable features in the new
show room and office of Phil. Hake, on the

ground floor of the building at the corner of

William and Ann streets, is the elegant private

office of George A. Raisbeck, which is fitted up
in the most tasteful manner. The window on

William street is of stained glass of a handsome
pattern, and, altogether, the place is as cosey as

one could wish. Mr. Raisbeck will start out on
the road soon with as fine a line of fall goods as

has ever been seen in this market. This will be

ready for inspection at the show room of his

firm, in a week or two. Among the great va-

riety of novelties to be seen will be some em-

bossed satin goods, the coloring of which will be

done by hand.

John Gibson has brought out a decidedly at-

tractive line of art cards for the holiday trade.

The line is remarkable for freshness of design,

beauty and harmony in the blending of colors

and general artistic merit. It is largely com-

posed of the productions of Julius Bien & Co.,

whose cards were so popular during the past

season. This company has far exceeded this

year anything it has yet produced. Its cards

show a rare degree of artistic merit, and each

design in the matter of coloring, &c. , is treated

in a way entirely original. The line is very

extensive, and the fringing is rich and elegant.

Among the great number of varieties are three

numbers of frosted cards, showing beautiful

landscape scenes in pretty colors. The trade

should examine these goods.

A good article of manufacture scarcely needs

a word of commendation. It advertises itself

* THE LATEST! *

(MAGNIFIES 1,000 TIMES.)

This is the latest and most important discovery in
Optical Sdence. It Unfolds the Mysteries of Nature.

Ijooking through its power-
ful li-nses, one can see the
Aiiiinalculae in a drop of
staguant water, the cor-
puscle in the blood, in-

sects in old cheese, every
particle of dust on the wing
of a butterfly in the form
of a feather, a fly like an
elephant, its trunk and
the sponges on its feet be-
ing «howu, the peculiar con-
struction of a flea and the
scales on its body. Infact,
any imaginable minute ob-
ject can be examined with
as much accuracy and
satixfaction as under any
SlOO Instrument, and
without the waste of time
and skill used in mounting
the object. The Compound
Microscope is constructed
of a peculiar grade of
pebble-lenses, being a re-
cent discovery and a secret,
and is contrived so simply
that any child can use it.

It therefore will, no doubt, interfere with the sale of
high-priced microscopes, and take their place.

Samples by mail, prepaid. 35 cents ; one dozen,
$3; one gross, by express, $30.

GOLLNER MFG. CO., office 222 Centre St., N.Y.

AMEBICAX AND FOBEIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLSS J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPBTEKIKS for the Spring Trade

ENVKLOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue'just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, JPencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

and is a thing that consumers are bound to have.

These remarks are suggested from the extended
popularity which the "Climax" blotting paper'
has secured. Orders for this blotting-paper have
greatly increased, and is is needless to say that

it is giving general satisfaction. A dealer who
carries it once will have no other. Among the

strong points in its favor are that it is put up in

packages of full weight and count ; it is abso-

lutely uniform as to quality and color ; it does

not harden with age ; it is cheap and of a su-

perior quality. The agent for its sale is N. H.
Furness, of Nos. 5 and 7 Beekman street. New
York. Mr. Furness has a full line of white,

buffi, blue, pink and salmon colors, put up in 60,

80, 100, 120 and 140 pound packages. Quarter
ream packages of assorted colors, will be sold as

a sample, if desired.

M. Daudet ta' es his note-book everywhere.

Once, it is related, he had a sentimental and dra-

matic scene with his wife, concerning which he

remarked, "This seems, my dear, like a chapter

that had slipped out of a novel." "It is more
likely, Alphonse," was the reply, "to form a
chapter that will slip into a novel."

Doctor :
" Well, Frau Koppen, and how have

the leeches I prescribed done for you?" Pa-

tient :
" Well, Herr Doctor, I boiled them and I

roasted them, but do what I would I couldn't

swallow them."

The Paper and Printing Trades Journal.

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annum, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or indirectly (and who
is not ?) with Printing and Paper ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCEIBERS SAY.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U. S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Chbritt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.—^J. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.—S. B. Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of Information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing Is.—W. Pbrrktt,

j

Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
]

the world of typography.—W. Winget, Torquay.

WHAT ADVERTISEES SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.
Piles of applications for samples resulting there-

from. Alf Cooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham. .

Your capital notices have brought in a large number
j

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsbdry Sq., London, E.C.

From the first advertisement, I had over two hun-
dred inquiries, most of them leading to good orders.

J. D. Carter.

4 Falcon Street, London, E.cp.

From one advertisement alone I had over thirty
j

orders for wood letter and metal type.
F. Wessblhoeft.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,

(Contractors to Her Majesty's Government,)

7e LeadenhaUe Freose, 50 Leadeshalle St„ LONSON, E. 6\
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LANGFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANXJFACTURERS OF-

Ilam( 'f i©t
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

99

-®— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING- DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offices, Leading Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the eountry.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE, WEGMAN, SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. Y. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, III. and TORONTO, Ont.

TU C UADX/ADn COIIMTAIM DCM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tabes,
InL nnnVAnU rUUINIrVIIN rLINi wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of aU fountain pens.

these objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose havtnpr been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 104 Broadway, New Tork.

LE PAGE'S MUCILAGE MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT GO.
Grloiicest,er5 Is/Iaiss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

Will not injure the most delicate colors.

dA-VmOTS. Beware of imitations olaimiugr to toe "tlie eanxe tliiiiK" or "ju.st as good."
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PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to TVealcen or K.ixl)"l>ers to "Wear Out.
I»ins or Prongs to Damage ttie I*aper.
Bent Spring Hod to Warp tlie File.

SANJyjERSOJSr MFG. CO., 70 S 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago,

NO
m.

.^^ 'JElMYV̂ j^^-RlD OIF 8100-
WE are informed that some imscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood StreetSi

PHILADELPHIA PA.

IJS^DBXEn MAPS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUITTRIES m THE WORLD

!

Wholesale and Ketail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PabliSheiS.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

HHIf A J T T Jl C n^T? T) Pt rlA PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IN

. fflCALLAbliiil (S lU., Casd^ aad ^©w®ltimm,
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

ELECTRO-PLATING WITH NICKEL.

fipei Oomptij;
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

TBLItEX! jaiLJuS—TOlAI, DATCT PRODUCT, 20 TOlfa.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

ae any mill in the country.

By William H. Wahl.»

[Continued.] *

The enormous extension of nickel-plating of

late years has caused its application to an end-

less variety of articles of trifling value merely
to enhance their beauty, and this, together with

the severe competition among those in the busi-

ness has combined to cause a very general dete-

rioration in the quality of nickel-plated work.

The necessity of doing cheap work is responsible

for the fact, therefore, that thousands of articles

are turned out of the nickel-plating works with

the merest wash of nickel. The want of dura-

bility exhibited by these inferior goods has had
the consequence that many have formed a low
estimate of the utility of nickel as a protective

coating for metals, which it is far from deserv-

ing.

It is important that the work should be ex-

amined very shortly after it has gone into the

nickel bath, to observe whether it has been

"struck "and its general appearance. Should

dark streaks exhibit themselves upon the work,

they may indicate either that the current is too

intense, or that the work has not been properly

cleansed. Such streaks will often be observed

starting from joints, seams, or rivets, where the

grease from the buflBng-wheel may have secured

lodgment, and from which it is difQcult to per-

fectly remove it. In such cases the work must
be removed and given another thorough pumice
brushing and rinsing, and again immersed in the

depositing vat.

As has already been briefly noticed, the hard-

ness of electro-deposited nickel renders it impos-

sible to finish the plated articles by burnishing.

It is therefore necessary to prepare the surfaces

of the articles to receive the nickel deposited be-

fore they are plated, in order to reduce the sub-

sequent finishing operations as much as possible.

On this account it is customary to polish the sur-

faces of articles to be plated on buffing wheels. In

case the surface is very rough, as is sometimes

the case with articles of iron or steel, it may be

necessary to grind it smooth upon the emery
wheel. The work when removed from the nickel

bath, is dipped for a few moments into boiling

water, and then rapidly dried in sawdust. It is

now ready to be polished on the buffing wheels

when it is finished.

The length of time required to produce a

sufficiently heavy deposit of nickel will depend
on the strength of the current, the condition of

the bath, and the character of the articles.

Brass and copper articles usually receive a

sufficiently heavy coating in half an hour ; for

wares on which an extra heavy coating is de-

sired, the time of immersion is extended to an
hour or even longer. Iron and steel, Britannia-

metal, pewter, &c., require a longer time of im-

mersion than brass or copper, even though given

a preparatory coating of copper, because of

their comparatively inferior conductibility. A
good coating of nickel, properly laid on, pos-

sesses great durability, and with ordinary usage

will last for many years.

Old nickel-plated work which it is desired to

replate should first be " stripped," as is found

necessary with the precious metals. For this

purpose a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids

is commonly employed. Watt recommends the

following mixture, which will be found very
serviceable, viz.: "4 pounds strong sulphuric

acid, 1 pound nitric acid, and about 1 pint of

water." By volume, these proportions would

* A paper read before the Chemical Section of the
Franklin Institute.
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be approximately : Strong sulphuric acid, 2

parts ; nitric acid, 1 part ; water, 1 part. The
acids should be added to the water under con-

stant stirring. This stripping liquid may be

used either cold or slightly warm. It acts

promptly, removing a light coating of nickel

in less than a minute, and a heavy one in a few

minutes. To insure contaminating the solution

as little as possible with the metal of the wares

the operation should be closely watched, and
the articles removed from the acid just as soon

as the nickel has been dissolved. I'he prepara-

tion of the stripped articles for renickeling

should be the same as for new work. Articles

may be stripped in the nickel bath by the ordi-

nary artifice of connecting them as anodes, but

the ptactice is reprehensible, as the purity of

the bath will thereby become impaired by the

solution of the metals composing the wares.

Where the current is used for the purpose, there-

fore, a separate solution should be used, and
for this purpose Watt's suggestion to use as

a stripping solution dilute sulphuric acid which
will dissolve nickel readily without appreciably

affecting brass, may be recommended. Under
all circumstances, however, the articles should

be looked at from time to time, and removed as

soon as they are free from nickel. It is impor-

tant, however, that the old nickel be thoroughly
cleaned off, to prevent the peeling of the subse-

quent nickel deposit.

PLATING WITH NICKEL BY IMMERSION.

Stolba describes the following simple process

for nickel-plating without the battery, which
may be usefully applied in the case of small ob-

jects. He dilutes a concentrated solution of

chloride of zinc with twice its volume of water.

This mixture he boils in a copper vessel, adding
a few drops of muriatic acid should there appear
a precipitate of basic chloride of zinc. He
thereupon adds a small quantity of powdered
zinc. This addition causes a deposit of zinc

upon the vessel. Thereupon sufficient chloride

or sulphate of nickel is added to the bath to

give it a distinctly green color, and the previous-

ly cleansed articles are then immersed in the
liquid in contact with zinc, and allowed to re-

main there for about fifteen minutes, the tem-
perature being maintained at boiling during the

operation. IE the coating is found to be insuffi-

cient the articles are again immersed until a de-

posit of sufficient thickness is obtained. In this

way, he claims to be able to coat satisfactorily,

articles of zinc, cast and wrought-iron, steel and
copper.

By an analogous process described by C. Mfene,

it is affirmed that metallic articles may be olated

with nickel by immersing them in contact with
zinc, in a boiling neutral solution of chloride of

zinc, in which is contained fragments or a plate

of nickel. Should the solution be acid the plat-

ing, it is asserted, will be dull. By this proce-

dure the author claims to be able to coat articles

of iron, steel, copper, brass, zinc and lead.

Where electrotypes of type or engravings are
to be printed with colored inks that are disposed

to become chemically affected by contact with
the usual copper surface (as for example ver-

milion, which becomes brownish) it is customa-
ry to givp the copper electrotype a thin coating
of nickel in the usual manner. This nickel
renders the electrotype proof against the above-
named difficulty that printers experience with
electroty pes not so protected.
By methods and solutions analogous to those

described for nickel, electro-deposits of cobalt
may be obtained. The electro-deposits of this
metal equal, if, indeed, they do not surpass,
those of nickel, in whiteness and brilliancy of
lustre. The costliness of the metal, however,
prevents its use for this purpose.

(To be continued.)

WARRANTED.-WALKE'S FLEXIBLE FOUNTAIN PEN.
Patented Dee. 14, '8fi, and March J7,'s3, Ijy H. A. Wai.kk.

We warrant our pens and will refund price paid us for any pen not entirely' satisfactory after ten days
trial. Our fountain holders are made of the best hard rubber. Absolutely certain in flow and action. We
make, for use in these holders, different styles 16 karat gold pens, diamond pointed. Also, cheap pens or

iridium and silver,diamond pointed.and various styles of superior steel pens, gold plated ; all of which are
perfect as fountain, or dipping pens. Used and approved in everv civilized country in the world. Des-
criptive price-list and terms free. Address, The WALKE PEi\ M'F'G CO., Hamilton, Ohio, U.S.A.

& GAY
—o.-^ OFDPEH, ^oo—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWEK PEIOES THAN STJOH GOODS HAVE EVEK BEEN OFPEEED.

8S" Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PliAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMFNTAI,
I^ETTEBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- / Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I >

of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing "S »

one of each kind and one I O
each of Nos. I, 2 and 3. \ ^i

I

1

15

3

u u
3, i ivi-cfv -vuibe.

4 I " "

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

_ brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, whicb can be transmitted through the mails.
^^" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMORF & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 'WlUiam Stg., NFW YORK.

lOSEPHriLLOTI^S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Me<lal. Paris Exoosition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389
and s^tub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^ff" Sample Cards, Price Lists (tc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 Jolm Street, New York. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON 2^ CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR—

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-DISESTABLISHED 1814. «§§>

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 ID-u.a,rLe Street, 3iTe-^77- "Z"or3s,

MANUFACTnRBRS AKD IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Mannfacturers, Etc., Etc.

RXJa^SIA. 3L.EA.THEK, CHAMOIS, ^M:i!:K.ICA.T«f RVi^SIA..—Ztio. 18 Hlgii Street, Boston, IVIass.1

—
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size i^'sS,% retail at 50 cents each.
•' 6J4x3)4 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and S5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

npHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-^ work row required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDEl.A.IL.EIiS
-IN-

litdipi^fWiltlig Fapii

fHE EUTVEZiOFES and "^STZIZTZXTG FAFSKS
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

Contains 300 letters, figures,

Ac— 11 alph^ibets of Solid

Kubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
of nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and BEST Outfit for
hand-printing. Price, S2.60

;

per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking Linen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains LW letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, 81.00 ; per
dozen, 88.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Ooods.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

(TBECOMMERVIXO
RUBBERSTAMC PAO«
mraosE INK BOTxcta uaaSti

ALW\yS RCAn flsniSD

|5£Lr-SUPPLYlNG',

r,, STAMP PAD. *

bsmiJBM'iiiaaiEraM^

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It req aires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
2% X 4J^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and 85.

DECORATIVEJVIETAL WORK.
Mme. de Long's invention of machinery for

the cutting of all kinds of metals, which has for

some time past been familiar to the French,
was conceived at the time when, as a jewel-

worker, nearly twenty years ago, she was
stricken with paralysis of the right arm, and
would have been at a loss for a means of liveli-

hood for herself, invalid husband and son had
she not sought some means to reverse the usual

process of her art, and work the saws and other
tools by machinery, while the hand guided the
metal. After many and great difficulties, Mme.
de Long succeeded in perfecting machinery
worked by steam which cut with the utmost
precision through the hardest and the softest

metals in any design of fine or bold character.

By it articles as small as a brooch or as large as

a pair of heavy park gates can be produced,
and that by the mere process of cutting, with-

out any of the usual molding and filling opera-
tions in vogue. In 1867 the inventor received

her first recognition by the award of two medals
at the Paris International Exhibition.

Since then, year by year, she has received

medals of progress and gold medals, her two
last being the great gold medal from the Paris

Exhibition of 1878 and the gold medal from the

Paris Artistic Exhibition three years'ago. Last

summer she exhibited a most artistic little bou-

doir fitted up with all the varieties of her new
industry >t the Engineering Exhibition, and
now her works are on view in Regent street.

Four great branches of her art are now success-

fully worked, and are familiar to the frequent-

ers of the chief hotels, the Grand Opera House,

and several theatres, churches and other large

buildings of Paris. The first, which replaces

the casting of designs in molds, is applied to the

production of gates, doors, panel^s, fire-guards,

banisters, balconies and architectural purposes

generally. The power of the machinery will

be somewhat realized by the fact that brass and
most other metals, with the exception of steel,

to the thickness of one-twelfth inch can be cut

through to produce an open lattice-worl; of

varying design, without retouching or subse-

quent finishing. The design in the Louis XIII.,

Louis XVI. or more modern character, is sim-

ply drawn upon paper firmly pasted on to the

metal, and the whole passed under saw
bands or ribbon saws worked by machinery

as the hand guides the plate of metal.

Two or three dozen articles of moderate

thickness can thus be turned out at one cut-

ting, and a further advantage results from the

method, since those who can afford to pay for a

special design, and wish to have something

unique, can have their own design carried out

without the expense of casting. Examples of door

panels and partition screens bearing initials and
family arms are shown by the inventor, one es-

pecially artistic door being on view, the frame-

work of carved wood inclosing a handsome pat-

tern in zinc and iron, with a raised monogram of

copper in the centre. It is extremely light and yet

very solid. The chef (Tceuvre of this branch is,

however, a small 2-feet-high door panel wrought

in the most intricate design, with small balls in

relief added to various curves of the pattern in-

tended to display the capabilities of the ma-

chinery.

Another branch of the new industry, which is

destined to supersede the ordinary leaden

framework for colored windows, is the lattice-

worked metal filled in with glass, the advan-

tages secured being lightness, delicacy of ap-

pearance and ease in replacing any broken por-

tions. The metal is joined by small screws,
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which, in the event of an accident to the glass,

can be removed and the new glass easily let in.

Some examples of decorative windows suitable

for staircases, conservatories, &c., into which

prismatic slips and frosted and plain glasses in

varying patterns have been wrought, are proof

of the inventor's capabilities in this direction.

Some beautiful plush and ebony jewel cases, in-

laid with red and yellow copper, steel, silver,

&c., belong to the third group of the branches

of the art, the incrustation process and its re-

sults showing great durability and excellence.

Lastly, beyond these more solid works is the

section " articles de Paris," letter trays, card

baskets, photograph frames and honhonni&res

mounted in satin. In addition to the numerous
medals mentioned, the first laureate crown ever

offered to one of her sex was awarded by the

Central Society of French Architects in Paris.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

^^DWARD TODD & CO

.

44 JGast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal
cities. Trade List furnished on application.

se*'

NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-

sonal supervision of WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.

(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-

don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-

racy and merit of any work on Geography. The
NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and

free from the common fault of overcrowding. The
physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-

phies, no keys being required.

Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, Colored

and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World on Mercator's Projection.

World in Hemisphere.
North America.
Sonth America.
Europe.
Asia.

Africa.

Palestine.

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.
British Isles.

Australia and
New^ Zealand.

The} United] States, drawn from the latest Gov-

ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Supply Co., 15 Brom-
FiELD Street.

NEW YORK : A. Lovell & Co., 16 Astor
Place.

PHIi^ADEIiPHIA ! Pennsylvania School Sup-

ply Co., 518 Abch Street.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURBRS.

Form different size backs without changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain tlieir shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pai} for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 69 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River^ Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER MM,
— ^ Manufacturers of First-Class -^ —

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-^ WEIGH WILL STA^TD THE SE7EBEST TESTS OF ESASUSE AITS BE-W&ITIIT^ --*-

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess imusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

iQ«B*C" ='

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,
Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.
No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no

pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE COOD SAMARITAN.

On the occasion of the recent disaster on the

Pan-Handle Railway, Wm. L. Marks, travel-

ing salesman for the Dixon Crucible Company,
was a passenger in the train which met with dis-

aster. His presence of mind saved him from more

than slight injury, and his first effort on escap-

ing from the wreck was to render aid to others

less fortunate than he. Among those to whom
he rendered assistance was the Rev. Dr. Long,

President of Antioch College, who, subsequent-

ly, writing to the Dixon Company, expressed

his sense of Mr. Marks' action and his apprecia-

tion of the traveling fraternity in the following

words :

Antioch College. Yellow Springs, Ohio, I

April 23, 1884. f

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

;

* * * * Your agent, Wm. C. Marks, made a

host of friends in Ohio by the gentlemanly manner
in which he showed himself to be a hero the night

that witnessed the " PanHandle horror" on the banks

of the Little Miami River. I was a passenger on the

ill-fated train, and will never forget his kindness to

myself, though it was our first and last meeting. I

congratulate you in having such a noble specimen of

manhood in your employment. Years ago, on my
first visit to this State (I was born in North Carolina)

I remarked in a temperance lecture atSoneford that

the good Samaritan was a commercial tourist (drum-

mer). " Burdett " ought to be surrounded by the

agents at all times. If he ever wakes up about mid-

night with the bottom side of his coach in the direc-

tion of the stars, he will think that I am right. The
drummer of Samaria had the best of oil and wine.

The drummer of Jersey City had the best of pencils

and the kindest of hearts. The iron horse will dash

and the electric lights will soon flash through the

land where Christ and His Apostles once held sweet

converse in regard to who was really our neighbor.

Methinks I hear the conductor at Jerusalem say,

" All aboard for Jericho. Passengers for Moab take

a seat in the front car." The train may be wrecked.

If so, I venture to say that the ubiquitous drummer
will be the first and last to administer to the wound-
ed and dying, while the fat priest and bloated Levite

will either be asleep in the Pullman waiting for the

black porter to call them up, or whining about the

loss of a silk umbrella or gilt-edged prayer-book.

The Jersey City drummer will never be known on
earth as extensively as the Samaritan, but I am cer-

tain that his name will stand as high and his reward

will be as great in that land where all men will be

rewarded according to the deeds of mercy which

they perform in this. I know that many of the com-

mercial agents have some habits in error. Yet, I

want it distinctly understood that the sexton of the

church of which I am pastor must always invite the

commercial traveler to a front seat. I am, with

many thanks, very truly yours, D. A. Long.

MERRIAM MFG. CO,
i>xjk,ha.m:, cor* IV,

MANtTFACTORK A FCTLL LINK OP

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS,
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
I
Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks.

FOR < Heavy Tin File Cases.

18 8 4. I Paper Weight Clocks.

EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

w I^eatb.Qi' Q@©di
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (G-ERMANY),

(£:SXABLISH£D 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAEE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

CAVT'S*

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylographic Pen in the market.
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubber,

with points of Platinum and Iridium Alloy ; any good fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 8 00

No. 4. " Gold Mounted 2

No. 5. Library, Plain 2

No. 6. " GoldMounted 3

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. " " GoldMounted.... 2.50

Zioolis at T]ais.

RUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET
With Safety Pin Attachment.

I^etail.
1 3ld Two Pens 10 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 15

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

To hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

To hold Three Pens 20 "

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGrART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,
No, 3 John Street, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.
^

o m

k

^

i

2 ^

ILLINOIS IRON AND. BOLT OO.,

30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.

BY THE MII.I.I01T !

Pin Tickets, McGill's Fasteners, Gum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

Catalogue and Discounts
oniV5ii^r""'n A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadwav, New York.
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THE FASCINATOR
A SPRING GAME
OF MARBLES.

Good for the Garden Walk, the Veranda, the Floor or the Table.

ALSO, THE POPULAR AND WELL
KNOWN GAMES OF MACIC HOOPS, PITCH-A-RING I RING TOSS.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
Ne-vr Yorli A.g:ency — "WILSOrST BROTJEIERS TOT C<>M:e»A.1VY, ]Vo. 119 Cliamtoers Street.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCDMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD,
No. 28 Bond Street,

NEW YORK.

CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 1 24 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

79 BE:E:K]y[A.N STFtEST, NS-^T YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEEFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in Che manufacture of our LINI!; OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, In Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" • GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray." " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

Our line of BBISTOIj BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO., to match their paper. We
manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated .Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS
^

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SEIiL ALL, SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, 'and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

^(f-

-*-

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

^ for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

-•^(^

-I. MADE BY-

D^A^^^IIDSOn^ * S,TJBBEI?, * OO.
Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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-^nSTEATsT LinSTE OIP CJj^:EiJD^l^^

, 82 & U Beekfflan St, Hew York,

SOLE AGENT FOR -

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

"^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOW READY.t:^-
' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
, Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School

Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

w ?? s.
PRIZE MEDAL PRIZE MEDAL

AMSTERDAM 1883. AMSTERDAM 1883.

-M/Varranted Best Quality -^

No ZO MAIDEN LANE.N.Y,
." 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON.

ESTABLISHED, 1848.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna-
tional Cotton Exposition of 1881.

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

BARTLETT
Copyiaag Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool and. ^atterai :iv£a,]sin.g-,

FZA.Ilf Alfl> ORlfA.MENTA.lj JAPANNING.
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOUNDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

^
FOR-

Job * Printers * and * Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, t Cover, * Book * and * Hews t Papers,
^"DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia,

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LollDrieil Flats and Ledgers.

Tli$Cha$.St$warl Paper Co*

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CIIVCIIVNATI, OHio,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
^ ^ ~ '

AliSO,

A Full line of

BLANK BOOKS,
CSSj. % y" OFFICE STATIONERY,

\i^ y^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONEKS and PRINTEKS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

cJ. B.A.IR.ID,
Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTURE, HOLIDAT and I

BIBTHDAY CABDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c i

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
^^ Price Lists, Circulars and Samples Solicited,

J". L. IMIcIN-TOSXi,

int^Papt^PerforaliDi,.

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

68 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt BookB^ Numbered and Perforated. ij|

Eyelets of every description inserted.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCIiUDC^O THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.
Medium 048, 14, 130.
Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MiNUFACTUBER OP

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosticator.

SOLE AOENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CI.AKE:E, Proprietor,
115 & 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverly's Theatre,

— CHICAGO, ILL.,—
Manufacturers. Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
4c., &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Call or write for catalogue. Iiiclose busi-
ness card when' asking for discount. Agents wanted.
'

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Games. Sam
pies sent on receipt of price—15c
The trade supplied. George W
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. f,

CANFIEtD " DIVIDED " (FOR
merly "Acme") EKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Mlddletown, Conn.

"THE BOSTOJf JOBBIJfG HOTTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING, -o-

SncoBSSOR TO HALL & WHITING,

e3 "**
%>

°§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. W
«§ ± .^^ §»

publisher,^=^ee°eblank books,
No. 32 BROMFIELJD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— MANtrPACTOTlER OF

—

Copying Paper.aiid,Books.
(Titles Segiatered)

M AIAIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

11 M M^V RAILROAD--- Yellow-Best Known.
raill|a|V J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillll \0 WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

TOILET PAPER ,
The Wost Complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brigliton, • $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

ler" Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-

ple, paying all charges.

— AND—

WHITE'S TAR,
Size 5x7,

$1X per Oa.se,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all Utter of

scraps is avoided; and it

superior to RoUs, because

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No. 46 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekntan Street, New York.

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.

Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and otber Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-

tion. "Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place Ton Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charjpe, and thus be able to C!oTnpet:« in I'rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-

mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E B. RIPLEY, Prest UNIONVILLE, CONN., U. S. A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut isa[ Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

' Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNXis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

;:=g= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

^•^^ *c^*

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 ColMlms knn, Boston, Mass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CLIFF STREET.

CaXITEB., DllTSltlOKE A Co.

BYRON ^^^ESTON.
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWAKDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD I LBDGBR
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Liedger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

^ Si»E:CIA.I^TY
-^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

*• others from i/te Cincinnati Industrial Exkilitiony Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Ptliladelpilia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal oy Progress American Institute, iSjT, and Medal o^
Improvement and Progress, Boston, iSjS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
I

are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN thau any other LedgerJ
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using I

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly
bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Send for eazuple slieet, 3EIl^SI3 and HETVltlTE JF'OXTIt TIIHI^S on same spot
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 128 Duane Street, eop. Chureh, New York.
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LOUISVILLE ITEMS.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Louisville, Ky., May 3, 1884.

The feature of the week has been the advent

of something like seasonable weather. D nques-

tionably, spring trade has been much ham-
pered by the gloomy and unseasonable freaks of

the weather this year, and the complaint of

"no season" is heard on every band. On in-

quiry of leading jobbers I find that some regard

the business of the first four months of this year

as rather behind that of last year ; many
represent the volume as fully equal to last

year, while a few have experienced a better

spring trade than ever, so that, on the whole,

the season's movement may be up to a fair

average.

The few pleasant days of the past week
brought out the city shopping trade in good

force, and stationers and fancy-goods dealers

secured a prominent share of the activity. The
book and paper trades are having a quiet, regu-

lar demand, affording no just grounds for

boasting or complaint.

The clearing-house exchanges of this city in

April were $19,938,000, as compared with $16,-

064,000 for the corresponding month last year
;

the clearings for the four months of the current

year are $75,905,000, being 10,500,000 in excess

of the same period last year. Local authorities

contend that while a considerable percentage of

this increase is referable to the enforced with

drawals of whiskies from bond, it nevertheless

indicates also an increase in the volume of gen-

eral business here. The money market is steady

and firm, the loanable funds of bankers being

well employed and the demand for discounts ac-

tive and comfortable. Farming operations are

making irregular and not altogether satisfac-

tory progress ; the wheat prospect is good, but

spring-sown crops are backward in develop-

ment. General country trade, both North and
South, is reported dull and disappointing.

A new afternoon two-cent daily, the Times,

made its appearance on the 1st inst. It is pub-

lished by the Times Company. Emmett G. Lo-

gan and E. Polk . Johnson, editors ; W. M. Red-

man, business manager. It claims the exclusive

use of the day report of the Western Press

Association, all of the mechanical facilities

possessed by the Courier-Journal, and its pro-

prietors' years of experience, clear consciences,

healthy livers and a determination to live and

let live. It is a clean, eight-column sheet, of

good promise.

The paper mill of Isenberg Brothers was
burned about two weeks ago; insurance, $12,000,

which will not cover the loss. This is the mill

formerly operated by the Brannon-Justi Paper
Company.
A. C. Caperton & Co. are advertising a clear-

ance sale of their miscellaneous book and sta-

tionery stock, intending to hereafter do Jess of

a general and more of a special business

.

Subscriptions to the additional capital stock

of the Southern Exposition at Louisville have

reached the amount needed to insure the re-

opening of this mammoth enterprise, and the

official announcement has gone forth that we
will have in this city, beginning August 15, 1884,

and continuing seventy-five days, the grandest

exposition that ample capital, boundless energy

and exceptionally strong commercial, geo-

graphical and mechanical influences can pro-

duce.

Main street, which means the leading whole-

sale houses, is endeavoring to inaugurate early

closing on Saturdays from now to the end of

summer. " This Store will Close at Three

O'clock on Saturday Afternoon " is a placard

the clerks have successfully introduced all along

the line. Now, let everybody live up to it.

J. O. Shoup, of the Dayton Paper Novelty
Company, Dayton, Ohio, is in the city to-day.

Bourbon.
^

BOSTON GOSSIP.

[FROM OUR RKGUIiAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

250 Devonshire St., Boston, May 6, 1884. )

Spring has had a hard fight, and a long fight,

too, but at last its gentle influence have toned

down its stormy predecessor, and nature is be-

ginning to array itself in brighter colors. Trees

are putting forth their tiny leaves, and the

daily pedestrians traveling through the " Com-
mons " are warned by numerous placards to

" keep off the grass." The sympathetic public

is quick to take advantage of the " merry, mer-

ry sunshine," and as the people take their daily

airing in town, no small amount of money
passes into the tills of the numerous storekeep-

ers in exchange for the many novelties of the

season.

The retail stationers, the booksellers, and the

fancy goods dealers have nothing to complain of

just now, and, although the jobbers are not do-

ing as heavy a business as they might wish for,

they can rejoice to see dealers' stocks growing

lessl Manufacturers of stationers' specialties

have enjoyed a very fair trade, while some lines

of staple goods are having a steady increasing

demand.
This is especially so with manifold books, while

the Boston manufacturers, Samuel Hano & Co.,

are most fortunately situated in respect to the

trade. This is the largest concern of the kind

in the world, and its manifold books are known
to every stationer in the country. This firm is

engaged exclusively in manufacturing manifold

books, making that line of goods a specialty,

and its trade is constantly increasing. It will

be remembered that in March last the factory

of Samuel Hano & Co., situated on Harrison

avenue, was burned out and $18,000 worth of

stock was destroyed; but nothing daunted, the

enterprising firm quickly resumed operations,

and started up again in more spacious quarters.

Its present factory is in Ashton, a little town

some four miles from the city, and here is found

every facility for turning out first-class work.

The firm is making over a hundred different

styles and sizes of manifold books. Dealers

who desire to be posted in relation to this class

of goods should address the manufacturers and

receive a copy of their trade catalogue.

Another line of goods having a big demand is

blotting paper, and if th.e rest of the manufac-

turers are as well favored with orders as the

Russell Paper Company, that trade must cei^

tainly be flourishing. The Russell blotting was

presented to the trade some eight years ago.,

and owing to its excellent quality it readily

" caught on," and it has been growing in popu-

lar favor ever since. Where once used this

blotting will be continually used. One has only

to try it to become a lifelong consumer. This is

due to the fact that " the best " is good enough

for most people. Having established such a

reputation for the Russell blottings, the com-

pany is determined to maintain its excellence.

The trade generally have come to understand

this fact, and their numerous orders keep the

mills of the Russell Paper Company running to

the utmost capacity. Parties looking for testi-

monials will be furnished with samples of the

blotting paper—they will speak for themselves,

and loud enough to carry conviction.

The Heath Letter File and Index Company Is

enjoying a fair degree of prosperity. Counting-

rooms, banks, manufactories and other com-

mercial concerns doing a large business, receive

during the course of a year thousands of letters.

These business communications must be pre-

served for future reference; not bundled up and

stored away in some lumber room, as in olden

times, but neatly arranged in some convenient

manner, so that from a lot of ten thousand
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some particular one when wanted can be quick-

ly found. For just such a purpose is the Heath
letter-file. The Heath system is one that is pe-

culiar to itself, and this peculiarity is just what
makes the system valuable, and in this peculiar-

ityis the difference of the Heath system from all

others. The system is very simple, easily un-

derstood and readily applied. In this city alone

many hundreds of the Heath letter-files are in

use. Ornamental cabinets of cherry, ash or

walnut, in which the letter-files are kept, are also

made by the company, and hundreds have found

their way into the more prominent business

houses. In Chicago, Philadelphia and Raleigh

agencies are established, and they are frequent-

ly heard from in the way of orders.

Ledger indexes, compiled upon the same sys-

tem as that of the letter-files, will be found very,

valuable by those whose business accounts cover

an extensive range of names. In referring to

accounts even in an index containing 40.000

names there is no delay ; the system is so simple

and perfect that a school-boy would master it

in ten minutes. These indexes are made as vol-

uminous as occasion may require. The Denni-

son Manufacturing Company, the Atlantic Cot-

ton Mills and Walker & Co., shoe manufactur-

ers, have each one of these Heath ledger in-

dexes arranged for 12,000 names. For the Grand
Lodge of Knights of Pythias a 24,000 name in-

dex was made; while a larger one, indexed to

accommodate 56,800 names, was furnished to the

Boston Title Company. Illustrated catalogues,

giving full particulars, are furnished upon ap-

plication to the Heath Letter File and Index

Company.
Carter, Rice & Co. are presenting to the trade

some new lines of cover paper, which, for

uniqueness and novelty, take the lead. A de-

mand for something new and novel in cover pa-

per has for some time been felt, and to meet this

want the " imperial and royal antique" covers

are introduced. This line of paper is very tough

and firm, a strong linen middle being coated

with a soft stock, and the spongy surface gives

to the paper its peculiar striking eflfect. Besides

covers, this paper is being largely used for cir-

culars, programmes and menu cards, and it is

found quite eflEective for such uses. The " im-

perial " papers are the rougher and more novel,

while the " royal" are a little smoother. These

papers are put up crated in ream packages.

Five colors are carried in stock ; old gold,

brown, green, blue and terra-cotta. Those of

the trade who appreciate novelties might find

samples of the imperial and royal antique cov-

ers very useful to have on hand for customers'

inspection. Write for them to Carter, Rice

& Co.
!

John A. Lowell & Co., steel-plate printers and.

engravers, suffered some damage from fire on^

Sunday morning last. The fire originated in

the press-room from some unaccountable cause.

The stock and machinery are damaged to the

extent of-some $500. No interruption to busi-

ness is experienced, however, and orders for

menu cards or steel-plate folders will suffer no
delay.

Isaac L. Kidder, one of Boston's oldest station-

ers, died suddenly at his home in Newton, on
Saturday last, of diabetes. Mr. Kidder was
fifty-nine years of age. He had been connected

with the stationery trade all his life, entering

the employ of Benjamin Loring when a boy,

and serving further time in the house of John
March and other old-time stationers. For the

past twenty-six years Mr. Kidder was a very

active partner of the house of Cutter, Tower &
Co., and when that concern was incorporated

some four or five years ago as the Cutter-Tower

Company, he was elected the treasurer, which

position he continued to hold until bis death.

Mr. Kidder was also president of the American
Tool and Machine Company, of this city. He
leaves a wife and one daughter, a Mrs. Claflin.

Mr. Kidder was held in high esteem by all who
knew him, for he was a kind, generous hearted

man. A. L. D.
« .

WILMINCTON WINKS.

[FROM OUB RKGUL.AR CORRESPONDENT.]

Wilmington, Del., May 6, 1884.

Few of the trade have visited our city since I

last wrote you, and those who came, were not

rewarded with large orders.

The dashing Mr. Harrison, of W. D. Wilson &
Co., New York, "just dropped in to look after

their large ink trade."

Our genial friend, Dave Weingarten, of S.

Trier & Son, New York, " stopped over a train"

to show something new in card stock.

O. R. Wilcox pleasantly introduced himself

as a representative of W. S. Hicks, New York,
and desired to " stock up " the trade in gold

goods.

Our old townsman, S. E. Hilles, desired to ac-

quaint the trade here with a line of copying
presses, &c., made by Samuel C. Tatum & Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Victor Heilbrunn, of French & Choate, com-
pletes the list. I am amused at the stereotyped

question of visiting salesmen: "What about
the license law h'ere ?" Some of them really

seem frightened and look over their shoulder as

if expecting to find an officer with a warrant of

arrest.

For the comfort of the timid ones, I state that

for a very long while the law has not been
rigidly enforced, and our friends who desire to

call need have no fears of being molested.

The trade here are speculating as to what dis-

position Congress will make with the bill re-

cently introduced " for the protection of com-
mercial salesmen." They think that there are

two sides to the case, and that only one has been

stated.

Recognizing the convenience in buying goods

as offered by the wholesale jobber, they do not

desire to withhold any privilege belonging to

him ; but for good reasons they protest against

an open field to firms in an adjoining State to

peddle goods among consumers.

They simply ask that they shall pay the same
license required of residents.

The law demands a payment of $25 tax for

each vender of goods.

A failure to procure such license subjects the

offender to the payment not only of the tax
mentioned, but of a fine of not exceeding $500,

or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
years, or both, at the discretion of the court.

Another section includes " every person who
shall travel from place to place within this

State procuring or soliciting orders of sale, for

goods, wares, &c., either by wholesale or retail,

unless made within the bounds of this State."

Now, gentlemen of the trade, if this item is of

any interest to you, cut it out, and when you
enter the land of whipping post and pillory, it

may remind you of the possible danger that

menaces you.

The announcement of E. Claxton & Co.'s

failure excited much sympathy among the trade

for them, and hopes are entertained that an ad-

justment of matters will lead to an early re-

sumption of business.

Much interest has been added to their case

since the generous offer of William Weightman,

who, as judgment creditor, willingly waived
his claim that his boyhood friend might be un-

conditionally released.

The Jessup & Moore Paper Company, to in-

crease its facilities, is erecting another bleach-

ing house at its Delaware Pulp Works.
On May 2 a serious accident occurred at the

Augustine Mills, by which C. W. Johnson, an
employe, will probably lose a hand. His left

was caught between iihe calender rolls, and held

firmly there until the taps could be unscrewed
and the rolls raised.

Our printers are exercised over the rapid in-

crease of amateur concerns, who are making
considerable inroad in the business of the legiti-

mate craft. Only two steps are necessary to

cripple if not " rush out " these botches. First.

—Demand that the law shall be enforced, and
that they shall be required to pay the license tax

for carrying on a business. Second.—Refuse to

buy stock from any firm which fails to protect

legitimate trade by selling to amateurs.

The promise of a business harvest with the

advance of "gentle spring" has not been ful-

filled as yet. Contrary to expectation, the fine

weather has not proved a harbinger of busy
times, and there is no denying the fact that

trade is dull.

Printers are receiving few orders, and are

working a reduced force.

The depression affects the stationery trade as

well, and sales are light. Few orders are given

for goods, the trade preferring to wait until

a marked activity in business will warrant
"stocking up."

The present situation does not present them
with any cause for alarm, but, on the contrary,

it finds them hopeful of an early improvement. ,

Tracy.« '

CINCINNATI ITEMS.

[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, May i5, 1884. T
The Cincinnati stationers are going to give

their employees a little surcease from labor

each week—that is, some of them have already

agreed to do so—during the coming summer
months. Commencing with next Saturday,

May 10, and continuing until September 1, the

following named firms have signed a paper to

close their places of business at 3 o'clock on

Saturdays, instead of at the usual hour, 6

o'clock, namely, C. F. Woodrow, J. R. Mills &
Co., and W. B. Carpenter & Co. Others are

likely to follow suit.

The late firm of Mallory & Webb has been
changed to that of W. A. Webb & Sons since

the death of W. L. Mallory. The sale of Mal-

lory's private library was one of the events of

last week. It was in many respects a rare col-

lection.

A. E. Harding, of the Harding Paper Com-
pany, was stricken with paralysis last Tuesday.

He is reported as improving. His is a case of

overwork. The absence of such a man from
his business—one so genial, so capable and so

devoted—is sorely felt by his associates.

Trade visitors have been few and far between.

This is about the only respect in which their

calls resemble angels' visits. W. C. Kimmey, of

Knight, Adams & Co., Boston, has been here.

Thomas James has represented Daniel Slote &
Co. An able and zealous representative of the

Morgan Envelope Company, of Springfield,

Mass., made his appearance in the person of

Mr. Handy. J. Holzinger, of Kahn & Holzin-

ger, was here in person, and the envelope man-
ufacturers of Holyoke had an active represen-

(Continued on page 615.)
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[The above cut is a fac-simile of the wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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BEKKSHIRE

MILrS. LINEN LEDGER PAPER
-13

Will stand the severest

test of Color, Cumate,

Ink OB Weak.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and JCoft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills I.inen liCdger, and date.

CARSON & BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containiDg one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our Ne"w York
General Agencv, QEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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TO ^BTMTIQWMBB'^MMB'^PRIMTT^HB
-*-

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "Jmurance §0lkg"3«lt
^ avi-Au^STTTF-A-CT-CTRBr) B^X" ^

FBEII H. LEVEY & CO.

^%'^

-^Uo. 122 FULTON STREET, NEV^ YORK.-^-
-^Hh

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile Work as

IHSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Boilers or Skin in the Fountain.)

-^

" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than
any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,
Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York,

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Printers.

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs, F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs; Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.
CHAS. J. CARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati. Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. ^AMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N.,Y.

Syracuse, N Y.

Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

iFiiEnD'K: LIE^^E^Sr & CO.,
^f^N- ^^imtia^ ^^ Is.M * MaM©^^,

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
^
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U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE
IN BOTTLES, JUGS, KEGS AND BARRELS. DAVIS' NEW WIDE MOUTH SENSIBLE MUCILAGE STANDS.

TREASURY BLACK AND COLORED "WRITING INKS. DAVIS' NHW CIRCULAR INK RACK with Assorted Ink
Manufactured by WIIL.LIA.3I A.. I>A."V£S, 18 Arcli Street, Boston, and 155 Wabasli Avenue, Chicago.

S1.00 an-d. TJp-^TsT-ard-s,
ACCORDING TO MOONTING.

Made of the best material^ through-
out, and the only Pen in the ivorld
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

ALL STYLES.

^ BEST aUALITY.
^^^ LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER"
Price, Retail, 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLER.

TMM &m&ms WTMiSB om^ mwmiwmiATi,
New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 804 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIKD FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
airtight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-
serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened sufB-
ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MEG. CO.,
CHICAGO

XIT7B CARD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Gooos.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

BPRINGFIELD. MASP.

GEORGE UIBEL,
MANUFACTURER OP

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List

ROACHE MFG. CO.,

MANUFACTURED BY THE|

14:7 Mulberry Street,
New York,

Importers ofGEBMAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOIiAR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL, CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Stationeryi Fancy Goods,
46 W.BWAY. cor. THOMAS ST., HEW YORK.

MILLER BROS, -ii

Trade Mark on steel Pens*
Ink Erasers and Pocket
Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country.

STEEL PENS withstyleandaction suited to everyhand.
Full assortmento ifens mailed on r eceipt of 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co.,Meriden,Ct.

WMte, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPEB-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
S38 Itevonshire Street, Boston.
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%V'iXt\C %%OViCltUS.

[We will be glad to receive samples of aU novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 296,689. Toy Bank.—Henry C. Hart and James
W. Cross, Detroit, Mich , assignors to the Henry
C. Hart Manufacturing Company, same place.

In a toy baak, an illusioa object, a glass

through vchich a coia deposited may be ob-

served, and means for converting said glass into

a mirror adapted to reflect an image of the illu-

ion object.

No. 296,718. Advertising Card.—Benson D. Baldwin,

Chicago, 111.

An advertising card composed of paper or

other suitable material, having the design of a

flower thereon, a part of the face of the card

being adapted to receive advertisements, the

card being cut through at points on or over the

flower, in combination with a bottle adapted to

contain perfume, inserted in the card through

the cut portion, so that the body of the bottle

forms the stamen of the flower, the bottle. being

secured to the card by a ribbon or string.

No. 296,722. Fire-Proof Paper.—D. Austin Brown,

Boston, Mass.

As an improved article of manufacture, a fire-

proof or non-conducting paper composed of as-

bestos and infusorial earth.

No. 296,724. Toy and Advertising Medium.—Lee S.

Burridge and Newman R. Marshman, New York,

N. Y.

No. 296.730. Combined Pencil Sharpener, Eraser,

&c.—John A. Cook, BuflEalo, N. Y.

An improved article of manufacture, consist-

ing of a tube having a knife-blade rigidly se-

cured on one end thereof, the blade being fixed

to one side of the end of the tube and projecting

beyond the end, whereby the pencil may be in-

serted into the knife end of the tube, the pencil

secured, and the edges and point of the knife

protected.

No. 296,751. Pencil Sharpener and Holder.—Thomas
Holdsworth, West Winsted, Conn.

No. 296,762. Bill File.—Joel H. Louder, Chicago, ID.

No. 296,766. Tag and Tag-Fastener.—George W. Mc-
Gill, New York, N. Y.

A paper-board tag combined with a metallic

staple-fastener, having pointed legs passed

through the tag in two separate perforations,

bent toward each other and parallel to the

head, so as to clamp the tag between the folds

of the staple-legs and the head, and bent out-

ward at right angles to the head.

No. 296,767. Book Case.—Peter Elyea Mcintosh,

Rochester, N. Y.

No. 296,772. Post-office Box.—Enoch Osgood, Wash-
ington, D. C.

No. 296,773. Addressing Machine. —Hiram Parker
and James T. Drummond, Mount Pleasant, la.

No. 296,777. Reclining or Hammock Chair—Frank
H. Plummer, Hennlker, assignor of one-half to

G. W. & M. L. Stearns, Lebanon, N. H.
No. 296,783. Toy Building.—Wm. S. Reed, Leomin-

ster, Mass.

1. A toy building representing the Capitol of

the United States, composed of one or more
portions, substantially as set forth. 3. A toy

building representing the Capitol of the United
States, having one of the portions of which it

is composed of a size sufiicient to serve as a re-

ceptacle for the remainder of the toy. 3. A
series of strips, sheets or tablets of suitable ma.
terial, bearing the miniature representation of

the architecture of the original Capitol building,

in combination with grooved or other connec-
tions for assembling them together.

NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OP FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to Weals'en or Kutotoers to Wear Ontc
Pins or X*rongs to Damage tJtie I*ai>er.
Bent feftpring: Hod to Warp tlie File.

SAKDEBSOW MFG. CO., 76 eg 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
mg on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDBXBD MAPS AWJD GTTIDES OF

ALL GOUITTRIES IE THE WORLD !

Wholesale and Eetail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PttbllSherS.

148-152 MONRO£ STREET, CHICAGO.

H. McALLASTER & CO., ca.d
PUBLISHBRS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CliARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

Fapii 0©aip
J H

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILZS—TOIAJO DAILY PBODVCT, HO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.
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Pads, Tablets % Blotter Tablets

THE rapidly increasing demand on us for our popular lines of goods has made
our present facilities and quarters too limited. In order to fill our orders more

promptly, and to enable us to still further reduce the cost of manufacturing, we will

REMOVE MAY I 1884.

T© 'Mom, 1^8, X%B aad 1^© O^****^ ^^^^^^^
CORNER OF WALKER,

where we have leased 10,000 square feet for manufacturing and storing purposes.

With our INCREASED and IMPROVED facilities we hope to merit the continued confidence

of the trade.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER COMPANY,
IVo. 1X7 Fixlton Street, IVe^w^ York.

EST-^BHiISHEID 1S30.

"VsT^^IT J^ISIJD SEE 1 1 1 -^i

J. H. BUFFOHD'S SOXTS
f'M^^'^'

New and Elegant DOMESTIC line of —

Samples ready for WHOLESALE Trade in JULY. TWENTY series of ORIGINAL Designs.

SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES.
We intend these Goods to be superior to any yet offered the Trade.

IMPORTED CHRISTMAS CARDS.
SELECTED Designs from several of the LARGEST and BEST KNOWN manufacturers in EUROPE, and will be the

FINEST line in the Market.

293 and 295 BB.OJLD'QSrJLV, XTSTST ITOKZ.
CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 and 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
j

N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 8t 7 Beeknnan St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
f

MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER. STOP-CYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witti Va.lixal>le Patented. Iinprovements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

TliB AMic Worts, East Bostoi, Mass.

OHAKLES BECK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelpliia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTKANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

PETKOIT PAPER COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Hand-Otttkr. 9END FOB CIRCULAR AND PEUCE LIST. HAiro-CUTTKB, WITH STBAM FIXTCSK.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illostrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and Illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalogue,eon,taining fulldescrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on a/pplieation.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
ItS" Orders for Sample Lots receiye Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

6au>^
B I- /% c: €

S^^L
SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 73 JOHN STREET, NETtT YORK.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Orescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the Inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper In regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, la a model of simplicity.

aid
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MANUFACTUBER OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner ot Duane St., New Tork.

COUNSEI-OR-AT-LAW^.
Special attention given to Patent and Trade-Mark Causes

140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Solicitor of United States and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks
140 NASSAU STKEET, NEW^ TOKK CITY.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents obtained for Inventors on
favorable terms, and in the shortest possible time. Caveats filed. Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels protected by registry at the

U. S. Patent Office and in Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opinions on questions of Infnngements
the Vaiidity of Patents, &c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and every case—a matter of no

inconsiderable importance to those who wish strong claims and specification

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either in person or by mail, and
in every detail is kept inviolably secret and confidential.

JAMES A. WHITNEY. 140 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO..

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.
No. 08 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.
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^ ifilip A 4U — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—
Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold BooksLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. TBB*^***i*lW*^ni BI^WWdkAlW
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

GHADWICK& MILLER
323 Pearl Street,

i^mw ^omM eiT^»

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF® LACE
M'^ ^^Send for Catalogue.

-^

(FORMERLY JANENTZKT « CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL LORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

PATENTED * PAPIER * MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; Wax Flower Materials ! I U G Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
(5^-2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ^^

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated liConliardi Dresden Alizarin
Writing and Copying Inks.

LETTEfi, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, IIKater Tubs,

&C., &c..

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C. TATUM k CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

niustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

All persons are cautioned against selling unstamped Wood tever Clips.
They infringe our Patent.

VANHOEN'S LETTEE FILES AND OLTPS HAVE lEON LEVEES.

sjrXmTL. the: bsst.

I«@tt@z' Clips ai3.d Bill Files,
.Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter. Cap. With and without

Pins". The Springs Never Grow WeaK.

YAHHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leaves of each paper in consecutive order. 18, HI, 2i, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

^PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. §»

IS^ For Fale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOGLOM, Wanrr, 239 Greenwich Street, New York.

R. A. ROGERS & CO.,

13-A.-5rTO]Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

SCHOOL PADS.
^r-SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
BESPECTPULLY SOI.ICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUI.O, BRAZIL.

GROSfENOR, CHATER & CO.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hajid-made

WRITING,

A
P

DRAWING J^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers. J>

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized , toft- ^p^

dried and Machine-dried W^

Q BANK NOTE AND LOAly q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesale and Expori
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Wlistman, Joynson, HollingwoTtll|

Turner, and other noted brands.

DE1MGS^%1'd^^
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

ISLEEIST <Ss IDE I_.A.1TC3-, ZMTfs
130 I.a Salle Street, Chicago, 111.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties " will be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

amples in order to secure proper notice.

Hays & Church, publishers of the Texarkana
Democrat, Texarkana, Tex., have sold out.

Wilkinson & Smith, paper box manufactur-

ers, Hamilton, Ont., have dissolved partnership.

The Palmer Art Company having gone into

liquidation on May 1, will be closed out below

cost.

F. E. Grad/ & Co., bookbinders. New York
city, advertise that a dissolution of their firm

took place on April 21.

Hagemeyer & Brunn, importers of paper

stock, have removed their oflBce from 47 Pearl

street to 34 Bridge street. New York city.

Dampf & Schussler, picture frame dealers,

San Francisco, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

Louis Dampf has retired from the firm, and

Hy. Schussler has been admitted to membership.

The style of the firm is now Schussler Brothers.

A fire broke out in the printing rooms of the

Wayne County Journal, Palmyra, N. Y., on

May 2, which resulted in the loss of the type

and presses and nearly the destruction of the

entire building. The loss is $6,000, which is

covered by insurance.

The firms of McCarty & Hasberg and Hall,

Nicoll & Granbery have consolidated under the

style oE the MeCarty & Hall Trading Com-
pany, Limitad. The officers of the new com-

pany are J. Barclay McCarty, president ; Bol-

ton Hall, treasurer, and Benjamin Nicoll, secre-

tary.

The St. Louis Druggist announces its inten-

tion of opening a department of therapeutics, to

be conducted by Dr. Frank L. Jaiues, who is a

graduate of the University of Munich, Bavaria,

Germany, and was a student of Liebig, the sci-

entist. This feature will no doubt greatly add

to the interest of the Druggist.

The trade in New York are more or less inter-

ested in the failure of the Erwin & Lane Paper

Company which was reported last week, and it

is authentically stated that the embarrassment

will be only temporary, and that the concern

has large assets in excess of its liabilities and

that the creditors will be paid in full. The con-

cern has considerable stock on hand and in pro-

cess of manufacture, which when marketed will

place it in a comparatively easy position.

Among the creditors here are Sergeant Broth-

ers about $2,500, Train, Smith & Co. $1,800 to

$2,000, John L. Taylor $1,500, Perkins, Good-

win & Co. about $600 and H. C. Hulbert & Co.

The liabilities of Alvah Bushnell, stationer,

Philadelphia are: Preferred creditors, $3,391.00;

common creditors, $11,372.06—total, $14,763.06.

The nominal assets are given at $11,400. The
majority of Mr. Bushnell's creditors held a

meeting on Thursday, May 1, and decided, after

a careful examination of the books, to accept

25 cents on the dollar, payable in notes at six,

twelve and eighteen months. It is probable

that all of the creditors will accept this proposi-

tion because the assets, if sold by the Sheriff,

will only cover the preferred claims. If the

arrangement meets with the approval of all, the

preferred creditors are willing to give Mr. Bush-

nell ample time to settle their claims.

Marcus, Ward & Co., Limited, have brought
out a new Bible text book, entitled " Bibl^ Im-
mortelles," the texts being for mourners. It

was compiled by the author of " Morning and
Night Watchers." The book is very tastefully

gotten up in two styles of bindings, plain black

cloth with colored insides and illuminated end
pieces, and white forel with colored insides, il-

luminated end pieces and gilt edges. On the

left hand page is an appropriate text for each
morning and on the right a text for the even-

ing. The texts are inclosed by illuminated

wreaths of immortelles.

The document envelopes of the Cincinnati Pa-
per Novelty Company are having a steady de-

mand. Stationers find them a salable line of

goods and are very generally carrying them in

stock. The compact form in which the envel-

opes come, enables a very large stock to be car-

ried in a small space. The envelopes are adapt-

ed for the general trade, being both plain and
printed forms for legal purposes.

The American Journalist for April is thor-

oughly entertaining. The article on " Women
Journalists " tells, in a very interesting and in"

teresting and instructive manner, of the achieve-

ments of the fair sex as newspaper workers.

There is, as usual, a large amount of gossip con-

cerning the journalistic world, and this is writ-

ten in a most entertaining style.

The Keystone National Bank, of Erie, Pa.,

has given up its attachment on E. J. Cary's

paper-stock establishment, North Adams, Mass.,

as the managers found it so heavily mortgaged
that they could not realize anything out of it.

The bank still holds an attachment on some of

the personal property.

The Parke Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturer of paper bags, &c., Philadelphia, Pa.,

has been dissolved. John T. Palmer continues

the business.

A. Wuensch & Co., manufacturers of paper
boxes. New York city, have dissolved partner-

ship. August Wuensch continues the business.

P. Desjardins & Co., stationers, Quebec, Do-

minion of Canada, have made an assignment in

trust.

Thomas Jones, stationer, &e., Durham, Ont.,

is dead.

Mrs. M. A. Lewis, stationer, St. Paul, Neb. , has

sold out.

J. G. Lee, publisher, Grand Haven, Mich., has

been attached.

Wood & Co., stationers, San Francisco, Ca).,

have sold out.

Clark & Stevenson, printers, Newark, N. J.,

are reported insolvent.

The Pearl Paper Company, South Hadley,

Mass., is reported to have failed.

Michaels & Bates, publishers. Grand Island,

Neb., have dissolved partnership.

Mary G. Armstrong, manufacturer of paper
bags, Trenton, N. J., has assigned.

L. Cover, publisher of the Standard, MilaUj

Mo., has been burned out. Partly insured.

The liabilities of E.*J. Cary, paper-stock

dealer. North Adams, Mass., who failed last

week, are $23,000.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., publishers, &c.,

Boston, Mass., have admitted James E. Hurd as

a member in their firm.

Morgan & Donaldson, publishers of the

Courier, Terre Haute, Ind. , have dissolved part-

nership. Dick T. Morgan succeeds to the

business.

Ashmead Brothers, booksellers, Jacksonville,

Fla., who assigned last week, were damaged by
fire March 24 about $8,000, their insurance

amounting to only $3,000. They were sued for

$4,000; the insurance money was garnished, and
claims against them for $15,000 were placed in

an attorney's hands for collection.

A fire occurred in the building occupied by

J. B. Harrison, bookseller and stationer, and the

Sitn printing oflBce, PittsBeld, Mass., on Thurs-

day morning. May 1. Mr. Harrison's stock of

books, valued at $15,000, it is estimated, was
damaged $5,000; insured for $10,000. The loss

in the Sun printing office was from $300 to

$300.

The National Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia, is receiving orders from every section of

the United States and Canada for its elegant

quarto Bibles. One of the best recommenda-
tions of its line is that dealers who have

given its Bibles a trial find them so salable and
attractive that further orders are assured.

An unoccupied store belonging to Edward and
Amasa Howe, book and stationery dealers,

Presque Isle, Me., was burned on May 1, and
Goodlove & Lane, dealers in paper-hangings,

&c., at the same place also sustained damage,

together with a number of other concerns. The
buildings were all occupied in the second stories

as residences, and were nearly all large and
valuable, and contained unusually large stocks.

BLOTTER
150 ^.^R.IETIES-
revehsible blotter.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) UMaTABLET
PATENTIO

T

TABLETS
f^gk:eid ii<r bodies
100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE LARGEST AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includinpr Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
(Jream, Linen, Plated, Uilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, SDatement and Bill-Heads ; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgmenis, Remitiances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Keceipta, Checks, &c.

fe^" Notwithstanding their miny aivaatage<, these goods will be found by coinparijon to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. All other manufacturers put 80 sheets (or leis) in caair pads—the M. & EL contains 100. Ttie Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
Is the one who will Increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVIEK.SA-L DBLOTT^EK, TA-B L.ET, at lowest prices ever made.

»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUC K, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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The losses are estimated to be not less than

$125,000; insured for $50,000.

J. D. Maxfleld, publisher of the Sentinel,

Waterville, Me., has sold out.

A receiver has been appointed for Maurice

Lindner, toy dealer, Berlin, Ont.

B. G. Price, publisher of the Colleton Press,

Walterboro, S. C, has been burned out.

Fire, on May 4, damaged the establishment of

Fielding & Mosyow, dealers in books and mu-
sical instruments, Newburg, N. Y.

Arthur & Bonnell, stationers, New York city,

have renewed their limited partnership to

April 30, 1887, with special capital of $10,000.

Leonard & Co., dealers in fine art goods

bric-a-brac, &c.. New York city, have succeeded

to the business of William P. Moore and the

Moore & Clark Company.

George Uibel reports,a falling off in the trade

in sea bean and alligator teeth jewelry, but he

is making extensive preparations for the fall

trade, and will be ready to fill all orders and
show buyers a full line of his goods as soon as

the fall trade opens up. Sea bean and alligator

teeth jewelry are novelties which take well with

consumers, and a great many stationers are

handling these goods.

The New York Silicate Book Slate Company
has just issued an illustrated catalogue giving

prices and engravings of various sizes and

styles of wall, house, school, bulletin and roll

blackboards in such a way as to be very con-

venient for reference. This catalogue is fur-

nished in quantities of one thousand or more
copies, with the business address of customers

printed on them for distribution among con-

sumers.

AUes & Conant have brought out a new line

of writing desks and ladies' work-boxes, com-

prising fourteen different styles. These goods

are made up in mahogany, walnut and polished

maple, with marquetry and other styles of deco-

ration. A design especially noteworthy is the

combination roll-top writing-desk. This desk

is made of walnut, and is 123^ inches long, 9

inches wide and 9 inches high. The outside is

nicely finished, and the inside contains a folding-

desk, furnished with inkstand and divided into

compartments for stationery, &c.

Fire broke out on Friday evening of last

week in the drying room of the Eagle Pencil

factory in Fourteenth street, between Avenues

C and D, New York. The wooden extension of

the pencil factory was burned to the ground.

The loss was estimated at $10,000; fully cov-

ered by insurance.

George B. Hurd & Co. are showing five new
tints of Crane's extra-super grade and super

grade writing papers. The tints are termed

mytho, tonquin, marron, etain and shell-rose,

these being the French designations. They are

very pretty, and will, no doubt, prove popular.

Wm. H. Woglom manufactures the Van Horn
letter clips which for y ears have had a substan-

tial reputation. He also makes the Van Horn
files, binders, &c.

The B. S. Judd & Co. art store, Danbury,

Conn., has been sold to Theodore Raymond.

B. N. Batcliff, bookseller, &c. , Tehuacany
Tex., has admitted a partner to his firm.

Jenkinson & Foulke, publishers, Richmond,
Ind., have sold out to Isaac Jenkinson.

F. B. Moulton, dealer in fancy cards. Provi-

dence, R. I., has assigned.

S. L. Wilson, publisher. Manning, la., has sold

out.

F. A. Blake, publisher, Socorro, N. M., has

sold out.

L. P. Tozer, stationer, &c.. Bast Brady, Pa.,

has sold out.

Schnable & Brown, printers, Chicago, 111.,

have dissolved partnership.

L. A. Barker, publisher. Lake City, Mich.,

has sold out to H. N. Mclntyre.

C. E. Judd, printer, St. Paul, Minn., has sold

out to the Minnesota Type Foundry.

L. B. Motter, art emporium, St. Joseph, Mo.,

is advertising to close out his business.

Edward O. Jenkins, printer, &c.. New York
city, has been succeeded by Bdward O. Jenkins'

Sons.

Receivers have been appointed for Biedinger

& Diem, wholesale paper dealers, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

The Phcenix Printing Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $3,000.

Mallory & Webb, printers, Cincinnati, Ohio,

have dissolved partnership. The business is

now carried on by William Webb & Sons.

The New York News Company has brought
out a new cigar called the " Union Club." It is

very diminutive and has a very pleasant fiavor.

It is, in a word, a " baby cigar."

John Murphy & Co., publishers, booksellers,

stationers, &c., Baltimore, Md., opened on May
1 a branch house at No. 11 Murray street. New
York. The manager is Mr. Kilner, a member
of the firm, who will permanently reside here.

There will be kept in stock a full line of the

firm's publications and those of other houses.
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and all orders will receive the same attention as

at the Baltimore house.

C. Towne, publisher of the Echo, Petaluma,
Cal., is reported to have sold out.

Mrs. J. E. Conant, newsdealer, &c., Orange,
Mass., has sold out to N. B. Morrill.

N. D. Birds ^y dealer in window-shades,
Louisville, Ky., has made an assignment.

E. A. Weed, publisher of the News and Re-
creation, Los Angeles, Cal., has sold out.

TheClark-Neergaard Company, paper dealers,

removed on May 1 to No. 14 Beekman street.

An attachment has been issued against J. C.

Perry, dealer in wall-paper, &c., San Francisco,

Cal.

Rawlings & Brunner, bookbinders, Baltimore,

Md., have dissolved partnership. Brunner &
Lyon succeed to the business.

Hankie & Polkinghorn, printers, Washington,
D. C, have dissolved partnership. Edward A.
Hankie succeeds to the business.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

KoUe Brothers, manufacturers of picture

frames, &c., Chicago, 111. John Kolle continues

the business.

There is much mystery concerning the where-
abouts of Henry B. May, son of S. S. May, of

E. & S. May, paper manufacturers, of Lee,

Mass. The matter has caused considerable ex-

citement at his home, and has given rise to all

sorts of rumors. He has not been heard from
for over two weeks. He is known to have gone
to Philadelphia, where all trace of him was
lost. His friends have had detectives and other

ofHcers looking for him for some time and hoped
he would be found before the matter became
public. A rumor was circulated that he had
been murdered. His father, S. S. May, has

been in New York and has made every effort to

ascertain his son's whereabouts. There are very
few who think there has really been any foul

play, as Mr. May had not a very large sum of

money about him. The report was circulated,

a few days ago, that a telegram had been re-

ceived from him in Baltimore, stating that he
was on his way home, but it did not prove to be

true. He registered at the Metropolitan Hotel

in New York on April 19, and stayed there for

three days, and then, having paid his bill, left

presumably for his home. About a week after

this his friends, becoming alarmed at his ab-

sence, wrote to the proprietor of the hotel for

an explanation. A detective discovered his

trunk and overcoat at the Hotel Royal, Fortieth

street and Sixth avenue, where he registered

the very day he left the Metropolitan. At the
Royal he did not even go to tha room assigned
to him, but at once departed with a friend. He
was traced to Newark, N. J., and from there
back to New York, and he departed again al-

most immediately for Philadelphia, where he
arrived on the 34th of April, and put up at
Greene's Hotel, at Eighth and Chestnut streets.

Prom tha moment that he left that hotel all

trace of his whereabouts has bean lost. It is

reported that while in Philadelphia he trans-

acted some business with a Mr. Eden, at Seventh
and Chestnut streets, in that city. He com-
pleted his business and is supposed to have
returned to New York the same evening. In
the general alarm sent out by the police author-
ities, Mr. May is described as being about thirty
years of age, 5 feet 8 inches in height, and weighs
220 pounds, having light hair and a small mus-
tache. When last seen he wore a blue suit and
a cutaway coat, and his underclothes are
marked "H. B. M." He was only known to

have a small amount of money with him when
he disappeared. He wore a miniature staam
fire-engine in gold as a scarf pin.

The stock of Lyman & Curtis, who failed some
time ago, is being removed from No. 23 Murray
street to an auction salesroom. Mr. Lyman
has taken an oflBce at No. 47 Murray street

where he will be located until a settlement with
the creditors is reached. At present the move-
ment toward a compromise remains the same as
a few weeks ago. In speaking of the firm's af-

fairs to a reporter of The Stationbb, Mr. Ly-
man was very reticent, and when asked whether
the firm would eventually resume business, he
replied that it was possible but not probable.

A portion of the stock bad already been dis-

posed of, but what portion he could not tell.

J. B. Lippincott & Co., publishers, Philadel-

phia, Pa., have issued their Bulletin of New
Publications for May. Tha Bulletin contains a
list of new publications and importations of the
firm, with brief notices of their contents, &c.,
together with announcements of works in

press.

Frederick Zoerb, manufacturer of pocket-
books. No. 177 Bowery, made an assignment
yesterday to William Zoerb, giving three pref-

erences to relatives, for $710. He has been in

the business about ten years.

William C. Stevens & Co. have succeeded to
the business of Stevens & Co., picture dealers,

Chicago, 111., the firm having dissolved.

James Hennesey & Co., paper-stock packers,
have removed to No. 534 Pearl street, corner of
Elm.

Wm. B. Jackson, stationer, &c., has removed
from 62 Duane street to 46 West Broadway,
corner of Thomas street, where he will be
pleased to sea his friends.

Tha Milton Bradley Company's new game of
" Enchantment " is likely to prove a great favor-
ite at the summer resorts this season. This
game was lately described in The Stationer,
and is illustrated in the advertisement in an-
other column.

The firm of Bushnell & Brackatt, stationers.

Council Bluffs, la., was on April 30 dissolved by
mutual consent. D. W. Bushnell will continue
the business at No. 19 Pearl and 20 Main streets.

Council Bluffs, and L. C. Brackett at Nos. 224
and 226 Broadway, of the same place. All
claims against the firm will be paid on presenta-

tion to D. W. Bushnell.

The Harvard Pen Company has removed to

its new store, 152 Broadway, this city. This
company is the manufacturer of the Harvard
fountain pens. Tha company also manufacture
a full line of fountain and stylographic pens,

and it guarantees every pen to give satisfaction.

It has not spared expense in its efforts to give
the trade an article which will meet their de-

mands, and its orders and increase in business

are proof of its ability to supply what is

wanted.

The business of Wheeler & Osborn, publishers,

manufacturing stationers, booksellers, &c.,

Nashville, Tenn., has bean incorporated under
the style of tha Wheeler, Osborn & Duckworth
Manufacturing Company. A. J. Wheeler is

president ; Dr. Richard Douglas, vice-president;

R. P. Osborn, secretary, and W. S. Duckworth,
treasurer. The new company will be pleased to

receive notice of any new books or goods which
publishers and manufacturers contemplate
bringing out, together with cash quotations.

James D. Whitmore & Co. having found that

the increasing lines of goods which they manu-
facture necessitated larger quarters for show-
ing them, have made considerable additions to

their sample-room, and have redecorated it in a
very handsome and tasteful manner. They
have displayed, in vary tasteful style, samples

of all of the various tints of paper and the ac-

companying envelopes, also a box of each pa-

peterie in plain and stamped designs, card cabi-

nej:s, orders of dance, menu, guest and dinner

cards and an endless variety of new and striking

novelties for the fine trade. This house has

made a special feature of designing and en-

graving steel-plate headings for letter, note and
biUheads, and will furnish estimates to any par-

ties desiring this class of work.

TRY I NONPAREIL PENS.
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*—

Send for Samples and Ppiees.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
AI.SO FOB SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE k CO.,
99 & lOl William Street, New York

"Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER -WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. (^i.a:^5sr-V

^S* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
tioners and Printers.

-•> « ^- Send, for Samples.

CE & CO.
(COBFOBATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. T., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago, 111

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., i5oston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St.. N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 130 State st., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Slinor st..PhUadelphia,Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBBOUCK, 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P.. & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrlsburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORES, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ILLINOIS mON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, 111.

Machinery, &c.,

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St.. N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR. THOS., & CO., 181 WiUiam st., N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main gt., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
strt-et, Worcester. MaoR.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa .

COLUNS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

3HRIVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATTTM, SAMUEL C. & CO.. Cincinnati O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, $tc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

HAKE. PHILIP, 155 William st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N. 313 to 319 E. a2d St., N. Y

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman st., N. Y.

BEBTJN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WiUiam st. , N.Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO. , 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St. , N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

LTPMAN, TmVTRN L., 51 South 4th St.. PhUa.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce st. , N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third st., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, Di

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern oflBce,

28 Bond St., New York.

Metal'Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jb . 81 John St.. N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

HOWARD rBOjd WORKP, Buffalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, I Chestnut St.. PhUa.. Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettino^.

32 Beekman St.. N. Y.KISSAM, B. A.,

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. "S

.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather,

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John st., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William St., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St.. Phila.
Pa.—Fovmtain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 MUk St.,
Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st.,
Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincumati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y. ; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincumati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 Gennan St.. Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. 306 BroadwAT. N. T.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewry, London, Eng.
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tative in this field. None of them remained

long, however.

A general conviction prevails here that trade is

dull. Men know that they are only selling goods

in " dribs " and that is about all. Discreet dealers

are not pushing trade to any great extent.

They look upon discretion now as the better

part of valor. The number of traveling men
not members of the firms which they represent

is relatively small, and the number of memjbers

of firms who are out with grip-sacks is relatively

large.

There are some symptoms of a slight revival

of business v^ith the advent of real spring

weather. But real spring has only peeped in

and then withdrawn. Such spring days as we
have had have come sandwiched between half

wintry days. When real seasonable weather
comes there will be disappointment if business

does not improve at least for a season.

The County Commissioners—that is, the ma-
jority of them—have refused to accept the

resignation of Max Mosler, who for two years

or more has served so efficiently as the official

county stationer, whose business has been to

purchase all of the stationery used by the

county and see that it is not consumed extrava-

gantly. He has had opposition from one mem-
ber only of the Board of County Commissioners
who wants the place vacated in order to give it

to a political friend. Mr. Mosler has pressed

the Board to accept his resignation, and thus

far the majority of them have refused to do so.

Nobody in the stationery business is building

this year. In fact, the manufacturers appear
satisfied to fill orders and wait before extending

their business or increasing their facilities.

Many of them think that it is wise not to incur

much expense just at present pushing their

trade. Dull times came when margins of profit

were small. Perhaps that was why they came.

Their tendency is to clip down margins still

more. Many business men argue that it is bad
business policy to incur expense in pushing

trade under such circumstances, and the better

way is to be content with holding trade already

secured till better times come.

Railroads are cutting rates on everything and
in all directions. This they never do in brisk

times ; but nevertheless they are preparing for

numerous excursions during the coming sum-
mer, which they seldom do when business is

flush. Only recently round- trip tickets from

here to New Orleans, good for a month, could

be bought here for $12.

Dealers in plants and seeds and in agricul-

tural implements—in fact, in every want and
appliance for rural industry—are making ex-

tensive sales. Producers are busy, especially

those that till the ground. A few manufactur-

ing industries are comparatively quiet. A great

many boot and shoe operatives are idle, and the

shoe factories are not over busy. The manu-
facture of cheap carriages, for which this city

became famous, is languishing for the first time

in the history of that business. But the cigar

makers are on a strike and have been in many
of the shops for weeks. Building is going on

briskly, but it is chiefly in tearing down old

structures and building better in their places.

Speculation is dead, apparently very dead, but

somehow it always has a resurrection when
good times come. Prince William.

Among the out-of-town tradesmen in town
during the past week were Or. R. Hanford &
Co., Watertown, N. Y. ; James Young, Bridge-

port, Conn.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

ADVERTISING FANS

Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and 12 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVERTISING CARDS AND NOVELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 &. 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
• DEPOT FOR

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Kotary Dampers, &c.
KMCKERBOCJCER PLATING CARDS,

• Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.-

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

kpd Ferforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

|^~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISINO THE CHOICE PRODCCTIONS OF

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

f H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel Edge Cards.

t^~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on appUcation.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

II

FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Boils.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 51 Nassau St., New York.
le^SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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DKTOTXD TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy G-oods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, TmmSDAY. MAY 8, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 certa a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertlsements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annimi 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Commimications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

136 AND 138 DvANE Street, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chioagk),

III.

Philadelphia Office ; J. Vibitoot, General Man-

ager, 150 SoDTH Fourth St.

£asteni Office : Joseph Hauuitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Soathem Office : F. Q. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga,

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheslde \^ ^tlT
^^""^ ^"^^B-

EUfwing & Ck> Stockholm, Sweden.
John ll Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
Q. Galvagno Turin, Itaiy.

8. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorr? and^enoa, Italy.

T TT j.» Ti„oo„ i Amsterdaia, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy < ^^^ Dutch East Indies.

T-v_ n -„ J Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

^ Adelaide. Austrafia.
R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand,
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
L D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Josd A. Barroe .-. .Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curaeoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
L J, Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum ]^aSd^"'
^^^^''^ ^'

John O. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes -j ^t)^S^"'*^''
^"'^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the beat cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtainea from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notiry their cor-
respondents of the source of their Joformation.

The fate of the tariff bill has been de-

cided. The enacting clause was struck

out in the House o£ Representatives on
Tuesday, and reasonable assurance has

been thereby given that the agitation of an
economic question, which has undoubtedly

been one of the influencing uncertainties

upon trade, is done with for the present.

This result has been achieved quicker than

we expected that it would be, knowing the

great desire of political men and legisla-

tors to set themselves in what they consider

the proper light before their constituencies.

Now, may we hope that Congress will de-

vote attention to matters which have de-

ferred to the tariff controversy ? There is

some desirable legislation which needs

furtherance, but the statement has gone

forth that the session has now progressed

too far to admit of much more being done.

Generally, we think that the country is

overcome with too much law-making, and
indeed we could dispense with much with

which we are favored, but there are im-

portant principles which need statutory

strength. These belong to the sphere of

statesmanship in which we have unfor-

tunately more tyros than adepts, more pro-

fessors than scientists.

A CORRESPONDENT brings up the subject

of patent claims, and wants advice which
will suggest protection against the de-

mands of parties whose patents are in-

fringed upon. There is always an element

of uncertainty in trade, as our correspon-

dent well knows, but perhaps one of the

greatest uncertainties exists under what
are known as patent rights. "We are told

that there is " nothing new under the sun,"

and in frequent instances, where patents

are involved, we find that the application

of principles or the form of mechanism
has been utilized previously, and some-

times unconsciously. We do not believe

in the warfare that is being projected

against inventors, nor do we think it de-

sirable that protection should be with-

drawn from inventions. On the contrary,

we think that every new and desirable im-

provement in processes or machinery should

be the source of profit to its originator

and that the public ought to willingly pay
for the privileges which it acquires from
such sources. But, on the other hand, we
think that me^ns can be devised to save in-

telligent and honest buyers—innocent par-

ties—from the consequences of infringe-

ments on patent rights. In the first place,

however, it is a part of the duty of the

dealer to satisfy himself so far as he can be

reasonably expected to do of the validity

of the claims for a patented article. In

some lines of goods—notoriously such as

our correspondent speaks of—there is an

unending round of competition and it does

not take the most brilliant intellect to dis-

cover where points of similarity between

competing articles exist, and whether the

principles of construction and application

are identical. It is a matter of business

judgment with which the trade has as

much to do as with any other. Then fol-

lows the question of priority of invention,

and as a general rule, the genuine article

will show the date of its patent. Infring-

ing parties are always slow to exhibit proof

of knavery, and we are sorry to say that

inventors sometimes take advantage of the

innocence of the public and prepare pitfalls

into which the unwary may tumble, so

that they may exact penalties and re-

cover small amounts from parties who
would rather pay even an unjust demand
than incur the cost and trouble of a

contest. Buyers and dealers who handle

goods which are said to be patented can

demand to be indemnified against counter-

claimants. If this course is followed in

every case where uncertainty exists or

where the question is likely to arise, they

can quickly find out the strength of the

position of parties offering them articles

which come within the category of patented

goods. There ought to be, we believe,

some prescriptions as to the manner in

which patented articles should be put upon
the market. This is one of those trade sug-

gestions which apply to every trade in-

terest ; and while it is possible to conserve

the rights of inventors, it is equally possi-

ble to afford a reasonable degree of protec-

tion to the public from claims which may
be onerously prosecuted.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

The shock of the death of William C.

DuntoD, announced by you last week, is not

easily overcome. Such sudden events are dis-

tressing, more so to those nearer and dearer to

the dead than the ordinary friend, but they are

impressive, and warn people that they must so

live that death will not be a terrifying visitor.

In Mr. Dunton, the business community has lost

a member which it held in high esteem. His

friends more bitterly feel his taking away. Of
gentle, kindly instincts, of honor and probity,

of business judgment and acumen he was dis-

tinct among his associates, from whom no

better man could have been taken away.

The popular event of the week has been

the rain, which indeed was much needed, since

forest fires throughout the country have been

doing much damage. The city has been parched

and something was needed to lay the dust. But

the city has had perhaps too much of it. We
are not so much addicted to water as people in

the country, and therefore a little goes a long

way with us. But should the showers—May
taking upon herself the functions of April

—

bring about abundant crops and help to further

Nature's bounty, we shall have no cause for re-

gret. Trade will be better for it, by and by.

The tariff has had to " hump," hasn't it ?

Now, for a time, " give us a rest." Let us have

peace. The incident of the suspension of a New
York bank and the failure of a firm of brokers

for over half a million, doesn't seem to trouble

people much. Perhaps the country, generally,

would not be disturbed if the whole bottom fell

out of Wall street. The public is ready for it.

tJp in Vermont a man has been perfect-
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ing a roller for the popular roller-skate. He
utilizes paper in making it. The roller is hung

so as to reduce friction, and it is said to be a

"novel and useful improvement." I suppose

we may as well concede the useful. As for the

novelty part, I am prepared to say that I shall

not look upon any application of paper as novel.

I am ready to see it used, for anything and

everything.

* * * *

Criticism is made of the fact that one of

our popular magazines which retails here at

thirty cents is retailed in England for twenty-

four cents. This doesn't seem exactly the way
to treat the American public to which the peri-

odical alluded to owes so much, and to whom it

is really indebted for its existence. The pub

lishers of the magazine ought to have some

consideration in this respect.

* * * *

Geo. A. R , well known to many of the

trade, has associated himself with a new com-

pany which has been formed. He takes charge

of the department of clocks and bronzes, a line

of business in which he is known to be au fait

and in which the trade are likely to look for

him early and often.

One of the happiest men about town has

just come on from New Orleans. F. S. H ,

of that city, has lately been married and of

course he couldn't do better than to make a trip

to the North. He came to this city by way of

Montreal, and has been doing a little buying,

taking in some bargains while here. He ought

to see the elephant before he goes home. Find

him at Visle des conies.

* * * *

When will the changes in tints come to

an end ? New colors are coming out all the

time. The dry-goods people have got an El

Mahdi shade. I haven't seen it yet, but expect

that the stationers will " catch on " to it pretty

soon. Probably it is a mixture of shades

—

ethiopienne et rouge—and I should imagine it to

be a cofifee-color, saffron and red with an ashen-

grey lustre.
* * * *

Trade is not so bad. There is considerable

doing—largely in a small way, to be sure—and
the aggregate shows that there is a fair con-

sumptive demand. Looking in upon two or

three retail stationery stores on an uptown

avenue the other night, quite a full attendance

of buyers was discovered. There are some
things that people cannot get along without,

and the trade knows it. Stick to consumptive

requiremen ts.

^ommxxxiicuxwns.
[Correspondents are requested to write on only one

side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinion

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

Protection from Patent Claimsi

To the Editor of Hie Stationer :

We feel like inquiring if the Patent Office does

patent.

We have had two letter-flies offered us, similar

in construction, both marked "patented," and

apparently straight goods, as both were handled

by reliable jobbers.

After selling both for two years or so, along

comes a notice that No. 1 is an infringement,

and that stock on hand must be withdrawn from

sale, and a royalty paid on those disposed of

previously.

Now, buyers are not infallible, nor are they

usually patent lawyers, and to investigate the

validity of «very patented article before pur-

chasing would seem superfluous, unnecessarily

expensive, and would involve the loss of valu-

able time.

What protection has the trade under circum-

stances of this sort ?

In the instance cited above, it might have been

No. 2 that was the infringing article. Please

enlighten A Buyer.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

M. & H. ask for manufacturer of shelf oil-cloth.

Ans.—F. Kling & Co., 9i Duaue street, New
York.

G. C. H. asks for addresses of parties manufacturing

paper-box cutting and scoring machines.

Ans.—Mai'shall, Son & Co., Boston, for whom
Hoole & Gorenflo, 58 Centre street, are agents,

and whose machines are made by the Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing Company, Providence,

R. I. ; H. G. Bigelow, New Haven, Conn., makes

another machine.

Subscriber asks : 1. Wha". ingredient must go into

steam-tnade flDur paste to make it keep for a

year or two without souring. 2. Is there any-

thing to keep it moist.

Ans.—1. We have had a few drops of carbolic

acid recommended, but would suppose that sali-

cylic acid would serve the purpose better. 2. A
little cold water poured over the top of the paste

is said to prevent the formation of a ''skin"

and the drying out.

F. asks for the address of the Benton Manufactur-

ing Company, making the " O " register.

Ans.—We have been told that it is in New
York, but cannot locate it. The company's

name does not appear in the Directory.

Subscriber sends drawing of an "eye" for attach-

ing gum-cord to sample boards, and wants to

know where to get the article.

Ans.—We cannot find any one who recog-

nizes your drawing; but the "eyes" will be

made for you if you give an order to either the

Brass Goods Manufacturing COmpany, 85

Chambers street. New York, or the Union
Hardware Company, 87 Chambers street, New
York.

'^*-^

NEW AUTOMATIC ENGRAVING
PROCESS.

The Australian Graphic has discovered an
automatic engraving process by which its seven

full pages of illustration are printed (with type)

from relief blocks on glass, at an ordinary let-

ter-press machine.

The inventor of the process, Samuel Henry
Crocker, formerly of Railton, Tasmania, but

now of Sydney, devoted himself for some years

to considering how the pictorial press could be

supplied with a cheap, rapid and durable means
of reproducing drawings. After careful study

of current methods, and almost incessant ex-

periment, he at last resolved to take as the basis

of a new process the erosive action of fluoric

acid on glass. Various metallic substances

suggested themselves to the inventor as

the material to be engraved, but were re

jected in favor of glass, for the reason

that the fluoric acid has a vertical or

deepening effect only on glass, while in the

case of metals it has a lateral or un-

dermining influence as well. And, in point

of cost besides, glass has the very great advan-

tage over all other substances of being inexpen-

sive. To adapt the engraved plate to typo-

graphical purposes, it has to be mounted on an
iron block, the cementing material being one of

the registered features of the process. Thus

flxed, it is type-high and ready for printing

from. At flrst sight glass appears too brittle a
substance to pass through the printing-machine,

but experiment has proved the contrary, and it

was not found necessary to carry out the in-

ventor's flrst intention to print from electro-

types taken of the glass. Not only has experi-

ence proved that the risk of fracturing the glass

in printing is reduced to a minimum, but it has

also shown that the glass has decided superiority

over the boxwood used by wood engravers, in

that it is not affected by any variation of tem-

perature. The finer portions of wood-engrav-
ing are subject, too, to deterioration through
the pressure and dampening involved in print-

ing ; but the most delicate engraving on glass

will appear as vivid and exact at the last copy
of a large impression as at the first.

Office of Thb Ambrican Stationer, I

Wednesday, May 7, 1884. (

THE MONEY MARKET.— Loanable funds
continue cheap and abundant, and the money mar-
ket is without quotable change since the close of last

week. There is very little commercial paper mak-
ing and discounts have ruled steadily at 4 to SJ^ per

cent. Call loans on good security have negotiated

at 3 to 2\i, per cent, and time loans at 4 to 5. The
stock market has developed a moderate degree of

activity, but the tendency has been downward and
the close was weak. The suspension of the Marine
Bank and failure of Grant & Ward created a little

ripple when the announcement was first made, but

produced no permanent effect upon the market.
Railroad bonds were active and irregular, having
been strong early in the week, and thereafter weak-
er. Government bonds were steady. The market
for sterling was fairly active and fully steady with-

out new features.

Tan PAPER itf^iJlC^T.—Trade has scarcely

developed any new feature, its general condition re-

maining much the same as noted in some detail in

our last issue. The present course of prices is fairly

steady, and although the majority of those who give

expression to their views of prices in the near fu-

ture, or during the coming summer months, favor
the belief that prices have touched bottom, the num-
ber who think that prices will reach a still lower
level is Jarge and augmenting. They argue that,

notwithstanding the rapid growth of the country,

the production is so large that it is impossible for us
to consume it all, and that nothing short of lessening

the production will sustain the market against a de-
cline. The competition is so keen and the condition

of the market is such that we hear of transactions

occasionally talked of at prices which. If they do not
entail actual loss to the manufacturer, at least leave
him no possible profit.

TB.E STATIONERY MARJKET.-The move-
ment is hardly so active as last week. Although
there is the same degree of steadiness ; but
there is a more healthy condition of business mani-
fested Which is partly owing to the fact that every-
thing points to a brisk fall trade, and this serves to

increase confidence among dealers. The fact that
dealers have been buying more cautiously than for
some years past and that they are running short of
stock, gives ample ground on which to base expecta-
tions of a good trade during the latter part of the
season. The movement in toys has fallen off and
dealers in this line report an opening up of the de-
mand for fireworks, business in which ,has started
out with a fair showing. There is a steady call for

fine stationery, but this is for good goods at fair

prices. Dealers, however, are ordering in small
quantities. The month of May has opened up quiet
iu respect to stationers' specialties, but dealers
generally have had a good April trade. There is no
movement to speak of in blank-books, which is ex-
pected to hold off for a month or so yet. There
seems to be a fair amount of business doing in eu-
velopes,and manufacturers are maintaining the usual
rate of production. Prices are firm, indicating, if

anything, a tendency to rise.
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J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,

No. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "ITovelties."

NEW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.
3end for Catalogue

and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and 'Winter Trade, while

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.

Marcus -Ward -^-Co. umited.
-*--

TO * THIE * TK,.A.X)E1.
-*--

WE ARE NOW PREPARING OUR LINE OF

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
-*-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.

TheClias.StowarlPaporCo*
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CTTSCITSISATT, OUlo,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Wfitiag and

Wrapping
' ~ "

AliSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

Dealer in EMBOSSED FICTUBE, HOLIDAY and
BIBTHDAY CABDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c
No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

^P~ Price Lista. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

J-. L. :m:cin-tosh:,

M,*Paps,*Perforatiiii
EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDEBAL STBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyciets q< every description inserted.

FRANCIS
^

H. LOSS, JR.,
Direct Importer,

Artistic Swiss Wood Camis.

NOVELTIES FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning

THE swissichaletT"'^^' '^ ^o. 46 Murray Street, New York.

KEUFFEL & ESSER,
-MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

I PAFEES,
" standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,
PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

I

• Awarded at National Exposition of RaUway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUR GOLD ANB
j

BBONZE MEDALS for Surveying. Engineering and Drawing Materials.
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HEATH LETTER FILE i IDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Hbath's

Lbttkb Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, &c., in the most rapid and correct manner, and to REFER
TO TBBM AETER FILING W1TB.OVT A.AT DELA T, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the files are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof , as desired.

The cut on the right represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the left a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes fiirnished for from 1,500

names upward. Addres?:,

'^^^
Heath Leiier Filem Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.
J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C. A. C.BRANCH OFFICES , J

F. E. Fbothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York.
I Parley, 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. SINGLE FILE.

- MANUFACTUKER OF —

[oft-Dried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER ft STAMPS.
REQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Fad WARRANTED.
Trademark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4H X 2% in., 50c. each. No. 2. 634 x 3M in., $1.

Wholesale $3 and 85 per dozen.

Special figures iu quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WALIiACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark Street, Chicago, JU.

FOR-

Job * Printers ^ and * Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, t Cover, t Book t and * Hews * Papers,
(^"DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THONIftS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

JAMES D.WHITMOUE & COMPAUY,
41, 43 k 45 Beekman Street, and 166 William Street, New York,

lUFOBTERS, MAN9FACTUREES AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Elue Fluid, charg

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYINC INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.

Gopies a Month after Writing.

USED BY THE U. S. GOVT. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

A'DVEKTISEK, BEING THOROUGHLY AC-
JTS- quainted witn the stationery trade in Pliila-
delphia and Pennsylvania, should like to represent
one or more manufacturing houses of novelties or
staple goods. V. R. H., < ffice of American Stationer.

AHALF INTEREST 7N THE CAPITAL BOOK
Store, Charleston, W. Va., is offered for sale

to a suitable party with $3,000 to $5,000 cash. Address
S. S. MOORE, Charleston, W. Va.

Three thousand dollars cash will buy the stock
and good-will of the best Stationery and Picture
Frame business in the town ; $10,000 annual sales.

Apply to S. H. BREESE,
Dover, N. J.

TWELFTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

[HE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGIIAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, lithography, Paper-JUaJcing,
and the Auxiliary Trades.

THE NEW 8EEIE8 OOMMENCEO JANttABY, 1875.

The Latest Novelties In PAPKRS, CARD BOARDS, MENU, GUEST and DINNER
CARDS, STAMPED PAPETKRIEs, &c., always carried in stock.

MOURNING GOODS, in all Borders, a Specialty, prices of which are the lowest in the country
for same class of work.

PLATE PRINTING, ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHING FOR THE TRADE.
tS~ Sample Books of Fine Papers sent on application.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high-class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its information from, and circulates in, all
parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
buaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the isth of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance), 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post OfiBce, High Holborn, ofWTMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,
London, W. C. England.
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NEW DISCOVERIES AT SEVRES.

Monsieur Lautb, the director of the Sfevres

State Porcelain Manufactory, has made impor-

tant discoveries, which will, it is said, render

modern china as rich in tone as the ancient

specimens of Eastern ceramic art. The results

obtained, though officially proclaimed, have not

as yet been shown to the public. During the

course of this year we shall have the advantage

of examining these improvements, for some
specimens will be sent to the biennial Exhibi-

tion of Fine Arts applied to Industry, to be

held at the Palace in the Champs Elys^es.

So much has been said concerning the cera-

mic arts that it is unnecessary to describe the

various modes of manufacture or the materials

employed to produce plain and enameled hard-

ware, plain and decorated porcelain, soft and

hard clay. The hard clay is made of pure

kaolin, and its adamantine enamel is due to the

admixture of feldspar, while the ordinary ten-

der clay is mixed with silex. In theory special

colors are used for these different materials.

The coloring oxides which resist the baking of

soft clay are volatilized on the hard clay, which

is exposed to a heat of 1,500° C. The number
of colors that can be used for the latter product

is therefore very limited. Nevertheless, the

Chinese and other Oriental peoples obtained a

richness and depth of tone, a unity and har-

mony of tint and color, that excelled even the

best Sfevres work.

With the assistance of M. Voght, the chief

of the laboratory, M. Lauth instituted a series

of experiments and researches, so as to discover

some mixture which would enable the clay to

support the coloring, in spite of the currents of

oxygen produced by excessive heat. Success

finally rewarded these efforts—not merely lab-

oratory success, but a manufacturing success.

The specimens produced are not flat and simple

pieces of hardware or porcelain, but large works

of art. Nor is the result accidental—that is,

unreliable ; but the process once known, can be

carried out with the certainty of success. This,

if anything, is an improvement on the ancients,

for their colors did not take in every case, and

their successes were always accompanied by a

certain number of failures.

The objects, both large and small, that have

already been manufactured at Sfevres according

to this new method are especially striking by

their modern appearance. The colors imitate,

or rather reproduce the richness of tone of an-

cient and Eastern ceramic art, but the designs

and ideas are altogether modern and Western.

The orange and citron yellows are as vivid as

in nature, and the turquois blue is perfect. This

new porcelain, according to Ch. Burty, who has

been admitted to a private view, is transparent,

and will maintain the high reputation of Sfevres

for both cream and milk whites.

STElEOLi rPElNT CO.

Popular Nob. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

OHice: 105 &l07North Fifth Si, Philadelphia, Pa.

Folcy'js Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 8, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the TradO'
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson. Cashier
Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co.; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.;
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins, Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Liewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fai^o & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co.; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; "T. Ketchum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOIit^T, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 2 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

M. J. ANDESRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, UABBIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CABDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MEBCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TBAVEtEKS. SEND FOB PBICB I.ISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

L ao ii

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &;C.

Scrap andAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP & CO., Offenbach. I

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (p. o. Box 3215), NEW YORK L

SCHDLTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Cess Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as .an onlinary envelope

as it i-i furnished with the other end tied according lo 1'. O
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

26 WABBEN STEBET, NEW TOBK.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

pUi the appended list K. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S:, bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Buck: & Lindner $3,850

E.S.Dodge (R.) 3,500

B.Frank 2,600

Goodeve & Sidford 1,500

E. B.Penrose (R.) 1,000

A. Roeder 350

M. Steinbauer 307

William Wilson (R.) 350

E.S.Dodge (R.) 3,500

E.H. Hood 500

G.E.Perine 4,500

EASTERN STATES.
Francis H. Robbins, Boston, Mass 700

Kendall & Ladd, Manchester, N. H., Weekly
Budget 800

Livingston & Kimball, Manchester, N. H. (sub-

ject to prior, of $600) 300

Joseph Stott, Worcester, Mass 195

MIDDLE STATES.
Charles B. Gee, Newark, N. J
Schmidt & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y
William Butler & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

C. E. Patterson, Poughkeepsie, N. Y...

WESTERN STATES.
R. E. Hanney, Chicago, 111

S. Willstaedt, Topeka, Kan
Sullivan & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio (R.)

F. W. Duffies (Duffles & Paterick), Oshkosh,

Wis., mortgaged his half interest in firm

D. D. Dobblebower, La Fayette, Ind

Brownell& Co., Keokuk, la

Henry T. Collins, Denver, Col

Ferris & Tait, Joliet, 111., News
C. H. Uhler, Tolono, 111., Herald (B. S.)

Robert Rankins, Minneapolis, Minn
Foss& Jones, Ortonville, Minn
John Rosicky, Omaha, Neb -. ...

SOUTHERN STATES.
William R. Schmidt, Baltimore, Md. (B. S.) . . .

.

LIENS RELEASED.
Duffy, Cashman & Co. , Boston, Mass
W. M. Cubery (Cubery & Co.), San Francisco,

Cal

500

2.950

354

60

200

300

900

500

600

7,000

100

1,000

200

435

574

2,000

160

600

OBITUARY.

William C. Dunton.
William C. Dunton, of the firm of Bulkley,

Dunton & Co., paper manufacturers and deal-

ers, died suddenly on Thursday last, as an-

nounced in Thb Stationer of last week. His
death was entirely unexpected, being due to

apoplexy. He was sitting at his desk in the

firm's office, art No. 74 John street, when he sud-

denly threw himself back in his seat and called

for a glass of water. This was given him and
he was removed to a sofa, where he expired in

a few minutes. Although Mr. Dunton's death
was unlocked for, he was a man of rather deli-

cate constitution and had recently returned

from a trip to Florida, whither he had gone to

recuperate his health, which had suffered some,
what from close attention to business.

Mr. Dunton was fifty-three years of age, and
had been connected with the trade for thirty-

four years. He was born at Cortlandt, N. Y.,
in 1830, where he received a common-school edu-
cation. When he was nineteen years old he en-

tered the employ of Hiram N. & S. W. Gookin,
paper dealers, at No. 242 Pearl street. S. W.
Gookin died in 1850, and the other members of

the firm was forced to give up business by ill-

health, and Mr. Dunton had to close up the
firm's affairs. In January, 1851, he went into

the employ of Bulkley & Brother, located at 110

John street, and was given a full interest in the

firm in 1856, the style of the firm" being Bulkley,

Brother & Co. The firm purchased the Ban-

croft Mills at Middlefield, Mass., in 1854, and
built the Union Mill at that place in 1858. In

1859 the firm was burned out at No. 55 Beekman
street, where it had been located for two years.

At that time it generously paid the losses of cus-

tomers who owned paper stored in its warehouse
to the amount of $23,000, the insurance having
been allowed to lapse. The firm was burned out

Again at the same number in 1864. After being

awhile at Piatt and Gold streets, it moved to its

present site. No. 74 John street. After the

failure of Mr. Bulkley's health, in 1876, Mr.

Dunton was the active business head, and the

firm had one of the largest lines of trade in the

country.

No one ranked higher as an authority in trade

matters than Mr. Dunton, who was often called

upon to act as an arbitrator in the settlement

of disputes.

In disposition and general character Mr. Dun
ton was just and kind, gaining many friends

and making few enemies. Speaking of him an

old acquaintance said :
" I never heard him

speak ill of any one, nor did I ever hear any one

speak ill of him,"

Mr. Dunton was married in 1852 to Sarah

Warner, of Troy, N. Y., who survives him. He
had only one child, a daughter, who is the wife

of Dr. George A. Dixon. Mr. Dunton was a

resident of Brooklyn, N. Y., for thirty years,

during which time he was a member and trus-

tee of the Rev. Dr. Buddington's church. For

the past two years he resided at No. 815

Madison avenue, in this city, and attended Dr.

Hall's church. He was a member of the Cham-
ber of Commerce, the Union League, Oxford

and Brooklyn clubs, and vice-president of the

HomcBopathic Life Insurance Company, of this

city. He was also a director of the Keith,

Montague, Winnipiseogee and Russell Paper

companies.

Politically he was strong Republican, al-

though he took no active part in politics. He
was very prosperous in his business and gave

largely to charitable objects, but in a quiet way,

always seeking to avoid notoriety.

The funeral service was held at his residence.

No. 815 Madison avenue, at 2:30 p. M , on Sun-

day. The Rev. Drs. John Hall and Theodore

L. Cuyler, of Brooklyn, officiated. Mr. Dunton

had been a member of Dr. Hall's church for two
years, and before his removal from Brooklyn

he had been a neighbor and intimate friend of

Dr. Cuyler for twenty-two years. In his ad-

dress. Dr. Cuyler said that the city had lost in

Mr. Dunton some of its best blood, " for he was
of that blood that flowed in the arteries of com-
mercial and social life. It has lost a man whose

head and heart were always at the service of

any who required assistance." There was a very

large representation from the paper and sta-

tionery trades present, almost every house be-

ing represented. Among the large number
present were : Hon. William A. Russell and

George W. Russell, Lawrence, Mass. ; John

Keith and George E. Marshall, Turner's Falls,

Mass. ; L. L. Brown, Adams, Mass. ; Thomas
Vernon, William H. Parsons, H. C. Hulbert,

Edward Goodwin, Jr., John H. Hall, Cyrus W.
Field, Albert Pagenstecher, Rudolph Pagen-

stecher, J. C. Sutphin, J. F. Anderson, Jr., M.

Plummer, Isaac Cooke, Alexander Orrs, David
G. Garabrant, Moses Bulkley, Jonathan Bulk-

ley, Robert B. Highet, Howard Lockwood,

Warren P. Daniels, E. C. Coffin, W. Irwin Mar-

tin, Alexander Agar, Leroy W. Fairchild, A.

C. Barnes, S. M. Pettengill, William Wade.
The remains were taken to Troy, N. Y., on-

Monday morning, accompanied by his immedi-
ate family, and the interment took place in the

family plot at that place.

At a special meeting of the Stationers' Board
of Trade the following minute was adopted rela-

tive to the death of Mr. Dunton :

We recognize in him who has passed away a man
whose friends and more intimate associates truly

loved and one whose business acquaintances every-

where honored and trusted and whose name and
character were held in the highest esteem by those

who only knew him casually or by reputation He
was a straightforward and sincere man, with a high
ideal both as applied to personal and business rela-

tions, and o£ most engaging manners.

In his extensive business as a manufacturer of pa-

per, Mr. Dunton displayed rare good judgment and
great energy, which were the natural attendants of

an eminently successful career. He was thoroughly
interested in whatever he undertook to do and was
actively engaged in the details of his business up to

the last.

The kindly disposition of Mr. Dunton endeared
him greatly to us all. It has been well said of him
that he was never known to speak unkindly of a
single human being ; this was, in fact, one of the

most marked of his traits. He was tender and sym-
pathetic to the poor and oppressed and was gen-

erous in his Christian liberality to all worthy objects.

This board was fortunate to have such a man in

its membership, and sustains a severe loss in his

death.

Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of this

board be extended to the family of the deceased and
those assoc'ated with him in business, and that a
copy of the minute and this resolution be spread
upon the records of this board and also a copy trans-

mitted to the family of our departed friend.

Henry B. Hall.
Henry B. Hall, the well-known artist and en-

graver, died at his home in Morrisania on the

25th ult., in his seventy-seventh year.

Mr. Hall, who probably did more work for

American publishers than any other engraver

of his time, was born in London on March 11,

1808. He-wasapupil of Benjamin Smith, and
at the conclusion of bis studies was engaged
with Henry Meyer, the favorite engraver of

Sir Thomas Lawrence, upon many well-known

works. Subsequently, for about four years, he
was employed by H. T. Ryall, historical en-

graver to the Queen, engraving all the por-

traits in the^large plates of that engraver, and
among them " The Coronation of Queen
Victoria " after Sir George Hayter. In the

year 1850 he came to New York well intro-

duced to prominent publishers, among whom
were G. P. Putnam and the Appletons, for

whom he afterward illustrated many publica-

tions. His works are very numerous, chiefly

portraits, including twelve of Washington, af-

ter different artists, and one of Governor Ward,
of New Jersey, who died on the same day as

himself. Of late years he has been in business

with his three sons, devoting his personal atten-

tion largely to etchings of historical characters

of the Revolution for F. S. Hoffman and Dr.

Thomas Addis Emmet, both well-known collec-

tors. He leaves a family consisting of four

sons, of whom three were in business with him
—the youngest is a judge of the City Court

—

three daughters, twenty-two granchildren and
seven great-grandchildren.—Pwbh'sfeers' Weekly.

In a railway carriage : An old soldier, notic-

ing that his pipe troubled a lady, said to her :

"They don't smoke in your regiment, ma'am ?"

"In my regiment, it is possible," replied the

lady; " but in my company, never I
"
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4i^x2% retail at 50 cents each.
" 6J4x3J4 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to sitand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

iVo. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO nDE^^LEE-S
-IN-

lifd©P

|HE ElTVELiOPES and "nrRITllTa papehs
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are VlXlSUrpaSSed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their* facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

Contains .300 letters, figures.

&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid

Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
rf nearly all 1, 3 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, S2.50

;

per dozen, 916.00.

For Marking Iiineo, Cards, Boobs, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letter.s, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for m irking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen, S*.00. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

/f. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., N. Y.

ffBZCOMMERUISB
tm*fAtiSBWWt

RUBBER SIAMP PAD*
OBISE INK Mnus MBOIl

HNItC SBlUJUHaUlM
ALWAYSKAnesoSQ

'SELF-SUPPLYING,

I

,
STAMP PAD. i

For every user of Kab-
ber Scamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,

2M X 4!^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and S5.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPEE. BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended Mat 2, 1884.

Albums ... .

Books

Newspapers.

Engravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

858

25 81,649

291 34,795

105 3,121

30 8,008

92 4,463

16 534

890 27,348

2 144

7 1,349

S81,411

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,
For the Week Ended May 6, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stationery...

Totals....

19,900 S3,65C

1,576 7,540

129 4,259

129 7,844

403

22,137

30,952

854,251

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROU NEW YORK.
From April 29 to May 6, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 24; to London, 19; to

Bremen, 3; to Dutch West Indies, 1; to Glasgow, S;

to Hong Kong, 1; to Cuba, 1; to Brazil, 13; to Japan,

5; to British West Indies, 4; to Havre, 4; to China, 3;

to Mexico, 1; to Porto Rico, 2; to Chili, 1; to Uru-
guay, 1.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 3 cs ; to British West Indies.

405 rms., 56 pkgs.; to Cuba, 6 cs., 40 pkgs., 2,600

rms. ; to United States of Colombia, 113 pkgs., 2 cs.

;

to Mexico, 2 pkgs. , 18 cs. ; to Hamburg, 2 cs. ; to Lon-
don, 205 pkgs., 50 cs. ; to Brazil, 1,200 rms., 954 pkgs.

;

to Bremen, 48 pkgs. ; to British Australasia, 5 pkgs.;

to Venezuela, 6 pkgs.; to Copenhagen, 1 pkg. ; to

Glasgow, 3 cs. ; to Bristol, 1 pkg. ; to Havre, 20 cs.

;

to Porto Rico. 206 pkgs,, 15,695 rms.; to Chili, 29 cs.;

to Uruguay, 6 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 82; to United

States of Colombia, 92; to Bremen, 5; to London, 4;

to Cuba, 22; to British West Indies, 3; to British

Australasia, 1; to Antwerp, 75; to Glasgow, 1 cs. ; to

New Brunswick, 11; to Nova Scotia, 2; to Havre, 2;

to Mexico, 26; to Porto Rico, 27; to Chili, 15; to

Genoa, 2; to Leghorn, 1 ; to Uriiguay, 4.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

4; to United States of Colombia, 93< to Venezuila,

23; to Brazil, 102; to Liverpool, 9; to Cuba, 2; to

Porto Rico, 5; to Chili, 38; to Uruguay, 1.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to United

States of Colombia, 2i; to Mexico, 17; to Venezuela,

8; to Cuba, 6; to Bremen, 1; to China, 1; to Brazil, 23.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 6.

SLATES, cases, to Hull, 59; to British West Indies,

4; to Mexico, 3; to Rotterdam, 3~; to New Brunswick,

23; to British Australasia, 166; to Brazil, 3; to Chili,

6; to Uruguay, VI.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London.

15; to Cuba, 3; to British Australasia, 12; to Ham-
burg, 2; to Havre, 10; to Porto Rico, 6; to United

States of Colombia, 3.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to United States of Co-

lombia, 17; to Bremen, 1; to Havre, 3.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 52;

to B.azil, 117; to British West Indies, 4; to Porto

Rico, 10; to Uruguay, 8.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Bremen, 1; to

Liverpool, 1; to Newfoundland, 1.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Venezuela, 1.
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FANCY GOODS, cases, to United States of Colom-
bia, 1.

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Bremen, 4.

TYPE WRITERS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to United
States of Colombia, 3.

CRAYONS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Bristol, 1; to

Brazil, 1.

SCHOOL MATERIALS, packages, to Rotterdam,
124.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c., cases, to Porto
Rico, 4 ; to United States of Colombia, 3.

MUCILAGE, cases, to Uruguay, 50.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From April 29 to May 6. 1884.

A. Ireland, State of Nebraska, Glasgow, 9 bs.

L. Smith & Co., by same, 7 bs.

G. W. Sheldon, Rhaetia, Hamburg, 8 cs.

Charles Beck, by same, 2 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 3 cs. colored.

G. Gennert, by same, 6 cs.

L. Cushman & Co., Canada, Havre, 6 cs.

0. H. George, by same, 8 cs. hangings.

Pettier & Stymus, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

J. C. Smyth, Neckar, Bremen, 3 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., Wieland, Hamburg,
10 cs.

G. J. Kraft, by same, 1 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 3 cs.

Hertz Brothers, Wieland, Havre, 1 cs. hangings.

Kinney Tobacco Company, by same, 5 cs. cigarette.

Hand & Ellsworth, City of Richmond, Liverpool,

9 bs.

E. Kimpton, by same, 8 cs.

G. W. Allen, Germanic, Liverpool, 4 cs. hangings.
W. Campbell, by same, 2 cs.

Robert Graves, by same, 4 cs. hangings.
The Meridan Britannic Company, Alaska, Liver-

pool, 2 bs.

G. Scharles, England, Liverpool, 1 cs. hangings.
F. Beck & Co., Servia, Liverpool, 1 cs. hangings.
Baldwin Brothers, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

J. Campbell & Co., De Ruyter, Antwerp. 9 cs. col-

ored.

W. H. Horstmann & Son, Elbe, Bremen, 2 cs.

E. Hermann, by same, 3 cs. colored.

E. Kimpton, Moravia, Hamburg, 13 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 5 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 5 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 7 cs.

Keufifel & Esser, by same, 3 cs.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,
172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.
Among our speci-

alties is the TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,
WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with greater tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is
always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used tor repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-
ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
•er gross, $7.50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brubhes (one dozen in box), per gross. S12.

^r- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
liiquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

The RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

&
24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

I^^Electrotypes Mounted on fVood or Metal.

FEW YOEK COPYIITG PHESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

manufacturers orw Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22x24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Siee, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
Best and most convenient arrangement yet invented,
and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get iny New Catalogue and Discounts.

H. N. HUBeARD,lanufactyrer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York.

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS-MlSCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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STATIONERS PETITIONirJG FOR A RE-
DUCTION OF LETTER POSTAGE.

The following petitioa is being circulated

among the members of the Stationers' Board of

Trade, and is being quite generally signed :

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representa-

tives in Congress assembled

:

Your petitioners, members of the Stationers' Board

of Trade of New York, state that

Whereas, there are several bills before Congress

relating to a reduction of letter postage, and

Wliereas. a reduction from two to one cent would

greatly benefit the members of this board and the

mercantile community;
We therefore petition Congress to pass the bill in-

troduced in the House of Representatives by William

E. Kobinson, known as H. E. 1,001.

Which reads as follows :

" That on and after the first day of July, in the

year eighteen hundred and eighty-five, the rate of

postage on letters to any part ^.f the United States

shall be one cent for each letter not exceeding half

an ounce in weight."

And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.

MARK TWAIN'S RARE BOOK.

At a meeting of a literary club held in Hart-

ford some months ago, Mark Twain was the

essayist of the evening, and, for the purpose of

fully illustrating the subject under considera-

tion, he read numerous extracts from a rare

book which had been lent to him for the occa-

sion. It was a very rare volume, and it had
come into Mr. Clemens' bands only by acci-

dent and for a short time. It happened that

Mr. Cable was then Mr. Clemens' guest, sick at

his house. Mr. Cable had the book, and he had

borrowed it from a gentleman in New York
who valued it so highly that he had repeatedly

besought Mr. Cable to treasure it with the ut-

most care, and return it without fail. Indeed,

Mr. Cable was so careful of it that he hesitated

to let Mr. Clemens take it with him from the

house that evening and was uneasy until he

brought it back in safety.

The reading was a complete success, and the

book was heartily enjoyed. It was found that

the Hon. Henry C. Robinson had a copy, which

had belonged to his brother, Lucius Robinson,

but to almost all present the book was entirely

novel.

Mr. Clemens determined to have a copy, and
he wrote to a New York book-buying house di-

recting them to buy it for him, regardless of

cost. He must have it. Time passed but the

book did not come; and flually a letter came,

instead, saying that careful inquiry and long

search had simply demonstrated that the book
could not be had. It was out of print and out

of existence. That ended the matter.

The Rsv. Mr. Tsvichall, who was at the

gathering, remembered that he had seen the

book on sale in New Haven when he was a boy
in college, and a few weeks ago while in that

city he stepped into the old store where he had
once seen it on the shelves. The same old pro-

prietor was there and he remembered his visi-

tor. "Do you recall such-and-such a book,"

asked Mr. Twichell. " Oh, yes," was the reply,

"and I remember so-and-so (the author) when
he was in college," and a pleasant Qow of rem-
iniscences followed. Mr. Twichell timidly asked

whether it would be possible to secure a copy of

the book now at this late day and hardly dared
to hope for a favorable reply.

" Well," was the answer, " I undertook to put
my cellar in order the other day, and 1 found

about a cord of them down there, and I think I

could supply you if you wanted quite a num-
ber."

He inquired the price of the book (for a copy

of which an unrestricted offer had been sent out)

and was told that they were ten cents apiece !

Tying up six of them he put them in his pocket

a few days later when he was going to walk with

Mr. Clemens.

Introducing the subject of the rare volume,

Mr. Twichell casually inquired of his compan-

ion if he had ever found a copy of it.

" Never," said Mr. Clemens. " There are none

in existence. The book is something we must

go without."

"What would you give for a copy?" asked

Mr. Twichell, and the answer was that it

wasn't a question of money. He would give

whatever was asked. The price was for the

owner to set, then he would pay it. But it

was idle to talk about it, as the book was un-.

obtainable.
" Well, Mark," said Mr. Twichell, produc-

ing the package, "if that's the way you feel,

here are six to begin with ; and if these aren't

enough, I can get you a couple of hundred

more."

The unlimited order for one copy at any

price has been rescinded and it will take a bon-

fire to make the book a rare one.

—

Hartford

Courant.
* » »• •

BUSINESS LAWS IN DAILY USE.

The following compilation of business law
contains the essence of a large amount of legal

verbiage :

If a note is lost or stolen it does not release

the maker ; he must pay it, if the consideration

for which it was given and the amount can be

proven.

Notes bear interest only when so stated.

Principals are responsible for the acts of their

agents.

Each individual in a partnership Is responsible

for the whole amount of the debts of the firm,

except in cases of special partnership.

Ignorance of the law excuses no one.

The law compels no one to do impossibili-

ties.

An agreement without a consideration is void.

A note made on Sunday is void.

Contracts made on Sunday cannot be en-

forced.

A note by a minor is void.

A contract made by a minor is void.

A contract made with a lunatic is void.

A note obtained by fraud, or from a person in

a state of intoxication, can not be collected.

It is a fraud to conceal a fraud.

Signatures made with a lead pencil are good
in law.

A receipt for money is not always conclu-

sive.

The acts of one partner bind the rest.

" Value received " is usually written in a note,

and should be. but it is not necessary. If not

written it is presumed by the law, or may be
supplied by proof.

The maker of an " accommodation " bill or

note (one for which he has received no consider-

ation, having lent his name or credit for the

accommodation of the holder) is not bound to

the person accommodated, but is bound to all

parties, precisely as if there was a good consid-

eration.

No consideration is sufficient in law if it be

illegal in its nature.

Checks or drafts must be presented for pay-

ment without unreeisonable delay.

Checks or drafts must be presented during

business hours, but in this country, except in

the case of the banks, the time extends through

the day and evening.

If the drawee of a check or draft has changed

his residence, the holder must use due or reason-

ble diligence to find him.

If one who holds a check as payee or other-

wise transfers it to another, be has a right to

insist that the check be presented that day, or

at farthest, on the day following.

A note indorsed in blank (the name of the in-

dorser only written) is transferable by delivery

the same as if made payable to bearer.

If the time of payment of a note is not in-

serted, it is payable on demand.
The time of payment of a note must not de-

pend upon a contingency. The promise must be

absolute.

A bill may be written upon any paper, or sub-

stitute for it, either with ink or pencil.

The payee should be distinctly named in the

note, unless it is payable to bearer.

An indorsee has a right of action against all

whose names were on the bill when he received

it.

The holder of a note may give notice of a

protest to all previous indorsers, or only to one

of them ; in case of the latter he must select

the last indorser and the last give notice to the

last before him, and so on. Each indorser must
send notice the same day or the day following.

Neither Sunday nor holiday is to be counted

in reckoning the time in which notice is to be

given.

The loss of a bill or note is not sufficient ex-

cuse for not giving notice of protest.

If two or more persons as partners are jointly

liable on a note or bill, due notice to one of

them is sufficient.

If a note or bill is transferred as security, or

even as payment of a pre-existing debt, the

debt revives if the bill or note be dishonored.

An indorsement may be written on the face

or back.

An indorser may prevent his own liability to

be sued by writing " without recourse," or simi-

lar words.

All claims which do not rest upon a seal or

judgment must be sued within six years from
the time when they arise.

Part payment of a debt which has passed the

time of statutory limitation revives the whole

debt, and the claim holds good for another

period of six years from the date of such partial

payment.

A verbal promise to pay, made without con-

ditions, is generally held „ ufficient to revive a

claim otherwise shut out by the law of limita-

tion.

If, when a debt is due, the debtor is out of the fl
State, the " six years " do not begin to run until

he returns. If he afterward leaves the State,
the time forward counts the same as if he re-

mained in the State.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices and Samples of 16 Styles of Engraving Sent on Application.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INClinDISG THa CKLBBRATUD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 383, 444, 232.

Elastic 135, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

Blunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.

Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 236, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: WArkhousb :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOVy^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MsNUFACTUBKR OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AGENT FOB

Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,

Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CliARKJB, Proprietor,

115 & 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverly's Theatre,
-CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,

« c , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House In

the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when; asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will

prevent the above question and
save argument Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Gam es. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price-15o.
The trade supplied. George W.
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

CANFIEtD " DIVIDED " (POR"
merly "Acme") ERASER, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-

ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 16c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

"THE BOSTOJf JOBBIJTg HOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

^ ^^ ^
=1 Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. W

«§ 1 ,^ !_§»

PUBLISHER.^^i^EZiIBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., FHILtADELPHIA; SS Maiden Lane, New York,

— manupactbreb of—

Copying Papers.Books.

MANN'S

(Titles Registered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow- Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

TOILET PAPER The Most Complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, • $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissaette,

Alpine,

Brigliton,

Meadow Mills,

$11.00

$10.00

$9.00

$7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

OF" Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-

ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S TAR.
Size 5x7,

$11 per Case,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all htter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN.'ManuMnrers, No. 46 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
20 Beekman Street, New TorJc,

WHOLESALE NEWSDEALERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS.
Daily and Weekly Newspapers, Magazines and other Periodicals forwarded per first train after publica-

tion. Send 3c. stamp for package of Circulars, Price Lists, &c.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just tlie Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charse, and thus be able to Compete in l*rioes with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Kuling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to tlie Trade, 33 Beekman St., New lork
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AMERICAN MANUFACTURES IN EUROPE.
The undersigned devote their sole attention to the introduction and sale in GREAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whether patented or otherwise. Printers', Book-Binders' and Stationers'
Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. REFERENCES GIVEN.

LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
No. 39 r>ETr STREET,

NEW YORK.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E. C,

tONDON, ENG.

MM AMjD 7^
^A

TJ^W^ J
-O'^ OrTEU, ^,<i>—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWEK PEIOES THAN SUCH GOODS HAVE EVEE BEEN OPFEEED.

^^ Correspondence from any part of tlie country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENT AI.

I.ETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

emTir^acVeVone'doz: (
0, V^ ^^ ^i^«- "^ ^ ^-^^ ^'-^^ ^ ^ ^P^-^'*' ^""^ '« ''•^°

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 " "
put up in sets containing

j ' ^
one of each kind and one

/ 9 ^ " "
TS

3, i iviC^ -HH^.

4,1
5,^

manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.

t^~ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. V. WHITMORE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHniLLOTl'S
^ STEEL^PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World *

Cold Medal. Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists efcc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New TorL HENEY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-=$!» ESTABLISHED 1814. «§«>

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl ds 103 ^iiaaxe Street, 3iTe-wr "SToxUs,

UAMUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF .

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RXJussiJL UJEJ^ODHX^R, CHAMOIS, ^M:i£:ii[OiiLiv ku^^isia..—Mo. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.:

—

INVENTORS AND THE PUBLIC.

By James A. Whitney, LL D., Counselor-
at-Law.

III.

Ooe of the most common asseverations of the

enemies of our patent system is that the arts

and industries have already received such de-

velopment that the stimulus of patents is no

longer required for the production of further

improvements. There can be nothing more
fallacious than this idea. There are some things

to be admitted as axioms by all familiar

with the history and development of industries.

First, there is no art that to-day is perfect and
beyond the need of improvement. Every indus-

trial art, as it is applied under new or broader

conditions necessitates, changes in its method
which call for the exercise of the inventive fac-

ulty. Every improvement requires a relatively

great outlay at the beginning in trial and ex-

periment which would be wholly lost if others

could appropriate the results without paying

their cost. And in invention, as in every other

department of human efforts, men will not sow
if they have assurance in advance that others

will reap the harvest sprung from their efforts.

How, in the face of these indisputable facts, can

it be said that improvements could be made or

introduced without the promise of reward held

out to inventors and patentees by the patent laws.

It is manifest that improvements would cease

the moment the patent laws became worthless,

and that they will languish just in proportion

as the inventor's reward becomes uncertain and
delusive.

As -most of the so-called patent bills intro-

duced in Congress are designed to weaken the

incentives to and the rewards of inventors, a

little space may very properly be devoted to

the source and agencies of the anti-patent agi-

tation of the past few years.

The systematic assault on patents in this

country is the echo of a like movement which

began and ended in England. A number of

doctrinaires, acting in unison with some noted

infringers of patents, raised a hue and cry

against what they termed "patent monop-
olies." They at no time exerted any material in-

fluence upon public opinion, and Parliament, in-

stead of doing away with patents or weakening^

their scope, has, by recent legislation, mate-

rially facilitated the granting of letters patent

for inventions.

The cry of monopoly as applied to patents was
taken up in this country by monopolists and a

railroad association composed ,of corporations,

some of which were infringing on important pat-

ents,was organized. The object of this association

was to fight patentees. Five years ago this asso-

ciation comprised eighty-one railroad companies.

From this source has primarily emanated most of

the anti-patent agitation of the past few years.

At tHe same time, however, the agricultural in-

terests have been cleverly manipulated Into an
apparent hostility to inventors. Two or three <

noted patents, against which a popular prejudice

had arisen, were made levers to increase this!

hostility to patent protection, notwithstanding

that modern agriculture owes its advancement

and prosperity to patented inventions. There]

was and is another element, which strangelj

enough, has afforded conjoint efforts in assault^

upon the patent laws. This is the purely com^
munistic one which declares all property to I

robbery. The three agencies mentioned havel

operated together, notwithstanding the obvious]

fact that the arguments used by one, would, ii!i
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carried to their logical conclusions, destroy the

rights of the others.

A patent is in no proper sense of the word a

monopoly. This term can only be appropri-

ately applied to cases in which something is

taken from the public and given to an individ-

ual or corporation. In the case of a patent for

an invention, the inventor, instead of taking

froni the public gives to the public, and his pat-

ent is simply the raears adopted by the latter to

pay him for the improvement, or, to quote the

axiom of lawyers as to the ethics of patents, a

patent is a contract by which the inventor

makes an invention public for all time in return

for an -extensive right for a limited period.

The agricultural interest, objects so far as it

does object, upon the slight foundation aflEorded

by a few isolated examples which do not affect

this broad and general truth, that every imple-

ment now in common and advantageous use in

tillage and cognate industries, has been the sub-

ject of a patent, and owed its existence and

introduction to the patent system. The same

reasoning which would deprive the inventor of

his patent, would deprive the farmer of his

farm. The government provides a homestead

to the actual settler, in order to reward him for

clearing and tilling the land, and by such means

increasing the products and promoting the

prosperity of the country. For precisely the

same reason the government grants a patent to

the inventor for an improvement in useful arts,

which may lighten labor, economize time or

increase the results of human effort. The same

principles of justice that underlie the one case

constitute the foundation of the other, and the

doctrine that would destroy the one right would

annihilate the other. If a farmer, by his own
efforts, brings a given area of wilderness under

tillage so that it produces annually, we will

say ten thousand bushels of wheat, which other-

wise would not be grown, he affords a great

and valuable benefit to the public. So also the

Inventor who devises an improvement by which

the available labor of the country will produce

ten thousand bushels of wheat each year more

than it otherwise would, confers a benefit of

equal extent upon the community. And the

public through its constituted authorities, does

wisely and justly and well in protecting both

classes of its benefactors.

(To be Continued.)

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEBT DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
281 main St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spxl3=Lg£.old., - - ^»(Ea.ss.

Oldest Kubber Stamp Manury in
New England & liEkrgest in the IT. S.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal
cities. Trade List furnished on application.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
158 BROADWAY, NEW YOR' .

EDWARD POSEN &. CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF—

OFFENBACfe-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

JVo. 437 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

CAVT'S »STTLOGKAFHIC»FEIT.

Acknowledged to be the simplest, most practical, reliable and durable Stylosraphic Pen in the market
The least liable to get out of order, and no expert required to adjust it. Made of the best Hard Rubljer

with pomts of flatmum and Iridium Alloy ; any pood fluid ink can be used. Every Pen Warranted.

PRICES OF PENS.
I^etail.

No. 1. Short, Plain $1.50

No. 2. " GoldMounted 2.00

No. 3. Long, Plain 2.00

No. 4. " Gold Mounted 2.50

No. 5. Library, Plain -2.50

No. 6. GoldMounted 3.00

No. 7. Ladies' Library, Plain 2.00

No. 8. GoldMounted.... 2.,'iO

ZiOo]s at This.
RUSSIA LEATHER PENCIL POCKET

With Safety Pin Attachmknt.

1 > hold Two Pens 10 Cents.

lo hold Three Pens 15 "

THE SAME WITH METAL BACK.

T) hold Two Pens 15 Cents.

20 "T) hold Three Pens.

These Pockets are the same (though of superior material and finish), as for several years have been selling
for 30 and 40 cents. Liberal Discounts to the trade. Send for Circulars and Prices.

LAPHAM & BOGrART (Successors to D. W. LAPHAM), Manufacturers,
No. 3 John Street, New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES
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ILLINOIS IRON AND. BOLT
30 to 36 Main Street. Carpentersville, Kiiiie Co., III.

CO.,

BY THE MIIiIiIOlTI

Pin Tickets, McGiU's Fasteners, Grum Labels, Gilt and Colored.

il.p^^c'a^i^r'"'^} A. C. CUNNINGHAM, 338 Broadway, New York.
Catalogue and Discounts

on
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JAPANESE ETCHING.

Though the art of printing from engraved

blocks in several colors was known in China

and Japan long before it was known in Europe,

the kindred industry of etching was first learned

by the Japanese from the Portuguese or Span-

ish settlers. Knowing the great jealousy

with which former tradesmen preserved the

secrets of their professions, and the care taken

to have a good return for all information im-

parted, there is not much cause for wonder in

the fact that there were, up to the time of the

fall of the Shogunatn, no etching establish-

ments outside of the imperial city. One of the

craft whom we questioned told us he had in-

herited the art from his father, as a family

secret, only to be divulged either to a real or

an adopted son, under promise of secrecy. He
deplored the opening of the country ; though

there had been a reduction in the price of the

materials he employed, there was a great set-off

in the number of men who, by foreign aid, had

learned the mystery and who were working in

the trade. The removal of several of the best

Kioto workmen to Tokio had, however, left

him pickings, and he complacently remarked

that his family consisted only of daughters

—

four strapping, pretty and thoroughly good-

humored Kioto girls—and he hardly yet thought

of adopting a sou.

The main features of the process are, of course,

the old familiar one of first coating the highly

polished copper plate that is to be used with a

mixture of wax, resin and other materials suf-

ficiently well to prevent any chance of the acid

touching the plate, except where it is required

to act, and yet so thin as to allow the gravers

to remove it at will. The process at home, by
which designs are first drawn with pencil or

chalk on paper, and then "set off" on wax, is

ignored by the Japanese artist, who has a suf-

ficiently accurate eye to at once sketch off on

the etching plate with his etching points the

design in front of him. The ease with which

the old man we interviewed reproduced the

lines he had first roughly dashed off on paper

with bis brush, and the deftness with which he

rectified any slight error in the lines of his first

sketch and brought the whole into harmony,

was as well worth seeing as a first-class painter

or modeler engaged on a •' work of love." The
plate, when finished, is " bitten in " with strong

acid, and handed over to the printer, whose
machinery is of a very rude description. Un-

like the master etcher, who is almost luxuri-

antly housed for a Japanese, the man who trans-

fers the designs to paper is but poorly lodged.

In the outskirts of the city, where rents are

cheap, we found an old man and his son busily

engaged in striking off a set of views of parts

of Osaka, to be retailed at the price of a tem{>o

each, and our inquiries elicited the information

that sixty cents was a very paying price for a

plate, and a thousand copies could be struck off

in black or blue for about five yen. A very

large portion of the business done by the Kioto

men consists of the sheets of mythological pic-

tures, &c., which are made up into fans and

sold to credulous visitors to Hideyoshi's bouse,

and other sight-seeing places in Kioto.

—

Tlie

Hiogo News.

AND

Eyeleting Machines.
E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs, wltboat changing the
Machine.

Form backs of any thicknesa of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as ivell as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, aa there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for Itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SAPORN & SONS, Book-BiDders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 69 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L. L BROWN FM GOMFANT,
A.I3AIMIS, nawA.ss.ALCzxx7SETrrs, tr. s. a^

Manufacturers of First-dass

LINEN LEB6ER AND RECORD PAPERS )
^ WHICH WILL STAND THE SEVEBBST TESTS OP BBASUEE AND EE-WBITISa -» 9»

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam,
Ashes or Attendance.

Coal,

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL E|S>ENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed In every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
FHILADEI.PHIA, FA.;
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LANGFELD, TURNER & ANDREWS,
— MANUFACTUREES OF —

I Bag@, F@@ket S©©ks, Ww^mm,
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —®

—

New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES and CASES
THE BEST FILING DEVICES EVER INVENTED.

SCHLICHT'S STANDARD INDEXES!
THE BEST INDEXES FOR RAPID REFERENCE TO NAMES EXTANT.

Used by the United States Government, County Offiees, Leading- Banks, Business Houses and

Corporations throughout the country.

Special inducements offered to Stationers and Blank Book Manufacturers.

Popular Sizes always in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CLAGUE. WEGMAN, SCHLICHT & FIELD,

Principal Office, ROCHESTER, N. T. Branch Offices, CHICAGO, 111. and TORONTO, Ont.

Tijr LI AD\/ADn CnilMTAIM PPM —The Harvard Is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tabes,
IriL nMnVMriU rUUINlrMIN rUi'li wires, springs, &c., wliich are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having: been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVAKD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New York.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

.^

'^ 'WA-TER - M:A.RK:

:

.^

^ KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond aU other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

rroprietar: JOSEPH ARNOLD, Synslord Mills, KENT, ENGLAND.
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, 82 & .84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR -

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

'-'^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOW READT.i=^-
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

yi ^N\/ P" I
"^

I 13O —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of_unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand
Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Eaael. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

I INCORPORATED. ^K & B^ INCORPORATED.
I

MANOFACTURERS OF —

M

f^^n, PAGE, HOYNE & ^^•' - manufacturers OF -

And TRANSFER or FILING CASES, ^>oo^

Ko. 114 Monroe Street, CHICAGO, 111.

S E ISr ID

PRICE LISTS

CATALOGUE.

BROWN'S EVERT DAT FILE, '^-'-•J.j;^' 75 ieiits each BROWN'S PERFECT FIL»'.
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MILTON BR.s.DLEV CO.
SPRINGFIELD.rvIASS.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE 3IADE.

A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBEK OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AND
OBALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

78 BE:e:X£IMIjA.N STRSEX, •N-ETStr YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEBFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. ORECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF "WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, In Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.

MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab. Opaline and Silver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray." " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

Our line of BRISTOIi BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. We
manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

DAVinQQN ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS
*

TTTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
* ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SBIil. AI,I. SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERT BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

•*-

-•*'-

K^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

-•*•

-I. MADE BY.i-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

for the Weight.

-^m

The accompanying cut is a Fac-sruile y
Water-mark in Clover Leaf I.ine i

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other

Folded Papers

?::S= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

-•^^ >^-'

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 ColifflMstaue, Boston, Mass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMJIIE, May I, to 62 CLIFF STREET.

CaHTER, DZ1TSMOB.E C& Co.

BYRON WESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AKD RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LINBN RBCORD i ImBDGER PAPEB
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881,

-pHIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

•^ others from ifie Cincinnati Industrial Exiiiiiion, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute, iSj^, and Medal o,f

Improvement and Progress, Boston, IS^8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger!
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4,. It never cockles if properly

bound. $. Its chemical acUon upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Boolckeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand tmy climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Bbeet, £:il.^SX: and. IIIJTVIIITE roUR ariMUtlB on same spot
Each sheet is watermarked with name and date.

Send for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 128 Duane Street, cor. Church, New York.

^mt\
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RICHMOND BREVITIES.

[FROM OUR REGULAB CORRESPONDENT.]

Richmond, Va.. May 10, 1884.

"Well, what shall I say of the stationery

trade?" has been the inquiry with which your

correspondent has saluted nearly every mem-
ber of that line in the city. "Oh, business is

fair," says one. " I have nothing new to re-

port," says another. " We are doing as well as

we have any reason to expect at this season,"

says another. "Tell them we are .alive and

kicking," says a fourth. " We are selling our

usual quantity of paper," says a manufacturer,

and when a jobber is approached, who receives

his supply from Baltimore, New York, or

Massachusetts, he desires to know the pulse of

trade reported by his competitor, and if you
gave him what you know or otherwise you can

draw him out and the other fellow will be cor-

roborated. Now, this has been the extent of

my research in behalf of the readers of The
Stationer, and if they are not satisfied with

the result of the labor, on behalf of the trade

here, I extend them a hearty invitation to come
and visit as and spend a portion of their sum-
mer vacation, promising them a most cordial

reception.

The friends of the movement started by Lee
Camp to build a Home for the Confedei'ate sol-

diers disabled and maimed in the late unplea-

santness, feel very grateful to those who wore
the Blue for the cordial manner in which they

have responded to their appeal for assistance.

The Fair will open in a few days, and there is

no doubt of its success or that of the enterprise

—if the ball is kept rolling. Those in the sta-

tionery line, who have not already contribut-

ed to the object and feel a desire to do so, can

send their contributions to the Randolph Paper-

Box Factory, care N. V. Randolph, who is a

member of tbe Executive Committee.

Sentinel.^

BOSTON NOTES.

[FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

250 Devonshire St., Boston, May 13, 1884. (

Trade is generally reported as "fair to mid-

dling," although some lines of stationers' goods
are having even a better demand. W ith the

summer touring season close at hand, no small

quantities of paper, envelopes, pencils and pens

will be needed by the thousands of pleasure-

seekers whose time at the seasides and mountain
resorts will be much given to writing to their

" stay-at-home " friends. Of course, it is very

pleasant for one whose business confines him or

her to daily routine duties in the hot city all

during the summer months to receive such

gentle reminders of cool breezes, rambles by the

seashore, moonlight flirtations, &c. But our

friends delight in giving us long narratives of

their vacation pleasures, while our only joy is

in envying them their pleasures and in writing

back some wholesome advice relative to the ini-

quities of summer resorts which we claim to

have gathered from past experience. And all

the while writing material is growing less, and
the stationer rejoiceth.

Coburn Brothers & Snow is the name of a

new concern which opened out at 39 Summer
street on the 20th of last March. Stationery

and printing are its lines of business, and the

firm reports that a fair share of trade has come
its way. The Coburn Brothers have for some
seven years been engaged in the printing busi-

ness, and the stationery department is only a

new branch added. The trade of the house is

mostly local, and only a retail city business is

catered to, which, the house reports, is steadily

increasing.

King & Merrill are busy, as usual, doing a

very good trade in staple goods. King's " Non-

pareil" pens still continue in big demand, and

orders are fully up to the average. The pen

business is not expected to drop off much for a

month yet, not until the scribes begin to wander
oflE for recreation. I notice that the several

Spencerian experts of this house all use the

"Nonpareil" pens ; even the boss himself uses

them. When one takes his own medicine there

must be.some virtue in it.

The Cross Pen Company claims for this sea-

son of the year a very satisfactory trade. The

business has been much larger than for the

same period of last year. This is due largely to

the fact that the Cross pens are becoming better

known, not only to the trade who sell them

but to the people who use them. The only

complaint I hear of is that the factory is not

furnishing supplies as fast as the calls of the

trade demand. The line of goods manufactured

by the Cross Pen Company is very extensive,

embracing several patterns of the automatic and

stylographic pens. The " Hawthorne " pen, one

of this company's make, is having a very big

run. The company is now presenting the trade

with a new style of pencil. The new feature is

that by pressing the head of the pencil the lead

section drops into position, and is firmly held in

place ready for use. By elevating the point and

pressing the head of the pencil the lead sectl'*''

slides back into the barrel and is ready for the

pocket. In this pencil the lead cannot become
broken nor the pocket worn out. These pencils

are made in three styles, and are beautifully

finished. They will undoubtedly have a large

sale.

H. H. Carter is oflEering some good bargains

in cards. He has a lot of 100,000 which com-

prises the choice productions of Marcus Ward
Prang and Hildesheimer & Faulkner. These

are not soiled or shopworn goods, but a fresh

lot of beautiful album cards. I would men-

tion the price but the trade would doubt my as-

sertion, so I refer to H. H. Carter's announce-

ment, to be found in the advertising columns.

Found it, eh ? They are cheap, ain't they ?

Well, now is the time, if cards are wanted.

Those of the trade who have calls for toilet

paper and cabinet fixtures, and are desirous of

handling a class of goods in this line that is

giving the best of satisfaction wherever intro-

duced, should see samples of the toilet fixtures

and w. c. paper manufactured by the Union

Cabinet Company, of Lebanon, N. H. The
general selling agents for these popular goods are

Moulton & Goodwin, of this city, and they are

pushing the goods into new territory as fast as

the manufacturers can supply the demand. In

commenting upon the merits of these toilet

cabinets in a former communication, I neglected

to state that Moulton & Goodwin were the gen-

eral selling agents for these goods. To the trade

this is a matter of no small concern, as dealers

would prefer to purchase supplies from first

hands. Descriptive circulars and price-lists will

be furnished the trade upon application to Moul-

ton & Goodwin.

The Thorpe Manufacturing Company is busily

engaged in preparing its line of holiday goods

for the fall trade. In card, autograph and

scrap albums an extensive line of samples, com-

prising rich and elegant goods, is already being

displayed. Blank-books and blotting tablets

are other specialties which this house are offer-

ing the trade. Messrs. Thorpe and Speare are

now on the road traveling through the West,

and numerous orders for these goods are being

booked.

In last week's issue of The American Sta-

tioner "G. C. H." wants to know who manu-
factures paper box cutting and scoring machines.

In answer thereto I would say that John T.

Robinson & Co., Hyde Park, Mass., are exteq;^

sive manufacturers of paper box machinery,

and everything wanted in this line can be had

of this house. In a circular before me, which

gives illustrations and graphic descriptions of

cutting and scoring machines, rotary straw-

board cutters, corner cutters and shears, I find
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numerous testimonials from prominent box-

makers who have had these machines in long

use. Among manufacturers of specialties,

whose products are presented to commerce in

neat card-board coverings, and who make their

own boxes, numbers of them have their fac-

tories equipped with the improved box machi-

nery made by John T. Robinson & Co. The
Holyoke Envelope Company, of Holyoke, Mass.

;

the Dennison Manufacturing Company, of Bos-

ton ; the Fanning Corset Company, of Worces-

ter, Mass.; F. Stearns & Co., manufacturing

pharmacists, of Detroit, Mich., and the National

Paper Box Company, of Boston, are among those

who use and indorse the box machinery of the

firm mentioned. So if "G. C. H." is interested

in paper box machinery, let him address John

T. Robinson & Co. and he will get what he

wants.

T. W. Ripley, printer, who occupied a floor in

the building 138 Congress street, suffered a loss

of about $500 by fire on Thursday night of last

week. Loss covered by insurance. Mr. Ripley

seems to be a little unfortunate, for on the 4th

of last January his establishment, then located

at No. 147 Congress street, was burned out, dam-
aging him to the extent of $4,000. In neither

case did the fire originate in his quarters, but

in both he was close enough to suffer loss. In

the present instance, however, his loss is mostly

from water, and he experiences but little inter-

ruption to business. A. L. D.

VIENNESE NOTES.

[CORRESPONDENCE OF THE STATIONER.]

Vienna, April, 25, 1884.

Since I last was privileged to address you, my
route has lain from London through Prance,

Germany, and now in Austria. As I shall soon

return to Paris I hope to have the opportunity

of writing you thence about French stationers.

Many improvements have been made here since

my last visit; the streets are being widened, and
better paved, and general trade appeai s to be

in a fair condition ; the taxes are very heavy,

and paper money is at a discount of 20 per cent.,

but, notwithstanding these drawbacks, the Vi-

ennese produce superb goods at reasonable

prices. I think that this result is due to their

good taste, which seems to be inh-rent and in

their marvelous economy. I think that I spoke

of this feature of economy as to English people

when writing you from London, but that is ex-

travagance by comparison with the strict watch

that is kept throughout this country on all mat-

ters entering into manufacture ami consump-

tion.

Although a Pennsylvanian I cannot say that

I am a high tariff man, but I firmly believe in

moderate protection, and am satisfied that were

the products of these countries to be admitted

to the States, with a " tariff for revenue only,"

it would result in actual starvation to the

masses of our work-people. I have visited over

four hundred different factories, some hardly

worthy of that large title, and in all is appar-

ent that extreme economy, which I want to lay

stress on, as the reverse is the rule with us, and
in time it will be very detrimental to our in-

terests.

I was in Hamburg during the Easter holidays,

and noted everywhere the evidences of wealth

and prosperity which have come to the city

from her enterprise in trade for half a cen-

tury. The streets are narrow and quaint, and
many of them only canals, but as these latter

ar« in the rear of the great warehouses you can
realize how advantageous It is to ship goods by

canal boat either thence into the interior of

Germany or to the outgoing ocean steamers.

The shops being closed on account of the holi-

days I was unable to inspect the supplies of sta-

tionery, but learned from my friends that it

was mostly English. The old adage runs :
" A

man is never a prophet in his own land," and
this distinctly applies to paper, for while you
see "papier de luxe" and other French papers

in London shop windows, the reverse is the case

in Germany, where " best English cream-laid

note " is a familiar sign. At the hotel in Ham-
burg the paper furnished to the guests was
large letter, full sheets, and about twelve pounds
weight to the ream. These excellent hotel sup-

plies are always surprising to me, as they form

a strong contrast to the three or four-pound

note we are accustomed to see at home. The
inkstands throughout the length and breadth of

the continent are of one universal pattern, ob-

long in form, made of white china, and about

eight inches long by six inches wide ; the ink is

always purple, and along side of it is the old-

fashioned sand-box, of which we now know so

little. They do not, however, use sand, but a

white powder that looks uncommonly like saw-

dust.

In many of the hotels your bill is presented

each day, not necessarily for payment, but that

you may have the opportunity of examining
the charges and proving their correctness. As
the bill itself is a large affair, I thought the

practice must be good for the ruler of such

goods, and imagined that James Arnold, my
neighbor in Philadelphia, would not object to

the introduction of such a practice among
American hotels.

The diminutive size of the German news-

papers is a feature that I should think would be

very apparent to Americans accustomed to the

Herald or Times in New York, or the Press or

Ledger in Philadelphia. The papers in all Ger-

many and Austria are not much more than half

the surface size of ours that I have mentioned,

and contain, for the most part, novelettes ; it is

said that the real news is mostly obtained from
the great London journals, their enterprise and
outlay being very great.

There is one immense improvement that is in

use in the post-oflBce department of the German
Empire, and which would be a great boon to us

were it introduced in like manner, and I hope

you will use your influence to bring it to the at-

tention of the proper authorities. We all know
the vexations and annoyances which at present

attend our money-order system, and I doubt if

the recent postal-note is any great improvement,
but let me explain to you this simple German
system. We will say, for example, that you
are publishing a newspaper in Hamburg, and
that your address there is No. 5 Colonnade ; I

live in Hanover, and being a subscriber desire

to remit my subscription of ten marks ; I go to

one of fifty sub-offlces—the one that happens to

be nearest at hand— fill up a blank with your
name and address, pay the amount, with a tri-

fling additional fee, and the next day the letter-

carrier in Hamburg delivers to you at your ad-

dress the ten marks ; now compare this with the

delays incident to our custom and I am satisfied

that you will acknowledge the great and perma-
nent benefits to be gained from its introduc-

tion.

The purchases of fancy goods that I have
made and am still in treaty for will, I know, be

much liked by the friends and patrons of the

house ; being enabled to order considerable

quantities in many lines, I have bad the oppor-

tunity of getting up special styles that for nov-

elty and attractiveness will suit the most fastidi-

ous tastes. Charles J. Cohen.

CINCINNATI CHIT-CHAT.

[FROM OtTR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.]

Cincinnati, May 12, 1884.

It is very tiresome harping on one string all

the time. Nothing can be more distasteful to

the performer, and to the hearer it must be ter-

ribly wearing. This cry of dull, dull, dull,
which one cannot escape in rail cars, streetcars,

on the side-walk, on the hotel rotunda, or even
in the club room, is very like harping on one

string. But what are you going to do about it

should it happen tbat there is no other string

for the business world to harp upon. Depend
upon it, as long as mercantile men live they

will harp. When they give up that it may be

taken for granted that they have given up the

ghost. So there is a pretty robust ghost of a

chance for business here yet, judging the in-

dustry and energy with which that solitary string

or chorus of solitary strings (not to perpetrate a

paradox) responds "dull, dull" to a perpetual

thrumming. The best symptom of this melan-

choly chorus is that it has none of the qualities

of the dirge. There is nothing funereal about
it. The music is too spiteful, too suggestive of

life for anything of that sort.

Any attempt to account for the situation

would be needless in the sense of being redun-

dant. It has been fully explained by a thou-

sand people in a thousand different and often

conflicting ways. Let us admit that something

that impedes has got into the running gear of

trade, and is sticking there. Then let us hope

that it won't stick there forever, and drop the

dismal subiect for the present.

Engraving, as a branch of typographic art,

has grown wonderfully in Cincinnati in the

last six years—no, in the last three or four

years. The daily newspaper has grown to be a

steady customer of the wood engraver, not only

in the advertising columns, but in the news
columns. About two Sundays before the riot

one of the dailies came out here with wood-cut

portraits of the twenty-three murderers in the

Hamilton county jail. By the way, it would
have required nearly forty-six wood-cuts had
the portrait gallery included the untried mur-
derers walking the streets, out on bail. But, in

fact, this Western newspaper enterprise is grow-

ing not only in its native soil, but it is moving
East. Your own New York World is employ-

ing it. Well, for the lightning-print-both-sides-

of-the-paper-at-once-with-bad-ink-and-bad-pa-

per, it requires a peculiar style of wood engrav-

ing to prevent the product from looking like an

ugly unmeaning blot. Cincinnati artists have

made long strides toward acquiring that style

—

in fact, they have met the emergency bravely,

and are able to turn out open work at short

notice that makes a very respectable appear-

ance.

But the woodcut engraver is called into requi-

sition more than ever here in Cincinnati to

make original illustrations for newspaper ad-

vertising. That business Is growing in use in

daily newspaper advertising here ; but it is also

used very much in advertising by mail in the

way of circulars. Engraving of fancy letters

has become quite an art, and the special orders

for that sort of work in Cincinnati are sufi!icient

to employ a large and growing concern which

has sprung into existence in the last five years.

The extent to which advertising by street

dodgers scattered by the wind, or handed out

(Continued on page C3G.)
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OLD
BERKSHIRE

Mitts. LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills tinen tedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured hy

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing ^one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Pine Paper each, vrith contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

AH this Stationery ma.y be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, G-EO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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by men and boys, has grown in the last few
years, is indeed wonderful. Then in posters

there is no less ground for wonder at the im-

provement in their style. Many of them are

really the products of fine art. A mere me-

chanic, by humdrum mechanical processes,

could not turn them out. All these indicate that

the demand for skill in the industrial arts is in-

creasing, and that a new era in this sort of work
is already dawning. The full day is approach-

ing fast when only the best will be in demand.
Old fogies might as well shut up shop now and
save themselves, for in the full day of the new
era no old fogy can live long and prosper. Only
bright, active, progressive men will have an oc-

cupation left.

The explosion of a steam drum or drying cyl-

inder in Russell, Morgan & Co.'s playing-card

factory on Saturday, caused great consterna-

tion among the employees many of whom were

girls. Some of them became so nervous that

they had to quit work. One girl was hit by a

flying piece of the cylinder and hurt seriously.

Two or three others were slightly injured, but

as there was a panic, some of the injuries may
have been received in that.

The manufacturing stationers are reasonably

well occupied with work now, especially those

that depend mainly on local and immediate

vicinity custom. Traveling men are not over

numerous. More are expected next week, and
I will give you a list of them.

Prince William.

TORONTO TOOTS.

[FROM OtTB RKGULAB CORRESPONDENT.]

Toronto, Ont., May 13, 1884.

Since I wrote you last (April 1) numerous

changes have taken place, socially, politically,

and in business. In the latter I am glad to say

there has been nothing of serious character in

the Province. Our leading houses of the trade

are moving on quietly and safely, and none of

them, so far as I know, are disposed to grumble

much. We shall see what some of them have

to say as we go on. To me the spring has

seemed cold and backward. We have had no

end of cold and wet and slush. But from what
I can gather from your correspondents we have
got off well. In fact, may congratulate our-

selves on the salubrity of our climate. It only

confirms what I have stated before, that Canada
must be the representative country of this con-

tinent shortly.

I met to-day E. C. Swayne, of E. P. But-

ton & Co. , New York, who is looking after the

interests of his firm over here, and he reports a

very satisfactory state of things in his way. I

had the pleasure of running against Mr. Swayne
several times last year. After parting in Mon-
treal we came together again at the Russell in

Ottawa. At that time he had Mr. Farren, of

Griffith & Farren, London, Eng., in charge

—

that is to say was filling the agreeable capacity

of cicerone to his English friend, and I am quite

sure filled his office most satisfactorily. At all

events, we passed a very pleasant day together

in our Canadian capital, and much of it was
due to John Durie, of ifurie & Son, who secured

a carriage and took us to the most interesting

points in the city. We rather pride ourselves

on our Parliamentary Buildings, &c., and es-

corted our English friend through the place and
grounds, from which there is a grand outlook.

Being a resident of the small town of London,
he did not seem to be awfully impressed with

the magnitude and architectural beauty of our

capital buildings. But the huge saw mills were
altogether out of his line, and he watched with

the most intense interest the great logs which
had come down the Ottawa for hundreds of

miles, being pulled in at one end of the mill by
the half dozen, and going out at the other as

quickly in the shape of boards. The Chaudiere
Falls, too, impressed him. The great Thames
could not match it. While I write, I remember
that Walter King, representative of Collins'

Sons & Co., accompanied us. Poor fellow, he

lost his life on his way home on the ill-fated

State of Florida. Mr. King was held in high

estimation by our trade, and he had many

warm friends in Canada. I said good-bye to

him on the street as he was leaving for New
York. He leaves a wife and son in this city.

1 must now get to the practical part of my
letter, and tell you something about our trade

and how the pulse beats. We have had a long

and severe winter, a cold and cheerless spring,

yet vegetation is two weeks or more ahead of

last year ; and whatever may be said by some
folk, the weather has a vast amount to do with

business.

I am glad to state from personal calls from
time to time, that all our leading houses of the

trade report business equal to, and in most cases

ahead of last year, up to this time. Let me
particularize, and I will take the firms in order

as I called on them.

Barber & Ellis Company say that trade with

them has been and is good now, and are quite sat-

isfied. Their representatives, P. T. Perrott and

Bouvier, foreman and an operator, sail by the

City of Rome from New York for London, Eng-
land. They take with them one of their Reli-

ance envelope machines, which they purpose

exhibiting to manufacturers. This machine,

they claim, beats anything made, its output

being over 6,000 per hour, gummed and counted.

I wish them bon voyage, and all manner of suc-

cess in the old land.

The Standard Publishing Company reports

business satisfactory and ahead of last year.

Davis & Henderson say that they are very

busy in their manufacturing department. In

other departments they are doing quite as well,

in fact, better than last year.

The Methodist Book and Publishing House is al-

ways on a rush. It hasnow in press the following

books: "The Heathen World," by Rev. Geo.

Patterson, D.D. ;
" The Old Vice and the New

Chivalry," by J. Templeton Armstrong ;
" Doc-

trines and Discipline of the Methodist Church."

It has brought out the following books, of which

it holds the Canadian copyright, viz., "Alder-

side ; a Border Story," by Annie S. Swann
;

"Jock Halliday, a Grass-Market Hero," by
Robina F. Hardy ; "Bits from Blinkbury ; or.

Bill o' the Manse," by John Strathok. C. H.

FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,
Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half tlieir Prices.

Printed from Six Sets op Electro-Plates of different size type, and bound in the most durable
AND ELABORATE STYLES. J|

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN BIRLE, I
TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus.

trated, Colored Maps, &c. , at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPHaiBUMS
Strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEAL- SKIN, CALF AND RUSSIl

' Nev) Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application,

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehonse, 1222 AlCh St., PMld., Pj
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
PUBLISHERS OF THE -

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books
LIBI2K,A.L. I>ISCOTJTVT TO THE TItA.I>3ii. o- -=3og:>-

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co. ; Francis & Loutrel ;

John Hulin and New York News Company.

tOARD [GtlF
ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE,
Price, Retail. 75 Cents,

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 304 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom ot a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened sufti-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MEG.
CHICAGO

CO.,

IIT7B CJLRD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards
IN GREAT variety.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the pubUc with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASP.

GEORGE UIBEL,
manufacturer of

Sea Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
143 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

manufactured by the.;

747 Mu'berry Stvet,
New York.

Importers ofGERMAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOIiAR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

ROACHE MFG. CO./

W. E. JACKSON,
wholesale dealer in

Stationeryi Fancy Goods,

46 W. BWAY, cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

III! I rn nnnO Trade mart on steel pens,
mil I rn nnllN ">< Erasers and pocket
••ll»'»^'< UllUU, Cutlery guarantees quality.
Iiar?:est makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country
STEEL PENS withstyleandaction suited toevery hand.
FullassortmentotTcubiiiailcdonreceiptot 25 cents.
O . .,^^-^ -=- 3v^^^^^&^^ $2.00per^si^^ -" ^r^sr =» gross.

60c. per
On C^ 1 iJUIHS^^^^^s^^^ quarter

ffross.

Sold by a] 1 deaU r<!. Pi ice Lists furni'ihed on application.

The Bliller Ilros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

"White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOABPg.

SPAULDING «fc TEWKSBURY,
S3S Devonshire Street, ^JBoaton.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of aU novelties

issued in the trade, and w-ill notice all such which

possess merit free of charge. It is desirable to ac-

company descriptions with cuts whenever possible.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 296,784. Toy Building.—Wm. S. Beed, Leomins-

ter, Mass.

One or more strips or sheets of white or col-

ored transparent material, in combination with

a toy representation of the whole or a portion

of the exterior of the Capitol of the United

States, provided with openings to represent

doors, windows, &c., or other apertures through

which to exhibit pictures, panoramic or other

views or lessons, and with a gas, electric, lamp,

or other light, so located as to be seen through

the openings or apertures from the outside.

No. 296,868. Copy Holder.—Edward Nunan, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

No. 296,871. Paper Bag.—John P. Onderdonk, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

A paper bag having a satchel-bottom and in-

ward bellows folds, in which the corners of the

inward bellows folds are cut apart.

No. 296,898. Printing-Press.—John H. Utter, Wes-

teriy, R. I.

No. 396.900. Game.—Benjamin S. Wheeler, Orange,

N.J.

A toy or game apparatus adapted for educa-

tional purposes, having a series of grooves and

letter or figure bearing blocks movable thereio

while not entirely separable therefrom, in com-

bination with each other, and with convenient

means for holding and exhibiting changeable

copies in proximity thereto.

No. 296,921. Seal.—Charles H. Bundy, Middletown,

Ohio.

A seal formed of a waxen or resinous com-

pound, and containing a fibrous netting or web.

No. 296,934. Calendar.—John Cussons, Glen AUen,

Va.

A calendar consisting of an envelope having a

pocket open at the top and closed at the bottom

and sides, and provided at one corner with a face-

aperture and a sheet bearing numerals adapt-

ed to be inserted into and removed from the

pocket of the envelope, and when therein to

disclose the day of the month through the cor-

ner-aperture.

No. 296,935. Process of Manufacturing Cellulose

from Wood, &c.—Carl Ferdinand Dahl, Dantzio,

Prussia, Germany.

No. 296,940. Frame for Pockel^Books, &c.—Hippo-
lyte Didout, Fils, Paris, France.

No. 296,941.—Toy.—Charles Diener, New York, N. Y.

A fire-cracker toy consisting of an inclosure

in which the fire-cracker is to be exploded, the

inclosure being provided with images arranged

to be deployed by the force of the explosion.

No. 296,945. Fountain Attachment for Marking-

Brushes.—Peter C. Forrester, Leavenworth, Kan.

No. 296,963. Fountain-Pen.—James P. Hoyt, New-
ton, Conn.

No. 296,967. Art of Manufacturing Celluloid and
Other Compounds of Pyroxyline. — John W.
Hyatt, Newark, N. J., assignor to the Celluloid

Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.

No. 296,970. Manufacture of Celluloid and Other

Compounds of Pyroxyline.— John W. Hyatt,

John H. Stevens and William H. Wood, Newark,
N. J., assignors to the Celluloid Manufacturing

Company, New York, N. Y.

No. 296,974. Machine for Making Matrices.—Robert

L. Kimberly, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

American Matrix Machine Company, New York,

N. Y.

No. 297,017. Method of Producing Roller Surfaces

for Printing, Stamping or Embossing.—J. Julius

Sachs, Manchester, County of Lancaster, Eng-
land. Patented in England, July 4, 1879,

No. 2,724.

In the preparation of metal rollers for print-

ing, the improvement consisting in covering the

roller with chrome-gelatine, placing around it

a curved or flexible pattern adapted to transmit

light to certain parts and prevent the transmis-

sion to others, exposing the roller to light and
revolving it to present each portion to the light,

and removing the soluble portions of the chrome-

gelatine coating.

No. 297,023. Apparatus for Stereotyping.—Frederick

J. Smith, Brooklyn, assignor of one-half to James
H. Beals, Jr., New York, N. Y.

No. 297,041. Pencil.-George Charles Ward, Girard,

Kan.

No. 297,043. Toilet and Wrapping Paper Holder.—
Seth AVheeler, Albany, N. Y.

No. 297,044. Toilet-Paper Fixture.—Seth Wheeler.

Albany, N. Y.

No. 297,045. Wrapping or Toilet-Paper Fixture.-

Seth Wheeler, Albany, N. Y.

No. 297,060. Lead and Crayon Holder.—Claes W.
Boman, New York, N. Y., assignor to Joseph

Reckendorfer, same place.

No, 297,086. Type-Writing Machine.—Henry Orpen,

St. Louis, Mo.

In a type-writing machine, two sets of type-

carrying levers arranged so that the types of

each set will strike a centre common to the

levers of that set, in combination with suitable

operating mechanism.

No. 297,094. Bill-of-Fare Indicator.—Eugene S. Sut-

ton, Wildwood, Wis.

No. 297,102. Quoin.—Michael C. Barry, Salem, Mass.

A printer's quoin composed of two side blocks

tapered longitudinally on one side, and pro-

vided with dovetailed grooves on their tapered

sides, and a central wedge-shaped block or key

provided on its sides with dovetailed tongues

adapted to fit the dovetailed grooves of the side

blocks, and on its upper face with a recess hav-

ing an incline sloping upward toward its nar-

row end for the bearing of the shooting-stick

when locking the form, and a more abrupt in-

cline or shoulder toward the larger end for the

bearing of the shooting-stick when unlocking

the form, the said side blocks and key being of

uniform thickness.

No. 297,106. Device for Holding Pencils and other

Objects.—Claes W. Boman, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Joseph Reckendorfer, same place.

No. 297,111. Printing Machine.—Andrew Campbell,

Brooklyn, assignor to John and Edmund Mc-

Loughlin, both of New York, N. Y.

In a printing machine or press, the combina-

tion of mechanism, for actuating the grippers,

means for electrically controlling the operation

of said mechanism for actuating the grippers,

an electric generator, wires forming the elec-

tric circuit, and front guides constructed in the

form of circuit-closers and breakers, whereby
the proper placing of the sheet to the guide

closes breaks in the electric circuit, and thus

controls the operation of the mechanism for

actuating the grippers.

No. 297,112. Form Roller for Printing.— Andrew
Campbell, Brooklyn, assignor to John and Ed-

mund McLoughlin, both of New York, N. Y.

A printer's roller provided with a leather

cover, and a cushion of cork arranged under

and next to said leather.

No. 297,116. Mailing-Machine.—Robert Dick, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

No. 297,134. Toy.—Louis Keller, New York, N. Y.

No. 297,138. Counter for Facilitating the Transfer of

Coin.—Albert Lego, and Henri Dupau, Grasse

(Alpes-Martimes), France.

in an apparatus for facilitating the transfer'

of coin between the public and shopkeepers,

bankers, cashiers, and any other persons, the ar-

rangement of a fiat tray of approximately-cir-

cular form, provided with mouths for the de-

livery of coin, the tray resting upon a rod con-

sisting of two parts pivoted on each side of the

axis of the tray and supported by springs.

No' 297,206. Process of Preparing or Treating Com-
position or Material to be Used in Making
Plaques.—John J. West, Chicago, 111.

No. 297,213. Engraver's Tool.—Wm. Wildt, Rich-

mond, Va.

An engraver's tool composed of a stock or

handle made in two sections, arranged for rota-

tion one upon the other, and in combination

therewith of a stationery support or table de-

tachably connected with said handle or stock

for supporting the object, a retaining device se-

cured to and adjustable upon one of the handle-

sections for securing the object to or holding the

same on said support or table, said holding de-

vice being likewise made detachable from the

hands or stock, and a screw-rod connected with

the adjustable holding device and operated from

one or the other handle-section.

DESIGNS.

No. 14,957. Ace of Spades for Playing Cards.—

Adolph Binkert, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Caterson, Brotz & Co , same place. Term of

patent, 3% years.

No. 14,959. Font of Printing Type.—Charles E.

Hey er, Chicago, 111., assignor to Arthur M. and
Alson E. Barnhart, both of same place. Term
of patent, 14 years.

No. 14,961. Photographic Album Leaf.—Stephen

Meers, Brooklyn, N. Y. Term of patent, 14

years.

No. 14,963. Font of Printing Type.—John K. Rogers,

Brookline, Mass. Term of patent, 3)4 years.

No. 14,964. Font of Type.—John K. Rogers, Brook-

line, Mass. Term of patent, 3}4 years.

No. 14,965. Pencil Case.—Le Roy W. Fairchild, New
York, N. Y. Term of patent, 3>^ years.

No. 14,968. Pen-Wiper.—Leopold Kahn, New York,

N. Y. Term of patent, 3}4 years.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,

29 & 31 Beekinan Street, Xe^v York,
§0 MANUFACTURERS OF«§

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

^-PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE
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FAMILir AND PULPIT BIBLBS
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the

Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in aU cheap and medium grades.

Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOXtT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalngue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
1^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

6au>^
B IL.AC K

Si^L
SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NETtT YORK.

DEST-.^BXjISKCEID 1S30.

•WATT atntp see 1 1

1

J. a. BXTFFORD'S SOXTS'
— New and Elegant DOMESTIC line of

Samples ready for \A/^HOLESALE Trade in JULY. T\A?'ENTY series of ORIGINAL Designs.

I * r * BS,*

SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES,
We intend these Goods to be superior to any yet offered the Trade.

IMPORTED CHRISTMAS CARDS. »-» ? I WLT? T r

SELECTED Designs from several of the LARGEST and BEST KNOWN manufacturers in EUROPE, and will be the

FINEST line in the Market.

293 and 295 BROAD'OrA'?, 2TSlSr ^OUSZ.
CHICAGO: 1 56 and 1 58 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 and 39 FEDERAL STREET.

,

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOHING PAPER,

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City. ^^^

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Go.
I

INe>v London, Ooiin.
MANUFACTtTRERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Va,lua.l>le Patented Improvements.

CHAS. B. MA2SON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Siipi

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlamic worn, East Bostoi, fflass.

CHARLES BEOK, 609 Ohestiiut Street, PMladelpMa.

GEO. 3. NEWOOMB & CO., 241 St. Olair. Street, Oleveland,

OSTEANDER & HUEE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETROIT PAPER COMPANY, Detroit, MicL

Hand Cotter. ?END FOB CIBCOLAB AND PaiCB LIST, Haiid-Cuttkb, witb Stkam Fixtubb '-
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EDWARD POSEN <L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF -

&>' limm.i'hmj^ Qoodi
OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),

(ESTABI^ISHBD 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

jYo. 437 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER COOPS.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPETERIES for the Spring Trade
ENVELOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

THET%AtMER ART^^^
having gone out of business, we beg to Inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

WHICH WE WII.L CLOSE OUT BEtOW COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the. BARGAINS we are offering.

I.. PRANG & CO., New York.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES
z

S tH j,-

S H §

g g ^
< oO Eh

91 H

"^ CO

ILLINOIS IROH AN-D BOLT CO.,
30 to 36 Main Street. Carpentersville, Kane Co., III.

IT ^AS ITO EQUAL 11^ ETTEOFE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE IN ITS PAGES

:) THE (:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Offloe Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. J^OJXN STONMIIjI,

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties lUustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

ligence—Foreign News—Criticisms on
Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. P. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,
East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. Stonhill, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its pages."

—

Mackellar, Smitlis db
Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."

—

Belfast News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise unusual to European

Trade Journalism."

—

American Stationer.

"The notes upon Trade cover the entire country
and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."

—

Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is perfect."—W. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."

—

James D. Whitmore d: Co. (N.Y.).

Advertisers will see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL CIRCULATION.
Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON. B. C, ENOI.AND.
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LANGFELD, TURNER & ANDREWS
— MANUFACTURERS OF—

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —n— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

THE*
Sl-OO a-n.d. "CJp-^wa,rd.s,

ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.
Made of the best materials through-

out, and the only Pen in the Tcorld
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

Marcus -Ward-s^-CQ Limited
-*-

TO * THIE * TE,_A.IDE1.
-«-

WE ARE NOW PREPARING OUR LINE OF-

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.—-»-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.

SHANNON FILES AND CASES. THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.

CLAGUK, >VEGMAIV, SCHI.ICHX & FIELD.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE : Rochester, N. Y. BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont, and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

LE PAGE'S MUCILAGE
^md Faimlly Qlui
MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
C3-louoest,er, ^bA-a^ss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-

^^^ serves without Injuring the AD-
^^i HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

Will not injure tlie most delicate colors.

OA.UTION". Reivare of Imitation'* olalmlna: to be "the same thinfif" or "just a«i goocl."
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%xu&z @0s$ipr.

All new goods and designs which are

act, strictly speaking, "Novelties" wiU be

noticed under this head. The trade are

requested to forward descriptions with

a mples in order to secure proper notice.

James Power, publisher. La Couner, W. T.,

has sold out.

H. Lusk, of the firm of Lansing & Lusk, prin-

ers, Brazil, Ind., is dead.

M. F. Onderdonk, printer, New York city, is

advertising bis business for sale.

Charles Poster, toothpick manufacturer, Se-

bec, Me., has removed to Buckfleld.

E. J. Fuller, publisher of the Record, Gardi

ner, Mass., is advertising to sell out.

H. Cook, Jr., bookseller and stationer, New-
buryport, Mass., is advertising to sell out.

Robert McConnell, proprietor of the Guar-

dian, Truro, N. S., has removed to Monckton.

Henry Stanley, president of the Stanley Rule

and Level Company, New Britain, Conn., is

dead.

J. G. Smith, picture dealer, Denver, Col., has

been attached for $1,300 and the sheriff is in

possession.

Williams & Wesley, printers, Attleboro,

Mass., have dissolved partnership. Edward
Williams continues the business.

Russell & Curtiss, printers and publishers,

Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership,

Charles A. Curtiss having withdrawn from the

firm.

An assignment has been made by Frederick

Zoerb, manufacturer of pocket books, New
York city, to William Zoerb, giving three pre-

ferences to relatives for $710.

J. H. Bufford's Sons are just now doing a

lively trade in their extensive line of fans and

shape novelties. Live dealers having an eye to

business are quickly taking up, at this season,

goods of this kind, particularly anything new
and attractive, and everything that is not of

this character Is carefully excluded from J. H.

Bufford's Sons' line.

The San Francisco Journal of Commerce is

publishing a series of sketches of the leading

towns of California, including surroundfng nat-

ural scenery as well as manufacturing indus-

tries, business houses, agricultural products,

society, &c. Its issue of May 1 contained a

very interesting full-page article on Santa Cruz,

showing it to be a desirable location for those

contemplating to settle in the State, while

giving much valuable information to those de-

siring to post themselves regarding a progres-

sive California town.

The directors of the Keystone National Bank,

of Erie, Pa., have petitioned the court to place

E. J. Cary, paper-stock dealer. North Adams,
Mass. , in insolvency. They allege that he owes

the bank about $10,000, and they think they

have a good case against him. Many of Mr.

Cary's other creditors are said to be opposed to

having him go into insolvency, especially those

who are secured by mortgages on the property.

His property is estimated to be worth from

$25,000 to $30,000 and is about covered with

mortgages. The Keystone Bank will have a

hearing at the next court of insolvency, and
it is generally thought that the petition wiU be

granted.

W. H. Woglom is having a large demand for

Van Horn's patent letter and bill clips and files,

which be manufactures. These clips come in a

small and exceedingly convenient form and,'are

giving satisfaction wherever they have been
used. Mr. Woglom also carries a full line of

staple goods, including blank books, fancy

leather goods, comprising photograph albums,

pocket books, &c. He also does an extensive

printing business.

F. H. Levey & Co., as a result of their adver-

tisement in The Stationer of their " $1 Insur-

ance Policy Ink," report numerous orders from
all sections for this superior brand of goods and
have .on file some very complimentary letters

from parties sending in duplicate orders. The
ink named appears to supply a long-felt want
among printers doing commercial work.

Levi Timpson & Co., dealers in paper stock,

Boston, Mass., have failed, and it is thought will

pay about twenty cents on the dollar. The mer-
chandise liabilities are about $9,000, and assets

$2,000.

D. A. Shaw & Co., importers of marine shells,

&c.. New York city, have formed a limited

partnership to May 5, 1889, with special capital

of $20,000.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Stair & Burnham, publishers of the Journal,

Milan, Mich. Burnham continues the business.

E. A. Chasteney, a representative of the firm

of Charles F. Zentgraf, sailed on the steamer

Alaska of the Guion line on the 10th inst.

DUlman & Westphal, manufacturers of show
cases, Chicago, 111. , have dissolved partnership.

H. Westphal succeeds to the business.

N. W. Taylor, wholesale paper dealer, Chi-

cago, 111., has sold out to the Indiana Paper
Company, of Indianapolis, Ind.

Krause& Karbach, embossers. New York city,

have dissolved partnership. Richard Krause
continues the business.

F. B. Moulton, dealer in fancy cards. Provi-

dence, R. I., has assigned to H. H. Plant.

William Allen, printer, Winnebago City,

Minn., has sold out to A. E. Foss.

J. A. Townsend, newsdealer, Durango, Col. , is

closing out his business.

George Roe, publisher of the Times, Vallejo,

Cal., has been damaged by fire.

William C. O'Meara, toy dealer, Washington,
D. C, is advertising to sell out.

Robert Marr, stationer, &c.. New Albany,
Kan., has sold out to R. B. Hogue.

G. W. Shanklin, dealer in wall paper, Lead-

ville. Col., has sold out to G. L. McQuown.

A. N. Marchant, publisher of the Rhode
Island Democrat, Providence, R. I. , is dead.

Robert L. Warren, publisher of the Republi-

can, Decatur, Mich., has sold out to A. B. John-

son.

P. W. Campbell, stationer, &c., IngersoU,

Ont., has been succeeded by G. B. Fothering-

ham.

C. H. Caldwell, stationer and fancy-goods

dealer, Marlboro, Mass., has sold out to J. E.

Cummings.

Sargent, Farsari & Co. , booksellers, station-

ers, &c., Yokohama, Japan, have dissolved part-

nership. The business is continued by A. Farsari

& Co., who assume the liabilities of the late

firm.

Billstein& Son, printers, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have dissolved partnership. Alexander Bill-

stein withdraws from the firm and Nathan Bill-

stein and Emma Billstein continue the business

uqder the same style.

The second annual meeting of the Travelers'

Protective Association will be held at Detroit

on June 13 and 14. This association has in-

creased its membership 1,200 during the year.

Merchant travelers are invited to attend the

meeting. It is proposed to have relaxation as

well as business a feature of the occasion.

Among those who have found their premises

too small to accommodate their growing trade

is the Fountain Ink Company, manufacturer of

Caw's ink. This enterprising concern has re-

moved to 62 Cliff street, where it occupies three

entire floors, and where a scene of the greatest

activity prevails. Probably not in the history

of the ink business has an ink sprang into

prominence so rapidly as " Caw's Black Fluid."

Notwithstanding the many complaints of a

dull trade, most manufacturers of stationers'

specialties, fancy goods, writing pads, &c.,

have had to largely increase their facilities this

season, thus showing that although a depression

of business has been felt, the prospects for a

good trade later on are good. M. J. Anderson,

who is among the number of enterprising pro-

ducers alluded to, has availed himself of the

increased room afforded by the removal of the

Acme Stationery and Paper Company from the

building No. 117 Pulton street, and has filled

the same with a large amount of new machinery,

BLOTTER
150 ^^R^IETIES.
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) uSa^vOTTf/j,

TABLET

TABLETS
E'-A^OKIEO IN" BOXES
100 SHEETS IN PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE L4.RGE3T AND FINEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includinK Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,

Cream Linen Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum. Statement and Bill-tteads; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen s

't^~ NotwitlistaudinK their'ni*ay advantages, these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. All other ra^aat•actursrs puc 80 sheets (or less) in their pads-the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVERSA.1L. 331L.OTTEK TJ^^BL-I^T, at lowest prices ever made.

SEND FOR PRICE I.ISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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thereby doubling bis facilities for the manufac-
ture of all of his specialties.

C. R. Clark, of C. R. Clark & Co., printers,

Cleveland, Ohio, has assigned.

M. C. Teel & Son, printers, Newburyport
Mass., have been burned out. Insured.

Wepf & Cranhead, publishers of the Times,

Terrell, Tex., have dissolved partnership.

Maurice Lindner, toy dealer, Berlin, Ont., for

whom a receiver was appointed, has assigned in

trust.

Thomas Wallace, stationer, Oshawa, Out.,

has sold out to Chris. Connor, having removed
to Toronto.

Knox & Tuttle, printers. New York city, have
dissolved partnership. James F. Knox con-

tinues the business.

M. L. Howell & Co., publishers of the Ex-
press, Merced, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

J. A. Morrell continues the business.

Glick & Jenkins have established a book, sta-

tionery and fancy goods house at Fort Smith,

Ark. The firm is composed of William Jenkins

and B. Glick.

Colburn, Lowry & Co., proprietors of the

Arkansas Methodist Book Concern, Little Rock,

Ark., have dissolved partnership. J. P. Lowry
& Co. succeed to the business.

Clarke & Walters, stationers, 22 Bond street.

New York, have dissolved partnership. The
firm is succeeded by Clarke & Co. Its members
are M. E. Clarke and C. S. Clarke, Jr.

Van Antwerp, Bragg& Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

have in preparation a work on " Electic Physi-

ology and Hygiene," by Dr. Eli F. Brown. It

is prepared with special reference to use in

schools and will be out this month.

The stock of books, stationery, pens, &c., of

F. H. Drake & Co., Toledo, Ohio, seized by the

sheriff under attachment on March 29, appraised

at $1,800, was sold to Thorndike Nourse, of De-

troit, Mich,, on April 28, for $890. After the

sale, the goods were rejected, and resold on May
5 by the sheriff for $450, the purchaser being

again Mr. Nourse, who has had the stock boxed
and removed to Detroit. This amount about

covers the costs. F. H. Drake will continue as

usual, and also promises to liquidate all indebt-

edness as early as possible.

Louis Dreka, manufacturing stationer, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has issued new styles and price-

lists of the Dreka Dictionary Blotter. This is

a combination of blotting-case with a complete

list of words which writers are apt to spell in-

correctly. The case folds like a book, and is as

convenient for writing on the lap as on the

desk.

G. Dean, of the firm of Dean & Son, publish-

ers, stationers, &c., 160a Fleet street, London,

E. C, who has been here since the middle of

March, departed for Europe on the steamship

Alaska on the 10th inst.

Many representatives of the trade attended

the Teachers' Institutes, held at Jamaica and
East New York, L. I., last week, and at Sing

Sing, N. Y., this week.

The Jessup & Moore Paper Company has re-

moved from Room 2 to Rooms 9 and 10, same
floor, Bennett Building, 97 and 99 Nassau street,

this city.

E. Hall Walter, publisher of the American
Republican, West Chester, Pa., has sold out to

the West Chester Publishing Company.

T. W. Ripley, printer, Boston, Mass., has

been damaged by fire. Insured.

J. F. Mitchell, publisher, Greenville, Tex.,

has sold out.

J. B. Wasson, stationer. New Orleans, La., is

asking for an extension.

B. F. Wise & Co., printers, San Francisco,

Cal., have been attached.

Walthall & Hudson, publishers. Big Springs,

Tex., have dissolved partnership.

W. S. Connor, dealer in photo supplies, Pitts-

burg, Pa., has sold out to George J. Pfeil &
Co.

The New York Consolidated Card Company
has removed to No. 236 West Fourteenth

street.

Snyder & Cassaday, publishers of the Ad-
vance, Canon City, Col., have been succeeded

by E. M. Lament.

F. L. Kid well. Southern agents, formerly with
Baker, Pratt & Co., is now with and will repre-

sent D. W. Glass & Co., Baltimore, Md.

E. N. W. Robbins has opened a job printing

office at Malone, N. Y., and intends to add other

branches in the stationery line as his facilities

increase.

John R. Edwards, blank-book manufacturer,

Baltimore, Md., has removed to 169 and 171

West Lombard street, in that city, where he
will have greater facilities for carrying on his

business.

H. W. Meyers, stationer and newsdealer,

Hazleton, Fa., has been obliged to remove to

more commodious quarters in order to accom-
modate his increasing trade. Six years ago he
started in the stationery line, and although his

capital was small and he had to contend with
considerable opposition, there being several

stores of the same kind in the place, his business

Facsimile of a Bundle of BtrssELL's Blotting.

Th>t Standard and Best Double Manilla for Tagg, Boxes and Drafting. A Full I^tne of White, Blue, Buff, Fink and Fawn in 40, 60, 80,
100, 120 and 140 I.bs., always on hand.

«l}o 3-f WILLIAM RUSSELL & SON, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass. E ^
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grew until now he is said to have as complete a
store as can be iound outside of the large cities.

Charles L. Busted, the bookkeeper of the

Eagle Pencil Works, who was charged with dis-

orderly conduct in Essex Market Police Court,

was discharged on Monday.

A fire on the roof of the building No. 504

Grand street, New York city, owned and occu-

pied by R. Hoe & Co., printing press manufac-
turers, did $25 damage on Saturday. Insured.

The large freight building of the Weymouth
Paper Mills was totally destroyed by fire on

May 10 with all the stock. The fire is supposed

to have been kindled by boys playing around
the building. Damage, $5,000.

The May number of "Our Little Ones" has

come to hand. It contains much that is inter-

esting, eonsiderable that is funny, a great deal

that is bright and everything in it is good. A
comical feature is to be seen in the advertise-

ment on the back cover.

The Milton Bradley Company, Springfield,

Mass., is bringing out a new toy gun, which is

styled the " Buffalo Bill." It is entirely new in

construction and overcomes many difQculties

heretofore met with in toy guns. It will shoot

anything—arrows, shot, beans, peas, &c.

The Boston School Supply Company have just

issued a new work entitled " Methods of Teach-

ing Geography." It is a text book of seventy-

one pages, based on an ingenious system of ob-

ject teaching. It is systematic in its arrange-

ment, comprehensive and will prove of great

assistance to teachers.

The San Francisco Chronicle of May 7 con-

tains an interesting description of a display of

papeteries made by the Holyoke Envelope Com-
pany at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco. The
company's productions have received a flatter-

ing reception on the Pacific coast. This com-
pany's linp of holiday papeteries is claimed to

be the largest and one of the best in the market,

attracting great attention from buyers. The
bronzes handled by the company are having a
great sale.

Clarke Brothers;& Co. , 80 Beekman street. New
York, call attention to the Gilman " Challenge "

letter file, of which they are proprietors. This

file comes in the form of transfer cases, while a

larger size is provided with hinges for fastening

to the wall. The latter is arranged in four to

twenty divisions, with twenty-four pockets in

each division, thus supplying from ninety-six to

four hundred filing spaces, capable of contain-

ing from three thousand to sixteen thousand
letters, or about thirty-five letters in each
pocket.

• S. S. Stafford's commercial ink is fast taking
the place of leading foreign writing fluids which
have for many years had the preference in this

country for commercial purposes. This brand
of ink writes blue but dries black, holding its

color, it is claimed, to the end of time. It is.

moreover, an ink of such quality that it will ad-
mit of two or more copies being taken from it,'

and documents written with it have had copies

taken after they had been two months written.

Mr. Stafford's violet black copying-fluid is rap-
idly superseding some of the French writing
fluids whose superiority over domestic inks has
been asserted by consumers for years. He has
recently obtained a contract with the English
War and Home Departments, London, through
Waterlow Brothers & Layton, which shows
with what favor his inks are being received by
the English people. He has also made contracts
with the Cuban Government, the government
of Hayti and the New Granada Government,
and has received an order for 1,600 dozen quarts
of commercial ink from the governments of

Uruguay and Buenos Ayres.

L. Maynz, of Edward Posen & Sons, started

out on a Western trip this week with a full line

of fancy leather goods, comprising albums,
pocket-books, card-cases, cigar and cigarette

case."), ladies' satchels, &c. The firm has lately

been making up several novelties in fancy
leather pocket-books, card-eases, &c. ; also some
new styles of albums in majolica leather, which
shows pretty floral designs embossed on its sur-

face and painted in natural colors.

William S. Hicks is showing a new line of
gold pens with ivory, pearl and ebony holders
in every style ; novelties in pen and pencil cases

in silver, silver with plated mounting, oxidized
silver and gold chased, &c. Also the same goods
in solid gold and gold plate, together with a
great variety of novelties in watch charms,
sportsmen's whistles, tooth-picks, &c.

Langfleld, Turner & Andrews have a full line

of pocket-books, bill-books, card and letter

cases, purses, &c., for the fall trade. Some new
styles in pocket-books which the firm is showing
is pressed or embossed in imitation of a basket,

making a novel and pleasing effect.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company is

located in its new quarters at the corner of
Walker and Centre streets,where besides largely

increased facilities it will have one of the finest

business oflices in the trade.

W. H. Hasbrouck has in preparation a large
line of new things in writing pads, a full de-

scription of which will be given in The Sta-
tioner later when samples will be ready to

show the trade.

C. R. Clark, printer, Cleveland, Ohio, is re-

ported to have failed.

Clague, Wegman, Schlicht & Field have es-

tablished an oflSce at 27 Franklin street, Boston.

Isaac and Sigmund Kaufman, composing the
firm of Kaufman & Brother, manufacturers of
picture frames, &c., at No. 84 Duane street, and
at No. 14 Vandewater street, made an assign-

ment on Monday to Robert L. Stix, giving pre-
ferences to seventy-four creditors for $9,708.06.

The business was established in 1877, and Mr.
Stix was a partner from September 1, 1880, to
January 1, 1882.

COMBINATION LADIES' WORK-BOX
AND WRITING-DESK.

A new thing in fancy boxes is a combination
writing-desk and ladies' work-box. It is made
up in fancy leather and also in polished maple.
The lower part is fitted with a writing-desk,

which, when not in use is folded up and pushed
into the box. The top of the desk is finished

with red satin and the folding part works by a
strong pair of leather hinges, rendering it not
liable to get out of order. The desk has re-

ceptacles for stationery, ink, pens, &c. A
large space is reserved in the upper part of
the box for ladies' work and neatly arranged
on a strap are such articles as sealing-wax,

scissors, bodkin, thimble, crochet needle, needle-

case with two dozen needles, button-hook and
stiletto. The inside of the lid, which is lined

with puffed satin, contains a French plate bev-

eled-edge mirror. The combination desk and
work-box is finished in the most tasteful man-
ner, and is a novelty that will please every lady
who may possess one. The manufacturers are
AUes & Conant, 90 Chambers street, New York.
In addition to this novelty, the firm manufac-
tures an extensive line of portable writing-

desks and fancy work-boxes. Prices are very
reasonable. An illustrated catalogue will be
sent on application.

^ < ^

The following simple and easy test for glue is

given in the Tischler Zeitung : A weighed piece

of glue (say one-third of an ounce) is suspended

in water for twenty-four hours, the tempera-

ture of which is not above 50° Fahr. The col-

oring material sinks and the glue swells from
the absorption of water. The glue is then

taken out and weighed ; the greater the increase

in weight, the better the glue. If it then be

dried perfectly and weighed again, the weight

of the coloring matter can be calculated from
the difference between this and the original

weight.

TRY i NONPAREIL PENS.
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-*—

Send for Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & lOl William Street, New York

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER 'WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. (^sl^Bsr-V

S^> PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
tioners and Printers.

a ^ *—•> « ^- Send, for lSa.xiiples.RICE <Sc CO.
(CORPORATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading trill be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, Dl.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 29.5

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, HI.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., .joston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond st.. New
York; and 1110 Walnut St.. Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys, &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

600RUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade si., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 122 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROXrCK, 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
"'

"
"

528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.Machinery, &c..

PIPER, E. J.. Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfleld, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAB, THOS., & CO.. 181 Wilham St.. N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE Co., 553 Main
street, Worcestt-r. Maas.

Caro Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHEUP,. 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H, N.. 313 to 319 E. 220. St., N. Y

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersviUe, Dl.'

3HRIVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATrar SAMUEL C & CO.. Cincinnati, O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, Sec.

MENDE, PAUL,
•

16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WiUiam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

LTPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4tb St., Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Clobes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The FrankUn Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Crain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
maUed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Cum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe st., Chicago, HI.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

iCOGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerftilly given),
57 John St., N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Umited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 Nortii Sixth at., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD TROrl WORKP. RufTalo. N. V

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cuttmg and Eyelettinor.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. "X.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WiUiam St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut st., .

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut I

St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut il

St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and NoveltieB «

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WKIDMANN. A.. anfi BmadwaT. »" \. *

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. Ry Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church i

Court, Old Jewry, Iiondon, Eng.
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TANNINC LINEN.

A Belgian inventor, M. Piron, has invented a

method of rendering cellulose tissues imperme-

able and very durable without injuring their

flexibility and without much increasing their

weight. By examining the bandages of the

Egyptian mummies, he inferred that the best

preser rative would be found in the vegetable

kingdom, and he has given preference to the

green tar of birch bark, which furnishes the per-

fume of Russia leather. The tar forms with al-

cohol, a solution of great fluidity; but when

once dried it becomes resinous and resists

the solvent power of alcohol. It can be

combined with the most brilliant colors.

The qualities enable it to penetrate the capil-

lary vessels of tissues, cov«"ing them with a

varnish of great elasticity, which resists the

corrosive action of acids, sea water and changes

of temperature. The density is very small, so

that the tissues are made impermeable with a

slight increase of weight. The prepared stuff

can be folded without scaling. The aromatic

odor drives away insects. Microscopic vegeta-

tion cannot grow, because neither air nor water

can penetrate into the interior of the fibres.

The invention can be applied to all vegetable

tissues, such as sail cloths, cordage, awnings

and curtains.

IMITATION ANTIQUITIES.

The civil tribunal of the Seine has lately

given an interesting decision affecting the sub-

ject of artistic terra-cottas. A group attri-

buted to Clodion, " Satyr chasing a Nymph,"
after passing through various hands, bad finally

become the property of a Parisian curiosity

dealer. The latter was told by experts that it

was not a genuine work of Clodion, and there-

fore appealed to the courts for the canceling of

the purchase. The testimony given by the ex-

perts nam(d by the tribunal contains some

piquant details as to the practices of falsifica-

tion now carried on with reference to imitation

antiquities. M. Chiancourt said :

" Without a moment's hesitation I attribute

this terra-cotta to an artist named Lebroc,

lately deceased, who in his youth secretly pro-

duced imitations of Clodion's works. His fa-

ther, who was a carver, had urged him to take

up this branch of artistic industry. I knew him
intimately, and knew that he sold, both in Paris

and in the provinces, his works executed to imi-

tate ancient models. To render his works in

imitation of Clodion more salable, be used to

break portions of them and then mend them."

Other testimony having been given to prove

that the work was not really by Clodion, the

tribunal gave judgment for the plaintiff, declar-

ing the purchase canceled.

WANTED INTEREST IN STATIONERY
House, West or Southwest, by a man compe-

tent to take charge; experienced as buyer and seller
of stationery and fancy goods; has stationery stock
worth $4,000. Address F, care American Stationer.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

^"EDWARD TODD Sc CO.

44 East 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

dties. Trade List furnished on application.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

ADVERTISING FANS

Fan Handles, 8, I land 12 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVERTISING CAUDS AND NOVELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 1S8 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PETRIE, J».
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. F-PtEISrOKC OOFYirsTGI- IISTKIS.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PI.ATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK &CLAWSON CO, 'S

kproTed Ferforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

(0^ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISINQ THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OP

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

I H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

-FOR ALL STYLES OF-

Porcelain Copying Bowls.

R. R. WATSON, Stationers' Specialities, 49 Maiden Lane, New York.
I»-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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DKTOTKD TO THK INTKRBSTS OP THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY-$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies - - - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK. THURSDAY, MAY 15. 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion In

the current week later than 13 m. on Wednesday. The

charge (or advertising is 25 cenf" a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed ad

vertisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information

for and a representative of the interests of every one

connected with the stationery and fancy goods

trades. It contains a full and trustworthy survey of

the market for stationery in this country, in all cases

giving the actual prices at which goods can be bought

of Importers and jobbers in this city, together with a

detailed account of novelties in the trade, patents

relating to stationery, and current items of interest.

A review of foreign markets and accounts of move-

ments abroad will also be furnished, and no pains

will be spared to make The Stationer a thorough

and complete exponent of the trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain,

per annum 12s.

Any Information our readers may wish to obtain

shall be cheerfully given, ajid prompt replies will be

made to all inquiries addressed to tis on any subjects

of interest to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 AND 128 DcANE Stkbet, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office : 8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office : J. ViennoT, Qeneral Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office : Joseph Hamuitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Soathern Office : F. Q. Hancock, Qeneral Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts.. Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside ]
^ ^ud^a^ Circus Building.

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorr" and Genoa, Italy.

I II A^ i}...,on i Amsterdaia, Holland, and
J . U. de Bussy < jj^^ J)^tg^J ^^^^ indies.

, . a „„ J Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide. Aiistrafik.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.

.

Knight & Co Newchwaug, China.
I D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokonama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.

Camllo Garcia Puntarenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jost^ A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hljos Curagoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
Q. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas Q. Thrum ] ^and^"'
Sandwich IsJ-

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Halght Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes ] ^tj^i^b'a.'""*^'''
^""^

dubscribers Co The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at
the publication office. Price, fifty cents.

lieaders of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from Its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
resDondents of the source of their information.

Representative Hewitt has introduced

a new tariff bill, in which little interest

seems to be taken and which will not prob-

ably create any disturbance during the

present session of Congress. The details

of this bill, as to be expected, tend toward

a reduction of duties and the advantage of

the importing interest. We do not see that

much effort is made to encourage our ex-

port of manufactured articles by modifica-

tions of duties which would tend to accel-

erate the outward movement of our indus-

trial products. What this country needs

most at present is an enlarged foreign

trade, and the question is : How shall this

be attained ? Some advocate free raw mate-

rial in suggesting a revision of the tariff
;

others urge not only free raw material, but

the removal of the duties on "half manu-
factures," which need further conver

sion before appearing in the form or

as parts of finished products. Again, it is

suggested that in all lines of manufacture

the Government shall allow a drawback
equal to the duties paid on any imported

product which forms a component part of

a manufactured article, when such article

is exported. This last is a reasonable prop-

osition and would probably be more readily

acceded to by those who are opposed to in-

discriminate free trading than any other.

It would also have the tendency of increas-

ing our lines of manufacture for export

and help us to put our goods into closer

competition with the products of rivals.

At this moment the chaldron of stock

speculation, risky investment, and fiduci-

ary untrustworthiness is in ebullition,

throwing off dross that it is no longer able

to contain. It is a purifying process, and
good, maybe, goes with the bad. What
matters it to the public if thereby needed

relief from stock manipulators can be ob-

tained ? Generally people will be glad that

the outbreak has come, and if there is to

be any more of it, will rejoice if it shall

reach the limit of purgation. The events

of the past few days in financial circles do

not conduce to great confidence in the

honesty of men to whom large interests

are confided, and that there is not irreme-

diable, hopeless ruin all over the country is

doubtless due to the fact that such confi-

dence has not been generally secured. In

the commercial world there is no reason

for excitement or alarm, where prudence

has kept men out of the " street," or has

induced them to incur no greater liability

than they can see their way to discharging.

Much has been said about the hand-to-

mouth system of trading, and there are

those who have chafed under the vex-

ation of a cautiousness which they have

thought to be too much stretched. There

is cause for thanks that buyers have held

well within themselves, and that if profits

have been narrow, bills have been small

and promptly met. Are the disorders of

Wall street to penetrate the commercial
body and shake all interests alike ? There

has not been, as yet, any indication that

they are so to act. As we go to press, it is

hoped that the worst of the troubles among
the banks and brokers are over and that

some of the reported suspensions will prove

to be only temporary, relieving the strain

of the situation, which if prolonged might
lead to greater disaster. The moral of

events is so plainly indicated that they who
read cannot but understand it. What ought

to be done ; what will be done with people

who appropriate to their own uses money
or property which does not belong to

them ? The man on the Bowery, guilty of

misappropriation, is called a thief and judg-

ment is pronounced against him accord-

ingly. Shall Wall Street escape a like ver-

dict?

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

Have you seen the "Extra?" Of course
you have, and so has everybody else, and you
and I know and everybody knows, that some
banks and bankers are like vessels of common
clay, easily to be broken and good for nothing

afterward. My ! You wouldn't think it though

to see what airs some of the "flnanciers" put
on and to what lordliness some of them arrive.

When they go to smash, they are not even

Sevres ware, but only bits of coarse pottery out

of whom very little can be gotten in return for

the confidence weakly and mistakenly reposed

in them.

Well ! What is to be the effect ? Are our
merchants and manufacturers all going on the

road to ruin because stock speculators have
come to grief ? Does anyone suppose that, be-

yond the caution inculcated by all such exam-
ples as we have had during the past few days,

we are to be burdened or bound down by the

woes of the Stock Euchange ? Probably not.

The "lambs" have become remarkably grown,
and are not affording as much feasting as of

yore. The general public has foregone specula-

tion, and may therefore call itself safe.

Gaudeamus igitur !
* * * *

The President of the Stationers' Board
of Trade is going to Chicago next week. He is

take a hand in the grinding of the grist out of

which a Presidential candidate will be evolved.

He will have the chance to help choose our next
Chief Executive, or he will miss it. It will be

"spoil a horn or make a spoon."
* * * *

I pick up an idea which is said to have
originated in Bridgeport, Conn. A genius of that

town is said to have invented a portable heater,

designed to carry around in the pocket during

cold weather. The apparatus is said to consisi

of a copper boiler, under which is a diminutivi

lamp, all incased in a nickel box, and balanced

something like a compass, so that, no matter
what position the outside box is in, the boiler

and lamp will always remain in the required

vertical position. The entire apparatus is so

small that it can be carried in the pocket. After

the lamp is lighted, the water in the boiler is

heated and circulated through rubber tubes,

which run down the legs, around the ankles, up
around the back, and back to the boiler.

* * * *

The circulation of the warm water keeps

the body warm on the coldest day. A safety-

it

4
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valve and escape for a higher pressure of steam
than the affair is allowed to carry flows off at

the back of the wearer's neck. Elaborate heat-

ers are being constructed for ladies' wear. They
can be worn inside the bustle and entirely ob-

scured. Before going out of the house the lady's

maid can light the lamp, which by the way is

gauged to run six, eight or ten hours, and " ray

lady " walks out under a full pressure of steam,

and warranted to keep warm during the prome-
nade. 5j. ^ 5|, ^

This thing could also be utilized for get-

ting up a cup of coffee, while traveling around,

or how would it do for the " commercial " to

have it handy for hot tea ?

* * * *

One of the trade lately had an experience
with his office boy, a bright youth of sepia tint.

He sent the boy out with a hand-bag containing

samples, which he was to take to an uptown
hotel, to await the arrival of a representative

of the firm. Attached to the bag were several

keys, some of which the youth, while waiting,

detached and pocketed. The circumstance, as

seen, was reported, and the boy, on being

charged with the theft, denied his guilt. This

led to investigation, and he was found to be

possessed not only of keys, but of goods belong-

ing to his employer. Further inquiry disclosed

farther theft. Moral : Eeep an eye on your
boys. * * * *

A foreign contemporary calls attention

to initial letters. Its suggestion may prove of

interest to dealers in this country. It says :
" It

would be as well, perhaps, if the trade were to

notice that a large business could be done with

these articles if they were pushed a little more
than they are at present. When a customer

buys an album, bag or other similar article, the

shopkeeper should always be ready with his ini-

tial letters or monogram."
* * * *

Base-ball making is becoming a very large in-

dustry. Last year 5,000,000 balls were manu-
factured in this country, and as the makers
have a larger number of orders than ever, it is

estimated that 7,000,000 will be in use the com-

ing season. ^ ^ ^ ^

There has been quite a rush of representatives

of the trade lately to Europe. Among the pas-

sengers of the steamship Alaska, which sailed

on Saturday, the 10th inst., was E. A. Chasteney,

who will remain abroad two months visiting

Germany, England and France for business and
pleasure combined. Mr. Richards, general

manager of the stationery department of the

American News Company, sailed for Europe on

the same date. ^ ^ ^ ^,

One of our' representatives in Congress

presented in the House, on Monday, a petition

asking the passage of a bill for the relief from

local taxes of commercial travelers signed by
the Stationers' Board of Trade.

* * * *

A leading manufacturer in this city has

given away several thousand dollars' worth of

samples of bis products within the past two

months in New York, Boston and Philadelphia.

He distributes samples systematically, and]says

that he finds that it pays, although it is a sys-

tem of advertising that would deter most

dealers.
* * * *

The Post-Office Department seems to be
in need of stationery. Its wants are so urgent

that it is advertising for some good stationer

to oome along and sell it lines juat 2>^ per cent.

under cost of production. It doesn't say so,

but that's the way of looking at it sometimes.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. N. W. R. wants to know where small photos for

visiting cards can be had, for regular trade, in

quantities of one dozen, and ten or twelve orders

at a time.

Ans.—W. E Pollock, 57 Cedar street. New
York ; W. E. Purviance, 115 Christopher street,

New York.

M. M. & Co. send sample of gamecovinter, and want
to know where it is made.

Ans.—It is a poor imitation of one made by
Geo. W. Hyatt, 114 Nassau street. We don't

know who makes it.

J. B. C. wants to know who manufactures cotton-

sampling paper.

Ans.—Nescochagne Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Cowles Paper Company,
Unionville, Conn.; Bulkley, Dunton & Co., 74

John street. New York.

A. & V. ask where to get Ames' paper and card

scales.

Ans.—Made by Ames & Mcllvaine, 96 Cham-
bers street.

S. asks where Lyman's improved laundry lists are to

be had.

Ans.—We don't know; are not sure but they

are a Cincinnati specialty. Will somebody sup-

ply the information ?

Reg. Sub. asks for names of two or three manufac-
turers of Society cards, as Masonic, &c.

Ans.—M.. H. Smith, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. T.

Bainbridge's Sons, 114 William street. New
York; Robert Snider, 47 John street. New York.

J. W. S. wants addresses of leading toy manufac-
turers in New York.

.4ns.—Althof Bergmann & Co., 144 Mulberry
street ; American Mechanical Toy Company ;

Eureka Trick and Novelty Company, 87 Warren
street ; Ives, Blakelee & Co., 297 Broadway|;

Leo Schlesinger & Co., 125 Avenue D ; Sun
Manufacturing Company, 70 Duane street ; A.

Wiedmann, 306 Broadway.

OBITUARY.

William Jackson.
William Jackson, of this city, recently de-

ceased, was one of the earliest and best-known

publishers and importers of books in this coun-

try. He first came to New York in 1832, and
for many years was established at 77 Broad-

way, where he republished Bentley^s Miscellany,

an English magazine of the highest character,

which was then brought to him by the Black

Ball and other lines of regular packet ships.

He was highly esteemed by the leading mer-

chants of his time and without doubt has a place

in the memory of many readers.

RARE OLD WORKS.

Ancient specimens of the printer's art are

being more highly prized with each succeeding

year. At a late auction of scarce old specimens

in Paris, a letter of indulgence, printed by
Guttenberg in 1445, only a single leaf of dingy

parchment brought 5,200 francs. A manifest

of Archbishop Diether von Isenberg—in the

catalogue it is styled a placard—printed in 1462,

found a new owner at 3,350 francs. A catholi-

con, printed by Guttenberg in 1460, an imper-

fect copy, one leaf being missing, sold for 2,350

francs. A poor man's Bible, one printed from

blocks in 1440, the year in which printing was

invented (of this curiously printed Bible only

the first portion remains), the fragment sold for

2,020 francs. These rarities were scattered
;

the new owners will, of course, use every care

to preserve them, and in time they will again

come under the auctioneer's hammer.

—

Ex.

North Haven still brings forth its inventor

This time Irving Bassett is the man and a patent

envelope the invention. He has found in his

card business the inconvenience of sealing and
elastic fastenings, and has invented an envelope

doing away with these, and for which Uncle
Sam will probably give him a patent.

—

Spring-

field Republican.

Iftarliet ^tmtxo.
Opficb of Thk American Stationer, I

Wednesday, May 14, 1884. I

THE MONE¥ MA.RKET.-- The troubles in

Wall street, resulting in nine failures to-day and the

shifting of loans, has made the money market more
active, with call loans advanced from 3 up to 5 per
cent. The stock market was in a demoralized condi-

tion, consequent upon the outpouring of stocks at

reckless and indiscriminate prices. At the close,

upon the announcement of several Stock Exchange
failures adding to the intensity of the excitement,

values of stocks dwindled still more rapidly. Gov-
ernment bonds and railway shares partook of much
of the feeling or the stock market. There was a dis-

position shown not to transact any business in for-
eign exchange, owing to the excitement, in the
meantime the market was nominally steady.

TELJB PA.PJER MA.RK.EI.—T\xei general con-

ditions of the market have not changed in any es-

sential particular since our last issue, and there is

very little to note. In fact, the movement is so mod-
erate that there is very little opportunity afforded

for fresh comment. Although buying, as a rule,

continues of a hand-to-mouth character, yet in the

aggregate it is of fair volume. The paper industry

or manufacturing industries of any kind are not, as

a general thing, actively employed, but production

is in many instances being measured by the require-

ments of actual consumptien, this feature, however,

is not being nearly so pronounced in the paper as in

the textile and other trades. Fairer weather and
the prospects of good crops throughout the country

promise some improvement as the season pro-

gresses, but no great reaction from the moderate
movement of the past few months is looked for until

the end of the Presidential campaign ; in the mean-
time, dealers and large consumers will be likely to

limit their purchases of supplies to actual necessities.

As regards the present ruling of prices, while very

little strength is shown in any grade, there is that

same steadiness to be seen in all lines, with one or
two notable exceptions, which have been a marked
feature for some time past.

TB.M STATIONERY MARKET.—T)oti[6Ta in

most lines still complain of dullness, although many
producers are busy on orders which were received in

the early part of the season. But while there con-

tinues to be a depression, the outlook is much better

than it was at this period last year. There is less

vigor in trade, to be sure, but its condition is thought

to be more sound and healthful. There is no indica-

tion that the country has Buffered or is suffering

from overtrading. Dealers have been ordering just

enough to supply their needs, and this has not only

made collections easy, but has placed buyers, gen-

erally, on a much sounder footing than they would
be had they ordered what they could not easily have
paid for. There is still some demand for fancy

leather goods, but business is obtained only with

persistent drumming, direct orders from dealers be-

ing very scarce. In shajpe novelties and various ad-

vertising devices there is quite a brisk movement,
especially in fans, some of which are very pretty

and attractive. Shapes are mostly demanded for

advertising purposes, chromo cards not being so

much in demand as in former seasons. There is a
fair trade in inks, but some dealers report a better

export than home demand. American inks have a
recognized superiority in England, France, South

America, Cuba and Germany, and enterprising

manufacturers are reaping the harvest. During this

period of depression American manufacturers might
do a good tning to push the sales abroad of other
lines of goods.
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^ '^^ fk M EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—

Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold Books.LARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. ITBi*^***JlW*%^ rii^VWlhriMMl
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOI.ICITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

is^mw Tom.m qitt.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
^ -^

^^'Send for Catalogue,

(formerly JANENTZEY a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL OLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP THE—

PATENTED * PAPIER * MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & 'W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; Wax FJower Materials : I U G Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials ; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
®^-2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ^^

R. A. BOCERS & CO.,

r)A.-5rToia-, omo,
— Manufacturers of —

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated I/eonliardi Dresden Alizarin
Wi'iting and Copying Inks.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

[oft-Dried Flats and Ledgers.

# FOR*RUBBER»STAMPS.
REQUIBES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 41^ X 2% io., 50c. each. No. 2. 6J4 x 314 in., $1.

Wholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WAI.I.ACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
801 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned again«t sel'ing unstamped Wood liCver Clips.
They Infringe our Patent.

VANHOEN'S LETTEK PILES AND CLIPS HAVE IRON LEVERS.

sxsr.X' tixe: bezst.

£.ett©r Clips and Bill Fil@s,
Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter. Cap. With and without

Pins. The Springs Never Grow Weafc.

YANHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leavesof each paper in consecutive order. 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

c^PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. §»

^y For Sale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOGI.OM, Uanrr, 239 Greenwich Street, New York,

— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
|^~ SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPUIiliX SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUI.O, BKAZIIi.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. t, LIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a large stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-

count. Also School Bnoks, more or less shelf-worn,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
151 and 152 Wabasb Ave., Chicago.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.

MANUFACTURE A FULL LINK OP

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS,
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES ( Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks.

FOR •< Heavy Tin File Cases.

18 8 4. ( Paper Weight Clocks.
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HEATH LETTERJILE i INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Heath's

Letter Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, Ac, in the most rapid and correct manner, and to REFER
TQ TJSEM A.FTER FILING WITHOUT A.fi T DEIA T, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the files are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the right represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the left a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File AND Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

-D-D A xTr-iT n-vtnr'-B'a .J F. E. Frothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C.
ltKA.r<iCJi u* * xcJis . -j Farley, 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

A. C.

SINGLE FILE.

Tijn 14 AD\/ADn CnilMTAiM PFM ~The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tabes,
inc. nrtnV'\nU rUUINI'MIN FLIii wires, springs, &r., which are the g^reat obstacles to the efficient working of aU fountain pens.

these objections have been flaally overcome in the c )nstruction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give sUisfaction. |^~ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New York.

The CKas. Stewart Paper Co,

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CTJSCINlSAm, OHio,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description uf

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping _
- — - AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
C^ '\ y^ OFFICE STATIONERY,

^ y^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to

their wants.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and
BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c
No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

fSS^ Price Lists. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

ii,*Papi,*PerforatiD|,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
168 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

-^
FOR-

Job * Printers * and *Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, * Cover, * Book * and * Hews * Papers,
1^- DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

BARTLETT
Cop3ri3ag Presses.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- <i3

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >
u
CD

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
ITool a.xxcL Fa,tterzi Ibvdla.Isaxig-,

PLAIN AND ORNJiMENTA.1 JAPANNING.
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOUNDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
able charge, and thus be able to Compete in l*rices with any one—a subject worthy of

Is as Good as Two Earned.
Just the Place ¥ou Want to Find.

Where you
reasonable < _ , _ _ . .

your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-

mation and prices given on application. Roling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
IsTo. 20 Bee^smais. Street, ISTe-VvT "STox;^,

Have estabUshod a first-class UCUU - YflRI^ - nAII Y i- PAPPRC ^^ ^^^^'^ MORNING NEWS
service for the dispatch of Htll ' I UlllV ' UHILI 'rHrtnO TRAINS.

"Weekly Periodicals, Monthly Magazines, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.
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JOHN HOLLAND.
MANUFACTtJRER OF —

Gold Pens* Pencil Cases'

SFEOI^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylographic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and

Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

CINCINNATI.
FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St.,

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS : No. 19 West 4th St.,

JANSEN, McCLUEG & CO., Chicago, lU. i WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal. R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

PUFFED SATI]!f AND BLUSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,
-f-^ FRINGED AND BLANK. «>->

e:3xbosse:i3 ^ o.4liii>s.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners,
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.
McGILL'8PATENTSUSPENDING-RING8,SU8PENDING-8TAPLE8,BRACES&PIN8

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

IVIcGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGILL'S PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA*..

Manufacturers. HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS. N.Y. City.
FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.

CERAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

The following paper was read before the Lon-
don and Provincial Photographic Association,

by A. L. Henderson :

To no single individual or country can the

credit be given for the discovery of pottery,,

porcelain, or ceramics. The "hard" is a sub-

stance that is brittle or difiScult to fuse ; the

"soft" is quite the reverse, differing only by
the amount of solid body or infusible material

contained in the flux or glaze. All vitreous

substances laid on or supported by metal are

usually called " enamel." It is the soft porce-

lain or enamel that I will have specially to deal

with to-night. It is to M. Lafon de Camersac
we are indebted for ceramic photography, he
being the first to produce the photographs fixed

by fire (about 1856).

His method, so far as I can learn, has never

been published, and is still considered a secret

process. Many operators have called upon me
offering their services, and who professed to

have been working on enamel in M. Camer-
sac's employ, but in no case have they produced
presentable results. His (Camersac's) method,

I have little doubt, is what is usually called the

"dusting-on process;" that is, a glass plate is

first coated with collodion, and then with a
mixture of sugar, honey, and bichromate of

ammonium. The plate is exposed under a
transparency, the affected parts becoming
somewhat hardened or less tacky or hygros-

copic by the action of the light. The plate is

then dusted over with an enamel color finely

ground, when the image will appear, the color

adhering to the moist portions. It is then

placed in acid and water to remove all soluble

matter, transferred to the permanent support,

and placed in the kiln.

When the carbon process was introduced, at

the first glance it seemed as if enamel or porce-

lain photography would receive a great impe
tus ; but the difiSculty in burning off the gela-

tine was almost insurmountable. Mr. Firling,

of Dorchester, about sixteen years ago, showed
me some promising results by the carbon pro-

cess. Some later advances, however, have been

made in this direction by using saponaceous

substances to prevent the cracking and blister-

ing of the gelatine.

The second method of producing vitrifiible

photographs is known as the " substitution pro-

cess ;" that is, a transparency is taken on wet
collodion, and various chemicals are allowed to

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
C0U2TSEL0n-AT-LA'W.

Special attention given to Patent and ZVad0>
Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Soiieitorof VHited States andForeign Patenitt

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
:>btained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
Aortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no mconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep* iik

violably secret and confidential. y

JAMES A. WHITNEY, no Nassau St., N. Y. City.

/
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react on the silver, thereby depositing and sub-

stituting medals in lieu of the silver, which, if

left in the picture, would give a disagreeable

tone. (Silver gives a bright yellow color). Of
the two processes named I would give prefer-

ence to the " dusting on," as a greater range of

color can be obtained.

The third and last method is that devised by
the author of this communication. It is with

some difficulty I can find a name for the method.

I might call it a " mongrel process," as it comes

between the first two.

Here I have a collodion transparency very
thin, as you will see; the high lights are perfect-

ly clear glass and the shadows not heavy—such

a transparency as would look best as a lantern

picture. It was developed with—
Sulphate of iron 5 grains.

Acetic acid (Beaufoy's) 15 minlois.

Water 1 ounce.

Saturated with common alum.

I will place it in a solution of a platinic salt

prepared as follows :

Parts.

Bichloride of platinum , or its compound 5
"

tin, or its compound 30

Iodine of potash 80

Iodine, to saturation.

Acid (such as hydrochloric) 960

Silicate of potash 20

Acetate of lead 40

Water 8,000

Saturate the whole with boracic acid.

The platinum and tin will, to a certain extent,

take the place of the silver, as well as deposit-

ing on what is already there. I can at any mo-
ment apply solvents—say nitric acid—that will

not act on the platinum, and remove the silver;

and even after its removal the depositing action

will still proceed. Should the silver be in a

form (say chloride or iodide) that will not dis-

solve in nitric acid, I can oxidize or reduce

them to the metallic state by heat, so that they

will be amenable to treatment. It is seldom I

have to resort to the removal of the silver, as

there is such a small amount present, and it im-

proves the tone rather than otherwise.

As soon as there is sufficient density I remove
the picture from the solution, immerse it in a 5

per cent, solution of sulphuric acid and water,

saturated with boracic acid, and transfer it to

the enamel tablet, dry it, and it is then ready
for the fire. If one of the films be left in water
for some days, a peculiar action takes place

;

that is the image will entirely disappear, leaving

no trace of its color in the water ; and if the

enamel, when placed on its permanent supports,

be left exposed, unfired, to the air for some
time, the coloring matter will become soluble

in water. As a rule, it is better not to add any
flux or glaze over the picture. Great danger is

likely to arise, as the flux or glaze being so much
easier fused, blisters might occur ; and, although

it gives a little greater depth to the shadows, a

much deeper print is necessary. One of the

secrets of photo-enameling is to put the glaze on
the plate first.

Many believe that the whole secret lies in the

firing. I will fire one so that it is melting. I

will press a knife into it while in the fire, to show
what state of fusion it Is in, at the same time
showing that there is no loss of color. I can
place a photograph on, say, a Minton's tile, and
allow the image to sink into the glaze. I re-

move the image, leaving an impression on the

porcelain, which might be inked and printed

like a copper-plate. These enamels may be
colored by any artist with very little practice.

Of course a little kno^vledge is required as to

which colors are to be applied first. To touch

up an enamel or remove spots in the fired pic-

ture I use a brown enameled color mixed with a

small quantity of sesquioxide of iridium, rub-

bed up with spike oil of lavender, refiring to fix

the touching.

I may as well mention a few of the colors pro-

duced by some of the oxides : Tin and arsenic

give a white, gold, red or purple ; copper, green

or red ; silver and titanium, yellow ; cobalt,

blue ; iron, reddish yellow ; platinum and tin,

various tints of brown ; iridium, black.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.

////''7

(Patented in Europe and Americ.)

^^^^^

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding
Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension
Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete.
Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Publisher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., Nkw York.

|^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

For the HOME XBASE or EXFOBT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia NoTelty M%. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty.

E. Gh. XjOOI^E & 00-,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,
Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

«^^* I»HILA.X>E1L.I»HIA, PA.. ss^

— MANUFACTURERS OP —

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE TERY FINEST QTJALITr.

SEND FOB SAMPLES. A.1,1. BOOKBXNDSRS' REQUISITES.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
:N"o. 509 Chestn-at Street, FMladelpliia, P»a.

ST'ECXA-ILiTIES

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, " Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4)^x2?^ retail at 50 cents each.
" 614x314 •' $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDE^^XiEHS
-IN-

Wiltiai Papiii

HE EXTVSZiOFBS and "STXIZTZITC FJLFSRS
'*?' manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsiirpassed in q^uality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

Contains 300 letters, figures.

&c.—U alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—J line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
' f nearly all 1, 3 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
handprinting. Price, 82.60;
per dozen, Sie.OO.

For Marking l.inen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement arid instruction of young
?eople. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
ype. one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen, SS.OO, Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Qoods.

/?. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St, N. Y.

RUBBER S*MMP PAO.

nWRC soao rwoEini
ALWAYS KAOf EBIISD

'SELF-SUPPLYING,

^ STAMP PAD.

For ever.y user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
29^ X 4}^, 50 cents ; 3 x 6, ?5
cents; per doz., 83 and 86.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF FAFEK. BOOKS, dtc.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Endeo May 9, 1884.

Albums... ..

Books

Newspapers.

Engravings .

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens...

Other

Totals . .

.

19 $1,453

251 27,388

58 3,277

26 10,592

30 1,647

11 1,950

186 13,286

6 3,fiU

12 1,053

599 863,357

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS.
Fob thb Week Ended May 13, 1884.

Paper, reams

Paper, pkgs .

Paper, cases.

Books, cases.

Stat onery...

Totals....

1,101 $239

301 8,047

151 4,993

71 5,888

187

1,811

9,018

$28,185

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.

From May 6 to May 13, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 23; to Bremen, 11; to

Dutch West Indies, 3; to British West Indies, 2; to

Havre, 6; to Mexico, 3; to Hamburg, 6; to New Zea-
land, 2; to Newfoundland, 1; to Hayti, 2; to United
States of Colombia, 12.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 8 cs., 29 pkgs.; to British

West Indies, 470 rms., 44 pkgs. ; to Cuba, 48 cs. ; to

United States of Colombia, 34 cs.; to .Mexico, 14

pkgs., 13 cs. ; to Hamburg, 6 cs. ; to Brazil, 154 pkgs.

;

to Bremen, 2 cs ; to Venezuela, 21 pkgs., 200 rms.

;

to Glasgow, 1 cs. ; to Danish West Indies, 3 pkgs., 306

rms. ; to Antwerp, 8 cs., 20 pkgs. ; to Hull, 5 cs. ; to

New Zealand, 3 cs. ; to Santo Domingo, 16 pkgs. ; to

Hayti, 135 rms. ; to Argentine Republic, 33 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 74; to United
States of Colombia, 26; to Cuba, 3; to British West
Indies, 9; to Glasgow, 1; to Havre, 5; to Mexico, 17;

to Dutch West Indies, 2; to Danish West Indies, 15;

to Hamburg, 3; to Brazil, 24; to Venezuela, 8.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

112; to B azil, 570; to Liverpool, 44; to Mexico, 4; to

Hayti, 3"; to Santo Domingo, 49; to Antwerp, 63; to

Hamburg, 50; to Danish West Indies, 125.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Mexico, 8;

to Venezuela, 8; to Cuba, 1; to Santo Domingo, 14;

to Glasgow, 3; to Liverpool, 9; to Rotterdam, 3.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 1 ; to Nova Scotia, 1

;

to Newfoundland, 3; to New Zealand, 9.

SLATES, cases, to Brazil, 9; to Argentine Republic,

30; to New Zeahind, 90; to Glasgow, 160.

LABELS, cases, to United States of Colombia, 3

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS. &c., cases, to Mexico,

5; to Venezuela, 2; to Liverpool, 7.

CARDS, cases, to United States of Colombia, 4.

PRINTED MATTER, eases, to Liverpool. 1.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS, &c., cases, to Mexico,

2; to Venezuela, 1; to Santo Domingo, 2.

INK, packages, to Brazil, 3 ; to Mexico, 3 ; to

Venezuela, 3; to Cuba. 17; to Nova Scotia, 16.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Hamburg, 1.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Trieste, 10.

PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Bremen, 21.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Liverpool, 3; to Ham-
burg, 1.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to Cuba, 3.
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IMPOKTATIONS OF PAPEK,
From May 6 to Mat 13, 1884.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Italy, London, 2 cs.

E. Kimpton, by same, 2 cs.

Augustin & Dusel, Amerique, Havre, 26 cs.

F. W. Devoe & Co , by same, 4 cs. colored.

Allen & Ginter, by same, 20 cs. colored.

C. H. George, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

Wm. Hene-uann, Oder, Bremen, 3 cs.

G. H. Basbey, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, Pennland, Ant-

werp, 6 cs.

C. H. George, Adriatic, Liverpool, 2 cs.

Potier & Stymus, by same, 2 cs.

W. Mann, Lydian Monarch, London, 1 cs.

G. S. McKibben, by same, 5 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Werra, Bremen, 1 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, City of Rome, Liverpool, 2

cs. hangings.

Goodwin & Co., by same, 1 cs. cigarette.

D. Appleton & Co., City of Berlin, Liverpool, 1 cs.

H. Dougan & Co., by same, 4 cs.

F. J. Emmerich & Co., Zaandam, Amsterdam, 9 cs.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OP

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

nXIsTtir' TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with greater tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used tor repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL. PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
•er gross, $7.50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross, S12.
^-LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

Parties interested please send for circular with
many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
Liquid Glue. For sale by all flrst-class Stationers.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYING INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.

Gopies a Month after Writing.

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

CrET THE BEST.

DELANGSINKS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

XtEliilV «fc I>e I ..A.1VG, Manufacturers,
130 L,a Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotjpers & Stereotypers,

24 and 36 VANDEWATER STREET.

I^^ICIectrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

NEW YOUK COPYING PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO,
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyin? Fras
ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, ^i x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
nest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get lay New Catalogrue and Discounts.

H. N. HDBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVEKY DESCRIPTION.
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SHELLAC SPIRIT FOR
PAPER.

HANCINC

The Germans are utilizing a discovery for

hanging paper on damp walls. It consists of

coating a lining-paper on one side with a -solu-

tion of shellac spirit, of somewhat greater con-

sistency than the ordinary " French polish,"

and then hanging it with the side thus treated

to the damp wall. The paper-hanging is then

performed in the usual manner with paste. Any
other resin that is equally soluble in spirits may
be used in place of the shellac. According to

the representations this process is found equally

effective in preventing the penetration of damp-

"Now, you must converse in nothing but

French," said Monsieur the Professor to his

pupils. Silence immediately fell on the class

for the space of a quarter of an hour, when the

professor exclaimed, " What 1 Nothing but

silence ? Zat is the very opposite of French.

"

Minister :
" Well, John, I've nae doot frae

your long experience ye cood occupy the poopi

for an aftemune yersel', should an emergency
occur." Beadle :

" Hoots, ay, sir, there's nae

difficulty in that ; but then, where in the hael

parish wad ye get onybody qualified to act as

beadle ?"

Ihe Paper and Printing Trades Journal.

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annnm, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested directly or Indirectly (and who
is not ?) with Printing and Paper ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, Trade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCRIBERS SAT.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U. S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Cheritt,
Qrahamstown, South Africa.

I

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.—>J. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
its price.—S. B. Schantz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what good printing is.—W. Perrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Wingbt, Torquay.

WHAT ADVERTISERS SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.
Piles of applications for samples resulting there-

from. Alf Cookb.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 Kino St., Finsbury Sq., London, E.C.
From the first advertisement, I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good orders.
J. D. Carter.

4 Falcon Street, London, E.C.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty

orders for wood letter and metal typ_e.

Wesselhoeft.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,

(Contractors to Her Majesty s Qovernment,)

7a Leadenhalle Fretae, 50 LealenluUe St„ LO^DOK, E, C.

PH. HAKE
-MANUFACTURER OF-

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

m WEDmUG STATIOITEEY,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

anev anb Mevcf- arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64:, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

JOHN R EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

-•• b^x-.tiiv^oi?.e:, jycD.!-.-

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF-BOUNDS MADE.

"^•HIS is now well known to the Trade as the most convenient and

serviceable Book-Holder in the market. It has just been still

further improved by the addition of Revolving Shelf and Book Case

attachment, which makes it especially useful to all who have occasion to

use books of reference.

MADE OF CHEBBT OB WALNUT, AS DESIBED.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Stationers and School Furnishers,

Send for Catalogue. 4 Bond St., New Tork.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLnDISG THE CBLEBBA.TED

No. 048.

.^.^ t' f a'lcqn PEN^
'

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 3S3, 444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warbhodse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOWER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

BaNUFACTURKR OF

THERHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.

SOLE AOENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CLiABKi:, Proprietor,

115 £ 117 Monroe St., opposite Havebly's Theatre,
-CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers. Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
iSc , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in

the West. Ca'l or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when; asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?

4..^^

Hyatt's Patent Improved Game
Register and Trump Indicator will

~^#\ prevent the above question and
O '^^"1/ save argument Takesupnomore
y^atis. \ space than a playing card. Shows
/^" Vs. Trump, Points and Games. Sam-

I @ ^ pies sent on receipt of price—l.'in.

V ®J\ The trade supplied. George W.
_s—^ Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

CANFIEI.D "DIVIDED" (FOR

-

merly "Acme") ERASER, cf

Rubber as pure as can be profitably

used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-

ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

"THE BOSTOJT JOBBIJfG- jaOXTSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

^ •*-
g»

°^ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. §°
ci 1 ^ §,

PUBLISHER,:i^^^i°LBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADEIiPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New Tork,

— MANtrPACTUBBR OP

—

Copying PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

M 11AHA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.H H |u|||^% RAILROAD Yellow- Best Known.
in 11 IV IV J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillil W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

TOILET PAPER The Most Complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, - $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

Witcli Hazeline, $14 00

Sterling-, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton. - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

|^~ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

V?HITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers,

MITE'S TAR,
SiZB 5x7,

^11 per Oa/Se,

shown in the cut, which we

claim to be the most perfect

Form or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover js as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

No. 46 West Broadway, HEW TORK.

A^XjXjES &c OOiT^^^STT,
No, 90 Chambei's Street, New York,

-^ Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

i]v the: xJiviTEi) state:*?!.
In Plush, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRRORS.

f~ Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price*.
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MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a

pre-existing mortgage; B. S., bill of sale; and Real,

a mortgage on real estate. J

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount

J. Clarke (B. S.) $500

T. 0. Gross

C. R. Jones

A. Leopsinger

E. Schaare

A.Schwab {B. S.)

J.E. Davis(B. S.)

W. H. Layden
M. Shapiro & Co
F. Tousey

1,300

150

125

500

480

600

300

890

5,000

EASTERN STATES.
J. B. Harrison, Pittsfield, Mass 800

Democrat Publishing Co., Springfield, Mass.. .

.

5,000

W. W. Sawyer & Co., Springfield, Mass 1,U0

E. Prentice Treadwell, Boston, Mass 6, OOU

MIDDLE STATES.
James R. McLean, Paterson, N. J—
W. M. Ricketts, Kingston, N. Y
John M. Duck. Brooklyn, N. Y. (R.).

.

WESTERN STATES.
M. Kedon (M. Kedon & Co.), San Francisco,

Cal. (Real)

Joseph Winterburn (Joseph Winterburn &
Co.), San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

Garden City Fan Company, Chicago, 111

J. C. Jocelyn, Chicago, 111. (B. S.)

G. M. Meyers, Lanark, Dl

A. P. Cramer, Avoca, la

M. Gardenshire, Topeka, Kan
J. K. Hudson, Topeka (Kan.) Daily Capital—
B. F. Bates, Grand Island, Neb

Mrs. M. J. Ensign, Portland, Ore

W. P. Bartlett, Livermore (Cal.) Herald (Real).

Gazette PubUshing Company, Colorado Springs,

Col.

Gazette Publishing Company, Colorado Springs,

Col. (T. D.)

C. L. Wendel, Denver, Col

F. M. Wood, Denver, Col

Sylvester Richardson, Gunnison, Col

S. C. Stimson (Stimson & Stimson), Terre

Haute, Ind. (Real)

W. S. Wescott, Sioux Rapids, la

W. S. Wescott, Sioux Rapid?, la

A. Hospe, Jr., Omaha, Neb (Real)

George H. Twiss, Columbus, Ohio (Real)

E. V. E. Rausch, Toledo, Ohio

165

90

369

5,000

9,000

1,500

6,250

169

285

500

1,000

1,000

498

1,457

4,500

4,500

500

66

376

2,.30O

245

320

1,500

7, ICO

781

175

TERRITORIES.
E. T. Wilson, Dayton, W. T., Chronicle (Real)

LIENS RELEASED.
E. H. Black, San Francisco, Cal 2,000

* » »-

SLATING FOR BLACKBOARDS.

Shellac, 8 ounces ; lampblack, 12 drachms
;

blue ultramarine, 20 drachms ;
powdered rot-

tenstone, 4 ounces
;
pumice stone, powdered,

6 ounces ; alcohol, 4 pints. Dissolve the shellac

in the alcohol, add the other ingredients finely

powdered, and shake well. The board to which

the black is to be applied should be perfectly-

smooth and free from grease. The prepara-

tion should be well shaken before using, and

applied rapidly with a flat varnish brush.—

New Idea.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents

and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
29t Bain St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury In

New England & IjargeBt in the XT. S.

AMERICAN MANUFACTURES IN EUROPE.
The undersigned devote their sole attentirn to the introduction and sale in GREAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whether patented or otherwise. Printers', Book-Binders' and Stationers'
Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. REFEKKKCES GIVEN.

LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
T<fo. 39 r>EY^ STREET,

NEW YORK.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
No, 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E.

LONDON, ENG.

—.o.^ OFTBH ^oo.

—

Tons of Meraoranduni Blocks
AT LOWEE PEI0E3 THIN bUOH bOODci HAVx. LVEK BEEN OFFEKED,

|^~ Correspondeni e from any part of tlie country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PtAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAI,
liETTEBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- ( C\ 1. '...^f. ...:,'\„ 1, X. i..^/-£i ,-.,.; ^v? ^ A special Ink is also
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \ ^. T^- VM.Oft Wide. .3, t t-Vl-CfV WVCC. I manufactured in six
of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 " " A § " " >.

brilliant colors, put up
put up in sets containing j

' ^ » o (in boxes containing one
one of each kind and one I O 3 ii u ^^ 1 " " \ doz. of a kind, also one
each of Nos. 1, 3 and Z. \ ^t T^ ^) 2 ; doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.

t^' Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. TPHITMOBE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 fViUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHCILLOTl'S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World *

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists dkc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. OOLUNS, SON & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

©mrd^ mmd Qmit^L Mmm^di
—FOR^

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^R-CH: STPiEET, FKIL-A^JDEX-iPXil^,

-^%> ESTABLISHED 1814. "fi^^

J. S. Rockwell <fe Co.,
lOl <5b 103 ID"a.an.e Street, nSTe^w^ "^TorDs,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Podetbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUft^SfA. I^BA^THEK, CHAMOIS, A^MlilPtlC^N RUSSIA.— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—

.1
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iJH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ CiiJlLllilill n.

» i:i 1

c^
MILTON BRADLEY CO
SPRINGFIELD.NIASS.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. lYI. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. HURD & CO.,
MAHUPACTUREES OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

73 BESKIVIAN STREST, NSIAT YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEEFINE and EXTRA-STJPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, CafS and Turquoise.

MOROCCO, in Sea Shell, Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.

GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BKISTOI. BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are imsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO., to match their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

DAVIDfiQM ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS
«

'\7\TT^ CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ •* Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SELIi ALt SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These go. ds are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

*

r;XANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

->*-

-!• MADE BY-j-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THINNESS OF GOLD LEAF.

A contemporary says : It is certainly true

that gold may be beaten into such extremely

thin leaves that they will transmit light. Seen

by reflected light such films of gold retain the

characteristic golden color of the metal ; but by
transmitted light they have a decided bluish-

green. The thickness of these films must natur-

ally be extremely small. What the limit must
be before the film becomes capable of transmit-

ting suflScient light to be appreciable to the eye

cannot be absolutely fixed, as this will depend
largely upon the sensitiveness of that organ,

which quality varies with different individuals.

We may state, however, that modern experi-

ments have shown that a single grain of gold

can be beaten out so as to cover a space of 75

square inches, which would give the film a thick-

ness (thinness would sound more appropriate) of

the one-367,660th part of an inch. This fact af-

fords a striking illustration of the wonderful mal-

leability of gold, a property in which it surpasses

all other metals. Microscopic slides contain-

ing a small square of gold, beaten out so thin as

to be translucent, are favorite objects for mi-

croscopists, and may be purchased of dealers in

such articles. The ductility of gold—that is,

its quality of permitting itself to be drawn out

into wire, is quite as remarkable as its mallea-

bility. It is affirmed, for example, that when a

cylindrical bar of silver is coated with gold (by

galvanic means, presumably), and drawn into

the fine wire used in embroidering housings,

&c., which still exhibit the golden coloration

imparted to them, a single grain of gold will

cover a length of 345.6 feet of wire. We have
no doubt that films of gold might, with modern
scientific artifices, be prepared of the thinness

of the one-millionth of an inch, since a continu-

ous coating of gold having such extreme thin-

ness may readily be obtained by galvanic

means, the only difficulty in the way being the

extremely delicate operation of removing the

film from the surface on which it is deposited

and transferring it to glass, where it may be

examined.

GLUE, PASTE OR MUCILAGE.

A liquid paste or glue from starch is made by
placing 5 pounds of potato starch in 6 pounds (3

quarts) of water, and add one-quarter pound of

pure nitric acid. Keep it in a warm place, stir-

ring frequently for 48 hours. Then boil the

mixture until it forms a thick and translucent

substance. Dilute with water if necessary, and
filter through a thick cloth.

At the same time, another is made from sugar

and gum arable. Dissolve 5 pounds gum arable

and 1 pound of sugar in 5 pounds of water, and
add I ounce of nitric acid and heat to boiling,

then mix the above with the starch paste. The
resultant paste is liquid, does not mold, and
dries on paper with a gloss.

It is useful for labels, wrappers and fine book-

binders' use.

Dry pocket glue is made from 12 parts of glue

and 5 parts of sugar. The glue is boiled until

entirely dissolved, the sugar dissolved in the hot

glue, and the mass evaporated until it hardens on
cooling. The hard substance dissolves rapidly in

lukewarm water, and is an excellent glue for use

on paper.

" My dear," said an affectionate husband,

"I'm surprised that you will consent to the

degradation of wearing another woman's hair

on your head." " Is that any worse than your
wearing another sheep's wool on your back ?

"

retorted the equally affectionate wife.

SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLAXK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without changiitg the
Machine.

Form backs of any thicliness of board.
Form the largest back as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and will

not split or break.
Form backs In one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this
machine as well as a man.

Causes no inconvenience from working over hot
fumes, as there are none.

Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and
steel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SANBORN & SONS, Book-Binders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 69 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER C0MFM7
}

AUAvas, jm[j°lss.a.ciixjse:txs. xj. s.
- Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
^ WHICH WILL STAITD THE SEVEBEST TESTS OF EBASUSS AlTD BE-WSITIIT^ *-

-is.

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain -a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OT GAS ENGINE.
Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWEE IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pimips ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in waie.
houses, printing, ventilating and running small sbcps.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
.FHII.ADEI.PHIA, PA.
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TO ^BTMTIQWMBM^MMB^PHllfT^HB
--*'

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "Jnsttrana §0lkg Jnli
IvflCA-aSTTTF-A-OTTJIlBID B^X" ^

FBED'K H. lEYEY i CO.

^Ko. 122 FULTON STREET, NE^y^ YORK.-^-
«-

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile Work as

INSDRANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k.,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on the Rollers or Skin in tbe Fonntain.)

«
" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than

any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,
Insurance Policies, &c,"

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Printers,

8 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 85 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.
CHAS. J. GARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & .COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati. Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO.,

W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. McMillan,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N.;Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
«
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-*^ISrE"Vs7^ LZISTE OIF CJ^^TIJD^ I ^^^

82 & .84 Beekfflan St., New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

••'^?^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAB, CARDS NOW MEAD Y.'^^^-

' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES. -My own Hue will, ass heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

PRIZE MEDAL PRIZE MEDAL

AMSTERDAM 1883. AMSTERDAM 1883^

-{•Warranted Best (Quality -{-

NoZO MAIDEN LANE, N.Y,

." 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON.
ESTABLISHED, 18^8.

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented,

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.-The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

WEIDMiL
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
UANCFACTCRHR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

Xo. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broadway, IS'e^v York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALX, CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

I^- PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, •* ^
BLANK BOOK PAGING,

^ •*- And PERFORATING,
3lTo. ei JoDarL Street, IsTe-w "STorls:.
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A SPORTING INK MANUFACTURER.

William Ricker, an ink manufacturer of 21

Ann street, is of middle age, but retains the

sporting proclivities of his earlier days. On

Thursday evening of last week he called at

Police Headquarters to report the loss of a

valuable diamond horse-shoe scarf pin.

He said that he put on the gloves with a

friend in his office in the afternoon for a little

gentle exercise. In dodging to avoid a blow he

backed up against the sharp corner of a desk.

The injury at first seemed to be serious, and a

physician was called, who administered mor-

phine hypodermically. Mr. Ricker afterward

fully recovered, and on his way home stopped

in at an Ann street coffee-house to get a cup of

coffee to rouse him from the lingering effect of

the morphine.

He remembers getting the coffee, and the next

he knew a waiter roused him and told him he

must not go to sleep there. As he straightened

himself up he missed his scarf pin. He de-

clared that it had been stolen from him in the

coffee saloon, and called for the proprietor.

That gentleman said that he had no time to

bother with him, and ordered him out.

He went across to the Astor House, and, after

thinking the matter over, returned to the

restaurant to have a talk with the proprietor.

The latter was still too busy to converse on

that subject, and thought Mr, Ricker had bet-

ter get out. A policeman was called, who

thought so too, and Mr. Ricker soon came to

the same conclusion. On his way up town he

called at the Central Office and explained.—

Sun.

HAVIITQ A ROOMY STOEE,

In good location, we would take an agency for a

manufacturing firm for the introduction and eale of

new, novel cr quick selling goods. Reference, New
York Stationer. Correspondence solicited.

COLLIS & LEES,

Dealers in Art Novelties, Stationery, &c.,

622 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

QUARTER OF A CENTURY OF SUCCESS.

CIRCULATES IN ALL COUNTRIES.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades-

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe

Correspondents in all countries.

The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress

of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses

in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue

of this journal, and pronounced to be the most

valuable of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,

especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,

Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to

be unequaled.

SPECIMEN COPY GRATIS ON APPLICATION

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : S3.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Bates, and information respecting

this journal, address

Mr. S. CHAS. PHILLIPS, Manager,

Offices—I.ondon : 160a Fleet St., E. C.

NO NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

Springs to "Wealcen or Kxiljtoers to "Wear Out
Pins or Prongs to I>amage ttie Paper.
Bent Spring Kod to "Warp tlie F"ile.

SAl^DEBSOJSr MFG. CO., 76 & 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

Jk. 'R:h}-v^.a^:eiid of $100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,^welfth and Buttonwood StreetSi

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDEXBD MAPS AND GJIIDBS OF

ALL COUUTEIES IIT THE WORLD !

Wholesale and Ketail. RAND, McMLLY & CO., PuWlSlierS.

148-152 MONROE STREET. CHICAGO.

HHIf n J T T K ^T} "D Pt nA pitblishers of and jobbers in

. luCALLAolJiJl (S lU., Oarde amd 'm&wmlttmm.
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45, per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

J H
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILLS—TOUT, DA.ILY FRODVCT, SO TOXS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water- mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile o(

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

Noi.iA Mills, and oiheh
Folded Papers

ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

3MCO
WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

102 to 172 ColMlms kmn, BostOD, Mass.

The NEW rORK STORE will REMOVE, May I , to 62 CUFF STREET.

Carter, Dzxtslioke <& Co.

BYRON Vv^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

UNEN RBCORD i LBDGESR
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881,

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from He Cincinnati Industrial ExhiHtiony Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States CentenniaJ

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute, '^7-, "nd Medal o/
Improvement and Progress, Boston, jSyS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger
Paper, has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher, a. Having a
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

Bbeet, :Ei^,A.&H and. HE'W^IlITi: FOUR XIBIiaS
Each sheet is watermarked with name and date.

Send, for sample oix same spot

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 1 2S Duane Street, cor Church, New York.
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WASHINGTON ITEMS.

[from our REGl'I.AR CORRESPONDENT.]

Washington, D. C, May 20, iSj,;.

The sins and sorrows of Wall street have

not, so far as I have been able to learn, caused

any weeping or wailing in the capital of this

wicked nation of stock gamblers, wild-eyed

tariff reformers and juggling protectionists.

Much interest and no little excitement was

shown here on the street and in the depart-

ments as the telegraph flashed the news of the

financial mutterings with occasional crashes in

the great metropolis on last Wednesday ; but

the disasters have in no way as yet affected

trade or in any manner molested the smooth

channel of business intercourse in this city.

Merchants are calm and not at all alarmed,

and when talked to about the shake-up in the

neighborhood of Wall street, with one accord

they all remark that the banks and business

houses of Washirigton cannot be hurt, as they

are not within the circle of the cyclone. This

city has quite a number of bankers andbrokers

who deal in stocks, and they, with their

patrons, maybe pinched a slight bit ; but other

than this there will be nothing to interrupt the

business affairs of Washington.

Horse races and base-ball have been the

great attraction for the week just past, drawing

to their respective fields of contest a large por-

tion of'the male population a:nd a fair sprink-

ling of the gentler sex. Men cannot vote in the

gay capital, but there is nothing known that will

prevent them from betting on a:ny game of

chance, indoors or outdoors. Cabinet officers

and heads of departments jostled government

clerks and 'messengers on the grand stand,

while the poor man with his last dollar elbowed

the millionaire dude at the pool-box, each

anxious to lay his legal tender on the winning

horse. The race-horse has gone, and with

hirn' the poor man's dollar. A shrewd business

mart 'Should not look with favor upon such

things,' and I arri
' siire he will not patronize

them, for they ar6 his strongest contestants in

the race for the comfortable dollar of our dad.

Such things, with the periodical visit of the

ever-living, ever-present Barnum, carry out of

the city an enormous amount of pocket-money.

and in many places cause a' stagnation in the

retail trade. A gentleman told me that when

the white elephant was here two weeks ago,

the colossal old dove-coloi'ed humbug carted

off $30,000 for his master, the perennial show-

man of Yankee-land. Having just passed

through such a series of events as described is

the reason why several business men of this

city told me yesterday that there had been

very little doing in trade for the past two

or three weeks. The folks have spent their

money at the show, the horse-race and the

base-ball ground, and now they must econo-

mize in order to get the children some school-

books, and the wife must wait until her next

birthday for a token of affection.

For the past few days the weather has been

all that one who loves the beautiful budding

Iviay could wish for. The trees have put on

their new garments, the parks are bright with

blossoms, and Washington, always interest-

ing, is now at her loveliest. The shade trees

of this city are the chief attraction in the

spring and the summer. They are indeed a

living monument to that much-abused bene-

factor of the Capital, Arthur Shepherd, who

has done so much to make this place the pride

of the whole country. Washington is said to

have more elegantly shaded drives than any

city in theWorld with the exception of

Berlin.

Yesterday, while on Pennsylvania avenue, I

utilized the time by calling on several of our

stationers and obtaining what few points I

could in regard to the trade. At Chapman's,

one of the best-known places in the city, I was

itold that there had been very little doing for

some days past, but that just at present things

were looking a little brighter, and as it .is quite

near the beginning of the fiscal year there was

a prospect of a better trade with the various

departments.

G: a. Whitaker was found in his cozy little

apartment at the rear of his salesrooms, busy

with a fragrant Havana and the great things

of the future. He said that he felt too good to

complain, 'though, if he spoke- the truth, he

would like to see a little more doing in the sta-

tioner's line. He informed me that the pro-

posals for furnishing stationery to the various

government departments had been made and

that many were busy getti-ng in their estimates

for the work. As some of these proposals may

be of interest to the trade I place a notice of

them before your readers.

Sealed proposals will be received at the

Post-Office Department for furnishing wrap-

ping-paper, twine, letter-balances and marking

and rating stamps for the use of post-offices in

the United States for one year
;
proposals for

post-office envelopes will be received till May

'

28
;
proposals for furnishing stationery to the

Treasury Department will be received till June

17 ; the Interior Department will receive pro-

posals for stationery till June 5 ; the Navy De-

partment until June 11, and the War Depart-

ment till June 10. The gay and festive drum-

mer has not blessed us with his presence much

of late—he may have stopped here on his way
to the fair fields of the South, but if he did so

he spent his time at the race-track and did not

put in an appearance at the business houses.

Mr. Veiller, from H. Levy & Son, was here

last week and exhibited some very handsome

goods for the coming holiday trade. Ben.

LOUISVILLE NOTES.

[from our regular correspondent.].

;
Louisville, Ky., May 17, 1884.

Fine weather for the past week is the

cheerful greeting Kentucky sends forth for a

change. Several successive days of sunshine

(a rare experience here this year) have had a

good effect upon the trading and farming com-

munity as well. The soil is at last in condi-

tion for plowing, and the cultivation of the

backward crops has been resumed with re-

newed vigor. Corn is up sufficiently to show

that some of early sown will need replanting,

while that planted later has an excellent stand.

The oat crop promises a good average ; to-

bacco plants are abundant and a large acreage

js now being set out, as the prevailing high

prices for the weed make it a profitable crop
;

wheat is growing luxuriantly all over the State
;

live-stock interests are in satisfactory shape,

notwithstanding that the pasturage was scant

during the cold early spring.

Perhaps the reassuring feature o'f the busi-

ness situation is the prosperous condition of

the agricultural communit)^—the consuming

masses the country over—and it is thi^ convic-

tion which prevented the Wall street flurry of

the past few days from making any decided
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impression on trade here. Louisville is not a

speculative centre, and the operations of its

business men are almost exclusively in spot

stuff for legitimate use, as Chicago reporters

would put it ; speculation here seems confined

to small bucket-shop deals and horse-race pool-

ing. The spring races began yesterdajf, bring-

ing thousands of visitors to the various hotels,

and in consequence limiting the number of

eligible rooms for the mercantile travelers.

Yet, while there is a crowd there is no crush

nor lack of accommodations.

Before me is a finely printed circular from

the general manager of the Southern Exposi-

tion, at Louisville, containing information for

exhibitors. The Southern Exposition of 1884

will open Saturday, August 16, and close on

Saturday, October 25, giving sixty-one exhibi-

tion days and ten Sundays. This time is se-

lected in deference to suggestions from last

year's exhibitors. The attendance in the sixty-

one days will be at least as great as the whole

attendance of 1883. Profiting by the experi-

ence of last year, arrangements are now being

made in the way of advertisements and excur-

sions, which will assure a larger and prompter

attendance of visitors. A single item of print-

ing costing $3,000 was contracted for yester-

day. The admissions in 1883 were 770,048.

Still greater attractions will be presented in

the Exhibition of 1884, and a full million ad-

missions are safely anticipated. It is believed

that the tardiness of exhibitors last year was

occasioned by doubt of the ability of the Ex-

position Company to have its buildings and

grounds ready at the appointed time. No such

question can arise this year, as the buildings

and grounds are ready, and it only needs the

placing of exhibits to throw the Exhibition open

to the public in August in complete order.

The citizens of Louisville who contributed

nearly a half million dollars of their money to

open the Southern Exposition last year have

supplemented this with subscriptions of over a

quarter of a million dollars more for the pur-

chase of grounds and improvements in the

same buildings this year. To the testimony of

the exhibitors of 1883 that the exposition of

that year was exceedingly satisfactory to those

who made displays, is added the significant

fact established by the records that out of six

hundred car-loads of machinery brought from

the East for exhibition, less than one hundred

car-loads went back, the remainder having

been sold during the exhibition, and at its

close shipped to the destination of the pur-

chasers.

As to current business here, there is a quiet

order demand for staple merchandise and a

gradual sloping off toward the summer season.

The markets are unaffected by the excitement

in Wall street circles beyond emphasizing the

tendency to conservatism and caution that has

all along characterized the policy of both buy-

ers and sellers this season. Collections for

early spring sales are coming in with average

promptness.

In the stationery trade the manufacturing

branches report a continued good run of or-

ders, while jobbers, who have had quiet times

the past month, report a beginning of activity

on the initial steps of preparation for the fall

season. Salesmen are taking the field, and

orders for school-books and supplies are start-

ing in from the South. Retailers have been

complaining of dullness, not only in books and

stationery but in nearly every line, and hope

for a continuance of bright weather to make
up for lost time.

Among the trade callers of the week were :

James D. Ferguson, of the Goodyear Rubber

Manufacturing Company
; J. Val. Koch, of

Koch, Sons & Co.; N. Frank, of Charles Zinn

& Co.; H. B. Handy, of the Morgan Envelope

Company ; W. E. Porter, of the National

Papeterie Company, and Fred. Hafely, of E.

& J. B. Young & Co.

Frank C. Johnson, of Liebenroth, Von Auw
& Co., Is expected to drop in to-day.

Bourbon.

BOSTON BITS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, (

250 Devonshire St., Boston, May 20, 1884.
)

The first thing in order, I suppose, is to have

a word on the " panic," and it would no doubt

tranquilize the nerves of speculating New
Yorkers to hear that the good people of the

Hub were badly hurt; but they were not.

Some of our stock gamblers who were play-

ing the "cases to win" lost heavily on the

deal, I must admit, but the turn did not affect

business in the least. On the contrary, it was

a good thing for the trades for it has shown

how safely our varied industries are being con-

ducted. It shows that the prices of merchan-

dise are not inflated, and that the selling prices

are so close to the cost of production that there

was no chance for a sudden drop.

This fact should inspire the mercantile com
munity with confidence, and banish the feeling

that some merchants have entertained concern-

ing a disastrous business year.

Mr. Adams, of Knight, Adams & Co., re-

marked to me, that he would not have known

there was a panic if the papers had not said so

much about it. He seems to think it was a

poor panic for a big city like New York to

work up. " It has not stopped collections,"

said he ;

" and our business is running along

just as smoothly as we want it. Our travelers

on the road are reporting good business for

present delivery, and orders for holiday novel-

ties are also being numerously booked. Com-

paring the past four months with the same pe-

riod of former years, we find the volume of our

business to be much greater for this season.

Of course, we don't expect to be rushed all

summer, but when trade does lighten up we

will take a few weeks' vacation and then get

ready for the fall trade." Mr. Knight, who is

now in Europe looking up novelties for the

holiday trade, is not expected back until the

middle of June.

Clague, Wegman, Schlicht & Field, who are

so energetically pushing the Shannon letter

files and cases throughout the country, have

found the Eastern States such a profitable field

that they have established a Boston agency.

Carroll N. Clark, 27 Franklin street, is the

agent. A full line of cabinets and files will

be constantly kept in stock at the Boston

headquarters, from where dealers and jobbers

can supply their wants as cheaply as at the

factory. Eastern buyers will even make a

saving on freights. This firm has secured in-

junction against the manufacturers of the

"Eclipse" file and the "Best" file, whose
several devices, it is claimed, are infringe-

ments upon the patents covered by the Shan-

non file.

The Davidson Rubber Company, of this

city, has also been compelled to resort to the

courts to protect its " velvet erasive rubber,"

as other manufacturers, recognizing the popu-

larity of this company's goods, were endea-

voring to profit thereby by supplying the trade

with a similar article. A decision rendered

some months ago fully sustained the claims

of the Davidson Rubber Company, and grant-

ed damages against the infringers. The court,

moreover, ordered the books of the infringing

manufacturer to be submitted to the inspection

of the Davidson Company, and to prevent

such an examination the case was again

opened. But a late decision, of two or three

weeks ago, was again favorable to the David-

son Rubber Company, and the books, giving

the names of all persons to whom the in-

fringers sold goods, with the amounts of the

purchase, are now being scrutinized. Whether

or not such parties as bought these illegal

goods will be, prosecuted is a question which

the Davidson Rubber Company is not yet pre-

pared to pass upon. Where dealers continue

to trade in velvet erasive rubber other than

such as is made by the Davidson Company,
prosecution must be expected.

Carter, Rice & Co. call the attention of the

trade to their new Imperial and Royal Antique

cover papers. Their announcement will be

found in the display columns of this issue, and
wide-awake printers will note it. These novel

cover papers have "caught on" quite sur-

prisingly here, and they would certainly take

well elsewhere if the trade would only have

samples to show patrons. These papers come
in various colors, and samples can be had by
addressing the firm.

Something new in the way of a handy paper •

binder is just being introduced, and I see no
reason why it should not have a ready saleJ

As soon as it becomes known, it will be in big

demand, for the device is very simple, and its^

usefulness will be readily appreciated. Itsi

cheapness will, moreover, make it only the

more popular. This little device, which is

called the " Ready Binder," consists of twg

parallel wires, which are fastened togethei;

midway of their length, by being twisted onl

wire about the other. The ends of the wira

are bent over, forming small clamps, whici

are tightened or loosened by moving a smal

ring along the wires. These binders are mada
in various lengths, ranging from five inches to

two feet, the smaller sizes for office use, the

larger for binding newspapers. The ready

binder is not cumbersome like many others Jl

it will hold one sheet or fifty ; does not muti-

late the paper, and is readily adjusted. F. H.

Little, wholesale dealer in stationers' special-

ties, 59 Cornhill, is the selling agent.

Carter, Dinsmore & Co., the prominent ink

{Continued 071 page 668.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date.

CARSON & BRO^WN CO.v Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, TR.. & BRO.,

Thes^ Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactwres.

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

Ill separate Boxes of uniform size, 'are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

'tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York

General Agency, GEO. B. HITRD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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[Contimtedfrom page 666.)

manufacturers, of this city, report that this sea-

son's trade in writing fluids is very large, and,

in view of this being a campaign year, the num-

ber of inkstands to be kept replenished must

multiply, and in conseqnence a good ink trade

is expected for the whole year. The reputa-

tion of Carter's inks is too well known to the

trade to need testimonials relative to their

merits ; and if there is a stationer in the

United States who has not Carter's inks on his

shelf, it must be because he is located in some

isolated spot where pens are not in use. With

thirty travelers on the road the country is

pretty well covered, but the facilities of the

house are fully equal to the demands which its

traveling representatives daily make upon it,

and orders are filled with true business prompt-

ness. Mucilage is another specialty of this

house, and the same standard of excellence

found in its inks has made Carter's mucilage

equally popular. Carter's Arabin is a later

product of the mucilagenous order, and this

is a g^um preparation that the manufacturers

claim can not be equalled for sticking qualities

by anything in the market. This Arabin dif-

fers from ordinary mucilage in that all of the

impurities are extracted from the gum and

only its sticking particles are admitted into the

preparation. In appearance, Arabin has the

color and consistency of strained honey. This

preparation is presented to the trade, not as

the cheapest article of its kind, but as the very

best, and when the best is wanted. Carter's

Arabin is called for.

The new building situated on Columbus

avenue, into which Carter, Dinsmore & Co.

have lately moved, is a magnificent structure,

and is well supplied with every convenience

for the manufacture of their inks, mucilage

and other specialties. At some future date I

will contribute to The American Stationer

a description of this model manufacturing es-

tablishment. A. L. D.

AUGUSTA AUTOGRAPHS.

[from our regular CORRESrONDENT.]

Augusta, Ga., April 25, 1884.

Business has been very quiet here for the

last two or three months in every kind of busi-

ness, and, of course, stationery goods being a

great deal composed of luxuries, have had to

suffer. The valentine trade was not so good

as usual, according to Pendleton's and Richard

& Son's account, although they took as much
money, as more high-priced ones were sold.

The comic valentines are about played out, as

they were mostly used as a medium of spite

and vulgarity. The same can be said of

Kaster cards as to sales. I don't think they

take as well now as formerly, and the sta-

tioners will be afraid to lay in as good a stock

henceforth without they could get them on

sale.

Richard & Son say that they have done very

well with their printing business, and alto-

gether they have no reason to corhplain ; but

from what I have seen business does not seem
to have been half so good as it was last year.

We had very bad crops last season owing to

drought. I hope it will not be the same again,

although we are having about the same wea-

ther, raining heavily every few days, causing

the Savannah river, that separates this State

from South Carolina, to rise very high some

nine times since January, flooding a number

of river plantations every time, causing a

great deal of damage to the grain crop and

drowning it out.

We have had a great deal of delightful

weather; gardens are crowded with fine roses

and other beautiful flowers, as well as plenty

of early vegetables. Fine strawberries are

plenty at from 15 to 20 cents per quart, and

from the appearance of the trees I think that

there will be plenty of fruit in this section.

The Chronicle and Sentinel have lately con-

nected a paper-box manufactory with the book-

bindery, and are turning out excellent work

from common to very fine papeterie boxes,

some as handsome as can be made anywhere.

I believe that they are doing very well with

them.

The Southern poet, Paul H. Hayne, has

been living about sixteen miles from here since

the war, and is very popular, being a very

pleasant gentlemen as well as a fine poet.

They have named a literary club after him in

this city, which is quite a success, and they

gave him a reception on the night of the 22d

ult., which was quite a rdcherche' affair. A
large number of the first citizens of the place

were present. Some beautiful floral emblems

were presented to Mr. Hayne, among them a

lyre bearing his name in white flowers, the

background being violets. Recitations and

original papers enlivened the evening, besides

an address from the poet, which was warmly

received. The evening's entertainment was

concluded with a plentiful supply of good

things for the body, as the mind had been well

supplied previously.

I paid another visit to my friend George A.

Gates, who showed me a fine oil painting of

Perry's victory on Lake Erie, by Gamaray,

1822, who was painter to the Admiral of

France. It is the most consistent picture of

the affair I have ever seen, showing quite a

mosquito fleet, instead of the three-deckers

represented in some of the English engravings

of it. Some of Commodore Perry's family

ought to have it as a memento. It is a fine

painting, in first-rate order, sight size 23x34

inches.

Lawton B. Evan, A. M., Superintendent of

Public Schools in Richmond County, has writ-

ten a very full history of Georgia for the use of

students, from the earliest discoveries and set-

tlements to through the year 1883. It is a

work that is very highly spoken of and is rec-

ommended by the highest faculty. The book

is concise, easily read, and the author has

tried to make it accessible and acceptable to

all classes of citizens. It contains 350 pages,

numerous fine illustrations and several valu-

able maps to show the territorial changes.

Then it makes Georgia the prominent feature'

but keeps the jjeneral history of the United

States before the reader's mind. It is hand-

somely gotten up by John W. Burke, Macon,
Ga. Ml I.I. Bank.

TORONTO ITEMS.

[from our regular CORRESPONDENT.]

Toronto, May 17, 1884.

I parted with you last week at the door of

the Methodist Book and Publishing House,

and, if you please, we will now step in next

door to see Rowsell & Hutchison. Everybody

knows this old house. Mr. Hutchison is sure

to be there. He is always there, so far as I

know, and I suppose that is one of the secrets

why this old house keeps on its prosperous

way. Rain or shine it is always busy, and, go

when )-ou will, you will find it with all it can

do.

A few steps farther on is the old standard

house of Brown Brothers, a name as familiar

to Canadian 'trade as " Household Words." I

don't know whether Mr. Brown ever has any

pains or aches, or whether he ever gets fagged

or lazy. If he does he manages to hide it,

and, like his neighbor above, you are sure to

find him around early and late ; and if you

ever should happen to itch for a growl about

the weather and a whine about things being

flat, or very flat, don't call here, because these

terms are not in their vocabulary.

Now, let us away and have a crack wi' our

auld Scotch friends, James Bain & Son. I

have told you before that the senior of this

firm is from Auld Reekie, and though getting

to be an old man, his vigor is not abated, and

about now, in the early part of the day, and in

the after part, you will find him in his garden

and green-house looking after his flowers and

plants, of which he has a fine collection.

Donald, the son, looks after the business, and

he informs me that their trade is as good and,

perhaps, a little better than last season. They
are publishing a volume of poems by Isabella

V. Crawford, a Canadian poetess.

Buntin, Reid & Co. This is another old

house whose reputation for solidity and fair

dealing stands second to none in the Domin-

ion. Mr. Reid, like his confreres referred to,

fulfils to the letter the Scripture injunction,

" diligent in business," and you seldom fail to

find him around. He informs me that trade is

about as usual for this time of year, and that

collections are a little behind the mark.

I called in at the Toronto News Company
and found Mr. Irving just leaving for Mon-
treal. He had no time to give any particulars,

but said, " Our trade is better than last year,"

and while there I ran across my old friend,

T. J. Day, of Guelph, and proceeded to inter-

view him. Mr. Day is from the Green Isle,

and sometimes always don't say what he

means, or puts his answers in a way that may
bother you to get at a right conclusion.

Nevertheless, he is one of the most pushing

and successful men in the trade west of To-

ronto. He had no complaints to make.

Williamson & Co. are getting their new
place in order, and when completed will have

a very attractive store and one of the best

stands in the city. They are well pleased with

their success so far, and are very sanguine as

to the future.

Hart & Co. report business well up to the

mark. They have the Canadian agency for

the Globe Files Company, and are turning out
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some fine work, all made here. They seem to

make thfem move, judging from the number I

see going out and coming in. The firm is en-

ergetic, and I believe the best in town to push

anything of the kind, or, in fact, any special

and new lines connected with the trade.

Copp, Clark & Co.—Mr. Clark said to me
that their import orders for delivery were very

large, but that in other respects their trade at

the present time was quiet, and collections

not good. However, he thought this was to

be attributed very much to the season, &c.,

and anticipated a satisfactory change very

soon.

W. J. Gage & Co. say that trade is a little

quiet, but improving. Prospects ahead are

brightening up. Collections are better, and

they look for a good spring trade.

Alexander, Clare & Cable, lithographers and

engavers, say that business is very good.

They turn out first-class work, and have in

hand several good orders for steel engravings,

a branch to which they are devoting consider-

able attention. C. H.

TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILA.GE, with Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corkscrews
Mauufacturrd by AVILX^Tj%.]VX A.. I>A."VIS!», 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

ALL STYLES

BEST aUALITY,
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE
Price, Retail. 75 Cents,

THE GREAT
SELLEB.

TWM UEiBMEi WIIiiBB €Q\
New York Branch, 28 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PAT2NT iPPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
airtight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the botti'in of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
frt-sh mucilage, just supplyinp
enough to keep it moistened suffi

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD 3IFG. CO.,
CHICAGO

h:i7b cjlkd CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards
IN QEEAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery ano Fine Art Gooos.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Corner Main and Bridge Streets,

8PEINGFIELD. MA8P.

geouge uibel,
manufacturer op

Seal Bean & Alligator Teeth

JEWELRY.
142 Fulton Street, N. T.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

manufactured by thej

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
747 Mtt'berry Strtet,

Netv Tork.

Importers of GERMAN SIATE PENCILS,
and lUanufacturers of SCHOLAR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

W. E. JACKSON,
wholesale dealer in

stationeryI Fancy Goods,

46 W. B' VIIAY, cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

Trade :^rark on steel Pens,
Ink Erasers and Pocket
Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country

STEEL PENS witlistylcandaetjonsuitedtoeveryhand.
Fullassortmentotrensraailcdonrecciptot 25 cents.

j^^,^^ a2.00per

MILLER BROS.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bi-os. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

"White, Manilla, Stra-w and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOABCS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Hevonshire Street, Boston.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which pos-

sess merit sree of charge. It is desirable to accompany

descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

FANCY HAMMERED BRASS LAMPS.

Herewith are presented some new de-

signs in artistic hammered brass lamps. These

lamps are made in the best manner, and will

meet a demand for a first-class article. Each

lamp has a patent filler, which lifts up, permit-

ting the lamp to be filled while burning. The

top of each lamp is hand-chased after an ele-

gant pattern. No. i has silver ornaments in

the shape of a lizard, bouquet, fancy handles

and feet. It has also a duplex burner and

No. I.

melon-shaped globe. No. 2 has a Persian

decorated globe, the design of the body being

somewhat similar to No. i. No. 3 has an urn-

shaped body, decorated with landscape scenery

engraved on its surface. The globe is fine

Scotch Malachite glass, which is furnished in

various shades.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 297,217. Case for Tickets.—Phillips Abbott, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

No. 297,235. Perfumery Stand.— Vinzent Demuth,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 297,284. Paper Holder.—Isaiah S. Mudgett, Prince-

ton, Minn.

No. 297,294. Wiping and Polishing Apparatus for

Plate Printing Machines.—Alexander Rcid, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

No. 297,308. Building Block.—Walter Stranders, New
York, assignor to Edward 1. Horsman, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

No. 297,342. Adding Machine.—William Henry Beat-

ley, Humansville, Mo.

No. 297,349. Ticket Case.—Wm. E. Chattcrton, Troy,
N. Y.

No. 297,378. Ink-Wcll.—John H. Giflord, Springfield,

Mass.

No. 297,379. Toy Pistol.—Ambrose Oilman, Shelburne,

Mass.

No. 397,391. Mucilage Cup or Holder.—Stephen S.

Harman, New York, N. Y., assignor to himself and

Morris T. Lynch, same place.

No. 297,396. Combined Apparatus for Attachment to

Pencils.—James Hickisson and William Lee, Lon-

don, County of Middlesex, England ; said Lee, as-

signor to said Hickisson.

No. 297,420. Fountain Pen.—Albert J. Kletzker, New
York, N. Y.,and Charles H. Court, Jersey City, N. J.;

said Court assignor of one-half his right to said

Kletzker.

No. 297,431. Extensible Clasp for Books.— Jacob

Munch, Offenbach-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor

to Edward Posen & Co., same place.

No. 297,464. Feed Guide for Printing Presses.—Wm.
B. Smith, Orlando, Fla.

No. 297,475. Game Board.—Louis P. Valiquet, Bridge-

port, Conn., assignor of one-half to Louise W.
Strong, New York, N. Y.

No. 297,484. Paper Box Machine.—Phillips' Abbott,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

In box covering or trimming machines, the

No. 2.

combination, with the box-form and the sup-

port from which the glue or paste coated strip

passes to said form, of a single-bladed cutter

arranged and operating to act against the un-

glued face of the strip at a point intermediate

between said box-form and support.

No. 297,525. Feeding Device for Ruling Machines.

—

Emil Larson and Oscar Hammarlund, Chicago, 111.,

assignors of one-third to Niles F. Olson, same place.

In a pneumatic feeding device for paper rul-

ing machines, a vacuum tube supported by

telescopic arms adapted to be advanced or re-

tracted, in combination with spring-actuated

pivoted arms provided with angular projec-

tions, whereby when these arms are thrown up

the tube is forced suddenly back and freed

from the paper.

No. 297,541. Dictionary Stand.—Edgar D. Swain, Chi-

cago, 111.

No. 297,556. Device for Manifold Copying.—Heman G.

Barlow and John B. Barlow, Grand Rapids, Mich.

An improved blank for manifold copying,

consisting of a sheet of paper, divided into

threfe equal sections by lines of perforations,

whereby the sections may be folded upon each

other with a single sheet of copying-paper, in

such manner that matter written upon one

section will be reproduced upon the other two.

No. 297,573. Interest Calculator.—Arnold Davidson,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

An interest-calculating device having parts

adjustable one with relation to the other, upon

which are displayed a table of interest and dif-

ferent expressions of each of the elements of

principal, of rate and of time in the interest-

calculation problem, whereby such device is

adapted to admit of the variation of the value

of each and every of such elements, and thus

show any amount of interest sought for.

No. 297,576. Machine for Cutting Straw-Board for

Paper Boxes.—George H. Dickerman, Somerville,

Mass.

In a machine for cutting straw-boards for

making paper boxes, the combination of two

pairs of rectangnlar male and female dies for

cutting the corners of the box-blank, a pair of

severing dies arranged to be adjusted toward

and from the corner-cutting dies, and two

crease-embossing blades arranged upon oppo-

No. 3.

site sides of said severing-dies, and adapted

to be adjusted toward and from said severing-

dies.

No. 297,577. Paper File.—William D. Doremus, Wash-
ington, D. C, assignor to Edmund W. Woodruff,

same place.

A file holder or box, provided with undercut

or flanged groove, and a shelf combined with

a T-head coupling-plate or its equivalent, per-

manently attached to the shelf, and engaged

with the flanges of the groove, so as to permit

a longitudinal or tilting movement of said box

without disengagement at any moment.
No. 297,618. Paper Holder.—Albert Candy Moore, Bel-

lows Falls, Vt.

A knife connected to the bail and provided
'

with a brake to extend from the knife against

the roll of paper, and to be borne against it

by the draft of the strip of paper on the knife

while the latter may be in the act of separating

the paper.
TRADE-MARKS.

No. 10,087. Metallic Pens.—George D. Barnard & Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
" The arbitrary word-symbol ' Vulcan.'

"

REISSUES.
No. 10,469. Treating and Molding Pyroxyline.—John

W. Hyatt, Jr., Newark, and Isaiah S. Hyatt, Mor-

rison, N. J., assignors by mesne assignments to the

Celluloid Manufacturing Company, of New York.

Original No., 105,338, dated July 12, 1870; reissue

No. 5,928, dated June 23, 1874.
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PADS. TABLETS, AND BLOTTER TABLETS
iisr TiiE "woR,L,r),

«-

ACME*STATIONERY*AND*PAPER*CO.,
Nos. 146, 148 & 150 Centre Street, New York.

«-

The i^geifjcaq Blotter Tablet
IS THE MOST ATTKACTIVE BLOTTER TABLET IN THE MARKET.

For quality of PAPER, NEATNESS, ELEGANCE and PRICE they have no equal.

Made from FINE WHITE, SUPERFINE CREAM, LINEN, QUADRILLE, PLATED
CREAM and VELLUM LINEN.

SIZES : Octavo, Octavo Folded, Commercial, Commercial Folded, Packet, Letter, Legal. Also
in Notes, Drafts, Eeceipts, Bills, Statement Heads, Memorandum Heads and Remittance Blanks.

"TE OTCKEEBOCKEE" BLOTTER TABLET.
Cheapest and Best. For Educational Use. They have no equal.

The perfect PEHGIL TABLET.
Over Five Millions (5,000,000) manufactured in two years.

DESIGN ON COVER. BS^FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBING HOUSES, AT LOWEST PRICES.

^^^|SUR TRAVELERS are now on the road, and we bespeak for them a kindly reception by our friends

4^^^ in the trade. Our Xmas and New Year's line, which will be submitted by them, will convince oui

friends that the field of invention, of originality, of design, and in make-up is inexhaustible, and has been

well cultivated by us. Satin prints are well represented and prices have been considered and regulated to

meet the requirements of the times, and the interests of our customers. Sample books will be in the

hands of the jobbers early in June.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.,
J. C. AIKIN.
H. A. LAMBERT.

J. B. SHEA.
D. F. FOLEY.

-JVo. 23 Maiden Lane, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencil Cases, Pencils and Latest "ITovelties."
f/EW GOODS FOR FALL TRADE.

Send for Catalogue
and Price List.

Our assortment for Fall and Wmrer Trade, Jwhile

comprising the usual line of STAPLES, has received

many ADDITIONS in NEW Goods, that are ARTISTIC
and NOVEL, and will supply the wants of the Book and

Stationery Trade. Our " Gravity " Pencil is the LATEST and most desirable Pencil in the the market. Carrying the Artist's LARGE Lead, and working on the
principle of gravitation, it is unexcelled for business purposes.
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «c 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

I\ew Loiid-on, Ooim.
MANUFACTXJRERS OF

DRUM-CYLINDER, STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRES.SES,
With "Val\ial>le Patented. Improvements.

CHAS. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlantic Worlds, East Bostoi. Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & CO., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich,

Hand Odttkr. ?Ein) FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE UST, HiMD-CarrsR, with Stbam Fixtobb.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOIXT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionaet, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalngue,containing full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, IVIcCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

l6auy^
B l-AOK

S^xL
L.U I E»

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET. NEW YORK.

mmmi chater & go.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER-MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

T^ Superfine Hand-made Tj^ WRITING, *'

J^ DRAWING^
p Account Book Papers. J>

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized , tolt- "^^

dried and Machine-dried w^

Q BANK NOTE AND LOAl^i q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesaleand Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Wbatman, Joynson, Hollingwortb,
Tamer, and other noted brands.

DEMESSil'^l
BSTABLISHBD ELEVEN YEARS.

K:EE3iT <Sc IDE] 3L,.A.3>TO-, livdlfs.

130 I.a Salle Street, Chicaeo, 111.

PLATE PRINTING
and ENGRAVING

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices and Samples of 16 Styles of Engraving Sent on Application.

BENNAGE, 112 S. 11th Street, PHILADELPHIA.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,

29 & 31 Beekman Street, New York,
§> MANUFACTURERS OF«g

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

^PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

JAMES D.WHITMOUE & COMPANY,
41, 43 k 45 Beekman Street, and 166 William Street, New York,

IMPORTKRS, MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

The Latest Novelties in PAPERS, CARD BOARDS, MENU, GUEST and DINNER
CARDS, STAMPED PAPETEKIES, &c., always carried in stock.

MOURNING GOODS, in all Borders, a Specialty, prices of which are the lowest in the country
for same class of work.

PLATE PRINTING, ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHING FOR THE TRADE.
}^~ Sample Books of Fine Papers sent on application.
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HEATH LETTER FILE i IKDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Heath's

I BTTKR Files enable one to flie letters, bills, invoices, Ac, in the most rapid and correct manner, ahd to REFER
TO THEM A.FIER FILING WITBOVT JLNT DEIAT, no matter how great the number of letters filed, &£

the flies are arranged for any amount of corre^

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

20 BOX LIBRARY.FILE.

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

names upward. Address,

Heath Letteb File AND Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

BBAKCH OFFICES J F. E. Frothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C.
) A. C. Farley & Co., 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. SINGLE '.'FILE.

Tijr' UADV/ADn CHIIMTAIM PFM —"^^^ Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tubes,
Int. rIAriVAnU rUUIN IrMIN iLINt wires, springs. &c., which are tke great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been finally overcome in the construction of this Pea, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 158 Broadway, New Tork.

The Chas.Stwart Paper Co.

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CINCINISATI, OILJo, /.^^
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
AI-SO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCEO.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New .Catalogue of Goods suited to

their wants.

Dealer in EMBOSSED PICTURE, HOLIDAY and

BIRTHDAY CARDS.

NOVELTIES in SHAPE GOODS, PAPER BOXES, &c

No. 61 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

IST' Price Lists. Circulars and Samples Solicited.

TheR.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVERY DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.
291 malu Ri., Cor. TForthlnglon.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
New England & LarKeat in the U. S.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.,
30 to 36 Main Street. Carpentersrille, Eane Co., III.

THET%AtMER ART^^^
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

WHICH WE WILL CLOSE OUT BELOW COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the BARGAINS we are offering.

L. PRAXG & CO., New York.

Is as Good as Two Earned.

t

ONE DOLLAR SAVED Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a -

reasonable charge, and thus be able to Oompete in I'rices with any one—a subject worthy of

your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-

mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beeknian St., IHew York.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper

notice.

J. E. Phillips, publisher, Irwin, Col., has

moved to Crested Butte.

G. R. Griffen, printer, Osgood, Ind., has

sold out to W. T. Goodson.

The Daily Evening News, San Francisco

Cal. , has suspended publication.

Kipp & Co., manufacturers of art novelties,

Newark, N. J., have dissolved partnership.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

McHugh & Spor, bookbinders. New York
city.

The Vandalia Paper Mill Company, Van-

dalia, 111., has increased its capital stock to

$8o,ooo.

An application has been made to force

Wood & Co., stationers, San Francisco, Cal.,

into insolvency.

Leopold Lehmann, paper-box dealer. New
York city, advertises that he will do business

under the style of Ludwig Lehmann.

Frelloehr & Stohm, fringe manufacturers,

San Francisco, Cal., have dissolved partner-

ship. J. Frelloehr continues the business.

A pretended blind pencil peddler, calling

himself Charles Adams, hired Adolphus Bre-

cete, a lad of ten, to lead him around Haver-

hill, Mass., Tuesday of last week, and kid-

napped the boy, taking him off on a train.

Nelson G. Hatch, bookkeeper for Root &
Tinker, publishers, was arrested on Tuesday

at the Grand Central Depot on a charge of em-

bezzling $1,200 from his employers. He had

just returned from an unsuccessful trip to Troy

to get money with which to square up his ac-

counts.

Henry J. Philpott, the well-known free-

trader of Des Moines, la., is the editor of a

new weekly paper, devoted to politico-eco-

nomic matters and called The Million. It al-

ready announces a circulation of 1,323, al-

though it was only started about a month ago.

The editor boasts that it can safely be de-

pended on as a permanent publication. It is

promised contributions from eminent econom-
ic writers.

L. Prang & Co. are showing the trade a new
line of birthday, Christmas and Sunday-school

cards for the fall trade. The designs are by

the best artists and are perfect in conception

and execution. Four charming landscapes are

from the brush of the late A. F. Bellows. They
are in his happiest manner, with the tender

poetic treatment that especially distinguished

his work. Joaquin Miller has especially pre-

pared a poem as an accompaniment to Dora
Wheeler's picture, " Christmas Morning," and
Mrs. E. Shaw Forman, whose card verses are

so well knf^wn, has completed a set of poems
with special reference to Hamilton Gibson's

latest design of the four seasons. A leading

card is a frieze design of singing children, by
Alexander Sandier, which comes in book form
with appropriate carols. A satin screen card

shows a pretty design of birds and flowers.

The form of this card is novel and tasteful, and
it cannot fail to achieve universal popularity.

Another very attractive card has a shield of

cushioned satin with a design in pansies in

rich, natural colors. A plush banner card has

a design in roses, while a star-shaped card is

finished in plush and has a design of apple

blossoms in the centre. A very striking de-

sign is a fan-shaped card on fancy-colored

plush, with a pretty floral landscape or other

design, and swan's-down edging. L. Prang &
Co. also deserve praise for the excellence of

their plain, folding and fringed cards. Nos.

106, 107, 108, no, 112 and 115 are especially

meritorious. The coloring is true to nature

and there is a great variety of designs. Their

Sunday-school cards are also of tasteful and
appropriate designs throughout, and will be

largely handled throughout the coming season.

Prang's satin cards will appear this season in

a great variety of beautiful borderings of

plush, satin and fringe in the newest and
richest designs.

Pratt & Heckman, manufacturers of cray-

ons, at Nos. 509, 511 and 513 First avenue.

New York city, were burned out on the 15th

inst. Their loss is placed at $10,000
;
partly

covered by insurance.

Miller & Thode have succeeded to the busi-

ness of Miller, Thode & Waite, bookbinders,

Minneapolis, Minn., the latter firm having dis-

solved.

E. (Mrs. H. N.) Harbach, dealer in station-

ery, Philadelphia, Pa., was advertised to be

sold out by the sheriff on the 22d inst.

The National Printing Company, Worces-

ter, Mass., has sold out to A. D. Stone & Co.

An assignment has been made by J. A._ Mil-

ler, bookseller, Greenville, Ohio.

Page, Booth & Co., paper dealers. New
York, have removed to No. 69 Wall street.

William H. Mumler, treasurer of the Photo-

Electrotype Company, Boston, Mass., is dead.

M. V. B. Spencer, publisher of the. Journal,

Fort Wayne, Ind., has sold out to the Fort

Wayne Journal Company.

Biedinger & Diem, paper dealers, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have dissolved partnership. The
firm is now Frederick J. Diem.

Locke & Robinson, paper-stock dealers,

Worcester, Mass., have dissolved partnership.

The business is continued by Robinson, Mer-

ritt & Co.

Leopold Morse has been chosen president of

the Post Publishing Company, Boston, Mass.,

in the place of Charles Levi Woodbury, who
has resigned.

G. A. Leavitt & Co. will sell by order of

the assignees, H. T. Coates and E. T. Davis,

on June 3, the books, bound and in sheets
;

also the stereotype plates, comprising the en-

tire stock in trade of the house of E. Claxton

& Co., of Philadelphia.

George W. Hyatt is meeting with substan-

tial results in the introduction of his game-reg-

ister and trump-indicator. It takes up no

more space than a playing-card, while it shows

trumps, points and games. Mr. Hyatt sup-

plies the register with or without playing-

cards.

The copartnership of Clarke & Walter, sta-

tioners, &c.. No. 22 Bond street. New York,

having been dissolved by mutual consent, C.

F. Walter gives notice that he will continue

the business under the style of C. F. Walter

& Co. at the same address.

Charles H. Wright and George A. Raisbeck

started out on the road this week with a full

line of Phil Hake's Christmas cards and New
Year calling cards, new papeteries, and also

some choice designs in birthday cards. The

line has been prepared with the utmost care

and will certainly be appreciated by all buyers

who are looking out for goods that will sell.

The Globe Files Company reports a steady

demand for the Globe clips and "Leader"

files, notwithstanding the depressed c<j»ndition

of trade. The board clips are a late spe-

cialty, the merits of which the trade is

appreciating far and wide. They are made

in the most neat and substantial manner, and

are a line of goods which are expected to give

BLOTTER
150 ^J^R.1 ETI ES.uSn^vOTJf/?

TABLET

TABLETS
F^OKIEID i:isr BOXES
100 SHEETS in PAD.

(WARRANTED.)
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.)

THE I,4.RGEST AND FINEST LtNE OF BLOTTEB TABLETS IN THE COUNTKY, including Ofitavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen. Plated, (iilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Statecneat and Bill-Heads ; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgmenls, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

(t^~ Notwitlistaiiding their mtDy advantages, these goods will he foand hy comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. All och^r innafaccurors put 80 sheets (or less) in their pads—the JVI & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who ivill increase bis business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVERSA.!^ 1$JL.OTTEH T-A.BLjIET', at lowest prices ever made.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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satisfaction,

them in stock.

Every stationer should have

Brownell & Co., dealers in art tiles, New
York city, have dissolved partnership.

An assignment has been made by Joseph A.

Merritt, dealer in wall paper, &c., Adrian,

Mich.

Wm. W. Johnson, bookseller, New York

city, advertises that he will do business under

the style of A. J. Johnson & Co.

Laura S. McCall, dealer in paper patterns.

New York city, advertises that she will do

business under the styles of James McCall and

James McCall & Co.

George B. Davids & Co. are exerting them-

selves in anticipation of the introduction of

some new goods. The firm is meeting with a

good demand for its green and other chemical

inks, which have proved to be excellent for

commercial purposes.

George H. Sanborn & Sons have a very fine

show-room and office at their new quarters.

No. 69 Beekman street. It is on the ground

floor, roomy, and, moreover, is filled with the

latest devices in bookbinders' machinery.

Buyers should give them a call.

The Pearl Paper Company, at South Had-

ley, Mass., is offering creditors 25 cents on

$1. The capital stock of the company was

$io,O0D, and the liabilities are about $10,000

above the capital stock. The secured claims

amount to about $4,000. The company has

arranged to go on. It manufactures manilla

tissue and runs one machine.

The paper warehouse of L. C. Woodruff &
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has been levied on by the

sheriff to satisfy judgments aggregating nearly

$20,000 found against Mr. Woodruff individu-

ally in suits brought by the executor of the

estate of the late 'Lot C. Clark, of New York

city. The New York judgments grew out of

the lease of the Genesee Valley Railroad to

the Erie Railroad. The Erie Railroad paid

interest on the Genesee Valley bonds till 1875.

Since that time the managers have operated

the road as usual, but refused to pay the inter-

est. Mr. Woodruff guaranteed the bonds held

by the Clark estate, and hence the suits against

him. Meanwhile Mr. Woodruff has been su-

ing the Erie Road, and has won his case in

the Court of Appeals. He has judgment

against the road amounting to $240,000. If

not paid a levy will be made on the road.

There is talk of a suit for damages to be

brought by Mr. Woodruff against President

Jewett. Mr. Woodruff asserts that his busi-

ness has been injured and his credit impaired

by the sheriff seizing his firm's stock because

the Erie Road did not pay its indebtedness.

William Schumacher & Co., paper em-

bossers. New York city, have dissolved part-

nership. Augustus W. Friess continues the

business.

Among the dealers in town during the past

week was A. Hahn, a representative of R. &
T. A. Ennis, St. Louis, Mo.

W. P. Knight, publisher, Petersburg, Ind.,

has been burned out. Loss, $1,500; insured

for $1,000.

O. T. Kendall & Co., publishers, Owens-
boro, Ky., are reported to have sold out to a

stock company.

Rodman & Van Deventer, publishers, Atchi-

son, Kan., have been closed out under a

chattel mortgage.

The liabilities of J. B. Wasson, stationer,

New Orleans, La., who has asked for an ex-

tension, are $3,700 ; assets, $6,200.

E. B. Stillings & Co., stationers, &c., Bos-

ton, Mass., have sold out to Edward T. Tur-

ner, who continues under the old style.

Somerville & Ivey, printers and publishers,

Brantford, Ont., have dissolved partnership^

Thomas Somerville continues the business.

Corbett & Co., dealers in pictures, frames,t

&c., San Francisco, Cal., have dissolved part-

nership. William Corbett continues the busi-

ness.

Deputy Sheriff Aarons, through Sheriff's

Auctioneer Charles Walters, sold on Saturday

last, at No. 140 Nassau street and Nos. 13

and 18 Spruce street, the right, title and inter-

est of Joseph Hart and the Local Publishing

Company in the newspaper Truth. The sale

was made to satisfy executions issued by the

courts against the corporation which is said to

have owned and published the paper. The
judgment creditors, in whose interests the

property was sold, and the amounts of their

claims were : Richard S. Newcomb, $5,686.43;

Alexander Newburger, $6,017.72 ; Leopold

Lithauer, $1,130; Maurice Flynn, $1,949;
Theodore Conrow, $5,652 and $1,900. The
purchaser was William H. Brown, and thfe
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Facsimile of a Bundle of KtlSSELL'S BLOTTING.

The Standard and Best Double Manilla for Tags, Boxes and Drafting. A Full tine of White, Bine, Buff, Fink and Fawn in 40, 60, 80,

100, 120 and 140 Lbs., always on hand.

WILLIAM RUSSELL & SON, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.-*-^^
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amount of his bid, on which the property was
knocked down to him, was $1,500.

R. E. Bennett, representing McLoughlin
Brothers, will visit the Western trade shortly.

R. R. Watson cautions people against buy-

ing inferior imitations of " Novelty " fasteners

and calls attention to reduction in prices.

The mill of the Woodruff Paper Company,
at Dansville, N. Y., was destroyed by fire last

night. The loss is $40,000 ; insurance, $10,000.

Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey street, have

just received a large variety of novelties in

pen-wipers, for which they are taking impor-

tation orders for fall trade.

Dunham's combined tag and invoice envel-

ope is daily increasing in use, and is being

sold all over the country. The manufacturers,

Joseph T. Dunham & Co., have removed to 12

Cortlandt street.

Lawrence & Baxter, 39 Dey street, have just

brought out this week a new toilet article call-

ed "La Papillote " (curl paper). La Papillote

being soft and silky in texture is admirably

suited for curling the hair.

The annual reception of the employees of

Dempsey & Carroll will be held at Washington
Park on Friday evening. May 23. The tickets

of admission, invitations and dancing pro-

grammes are tastefully designed and executed.

The order of dance is printed on an azure

"hammered" paper, inclosed within a bev-

eled card cover of the same character.

J. B. Ferguson,' of J. B. Ferguson & Co.,

Victoria, B. C, is late of Parsons & Fergu-

son, wholesale stationers, Winnipeg. He
made a visit to British Columbia in January

and February of this year, and was so pleased

with the climate and the prospects of future

business that he resolved to become a per-

manent resident. The firm's store is in a brick

block adjoining the post-office, and is said to

be the best stand for the business in the city.

An improvement made in the Lambie Dic-

tionary Holder, controlled by French &
Choate, consists, of an arrangement by which

the holder is securely locked when closed, thus

holding the book in compact shape and doing

away with the friction in opening and closing,

which has been an objection heretofore. It is

claimed that in its new shape Lambie's Dic-

tionary Holder cannot be equaied, and its

steadily increasing sales are a proof of its great

utility.

S. S. Stafford's violet black ink is a copying
ink from which two copies can be taken. His
" Commercial " ink is a dark blue writing fluid,

which turns jet black, but does not yield a
copy.

About Microscopes.

"The simplest of all simple microscopes,"

said a dealer, "are the watchmaker's glass,

the engraver's glass, the common pocket glass,

with from one lens to three lenses, the achro-

matic triplets for the watch-guard, and the

thread counters. In that class is the collector's

pocket microscope, like this, consisting of a

Stanhope lens in a frame with a glass cover,

forming a live box in which the object may be
placed. It has a power of about 25 diameters,

and is useful on collecting excursions. Ani-

malculae, diatoms, algas and other objects can
readily be examined with it. In the same class

are microscopes with glass cages for holding

seeds, and the flower microscope with forceps

for holding objects. Of microscopes with stands

this is simplest," taking up a compact little in-

strument. '

' With its three lenses combined it

has a power of 33 diameters, which is sufficient

to show many of the larger animalculae in pond
or ditch water, the scales from a butterfly's

wing, pollen grains from plants, and thousands

of objects. It packs into a box that acts as a

base for the upright brass stem. An animal-

cute cage, a pair of brass forceps, a watch-

glass, two plain glass slips, and a prepared ob-

ject go with it. It sells for $3.50. This school

microscope is nearly similar, but it works
easier, and is adapted for educational pur-

poses. This dissecting microscope, with a

large firm stage, you probably do not care to

look at. Of the compound microscope, this

one, selling for $2.50, is the simplest. It is, as

you see, of polished brass, with one eye-piece

and one object glass, magnifying, when com-
bined, about 40 diameters, or 160 times.

" Microscopists understand magnifying
power in diameters. The power is calculated

by squaring the dianieter. Here is a powerful

instrument, with a hinged joint, for household

use. Its two object glasses magnify from goo

to 10,000 times. Beneath the stage is a con-

cave mirror for the illumination of opaque ob-

jects. The prices range from $5 to $12. For
an amateur a good instrument can be bought
for $23 to $28, which has a stage with adjust-

able spring clips, a revolving diaphragm of

four apertures beneath the stage, and a con-

cave mirror for use under or above the stage.

It can magnify 27,000 times, and with the ad-

dition of a fifth object glass, with adapter and
cap, 129,000 times. Dr. O. W. Holmes, of

Boston, designed a neat little microscope for

use by classes. It is very simple, a common
lamp furnishing the illumination. A folding

microscope of powers ranging from 40 to 140

diameters for tourists can be bought for from

$15 to $22. For students in histology and
vegetable anatomy we have instruments that

range in price from $55 to $335, and when one
of the cheapest is furnished with a condenser,

polariscope, camera, lucida, stage micrometer,

spot lens, zoophyte trough, live box and for-

ceps, it is complete for almost any investi-

gation.

'

' The binoculars have eye-pieces that give 500

diameters, or magnify 250,000 times. This

binocular," carefully handling a superb instru-

ment, '

' was made in England, and I suppose

it is the most perfect of all microscopes. It

has all the latest improvements in construction

and it has every possible adjustment. The
stage and all the optical arrangements are car-

ried by the limb, which is sufficiently solid* to

practically abolish vibration. Vibration, by
the way, is one of the worst troubles that a

microscopist has to overcome. In using the

highest powers of a superior instrument the

least vibration will prevent satisfactory exam-

ination. Some microscopists have their in-

struments mounted on tables resting on foun-

dations of stone built up through the house and

not allowed to come in contact with floor or

ceiling. That gives you an idea of how fine

the adjustment must be. This instrument has

a compound goniometer stage, graduated on a

silvered ring of 360°, with complete rotary and

rectangular movements and new centring ad-

justments. The sub-stage, with centring and

focusing adjustments, is removable by a lateral

slide for illumination by a mirror. The instru-

ment, with two pairs of eye-pieces, three

object glasses, condensing-lens, stage-for-

ceps and hand-plyers, packed in a mahog-

any case, costs'about $335."

TRY NONPAREIL PENS.
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. -•—

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALE BT

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & 101 William Street, New York

SIS* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.
y (,

^ *—:—— < >- Send, for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will he charged for

at rate of SIO per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, 9(C.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

A rt

i

sts' and Drawing IVlaterials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago. Dl.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A rt Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., lioston, Mass.

ILLINOIS mcKK & BOLT CO., CarpentersvUle, DI.

8HRITER, T., & CO., 333 East 56tb St., N. Y.

TATTTM. SAMITKL G.. & CO.. Oinoiniuiti. O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8tc.

MENDE, PAUL, 16 Howard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St.. N. Y.

Base-Bail Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys, &c., „

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Paper Bags and Clove Envelopes.

Q. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK. CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IBON WORK8, BuiTalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William st., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade si., N. Y.

EVANS &GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 122 State st., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor St.,Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 91 Liberty st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-

nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNEJ.,L, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettiniy.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia,. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

LIPMAN, HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON. E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Pa
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, 1

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfleld, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WUham St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, 111., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

nImS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,

5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;

mailed by the pubUshers, Rochester, N. Y.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Coat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER, 110 WiUiam St., N. Y.

Gum Labels and Seals.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincinnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.;
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers.

SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CO., 553 Main
street, Worcester. Mass.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON. 190 William St., N. Y.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern oflBce,

28 Bond St., New York.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., PhUadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD, H. N.. 313 to 310 E. 22d St., N. Y

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-

ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in

United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tag Manufacturers.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk St.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn St., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St.. St. Louis.

Tissue Paper.

Fine English Tissues a Specialty.

DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO., 21 Milk st.,

Boston; 198 Broadway, N. Y.; 630 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia; 155 Dearborn st., Chicago; 143 Walnut
St., Cincmnati; 414 North Third St., St. Louis.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,

Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore St. and
42 <& 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN.

,

1 Broadway. N. Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court, Old Jewr;^, London, Eng.
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J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

ADYERTISING FANS
Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and 12 inch, Plain and Stained.

ADVERTISING CAKDS AND NOTELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
• DEPOT FOB -

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary I>ainpers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding Mills, Ac.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Impnml Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

t;^''*'

^^ DescriptiTe Circular and Prices furnished on ap
plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISING THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OF

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^g~ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St.. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINGS,
For use with "Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

pw~ None Genuine unless Marked on Box

:

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY SUSPENSION RINGS."
Staples (3-16, H. %, and J^ in.), per 1000, 30c. list.

I
Suspension Rings, - - per 1000, 60c. list.

R. K. WATSON, Sole Ageut, 49 Maiden Lane, N. V.

n^HIS line of paper is very tough and firm, a strong
-^ linen middle being coated with a soft stock, and
the spongy surface gives to the paper its peculiar

striking effect. Besides covers, this paper is being
largely used for circulars, programmes and menu
cards, and it is found quite effective for such uses.

The "imperial" papers are the rougher and more
novel, while the " royal " are a little smoother. These
papers are put up crated in ream packages. Five
colors are carried in stock ; old gold, brown, green,

blue and terra-cotta.

FOR SAMPLES ADDRESS

CARTER, RICE & CO.,
(CORPORATION,)

252 Devonshire Street, Boston.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, . . . . lo Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MAY 23, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a hne, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

stationery in this country, in all cases giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

markets and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The
Stationer a thorough and complete exponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per
annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 AND 128 DuANE Streets, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office—J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office

—

Joseph Hammitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.
,,,„„.,.,„ (5 Ludgate Circus BuildingW. F. Catcheside -j

^
London.

Rlfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

T xj J T}.,>-„ J Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

\ ^^^ D^^^^' ^^^^ j^^j'^^

, , u j Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide, Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntas Arenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jos^ A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Cura^oa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
L J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum
] ""ndl"'"'

^^"'^''''''' ^''-

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes
-j ^^^c'lumbfr'"'''''

^"'"''

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the
publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, bv advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

A NEW dress adorns The Stationer
this week, and our readers will, we are

sure, welcome us in our new attire. A
change in the style of the type will be ob-

served, and, as in the past, we shall strive

in every way to make The Stationer
otherwise attractive to its patrons.

The statistics of our exports of paper

and stationery to non-European coun-

tries during the fiscal year 1883, com-

pared with the figures of 1880, show that

we exported an increase in values of $79,-

307, and this, too, despite a great decline

in prices. It is proof, therefore, that the

Increase as to quantities has been in much
larger proportion. Although the increase

for three years may not seem to be very

great, it has been satisfactory, and assu-

redly shows that there is steadiness and

vitality in this branch of our export trade.

The bankruptcy law has met with a

temporary defeat in Congress, and one

which seems to indicate its final rejec-

tion. On a motion made to take it up

there were not votes enough in its favor

to bring the bill directly before the

House. We confess that we do not un-

derstand the exact nature of the opposi-

tion to this bill. None of the reports dis-

close the character of the objections, but

it is noticeable that these are most urgent

in certain localities where, for the most
part, it may seem desirable that an equit-

able method for the distribution of bank-

rupt estates should be provided.

Our Cincinnati correspondent fur-

nishes an example of what can be done

by men who really want to do business

even at the dullest of times. He cites the

instance of a manufacturer who, despite

the fact that public confidence in finan-

cial security has been shaken, and not-

withstanding that others are calling trade

dull and remarking upon the slowness

with which bills are met, is able to say

that he is doing a good business and that

he finds collections easy. Now, what is

the suggestion which follows ? We find

it in the remark of our correspondent,

who says that the manufacturer alluded

to advertises in seventy papers. Ah

!

There you have it ! Activity and intelli-

gence combine to make the perfect

business man, and it certainly does

seem that the combination is found.

There is no boasting about this. The
statement shows discrimination, and we
are sure that the manufacturer was able

to place his goods favorably and profit-

ably. If there are those whose prejudices

forbid them to see the force of this sug-

gestion, we would not that they should

strain for light that will never come to

them ; but to those who, seeing, believe,

and have neglected to take advantage of

means provided for them, we commend
the example and advise them to profit

by it.

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

This is an old, old story : A young man
sent fifty cents to a New York advertiser to

learn how to make money fast, and was ad-

vised in reply to glue a five-dollar greenback

to the bottom of his trunk. Wasn't it worth

fifty cents to know this ?

* « * *

An ingenious novelty is called the ad-

justable calendar and eraser. It is intended

to fit any pencil or pen-holder. It accurately

indicates the day, month, date and year.
* * * *

Notwithstanding the dullness in trade

since the first of the year, it is pleasant to no-

tice the hopeful view which dealers and manu-
facturers take of the future. There seems to

be no lack of confidence. The production of

holiday novelties is as active as ever, and im-

porters of fancy goods are said to have in con-

templation the introduction of as large a vari-

ety and collection of novelties as the trade

have seen. Indeed it would not be surprising

if the various novelties offered this season sur-

passed in abundance and richness those of pre-

vious years. * * * »

One of our acquaintances recently re-

ceived a present from his employer of a silver-

headed monogram cane. Dealers who can af-

ford to give silver-headed canes to their em-

ployees must be prepared to take a hopeful

view of trade, notwithstanding this dull period.
* * * *

Here are some later Treasury decisions

affecting the trade : Clasps and ornaments for

albums, being, in fact, plated or gilt articles or

wares, are dutiable under paragraph 210.

Now, what is paragraph 210?
* * * *

The value of paper boxes or cartons

containing artificial flowers and ornamental

feathers to be included in the dutiable value.

This keeps the box trade straight.

* * * *

Pieces of horn, cut to proper lengths,

and stained or dyed, intended to be made into

knife handles, are held to be dutiable at 30 per

cent, ad valorem, under paragraph 399, for all

manufactures of horn not specially enumer-

ated or provided for.
* * * *

Shell money bags or purses, being

small fancy bags or reticules made of shell,

cotton and silk, and intended for use by ladies

as purses or recepatcles for money and other

valuables, are dutiable at 35 per cent, ad

valorem under paragraph 410, for card cases,

pocketbooks, snuff bo.xes, and similar articles

of whatever material composed,' &c.
* * * *

So-called " flitters," used in the manu-
facture or decoration of wall-paper, window-l

shades, &c., as a substitute for bronze-powderj

are dutiable by assimilation to bronze-powderj

under paragraph 196.
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The daily papers announce the death

of Horace Taylor, but the deceased—an esti-

mable gentleman, I believe, is not the well-

known and respected John street paper dealer,

who, although he had a sunstroke last year, is

in good health. * .j^ * *

Somebody tells me that a dinner is on

the tabula (I had almost said tapis, but I hope

that it will not go so far,) to-night. I am even

told that if I behave myself I can attend.

Well, I think that I'll go. Perhaps say suthin'

about it next week.
* * * *

Charles C. Overton is the publisher of

The Brighton Journal, of which the first num-

ber has just been issued. It is to be a weekly

publicatio'n, devoted to seaside matters. The

Journal presents a handsome typographical

appearance, and is printed on tinted paper. It

is full of interesting selected matter, and

shows a good advertising patronage. Mr.

Overton, it may be remarked, is a brother of

R. H. Overton, the well-known paper stock

broker.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C. asks : Where may Government parchment legal cap

be obtained ?

Ans.—The brand is owned by Boorum &
Pease, 28 Reade street, New York, but, be-

cause of the difficulty of making it uniform, it

is not now manufactured. Boorum & Pease

have on hand a moderate quantity of some

sizes of " Government parchment," of which

they will send samples, if desired. We don't

know of any other house which has a stock

of it.

F. lately inquired for address of Benton Manufacturing

Company.

Ans.—We have secured it. Office, 171

Broadway, room 21 ; factory, 291 West

Eleventh street. We thank our informant.

M. S. asks if buffalo-horn can be had in sheets about

1-16 inch thick?

Ans.—E. S. Kuh, 67 Pearl street. New York,

can supply you; also Bock & Co., 61 Pearl

street. New York.

The Booksellers and Stationers'
Provident Association.

At the last meeting of the Board of

Trustees the following named applicants were

elected to membership :

John R. Anderson, New
York.

J. W. Carroll, Jr., New
York.

J. H. Chilver, New York.

J. F. Clouan, New York.

W. O. Davie, Cincinnati.

David L. Davis, Brook-

lyn.

Joseph F. Day, New York.

R. M. Donaldson, New
York.

J. P. Flersheim, Chicago.

J. A. HoLDEN, Secretary.

G. F. Finn, New York.

W. G. Hall, New York.

CM. Hartt, New York.

C. K. Locking, New York.

Thos. Mulroney, Chicago.

R. J. Palmer, New York.

J. H- Rooney, New York.

C. F. Walter, New York.

C. E. Wentworth, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

C. Wildermann, New
York.

Miss Greatorex, whose talents as a painter

of flowers are fully recognized, has recently

completed a study of chrysanthemums for L.

Prang, as companion to the hollyhocks which

he purchased after the last Water-color Ex-

hibition. They are specially adapted for stud-

ies for advanced students.

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existmg mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale ; and Real, a mort-

gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.

A. Anderson $3i70o

D. Brown 4°°

Thomas Jones 150

Smith & Payne 600

Edwin Ives 279

A. Lehman (B. S.) 8,000

Charles Neal. 1,500

D. J. Sadlier(R.) 4.786

J. St. Clair (R.) 475

EASTERN STATES.
O. W. Ennis, Boston, Mass. (subject to prior,

mortgage of $100) 50

Nathan H- Twist, Lynn, Mass 90

Arthur M. Hodge, Providence, R. 1 200

Clarence E. Woodbury & Co., Boston, Mass.

(subject to prior mortgage) 2,293

C. F. Denison, Providence, R. 1 150

W. T. Lewis, Providence, R.I. (Real)

William Scott, Burlington, Vt ." 500

MIDDLE STATES.
H. D. Earl& Co., Driftwood, Pa. (Real) 855

Mrs. C. B. Gould, Emporium, Pa., Cameron

County Press (Real) i,ooo

T. A. Appleby, Mount Vernon, Pa 422

Wilmer H. Johnson, North Wales (Pa.) Record.

.

65

Henry G. Righter (Righter & Gibson), Philadel-

phia, Pa 500

M. E. Doyle, Shenandoah (Pa.) News 100

Michael McGarry, Trenton, N. J. (Real) 1,500

C. M. Duncan (Duncan & West), Chambersburg,

Pa., Herald and Democrat 228

WESTERN STATES.
Partridge Brothers, Waukegah, 111. (Real) (R.).. 3,000

W. H. Sloan, Cincinnati, Ohio (R.) 2,000

J. W. Ragsdale, Healdsburgh (Cal.) Russian

River Flag 1,500

Mofiitt & Burke, Oakland, Cal 2,000

E. H. Black, San Francisco, Cal. (Real) 2,000

J. B. Bruner, Loveland, Col 350

H. P. Craft, Loveland, Col. (T. D.) 700

M. G. Wadsworth, Auburn, 111. (Real) 1,196

J. F. Clarke, Marseilles, 111. (T. D.) 10,000

Perry Engle, Newton, la 175

George G. Meyers, Cincinnati, Ohio (Real) 340

F. Burmeister & Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (B. S.). .

.

500

SOUTHERN STATES.
Tensfield & Kuhn, St. Louis, Mo 1,369

A. McDonough, Baltimore, Md. (B. S.) 1,450

LIENS RELEASED.
G. W. Gelwicks (G. W. Gelwicks & Co.), Oak-

land, Cal

Henry B. May, of Lee, Mass., who was

missing nearly four weeks, has been found.

His father, S. S. May, and his brother, S. S.

May, . Jr. , were telegraphed to from Phila-

delphia on Thursday evening of last week to

go on there from here, which they did, and

they telegraphed on Friday that they would

return with the missing man on Saturday.

He reached home late Saturday night. There

were 300 people at the depot to welcome the

lost man and guns were fired and whistles

blown in honor of his coming. Many went

over to his residence and he was called out and

made a little speech.
^ » »

It has been decided by the authorities

at the Indian Museum, South Kensington,

London, to put up, in a place where it can be

conveniently read, Dr. Leitner's key to shawl-

writing, as furnishing some clew to the full

meaning of the shawls shown in that exhibi-

tion. Dr. Leitner was the discoverer in 1872

of the secret Of the language of the weavers of

Cashmere, and he has described the numerals

and names of colors used in the manufacture

of shawls at some length. The subject is of

considerable interest in connection with the

decay of what used to be one of the most flour-

ishing industries in northwestern India.

Office of The American Stationer,
|

Wednesday, May 21, 1884. )

TJIE MONEY MAJtKET.—The money market

has reflected an improved condition of financial affairs,

returning confidence, and a steadier as well as healthier

tone, with the tendency toward greater ease and lower

rates for call loans, which have been made mostly at 6

per cent., but at the close money was offered at 2 per

cent, on stock collateral. Time loans nominally quoted

4®5K per cent. Commercial paper quoted s@6l4 r<^r

cent, discount. The stock market is gradually recover-

ing from the effects of last week's gale, and ,''.'.'..hough

prices still show considerable irregular'.j
, with frequent

fluctuation, a much healthier tone' prevails and a good

deal of substantial buying is reported of both stocks and

bonds by parties who have long kept away from Wall

street, as well as upon foreign account. Government
bonds advanced early in the week, but left off yesterday

a fraction lower. Railroad bonds have been in fair de-

mand, but prices have shown considerable irregularity.

Foreign exchange was firmer, until about the close,

when it was weak and lower, and actual business was
transacted at lower rates. Commercial bills are still

scarce.

TSE PAPER MARKET.—The past week has

been characterized by no greater activity in paper than

was recorded for several weeks which preceded it. Deal-

ers' and consumers' wants do not increase, and the pro-

duction of all grades continues to be more than sufflcient

to supply e-xisting requirements, yet prices throughout

appear to hold to the same steady line of values which
have been a prominent feature for some time past.

General trade is still more or less under the severe test

to which the financial difficulties in Wall street sub-

jected it last week. It is scarcely to be expected that

the effects of such a shock as was then experienced

would be easily overcome, and although the e.xperience

of the past few days amply demonstrates that the com-
mercial and industrial interests of the country have not

been seriously affected thereby, it will take some little

time for lost confidence to be entirely regained and for

the reaction, which will in all probability follow, to be-

come thoroughly established. The first indications of

a rising temperature are apparent, but it must not be

forgotten that the mercury of finance has been very

much depressed, and a great deal of lost ground will

have to be recovered before the position occupied two
weeks ago is reached. It is very likely that for several

weeks to come the movement in every department of

trade will be even slower than it was before, and even

the ordinary operations of business are likely to be

characterized by what under other circumstances would
be considered over-caution.

THE STATIONERYMARKET.—The general

quietude which characterizes trade at this season is only

a continuation of the depression which has been so no-

ticeable in all lines of business since the first of the year.

But the dullness is due more to natural causes than an

unhealthy state of the market. That the trade gener-

ally so regard it is shown by the preparations which are

being made for the fall season. Manufacturers have in

preparation large lines of new goods and a remarkable

degree of confidence is shown all around. The new
goods for the holiday season, such as birthday, Christ-

mas and New Year cards will be of unsurpassed beauty

and richness, nor will there be any diminution in pro-

duction in comparison with other seasons. The toy

trade shows a fair degree of activity, but it is mostly

due to re-orders, the bulk of the business having been

done. There is a steady movement in fine stationery

and a few dealers are very busy, but trade as a general

rule is unevenly divided, the demand being for strictly

fancy goods, standard goods being hard to sell. There
is no particular activity in school stationery, but busi-

ness is fair, while the school-book trade is dull.
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^ HH m ^ — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—
Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold BooksLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. BiT^irW****W*Wli TWWH^hr
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

COKKESPONDEKCE SOLICITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

CHADW1CK& MILLER,
323 Pesirl Street,

•"• • ^ :'''\i"J J

••• vv.::.'.:-.'
,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF® LACE
^^ -^

J^^Send for Catalogue,

(FORMERLY JANBNTZEY A CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLB MANUPACTUREKS OF THE-

1 PATENTED * PAPIER ^ MACHE ^ PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barlio-

tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; TVax Flower Materials: I U G Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Kepousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials ; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
(5^-2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ^-^

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated I.eonIiardi Dresden Alizarin

SiM Writing and Copying Inks.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LollDried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER* STAMPS.
BEQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4M> X 2% in., 50c. each. No. 2. 6>4 x 3>^ in., $1.

AVholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WALLACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

R. A. ROGERS k CO.,

3D.A.-X-T03Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

u uffiy ui * kt Mliljillrltl
— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPUIiLT SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL.

AND-

AU persons are cautioned against selling unstamped Wood Lever Clips.

They infringe our Patent.

VANHOEIJI'S LETTEE PILES AND OLTPS HAVE lEQN LEVEKS.

I^miimr Olips and ^ill Mlas,
Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note, Letter. Cap. With and without

Pins. The Springs Never Grow Weat.

YANHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leaves of each paper in consecutive order. 18, 21, 24, 37, 30, 33, 36 in.

^PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. g»

la&r- For Sale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOGLOM, Uanf'r, 239 Greenwich Street, New York.

Eyeleting Machines.
E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.

J. L. nyEciasTTOSH:,

lnit)erini,*Papi,^Perforatlni,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated
Eyelets of every description inserted.

steexj ^Ei<r CO.

Popular Nob. : 0,*1,''2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 &l07Nortli Fifth Si, Phildelphia, Pa.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
182 BROADWAY, NEW TOBF.
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SOLE AGENTS IN AMERICA FOR THE S4.LE OF

"J. A. P." FANCY STRIPED WRAPPING PAPER,
A Novelty which sells largely to the Dry Goods, Notions, Millinery and Druggists Trade, also to

Paper Bag and Envelope Maimers. Importers and sole agents for the celebrated ALL
LINEN "PERFECTION" GLAZED COPYING PAPERS.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS, LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
57 Shoe Lane & 48 Farringdon St., E. C, London, Eng. 39 X>ey S?itreet, r»fe^w York.

m ôIB & ^/

—<..-^ OFFER, ^.o—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LO¥EK PEIOES THAN SHOE GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OPFEKED.

' Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOB

PI.AIN, FANCY
AND

OKNAMENTAL
I.£TT£BIN6.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Worli and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- / n JL U^^cA, -M»l<^c "^ X.:..^L ^-.,^>s^ ^ A special Ink is also
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I ^j TF VVl-vKW VUVt>«-,

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 "
put up in sets containing j ' ^
one of each kind and one j O s

TB

3, \ iu-cfv -KH^.

4 f " "
manufactured in six
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.each of Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.

^^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I). WHITMOBE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 46 Beekman and 166 WiUiam Sts., NEW ¥OBK.

|0SEPHn>LL011*S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and stiU) Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists <tc., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New TorL HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLUNS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-DISESTABLISHED 1814. «Si^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOa. ds 103 ^TO-ane Street, It^Te^wr "SToxls,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For Bookbinders, Pooketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RUSSIA. LEA-THEK, CHAMOIS, AM3i:itICA.]V RUSSIA.— No. 18 H\oY\ Street, Boston, Mass.

—

THE LOCKWOOD PRESS.

Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner given by Howard Lock-

wood to the members of his staff was enjoyed

at the Lotos Club on Wednesday evening.

The special guests of the occasion were : Geo.

L. Pease, President Stationers' Board of Trade;

B. Richardson, Vice-President Silk Association

of America; D. P. Crocker, Treasurer Ameri-

can Paper Manufacturers' Association; Alfred

Selman, of the American Watch Company;

W. H. Forman, editor of The Manhattan

Magazine; S. C. Force, of L & C. Moore &
Co. ; Francis Spies, Consul for Ecuador, and

Edward C. Anderson, of Anderson & Stanton,

and Col. Henry C. Lockwood. About thirty

in all sat down to the table.

The dinner was handsomely served, and

flowers made a beautiful adjunct to the table.

Following is the
MENU.

Little Neck Clams.

POTAGES.

Purde d'Artichauts ^ la Gascogne.

Consomm^ de Volaille i la Printanifere.

HORS d'cEUVKRS.

Radis. Varies. Olives.

POISSON.

Saumon, Sauce Normande.

Concombres. Pommes de Terre, au natural.

RELEVES.

Quartier d'Agneau du Printemps, Sauce Menthe.

Petits Pois Nouveaux.

ENTREE.

Ris de Veau en Caisses aux Truffes du Perigord.

ENTREMET.

Asperges en Branches, Sauce Hollandaise.

PONCHE AU BENEDICTINE.

ROTI.
Plover sur Canapes. Salade de Laitue.

Fromage.

Cremes Varies.

GLACES.

Praises. Fruits et Gateaux.

CaK Noir.

VINS.

Chablis. Amontillado. Liebfraurailch.

Chambertin. Pommery-Sec.

After the coffee, Mr. Lockwood pleasantly

recurred to the fact that this was the annual

symposium. He said that at the last preced-

ing gathering he had adverted to the fact that

no new journal had been added to the list of

publications of the Lockwood Press ; but on

this occasion he was called on to say that an-

other paper had joined the existing fraternity,

and that it represented the most extensive

mercantile and industrial interest of the coun-

try—the textile industry. But in bringing this

forward the first fruits of the Lockwood Press

had not been forgotten, and having present a

member of the paper trade and a prominent

manufacturer, he gave the following toast :

Paper : The waterleaf of civilization
; its

varied uses and diverse applications proclaim

it the most important outcome of industrial

production :

Calling upon Mr. Crocker to respond, that

gentlemen said :

" I can assure you that I arise with great

diffidence, knowing that most of you are en-

gaged in literary life. I feel quite like getting
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under the table, and I wish that I could get

under the table. I have done my part toward

it, and I can only regret that I have not yet

gone so far as to attain that position. I was

here a year ago, and had the pleasure of meet-

ing you, and cannot say that I regret it, al-

though I have heard a great deal about it, and

what I said on that occasion, since. Our host

seems to expect that I am a sort of gas-bag,

and ready to get off anything at a moment's

notice. A friend whom I met on the cars

coming here told me that he had only a little

while before left my brother's office, where he

had taken up a copy of the Paper Tj-adc Jour-

nal in which he had read a speech made by

me a year ago. This is certainly compli-

mentary to the Paper Trade Journal, and indi-

cates that it is so much appreciated that it is

kept. I have had a square meal. In the pres-

ent state of the paper-making business, paper

makefs ought to be entitled to one square meal

a year ; but without the assistance of our host,

I am fain to say that I could not have had

even that. You here are ink slingers and I am
a rag grinder ; but I am not ashamed of my
calling."

Mr. Crocker then reviewed briefly the his-

tory of paper making from its earliest incep-

tion, and went on to say that as paper, in the

language of the toast, has been called the

water-leaf of civilization, so he might say that

but for paper, and the immense advances

which have been made, especially of late years,

in the art of paper making, in its processes

and machinery, and in the securing of the

fibres, civilization and literature, the news-

paper, and indeed all of the arts, would

scarcely have made the progress which they

have made, and that this country would not

have advanced as rapidly in industrial art

and material prosperity as it has. With the

introduction of wood as a fibre, we have been

able to cheapen paper. Paper makers now
utilize from 25 to 75 per cent, of wood in their

product—that is, in the commoner grades and

in paper intended for newspapers. The finer

writings are yet a pure rag product. The

paper manufacturers have perfected the art of

paper making to meet the demands of the

printing press. The lightning press would be

useless without the lightning paper machine,

which rolls off, at the rate of over 200 feet a

minute, a continuous web of paper to meet

the demands of the world.

Mr. Lockwood announced as the next toast

:

" The Stationer ; complex in his relations to

the public—commercial, legal and political."

Calling attention to the fact that there was

present the President of the Stationers' Board

of Trade, he invited George L. Pease to re-

spond. Mr. Pease said :

Mr. Lockwoou and Gentlemen of the
Lockwood Press,—You were very kind to in-

vite me to take part in these festivities and as-

sist in celebrating your twelfth anniversary

—

especially so as I have been with you on simi-

lar occasions twice before. Perhaps my friend

Lockwood may have had in mind the old

adage, " Three times and out,"—if so, gentle-

men, I am far on the home-stretch (and I pray

I may not be stretched before I arrive home
to-night). In looking back upon these pleasant

reunions I have been pleased to see the great

interest existing between the different depart-

ments of the Lockwood Press, from the head

down through the whole line—and permit me
to congratulate you all upon the change of your

office lately made—your new quarters are light,

airy and spacious ; large enough to not only

accommodate your present requirements,

but room enough tor the large increase

you are sure to have in the future, if

the present growth is any indication. I

suppose Mr. Lockwood would like me to de-

liver a long, dry speech on National, State or

Trade matters, but I will not, as it does not re-

quire a keen eye to discern that you are full,

chuck-full. [Laughter.] Excuse me, gentle-

men, allow me to finish my sentence—full of

good-humor and good cheer, and not in a state

of mind to receive dry speeches.

If I were so inclined and the situation favor-

able, I should hardly care to undertake the

task, with the eye of Colcmel Colvin resting on

me, as I consider him a great expounder and

authority on all affairs pertaining to National,

State or Trade matters

—

z. regular magician

or hand-organ, capable of grinding out

tunes on any subject, by merely setting

the switch right and turning the crank.

Mr. Lockwood, I will bid adieu to the Colonel,

and will only stop to say to you, that your pub-

lications need no compliments from me, as

they speak for themselves each week as they

are spread before your readers. So I will pass

down the line, raising my hat to " Dandy" and

the " Lounger," and beg of them to be easy

in their reports of these festivities and tell no

secrets that have happened here to-night. The
compositor and pressman need no praise or

word of encouragement from me ; their praise

comes from all readers as their productions

are presented weekly. I will now pass out,

merely giving the employees of the counting-

room a nod, as of late I have but little interest

in that department, having ceased to collect

steam-power bills from them—and only come
in contact with them when they desire to col-

lect an advertising bill. Thanking you, gen-

tlemen, again, for your kind invitation, and

wishing you many years of prosperity, and

those of you that are married and entitled to

same, large families, not excepting Mr. Lock-

wood.

Mr. Lockwood then stated that there was a

member of his staff who usually participated on

occasions of this kind, but who last year was
unable by illness to make himself heard. He
called upon John C. Gallagher, who would

read a poem.

Mr. Gallagher then read a poem which

abounded in hits at different members of the

party present.

Mr. Lockwood referring to the fact that the

development of the American export trade

was daily more and more engrossing the

attention of American manufacturers and mer-

chants, invited Mr. Selman, of the American
Watch Company to make some remarks upon
the " Export Trade."

Mr. Selman said that at the outset he would

express his thanks for that excellent publica-

tion. The American Mail and Export Journal,

which, emanating from the Lockwood Press,

had always given utterance to truthful remarks.

He complimented its editorial management,

its excellent typography, and its general adap-

tability to the use of the American exporter.

He never had any hesitation in trusting to in-

formation gathered from its columns as being

strictly authentic, and it had always been grati-

fying to him to refer to that paper and to abide

by its statements as good and solid. He con-

sidered it an A No. i journal.

As to foreign markets, he desired to say,

from quite an extended experience, that the

people abroad will not readily accept new
manufactures from a new country. In all

markets where competing nations have secured

a foothold the American merchant and ex-

porter is considered as an unlawful intruder,

and his goods are looked upon as illegitimately

on sale, as if he had no right to come in and

contest the field of commerce with the people

of other countries. It was important to satisfy

the foreign buyer, and it was the duty of

American manufacturers to consider the re-

quirements of foreign markets and to endeavor

to meet them. The American manufacturers

-^
FOR

Job * Printers * and * Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, * Cover, t Book * and t ITews t Papers,
1^- DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. SOSMInor Street, Philadelphia.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
iTo. 20 Beelsnaa-Da Street, 3Sre-w^ "STorHs,

":rer.oftrarsirr new - york -- daily <> papers ^^ ""%st" "^^^

Weekly Periodicals, Montlily Magaziues, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.
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had two things to fight against. One of these

is cheap labor, but in this part of the contest

for supremacy he is able to overcome by the

better quality, durability and elegance of his

goods. It was an old axiom that there is
'

' al-

ways room for improvement." Daniel Web-
ster paraphrased it by saying that there is

"always room on top." Americans have in-

variably tried to keep on top, and have been

quite successful in so doing. By means of

very judiciously-edited papers, among which

The American Mail is foremost, this coun-

try has succeeded in impressing foreigners

with the value and usefulness of its products.

Several lines of American goods are eagerly

sought for abroad, and there are others which

could attain equally high favor ; and one rea-

son why American manufactured articles have

not found proper support abroad is because

the American manufacturers have not made

the proper effort. The other difficulty against

which we have to contend is the lack of direct

communication. England is enabled to extend

her commercial conquests by means of innu-

merable steamer lines running to every port

where trade is possible. There is a great ne-

cessity for shipping direct, and should we be
able to obtain the facilities for direct shipment
American manufacturers could save enough ir

the cost of trans-shipment to make it profitable

for them to sell their goods, even if compelled
to pay higher charges for freights.

Mr. Selman thanked the company for its at-

tention, and heartily wished the Lockwood
Press all of the success which it merits.

The next toast was announced as follows :

" Literature and its auxiliary forces as re-

lated to popular education," and Mr. Forman,
editor of the Manhattan Magazine, was asked
to respond.

Mr. Forman, returning thanks, said that he
was a representative of a philanthropic enter-

prise which exists solely for the propagation of

literature and fine printing, and not for filthy

lucre, money not being in his thoughts. His
intercourse with the Lockwood Press was
chiefly in its upstairs department, and he did

not meet Mr. Lockwood so frequently as he did

the superintendent of the printing-office ; but

he generally came in contact with the head of

the Lockwood Press when called upon to give,

his autograph as a reminder that he existed.

He said further that he had been associated for

eleven years with printers. The prayer of

Ajax to the Sun was to give him light. It was
light that he wanted, and it is light which the

printer gives. He had as much respect for the

boy with a soiled check apron, disfigured, per-

haps, with ink-stains, who called upon him
for copy, as for the man who wore the

surplice or the garb of a soldier. He
sometimes felt called upon to ask who
is the greater, the artist to whom we are so

much indebted, or the printer who by his

genius and industry brings out all of the re-

sults of the artist's work. That the educa-

tional power of the artist and printer com-
bined to bring out the best efforts of literary

ability cannot be gainsaid. He hoped that the

Lockwood Press would live long and flourish,

and that the Manhattan would be long asso-

ciated with it.

Mr. Lockwood called upon Mr. Charles K.

Hammitt to respond to the toast, "Trade
Journals—Their relation to the Mercantile and
Manufacturing interests."

Charles K. Hammitt responded to this toast,

following out the line of thought suggested.

[Mr. Hammitt's remarks will appear next
week.

—

Ed.]
Other remarks were made by Col. Henry

C. Lockwood, Edward C. Anderson, and
others, and the party broke up with mental
and physical content.

Foley's Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, 82.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. FaU, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson. Cashier
Continental Bank ; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co.
Nart'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel I). Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. WiUnarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Livingston; George D. Arthur & Co.; H. T. Morgan &
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketehum
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHX FOLEY, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 3 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

M. J. ANDBRSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TKAVELERS. SJSITD FOR PBICi: LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

HO i|

MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, &iC.

Scrap andAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Affents of J. F. KNIPP S CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (p. o. Box 3215), NEW YORK

SCHULTZ TIE ENYELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class iVIatter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope
as it, is furnished with the other end tied according to V. O
requirements.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

12 Cortlandt St., New ITork.

Also Manufacturers of all sizes of PLAIN MANILLA ENVELOPES.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-ioking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4V^x2?4 retail at 50 cents each.
• 6J4x3i4 •' $100

Wholesale, $3and$5perdoz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.,

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended May i6, 1884.

STATIONERS' STAMPING PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-
bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

Ko. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDEJ^LEHS
- IN -

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings .

.

Ink

Lead Pencils.

Slate Pencils.

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals

6

6

164

717

59,i6/i

6,650

7,840

1,626

861

193

16,258

1,221

1,606

$96,080

fHE ElTTTEliOPES and TJff-RITllTa PAPERS
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilitie'^ for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

Contains 300 letters, figures,

&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—a line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
rf nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
hand-printing. Price, »3.50

;

per dozen, •16.00.

For Marking Linen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-
delible Ink for marking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variety of work as this. Price, Sl.OO ; per
dozen, S^.OO. Send for Catalogue of New
and Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL. 92 Fulton St.. N. Y.

mKu iHK wrzua MDnRi

ALWAYSKMl £00USD

f'5£:Lr-SUPPi:/ING;|

i;;
. STAMP PAD.

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
2% X 414, 50 cents : 3 x 6, T5
cents; per doz., 83 and S6.

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, ftc,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,
For the Week Ended May 20, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases .

.

Books, cases.

.

Stationer)'

Totals 7,297

6,551 $1,287

315 17,706

170 4,261

67 9,400

194 10,281

$42,935

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From May 13 to May 20, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 24 ; to Bremen, 7 ; to

British West Indies, 5 ; to United States of Colombia,

9 ; to Nova Scotia, 3 ; to British Australasia, 3 ; to

Venezuela, i ; to Chili, 9 ; to Central America, 3 ; to

Porto Rico, 3.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 1 cs., 20 pkgs.; to British West
Indies, 1,201 rms., 26 pkgs.; to Cuba, 55 cs., 23 pkgs.,

3,900 rms.; to United States of Colombia, 3 cs., 93 pkgs.

;

to Mexico, 100 rms., 36 pkgs.; to Hamburg, 13 cs.; to

Bremen, 28 cs. ; to Venezuela, 28 cs.; to Glasgow, 76

pkgs.; to Dutch West Indies, 3 cs.; to London, 5 cs.; to

New Brunswick, 3 cs.; to British Honduras, 100 rms.

;

to British Australasia, 2 cs.; to Chili, 37 cs.; to Central

America, 38 pkgs.; to Porto Rico, 1,250 rms.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 63 ; to United

States of Colombia, 52 ; to Cuba, 5 ; to British West
Indies, 11 ; to Mexico, 8 ; to Dutch West Indies, 3 ; to

Hamburg, 3 ; to Venezuela, 2 ; to Amsterdam, i ; to

Nova Scotia, 2 ; to Chili, 9 ; to Central America, 5 ; to

Porto Rico, 2.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

287 ; to Brazil, 20 ; to Liverpool, 5 ; to Hamburg, i ; to

Newfoundland, 10 ; to British Honduras, 35 ; to Vene-
zuela, 25 ; to Central America, 7.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Mexico, 8
;

to Venezuela, 5 ; to Cuba, 2 ; to Dutch West Indies, 3 ;

to British Australasia, 19 ; to Chili, 42 ; to United States

of Colombia, 4 ; to Brazil, 19.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Copenhagen, 115; to Hull, 100;

to London, 100 ; to Nova Scotia, 3 ; to British Austra-

lasia, 34 ; to Venezuela, 4 ; to Uruguay, 6.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Amster-

dam, 4 ; to London, 7 ; to British Australasia, i ; to

United States of Colombia, 19.

PRINTED MATTER, cases, to Liverpool, 2 ; to

United States of Colombia, 3.

CHROMOS, LITHOGRAPHS. &c., to Liverpool, 4!

to British Australasia, i; to United States of Colom-

bia, 4.

INK, packages, to Mexico, 4 ; to London, 11 ; to

British Australasia, 19 ; to Venezuela, i ; to Cuba, 15 ;

to United States of Colombia, 8.

ELECTROTYPES, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Trieste, 10; to British

West Indies, 55.

I

Jkl
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PRINTING PRESSES, packages, to Bremen, 2 ; to

Hamburg, 4; to Porto Rico, i

.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Bremen, i ; to Rotter-

dam, 2.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to Liverpool, i ; to

London, 3 ; to United States of Colombia, i.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, i.

RULERS, cases, to Liverpool, i.

ALBUMS, cases, to London, 3.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to London, 6; {o Chili, i.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 4 ; to Brazil, 11.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Porto Rico, i.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From May 13 to May 20, 1884.

Thos. Irwin & Son, Scythia, Liverpool, 2 cs.

M. Bartholomae, by same, 2 cs. hangings.

F. J. Emmerich & Son, Normandi, Havre, 2 cs. hang-

ngs.

Charles Beck, Rugia, Hamburg, s cs. hangings.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, Anchoria, Glasgovir,

4 cs.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., Fulda, Bremen, n cs.

A. Haug & Co., by same, 3 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., Rhynland, Antwerp, 2 cs.

Roth & Lips, by same, 11 cs. colored.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 14 cs.

The Lawrence Manufacturing Company, Britannic,

Liverpool, 5 cs.

G. J. Kraft, City of Montreal, Liverpool, 7 cs.

The Meridan Britannic Company, Oregon, Liverpool,

2 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, Hammonia, Hamburg, 34 cs.

MoUer & Emmerich, by same, i cs. hangings.

E. & H. T. Anthony, Frisia, Hamburg, 6 cs.

Hermann Garthe, by same, 6 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, i cs.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 2 cs.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLBSALK MANDPACTURBaiS OP

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

n°.°fesTr"- TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in
the market, as it adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with GREATER TENACITY. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAi;^. PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
""er gross, $7.50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
icnown. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box1. per gross. $12.

e^- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
liiquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, charg

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYING INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.

Copies a Month after Writing.

USED aV THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

NEW YORE COPYIITG PEESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTDRBRS OP

iFresses

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Haten, 22x24.

OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

gSs^-" <»** "ly New Catalog^ie and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 2U Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York a 9 CO

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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William Radde.

William Radde, senior member of the

firm of William Radde & Sons, importers and

publishers of German books at No. 62 Reade

street, New York, died on Monday at his

home. No. 327 East Fourteenth street. Mr.

Radde was well known in German literary cir-

cles, and was connected with several German
organizations, also the Hahnemann Hospital.

He was also quite a well-known local politi-

cian, having served one term as an Alderman.

The funeral took place on Thursday after-

noon at one o'clock. The services were con-

ducted by Rev. Dr. Edward F. Moldehnke at

the Murray Hill Church, corner of Fortieth

street and Third avenue.

Bog oak, which the chemical action of

the peat water renders perfectly black, is very

rarely obtained in a sound state, and in most

cases the outer portions of the tree or log are

rotten, and useless even for fuel purposes.

When laid up for use, care must be taken that

it is not placed in the open air, lest it may,

from the sun's rays, become open and shat-

tered into chips from end to end. To pre-

serve it, it must be put into some cool place

and left to dry gradually, and when properly

seasoned it must be cut in lengths of from two
to four feet, and these lengths be split again

and the sound parts removed from the un-
sound. It takes from four to six years to sea-

son some specimens, as in many instances the

wood is found at a depth of eight feet and
sometimes ten feet under the surface. The
finish is not quite perfect until the article has
been for some time in use, and the longer, the

finer the article seems to be, no matter whether
used as a personal or table ornament.

Among the prizes offered by the French

Academy of Sciences are several of peculiar

interest to American investigators. In ap-

plied mechanics, for example, there is the

Fourneyron prize, to be given for the best

study, both theoretical and experimental, of

the different methods of transplanting force to

a distance ; also a medal prize, valued at

three thousand francs, to be awarded in 1884,

for a mathematical solution of the problem
"to perfect in some important point the theory

of the application of electricity to the trans-

mission of power." The Borden prize, to be
awarded in 1885, is also a medal of the above
named value, and is offered for a research in-

to the origin of electricity in the atmosphere
and the causes of the great development of

electric phenomena in storm clouds. As usual,

these prizes are open to all nations.
< I »

" To produce a fine imitation of crystal-

lization," writes M. F. Carpenter to the Arti-

san, of Chicago, "place a sheet of tin plate

upon a smooth, level surface; sprinkle tartaric

acid over the sheet, and with a clean cotton

cloth wet in clean water, rub long enough to

cause the moisture from the cloth to adhere to

the plate ; immediately drop muriatic acid,

which has been diluted with one-third water,

over the plate, watching it carefully; as soon
as the crystals have formed to a proper shade,

wash off with clean water. The work can dry
in the shade, without heating, and can be
stained or varnished to please the taste. Avoid
inhaling the fumes while using the acids. The
above plate made up into ware and placed side

by side with the genuine crystallized work will

sell 50 per cent, faster. At least, I find that

the case in my shop."
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NO
PAPER AND ROD PASS INTO END OF FILE TOGETHER.

iSiprings to Wealcen or Pl\xl»"bers to "Wear Out.
JPins or JProngs to I>aniage ttie I*aj>er.
Bent S«i>ring Ko<i to "Warp tlie File.

SANDERSON MFG. CO., 76 <& 78 Fifth Ave., Chicago,

NO
III.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will

_^__^^_ _ lead to the detection of any—^ML ^^^^S^-i^=^SJ'—'''

' ^^^^^-
'

'' -Ll—J person or persons infring-
^«tt

\—Ẑ ,
<_„ j.Bu,! ^^^^^1

.
'^ ing on the word "MO-

HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

IH^DBXEJ) MAPS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUHTRIES IH THE WOULD !

Wholesale and Eetaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., Publishers.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

H. McALLASTER & CO., ea.d
PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.

fapei Gimpaij;
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

IHBEE MILZjS—TOJAJj DAILY PRODUCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

ur

i
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YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR
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FEED'K E. LETEY & CO.
^^_

^^4'

^^Ho. 122 FULTON STREET, NEVV' YORK.-^-
-«-

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile Work as

INSURANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k.,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary.

(It does not Dry on tbe Rollers or Skin in the Fountain.)

^
" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than

any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,

Insurance Policies, &c."

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Pbinters,

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington,

CHAS. J. GARY & CO., . . . . Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati. Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO.,

W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, N Y.

Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.
Detroit.

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
*-
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LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANUFACTURERS OF

-

P3P. P©©k©t B©©kSi Fum
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —n— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

THE*
Sl-OO a,3n.<a. "CTp-w-a-rcis,

ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.
Made of the best materials through-

out, and the only Pen in the \rorld
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid street. New York.

Marcus •WARD-fi'-CQ Limited
•*--

4 TO *THE * TE,-^IDE.
«

WE ARE NOW PREPARING OUR LINE OF

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
>*-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.

THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.SHANNON FILES AND CASES.

CLAGUE, l^EGMAIV, SCHI.ICHX & FIELO.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE; Rochester, N, Y. BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL ^

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched|

by vertical pressure.and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers J

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that foij

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

Proprietor: JOSEPH ARNOLD, Eynslord MiUjs, KEHT, ENGfLAHD*
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CINCINNATI CLIPPINGS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Cincinnati, May 20, 1884.

The winter still hangs on. It must be

a scorcher of a summer that we are going to

have. It will take a great deal of heat to

bring up the average of the year to its normal

temperature. Winter, you know, was cold,

and spring has been nothing else than mild

winter. Perhaps summer will be awfully hot.

What a blessed thing it will be to have these

convenient scapegoats to accuse of causing

the dullness of the times !

By the way, the late financial earthquake in

New York didn't shake Cincinnati. People

heard the rumbling, and that was all. They
did not get frightened. Calamities of that sort

are not as far-reaching in their effects as they

used to be. There is some comfort in that.

I found a Cincinnati manufacturer to-day

who said that his sales were good and collec-

tions easy. He was not a stationer. He
makes wood-working machinery, and adver-

tises in seventy papers. Yesterday he shipped

a lot of machines to Hamburg, Germany.

You see, he advertises, and he is no novice

either in advertising or in manufacturing ma-

chinery. Men who are making wood-working

machines and agricultural implements are

really rushed. This indicates that agricul-

turists and builders are busy everywhere, for

machines and implements made in the Cincin-

nati region go to every part of the country.

Does anybody remember that during the

year 1883 nearly $90,000,000 went out of cir-

culation, for the time, to pay into the United

States Treasury the revenue tax on time-cured

whiskies, the bonded period of three years on

which had expired ? Has anybody forgotten

that during the year 1884 the amount of money
that must, whether or no, be paid into the

United States Treasury to take whisky out of

bond, will be $70,000,000 ?

This comes of overproduction of whiskies.

There is no immediate market for this tax-paid

whisky, because there is two or three years'

surplus of it on hand.

One of the mysteries of this bonded whisky

surplus is that this whisky is owned almost

wholly by others than the distillers—owned by

men scattered from Massachusetts to Texas,

from New Jersey to California, from Florida

to Oregon. It is owned in quantities of from

50 to 500 barrels. These holders have all they

can do to avoid sacrificing it. These facts are

not secrets, but neither are they discoverable

without search, and pretty careful search.

Now, imagine the combined effect of men all

over the country thinking and striving day and

night, to the exclusion in many cases of all

other thoughts and efforts, to save some of

their investments from being sacrificed. Then
imagine that this state of things exists right

after taking millions upon millions out of cir-

culation and putting it away in Uncle Sam's

vaults. Think, too, that all this happens at a

time when there is virtually no export demand
for whisky and other distilled liquors.

But, after all, there is some comfort in the

consequences or results of this dilemma. It

is a fact that the whisky makers have quit

overproducing. It required a good deal of

pinching and squeezing and buffeting (of their

customers, to call this halt. They would, of

course, overproduce so long as they could find

customers to take the stuff off their hands and

put it in bond. But a limit to that time has

been reached, and a halt has been called.

From this time on look for unfavorable influ-

ences of this factor upon the general business

of the country, to be felt less and less until

they disappear.

" The commercial condition of the country

is sound," said a banker last Wednesday, when
the news of the New York explosion was her-

alded over the wires, "and," added he, "the

country will not be affected seriously by all the

explosions of which New York brokers and

speculators are capable."

The trade affords absolutely no news here,

not even of the nature of gossip. I won't utter

their complaints—not in this letter. I can say

that manufacturers and operatives, bookkeep-

ers and salesmen chat and smile, eat and

drink, sleep, wake and work as usual.

Prince William.

EDWARD P08EN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF

'Z^eatkei' Qoodi
OFFENBACH-ONMAIN, (GERMANY),

(e:stabi,ishx:d isss),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No, 4:37 BBOADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Stands, Water luk
I

i lUOO UIUIIUUI IIUIUI lUUU)

&c., &c.,

^&- .., All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C, TATUM k CO.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

KEUFFEL & ESSER,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

"" standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,

PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

SCENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

(^°° Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUB &OLD ANB
BBONZE M£I)ALS for Surveying, Engineering and Drawing Materials,
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c^ MILTON BR.s.DLEV CO.
£PRingfield,m:ass.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Eeference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

• The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE 3IADE,

A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. KURD &. CO.,
MAKUFACTURERS OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

VS BSEIKIVIAN STREET, NEIAT YOKK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEBFINE and FXTRA-SUPERFmE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Fiat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF TPEDOING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Phrimp and White.
" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoisp. Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoisf. Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, CafS and Turquoise.

MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab. Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOL BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to mateh their paper,

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelope?, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

We

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS,

3K

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
^ ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKL,L ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These go da are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANIEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

^

-»-

I^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, <S:c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

*

——i. MADE BY.i——

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

^ I
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard anft Superior

Steel Pens
INCXDDISO THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333, 444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehouse :

Camden, N.J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

BsNUFACTURER OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticator,

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADYERTHING CO.

J. B. CLARKE, Proprletoi-,

115 & 117 Monroe St.. opposite Haverly's Theatre,
— CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers. Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
A c , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Call or write for catalf'gue. Inclose busi-
ness card when] asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will

prevent the above question and
save argument Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Games. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—15c.
The trade supplied. George W.
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

CANFIEIiD «' DIVIDED "(FOR-
merly "Acme") ERASER, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality ; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
RUBBER CO., Middletown, Conn.

"THE BOSTOJf JOBBITTG- HOUSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

«i
-^

f»

°§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books, i^
of- -

,^f^
e,

PUBLISHER,^i^iiiiiEBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

• m.u,ufacturer of-

Copying' PaperM.Eooks.

MANN'S

{Titles Registered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER I, 1883.

TOILET PAPER '^^ Most complete Line in the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, - $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, $3.50
(Pocket Edition).

TVitcli Hazeliae, $14.00

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, - $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

lSf~ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE & SCHERMERHORN, Manufacturers, No.

WHITE'S TAB,
Size 5x7,

$1X i>er Oa.se,

shown in the cut, which we
claim to be the most perfect

Form or Stvle of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very neat

appearance.

46 West Broadway, NEW YORK.

FRANCIS H. LOSS, JR.,
*

Direct Importer^

Artistic Swiss M Carrao.

NOVELTIES FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning

No. 46 3Iurray Street, New York.THE SWISS CHALET.
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ISTE-^AT LIDSTE OIF C-^E,3DS I ^-^^

82 & .84 Beekman St., New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

'•-^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW IEAR CARDS NOW READY.i=S^-
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
, Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School

Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Mairiage Certificates, &c.

AMSTERDAM 1883. AMSTERDAM 1883.

-}• Warranted Best Quality -^
No ZO MAIDEN LANE.N.Y,
." 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON.

ESTABLISHED, 18^8.

LCO()f

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
afty per cent, in the expense.-

' SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper In regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the msichine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while • marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
HANUFACTUBSR OP

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

COUNSELOR-AT-LA\ir.
Special attention given to Patent and Trade-Mark Causei

140 NASSAU STREEr, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

A

Solicitor of United States and Foreign Patents and Trade-Marks
140 NASSAU STKEET, NEW YORK CITT.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents obtained for Inventors on
favorable terms, and in the shortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels protected by registry at the
U. S. Patent Office and in Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted. Opinions on questions of Infnngements
the Validity of Patents, &c., &c.
Peksonal attention throughout is given to each and every case—a matter of no

inconsiderable importance to those who wish stkong claims and specification
CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busluess may be transacted either in person or by mail, and
in every detail is kept inviolably secret and confidential.

JAMES A. WHITNEY. 140 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.
No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.
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AMERICAN EXHIBITION IN LON-
DON.

A movement is on foot to hold an ex-

hibition of American products and manufac-

tures in London early in the year 1885. Gen.

C. B. Norton is at the head of the project,

and has, it is said, secured the co-operation of

a large number of leading American manufac-

turers. It is difficult to say at this time

whether the movement will come to a success-

ful issue, but there is no doubt that an exhi-

bition of American products and manufactures

in London would have a tendency to further

the interests of American exporters by leading

to an increasing demand abroad for goods

handled by them. General Norton, who has

charge of the movement, is a resident of Bos-

ton, where he is well known. He is reputed

to be a man of the highest integrity and ability,

and has previously been connected with sev-

eral exhibitions of the kind, having been sec-

retary of the recent Foreign Exhibition in Bos-

ton, where he is said to have discharged his

duties with credit to himself and profit to the

large number of dealers and producers directly

interested.

The New York Herald, of March 24, of this

year, thus alludes to the proposed American

exhibition in London :

" The idea is a good one, and General Nor-

ton, from his experience in Paris, Philadelphia

and Boston exhibitions, should be a good man
to prosecute it. The fact is that America has

never made a favorable showing at any of the

foreign exhibitions. In London and Paris we
made comparatively light displays, our rail-

roads not exhibiting at all, and in Vienna our

efforts were not commendable, and were ren-

dered abortive by the conduct of the American

department. At Amsterdam last year we were

represented only by a few sewing-machines

and parlor organs. It has been seen, however,

at the Centennial and the Atlanta exhibitions

and at the Fisheries "Exhibition in London, in

1883, that there is almost no department, nat-

ural or artificial, in which America cannot of-

fer an exhibition that shall be generally attrac-

tive. This is particularly the case in the

magnificent show of natural products, which

can be organized by our great railroad trunk

lines, and which would be entirely new to Lon-

don or any other European capital. It is to

be hoped the American exhibition will make a

liberal display in this direction as an encour-

agement to the emigration of the better class

of English farmers, very few of whom have

yet come to this country, and who would bet-

ter themselves by coming, besides being very

desirable citizens."

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MAEKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.

I^OK, S

Secon(l-Han(l*Macliinery,
IN * GOOD * ORDER, * AT * REASONABLE * PRICES.

ONE 25-

ONE 28-

ONE 28-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 37-

ONE 46-

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

SHERIDAN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
LEADER LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
SANBORN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PRINTERS' LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PATENT LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER EUREKA PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
DOOLEY POWER PAPER CUTTER.

. ALSO, A

SPECIAL LOT OF NEW CDTORS,
isroT OUR. o^wisr IvI^k:e.

One 24-Inch Hand Lever. | One 30-Inch Hand Lever.

Two 30-Inch Power.

lOWB,
69 Beekman Street^

|i!^~ Particulars on application. ZVJBW YORIC.

L Lwm FiiFER mm,
A.TiA^IL6, 1MCASSA.CZZX7SSXTS, X7. S. A.

*- Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
4 »- WHICH WILL STAMD THE SEVEEEST TESTS OP EBASUEE AHD SE-WEITlHCt -»

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.
^ Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no flres nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
Bumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
nsurpassed in every rSspect for hoisting in ware,

houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.
SIZES : 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 85 horse-power.

SCHLEICHEH, SCHUMM & CO.
LPHILADEIiPHIA, PA.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treab.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac simileof

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

iimer k yort&ro

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile

Water-marlc in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

c::?^:S= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

->*^ ^^
WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUil NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 ColiifflteAMne, Boston, Mass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CUFF STREET.

Carter, Diitsmore c& Co.

BYRON AVESTON.
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

L.INBN' RBCORD i LiBDGBR PAPBR
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

-^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over al\

^ others from /Ae Cincinnati Industrial Exhihitiony Massachtisetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal ar.d diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Proi;ress American Institute ^ /<5^7, and Medal of
Improvement and Progress, Boston, jSjS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger!
Paper, has a longer 6bre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|

harder and better body, it fraj-s loss in erasure, so that by simply using
'

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is*

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. Itnevercockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

ebeet, EII.A.8E and 31E:tV"RITI3 FOUR TIMTilS on same spot
Each sheet is wateiMnarked with name and date.

Sexid for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 128 Duane Street, eor. Church, New York.
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PARISIAN NOTES.

X [correspondence of the stationer.]

Paris, May 8, 1884.

From Vienna to Paris is a long route

and I was glad to break the journey at various

points in Germany. After leaving Vienna

the road passes through the Austrian Tyrol

and alongside the "beautiful blue Danube,"

making the scenery very attractive. Fortu-

nately for me, there was a sleeping-coach on

the train, so I was enabled to get a good night's

rest. The company which runs these coaches

would be benefited by the infusion of a little

American vim ; those who had to travel over

this route the previous night were deprived of

the use of the sleeping-coach because none

had arrived from Paris that morning.

In the manufacturing districts of Germany,

every effort is being made to suit the Ameri-

can market, and all classes recognize its im-

portance to their welfare. One manufacturer

remarked to me that were the American mar-

ket closed to them, more than one^half of the

artizans of the district would starve.

I must again refer to the question of wages

for the differences in this respect are so ap-

parent as to challenge criticism. Whole fam-

ilies are frequently employed in one factory,

and often have the opportunity of taking the

work to their homes. These latter are not

what we are accustomed to consider a home,

at least not what we have in Philadelphia un-

der that name. As a rule, the family live,

work and eat in the one apartment, and that

one of very limited dimensions ; their food is

of the coarsest and most limited quantity, and

I confess that class bears every evidence of the

life it leads. I need scarcely say that the

wages are low, very low ; in fact, it is a puzzle

to me how they are even able to purchase the

very few necessities that keep body and soul

tAgether. Notwithstanding the boast that

England makes of her free-trade principles,

she is suffering very severely from German

competition, and I am satisfied from what I

have seen and heard that a vote of the English

manufacturing districts would be overwhelm-

ingly in favor of some protection for the home
industries.

Here, in Paris, there are heavy duties on all

goods coming into the city proper, which is

really "tariff for revenue only," although in

some instances the rate is higher even than in

our much-abused tariff. Paper, for example,

pays a tax of four cents per pound, but the

authorities have the wisdom to refund this

when the paper is exported. The stamp tax in

Paris is also very onerous, as stamps must

be applied to every species of document. If

you purchase a ticket at the theatre or opera

with a reserved seat it must have a two-cent

stamp attached to it, for which the purchaser is

expected to pay ; if you put up a notice in the

window that you have apartments to let or

that a boy or assistant is wanted in your shop,

it must bear the two-cent stamp, and so it is in

every department of commerce and finance. I

should think that Paris was quite as expensive

a place to live in as any of the chief American

cities. The municipality spends annually up-

ward of fifty millions of dollars for its expenses,

and then is adding continually to its enormous

debt. Of course the city is very attractive and

is always full of strangers, who spend much
money in the course of their visits, but it

possesses few of the permanent benefits for the

masses that we, in America, are familiar with

—

for example, running water is rarely to be ob-

tained above the ground floor and bath-rooms

in one's house are exceptional luxuries. Can-

dlelight is chiefly provided in sitting and sleep-

ing rooms, for gas is at the enormous figure of

about twenty dollars per thousand feet. The

gas company, I understand, has a monopoly

with the city that cannot be disturbed for years,

and it has the privilege of making its own
prices to consumers.

There is a great deal of taste displayed in

the arrangement of shop windows in all parts

of Paris, and particularly among the station-

ers and fancy goods dealers. Some of the

best shops have the articles marked in plain

figures, which I am satisfied attracts many
buyers ;

there are thousands of people (myself

among the number) who are unwilling to enter

a shop and ask the price of an article that has

pleased their fancy ; but. if it be marked with

the price which is within the purchasing power

of the onlooker a sale is at once effected, and

when the ice is broken the blandishments and

excellent selling powers of a Parisian sales-

man are hard to resist. Most of the shops

here are lined with mirrors on all sides, and

in some instances on the ceiling as well ; it is

surprising to see how very large a small place

can be made to appear and the impression on
an intending buyer is admirable. Space is not

quite so valuable with us as is the case here in

the principal thoroughfares, where the retail

business is transacted, and every resort for the

economical storage of goods has to be adopt-

ed. In the wholesale section of the city I

went through many paper warehouses carry-

ing enormous stocks of finished goods. One
establishment contained over two million

reams of paper, and had not as many square

feet of space as W. F. Murphy's Sons' well-

known building in Philadelphia.

Charles J. Cohen.

BOSTON BITS.

FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT,

Eastern Office Lockwood Press,
250 Devonshire St., Boston, May 20, 188J

The season is fast approaching when a "quiet

dullness" will prevail. Already are the sum-

mer vacations being arranged, and peti-

tions are being circulated among the several

trades, asking that stores be closed at earlier

hours, that a little recreation may gladden the

hearts of the humble employees. What trade

is now doing can be attended to without much
mental strain. This state of business is, of

course, not unlooked for, and while the coming

months of recreation may not prove of imme-

diate profit in the way of cash sales, the trade

will be preparing for the fall business. In

some lines of goods samples have already been

shown, and a large fall trade is confidently ex-

pected in stationers' supplies.

E. G. Thorp, treasurer of the Thorp Manu-
facturing Company, returned last week from a

Western tour, and he is well pleased with the

promising outlook for the fall business. The
Thorp Manufacturing Company is the only

concern in Boston which makes a specialty of

autograph and scrap albums, and in this line of

goods the company are presenting the trade

with novelties that will not be surpassed by

any publisher in the country. Those who
have seen the samples will endorse this state-

ment.

Trade in manifold letter books is good even

at this season. Mr. Hano, of Samuel Hano &
Co., the most extensive manufacturers of mani-
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fold books in the world, is now in the State of

New York, canvassing the trade in the inter-

est of his line. A private communication from

Mt. Hano to his Boston office, says :

'

' Rush

things ahead at the factory ; business is good,

orders are numerous and large, and we must

run the factory to its fullest capacity." Now,
that sounds like business, doesn't it?

The book trade for this season of the year is

very fair, though mostly confined to the lighter

grades of literature. In this line is a new ham-

mock series which Charles H. Whiting, the

Boston book jobber, reports to be having a

very good sale. Mr. Whiting has added to his

catalogue the publications of Henry A. 'Sum-

ner, Chicago publisher, he being the New Eng-

land agent for this Western house. " Beth-

esda," by Barbara Elbon, is still having a very

good sale.

The approach of warm weather appears to

have no wiltering effect upon the Heath Letter

File and Index Company. Its letter files and

cases are meeting with that same steady de-

mand that they always had. Its trade in

filing-boxes alone is assuming large propor-

tions, and the company's facilities are being

constantly increased in order to meet the trade

with business promptness. Wherever the

Heath system of letter-filing is introduced, and

most of the large commercial cities are using

the Heath system, there is a growing demand
for the filing-boxes, and this biranch of the

trade is mostly supplied by the local stationers

who carry a line of these filing boxes in stock.

Each of these filing-boxes has a capacity of 800

to 1,000 letters, and for use in such business

where the correspondence is not large, these

boxes serve the same purpose as the cabinet-

filer, as they are inde.Ked and arranged in the

same manner. The utility of these filing-

boxes, coupled with their cheapness, is gain-

ing many users. Those of the trade having

calls for cheap filing-boxes should acquaint

themselves with the terms offered by the

Heath Letter-File and Index Company.

Mr. Oilman, the ingenious inventor, whose

name is becoming so widely known through-

out the country through his several valuable

inventions for the counting-room, has lately

perfected a new document-holder, for which a

patent is asked. It is the best device of the

kind that has ever been introduced and will

certainly meet with a big demand. As soon as

the patent is allowed, thes"e document-holders

will be presented to the trade and then the

utility and value of the holder will be readily

recognized. Several manufacturers of station-

er's specialties are negotiating with Mr. Gil-

man for the exclusive right of handling the

document-holder, but the article gives promise

of such ready sales that the inventor is in-

clined to handle it himself.

I see that the Hall type-writer is being ex-

tensively used in this section. This is no
doubt due in a measure to the energy of the

parties pushing the business, but the real

merits of the machine itself are doing the

most to make it so popular. The Hall type-

writer is a simple piece of mechanism, but it

does the best of work and is easily operated,

while it is by no means a high priced machine.

Letters written by the Hall type-writer can be

copied in an ordinary copying-book just as well

as if written with a pen, and this fact makes

it the more popular with business men.

The Stationer looks very handsome in its

new dress, and its appearance is favorably

commented upon by its host of admirers in

this section. But what necessitated so sudden

a change of attire ? Methinks I read between

the lines a tale of a night's racket. If that's

the "case" The Stationer, no doubt, got

into " quad," but a night in the " galley " upon

the hard, cold "stone," after a long "chase "

by a " slug," has not marred the beauty of its

"form."
So, I will drink to King Lockardo,

Though I'm only a pensioner.

Long life to him and his merry men,

And to The St-ationer !

So say we all, &c. (Chorus by the trade.)

A. L. D.

DAYTON DASHES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Dayton, Ohio, May 26, 1884.

The Stationer in its new dress is just at

hand. I have only one suggestion to make to

you, and that is to have a new heading. The
old one is not up to the standard of the re-

mainder of the paper. We who live a thou-

sand miles away, and try to make our living

on paper, enjoy the menu set before the Lock-

wood Press in our imagination ; but we do not

want to be selfish. Suppose next time that

you give your correspondents the substantials,

and let the staff of the Lockwood Press browse

on their imagination. One thing sure, it will

never give them the gout.

But to get down to business. While trade

cannot be said to be driving, yet I think that

almost all dealers are busy. Talking to R. S.

Rogers & Co. about the state of trade, they

reported sales for April about 10 per cent,

better than in the same month of 1883. Rey-

nolds & Reynolds report much the same state

of facts. The crop prospects are good—never

better, and when the farmer realizes on his

produce, money will be more plenty.

The bank scare in New York has had the

effect of making our banks very cautious, and

discounts are hard to obtain ; but they say that

they have plenty of money when confidence

gets restored.

Travelers in the stationery line have not

been very plenty of late. Mr. Livingston, of

Weill, Livingston & Co., showed a nice line of

satchels, pocket-books, &c. He says that

everyone wants cheap goods this season.

Mr. Johnson, of Liebenroth, Von Auw &
Co., was here a few days ago, and exhibited

some pretty goods in autographs, scrap-books,

&c. Mr. Ritter, with Koch, Sons & Co., dis-

played their line and was pleased with his

sales. Mr. Thorp, of the Thorp Manufactur-

ing Co., was also here, and had some nice

goods.

I think that the' jobbers will appreciate the

net figures at which their goods are sold this

season. Nearly every small stationer in the

United States had "gotten in," as we say, to

the best discounts, and there was not much
money in the goods.

,
Mr. Wright, with Phil Hake, was also here,

and displayed the eloquence of a Clay in de-

scribing his line.

I hear special complaint among the blank-

book men that cheap books are ruining their

business, and there seems to be some ground

for their complaint.

The cheaply made Manilla books are coming

into general use throughout the West, the users

claiming that they answer every purpose as

well as the higher priced books. I don't know
where consolation can be found. Certainly not

in a blank-book—perhaps they would have bet-

ter success if they would consult Webster's Un-
abridged.

Our city is becoming somewhat noted as a

paper city. There are no less than seven

wholesale paper dealers, which would seem an

over-supply for a place of 40,000 population
;

but the number of houses seem to attract trade

and all seem to be busy.

The paper mills are all hard at work ; but

they say that there is no money in making pa-

per in the Miami Valley.

TORONTO CONTINUATrONS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Toronto, May 23, 1884.

It is not at all improbable that you
would prefer that I should spread my corre-

spondence out a little, and not dump a series of

letters on you all of a heap. Will show two

excuses to offer. One is that I have had

something else on hand, and the other is, that

I have been more than usually lazy. This I

attribute to the enervating effects of our

charming spring weather. Whatever the cause

may be, I have braced myself up for the occa-

sion, and there is no telling now when I may
stop. I might " go on forever," and end in-

gloriously in the waste basket.

I forgot who I ended with in my last, but I

know, from my memorandum, that the next

house in order is the old and widely known firm

of James Campbell & Son, and this is the gist of

what they said to me : Sales for immediate

delivery are not satisfactory, but a very de-

cided feeling prevails that, with a good har-

vest, the year's trade will take a very decided

turn for the better. At present we have eight

travelers on the road between Halifax and

Winnipeg, taking fall orders for books, sta-

tionery, fancy goods and Christmas cards, and

the indications are, from the returns in the

shape of orders they are sending in, that much
better times are not far distant.

My interview with Warwick & Son, whose

trade in their line is second to none in this

city, was much in this wise : Although business

is dull it is scacely more so than usual at this

season of the year. Orders have not yet

come in from their travelers, of whom they

have several just started for the Lower and

Northwest provinces. Books of a better class

are more in demand than of late— a better

kind of binding being looked for, while the

cheap pamphlet novels sell less readily. Their

increase of general business combined with

the government work—for which they have

the contracts for another five years—has ne-

cessitated the purchase of one of Sanborn's

{fiontinued on page 700.)
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[The above cut Is a fac-simile of the wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
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Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ikk or Wear.

P-

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and liOft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berksbire Mills liinen JLiedger, and date,

CARSON & BRO'WN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO..
D-A-LiTOlSr, 3^-A.SS., XJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

. of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red, Cot-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation,

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street
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" Smashers " and one of Thompson's heavy

wire stitchers in addition to lesser require-

ments. They are also putting in a new steam

engine, with much larger power, and a very

fine one too, which signifies that this firm, at

least, does not feel any serious stagnation in

trade. And that they are awake for the future,

which they feel assured warrants all their

efforts to meet it.

Grand & Joy are in their new premises,

which they propose soon to enlarge. Their

business is increasing all the time.

W. B. Blackhall, bookbinder, is one of those

happy individuals, who has an assured busi-

ness, and attends to it.

Now, sir, fortunately for you and for me, I

have exhausted my list, and have run ashore.

Do not imagine that I have exhausted the en-

tire trade in this city also. There are numbers

of others I could mention of good standing, in

a somewhat smaller way, and who, if I were to

visit them, would tell very much the same

story. The statements I have received from

the various firms, I believe to be in the main

correct, and will give a very fair index of the

feeling as to the future, and the condition of

trade in this city just now.

I leave for Montreal, &c., in the morning,

and it is not improbable that I may on my re-

turn have something to say about things and

persons in that city and other places. It all

depends on how I feel when I get back.

It would be out of place altogether to close

this letter, and never a word about the weather.

Well, it is neither cold nor hot. People who
know—these people never die—say we are two

weeks ahead of last year. Perhaps we are.

Anyway, the trees are nearly in full leaf, and

things have a genuine spring look. Let it

come. I have had at all events as much win-

ter with its attendants as I want for the next

six months at any rate.

C. H. McDonald, of the Dennison Manufac-

turing Company, called on me this week, and

reports trade very fair. C. H.

Glycerine and Glue.

A German chemist named Puscher, a

native of Nurenberg, reported to the trades

union of that place that he met with great suc-

cess in using glycerine together with glue.

While generally, after the drying of the glue,

the thing to which it is applied is liable to

break, tear or spring off, if a quantity of gly-

cerine equal to a quarter of the glue be mixed

together, that defect will entirely disappear.

Puscher also made use of this glue for lining

leather, for making globe frames, and for

smoothing parchment and chalk paper. He
also used it for polishing ; mixed wax with the

glycerine is not used. The glycerine has also

some properties in common with india-rubber,

for it will blot out pencil marks from paper so

as to leave no mark whatever. A paste made
of starch, glycerine and gypsum will maintain

its plasticity and adhesiveness longer than any

other cement, and therefore recommends it-

self for cementing chemical instruments and

apparatus used by pharmacists. x

JOHN HOLLAND,
— MANUFACTTJREE OF-

Gold Pens* Pencil Casesf

SFEOI^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylographic Pens.

Mmrrrrn
Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and

Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St., ) nyvrpjiTiTi mi

OFFICE IND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th st.,^^^^^^^^^^^^'

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., Chicago, 111. i WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal. | R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

JPTIFFBD SATIN AWD FLUSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,
-<-.-* FRINGED AND BLANK. «-^

e;]m::bo»se:i> ^ o^^iii>s.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners,
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.

McGlLL'8 PATENT 8USPENDING-RINGS, 8USPENDING-8TAPLES, BRACES& PINS

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

McGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGILL'S PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA*..

Manufacturers. HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS. N.Y. City.

FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PtJBUSHEES OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books
l.ibi:k,a.x< ruscoxjNT to the tr^dii:.

For sale in New York City by Baker, Peatt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co.

;

Francis & Loutrel and John Hulin.

BEST QUALITY
LOW PBICES.

The "LEADER" FILE,
Price, Retail. 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG.
CHICAGO

CO.,

SUB CARD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINQFIELD. MASS.

MANUFACTURED BY THE|

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
14:7 Mulberry Street,

New York,

Importers ofGEEMAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOI.AR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCII. CASES, &c.

Llpman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the "Improved" and the
"Tri Patents."

New, LiPMAN's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. I,. lilPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia

MILLER BROS.
Trade Mark on steel Pens,
Ink Erasers and Pocket
Cutlery guarantees qualitj.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country.

gYEEL PENS Witlistyleandactionsuitedtoeveryhand.
FullassortmentofPensmailedonreceiptol 25 cents.—

$2.00per
gross.
60c. per
quarter
gross.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

EDWARD TODD & CO.

44 ]Qast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

Cor Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which pos-

sess merit free of charge. It is desirable to accompany

descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

COMBINATION ROLL TOP WRITING
DESK.

Fancy writing desks, with roll tops, are

attracting attention. The roll top of these

desks works on the same principle as a large

desk. The accompanying engraving shows a

style of portable roll top desk adapted for a

lady's boudoir. It is I2JS^ inches long, 9

inches wide, and g inches high. The mate-

rial is walnut, nicely finished. The inside

contains a folding desk, together with fancy

ink-stand ; while receptacles are reserved for

stationery, pens, &c.

NEW PATENTS.

No. 297,651. Pen-Holder.—Oliver S. Warner, Akron,

Ohio, assignor of one-half to David E. Warner,

Jamesport, N. Y.

A pen-holder having a grip of the triangular

type and integral with the penstock, one of the

sides of said triangle being convexly curved

and one concavely curved.

No. 297,717. Ruler.—Perez C. Rich, Boston, assigncr

to Charles J. Bailey and Julius M. Clapp, both of

Newton, Mass.

As an improved article of manufacture a ru-j

ler composed of a roller and a bar loosely con-

nected each with the other by links which hold

the pivots for the bar, whereby the ruler may
be used at will with either side of the bar up-

permost, the under side thereof then resting

flat on the paper below it.

No. 297,722. Pencil-Clasp.—Gustavus A. Schlechter,

Reading, Pa.

No. 297,752. Mechanism for Raising the Rollers of

Printing -Presses. — Andrew Campbell, Brooklyn,

assignor to John and Edmund McLoughlin, both of

New York, N. Y.

In a printing-press, the combination, with

the set of form-rollers and the set of distribut-

ing-rollers, each set mounted in movable bear-

ings capable of being moved independently of

the bearings of the other set, of the bearings

and means for simultaneously lifting said

movable bearings to different heights, whereby

the form-rollers are lifted from the form and

the distributing-rollers from the form-rollers.

No. 297,851. Enlarging-Camera.— Thomas C. Roche,

Brooklyn, assignor to E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

New York, N. Y.

In an enlarging-camera adapted to use an

artificial light, the camera-box having a lamp
and reflector chamber in its rear end, con-

structed with a series of interior grooves or

slideways at or near its forward end, adapted

for the reception and adjustment of the

condensing and picture slides, and an open-

ing to the grooves to facilitate the adjust-

ment of the slides, said opening being closed

by a cover or door.

No. 297,856. Self-Inking Hand Stamp and Dater Com-
bined.—Ernst Schmitz, Chicago, 111., assignor to

himself, J. Frank Tenney, and Richard Schmitz,

both of same place.

No. 297,871. Calendar.—Joshua Frost Tannatt, Spring-

field, Mass.

No. 297,905. Paper-File. — Edmund W. Woodruff,
Washington, D. C.

The head and base-boards of a paper-file.

the file-board, and a supporter for the same,

the lower end whereof has a sliding connec-

tion with the base-board, combined with a

brace hinged at its upper end to the file-board

supporter, the lower free end of said brace

bearing on the base-board, and adapted to

clamp and lock the file-board when pushed to

a point on the base-board nearly in line with

the axis of the hinge.

No. 297,936. Paper Slitting and Winding Machine.

—

Horace Inman, Amsterdam, N. Y.

No. 297,979. Dividers. — Rowland Folger, Milford,

Mass.

No. 297,996. School Slate.—William D. Heyer, Eliza-

beth, N. J.

A school slate, in combination with a trans-

parent slate hinged thereto, so as to cover or

uncover a portion of the opaque slate.

No. 297,999. Device for Filing Papers.—John C. Lang,

Boston, Mass.

In a paper file, a follower-board combined

with an elastic guide or base-board, and fric-

tional clamping devices connecting the fol-

lower-board and guide.

No. 298,030. Automatic Electric Copying and Engrav-

ing Machine.—Albert Schmid, Zurich, Switzerland.

No. 298,038. Compasses. — William Stromberg, St.

Louis, Mo.

No. 298,041. Base-Ball.—Thomas P. Taylor, Bridge-

port, Conn.

No. 298,048. Card or Ticket Holder.—Henry Wilson,

Chicago, 111.

No. 298,084. Stylographic Fountain Pen.—John C.

Haring and Charles H. Court, Jersey City, N. J.

In a stylographic fountain pen, a case pro-

vided with a part internally screw-threaded, an

air-tube having an external screw-thread to en-

gage therewith, said air-tube being cut away
in part at its lower end to form a spring, and a

needle arranged to bear against said spring.

No. 298,090. Pen Holder.—Stephen A. Holman, Spen-

cerville, Cal.

No. 298,092. Lithographic Printing Machine.—Emile

Jaeck, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to John M. Fuchs
and Julius C. F. Lang. Patented in Germany May
5, 1883, No. 24,875.

No. 298,096. Eraser-Case.—Louis Krob, Zanesville,

Ohio.

An eraser-case having a sliding side to

which an eraser is attached, and a sliding cover

for one end of the same.

No. 298,117. Machine for Stiching Books with Wire
Staples.—Ernst Preusse, Plagwitz-Leipsic, Saxony,

assignor to Gustav Haunhorst, Leipsic, Germany.

No. 298,124. Blotting Pad.—Edwin A. Scribner, Ridge-

field Park, N. J.

The combination, with two wooden blocks

or pieces, and means for clamping or binding

the same together, of sheets of bibulous paper,

laid on and folded partly around one of said

blocks, and plates or strips of metal laid on

the paper sheets between the blocks.

No. 298,125. Case for Lawn Tennis Implements.

—

George E. Shepard, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to

Hall, Nicoll & Granberry, New York, N. Y.

No. 298,134. Holder for Ornamental and Fly Paper.

—

Vurlin G. Tansey, Louisville, Neb., assignor to him-

self and Truman Hall, same place.

No. 298,147. Inking Mechanism for Printing Machines.

—Geo. Ashley Wilson, Liverpool, County of Lan-
caster, England. *

In inking apparatus for rotary printing me-

chanism, the combination, with the ductor-shaft,

of an eccentric loose upon the shaft and provid-

ed with a projecting pin or clutch-piece, a slid-

ing hand-wheel spHned to the shaft and provid-

ed with a pin or clutch-piece, a carrying-roller

and interposed mechanism for actuating the

carrying-roller from the eccentric of the duc-

tor-shaft.

No. 298,152. Soft-Tie Paper Bag.—James Arkell, Cana-

joharie, N. Y., assignor to Arkell & Smiths, same

place.

A soft-tie paper sack, having both longitudi

nal and transverse flutes or creasings.

No. 298,153. Method of Making Soft-Tie Paper Bags.

—James Arkell, Canajoharie, N. Y., assignor to Ar-

kell & Smiths, same place.

As an improved process or method of manu-

facturing soft-tie paper sacks, subjecting the

paper first to a crimping operation to produce

a series of parallel flutes running in one direc-

tion, and subsequently fluting or crimping the

stock transversely to the first-formed set of

flutes or crimps.

No. 298,164. Feed-Guide for Printing Presses.—John

Blocher, Franklin Grove, assignor of one-half to

Benjamin F. Shaw, Dixon, 111.

The combination, with a platen of a printing

press, of a side-guide adapted to move on the

face of the platen toward the centre and side

thereof, and connected to the gripping-finger

bar of the press by mechanism, whereby said

movement of the guide is rendered automatic.

No. 298,177. Bank Check and Draft.—James K. Cleary,

Washington, D. C. Filed April 6, 1883.

A check, draft or other similar evidence of

value, having imprinted upon it at any con-

venient locality a series of vertical columns of

figures, the first arranged from top to bottom,

from one to nine, indicating units, and the

successive columns to the left of said unit-

column representing multiples of one another

by ten, in the usual order of enumeration,

while each column increases vertically in serial

order, substantially as shown and described,

whereby a given amount may be expressed

and read from left to right in the usual man-

ner.

DESIGNS.

14.991. Back of a Game-Card.—L. Lum Smith, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Term of patent 3% years.

14.992. Christmas-Card. — Robert Sneider, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Term of patent 14 years.

14.993. Envelope.—Robert Sneider, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Term of patent 14 years.

14.994. Stationery-Case.—Joshua F. Tannatt, Spring-

field, Mass. Term of patent 14 years.

TRADE-MARKS.

11,151. Bill or Paper-File Holders and Cases of Shelv3

ving for the same.—Edmund W. Woodruff, Wash
ington, D. C.

"The letters forming the word ' Woodruf

or ' Woodruff's.'
"

11,157. Apparatus for Producing Fac-Simile Copies!

Writings, Drawings and other Delineations.-

F. B. Massey-Mainwaring, 99 Shoe Lane, Count|

of Middlesex, England.

" The representation of a toothed wheel an^

the word ' Cyclostyle.'
"
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LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
Hani 'f

— MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

Sl-OO a,n.d. "CJpT7ra,xd.s,
ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the \rorld
Trlth the flexible air tabe, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price list and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York

Marcus •Ward-S'-Co. umited
-*--

TO * THCE * TE,.i^X)El.
-*

WE ARE NOW PREPARING OUR LINE OF

FOR THE COMING SEASON, WHICH WE THINK WILL EQUAL OUR FORMER SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
>*-

SAMPLES WILL BE READY TO SUBMIT TO THE TRADE EARLY IN JUNE.

SHANNON FILES AND CASES. ™ ^f/K^x^^SgxSr^"^

CI.AGUE, I^EGMAIV, SCHI.ICHX & FIEI.D.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE : Rochester, N. Y. BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

LE PAKE'S nnCILAGE MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
GrloTioester, ^vdCsuss.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-
serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

B^" Will not injure the most delicate colors.

C^UTIOIV. Be^ware of imitations., olaiming to toe " tlxe same tl^in.^" or '.'just as good."
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTINQ PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «e 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
t

IXe^v London, CyorLTi..
MANUFACTUREES OF

DRUM-CYLINDER. STOP-GYLINDER.
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuatole Patented. Improvements.

CHA8. B. MAXSON, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tim AMlc Worn, East Bostoi, Mass.

OHARLES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HTJKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HAMDrOnTTER. ^END FOB CIBCULAB AND PBIOE LIST. ^4I^>-Cu'mR, vitb Stkaji Fixtdbk.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBIiBS
PtJBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia. '

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third,—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth,—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY . PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCntal''gue,eontaininff full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

tmiy^
e I-A c: K

SrxL
L.U I D

I

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NE-W TORK.

TheR.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVEBT DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents

and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Main St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spxing^fi-old., - - i^a-ss.
Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury In
New England & Largest in the V. S,

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotjpers & Stereolipers,

24 and 86 VANDEWATER STREET.

^"Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

TWELFTH YEAE OF PUBLICATION.

IHE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, Lithography, Paper- JUIaking,

and the Auxiliary Trades.

THE NEW 8EKtE« OOMMENCEO JANWARV, 1875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high-class journal, devoted to the Printing

ranhic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-and Graphic Arts, in all their various
rives its information from, and circulates m, all

parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure

the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it m
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress

Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-

buaries, and Literary Men generally.

Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, m wrap-
per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-

vance), 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of

Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.

Post-office orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post Office, High Holborn, of

WYMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,

London, W. C, England.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,
29 & 31 Beekman Street, INe^w York,

MANUFACTURERS OF <§-

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

I^-PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

AMERICAN AND FOBEIGN STATIONERY.

CHARLES J. COHEN,
Envelope Manufacturer,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPBTERIES for the Spring Trade

ENTfiliOFES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, JPencils, Benholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.
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HEATH LETTER FILE i INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Hbath's

Letter Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, Ac, in the most rapid and correct manner, and to REFER
TO THEM AFTER FILING WITHOUT A.1IY DEIAY, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the flies are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

20 BOX LIBRARY FILE.

names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File UNO Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

BRANCH OFFICES F. E. Frothikgham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N.
A. 0. Farley & Co., 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. SINCLE^FILE.

-[-11 p MA 0\/ A on C ni IMTAIM PFM —'^^^ Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir holder. Having no air tubes.
Int. rlr\nVAriU rUUINIrMIN iLINi -wires, springs. &o., which are the great obstacles to the efficient -working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been flnally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the

obi<^ctive points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
gaaranteeri to give satisfaction. |^" Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New Tork.

lheClias.StwwtPap«Co.
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

Kews, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONEKY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to

their wants.

"Wliite, Manilla, Stra-nr and Colored

PAPER-MJOARDS.
SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,

23S Devonshire Street, Bogton,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Kcceipt Books, Numbered and Perforated.
Eyelets of every description inserted.

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & VTANTO\.
162 BROADWAY, NEW TORI-..

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES
* r

00
o
O
a,

^ CO

CD ''i

m >
•z o

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT CO.,
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.

THET%AtMER ART^<^
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

WHICH TVK WIXL CI.OSE OUT BEtOW COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the BAEGAINS we are offering.

L. PRANG & CO., New York.

Is as Good as Two Earned.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED Just the Place ¥ou Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a

reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in l»rioe8 with any one—a subject worthy of

your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-

mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKEBMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.
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^ra^dje Gossip.

All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper

notice.

Joseph Harris, paper-stock dealer, Phila-

delphia, Pa., is dead.

W. S. Boughton, printer, Lawrence, Kan.,

has sold out to P. T. Foley.

The Cincinnati New Publishing Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio, is advertising to close out.

J. L. Keating, dealer in picture frames, &c.,

Corry, Pa. , has been attached by the sheriff on

a claim of $775.

S. C. Whitehead has retired from the firm

of John D. Suter & Co., stationers, &c.,

Lynchburg, Va.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company

has in preparation a new catalogue and price

list, which will be ready for the trade in a short

time.

Sternberg& Mayer, manufacturers of pocket-

books, Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved part-

nership. The business is continued by Gustav

Mayer.

George T. Bisel & Co., dealers in law-books

and blanks, Philadelphia, Pa., have dissolved

partnership. The business is continued by

George T. Bisel.

The assignees of E. Claxton & Co., publish-

ers, booksellers and stationers, Philadelphia,

Pa., have postponed the sale of the stock, &c.,

of the firm advertised for the 27th inst.

F. H. Loss, Jr., is now offering the finest

line of Swiss novelties that has ever been seen

,in this city. It will pay dealers on the look-

out for fresh holiday attractions to communi-

cate with him.

The Silicate Book Slate Company will soon

introduce a novelty in ivorine tablets. It will

have the form of a pocket-book, containing

two leaves of ivorine for memorandum pur-

poses. The pocket-book will also contain a

pocket for small change, postage stamps, &c.,

and a neat, ivory-tipped lead pencil. The

pocket-book will come in two styles of binding

—Russia and ordinary leather. It will be one

of the neatest and handiest memorandum books

in the market. While it will be gotten up in the

best manner, the manufacturer will be prepared

to sell it at the most reasonable price.

The New York News Company is introduc-

ing a combined paper clip, knife, cutter, gum
and ink eraser and graduated scale and rule.

This is a very useful article to have on the

desk. It is nicely nickel-plated, easy of ad-

justment and, altogether, a novelty which the

trade cannot dispense with. The New York
News Company is also offering special bar-

gains in base-ball goods. It keeps in stock

all of the standard makes of bats and balls, and
its arrangements with the manufacturers are

such that it is prepared to sell at the lowest

discounts.

Bigelow & Main, of 76 East Ninth street,

and James Pott & Co., of 12 Astor place, were
elected to membership in the Stationers' Board
of Trade at the last regular meeting of the

board, and the Prang Educational Company,
Boston, Mass.; Anderson School-Book Com-
pany, 66 and 68 Reade street, New York, and
Roberts Brothers, Boston, Mass., were nomi-
nated for membership and will be elected at

the next meeting of the board.

W. E. Jackson has much more commodious
quarters in his new place at the corner of

Thomas street and West Broadway. He car-

ries a full line of staple goods, and is prepared

to sell at the most reasonable prices. Out of

town dealers and others will doubtless find it

to their advantage to place their orders with

him.

The large facilities of the National Publish-

ing Company, Philadelphia, enable the com-
pany to give prompt attention to all orders.

This is a great boon to the trade.

A judgment of $1,034 has been obtained

against Alvah Bushnell, stationer, Philadel-

phia, Pa., and execution has been issued.

The Mississippi Valley News and Publishing

Company, East St. Louis, 111., has been incor-

porated with a capital of $100,000.

C. Munich, gilder and dealer in picture

frames, Hartford, Conn., is asking for an ex-

tension from his creditors.

J. F. Miller, publisher, Piqua, Ohio, has as-

signed to Frank C. Davies. Liabilities, $4,768 ;

assets estimated at $6,000.

Luke J. Rodgers, of the firm of Rodgers &
O'Neill, paper stock dealers, Philadelphia,

Pa., is dead.

A. T. Patrick, bookseller and stationer,

New Tacoma, W. T., has been attached for

F. Newman, publisher of the Democrat,

Crestline, Ohio, has sold out to B. Pope.

C. A. Rothwell, bookseller, &c., Strathroy,

Ont., is dead.

C. B. Thompson, publisher of the Le Roy
Gazette, Le Roy, N. Y., has sold out.

Kaufman & Colby, dealers in book-shelves.

New York city, have dissolved partnership.

Ladd Brothers & Wood, paper manufac-

turers, Skowhegan, Me., are reported insolv-

ent.

Charles A. Barnes, publisher of the Clarion,

Reed City, Mich., has sold out to L. A.

Barker.

The Phoenix Printing Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $3,000.

John D. Shibe, of the firm of J. D. Shibe &
Co., manufacturers of base-balls, &c., Phila-

delphia, Pa., is dead.

The W. E. Riley Printing Company, Louis-

ville, Ky., has been incorporated, with an

authorized capital of $50,000.

Chandler & Burgess, paper-hangers, Bos-

ton, Mass., have dissolved partnership. R.

N. Chandler continues the business.

Neumann & Sato, dealers in Japanese goods,

&c.. New York city, have dissolved partner-

ship. M. E. E. Neumann continues the busi-

ness.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Epstein, Reugosky & Co., paper-stock dealers,

St. Louis, Mo., I. Epstein having withdrawn

from the firm.

Rufus Adams & Co., 167 Broadway, have

taken the sole agency for Bailey's "Victor"
copying presses, which are simple, ornamental

and compact, and adapted to all classes of

business.

A " Short Description of the Egyptian

Obelisks," by Commander Gorringe, published

by R. Worthington, gives a history of the obe-

lisks in general and a particular account of the

one now in Central Park, New York. The
work is fully illustrated, and is offered at a low
price.

"Chambers's Encyclopsedia," new revised

edition, 1884, is out. The articles have under-

gone thorough revision, and have been brought

up to the present date, many of them having

been entirely rewritten. The reissue is thus

virtually a new edition, and represents the

actual state of things. The revision has been

effected under the careful superintendence of

Andrew Findlater, LL.D., who has throughout

taken charge of the work and imparted to it

BLOTTER
150 AT^R^IETI ES.KkjTABLETS

F^OKIEID I]Sr BOXES
100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.)

THE I.A.RGEST AND FIVEST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, including Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White.
Cream, Lin«n, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, \^ovid Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Scateuent and Bill-Keads ; also Blank Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

t^~ Notwitlistaiiding their many advantages, these goods will be found by comparigon to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
other*. All other maaufacturers puD 80 sheets (or less) ia their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will increaie his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVERS A-IL. JBLOTTJER TA-BLIi^T, at lowest prices ever made.

»- SEND FOR PRICE LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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that practical and reliable character which has

rendered it so universally acceptable.

The youma/ Printing and Publishing Com-
pany, Wheeling, W. Va., has assigned to J. R.

Cowden.

F. P. Wormley & Co., stationers, &c., Red
Rock, la., have been succeeded by Eliza

Wormley.

A judgment of $350 has been secured against

J. C. Perry, dealer in wall-paper, &c., San

Francisco, Cal., and execution has been is-

sued.

Louis Snider's Sons, Cincinnati, have a new
and handsomely gotten up catalogue of their

papers, &c. The cover is of very neat tint,

set off with lettering, and rules in carmine.

Chadwick & Miller offer special bargains in

lace paper. They are the only manufacturers

in this country of this class of goods and can

sell far below the price of the imported article.

They supply lace paper in four patterns vary-

ing in size and design. The firm also manu-

factures a large variety of shelf, ceiling or

fly paper, shelf oil-cloth, &c., in new and at-

tractive patterns and it will not be undersold.

H. Cherouny, New York, is the publisher of

a new monthly publication entitled Young

Folks. It contains choice German and Eng-

lish productions in parallel columns. It will

be useful to pupils studying the German and

English languages, as it will furnish them

plenty of entertaining reading matter, and

give them the practice required to master these

languages. The trade are supplied by the

New York News Company.

The new games, "Enchantment," "Magic
Hoops," " Pitch-a-Ring " and " Ring Toss,"

show indications of becoming the most popu-

lar games that have ever been devised. They
are ornamental as well as amusing and in-

structive, and " Enchantment" is a game that

juveniles not only but older persons never

fail to tire of. The manufacturer is the Mil-

ton Bradley Company, of Springfield, Mass.,

and the New York agents are the Wilson Bro-

thers Company. These games are among the

most salable toys a dealer can handle, being

fresh, reasonable in price and of a highly

novel character.

J. H. Bufford's Sons have added two new
designs to their extensive line of folding cards

for bills of fare. The line is especially appro-

priate for hotels and summer resorts, each de-

sign being illustrated with a pretty landscape

scene excellently adapting it to the season.

Stationers everywhere frequently have a de-

mand for these cards, and they would do well

to be prepared to meet it. Messrs. Bufford's

Sons can supply the cards in unlimited quan-

tities. The goods are made of heavy trans-

lucent paper in assorted tints. The new de-

signs are known as H4 and F4.

The June number of Our Little Ottes has

been received. The publisher (Russell Pub-

lishing Company, Boston) seems to be deter-

mined to keep this magazine up to the full

standard of children's enjoyment.

The Boston School Supply Company has

issued a new catalogue of its geographical and

educational works, globes, maps, &c.

An attachment for $goo has been issued

against H. C. Patrick, printer and publisher.

New Tacoma, W. T.

Louder & Moss, manufacturers of paper

boxes, Chicago, 111., have made an assign-

ment to H. S. Dietrich.

Butler & Miles, paper dealers, 23 Beekman
street, carry a very large stock of manilla pa-

pers of all weights, and are prepared to take

orders for all kinds of paper to be made at

short notice.

E. P. Donnell & Co., manufacturers of

bookbinders' machinery, Chicago, have re-

moved their office and salesroom to 158 and

160 S. Clark street, where they claim to have

the largest bookbinders' machinery warehouse

in the country.

Stafford's violet black copying ink will yield

three copies from fresh writings when kept in

press twenty seconds, twenty copies when kept

in press six hours, and one perfect copy three

years after being written with. The Commer-
cial ink is a dark blue writing fluid changing

to jet black, but is not intended as a copying

ink.

One of the most salable articles in the line of

toilet papers is White's tar paper. This comes
with disinfecting and deodorizing cover and is

especially adapted for public use, its chemical

properties making it very valuable for hotel

and factory purposes. The manner in which

it is put up makes it very convenient and eco-

nomical.. The manufacturers are White &
Schermerhorn, whose advertisement appears

in The Stationer. The firm also carries a
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STANDARD ^DOUBLE

BY THE

LeadingPaper
DEALERS

HtssjaofflKED-Bi-
^ America.

H
'

Facsimile of a Bundle of Russell's Blotting. v

Xbe Standard and Best Double Manilla for Tags, Boxes and Drafting. A Full Line of White, Blue, Buff, Pink and Fawn in 40, 60, 80,
100, 130 and 140 I.bs., always on hand.

WILLIAM EUSSELL & SOU, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass. »-^^.
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full line of perforated and unperforated roll

and straw closet papers, with which it can sup-

ply the trade at the lowest market prices. It

is also agent for the Union Cabinet Company's
fixtures for toilet papers. These come in vari-

ous styles and prices.

A bill of complaint has been filed in the

clerk's office of the United States Circuit

Court, at Boston, by R. Hoe & Co., against

the proprietors of the Boston Herald for in-

fringing on Hoe's printing machines, and ask-

ing the court to restrain the defendants from

using the machines during the pendency of

the suits ; also a perpetual injunction restrain-

ing the respondents from further use of the

machines. The bill is returnable in July.

The "Unique" envelope moistener is de-

signed to facilitate the work of moistening the

gummed flaps of envelopes. It consists of a

tin box, provided with a water receptacle and
a channel formed on the lines of an envelope

flap. A wick packing within the channel and
rising to the level of the top of the box is kept

damp, and all that is necessary is to touch the

flap of the envelope to the wicking, and the

Sum is dampened sufficiently for sealing pur-

poses. This is controlled by F. B. Clement,

102 Duane street.

The Toronto office of Clague, Wegman,
Schlicht & Field is doing quite a large busi-

ness on Shannon files and cases. Since John
F. Lash has assumed the management of that

office the business has materially improved,

and Mr. Lash now finds that he has difficulty

in filling his orders. This firm is about to of-

fer to the trade a new board clip, differing

from other clips in the market, in that the

board is a combination of ash and walnut

which will neither split nor warp, and the clip

is of steel, handsomely nickeled.

The Magazine of Art ior June (Cassell & Co.,

Limited) is especially noteworthy as to its con-

tents both as to reading matter and illustra-

tion. Among the articles specially noteworthy

is one on Venetian visiting cards with illustra-

tions of designs dating back to the sixteenth

century. The Forest of Fontainebleau is also

a subject of illustration for an article panegyri-

cal, but not descriptive of its beauties. A dis-

sertation on the Elzevirs and illustrated reviews

of the lives and works of Houdon, the sculptor,

and of the artist Menzel, are also of interest.

Charles D. Myers, stationer, doing busmess
under the style of Myers Brothers, at No. 62

John street, accidentally shot himself in the

abdomen on Tuesday morning last at his resi-

dence in Roselle, N. J. He had gone to his

barn at the time to shoot an animal that was
destroying his poultry. While searching for

the animal about the premises he stumbled
and partially fell. The weapon he had brought
with him was discharged, taking effect in the

abdomen as stated. Mr. Myers' bookkeeper
did not learn of the accident until Wednesday
afternoon, when he hastened to his employer's

bedside. The latest information regarding the

unfortunate man's condition is very unfavor-

able to his recovery, as he is said to be very
low. Mr. Myers is forty-five years of age. In

the latter part of February of this year, in con-

sequence of the failure of Myers Brothers, he

assumed control of the business at No. 62 John
street, under the old style, and was rapidly

building up a prosperous business when the

accident occurred.

Marcus W. Wolf & Co., Baltimore, have
discovered an imitation wrapper of their brand
of " Capitol " writing paper, containing an in-

ferior quality of goods, which the trade are

cautioned against, as the wrapper being copy-

righted the firm proposes to prosecute any one
infringing.

Dager & Cox, whose Eureka Paper Mill at

Bridgeport, Pa., was destroyed by fire last

week, had only just completed a new addition

to it, and had put in new and improved ma-
chinery, all of which was completely ruined.

The boiler in Moore & Wilson's Union Pa-

per Mill, Waterford, N. Y., exploded on Tues-
day night. A fire alarm was sounded, and
the fire department responded. The mill was
running full time.

Edward Dekum & Co., Portland, Ore., have
opened a book and stationery store in the

Council Building. Mr. Dekum was formerly

in charge of the retail department of J. K. Gill

& Co.

Thomas J. Caystile, of the firm of Francisco,

Caystile, Mathews & Otis, publishers of the

Daily Times and Weekly Mirror, Los Angeles,

Cal., is dead.

Sinz & Fansel, lithographers, Cleveland,

Ohio, have dissolved partnership. Charles

Sinz succeeds to the business.

H. A. Croft, publisher of the Express, Fort

Collins, Col., has discontinued the publication

of that paper.

Pierce & Snyder, booksellers, stationers,

&c., Chicago, 111., have been succeeded by

Gerald Pierce & Co.

OBITUARY.

Horace S. Taylor.
Horace S. Taylor, who died suddenly Wed-

nesday of last week, in this city, was formerly a

printer in Springfield, Mass. He was born in

South Hadley, Mass., in 1818, and went to

Springfield about 1844. His office was at first

opposite Court square, and later on Sanford

street. In the former office were printed in

pamgh^Qt form the earliest literary productions

of T. G. Holland, who had just started in the

medfesP^ofession and needed the assistance

which might come from his pen. January i,pen.

1847, Ta^ior printed the first number of the

Bay Sta^^^fWeekly Courier, a literary newspaper
which Dr. Holland began " as a refuge from

uncongenial pills and a still more uncongenial

lack of opportunity for dispensing them." Af-

ter three months, the doctor gave up the pro-

prietorship of the paper to Taylor, but re-

mained its editor for six months, when it died.

After running a^printing-office in Springfield

for ten years, Mr. Taylor sold out to G. W.
Wilson, and removed to New York, where he

continued the printing business, publishing

the Bank Note Reporter for F. P. James & Co.,

brokers, with which firm he became connected

as a partner.

Charles Lynde, for many years a printer in

Boston, and during his last years the proprietor

of a job-printing office on Cornhill, died at his

home in Chelsea, Mass., on Friday, May 23,

aged 47 years and 4 months.

The Theosophicai Society, which was found-

ed about nine years ago, by Madame Bla-

vatsky, and Colonel Olcott as her first minis-

ter, now has upward of one hundred branches

in England and India, and is rapidly expand-

ing. The foundress herself is in one of the

least frequented regions of Central Asia, to
which the higher initiates have retreated as
affording a better field, away from communi-
ties throbbing with physical passions and ma-
terialistic aspirations, for carrying on their
great work. Colonel Olcott is in London on a
special mission.

TRY NONPAREIL PENS
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-^-

Send, fop Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE k CO.,
99 & 101 Williann Street, New York

^S* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.
m tt ^ '—* « >- Sexid for S^aniples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News, 'T^J 'T' ^^ '^T^ J^^ ^^ ^^\
Foster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines- .JT^^ JL. ^^ J^mtr ^3C ^^^ ^^

PAPER warehouse; boston, mass, (o^^-'-^^ V.» (Oorpokation.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, lU.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295

Broadway, N. Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

rOBBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., uoston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 BdM^sJ;., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelpl^s^. ^

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Biwiltord, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y?'^'rlyirr' r

Base-Ball Manufacturers^

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in bames, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 122 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE, THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, HI.

SHRIVER, T., & CO., East 56th St., N. Y.

TATTTM. SAMXTEL a. & CO.. Cincinnati. O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 43 and 45 Lispenard St., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN, HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 536 and 533 Pearl st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.
Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.
WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,

103 Fulton St., N. Y. Clobes.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, Ul., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y*-Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price

Bookbinders' Machinery.
List on application.

•

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,
Grain Tables.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. 0., Harrisburg, Pa.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.
HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y. Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

Bookbinders' Materials. THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 "Rnnd ^t New York

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 WUham st.f N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.
Manifold and Carbon Paper.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y., ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.
Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

Bronzing Machine for Printers and
Lithographers. SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-

ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in

United States. Springfield. Mass.SARGENT Kit'JNZlNG MACHINE CO., 553 Main
8trt-et, WorcH n-r. Ma'iR

Cara Board Manufacturers. Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y. BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting. MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St., N. Y.

BECK, OHARI.F^, fiOfl Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paper.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton

St., ManUla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.HAKE, PHTT.TP, 155 William St., N. Y.

Copying Presses. SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.HUBBARD, H. N.. 318 to 319 E. 22d St. N. Y

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD TBOn WORKP, Iftuffalo. N. V.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copjring Paper, Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinof.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manxifacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.

KING. GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St.. Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WilUam St.. N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufactiu-ers of Toys. Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. .we Broadway. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court. Old Jewry. London. Em.

OM lOOSi
EACH LEAF USED LIKE A PIECE OF SOAP.

Most convenient for travelers, picnics, excursions!
etc. Samples of different kinds.

3 BOOKS OF 40 SHEETS, 50 GENTS:
Show cases with full stock at wholesale

figures, »10— case gratis.

M. KIVAUXH, Sole Agent,
Cards Supplied. B S. William St., New TorhA
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and (2 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVERTISING CARDS AND NOVELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO: 166 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PSTRIE:, Jr.
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. F'R,E:]sroK[ ooFYnsra- iistkis.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Qrinding MiUs, &c.

» THEBLACK&CLAWSONCO.'S

lapmed Ferforator
MADE IN THBEE SIZES:

^^f~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap
plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.,

r Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

^-

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISING THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OF

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, HildEsheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St.. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINSS,
For use with " Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

^^ None Genuine unless Marked on Box :

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY SUSPENSION BINGS."
Staples (3-16, J4. %, and }i in.), per 1000, 30c. list. I

Suspension Rings, - - per 1000, 60c. list.

R. R. WATSON, Sole Agent, 49 Maiden I-ane, N. V.

Marine Glue.

"Liquid marine glue " is a compound
prepared by digesting one part of finely-cut

caoutchouc, during about ten to fourteen days,

with ten parts of oil of turpentine at a very

gentle heat, and under frequent agitation.

This liquid is used for rendering wood,

ropes, tissues, &c., waterproof, by applying

one or more coats.

What is usually known as " Marine Glue,'

without the distinction "liquid" or "solid,"

is prepared by proceeding exactly as stated

above, and then, adding to the solution two

parts of shellac, or better, of asphalt (for very

one part of caoutchouc employed). The mix-

ture is heated in an iron pot until it has be-

come completely homogeneous, and does not

give off volatile vapors. During the heating

the mass must be carefully stirred, and the

temperature should not be allowed to exceed

140° C. (284° F.). It is then poured out into

capsules. For use, one of the latter is heated

on a water-bath until the contents are melted,

when it is transferred to a sand-bath, and cau-

tiously heated to near 140° C. The edges to

be cemented together must be warmed, coated

with a thin layer of the marine glue, and then

firmly stuck together.

—

American Druggist.

The Colored Press.

There are laonew^spapers in the United
States published by colored men. The oldest

established colored paper now in existence is

the Elevator of San Francisco, now in its

eighteenth year. Most of these publications

are of a much later foundation, the larger num-
ber dating back less than five years. Almost

all are weekly, although there are a few which

appear twice a week or once a month. The
usual form is a medium-sized quarto. The
typographical character of the prints corre-

sponds generally with the state of job printing

in their respective localities. These newspa-

pers are published at most of the centres of

population through the border and Southern

States, and a very few creditable ones are pub-

lished in such Northern cities as Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Indianapolis

and Cleveland. A few devote themselves to

religious news and discussions, but nearly all

deal with politics. It is as yet the day of small

beginnings with colored journalism. There

are no daily papers, and no effort is made to

compete with the prosperous daily and weekly

white press in securing news. The circulation

of all these newspapers is also limited, although

one of them, the Baptist organ in Philadelphia,

prints an edition of 10,000 copies. The average

circulation is probably under 1,000. Adver-

tisements are few, and taken at low rates, and

it is doubtful if any of the publications, beyond

a few exceptions, are a source of profit.

-^•^

Parchment paper may be rendered impervi-

ous to oils by steeping in a hot solution of gel-

atine, to which 2^ or 3 per cent, of glycerine

has been added, and drying. To render the

same paper waterproof it is soaked in sulphuret

of carbon, containing in the solution I per

cent, of linseed oil and 4 per cent, of caout-

chouc.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Qoods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, - - - - lo Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, 5IAY 29, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

stationery in this country, in all cases giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

markets and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The
Stationer a thorough and complete e-xponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per
annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 AND 128 DuANE Streets, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office—J. Viennot, General Man-
ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Xlastern Office

—

Joseph Hammitt, General Man-
ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-
ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside
]
5
^^^|^Jf

Circus Building

Elfwing& Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.
Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.
G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.
W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

T H dp Rii<:<:v J Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. n. oecussy

^ the Dutch East Indies.

Jo''"""^- ride^SlA^uS^a. ^"'

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G.Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Camilo Garcia Runtas Arenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.
Josi! A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Cura9oa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

I. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
L J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban. Natal.

Thomas G. Thrum J Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-

\ ands.
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.

Henry W. Hughes !
'^c^iumbja™'"^""''

^""^'^

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the
publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwi.se, are rcnuestcd to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

Our friend and correspondent who has

written us a number of interesting letters

from Europe, presents us this week with

some statements as to the dependence of

European artisans upon this country for

the means of existence. That the infor-

mation thus derived is reliable, no one

who knows the character of the gentle-

man making the statements will doubt,

and we cannot deplore the miserable un-

certainties to which American workmen
would be subject if they had to compete
with foreign trade under like conditions.

The opinion of some people, that we can

adjust ourselves to similar experiences, is

too unpleasant to consider. It is very

much like a promise of starvation for

starvation's sake.

Settling down after the excitement of

breaking banks and failing bankers, peo-

ple seem to be arriving at the comfortable

assurance that no general trouble is to be

expected, and that only those, as a rule,

who most deserved disaster, are to suffer.

There is plainly a reasonable confidence

in trade, but at the same time an equally

reasonable degree of caution. It is not

desirable that business men should forego

the conservatism which they have prac-

tised too soon or all at once, nor ought

they ever to permit themselves to be

swept beyond the bounds of reasonable

prudence ; but at the same time, while it

is better to err on the safe side, it is good

judgment to consider the situation care-

fully, and to take advantage of all favor-

able opportunities that may offer, and for

providing against a possible, if not proba-

ble, enlargement of trade.

A NEW combination has been formed,

this time by the school-book publishers,

and although it may be assumed that self-

interest prompts the action taken, we
think that if properly carried out, the alli-

ance will be of advantage to the public

and to the trade. The facts, as stated to

us, are that a syndicate of school-book

publishers has been organized for mutual

protection against what they call dis-

honest competition. That they have a

realizing sense of such an impediment to

trade is certainly auspicious, and it will

be hoped that it may be kept alive. An
agreement for the purpose assigned has

been drawn, and twenty of the leading

school-book publishers have affixed their

signatures to it. All of the firms promi-

nently engaged in school-book publica-

tion, with the exception of Harper &
Brothers, Porter & Coates, and A. L. Ban-

croft & Co., are in this combination.

It is stated, however, that the arrange-

ment is to govern prices as to discounts

only. ,
Rival publishers have hitherto

been making all sorts of discounts to

stimulate the introduction of their books,

but hereafter no publisher in the syndi-

cate will be permitted to concede a dis-

count of more than 10 per cent., except

to large dealers with whom special con-

tracts have been made. The method of in-

troducing books into schools has also

been changed, and agents will not be per-

mitted to come into personal contact with

school boards and teachers. This is a

good principle, and it cuts off the per-

quisite or special commission business.

Agents will only be authorized to com-
municate with teachers by correspon-

dence. Further than this, a " central

bureau " has been established to correct

all abuses and violations of the agree-

ment, and the introduction of school

books is to be left entirely to the judg-

ment of teachers and school boards as to

the merits of the books. Further than

this, should the officers and teachers of

a school decide to change the text-books,

the publisher whose books are substi-

tuted is to be required to notify the cen-

tral bureau of the change and to recom-

pense the publisher whose books have

been discarded. It is claimed that while

the combination is not in the nature of a

monopoly, it will naturally have the effect

of maintaining prices, the uniform dis-

count having the effect of preventing the

tendency to cut under regular rates. A
heavy penalty is to be imposed on the

publisher who supplants another house

in any way but by the methods provided.

Now, wha,t do the trade think of this ?

ROUNDABOUTS.

By the Trade Lounger.

The "Lounger" looked in at the dinner

last week. I believe that I intimated some-

thing of such a possibility. The menu was

choice, and everything was lovely. Of course,

somebody had to talk at me, but it was done

gracefully, and the hat was so pleasantly

touched that I must acknowledge the compli-

ment and return the salute. When great men
meet, &c. * * * *

The week has not been eventful in a

general trade way. It is with regret, however,

that the trade will learn of the serious accident

to Charles D. Myers, of Myers Brothers.

Your readers will probably get a full account

of it from your columns, and it is hoped that

you shall be able to report favorably on Mr.

Myers' prospects for recovery.

* * * *

Orders are small, but more numerous.

By and by they will be larger. Conversation

with several business men during the past week

elicited expressions of cheerful expectation and

buoyant hopefulness which are very gratifying.

Nobody seems to be disheartened ; there is no

dismay and a good-humored feeling prevails.

Business men are able to whistle, and their

favorite air just now is
'

' Wait till the clouds

roll by." * * * *

An English stationery firm has invented
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what is called an electric pencil. The writer

takes hold of the pencil as he would an ordin-

ary one, merely places it in the usual position,

and, with finger or thumb, touches a small

button, when the lead instantly appears. To
repel, the point has simply to be directed

slightly upward. As the point locks itself both

in and out, it is impossible to disturb it either

while writing or when placed in the pocket.

* * * *

A new design in playing cards has been

brought out. The change occurs in the form

of the court cards, each suit having a card

containing eleven pips or spots and the head

of a knave, a card containing twelve spots or

pips and the head of a queen, and a card con-

taining thirteen spots or pips and the head of

a king, together with characters upon the upper

left-hand margin of each of these cards, as

follows : The first letter of the title of the

court card, a pip of the kind contained on the

card, and a number corresponding with the

number of pips on the card.

* * * *

Another new thing intended for the

use ot lithographers is an apparatus for damp-

ing lithographic surfaces. It consists of a so-

called " condensing atomizer " or apparatus for

distributing upon the surface of a lithographic

stone water in the form of vapor at any tem-

perature and air sufficiently below the dew-

point of the vapor to effect its condensation

and conversion into a cloud of water parti-

cles, which by their propulsion against and

attachment to the printing-surface accomplish

its damping.
* * * *

A new style of note paper is made in

the form of a small square, representing a

lady's hemstitched handkerchief and having

the appearance of linen cambric. It gives the

idea of a person short of writing paper, using

a handkerchief as a substitute.

* * * -Si-

Porcelain and ivorine cards are very at-

tractive this season. They come with em-

bossed gold mottoes for birthday and Christ-

mas cards, suitable for hand-painted decora-

tions, and with or without mounts.
* * * *

There is said to be the liveliest kind of

competition going on in shelf papers. There

are some six manufacturers of this class of

goods in this country, and although under a

proper condition of affairs there would be

room enough for all without treading on each

other's toes, as the case is now certain, dealers

have been trying to monopolize the trade by

cutting down prices. Where formerly the busi-

ness yielded a good profit, it now scarcely

pays the cost of manufacture. The only per-

son who is said to derive any benefit from this

reduction is the retailer. The consumer con-

tinues to pay the price originally asked. The

peculiar feature of the thing is that the manufac-

turers will not combine, and hence are con-

tinually at sword's points.

The Chaplin Paper Mill, owned by Fred. L.

Case, Chaplin, Conn., was burned on May 2i.

Loss, $25,000 ; insurance, $8,000.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

S. Mfg. Co. asks for addresses of manufacturers of

checkers in the United States.

Ans.—The Embossing Company, Albany,

N. Y. ; Milton Bradley Company, Springfield,

Mass. ; Wellington Pressed Ivory Company,

251 Centre street, New York and Seafield

Manufacturing Compady, Broome street. New
York.

J. L. says : Can you tell me what are the number of

yards or fractions of a yard to the pound on i x, 2 x,

3 X and 4 X—36, 40, 44, 48 and 54 inch.

Ans.—We give you the following table :

36 inch. 40 inch. 48 inch. 44 inch. 54 inch.
1 X = 10 ft. Z% ft. 7 ft. 8 2-11 ft. 6% ft.

2 X = 8 ft. 7 ft. 6 ft. 6 6-11 ft. s'A ft.

3 X = 6K ft. 6 ft. 4 4-5 ft. 5 7-22 ft. 4^ Jt.

4 X = 5 ft. 4K ft. 3K ft. 4 i-ii ft. iYi ft.

5 X =» 4 ft. 3K ft. 3 ft. 3 3-11 ft. ^% ft.

M. W. W. & Co. asks for names of manufacturers of

" school companions."

Ans.—Roache Manufacturing Company, 147

Mulberry street. New York ; Eberhard Faber,

New York.

Wright requests addresses of some manufacturers of

papier-mSch^ goods.

Ans.—James Goldsmith, 2 Astor place, New
York ; Knok & Co.

, 324 Washington street.

New York.

W. L. A. asks for addresses of dealers in base-ball

goods.

Ans.—Peck & Snyder, 126 Nassau street.

New York ; A. G. Spaulding & Brothers, 108

Madison street, Chicago
; New York News

Company, 20 Beekman street
; John Wilkin-

son Company, 62 Wabash avenue, Chicago.

R. S. W. asks for address of manfacture or jobber of

lamps illustrated in The Stationer of the 22A

inst.

Ans.—C. F. A. Hinrichs, 29 Park place.

New York.
' -^*

MORTGAGES, ETC.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existing mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale ; and Real, a mort-

gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. A mount.

J. F. Knox $1,500

Frank H. Adams (R.) 540
Charles Hyllested, Jr 6,000

Leve & Alden 40,000

G. McNamara (B. S.) 3,000

J. H. Probst 3,000

EASTERN STATES.
James Cooper, Boston, Mass 100

Alfred Smith, Boston, Mass 250

T. J. Hutchinson & Son, Salem, Mass 2,000

Floyd & Jackson, Boston, Mass., Daily Law Re-
porter 1,000

S. V. Stillings, Boston, Mass., subject to prior. .. 300

MIDDLE STATES.
Ledger Association, Jersey City, N.J 150

Norton & Conklin, Ithaca, N. Y 1,209

H. H. Heckman, Reading, Pa i6g

Eugene Stuart, Williamsport, Pa. (R.) 555

WESTERN STATES.
Charles H. Soules (et ux), Indianopolis, Ind.

(Real) 1,200

Robert J. Silk, Davenport, la 1,100

C. J. Campbell, Columbus, Ohio 979
T. J. White, Portland, Ore 125

William Farrell, Ogden, Utah 1,100

P. Lazarus, Los Angeles, Cal. (Real) 220

James Spanton, San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

King & Co., Boulder, Col 51

W. L. Bales, Denver, Col 1,350

F. Glossop, Chicago, 111 307

George W. Crane & Co., Topeka, Kan 1,000

J. K. Hudson, Topeka, Kan., Daily Capital 500

The W. E. Riley Printing Company, Louisville,

Ky 3,oco

TERRITORIES.
E. T. Wilson, Dayton, W. T., Chronicle (Real). . 150

CANADA.
Thomas A. McLean, Moncton, N. B. (B. S.) 1,000

LIENS RELEASED.
Charles H. Soules, Indianapolis, Ind 600

Max Reder, Boston, Mass 100

George Nightingale, Holyoke, Mass. (Real) 1,500

John V. Stout, Easton, Pa. (Real) 400

J. J. Arakelyan, Boston, Mass goo

E. J. Armstrong, St. John, N. B. (B. S.)

^'*-*-

A hard-working young man with his wits

about him will make money while others will

do nothing but lose it.

Office of The American Stationer,
(^

Wednesday, May 28, 1884. j

TSe MONEY MAMKET.—The money market
has worked with comparative ease during the past

week, and the supply of loanable funds is ample. The
ruling rates for call loans have been 4®5 per cent., al-

though in some instances as low as jj4@2 per cent, has
been paid. Toward the close as high as 6 per cent, was
paid on call by belated borrowers, but the closing rates

were 3@,4 per cent. Time loans nominal. Commercial
paper firm. The stock market has again experienced a
period of feverish activity, and the depressing influences

that were used last week with so much effect in de-
pressing prices has prevailed most of this week, but
near the close a better feeling prevailed in consequence
of the support given by large buyers, and a better feel-

ing was developed and the market left off strong.

Government bonds were Ys lower for all issues. Rail-
road bonds were active and strong and prices show an
important improvement. Foreign exchange has ruled
firmer, the demand for remittance having improved,
with commercial bills scarce and no security bills on
the market.

THE PAPMB MARKET.—Quite in sympathy
with nearly every merchandise market the paper mar-
ket continues to lag in a depressed condition. Produc-
tion is yet carried on at a rate beyond the requirements
of the trade, and the consequence is that supplies in

manufacturers and dealers hands show a steady ac-
cumulation, which is beginning to be both embarrassing
and vexatious to a good many, and there is very little

probability of a halt being called and production cur-
tailed in the least, and the offerings, therefore, as must
be expected, are constantly increasing. The tone of
the general market may be quoted easy ; but prices are
without quotable change, and the prospects for a re-

action from this unsatisfactory condition are not con-
sidered very favorable. An improvement in the mon-
etary situation seems to be generally conceded, and a
more hopeful feeling with respect to the future is some-
what admitted, which, in connection with the prospect
of good crops, ought certainly to be counted as afford-
ing some little encouragement. The fact should not
be lost sight of that the business interests of the coun-
try have been undergoing a severe strain during the
past three weeks, and that so long as it continues there
will be very little disposition to enter into new ven-
tures of any kind, and that in every direction the ten-
dency is to curtail operations of every description with-
in the limits of absolute safety.

THE STATIONERYM IRKET There is no-
thing to indicate a much greater activity in trade than was
noted last week ; but dealers generally are full of hope
and confidence respecting the futuje, and business is

really much more encouraging, for while orders are
smaller they show an increase in number. Dealers are
buying somewhat more readily and show a greater dis-

position to re-order. For staple goods generally this

season is the dullest part of the year, and dealers are
mostly engaged in straightening up affairs, making col-
lections and otherwise preparing for the active fall

trade. The period of dullness which has marked the
opening of the new year has tended to bring trade
down to a more conservative basis. Dealers every-
where are showing a disposition to do business on
sounder principles. The action of school-book publish-
ers in combining to maintain prices, &c., is not calcu-
lated to increase the volume of sales as quickly as if
those in the combination were enabled to offer prices
that would tend to stimulate sales.
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^ HiMi ^ ^ — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—
Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold BooksLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. TBIWW***!*W*Vh H^Wlk^Ml
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

i^mw ^omM oiT'Te

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
|^~Senei for Catalogue.

-^

(forhebly janbntzey a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE—

PATENTED * PAPIER * MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; "Wax Flower Materials ; I. U. G. Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Keponsse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

S^-^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE. =^

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated lieonbardi Dresden Alizarin
Writing and Copying Inks.

le:e, 3j:^^sj!$.
- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDfieJ Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER* STAMPS.
REQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4H. X 2M in., 50c. each. No. 2. 6^ x 3}4 in., $1.
" Wholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special fiRures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. W^ALIiACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned again«t sel ing unstamped Wood Lever Clips.
They inli'inge our Patent.

VANHOKH'S LETTEK TILES AND CLIPS HAVE IRON LEVEES.

sKi^x^ the: bssx.

£i©tt@xr Olips m&& Bill WUmm,
Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter, Cap. With and without

Pins. The Springs Never Grow Wealc.

YANHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
riaces the leaves of each papt-r in consecutive order. 18, 21, 34, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

»iPACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. §»

\3^ For Pale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOatOM, .«anfr, 239 Greenwich Street, New York.

R. A. ROQEES & CO.,

X>-A.-5rT03Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

Hill 41111111$
— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
(Sf- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
KESPECTPUI.I.T SOI.ICITED

— BT —

F. UPTON & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYING INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.

Copies a Montii after Writing.

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
OOUITSELOR-AT-LA'W.

Special aitention given to Patent and ZVad*.
Mark Causes,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof Vnited States andForeign PateiiUl

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Paten-*
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the

jhortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured, Trade-marks and Labels pro
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,

fee, &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance

to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAKEFULLV DRAWN. Business may be transacted either

In person or by mail, and in every detail is kep' in

violably secret and confidential. ,

lAMES A. WHITNEY, i ^5 Nassau St., J>f. Y. Citr
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— roR-

Job * Printers * and *Stationers.

Envelopes, Cards, Tags, Ruled Business Headings,

Flat t Papers, * Cover, * Book t and t Hews t Papers,
ler" DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

THOMftS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented In Europe and Americ.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Ring at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension
Rings, boxed,

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.
Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box

of 600 Rings.

The Trade wUl be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

51 Nassau St., Nkw York.

|^~Por Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

FortheHOME TBADE or EXFOBT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty

E. Gr. XiOOIKIE & OO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

tilazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures.

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

J- L.
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Oc CO.,

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE VERY FINEST QUALITY.

SEND FOK SAnXPIiES. A.XmXm BOOXCBINDSRS' reqxtisxxss.

Queer Postal Statistics.

The young lady that was delighted to

read in the dictionary because the stories were

so short, could add to her pleasures by looking

through the United States official postal guide

and see some peculiarities in the names of the

myriad post-offices. Four of them have each

only two letters ; they are Ok, Oz, Ai and Po.

The lightest town is Pound, in Wise County,

Va. The town that holds the least is Gill, in

Franklin County, Mass. Two hundred and
forty of them commence with Rock, 42 with

Stone, 106 with Sand, 68 with Clay and 15

with Mud ; 135 are Cedar, 124 Pine, 216 Oak,

25 Chestnut, 100 Maple, 36 Locust, 61 Elm, 28

Apple, 38 Hickory, 27 Poplar and 10 Spruce
;

2 are Poor and 106 Rich ; 81 are High and 72

Low; 113 are Big and 106 Little; 100 are

Long and 11 Short; 42 are Upper and 24
Lower

; 600 are New and 42 Old ; 16 are Great

and 3 Small
; 47 are Clear and 15 Muddy

;

13 are Wet and 41 Dry ; 8 are Hot and 38

Cold
; I is Violet, 65 are Blue, 230 Green, 27

Yellow, 42 Orange, 123 Red, 300 White, 105

Black, 36 Gray, 200 Spring, 28 Summer, 39
Fall, 17 Winter.

There are from 500 to 630 each named East,

West, North and South, 117 are Centre or Cen-
tral

; Prairie has 51, Flat 40, and Level 7,

Pleasant 145, Hill 76, Valley 50, River 60,

Bridge 51, Saint 257, Lake 121, Mill 217, Bear

34, Liberty 67, Mount 400, Middle 106, Farm
87, Gold 34, Silver 62, Port and Fort 130 each,

Fair 116, Kings 75, Queens 7, Beaver 62.

Over 100 post-offices have but three letters

to their name, 7 Ada, 6 Ida, Uri, Ayr, &c..

Sugar 43, Honey 12, Ridge 50, Smith 95, Brown
81, Jones 43, Williams 70, Adams 42, John 65,

Fair 116, Fairview 28^ Eden 32, Indian 55,

Glen 135, Union 128, Rose 90, Young 31,

Sweet 24, Square i, Round 36, Ash 83, York

43, Coal 35, Church 24, over 200 Mc or Mac.
Nineteen of the towns, however prosperous,

will always be Owen. People living in Luck,

Wis., or Lucky Ore, have a name signifying

succeed, Zero in Iowa has a frigid sound.
" Energy " and " Clear Grit " will push things,

"You Bet."-

Stamping Ink.

A good ink for rubber stamps may be
prepared thus :

Solid Aniline color parts

.

i6
Boiling-, distill, water go
Glycerin ,

Syrup '..'.'.'.'.'.

3

Dissolve the proper aniline color in boiling

water and add the other ingredients.

It is usual to select either black, blue, or

violet, or red aniline colors. Any dealer in

colors will know what kinds are suitable. They
must be water soluble, of course. Nigrosine,

methyl-blue, Hoffmann's violet, methyl-violet,

and eosin are probably the best for general

use.

A good stamping ink should not dry quickly

upon the pad, but on the other hand, should

dry rapidly when applied by the stamp to

paper.

—

Am. Druggist.
^^-t-*

As for the place you were cast, don't find

fault with that
;
you need not be a horse be-

cause you were born in a stable.
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T© *BTMTlQWmnB ^A,lf

YOUR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR

$1.00 "JnMmna IwIkg'JnIt
^ 3Sra:-A.3SrXJFwA.CTTJItB3D B"sr ^

1-^

FREJI H, LEVEY i CO,

^^No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEV^ YORK.-^-
^*-

This Ink is intended for such classes of Mercantile "Work as

INSURANCE POLICIES, BOOK HEADINGS, k.,
Where HARD PAPER is used, and a QUICK DRYING INK is necessary,

(It does not Dry on tlie Rollers or Skin in tlie Fountain.)

-^

" For the above class of work, this Ink pleases me better than

any I have ever used."

E. D. SLATER, 153 & 155 Fulton St., New York.

"It is the best Ink I have ever used for Book Headings,

Insurance Policies, &c,"

PETER De BAUN, 101 & 103 Fulton St., New York.

Office of WRIGHT & McLEAN,
Artistic Book and Job Peintees.

3 South Gay St., Baltimore, Aug. 20, 1883.

To Messrs. F. H. Levey & Co., New York.

Sirs: Ship us 25 lbs. of "Ins. Policy" Ink. It is the best we
ever got hold of for headings of books to be bound in a hurry.

Yours, &c., WRIGHT & McLEAN.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF OUR INKS, BOTH BLACK AND COLORED, CAN BE HAD FROM

HORACE DODD, Boston.

L. K. KERBAUGH, Philadelphia.

H. L. PELOUZE & SON, . Richmond and Washington.

CHAS. J. CARY & CO., .... Baltimore.

MARDER, LUSE & CO., . . . . Chicago.

F. G. HANCOCK, Atlanta, Ga.

JUL. MEYER, New Orleans, La.

CLARKE & COURTS, .... Galveston, Tex.

LOUIS SNIDER'S SONS, . . . Cincinnati, Ohio.

LEVISON & BLYTHE STATIONERY CO., St. Louis.

G. S. NEWCOMBE, .... Cleveland, Ohio.

E. PERRY, .

GWATKIN & SON,
JOHNSTON & CO.,

E. H. HUTCHINSON,
J. & F. B. GARRETT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
STATE JOURNAL CO
W. T. SEAMAN, .

J. & A. MCMILLAN,
ROBT. ROWELL, .

BARNES BROS., .

Charleston, S. C.

Toronto, Canada.

Harrisburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N.,Y.

Syracuse, NY.
Providence, R. I.

Lincoln, Neb.

Omaha, Neb.

St. John, N. B.

Louisville, Ky.

Detroit.

IF-HEID'IK: si. LE3"^E1~^ Sc CO.,

No. 122 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
-*
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CINCINNATI GOSSIP.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Cincinnati, May 27, 1884.

" Ups " and " downs " in New York
stocks make but little difiference in trade here,

but when there are all "downs " and no "ups "

that does make a difference. People begin to

take an interest in the situation then and ask,

" How many banks in the East hold specula-

tive stocks as collaterals and how much ?

"

Then they reflect, " What if some of these

banks should get ' embarrassed ?
' " But if the

trouble in the East should stop with their mere

"embarrassment" instead of their going to

wreck what need of apprehension by banking

and commercial people in the West ? People

reflect again and reply with other questions

" Has not every Western bank some one or

several Eastern banks as correspondents?"

" If these correspondents should be debtors to

Western banks at the moment of their em-

barrassment would not that to a greater or

less degree embarrass the Western creditor

banks?" The " what of it " in these implied

cases would be the general locking up of

money, taking it out of circulation and com-

municating the bank " embarrassment " to all

classes of business. But the prompt criminal

proceedings in New York against the crooked

ones, who, according to the report by the ex-

aminer, brought on calamity by their own

crookedness, has tended to purify the atmos-

phere and make breathing much easier, even

here in the West. It shows that the trouble

grew out of individual folly and criminality,

and not out of the commercial situation, and

therefore conserves confidence and softens ap-

prehension.

A bright young business man—one who is

alive all over—intensely vital in fact from sole

to crown, remarked to " Prince William " the

other day, " Do you observe how business in

all lines is showing a tendency to concentra-

tion ? Why go through the galaxy of cities

which surround Cincinnati, within a radius of

two hundred miles, and see how few of them

have a book store worthy of the name. Many

of them had better book stores thirty and forty

years ago when they had less than one-third as

great a population as they have at present.

The time was when buyers of books purchased

in these little towns and cities, now they come

to the business centres personally and buy

their books. Outside dealers are limited more

and more to small local sales, which requires

but a light stock, while they order for cus-

tomers books that they have not in stock, if

the customer does not choose to order directly

for himself. I am not saying whether this cen-

tralizing of business is better for the country

or not, I leave that question out entirely, and

speak of the bare fact whicli is so apparent

that every observant man must have noticed

it."

Apropos of this, there is a dry-goods palace

in Cincinnati owned by a stock company which

is capitalized at two million paid in, and this

great establishment in addition to dry goods,

sells boots, shoes, stoves, furniture, trunks,

'harness, hardware, books, stationery, and

within a fortnight since this lightness in the

money market set in, it has gone to lending

money on mortgages on the safest collaterals.

There have been no changes in the book,

stationery, or printing firms here in Cincinnati

during the past week. The News-Journal, a

morning daily, with the Associated Press fran-

chise behind it, will be sold at auction to the

highest bidder next Saturday, by order of the

courts. It has been smothered with the very

multitude of its stockholders. It may not be

the same old News-fournal after its sale, but

it will certainly be a daily paper of some sort,

for it is not likely that its Associated Press

franchise will be permitted to expire.

Business is voted a laggard, lubberly, lazy

fellow here just now by everybody who has

anything to do with him. They expect him to

recover from this " spell " sooner or later. In

fact, manufacturers who have special lines of

their own, which they have built up patiently

by long years of labor, have their hands full

of work even now. Robert Clarke & Co. pub-

lish more legal blanks, and a greater variety

of them, than perhaps any other house in the

nation ; then they have their law publications

and other books, and they are very busy at

the present time. Prince William.

Names of Type Sizes.

So few printers could give a reason

for calling a certain size of type by one of its

recognized names, that we are induced to offer

the following information concerning the origin

of the present designations.

Originally there were seven sizes. The first

was called Prima, whence the name Primer,

but now this sort is termed Two-line Eng-

lish. The second was Secunda, now our

Double Pica ; in France, Great Paragon.

The third was Tertia, at present our Great

Primer. Then there was the middle size

still called in German Mittel, but is now

our English. After these came the three sizes

on the opposite side of the scale—Pica, Long

Primer and Brevier. In Germany the names

Secunda, Tertia, and Mittel are still retained.

Pica in France and Germany is called Cicero,

because the works of that author were origin-

ally printed in it. English printers so styled

it from being the type in which the Ordinal,

or Service Book of the Roman Church, was

originally set. This Ordinal was first called

the Pica, or familiarly the pie.

Bourgeois was so named because it was in-

troduced into the country from France, when

it was originally dedicated to the bourgeoise or

citizen printers of that capital.

Brevier obtained its name from its having

been first used for printing the Breviary or

Roman Catholic abbreviated church service

book.

Nonpareil was so named because on its in-

troduction it had no equal, being the small-

est and finest type produced until that time.

Pearl is of English origin. The French

have a type of the same size which they call

Parisienne. It was a smaller type than non-

pareil, and was thought the pearl of all type.

Diamond is another fancy name given to

what was regarded at the time of its origin as

the ultima thule of letter foundry achievement.

One or two sizes besides have been made
and capriciously designated by their respective

producers. There is no doubt, however, that

the best, because the most scientific and ac-

curate, system of designating types is the

French system—according to " points." Eng-

lish type founders naturally object to, and

hesitate to, adopt an innovation of so revolu-

tionary a character; hence the present time-

honored names are likely to hold their own in

the terminology of the printing office.

—

Print-

er's Circular.

The Art of Sealing a Letter.

There is a great art in sealing a letter,

and the candle, the stick of sealing wax, and a

daintily engraved seal are now requisites of the

fashionable writing table. When the note

and candle are ready, do not begin by thrust-

ing the end of the wax stick into the

flame and conveying it in a flaming splat-

ter of wax to your envelope. Take plenty

of time to do it. First lay the seal right

to your hand, so that the impression may
be square and not wrong side up. Then hold

the wax considerably above the flame of the

candle, not close enough to burn. A burnt

wax makes a brittle, streaky seal, and is hard

to manage. When the wax has gradually

softened, apply it with a circular movement of

the hand upon the note. Rub it well around

and down until you have the proper circle and

of sufficient thickness. Then do not apply the

seal. The wax has cooled so that it would not

take a clear impression. Hold the envelope

some little distance from the flame, then lay it

upon your desk and apply the seal. The re-

sult should be a clear-cut impression.

A wash of one part nitric acid in ten parts of

water will impart a stain resembling mahogany

to pine wood that does not contain much resin.

When the wood is thoroughly dry, shellac var-

nish will impart a fine polish to the surface.

A glaze of carmine or lake will produce a rose-

wood finish. A turpentine extract of alkanet

root produces a beautiful stain which admits of

French polishing. Asphaltum thinned with

turpentine makes an excellent mahogany color

on new wood.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
JS'o. 509 Ch-estn-at Street, P*hiladelpliia, Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no Inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necpssity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4^^x294 retail at 50 cents each.
•• 6^x3^ " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

THESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illumioated

work row required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The

patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO IDE^A^XjEHS
- IN

la?d@pjiiWiltls| fapeii

HE BITVEIiOPES and 'BSTRITIlTa PJLPEB.S

manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are UHSUrpaSSed in quality and Styl©S

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

SUEBER TYPE PRINrmt OUTFIT

<;a\ZBM. euSINE&S HANO PRINTINO

Contains 300 letters, figures.

&c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—a line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
. f nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can he
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and BEST Outfit for

hand-printing. Price, SS.60;
per dozen, 816.00.

For Marking Kiinen, Cards, Books, &c.,
and the amusement and instruction of young
people. Contains 150 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and bottle of best In-

delible Ink for m irking linens. No other
cheap outfit made will do as nice and large a
variPty of work as this. Price. $1.00 ; per
doz»n. S^.OO. Send for Catalogue of New
aud Useful Goods.

R. H. INGERSOLL, 92 Fulton St., It. Y.

RUBBERSTAMP PAD,
(maueiHK wtrzaanmb

ALWAYS ftCAOl fiHVSEl

(SELF-SUPPLYING

STAMP PAD.
lEEHaiwuwsigiBuaBaaHiiiiMRiPWDa

For every user of Rub-
ber Stamps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
andbottleof ink, atasaving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Prices,
29j X i\i, 50 cents : 3 x 6, 75
cents; per doz., 83 and 86.

A New Varnish.

A new varnish has been invented in

France, according to the Oil and Colorman's

Journal, the principal ingredient of which is

entirely distinct from the gums of ordinary

varnish. The base consists of paper treated

with nitro-sulphuric acid and camphor dissolved

in alcohol. The varnish is composed of this

ingredient, with acetic ether, sulphuric ether,

castor-oil, Venetian turpentine, methylated al-

cohol, acetate of amyl and pure crystallizable

acetic acid in definite proportions. The var-

nish is said to have the following properties :

It is unaffected by water and humidity, and

will also resist weak and concentrated acids

and likewise alkalies if contact be not too pro-

longed ; it takes a fine polish.

It can only be applied to surfaces warmed
either by the sun, before the fire, or in an oven

at the temperature of 35 to 45° of Centigrade.

If applied to a cold surface it becomes white,

and the coating is wanting in coherence, and

possesses none of the qualities of the same

varnish applied to a warm surface. Any kind

of brush may be used for applying it. It dries

in two minutes at the outside, so that twenty-

five or thirty coats may be applied per hour.

It may be rendered more flexible, and may
then be applied to cold surfaces, by adding

chrystallizable acetic acid and acetate of amyl.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPEE. BOOKS, &c.,

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended May 23, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers..

Engravings .

.

Ink

Lead Pencils.

Slate Pencils

.

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals....

307 35,029

177 5,888

35 7,828

27 735

20 2,922

I 33

322 13,649

I "5

10 813

901 $67,091

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, ftc,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended May 27, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases .

.

Books, cases .

.

Stationerj'

Totals....

23,568 $4,155

929 8,349

89 z>540

98 6,519

176 10,251

24,860 $31,814

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From May 20 to May 27, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 20 ; to Bremen, 3 ; to

British West Indies, 1 ; to United States of Colombia,

9 ; to Nova Scotia, i ; to British Australasia, 2 ; to Lon-

don, 2 ; to British Guiana, 3 ; to Havre, 6 ; to Mexico,

I ; to Japan, 9 ; to Cuba, 5 ; to Hong Kong, 2.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 36 cs.; to British West Indies,

1,418 rms., 16 pkgs.; to Cuba, 8 cs., 56 pkgs., 15,000

rms.; to United States of Colombia, 92 pkgs., 250 rms.;

to Mexico, 2,000 rms., 687 pkgs., i cs.; to Hamburg, 20

cs.; to Bremen, 3 cs., 13 pkgs.; to Glasgow, 37 pkgs.

;

to London, 28 cs., 5 pkgs.; to British Honduras, 19S

rms.; to Porto Rico, 26 pkgs.; to Antwerp, 2 cs.; to
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Amsterdam, 7; to British Guiana, 20 cs.,5oorms.; to

Brazil, 4,400 rms.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 48 ; to United

States of Colombia, 32 ; to Cuba, 6 ; to British West
Indies, 4 ; to Mexico, 22 ; to Dutch West Indies, i ; to

Hamburg, 18 ; to Nova Scotia, 3 ; to Porto Rico, 2 ; to

Bremen, 5 ; to Christiana, 2 ; to London, 12 ; to British

Australasia, 3 ; to British Guiana, 15 ; to Spanish

Africa, i.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

27 ; to Brazil, 50 ; to Liverpool, 50 ; to Hamburg, 107 ;

to British Honduras, 25 ; to Dutch West Indies, 25 ; to

Mexico, 153 ; to Spanish Africa, 140 ; to Hayti, 52 ; to

French West Indies, 12 ; to United States of Colom-

bia, 87 ; to Cuba, 4 ; to Hong Kong, 10.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, i

;

to British West Indies, 3 ; to United States of Colom-

bia, 17 ; to Bremen, 13 ; to London, 5 ; to Glasgow, i

;

to Porto Rico, 8 ; to Constantinople, 4.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Nova Scotia, 13 ; to Hamburg,

54 ; to Amsterdam, 100 ; to Cuba, 3.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to London,

20 ; to United States of Colombia, 7 ; to Dutch West
Indies, i ; to Amsterdam, i ; to Cuba, 4.

INK, packages, to Mexico, 67 ; to London, 3 ; to

Cuba, 17 ; to United States of Colombia, 13 ; to Dutch

West Indies, 2.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Copenhagen, 2; to

Liverpool, i ; to British West Indies, 1 ; to China, 2 ; to

Rotterdam, 2.

CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 5.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to Liverpool, 4 ; to United

States of Colombia, i.

PAPER BAGS, cases, to Hamburg, 4.

THERMOMETERS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

LETTER FILES, cases, to London, 26.

HAMMOCKS, cases, to Glasgow, 2.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From May 20 to May 27, 1884.

C. H. George, Gallia, Liverpool, i cs. hangings.

G. S. McKibben, by same, 8 cs.

G. Halbert, by same, 3 cs. hangings.

Baker-Pratt Company, Labrador, Havre, 3 cs.

Merchants' Dispatch Company, by same, 4 cs.

F. W. Devoe & Co., Nordland, Antwerp, 3 cs.

Keuffel & Esser, by same, 10 cs.

R. F. Downing & Co., Republic, Liverpool, 4 cs.

C. H. George, Aurania, Liverpool, i cs. hangings.

J. Hyman & Son, Lessing, Hamburg, i cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 9 cs.

Gane Brothers, by same, 7 cs.

May Brothers, C. Margaux, Bordeaux, 5 cs.

Aveny Ponabert & Co., by same, 17' cs.

J. P. Smyth & Co., by same, lo cs. cigarette.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLKSALB MANUFACTURERS OF

SHOE DJRESSINGS AND INKS.

nTtfesTs^r"- TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with greater tenacity. It

"

no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that slicks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and ail household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its nhvbh spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps.

and Brushes (1 doz.- in box),
vr gross, $7 .50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
bruhhes (one dozen in box), per gross. $12.

er- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong testimonials of this Mucilage and
Liquid Glue. For sale by all flrst-claas Stationers.

HEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

manufacturers of

OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

resses

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Neiv Catalogue and Sisconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD. Manufact'crer, 313 to 319 East m Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,

S3

Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York.

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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XT SAS £T0 EQUAL IN ET7B0FE,
AND THE

PRINCIPAL FIRMS ADVERTISE IN ITS PAGES

:) THE (:

Paper Trade Review.
Consists of Sixteen pages, size of this Newspaper.

EVERY THURSDAY, Post Free, $3 a Year

Remit Greenbacks or Post-Office Order. Editor
AND Proprietor W. JOSN STONBILZ,.

PAPER MARKETS :—MiU News—Trade
Gossip—Samples of Paper—Technical

Articles—Record and Illustrations of

New Patents—Descriptions of Factories

—

Letters every week from Paris, Berlin,

"Vienna and other countries—Market Prices

—Gazette.

STATIONERY:—Novelties lUustrated and
Described— Technical Articles— Sta-

tionery in the Provinces— American
Notes—Colonial Reports—Industries of the

Trade—Reviews—Gazette.

PRINTING:—Doings of the Craft—Print-
ing in the Provinces—Colonial Intel-

hgence—Foreign News—Criticisms on

Specimens—New Machinery—Type Speci-

mens—Original Trade Technical Articles

—

Descriptions and Illustrations of British Es-

tablishments—Letters from our Correspond-

ents, and every item of news concerning

the trade during the preceding seven days.

The B. and C. F. and S. has corresponding re-

presentatives in North and South America, Canada,

East and West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tas-

mania, India, China, Japan, Constantinople, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

Spain, Holland, Belgium, and France ; letters from
whom appear periodically.

"The amazing industry and excellent tact of the
conductor, Mr. Stonhill, is apparent even on a super-
ficial glance over its Tpages."—Mackellar, Smitht <t

Jordan (Phila.).

"The recognized organ of the Paper and Printing
Trades."

—

Belfast News-Letter.
" It has features of enterprise unusual to European

Trade journalism."

—

American Stationer.
" The notes upon Trade cover the entire country

and the Colonies."

—

London Figaro.

"There is an American touch about the paper."—
Leigh Chronicle (Eng.).

" In the matter of printing it is perfect."— TF. and
A. K. Johnston (Edinburgh).

"The very best journal of its class that finds its

way to our table."—James D. Whitmore db Co. (N. Y.).

Advertisers wUl see that it is better for them
pay fair charges to a Journal which covers the whole
of the commercial world, than to pay less sums for

advertisements in journals whose circulation is limit-

ed to one country, one town, or possibly one parish.

UNIVERSAL, CIRCULATION.
Address, W. JOHN STONHILL,

IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON, K. O., ENGI^AND.

^A. :Re!"W".a^b,id of $100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word ** MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,
1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER &• HARRISON, •^"''"''pHirADrPHrgA''''"^'

INDEXED MAPS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUITTIIIES IIT THE WORLD

!

Wholesale and Ketaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., Publishers.

148-152 MONROE STRETT. CHICAGO.

H. IcALLASTER & CO.
PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IK

OaMs and ^o^©lti@^,
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special lllus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discoimts to dealers on application.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILrS—TOlAI. J>A.ILY FRODVCT, SO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality,

as any mill in the country.

AMKRICAH MAHUFACTURBS IH KUBOPB>
The undersigned devote their sole attention to the introduction and sale in GKEAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whether patented or otherwise. Printers', Book-Binders' and Stationers'
Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. REFERENCES GIVEN.

LAWEENOE & BAXTEE,
]Vo. 39 I>E>Y SODREE'T,

NE"W YORK.

LAWEENOE BEOTHEES,
No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E. C,

LONDON, ENG.

JOHN E. EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

BLJIME B
•AND-

•*--

Importing and Manufacturing Stationer,
-^K--

-!• b.a.i-iTi:m:ofle:, is^id.i—

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF- BOUNDS MADE.
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RELATION OF TRADE JOURNALS TO
BUSINESS INTERESTS.

At the Lockwood Press Dinner, Charles

K. Hammitt responding to the toast :
" Trade

Journals—Their relation to the Mercantile and

Manufacturing Interests," said :

Trade journals, more or less, intimately conr

cern all present, and, doubtless, all that I can

say in this connection has already been fully

thought over by you. Their existence is in

response to the demands of trade, and should

they cease to exist, they would leave a void

which nothing yet developed could fill.

The duty of trade journals is to point out

defects in systems of trade, and advocate poli-

cies of improvement ; to ferret out and expose

what are commonly known as the tricks of

trade, and by earnest and constant denuncia-

tion to encourage a sentiment of fair dealing
;

to study carefully the requirements of trade

and present plans for its promotion ; to col-

lect news of every description from all quar-

ters, select such portions as concerns the trade

represented, and to present it in a full yet con-

densed and readable form ; to seek channels of

trade hitherto unexplored, and point out the

advantages of and ways to develop them ; to

draw together members of trade, and secure

co-operation where individual effort would not

be sufficiently potent ; to suggest instruments

for a more speedy or more economical method

of accomplishing given results ; to learn of and

give prominent notice to improvements in sys-

tems or implements calculated to benefit trade

as perfected by specialists ; to report the con-

ditions of markets, and record fluctuating

prices ; to crowd out antiquated wares, and

bring forward new and improved styles. This

and much other kindred work enters into the

duty of the highest type of trade journalism.

Work of this character, vigorously prose-

cuted, naturally makes the influence of the

trade paper very great. Its columns are read

closely by those whose interests are of such

magnitude as to keep them from searching for

themselves through every source of informa-

tion, to learn what has transpired or is likely

to transpire to affect them. The full and con-

densed form of the information in the trade

journal is fully appreciated by them, and their

paper becomes to them what the chart is to the

mariner—a guide in navigating the sea of com-

merce.

It is sought after, also, and read closely by

the wiser members of trade in all classes,

whether manufacturer, distributor or he who

sells to the consumer—in fact, by the larger and

wiser consumers.

In measuring the influence of the trade jour-

nal it will be well to consider the character of

the men to whom I refer. Numerically, men

of this class, in any single trade, represents

only a small portion of any one community,

but they are scattered throughout the land, and

in their respective communities their opinion

has great weight for shaping the opinion of

their neighbors, not alone on matters of trade

and commerce, but on whatever relates to the

general good.

Of necessity trade journals meet with peo-

ple connected with the trades which they rep-

resent, who antagonize them and try to belittle

their influence as every progressive work

strikes the personal interests of individuals and

awakens opposition, but these men are careful

to learn the contents of their trade paper, and

are unconsciously influenced thereby, and in

common with those who declare their appreci-

ation, seek desired information in its columns.

Although, perhaps, it has not been realized,

the trade journals of the country have exerted

an influence, during the past few years, which

has counteracted in advance much of the

evils which might have resulted from the re-

cent financial panic in Wall street. The faith-

ful, record of the condition and prospects of

trade, coupled with the cautions against over-

trading and the advice to shorten credits and

to avoid excessive indebtedness, acted upon by

their readers, has placed the country in such a

position that, heavy as this shock was, the

mercantile interests have weathered the storm

without any important disaster.

A duty of the trade journal not yet referred

to, and yet one of its most important duties,

is to bring the buyer and seller together. The

buyer in reading his paper seeks not only pre-

vailing prices, conditions and prospects of

trade, but expects and requires reasonable as-

sistance in directing him to the best sources

through which to supply his wants. For this

assistance he consults the advertising columns,

and this at a time when he is peculiarly alive

to his business interests. At such times

houses which have shown sufficient forethought

and enterprise to secure representation in the

advertising columns of their trade paper de-

rive benefit of immeasurable value, even

though business did not immediately result, as

in the buyer's mind they and their business

have become associated with the idea of sup-

plying his present or future wants.

For the convenience of buyers, leading pro-

ducers and manufacturers congregate in one

location, frequently having their places of

business adjoining each other so that buyers

may complete their purchases without needless

delay in going from one to the other ; and so

for the convenience of buyers leading pro-

ducers and manufacturers should constantly

keep their card setting forth their business and

location prominent in accepted trade journals

so that buyers may, without loss of time, find

the address and name of any firm wanted.

This card should be supplemented by season-

able announcements, attractively displayed,

setting forth fully the wares manufactured and

ability to meet trade requirements.

The trade journal affords an opportunity for

this use not presented by any other medium of

any character, because all of its readers are in-

terested parties and possible customers, and

few but those interested in a given trade would

find its trade journal of interest to them, while

in the general press it is only the occasional

reader who is interested in trade matters.

The value of reaching the readers of the

trade journal as compared with that of other me-

diums is further increased by the fact that the

former buy for hundreds or thousands while

the latter buy only for themselves.

Some patrons of trade papers have the idea

that money spent in advertising in them is so

much of a contribution toward their support,

and while they realize the necessity of their

existence, they do not recognize their value as

mediums of advertising.

The disposition to extend support to trade

journals because of their usefulness is com-

mendable on their part, but it is liable to lead

to error in that the inferior journal may pre-

sent the same claim as the superior. Careful

preparation of advertising matter accompanied

by ordinary watchfulness and proper analysis

of results will convince philanthropic support-

ers of trade papers that those journals which

really merit their support bring evidences of

their value as advertising mediums fully com-

mensurate with their charges, and they would

promote trade interests as well as their own,

and secure a higher standard of merit in these

journals by patronizing them upon the ground

of merit as well as usefulness. Where cheap-

ness in price as compared with others is the

reason urged why support should be given, it

is safe to assume that support is costly at any

price.

Prominent houses sometimes boast that they

have always been successful, and that, too,

without advertising in trade papers ; and while

this may be true, it does not follow that they

would not have been more successful had they

so advertised. Somehow, this boast always

reminds me of the aged Christian who, in re-

marking upon how free Christianity was,

boasted that it had cost him throughout his

life only 25 cents, and to him his minister, in

righteous indignation, exclaimed :
" The Lord

have mercy on your poor stingy soul !

"

Evidently, the Christian had never learned

the beneficial influence upon his own character

of giving as God had prospered him, nor the

richness of experience of those who recognize

that they have entered into His plan, and are

fulfilling the part allotted to them in His work.

Nor have the houses referred to learned the

broadening and ennobling influence upon the

character of their individual members by
realizing their intimate relations to the fabric

of trade and the consciousness that they are

fulfilling their part in its development.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHO|,ESALE DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

46 W. B'WAY. cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a larpe stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-
count. Also School Books, more or le«s shelf-worn,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
151 and 152 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

G-sx the: best."

DE LANGS MS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

B^EliJTS" & I>e I^A-NG, Manufacturers,
130 I,a Salle Street, Chicago, 111.
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EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (G-ERMANT),
(ESTABIiISHi:i> 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4:37 BROADWAY, JS^EW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER' GOODS.
Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna-

tional Cotton Exposition of 1881.

The lower plate is drawn up against
the stationary upper plate.

BARTLETT
Copying Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool a,n.cL IPattem Ib^alsiaig',

PTTTN and OSNA-M yjAL JAPAlilUlliiG.

Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FOLTON FOONDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. If. Y.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD!

The LAMBIE DICTIONARY HOLDER
EASILY TAKES THE LEAD,

And a recent improvement puts it FAK AHEAD of all competitors.

We solicit a comparison of this Holder with every other, and are willing to

abide by your judgment as to its merits.

^ FRENCH & CHOATE, Sole Agents, 4 Bond Street, New York.

A SAMPLE ORDER SOLICITED.

%̂J \

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
^A^'h-oleseile Stationers eunca. Importers,

715 & 717 MAKKET ST., PHILADELPHIA,
Have constantly in stock the following SPECIALTIES, which are offered to the trade at the

lowest market rates:

ArfloU's, Steiilieiis; Antoine's %Draiier's Ms,
GERMAN SLATE PENCILS, FRENCH COPY PAPER, ETC.

NEW PLAYING CARDS.
EXTRA QUALITY, ROUND CORNERS, No. 76, " GRAND DUKE," No. 96, IMPERIAL, EXTRA FINE.

WRITE FOR SAMFI-ES.

Also a fuU assortment of HAMMOCKS, BASE BALLS and BATS. RUBBER
BALLS, FOOT BALLS and CROQUET.

Wood Carving.

It may be generally remarked that

wood carving offers boundless scope for the

exercise of taste and display of skill in manip-

ulation. While light and shadow belong to

its effects, it has yet the merit of being in no

way deceptive. Its relief is real and not that

of the colorist. It allows at once of literal-

ness in treatment of a subject, while affording

a fine play to the symbolic style in its repre-

sentations. There is a vast difference in the

pleasure derivable from carving as employed

in constructive decoration and forms im-

pressed in plastic material or fashioned by

machine work. The labor obviously spent

upon carving, and the stamp of individuality

expressed in the production, if of any merit,

are distinctive elements of value. Nor even

if we descend to imitation can the same type

or design be exactly reproduced. One cannot

but admire the devotion to this art, in the

development of its fullest capabilities, shown

by the artists of olden time. The evidence of

sincere love of beauty, and its realization ex-

ists in oaken watching lofts, chantries, shrines,

screens, choirs and pulpits, as well as in the

delicate carving by which the rooms of man-

sions were decorated. The ancient masters

of the art seemed to know just when and how
deeply to incise with reference to artistic ex-

pression. Much antique work exhibits espe-

cial excellence in contrasted relief, and a con-

summate knowledge of the different effects

produced on qualities of shadows, by under

ceilings, edges and sinkings in the centre

leaflet of each group, in contrast with the con-

vex forms interspersed here and there, so giv-

ing effect of boldness and strength to the de-

tails. ,

It is to be regarded as a hopeful augury of

the future of this art, that local individual

wealth is in many instances extending to it, for

purposes of household adornment, munificent

patronage. This aids in keeping up its stand-

ard of excellence, encouraging designers and

artists to put forth their best efforts, and gives

an impulse to popular appreciation of the ca-

pabilities of wood carving. It is noticeable

that good artistic carving is being extensively

introduced into furniture. The Renaissance

style, with its varied types and combinations,

aids the movement. Free development, as to

variety in wood carving, designed to consti-

tute constructional adornment, must be al-

lowed. Dictation on this point is not to be

tolerated. Even grotesqueness has always had

its place in the art, though in the newer meth-

ods this feature is not so prominent as in the

old. The greatest triumph in this style, as re-

gards the display of real art in manipulation,

was in the mediaeval period, when mysteries

of religion were thus expounded without the

thought of irreverence. Legends of the power

of darkness gained in effect by representations

of demons, with countenances horribly dis-

torted, as from intense suffering, a portion of

their writhing bodies struggling to get free

from the mass of wood in which they were

carved, the artists being especially free in fan-

tastic renderings of the devil tempting weak-

minded mortals. In these extravagances the
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execution operates like the play of wit. A
fund of lightsome enjoyment is presented in

the social caricatures and humorous scenes of

the Dutch wood carvers, not only in panels

embedded in the walls, but in wooden articles

of domestic use. Satires and epigrams of Ro-

man poets were at times directed to the carv-

ings on the drinking cups in use. Both by

the Greeks and Romans immense sums were

lavished on carved tables. Homer alludes to

the historic scenes set forth in the drinking

cups of his heroes.

The art would seem to be as ancient as the

world, and to have embodied to some extent

the mental peculiarities and usages of various

nations. Each great movement of the human
race in early times is marked by distinctive

forms and treatment of ornaments, and carv-

ing is included in the record. The Italians

seem to have retained that love of minute

carving which was introduced by the wander-

ing Greeks of the thirteenth century, but their

half Gothic, half Renaissance style, florid in

execution, which was developed in the fifteenth

century, revealed at least a departure from

foreign thralldom in the art. The Dutch

carvers have found their delight in literal ren-

dering of homely scenes ; French carving has

all the lightsomeness of the Gallic spirit ; the

Spanish, the barbarous magnificence of the

Moors, and a plentitude of enrichment, con-

sisting of Alhambra symbols. Arabesque

scrolls and Gothic floriations. English carv-

ing, like our own, is eclectic, taking to it-

self what best suits its purpose.

There have been, as there will always be,

among many failures, great amateur successes

in producing artistic wood-work. An amateur

has been well described as a person who makes

a business of amusements ; he has not neces-

sarily to study what will please others, or con-

fine himself to what is marketable, and with

more leisure possibly at command for any

special production than can be bestowed by

those who have, in doing ordinary work, to re-

gard the price of compensation. The amateur

can afford to make experiments, to waste time

and materials, and so may possibly succeed in

producing a chef-d'(euvre. Practice in this

healthful and beautiful art, in which profi-

ciency can be far more easily attained than in

painting, may be recommended as possibly

calculated to elicit powers that might have

been otherwise unsuspected.

The tools required for the practice of wood-

carving are flat and skew chisels, shallow, deep

and fluting gouges, one flat and one bent part-

ing tool, a chisel with edge turned up to cut

away wood, picks with one, two and three

points, to break up surface where carved work
is done on a level ground, and the ruffler or

bent file for smoothing depressed surfaces after

the work of carving is completed. The gouges
are especially used for hollowing out leaves,

leaving the mid-rib in relief, and for scroll

work, also for cutting away adjoining wood.
Arkansas oil stone may be used for sharpening
the tools, using sweet oil, neatsfoot or kero-
sene. There are two methods of carving open
to selection — that in which the design is

wrought out as a bas-relief, and that in which
it is brought even to the extended back of the

piece of wood. The most suitable hard woods
for carving are oak, mahogany, walnut and
ebony, and Spanish chestnut.

—

Arl Amateur,

FOR, S

Second-Hand* Machinery,
in * GOOD * ORDEH, « AT * EEASOUABLE * PRICES.

ONE 25-

ONE 28-

ONE 28-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 30-

ONE 32
ONE 37-

ONE 46-

INCH
•INCH
•INCH
•INCH
•INCH
•INCH
INCH
•INCH
•INCH

SHERIDAN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
LEADER LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
SANBORN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PRINTERS' LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PATENT LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER EUREKA PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
DOOLEY POWER PAPER CUTTER.

ALSO, A

SPECIAL LOT OF KEW CDTTERS,
KTOT OXJFL OWlSr IvI^I^E.

One 24-Inch Hand Lever. | One 30-lnch Hand Lever.

Two 30-Inch Power.

@£0. m. B&MBamN <& sol..^,
69 Beehman Street,

^° Particulars on application. :]NrE>W YORK.

L L BROWN FM C0MFM7,
*- ^ Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
WEIGH WILL STAKI) TES SEVEBEST TESTS OF EBASUBB AITS BE-WBITUTC;

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working withoat Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STAETED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, Z, 4, 7, 10, 15 and Z5 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHI]lA.DBrFHIA, PA.
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MILTON BRADLE'V" CO.
SPRINGFIKLD.MASS.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

lor Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE,
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and. Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No, 124 Walnut Street,

KEW TOKK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUPACTUKERS OF

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

73 be:e:kim[.a.n strest. nsiv york.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEBFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF WEDDING GOODS , which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeterlee, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" "

(Small), in Caf6, Turquoise. Silver Gray, and Marguerite
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab. Opaline and Silver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOIi BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO.,tomateh their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream,
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

DAVinQOM ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS
--«-

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
* ^ Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SKLL ALL SIZES AT ONE CNIFOKM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be
appreciated.

These go. ds are of the VERT BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

**~

KTTANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a suCScient guaran-

tee for their quality.

«

—•—{.MADE BY.i—-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDISa THE OELEBRATBD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine S33, 444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.
Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. . . 309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehousr :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOWER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

M4NUFACTURER OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosiitator.

SOLB AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's FuU Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

MELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. C1.ABKI:, Proprietor,
115 4 117 Monroe St.. opposite Haverly's Theatre,

— CHICAGO, ILL.,—
Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs. Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
*c , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when] asking for discount. Agents wanted.

WHAT'S TRUMPS?
Hyatt's Patent Improved Game

Register and Trump Indicator will
prevent the above question and
save argument Takes up no more
space than a playing card. Shows
Trump, Points and Games. Sam-
ples sent on receipt of price—15c.
The trade supplied. George W,
Hyatt, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

CANFIELD <• DIVIDED "(FOR-
merly "Acme") EKASEK, of

Rubber as pure as can be profitably
used, with brush-like ends: has surpris-
ing erasive quality; never soils paper or
abrades its surface; improves by use.

Postpaid, 15c. The trade supplied. CANFIELD
BUBBER CO., Mlddletown, Conn.

"TTHJE IBOSTOrr JOBBIJTG- HOTTSE."

-^CHARLES H. WHITING, -<>^

Successor to HALL & WEtlTING,

'^
fj,

i Jobber of Stationery. Misoellaneoiis and School Books. i=
<% '^ .^ i»

PUBLISHER,^^^^i^°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— manufacturer of—

Copying PaperM.Books.
(Titles Registered)

AIHIIA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

HH n MM ^V RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
in 11 n||a J% WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

Ifirillll \0 WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

TOILET PAPER
J

The Most Complete Line In the Conntry.

Our Brands are:

Pickwick, • $16.00
(Elegant.)

Pickwick, . $3.60
(Pocket Edition).

Witch Hazeline, $14.00

Sterling, - $13.00
(Box Paper).

Tissuette, - $11.00

Alpine, - $10.00

Brighton, $9.00

Meadow Mills, $7.00

We will mail sample pack-

ages free on receipt of post-

age, which is 1 per cent, of

above prices.

O^ Send for Illustrated

Catalogue.

We will deliver one case to

any part of the U. S., as sam-
ple, paying all charges.

WHITE'S TAB,
Size 5x7,

pll per Case,

wn in the cut, which we
m to be the most perfect

:m or Style of package

ever devised. It is superior

to the ordinary Package of

Sheets, because all litter of

scraps is avoided; and it is

superior to Rolls, because it

is certain where the sheet

will detach from the packages

and this avoids waste. The

disinfecting cover is as thor-

ough a deodorizer as any

costly apparatus, while the

artistic design and printing

gives the book a very peat

appearance.

WHITE J SCHERHEREORN, ManiitactDrers, No. 46 West Rroadway, NEW YORK.

No. 90 Chambers Street, New York,
Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WEITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

IN the: xjiviTi:r> states.
In Plush. Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHEE
HAND AND POCKET MIRROES.

^~ Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue cmd Prices
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, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

•SOLE AGENT FOtt-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S
^ISTE'W LIISTE; 0"F' FIN'S: -A.R.T CS-IIT'T GJ^FLJDS.^^

-^^ CSmSTMAS AND NEW TEAR CAUDS NOW MEADY.i=^"
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

yi^W/ C* I ^r I 1^O —^^ "^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^' ^® heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
le ^J V CL Lb I I CL V^B Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
,.^^_^.^^^^_^..^^.^_i^^^^ Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

PRIZE MEDAL PRIZE MEDAL

AMSTERDAM 1883. AMSTERDAM 1883.

+ Warranted Best (Quality -{•

No ZO MAIDEN LANE.N.Y,
." 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON,

ESTABLISHED, 18^8.

felA,

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRI).—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH,—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

Bfty per cent, in the expense.
' SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arjanged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machme can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The " cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, u a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
ILAJfCFACTDRBR OF

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.
* ^^

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broadway, Ne-w York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALXi CLASSES OF BUrLDINQS.

m^ PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

I

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, •*—
BLANK BOOK PAGING,

^ -^ And PERFORATING,
n:To. SI Tolxn. Street, "HTsTKr "^orite.
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Oxalic Acid in Lithograplny.

Oxalic acid we obtain mostly from

wood sorrel and the sorrel tree, but it is con-

tained in many other substances. It is manu-

factured in large quantities from heated saw-

dust in connection with hydrate of potassium,

&c. Oxalic acid is in colorless and odorless

crystals, with a strong sour taste. It is solu-

ble very slowly in eight parts of cold water to

one part of oxalic acid, but it is easily soluble

in hot water. It is very poisonous, and many

cases of poisoning have already occurred in

lithographic establishments by mistakes when

regular or common salt should have been

used. It is a sure remedy, when not too late,

to give the person who has swallowed oxalic

acid large draughts of water, mixed with white

chalk.

Oxalic acid is used for preparing stones for

engraving, and is greatly preferable before

etching with nitric acid when machine ruling

is to be applied on an engraving. It only re-

quires a little more weight on the diamond, as

the oxalic acid produces a layer on the surface

of the stone, which the diamond has to cut

through ; otherwise, all lines would not have

the necessary strength and would look broken
;

but when the diamond has cut through the

layer, the lines will print sharper and more

distinctly than in the etching with nitric acid.

It also prevents scratches on the stone from

taking ink. Oxalic acid is also used for keep-

ing the edges of the stone clean in the steam

press. A solution of ten parts of dissolved

gum arable, one part of oxalic acid, and one

part of phosphoric acid is the best preparation

for stopping out lights and correcting errors on

engraving stones. This acid is not efferves-

cent, and does not spread out as nitric or

muriatic acid does. It is also the best acid to

take off any dirt or scratches from old en-

gravings ; but very great care must be taken

that no work is touched that is to remain on

the stone, for where the oxalic acid is once ap-

plied the ink will not easily take hold again.

Therefore, it shows what is a good remedy for

one thing is a very dangerous thing for an-

other.—Lithographer.

Tiie Japanese Lacquer Industry.

The Japanese native papers are crying

out at the extinction of the lacquer industry.

The tree from which the varnish is obtained is

disappearing. Formerly, like the mulberry tree

on which the silk-worm feeds, it was protected

by law. Each family of the upper classes was

obliged to rear loo trees, the middle classes 70

and the lower classes 40. Since this law fell

into desuetude the cultivation of the lacquer

tree has rapidly declined. The trees were cut

down without care and none were planted to

replace them, so that they have become exceed-

ingly rare, while the price of lacquer has enor-

mously increased. Similar complaints, too,

are heard of the process of disafforestation go-

ing on in Japan since the ancient law, which

required every one who cut down a tree to

plant two in its place, was abolished.

Truths are first clouds, then rain, then har-

vests and food. The philosophy of one cen
tury is the common sense of the next.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
3^0. 20 Eeelsmarj. Street, 3iTe-^77- "STorHs,

Have estabUshed a first-class UCUf ^ VnDtf a FIAII V ^ DADrOC ^T FIRST MORNING NEWS
service for the dispatch of llCfl " lUn^ ^ UAILI *^ rArLnO TRAINS.

Weekly Periodicals, Montlily Magazines, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.

tm m .h
WJ,

rj
—o.-^ OFFBIl ^.«>..

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LO¥EE PKIOES THAN STJOH GOODS HAYE EVER BEEN OFFERED.

%Sg~ Correspondence from any part of tlie country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENTAL,
LETTERING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ-

ent sizes. Packed one doz.
of a kind in a box. Also

_

put up in sets containing

2, T^

0, iV VM-ofw Vui^.

1, \
one of each kind and one
each of Nos. 1, 3 and 3.

3, i ivi-C^ 'HK^.

4,1
5,1

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

,
brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^p°" Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I>. WHITMOBE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WlUiam Sts., NEW TORK.

IOSEPH|>ILLOTl'S
** STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World*

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, I 70. For Broad Writing, 294, 389
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists tfcc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GULOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. KENRT HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTUBERS OF-

mrdg mmd ©mrd ^©mi^ds
—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 -A.R.OPi STR,EET, FH:IIL.^3DE:X-.PH:I-A..

-DISESTABLISHED 1814. «§^^

J. S. Rockwell d Co.,
lOl (5s 103 ID-ia.a.n.e Street, 3iTeT7!7- "STorls,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For Bookbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manufacturers, Etc., Etc.

Rue^sf^ iL.£:^']:iix:xi, CHAMOIS, ^iMii^^iixc^Tir b.ijssia.<
'"^ No. 16 Higli Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U. S. A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water- mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

for THE Weight.

The. accompanying cut is a Fac-simile ot

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNXis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

S^^ ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

-•^^

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OXTR NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 ColifflMsJveniie, Boston, lass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CUFF STREET.

Carter, DziTSitfCORE ^ Co.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

TTAR BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

L.INKN RECORD I LBDGBR PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. ©I»i:CIJLI^TY.
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from He Cincinniti Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,.

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Progress American Institute^ •'<5>7, «»'' Medal of
Improvement and Progress, Boston, i8-j8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger!
Paper, has a longer 6bre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber alter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

slieet, EIIA.SI2 and HEWltlTE FOUR TIM3P3S on same spot
Each sheet is water-marked with name and date.

Sencl for sanciple

UOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 128 Duane Street, cor. Church, Ne-w York.
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BOSTON NOTES.

FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

250 Devonshire St., Boston, Junes, 1884. j

Just what the volume of business has

been for the month of May is a question which

city dealers are not yet prepared to answer.

Accounts are being made up ; but it is safe to

say that the footings in most cases will not

equal the figures of previous months. Al-

though business for the month of May has

shown a slight falling off, dealers generally are

inclined to think that the month's trade will

compare very favorably with that of last year.

As the summer months draw near, business

is expected to grow " beautifully less" until

a decided dullness sets in, and then all hands

will go a-fishing.

Thomas Groom & Co., of State street, who

do, besides a good jobbing trade, a large local

business in counting-room supplies, are begin-

ning to feel the depression incidental to the

season, and report only a fair Jocal trade. As

a member of the firm remarked, " Trade might

be better, but, then, it might be worse." Ste-

phens' writing fluids and copying inks, which

this house is handling quite extensively, re-

ceived at the late Foreign Exposition, held in

this city last fall, a gold medal in recognition

of its merits.

Winkley, Dresser & Co. are enjoying a fair

share of what trade is doing, and are not dis-

posed quite yet to complain of any dullness.

This house, however, is unexceptionally situ-

ated as regards trade, and when one line of

business slacks up a little, activity is observed

in another. Mr. Winkley, who gives his per-

sonal attention to the school-book trade, reports

that for the coming season a very large New
England business is expected. Mr. Dyer, for-

merly manager of the Pittsburg News Com-
pany, has identified himself with the interest of

Winkley, Dresser & Co., representing the

house on the New England circuit. This house

is also mailing to the trade its circular an-

nouncement relative to Christmas cards and

other holiday novelties for the season of 1S84-

'85. In satin decorated goods and hand-painted

novelties, an elegant line of about twenty-five

different designs is displayed. These goods

are new and original, and are manufactured

by the house with the view of meeting the de-

mand for something choice. When the trade

are looking up holiday novelties, the line

should be examined.

John A. Boyle, manager of the Boston School

Supply Company, reports that the
'

' Methods of

Teaching Geography," a work by Lucretia

Crocker, is meeting with hearty endorsement

from all school committees. At the meeting of

the Boston School Committee on May 27, it

was recommended that such teachers of the

Boston public schools as are engaged in giving

instruction in geography be supplied with this

work. There is little doubt but this valuable

work will be placed in the hands of teachers

throughout the State. Hughes's series of maps
have also been furnished to the city schools by

this company.

John Carter & Co. have just been appointed

United States agents for the Russian linen

ledger papers. These papers are specially

manufactured for ledger folios, and blank-book

makers might find it advisable to look into the

merits of this Russian ledger paper.

Though a little late in the season, the de-

mand for mucilage still holds on. The trade,

however, is mostly confined to small orders,

showing that dealers are wanting just enough

to carry them through the summer, intending

to stock up later in the season. In this line of

goods, Whittemore Brothers & Co., manufac-

turers of the " Triumph" mucilage, are filling

numerous orders. The " Triumph" mucilage

has only been on the market a short time, but

it is working its way to popular favor, both

with the consumers and with the dealers. The
manufacturers of this mucilage know that they

have a first-class article, and by keeping its

quality right up to the highest standard of per-

fection, they expect soon to see the " Tri-

umph " mucilage taking the lead. Wherever

this mucilagenous compound has been intro-

duced, it continues to hold the trade, and that

fact is ample evidence of its worth.

Out-of-town buyers have not been very nu-

merous during the past week, but, of those

visiting the city a number have found their way

to the Stationers' and Printers' Exchange, en-

joying the many conveniences here offered.

Among those registered are : Frank W. Stiles,

printer and publisher, Springfield, Vt. ; W. L.

Wardle, publisher, Dedham, Mass.
;
John P.

Sanborn, Port Huron, Mich.; Wm. A. Currie,

stationer. Providence, R. I.; T. C. Eastman,

box-maker, Milford, Mass.; Wm. Keith, sta-

tioner, Brockton, Mass. ; Charles A. King,

printer, Milford, Mass., and Frank P. Merrill,

Thomas Todd, Fred. L. Coburn, J. F. Turner,

T. E. Pearson, representatives of the city trade.

As the facilities offered to the trade become
more widely known, the number of visitors to

the Exchange is increasing. Let it be remem-

bered that all are welcome. A. L. D

SCHENECTADY ITEMS.

[from our regular CORRESPONDENT.

i

Schenectady, May 28, 1B84.

There have been no additional failures

in business circles here during the past month,

and there is a very general feeling that bottom

has been reached. Business in general, how-

ever, continues dull.

Considerable interest is manifested in the

question of sewerage for the city. For a long

time the best interests of our city have de-

manded sewers, and the lack of them, in the

opinion of many representative citizens, has

greatly retarded the growth of the city. Last

year the Legislature authorized the bonding of

the city to raise the money necessary for lay-

ing sewers, and the Common Council has

passed an ordinance regarding the construc-

tion of sewers, and that is about as far as the

matter has gone. It was expected that the

committee having the matter in charge would

proceed with the work this summer, but, for

some reason, the matters seemed to have been

buried by the committee, and the prospects of

sewers for another year are growing beautiful-

ly less, and the prospects of malaria and ty-

phoid fevers are all that could be desired.

The Schenectady Daily Union, since it

passed into the hands of George West, shows
signs of prosperity and is greatly improved

from what it was a year ago. It is now a

seven-column paper, and its advertising col-

umns show that our business men appreciate

it as an advertising medium. The paper was

founded and for a long time owned by ex-Sen-

ator Charles Stanford, a brother of ex-Gov-

ernor Leland Stanford, of California. At one

time Mr. Stanford was its editor, but of late

years he has had nothing to do with it, except

to furnish the means for its support, for it
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never was a paying institution. Ex-Senator

Stanford sold it to John A. Sleicher, the well-

known newspaper man, who in turn sold it to

George West, when he became part owner of

the PAhsLuy Journal. Senator Stanford was a

stalwart Republican, while Mr. West is a half-

breed, and the general tone of the paper is very

different from what it was a year ago. It is

now, for probably the first time in its exist-

ence, self-sustaining.

Schenectady will soon be in the midst of its

commencement season. The Adelphic Soci-

ety, one of "Old Union's" well-known liter-

ary societies, holds its exercises in the college

chapel this evening. The school exercises will

follow about the middle of June, and then col-

lege commencement on the 25th. The college

circles are somewhat stixred up over the trus-

tee election, this being the first year in which

the alumni will be allowed to vote by proxy,

and it is expected that a large vote will be

polled. Judge Hooper C. Van Vorst, of the

class of' 1839, and Rev. George Alexander,

D.D., formerly English literature professor at

Union, and now pastor of the University Place

Presbyterian Church, New York, are the can-

didates.

Since the advent of the flower season the

ladies have turned their attention to painting

on plaques, and the dealers have quite a lively

trade in supplying the demand, which is great-

est for odd designs.

An agent has been canvassing the city for

Blaine's book, " Twenty Years in Congress,"

and meets with fair success. G.

LOUISVILLE GOSSIP.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Louisville, Ky., May 28, 1884.

" A few of the many reasons why a Na-
tional Bankrupt Law should be immediately en-

acted by Congress," is a little pamphlet which

has been mailed to nearly every business man
in this city, by the New York Board of Trade
and Transportation. This was followed a few

days ago by another and larger document—

•

" Do the United States require a Bankrupt

Law ? " being a reply to the memorial to Con-
gress by the Louisville Board of Trade, en-

titled " The Evils of Bankrupt Laws," the re-

ply being prepared by Morris S. Wise, mem-
ber of the Executive Committee of the Nation-

al Bankrupt Law Convention of commercial

bodies of the United States. Among the

prominent reasons urged in the first paper in

favor of the enactment of a bankrupt law are

the following : Because a uniform, just and
national bankrupt law is as essential for the

well-being of a commercial nation as any other

law involving the protection of life, liberty and
property ; because it gives security to the credit

system, and a protection of the credit system

tends to cheapen the cost of all commodities to

the consumer
; risky credits cause high prices,

while secured credits as certainly cause lower

prices ; because the present system of insolv-

ency laws in the different States are inequitable

and breed mischief in their application, es-

pecially to non-resident creditors
; because the

want of a national law is unjust to the honest

debtor, who can alone secure relief from dis-

aster or misfortune by the charity or clemency

of his creditors ; because the representatives

of the commercial interests of this country

have declared in favor of such a law ; because

Judge John Lowell's bill, now before the coun-

try, has been submitted to competent author-

ities and received the largest indorsement ever

accorded a similar measure ; and because, as

the prosperity of this country in the future, de-

pends, as it has in the past, on the fostering of

our commerce, so it cannot be held as just or

equitable to have so vital a problem of pro-

tecting the credit system relegated to the States,

whose interests are primarily local and not

national in their character.

As has been heretofore noted in The Sta-

tioner, the Louisville Board of Trade is the

only one in the United States which declared

against the enactment of a new bankrupt law,

and Morris S. Wise now replies to the " Evils

of Bankrupt Laws " memorial which the Louis-

ville Board addressed to Congress. Mr. Wise in

his reply asserts that in the present condition of

the State insolvency laws it is very evident that

whatever was good in the last bankrupt act

was buried with it, while the evil of our pres-

ent insolvency systems certainly lives, and to

the position of the Louisville Board, that " as

we are healthy and prosperous we need no re-

lief ; all that the business community needs is to

be let alone, so that the steady current of

commerce be not disturbed," Mr. Wise re-

marks that in time of peace we should prepare

for war, consider such a law now calmly and

carefully, and enact it while all clamor, tu-

mult and prejudice is removed from our delib-

erations. Louisville takes the ground that all

former bankrupt laws proved failures. Mr.

Wise replies that it is not fair nor just to de-

clare that because these laws, conceived and

adopted as they were under peculiar circum-

stances surrounding their time of adoption,

proved failures, that, therefore, a good law, a

permanent law, and a needful one, cannot be

formulated or devised. To the complaint,

that in all bankruptcy matters the proceedings

are one-sided, the officers of the courts being

present and the creditors absent, hence the

creditors the victims, he replies that if the

Lowell bill becomes a law the creditors have

every facility to protect their interests by their

presence.

On inquiry I find the opposition to a bank-

rupt law here to be founded on the general

ground that previous experience in that line

was very unsatisfactory, while collections since

the repeal of the former law have been much

more satisfactory. For the debtor's side it is

claimed that creditors will always grant a re-

lease where the debtor can show that his fail-

ure is honest and unavoidable, and that he is

doing the best he can for the interests of all

concerned. There is a notion in the minds of

many that any system which offers a ready re-

lease from debts, such as a bankrupt law is

conceived to be, is apt to stimulate recklessness

and rascality among debtors. On the other

hand, the fear of preferences and complex col-

lection laws, as now presumed to exist, is con-

ducive to prudent business by restraining the

granting of wild credits. An old insurance

man, who is morally opposed to a bankrupt

law, tells rne that as an insurance man he fa-

vors such a law, for, said he, there are a great

many people with an easy conscience, and

when in financial trouble they look for an easy

way to slip out ; the old bankrupt law afforded

convenient means of setting up at the expense

of the creditors, but in the absence of any law

now to give them relief they must have a fire

to clear up things, hence our losses are much
heavier when there is no bankrupt law. This

may be an uncharitable view, but I find a gen-

eral sentiment to the effect that the laws

should tend to hinder instead of facilitate re-

leases from debt. I also find that the opposi-

tion here is to the old law, not the proposed

new one : very few business people here have

read the Lowell bill, and, perhaps, if its provi-

sions were understood—if it were known that

under it fraud would be punished or prevented,

and the officials and court costs not consume

too much of the insolvent estates—the Louis-

ville Board Of Trade would also favor a new
bankrupt law. This is not intended as an ar-

gument but simply a review of the situation as

it occurs to me at this point. And, by the

way, I find the readers of The Stationer

here in accord with its views in favor of the

law, and regretting the adverse action of Con-

gress last week.

The general merchandise movement shows

a moderate volume, being mainly made up of

small orders, which indicate that retailers are,

for the present, buying only in hand-to-mouth

quantities. Weather clear and cool and crops

making encouraging progress. 'Money mar-

ket well supplied but firm, under the cautious

attitude of the banks. - Bourbon.

The Society of the " Old Volumes," at a re-

cent meeting at the Freemason's Tavern, Lon-

don, devoted special attention to playing-cards,

ancient and modern. George Clulow read a

paper on this subject establishing, among other

things, that playing-cards were in existence as

far back as 1377, and gave reasons for be-

lieving them to be of much earlier date. A re-

markable collection of playing-cards, English

and foreign, extending back to the fifteenth

century, was exhibited.

The following is a method for coloring soft

solder so that when it is used for uniting brass

the colors may be about the same : First, pre-

pare a saturated solution of sulphate of copper

—blue stone—in water, and apply some of this

on the end of a stick to the solder. On touch-

ing it then with an iron or a steel wire it be-

comes coppered, and by repeating the experi-

ment the deposit of copper may be made thick-

er and darker. To give the solder a yellow

color, mix one part of a saturated solution of

sulphate of zinc with two of sulphate of copper
;

apply this to the coppered spot, and rub it with

a zinc rod. The color can be still further im-

proved by applying gilt powder and polishing.

On gold jewelry, or colored gold, the solder is

first coppered as above, then a thin coat of

gum or isinglass solution is laid on and bronze

powder dusted over it, making a surface which

can be polished smooth and brilliant after the

gum is dry.
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[The above cut is a fac-simile of the -wrapper used on the Linen Ledger Paper.]
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink OB Weah.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Ix>ft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berksblre Mills linen Ijedger, and date.

CARSON & BROWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE. Jr.. & BRO.,
IDA.L.T03Sr, 3yL-A.SS., XJ. S. Ji.. _ ^

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are j)resented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

i

of Extra Fine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York
General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
»

MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYLINDER. STOP-CYLINDER.
AUD

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli "ValTial^le Fatented. Improvements.

CHAS. B. MA2S0N, Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

The AMtic Works, East Bostoi, Mass.

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HIJKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HAMlrOOTTBI. SKNP FOB CIBCUI.AB AND PBIOB LIST. HAXI>CUTTBB, WTTH StU'm ''^-
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U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE
IN BOTTLES, JUGS, KEGS AND BARRELS. DAVIS' NEW WIDE MOUTH SENSIBLE MUCILAGE STANDS.

TREASURY BLACK AND COLORED WRITING INKS. DAVIS' NEIV CIRCULAR INK RACK with Assorted lak.

Manufactured by "WILlLilA-lVI A.. I>A-"VIS» 18 Arch Street, Boston, and 155 Wabasli Avenue, Chicago.

S1.00 and. "C"p-w^a,rca.s,
ACCORDING TO MODNTING.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
Insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER"
Price, Retail, 75 Cents.

FILE, THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened sufiB-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO

XIT7B CJLRD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edse and Chrofflo Cards
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the pubUc with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

S<:HOlAR'Sm^5r<l0MPAN I ON.
"msKT

MANUFACTUBED^BY THeJ

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
14:7 Mulberry Street,

Neto York,

Importers of GEBUAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOIiAB'S COM-

PAJflONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

The R,H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVEBY DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Halu St., Cor. Worthlngton,

Oldest Bubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Iiargest in tlie T7. S.

MILLER BROS.
Trade Mark on Stee I Pens,
Ink Erasers andpocket
Cutlery guarautees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country.

3y££L PENS withstyleandactionsuitedtoeveryhand*
Full assortmento ffens mailed on r eceipt of 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden.Ct.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 ]Gast 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade list furnished on application.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties
issued in the trade, and will notice all such which pos-
sess merit free of charge. It is desirable to accompany
descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 298,182. Web-Printing Machine.—Luther C. Crow-
ell, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to R. Hoe & Co., New
York, N. Y.

The combination, with a form-cylinder, of a

plurality of impression-cylinders, and means

for causing said impression-cylinders to come

into printing contact with certain of the forms

upon said form-cylinder, and to keep from

printing contact with the remaining forms,

whereby one side of a web may be printed

from one set of forms upon said form-cylinder

and avoid the remaining forms thereon.

No. 298,192. Game.—Robert B. B. Foote, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

A base-ball game-board consisting of a num-
ber of appropriate rows or sets of differently-

colored squares arranged to represent a base-

ball diamond.

No. 298,257. Easel.—Thomas C. Vail, Topeka, Kan.

An easel provided with telescopic legs that

are all adapted to be adjusted and secured at

any desired point, and which are further pro-

vided with detachable reversible points at the

lower end, said points having one end sharp-

ened and the opposite end rounded.

No. 298,284. Seal-Press.—Edward J. Brooks, East Or-

ange, N. J., assignor to E. J. Brooks & Co., New
York, N. Y.

In a seal-press, the combination of a lever-

handle, a movable die or dies actuated thereby,

and a pawl-and-ratchet device which prevents

retracting said die or dies after a pressing oper-

ation is begun until the same is completed, as

means for insuring uniform impressions and

perfected fastenings in pressed seals.

No. 298,289. Toy.—Jesse A. Crandall, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignor to himself and John W. Seaman, same

place.

No. 298,290. Alphabetical Toy. — Jesse A. Crandall,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 298,354. Card Holder and Exhibitor.—Spencer L.

Davis, Minneapolis, Minn, assignor of one-half to

Henry Tucker, same place.

A holder or exhibitor for cards, pictures and

analogous articles, having rounded or curved

sides and a weighted bottom and an upwardly-

extending slotted portion for receiving and

holding said articles.

No. 298,364. Case for Pencils.—Le Roy W. Fairchild,

New York, N. Y.

No. 298,367. Tally-Card Holder.—Robert L. French,

Wellington, Ohio.

No. 298,379. Combined Paper-Weight and Pen-Rack.

—

Isaac W. Heysinger, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 298,382. Fountain-Pen.—Geo. C. Holt, Hartford,

Conn., assignor of one-third to Samuel L. Holt,

Mittineague, Mass.

In combination with a writing pen, an ink

reservoir plate having its upper end rigidly se-

cured to the under side of the pen above the

flexible part thereof, and having a stem or

step fitted to the concave of the pen, and

formed lengthwise from the foot of said stem

or step to fit the profile of the pen, and in

cross-section extended flush with the outer

edges of the pen.

No. 298,411. Pen-Holder.—Aldis Eddy Sage, Minneap-

olis, Minn., assignor of one-half to John G. Emery,

Jr., same place.

No. 298,425. Machine for Creasing Paper.—John E.

Stannard, Springfield, Mass.

No. 298,446. Toy.—Francis W. Carpenter, Harrison,

N. Y.

No. 298,450. Letter-File and Cabinet.—Arthur L. Col-

ton, Milwaukee, Wis.

In a file cabinet, a letter file consisting of

front and rear boards and intermediate inde-

pendent movable division sheets bearing index

or classification marks, in combination with

adjustable supporting cords or tapes passing

through holes in the boards and sheets, and

securing devices.

No. 298,471. Nautical Parallel Ruler.—Charles Hutch-
inson, San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-half to

William Bendt, same place.

No. 298,481. Clasp for Traveling Bags.^William J.

Large, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 298,499. Slate Frame.—Orlando M. Pond, Inde-

pendence, la.

As a new article of manufacture, a paper

frame composed of broad and narrow strips

of paper or pasteboard forming the side and

end bars, secured together by means of double

lapping joints and cement, and the joints cov-

ered with leather or other soft material.

No. 298,515. Hammock-Support.—George E. Sutphen,

Aurora, 111.

No. 298,549. Tag-Fastener.—George N. Buck, Mat-
toon, 111.

No. 298,569. Folding Cash-Box.—Benjamin C. Foster,

Baltimore, Md.

No. 298,575. Toy Revolving Bell.—William Goodfel-

low. South Norwalk, Conn., assignor of one-half

to Henry Hoffman, Jr., same place.

No. 298,581 Envelope-Opener and Paper-Cutter.

—

Charles E. Hochstetler, Kansas City, Mo.
No. 298,582. Fountain-Pen. — John Holland, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

No. 298,583. Pencil Case and Lead.—John Holland,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

No. 298,603. Pen-Rest.—Cameron McKinnon, Mid-
way, Ala.

No. 298,633. Toy Building-Block.— Ezra H. Snow,
Orange, N. J.

No. 298,636. Magic Lantern and Wonder Camera Com-
bined.—^James B. Upham, Boston, Mass.

No. 298,639. Printer's Quoin.—Christian A. R. L. Ver
Genius, Galesburg, 111., assignor of one-half to

Gustave A. Ver Genius, same place.

No. 298,656. Paper, Twine and Sack Case for Grocers,

&c.—James F. Barr, Ashland, Ohio, assignor of

one-half to Andrew Brubaker, same place.

No. 298,667. Paper-Perforating Device. — Cortland

Carlton, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No. 298,674. Coin Holder and Deliverer.—James L.

Donnelly, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-third

to J. L. Townsley, Vincennes, Ind.

No. 298,703. Means for Mounting Stereotype or Elec-

trotype Plates.—Robert W. Nelson, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to the American Press Association, same
place.

A base-block and a stereotype-plate, the two

parts meeting each other on one plane, in com-

bination with an inclined key or lug extending

from the meeting face of one part into an in-

clined recess in the meeting face of the other

part, and thus securing the plate to the block.

No. 298,705. Watch-Chain Charm.—Frank T. Pearce,

Providence, R. I., assignor to Pearce & Hoagland,

same place.

No. 278,707. Eyelet.—William H. Rose, Baltimore, Md.

An eyelet of annular shape, with a lateral

extension of reduced width, formed of a con-

tinuous strip of sheet metal, with two flanges

set at a right angle.

No. 298,611. Tag.—John C. St. John, New York, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Fisher M. Clarke, same place.

-J^ ^
CBI^HBRAXKD

CAMPAIGN PORTRAITS
FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES,

Printed on Fine Heavy Plate Paper for Framing, also for Banners, Transparencies, Flags, &c., suitable
for Residences, Clubs and Political Organizations. Also, Indelibly printed

For decorating Buildings, Ward-Rooms, &c., and sewing on Flags and Banners, and used for Transpa-
rencies ; and can be Colored in Oil. CAMPAIGN BADGES ON SATIN, CAMPAIGN

FANS, CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING CARDS. Send for Circulars.

J. H. BUrrORD'S SONS, 293 & 295 Broadway, New York.

CHICAGO-156 & 158 Monroe Street. I BOSTON-36 & 39 Federal Street.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

|^~ The high praife our last Campaign Portraits elicited from the Press and Public, both as "Works of
Art" and "Careful lilienesseg," is safBcient guarantee of their excellence.

-#• Cards ^ and ^ Cardboard,-#-

Ruled Business Headings in White I Colored Papers,

^NOVELTIES IN ADVERTISING CIRCULiRS,^

Flat Papers, C©^©^, S©©k a^d ITe'^srs Papers.

XVE-W CA.XA.X.OC3-X7E: NOIV ItEAOTT.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.
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c:> MILTON BRADLEY CO.
SPRING FIELD, MASS,

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE.
A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 "Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MA1JUPACT0RERS OP

AND
DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

79 BESZCIM.A.ia' STREST', NEfV YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEEFINE and EXTRA-SUPERPINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM. Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINE OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" " (Small), in CafS.Turquoisp. SilverGray, and Marguerite
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab, Opaline and Sliver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS (JRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOI, BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsu^assed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO., tomateh their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOB Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

DAVIDSON ""'^l^^l^.llfr'"^
•-*•

TXTE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
* ^ Bands, put up in cartons, cofatainlng one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SEI^Ii ALL SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we seU in

gross, and great gross packages.

*

^^ANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON "BANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c,, &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

•^

-!• MADE BY .?.

ID.A^"^IIDSO3^ * HTJBBEH, * CO.,
Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES,
Equal to the Best London and Oxford Editions, at Half their Prices.

'ROM Six Sets of Electro-Plates of different size type, and bound in the mos

AND elaborate STYLES.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GERMAN BIRLE

niiii!jiu!iiii|'||nnr]iiyiiiiiiiian

fl'T Pflll Printed from Six Sets of Electro-Plates of different size type, and bound in the most durable
AND ELABORATE STYLES.

J
TWO THOUSAND Illustrations, containing Bible Dictionary and History Books Illus.

trated, Colored Maps, &c., at lower prices than any other published.

PHOTOGRAPH>ALBUMS,
-— Strong Bindings, New and Beautiful Styles in

PLUSH, MOROCCO, TURKEY MOROCCO, SEAL- SKIN, CALF AND RUSSIA

H^'I^ew Illustrated Catalogue mailed on application.

A. J. HOLMAN & CO., American Bible Warehouse, 1222 Arch St., PMld., Pd.

CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

l^mW TQMM aiT^-

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF® LACE
-e^

^^~Send for Catalogue

«
I INCORPORATED.« ^H & B^ I INCORPORATED.

-»

."^^

fo

^<
j,ice'rv*^*

>
MANUFACTURERS OF ^^Ji, PAGE, HOYNE & ^O., <*

-manufacturers of-

Ifwa'^-fPeffed^fWte-fllk-t-Meii
And TBANSFEB or FILING CASES, -^»<^

Ko. 114 Monroe Street, CHICAGO, HI.

s E isr ID

PRICE LISTS

CATALOGUE.
BROWN'S EVERY DAY FII.E, '^**vl^'^ 75 Cents each, BROWIS'S PERFE<?T rXLE.
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AMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia,

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the

Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.

Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY . PRICES AS LO^T OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Luther's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Platesand other beautl-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the coimtry at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete CathoUc Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCotaltgue,eontaining full descrip-
tion, prices, &c., mailed on application.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiTC Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

idaw^
B L-/%c:k

.^yxL
SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NEXT YORK.

3^^&UR TRAVELERS are now on the road, and we bespeak for them a kindly reception by our friends

J^^glt in the trade. Our Xmas and New Year's line, which will be submitted by them, will convince oui

friends that the field of invention, of originality, of design, and in make-up is inexhaustible, and has been

well cultivated by us. Satin prints are well represented and prices have been considered and regulated to

meet the requirements of the times, and the interests of our customers. Sample books will be in the

hands of the jobbers early in June.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ORIGINAL ^

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched
by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a toughness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers.

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they wiU bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

I'Pdger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

Proprietor

:

JOSEPH ARNOLD, Eyiisford Mills, KENT, ENGLAND:
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HEATH LEHER FILE § INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Heath's

Letter Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, &c., in the most rapid and correct manner, and to REFER
TO THEM A-FTER FILiINO WITHOUT A.yT DEIiA-Y, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the flies are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, a«h or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a i20 Box Libraiy

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File AND Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

F. E. Frothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C.

A. C. Farley & Co., 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.BRANCH OFFICES : SINGLE FILE.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
HAmnrAcrnBSR of

TIH AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOYELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No. 68 Beekman Street, New York,

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.

The Chas. Stewart Paper Co»

139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CINCINNj^TI, Olllo,

Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS PAST AS PROOnCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are req^uested
to send for our New Catalogue of Qoods suited to

their wants.

White, Mauilla, Stra-nr and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOABDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
938 Devonshire Street, JBoaton.

J. L. IvIcIlSrTOSKC,

Nflflil)eriiiE,^PapL*PerforatlDE.

EYELETING, PUNCHING, GUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDEBAL STBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

BoUDd Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Feiforated
EyeleU ot every deeerlption inserted.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.
*

H Eh
a Z
Ph CO

C.W%k^O-tH&-<

CO

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., 111.

CO.,

Papei 6©mpaij^
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILZ8—T01AI, BAXLT PRODUCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our r

great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality '

as any mill in the country.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, ' strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper

notice.

J. M. McEntee, stationer, Rolla, Mo., has

closed out.

The Scribner News, Scribner, Neb., has

changed hands.

H. M. McCarty, publisher, Paducah, Ky.,

has sold out to Messrs. Leigh.

Van Wynen & Brother, carvers, Brooklyn,

N. Y., have been damaged by fire.

S. S. Stafford shipped 522 dozen quart-bot-

tles of his inks by the steamship Holland this

week.

Reiss, Simon & Co., dealers in oil paintings,

&c., Chicago, 111., have been closed by the

sheriff.

G. A. Dunn & Co., manufacturers of paper

buckets, Chicago, 111., have lost $800 by fire.

Insured.

Paul J. Howland, printer and stationer. New
Bedford, Mass., is advertising to sell out his

stationery store.

McKee & Montgomery, publishers. Greens-

burg, Ind., have dissolved partnership. The
firm is now Montgomery & Donnell.

Charles J. Webb has Withdrawn from the

firm of James G. Kitchen & Co., paper-stock

dealers, &c., Philadelphia, Pa.

The book and stationery store of Somerville

Brothers, Detroit, Mich., was partly burned on

Saturday night. Loss, $ri,ooo ; insured for

$8,000.

The Boston Star has lately begun issuing a

Sunday edition. It is eight pages, and one of

its leading features is illustrations of prominent

men of Boston—divines, politicians, &c.

The property of John Russell, the miser

printer, who died in New York about a year

ago, has all been collected in from the various

banks, and amounts to $37,689.38. About fifty

persons from all over the world have put in

their claims of relationship. On Monday ne^t,

the Public Administration will file a petition

with the Surrogate, and notice will be sent to

all these persons. After being advertised once

a week for six weeks, the case will come before

the Surrogate.
|

F. S. Church's picture, " Retaliation," which
attracted so much attention at the recent

Academy Exhibition in New York, has been
purchased by L. Prang, with a view to its re-

production by lithography. It represents

Cupid caged, at the mercy of one of his many
victims, who stirs him up with evident zest and
amusement. The coloring is good and the

execution an advance upon former productions

of the artist. Winthrop Peirce also has de-

signed an original back for a forthcoming
Calendar from Thackeray's works, and the

mount for a Tennyson Calendar now in course

of preparation by Prang is from the brush of

Sarah E. Whitman.

R. T. & S. Blood, Jr., in addition to their

numbering, perforating and blank-book pag-

ing, have gone into the business of punching,

eyeleting, label-cutting, and the making of

memorandum pads of various sizes. The firm

has invented an improved composition for

writing pads, which it claims is superior be-

cause of its great flexibility, which gives it

greater strength and durability. It comes in

two colors—red and blue.

The Planters' Journal is the name of a very

excellent monthly published at Vicksburg,

Miss. As its name indicates it^is devoted to

agricultural objects, but it contains depart-

ments of interest to the household as well as

general readers. The April number has a

very pointed article on the social and political

status of Northern men in the South.

Ed. Wolf, of the firm of Wolf & Co., Phila-

delphia, has gone to Europe, where he will

look out for the handsomest things that he can

find in the way of "novelties," for which his

firm has a great reputation both as a wholesale

dealer and manufacturer.

E. Homuth has bought "The Band-box"

book and stationery store, at Wyandotte, Kan.,

from P. P. Hopkins, and will combine it with

his other store.

^

H. B. Childs & Co., paper makers. Grand
Rapids, Mich., have dissolved partnership.

Childs & Carper have succeeded to the busi-

ness.

I. R. Speigle & Brothers, booksellers, &c.,

Greensburg, Pa., have been closed out by the

sheriff on executions amounting to $20,000.

Simeon J. Thompson, printer, Shelbyville,

Ind., has sold out to the Shelby Republican

Publishing Company.

B. F. Smythe, publisher of the New Era,

Lake Valley, N. M., has been succeeded by

B. E. Nye & Co.

The Jourtml Printing and Publishing Com-
pany, Wheeling, W. Va., has assigned to J. R.

Cowden.

The Detroit Evening Journal Company, De-
troit, Mich., has increased its authorized capi-

tal to $50,000.

George R. Pond, of the firm of C. V. R.

Pond & Son, publisher of the Herald, Quincy,

Mich., is dead.

The Thomas W. Price Company, Philadel-

phia, has issued a new price-list of job-print-

ers and stationers' supplies.

Morton, Phillips & Bulmer, Montreal, have

published a revised edition of the customs and
excise tariff of the Dominion of Canada, cor-

rected to May 4, and combined with other

useful information.

The largest blank-book ever made was re-

cently turned out by the Government Printing

Office in Washington. It contains 10,000

pages, weighs 140 pounds, and is bound in

sheepskin and russia leather.

A very interesting game of ball was played

on last Saturday, on the grounds of the New
York Paper Trade Base-ball Club, located at

135th street and Southern Boulevard, between
the nines of James D. Whitmore & Co. and
George B. Hurd & Co., in which the former

came out victorious by the unprecedented

score of 32 to 18.

The dead body of a young Polish printer,

known as John Spender, was found lying on
the floor of his room on the top story at 221

Centre street, on Friday of last week. He
had shot himself with a pistol through the head
and the heart. His real name is believed to

have been Nawrotsky. His reason for com-
mitting suicide is supposed to have been dis-

appointment in not being able to return to

Poland where his parents reside, owing to some
obstacle presented by the Russian consul.

R. H. Forestal & Co., jobbers in paper, at

Fifth and Minor streets, Philadelphia, and
who have been in business about fifteen years,

have suspended payment. It is understood that

the liabilities of the firm are about $75,000,

and it is hoped that the assets will be sufl5cient

to cover them. The creditors of Mr. Forestal

are thought to be principally in New England,

where he purchased his stock, and a large

amount is said to be due to Philadelphia firms.

At a meeting of the creditors, held on Tues-

day, it was agreed to receive sixty cents on

the dollar, and to grant the firm an extension

of time, the amount to be payable in 6, 12, 18,

24 and 30 months. Mr. Forestal states that

BLOTTER
150 V-A^I^IETIES.

REVERSIBLE BLOTTER
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) xTS^«,vOTTf/p

TABLETS
f-a.ok:e:id in- bodies

TABLET
100 SHEETS m PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE IiA.RGE:ST AND FINEST tINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, includine Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Gilt Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bank, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper ; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Statement and Bill-Heads ; also Blanl^ Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

lf^~ Notwithstanding: their many advantages, these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. All other maaufacturors put 80 sheets (or loss) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
1b the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVERSA.1^ BLOTTElPt TA.BLET, at lowest prices ever made.

W-8KND FOR PRICK usTs. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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he expects his liabilities will be fully covered

by the assets.

Dan- L Perrin, bookseller, &c., Providence,

R. I., has sold out to Albert F. Davis.

Henry C. Megargee, wholesale paper-stock

dealer, Philadelphia, Pa., has sold out.

Speigel Brothers, booksellers, &c., Greens-

burgh, Pa., have been closed out by the

sheriff.

C. A. Dunn & Co., paper-box manufac-

turers, Chicago, 111., were damaged by fire to

the extent of $500 on May 29, which is cov-

ered by insurance.

Somerville Brothers' book and stationery

store on Main street, Detroit, Mich., was par-

tially burned last Saturday night. The loss is

$11,000 ; insurance, $8,000.

The mill of the Northwest Paper Company,

at Rockton, 111., was burned on Sunday. The

loss is about $50,000 ; insurance, $27,000.

The mill was recently rebuilt at a large ex-

pense and was in good working condition.

The sheriff levied, June 3, on stock and fix-

tures of store and the printing-office of Ban-

croft & Co., formerly Wood & Bancroft, Wil-

mington, Del., to satisfy a judgment of $600.

Other judgments and a chattel mortgage have

been entered.

William Butler & Co., Philadelphia, have

effected a compromise with their creditors at

50 cents on the dollar at six, nine and twelve

months. They have resumed business, and

will continue the manufacture of paper, run-

ning their mill full time.

The Miller Brothers Cutlery Company has

brought out some new styles of jack-knives in

three sizes. They are not clasp-knives, but are

an improvement on the latter. By touching a

spring the blade slips out of the handle, and

when fully exposed is firmly locked. The ad;

vantage over the old style of clasp-knife is the

ease with which it is opened. The firm has

also brought out a new line of folding pocket

spatulas for the use of druggists, doctors,

artists, &c. ; also a new pen styled the " No. 4
Stub Pen." The latter is especially adapted

for lawyers' use.

Carter, Dinsmore & Co. are showing a fine

photographic view of their new factory in Bos-

ton. The picture represents a large five-story

building of a handsome style of architecture,

with three arches in the front extending to the

top story, presenting an ample plate-glass

frontage. The factory is claimed to be the

best equipped ink factory in the world ; it is

lighted throughout by electricity, and is pro-

vided with all of the latest appliances that

years of experience have suggested.

John M. Tate, Edwin B. Maynard, Charles

W. Cook and Benjamin Howe have been ad-

mitted to the firm of James D. VVhitmore &
Co., stationers, &c., New York.

Richards & Whitehead, publishers of the

Reptiblican, Los Angelos, Cal., have been suc-

ceeded by H. Z. Osborn.

C. Mulholland, publisher of the Bulletin,

Greenville, Cal., has sold out.

M. P. Prout, printer, New York city, has

suffered a loss from fire.

C. Munich, gilder and dealer in picture

frames, Hartford, Conn., has assigned.

The Allen Spool and Printing Company
Norwich, Conn., has been burned out. In-

sured.

Maurice Fenelon, bookseller, &c., St. Johns,

N. B., ha.s taken William Kitchen into part-

nership.

James E. Berry, manufacturer of show-cases,

Chicago, 111., has been damaged $2,000 by fire.

Insured.

M. D. Rose, dealer in picture frames, news-

papers, &c., Meriden, Conn., has been burned

out. Insured.

A. P. Maple, dealer in wall-paper. South

Pueblo, Col., has been burned out. Loss, $2,200;

insured for $1,500.

Bailey & Smart, printers. Grand Lake, Col.,

have dissolved partnership. John Smart con-

tinues the business.

Studebaker Brothers, publishers of Recrea-

tion, Los Angelos, Cal., have suspended the

publication of that journal.

The firm of Maple & McGuire, dealers in

wall-paper. South Pueblo, Col., has dissolved.

The business is continued by A. P. Maple.

Berge & Flaherty, paper-stock dealers, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., have dissolved partnership.

Martin F. Flaherty continues the business.

Dealers who handle family bibles or photo-

graph albums should send to the National Pub-

lishing Company, Philadelphia, for its cata-

logue and discounts. Now is the time for a

large demand for these goods, and the Na-

BSJSSELtS

A.3Nrr)—
^STANDARD ^DOUBLE ^MANILLA.

V/TDlEiS-

BY

Leading Paper
DEALERS

AND

Stationers
IN THE

^UnitedStates
OF

America

I

Facsimile of a Bundle of Russell's Blotting.

The Standard and Best Double Manilla for Tags, Boxes and Drafting. A Full tine of White, Blue, Bufl", Pink and Fawn in
100, 130 and 140 I.bg., always on hand.

WILLIAM RUSSELL & SOU, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass. -^^

40, 60, SO.

.9,
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tional has an immense variety at remarkably-

low prices.

M. W. Isaacs & Co., publishers of the News,

Portland, Ore., have dissolved partnership.

The Portland News Company has succeeded

them.

The United States District Court for Massa-

chusetts has granted an injunction restraining

parties from directly or indirectly making,

using or vending any paper-holders or mechan-

ism embracing or embodying the invention

and improvements, or any substantial and ma-

terial part thereto set forth and claimed in let-

ters Patent 217,909, known as the Shannon

patent for improvement in paper-holders. This

injunction was granted in a suit brought by

the owners of the Shannon patents against

parties selling what is known as the " Best
"

file, for infringement of the Shannon patents.

A similar injunction was granted against a file

known as the " Eclipse," manufactured in

Lawrence, Mass.

Liebenroth, Von Auw & Co. have added a

large number of new things to their extensive

line of albums, autograph-books, scrap-books

and scrap-albums. They come in all sizes and

all of the latest styles of binding—imitation

leather, gold embossed, illuminated, black

embossed, morocco, Persian calf, padded,

plush, imitation of velvet and various other

covers in" numerous elegant designs. The

stock is one of the finest in the city.

The New York Blank-Book Company has

bden making extensive alterations in its estab-

lishment, greatly increasing its facilities for

doing business, and is now prepared to fill all

orders. It manufactures a full line of blank-

books, full-bound, half-bound, &c., and is pre-

pared to sell as low as any other house.

Marcus Ward & Co. , Limited, have just

brought out their line of calendars for 1885.

They show a noteworthy improvement over

the very popular calendars which this firm

has brought out in previous years. There has

been an entire change in designs, while a

higher degree of finish and artistic merit is

shown. The line comprises the well-known

"Day Unto Day," the " Shakesperian " and

the " Every Day " calendars, and an excellent

feature of them is the quotations, Scriptural,

Shakesperian, &.c., which are printed with each

day's leaflet. In addition to these calendars,

the firm has issued its " Season's " calendars, a

pocket calendar edition, in book form, with a

fine lithograph cover and interior decorations,

and containing a great deal of useful informa-

tion for reference, such as the legal holidays,

the church days, the eclipses, domestic and

foreign postage, the names of the different

Presidents of the United States, together with

date of birth, inauguration, continuation in

office, death, &c. There are also three de-

signs in wall calendars, with fine lithograph

decorations, the largest showing a beautiful

landscape scene, comprising a view of the

Killarney River, Ross Castle and cloud-capped

mountains in the background. Another shows

a floral design in brilliant colors, while another

design presents a scene from the Shakesperian

play, " Tempest," and gives much information

useful for reference. There are also some
pocket calendars folded in the form of a screen,

and book shaped. There will probably be a

great demand for artistic calendars next sea-

son, and dealers should be ready to supply it.

The calendars of Marcus Ward & Co. are

very attractive, and the firm says that it is

prepared to compete with any other house as

to prices.

George S. Canfield, publisher, Brainerd,

Minn., has admitted A. J. Halstead to part-

nership.

R. A. & C. S. Cooke, of Cooke & Cobb, 146

Chambers street, sailed on the steamer Aurania

on Wednesday for a trip through Europe, their

object combining business and pleasure.

The Indiana, Bloomington and Western

Railway has issued a reduced passenger ticket

rate over its line for parties desirous of at-

tending the meeting of the various Sunday

School conventions, political convention at

Chicago, Catholic Union at Baltimore, minis-

ters of United Brethren Church reunion at

Washington, and the American Association

fpr the Advancement of Science at Philadel-

phia. __ _

The Library of the Vatican possesses 3,559

Greek manuscripts. The imperial library of

Vienna, the Laurentian of Florence, the Saint-

Mark of Venice, and the different libraries of

Oxford contain about a thousand each. The
library of the British Museum has 716 volumes,

and that of the Escurial 583. The Biblio-

theque Nationale in Paris contains more than

any of those mentioned.

STATEMENT.
— I MAKB AND SELL—

FLAT WIRE STAPLES
Of every conceivable size and kind to suit

"Heyl," " Oflice Pet," Brown's Single Blow
Binder, McGill's Single Stroke Press and tlie

Novelty Staple Di-iver and Clincher.

Seme one is trying to "scare" people out of deal-

ing in the staples I furnish for the Novelty Driver, by
the statement that my goods are an IMITATION
and their trade-mark is infringed.

No such statements ought to have credence for an

instant by any body, for three reasons :

1st. Because my labels and packing are totally dif-

ferent from any others, and everybody has the right

to make wire staples ; no patents being in existence.

2d. No "trade-marks" exist on staples for iho

Novelty Staple Driver.

3d. The courts can promptly stop infringements of

trade-marks, and an appeal to customers would be

superfluous.

The conclusion to be arrived at is, some one is

trying tlie intimidation business ; because they

have no power to do any thing worse.

And the fact is, mj Staples are so far superior, as to

scare some one " most tew deth," lest chey may lose

all their trade.

These staples for use in the Novelty Staple Driver

can be had from THE DENNISON MFG. CO.,

Boston, NevF Tork, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

Chicago and St. tonis ; also from HENRY
BAINBKIDGE & CO., New York: AMERI-
CAN NE\YS CO., New York ; teCODNT BB S.,

San Francisco. Respectfully,

J. P. CRA-WKOiriJ,
304 Branch it., Philadelphia.

Successor to W. J. Brown, Jr,

THE DEMAND
-FOR-

LOCIWOOD'S DlMGTORY
FOK. 1SS4

Has so far exceeded all calculations that the regular

edition is already nearly exhausted. It is the most

comprehensive, complete and accurate work of the

kind issued.

THE ONLY STANDARD WORK.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt ot TTYO DOttARS.

OVER 20,000 ADDRESSES REVISED TO DATE.

HO^¥ARD I^OCKMTOOD,
126 & 128 Duane Street, cor. Church,

NEW YORK.

NONPAREIL PENS.
-^ SUPERIOR TO ALU OTHERS.-^-

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, lVIASi=.

ALSO POR SALE BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.
101 William Street, Nev York

Sta-CS* PAPER of Every Description, for

tioners and Printers.
SendL for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,

Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. (^-P '^ V

RIG CO
(COBfORATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Uards ander this heading will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, HI. Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

SHRIVER, T.. & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

rATmi. SAHUSL a. & CO.. Oinoiiinati, O

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

Q. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

Alphabet Blocks, &c. BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em- MENDE, PAUL, 43 and 45 Lispenard st., N.Y. HCWAKD raon WORia>, Buffalo. N. T.

bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Copying Books. Papers—Fancy.
Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H., & CO. 50 Madison St.. Chicago, HI. MURPHY'S SONS, W. P., PhUadelphia, Pa. BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Pliiladelphla, Pa. Electrotyplng. Paper Manufacturers.

Art Publishers. BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City, N. J.

BUFFORD S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 39o & 295
Broadway, N.Y., & 156 & 158 Monroe Chicago, Dl.

Engravers. Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinir.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Envelope Manufacturers.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM, JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass. ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.
Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.
BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,

134 and 136 WiUiam St., N. Y. THEO. L. WARRINGTON, Philadelphia, Pa.
WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.
Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKIN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. "Y

.

Blank Book Manufacturers. LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y. PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y. SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 132 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston. Scrap Book Pictures.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor st..Philadelphia, Pa. UPMAN. HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila. BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads. STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

Sheep and Goat Leather.
WM. H. HASBROUCK, 536 and 538 Pearl st., N. Y.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.
ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y. Stationers' Hardv/are.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,

Globes.
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SMITH, J. 0., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, ni., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam. Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, 0., and Chicago, 111.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

AGAR, ALFTANnWR, 110 WilIifl.Tn st
,
N Y

Bookbinders' Machinery.
KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,

29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

Grain Tables.CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables 81.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y. Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

HICKOK, W. 0., Harrisburg, Pa.
Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers. PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y. Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

HAKE, PH. 155 WilUam St., N. Y

Leather Back and Side Titles.
LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass. Toys and Games.

cox. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

SANBORN, GEO H & SONS 51 Beekman st N Y. LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B., 25 Centre St., N. Y. Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.
N.Y., Manufactiu^rs of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.Bookbinders' Materials. THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.
GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 Wilham st N Y. WBaDMANN. A.. 806 Broadwar. N. Y.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.GANE BROTHERS, lOfi Duane St., N. Y.
Tracing Cloth.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.
OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court. Old Jewry, London, Eng.Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.Bronzing Machine for Printers and

Lithographers. SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Bnsm\ iCP^iP qp^i iv . ^?^i P^fll <P^I
SARGENT BRONZING MACHINE CU.. 553 Main

street, Worcester. Maos. B ITB LBTs
Numbering, Perforating and Paging.Cara Board Manufacturers. AND

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y. BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

Eyeleting Machines.
Cards—Blank and Visiting. MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),

57 John St.. N. Y.
E. B. STIMPSON, 31 Spruce, St., N. Y.BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Paper.
COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia Pa

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates addreas

ANDERSON & STANTON,
162 BBOADWAT, NEW TOBK.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.HAKE, PHILIP, 155 William St., N Y.

Copying Presses. SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. ToUet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., PhUadelphia.HUBBARD, H. N.. 313 to 319 ?, 884 «, N. Y
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ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABLISHED 1830.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS,

ADVERTISING FANS

Fan Handles, 8, 1 1 and 12 inch, Plain and Stained.
ADVEBTISING CAKDS AND NOVELTIES. New and attractive designs constantly being

published. Send for Catalogue.

293 & 295 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO : 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON : 36 & 39 FEDERAL STREET

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, UASS.

' No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,
- DBPOT FOK -

-A.. B. FPLEisroH: ooFYHsra- iistkis.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Qrinding Mills, (fee.

THE BLACK & CLAWSOH CO.'S

kprneil Ferfiirator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap
plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. B-tunilton, Ohio.

I

Beautiful Album Cards^
COMPRISING THB CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OF

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Jast think of it, Ic. a Card."

I H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
ChroiTLO and Bevel - Edge Cards.

Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINCfS,
For use with "Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

^^ None Qenuine unless Marked on Box

:

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY SUSPENSION RINGS."
Staples (3-16, Yi, %, and ^ in.), per 1000, 30c. list.

I
Suspension Rings, - - per 1000, 60c. list.

B. B. WATSON, Sole Agent, 49 Maiden Lane, N.'T.

CINCINNATI NEWS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Cincinnati, June 3, 1884.

News from all parts of the country
comes in that the crops of grass and grain
were never so promising. There is no end to

the prospect for grass, and this is one of the
greatest grazing regions in the nation. The
winter did the fruits up, except apples. It is

an off year for pears. Farmers are getting

their corn in nicely. Everything that grows
is full of promise. The only question is about
what sort of a market there will be for the

stuff when it is grown. Tobacco, always a
great, and never a greater, staple of this re-

gion than now, will be planted much more
generally than last year. There has been no
croaking by the farmers this spring. Every-
thing looks promising for abundant crops.

In the city there is no change in the com-
mercial situation except that confidence has
been strengthened greatly by the happy .fail-

ure of crashes to follow numerously in the

train of the events lately noted. Commercial
men have ceased to look for much change in

business until after the fall elections. The
presidential campaign is always attended with

dullness.

But this dullness, while it is bad enough, is

nevertheless not of the dreadful sort—not of

the kind consequent upon calamity to business,

but rather of the kind which attends a halt in

the procession of trade, a sort of stop for the

purpose of reconnoitering. As stated in previ-

ous letters there are lines of business which
are not at all disturbed by the stagnation that

affects general business. Then collections are

fairly good.

Manufacturers of business stationery are not

overwhelmed with orders, but they manage to

keep their presses all going and their opera-

tives employed.

The races at Lotoma Springs this week are

numerously attended and betting is lavish. A
great deal of money changes hands on the

runners. The attendance, too, is very large.

Here in the eastern West matters do not turn

out thus in times of financial distress.

John Holland reports the orders for gold

pens quite up to the standard in steadiness and

in volume.

In book sales this is between seasons, still

there are frequent purchases for private libra-

ries. In fact, it is one of the late features or

developments of the trade, that here in the

eastern West and northern South many men
are forming fine private libraries.

Another bugbear—a strike in the rolling

mills—has been escaped. The mills keep on

producing iron (horseshoe iron included) at

half the price of before the war, and they are

making money.

Furniture has cheapened here wonderfully,

and the tendency seems to be the general

cheapening of manufactured products. Can it

be—indeed, may it not be, that business is

halting for the very purpose of adjustment to

this new order of things that is coming out of

the universal cheapening of manufacturing

processes and manufactured products ?

Prince William.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for inrertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

stationery in this country, in all cases giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

mark^s and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The
Stationer a thorough and complete exponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per
annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 AND 128 Duane Streets, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philadelphia Office—J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office—^Joseph Hammitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, corner Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.
-,, „ ^ ^ .

J

(5 Ludeate Circus Building
W. F. Catcheside -j

5
.^^^^^^

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.

Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

. ,, , „ ) Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

\ ^^^ j^^^^h East Indies.

, , „ ( Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide! Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.
W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.
I. I). Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntas Arenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jos^ A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Cura^oa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I.J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.
Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.
_, r- T->,_.~ i

Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-Thomas G. Thrum
^ ^^^^

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.
Tj. -m u„„i,„„ j New Westminster, BritishHenry W. Hughes

-j Columbia.

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the
publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

Presumably the tariff issue is definite-

ly settled, so far as legislation is con-

cerned, until after the election ; but if

this is so, it is no reason why we should

not at times give the subject some con-

sideration. An intelligent American now
resident in France, has been looking at

the tariff from the French point of view,

and he says that French manufacturers

and exporters have shown much anxiety,

and hope for the reduction of our cus-

toms duties, believing that whatever leg--

islation may be adopted, it will be such

as to favor the introduction of foreign

merchandise. It is admitted by the per-

son referred to, that European prosperity

would ensue upon any material reduction

of our tariff and that Europeans are ripe

for a competition which would help to

keep their manufacturers and hands em-
ployed, if, even at the cost of the depres-

sion, or, it may be said, oppression, of

American labor. The opportunity for

this realization of hope has not yet come.

It is wanting, and we trust will keep so.

effort of making Lockwood's Directory

the best authority, and its position in this

regard cannot be disputed. The demand
for it has been so great that the edition is

nearly exhausted.

Complaint is made of wanton destruc-

tion of the rubber trees in Brazil, and ^
this means a large reduction, if continued,

of our supplies of the raw mater.ial, it

is a matter of concern that such havoc

should be permitted. During the year

1883, our imports of crude rubber amount-
ed to 21,646,000 pounds, valued at $15,-

511,000, and of this quantity, within a

fraction of one-half came from Brazil, the

amount being 10,360,000 pounds, worth

$8,663,000. So it will readily be seen that

the rubber import from Brazil is of great

moment to this country, and whatever

tends to diminish our supplies, if our re-

quirements cannot be supplemented from

other sources, is something which it be-

hooves us to consider. Whether the

promised danger is extreme, we have no
means of judging, except in that it has

seemed to be of sufficient consequence for

our Consul-General at Rio to call atten-

tion to it.

In Lockwood's Directory of the Paper
Trade for 1884 we find a valuable com-
pendium of information. This volume is

an improvement on its predecessors, inas-

much as it makes separate classifications

of paper and pulp mills, and contains also,

in addition to the usual list of paper

dealers and a thoroughly revis.ed and en-

larged list of printers and stationers, what
is styled a " Buyers' Vade Mecum," or

guide to first hands in paper, stationery,

printing and paper-making supplies. As
an indication of trade opinion on the

Directory, we may quote the remark of a

New Orleans correspondent, who says :
" It

is a book full of useful information, and
indispensable to the trade. That portion

referring to New Orleans is entirely cor-

rect." Much labor has been given to the

If we are to gauge a people's intelli-

gence and culture by the number of its

newspapers and periodicals, which is, we
believe, laid down as a fair rule for the

measurement of intelligence, Russia rates

very low in the scale, and we doubt if

another nation, outside of any which oc-

cupies debatable ground between bar-

barism and civilization, can make a more
discreditable showing in this regard than

the Russian. We learn from some recent

figures submitted by the United States

Consul-General at St. Petersburg that the

entire circulation of newspapers, maga-

zines, periodicals, &c., in Russia amounts

to only 2,500,000, or one copy to every

forty inhabitants. The official returns

show that there are 776 periodicals pub-

lished in Russia. This is a very small

number compared to the 2,076 of Great

Britain and the 2,520 French, and still

more contrasted when we take our own
country into account, with its 11,196 peri-

odical publications. But a rather peculiar

fact is elicited by the inquiry into this

subject, and it is that London, of all the

great capitals, comes next to St. Peters-

burg in the number of its publications as

compared with the publications of the

entire country, the proportion being 26

per cent, of the whole to St. Petersburg's

25.4 per cent., while Paris is responsible

for 51 per cent, of all French publications.

We reproduce a review of the patent

laws of the United States in their relation

to American agriculture, arts and indus-

tries. Although it will be found that to

some extent Mr. Whitney goes over

ground previously covered in his articles

on " Inventors and the Public," we are of

opinion that there is no more useful or

important duty than that of trying to

effect a clearer understanding on a mat-

ter of public policy concerning which no
little amount of ill-formed and prejudiced

opinion has been created to the threat-

ened detriment and injury of industrial

progress in this country. If we would
secure and retain commercial supremacy
it must not, cannot be, at the expense of

invention. We will be poorly off indeed

if we are to trust to agriculture alone as

the mainstay of commercial liberty and

independence. The farmer has his best

resource in the domestic consumption of

his products, and if our arts and indus-

tries thrive, he shares not equally, but in

a larger proportion in the gain. The cry

of " monopoly " is carried to an extreme,

and the term itself is diverted from its

legitimate use by many who seek to create

monopolies in their own interest. But
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should a system of repression of inventive

talent and mental, intellectual effort for

the improvement of industrial resources

be inaugurated, the country would soon

experience the effect in the suspension of

enterprises which would have no prospect

of reward. The sober thought of the

American people ought to consider this.

Roundabouts.

By the Trade Lounger.

It is stated that a daily newspaper has

just been started in Paris which will change its

politics every morning. One day the political

article will be written by a Bonapartist, an-

other day by an Opportunist, then by a Legiti-

mist and sometimes by an Intransigeant. Each

writer is to be at liberty to say exactly what he

pleases. In like manner the literary part of

the paper will be surrendered upon alternate

days to representatives of opposite schools of

thought. It is said that the journal is started

with American capital.

* * * *

Isn't it quite possible that a well-known

American journalist is at the head of this al-

leged undertaking ? The idea is not novel, ex-

cept in the selection of writers of opposing

opinions. To all well-informed Americans it

is needless to say that there are newspapers in

this country which frequently express different

views, and are consequently in a condition to

always say, "I told you so," whenever any-

thing special turns up. It is the one mode of

claiming and demonstrating journalistic infal-

libility. * * * *

Among late ideas is a music-case in

leopard-skin lined with silk. Inasmuch as

leopards do not grow on every bush and

cannot be had even in the everglades of

Florida, people generally will have to be con-

tent with an imitation.

* * * *

The will of the great Leipsic publisher

and bookseller, Tauchnitz, provides for build-

ing up a big fortune on the very comfortable

amount of property left behind him. ffis

estate, exclusive of a valuable piece of landed

property, is valued at over a million of dollars.

The city of Leipsic, apart from some small be-

quests, is made his heir upon the condition

that the principal must never be alienated or

expended, and for two hundred years next en-

suing his death lo per cent, of the annual in-

come must be added to the principal. It

would seem that this would bring the estate up

to a big quantity by A. D. 2084. Somebody

else do the figuring.

* * * *

James D. Whitmore & Co. have ad-

mitted as partners John M. Tate, Edwin B.

Maynard, Charles W. Cook and Benjamin

Howe. The new members of the firm are all

young men who have been attached to James

D. Whitmore & Co. for a long time, and whose

indefatigable labors have done much to con-

tribute to its prosperity. They are worthy of

their promotion and their energy, business

talent and genial qualities will go far toward

extending the trade of the firm in the future.

* * * *

Great distress is said to have been

caused to the postal clerks charged with the

duty of issuing postal notes, because of injury

to the eyes from the mixed color of the notes.

A new color, lilac, has therefore been adopted,

and only one punching will be required. The
color of the stamp on the two-cent envelope

is also said to be changed, but as the " Loun-

ger " doesn't buy his stationery from the gov-

ernment, he hasn't yet seen it.

* * * *

" Two quarts of ink and a clock for

seventy-five cents," were the words dinned in

people's ears by a peddler recently. What en-

terprising manufacturer can he be who is tak-

ing this method of booming the market ? Per-

haps our friends "
J. B. D." or " S. S. S." can

tell us. * * * *

It is alleged that a prominent house in

the trade kept open house last week, and that

did the thing handsomely, too, greatly to the

satisfaction of the boys, bringing forward all

of the choice brands of wines, cigars, &c.

Sorry I wasn't lounging around that day.
* * * *

A new monthly publication has just

made its appearance. It is a geographical

and industrial magazine and proposes to take

different States or sections of the country in

turn, and, with ample maps, showing counties,

towns, cities, villages, lakes and streams, high-

ways and railways, give a description of the

part of country chosen, with full details as to

its natural and industrial resources, &c. The

idea is broad and if well sustained will be use-

ful in our day and generation.
* 4e- * *

Some reporter out in Connecticut,

thinking to be smart, got a report in print that

a bank had failed, not specifying any one

bank, but it caused a run on the savings bank

of the place (Norwalk), and created no little

commotion. The bank was a sand bank which

had run out. The editor of the paper which

printed the so-called joke and who " passed

the copy," felt called upon to reimburse the

scared depositors who withdrew their money

from the savings bank to the extent of the in-

terest forfeited.
* * * *

I am very much pleased with the 1884

Directory of the Paper Trade. The lists of sta-

tioners and printers are very full, and seem to

have been compiled with painstaking care.

The separate classification of paper and pulp

mills is also excellent. Lockwood's Directory

ought to be in the hands of everybody in the

trade. It is wonderful how paper manu-

facturing is growing despite dull times.
-•-*

Answers to Correspondents.

W. L. A. asks: i. Are paper kites manufactured for

the retail trade ? 2. Where are headquarters for

American tissue papers ?

Ans.— I. Yes
;
James Smith, 65 Java street,

Greenpoint (Brooklyn), N. Y., makes them.

2. Your inquiry is broad ; but we will take it

for granted that you do not want tissue manil-

las. There are a number of manufacturers of

tissue papers, and you ought to have Lock-

wood's Directory to tell you all about them.

We will only name a few, viz. : Diamond Mills

Paper Company, 44 Murray street, N. Y.
;

Wm. C. Hodge, Rainbow, Conn.
; Jersey City

Paper Company, Jersey City, N. J. ; Union

Mills Paper Manufacturing Company, Lam-
bertville, N. J. ; F. H. Whittlesey, Windsor,

Locks, Conn.
B. inquires for manufacturer of an oblong book with

manilla leaves and press board cover, about 6x9
etc., known as " Student's Note-book."

Ans.—Acme Company, 49 John street, N. Y.
C. wants to know who makes the new form of " Schol-

ar's Companion " mentioned in The Stationer.

Ans.—The Roache Manufacturing Company,
113 Mulberry street. New York, advertising in

another column.
D. & Co. want address of manufacturer of combination

roll-top writing-desk illustrated in The Stationer
May 29.

Ans.—Alles & Conant, whose advertisement

will be found in this paper.

L. & L. inquire for address of manufacturer of Payson's

indelible ink.

Ans.—J. H. Stoddard & Co., Northampton,

Mass.
D. W. T. wants address of the dealer in beads referred

to in The Stationer of January 17.

Ans.—Herman Schmalhausen, 28 Howard
street.

•^*--^-

Mortgages, Etc.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existing mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale ; and Real, a mort-
gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Fless & Ridge $3,150

M. F. Morton 500

J. Phair (R.) 253

J. D. Robinson 500

D. & J. Sadlier (R.) 40,000

C. Hart (R.) 975
Heflron & Phelps •. 8,421

A. & F. K. Kimmel 30,000

A. & F. K. Kimmel (B. S.) 10

EASTERN STATES.
Joseph H. Lamson, Portland, Me. (Real)

Nathan Whitney, Stoddard, N. H. (Real) 4,000

Gray & Stickel, Boston, Mass 200

M. A. Salomons, Boston, Mass 1,785

Samuel Hogle, Lawrence, Mass. (B. S.) 2,000

MIDDLE STATES.
E. Claxton & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 4,120

Marian & Edward Gardner, Bergen Point, N. J.. 600

G. M. Rackcliffe, Hoboken, N. J 100

Daniel H. Neiman, Easton, Pa., Rutledge
Monthly gj

Joseph G. Cummins, Media, Pa. (Real) 800

Hallyn Matrix Machine Company, Limited,

Philadelphia, Pa 5,009

Henry W. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa 157

WESTERN STATES.
John Cadwallader, Indianapolis, Ind 200

C. F. Brewster, Des Moines, la 260

H. R. Crenshaw (Spering & Crenshaw), Maren-
go, la 150

J. W. Ragsdale, Healdsburg, Cal., Russian River
Flag (Real) 12,500

E. H. Rood, Denver, Col 500

W. H. Gould, Los Angeles, Cal. (Real) 800

John Hoffman, San Francisco, Cal. (B. S.) 406
Franklin Printing Company, Chicago, 111 2,000

Welshon, Moyer & Co., Greenfield, la. (B. S). . .

.

65
F. L. Ingman, Villisca, la. (Real> 1 000

Charles T. Chapin, Cadillac, Mich 1,264

F. B. Way, Detroit, Mich 16,000

Ransom E. Granger, Minneapolis, Minn 454
John Holland, Cincinnati, Ohio (Real) 15,000

CANADA.
Joseph C. Dalzell, St. John, N. B. (B. S.) 445

LIENS RELEASED.
Albert A. Fielding, Boston, Mass, 176
T. H. Thompson (Thompson & West), Oakland,
Cal 500

Duffy & Cashman, Boston, Mass 2 000
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^ ^B^* fk jy — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—
Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold BooksLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. TBUrt*****W*IWh Bi^WWrilAiW
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE ISOIilCITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

Tijr UAD\/ADn CHIIMTAIM PFM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen aflSxed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tabes,
InL. nAnVAriU rUUINlrMIN iLINi wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been Anally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. i^~ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New Tork.

(formerly janentz^y « CO.)

MANXJFACTTJEERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ART ISTS ' MATE RIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards,
— SOLE MANDPACTDRERS OF THE —

PATENTED * PAPIER ^ MACHE -^ PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; Wax Flower Materials ; I. U. G. Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials ; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

(s-^2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. =^

R. A. ROQBBS k, CO.,

3D>i.-ya?03>T, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

lltlfl "" llltlll

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated liConhardi Dresden Alizarin

Writing and Copying Inks.

le:ej, 3a:^^sj!!$.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER* STAMPS.
BEQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Bvery Fad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4J^ X 2% in., 60c. each. No. 2. 6^4 x 3^ in., $1.
' Wholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WAI.I,ACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned against selling unstamped Wood liOver Clips.

They infringe our Patent.

VANHOEN'S LETTEK FILES AND CLIPS HAVE IRON LEVERS.

sirimIj. the best.
^^:isrH:oi?.2sr's p^TEi>q'TE:iD

tMmiimT Olips am(
Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter, Cap. With and without

Pins. The Springs Never Grow Weafe.

YAHHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leavesof each paper in consecutive order. 18, 21, 34, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

«§ PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. §>

^^ For Sale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOQIiOM, Manrr, 239 Greenwich Street, Ketr Xork.

— AND —

SCHOOL PADS.
^rSEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
BESPECTPUIiLT SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PACTLO, BRAZIL,.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYING INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copiesi

Copies a Month after Writing,

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COT72TSELOZl>AT-LA'^.

Special attention given to Patent and Trad»^
Mark Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
SoUcitorof IPnited States andForeignFatmiU

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in tlie

jliortest possible time. Caveats 61ed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent OfiBce and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases Investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted. Opinions on.
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,

&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kep*^ iik

violably secret and confidential. ^

JAMES A. WHITNEY, i^a Nassau St., N. Y. Ciq'.

I
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The Word " Bookmaking."

The following correspondence and com-
ment appears in the last number of Art Age :

Referring to our late conversation and the

use of the word " book-maker," in its journalis-

tic application, I would state that having ex-

amined some of our old files, I find that in The

Paper Trade Journal (which paper was estab-

lished in May, 1872), in March, 1873, I started

a department called " Book-Makers' Depart-

ment." We ran this department in the Jour-

nal for over one year, or until the time we

started The American Stationer, after which

time we incorporated such articles as had ap-

peared in the Book-Makers' Department in The
Stationer without special classification. To

give you an idea of the class of matter that we

made use of at that time under this depart-

ment, I would mention the following articles :

"Book Binders' Tools;" "Dryer for Ink;"
" First American Book on Book Binding,

1824 ;

" Color Printing in England ;

" " French

Press Work;" "Ornamental Bindings;"

"American against Foreign Bindings;"
'

' An Elegant Catalogue from Francis Hart

&Co. ;" "Profits to the Various Persons In-

terested in Making a Book;" "Stereotyp-

ing the Rig-Veda ;

" " Making India Paper ;"

" Printing a Book in China ;
" " The Biblio-

maniac's Paradise ;
" " Changes in Binding ;"

" Hussite Hymn Book at the Prague Library;
"

"Increasing Excellence of American Text

Books ; " " Ruskin's Ideas and Styles of Bind-

ing;" " Sonzono's of Milan Experiments in

Publishing Good Books at Low Prices ;
" " Ap-

pleton's Bindery;" "How Inlaying is done

by Book Worm ;

" " Book Making in China ;

"

" Utilizing the Waste of Gold Leaf ;
" " Book

Binding as a Fine Art ;
" "Sizes of Books ;

"

" Art of Restoring Old Books from Manu-

scripts ; " " Quality of Paper Used in Pater's

' The Renaissance.'" I do not claim to have

grasped just the ideas that you are at present

engaged in promoting in your journal, but I

call attention to the above more in answering

the doubt you expressed about anyone else

ever having used the term " Book Maker " or

" Book Making " in this connection. We are

still printing special articles on subjects of a

similar character in The American Stationer,

particularly ; and this phase of the literature

of the trade has always been of special inter-

est to me.

Howard Lockwood, N. Y. City.

[In the conversation referred to the claim

was not made that " book-maker " or "book-

making " was used first by the A rl Age, hut

that " bookmaking" as a compound word had

been brought into prominence by the Ari Age,

and that now it is a recognized word with a

broadly comprehensive, concrete meaning.

To claim that any word or phrase applicable

to books or printing is entirely new would be

absurd, as the nomenclature of printing has

been studied and varied as much or more than

that of any of the applied arts and sciences. Still

it is a just claim that within the year that the ^r/

Age has been in existence, the phrase "book-

making arts" and the words "bookmaker"

and "bookmaking" have appeared in the

daily prints with a frequency unknown be-

fore, and that the word is in common use.

Even in the Art Age its value and meaning

has developed so that though in early num-
bers it appears as " book making "or " book-

making," it now is printed only as "book-

making." With reference to the articles men-

tioned it may be said that all, or nearly all

of them, would be appropriate to the Art Age

were they called forth as furthering the idea of

art in books. As articles relating to books or

bookmaking they could be continued indefi-

nitely and would always be excellent reading.

As such there is no special demand for them,

unless apropos of some question exciting in-

terest at the time of their publication—a state-

ment which may explain the idea of the Art

Age and its claim to being unique as a publica-

tion, in that ii regards books invariably from

the art point of view, whereas all other jour-

nals that may treat incidentally of art in its

application to bookmaking do not make art of

paramount importance, but are concerned

mainly with the buying and selling interest.

The Art Age, in a word, advocates good pro-

ductions on the theory that well made goods

always find a sale, and that those who manu-
facture the best goods must have excellent ma-
terials to work with.

—

Ed.'\

KEUFFEL & ESSER,
• MANUFACTUEERS AND IMPORTERS OF

-

^' Standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,

PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

S(ENNECKEN'S ROUND WRITING BOOKS AND PENS.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. "EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

Awarded at National ExpositioD of Railway Appliances iield at Chicago, FOUR GOLD ANB
BBONZE MEDALS for Surveying. Engineering and Drawing Materials,

ANTOiE'S COPYING INK
Is the only COPYING INK which gives perfect Copies

even if a nfonth has e'apsed after a letter has

been written.

h the only one which resists the action a/ BLOTTING PAPER,

and always keeps its original colour, no matter

how long in bottle.

-IIGIIEST AWARDS OBTAINED AT EVERY EXHIBITION

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878, SILVER MEDAL

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION, 1883, GOLD MEDAL

SOLD BY ALL STATIONERS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND THROUGHOUT THE \A/ORl_D
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Obituary.

Charles D. Myers.

Charles D. Myers, who accidentally shot

himself on Tuesday of last week, died on the

following Thursday. Mr. Myers came here

from London in 1870, and entered the employ

of B. & P. Lawrence, who were in the whole-

sale stationery business at No. 74 John street.

In 1872 he and his brother, Claude D. Myers,

began the manufacture of envelopes and fine

stationery at No. 36 Piatt street under the style

of Myers Brothers, the office of the firm being

at No. 37 John street. The next year the firm

removed to No. 62 John street, and opened a

general stationery and fancy goods business

in connection with envelope making. His

brother retired from the firm in 1879, and A.

E. Simons was admitted to membership. The
style of the firm was unchanged.

In the latter part of last February the firm

failed, and Mr. Myers assumed the payment

of the debts, and continued the business under

the old style at the same place.

His remains were taken to Baltimore, Md.,

on Saturday evening, where the interment was

made. He left a wife, and a child aged ten

years.

William McCoy.

William McCoy, a well-known printer,

died at his home, No. 30D West Twenty-eighth

street, on Monday, June 2, aged sixty-six.

He was a resident of New York for more than

forty years, and was foreman of late years in

the offices of several leading dailies, and in the

printing office of the New York Mercury. He
was also connected with the Courier and En-
quirer, and other early publications. He was

well known among theatrical men, having been

for seven years treasurer of the Grand Opera

House while Poole & Donnelly had charge of

it. The deceased left a son, his wife and sev-

eral children having died some years ago.

The funeral will take place this (Thursday)

afternoon at one o'clock, and the interment

will be in Holy Cross Cemetery.

J. B. Goldsmith.

J. B. Goldsmith, quite a well-known

printer, died on Monday night last at his re-

sidence in Jersey City. He was forty years of

age, and was for several years employed in the

composing-room of the Sun. He was a soldier

in the late civil war, and served with credit.

George W. Turney.

George W. Turney, one of the oldest

printers in this city, died at his residence, No.

38 Grove street, on Wednesday, May 28. He
had been in feeble health for several months,

and had been confined to his bed -during the

last two weeks. His death, it is stated, was

due to a general breaking down of his system,

caused by old age. Mr. Turney has been a

very active man through life, and his old print-

ing-office, No. 77 Chatham street, is one of the

down-town landmarks. He was a printer of

law blanks and general business stationery.

Some of the older New York lawyers have not

used any other blanks than those printed by

Turney for upward of a score of years. The

only surviving member of Mr. Turney's fam-

ily is his daughter.

Mr. Mecklenberg, of the firm of Mecklen-

berg & Rosenthal, printers, Cincinnati, Ohio,

is dead.

SPRINGFIELD CHAT.

[correspondence of the stationer.]

Springfield, Mass., June 4, 1884.

The very sultry weather of to-day has

tended to add to the prevailing quiet in trade

in the retail departments of our city, which is

always affected by extreme heat and extreme

cold.

The bulletins about the newspaper offices

are closely watched by all classes of citizens,

hoping for something definite from the Chicago

President manufactory, where the paper inter-

est of Springfield is represented by that wide-

awake and ever-efficient citizen, the Hon. L.

J. Powers, who has not been in Chicago be-

fore for about twenty years. So closely has he

attended to the extensive business of the Pow-

ers Paper Company, but he will no doubt take

notice of the paper and notion trade of the

great Chicago. Many here would like to see

Chester A. Arthur again in the chair, and the

business men generally lean that way, though

whoever receives the Republican nomination

will have the support of the Republicans.

The expectation is that we shall have a quiet

trade here and throughout the valley until fall,

in nearly every department of business, al-

though many of the larger houses are feeling

cheerful over the past and present trade.

P. P. Kellogg & Co., who have been suc-

cessful in getting a portion of the contract for

government envelopes, are hurrying things into

shape for the business.

Z. C. Warren, of the Standard Pulp Com-
pany, has gone to manufacturing quite ex-

tensively " selanite," anew ware which he has

decorated and finished very tastefully at his

factory by artists employed there. The shapes

are vases of every description, selling from $1

to $50, plaques, jardinieres, &c., for which

considerable sale has already been effected

and much praise secured. They have made

James D. Gill the agent of it for Springfield,

and a full line of it is now upon exhibition in

the store and windows of his establishment.

D.—^
Judicious Advertising

Creates many a new busmess,

Enlarges many an old business.

Revives many a dull business,

Rescues many a lost business.

Saves many a failing business,

Preserves many a large business, *

Secures success in any business.

The British Royal Geographical Society has

awarded royal medals to A. R. Colquhoun for

his journey from Canton to the Irawadi to

Bhamo, in 1882, during which he executed

surveys of the whole route, from Wu-chau(i5o

miles west of Canton) to Talifu, 1,300 miles of

which had never before been surveyed ; and to

Dr. Julius Haast, in consideration of his sys-

tematic explorations of the southern island of

New Zealand, in the course of which he ascer-

tained the altitudes of 130 stations and col-

lected material for a map on the scale of foiir

miles to an inch, the manuscript of which he

presented to the Royal Geographical Society
;

also for his numerous contributions to the

knowledge of New Zealand, made in the so-

ciety's publications, and elsewhere.

I^arliet %tmt\xs.

Office of The American Stationer, [
Wednesday, June 4, 1B84. j

TS.E MONEY MAJtKBT.—The money market

has ruled quiet and easy, with loanable funds in abun-
dant supply. Call loans on Stock Exchange collateral

have been available at 2@4 per cent., and some loans

were made as low as ij^ per cent. Time loans have

been made at 4l4@s per cent. Commercial paper firm

but nominal at sK©6K per cent, discount. The stock

market has undergone but slight fluctuations since our

last issue. There was a slight upward flurry early in

the week, but at the close the tendency was lower.

Government bonds were 54@Kc. lower. Railroad

bonds were irregular, closing active and weak. The
market for foreign e.xchange has ruled firm and higher,

the leading drawers having all advanced their rates for

sterling to $4.85 for long and $4.87 demand.

THE PAPER MARKET.— The paper market

retains a very steady appearance, without, however,

showing any increase in business. As in nearly every

department of trade at present caution is the rule with

most buyers, the orders for the most part representing

grades, sizes and quantities necessary to meet the le-

gitimate wants of consumption. Efforts made on the

part of dealers to induce larger orders to be given are

met in most instances by a reluctance to anticipate the

future, buyers preferring to be governed by their cur-

rent necessities. Supplies of most grades continue quite

full, although there is no great surplus seeking a mar-
ket, as many of the large mills are not running to their

full capacity. Soine have their current production en-

gaged on orders, while there are still others who em-
brace the opportunity to shut down to make needed re-

pairs. There is no doubt but what low prices are the

controlling motive of some manufacturers in lessening

their production, and it would inure to the benefit of

the whole trade if their example was followed more
generally. The Eastern straw paper manufacturers met
at StanWix Hall, Albany, yesterday, and after discussing

the matter, agreed to maintain the old schedule of prices.

The subject of shutting down the mills for 60 days from

June 15, was also discussed pretty freely. Sixty per

cent, of the mills have agreed to the two months' sus-

pension, and when the consent of 65 per cent, is ob-

tained the mills will close down. This action is taken
•

in view of the scarcity of straw, the old crop being

nearly exhausted, and the new crop promising only two-

thirds of an average. The price of straw at the mills

has advanced from $8 and $io per ton to $18 and $20.

THE STATtONERY MARKET.—K surpris-

ing improvement in trade was indicated ths week.

The volume of business showed an encouraging in-

crease, which rather exceeded the expectations of deal-

ers generally, although all were prepared for it, because

it was looked for two months earlier. As a result,

there was more talk of new goods for the fall trade, and

manufacturers seemed to be imbued with a greater de-

gree of enterprise and activity. The blank-book trade,

although with many dealers still quiet, with others is

very active. Out-of-town orders for early July delivery

are coming in very rapidly, and there are no indications

of a cessation during the balance of the season. The
business is mostly from heavy dealers in remote sec-

tions; who order early. The toy men are also very

busy in filling orders for summer games. Fourth of July

goods, &c. In staple goods the reports are quite glow-

ing, especially in respect to Western and Southern

trade. To be sure, dealers are holding back somewhat

on account of the crops, which have not yet matured,

but are Ordering in small lots, while jobbers are order-

ing more largely than usual. The trade in fancy goods

is quiet as yet, but promises to open up well. In ad-

vertising specialties there is a steady and brisk business

doing.
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The Science of Heraldry.

" Heraldry is a very beautiful study,"

said James F. Weston, to whom a reporter of

The Stationer applied for information on the

subject, " and it is a thing that is little under-

stood by the generality of people. Not a few

call everything that they see respecting her-

aldry ' a crest,' knowing nothing of the divi-

sions of a coat-of-arms. A coat-of-arms is

composed of a crest (which is above a shield),

a shield, sometimes having supporters, such as

animals, birds or men at the sides, and also a

ribbon and motto. A crest represents that

figure worn on the top of helmets, and what is

vulgarly called the little bar underneath is a

wreath which represents a roll of linen, which

ancient soldiers used to tie around this 'orna-

ment before going into battle, for the protec-

tion of the head. The shield represents the

field of battle, or, in other words, where cer-

tain deeds of valor were won, while all the

various designs that are placed upon the shield

are intended to set forth special achievements

of the character named. For instance, my
neighbor Calkins, of Maiden lane, inherits a

coat-of-arrps which is a plain shield on a pile,

vulgarly called a spile. ^ Piles have been

granted to such as have been very useful in

founding commonwealths and colonies.

"The bend and bend-sinister, those not ac-

quainted with heraldry are also apt to have er-

roneous notions of. A little incident occurs to

me which will give an illustration. A person

blessed sufficiently with this v.-orld's goods to

have a carriage, thought he, liks some of his

neighbors, must have a coat-of-arms. Accord-

ingly while his carriage was, being built he told

the carriage-maker to put his coat-of-arms on

it. The carriage-maker consulted some work

on heraldry in which he found a name answer-

ing to that of his customer, and painted the

heraldic emblem accompanying it on the car-

riage. While the owner was driving out one

day, a wag, who understood the science of her-

aldry, asked him what he had that coat-of-arms

on his carriage for. He replied :
' Oh, you

know, I told the carriage-maker to put it on.'

' But,' said the wag, 'do you know what you

are wearing there ?
' pointing to the sinister-

bend. ' Do you know you have the sinister-

bend?' 'Sinister-bend,' said the man in the

carriage, 'what is that?' 'Why, don't you

know it is a sign of bastardy?' ' Oh, I must

have that taken off.' The bend is a broad bar

running diagonally down from right to left and

is a mark of honor ; while the bend running

in an opposite direction is a mark of illegiti-

macy.

" And so with every point in heraldry there

is something significant and interesting. We
sometimes see a little hand—a little red hand

—in one corner of a coat-of-arms, and wonder

why it is there. It was customary in ancient

times to compel a man who killed anothe^ in a

duel or otherwise, to have a bloody hand

placed upon his coat-of-arms. Even to the

present day in England, those, who wear

crests or coats-of-arms are required to pay a

tax for doing so, and it has long been custom-

ary for people having no coat-of-arms to have

their initials woven into all sorts of fanciful de-

vices, to take the place of a crest or coat-of-

arms. A jeweler came to me not long ago

with a seal to be engraved, saying that his

customer wanted a crest on it. Said I, ' What
does he want—a pig, or a dog, or an ele-

phant?' 'I don't know,' replied the jew-

eler; 'he, wants a crest on it.' 'What is

the man's name?' I asked. ' Don't know.'

' Well,' I said, ' suppose I put a rampant on it

;

would that suit him ?
'

' Oh, yes, I think that

would do nicely,' replied the jeweler. Ac-

cordingly, the crest was engraved. The man
paid his money and went on his way in blissful

I
ignorance of the real significance of his coat-

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Staods, Water Tubs,

&c,, &c,.

All Sizes and Styles, manufactured by

SAMUEL C, TATUM & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application.

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

TttET%AtMER ^^T<^
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

WHICH "WE WIIiL, CI.OSE: OUT BELOW COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the BAROAINS we are offering.

I^. PRANG & CO., New York.

of-arms. It is a common thing for people to

look into a heraldic work, find a name corre-

sponding to their own, and appropriate the

crest or coat-of-arms, only perhaps to be ridi-

culed for their assumption and ignorance. At

some future time I will tell the readers of The
Stationer how to find out their coat-of-arms

—if they have any."

The ordinary rubber cement which is so

much used by fine shoemakers is made by dis-

solving a quantity of gutta-percha in chloro-

form or carbon bisulphide until the solution

has the consistency of honey. Thin down the

parts to be cemented, then spread a small

quantity of the cement well over the parts to

be joined. Warm the parts over a flame or

fire for half a minute, bring the surface to be

united together, and hammer well or clamp

firmly. The cement dries in a few minutes.

IB&W
THE GREAT THROUGH ROUTE

— BETWEEN THE —

East, West, North and South.

IB.^W.JiY.

Through PASSENGER TEAINS Daily
AS FOLLOWS :

THREE SOLID TRAII^S EACH WAY
Betwefj Columbus, Indianapolis and Peoria.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus, Indianapolis and Decatur.

TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Sandusky.Indianapolis, Peoria and Decatur.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Dayton and Cincinnati
THREE TRAINS EACH WAY

Between Sandusky, Springfield and Columbus.
FOUR TRAINS EACH WAY
Between Columbus. Springfield, Dayton & Cincin'ti.
TWO TRAINS EACH WAY
Bet. Columbus, Springfield, Indianapolis & Chicago.— WITH —
Sleeping and Eeclining Chair Cars on Night

Trains and Elegant Parlor and Modem
Day Coaches on Day Trains.

Its track is laid with HEAVY STEEL RAILS, thor-
oughly ballasted, with easy grades and few curves.
Traversing as it does the heart of the three great

States of Ohio. Indiana and Illinois, uniting in close
business relationship the capital cities of the first
and second with the fecond city of the third, and
passing through a large number of the most im-
portant cities and towns in each, and with all its
central location makes it the

Shortest and Most Desirable Route be-
tween the Mast and West.

THROUGH TICKETS AND BAGGAGE CHECKS
to all Principal Points

NOETH, SOUTH, EAST AND WEST
can be obtained at any ticket office of The I., B. and
W. Railway; also via this route at all railraod
offices throughout the country. Rates always as
low as the lowest.
Particular advantages offered to Western Emi-

grants. LAND and TOURIST TICKETS to all
points reached by any line.

C. E. HENDEKSON, H. M. BRONSON,
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Ticket Agt.
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SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity ot re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have giv'en universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 41^x2^ retail at SO cents each.
" 6J4x3i4 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3 and 85 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work row required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No, 364: Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

TO nDE^A^LEE-S
-IN

Eifd©| iltlai Paiii

IHE BXTVEZiOFSS and 'TO'B.ZTZXTG FJLFBB.S

manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unSUrpaSS©d in qviality and StylSS

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilitie<5 for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

lajBBtR -nrPE PRIKTIKG OUTFIT

Contains 300 letters, figures.

<6c.— 11 alphabets of Solid
Rubber Type—3 line holder
and inexhaustible Pad, in

walnut box. Takes the place
of nearly all 1, 2 and 3 line

Rubber Stamps. Can be
changed at will. Is the
CHEAPEST and best outfit for
hand-printing. Price, S2.S0 ;

per dozen, •16.00.

l<or Marking Liuen, Cards, Rooks, &c.,
and the amusement and inatructioo of young
people Contains 1.50 letters, &c., of Rubber
Type, one line holder, and boltle of best In-

delible Ink for m irking linens. No otht*r

cheap outfit made will do as niue and large a
variety of work as this. Price, SI.00 ; per
dozen. S"*.©©. Send for Catalogue of New
aud Useful Goods.

«. //. INGERSOLL. 92 Fulton St.. M. Y.

tmKMmMfOTWtm

RUBBERSTAMP PAD.

Sar-SUPPLYING

STAMP PAD.

IliBIIIDillJillHeilWiaBMCTtlNIRIWtlDUl

For every user of Kiih-
ker Srainps. Takes the
place of the old cloth pads,
and bottle of ink, at a saving
of time, money and annoy-
ance. It requires no inking,
and will last from one to
three years. Colors—red,
violet and green. Pri'-es,

2K X *14. 50 cents ; 8 k 6, 75.
cents; per doz., S3 and S5«

VALUE OF lUFOBTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended May 30, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers.

.

Engravings..

Ink

Lead Pencils.

Slate Pencils.

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals....

37 $2,670

472 49,690

116 3i727

49 17.155

"3 4,941

31 3.499

3 127

231 22,557

5 96B

13 433

1,070 $105,767

VALVE OF EXPOBTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, Ac,
FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended June 3, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases.

.

Bdoks, cases..

Stationer>'

Totals....

1.340

362

99

54

439

12,294

$2,080

6,675

3,410

6,761

9,604

$28,530

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From May 27 to June 3, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 14 ; to Bremen, i ; to

British West Indies, i ; to United States of Colombia,

4 ; to London, 14 ; to Hamburg, 3 ; to Dutch West In-

dies, I ; to Glasgow, 2 ; to British Africa, i ; to Hayti,

4 ; to Mexico, i ; to Santo Domingo, i ; to Venezuela, 6
;

to Argentine Republic, i.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 8 cs.; to Dutch West Indies,

50 rms.; to Cuba, 5 cs., 47 pkgs., 4,400 rms.; to United

States of Colombia, 45 pkgs.; to Mexico, 43 pkgs.; to

Hamburg, i cs.; to Bremen, 6cs.; to Glasgow, 18 cs.; to

London, 88 pkgs.; to British Honduras, 20 rms.; to

Porto Rico, 6,000 rms.; to Brazil, 2 pkgs.; to Danish

West Indies, 2 cs., i pkg.; to Copenhagen, 17 pkgs.; to

Nova Scotia, 4 cs.; to New Zealand, 2 cs.; to British

West Indies, 15 pkgs., 565 rms.; to Havre, 35 cs.; to

French West Indies, 2 cs.; to Central America, 2 pkgs.;

to Hayti, i cs., i pkg.; to Santo Domingo, 305 rms.; to

Venezuela, loi pkgs., 5 cs.; to Argentine Republic, 12.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 44 ; to United

States of Colombia, 21 ; to Cuba, 4 ; to British West
Indies, 3 ; to Mexico, 16 ; to Danish West Indies, 2 ; to

Hamburg, 5 ; to Bremen, 5 ; to London, 3 ; to Rotter-

dam, 2 ; to Nova Scotia, 5 ; to Brazil, 2 ; to Hayti, 2 ; to

Japan, 304 ; to Santo Domingo, 4 ; to Venezuela, 14 ; to

Argentine Republic, 3.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

21 ; to Brazil, 1 ; to Mexico, 5 ; to British Africa, 30 ;

United States of Colombia, 65 ; to Cuba, 4 ; to Gibral-

tar, 250; to British Guiana, 25 ; to Newfoundland, 3 ; to

Hayti, i ; to Japan, 302 ; to Lisbon, 12 ; to Argentine

Republic, 22.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 11
;

to Dutch West Indies, 4 ; to United States of Colombia,

7 ; to Glasgow, i ; to Hamburg, 2 ; to Brazil, 4 ; to

Hayti, 3 ; to Mexico, 4 ; to Santo Domingo, 17 ; to Ven-
ezuela, 10 ; to Argentine Republic, 2.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Nova Scotia, 10 ; to Hamburg, 4 ;

to London, 235 ; to British West Indies, 4 ; to New
Brunswick, 10 ; to Lisbon, 93 ; to United States of Co-

lumbia, I.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Cuba, 2

to Hamburg, 24 ; to Venezuela, 5.

INK, packages, to Mexico, 7 ; to Cuba, 29 ; to United

States of Colombia, 5 ; to Dutch West Indies, 5 ; to

Brazil, i ; to Japan, 242 ; to Venezuela, i.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Bremen, 2 ; to Amster-

dam, I ; to Argentine Republic, 2,
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CELLULOID GOODS, cases, to London, 7.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to Mexico, i.

THERMOMETERS, cases, to London, 3.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Bremen, i.

ALBUMS, cases, to London, 12.

CARDS, cases, to New Zealand, i.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From May 27 to June 3, 1884.

Geo. S. McKibbon, France, London, 25 pkgs.

F. W. Devoe & Co., St. Laurent, Havre, 3 cs.

Lehn & Fink, Rhein, Bremen, 6 cs.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, Bohemia, Ham-
burg, 9 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 6 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, i cs.

G. W. Sheldon & Co., Elbe, Bremen, i cs.

H. Garthe, by same, 5 cs.

Henry Bainbridge & Co., by same, i cs.

M. Moul, by same, 9 cs.

Henry Griffin & Son, by same, i cs.

R. F. Downing & Co., by same, 2 cs. hangings.

A. Ireland, State of Nevada, Glasgow, 4 cs.

Barker & Ellis, Elysia, Glasgow, 18 cs.

B. Lawrence & Co., Gellert, Hamburg, 19 cs

Sindts & Hoole, by same, 12 cs. colored.

E.& H. T. Anthony & Co., Westphalia, Hamburg,

6 cs. colored.

G. J. Kraft, by same, i cs. colored

.

F. La Porte, Bothnia, Liverpool, 5 cs. hangings.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANDFACTURCRS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

n«"sMr'" TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as It adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with GREATER TENACITY. It

'

no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal-
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAILi PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
>er gross, $7.50: also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
iest and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brubhes (one dozen in box), per gross. Sl2.

E^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strongi testimonials of this Mucilage and
liiquid Gloe. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

MERRIAM -MFG. CO.
dxjrha-m:, cojsis.

MANUrACrURE A PULL LINE OF

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPEOIAIiTIES
I
Cash Boxes, with Combination Locks

FOR -j Heavy Tin File Cases.

1 8 84. ( Paper Weight Clocks.

HEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copyii^ ^'^^^
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press; Platen, 28x84.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

Patent

applied for. HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my Netr Catalog:ae and Discounts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufact rer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 S 86 Chambers St., New York.

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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Significant Book-Cover Designs.

One of the best examples of signifi-

cance in a book-cover design among recently-

published books is offered by " Old Love Let-

ters." The cover is of gray cloth, the shape

of the book being that of a folded letter

;

transverse lines of Indian red, starting from

the four corners, meet in the centre, under a

large gold die with a Cupid on it, which forms

the seal of the letter. Two blue lines, imitat-

ing narrow ribbon tied in a bow with ends, are

carried around the book.

" The Theatres of Paris " has a gold design

composed of many objects either literally or

figuratively connected with the stage, with the

escutcheon of the city of Paris for the nucleus

of the group. Musical instruments, an opera-

glass, a fan and a laurel wreath are among the

objects composing the design, which is better

in idea than in composition of line.

A significant cover is that of "The Life of

Martin LutHer," in brown cloth with numer-

ous black lines arranged in imitation of an

ancient book. The idea is an excellent one

and the tone and color are very harmoni-

ous, but the design would gain by greater sim-

plicity—that, is, the use of fewer and longer

lines to produce the given effect. As it is, the

design is too much broken up.

" Newport" has a very good cover in point

of significance. A space of sky at the top, a

space of sea at the bottom, are well suggested

by wavy lines of different characters, and

across the cover is a branch of some flowering

bush or tree in gold, substantial in character,

but not too heavy. The book is a dark choco-

late color. A deep marine blue would have

been more desirable. The title " Newport" is in-

terlaced with the flowering branches in large

letters.

Creators of the ' 'Age of Steel " has a light fawn-

brown cover with lines of a darker shade about

it, in imitation of the bands or straps used on

wheels in machinery. At the top is a group of

tools, an anvil, pincers, mallet and other ob-

jects, so composed as to look like a large spider

with many legs.

" Home Decoration " has a red cover with a

design of fringe at top and bottom, a number of

books in the act of fp.lling from some shelves

and several other absurd objects of a pre-

sumably decorative character. This cover is

hopelessly bad.

" Schwatka's Search " has a black-and-gold

picture on it, with a gold sun, some gold ice-

bergs and icefields, and some extraordinary little

black dogs drawing a sledge. This interesting

work of art is finished off with a fringe of

icicles.

"Icepack and Tundra " has a dark green

cover, with a snow effect on it, a landscape and

flecks of white, denoting snow. The large let-

ters are designed to suggest icicles. This cover

is rather above the average, both as to signifi-

cance and artistic effect.

" Brazil, the Amazon and the Coast " has tall

black palms on a tawny ground, with tufts of

india-rubber plants and other tropical shrubs in

the foreground, the whole forming a decorative

landscape. It is sufficiently significant in char-

acter, but certainly not artistic.

Another " Life of Luther " has well-executed

pictorial gold stamping on a black ground, but

there is too much accessory of line and flourish.

The figure groups are well composed.
" Sport with Rod and Gun " has a charm-

ing cover in two colors, light red and tawny

yellow, so artistically combined as to suggest

the coloring of a forest in autumn when seen

from a distance. It has, moreover, a soft-

ness of tone which few American book covers

possess. The design is elaborate and involved,

but strictly significant throughout. Three de-

coy birds in a field, a flying bird, a fish, and

many other objects connected with sport are

worked up into a subtle and delicate design.

" Woman's Handiwork in Modern Homes " is

light red in color, with a portiere suspended

from a bar for its leading design. Peacocks'

feathers are freely employed as accessories.

It is significant, but hideous.

A new book of travels has a rather effective

cover in black, silver and red. It has a silver

die of icebergs and water, with a red seal air-

ing himself on a silver cake of floating ice.

The idea of significance is well carried out,

and the book is noticeable, at least, for an

oddity which is not displeasing.

" Italian and Other Studies " has a simple and

tasteful cover, a light blue in color, of exactly

the peculiar shade of the Italian sky. An ob-

long gold die in outline reproduces a classical

scene of Pompeiian character.

"A Confederate Soldier in Egypt " has a large;

gold die, a portrait of General Loring, the au-

thor. This may be significant of the contents

of the book, but is hardly in good taste.

" Chinese Gordon " has a scarlet cover with

black lines and lettering, and a quarter of a

circle in black in one corner which conveys

no intelligible idea to the popular mind. The
scarlet color symbolizes the military character

of the book. A gold monster used as a die

refers to the Chinese element of the work.

On the whole this is a very good cover for a

popular book of the kind.

—

Art Age.

A Promised Revolution.

The printing world is much disturbed by the

discovery of a new process which enables any

number of copies to be taken of the oldest

book without setting a line of type. A com-

pound has been discovered which may be

spread upon a page without in the slightest

way injuring the paper and which refuses to

rest upon ink. It can be easily removed to a

stone, and there become the matrix for stereo-

type, or can be used for printing from at once.

You hand your best beloved Aldine to the in-

ventor of this new process, and he will return

it to you without a stain or a mark, uninjured

and only cleaned, and he will give you along

with it an exact facsimile, letter for letter and

broken stop for broken stop, of the volume

which he has had in his possession for only a

few days. Mr. Quaritch, the second-hand

bookseller, is said to be thirsting for the blood

of this too-clever inventor ; but practical

printers are already moving to see whether

they cannot save the cost of re-setting old edi-

tions, and, if certain difficulties can be got

over, we shall see a change not only in the

production of facsimiles of old books, but in I

the reproduction of modern books. It will

no longer, be necessary to keep type stand-

ing. A. proof will be as good as a stereotyped

plate.. No book will ever really be "out of

print " so long as a copy of it remains. It will

be nearly as cheap to reproduce a volume as to

print an extra copy of a volume passing

through the printing machine. Certainly we
are progressing. Already water-color drawing

can be so well lithographed as to deceive the

very artists. The time is not far distant when
we shall photograph colors. And now that a

book may be reprinted from itself, we may
reasonably hope to find a method whereby oil

colors may be multiplied from their own can-

vases.— The Week.

--nHE FIKM OF COLLINS & BROTHER
(Publisheis, Bookselleis and Stationers),

is dissolved by mutual consent, Robert B. Collins re-

tiring. The business will be continued by CHARLES
COLLINS, who will sign for the late firm in settle-

ment of outstanding accounts.

414 Broadway, June 2, 1884.

EhM, DEIAHCSffiTD"
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN TEARS.

130 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

Ihe Paper and Printing Trades Journal.

(QUARTERLY.)

Subscription: Two Shillings per annnm, post
free. Postage Stamps received in payment.

EVERY Printer, Stationer, Papermaker, Bookseller,
Author, Newspaper Proprietor, Reporter, in fact,

everyone interested direct^ or indirectly, (and who
is not ?) with Printing and Pacer ought to subscribe.
Useful Trade Tables, 'I rade Information, Heaps of

Wrinkles, and Amusing Gossip in every issue.

WHAT SUBSCBIBEBS SAY.

I could not do without it.—J. Springer, Iowa
City, U. S. A.

We are delighted with the Journal.—S. F. Cheritt,
Grahamstown, South Africa.

In my establishment the Journal is devoured with
avidity.^J. Jennings, Glos'ter.

It does not take a long time to see that it is worth
Its price.-S.' B. Schastz, Bethlehem, Pa.

Imparts the right sort of information, and every
printer ought to have it.—B. Price, Bilston.

The Journal has a wonderful knack of making one
understand what godd printing is. — W. Perrett,
Glasgow.

Thanks to the invaluable services of the Journal to
the world of typography.—W. Wingbt, Torquay.

WHAT ADVEETISEES SAY.

Crown Point Printing Works, Leeds.
Piles of applications for eamples resulting, there-

from. Alf Cooke.

Oxford Works, Cheltenham.
Your capital notices have brought in a large number

of orders from printers. Thomas Hailing.

3 King St., Finsbury Sq., London, E.G.
From the first" advertisement, I had over two hun-

dred inquiries, most of them leading to good oroers.
J. fi. Carter.

4 Falcos Street, London, E.G.
From one advertisement alone I had over thirty

orders for wood letter and metal type.
V. Wesselhobpt.

FIELD & TUER, Publishers,
(Contractors to Her Majesty s Government,)

7e Leadenballe Fresse, 50 LeadenbaUe St., LOKION, E, C,
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LAN6FELD, TURNER & ANDREWS,
-MANUFACTURERS OF —

I Sag^, F@QkQt MQohm, WuTMmm^
Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —m— New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES AND CASES. THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.

CI.AGUE, ^WEGMAN, SCHLICHX & FIELD.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Rochester, rj. Y. BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass,

SOLE AGENTS IN AMERICA FOR THE SALE OF

"J. A. P." FANCY STRIPED WRAPPING PAPER,
A Novelty which sells largely to the Dry Goods, Notions, Millinery and Druggists Trade, also to

Paper Bag and Envelope Makers. Importers and sole agents for the celebrated ALL
LINEN "PERFECTION" GLAZED COPYING PAPERS.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS, LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
57 Shoe Lane & 48 Farringdon St., E. C, London, Eng. 39 X>ey Street, IS"e>r York.

PH. HAKE.
—MANUFACTURER OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

m WEDDIlia STATIOHERT,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

anev anb arbs.

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS:

62, 64:, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 155 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Article Named Above.

NEW WALL MAPS
Prepared expressly for School use under the per-
sonal supervision of WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.
(late Professor of Geography in King's College, Lon-
don), whose name is of itself a passport to the accu-
racy and merit of any work on Geography. The
NAMES are introduced with great judgment, and
free from the common fault of overcrowding. The
physical features are boldly and distinctly deline-

ated, and the political boundaries are carefully

colored. They are adapted to any series of geogra-
phies, no keys being required.

SI

Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, Colored
and Varnished. Size uniformly 54 x 68 inches.

World on Mercator's ProjectioD.
World in Bemigphere.

North America.
South America.
Furope.
Asia.

Africa.

Palestine. .

Fngland and W^ales.

Scotland.
Ireland.
British Isles.

Australia and
New Zealand.

The. United, States, drawn from the latest Gov-
ernment Surveys, now ready.

BOSTON : Boston School Supply Co., 15 Brom-
PIELD Street.

NEW YORK: A. Lovell & Co., 16 Astor
Place.

PHIjGADEtPHIA : Pennsylvania School Sup-
ply Co., 518 Arch Street.

A.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
mCLCDDia THE OSLSBRATKD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NTJMBEBS:

Fine. 333, 444, 232.

Elastic 133,4 28, 126.
Medium 048, 14, 130.
Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239, 161, 284.
Turned Up. . . 309, 256, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

WoBKS: Wakeeouse :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

O L. C. TOVy^ER,
i^ ROCHESTER, N. Y.

HANTTFACTURER OF

THEHHOHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AGENT FOB
Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

HOYELTY CARD AHD ADYERTISING CO.

J. B. CliABKi;, Proprietor,
lis £ 117 Monroe St., opposite Hayeklt's Theatre,

— CHICAGO, ILL.,—
Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, HoUday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Ac , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House In
the West. Call or write for catalogue. liiclose busi-
ness card whenl asking for discount. Agents wanted.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

StationeryiFancy Goods,
46 W. BWAY. cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO,

Electrotjpers & Slereolypers,

24 and 86 VANDEWATER STREET.

^^Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

"THE BOSTOJf JOBBIJTG HOTJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING, -<^

Successor to HALL & WHITING,

%>

°i Jobber of Stationery. Misoellaneoiis and School Books. _^ .^t^ _|o"

PUBLISHER,H^^s^EfEBLANK BOQKS,
No. 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— manufacturer of—

Copjring' Paper.^Books.

MANN'S

{Titles Jtegiatered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow-Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.
WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER I, 1883.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,
29 & 31 Beekman Street, Xew York,

f> MANUFACTURERS OF«§

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

^-PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

-A. He^^7\7\a_ejd_o:f si00.
WE are informed that some tmscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDBXED MAPS AND GTJIJDBS OF

ALL COUITTRIES IH THE WORLD !

Wholesale and EetaU. RAND, McNALLY & CO., Publishers.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

H. McALLASTER & CO., ea.d
POBUSHKRS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 So 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.
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I^OR, S
Second-Hand* Machinery,
m * GOOD * ORDER, * AT * REASONABLE * PRICES.

ONE 25-

ONE 28-

ONE 28-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 37-

ONE 46-

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

SHERIDAN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
LEADER LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
SANBORN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PRINTERS' LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PATENT LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER EUREKA PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
DOOLEY POWER PAPER CUTTER.

ALSO, A

SPECIAL LOT OF NEW CUTTERS,
2sroT OUR. o^wisr 1vI-a.k:e:.

One 24-Inch Hand Lever.
|
One 30-Inch Hand Lever.

Two 30-Inch Power.

69 Beekfnan Street,

Paxticulars on application. ^VEW "yORIt.

L L BROWN FAFER COUFMT,
A.JJAMLS, na[A.SS.A.CZIX7SEXTS. XT. S. .A..

». Manufacturers of First-Class -« ^

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-»> WEICE WILL STAITI) TEE SE7ESEST TESTS OF EBASUBS AXTD SE-WBITINI}

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a
sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and
put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working -without Boiler, Steam,
Ashes or Attendance.

Coal,

STAKTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES
FULL POWEE IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant whfle running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and nmning small shops.

SIZES : 1, 8, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 35 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHI]LAI>BI.FHIA, PA.

GROSyENOR, CHATER & CO.,

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

T^ Superfine Hand-made TTJ^ WRITING, -^^

J^ DRAWING J^
AND ^^

jp Account Book Papers. J>

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and. Engine-sized, liOtt- ^r^

dried and Machine-dried w^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAls q^ Printings, Charts and Blottings.
^

Wholesaleand Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers in Wliatman, Jojmson, HoUingrrorth,
Tamer, and other noted brands.

Sttle of 3 oz. Pen Wiper.

Continental Ms,
AND-

S E^ 31. I ISr Gi- ^WA.X

CONTINENTAL MFG. CO.,

426 & 428 Market Street, Philadelphia.

STEEXj IF'SInT CO.

Popular Nos. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 &IO/North Fifth Si, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Foley^s Patent Improved Stylographic Pen,

Great reduction in price : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Irad.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Full
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number o
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A.
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America;
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H.
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap-
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank; C. F. Timpson, Cashier
Continental Bank ; I. G. Ogden, Cas'aier New York Co.
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co.

;

Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co.;
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis,

Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashit
Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers an.
Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe an
Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Horn
Fire Ins. Co. ; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Lil
Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co

;

VermUye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Well.-.
Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay 6
Livingston ; George D. Arthur & Co. ; H. T. Morgan A
Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; T. Ketchuji
& Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.

JOHN FOIjKT, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 8 Astor House, Broadway, New Yorlv.

M. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAVELERS. SEND FOR PRICE LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

HO I)

— MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandum Books, kz.

Scrap andAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.'
Sole Agents of J. F. S.NIPP <& CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 Franklin St. (P. O. Box 3215), NEW YORK.

SCHULTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
For Mailing Third and Fourth Class Matter.

The most reliable and most convenient.

It has only to be sealed at one end as an ordinary envelope
as it is furnished with the other end tied according to P. (J

requirements.

ALLAIRE k CO., Sole Manufacturers,

12 Cortlandt St., New York.
Also Manufacturers of all sizes of PLAIN MANILLA ENVELOPES.

Our Patent Laws, as Related to
Agriculture, Arts and Indus-
tries.

By James A. Whitney, LL.D., Counselor-

at-Law.

Among the many questions of current

public interests there are none of more intrin-

sic importance, or more forcibly urged upon
thinkers, than the laws that relate to the grant

of letters-patent for inventions. For myself, I

believe them to have been the greatest of all

agencies in producing the colossal results em-

braced in modern arts and applied science.

But there are many earnest and honest men
who, misunderstanding the nature and effects

of patents for useful improvements, are op-

posed to the system, and whose antagonism

has of late been made manifest in unmistak-

able terms ; for example, in bills introduced in

Congress during the present session, which, if

passed, would nullify the beneficent jurispru-

dence of two hundred and fifty years.

PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS NOT MONOPOLIES.

It is frequently the case that men, otherwise

well informed, speak of patents for inventions

as if they were monopolies harmful to the

people ; whereas even a slight familiarity with

the development of industries is sufficient to

show that patents have benefited the producing

classes by cheapening every article of common
use ; and multiplying the productive power of

labor.

The opponents of patents assume at the

outset that the patent laws have proved op-

pressive to industries. If this assumption were

correct, there would remain but little to be

said. But no arguments are adduced to sus-

tain its correctness, no facts are brought for-

ward to prove its truth ; on the contrary,

every principle of ethics and all the teachings

of the history of industriis for the past two

centuries and a half go to show its futility.

What is an oppressive monopoly, or, as the

old British law-writers expressed it, an odious

monopoly ? It is the taking away from the

public of something that the public before en-

joyed, but from which it has been unjustly de-

barred. When the King of England granted

to certain persons the exclusive privilege to

trade in salt, that was an odious monopoly,

because it was a right that had previously be-

longed to the people at large, and of which

they had been arbitrarily deprived. When a

powerful corporation, by crooked devices, ob-

tains a large share of the public domain, that

may be an odius monopoly, for the lands which

had once belonged to the people are taken from

them without due recompense. But when a per-

son, instead of appropriating what was previ-

ously known or used, creates new property, then

that newly-created property should, by common
consent, belong to him. Now, the law ex-

pressly forbids the issue of a patent, except to

some one who has actually and truly o-eated a

new and useful improvement in some art or

manufacture. It simply protects the inventor

for a limited time in the possession of what,

but for him, would have had no existence.

The principle is the same as that which pro-

tects all property, except that the inventor has

I
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less protection than any other person who cre-

ates it. The farmer levels the forest or breaks

the prairie sod, and this originates wealth, and

all the profits of that wealth are "his, his

heirs and assigns for ever." The inventor

provides new and improved inventions where-

by the farmer can hew down the woodland or

invert the furrow with one-tenth the labor that

it required before, and these inventions are

wealth originated by the inventor ; but the

law protects him and his legal representa-

tives in the profits of that wealth, for

a period of, at most, seventeen years.

It is impossible to trace in this a single

element of an odious monopoly, for the inven-

tor takes nothing from the public that it could

have had without him. But by a vicious

use of this term, mistaken leaders have suc-

ceeded in confusing the idea of patent laws

with that of hurtful monopolies, and this, too,

in the minds of a class that, more than any

other, have been, as we shall see, directly

benefited by the patent system. When such

ideas are held by a portion of the community

so intelligent, so energetic, and so powerful as

the Western Granger^, it is time that the ethics

and practical effects of patent laws were

brought sharp and c'.car into the daylight of

vigorous discussion, in order that they may be

judged upon their merits. If the law of patents

has wronged any class of men ; if it has re-

tarded in any way any industry of our people
;

if it has prevented the full development of the

resources of any portion of our country ; if it

places the poor at the mercy of the rich ; if it

robs the farmer to heap the coffers of

the manufacturer ; if it is contrary to any

principle of right, or equity, or justice, then

let the patent laws sink '

' deeper than ever

plummet sounded." But if, as I believe and

contend, every grade of society and all

classes of inen have been benefited by

patent laws ; if the progress of every industry

has been accelerated by them ; if our national

resources have yielded a hundred or a thou-

sand fold more than would have been possible

without them ; if they provide to-day the readi-

est means whereby a poor man may rise to af-

fluence and position ; if they add to the wealth

of the agriculturist even more than to that of

the manufacturer ; if they proved to be based

upon those eternal principles of justice and

equity which form the foundation of all fair

dealing, then let us exalt the patent laws as

the great agency of industrial advancement.

Let us correct their defects, when such appear,

with careful and skillful hands, and then, more

than ever before, make them an integral and

permanent part of our national jurisprudence

and public policy.

PATENT LAWS THE OUTGROWTH OF LIBERTY.

We must not forget that the patent laws are

inwoven with the history of Anglo-Saxon free-

dom. They first took the form of positive

enactments in the famous statute against

harmful monopolies, by which English free-

men struck down foreyfer the arbitrary power

of the British kings ; /and the most bitter ene-

mies of patents in England to this day are the

pseudo-aristocrats, <k which Sir William Arm-
strong is the type. \^n this country the first

patents were granted \by the colonies to en-

courage the manufacture of iron, the building

of grist mills, the success of steam navigation,

and other useful enterprises needed by the

people. And so deeply impressed with their

utility were the founders of the republic that,

fresh from the hot contest with kingly prerog-

ative, they incorporated in the Constitution

that proviso upon which our patent laws are

based. A few years later, when France threw

off the feudal tyranny of centuries, it adopted

a patent system as among the first fruits of its

liberty ; and in these later days one of the

foremost acts of reunited Italy was the estab-

lishment of a patent law protecting inventors by

a single grant, in all the provinces, from the alps,

on the borders of Lombardy, to the shoals of the

Adriatic. A system that met with such favor

from statesmen so strongly imbued with the

spirit of freedom can hardly be in itself op-

pressive. A system that has stood unchanged,

save in the refinements of its practice, during

more than two hundred and fifty years, and

from the single country of Great Britain has

been incorporated in the statute law of every

civilized land, must have some merit in it

—

enough, at least, to render it worthy of the

most careful study and examination before

any attempt, direct or indirect, to impair or

destroy it. Let us, then, proceed to consider

the patent law—thoroughly and dispassionately

—first as to its ethical justice and propriety,

then as to its results as an element of national

policy, and, finally, as to its effect upon the

agricultural interests of the United States.
(To be Continued.)

EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTURERS OP

OFFENBACH-ONMAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABMSHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No, 4:37 BBOADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER aOODS.

JAMES RWHITMOUE & COMPAITY,
41, 43 & 45 Beekman Street, and 166 William Street, New York,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

MIiMGWlll
The Latest Novelties in PAPERS, CARD BOARDS, MENU, GUEST and DINNER

CARDS, STAMPED PAPETBBIES, &c., always carried in stock.

IVrt>UKNING GOODS, in all Borders, a Specialty, prices of which are the lowest in the country

for same class of work.
,

PLATE PRINTING, ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHING FOR THE TRADE.
E^ Sample Books of Fine Papers sent on application.

DMC nni I AD OAl/Cn 's as Good as two Earned.

UIlL UULLnll uHVlU JustthePlaceYouWanttoFind.
Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Conipete in t*rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKEEMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

FRANCIS H. LOSS, JR.,
Direct Importer,

Artistic Swiss ffoofl Camis.

NOVELTIES FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning

No. 46 Murray Street, New York.THE SWISS CHALET.
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-i^*isrE"vsr LinsTE o:f c^a^e^ids i *^*-

, 82 & 84 Beekfflan St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•-^^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOW READY.^=^-
' These goods siirpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
, Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
. Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

W 52 S. H IeKS./fMmC/l/M.
PRIZE MEDAL

e>T.Ai>
PRIZE MEDAL

AMSTERDAM 1883.̂
mm

mM

AMSTERDAM 1883.

-}• Warranted Best (Iuality *j-

No ZO MAIDEN LANE.N.Y,

v" 8 SNOW HILL, LONDON ESTABLISHED, 18^8

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicafijo, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straiRht.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRI).—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.

FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-

forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

afty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no " burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

" lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper In regular packages ready for

the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machme can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine.

wbUe a marvel of mechanical invention, is a model of simplicity.

BooK-BiNDiRS" WieeStitchinu Machie

Of Largest Capacity and Range. Power and Hand Combined.

SPECIAL STEEL WIRE FOR THEIR USE.

Wire per thousand books costs but one-third that used by any other Stitcher.

Maniifactured by CHARLES CARR, Granite SL, South Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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Electric Pen.

A description has been given by Dr. J.

Garel of a simple way to make an electric pen,

to be used for multiple copying of letters or

drawings, to the same effect as the somewhat

costly Edison pen. A tracing of the drawing

to be copied is taken on thin paper, which is

then laid upon a piece of common gas carbon.

The larger the carbon in proportion to the

paper, the less shifting will be required ; but a

piece of reasonably convenient size may be

easily found, and it should be ground to a fair

surface. The plate of carbon thus prepared is

to be connected with one of the screws of a

small induction coil, such as that used for an

electric bell. The style for following the de-

sign, says a contemporary, is nothing more

than a lead pencil, rather hard and brought

to a fine point. The other end of the lead

of the pencil is connected by a wire with the

other screw of the induction coil, which, in

turn, is connected with a suitable battery.

The wood of the pencil effectually insulates

the current from the operator's hand. The

arrangement being thus completed, all that is

necessary is to follow the design, or to write

the letter upon paper resting on the block of

carbon, leaning lightly upon the pencil. As
the graphite point proceeds, a continuous suc-

cession of small sparks flow between it and

the carbon, and the intervening paper is ac-

cordingly perforated by an infinite number of

small holes, burnt by the sparks. These holes

are barely visible to the naked eye except by

holding up the paper to the light ; but they can

be utilized for transferring the design or

writing to paper, either by dusting on a pow-

der or by passing an inked pad over the per-

forations when laid on the recipient.

—

Elec-

trician.

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR.

The stationer,
Printer and Fancy Trades' Register.

QUARTER OF A CENTURY OF SUCCESS.

CIECULATES IN ALL COUNTRIES.

rpHE OLDEST AND ONLY RECOGNIZED ORGAN
•'• of the British Stationery and Fancy Trades.

Circulates over all portions of the civilized globe

Correspondents in all countries.

The American trade should not fail to make itself

acquainted with the histories of the rise and progress

of the leading manufacturing and wholesale houses

in the United Kingdom, now appearing in each issue

of this journal, and pronounced to be the most
valuable of their class.

As an Advertising medium for the American trade,

especially to those who wish to cultivate an English,

Colonial or Foreign connection, it will prove itself to

be unequaled.

SPECIMEN COPY GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

SUBSCRIBE AND ADVERTISE.
Terms of subscription : $3.00 per annum, post free.

For Advertising Rates, and information respecting

this journal, address

TULr. S. CHAS. FHILLIPS, Manager,

Offloas—I.ondoii : 160a Fleet St., E. C.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
3iTo. 20 Bee^smaiJ. Street, iTe-^77- "STox^s:,

NEW -^ YORK ^^' DAILY ^PAPERS
Have estabUshed a first-class MCUU ^ VnDV - nkll V ^ DADCDC BY FIRST MORNING NEWS
service for the dispatch of Ntll ^' TUn^ ' UAILT * rArtHO TRAINS.

Weekly Periodicals, Monthly magazines. Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.

irAHD & 6rAY
—.<,.-^ OPTBI^ .^.<:>.—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWEE PKIOES THA.N SUOH GOODS HAVE EYEK BEEN OFEEEED.

^^ Correspondence ftora. any part of the country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN.
FOB

PtAIN, FANCY
AND

OBNA91FNTAI.
r^TTBBING.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writings, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shadbs with Onk Stkokk.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

, brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

Manufactured in six differ- l C\ JL l^.^P^ .....^Js.,
ent sizes. Packed one doz. i ^> Tff VHCtV WVOe.
of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1
put up in sets containing

i
' °

^ne of -each kind and one I Q
aach of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. I -^j

3

3, i in-cA- vmh^.

4, I "

5, i "

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.^^ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. I>. WHITMOBE: & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WlUlam Sta., NBW TOBK.

IOSEPH|^LLOY1*S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World *

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. i, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists dtc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

mi*dg mmd Qm'^^ W>@mi^^m
-FDR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^FLCPI STI^EET, FH:iL-A.r)ELiFI3:i^.

-=«§» ESTABLISHED 1814,<!§$:-

J. S. Rockwell <fe Co.,
lOl <Sc 103 iDixaane Street, niTe-w- "STor^s,

MANUFACTtJRKRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactarers, Etc., Etc.

RU6^S£.^ I^EA.'TH^EVl, CHAMOIS, ^M;3i:RIOA.IV RVSSIJi..— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.—
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U. S. A. F. a. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cul is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The'accompanying cut is a Fac-simile ol

Water-marls in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" TuNxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded P.i.pers

ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

>^*^

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

162 to 172 CoImMs AYeie, BostOD, Mass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CLIFF STREET.

CaKTEH, DZITSMORE fSt, Co.

BYRON V/ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWAKDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
AND RECOMMENDED THE

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

LiINEIN RESCORD I LBDGBR PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide. Australia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. 1SP»ECIA-3L,TY.

^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition^ Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics^ Association^ Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Commission, Medal of Process American Institute^ ^'•5^7, o«<^ Medal of
ImprovP>nent and Progress, Boston, iSqS. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger

|

Paper, .":as a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Havmg a|
harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

'

the rubber atter the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it,

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Doublt
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

elxeet, EIIA.SE and miTTIlITE FOUR TI3iI3S:© on. saxne spot
Each sheet is wateMnarked with name and date.

Send, for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and IS Duane Street, oop. Church, New Yoi-k.
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RICHMOND RANGES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Richmond, Va., June 7, 1884.

The general condition of trade since

last report shows little change of serious im-

port. There is a reasonable movement in the

jobbing and retail lines, but the volume of

business in the wholesale branch is exception-

ally small. Of course, this state of affairs is

no more unusual here than it is in cities of

much larger proportions. This is the time for

a dearth of trade as well as news.

The recent financial fiasco has not forced

anything of a damaging character to the sur-

face in this latitude which affects the paper and

stationery trade, but it has made them all keep

their weather eye open.

The failure of two of our leading business

houses was enough to cause apprehension and

make all departments of trade look for a stroke

of lightning in almost any quarter, particularly

when these concerns were looked upon as being

built upon foundations of rock and not of sand.

The spell is past, however, and a hopeful feel-

ing for the future pervades all circles.

The paper, stationery and bookbinding in-

terests of this city will be well represented at

the New Orleans World's Cotton Exposition.

In my next I will give your readers the names

of the exhibitors of those interests.

Sentinel.

ST. PAUL SITUATIONS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

St. Paul, June 6, 1884.

At the time of writing, a casual observer

would judge that business in our city had been,

for the time, suspended in favor of politics,

and that the bulletin boards were the chief ob-

jects of interest and importance.

The nomination of Blaine for the presidency

has just been announced, and very naturally

the majority of our people are occupied with

comparisons of opinion as well as expressions

of congratulation or deprecation ; also pro-

phetic statements hopeful and dubious.

In point of fact, there is very little to be said

upon the subject of trade. Were the assertions

of merchants throughout the State, regarding

the condition of business in their respective

localities, to be taken and transmitted without

qualification, the Minnesota letter would be dis-

couraging.

From the different points and parties inter-

viewed comes the report of rather quiet trade,

each tradesman looking at the situation from

the most depressing standpoint, and failing to

notice the cheering symptoms which are al-

ways to be found when sought.

Your correspondent inclines to a more en-

couraging view of matters, and observes with

gladness the evidences of solidity and pros-

perity though comparative dullness may be at

the moment apparent.

Our jobbers unite in saying that sales are

not up to the standard of expectation or de-

sire, but invariably conclude their communi-

cations with the remark: "We are doing

something all the time, however." In some

cases a marked improvement is manifest, one

important wholesale concern testifying that

their trade is in all respects satisfactory and

their sales largely in advance of last year's.

Of course, instances of this kind are in-

frequent, but upon averaging the statements

received and considering the outlook in the

light of the best information obtainable, I feel

that I can truthfully pronounce the condition

of traffic in our section, if by no means of a

"booming" nature, still characterized by

soundness and stability.

We have been only slightly, if in any de-

gree, affected by the monetary vicissitudes

which recently threatened convulsion in the fi-

nancial centre of our country. Indeed, it may

be affirmed that the indifference with which the

seeming crisis was regarded here attests, em-

phatically, the strength of our position. The

wheat fields, upon which we are in a great

measure dependent, present a most favorable

aspect in all quarters. Indications are excel-

lent for a large yield, and unless some mishap

occurs the farmers will secure an abundant

harvest. As to the compensation they may

expect therefor, nobody can prophesy, but, all

things being equal, a good wheat crop means

a prosperous year in our portion of the

country.

It seems reasonable to anticipate a gr^od au-

tumn trade when the cereals shall be harvested

and the affairs relating to our national politics

finally arranged.

With the St. Paul Book and Stationery

Company, business is undeniably good. Its

travelers are sending in satisfactory orders

and the demands of its country customers are

frequent and of fair dimensions. In its retail

department an augmented trade is noticeable

—a natural result of the extensive improve-

ments recently made in that establishment,

the public evincing by renewed patronage its

appreciation of the beautiful store prepared for

its convenience. The company has now the

finest and most complete salesroom in the

Northwest and a stock of goods commensu-

rate therewith—a combination which produces,

as might be expected, a gratifying growth

in its fine retail trade. Of office stationery

and supplies it is dispensing large quantities,

as usual, and finds the demand exceedingly

active. Averill, Russell & Carpenter report a

good condition of things in their business.

Country orders not so numerous or extensive

as might be desired, but still generally satisfy-

ing in nature.

Bristol, Smith & McArthur express them-

selves thoroughly pleased with the results of

their business. They are pushing their sta-

tionery lines more prominently than before

and giving more attention to office supplies

and commercial work of every description.

E. H. Milham pronounces trade quite ac-

tive, and has no fault to find.

James Davenport says that he is selling

something, although not rushed.

Sherwood Hough's establishment is greatly

beautified by the plate-glass recently placed in

the windows thereof. It is presumable that

the improvements betoken good trade.

Among the Minneapolis merchants, trade

matters are materially similar to ours. Busi-

ness is declared good with the feeling evident

that better things are to be realized in the near

future.

The genial Hallenbeck, of J. Q. Preble &
Co., accompanied by Hopkins, of Liebenroth,

Von Auw & Co., " did " our city during the

past week. Mr. Hallenbeck speaks very high-

ly of his business and states that sales are

overstepping those of last year.

It is an encouraging fact that the traveling

gentlemen as a rule express entire satisfaction

with their reception in this locality.

D. D. Merrill, Jr., of the St. Paul Book and

Stationery Company, is at present in the East
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upon a trip of combined business and pleas-

ure. R. F.

WILMINGTON WISPS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Wilmington, Del., June 7, 1884.

"The Stationer looks well," said a

prominent stationer and printer, referring to

No. 21.

To my question, "What is vour opinion of

it as a trade medium ? " he replied :
" It is the

best published, and invaluable to us. I would

not care to do without it."

These remarks are only a sample of the

frequent encomiums bestowed on your valu-

able journal. The new dress is another ad-

vance in its constant improvement.

The first intimation of the Wall Street

"panic" caused some apprehension in busi-

ness circles here, but failed to affect the bank-

ing interest or general trade to any consider-

able extent. As far as known, the orders for

stationery and printing were none the less on

that account.

The prevalence of fine weather has given a

slight impetus to some branches of trade, and

the outlook for a good month is encouraging.

The political pot is boiling here, and printers

are kept busy filling orders for ballots, circu-

lars, &c.

A brief visit among the trade developed a

few items of interest.

The folks at Porter & Co. 's were engaged in

the pleasant task of stock-taking. January is

the usual period with most of the trade here

for this delightful pastime, but Porter & Co.

are an exception to this rule. Trade was not

"booming" with them, yet staple goods are

having a fair sale. They report a limited sale

of books, principally those in cheap bindings.

Mr. Boughman, of Boughman & Co., does

not find business as brisk as expected, but

thought it had improved during the past ten

days.

H. M. Butler, with E. S. R. Butler, reports no

unusual activity with them, but thought that it

was better than in the early part of May. He
found no demand for new goods or novelties.

The James & Webb Company announce an

improvement in its trade and is booking nu-

merous orders in consequence. In the print-

ing department it is taxed to the extent of its

large facilities to supply the demand. Sales in

the stationery department are equal to similar

seasons of the year, and better than past

month.

Ferris Brothers, printers and bookbinders,

are busy filling orders in their line. This firm

is now engaged in the delivery of the Wilming-

ton City Directory for 1884-5, a publication of

its own, and it is to be congratulated on the

fine appearance of the work. Its general ac-

curacy and typography commends it to public

confidence. Year after year, Ferris Brothers

have improved the directory by adding many
new and important features, until last year we
said of it, ne plus ultra. The issue of 1884,

however, proves this to be a mistake, for the

publishers have found " more beyond " in the

valuable accessary of the "Block Directory,"

giving houses in their order by streets, and

showing the occupants of each. This new
feature will prove invaluable to our business

men, and will be duly appreciated.

The suspension, on June 3d, of William

Bancroft & Co., formerly Wood & Bancroft,

caused no surprise among the trade, as this

firm's financial embarrassment was well-known

pn the street. The firm's liabilities are said to

be from $2,000 to $3,000, with assets in excess

of these figures. About one month ago, Ban-

croft & Co. revived the publication of the

Sunday Critic, an enterprise unprofitable, and

in a measure a supposed contributory to their

suspension. An arrangement of matters was

reached on the 6th, which enabled this firm to

resume business.

As the business men of the country are

about to initiate a demand for a reduction from

two to one cent postage, some of the trade

here suggest that the stationers should insert

a line in the petition asking for the repeal of

the act which converted our post-office into a

printing-office. The margins on stock and

labor are too close to desire such a powerful

competitor as the government. Let this trade

be diverted into the legitimate channels, and

let it stay there.

The pleasant countenance of our friend

Charles Wentzel, with J. G. Ditman & Co.,

Philadelphia-, was seen among the trade to-

day. Charlie's visits in this locality are as

angel's, but he always finds a cordial welcome.

Come again, Mr. W.
The trade have been inspecting already ad-

vance samples of Christmas and New Year

cards.

This year, as with previous ones, the job-

bers claim that the cards are the handsomest

ever produced, and those who have enjoyed

the treat of examination agree that these asser-

tions are certainly not without a good substan-

tial foundation.

The following-named trade visitors have re-

cently called : G. G. Filter, from Jonas Lang-

feld, Philadelphia ;

" our Mr. Jones," of Thos.

W. Price Company, Philadelphia ; Thomas
Davis, of the King Manufacturing Company,

New Bedford, Mass. ; Eugene Dietzgen, from

Keuffel & Esser, New York ; Geo. W. Carpen-

ter, with M. F. Tobin, New York ; R. W.
Weissenborn, of American Lead Pencil Com-
pany, New York ; C. M. Carrington, from

Wilkinson Brothers, New York; A. J. McDade,

with Boorum & Pease, New York
; J. R. Hope,

of Hope & Co., Philadelphia. Tracy.

PITTSBURG POINTS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Pittsburg, Pa., June 9, 1884.

The indications for a good and paying

business this summer are not as flattering as

they were in the early spring. About six

weeks ago the stationers and book men began

to feel a decided falling off in business, and

when the bank troubles arose in your city mat-

ters assumed a more unhopeful aspect. In-

deed, all kinds of retail business then became

dull and quiet. Soon after, the Penn Bank,

one of our most prominent banks, closed its

doors. The effect was most demoralizing to

all kinds of business. There are over twenty-

six hundred depositors who suffer by the Penn
failure. Deposits amounted to $1,600,000,

and overdrafts to that much more. Assets

very small—about $50,000. The charter of

the Penn Bank relieves the stockholders from

all liabilities excepting the amount of their

stock—the capital of the bank being $250,000.

The cause of the failure was too much specu-

lation in oil by the bank officials. The de-

positors will endeavor to hold the directors

responsible because of their either taking part

with the president or because of negligence.

Nothing has ever happened in the financial

circles of this city which has had such a com-

plete influence for bad as this bank failure.

The other banks are all solid, but are ex-

ceedingly chary about making loans.

One firm—D. Stewart & Sons, dealers in

toys, notions, &c.—fell victims to the Penn

failure and were closed up by confessions

amounting to nearly $40,000.

H. Watt & Co. say that they are doing a

nice business, considering the season. They
have a neat line of sketches, crayons and steel

engravings, and deal in artist's materials.

Their large circle of young acquaintances

prove reliable customers.

W. W. Edgar says that the trade always

looked for dull times during July and August,

but this year it has struck them two months

sooner. Edgar's periodical counters are well

filled with good summer reading, and have all

the leading dailies of the United States.

Davis & Co. have finally become thoroughly

fixed up, and they think that their new place

is a great improvement on the old. They,

too, feel the general quietness of business.

H. Meyer says that business is entirely too

quiet on Smithfield street. In short, every

stationer and book merchant, as well as other

business men, say that business is strangely

quiet. I look for no improvement until after

the national election in November.

Through the last part of May a large ele-

ment of our population, the iron-workers,

were greatly worried about the probable ne-

cessity of an iron strike ; but on June i the

manufacturers signed the " scale " for another

year, and all is serene. The iron trade,

though, is deplorably dull. G. W. H.

SPRINGFIELD SPRINKLINGS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Springfield, Mass., June 10, 188.!

One of the pleasantest days of the sea-

son was yesterday, and Springfield was visited

by Barnum, Bailey & Hutchinson's mammoth
circus, which gave the most delightful ring

performance ever witnessed here. The people

from the country for miles around were in

bright and early, and the merchants had an
'

exceptionally good circus day's trade. While

at the park and by the side of the
'

' White

Elephant," I was quite surprised to see a press

reporter (short of, or keeping his cookies for

himself) feed the elephant with an empty paper

bag, which he devoured as rapidly as though

it were a piece of gingerbread, and it occurred to

'

me that some of the product of our paper mills

might be consumed in this way.

E. P. Chapin, for quite a time connected

{Continued on page 764.)
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
-J3

Win stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and lioft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water

mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills lilnen liedger, and date. >

CARSON & BRCWN CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

I

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO..
D-A.X-.T02Sr, 3S^-A.SS., XJ. S. -A..

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities

:

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Pine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Statiobery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select, trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New York

General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street.
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(Continued from page 762.)

with the paper and pulp trade, is making a

popular and very efficient postmaster.

Mr. Hyde and Mr. Powers have returned

from the Chicago Convention, and will both

support the nomination. Considerable is said

in Springfield favorable and unfavorable, but

in my humble opinion most of those who vote

the Republican ticket, and manA who . have

not in the past, will, before November, hur-

rah for Blaine and Logan.

Daniel Slote & Co. have been represented

here this week by Mr. Pond, specially pushing

scrap albums ; and Samuel Hano, of manifold

book reputation, was here last week on his

way from the Paper City.

Among the large orders taken about here

recently for paper might be mentioned one of

two hundred tons taken by the Chemical Pa-

per Company, of Holyoke. This mill has a

capacity of twenty-five tons daily, and is turn-

ing out a good grade of goods. D.

BOSTON BREVITIES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, )

2SO Devonshire St., Boston, June 12, 1884. f

This is the season of the year when New
England shows to the best possible advantage.

All nature is in bloom, and the people, re-

leased from the close confinement of the fac-

tory and shop, hasten to enjoy the pleasures

of the gala season.

Although trade generally is comparatively

dull, the dullness is not a subject of complaint,

but is rather anxiously awaited for, that a little

recreation at mountain or seaside may recuper-

ate the overtaxed muscles and the weary

brain.

The custom of spending a few weeks or

months amid sylvan retreats, or enjoying the

invigorating influences of the seashore, freed

from the cares of trade, is becoming each year

even more general.

The cause of this is readily understood by

one who would look below the surface, and,

instead of laying the " summeirng mania" to

the dictates of fashion, it will be found that

the necessity of the times forces the custom

upon the people.

We are living in a fast age. Steam is the

unit of power and human muscle is forced to

compete with it. Electricity is the standard

for brains. For a while muscle can hold its

place, and for a time brain is active, progres-

sive and decisive. But like the engine and the

battery, with which the power of man is com-

peting, muscle iind brain need repair. A
change of scene and quiet rest is essential to

recuperate the body and to refresh the mind.

And so the few weeks intervening between

the spring and fall trades is ever welcomed by

industrial workers as a season of recreation, of

sport and pleasure.

The spring trade being about over, only a

small amount of busmess is doing. And,

though very little activity is noticed, manufac-

turers and jobbers are planning for a good fall

trade. In many lines of stationers' specialties,

Boston enjoys an extensive share of the coun-

try's patronage, and our manufacturers are

fully alive to the varied wants of the trade.

Within the next sixty days the Hub will be

well represented on the road by travelers

whose sample-cases, iwill contain hundreds of

novelties for the holiday trade. So, be on the

watch for the " Boston drummer" who repre-

sents the most extensive and progressive house

in America.

By way of a change of scene, I took a run

out to Springfield, Mass., on last Saturday

and spent the day in that progressive town, or

rather, city. To note the one hundred and one

manufacturing industries which are carried on

here would require more space and time than

is at my disposal, although my note-book is

well-filled with interesting items.

I was not a little surprised to find located in

Springfield such an establishment as "Gill's

Art Store." New York or Boston has not an

art store that can surpass it, and for variety of

art goods in stock, I doubt if its superior can

be found in this country. This statement may
seem to partake of the characteristics of fic-

tion, but it's a fact, I can assure you. It may
be remembered by some that about two years

ago James D. Gill, the proprietor, advertised

and offered a $500 painting to any one (whose

travels would qualify them to judge) if they

could point out and locate in any part of the

country a more extensive and better equipped

establishment devoted to the sale of art goods.

Well, several art connoisseurs took a trip to

Springfield to get that painting, but they were

unable to comply with the conditions. They

thought they had seen art stores, and so they

had, but they did not expect to see the leading

art store of the country in Springfield.

By kind invitation of Mr. Gill, the proprie-

tor, I was permitted to look over the establish-

ment. In the basement I found a stock of

stationers' specialties, which in extent and

variety was larger than that carried by most

jobbers. On the first floor is displayed sam-

ples of every art novelty to be found in this

country or Europe. In the spacious show

windows is a display of pottery. Located on the

floorabove are numerous art rooms and gal-

leries devoted to the exhibition of oil paint-

ings, water colors, etchings, and other art

works such as statuary, &c. Here I saw ex-

hibited a collection of the celebrated Trouve-

lot Astronomical drawing, originally published

by the Scribners. This artistic collection was

secured by Mr. Gill and sold to the City Li-

brary of Springfield.

After looking over this establishment, I felt

convinced that the people of Springfield and

vicinity were an art-loving people, and that

they had cause to be proud of Gill's art store.

A. L. D.

CINCINNATI CINCTURES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Cincinnati, June 10, 1884.

More seasonable weather this week has

brought with it cheerfulness, and while the

situation is far from being a boom, it is just as

far from being one of gloom. There isn't

much doing in anything outside of the sale of

agricultural implements, wood-working ma-

chinery, building materials, and building itself
;

but all this is a great deal. General trade re-

mains almost stagnant ; but while the wheels

of any department of business move, the sta-

tioner has an occupation. Paper is as much a

necessity to give motion to trade as steam,

which explains the fact that manufacturers of

business stationery are having reasonably

good orders for work.

Another shift of the scenes has been made
in the journalistic world here in Cincinnati.

The News-Journal, a Democratic paper which

had run an existence of five hundred days,

was sold at assignee's sale last Thursday to

John-R. McLean, of the Cincinnati Enquirer.

On the morning of the same, Thursday, Mr.

McLean issued the first number, a new two-

cent paper, the Cincinnati Sun. On Sunday

morning, Mr. McLean brought his two papers

out in one, under the name Cincinnati Sun-

Netvs-Journal. He paid $25,000 for the News-

Journal, inclusive of its Associated Press

franchise, its type and its lease, which has six-

teen years to run. The paper, with a com-

pound name will be freed of this top-heaviness

in a few days, and will come out under the name
of the Cincinnati Sun. It is to be independent

in politics and full of dash and sensation. The

Ne'ws-Journal, in the five hundred days of its

existence, ate up all of the nearly $200,000

paid in by its one hundred and fifty stock-

holders, except the $25,000 which it brought at

public auction. This $25,000 was half of the

amount it paid for the Associated Press fran-

chise. A multitude of stockholders have

usually proved the death of a newspaper en-

terprise. Besides, there is only now and then

a man able to run a great daily newspaper

successfully.

C. F. Bradley reports fair orders for the

times for mercantile stationery.

Russell, Morgan & Co. say that the slug-

gishness of trade is felt very perceptibly in

their business, the manufacture of playing

cards.

The Globe Files Company reports that the

extending of its territory is so rapid as to in-

crease the number of orders for its products,

in spite of the sluggishness of general trade.

A. H. Pounsford & Co. and Robert Clarke

& Co. find much sale of the whole tribe of

holiday and birthday cards to persons who
want them for designs for china painting and

other sorts of decorative work.

Wilstach, Baldwin & Co. are finding remu-

nerative work in contract jobs, besides the

work of supplying new records that the burn-

ing of the court-house has brought to them,

and over and above all these their trade in

mercantile stationery is keeping their hands

pretty full.

C. F. Woodrow's run of job printing, in the

way of advertising pamphlets, holds up well

considering the times.

Archery goods find a smaller sale here than

for many years previous. Lawn tennis and

croquet goods, which many of the Fourth

street stationers keep, are having an increas-

ing sale.

Wm. J. O'Neil, of the firm of J. R. Mills

& Co., was given a complimentary vote for

the position of librarian of the public library

on last Saturday. The trustees re-elected the
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present incumbent, C. W. Merrell, but their

election is subject to confirmation by the

Board of Education.

John Holland reports goods orders for his

staple gold pens, to the manufacture of which

he is devotirjg his undivided attention.

The art school of the Cincinnati Museum

gave its exhibition last week. It showed about

six hundred examples from casts, still life, and

life in black and white, and in water-colors

and oil, to say nothing of numerous examples

of wood-carving, and very much larger num-

ber than ever before of works in modeling and

sculpture. Prince William.

"CSET THTE BEST."

DE LANGS INKS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

JKE1l:IV & I>e I yA.lVG, Manufacturers,
130 La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

S1.00 a,zid. T7p-w-a,rd.s,
ACCORDING TO MODNTING.

Made of the best materials through-
out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Boiid street. New York.

ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY.
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER"
Price, Retail. 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLER.

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suflS-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFORD MEG. CO.,
CHICAGO

IZT7B CJLRD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edse and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the pubUc with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MA8P.

manupactcred by the

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
]47 Mulberry Street,

NetD Xorh.

Importers ofGEBUAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOI^AR'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

TheR.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Balu St., Cor. Worthlngton.

Spiriaa-g^elA, - - lv£a.ss.

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
New England & Iiargest in the U.S.

nil I rn nnnO Trade Mark on Steel pens,
Mil I rn nnllN >n>^ ErasersaudPockef
illlLkUII UIIUU, Cutlery guarantees quality,

largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in tlie country

STEEL PENS withstyleandaction suited toeveryliand.
FuUassortmentofPensmailedonrecciptof 25 cents.
e . ^=-=.^. .^m^^ S2.00per

r<^ ^HflC^EiEIBaiHR^^^^^ft^...^^ gross.

quarter
gross.

Price Lists furnished on application.Sold by all dealers.

Th.e Miller Bros. Cutlei*y C.o.,M!erideii,Ct.

EDWARD TODD & CO..

44 ]Bast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties
issued in the trade, and will notice all such which pos-
sess merit free of charge. It is desirable to accompany
descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 298,719. Paper-Bag Machine.—Oscar W. Allison,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the Union Paper-Bag

Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 298,733. Letter Box.—Abner S. Cook, Burlington,

la.

No. 298,735. Ink-Reservoir for Paper-Ruling Machines.

—Edward P. Donnell, Chicago, 111.

No. 298,740. Muffler for Slates and Slate-Frames.

—

John D. Emack, Baldwin, N. Y.

An improved muffling device for slates or

slate-lrames, composed of a framework formed

of spring metal, over which is stretched a

fibrous or textile material.

No. 298,746. Figure, Map and Chart for Educational

Purposes.—Mary E. Guirey, San Francisco, Cal.

A figure, map or chart showing divisional

views of the whole or different inner parts of

the human body in bas-relief.

No. 298,747. Key-Ring.—Edward P. Haflf, New York,

N. Y.

No. 298,767. Fountain Pen-Holder.—James Morton,

New York, N. Y.

No. 298,781. Printing-Machine.—Walter Scott, Plain-

field, N. J.

No. 298,812. Topographical Representation or Model.

—

Clarence L. Anderson, San Francisco, Cal.

In a representation or model, an open frame

composed of separated parts or strips secured

together, and each curved to a reduced fac-

simile of the contour of the surface of the

ground at the elevation it represents, whereby
the topography of the surface is illustrated,

said frame being elevated above a datum or

base plane, and suitable strips or pieces under

said frame, between it and the datum-plane,

arranged in relation to each other and to the

contour of the surface-frame to properly rep-

resent the interior features of a subterraneous

work.

No. 298,830. Toy Savings Bank.—Charles M. Crandall,

Montrose, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to Frederick

W. Crandall and Benjamin L. Baldwin.

No. 298,834. Draftsman's Adjustable Curve Ruler.

—

Frank Winthrop Davenport, Providence, R. I.

In an adjustable rule, a strip of flexible and

partially spring material—as sheet metal, vul-

canized rubber, &c.—combined with a par-

tially rigid piece—as lead, soft copper, &c.

—

so as to retain any shape to which it is bent.

No. 298,835. Game Counter.—Frank Dayton, Port-

land, Ore.

No. 298,853. Stencil or Perforating Pen.—John C. Hill,

New Guatemala, Guatemala, Central America.

No. 298,870. Paper-Bag Rack.—William Mack, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

A quadrantal or fan shaped paper-bag rack,

the base-board of which is rectangular, the

back-board being wedge-shaped, the sides

formed of quadricircular boards fastened at

the top to the back-board and at the front to

the base-board, the space thus inclosed being

provided with shelves, forming tapering recep-

tacles for paper bags.

No. 298,891. Noiseless Slate.—Joseph Ridge, Chicago
111., assignor to Augustus Warner and John H.
Beers, both of same place.

No. 298,901. Printing and Vignetting Frame.—Oliver
Perry Scott, Quincy, 111,

No. 298,921. Decorative Tile.—Savillion Van Campen,

Jersey City, N. J.

A metal-faced tile composed of a sheet of

metal and a sheet of felt or other coarse paper

secured together by overlapping the edges of

the metal on the paper with relief designs on

its surface.

No. 298,976. Plaque-Holder.—David M. Ireland, Wa-
terbury, Conn., assignor of one-half to Henry A.

Matthews, same place.

A metal plaque constructed with a shank,

extending from its back at an inclination to the

plane of the surface of the plaque, combined

with a holder consisting of a post arranged

upon a suitable base, with a socket extending

therefrom at substantially right angles, and so

as to receive the shank of the plaque.

No. 298,991. Playing-Cards.—Edgar J. Levey, New
York, N. Y.

A pack of playing-cards having in each suit

a card containing eleven pips or spots and the

head of a knave, a card containing twelve

spots or pips and the head of a queen, and a

card containing thirteen spots or pips and the

head of a king, together with characters upon

the upper left-hand margin of each of these

cards, as follows : the first letter of the title

of the court-card, a pip of the kind contained

on the card, and a number corresponding with

the number of pips on the card.

No. 298,992. 'Game-Board.—Joseph M. Lewis, Tren-

ton, N. J.

No. 299,002. Method of and Apparatus for Damping
Lithographic Surfaces.—John W. Osborne, Wash-
ington, D. C, assignor to William H. Forbes, Bos-

ton, Mass.

The improvement in the art of damping sur-

faces prepared for printing in the lithographic

manner, which consists in mixing the vapor of

water, or air saturated with the vapor of water,

with air which has been cooled, for the forma-

tion of a cloud of condensed and suspended

water particles, and then depositing said par-

ticles of atomized water upon the surface to be

damped.

No. 299,012. Mortised Wooden Block for Electrotype or

Stereotype Plates.—Frederick A. Ringler and Emil
I. Alfeld, New York, N. Y.

I. An electro or stereotype plate having

therein an opening of the size of the type to

be used, in combination with a wooden block,

a portion whereof is cut away and the space

so made occupied by a metal collar having

therein an opening corresponding with that in

the plate, and forming therewith the mortise

for the type. 2. A wooden block adapted to

be used with electro or stereotype plates by
having therein an opening, within the sides of

the walls of which are grooves or recesses,

and a metal collar cast in the opening, and re-

tained in position by the metal projecting into

the grooves or recesses, such collar having an

opening therein corresponding to the type to

be used, whereby the same is made to form a

part of the mortise for the type when the plate

is attached to the block. 3. A block for elec-

trotype or stereotype plates, made of wood,
having therein an opening larger than an
opening in the plate, and within which is se-

cured a metal collar, reducing the size of the

opening in the block to that of the one in the

plate.

No. 299,019. Eyeletting Machine.—George O. Scljnel-

ler, Ansonia, Conn.

No. 299,015. Toy.—William B. Sales, Oshkosh, Wis.

No. 299,046. Marking and Shading Pen.—Elbert E.

Alderman, Portville, N. Y.

No. 299,094. Paper Folding Machine.—John H. Stone-

metz, Erie, Pa.

In a paper folding machine, the combina-

tion, with a system of conveyor-tapes, of a

roller having milled or corrugated disks or sec-

tions of a larger diameter than the tape bear-

ing or supporting surfaces of said roller,

whereby the milled sections of the roller pro

ject beyond the tapes and have a faster sur-

face speed.

DESIGNS.

No. 15,004. Printing Type.—Henry Brehmer, New
York, N. Y., assignor to David Wolfe Bruce, same
place. Term of patent, 14 years.

No. 15,010. Note-Paper.—William A. Pike, Bridge-

port, Conn., assignor to Bradley A. Hard and
Samuel Parsons, New York, N. Y. Term of patent,

7 years.

No. i5,oti. Capital Letters.—Charles Schafler, New
York, N. Y. Term of patent, 7 years.

TRADE-MARKS.
No. 11,191. Lead-Pencils, Pencil-Holders, Pen-Hold-

ers and other like articles.—Rudolph Weissenborn,

Jersey City, N. J.

"The words ' Tortoise Shell.'

"

REISSUES.

No. 10,480. Trundling Toy Horse.—Elijah J. B. Whit-
aker. New York, N. Y., assignor to George W.
Whitaker and William T. Whitaker, Baltimore, Md.

An Amateur Society.

A society called the Society of Ama-
teur Photographers of New York has been

formed in this city. Its membership is in-

tended to embrace people of literary pursuits,

editors, lawyers, scientists, clergymen, bank-

ers, merchants, &c. Good rooms have been

provided, with library, fine instruments, and

laboratory specially arranged for photographic

experimental purposes ; the latest and best

processes and improvements in the art will be

exhibited and explained ; adventures and ex-

periences related, new pictures by members
thrown upon the screen ; exchange of pictures

by mail arranged ; reports of proceedings pre-

pared for publication, &c. A local name has

been adopted simply to fix the permanent

headquarters of the society ; but the member-
ship is by no means intended to be local.

Amateur photographers residing in any part of

the country, both ladies and gentlemen, may
become members. The secretary is C. W.
Canfield and the president is F. C. Beach.

The rooms of the society are at 1262 Broad-

way. The annual dues are $10 and the initia-

tion fee is $5 ; life membership $100. The
society has started out under the most favora-

able auspices.
^~»-*

One of the lasting results of the Philadel-

phia Congress of Electricians and the Exhibi-

tion will be the " Memorial Library." Before

the exhibition opens a collection will be made
of works upon electricity in all languages, and

this library will be preserved. To this end,

requests have been sent to electricians in all

parts of the world, as well as to libraries and

publishers, requesting aid in this laudable pur-

pose, which, if accomplished, will give Phila-

delphia the best collection of works upon elec-

tricity to be found in America,

i
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PADS. TABLETS. AND BLOTTER TABLETS
I2Sr TPIE! -WOR-LD.

•^K*

ACfflE*STATIONERY*AP*PAPER*CO.,
Nos. 146, 148 & 150 Centre Street, New York.

Tk i^gBricaq Blotteif Tablet
IS THE MOST ATTRACTIVE BLOTTER TABLET IN THE MARKET.

For quality of PAPER, NEATNESS, ELEGANCE and PRICE they have no equal.

Made from FINE WHITE, SUPERFINE CREAM, LINEN, QUADRILLE, PLATED
CREAM and VELLUM LINEN.

SIZES : Octavo, Octavo Folded, Commercial, Commercial Folded, Packet, Letter, Legal. Also

in Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Bills, Statement Heads, Memorandum Heads and Remittance Blanks.

"YE KHICKERBOCKEE" BLOTTEE TABLET.
Cheapest and Best. For Edncational Use. They have no equal.

The perfect PEKCIL TABLET.
Over Five Millions (5,000,000) manufactured in two years.

DESIGN ON COVER. B^^FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBING HOUSES, AT LOWEST PRICES.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOCUMENT ENVELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE MADE,

A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.
Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 "Walnut Street,

NEW TORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MAHnPACTURKRS OP
AND

DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,GEORGE B. HURD & CO.,
73 BE:E:K]M[/\.]\r STREET, NEIAT YORK.

We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPERFINE and EXTRA-SUrajmNE QuaUties. GRECIAN ANTIQUE
DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINE OF W^EDDINGOrOODh

,
which embraces

all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papetenes, Card Cabmets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White. dtt*t7t> a ivr Tjnwn ,«

" " (Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise. Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf§ and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray.

PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite. • ^ .

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BKISTOI, BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are imsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO., tomateh their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Pecorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

BUiKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOHING PAPER,

Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

The Babcock Printing Press Mfg. Co.
f

z^GW Lond-on, Oonn.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRUM-GYUNDER. STOP-CYLINDER,
AND

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES,
Witli Valuable Patented. Improveinents.

CHAS. B. MAXSON. Pres. NATHAN BABCOCK, Sec. and Treas. GEO. P. FENNER, Supt.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie AtMtlc Worls, East Boston, Mass.

OHARLES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241. St. Olair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HTJKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Ohioago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich,

HamitCdtter. 9BND FOB OraOlTLAR AND PBIOB LIST. EUXD-CUITEB, WITH STBAM FIXTUSB.
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 & 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the foUowing advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First,—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More lUumtnated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOXT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illustrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the coxmtry at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic BiMe,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and Illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalngue,containing full descrip-
tion, prices, &c,, mailed on ttpplication.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, iVIcCLURG & CO.
Orders for Sample Lots receiTe Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

LE PAGE'S JHUGILAGE
Amd Faimily Qlum,
MANUFACTURED

RUSSIA CEMENT CO.
GrlovLoester, 'h/La.ss.

c;a.utio!v.

LE PAGE'S Process Pre-
serves without Injuring the AD-
HESIVE Properties of the Glue.

-=^ i^ Will not injure tlie most delicate colors.

• Be^vare ot iiiiitatlons olalmins to "be " tlxe same ttilriK" or "jixst as gtyoA."

A.LLES Sc 00:N"^A.2srT,
-^-

^o. 90 Chambers Street, New York,
^ Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

ITS THE XJIVITEX* STA-TES,
In Plush, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRRORS.

F° Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Prices.

STATIONERS' STAMPIN G PRESSES.

r
I
THESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated

-*- work row required. For convenience, accuracy and- dura-

bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many ot the principal Stationers for the past

twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

SCHOOL BOOKS!
I have a large stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-

count. Also School Books, more or less shelf-worn,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
151 and 153 TVabash Are., Chicago.

TWELFTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,

An Illustrated Technical and Fine-Art Journal of

Typography, ZAthography, Paper-Making,
and the A.uxiliary Trades,

THE NEW SERIES OOMMENCEO JANtJARY, J875.

THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER
is a high-class journal, devoted to the Printing

and Graphic Arts, in all their various forms. It de-
rives its information from, and circulates in, all

parts of the world. No pains are spared to insure
the accuracy of its intelligence and to render it in
every respect worthy of the support of Letterpress
Printers and Lithographers, as well as Artists, Anti-
buaries, and Literary Men generally.
Published on the 15th of each month, 4to, in wrap-

per, price 6d. Annual subscription (payable in ad-
vance). 8s., post free to the United States. Rates of
Subscriptions for foreign countries on application.
Post-ofSce orders to be made payable at the West
Central District Post Office, High Holborn, ofWTMAN & SONS, 74 and 75 Great Queen Street,
London, W. C. England.
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HEATH LEHER FILE ^ INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Heath's

I ETTER Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, Ac, In tlie most rapid and correct manner, and to JtEFEB
TO THEM A FTER FILING WITHOUT AST DEIjAY, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the files are arranged for any amount of corre-

20 BOX LIBRARY.FILE.

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
KILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, evrn in an index containing

40,000 names All sizes furnished for from 1,500

names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File AND Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

BBANCH OFFICES i

F. E. Fbothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N.
A. C. Farley & Co., 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

l6atc^
B l./%c::k

.%nL
L.U I

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NEW YORK.

TheClias.StwartPap«Cci,
139, 141 & 148 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
_ _ _
- — - AXSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
C^ "\ X OFFICE STATIONERY,

^ y^ Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.
<1 H

AS PAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to

their wants.

White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPER-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDiNG & TEWKSBURY,
USS Devonshire Street, Boeton,

J. Tu. is/Ichsttosh:,

NDiiit)erlfli,^PapE,*PerforaliDg,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUHING,

68 & 60 FEDEKAX STBEET, BOSTON, UASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated
Eyelet) of ev*ry deaertption iniertcd.

O

m
Q a
o
d
1-3

ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille. Kane Co.. III.

CO.,

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE XILLS^TOIAI DAILY PRODUCT, gO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality

as any mill in the country.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper

notice.

C. F. Trein, stationer, Clarenda, la., has

sold out.

Keithley & Co., publishers, Talmage, Neb.,

have sold out.

John De Meza, paper manufacturer, Chit-

tenango, N. Y., has assigned.

John F. Haas, bookseller, &c., St. Louis,

Mo., is advertising to sell out.

Charles F. Roper & Co., printers, New York

city, have dissolved partnership.

J. Fred. Waggoner & Co., publishers, Chi-

cago, 111., have been sold out by the sheriff.

Bell & Co., publishers of the Mail, Ha-

gerstown, Md., have dissolved partnership.

Frederick Vogel, dealer in fancy wood
boxes, New York city, has been damaged by

fire.

William O. Bunn, publisher of the Republi-

can, Homer, N. Y., has sold out to Stephens &
Danes.

McGlashen & Edwards, publishers of the

Nugget, Eagle, Idaho, have sold out to Par-

ker & De Succa.

Carr & Shaw, publishers of the Enterprise,

Ferndale, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

E. B. Carr continues the business.

Scott & Bigelow, newsdealers, &c., Albu-

querque, N. M., have dissolved partnership.

Each continues business on his own account.

Execution has been issued against James M.

Munyon, publisher of the Labor World, Phila-

delphia, Pa., to recover judgments amounting

to $i,ii8.

The liabilities of Speigel Brothers, book-

sellers, &c., Greensburg, Pa., who failed re-

cently are $25,000 ; assets estimated at $20,-

000. Executions have been issued.

Mr. Cohen, brother-in-law of the late Chas.

D. Myers, has taken out letters of administra-

tion on the estate of the latter. It is probable

that the stationery business of Myers Brothers

at No. 62 John street will be closed out. As

yet Mr. Cohen is undecided whether he will

continue the business or not.

The assignees' sale of the entire stock in

trade of the well-known publishing house of

E. Claxton & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., was be-

gun in the auction salesroom of George A.

Leavitt & Co., in Astor Place, on Monday.

There were about thirty representatives of the

trade present, a few of whom were from Bos-

ton and Philadelphia. The stock comprised

a miscellaneous assortment of books carried

by the firm, including its own publications

(bound and in sheets) ; stereotype plates
;

copyrights ; rights to publish, &c., &c. The
sale is to continue daily until all of the stock

is sold. The terms are : On purchases amount-

ing to $300 or more, four months' credit, and

on all purchases less than S300 cash without

dicounts. The prices realized were generally

about one-quarter of the list prices. Among
the works disposed of was " Treasures of the

International Exposition," $11.50, the pub-

lishers' price being $60 ; "Raphael's Madon-
nas," valued at $10, brought $4.12 ; a copy of

Longman's Testament brought $5, one-half of

the list price ; Longfellow's poems, bound in

cloth, scheduled at $4, brought $1.35 ;
" Pic-

turesqe People" fetched $2.25, the list price

being $10.

F. H. Loss, Jr., has added several novel-

ties lately to his line of Swiss-carved and

fancy goods. There are some very fancy ar-

ticles in antique brass ; also Swiss salad

bowls, with porcelain interiors, which can be

taken out for the purpose of cleansing. A
fork and spoon, silver mounted, accompany
the latter. Mr. Loss has also some very pretty

things in Japanese brushes and trays in all

sizes, and paper lamp-shades, with rose orna-

ments. The latter are very popular for pink

parties.

The Silicate Book Slate Company has had a

large number of inquiries lately in reference to

its new specialty known as the "silicate silent

slate." This weighs only two ounces, and

measures 7 by 11 inches. Owing to its ex-

treme lightness, it can be subjected to very

rough usage without injury. There is also no

rattle about it, and in this respect it is equal

to the patent noiseless slates.

Among the visiting members of the trade in

the city during the week was W. M. Osborn,

of E. & W. M. Osborn & Co., Burlington, la.

Mr. Osborn is looking around for goods and

doesn't seem to be uncertain as to the good

business prospects.

Louis Honimell, publisher of the Red River

Chronicle, San Hilario, N. M., has discontinued

the publication of that journal.

James Garstang, stationer, &c., St. Louis,

Mo., is advertising to sell out.

E. O. Fiendel, bookseller and stationer,

Annapolis, N. S., has sold out.

Barney & Van Beuren, printers, Omaha,

Neb., have dissolved partnership.

J. E. Somerville, bookseller, &c., Manistee,

Mich., has been burned out. Insured.

T. S. McCool, dealer in picture-frames, &c.,

San Francisco, Cal., has been attached.

Beakes & Gardner, publishers of the Review,

Westerville, Ohio, have dissolved partnership.

George A. Dunnington, publisher of the

Sentinel, Grafton, W. Va., has been burned

out.

John Glenn, traveling representative of Mar-

cus Ward & Co., returned from Europe by the

steamship City of Rome on Sunday. He made
a brief visit to London and Belfast on behalf of

his firm.

Among the out-of-town tradesmen in the

city during the past week were E. Niedecken,

of the firm of H. Niedecken & Co., Milwau-

kee, Wis.
; J. S. Fretwell, of Fretwell & Nich-

ols, Savannah, Ga.

The Minneapolis Paper Mills, owned by

Warner, Newman & Warner at Minneapolis,

Minn., at the falls, was damaged to the amount

of $5,000 by fire on Saturday last, and the

damage to stock is $10,000.

Phil Hake's new line of Christmas goods is

decidedly novel and elegant. The designs

show an originality of conception! and a de-

gree of artistic finish that is really noteworthy.

A single card of blue plush has a floral design

of embroidery partially surrounding the figure

of a pretty, rosy-cheeked maiden dressed in a

fanciful garb trimmed with tinsel. A similar

card is made of old-gold plush with a border-

ing of heavy old-gold fringe. A card having

the shape of an open book rests on a base, and

has two plate-glass mirrors in the centre. The
trimmings are pink satin and silk fringe, the

former being tastefully puffed around the bor-

der of the mirrors. Another design has the

form of a vase filled with flowers. It is made
of plush and satin of a pretty shade. A
Christmas banner consists of crimson plush

with embroidery in the centre. Another nov-

elty has the form of a fancy swell body sleigh

filled with flowers as a Christmas offering.

The line includes cards decorated with antique

brass mountings, consisting of figures and

floral designs, hand-paintings on plush, em-
bossed silk figures, and is, without a doubt, the

most elegant collection of holiday goods that

BLOTTER
ISO 'V-A-Pil E TI ES-

RE7ERSIBLE BLOTTER.
(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) uSSi^vomff

TABLETS
f>-a>ok:]eid iisr boxes

TABLET
100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE L1.4.BGEST AND FISBST LINE OF BLOTTER TABLETS IN THE COUNTKlf, includiQfr Ontavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, LindU, Plated, UilC Edge, Quadrille, Wove Bauk, &c., &o. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties of Printed

Memorandum, Statement and Bill-dteads ; also Blanlc Package, Shipping and Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

It^~ Notwithstanding tlieir miny aivaatagei, these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEilPER thanany.
others. All other luaiufaccurars put 80 sheets (or lejs) in Chair pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
la the one who will increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEK.SA-L BI-<OTT£JK. TA.B l-.IiiT, at lowest prices ever made.

SBND FOB PRICB I.ISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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Mr. Hake has ever brought out, which is say-

ing a great deal.

William M. Chase is just completing the

portrait of L. Prang, of Boston.

Frank Jones, paper manufacturer, Ballston

Spa, N. Y., has called a meeting of his credi-

tors.

T. Kittredge has bought out C. V. R. Pond

& Son, publishers of the Herald, Quincy,

Mich.

The Albuquerque Publishing Company, Al-

buquerque, N. M., has been leased to J. H.

Gardner.

Charles McConnell, paper-stock dealers,

Boston, has failed. He has been in business

fifteen years, and carried a stock which he

valued at $30,000.

A. Caliga, of Boston, whose two pictures,

"A German Schoolmaster " and the "Head
of a Girl," in the exhibition of American ar-

tists, have attracted so much attention, is en-

gaged upon a painting to be reproduced as a

Christmas card.

Two of Walter Stetson's pictures recently

exhibited in Boston, and which attracted so

much attention from their originality of con-

ception and vividness of coloring, were pur-

chased by L. Prang, one of them being in

oils, the other a water color. The former,

" By a Pool," represents two female figures in

a quiet, wooded retreat, and is remarkable for

the tender treatment of foliage and sky and

the artistic* introduction of a bright focus of

color in the foreground.

Amariah H. Bradner, of Dansville, N. Y.,

paper-stock dealer, has made an assignment

to William Richardson, of Hornellsville, N. Y.

He has preferred creditors for over $40,000,

including the Traders' Bank, of New York,

$6,484. This failure, it is claimed, was partly

due to the failure of the Bank of Dansville,

and was brought about in a measure by his be-

coming a bondsman for L. C. Woodrufif, on

his appeal to the Court of Appeals from a

$14,000 judgment in favor of Lott C. Clark, of

New York. Mr. Woodrufif not having suc-

ceeded on his appeal, the executors of the

Clark estate began an action against his sure-

ties and obtained an attachment from a New
York judge directed to the sheriff of Living-

ston County, and the assignment followed.

The liabilities are said to be large.

Among the leading features of the American

Journalist for May are lengthy and interesting

sketches of the Philadelphia Record and the

Galveston News ; also an article entitled,

"The City Scribe as a Country Publisher,"

which treats, in a very readable manner, of the

ambition of wage-journalists and of their vain

endeavors as publishers on their own account,

adding a word of caution about hasty ventures

in country journalism. The editorial page is

also full of sound opinions, while the newspa-

per chit-chat is as sprightly as ever.

Peter McNaught & Son, paper-stock deal-

ers, Boston, have failed. Their business

has not been remunerative of late, although a

few weeks ago they claimed to be worth

$12,000.

Mrs. Odenheimer Fowler, of New York, is

the author of two ideal heads with fancy coif-

fures, which are now in course of lithographic

publication.

Lord & Thomas, Chicago, have a neat little

pocket rule or measure for the measurement

of advertising space. It is of metal, enameled

and marked by inches, and nonpareil and

agate measures.

David D. McNair, of the Woodrufif Paper

Company, Dansville, N. Y., a relative of

A. H. Bradner, and a retired farmer, has

made an assignment to Edward H. Pratt, of

Rochester, N. Y. His liabilities are said to

be large.

The Illustrated News Printing and Publish-

ing Company filed a bill of incorporation at

Albany, N. Y., on June 10. The object of

the company is to publish an American edition

of the London News and do a general pub-

lishing business. The capital is $80,000.

The partnership under the firm-name of

Althof, Bergmann & Co., importers and deal-

ers in toys and fancy goods, 326 to 330 Broad-

way, N. Y., has been dissolved by the retire-

ment of Chas. Althof and Gustav Cronemeyer.

The business will be continued under the same

firm-name by Louis Althof and William C. L.

Rubsamen, the remaining partners.

Frank Jones, paper manufacturer, Ballston

Spa, N. Y., made an assignment on Tuesday,

and at a meeting of his creditors on the same

day made a compromise, agreeing to pay 25

cents on the dollar in three, six, nine and

twelve months. His liabilities are not thought

3B3LOTTIIfQ

The Stan
Facsimile of a Bundle of Russell's Blotting.

dard and Best Double Manilla for Tagft, lioxes and Uralting. A Fnll tine of White, Blue, BafiP, Pink and Fawn in

100, 120 and 140 Lbs., always on hand,
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-^ ^-f WILLIAM RUSSELL & SON, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass. ••£ ^^
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to be large. Among others are J. W. Lyon &
Co., John H. Lyon & Co., and Train, Smith

&Co.

L. C. Clark and Samuel Carson, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., have formed a copartnership, and

will hereafter conduct the publishing and

wholesale bookselling business under the style

of Samuel Carson & Co. The new firm will

assume all outstanding accounts and will con-

tinue to hold the agency for Eastern book-

sellers and publishers.

Alonzo Bradner, of the Woodruff Paper

Company, Dansville, N. Y., also engaged in

the real estate business at that place, has made
an assignment to Andrew J. Holden, of Livo-

nia. He has preferred creditors to the amount

of about feo,o6o, including the Seventh Ward
Bank of New York, $i,ooo. His liabilities

are said to aggregate nearly $100,000. His

failure, it is claimed, was brought about by

the failure of the Bank of Dansville.

The envelopes for the Post-OfRce Depart-

ment will be made by P. P. Kellogg & Co.

and the National Papeterie Company after

July I, they having secured the contract for

the same. The work will be done at Spring-

field, Mass. The number of envelopes to be

furnished will amount to about fifty millions.

This contract does not include the stamped

envelopes, for which the Morgan Envelope

Company and the Plimpton Manufacturing

Company hold the contract.

Notwithstanding that the field of trade litera-

ture is pretty well crowded, an enterprising

firm at Baltimore, Md., has ventured forth

with a new monthly journal, called the South-

ern Merchant andJournal of Trade. Its typo-

graphical appearance and large selection of

trade information is very much in its favor,

and, besides, it shows a degree of prosperity

that bespeaks for it a long life. As its name
indicates, it is to be devoted to the interests of

the Southern trade, and with such a mission

before it, it has undoubtedly a wide and profit-

able field.

The Acme Stationery and Paper Company
has lately added several specialties to its ex-

tensive line of writing tablets, &c. One is

called the " Favorite" blotter tablet, which is

made in commercial, letter, legal, foolscap and

bill cap. The paper is of a fine grade and the

tablets come in all sizes at a uniform price.

They are, moreover, neatly and substantially

gotten up, with a handsomely printed cover.

The company has also brought out a Student's

note-book, which is made of fine white paper,

perforated and well bound. It is also showing

a line of memorandum pads-made up with five

different tints of unruled paper in each pad.

The latter comes in nine different sizes. The
" Inexhaustible Stamp" pad is the name of a

brand of rnk pads manufactured expressly for

the Acme Stationery and Paper Company. It

is of a superior quality, neatly put up, and is

warranted to give satisfaction. Not content

with stopping here, the Acme Company has

changed the designs on its • note, draft and re-

ceipt blanks, besides adding a number bf new
forms of blanks to its stock, comprising rent

receipts, receipts for salary and remittance

blanks for remitting money by mail.

The Astor Library has a manuscript Sarum
Missal, " Missale ad usum Saru," of about the

year 1440. It is on vellum, is splendidly illu-

minated with painted and golden initials and

borders of arabesque and floral ornamenta-

tion, and is bound in full russia leather. It

once belonged to St. Stephen's Chapel on the

present Parliarhent Palace, and was probably

presented, on the suppression of that deanery

in the sixteenth century, to some other reli-

gious foundation.

Mortgages, Etc.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existing mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale; and Real, a mort-

gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Charles W. Adams tR.) $600

M. G. Devitt 700

Fitzpatrick & Dennison (R.) 550

William A. Leonard 620

M. Lurcher 350

Swords & Bedell ' . 139

N. B. Taggart 700

W. F. Vanderhouten (.R.) 425

EASTERN STATES.
Anson S. Comee, Boston, Mass 250

Cunningham & Co., Boston, Mass 6,000

William H. Evans, Boston, Mass 105

Herbert H. Ham, Boston, Mass., subject to prior

$112 70

Joanna P. Lombard, Boston, Mass 148

Charles B. Hathaway, Taunton, Mass; 500

Henry F. Dodge, Worcester, Mass 1,000

Charles McConnell, Boston, Mass 1,030

George Till, Boston, Mass 40

MIDDLE STATES.
WiUiam B. Guild, Newark, N. J

Alfred N. Whitehead, Newark, N. J

Brandon & Barton, Albany. N. Y
WESTERN STATES.

C. A. Klinkner & Co., San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

A. C. Isaacs, Evansville, Ind

E. J. Bush (Bush & Allen), Creston, la

L. S. Lathrop, Omaha, Neb
Joseph Hummel, Cincinnati, Ohio (Real)

H. D. Osborne, Los Angeles, Cal

Samuel Kellett, San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

H. G. Parsons, San Francisco, Cal

E. Berg, Woodland, Cal. (Real)

Longshore & Whipple, Leadville, Col

G. B. Titman, Chicago, 111

John G. Negley, Evansville, Ind

Herald Publishing Company, Davenport, la..

Daily and Weekly Herald .'. .'

James H. Burk (Briggs & Burk), Mount Ayr, la.

(B.S.) ;

J. G. Albright, Albuquerque, N. M., Democrat.

.

D. C. Dare, Jemez, N. M. (B. S.)
'

W. H. Holt & Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Henry Cornelius, Menasha, Wis

SOUTHERN STATES.
Charles G. Lender (Brearly-Lender Printing

Company), St. Louis, Mo

4,000

600

600

500

350

89

1,200

75

1,800

286

1,700

600

700

500

1,000

1,000

100

1,000

1.000

696

CANADA.
J. W. Doley, Halifax, N. S. (B. S.)..

LIENS RELEASED.
H. G. Parson, San Francisco, Cal 1)643

Henry F. Dodge, Worcester, Mass 400

Joseph Hummel, Cincinnati, Ohio (Real) 4)333

THE DEMAND
— FOR—

lOCKffOOD'S DlBECTOEY

FOR 1SS4
Has so far exceeded all calculations that the regular

edition is already nearly exhausted. It is the most

comprehensive, complete and accurate work of the

kind issued.

THE ONLY STANDARD WORK.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of TWO DOLIiABS.

OVER 20.000 ADDRESSES REVISED TO DATE.

126 & 128 Dnane Street, cor. Church,

NE^Ar YORK.

NONPAREIL PENS,
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-^-

Send, for Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR BALK BT

HENRY BAINBRIDGE &. CO.,
99 & 101 William Street, New York.

PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
tioners and Printers.

Send, for Samples.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,

Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. Q^H

<Sc CO.
(COBFOBATION.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading -will be charged for

at rate of $10 per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COBIPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, TO.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1135 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AVt Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 295
Broadway, N. Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago, 111.

FORBES UTHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ^oston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.: 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut st., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 123 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT, ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W.. CO.. 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 536 and 538 Pearl St., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P . & CO.. Chicago, lU.

HICXOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN. GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St.. N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 Wilham st., N. Y.

GANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Loms, Mo.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 William St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., PhUadelphia, Pa.

COLUNS, A. M., SON, & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 WUham st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N.. 313 to .319 E. 22d Rt. N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., CarpentersvUIe, 111.

SUiUVER, T., & CO., 333 East 56th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL 0., & CO.. OliKdniiati. b

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8cc.

MENDE, PAUL, 43 and 45 Lispenard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
tJi'e trade only, 33 Beekman St.. N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 WilUam St., N. Y,

HILL, W. H.. Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St.. Phila., Pa.

LOGAN, SWIFT & BBIGHAM ENVELOPE CO ,

Worcester. Ma^s.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet MachineSi

LIPMAN. HYMEN L.. 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 18, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables 81.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe st, Chicago, Dl.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St., New York.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr
,

81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St., N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Umited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Clove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John st.. New Haven, Ooni).

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissup and Copying Paper. Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettin^.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River. New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

ATKTN, LAMBERT & CO., 23 Maiden lane, N. Y

.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa,

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardv/are.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO.. 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 WilUam St., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 William st, N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,
N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILOENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore st. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WKTmVfANN. A. "<nfi Broadway. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court. Old Jewry. London, Eng.

Lipman's "INDISPENSABLE"
Is THE Eyelet Machine.

Also, the " Improved " and the
"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's UNIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper
Saves yom- Eyesight and leaves

a Blacker Manuscript.
H, t. tlPMAN, 51 South Fourth St, Philadelphia.

'WJ^nSTTEID.

A set of The American Catalogue, new or second-

hand. State price and condition to

"A,"

Care of The American Stationer.
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The Travelers' Protective
ciation.

Asso-

The Travelers' Protective Association

of the United States will be in session at De-

troit on Friday and Saturday of this week, to

elect officers for the ensuing year and make
such amendments to its constitution as are

needed to meet the requirements of this rap-

idly increasing association.

Through the kindness of James Buckley,

general passenger agent of the Erie Railroad,

a special through rate was obtained, and it is

stated that a very large delegation of New
York's " Knights of the Road " left here on

Wednesday evening, together with representa-

tives from a large number of trade journals.

With the unprecedented increase in its mem-
bership during the past year and the objects it

has in view, this association should receive the

hearty co-operation of every merchant who
sends a commercial traveler on the road.

The objects of the association are : i. The
elevation of the commercial and social stand-

ing of the merchant traveler. 2. The repeal

of all license laws. 3. To obtain reduced

rates, and greater amount of excess baggage.

4. To procure hotel accommodation commen-
surate with the prices paid.

From all .accounts, the meeting at Detroit

will not only be one of business, but will em-
brace the elements of a round of pleasure, as

the merchants of Detroit have subscribed a

fund and made arrangements to take the boys

and their wives on an excursion, give them a

banquet, ball, &c.

Postage on Transient Newspa-
pers.

The following act has passed both houses of

Congress, and will, it is expected, be signed by
the President :

An Act fixing the rate of postage to be paid

upon mail matter of the second-class when
sent by persons other than the publisher

or news agent.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled. That the rate of

postage on newspaper and periodical publica-

tions of the second-class, when sent by others

than the publisher or news agent, shall be one

cent for each four ounces or fractional part

thereof, and shall be fully prepaid by postage

stamps affixed to said matter.

A manuscript of great interest has been

found in the library of Arezzo, Italy, contain-

ing several unknown writings of Saint Hilary

of Poitiers ; the treatise "De Mysteriis," which

was believed to be lost, and a number of hymns.

A journey in Palestine and in several other

countries of the East is found added to the

works of the great bishop. This latter docu-

ment offers peculiar interest with regard to

archaeology, ecclesiastical history and geogra-

phy-

Fire! Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
163 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTABUSHED 1880.

J. H. BTTFFORD'S SOITS,
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES.
^^~ SAMPIjES for the WHOZHSAIiE trade ready in JTIIjY.

BIRTHDAY, REWARD
ADVERTISING « CARDS.

PLAIN AND EMBOSSED SHAPED GOODS; Advertising Fans, Fan Handles, 8, 11 and 12-inch,

Plain and Stained ; Chromes, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels,

Fringes, Marriage Certlttcates, Crayons, Agricultural and School Diplomas, &c., &c.

l^Tos. 2S3 <Sc 2©5 B I^O-^ ID ^^?s7".A.-2r, I^T-^TsFT -S-OXIIS:.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PETRIE, Jr.
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

^. B. F-ptEisroH: ooFYiisra- iisrKis.
Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Kotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLATING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Qrinding Mills, &c.

THE BLACK k CLAWSON CO.'S

Inpronil Ferfitrator

MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^~ Descriptiye Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. B.amilUm, Ohio.

^-

Beautifd Album Cards,
COMPRISINa THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OP

THE CELEBRATED PTTBUSBERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
" Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chroino and Bevel - Edge Cards.

t^" Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINGS,
For use with "Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

i^~ None Qenuine unless Marked on Box :

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY SUSPENSION RINGS."
Staples (3-16, 14, %, and H in.), per 1000, 30c. list,

I
Suspension Bings, - - per 1000, 60o. list.

B. B. 'WATSON, Sole Agent. 49 Maiden lane, N. T.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, - - 10 Cents

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

the current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

stationery in this country, in all cas^s giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

markets and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The
Stationer a thorough and complete exponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per
annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 .4ND 128 DuANE Streets, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

III.

Fbiladelpbia Office—J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

£astern Office

—

Joseph Hammitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and Alabail-^ Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.

W. F. Catcheside \^ Y^^Xl
^'"^""^ ^""'""^

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.

Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard : ... Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

, „ , „ i Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. H. de liussy

-^ j^^ Dutch East Indies.

, . „ ) Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

I
Adelaide, Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.

W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G.Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co '. Newchwamj, China.
I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntas Arenas, Costa Rica.
Caine y Carricabury Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Kecler Valdivia, Chili.

Jose A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bcthencourt e hijos Cura9oa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I. .

J. O. Ryder Taniatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.

Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

-ri, _ n Tw ( Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-Thomas G. Thrum -j ^^^^
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.
Tj iir u . ,1, .. i New Westminster, British
Henry W. Hughes

\ Columbia.

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the
publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source 01 their information.

The Fourth of July occurs this year on
Friday. Now, why wouldn't it be a good
idea for the stationery and paper houses

to close on Saturday as well as Friday

and give their employees a chance for a

little extra enjoyment. As trade goes, it

will not hurt anyone and will be of real

advantage to all, employers and employed
alike.

In response to our inquiry, James A.

Whitney, the well-known lawyer and pat-

ent expert, submits an opinion as the right

of the government to conclude an inter-

national copyright treaty. His communi-
cation will be found in another column.

There has been so much said about nego-

tiating a treaty between Great Britain and

the United States for the protection of

authors' rights that the idea has been ac-

quired by many that the treaty-making

authority has the power to consummate
it. We think that Mr. Whitney's letter

will dispose of this opinion, for it seems

to us very clear that the gift of copyright

is a matter of statutory authority alone.

If this view is correct, action must be

taken through Congress in both of its

branches, subject, as usual, to Executive

approval.

Another advance toward cheaper post-

age has been made. The bill reducing

postage on newspapers and periodical

publications of the second class, when
sent by persons other than the publisher

or news agent, has been passed. The
rate is fixed at one cent for each four

ounces or fractional part thereof. When
it is considered that this, like every other

step to cheaper postage, is likely to in-

crease the use of the mails in other ways,

it will be seen that the government, as

well as the interests of the paper and sta-

tionery trades, is to be benefited. Every

newspaper sent out through the mails is

an incentive to thought, and thought leads

to action. It may be safely predicted that

the more we circulate newspapers the

more likely people are to write letters.

Here the postal revenues derive benefit

and the stationer and paper maker realize

a little more profit. Cheap postage en-

courages the use of the mails in every

way, but it is sure to increase correspond-

ence. We want more of it.

At length the exactions of railways and

telegraph companies have brought forth

their long-anticipated results. A combi-

nation of manufacturers and merchants

has been formed for the purpose of se-

curing favorable freight and telegraph

tariffs, and for the common protection

against all distinctions which act as fet-

ters on trade and prevent the largest

commercial liberty within the' limits of

law and reason. The association which

has been formed for this purpose designs

to defend the rights of trade, which have

hitherto been at the mercy of venal legis-

lators and rapacious corporations. Such
an organization ought to command sup-

port throughout the country, and if

all who are interested in its success

cannot unite with it in its present

constitution, arrangements ought to be

made for auxiliary associations or sub-

organizations. A mercantile brother-

hood thus formed and established could

accomplish a great deal of good and
could compel attention and enforce its

righteous demands. In union there is

strength, and if the commercial commu-
nity, like the laboring forces, or like the

grangers, should effect a strong, compact
union in opposition to the railway pools

and telegraph autocracies, it would be

immensely benefited.

Roundabouts.

By the Trade Lounger.

People are beginning to wonder when
they will be able to profit by the reciprocity

treaty with Mexico. Congress proposes to

adjourn on June 30. Isn't it going to do some-

thing before it gets away ?

* * * *

A Chicago man, according to a St.

Louis paper, not having sufficient money to

buy a ticket, conceived the scheme of being

sent as express matter to Manhattan, Kan.,

and was successful. The story goes on to say

that when he was rolled into the express office

at the depot the box was so placed that he

stood on his head. The clerk began checking

up, using the box as a table. The boxed-up

individual stood it as long as he could, and

then made his presence known, greatly fright-

ening the agent, who was going to shoot into

the box. At length, however, he was re-

leased, and paid the express charges, $9.25.

A ticket would have cost $17.54.
* * * *

Some later decisions by the Treasury

Department are of interest to the trade. There

is a packing material, consisting of paper and

cotton, pasted together with glue or some other

similar substance, forming a fabric or material

which is impervious to ordinary dampness, and

having cotton as a component material of chief

value, which is held to be dutiable at the rate

of 33 per cent, ad valorem as a manufacture of

cotton not otherwise provided for.

» * * *

Electrotypes, being engraved copper

plates for printing, are dutiable at the rate of

25 per cent, ad valorem by assimilation to the

" steel plates engraved, stereotype plates and

new types," provided for in paragraph rgg of

the tariff. * * * *

One of the late specialties made from

paper is a very artistic wall-bracket represent-

ing a shelf in imitation scroll-work, supported

at either side by a parrot resting on the branch

of a tree. .v. * .% *
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A man says that a " boom " has started

in playing-cards because one of the paper mills

in this State has just made forty-five tons of

cardboard to be used by one house and more

to follow. This is nothing. How many hun-

dreds of tons are used yearly in the production

of playing-cards. * * * *

There is quite an art in selecting picture-

frames. Few people study what an effect a

frame has in bringing out a picture. It may
be thought the latter should rest on its merits,

and so it does, but not to the extent which may
generally be imagined. There is a degree of

harmony between a good picture and its frame,

if the latter has been selected with proper

taste, that most buyers fail to get, and which,

if not present, will absolutely spoil a good pic-

ture. * * * *

A dealer in picture-frames gives some
points which may be of interest to readers of

The Stationer. He says: "Gilt frames ac-

cord perfectly with black engravings and litho-

graphs when the precaution is taken to have a

certain extent of white paper around the sub-

ject. Bronze frames, which have but little

yellow brilliancy, do not injure the effect of an

oil picture which represents a scene lighted by

artificial light, such as that of candles, torches,

a conflagration, &c. The rule to be followed

in assorting the frame of a picture is that its

color, brightness and ornaments also shall

neither injure the colors, nor the shadows,

nor lights of the picture, nor the ornaments

represented in it." Just keep this in mind.

* * * *

An English newspaper man who has

been going through an exhibition at South

Kensington, had his mind led into what he

calls "a new groove of thought." He saw

some new garters, and the lady who exhibited

them said : "If the drapers don't choose to

sell them we shall canvass the stationers."

* * * *

And then the new "groove" comes in.

Why, he remarks, "shouldn't the stationers sell

many of the useful and compact articles now
sold by the drapers ? " Well, there is no rea-

son why they shouldn't. It is the best way to

take down the drapers (otherwise dry and

fancy goods dealers) and compel a separation

of trade. If this isn't done it will be necessary

to give up book-selling and stationery as dis-

tinct line of business.

* * » *

This is going back to an old source of

complaint. Seriously, don't we deteriorate by

trying to do too much at once ? Will the sta-

tionery trade proper, if merged with other lines

of business, produce the diversities of fancy

which have marked its progress ?

Answers to Correspondents.

J. E. & Co. want address of manufacturer of the " Vic-

tor" staple driver.

Ans.—We understand that the article named
is out of the market. W. J. Brown, Jr., 304

Branch street, Philadelphia, was the original

manufacturer.

^ommxxmcmwns.
[Correspondents are requested to write on only one

side of their paper. No responsibility for the opinions

of correspondents attaches to this paper.]

International Copyrigfht.

140 Nassau Street, i

New York, June 7, 1884. f

To the Editor of the Stationer :

In reply to your inquiries as to the constitu-

tional status of the various projects for an

international copyright treaty, I would call

your attention to the fact that copyright pro-

tection is essentially a matter of statutory law.

In other words, copyrights differ materially

from trade-marks in this—that the proprietary

right of a trade-mark ie recognized at common
law, and will be protected without the aid of

special statute in such behalf ; that a copyright

can only exist when some special law has

been provided to create and enforce the right.

In this country all legislation on copyrights

bottoms at last upon that provision of the

Constitution which provides that Congress

"shall have power," &c., to secure to authors

and inventors for limited times the exclusive

right to their inventions, discoveries, writings,

&c. It is plain from this that Congress alone

can create a copyright or protect it.

It is clear that the term " Congress " means

the Upper and the Lower House together. It

cannot by any reasonable interpretation of

words be construed as meaning the President

and the Senate. The treaty-making power

under the Constitution is vested in the Execu-

tive and the Senate, and there is nowhere any

authority under which this treaty-making power

can proceed to enact a law or institute protec-

tion in a matter which is expressly confided to

Congress, that is to say, to both Houses.

It appears to me clear, therefore, that there

can be no such thing as an international copy-

right treaty, and that if such a treaty were en-

tered into, that it would be a nullity ; not only

a source of annoyance to our own citizens, but

ar snare to the people of other countries. There

can be no doubt that Congress has the right to

grant copyrights to citizens of any country in

precisely the same manner that it has the right

to grant patents to citizens of any country.

Personally, I believe that such a law should be

enacted, although I am not prepared to say

that it should be devoid of provisions which

will adapt it not only to the protection of au-

thors, but to the interests of the reading classes

—which is much the same thing as saying of

everybody—in this country.

James A. Whitney.

The oldest printed book among the latest ac-

cessions to the Astor Library is a vellum copy

of the " Durandi Rationale Divinorum Officio-

rum," printed by Fust & Schoffer in 1459, and

recognized without dispute as the third book

bearing the date of its imprint. It is a noble

folio volume with two columns on a page, ini-

tial letters painted and elaborately ornament-

ed, and is bound in old English blue morocco

extra, with gilt edges. This copy was the ear-

liest of the incunabula of the famous Sunder-

land collection, and it is scarcely possible that

its like will soon be found again in the book

marts of the world. The work itself is a cu-

rious attempt of thirteenth-century scholasti-

cism to follow up the symbolism of the Roman
Catholic, rituals, and it may still be consulted

with profit by students of ecclesiastical his-

tory.
^--t--^

Wide-awake stationers should not neglect to

fully supply themselves with attractive cam-

paign goods, and those who may want to do

so in season to meet the first demand of con-

sumers should send for price-lists, &c., to J.

H. Bufford's Sons. The line of campaign

portraits produced by this firm four years ago

was very popular, and in completeness and ex-

cellence this season, it is safe to say that their

portraits will be in demand in the forthcoming

campaign. The line consists of portraits for

framing, also for banners, transparencies, &c.

They are suitable for residences, clubs and

political organizations. They are printed on.

heavy plate paper, and can be had of any size.

Office of The American Stationer, I

Wednesday, June 11, 1884. )

TUB MONMy MA.JiKET.~The. money market
has ruled quiet and easy, but without feature of special

interest. The tendency continues to be toward an in-

crease in the volume of available funds and a return to

what may be considered its normal condition. Com-
mercial paper is dull, but discount rates are firm. The
stock market has been rather tame and quiet since the

week opened, with values generally showing an easier

tendency, but the fluctuations have in no instance been
wide or significant. Railroad bonds have ruled dull,

and with but few exceptions, lower, showing an ab-

sence of any important demand for investment. State

bonds neglected. Government bonds lower. Foreign

exchange has ruled dull but steady.

THE PAPER Jlf^JJjKfiT.— Business in the pa-

per trade is very little different from what it has been
for a number of weeks past. Ordinarily we are accus-

tomed to anticipate a period of comparative apathy
fromthis time on until the exhausting heat of summer
has spent its force, but many manufacturers of print

papers look forward with some degree of encourage-
ment to an exciting Presidential campaign, which is now
about opening, as a feature which will considerably in-

crease consumption and aid them in sustaining the mar-
ket against any further decline. The market for wrap-
ping paper is now experiencing some of the ill effects

of overproduction, a prominent manufacturing concern
having reduced its price on manillas J^^c, which is

likely to be followed by others, so that a No. i manilla

can now be bought at the mills for 6J^c. Straw wrap-
pings are also weaker, recently quoted prices not being
sustained.

lECE ST.±HONERT MARICET.—There was
less activity noticed in trade this week than during the

week previous. There is said to have been a diminu-
tion in the number of orders by mail, but this was
partly counterbalanced by a larger influx of out-of-town
tradesmen. To sum the matter up, however, trade has
been fully up to expectations for this season, while the

outlook for the future is, perhaps, better than at a simi-

lar period in any previous year. A few dealers in holi-

day novelties have brought out their new goods this

season rather earlier than usual, and have taken a few
orders, but the majority are content to wait until -after

this month, when trade in this hne is expected to begin.

The movement in school stationery is quiet, but the

outlook is promising. There is considerable activity in

inks, particularly commercial inks. The domestic trade

is not only brisk, but there is a fair e.xport demand.
Owing to the unsettled state of finances in Cuba, the
export trade with that country, ^however, is somewhat
depressed. The blank-book trade shows about the
usual activity for this period of the year and prices are
firm, and about the same condition prevails in the en-
velope trade.
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M m VV J^ ^ — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—

LARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. MlYJlWUJlillLXWiL^ ^^wWJ^Ml
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORKESPONDENCE ISOUCITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

TLJP |-IAR\/ARn PnilMTAIM PFM —The Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tabes,
iriL nr\riVr\riU rUUIl l r\||i rCINi ^vires, springs, &c., ivhlch are the great obstacles to the efQclent working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been Anally overcome in the construction of this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having: been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction. ^^ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New York.

(formerly janentzkt a CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLK MANUFACTURERS OF THE —

PATEOTED * PAPIER * MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tlne Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; Wax Flower Materials ; I. U. G. Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials ; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

(S^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 2-®

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated I,eonhardi Dresden Alizarin
"Writing and Copying Inks.

LEJEJ, 3X^^SS«$.
- MANUFACTURER OF-

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER* STAMPS.
BEQUIBES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4M>x2% in., 50e. each. No. 2. 6J4x3J4 in., $1.
' Wholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WAI.I^4CE: & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
SOI Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned against selling unstamped Wood I^ever Clips.
They infringe our Patent.

VANHOEN'S LETTER FILES AND CLIPS HAVE IRON LEVEES.

sxsz-i:. tize: best.
v-A.isrpiorLisr's f^tented

Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter. Cap. With and without
Pin.«. The Springs Never Grow Wealc.

YAMHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leavesof each paper in consecutive order. 18, %X, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

«» PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. I»

^^ For Pale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOGLOM, Manf'r, 239 Greenwich Street,"New'Tork

R. A. ROGERS & CO.-,'

3DA.-5rT03Sr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

iiiii^iiiiii
SCHOOL PADS.

1^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPUtLT SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO FAUIvO, BKAZII,.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Blaclt.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYINC INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.

Copies a IVIontli after Writing.

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
OOVNSELOE^AT-LA'W.

Special attention given to Patent and Trttdi»»

Sfarle Causes,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY.U.&A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof TTnited States andForeign Patentt

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassaa St., New Torb City. 9

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured, Trade-marlcs and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opinions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kept ia
violably secret and confidential.

lAMES A. WHITNEY, uo Nassau St., N. Y. Citr.
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LANGFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANUFACTURERS OF

—

J

Factory: 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. -m- New York Salesrooms: 336 Broadway.

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
— PUBLISHERS OF THE -

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books,
^ LIBER^IL. r>I8COXJlVT TO THE TR^DE. » -*s>-

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Macy & Co. ; Charles H. Clayton & Co.

;

Francis & Loutrel and John Hulin.

SHANNON FILES AND CASES.
v\\\\\V.\.\\v\\\.\.gg

THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.

CI.AGUE, l^EGMAN, SCHUCHX & FIEI.D.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Rochester, N. Y. BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass

DAVIDSON ^^^^ RUBBER BANDS,

—«--

WE CALL attention TO OUR RUBBER
Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SEi:.!- AM. SIZ£S AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

JyTANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-
ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON IBANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

"*--

-{. MADE BY-i-

Manufaciurers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CHADWIGK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

ITE'W TOB.K aiTT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
J^"Send for Catalogue,

^
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NEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO,
333 E. 56th Street, New York,

MANTJrACTURKKS OP

Copying Presses
OF ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 22 x 24.

f~ Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the

Dest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

Get my New Catalognie and Discoun'ts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufact rer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom,, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

Obituary.

Henry C. Work.
Henry C. Work, the noted song writer,

died in Hartford on Sunday. He was born Oc-

tober I, 1832, in Middletown, and was the son

of Alanson Work, who, with Messrs. Burr and

Thompson, was in 1841 condemned to twelve

years' servitude in the Mississippi State Peni-

tentiary for assisting fugitive slaves across the

Mississippi River. At the beginning of the

rebellion he was a poor printer. He wrote

"Kingdom Coming; " the great temperance

song, " Father Come Home, ;" "Grandfather's

Clock" also " March-ing Through Georgia,"

"Wake, Nicodemus," "Babylon is Fallen,"

and others which had very large sales. He wals

no longer the poor printer. He was a success-

ful man. He traveled in Europe and explored

this continent, and when he left Chicago in

1867 he was worth a small fortune. At that

time he went to Vineland, N. J., bought (in

company with his brother) two or three hun-

dred acres of land in that unique rural city,

built two houses, and for a time engaged

heartily in the preliminary arrangements for

establishing a great fruit farm. His posses-

sions and his comforts were swept away, one

by one. He never drank a drop of liquor in

his life, and never used tobacco.

Charles Fenno Hoffman.
Charles Fenno Hoffman, the poet and

novelist, died on Saturday at Harrisburg, Pa.

H e was the brother of Ogden H offman and a son
of Judge Josiah C. Hoffman. He was born in

this city in 1806, and began his education at

the academy in Poughkeepsie, but, owing to a

childish quarrel with his father, he ran away
from school in 1817, and on reaching the wharf,

in an attempt to board a boat, had his leg

crushed, necessitating amputation. Returning

home he entered Columbia College, which he

left in the Junior year, and was admitted to

the bar in his twenty-first year. He practised

for three years, but though successful at the

bar he was dissatisfied with the drudgery of

practice, his bent being for literary work, and
his spare time was largely devoted to writing

articles for the periodicals and journals of the

day. At the age of twenty-four he determined

to abandon the law and enter upon literary

pursuits. He was then for a time associated

with Charles King in the New York American,

at that time a journal of local influence. In

1833 Mr. Hoffman established the Knicker-

bocker Magazine and assumed the position of

editor, but relinquished the post after the issue

of the first few numbers, taking charge of the

American Alotithly Magazine, which had been

established by Henry William Herbert. He
retained the management of this for several

years.

In 1835 Mr. Hoffman published a volume of

sketches entitled "A Winter in the West,"

based upon his travels of nearly a year in the

far West, which met great favor. His next

effort was "Wild Scenes in the Forest and
Prairie," which appeared in 1837. In 1840 he

published his first work of fiction, " Greyslaer,"

a romance founded upon the trial of Beau-

champ for the murder of Colonel Sharper, in

Kentucky. This was received with great fa-
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vor, and established his position among Amer-

ican authors. He published, in 1842, a col-

lection of his poems, under the title of "The
Vigil of Faith, and Other Poems," which ap-

peared a second time in 1845, revised and en-

larged, as "Love's Calendar." His greatest

successes as a poet were in lyric composi-

tions, his style closely resembling that of Tom
Moore. Among his songs which achieved a

wide popularity were: " ' Tis Hard to Share her

Smiles with Mary," "Sparkling and Bright"

and "The Myrtle and Steel," which have not

yet passed into oblivion. His other poetical

efforts were gathered together and published

in 1847, under the title of "The Echo; or,

Borrowed Notes for Home Circulation." In

1846 he assumed the editorial charge of the Lit-

erary World, which position he retained until

1849, when he was seized with a mental dis-

order, which necessitated his giving up literary

and all other work. A revised and corrected

edition of his works was published in 1874, by

his nephew, Mr. Edward Fenno Hoffman.

James Harper.

The death of James Harper, paper manufac-

turer, Westville, Conn., is announced.

This unexpected event will be deplored by

all who knew Mr. Harper and recognized his

sterling worth as a man, his activity and intel-

ligence as a paper maker and inventor, and his

honorable and kindly characteristics.

Mr. Harper was born in Scotland fifty-three

years ago, and coming to this country after he

had attained manhood he engaged in the busi-

ness of paper making, settling finally at West-

ville in 1869. He was noted for his inventions

in paper-making machinery and for his general

intelligence on all subjects connected with the

manufacture of paper, his contributions to the

press, particularly to the Paper Trade Journal,

showing that while he had worked he had

thought, and that his calling was not with him

merely the perfunctory pursuit of subsistence.

In disposition Mr. Harper was of a genial

and kindly nature, courteous and cheerful un-

der adverse fortune, a keen observer of nature

and of men, of warm and enthusiastic temper-

ament. He was a good paper maker and a

good man.

He was taken ill on Tuesday of last week

and died on Saturday. A wife and four chil-

dren survive him. His funeral was on Tues-

day last, from his late residence.

Decorative Use of Brass.

Brass, from its composition, can only

be used in the interior of buildings, and should

not be exposed to damp. Its natural pale yel-

low color is very agreeable, and is due to the

presence of zinc. It is not highly malleable,

but may be cast and treated like bronze, or by

a process of annealing rolled into thin rods

and sheets, and worked up in the same way as

iron. It is difficult to give a decided prefer-

ence to either method, though they are so

totally opposed in principle and practice. The

present tendency is in favor of wrought brass,

welded, beaten, pierced, hammered and riveted

as in iron, for this exhibits the individual

skill of_ the handicraftsman, and possesses a

sentimental value that cast work, which can

be produced ad libitum, cannot possess. The
designs should be more severe and precise

than if intended for forged iron, and more
pierced and embossed work should be in-

troduced. It should be sparingly used,

and the redundancy of polished brass in

some of the newest restaurants in London,

though affecting to be of the quiet and unpre-

tending style printed by Hogarth, is vulgar.

The works in ormolu of Louis XV. and Louis

XVI., which are of cast and chased brass gild-

ed, are too beautiful to afford any scope for

adverse criticism, but objects designed to be

cast in brass should either be of great deli-

cacy or of great simplicity. Though the arts

working in at least what are called baser

metals are not yet in the position their impor-

tance in the past and in the present entitles

them to, the future is full of hope and we may
trust that a time is at hand when men of ex-

ceptional power, though engaged in what have

been regarded as the humblest industries in

which art can enter, will be able to impress

the seal of genius on their work, and hand
their names down to posterity.— The Builder.

Earthquakes and Paint.

The connection betwreen earthquakes and
luminous paint would hardly be apparent to

any one without explanation. It nevertheless

exists, and the recent earthquakes in our own
country have served to remind us of its exist-

ence. As a matter of fact large consignments

of this paint are sent to those countries where

earthquakes are prevalent. The use to which

it is put invests it with the utmost importance

just for the few critical moments of the shock.

In the Philippine Islands, where earthquakes

are not uncommon, small metallic plates coated

with luminous paint are so placed about the

premises that at the first warning the inmates

are quickly guided to the door, and thus to the

street. In Manila it is laid on in patches about

the bedrooms and staircases, serving as guides

for the door-handles and the stairs, night-

lights being considered especially dangerous

as likely to set fire to the falling house, and

thus to roast the inmates in their own
homes. It follows that those who live in dis-

tricts likely to be visited by earthquakes will

do well to adopt this plan, and to burn no

flame lights at night, especially in the case of

gas, the pipes for which might be broken

asunder, and the gas escape and take fire. The
gas should be turned off at the main nightly,

and luminous labels be so placed as to indi-

cate the door-handles and other guides to the

main point of egress, which would enable the

residents to find their way out of their houses

in the dark before the walls perchance buried

them. It wiU be remembered that at Ischia

there was just sufficient time between the first

shock of the earthquake and the downfall of

the Grand Hotel to permit those who acted

promptly to save their lives.

—

Iron, London.

Imitation ground glass can be prepared by
dissolving two tablespoonfuls of Epsom salts in

a pint of lager beer and painting the glass with

the mixture. After drying, the glass will ap-

pear as if frosted.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4^4x294 retail at 50 cents each.
• 6^4x314 " $1.00

Wholesale, $3andS5perdoz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satirsfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City,

The Perfected Lever Copying Press.

Eetail Price,
from $5 upward ^ "^^Si^^handsomely fin '* ~ ^^^^^.^
ished in walnut, ^^~5!- 'iSt

with nickel plat-

'

~— _^ -^^^
ed mountings ~~

"i^^^Jr^
No office should L^.^_^ -<?^
be without one. ^^~*'—

^

CLOSED.

(For a 9x11 Book .«5.00

PRICES.] :: -ji :: ;::;;::::::,:;::: i-
A new portable, desirable and economical Copying Press.

liiljeral Di-jcount to the Trade. Write for Catalogue and
Prices to j^g Perfected Lever Copying Press Co.,

107 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, 111.
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EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
— MANUFACTUEERS OF

OrFENBACH-ONMAIN, (GERMANY),
(£STABI.ISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4:37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in. E»rices with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

THET%AtMERART<S:
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

Hi

i
WHICH WE WItL CLOSE OUT BELOW COST.

Buyers are invited to c&,ll and inspect the BARGAINS we are offering.

I*. PRAXG & CO., New York.

--^ ^
CBI^HBRAXHD

CAMPAIGN PORTRAITS
FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES,

Printed on Fine Heavy Plate Paper for Framing, also for Banners, Transparencies, Flags, &c., suitable
for Residences, Clubs and Political Organizations. Also, Indelibly printed

Jl OX«CI^^
For decorating Buildings, Ward-Rooms. &c., and sewing on Flags and Banners, and used for Transpa-

rencies ; and can be Colored in Oil. CAMPAIGN BADGES ON SATIN, CAMPAIGN
FANS, CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING CARDS. Send for Circulars.

J. H. BUFFORD'S SONS, 293 & 295 Broadway, New York.

CHICAGO-156 «e 158 Monroe Street. I BOSTON-36 & c9 Federal Street.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

^^- The high praise our last Campaign Portraits elicited from the Press and Public, both as " Works of
Art" and "Careful likenesses," is sufficient guarantee of their excellence.

-#• Cards * and * Cardboard,-^-

Ruled Business Headings In White I Colored Papers,

-^NOVELTIES IN ADVERTISING CIRCUURS,^

Flat Papers, Oorwm^, ^©©k and If©'^^s Pap©rSe

NSVr CA.TA.r.OG-XJE: NOIAT READY.

THONIftS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor Street, Philadelphia.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPEE, BOOKS,

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended June 6 1884.

&C.I

Albums

Books

Newspapers .

.

Engravings.

.

Ink

Lead Pencils.

Slate Pencils.

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals.... 683

59 $4,184

221 30,563

29 J,899

30 6,516

28 2,259

12 1,433

6 141

260 18,553

38 3,661

$69,209

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, ftc,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended June 10, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases .

.

Books, cases .

.

Stationer)'

Totals....

6,004

5,289 $1,080

128 4,294

303 6,241

91 10,934

193 10,827

$33,376

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From June 3 to June 10, 18B4.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 22 ; to Bremen, 2 ; to

British West Indies, 5 ; to United States of Colombia,

15 ; to London, 3 ; to Hayti, i ; to Argentine Repub-
lic, 20 ; to Hull, I ; to British Australasia, 10 ; to British

Guiana, 2 ; to Nova Scotia, 2 ; to Bordeaux, i; to Brazil,

2 ; to Central America, 1 ; to Sandwich Islands, 8.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 19 cs. ; to Cuba, 3 cs., 45 pkgs.;

to United States of Colombia, 475 rms., in cs.; to Ham-
burg, 46 cs. ; to British Honduras, 340 rms., 2 pkgs.; to

Porto Rico, 2,850 rms., 15 pkgs.; to Brazil, 250 rms., 2

cs.; to Nova Scotia, 6 cs. ; to British West Indies, 36

pkgs., 643 rms.; to Central America, 282 rms.; to Hayti,

3 cs., 5 pkgs.; to Santo Domingo, 395 rms., 13 pkgs.; to

Venezuela, 21 cs.; to Argentine Republic, 12 pkgs., 30

cs.; to Antwerp, 2 cs.; to Amsterdam, 1 cs.; to Hull, 3

cs.; to British Africa, i cs.; to British Australasia, 46

cs.; to Uruguay, 3 cs.; to Peru, 4 cs., 54 rms.; to Sand-

wich Island, 2 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 72 ; to United

States of Colombia, 26 ; to Mexico, 15 ; to Dutch West
Indies, i ; to Hamburg, 4 ; to Bremen, 6 ; to London, 1

;

to Brazil, 8 ; to Hayti, 2 ; to Santo Domingo, 4 ; to Ar-

gentine Republic, 19 ; to Glasgow, i ; to British Africa,

2; to Havre, 4; to Porto Rico, 7; to Uruguay, 2; to Peru,

6 ; to Sandwich Islands, 10.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British West Indies,

216 ; to Brazil, 15 ; to British Honduras, 50 ; to United

States of Colombia, 81 ; to Newfoundland, 41 ; to Hayti,

4; to Copenhagen, 3 ; to Antwerp, 50; to London, 5;

to Malta, 1,202; to Santo Domingo, 5; to Porto Rico,

8 ; to Venezuela, 3 ; to Central America, 6 ; to Uruguay,

10 ; to Peru, 734.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Cuba, 2
;

to United States of Colombia, 26 ; to Hamburg, 4 ; to

Hayti, i ; to Santo Domingo, 9 ; to Venezuela, i ; to

Amsterdam, 4 ; to Porto Rico, 2; to Central America, i.

PENCILS, cases, to Liverpool, 6 ; to Hamburg, 9 ; to

British Australasia, i ;
to Venezuela, i ; to Mexico, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Hamburg, 25 ; to London, 60 ; to

British Africa, 6 ; to British Australisia, 109 ; to Uru-

guay, 60.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Ham-
burg, 3 ; to London, 17 ; to British Africa, i ; to British

Honduras, i ; to British Australasia, 32 ; to Santo Do-

mingo, I ; to Mexico, 1 ; to United States of Colombia,

I ; to Argentine Republic, lo.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 7 ; to
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British Australasia, 6 ; to Santo Domingo, i ; to Argen-

tine Republic, loi.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to London, 72 ; to Liver-

pool, I.

CELLULOID GOODS, c^es, to London, 4.

PLAYING CARDS, cases, to Liverpool, i ; to British

Australasia, 4.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to Liverpool, 2 ; to

British Africa, i ; to British West Indies, i.

LETTER FILES, cases, to London, 11.

CHROiMOS, ENGRAVINGS, LITHOGRAPHS,
&c., cases, to London, 4 ; to Liverpool, i ; to Cuba, 2 ;

to United States of Colombia, u ; to Peru, 5.

IMPOilTATIONS OF PAPER.
From June 3 to June 10, 1884.

B. & O. Meyers, America, Liverpool, 10 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., City of Richmond, Liverpool,

22 cs.

Banatt Brothers, Nurnberg, Bremen, 2 cs. colored.

A. Haug & Co., Waesland, Antwerp, 7 cs.

Gane Brothers, by same, 2 cs.

J. W. Queen & Co., by same, 5 cs.

W. H. Horstmann & Co., Werra, Bremen, 2 cs.

E. Fougera & Co., Chateau Lafitte, Bordeaux, 45 cs.

filtering.

Avery, Penabert & Co., by same, 5 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Nebraska, Glasgow, 3 pkgs.

G. S. McKibben, Adriatic, Liverpool, 16 cs.

R. Gledhill, by same, 1 cs. hangings.

Paris had an electrical exhibition in i88i,

Munich in 1882, Vienna in 1883, and Philadel-

phia hopes to excel them all in her exhibition

of 1884. The Vienna enterprise cost $162,500,

or $12,500 more than the receipts from 886,323

visitors, and if Philadelphia can keep the ex-

penses equally low, she ought to have a bal-

ance on the right side of the account, as the

price of admission will hardly be as small as

that charged in Vienna. The number of ex-

hibitors in the latter city was 575, many of

them foreigners.

The word "agnostic " first appeared in liter-

ature in 1870. It describes " one who holds

that the existence of anything beyond or be-

hind material phenomena is unknown and—so

far as can be judged—unknowable, and es-

pecially that a first cause and an unseen world

are subjects of which we know nothing." It

was suggested by Mr. Huxley at a party of

philosophers and others, one evening in 1869.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO..

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANnPACTUREBS OP

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

nTtfe^i'/tir'" TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with grbatbr tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so it is

always ready to use, and is the

only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used for repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their bands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL. PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
•er gross, ST. 50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
beat and strongest adhesive
icnown. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross, 812.

^r- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strong] testimonials of this Mucilage and
Llqaid Olue. For sale by all first-class Stationera.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
iTo. 20 Beelfeman. Street, iTe-w^ STorls,

NEW ^ YORK o DAILY ^ PAPERS "^
""'^SfNT^

^'^'Have established a first-class

service for the dispatch of

Weekly Periodicals, Monthly Magazines, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.

mMMB & G ^i
TJ^^ J

•<>«^ OFFETl ^'•>—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWER PRICES TH^N SUOH GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OFPERED.

^p~ Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

Manufactured in six differ- / n JL. :.^y£, „^.:i\y,
int sizes. Packed one doz. I ^. tV VVWCfv -HHdC-.

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 1 " "
Dut up in sets containing ) ' *

'ine of each kind and one I 9 ^ " "
each of Nos. 1, 8 and 3. \ ^, T6

3, J i-M-OpV 'Wtii^.

4, I "

5, i
"

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN, ,..,ri^o.
AND

OBNAMSMTAI.
I^TTEBINO.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is also
manufactured in six

, brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
^"Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMOBE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW YORK.

l05EPH|;iLLOY1*S
^ STEEiyPENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World •

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 380
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^p" /Sample Cards, Price Lists <tc., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANXJFACTUKERS OF-

—FOR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

-DISESTABLISHED 1814. «§^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
101 <2s 103 3DvLa,2a.e Street, 3:Te"^7v7- "STor^

UAKUFACTCRBRS AND lUPOBTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKblnders, Pocketbook and Case Manafactnrers, Etc., Etc.

RXJti&iA. T^B^AJriXS^^., CHABIOIS, A.T>I.ltD,^.J.CA.Tif RUSSIA^.— No. 18 Higi) Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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Our Patent Laws as Related to
Agriculture, Arts and Indus-
tries.

By James A. Whitney, LL.D., Counselor-

at-Law.

the equity of granting patents for in-

ventions.

The entire system of protecting new
inventions by letters patent is declared by the

courts to rest upon the same principles as a

contract. The public, acting through its rep-

resentative, the government, says to the in-

ventor, "Give us new and useful improvements

in the useful arts, and we will pay you for

them ; not in cash down—for we cannot tell

the value of an invention until it has been long

and thoroughly tried—but by giving you or

your legal representative, for a certain specified

time, an exclusive chance to make money out

of it, provided your invention is really a good

one." This, in simple English, is the sum

and substance of the patent law. Acting on

this promise, the inventor proceeds to devise

some means of saving time or labor in some

industrial pursuit, or of adding to the com-

forts or enjoyments of life, and, having done

this, secures a patent for it. If the improve-

ment is of such utility that the public wishes

to use it, the inventor will have a market for

it, and will make a profit until his patent ex-

pires and the public comes into full and entire

possession ; if, however, the invention is not

truly an improvement, or if the inventor does

not provide for its sale or introduction, the

public will not buy, and the patentee will make
nothing. This is the rule, with so few and

trifling exceptions that they call for no serious

consideration. Could any system be more

plainly founded on substantial justice, both to

the inventor who creates and sells and the

public that buys and uses ? Could any be bet-

ter adapted for bringing into existence a con-

stant supply of new and useful improvements

without expense or risk of loss to the public ?

The inventor simply sells to the world what it

never possessed before, and the public pays

him for it by permitting him to make what he

can from it, without let or hindrance, during a

certain specified time. The world will not buy

unless it can find its own profit in the buying,

and thus the patentee cannot profit unless the

world be the gainer also.

IF THE PATENTEE DOES NOT ACT IN GOOD
FAITH WITH THE PUBLIC, HIS PATENT IS

VOID.

But, I may hear it objected, a patentee may
have a patent on what does not really belong

to him. This does happen sometimes. But

mark how the law steps in to confound the

wrongdoer. If an invention has been made
known in any printed publication, or has been

in public use in this country before the date of

its invention by the patentee ; or if the inven-

tor has allowed it to go into public use for

more than two years before his application for

a patent ; or if he has otherwise abandoned it

to the public ; or if it appear that the alleged

is not the actual inventor, then the patent,

even if it has been secured by all the formali-

ties of the Patent Office, will fall to the ground

—it will not be worth the ink it is printed with.

But this is not all : if the patentee does not

describe his improvement so that it can be

made and put in use or operation from his

specification and drawings alone ; or if he does

not clearly distinguish his improvement from

what was previously known ; or if he claims

more than he has really invented ; or if his in-

vention does not operate successfully, his pat-

ent is so much waste paper.

But neither is this all : if the inventor, al-

though he has made a broad invention, claims

only a portion of it in his patent, the law holds

him to his narrow claim, and he cannot go be-

yond it so long as his patent remains in that

condition. So, in like manner, if he fails in

any of the minute regulations prescribed in

making his application, the law compels him

to rectify the error before it will give him

standing and protection. It is only the inven-

tor that has brought a truly new and useful

improvement to the full and complete knowl-

edge of the public, and this according to the

forms of law, who can hold the reward or re-

muneration of a patent. And the man who
does this is as much entitled to his reward as is

any man who by industry, talent or skill creates

wealth which is added to the available re-

sources of the world. I know that I am speak-

ing at some length on elementary principles.

But elementary principles are the all - im-

portant ones. If it is right and proper, in

point of ethics and morality, that inventors

should receive patents, it is the strongest of

all evidence in favor of the law.

SPENCER AND MILL ON PATENTS.

Even at the risk of taking more space than

I intended, I may be permitted to quote from

eminent political economists on this branch of

the subject in hand. Says Herbert Spencer in

his " Social Statics:" "They fall into a se-

rious error who suppose that the exclusive

right assumed by a discoverer is something

taken from the public. He who in any way
increases the powers of production is seen by

all, save an insane Luddite, to be a general

benefactor, who gives rather than takes. The
successful inventor makes a further conquest

over nature. By him the laws of matter are

rendered more subservient to the wants of

mankind. He who economizes labor helps to

emancipate men from the slavery to the needs

of the body ;
harnesses a new power to the

car of human happiness. He cannot, if he

would, prevent society from participating

largely in his good fortune. Before he can

realize any benefit from his new process or

apparatus, he must first confer a benefit on his

fellow-men—must either offer them a better

article at the price usually charged, or the

same article at a less price. If he fails to do

this, his invention is a dead letter ; if he does

it, he makes society a partner in the new mine

of wealth he has opened. For all the exertion

he has had in subjugating a previously un-

known region of nature, he simply asks an

extra proportion of the fruits. The rest of

mankind unavoidably comes in for the main

advantage ; in a short time will have the whole.

Meanwhile, they cannot, without injustice,

disregard his claims."

And John Stuart Mill, in language equally

energetic, enforces the same truth. He says :

" The condemnation of monopolies ought not

to extend to the patents by which the origina-

tor of an improved process is allowed to enjoy

for a limited period the exclusive privilege of

using his own improvement. This is not mak-
ing the commodity dear for his benefit, but

merely postponing a part of the increased

cheapness which the public owes to the inven-

tor, in order to compensate and reward him
for the service. That he ought to be both

compensated and rewarded for it, will not be

denied ; and also that, if all were at once al-

lowed to avail themselves of his ingenuity,

without having shared the labors or expense

which he had to incur in bringing his idea into

practical shape, either such expenses and la-

bors would be undergone by nobody except

very opulent and very public-spirited persons,

or the state must put a value on the service

rendered by an inventor, and make him a pe-

cuniary grant. This has been done in some
instances, and may be done without incon-

venience in cases of very conspicuous public

benefit ; but, in general, an exclusive privilege

of temporary duration is preferable, because

it leaves nothing to any one's discretion ; be-

cause the reward conferred by it depends upon

the invention being found useful, and the

greater the usefulness the greater the reward
;

and because it is paid by the very persons to

whom the service is rendered—the consumers

of the commodity. So decisive, indeed, are

those considerations, that if the system of pat-

ents were abandoned for that of the rewards

by the state, the best shape which these could

assume would be a small temporary tax, im-

posed for the inventor's benefit on all persons

making use of the invention. To this, how-

ever, or to any other system which would vest

in the state the power of deciding whether an

inventor should derive any pecuniary advan-

tage from the public benefit which he confers,

the objections are evidently stronger and more

fundamental than the strongest that can possi-

bly be urged against patents. And I have

seen with real alarm several recent attempts,

in quarters carrying some authority, to im-

pugn the principle of patents altogether—at-

tempts which, if practically successful, would

enthrone free stealing under the prostituted

name of free trade, and make the men of

brains still more than at present the needy re-

tainers and dependents of the men of money-

bags."

I may, without myself trenching upon the

domain of politics, remind our Western friends

that both Spencer and Mill are among the

most ardent and aggressive advocates of free

trade—an idea commonly believed to be dear

to the Western farmer's heart.

(To be continued.)

Half an ounce of borax dissolved in a pint

of water will clean gold or gold-plated articles

rapidly and well, when they can be rinsed in

pure water and rubbed with a soft linen rag.

If slightly heated before rubbing, the polish is

improved.

indoor Salesman ia a wholesale fancy goods
liouse ; one who knows the trade preferred.

Apply to HENRY LEVY & SON,
477 Broadway.l
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The Art of Hammering.

The art of hammering ornamental de-

signs on metal has been practised many hun-

dreds of years in almost all parts of the world

by persons in every state of civilization, from

the highest to the lowest degree, who have

executed the work with more or less art, ac-

cording to their intelligence and education.

Almost every art collection will show proof of

this. The work is agreeable and fascinating,

and readily acquired. Anyone who can draw

or trace a. design can, with care and thought,

aided by some little practice, produce credit-

able work. The materials generally used are

brass, copper, zinc, silver or any malleable

metal, and the punches and hammer necessary

to bring out the design. These are to be

found in any art or hardware store, and can

be obtained at small cost. The labor required

is light and pleasant, and far less tiresome

than the ordinary. fancy work done by ladies.

It is specially adapted to women on account

of the delicacy required in the details of the

art.

For the learner it is advisable to use thin

metal in the early stages of the work, on ac-

count of its being best adapted to teach the

effect of hammering and the use of the tools,

and generally to give useful knowledge to the

worker. In the beginning, brass of about

twenty-eight gauge is the best on which to

learn the rudiments of the work. After some

practice in making straight and curved lines

has given the worker more confidence, thicker

brass, say of twenty-four or twenty-five gauge,

can be used ; in fact, for all general purposes,

this thickness is recommended. Of course, it

must be understood that the skillful worker can

produce designs on any thickness of metal.

The thicker the metal the slower the progress

of the work. In the outset, let the beginner

first obtain a dry and level smooth board of

pine or maple about an inch thick ; on this

firmly secure the metal by wooden buttons.

These are easily made by taking a piece of

any kind of wood three or four inches long,

one inch wide, and half an inch thick, and

boring a hole in the centre for a screw. The

advantage of using these wooden buttons in

preference to nailing down the metal to the

board is the play that is given for the expan-

sion of the metal that is caused by hammering ;

when the sheet of metal is nailed to the board,

there is no allowance made for this, and the

result is the buckling and bending of the sheet,

causing annoyance, and very frequently spoil-

ing a pattern of many hours' work. Care

should be taken from the beginning to ham-

mer evenly, and keep the work as smooth as

possible. It may be as well to say that in

fastening the brass to the board, pains should

be taken to secure it just tight enough to keep

it in place ; if too tight, no chance will be

given to expand. For ordinary work on sheet

metal the design can be brought out in suffi-

cient relief by hammering from the front, but

in cases where it is desirable to bring out por-

tions of the design in higher relief, it becomes

necessary to work from the back. In this case

a bed of cement must be made on the front of

the design. The way to accomplish this is to

break the cement (ordinary jewelers' cement

answers the purpose) into small pieces, put on

the sheet, and warm until the cement is evenly

distributed over the entire surface. After the

work from the back is finished, the cement

can be removed by cooling and tapping gently

with a hammer.

The metal sheet being fastened to the board,

the design can be drawn on the sheet in free-

hand, or transferred by tracing from another

drawing. At the beginning only very simple

designs should be attempted, ^s anything elab-

orate will result in failure and disappointment.

The only way to succeed in this, as in any

other work, is to begin at the beginning and

become familiar with the details of the art in

its various stages. Practice and care will soon

enable the worker to produce designs of value

and merit. After the design has been put on

the sheet you are ready for work. Begin by

outlining the design with punches, making

lines of this description , or ... . Great

care should be taken to have these lines very

even and regular. Uneven, jagged lines blotch

and spoil the work, and are most difficult to

correct. When the outlining has been done,

proceed to punch the metal surrounding the

pattern away from the design, if not desired in

very high relief; if a bolder relief is desired,

punch toward the design, commencing, say,

one or two inches from it. Many professional

workers bring out very high relief in this way,

and for ordinary work seldom find it necessary

to work from the back. The tools for produ-

cing various backgrounds are numerous, but

for general work the set sold by art dealers

will answer every purpose. If special tools

are required, they can easily be made by any

one possessing a small degree of mechanical

skill with a hammer, file, and small rod of

steel or iron. The steel bars can be found in

any hardware store, and if steel cannot be

obtained, iron, if tempered very hard, will give

good results; in fact, will answer precisely as

well as long as the tools hold their shape and

thin metals are used. Of course steel is to be

desired on account of its ability to stand long

and constant use on any thickness of metal.

In the later stages of the work, when more
finished results, and consequently difficult de-

signs are desired, it becomes ne(?fessary to an-

neal the metal. When brass is used, the metal

is heated until red, and then allowed to cool

very gradually. After the design has been

worked up, the hammering will probably have

caused the brass again to become hard. If

this is not the case, the metal must again be

heated and cooled quickly by plunging in cold

water or oil. In hardening brass it is not

necessary to bring it to so great a heat as in

softening
; but otherwise the process is similar.

Bring the metal to a red heat and then cool

quickly by a plunge in cold water. It is al-

ways preferable to have the finished piece of

work tempered hard in order to preserve its

original shape. A soft-tempered metal would

by handling run the risk of being bent.

Professional workers employ a block of

wood covered with two or three inches of pitch,

on which the brass is fastened by warming the

pitch ; it then becomes soft enough to cause

the metal to adhere. After the design is fin-

ished the pitch is again warmed, when the

metal can easily be removed. Before placing

the metal on the pitch in the first place it should

receive a light coat of oil. But this article has

reference more particularly to the early stages

of the work, and the directions previously

given will enable many to profitably employ

themselves in doing useful work. There is no

limit to the articles that can be produced ; but

for plaques, panels for doors and cabinets,

faces for fireplaces, screens, sconces, candle-

sticks, broomholders, and a thousand and more

other things that could be mentioned, this work

is particularly adapted.

—

£x.

TO 3DE.^XjEI?,S
- IN -

la?d@pi^fWritlig Pap^fi

HE BXTVSZiOFBS and -OmZTZXTG FAFSZIS
^ manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
mCLUDIKG THB CELEBRATRD

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NTJMBERS:

Fine 333, 444, 232.

Elastic 13S, 128, 126.
Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122, 183, 1743.
Broad 239, 161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 256, 1876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warehouse :

26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV^ER,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MJNTJPACTURER OF

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weather Prognosiicaior.

SOLE AGENT FOR
Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CLAKKE, Proprietor,

115 & 117 Monroe St.. opposite Haverly's Theatre,
— CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers, Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,
*c , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in
the West. Call or write for catalogue. Inclose busi-
ness card when] asking for discount. Agents wanted.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

46 W. B'WAY. cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO,

Eleclrotjpers & Stereotjpers,

24 and 26 VANDEWATER STREET.

(^^Electrotypes Mounted on Wood or Metal.

"THE BOSTOrr JOBBIJiTCS- ^OXJSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
«§-

Successor to HALL & WHITING,

Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.— -^

-§»

PUBLISHER.^^^i^iE^EBLANK BOOKS,
No.'32 BJROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

• MANnFACTURBR OP

—

Copying' PaperM.Books.

MANN'S

(Titles Registered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.
WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,
^9 & 3^ Beekman Street, Xew York,

§» MANUFACTURERS OF«3

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

I^-PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

^^ :RE-Vsr.i^B,3D OF $100.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,
1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
mg on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON, Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDEXED MAJPS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUUTEIES IIT THE WORLD

!

Wholesale and Eetaii. RAND, McNALLY & CO., Publisliers.

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

H. fficALLASTER & CO.
PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IN

OaM^ and ]^Q^@ltl®^,
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 3C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.
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IT^OR, S-A.

Second-Hand^^MacMnery,
lU * GOOD * ORDER, * AT * REASONABLE * PRICES.

ONE 25-

ONE 28-

ONE 28-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE 30-

ONE 32-

ONE ST-

ONE 46-

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH

SHERIDAN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
LEADER LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
SANBORN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PRINTERS' LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PATENT LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER EUREKA PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
DOOLEY POWER PAPER CUTTER.

ALSO, A

SPECIAL LOT OF NEW CDTTERS,
N-OT OUR, o^wisT i^j^:^:e:.

One 24-Inch Hand Lever. | One 30-Inch Hand Lever.

Two 30-Inch Power.

^ATM

69 Beekman Street,

Particulars on application.

lowrs.

nVJETT irORK.

L. L BROWN FAFER C0MFM7,
tt ^- Manufacturers of First-CSass -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
-*- WHICH WILL STAND THE 2EVEBEST TESTS .07 EEASUEE AND EE-WEITIN^ -^

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

"ilSJScift'*

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STAKTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
rHII.AI>Bi:.FHIA, FA.

The International Trade-Mark
Convention.

The representatives of Belgium, Brazil,

France, Guatemala, Italy, Holland, Portugal,

Salvador, Servia, Spain and Switzerland have

exchanged ratifications of the convention of

March, 1883, for the protection of trade-

marks. England, Ecuador and Tunis have

also signified their adherence to the conven-

tion.

A Lever Copying-Press.

A Newark (N. J.) man is the inventor

of a new form of copying press, which oper-

ates on the lever principle. The pressure is

obtained through the movement of a crank

that is pivoted horizontally below the arch, and

which communicates motion to two levers that

connect with toggle joints. By this combina-

tion a very considerable force is obtained by

comparatively slight exertion on the hand-

lever, while the rapidity with which the work
is done greatly exceeds that of the ordinary

hand-wheel. The platen' of the press is ad-

justable to accommodate books of different

thicknesses by means of a small hand-wheel

at the top. By turning this the platen and
the system of levers by which it is held sus-

pended is either raised or lowered, as the case

may be, according to requirements. The man-
ufacturer claims that this machine is superior

in several important parts. The arch is

double, which gives it great strength, and the

working parts are steel castings. The pres-

sure is applied in two points on the plate, and

s brought to bear in less than one-half the

time consumed by a common screw-press. It

is also asserted that one-half the exertion on

the long crank produces more than double the

power upon the book than that exerted with

the ordinary screw-press. Another advantage

is that the book can be removed instantly after

the crank is moved down and returned. The
manufacturer also states that the plates, base

plate, arch or any other of the working parts,

cannot be broken by any fair means in using,

on account of the pressure being so conveni-

ently distributed. Accordingly, he will re-

place free of charge any part broken by ordi-

nary use.
**»'

John Jacob Astor has donated to the Astor

Library ten rare works, of which the earliest

in date is a beautiful manuscript, '

' Evangelis-

tarium, sive Lectiones ex Evangeliis pro do-

minicis et feriis per anni curriculum." It is

upon vellum with headings in Roman or rustic

capitals or in fine large 'uncial letters, and is

superbly illuminated, whole pages being taken

up by full-length figures of the Evangelists and

of the Salvator Mundi, and by golden letters

intricately interlaced on purple or white

ground. So magnificent a specimen of the

illuminating skill of the monks of the Carlo-

vingian epoch is seldom to be found outside of

the greatest European libraries. This manu-
script was probably executed about A. d. 870,

and is supposed to have been ordered by
Charles the Bald, whose fondness for sump-
tuously decorated work has been blessed by
many a later and less royal collector.
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WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
N'o. 509 Gliestii-at Street, ]PMladelpMa, P*a.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

The NOVELtY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Bing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c., &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, 30 cents per Box
of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, 36c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Publisher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

49 Maidbn Lank, New York.

|^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of

our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

ror theHOME TRADE or EXPOBT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Norelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa. Cable Address, Novelty.

— MANUFACTURERS OF—

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OF THE VERY FINEST QUALITY.

The Science of Heraldry.

SEND FOK SAMFI/ES. A.ImTm BOOKBINDSRS' bkqxtisxtes.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD!

The LAMBIE DICTIONARYHOLDER
EASILY TAKES THE LEAD,

And a recent improvement puts it FAR AHEAD of all competitors.

We solicit a comparison of this Holder with every other, and are willing to

abide by your judgment as to its merits.

FRENCH & CHOATE, Sole Agents, 4 Bond Street, New York.

A SAMPLE ORDER SOLICITED.

II.

The following interesting extract is

taken from Clarke's " Introduction to Her-

aldry," an old work long since out of print.

For convenience, old forms of spelling are

avoided :

" The occasion of the rise of arms was un-

doubtedly that order which their use produces,

the consequences of confusion being generally

rule and order, as men's sufferings naturally

teach thenx to avoid all inconveniences by

which they have suffered. Thus entered na-

tional ensigns for the better regulation of arms
;

also all manner of personal distinction, and

that the shield, helmet, back and breast plates,

and surcoats worn over them have had orna-

mental figures engraved or painted upon them,

likewise upon colors and standards in war for

distinguishing chiefs, &c., thus pointing out

their presence to those under their command
and distinguishing them one from another,

which without some such marks could not

effectually be, their persons being obscured by

the armors they wore.

" It is observable that the ancients, for the

most part, made choice of lions, tigers, drag-

ons, serpents, foxes, owls, &c., or such figures

as might represent sagacity, cunning or strata-

gem, according to their various dispositions,

thereby meaning to menace and terrify their

enemies by setting forth their magnanimous

and politic qualities ; for as it is certain that

every like adheres to its like, so even in cases

of this nature mankind is naturally delighted

with things or animals like themselves, or

whose permanent dispositions or qualities ac-

cord with their own. And from these the

leading qualities and intendments' of these

ancient assumptions have been frequently

termed hieroglyphics. Fern says the first

' soueraigne ' that ever gave ' coate of armes '

to his soldiers was King Alexander the Great,

who, after the manner of his ancestors, desir-

ous to exalt by some special means of honor

his stoutest captains and soldiers above the

rest, to provoke them to encounter their

enemies with manly courage, by the advice of

Aristotle, he gives unto the most valiant of his

armies certain signs or emblems to be painted

upon their armors, banners and pennons as

tokens of their services in his wars.

" Tournaments, justings, tiltings, &c., were

honorable exercises formerly used by all per-

sons of note that desired to gain a reputation

in feats of arms, from the king to the private

gentleman, and derived their name from tou>--

ner, a French word, meaning to run around,

because to be expert in these military exercises

much agility, both of man and horse, was'

requisite, they riding around a ring or turning

often, as there was occasion. Their manner of

assembling was thus : The time and place

being appointed, challenges were sent abroad

for such who desired to signalize themselves

at the lists, and proper rewards were prepared

for the victorious, which drew great crowds

from all parts. It was the custom for those

who went to these exercises to be in a com-

plete military equipage, with arms on their

shields, and surcoats and caparisons on their
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horses, their esquires riding before, carrying

their spears with their pennons-of-arms at

them, as also the helmets to be worn in the ex-

ercises, adorned with wreaths of silk, being of

the tinctures of their arms and their liveries,

and thereon the crest.

"When tilting or tournaments were pro-

claimed they hung two shields upon a tree at the

appointed place, and he that offered to fight on

foot signified as much by touching the shield

which hung by the right corner, while on the

contrary, he who chose rather to exercise on

horseback, touched that which hung by the

left ; for it was judged more honorable to fight

on foot than on horseback.

" While they were preparing the lists des-

tined for the tournaments, they exhibited

through the cloisters of some neighboring

monasteries the armorial shields of those who

designed to enter the lists. It was the ancient

custom to carry the coat-of-arms, helmets,

&c., into the monastery before the tourna-

ments began, and to offer up at the church,

after the victory was gained, the arms and the

horses with which they had fought ; the former

was done that they might be^ viewed by the

lords, the ladies and the young gentlewomen

to satisfy their curiosity ; and a herald or pur-

suivant at arms named to the ladies the per-

sons to- whom each belonged, and if among
these pretenders there was found anyone of

whom a lady had cause to complain, either for

speaking ill of her, or for any fault or injury,

she touched the helmet or the shield of these

arms to demand justice, and signifying that

she recommended her cause to the judges of

the tournaments. These, after having gained

the necessary information, were to pronounce

sentence, and if the crime had been judiciously

proved, the punishment followed immediately.

" When a knight, &c., came near the barri-

ers where the justings were to be held he blew

a horn or trumpfet, at which the heralds there

attending came forth and registered his name,

armorial bearings and other proofs of his no-

bility in their books, from whence came her-

aldry, or the art of blazon, which signifies a

regular description of arms in their proper

terms.

"The two contenders on horseback being

let in at several barriers, mounted on the

ablest horses, they, after performing the usual

ceremonies, and paying their respects to the

sovereigns or judges, as also to the ladies,

took their several stations, and being thus in

readiness when the trumpet sounded, both at

the same time couched their lances, and spur-

ring their horses, ran fiercely one against an-

other in such a manner that the point of their

spears, lighting upon each other's armor, gave

a terrible shock, and generally flew into pieces.

" If neither party received any damage they

usually ran three heat-s, which was accounted

very honorable ; but if a man was beaten off

his horse, shaken in the saddle, let fall his

lance, lost any piece of his armor or hurt his

adversary's horse, all these were disgraces.

"These tournaments first began in Germany,

in the tenth century, and became afterward a

general practice in Europe."

Experience bought by suffering is instruc-

tive.

JOHN HOLLAND,
• MANUFACTURER OF •

Gold Pens* Pencil Cases

SFEGI^A^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenographic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylograph ic Pens.

EM

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and

Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St., ) pTTjpTvrvr imi

OFFICE A.ND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th St., ^
^^^^l^^^^^-

avhoil.e:sa.le AOEINTS:
JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., Chicago, HI. i WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston. Mass.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal. R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Loui.s, Mo.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

PVFFBD SATIN AND BLUSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,
-^r« FRINGED AND BLANK. «>->

E:3i::BOSSE:r> ^ o^iLiir>s.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

McGiLL's Patent Fasteners
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.

McGILL'S PATENT SUSPENDING-RING8, 8USPENDING-STAPLES, BRACES & PINS

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

McGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGILL'S PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA*..

Manufacturers, HOLMES. BOOTH & HAYDENS. N.Y. City.

FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.
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-*J^ IsTE^^sr LinSTE OIF CA^:EilD^ I ^-^

, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

•SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

-^fS:^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS NOfV READY.^^-
' These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

yi^W£ ^"
I TP I t^ ^^ —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of_tinique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand

Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

E. P. DONNELL & CO,, Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

Bfty per cent, in the expense. .

SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
be sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be bo adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or In alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, u a model of simplicity.

A. 'W^IDMAITK',
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MAinTFACTnBRR 07

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOYELTIES,

Xo. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New Tork.

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

ISTo. 152 Broadway, ISTe^w York.

INSUEANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

2^= PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly with THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, >*- -^

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
And PERFORATING

iTo. SI Joitaa. Street, l<Te-^w "STor^ i
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E. Gr. XjOOICE! &c CO.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Glazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,
" Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chromo Cards, etc.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- a
tional Cotton Exposition of 1881. >

CO

a
H

O
w
>

O

The lower plate is drawn up against g
the stationary upper plate.

"

||j^Jj_ '1 ^TTK^1'_

BARTLETT
Cop^ring Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool a,rLcL ^atterru ^-Ha-lsiang-,

PLA.IN A.lfl> OSNAMJENTA-Z JAPA.SSING,
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOUNDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

JOHN R. EDWAEDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

. AND-

-!• b^x-iTi:m:oi?.e:, nyciD.i-

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF-BOUNDS MADE.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STATIONEBY.

CHARLKS J. GOHEIN,

Envelope Manufacturer,
IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE STATIONER,

No. 505 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Full assortments of new styles of PAPBTERIES for the Spring Trade

ENVBIiOPES in all grades and sizes, with the addition of new shades.

(Catalogue just issued.)

ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUIDS.

Half and Full-Bound Blank Books, Memorandum
Books, Pencils, Penholders and Pens,

And every article of General Stationery at the Lowest Market Prices.

AMERICAN MAKUFAOTUEES IN EUROPE.

Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. KEFERENCEh txiViLTN.

LAWRENCE & BAXTER,

NEW YORK.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St., E. C,

LONDON, ENG.

Dealers in Stationery.

The retail stationery business of New
York city engages the attention of a large num-

ber of people who either deal exclusively in sta-

tionery or sell it in connection with other arti-

cles, such as toys, confectionery, books, news-

papers and periodicals, drugs, &c. According

to a New York city directory the number of

retail dealers in stationery proper, is about

500 ; add to this a small proportion of the 1,000

confectioners given, and we have a fair esti-

mate of the number of dealers who stand be-

tween the manufacturer and consumer in the

distribution of stationery to the masses. But it

must be remembered that these figures do not

include the large number ofc retail dry goods

stores which also sell stationery to a greater or

less extent. The avenues, both down and up-

town, are filled with little stores which keep

for sale a supply of articles of stationery most

in demand, such as pens, ink, paper, &c., and

if a store makes any pretensions at all as a

mercantile establishment, blank-books, albums,

and various specialties in stationery may be

found upon its shelves. The small stores

where stationery is sold in connection with

other articles are noticeably numerous on

Third, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, and in-

deed all of the a , enues east and west of Fifth

avenue. They especially cater for the trade

of those who buy in infinitesimally small quan-

tities. Many of them derive a large patronage

from children who attend the public schools,

and as fast as one disappears from want of

support or other causes another takes its place.

The dealer who trades exclusively in sta-

tionery is found generally on the leading

avenues, where there is a great amount of

traivel. He depends for his trade not on the

consumption of stationery in his district alone,

but on such transient and general patronage as

he may be able to secure. His stock usually

is most complete, and it may be worth all the

way from $3,000 to $10,000. The wide-awake

stationer, in addition to his store trade, is a

manufacturer and printer on a small scale.

Without this branch of business, the New York

stationer, unless in an exceptionally good loca-

tion, would not be able to do a profitable

business, if, indeed, he would be able to make
his ends meet. Thus, while the stationer's

business has been encroached upon by the

confectioner, cigar and dry goods dealers, he

likewise encroaches on the trade of others.

Many of the first-class stationery establish-

ments in New York have well-equipped print-

ing departments, capable of tui-ning out any-

thing from a plain business card to a handsome

lithograph calendar or a bound book.

The successful stationer must be a man of

many qualifications. He must have more than

average intelligence, as well as a taste for his

special branch of trade-. He must under-

stand his business and must be of sufficient en-

terprise to keep before his customers the new-

est goods, which he should have the tact to

dispose of at a reasonable profit. But this is

not all. He must have the ability to attract

and retain trade, and in his manners and dis-

position incur the favor of those by whom he
seeks to profit. More than one good business
opportunity has been lost by churlishness and
slovenliness.
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LOUISVILLE NOTES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Louisville, Ky., June 14, 1884.

This has been a week of commence-
ments and conventions, and the streets have

presented an animated appearance. A notable

gathering indeed wras the International Sunday-

school Convention, which concluded a three

days' session here yesterday. In numbers, in

intelligence, and in influence, the meeting was

memorable, and made a decided impression

on the community. Aside from all this, the

Sunday school people are generous buyers of

paper and stationery, and are entitled to a good

notice in The American Stationer. Louis-

ville would welcome the convention every ses-

sion.

The general trade situation is seasonably

quiet. The business of the first half of the

year is practically over, and the object now is

to sum up the operations of the past season,

attend to collections and inventories, and

clear the deck for fall trade. Wholesale and

manufacturing departments report a very light

volume of trade, and continue moving along in

a restricted, conservative way. Retail trade is

irregular, and not altogether satisfactory. Re-

publicans anticipate a close and exciting cam-

paign, and therefore think there will be no de-

cided activity in business throughout the coun-

try until after the general elections. Demo-

crats, on the other hand, say that they propose

to make such sterling nominations as to decide

the contest in advance, and predict that there

will be no undue excitement, and they confi-

dently count on a normal and healthy fall

trade. We shall see what we shall see.

The crop outlook has been improved by

copious showers the past week. A full acreage

of tobacco has been successfully pitched

in both dark and white hurley districts.

Corn is rather weak and small, on the average,

for this stage of the season, but has sufficient

time to strengthen. The wheat prospect con-

tinues good. The ground is again very wet,

and a cessation of the rainy period is now de-

sired.

Stationers report quiet times, and the gen-

eral fancy goods and notions trades report

business fiat, with the exception of a few re-

tail specialties.

Publishers are preparing for the autumn
movement, with expectations of a reasonable

average demand.

Travelers came in with their samples thick

and fast this week, many of them doubtless as

delegates to the Sunday-school Convention and

only incidentally to sell goods. Among the

veterans in the army were ; Henry Reed, of

Geo. Routledge & Sons ; Bangs Williams, of

Lea & Shepard ; E. C. Schoonmaker, of the

Embossing Company, Albany, N. Y. ; A. Hey-

man, of the Eagle Pencil Company ; Samuel

Eckstein, of Samuel Raynor & Co.; J. B.

Crowell, of Lewis Pattberg & Brothers ; Henry

Birrill, of Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.;

Loughead, of Dreka's, and Chamberlain, of

Z. Crane, Jr., & Brother. On the whole, they

represent that matters on the road are dull

and listless.

The W. E. Riley Printing Company has

been incorporated, with W. E. Riley president.

Wade Sheltman vice-president, and Charles L.

Niman secretary and treasurer. The general

nature of the business proposed to be trans-

acted by said corporation is the general mer-

cantile, railroad and fancy ticket printing. The

authorized capital stock is $50,000.

Among the recent publications of John P.

Morton & Co. are " Estelle—An Idyl of Old

Virginia," by Prof. Marcus B. Almond, and

"The Star of Empire," a drama, by Mrs. S.

C. Mercer.

H. Brukk, for the past four years telegraph

editor of the great German daily of the Ohio

valley, the touisville Anzeiger, has removed to

Indianapolis, having taken a position on the

Telegram there. Paul Wolff, formerly of the

New York Staats-Zeitung, is now in editorial

charge of the Anzeiger.

The Labor Record, to be the recognized

mouthpiece of the workingmen of the city, is

the latest journalistic venture. The little paper

is a weekly, mechanically handsome, and un-

der control of M. J. Burke, Chas. F. Price and

Wm. M, Bohon. Another addition to the list

is the Educational Courant, a monthly, pub-

lished by Abner J, Smith,

Curry & Bearing have just removed to the

more commodious quarters, 356 and 358 Fourth

avenue, two doors from the northwest corner

of Fourth and Jefferson. Mr. Curry states his

intention to complete the already extensive

equipment of the house, so as to make it the

model retail book and stationery establishment

of this section, and those who know his

thorough qualifications for the business say he

will carry out his designs.

Beginning this week, according to a recent

enactment of the Legislature, it is unlawful to

sell or expose for sale in Kentucky the Police

A^ews, Days Doings, Illustrated Times, and
similar publications. The new law makes it a

misdemeanor to sell or attempt to sell papers

of the class mentioned, punishable by a fine of

twenty dollars. Newsdealers will comply with

the law and have cleared their stands of the

tabooed sheets.

An interesting scene was presented at the

park of the Southern Exposition two weeks

ago. Twenty thousand children, pupils of the

public schools, celebrated the closing of the

school year in one grand union picnic. Fif-

teen thousand parents, guardians and citizens

generally, came to look on or participate in

the joyous festivities. Think of thirty-five

thousand stationers' patrons in one enclosure !

Trade will be quiet through the summer, of

course, but this lively army of local consumers

of stationery is alone sufficient to make a huge

aggregate demand for supplies at the opening

of the new session the first week in Septem-

ber. God bless the children !

The suggestion in this week's Stationer

that it would be a good idea for the stationery

and paper houses, as the Fourth of July oc-

curs this year on Friday, to close on the Sat-

urday following as well as Friday, and thus

give employees a chance for a little extra en-

joyment is praiseworthy and timely, and should

be adopted by all trades alike.

Bourbon,

BOSTON BREVITIES.

[from our regular CORRESPONDENT;]

Eastern Office Lockwood Press, I

2SO Devonshire St., Boston, June 18, 1884. j

For a couple of weeks every available

fence, bill board or show window, within the

city limits and without, has been heralding the

coming of " Barnum and his white elephant."

Go where one would, and the announcement
"Remember June 16, and the great street

parade," was sure to meet the eye. And
judging from the many thousands of meh,
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women and children, who lined the sidewalks

at an early hour of Monday morning, they did

not fail to remember it either. And yet some

people can't comprehend the value of adver-

tising !

But Barnum knows the value of printers'

ink, and his big tent has been filled with eager

sight-seers at every performance.

During his stay of two weeks in Boston it is

estimated that he will lessen the supply of

available cash to the tune of $go,ooo. Well,

let him have it. It's the people's contribution

to enterprise and printers' ink.

The " 17th of June " followed the day after

Barnum's advent upon the scene. This, of

course, will bring to mind the story of " Bun-

ker Hill." Though not a legal holiday, busi-

ness is necessarily suspended for the want of

somebody to do business with, as Boston gen-

erally empties itself into Charlestown on that

occasion to participate in and to witness the

festivities of the day.

At this season of the year trade moves

slowly and no one objects to an occasional holi-

day. Still, business is not entirely suspended,

some little trade is going on among the retail

stationers and jobbers, while the manufac-

turers of novelties are preparing for the com-

ing fall trade.

Though a little early in the season for

Christmas novelties, Ward & Gay are begin-

ning to display an extensive line of samples,

and their sample-room will be soon ready for

the trade's inspection. Holiday novelties are

specialties with this house, and its increasing

trade has made it necessary to enlarge its fa-

cilities, and to employ special artists for de-

signing. This department of the firm's busi-

ness is under the direct supenision of Mr.

Gay, whose personal attention is given to every

detail of the business.

In frosted cards, fringed and satin goods,

the house is stocking up with a choice line

which cannot fail to meet the demands of the

most fastidious dealers. The line is even more

varied than the house has before offered the

trade,' embracing many new and original de-

signs, as well as the choice productions of the

most celebrated art publishers of America and

Europe. Special attention is given to low

priced goods, as well as to high priced novel-

ties, and in the cheaper lines are offered big

bargains.

Among the original novelties which this

house is presenting for the holiday season is a

line of banners and bannerets. This line is

entirely different from anything of the kind

heretofore presented to the trade. Hand-

carved mounts serve as frames for embossed

and chromo cards, the whole being tastefully

ornamented with tassels and fringes. Wood
carvings are also mounted, and make very

pretty bannerets.

Another line, original with this house, is

metallized novelties. In appearance the de-

signs resemble "bass-reliefs," and are in all

colors common to metals—gold, silver, brass,

bronze and copper. There are about twenty-

five designs, and each of them is Appropriately

in keeping with the scenes incidental to the

holiday season. These " bass-reliefs " are va-

riously mounted, as banners, framed wall pic-

tures, and centre-table pieces. In this special

line Ward & Gay are the exclusive jobbers.

Travelers representing the house are now on

the road, and the trade should anxiously await

the opportunity to inspect this extensive line of

original holiday novelties.

My attention has been lately called to a very

ingenious device, designed especially for the

use of bankers, accountants and business men
generally, who have occasion to compute in-

terest or discount. The device is called " Jen-

ne's Patent Interest Indicator," and is designed

upon an entirely new principle. The strongest

point in its favor is that it instantly gives the

interest or discount between any two dates

with true mathematical accuracy, and at seven

different rates. One is not compelled to mas-

ter a series of new rules of multiplication in

order to understand the principle of its calcu-

lation. It is perfectly simple, and though a

child could operate the indicator, it required a

man's genius to compute the interest tables

and to so arrange the results as to be readily

understood at a glance.

A prominent manufacturer of mathematical

instruments, who carefully .examined the inter-

terest indicator, endorses it very strongly, and

says "it cannot err, and is too simple in its

construction to ever get out of order."

Though so simple that its principle of calcula-

tion is quickly understood (and in this is its

great value), it is strictly accurate in its re-

sults, and must become very popular with

bookkeepers, brokers, professional and busi-

ness men generally.

Though this interest indicator is pronounced

by experts the best device of the kind ever

placed on the market, it is also the cheapest.

The Jenne Manufacturing Company, of this

city, is supplying the trade, and stationers will

find the Jenne Patent Interest Indicator a very

salable article.

The Heath Letter File and Index Company
is having such a demand for its improved let-

ter files that it is found necessary to further in-

crease its extensive facilities for manufacture.

New agents are being constantly added to com-

pany's list, and ere long every leading city will

be covered. Among those now established

are : Samuel Carson, San Francisco, Cal.; Lay

Brothers, Paducah, Ky. ; Bushnell & Bracket,

Council Bluffs, la.; J. B. Frothingham, New
York City ; Henderson & Putnam, James-

town, N. J.; John J. Lemon, St. Paul, Minn.;

Chas. D. Whitehall, Minneapolis
; J. M. Ma-

son, Battleboro', N. C, and A. C. Farley,

Philadelphia. These are all leading stationers

and are doing good work for the Heath Letter

File. Other agencies are being established as

fast as stock can be manufactured to supply

them. One feature about the Heath Letter

File Company is that the company protects

the trade, and when agencies are located the

trade of that section belongs to the local agent,

and all communications to the Boston office

relative to business are quickly referred to the

local agent. Such action is fully appreciated

by those handling the Heath files, and it is be-

cause of this that leading stationers through-

out the country are so anxious to handle the

goods.

E. R. Ware is now traveling in Mexico in

the interest of the Heath Letter File Company,

and judging from the orders sent the house,

the Heath system of letter filing will soon be-

come as popular in that section as it has in

others. A. L. D.

TORONTO ITEMS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Toronto, June 14, 1884.

In my last letter I said I might have

a word for you from the East on my return.

It was a wonderful relief after being shut in

through a long, cold winter, and not a remark-

ably genial spring, to get outside and away

from the bustle of the city, and feast one's eyes

on the resplendent green woods and fields. I

had thrust a couple of " Franklin Squares " in

my bag to while away the time with, but it was

a useless investment of forty cents or more,

and I sat and gazed at the luxuriant herbage

and the rapidly-changing pictures, fresh from

the hands of creative spring-time, as we swept

along. It was a real feast to me ; so fascinat-

ing that I looked and thought of the days long

since gone, when I romped about the old

home, under the shade of broad-spreading

trees, and listened to the birds giving voice to

their melody. Could the very best
'

' Franklin

Square " novel afford such a feast? Nay,

verily, my friends. And then I drop it, and

turn back to the stern realities of the tug and

fight of business. It is a wonderful thing, this

business, when you look at its manifold sides

and competition, and come to realize the push

and dogged perseverance required in these

days to make one's bread and butter. I don't

know where we are going to land, but let us

hope in some awfully pleasant place, where

drummers and business men have never been

heard of, nor never will be.

But about Montreal, I reached there all

right, and had not been there long before I

discovered that the world moved down there

very much as it did with us up here, with this

difference— I think our houses have a little more
push, and for reasons that can be understood,

not so much reason to grumble. Be this as it

may, there are houses in Montreal, such as

Buntin, Boyd & Co., Morton, Phillips & Bul-

mer, Macfarlane, Austin & Robertson, Canada
Paper Company, J. B. Rolland & Fils, Robt.

Miller & Son, and others, who have an assured

business, and who go on about as usual,

whether it rains or shines. As you have a

correspondent in our Canadian metropolis who
sometimes speaks, and it is to be regretted

that he does not open his mouth oftener, I do

not think it advisable for me to enlarge on

Montreal affairs, and shall leave it for my
friend to enlarge upon in due course.

I was exceedingly fortunate this time in

striking holidays, two while in Montreal, and

one in Ottawa. These are no doubt enjoyable

to citizens, but an intolerable nuisance to any

one in a hurry to get over the ground. Ottawa

is improving very rapidly, but in our trade its

harvest is while the legislative wisdom of the

Dominion meet there to make our laws. How-
ever, Mr. Hope Davis and others told me that

trade had been very good under all the circum-

(Contimied on page 796.)
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CARSON & BRO^W^N CO., Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.,

These Goods, which are achnowledged to equal the finest foreign manafactures.

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.

In handsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a.

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents. -

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tin,t and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Pine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can he seen at the Mill, or at our New York

General Agency, aEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street
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stances ; in fact, better than it usually is at this

time of the year.

A part of a day in the pretty town of Brock-

ville did not result in anything much more than

walking about and admiring the numerous fine

places overlooking the St. Lawrence. Mr.

McMuUen, the oldest and best known man in

the trade there, talks of going out of business

altogether.

From that to the city of Kingston, or the

Limestone City, was anything but enjoyable.

In the first place, I was routed out at i o'clock

A. M. to get the train, and the confounded

thermometer had gone down with a jump.

The wind came down from the north, and

when I reached the above city at 4 A. m. I was

nearly frozen, and I had to remain in this happy

state until about seven, when somebody was

struck with the'inspiration to build a fire. If I

had known who he was, I should have en-

folded him in my arms with gratitude. I

didn't, and so got straddle of the stove, and

hung on until the increasing heat compelled

me to loosen my hold and get farther away.

This cold snap did a good deal of damage here

as well as in many parts of the United States.

Messrs. Nisbet, Henderson and others did not

furnish me with a very glowing state of

things here.

My last point in this trip was Belleville, a

smartish town nearly at the head of the Bay

of Quinte. Messrs. Overall, Harrison, &c., re-

ported trade fairly good, and with this, sir, I

make my bow for the present. C. H.

CINCINNATI NEWS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

' Cincinnati, June 17, 1884.

Real summer weather set in to-day.

MucH censure has been uttered against the

weather as responsible for the dullness of the

times ; but the times are less dull and the

weather gets no praise for the improvement.

It doesn't seem to hurt the feelings of the

weather to get blame or fail to get praise. It

seems totally indifferent to what people say

about its caprices, its beneficence or malevo-

lence, if one may take license to so speak of

it. But from some cause there is a brighten-

ing up in all sorts of business—barely percep-

tible, to be sure, but nevertheless perceptible

to all and an unmistakable brightening.

Stationers say that there is not much doing

in sales over the counter, but that orders for

shop work are good. It is to be remembered,

however, that this is the dull season for sales

over the counter. People are thinking of

summer trips to Europe or to the mountains

or the seaside, or in the country near home.

Only necessities and those that are immediate-

ly pressing are purchased. Still, dealers look

for further improvement in the times "after

harvest." Within three weeks all the wheat

in the Ohio Valley will have been cut, and
within a month much of it will be in market,

and then " after harvest " will begin.

J. R. Mills i& Co. are suffering from a run

upon them, which is trying their resources.

Don't stop reading here till you get the whole

story, or you'll have it all wrong and nobody '11

be to blame but yourself. That " run " on J.

R. Mills & Co. is not from their creditors.

There, now, are you disappointed? Looked

for a sensation, did you? If it's a sensation

you want you shall have a pleasant one, pro-

vided you are of the class that rejoices with

those that rejoice. The run on J. R. Mills &
Co. is making the firm happy. It is—hold

your breath a moment—it is a simultaneous

"run" upon them from hosts upon hosts of

customers from all parts of the civilized globe

with no hostile intent ; on the contrary, they

come with gold and silver, eager to exchange

it for the reversible envelopes of the Cincin-

nati Paper Novelty Company, of which J. R.

Mills & Co. are the greater part. They have

orders for these wrappers from all points of the

compass and from the most distant climes,

always with the cash. Only a day or two ago

a big order came in from Cremona, Italy, and

scores of others from as distant places could be

enumerated. The Novelty Paper Company's

light is not hid under a bushel—it blazes on a

mountain and the whole world sees it and re-

joices.

A " drop-in-upon " the Globe Files Com-
pany's establishment will open the eyes of the

most widely-traveled man. There are files and

files, and styles. and styles, and doubtless the

end is not yet—and there is just where the ' 'won-

derful " in this business comes in. The new

styles, thfe additions in the way of variety and

improvement which have not yet been offered

the market, but will be soon—these excite one's

admiration and surprise. Orders are pouring

in upon the company from new territory and

from foreign countries for these files, and they

promise to become very soon no inconsiderable

article of export. Notwithstanding the dull

times, the sales during May were larger than

those of May last year. Not that the sales

have kept up in last year's territory, but that the

increase of sales from new acquisitions of ter-

ritory has more than overbalanced the falling

off owing to dull times in the old territory.

The Globe Files Company, too, keeps its light

burning upon a mountain top, instead of

smouldering under a bushel.

John Holland never did hide his light under

a bushel. He has habitually kept up a regular

bonfire on the mountain peaks, and all men
have been enlightened thereby, as the Atlantic

seaboard, the Pacific coast, the shores of the

Mexican Gulf, and the confines of civilization

of the British possessions of the North, and

all people within these wide bounds will bear

testimony. All of the paper in the world, writ-

ten upon in one day by John Holland's gold

pens would, at the price of old paper, make
any man a competency. , As on the domain of

the Queen of England, so on the domain of

the Cincinnati gold pen, the sun never sets.

These three instances of notable success are

worthy of mention because of the effort the

several manufacturers have made to let the

world know that they have something the

world wants. They are worthy of mention,

also, as examples of brilliant results from

using The American Stationer as a means

of letting the whole world know what they

have that the world wants.

Look out for Charles Stewart, of Charles

Stewart & Co., to be happening in New York

on a recreation trip soon.

Edwin Hoole recreates on the shores of Lake

Michigan frequently, combining business with

pleasure by halting at Chicago.

Louis Snider's Sons will probably be seen at

the seaside resorts this summer.

A. Howard Winkle, of Van Antwerp, Bragg

& Co., was yesterday elected a director of the

May Musical Festival Association. He will

probably be elected president of the board of

directors and have the management of the May
Festival of 1886.

Chatfield & Woods have spared a member
of their firm for a trip to Europe, and it is not

unlikely that other members will take their

turn.

Trade visitors are flocking in. As honey

draws flies, so the sweetness of a little present

improvement in trade, and the prospect of an

after harvest betterment, draws the ubiquitous

(don't let the compositor make it " the iniqui-

tous ") traveling man. Here is a list of recent

visitors : Mr. Closson, Plimpton Manufactur-

ing Company, Hartford, Conn. ; Mr. Cham-
berlin, Brane Brothers, Westfield, Mass.; Mr.

Johnston, Dreka & Co., Philadelphia; B. A.

Stone, Langfeld, Turner & Andrews, Philadel-

phia
;
James Watkins and George Freeman,

Ames Pencil Company, New York
; J. L.

Jackson, T. Sinclair & Son, Philadelphia
; J.

F. Hitchcock, Whiting Paper Company, Hol-

yoke, Mass.; Geo. F. Borden, Parsons Paper

Company, Holyoke, Mass. ; Mr. Dovell, Thad-

deus Davids Company, New York ; H. Birrell,

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., New York;

W. L. Marks, Dixon Pencil Company, New
York ; Frank Johnson, Liebenroth, Von Auw
& Co., New York; W. A. Hall, Worthington

Paper Company, Holyoke, Mass. ; Geo. A.

Clark, Reilly & Mackin,. Newark, N. J.; N.

Frank, Chas. Zinn & Co., New York ; A. L.

Sproul, Gane Brothers & Co., New York; C.

B.Walker, H. L. Judd & Co., New York;

Jno. C. Hallenbeck, J. Q. Preble & Co., New
York ; Mr. • Aikenhead, John Gibson, New
York ; F. W. Owens, Wescolt Brothers, Sene-

ca Falls, N. Y.

That immensity, G. H. Graves, has once

more concluded to "not quit the road," and

has notices out for "calling again." Oh,

George, never say "quit" again! We won't

believe ye. Prince William".

Lawrence & Baxter are introducing in the

American market something novel in the way
of Christmas cards. They are a series of pen-

and-ink sketches—comical, silhouette and

esthetic—by the celebrated English artist,

Alfred Gray. They come in sets, put up in

fancy envelopes. The firm is also bringing

out a large variety of colored photographs of

English scenery. The collection embraces

some 700 or 800 different views, landscapes,

notable buildings, &c. The price is said to be

a third lower than of other goods of this class

and size which have come into this market,

and yet, in point of artistic merit, the goods

are claimed to be equal to anything that has

ever been produced in this line.
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TREASURY WRITING INKS.
VIOLET, BLUE, GREEN, CRIMSON, CARMINE AND BLACK. DAVIS' NEW CIRCULAR INK RACK AND ASSORTED WRITING INKS.

U. S> TREASURY MUCILAGE, with Elegant New Engraved Label in Three Colors, Guarantee Labels and Corkscrews
Manufactured by WII1<I^IA.]M A.. T>ASVJ.a^, 18 Arch Steeet, Boston, and 155 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

ACCORDING TO MOUNTING.
Made of the best materials through-

out, and the only Pen in the world
with the flexible air tube, which
insures Perfect action.

Send for Price List and Circulars. THE KEENER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street. New York.

ALL STYLES.

BEST QUALITY

.

LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER"
Price, Retail. 75 Cents.

THJE GREAT
SELLER,

New York Branch, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 204 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilage is confined in an
airtight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,

and passing nearly to the bott' ra of

the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened suffi-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Sopplied by

SANFORD MFG. CO.,

CHICAGO

HUB CARD CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO.. 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Gill's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Goods.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main and Bridge Streets,

RPEINGFTELD. MA8P.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
14:7 Mulberry Street,

New York.

Importers ofGEBUAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOLAK'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OF ETEBT DESCBIPTION.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 Dain St., Cor. Tforthlngton,

Oldest Rubber Stamp Manury in
Nevr England & Largest in the IT. S.

MILLER BROS.
Trade Mark on steel Pens,
Ink Erasers andPocket
Cutlery guarantees quality.

Largest makers of Fine Crucible Steel Goods in the country.

STEEL PENS ^'i'l'styleandactionsuited to everyhand.
FulIassortmentofPensmailedonreceiptol 25 cents.

$2.00per
srross.

Sold by all dealers. ftice Lists furnished on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., Meriden,Ct.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 ]Bast 14tli St., Union Square.

BEST QUALITY IN THE MARKET.

For Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all prtncipa 1

cities. Trade List furnished on application.
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[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in the trade, and will notice all such which pos-
sess merit free of charge. It is desirable to accompany
descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

NEW PATENTS.

No. 299,097. Paper-Bag Machine.—Oscar W. Allison,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the Union Paper-Bag

Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 299,115. Sheet-Delivery Apparatus.—Luther C.

Crovvell, Brooklyn, assignor to R. Hoe & Co., New
York, N. Y.

No. 299,135. Combined Pocket-Case and Cigar-Clipper.

—Eli Perry Hasbrouck, Syracuse, N. Y.

No. 299,144. Fountain Brush.—Thomas Huntbatch,

Geneva, la.

No. 299,154. Tag-Fastener.—George W. McGill, New
York, N. Y.

A ticket-holding pin consisting of a single

piece of spring-wire pointed at one end, and

its other end terminating in the elongated

clamping-loop folded over on a line nearly

parallel with the pin-shank.

No. 299,155. Ring-Suspending Device for Papers.

—

George W. McGill, New York, N. Y.

An adjustable ring-staple for holding and

suspending papers, &c., consisting of a staple

and a loop or ring, each made of a single piece

of wire and hinged together, to enable the

loop or ring to be opened or closed.

No. 299,202. Combined Envelope and Letter-Sheet.

—

Arthur Cox, Toronto, Ontario, Can.

A combined envelope and letter-sheet hav-

ing a row of perforation down each side, and

arranged to fold so as to hide the communica-

tion from view, in combination with an adhe-

sive seal folded to embrace and adhere to both

sides of the letter outside of the perforations

when the sheet is folded, whereby the seal may
be torn oft without injuring the body of the

letter.

No. 299,219. Fountain-Pen.—James R. Haight, Adrian,

Mich.

A combination of a cylinder-reservoir closed

at the top, the porous material or sponge in

the chamber formed by the pen, and a shoe or

cap, a central plug with an orifice and slot

affording communication between said reser-

voir and such porous material, said slot alSo

opening to the air through coincident openings

in the cap or shoe.

No. 299,225. Machine for Labeling or Covering the

Tops of Boxes.—Horace Inman, Amsterdam, N. Y.

A machine for labeling or covering the tops

and bottoms of boxes, consisting of a suitable

supporting frame having bearings for the roll

of paper, of paste or glue applying devices,

non-revolving box, supporting devices, and
mechanisms for supporting and cutting the

web.
No. 299,242. Attachment for Pen-Holders.—Edwin P.

McLane, Mount Carmel, Conn.

No. 299,249. Newspaper File.—Geo. V. Nauerth, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, assignor to the Globe Files Com-
pany, same place.

No. 299,273. Punch and Die for Eyeleting-Machines.

—

Geo. O. Schncller, Ansonia, Conn.
No. 299,283. Pen.—Christian G. Spengler, Hoboken,

N. J., assignor to James Dickie, Brooklyn, N. Y.

In a pen, the combination of a tube of rigid

material and a tubular point-section made of

india-rubber, slightly smaller internally than

the exterior of the end portion of the rigid tube

and slipped over the same, and having an
elliptical or ellipsoidal lower end,

I^OR, S.A.

Second-Hand* Machinery,
IE * GOOD * ORDER, * AT * REASONABLE * PRICES.

ONE 25-

ONE 28-

ONE 28-

ONE 30
ONE 32
ONE 30
ONE 32
ONE 37
ONE 46

INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
INCH
-INCH
INCH
-INCH

SHERIDAN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
LEADER LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
SANBORN LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PRINTERS' LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
PATENT LEVER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER EUREKA PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
POWER PAPER CUTTER.
DOOLEY POWER PAPER CUTTER.

ALSO, A

SPECIAL LOT OF NEW COTTERS,
ISTOT OXJI?. O^WlSr IvIA-KIE.

One 24-Inch Hand Lever. | One 30-Inch Hand Lever.

Two 30-Inch Power.

69 Beekman Street^

^^ Particulars on application. T<fET\^ ^STORK.

L L BROWN FAFER COMFM,
A.itA.vas, na.A.ssi^czxi7SE:Txs, u. s. a.

ft -. ». Manufacturers of First-Class -*

LINEN LEDGER AND RECORD PAPERS
WHICH WILL STA^D THE SEVSBEST TBSTS OF EBASVSS AlTD SS-¥SITIITC(

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and 'beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine.

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
OVER 10,000

IN USE.

Working without Boiler, Steam, Coal,

Ashes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POWER IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions ; no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing, ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, a, 4, 7, 10, 16 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM «& CO.
PHII^ASJS^PHIA, PA,

"
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PXTBLISHED BY THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
724, 726 Si 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the foUowing advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third.—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANY. PRICES AS LOW OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

Lather's Illnstrated German Bible, Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionahy, History of the i Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
Books, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti- embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
ful features, making the most complete and best gravings and illuminated plates.
illUBtrated German Bible in the country at lower iiluatratedC<ital'>gue,eontaining full descrip.
prices than any other edition. ti^n, prices, &c., mailed on application.

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
784, 726 & 72S Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale In Chicago by JANa.EN, McCLURG & CO.
t^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

DAVIDSON ^^^"^ RUBBER BANDS
-*--

WE CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBER
Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and sub-divided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SEL,t ALL, SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERY BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

GUARANTEED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

-^

«

rXANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that thfy now call for

"DATIDSON TBANX>S" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

->*-

-r. MADE BY .

i

JDJ^-^^XJD&OIST * IITJBEEI?, * CO
Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erasive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c..

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CHADWICK& MILLER
323 Pearl Street,

l^mW TQMM. OITT,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
^ -^

^"Send for Catalogue.

OPEN.

To Receive or Examine

Papers.

A Single

Envelope makes all

these Thicknesses.

Papers are neatly Filed

for Reference.

THE REVERSIBLE DOGDMENT ENYELOPE.

The Best, Most Convenient, and generally useful

FILING ENVELOPE 3IADE.

A SINGLE ONE ANSWERS FOR A NUMBER OF PAPERS.

OUR 3 SIZES MAKE A COMPLETE STOCK.

Samples and Prices on Application.

C. M. WARD, CINCINNATI PAPER NOVELTY CO.,

No. 28 Bond Street, No. 124 Walnut Street,

NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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HEATH LETTER FILE i INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Heath's

Letter Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, &c., in the most rapid and correct manner, and to ItEFER
TO IaEM. .AFTER FITTING WITHOUT ANY DET,AY, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the files are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind
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20 BOX LIBRARY.FILE.

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File AND Inoex Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON.

BRANCH OFFICES , J F. E. Frothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C,
•

I A. C. Farley & Co., 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. SINGLE FILE.

idaw^
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SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NE^W YORK.

The following cut represents one of the three styles of ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES.

The most practical device ever invented for comput-
ing interest and time. It gives the results accurately
and instantly between any two dates, at seven dif-

ferent rates. The device commends itself wherever
shown, and no bookkeeper, professional or business
man can afford to be without it. Below we give the
opinion of two gentlemen, of whose authority on
the subject there can be no question:

Dear Sirs : I have examined your " Interest In
dicator," and am happy to say that it strikes me aa
a very useful, as well as ingenious invention, and
perfectly adapted to its purpose. It cannot err
and is too simple in its construction ever to get out
of order. Yours truly, ELIZUR WRIGHT,

Consulting Actuary,
New England Life Ins. Building, Boston

Gentlemen: This certifies that I have carefully
examined "Jenne's Interest Indicator," and find it

perfectly adapted to the vyork it is designed toper-
form. It is very simple in construction and conse-
quently not liable to get out of order, and must,
necessarily give accurate results. Truly yours,

THOMAS TENNENT,
Mfr. Mathematical Instruments,

18 Market St., San Francisco, cal.
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT
30 to 36 Main Street, CarpentersTille, Kane Co., III.

CO.,

Prices of this Device are SI, »2 and SIO.

Sold by all first-class Stationers Send for circulars.
ADDRKSS

JENNE MFG. CO., 178 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

TBREE MILZS—TOIAZ, BA.ILT PRODUCT, 20 TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality

as any mill in the country.
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All new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper
notice.

Charles W. Arras, printer, Bath, Me., is

dead.

H. H. Dickson, job printer, Atlanta, Ga.,

has assigned.

The Waco Publishing Company, Waco,
Tex., has sold out.

The Examiner Publishing Company, Waco,
Tex., has sold out.

R. P. Nevins, publisher of the Times, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has sold out.

John Cuthbert, bookseller and stationer, St.

Catharines, Ont., is dead.

T. S. McCool, dealer in picture-frames, San
Francisco, Cal., has been attached.

J. D. Stinchcomb & Son, newsdealers, &c.,

Abilene, Tex., have made an assignment.

F. Paltridge, photographer and stationer,

Gait, Ont. , has sold out to W. Coulthard.

Guernsey Ketchum, newsdealer, &c., Dan-
bury, Conn., has sold out to Theodore Ray-

mond.

Thomas & Patek, publishers, St. Louis^ Mo.,

have dissolved partnership. The firm is now
W. L. Thomas.

An assignment has been made by John H.

Mabbett, publisher of the Meriden Press-Re-

corder, Meriden, Conn.

The style of Tracy & Dietz (Charles A.

Tracy), newspaper advertising agents, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has been changed to Charles A.

Tracy & Co.

E. O. Randall & Co., wholesale and retail

dealers in wall-paper, Columbus, Ohio, have

admitted J. S. Batterson to their firm, without

change of style.

Ostrander & Huke, manufacturers of print-

ing machinery, Chicago, 111., have dissolved

partnership. The firm has been succeeded by

Ostrander, Muller & Huke.

A fire occurred in the top story of the five-

story building at No. 31 Rose street, this city,

on Thursday night'last. The building belongs

to Street & Smith, publishers of the New York

Weekly, who occupy the second, third and

fourth floors. The fifth floor of both 29 and

31 was occupied by E. W. Walcott, a chromo
and label varnisher. The foreman of the lat-

ter was working a night gang of seven men.
In drawing varnish from a tank it ignited from
a lamp. The men escaped to the street. Be-

fore the fire was brought under control, Mr.
Walcott's plant was damaged by fire about

$5,000, or half of its value, and considerable

damage was done to the other portion by water.

Street & Smith lose $10,000 on stock and $8,000

on the building. The first floor and basement
were occupied by J. S. Ogilvie & Co., who had
a large quantity of books on hand. Their loss

is estimated at $8,000.

The Southern Industrial Record is an old

paper under a new name, its former title hav.

ing been the Railroad Record. The paper un-

der its new name is published at Atlanta, Ga.,

and New Orleans, La. It makes the forth-

coming World's Exposition at New Orleans a

special feature, besides publishing a complete

record of railroad matters and Southern indus-

trial progress. It is spiced with independent

comment on current topics and publishes fre-

quent illustrated biographical sketches. Each
number has also a large amount of carefully

selected humor and miscellany. The publisher

is A. L. Harris, Atlanta, Ga.

The Esterbrook Steel Pen Company offers

$15 in prizes for the best epigram on the Ester-

brook pen. The composition must not exceed

forty words, nor allude to other makers. Com-
petitors are required to enclose ten cents, for

which they will receive an equivalent in pens.

The party securing the first prize will receive

five gross of pens ; second prize, four gross
;

third prize, three gross ; fourth prize, two gross;

fifth prize, one gross. The award is to be

made July i.

The Evening Chronicle, Birmingham, Ala.,

says that George H. Rogers, stationer, printer,

&c., formerly of Nashville, Tenn., but now of

Birmingham, has been awarded the contract

for all of the printing and stationery of the

Georgia Pacific Railroad for one year. This

amounts to about $6,000. The paper named
pays high compliment to the character of work
turned out from Mr. Rogers' establishment.

John Gibson is working on his line of Christ-

mas goods and expects to come out with a

complete and varied line of hand-painted

satin goods, hanging and easel cards, &c. It

will be the largest line he has ever brought out

and will embrace a large number of novelties

especially elegant.

Edward S. Card & Co., stationers, Pueblo,

Col., have assigned.

John Clements, stationer, &c., Red Bluff,

Cal., has been burnt out.

R. Eagle, publisher of the Times, Visalia,

Cal., has been succeeded by M. C. Butz.

Haenel & Young, dealers in wall paper, &c.,

Austin, Tex., have dissolved partnership.

The stock of T. J. Mann, stationer, Quebec,
Quebec, has been damaged by water. In-

sured.'

Rimmels, Onderdonk & Co., manufacturers
of paper boxes. New York city, have dissolved

partnership.

The Stm Publishing Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $100,000.

Ford & Warburton, job printers, St. Joseph,

Mo., have dissolved partnership. John T.

Warburton succeeds to the business.

Edwards & Church, printers, stationers, &c.,

Austin, Tex., have dissolved partnership.

B. F. Church retires from the business.

B. Baer&Co., wholesale paper stock deal-

ers, Cleveland, Ohio, have dissolved partner-

ship, Julius Schwarz having retired from the

firm.

A. A. Jackson & Co., wholesale paper deal-

ers, Pittsburg, Pa., have confessed judgment

in the sum of $9,000, for which execution has

been issued.

White & Schermerhorn are doing a good
business in their popular line of toilet papers,

particularly the "Pickwick," "White Star"

and "Brighton" varieties. They are goods

which sell on their merits.

Armington, Emerson & Co., manufactu-

rers of brc.nze ornaments. East Providence,

R. I., have dissolved partnership. Charles F.

Armington and James H. Armington continue

the business as Armington & Co.

The Western Paper Company, San Francis-

co, Cal., has made an assignment. The liabil-

ities are $50,000, and assets about $20,000.

The company was not incorporated, the part-

ners being W. W. Potter and M. P. Van De-

veer, who began June i, 1882.

The New York News Company is showing

some fine steel portraits of James G. Blaine

the Republican candidate for President. They
are printed on fine stock and the likeness is

true. The engravings are suitable for framing

and every stationer should carry them. The
New York News Company will be prepared to

BLOTTER
ISO ^^I^I ETIES.
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.)
[W1^vOTTf/j,

TABLETS
f-a.ok:eid in- boxes

TABLET
100 SHEETS in PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE lilRGESr AND FINEST LINE OF BLOXrBB TABLETS IN THE COUNTRY, ineludins: Octavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, Linen, Plated, Uilt Edge, Q lidriUe, '^^i« Baalc, &c., &c. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps ; eight varieties of Printed

Meruoraadum, Statement and Bill-Heads; also Slant Packiga, Shipping and Reat Receipts, Orders, Acknowrledgmenls, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

lJS~ Notwithstanding their m«ay a(lvaatag;e4, these g^oodg will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER thanany.
others. All other maaufaoturers put 80 sheets (or less) in tneir pais—the M & H contains 100. fna Dealer who offers his customer the most for his money
is the one who will increaae his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEKSA-Ij BLOTTEJIt TJLBLICJT, at lowest prices ever made.

SBND FOR PBICXi LISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pefarl Street, New York.
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furnish in a short time a full line of campaign

goods.

Brody, Mace & Co., publishers Enterprise,

Bangor, Me., have suspended.

James A. Gresham, stationer, &c.. New Or-

leans, La., has sold out to James A. Pierce.

J. C. Newcomb, dealer in picture frames,

Chicago, 111., has been damaged by fire. In-

sured.

F. J. Hard, publisher, Denver, Col., has ad-

mitted George H. and Charles H. Parker to

his firm, under the style of the Merchants'

Publishing Company.

Rice, Miller & Co., manufacturers of paper

collars, &c., Montreal, Que., have dissolved

partnership. W. M. Rice has retired from the

company, and the business is continued by the

remaining partners under the old style.

The store of William Bancroft & Co., print-

ers and dealers in fine stationery, Wilmington,

Del., was closed by the sheriff on June 14, un-

der a chattel mortgage and judgments, in all

amounting to $4,000. The firm has been en-

cumbered for some time past, and the business

had been in the hands of the sheriff for a

week. A mysterious feature of the failure is

the disappearance of the active member of the

firm, William Bancroft, who disappeared, his

whereabouts not being known. Mr. Bancroft

left home for the ostensible purpose of going to

Philadelphia, since when nothing has been

heard of him. In the property seized by the

sheriff is the printing material of the Sunday

Critic.

L. Prang & Co. have completed their line

of Christmas cards and are receiving many
orders for September delivery. The line,

which has been repeatedly mentioned in The
Stationer, is executed in the finest style of

lithographic art. Prang has also -a very fine

line of calendars. One is called the " Thack-

eray." It is a black calendar with familiar

selections from the great novelist's works. A
well executed portrait adorns the upper right-

hand corner while the left-hand side shows a

a view of "Vanity Fair." The Tennyson

calendar is of a similar character. A folding

pocket calendar presents scenes typifying the

four seasons and is quite a gem of art, the il-

lustration being by Miss L. B. Humphrey
who has attained considerable reputation for

the general excellence of her drawings.

The five-story building at Nos. 52 and 54

Grove street, this city, caught fire on Saturday

morning last. The third floor was occupied

by the Hammond Type-Writer Company and

the fifth floor by Mabie, Todd & Co.'s gold

pen factory. Both of the firms named had

their property damaged, chiefly by water, to

the extent of about $2,000 each.

In Casseirs Family Magazine for June may be

found the customary variety of general reading,

light, useful and amusing. The magazine, in

text and illustration, deserves its success.

Mary C. Timson, wife of Levi Timson, pa-

per-stock dealer, Boston, Mass., has filed a

certificate to do business in her own name.

Wilson & Lamb, publishers, Montreal, Que.,

have made an assignment in trust.

The El Mercuric Publishing Company, Kan-

sas City, Mo., has been incorporated, with an

authorized capital stock of $10,000.

A. Storrs & Bement, wholesale and retail

paper dealers, &c., Boston, Mass., have been

succeeded by the A. Storrs & Bement Com-
pany.

Rivett & Schardin, printers, Sacramento,

Cal., have dissolved partnership. H. W.
Rivett retires from the firm and E. R. Bots-

ford is admitted to membership. The style of

the firm is changed to Schardin & Botsford.

Members of the trade visiting Philadelphia

should call on the National Publishing Com-
pany, No. 728 Cherry street, where they will

find a handsome assortment of family Bibles

and photograph albums. The new styles are

attractive and the prices are thought to be ex-

ceedingly low.

Turner & Harrison, Philadelphia, have

added a new stub pen—No. 43—to their ex-

cellent line of Russia Moheta pens. The pen

is constructed to contain a large amount of

ink, by means of a basin or bowl shape. This

forms a fountain without the aid of the metallic

cap, so objectionable in many fountain pens.

The Magazine of Art, for July (Cassell &
Co., limited), has just been received. The
frontispiece is an engraving of E. Blair Leigh-

ton's picture, ".The Gladiator's Wife," and

the tense expression of the face of the princi-

pal figfure and the attitudes of spectators in the

amphitheatre serve to give a good idea of what

must be the strength of the original painting.

An interesting article on " Raphael's Forna-

The Standard
Facsimile of a Bundle of RUSSELL'S Blotting.

and Best Double Manilla for Tags, Boxes and Drafting. A Full I.ine of White, Blue, Buff, Pink and Fawn In
100, 1%0 and 140 r,bs., always on hand.

40, 60, 80

-*« 34 WILLIAM RUSSELL & SON, 53 Devonsliire Street, Boston, Mass. -¥£. ^
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rina," and another on the " Keramics of Fiji

"

are noticeable, as is also the paper on " Fon-
tainebleau," with its charming illustrations.

The old-established business of Myers Broth-

ers, 62 John street, is advertised in another
column as for sale by R. W. Peach, attorney

for Mrs. Myers. This is thought to be a good
opportunity for someone to step into a busi-

ness well established, where everything is

quite ready for immediate possession, and
work can proceed at once.

Gushing, Thomas & Co,, printers, Chicago,

111., have made an assignment to Thomas H.
Travers. The business was started in 1866 as

a copartnership, but in the fall of 1881 it was
changed to a stock company, with an author-

ized capital of $100,000, all paid* in. Since

then the firm has been making money, and
was thought to be in a prosperous condition.

Keuffel & Esser are having a very large sale

of the Helios, or blue process drawing paper,

for which they are the sole proprietors. During
the past six months the consumption of this

article has increased tenfold. It is extensively

used by all railroads and great numbers of en-

gineers, machinists, architects, &c., and is an
article which never fails to give satisfaction.

Thomas Manahan, 6 Reade street, has been

appointed by McAlpine Brothers & Co., of

Lee, Mass., sole selling agent, in the city of

New York, for the product of their mill, which
includes book, news and colored papers, the

mill having a daily capacity of about four

tons. McAlpine Brothers make a very highly

machine-finished paper, and their product is

said to be in demand.

Some $25,000 worth of stock of the bankrupt

firm of Lyman & Curtis has been sold, and

about the same amount remains to be disposed

of. No settlement with the creditors has yet

been effected. "The estate," said George P.

Sheldon, the assignee, to a reporter of The
Stationer, "will not pay more than the pre-

ferred debts (about $82,000), and it will be a

tight squeeze to do that, and, inasmuch as

neither of the members of the firm want to go

on with the business, they have no particular

object to make a settlement. The stock in-

ventoried for $52,000, which, together with

some $25,000 or $30,000 open accounts and

bills receivable, represents the actual assets of

the firm, but there is no telling whether the

stock will bring what it inventoried or not."

Among the houses in the paper and wholesale

stationery trade, of this city, which have de-

cided to close their places of business on July

4 and 5 are the following named : Conrow
Brothers, Molleson Brothers, Butler & Mills,

Henry Lindenmeyr, Melvin Hard's Sons,

Hasting & Todd, Hand & Ellsworth, O'Con-
nor, Kimball & Co., G. B. Hurd & Co., But-
ler & Johnson, H. C. Hulbert & Co., J. D.

Whitmore & Co., Harris Brothers & Co., J. F.

Anderson, Jr., & Co., Miller & Flinn, Hard &
Parsons, B. & O. Myers, W. P. Dane, J. E.

Linde, M. Plummer & Co., Jones & Skinner,

Benedict & Highet, Henry Bainbridge & Co.,

Alex. Agar, D. Slote & Co., Bulkley, Dunton
& Co., Horace Taylor, E. Kimpton, Thomas
M. Bell, C. W. Barnes & Co., L. Dejonge &
Co., Vernon Brothers & Co., F. W. Coffin,

Doty & McFarlan, Perkins, Goodwin & Co.,

W. H. Parsons & Co., Wilkinson, Brothers &
Co., Thomas Barrett, G. W. Millar & Co.,

Simpson & Wright, S. Trier & Son, C. B.

Hewitt & Brothers, Scarborough & Morris,

and Charles Hubbs.

James Cox, of New Haven, agent for A. &
G. Taylor, dealers in pictures, New York city,

was arrested on Tuesday last for embezzle-

ment. It seems that a man by the name of

William C. Tanner was sent to take charge of

Taylor's property at Cox's office in New Ha-
ven and to succeed Cox. He took forcible

possession and Cox had him arrested, but the

complaint was not entertained. Cox is now
charged with embezzling pictures valued at

$50 from the Taylors. He claims that the ac-

tion is malicious, and was released on a bond
of $200. Cox collected money from patrons

and did not, the complainants assert, make
proper returns. A similar case against Cox
came up in the Hartford City Court. The
peculation in each case is small, but it amounts
to many dollars in the aggregate.

W. E. Jackson is rapidly coming to the

front with his line of pens, the excellence of

which is recognized wherever they are intro-

duced. Some of the leading numbers are No.

7, a business pen ; No. 50, the "Adelphi," a
ladies' pen

;
No. 40, the "Reliable," a falcon

pen ; No. 80, a fine pen for school purposes
;

and No. 90, a small falcon pen, especially

adapted for fine, neat penmanship. Mr. Jack-

son is prepared to supply these pens in unlim-

ited quantities, and his prices are way down.

McLennan & Boall, printers, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

J. G. Lewis & Co., dealers in wall paper.

New Orleans, La., have dissolved partnership.

J. G. Lewis succeeds to the business.

The Milton Bradley Company, Springfield,

Mass., has just published handsome litho-

graphed likenesses of Blaine and Logan.

Answers to Correspondents.

Subscriber says : We believe that there are three par-
ties (Bridgraan, Hasbrouck and Chamberlain) all

claiming- patents on tie envelopes and slide press-
board and manilla boxes. Has the question of right

ever been satisfactorily adjusted ?

Ans.—We are told that there is no conflict

between Bridgman and Hasbrouck. Some
time ago the latter secured an injunction re-

straining Chamberlain from manufacturing an
infringement of his tie envelope. The boxes
are made under Wood's patent by Hasbrouck
and it is claimed that Chamberlain is infring-

ing.

R. S. W. inquires for the address of the manufacturer
of Jacoeks's.rubber marking pen.

Ans.—It was made by Jacocks & Co., this

city, but has been out of the market for some
time. The patent is for sale.

C. wants name and address of manufacturer of Guyot's
carmine ink.

Ans.—Pierre Guyot et Cie, Paris, France.

We don't know of any other.

THE DEMAND
-FOR-

LocKwooD's Directory
FOR, 1SS4

Has so far exceeded all calculations that the regular

edition is already nearly exhausted. It is the most
comprehensive, complete and accurate vrork of the
kind issued.

THE ONLY STANDARD WORK.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of TWO DOI.L1AKS.

OVER 30,000 ADDRESSES REVISED TO DATE.

HOIIVARD I^OCK'SVOOD,
126 & 128 Daane Street, cor. Church,

NE^A^ YORK.

TRV NONPAREIL PENS,
—^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.-^-

Send for Samples and. Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
iLl,S0 FOR SALE BT

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 & 101 "William Street, New York.

?tS* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
_ tioners and Printers.

a ^ ' > < ^ Send for Samples.

"Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News, "^^^ TT ^^ 'TC^' ^^^ ^^ ^^\
Foster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines. .^k\ik .JL Vi^ JCmir ^3Ck. W^ ^^

PAPER WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. (0^»^^"^^ V.) (COBfOBATXON.)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of ISIO per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, Sec.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

Artists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT. A. H.. & CO. 60 Madison St.. Chicago, 111.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers.

BUFFORD'S SONS, J. H., Boston, Mass., 293 & 29.5

Broadway, N.Y., & 156& 158 Monroe Chicago. 111.

FORBES LITHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
'

181 DeTonshire St., ooston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
SaleBrooDOA, 28 Bond St., N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO. ; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., N. Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORUM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade St., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 122 State st., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W.. CO., 505 Minor st..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 536 and 538 Pearl st., N. Y.

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St., N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & HOOLE, 101 and 103 Wahiut St., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNEI^L, E. P., & CO., Chicago, 111.

HICKOK, W. O., Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J.. Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfield, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS, 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St., N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 William St., N. Y.

QANE BROTHERS, lOfi Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, 8., & SON, 190 WUliam St., N. Y,

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON, & CO., PhUadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 165 WilUam St., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N.. 313 to 319 E. 22d st. N. Y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, 111.

SHmVER, T., & CO.. East 56th St., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL C, & CO., Cincinnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, &c.

MENDE, PAUL, 43 and 45 Lispenard St., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS. W. F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
the trade only, 33 Beekman St., N. Y.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO.,
134 and 136 WilUam St., N. Y.

HILL, W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO.. 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

LOGAN, SWIFT & BRIGHAM ENVELOPE CO
,

Worcester, Ma^s.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester. Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN. HYMEN L., 51 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

Globes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, HI., and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y. The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.25;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer. Boston. Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles.

COX A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, HI.

Letter, Cabinet and Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO., Cincinnati. Eastern office,
28 Bond St., New York.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy, in
United States. Springfield. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John st.. New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IBOIT WORKP, Buffak). N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut st.. PhUa.. Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO.. White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper. Jersey City, N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettinir.

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St.. N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia. Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AIKIN. LAMBERT & CO.. 23 Maiden lane. N. Y

.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO., 51 John St., N. Y.
J. F. MURCH, Agent.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR. ALEXANDER, 110 WilUam st., N. Y.

KING, GEO. F., & MERRILL,
29 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners. &c., &c.

HAKE, PH^ 155 WilUam st., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore St. and
42 & 44 German st., Baltimore, Md.

WKinMANN. A..

~^
sn« Rmadwav. N Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court. Old Jewry. London, Eng.

'White, Manilla, Straw and Colored

PAPEB-BOX BOARDS.

SPAULDiNG & TEWKSBURY,
238 Devonshire Street, Boston.

ITOR. S^LE.
The Stock, Fixtures, Envelope-Making Machinery

and business of Myers Brothers, 62 John Street,

New York, by order of Catherine C. Myers, Admin-
istratrix. Apply to R. W. PEACH, care of Lawrence
& Baxter, 39 Dey Street, New York, Attorney for

Administratrix.

k
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Mortgages, Etc.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existing mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale ; and Real, a mort-

gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amoutit.

P. C. Kohlmann $400

Vandenhouten & Harding 811

Charles M. Green (R.) 4,125

F. S. Lindsay 4,000

D. S. Pillsbury 1,700

EASTERN STATES.
Edgar W. Knights, Boston, Mass 300

Caswell & Walker, Holyoke, Mass 300

Thomas Graney, Holyoke, Mass. (Real) 10,000

V. J. Irvin, Holyoke, Mass 300

Elbridge J. Wood, Palmer, Mass. (Real) 2,700

John Doolan, Springfield, Mass. (Real) g,ooo

Thomas H. Tuson, Manchester, N. H. (Real) 600

Louis N. Fredericks, Boston, Mass 257

Adolphus Loewenthal, Boston, Mass 2,500

William D. Peck, Boston, Mass 150

MIDDLE STATES.
Starr, Kirk & Starr, Montoursville, Pa. (Real).

Francis Woerner, Reading, Pa 6S

WESTERN STATES.

J. D. Lynch, Los Angeles, Cal., Heralii (R.) 300

L. W. Album, Oakland, Cal., Vidette 4,000

H. H. Bancroft, et al. (A. L. Bancroft & Co.),

San Francisco, Cal. (R.) 75,000

C. Rasmussen, Chicago, 111

W. W. Stephenson, Noblesville, Ind., Noblesville

Ledger

Frank M. Titus, Cincinnati, Ohio (B. S.)

Charles Schultz (Gutwein & Schultz), Dayton,

Ohio (R.)

C. A. Foerster, Denver, Col

H. E. Cribbs, Terre Haute, Ind

Frazee & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

810

1,700

295

34

575

115

SOUTHERN STATES.
Charles F. Lutz, Baltimore, Md. (B. S.I 2,000

A. C. Caperton. Louisville, Ky 1,000

CANADA.
James A. Halliday, Darthmouth, N. S. (B. S.).

.744

LIENS RELEASED.
Thomas Graney, Holyoke, Mass. (R.)

D. H. Neiman, Easton, Pa., Riitledgc Monthly

(R.) 91

F. H. Ingalls, St. Louis, Mo 700

Present Limit of Visibility.

Although there is perhaps much to be

desired in the improvetnent of microscopic ob-

jectives, we may still consider our present

state quite an advanced one. Although the

present theoretical limit of visibility is fixed

at 146,52s lines to the inch, we need not be

deterred from attempting to pass this point.

The limit which was accepted some years ago

as the true one, although considerably lower,

was quietly ignored as the angular aperture in

objectives increased.

It is only a few years ago that the majority

of microscopists refused to believe that A.pel-

lucida, which has about 100,000 lines to the

inch, could be resolved, and now it is the work

of beginners to do so. But supposing 146,528

lines to be the limit, it is evident that a one-

eighth or one-tenth objective with a one-half

inch eyepiece is of amply sufficient magnifying

power to make the lines visible to the eye, and

there is therefore no need of using more. It

is a good rule to follow, under all circum-

stances, not to use a greater power than is nec-

essary to comfortably do the required work.—

E. Bausch.

ESTABLISH KD 1830. ESTABLISHED 1»30.

J. H. BTTFFOZID'S SOITS,
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

HRIBTMAi
SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES.

1^" SASfPLES FOB THE WaOZ,ESA.I.E TRADE READY IN JULY.

BIRTHDAY, REWARD
ADVERTISING « CARDS.

PtAIN AND EMBOSSED SHAPED GOODS ; Advertising Fans. Fan Handles, 8, 11 and 12-inch,

Plain and Stained ; Chromos, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels,

Fringes, Marriage Certificates, Crayons, Agricultural and School Diplomas, &c., &c.

OiTos. 2©3 tSc 235 B I^ O-^ ID ^'^XT.^^-^-, 1^^:E:•V^7- "STOI^I^.
CHICAGO : 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON : 39 FEDEKAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PEXME, Jr^
No. 110 READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOB

^. B. F-PLElSrOK: OOFYirsTGh IISTKIS.
Gootlall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.

KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,
Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink grinding Mills, &c.

« THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

Improved Perforator
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^P~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

^100,000^
Beautiful Album Cards^

COaPRISlNG THE CHOICE PEODnCTlONS OF
THE CELEBRATED PUBLISHERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, Hildesheiiner & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at SIO per thousand.
" Just think'of it, Ic. a Card."

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Ghromo and Bevel - Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 8. 7th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINQS
For use with "Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

F^~ None Genuine unless Marked on Box :

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY SUSPENSION RINGS."
Staples (3-16, a, %, and J^ in.), per 1000, 30c. list.

I
Suspension Eings, - - per 1000, 60c. list

K. Jt, WATSON, Sole Agent, 49 Maiden rane, N. Y.
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III Itltll
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, - 10 Cents

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

rhe current week later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The

charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

This journal aims to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

Stationery in this country, in all cases giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

markets and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The

Stationer a thorough and complete exponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per

artniim 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

IZ6 AND 128 DUANE STREETS, NeW YoRK.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

III.

Philadelphia Office—J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office

—

Joseph Hammitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.
,„„_,., I 5 Ludgate Circus Building
W. F. Catcheside -j

^
^^^g^^

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.

Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

, ., , „ j Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

-j ^j^^ ^^^.j, g^st Indies.

, , ,. Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide, Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.

W. Snelling Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwang, China.

I. D. Clark Shatighai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntas Arenas, Costa Rica.

Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jos^ A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bethencourt e hijos Curajoa, W. I.

Da Costa & Co Barbadoes, W. I.

J. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
1. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.

Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Mexico.
G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

-.-,./- Tu ) Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-
Thomas G. Thrum

j ^^^^ '

John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.
u i»r Lj I, ) New Westminster, British
Henry W. Hughes

-j Columbia.

Somewhat unexpectedly Mr. Hewitt,

in the House of Representatives, has sub-

mitted a report from his committee with

a bill to make the treaty of commerce
with Mexico effective. Very few days re-

main before Congress will adjourn, and

the chances are that the bill will go over.

If no prolonged debate or opposition is

invoked, it may yet be passed before the

adjournment. Is there no one so friendly

to the treaty as to try and get the bill

through .''

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the
publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

People complain of dull trade, and

then, like refractory mules, squat on their

haunches and don't try to pull a bit. If

the load is heavy, it is still worth an. ex-

ertion to get out of the mud. We once

had an experience taking care of a wagon-

train, and found some remarkable charac-

teristics in mules. Many a team was

stalled, many a wagon mired, and we
came to the conclusion that there were

mules—and mules. In one case, as dis-

tinct in memory as if we had seen it

only yesterday, a team mired. Two or

three members of it made up their minds

that they wouldn't try, and sinking

to their girths, resisted every effort of

encouragement, whip-stock and fence-

rails to get them out of their trouble.

One little mule didn't need much per-

suading, but did his level best to pull out.

He lifted up his voice, made fin effort and

reached terra firma, and when sure of

his ground turned to gaze upon his asso-

ciates, and again lifting his voice, laughed

them to scorn. The application of this

is, that if people think because trade is

dull or because they are not selling all of

the goods they hoped to, they must fold

their hands and " wait until the clouds

roll by," they are making a grand mis-

take. There is always a large amount of

business doing, and they who seek it

early and often will find it. Use your

trade paper, change your " ad." as fre-

quently as you can—if not in substance,

change the form—make it striking and

effective and put it so that the buyer's

eye will meet it again and again and with

a diversity which will be refreshing. Don't

try to make business, but pick up what is

going ; there's a plenty of it. Then you

can turn around and he-haw !

Perhaps it has never occurred to some

of our readers to study. And when we

say study we do not mean intellectual

discipline, nor inquiry into abstract sci-

ence, nor the pursuit of general informa-

tion. But we do refer to that acquisition

of knowledge which pertains to business

and the elimination of facts which will

help to make the merchant understand

his business and its needs, and increase

his trade and profits. A man entering

upon commercial life, above all things.

should acquire the habit of study, and

not become slowly half-taught by ex-

perience. Many who have been in trade

for years do not know the value of gang- •

ing their customers, of providing for popu-

lar demands or of selecting goods with

discrimination. Some buyers enter the

market and pick and choose to suit their

own tastes or personal convenience. That

which they expect to sell readily some-

times does not go off at all, and again

something which might seem insignificant

is readily taken up and meets with the

highest favor. The smallest detail of a

shop as well as the highest feature requires

thought and judgment, and these make
up the study which is needed for success.

The careful display of goods, the artistic ar-

rangement of stock and the surroundings

of business are all things which ought to be

carefully reviewed. The habits and char-

acteristics of customers should be noted,

and while no tastes must be neglected,

deference should be given to the wants of

the many. Fashion rules in most things,

and so the dictates of fashion must be

heeded ; but at the same time it is to be

remembered that simple tastes prevail to

a large extent and they are to be met. In

selling and buying, study your trade. If

you fit yourself to it you will find that it

will fit itself to you. Don't, however, get

into a groove and keep within narrow

limits which will prevent you from shunt-

ing off on to a new line. Be studious,

practical and enterprising.

Roundabouts.

By the Trade Lounger.

That idea of closing up on Saturday,

July 5, seems to be taking very well among
business men. It looks as if the paper trade

would be pretty generally taking two days off,

and many of the stationery trade seem to

favor it. It might as well be general. Little

or no business will be offering then.

* * * *

There is a man going around the coun-

try peddling chromes, and he has a cute way
of getting gratis advertisements from the

newspapers. For instance, he addresses a

note to the paper or papers which he thinks

will give him a benefit. This is generally in

substance like the following, which has been

cut from a Connecticut paper :

* * * *

'

' With a package of chromos under my arm
I have just started on foot for Saratoga Springs,

N. Y., from Adams' Express office in your

city. I will be fifty-eight years old June 22. I

have been twenty-three years traveling on foot

through fourteen States. My health always

being delicate I hit on this little business, and

keep well and fat. Nobody need go insane.

Follow me, all ye that have too much brain.

I live at street, Harlem, N. Y."
* * # 4f

For obvious reasons I have omitted the

name and address. Some people would call
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this man a tramp, but he isn't. He is a

traveler for health and the chromo "biz."

Some of your readers may not know that

Harlem is the Twelfth ward of the city of

New York. How he can live there and keep

on footing it around the country is a question.

He says that he keeps healthy and fat.

Shouldn't wonder. Perhaps he keeps apha-

nipteratic also. • * »' ^(. *

A Brooklyn printer advertises to print

1,000 bill-heads, hand-bills, or circulars, &c.,

for$i. It is a mystery how such a job can

be done at a living profit, and it is doubtful

whether it could be done anywhere except in

Brooklyn. * * * *

Competition in the stationery and print-

ing trades has reached a limit scarcely real-

ized by most people. Not only is there a fierce

cutting of rates, but many printers resort to a

very unscrupulous method to secure business.

" It is cut, cut, cut all the time," said one in

reference to the subject. " If I do a job for

$10 some one of these cutters will go to my
customer and offer to do the same job for $7.

If I cut down to $6 the same fellow will offer

to do it for $5. Such a state of things is very

bad to contemplate. It demoralizes trade and

unsettles values. But the cheek of these fel-

lows is quite refreshing. Look here." The

man brought out a circular addressed to the

trade, the last paragraph of which is as fol-

lows : .^ * * *

" At the end of the sixty days above

named we shall, if our offer is not accepted by

you, feel ourselves at liberty, by your tacit

consent, to seek to supply such consumers as

are now obtaining their supply from you at

similar rates. We prefer to supply them

through you and let you share the profit ; but

if you do not desire it, we propose to realize

our profit on our investment from them, as we

have the only presses that will make and print

a perfect tag at one impression."

* * * *

An English firm has brought out a new

style of automatic pencil. The propulsion of

the pencil point is caused by pressing on a

button. This pressure causes the lead to re-

cede in the case or to project from it whether

the point is held upvvard or downward. A
pull-out pen is on the reverse end, and the

combination also comes in the form of a charm

for watch chains.
* * * *

A process of engraving on marble has

been devised in England. Instead of the costly

process of engraving with tools a design repro-

duced from a cartoon, by this new process the

artist draws with his own hand directly on the

marble with acid, which eats away the surface,

leaving furrows, which are afterward filled in

with dark composition or color, to bring out

the design. The effect in the examples exhib-

ited is said to be good, and the artistic advan-

tage of drawing directly upon the marble, with-

out the interposition of a workman's tool be-

tween the hand of the artist and the final result,

is in itself an important advantage over and

above the saving in time and labor.

Obituary.

Charles A. Ringel.

Charles A. Ringel, bookseller and sta-

tioner, Pittsburg, Pa., died on Tuesday after

a brief illness. He was attacked with pneu-

monia on Friday last. His funeral takes

place to-day, and will be attended by the mem-
bers of the Pittsburg book and stationery

trade in a body.

John F. Anderson.

John F. Anderson, father of J. F. An-
derson, Jr., and Frank W. Anderson, compos-

ing the firm of J. F. Anderson, Jr. & Co., and

also the father of Mrs. C. V. Hard, widow of

the late Bradley R. Hard, died at his late resi-

dence, 383 Grand avenue, Brooklyn, on Tues-

day afternoon. Mr. Anderson had nearly

reached the ripe age 'of 81 years. He had

been a great sufferer from neuralgia for a num-

ber of years, but the immediate cause of his

death was pneumonia, which he only recently

contracted. He retired from active business

nearly twenty-five years ago. During a resi-

dence of upward of thirty years in Brooklyn,

he attracted to him a very wide circle of

friends. He was always known as a quiet,

unobtrusive home-loving citizen, and his char-

acteristics were such as to win the respect and

esteem of all with whom he mingled. His

funeral takes place to-day at four o'clock from

his late residence, and the interment will be in

Greenwood.

CH.4RLES F. ROBBINS.

The Alta Califoriiia of the 12th inst.

announces the death of Charles F. Robbins, of

the firm of Blake, Robbins & Co., paper deal-

ers, stationers, &c., San Francisco, Ca!., rep-

resented in New York by J. W. Towne, as

resident partner.

Mr. Robbins, who was a pioneer citizen and

prominent business man of San Francisco,

died on June 11 at his residence in that city.

This event was not unexpected, as he had been

confined to his house for more than two

months, suffering from a complication of heart

disease and dropsy. A few weeks ago he suf-

fered a severe domestic affliction in the death

of his oldest son Frederick, nineteen years of

age, of quick consumption. This, no doubt,

hastened the fatal termination of his disorders.

Mr. Robbins went to San Francisco in 1852

from his native place, Plymouth, Massachu-

setts, and with one of his partners, Mr. Moffitt,

commenced his work as a practical printer, in

the ofRce of John O'Meara. After a few

years he started in business for himself, and

was soon recognized as a successful man.

In 1868 he retired from the management of

his printing and job office to enter the paper

firm of Blake & Moffitt, which was subse-

quently changed to Blake, Robbins & Co., at

present the leading house west of the Rocky

Mountains. In early days he was an active

member of the State Militia, and captain of

Company F, First Infantry Regiment, under

Colonel Wood. For the past ten years he had

resided in Oakland, and was a prominent

member of the Occidental Club of that city.

He was also a prominent Odd Fellow and Ma-

son. At the time of his death Mr. Robbins

was filling his first public position, that of

State Prison Director, to which he was ap-

pointed by Governor Stoneman in 1883 for a

term of ten years, being one of the two Re-

publican members of the Board. Mr. Rob-

bins leaves a wife and two sons to mourn their

loss, also two sisters residing in Boston.

The Roache Manufacturing Company is

very busy getting ready for the fall trade.

The company anticipates a brisk business

next month and speaks in very complimentary

terms of The Stationer as an advertising

medium.

Office of The American Stationer, (

Wednesday, June 18, 1884. |

rae MONEY MAItKET.—The financial situa-

tion continues to improve. The money market is work-

ing with greater ease. Call loans on stock security have

been made at 2@3 per cent., and in some instances

even as low as i^. Very little transpires in time loans,

but there has been rather more doing in commercial pa-

per, which has ruled quiet but firm. We quote 6 per

cent, discount for first-class names. The stock market

has ruled quiet and steady, the advance established

since our last issue have been maintained, although

there has been very much less disposition to operate,

and the feeling at the close appeared to be rather tame.

Railroad bonds are higher, and governments have like-

wise advanced. Foreign exchange has ruled quiet and

steady, with sterling rates unchanged, but Continental

rates a shade easier.

THE PAPER MARKET.—Business among
our city dealers is beginning to show indications of set-

tling down to summer quietude, although this feeling

of apathy is less pronounced in the paper trade than in

some other lines. Most of the manufacturers appear

to find fairly steady employment for their mills, and

while they are probably carrying production to nearly

their full capacity, the large supply entering the market

does not appear to cause any weakening in prices, fur-

ther than those referred to last week, embracing ma-
nilla and straw wrappings. In the line of fine writings,

tub-sized hold their own remarkably well, all things

considered. Although print papers do not partake of

much activity, and afford only a small margin to the

manufacturer, we can apply to them the same remark

that we have to writings, and additionally that the

prospect for an improvement is encouraging.

THE STATIONERT MA SKET.—While trade

remains quiet, the indications of a brisking up of busi-

ness in staple goods in July seem to be more promising.

Dealers show the same degree of conser\'atism as in

the early part of the season, to be sure, but there are

better indications of a void, which is only waiting for a

propitious moment to be filled. In a few lines trade has

lapped over, a^ it were, the period of dullness, which

usually characterizes the month of June. Mail orders

are regular and somewhat larger than at this period last

year. Moreover, the erection of a large number of new
buildings for business tenants, by increasing the num-
ber of consumers in the city, has improved local trade,

and dealers who have been alert enough to catch this

trade are reaping the reward of vigilance and industry.

There seems to be a growing feeling among manufac-

turers against the practice of carrying goods on their

hands until late in the season for the accommodation of

tardy buyers as in years previous. The demand among
manufacturers is for advance orders, and this, together

with the inconvenience which buyers have been put to

heretofore by not getting orders filled promptly will, it is

believed, have the effect in starting up the late fall trade

at least a month earlier than usual. The demand for

Fourth of July goods continues and prices have a ten-

dency to rise. There is said to be a scarcity of punk
which has advanced from $3 to $10 per case since the

opening of the season, and dealers show a disposition

to hold on to it at that. The envelope, ink and other

lines remain about the same as last reported.
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EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
• MANUFACTURERS OF -

OFFENBACH-ON-MAIN, (GERMANY),
(ISSTABLISHED 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

Wo. 437 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place You Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Conipete in I'rices with any one—a subject worthy of

I
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling Attended to.

ACKERMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New York.

THET%AtMER ART<^
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

Fims M.Ti Wo'wmlih '5 15

WHICH WE WILL CLOSE OUT BELOW^ COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the BARGAINS we are offering.

I.. PRANG & CO., Xew York.

-^ ^
CEI^EBRAXED

CAMPAIGN PORTRAITS
FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES,

Printed on Fine Heavy Plate Paper for Framing, also for Banners, Transparencies, Flags, &c., suitable
for Residences, Clubs and Political Organizations. Also, Indelibly printed

-.<L>^ cut o 1. a ^ i£ .
'(0^^^

For decorating Buildings, Ward-Rooms &c., and sewing on Flags and Banners, and used for Transpa-
rencies ; and can be Colored in Oil. CAMPAIGN BADGES ON SATIN, CAMPAIGN

FANS, CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING CARDS. Send for Circulars.

J. H. BDFFORD'S SONS, 293 & 295 Broadway, New York.

CHICAGO-156 & 158 Monroe Street. I BOSTON-36 & 39 Federal Street.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

t^" The high prai>e our last Campaign Portraits elicited from the Press and Public, both as "Works of
Art" and "Careful likenesse:*," is suflScient guarantee of their excellence.

^ Cards * and ^ Cardboard,^"

Ruled Business Headings in Wliite I Colored Papers,

^NOVELTIES IN ADVERTISING CIRCULARS,^

l^lwd Papers, Oo^er, MqqM amd W®v^m Papers- '

NEW CA.TA.X<0I3^X7E: NOTAT REA.X3Y.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY. 505 Minor street, Philadelphia.

WASHINGTON GOSSIP.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Washington, D. C, June 17, 1834.

The financial circles of Washington
have been slightly shaken up since my last to

you, verifying to a certain extent, the predic-

tions I made at that time relative to the effect

the Wall Street troubles would produce in the

business affairs of the Capital. Nothing has

occurred in any way, that I have learned, to

the great detriment of any business man in

the community. 'Tis true, there have been

wicked "goings on," but it has not been

among the business men ; it has been confined

to the small bankers, brokers and wily specu-

lators. The first man to show his heels to the

confiding public was an individual of many
characters, by name George H. Levis. This

gentleman (Levis) was, in appearance, talk

and method a thorough man of business. He
opened a little office down near the General

Post-Office, at the same time running a sort

of branch establishment near the Treasury

Department. His mission was to aid his fel-

low-creatures in finding the much-needed dol-

lar as it lay hfd under the smooth surface of

petroleum ; in short, he was a speculator in

oil. He did a magnificent business and man-
aged to yank in his net a large number of de-

partmental clerks, male and female. The
profits came fast in the beginning, but in the

end there were none, and now Mr. Levis has

gone to meet Charlie Ross and the confiding

servants of Uncle Sam are wearing their win-

ter clothes anxiously awaiting the day when
the cute, kind-hearted Mr. Levis will come
around and loan them a quarter to get a linen

duster and a tough sandwich. Colonel Burn-

side, the popular but unfortunate disbursing

officer of the Post-Office Department, who
has just been released from prison on bail,

was a patron of the distinguished oil manipu-

lator, and 'tis said that Burnside pronounced

the scheme which Levis was working " a gold

mine " for those who had the nerve to go in

and buy. Alas ! for the duped disciples of

Levis, the cold quartz in the shape of the curb-

stone around his office-door is the most valu-

able reminder of the "gold mine " which they

worked !

Following upon the escape of Mr. Levis

came the failure of the banking house of Mid-

dleton & Co. and that of J. H. Squiers, with

an all-day run on the National Savings Bank.

Concerning Middleton & Co. serious charges

are made, and there is a fight going on between

a former partner, Mr. Dichman, and the Mid-

dletons. Recent disclosures show that much

has been swept away by this banking firm, it

is supposed, by wild speculation. Funds given

to make purchases, deposits of benevolent so-

cieties, good margins on stocks and, in fact,

nearly everything of value which was handed

over to the Middletons for safe keeping or

wise investment has gone the way of all flesh,

and will probably be seen no more in a way to

be recognized by those who once called it their

own.

Mrs. Hutchinson, the widow of H. M. Hutch-

inson, one of Washington's respected mer-

chants, loses $108,000 by the crookedness of
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this firm, while an official of the government

loses about $6i,ooo, with many others in the

same fix for less amounts. The newspaper

men were, in a large degree, customers of this

evil institution, and at this time many are the

curses long and loud which fill the air around

certain correspondents' offices. Mr. Squiers,

of the firm of J. H. Squiers & Co., says that

he will " come otti" all right, but in the mean-

time the creditors are taking steps to see that

he goes in all right, if his predictions are not

quickly confirmed by naked truth. The ex-

citement caused by the run on the savings

bank was short-lived, and the amusement

lasted only a day, the officials of the bank tak-

ing advantage of the thirty days' notice al-

lowed them by the laws. With the exception

of these affairs, the business relations of this

city have moved along smoothly and without

special interest for the past month.

Summer skies bend over us and the days of

sherry cobblers, soda water and the ever-de-

lightful julep greet us on every hand. The

red-hot days are close to us, and the merchants

are well prepared for the long dull season

which will probably stretch itself out into the

withering dog days. During the week the

Chicago Convention was on duty the trades-

man and his customer, by mutual consent, ad-

journed over till Mr. Blaine was fixed, a,nd

now that this event is a thing of the past,

there is a little more doing, though one can

yet find plenty of spare time to discuss the

availability of Mr. Cleveland, or sit down on

an empty ink bottle and wonder if Sammy
Tilden was really in earnest when he said he

didn't want it.

One of the most prominent stationers on the

avenue told me this morning that he was satis-

fied with his sales at this time, as they were

much larger compared with the same period

last year. He said much of the activity in the

retail trade was due to the fact that this being

a long session of Congress, there yet remained

in the city a greater number of buyers than are

usually on hand in early summer. Congress

will probably adjourn some time in July, and

then there will be a sudden exodus of states-

men and hangers-on searching for the sea-side

and the mountain, leaving the can't-get-aways

to fight out the tedious days with the pestifer-

ous fly and the musical mosquito. Most of

our stationers are busy just now getting in their

estimates for school supplies for the public

schools of the District. Last year the contract

for this work was awarded to Ballantyne &
Sons, of this city. There is not much money
and very little glory in these awards for the

hard-working stationer owing to the active

competition and the sharp, close cutting in

prices.

Proposals for furnishing stationery for the

use of the United States Senate will be re-

ceived at the office of the Secretary until the

i6th of July, 1884.

D. L. Davis, formerly with Bailey, Banks &
Biddle, but now with M. A. Reay, of New
York, was along this route recently talking up

fine stationery. James M. Brown, of the firm

of Brown & Sanson, was also welcomed in

these parts a short while ago. These gentle-

men were quickly followed by R. F. Bloomer's

representative with a lot of fine samples of in-

door decorations, and A. S. McDade, for

Boorum & Pease, blank-book manufacturers.
Ben.

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
2^0. so Bse33:m.a,rL Stxeet, ^Te-VT" "STorlc,

Have established a first-class MCUU j^ YflRk - HAII Y - PAPFRQ ^^ FIRST MORNING NEWS
service for the dispatch of lltll '^ I Ullll ''' UHILI '' iHl CllO TRAINS.

Weekly Periodicals, Moatlily Magazines, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.

m D & aMW
—o.^ OFFER ^.o—

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWER PRICES THd.N SUOH GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OFPERED.

19° Correspondence from any part of the country Solicited.

1S4 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

^ The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOR

PLAIN, FANCT
AND

ORNAfllKNTAI,
I^ETTBRINO.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writing, Engrossing, Map Work and all kinds of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writes and Shades with One Stroke.

Manufactured in six differ- t () JL. ;^^A 4^,;>i„ *? X At^rtt AA,Ai\a \ A special Ink is also
ent sizes. Packed one doz. \

*^> T^ U^CfV WiOC. O, t i'l^CM- l-lHOe.
J manufactured in six

of a kind in a box. Also J 1 x
put up in sets containing

j
' ^

one of each kind and one | O 3
T5

3, i l-ncfv vui^e.

4, I "

5, i
"

brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.each of Nos. 1, 3 and 3.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colttrs, which can be transmitted through the mails.
i®~ Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. U. WHITMORi: & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 WiUiam Sts., NEW YORK.

lOSEPHniLLOn'S
^ STEEr'PENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World *

Cold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 380
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

Falcon, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lists <S:c., furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENRY HOE, Sole Agent.

A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTUBERS OF-

—FORn-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^ploh: str.e:et, fh:iil.-a.ide:il,fh:i^.

-DISESTABLISHED 1814. «§^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl <2s 103 IDixane Street, 3>Tev7- "STor:^,

MANUPAOTURKRS AND IMPORTERS OP

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooKbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manulactarers, Etc., Etc.

KXJ«S£A 3L,E.A^THEK., CHAMOIS, A-MIKRICAIV KUSSIA.
— No. 18 High Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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The Science of Heraldry.

III.

" The second grand occasion of the im-

provement of heraldry to its present perfec-

tion was the crusades, which were expeditions

to the wars in the Holy Land against the infi-

dels, begun in the year 1096. On which ac-

count they bore several new figures before un-

known in arms, such as bezants, martlets,

alerons, escallop shells, &c., besides great

numbers of crosses, variously formed, which

are to be seen in arms all Europe over.

" In process of time these tokens, which we
call arms, became remunerations for services,

and were bestowed by emperors, kings,

princes, generals and chief commanders in the

field upon martial men answerable to their

worthy acts, the remembrance whereof could

not be better preserved to posterity than by

these kinds of honorable reward ; and though

at first they were taken up at any gentleman's

pleasure, yet hath that liberty for many ages

been denied, no one being, by the laws of gen-

tility, allowed the bearing thereof, but those

that are entitled to their descent, grant or pur-

chase. The common people are denied the

use of them by the laws of all well-governed

nations.

" Tombs and monuments are no less com-

prised within the cognizance of the science of

heraldry than other solemn functions. For as

it is the part of heralds to range men in their

due stations and to appoint them their proper

coat-of-arms while living, so it belongs to

them to regulate what ceremonies are to be

observed at their funerals and memorials

erected to them after death. The most an-

cient and even the most barbarous nations

paid this honor to the deceased, as believing it

an inducement to others to perform glorious

actions and a respect indispensable to be paid

to him who had been an example of virtue

while surviving in the world.

" Nisbet says it was the custom of the Ro-

mans that were Nobiles to have the statues of

their ancestors made of brass, wood, marble,

&c., and sometimes in wax, painted on the

face to represent their likeness, and dressed

according to their quality ; if they had been

consuls, with the pratexta, or long white robe

edged with purple ; if Censors their robes were

purple ; if they had triumphed, their habit had

gold flowers ; they were likewise adorned with

the fasces, or bundle of rods, their axes and

other marks of their magistracy, and the spoils

taken from the enemy. These statues were

kept in their courts in a cabinet of wood ; upon

solemn days the cabinets were set open and

the statues ornamented and set out to view in

the court, just before the porch or gate, that

the people might behold their merit and bravery;

and when any of the family died they were not

only so exposed, but they were also carried be-

fore the corpse at the funeral, as ensigns of

nobility.

" Of all nations none exceeded the Romans

in the magnificence of their monuments ; all

the great roads about their city were adorned

with costly structures, for they did not then

bury in their temples, reserving them only for

the service of their gods ; nor was it the custom

to bury in the churches for some centuries after

the gospel had dispelled the darkness of idola-

try. In process of time it was brought up to

bury in churches, and then all families of note

appointed the place of repose for them and

their successors, and erected stately monu-

ments, adorned with figures, coat-armor and

epitaphs. That there might be some distinc-

tive marks between the several persons so in-

terred, the ancients established certain rules,

which were then observed upon such occa-

sions.

" Kings and princes, however they died,

were represented on their tombs in their armor,

with their escutcheons, crowns, crests, sup-

porters, and all marks of royalty. Knights

and gentlemen could not have their effigies

after that manner unless they lost their lives in

battle or died within their own lordships.

Those who died in battle, on the victorious

party, were represented with their swords

naked, the points upward, on the right side,

and their shield on the left, their helmets on

their heads. Those who died prisoners were

represented on their tombs without spurs, hel-

met or sword. Such as died in battle on the

vanquished side were to be represented with-

out their coat over their armor, their sword in

the scabbard, their vizor lifted up, their hands

joined on the breast, and their feet resting on

a dead lion. The son of a general or gov-

ernor of a stronghold, if he died when the

4}lace was besieged, though ever so young,

was represented in complete armor, his head

resting on a helmet instead of a pillow. If a

gentleman had served in armies during the

most part of his life and in his old age became
a religious man, he was represented on the

lower part in complete armor, and above in

the habit of the order he had professed. If a

gentleman, or knight, who had been killed in a

single combat had such a monument, he was
to be in complete armor, with his battle-axe

out of his arms lying by him, and left arm
crossed upon his right. On the contrary, the

victor was led in triumph to the church to give

thanks to God, and when he died he was rep-

resented on his tomb armed at all points, his

battle-axe in his arms, with his right arm
across over the left.

" But if any person had been accused of

treason, murder, a rape or being an incendi-

ary, instead of being honorably interred, he

was treated in the vilest manner, his arms

broken and his body dragged on a hurdle and

cast out to be devoured by the fowls of the air,

or hung upon a gallows. Notwithstanding all

these rules, by degrees everyone is come to

erect what monument he pleases, and to place
thereon any figures, and in what posture he
likes best. This may suffice to show what was
the practice when order was observed ; many
examples whereof are to be seen in churches,
&c., at this day.

'

' Arms being placed upon the fronts and
other parts of noble and ancient seats, show
travelers to whom they formerly belonged and
oftentimes whose they at present are

;
painted

windows inform us also who were the founders
and benefactors of ancient abbeys, churches
and other religious houses ; also colleges and

BA.K::E:ii,

A. H. AXDREl^S & CO.
1 95 W.abash Avenue, Chicago.

Largest Manu'acturers of the " TRIUMPH," the best
School Desk in the world; Globes (60 kinds). Liquid
Slating. Outline Maps, all kinds Charts ; DUSTLESS
ERASERS (se cuts), best and cheapest ever made ; Alpha Dustless Crayon,
Blackboards (40 kinds). Pointers. Patent Noiseless Slates, Patent Ink Wells, Call
Bells, &c.. &c. Send for circulars as above, or to

I»ItA.TT & CO., X9 Sond Street, IVeff Yorlc.

THE GREftTEST NOVELTY IN THE EDUCflTIOWAL LINE.
Indorsed by all the Principals in the Public and Private Schools throughoat the country.
Fourteen years' constant use by the Boards of Education of New York and Philadelphia.

SILICATE BLACKBOARDS are used in all the Public and Private Schools, Colleges, Academies,
Catholic Institutions and Exchanges.

SILICATE BOOK SLATES are used in all the Public Schools of New York and Philadelphia, and
generally adopted by all the leading Schools, etc., throughout the United States.

BLACK DIAMOND SLATING has been tested by the most prominent Colleges of New York,
and pronounced to be the best slating made.

LAPILINUM (Slated Cloth). A i>erfect, flexible Blackboard for Teachers, Sunday Schools,
etc. KoUs tightly like a map without injury ; unequaled marking surface ; will wear for years.

— MAUnFACTURBD ONLY BY THE —

NEW YORK SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO.,

Send for Reduced Price List on Book Slates. 191 FULTON STREET, cor. Church, NEW YOKK.

JAMES D.WHITMORE & COMPAITY,
41, 43 & 45 Beekman Street, and 166 William Street, New York,

IMFOBTESS, MANUFACTUBESS AND WHOLESALE OEALEBS IN

whw&mi 11MB¥.
The Latest Novelties In PAPERS, CARD BOARDS, MENU, GUEST and DINNER

CARDS, STAMPED PAPETERIES, &o., always carried in stock.

MOURNING GOODS, in all Borders, a Specialty, prices of which are the lowest in the country

for same class of work.

PLATE PRINTING, ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHING FOR THE TRADE.
j^" Sample Books of Fine Papers sent on application.
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other public buildings, such as hospitals, alms-
houses, &c. *

'

' The escutcheon or shield in arms means
the original shield used in war, and on which
arms were originally borne ; the surface of the

escutcheon is termed the field, because it con-
tains such honorable marks as anciently were
acquired in the field."

J. L- ivicinsTTosH:,

liiitjerinL^PapL^PerforatiiiL

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated
EyeietB of every deecrlptiOTi inserted.

OI-OSIlTa * OUT

!

LA.RGE STOCK OF

* J, *

I
AT VERT tow PRICES.

J. E. LINDE, Publisher, New York.

LAHGE VARIETY OP

Folders and New Year Calling Cards

FOR SEASON ] 884-85.

TO JDEJ^XjBUS
-IN -

fHE SXT7ZZiOFSS and "SSTZIZTZXTG FAFSB.S
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are VinsurpaSSOd in quality and styles

by any other manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilitie.s for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
MANUFACTURERS OF-

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. —9-

*f 'f

New York Salesrooms: 336 Broadway.

SHANNON FILES AND CASES. THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.

CI.AGUE, l^EGMAN, SCHI.ICHX & FIEI^O.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE: Rochester, N. Y. BRANCH OFFICES: Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

ENGLISH HAND-MADE PAPERS
ii'Ii-

ORIGINAL

EYNSFORD
MILLS,

-^ "WA-TEK, - IHA-RK:

.^^

"^ KENT,

ENGLAND.

These papers, made from the purest fibre, without any foreign admixture, each sheet separately formed by hand in a mold, couched

by vertical pressure and slowly dried by air, possess a tolighness, hardness and strength unapproachable by any machine-made papers.

For Legal use, for Scrip or Bonds, and for all purposes demanding great durability, these hand-made papers are invaluable.

The heavier sorts are double sized, and they will bear repeated erasure and constant handling beyond all other makes, so that for

Ledger and Account-Book purposes none can compare with them.

fropHee^r.- JOSSPH ARNOLD, lynsford Mills, KENT, SHGiLAHD.
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Foley*s Patent Improved Stylographic Pen.

Great reduction injarice : No. 1, $1.50; No. 2, $2.00; No. 3, $2.50; No. 4, $3. A liberal discount to the Trade.
FOLEY'S PATENT STYLUS is the best and only Pen with point, spring and cleaner in air tube. Fully
warranted, and exchangeable for gold pens and pencils.

We, the subscribers, who know the value of FOLEY'S PENS from constant use of them for a number of
years, cheerfully recommend them to those who wish for the best and most perfect Gold Pen ever made.
Signed by the following gentlemen and over 1,000 Cashier Union Nat'l Bank; Wm. H. Cox, Cashier

others: G. S. Coe, Pres. Am. Ex. Nat'l Bank; J. A. Mechanics' Nat'l Bank, J. Buell, Pres. Importers and
Beardsley, Cashier Nat'l Bank of North America; Traders' Nat'l Bank; J. M. Crane, Cashier Shoe and
Wm. A. Fall, Pres. Com Exchange Bank; P. H. Leather Nat'l Bank; A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-Pres. Home
Lowry, Pres. Nat'l Bank of the Republic; F. D. Tap- Fire Ins. Co.; Morris Franklin, Pres. New York Life
pan, Pres. Gallatin Nat'l Bank ; C. F. Timpson, Cashier Ins. Co. ; Clark, Dodge & Co. ; White, Morris & Co.

;

Continental Bank; I. G. Ogden, Cashier New York Co. Vermilye & Co.; Winslow, Lanier & Co.; Wells,
Nat'l Bank; Chas. Dennis, Vice-Pres. Atlantic Mutual Fargo & Co.; United States Ex. Co.; Barclay &
Ins. Co. ; Daniel D. Smith, Pres. Commercial Ins. Co. ; Livingston; George D. Arthiu" & Co. ; H. T. Morgan &
Elwood Walter, Pres. Mercantile Mutual Ins. Co. ; Co. ; American Ex. Co. ; Adams Ex. Co. ; "T. Ketchum
Wm. L. Jenkins. Pres. Bank of America; J. W. Lewis, & Co. ; S. B. Chittenden & Co. ; Johnson & Higgins.
JOHN FOLH^Y, Gold Pen and Stylographic Pen Manufacturer, 2 Astor House, Broadway, New York.

M. J. ANDERSON,
Successor to ANDERSON & CAMERON,

SPECIALTIES:

School Reward Cards, Blank Notes, Drafts, Receipts, &c.

GUM LABELS AND LAW SEALS, MARBIA6E CERTIFICATES, GOLD BEVEL VISITING

CARDS, ALL STYLES, SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE TAGS, &c.

NO TRAV EIDERS. SEND FOR PRICE MSTS AND DISCOUNTS.

&C0 ll

MANUFACTURERS OF

BLANK BOOKS,
Pass and Memorandam Books, &c.

Scrap assAutograph Books
IMPORTERS OF

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
Sole Agents of J. F. KNIPP & CO., Offenbach.

48, 50 and 52 FrankHnSt. (P.O. Box 3215), NEW YORK

SCHULTZ TIE ENVELOPE,
Fcr Mailing Third and Fourth C'as3 IVIdter.

The most reliable and most couvenient.

Tt lias onlvto be pealed at one end as an ordinary envelope
as It iH furnished with tlie other end tied according lo 1'. O
iniuiremeuts.

ALLAIRE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

12 Cortlandt St., New York.
Also Manufacturers of all sizes of PLAIN MANILLA ENVELOPES.

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.,

*AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended June 13, 1884.

Albums

.

Books

Newspapers.

.

Engravings .

.

Ink

Lead Pencils.

Slate Pencils.

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals

27 $2,480

371 44.407

171 5,239

89 '5,779

38 825

13 1,764

3 121

238 13,863

2 3,096

II 621

963 $88,195

VALUE OF EXPORTS OF PAPER, BOOKS, &c.,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended June 17, 1884.

Paper, reams

.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases .

.

Books, cases .

.

Stationery. ..

Totals

5,692

1,147

144

76

142

7,201

$1,117

7,133

3,515

6,772

8,474

$27,011

STATIONERY EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK.
From June 10 to June 17, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 6 ; to Bremen, 3 ; to

British West Indies, 7 ; to United States of Colombia,

5 ; to London, 16 ; to Hayti, i ; to Argentine Republic,

17; to British Australasia, 10; to British Guiana, 2 ; to

Brazil, i ; to Central America, 2 ; to Dutch West In-

dies, 2 ; to Cuba, 2 ; to Venezuela, i ; to Mexico, i.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 9 pkgs.; to Cuba, 5 cs., 50

pkgs., 3,000 rms.; to United States of Colombia, 78

pkgs., 9 cs.; to Porto Rico, 250 rms., 512 pkgs.; to Bra-

zil, 1,000 rms,, 3 cs., 311 pkgs.; to Nova Scotia, 5 cs.; to

British West Indies, 62 pkgs., i,n6 rms.; to Central

America, 66 rms., 6 pkgs.; to Hayti, 2 pkgs.; to Santo

Domingo, 210 rms.; to Venezuela, 4 cs., 9 pkgs.; to

Argentine Republic, 9 cs.; to British Guiana, 14 cs.;

to British Australasia, i cs.; to Dutch West Indies, i

pkg.; to Danish West Indies, 12 pkgs., 50 rms.; to

Bremen, 3CS., 54 pkgs.; to Rotterdam, 10 cs.; to Lon-

don, 64 cs.; to Glasgow, 40 pkgs.; to Newfoundland, i

pkge.; to Mexico, i cs.

STATIONERY, cases, co Liverpool, 43 ; to United

States of Colombia, 43 ; to Mexico, 3 ; to British West
Indies, 6; to Brazil, 12 ; to Hayti, i ; to Argentine Re-

public, I ; to Porto Rico, 3; to Cuba, 6 ; to Central

America, 24.

PERFUMERY, packages, to Briti.sh Africa, 30; to

United States of Colombia, 172 ; to Hayti, 13 ; to Ant-

werp, 60 ; to Porto Rico, 2 ; to Venezuela, 26 ; to Cen-

tral America, 73 ; to Dutch West Indies, 10 ; to Danish

West Indies, 59 ; to Nova Scotia, 2,750 ; to British West

Indies, 10; to Cuba, 17.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packjiges, to United

States of Colombia, 9 ; to Venezuela, 10 ; to Porto Rico,

6 ; to Central America, 3 ; to Dutch West Indies, 2 ; to

London, 5 ; to British Australasia, g ; to Newfound-

land, 2 ; to British West Indies, 2 ; to Brazil, 13.

PENCILS, c.ises, to Liverpool, 7 ; to Brazil, 2.

SLATES, cases, to British Guiana, 8 ; to British West

Indies, 6 ; to Argentine Republic, 30.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to Lon-

don, 36; to British Australasia, 13; to United States of

Colombia,, 7 ; Argentine Republic, 10 ; to Liverpool, 4 ;

to British West Indies, 4 ; to Cuba, 3 ; to Porto Rico, 2.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 20;

to British Australasia, 2 ; to London, 516 ; to British

West Indies, 2 ; to Cuba, 30 ; to Porto Rico, . 24 ; to

Hayti, i ; to Central America, 16.
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PRINTED MATTER, packages, to United States

of Colombia, ^.

MAPS AND CHARTS, cases, to United States of

Colombia, 6.

LETTER FILES, cases, to London, 5.

CHROMOS, ENGRAVINGS, LITHOGRAPHS,
&c., cases, to British Australasia, i.

LABELS, cases, to Bremen, i.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Liverpool, 2 ; to Hull, i.

PRINTING PRESSES, to Liverpool, i.

MUCILAGE, packages, to London, 6.

CRAYONS, cases, to Glasgow, i.

HEKTOGRAPHS, cases, to' United States of Co-

lombia, I.

IMPORTATIONS OF PAPER.
From June 10 to June 17, . 1884.

B. Lawrence & Co., Rhaetia, Hamburg, 11 cs.

A. Haug & Co., by same, 2 cs. colored.

KeufTel & Esser, by same, 15 cs.

R. F. Downing & Co., Wisconsin, Liverpool, 2 cs.

W.Campbell & Co., Amerique, Havre, 16 cs. hang-

ings.

B. Lawrence & Co., by same, 16 cs.

Warwick Brothers, by same, 2 cs.

C. H. George, by same, 2 cs.

L. Mascotte, by same, 5 cs.

Hy. Allen, H. Hickman, Bordeaux, 25 cs.

J. R. Arnold, by same, 24 cs.

F. Hymann & Co., Wieland, Hamburg, 3 cs..

O. B. Benjamin, by same, i cs.

Willy Wallach, by same, 8 cs.

Scoville Manufacturing Company, by same, 4 cs.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., by same, 5 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 5 cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 13 cs.

C. H. George, Oregon, Liverpool, 2 cs. hangings.

H. M. Anthony, Normandie, Havre, i cs.

Mayer, Meskell & O., Italy, London, i cs.

The Globe Files Company, always on the

alert for goods calculated to meet a popular

want, has brought out a new file box. It is

called the "Telescope " file box on account of

its peculiar construction. It is made of heavy

tar-board and has a black cloth front with a

neat, large and removable label holder ; also a

ring pull. It is foianed of two parts, the one

holding the papers, &c., sliding into the other

making it absolutely dust proof. It is con-

sidered a great improvement over many styles

of file boxes in the market.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO.,

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OP

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

nZlsTtir" TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as It adheres quick-

er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with greater tenacity. It has
no odor, no waste, never moMs
or sours iu liot weather, so it is

always ready to use and is the

only Mucilage that sticks with

such tenacity that it can also bo
used for repairing ornaments
and all household arlicUs. Deal
ers can rely on its nhvek spoil

ing on their hands. We caipt
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quality.

RETAIL PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
^er gross, $7.50; also, our Ini-
proTcd Liquid Glue, the
best and strongest adhesive
Known. Retail price: 2-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross. $12.

^?- LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strongj testimonials of this Mucilage and
Liquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

HEW YOUK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Copying Presses
OB ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 33 x 24.

^P^ Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

HUBBARD'S
Copying Presses and Stands.

Every Variety of Size, Style and Finish.

My new Press, with Water Tub combined, is the
oest and most convenient arrangement yet invented,

and costs no more than an ordinary Press.

m
Get iny New Catalogfue and Dlsconnts.

H. N. HUBBARD, Manufacturer, 313 to 319 East 22d Street, New York.

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

o 2-. a
i §

°'

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARS^SCISSORS
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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C!/»^ VM mm ^1 TJm mm 0^ Ha -exclusive manufacturers of-

bamuei nano & Co., MaTiifoM EoolrqLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. HTAlWVi^iLiiLXWlXMi dhi^WWJiiHMi
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE 'SOLICITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

THF HARVARD FDNTAN PFM ~^*^^ Harvard IS a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tubes,
IiJ;=J„v7l.V u u

*-'UI', I '^ll'' I L-INi wires, springs &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.these objections have been flaally overcome in the construction of this Psn, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been theODjective points sought tor, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Penguaranteed to give satisfaction. ^ Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New York.

(formerly JANENTZKT & 00.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS ' MATERIALS.
J. & W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
— SOLB MANTTFACTURBRS OP THE—

PATENTED * PAPIER ^ MACHE * PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & 'W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; "Wax Flower materials ; I. U. G. Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
®^-2 SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 2^

n. A. ROQBES & CO.,

— Manufacturers of —

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated Leonhardi Dresden Alizarin
Writing and Copying Inks.

- MANUFACTURER OF —

LoflDried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR* RUBBER* STAMPS.
REQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a%ear or more. Perfect Impressions.

Every Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weatber.

No. 1. 4JA X 2% in., 50c. each. No. 2. 6^ x 3^ in., $1.
Wholesale %'i and S5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. Samples mailed on request.

F. K. WALLACiC & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark .street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned again»it selling unstamped Wood Iiever Clips.
They infringe our Patent.

VANHORN'S LETTER FILES AND CLIPS HAVE IRON LEVERS.

SKi^i. the: bezst.

12listtar Olips am
mned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Noti

Pins. The Springs Nev

YANHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leaves of each paper in consecutive order. 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

«§PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. S»

Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note. Letter, Cap. With and without
Pins. The Springs Never Grow WeaK.

^y For Sale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOQI.OM, Sfanrr, 239 Greenwich Street, New ¥ork.

SCHOOL PADS.
^T" SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPUI-I.T SOIilCITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAUI.O, BRAZIL.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Black.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

MACHINECOPYING INK.
Gives 1 to 5 Pei-fect Copies.

Gopies a Month after Writing.

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS,

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COUNSBLOR-AT-LA'W.

Special attention given to Patent and ZVa«l0>

Marh Causes,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof Vnited States andForeign PatetUi

and Trade-Marks,

No. 140 Nassau St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured, Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in
Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon, Interferences conducted, Opmions on
Questions of Infringement, the Validity of Patents,
&c., &c.
Personal attention throughout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications
CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either
in person or by mail, and in every detail is kept in
violably secret and confidential.

TAMES A. WHITNEY, xia Nassau St., N. Y. City.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX" BLOTTING PAPER,
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.
N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 «c 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

DEALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,
VS BEEKIVIAN STREET, NE-W YORK.

We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s Unrivaled Papers, in both SUPEEFINE
^^ff^:^^.f^^^^^^f^^'^^^^^-. "IS^mbrtc^la^^"^

DISTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINl!, OF WEDDING GOODS, wm^^
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome ine of Papetenes, Card Cabmets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writmg Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White. BUCKRAM BOND, m White and Blue.

(Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline.
" PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, Caf6 and Turquoise.
" MOROCCO, in Sea Shell. Drab. Opaline and Silver Gray
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" 6R0S GRA.IN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

. „ - u. j •
' • EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.

Our line of BRISTOL BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in quality, being made by Z. CRANE Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. We
manufacture from tWsstocI VISITfNG CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Hevel, and can furnish any special size deSired^

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray.

" " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

THE_DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Atlitic Mil East Bosloi, Mass.

*
HlNiyODTTER.

'J

OHAELES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, PMladelpMa.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Olair Street, Cleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

SEND FOB CIBOaiiAB AND FBIOB LIST. Hamd-Cdtteb, with Stbam Fixtubs.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDIKO THE CELEBRATED

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic 13§, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, ISO.

Blunt 1 22, 1 83, 1 743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up. .

.

309, 2S6, 1 876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO..

Works: Warehodsb :

Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York.

L. C. TOV/ER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MaNUFACTCRBR OP

THERMOMETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Tower's Weailier Prognosticator.

SOLE AGENT FOR

Lamont Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CLARKE, Proprietor,

115 4. 117 Monroe St., opposite Haverlv's Theatre,
-CHICAGO, ILL.,—

Manufacturers. Publishers, Importers and Jobbers of
all classes of Advertising Cards and Novelties, Holiday
Cards and Souvenirs, Reward Cards, Scrap Pictures,

*c , &c. Carry a larger Stock than any House in

the West. Call or write for catalngue. Inclose busi-
ness card when asking for discount. Agents wanted.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLESALE DBALER IN

StationeryI Fancy Goods,

46 W B'WAY. cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK

EYELETIJ ^tj

AND-

Eyeleting Machines.
E. B. STlMi'SON, 31 Spruce, St., X. Y,

"THE BOSTOIf JOBBIJTCS^ HOUSE."

^CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

°§ Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books. 1°

PIIRLTSHKR^ mani:eacti:rer OF RLANK BOOKS,
No, 32 BBOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHIIiADELPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

— makupacturbr of-

Copying Paper^?ia,Books.
(Titles Registered)

Bill IA PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

nil 11 niiy ^\ RAILROAD Yellow -Best Known.
in 11 IV la J% WHITE LINEN Has not Its Superior.

Ifinilll W WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,

^9 & 3^ Beekman Street, Xe^v York,
§» MANUFACTURERS OF«3

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

I^-PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,
the word "MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

being adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of $100 (One
Hundred Dollars) to any

__ _
person that will give us

<' ~^^^^^rtig^^^^^^^^^^^M^s.i = =i=g^^4^ __ 'I
such information as will

~ '~ ^^^^:^^^U-.Li4L"ii^^^^^P^^^^B '

'

I ^^sa lead to the detection of any
:!ii.iiiiii,-^S^^a&s4gjy^™^^^S^^^^^^^ i " ''^^^^ person or persons infring-

'"
ing on the word "MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,''
welfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDEXED MATS AND GUIDES OF

ALL COUNTRIES m THE WORLD

!

Wholesale and Eetail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PubliSheFS.

148-152 MONROE STREIT, CHICAGO.

H. McALLASTER & CO.
PUBLISHERS OF AND JOBBERS IN

Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,
Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 2C to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Piscoupts to dealers op 9.pplication.
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Scales for Printed Matter.

John H. Chataigne has devised a meas-

uring instrument by which any sized page of

printed matter may be measured and calcu-

lated at once and the memoranda retained for

future reference, and also whereby any num-

ber of ems in one kind of type may be calcu-

lated in another. The device consists of a rule

made of a single piece or of two or more

parts secured together by a base piece. A
groove is in the centre for receiving the

spring portions of the two slides containing

the abbreviated names of the different kinds

of type, so that in measuring the number of

ems the name of type measured is immedi-

ately under the eye. From a suitable distance

upon each side of the groove the edges of the

rule are beveled away and these beveled parts,

as also the top flat parts, are divided longitud-

inally by a series of parallel lines so as to in-

dicate the different kinds of type that are used.

Each one of these spaces formed by the hori-

zontal lines are divided by lines which indicate

so many ems in each particular kind of type,

while one of the horizontal lines, which run

parallel with the groove upon the flat portion

of the rule, preferably next to the groove, is

divided off by inches so as to indicate the

length of any printed matter or any other ar-

ticle or thing which is to be measured. The

spring slides consist of flat plates, bent so as

to conform to the shape of the top of the

rule, each plate being bent at its centre so as

to form a spring, v/hich will catch in the groove

and then provided with two projections or

handles ; or two separate plates may be used

in lieu of either one, and connected together

at their inner ends by means of a spring. With

these two slides two separate and distinct

measurements—the width and the length—may
be taken. As these slides will remain in what-

ever position they are adjusted, the rule can be

laid aside for the time being, and can be con-

sulted at any time thereafter as a reference.

As the measures for the" different kinds of type

are placed side by side, the number of ems in

any one kind of type in a certain amount of

printed matter can be calculated in each one of

the other kinds of type at a glance.

ThoChas, Stewart Pap$r Co*

139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

cusciNisA'ri, oiiSo,

Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping
AtSO,

A Full IJne of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and the

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODTJCBD.

STATIONERS and PKINTEKS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants. »

SOLE AGENTS IN AMERICA FOR THE S VLE OF

"J.A.P."FANCY STRIPED WRAPPING PAPER,
A Novelty which sells largely to the Dry Goods, Notions, Millinery and Druggists Trade, also to

Paper Bag and Envelope Makers Importer.s and sole agents for the celebrated ALL
LINEN "PERFECTION " GLAZED COPYING PAPERS.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS, LAWRENCE & BAXTER,
57 Shoe Lane & 48 Farringdon St., E. C, London, Eng. 31> JDey S?itreet, TVe^v Yorfe.

LETTER, INVOICE and RAILROAD.

Presses, Press Slands, Water lubs,

&c., &c..

All Sizes and Styles, nianufactnred by

. SAMUEL C. TATUM & CO,,

Cincinnati, Olilo.

Illustrated Catalogue sent on application,

Our Presses received the FIRST AWARD at Chicago Railway Exposition, 1883.

STATIONER S' STAJVIPIN G PRESSES.

''piIESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-*- work I ow required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-
bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpoi^e. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.
Have been in use by many ot the principal Stationers for the past
twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. 'Impressions are clearer, the supply
of ink being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size 4i^x29^ retail at 50 cents each.
" 614x3^ " $1.00

Wholesale, $'i and S5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City,

The Perfected Lever Copying Press.

Retail Price
from S5 upward
handsomely inn

ished in walnut
with nickel plat
ed mountings
No office should
be without one

CLOSED.

^ ^ (For a 9x11 Book S5.00
PRICES.] :: 10:11 : ::•;::::;::::,::;: -g
A new portable, desirable and economical Copying Press.

liiberal Discount to the Trade. Write for Catalogue and
Prices to j^g Perfected Lever Copying Press Co.,

107 Dearborn Street, C,^-JCAGO, 111.
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, 82 & 84 Beekman St, New York,

SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & CO.'S

•-^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW TEAR CARDS NOW READY.t=^-

iS~ These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES, -My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &c.

iLcoh

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicago, 111..

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.
Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings.
MAJTOFACTURBR OR

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 306 Broadway, corner of Duane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

ISTo. 152 Broadwav, New York.

Patented.

The Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIRST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
straight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.
THIRD.—It has the best system for gauges, and can be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.—The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

—tempered by a spcret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least
fifty per cent, in the expense.

' SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or
" lay-boy" Is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for
the binder. When not in use It can be put out of the way instantly.

SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can
he sent by mail or express to any part of the country.

EIGHTH.—Each machine has a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment as to perforate a

heet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical invention, b a model of simplid^.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON
ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

I^" PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

THE RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,

Electrotypers & Stereotypers.

No. 68 Beekman Street, New York.

ELECTROTYPES MOUNTED ON WOOD OR METAL.
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KEUFFEL & ESSER,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF-

ni^ \ PAPEES,
" standard " Profile and Cross Section Papers.

PREPARED BLUE PROCESS PAPERS,

PAPERS FOR BLUE PROCESS (Unprepared,)

ScENNECKEN's Round Writing Books and Pens.

MERRIAM MFG. CO.
r»XJRH:A.]!MC, COIVN,

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. EXCELSIOR" MEASURING TAPES

WRITE FOR (3IRCULAR AND PAPER SAMPLES.

' Awarded at National Exposition of Railway Appliances held at Chicago, FOUR GOLD AN

B

BBONZE MEDALS for Surveying, Engineering and DrawiAg Materials,

PH. HAKE.
-MANtTFACTDKEK OF—

Fine Envelopes, Papers,

AHD WEDDIHG STATIOHEET,

Cards and Card Board,
ORDERS OP DANCING,

'ane^ anb Q)^v<2f-£b|^ ^^if^s*

MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS

:

62, 64, 66 & 68Ann, and 151 & 135 William St.,

Headquarters for Every Ai^icle Named Above.

FRANCIS H. LOSS, JR.,
Direct Importer,

Artistic Swiss ffooil Mm
NOVELTIES FROM ALL COUNTRIES.

The "ROSE" Shade.

The "UNIQUE" Bird-Cage Awning

^o. 46 Murray Street, New York.THE SWISS CHALET.

MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

STATIONERS' TIN GOODS.
TIN TOYS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
I
CashBoxes, with. Combination Locks

FOE < Heavy Tin File Cases.

18 84. ' Paper Weight Clocks.

GROSVENOR, CHATER k CO",

68 Cannon St., London, E. C,

PAPER- MAKERS.
GOLD MEDAL awarded PARIS, 1878.

P Superfine Hand-made TTJ

WRITING, *

^ DRAWING^
AND ^^p Account Book Papers, jp

E MACHINE-MADE WRITINGS, E
R Tub-sized and Engine-sized, I.ott- ^^^

dried and Machine-dried w^

^ BANK NOTE AND LOAl. q^ Printings, Charts and BloUings.
^

Wholesale an d Export
STATIONERS.

Dealers In Wbatman, Joynson, Hollingworth,
Turner, and other noted brands.

lyyARRIlffGTOjg
steexj :F»B:iiT CO.

Popular Nob. : 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Office: 105 &l07North Fifth Si, Phildelphia, Pa.

DEIARGS^L^il'D^I
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN TEAKS.

130 lia Salle Street, Chicaeo,.,^.
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PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E. B. RIPLEY, Prest. UNIONVILLE, CONN., U.S.A. F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR THE Weight.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile o(

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tunxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other
Folded Papers

;:^= ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXTRA MACHINE-FINISHED BOOK PAPERS.

^^
WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

102 to 172 CoMtts JTeniie, BostOD, Mass.

The NEW YORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CUFF STREET.

Carter, Diitsmore c& Co.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

HAS BEEN AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
akd kecommei«)ed the

Medal of Honor and Perfection

At PARIS, 1878,

This btmg the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for

I.INEIN RECORD I IiBDGBR PAPER
Also, the onlT Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide, Anstralia, Exhibition, 1881.

A. SPECIA^XiTY
^HIS Paper has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

^ others from the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics' Association, Franklin Institute of Philadelphia,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and diploma from United States Centennial

Comtnission, Medal ay Progress American Institute, iSjy^ and Medal o/^

Improvement and Progress, Boston, I8^8. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows:— i. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledgerll

Paper, ^;as a longer 6bre, and is, consequently, tougher. 2. Having all

harder and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using

!

the rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight Color and Finish. 4. It never cockles if properly

bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both writes and rules

up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a large number of Sta-

tioners, Bookbinders, Bookkeepers, and Recorders, who have given it

after a severe test, the preference over all others. This paper is Double
Sized, and will stand any climate or the most acid of fluid inks.

sbeet, E:xtJL@:E: and XtXSTVXUlTX: FOX7R TIM3CS on same spot
Each sheet is water>marked with name and date.

Send for sample

LOCKWOOD PRESS, 126 and 128 Duane Street, cor. Church, New York.
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GERMAN BRIEFS.

[correspondence of the stationer.]

Berlin, June 12, 1884.

It is some time since you heard from

here, but there is very little of interest in our

line to report to you.

Trade in leather goods and albums was very

dull here until about the middle of May, when

the American orders came in, and now the

manufacturers are all very busy.

It is really astonishing what an influence the

American market has on the old country.

Everybody looks to America for support and

for bread, and when our market shakes, all

Europe shakes.

We are all very sorry that the United States

Minister to this country, Mr. Sargent, is going

to leave us. He is a very amiable and at the

same time an energetic gentleman, and very

much liked by the liberal portion of the Ger-

man people. But he was not pliable enough

for Bismarck, who prefers some learned pro-

fessor like Bancroft, who made the treaty

which subjects American citizens to military

duty when they come back here, making a sad

distinction between native-born and adopted

citizens.

I see that death has had a rich harvest among

some of your best men—men who cannot very

well be spared.

First came Chrs. Bruno, the oldest musical

instrument dealer in America, a man honest

and true as gold. Then our good friend Henry

Bainbridge, one of the best men I ever met;

also Wm. C. Dunton, a true and staightfor-

ward, hardworking business man.

Our good friend the American Consul-Gen-

eral, Mr. Brewer, is with you now on a visit.

I see by the consular reports that Koch,

Sons & Co. still take the lead in the export of

albums, although there are more exporters in

the market than ever. Paperman.

BOSTON NOTES.

[from our regular correspondent.]

Eastern- Oi fice Lockwood Press, )

2SO Devonshire St., Boston, June 24, 1884. f

On Saturday last we were treated to

the hottest day of the season, the mercury

reaching 97°. It was the hottest June day ex-

perienced in this section for years. To see

pedestrians closely hugging the narrow strip

of shade along the sidewalks was really amus-

ing to one whose many summers were passed
" 'way down South."

" It's an ill wind that blows nobody good,"

or rather a hot day when everybody gets left,

and so the soda-water man

Rejoiced to see the blazing sun

Resplendent in the sky
;

And all the while his cooling drinks

Refreshed the passer-by.

Although this week shows a milder tempera-

ture, it is still decidedly warm, and the narrow

confines of workshop and counting-room are

daily growing more uncomfortable. Clerks

are beginning to divide up the summer months

so that only a part of the working force will

be absent at a time. And the " bosses " are

also comparing the attractions of the many
seaside and mountain resorts with a view of

taking a little recreation during the warm
months. In the meantime plans are being

made for the business campaign of the coming

fall, and from what I can learn a very good

trade is expected.

Samuel Hano returned last week from a

business tour and reports booking a goodly

number of orders for manifold books. He is

off again this week for a trip through New
York State, where he will journey for a fort-

night, making frequent calls upon the leading

stationers there. On his return he will prob-

ably be "going a-fishing " for the summer
somewhere in Maine. Even then he will take

his sample-case with him, for he proposes to

present the " Plumed Knight " with a set of

manifold copying-books for his personal use in

the White House.

During Mr. Hano's absence from the city,

the business of the house is ably managed by

J. W. Sanders, his efficient representative

;

and Mr. Sanders knows the value of copying-

books, too.

The Davidson Rubber Company has en-

joyed a very large trade during the past six

months, although trade at present is rather

quiet. The rubber bands made by this com-

pany, as well as its velvet erasive rubber, have

become such staple goods and so extensively

and favorably known to the trade, that it is

hardly necessary to enlarge upon their merits.

The trade has come to recognize the fact, that

what bears the name " Davidson Rubber Com-
pany " can be relied upon as standard goods.

The large sales of rubber copying-press sheets

during the past season as reported by the com-
pany is really remarkable. They are fast

taking the place of oiled paper and other ma-
terial so long in use for copying-press uses,

and it is because they are so much superior to

anything else employed for copying-press pur-

poses. These rubber sheets will not .become

cracked or ragged, as is the case with the com-
mon press-pads, and they are consequently

much more durable. I have seen some of

these rubber sheets that have been in constant

use for over two years, and they are still in

use and likely to be for some time to come.

King & Merrill are preparing to introduce

to the trade this fall some new specialties in

the line of pencils and inks. Their " Nonpa-
reil " pens have become so popular that their

ink will bear the same trade-mark, and it is

hardly supposed that the reputation of their

pens will be lessened by a poor ink. The
"Nonpareil" ink flow's freely from the pen;

it will not corrode, and is a good black. Their

pencils bear the names " Harvard " and " Bea-

con." The " Harvard" is made especially for

school use. The "Beacon" pencil is of supe-

rior quality, and will be found an excellent

office pencil. It is provided with an extra

long nickel protection, in which is inserted a

rubber head.

Pulsifer, Jordan & Wison, wholesale dealers

in paper and stationers' supplies, are display-

ing in their card-board department a new line

of card-board of a very superior quality, which

is especially manufactured for taking fine

printing. This board can be had in white and
in six different tints, and comes in five grades

of thickness. Color-work, lithographing and
wood-cuts show up to the best possible advan-

tage on this card-board. SaiViples will be sent

the trade upon application. This house is

also showing something quite novel in the fan

line. The fans are of card-board, upon the

lower half of which are printed in colors fa-

miliar scenes from the base-ball game. The
upper portion of the fan is a score-card.

These fans are in sets of six, each one pre-

senting different positions of the players. Q^
a warm day patrons of base-ball would^
these fans of a double use, and such parr'^r '

supply spectators with score-cards mi.<:
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the score-fan a taking novelty at base-ball

grounds.

W. W. Edwards, the resident New England

agent of the Globe Files Company, of Cincin-

nati, is making his headquarters with Samuel

Hobbs & Co., stationers, of this city, where a

full line of letter files, cabinets and general

goods is constantly in stock.

A petition was circulated yesterday among
the leading stationers and paper dealers asking

that the several members of the trade keep

their respective stores closed from Thursday

evening, July 3, until Monday morning, July

7, and I am pleased to state that the trade

generally kindly agreed to the proposition.

Among the signers are : Rice, Kendall & Co.,

Carter, Rice & Co., Pulsifer, Jordan & Wilson,

John Carter & Co., and A. Stores & Bemnent

Co., wholesale paper dealers; Samuel Hobbs

& Co., Ward & Gay, Hooper, Lewis & Co.,

Knight, Adams & Co., Cotton & Gould, Cut-

ter & Tower Company, Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

Henry A. Young & Co., Dennison Manufac-

turing Company, Winkley, Dresser & Co.,

M. R. Warren, J. L. Fairbanks & Co., J.

Whittemore & Co., Geo. F. King & Merrill,

N. Little & Co., Luther B. Lyman, Fred. W.
Barry, Boston School Supply Company, Chas.

H. Whiting, Doane & Greenough, Thomas
Groom & Co. , and Atwood & Sherburne. This

list includes all of the leading jobbers and deal-

ers in stationery.

An effort was made to interest the book

dealers, but without success, though Estes &
Lauriet and Little, Brown & Co. agreed to close

if the others would. Of the others, Chas. A.

Whiting generously consented to close with the

stationers and paper dealers. The book trade

may come in later. A. L. D.

CINCINNATI ITEMS.

[from our regular correspondent.]

CiN'CiNNATi, June 24, 1884.

Whew ! how hot ! The mercury is in

the nineties, and ascending every day as

if in competition with the day preced-

ing. Sunstrokes have begun in earnest,

and if this weather doesn't let up we shall

have them by the score before this letter

gets into print. Among the first was

a young fireman while fighting the fire at

Chatfield & Woods' paper warehouse. No. 25

West Fourth street, on Sunday. By the way,

let us tell about that fire. It was discovered

at nine o'clock in the morning in the cellar

after it was under good headway. The build-

ing is five stories high and 150 feet long. The

cellar and all the floors, with the e.xception of

the second, which is still held by J. Henly &
Co., the millinery dealers, were filled with

paper of various kinds, and thus the place was

ripe for a big fire. The flames started in the

cellar near the forvv-ard end of the store, and

gradually crept through the stock for a dis-

tance of over thirty feet back. The joists

were burned through, letting the ground floor,

with all its weight of finely-finished paper,

rough into the abyss of flames below. It

stubborn work for the firemen, but they

T-ed to keep the loss confined to the front

'he ground floor and the cellar. Some

other damage of a trifling character was due

to water.

The stock destroyed by the flames was main-

ly composed of flat or ledger paper. John S.

S. Woods said that both he and his partner

were as yet at a loss as to the exact nature and

extent of the damage done. A careful investi-

gation will alone reveal the true state of the

case. The loss is roughly estimated at $30,-

000. It is fully provided for by insurance in

thirty-five companies. It is supposed that a

cigar stump fell through the street grating and

started the fire.

This misfortune will make little or no delay

to the firm in filling orders, thanks to its pluck

and energy.

Business is generally slow and dull, but it

has encouraging features. Its very conserva-

tism is a preparation for better and healthier

trade in the future.

J. R. Mills & Co. have a run of home custom

for mercantile stationery that is not much af-

fected by dull times. There seems to be no

end of popularity to their reversible envelopes.

The}' are used not only for mailing purposes,

but for the filing of papers in the offices of at-

torneys and in all public offices.

W. B. Carpenter & Co. report sales of May
and thus far of June, greater than those of the

corresponding time last j'ear ; but they at-

tribute this to a great demand for documents

for the county offices to fill the place of those

destroj'ed by the burning of the Court House

during the riot. W. B. Carpenter is now presi-

dent of the Globe Files Company, and he

keeps the windows of his shop (the Carpenter

shop), on Walnut street, full of specimens of

the Globe files.

Hammocks, lawn tennis and croquet goods

are among the articles on sale at several of

the book and stationery establishments in the

city.

An enormous dry-goods store, capitalized at

two millions of dollars, and occupying a build-

ing which costs three-fourths of a million dol-

lars, sells books, stationer)' of all kinds, furni-

ture, household goods, queensware, hardware,

boots and shoes, stoves, trunks, valises—in

fact, about everything except bowie-knives,

dirks, pistols and shotguns. Of course, deal-

ers in specialties, stationers included, are

friendly toward this house.

I must beg pardon of A. Howard H inkle

for writing his name so badly that The Sta-

tioner printed it A. Howard Winkle. I am
not fully convinced that I did write it so

awfully bad ; but for the sake of peace I put

the blame upon Prince William.

How Paper Pails are Made.

At a paper-ware factory in Syracuse,

N. Y., intended to turn out 500 paper pails a

day, the process of making is thus described

in a local paper :

Rags and paper waste are steamed in vats

for a few hours and then thrown into beating

troughs partly filled with water. The '

' beat-

ing " is done by a revolving cylinder with fifty

knives set at different angles. The knives re-

duce the rags to a dirty purple pulp, and

change the newspaper wrappers to a soft mass.

About four hundred pounds of material are

put under each beater. When paper and rags

are each reduced to pulp, the opening of a

trap lets it run into the stuff chest in the cellar.

One part of rag pulp to three of paper is run

into the chest. When pumped from the stuff

chest into the trough of the winding machine,

the future pail looks like thin water gruel.- A
hollow cylinder covered with brass wire

splashes around in the trough, and the pulp

clings fast to the wire. After the cylinder has

performed a half revolution it comes in con-

tact with another cylinder, covered with felt,

that takes off the pulp. As the large cylinder

goes down on the return trip, and just before

dipping into the trough again, all little parti-

cles of pulp sticking to the wire are washed off

by streams of water from a sieve. On the in-

side of the cylinder is a fan pump that dis-

charges the waste liquid.

From the felt-covered cylinder the pulp is

paid on to the forming cylinder, so-called. It

is about the shape of the paper cone cap worn

by bakers and cooks, but made of solid wood
and covered with zinc, with the small end or

bottom part of the pail toward the workman.

The forming roll drops automatically when

pulp of the required thickness is wound around

it. From here the now promising pail is put

in the pressing machine, which looks some-

thing like a silk hat block, in six sections, with

perforated brass wire upper faces. The sec-

tions move from and to a common centre, and

the frame is the exact size of the pail wanted.

The workman drops his damp skeleton of a

pail into the frame, touches a lever, and the

sections move to their centre and squeeze the

moisture out of the pail. The pail is still a

little damp, and spends a few hours in the

drj'ing room at a temperature of about 150.

The sections of the. pressing machine mark

the bands which are seen on the finished pail.

After it is drv the pail is ironed, or calendered,

as it is called. The pail is drawn, like a glove,

over a steel forming roll, which is heated,

and is ironed by another revolving calender,

with steam thrown on the pail to keep it moist

as if it were a shirt bosom. The pail, or

rather its frame, is pared at each end, punched

with four holes to fasten on the handle, and

corrugated, or channeled, for the putting on

of the iron hoops. A wooden plate large

enough to spring the pail so that the bottom

can be put in, is inserted, and the paper bot-

tom held under a weight which drops and

knocks the bottom where it belongs. The fac-

tory has a machine of its own invention for

the bending of the hoop into shape.

After it has been cut to the proper length

and width, the straight strip of iron is run

over a semicircular edge of steel, on which

it is held, and drops on the floor a round hoop

with a fold in the middle to catch the top and

bottom edge of the pail. After a waterproof

composition is put on, the pail is baked in a

kiln for about forty-eight hours at a tempera-

ture between 200 and 300 degrees. It is dried

after its first coat of paint and sandpapered,

and then takes two more coats of paint, with

a drying between, and a coat of varnish,

which is baked on, before—with its wooden

handle and brass clamps—the pail is ready for

the hand of the dairy-maid, hostler or cook.
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LINEN LEDGER PAPER
Will stand the severest

test of Color, Climate,

Ink or Wear.

Being Triple Sized (a process entirely our own) and Loft Dried, can be erased and written upon the fifth time distinctly. None genuine without the water
mark, thus—Old Berkshire Mills Linen Ledger, and date. '^

CARSON* & BROl^N CO.*, Manufacturers.

Extra Fine Papers
Manufactured by

Z. CRANE, Jr.. & BRO.,

These Goods, which are acknowledged to equal the finest foreign manufactures,

are presented in the following styles and qualities :

SUPERFINE QUALITY.
In baudsome Light Blue Boxes containing one-quarter of a

ream of Note Paper each, and bearing in blue letters de-

scription of contents.

In separate Boxes of uniform size, are one-eighth of a thousand

Envelopes corresponding in tint and quality to the paper.

EXTRA SUPERFINE QUALITY
In attractive Lavender Colored Boxes containing one-quarter ream

of Extra Pine Paper each, with contents printed in red. Cor-

responding to this, in like Boxes, are Envelopes to match.

All this Stationery may be relied on to be according to representation.

It is suited to the tastes of the most select trade.

In addition to the above lines, our other Specialties are put up with care, in at-

tractive and substantial form. Goods can be seen at the Mill, or at our New Yorl^

General Agency, GEO. B. HURD & CO., 79 Beekman Street. -.
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^ HH ^ ^ — EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF—
Samuel Hano & Co., Manifold BooksLARGEST CONCERN OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD. iTBi^nr****^*^* Bi^WlhAiWi
Price Lists and Circulars furnished on application.

CORRESPONDENCE 'SOtlCITED. Office, 105 Summer Street, Boston. Factory at allston, mass.

TLjir H AR\/ARn Fni IMTAIM PFM —TUe Harvard is a flexible Gold Pen affixed to a fountain or reservoir bolder. Having no air tnbes,
iriL nrtnVrAriU rVJUIl IrMIl rillli wires, springs, &c., which are the great obstacles to the efficient working of all fountain pens.

these objections have been finally overcome in the construction o£ this Pen, and the utmost simplicity and adaptation for the purpose having been the
objective points sought for, we take pleasure in offering it as one in which this result has been accomplished to the highest degree possible. Every Pen
guaranteed to give satisfaction, ^p- Send for Price List. HARVARD PEN CO., 153 Broadway, New York.

(PORMBRLT JANENTZKT A CO.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
J. &. W.'S SUPERFINE ARTISTS' OIL COLORS,

Canvas, Oil Sketching Paper and Academy Boards.
-SOLE MANUFACTURERS OP THE-

PATENTED * PAPIER * MACHE -* PLAQUES,
Plain White, Ebonized, Japanned, Gilt-Edged, Gold and Silver.

Blue Print Papers, unprepared and sensitized ; J. & W.'s Drawing Inks ; Barbo-
tine Ware, Lacroix China Colors ; "Wax Flower Materials ; I. U. G. Glaze,

for Imitating the imported Limoges ware ; Repousse Tools and
Tapestry Painting Materials ; Metallic Colors.

No. 1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Sole United States Agents for the celebrated teonhardl Dresden Alizarin-

Writing and Copying Inks.

le:ej, jmc^^S!^.
- MANUFACTURER OF —

LollDried Flats and Ledgers.

FOR * RUBBER * STAMPS.
BEQUIRES NO INKING.

Lasts a year or more. Perfect Impressions.

Rvery Pad WARRANTED.
Trade Mark: "STANDARD."

All colors except black. Not affected by warm weather.

No. 1. 4!«x2%in., 50c. each. No. 2. ej^x 3J4 in., $1.
" Wholesale $3 and $5 per dozen.

Special figures in quantities. .Samples mailed on request.

F. E. WALLACE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
201 Clark street, Chicago, 111.

All persons are cautioned against selling unstamped Wood Lever Clips.

They infringe our Patent.

VANHORN'S LETTER FILES AND OLIPS HAVE IRON LEVERS.

SKX-x^ the: best*.

Japanned and Nickel-Plated Levers. Note, Letter, Cap. With and without
Pins. The Springs Never Grow Weafe.

YAHHORN'S NEWSPAPER FILE
Places the leaves of each paper in consecutive order. 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36 in.

^PACK AND VANHORN'S TUBULAR BINDERS. §»

^r* For Sale by Wholesale Stationers generally.

WM. H. WOGLOM, Manrr, 239 Greenwich Street, New York.

R. A. ROQSRS & CO.,

3D-A.-YTOasr, OHIO,
— Manufacturers of —

ilill^llliilili

SCHOOL PADS.
^- SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUES
RESPECTPULLY SOLICITED

— BY —

F. UPTON & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL.

STAFFORD'S
COMMERCIAL INK,

VERY DARK Blue Fluid, chang-

ing at once to Intense Blacl<.

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT—
MACHINECOPYING INK.

Gives 1 to 5 Perfect Copies.
Copies a Month after Writing,

USED BY THE U. S. GOV'T. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

S. S. STAFFORD, NEW YORK.

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
COmTSELOR-AT-LA'W.

Special attention given to Patent and, J^ad^
JUarh Causes.

140 NASSAU ST., NEWTORK CITY, U.S. A,

JAMES A. WHITNEY,
Solicitorof TPnited States andForeign Patentt

and Trade-Marhs,

No. 140 Nasaaa St., New York City.

American, Canadian, British and Continental Patents
obtained for Inventors on favorable terms, and in the
jhortest possible time. Caveats filed, Reissues and
Design Patents secured. Trade-marks and Labels pro-
tected by registry at the U. S. Patent Office and in

Canada and Europe, Rejected Cases investigated and
reported upon. Interferences conducted, Opmions on
Questions of Infringenient, the Validity of Patents.

&c., &c.
Personal attention throuphout is given to each and

every case—a matter of no inconsiderable importance
to those who wish strong claims and specifications

CAREFULLY DRAWN. Busincss may be transacted either

in person or by mail, and in every detail is kej)^ ia
violably secret and confidential.

TAMES A. WHITNEY, ua Nassau St., If. Y. aty.
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Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books, t Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
c^

W. M. CHRISTY'S SONS, Philadelphia,
PUBLISHERS OF THE —

Waggener's Improved Trial Balance Books.
JLiIBEirULlL. r»ISCOCJTVT TO the; TKA-OE. o.

For sale in New York City by Baker, Pratt & Co. ; Corlies, Magy & Co.
Francis & Loxjtrel and John Hulin.

Charles H. Clayton & Co.

ALL STYLES.

BEST aUALITY.
LOW PRICES.

The "LEADER" FILE,
Price, Retail. 75 Cents.

THE GREAT
SELLEB,.

New York lirancli, 38 Bond St. Canadian Agency, 31 and 33 King St. West, Toronto.

Pacific Coast Agency, 304 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SANFORD'S
Pneumatic Mucilage

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

The Most Practical Stand Ever

Invented.

The mucilapce is confined in an
air-tight reservoir kept by atmos-
pheric pressure, at the bottom of a
metal tube screwed on to the neck,
and passing nearly to the bottom of
the stand. The brush is always in-

serted in about one-half inch of
fresh mucilage, just supplying
enough to keep it moistened sufifl-

ciently for use. The handle and
mouth are always clean.

Trade Supplied by

SANFOJRD MFG.
CHICAGO

CO.,

ZIVB CAKB CO.,
Publishers and Dealers in

Bevel Edge and Chromo Cards,
IN GREAT variety.

Prices ranging from 50 cts. to $20 per thousand.
Send for our Price List, it is the lowest. Address

HUB CARD CO., 149 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

GFH's New Art Store
Just opened to the public with a choice line of

Books, Stationery and Fine Art Gooos.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Comer Main aud Bridge Streets,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

manufactured by the

ROACHE MFG. CO.,
74:7 Mulberry Street,

NetB Tork,

Importers ofGERMAN SLATE PENCILS,
and Manufacturers of SCHOLAK'S COM-

PANIONS, PENCIL CASES, &c.

The R.H. SMITH MFG. CO.

RUBBER STAMPS
OP EVEBT DESCBIPTIOIV.

Proprietors of Exclusive Patents
and Sole Manufacturers of

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type,
291 nalu St., Cor. Worthington,

Oldest Bubber Stamp Manufy in
New Eneland & Ijargest in the XT. S.

MILLER BROS.
Trade Mark on Steel Pens^
Ink Erasers andpocket
Cutlery Kuarantccs quality.

Ijargest makers ot'Finc Crucible Steel Goods in tke country.

STEEL PENS witlistyleiuidactiousultedtoevcryhand.
Fullassortmcntoireusniailcdonreceiptol 25 cents.

Sold by all dealers. Price Lists furnislicd on application.

The Miller Bros. Cutlery Co., l>Ieriden,Ct.

EDWARD TODD & CO.,

44 East 14th St., Union Square.

BEST QUAUTY IN THE MARKET.

li'or Sale by Stationers and Jewelers in all principal

cities. Trade List furnished on application.
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%vm\c ^onidtits.

[We will be glad to receive samples of all novelties

issued in Llie trade, and will notice all such which pos-

sess merit free of charge. It is desirable to accompany
descriptions with cuts whenever possible.]

WIRE FRAME WATER-WELL.

The accompanying illustration shows a

patent wire frame water-well. This consists

of a porcelain vessel of the shape shown, set

in a handsome plated wire frame, with a loop

in which to hang the copying-brush, making a

very clean and neat arrangement. The well

and frame are well made and finely finished,

and are ornamental as well as useful. They
are also very strong, and there is nothing

about them which can get out of order. Let-

ters Patent No. 300,704 were granted on June

17, 1884, to Ezra W. Frost for this invention.

Mr. Frost has assigned all of his interest

therein to R. R. Watson, who will supply the

trade.
•

NEW PATENTS.

No. 299,289. Photographic Camera.—Chas. W. Stiff,

Foxborough, and Nathaniel C. Bousley, Salem,

Mass.

No. 299,323. Envelope for Currency, Checks, &c.

—

Charles A. Ball, Delphos, Ohio.

No. 299,338. Index.—Thomas C. Brown, Norborne, Mo.

In an index, the combination, with a box;

having its front slotted and grooved longi-

tudinally, of spring-rollers journaled in the

said box, index-sheets secured to the said roll-

ers and passing through the slots, and slats

secured on the outer ends of the sheets.

N'j. 299,358. Envelope.—James F. Dodd, Delaware,

Ohio, assignor to Otis F. Presbrey and Frank M.
Green, both of Washington, D. C.

A combined letter-sheet and envelope, con-

sisting of a rectangular body portion capable

of being folded upon itself and having gum
upon its outer side, a narrow perforated end

flap adapted to be folded upon the back of the

body, and side flaps adapted to be folded upon
the perforated end flap and body of the sheet,

whereby the envelope is securely sealed.

No. 299,389. Manufacture of Combs from Celluloid

and other Plastic Materials.—John W. Hyatt, New-
ark, N. J., assignor to the Celluloid Manufacturing
Company, New York, N. Y.

No. 299,390. Manufacture of Combs from Celluloid

and other Plastic Material.—John W. Hyatt, New-
ark, N. J., assignor to the Celluloid Manufacturing
Company, New York, N. Y.

No. 299,391. Easel.—David M. Ireland, Waterbury,
Conn., assignor of one-half to Henry A. Matthews,
same place.

No. 299,398. Letter-Opener.—Jacob Jones, Baltimore,

Md.

A letter-opener consisting of a holder or

support for the blade having a groove formed,

in it, and a straight blade occupying the

groove, extending lengthwise thereof and hav-

ing a cutter-prong projecting from its exposed
edge.

N ). 299,436. Toy Gun.—Lawrence Stockman, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

No, 299,438. Mold for Casting Slugs and Leads for

Printers' Use.—George W. Surguy, Columbus,
Ohio, assignor to Thomas N. Surguy, same place.

A mold for casting slugs or leads, compris-
ing two plates lined with a non-conducting

substance, in combination with inner strips of

wood or similar non-conducting material.

No. 299,442. Envelope-Opener. Charles S. Watson,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to James R. Bissex,

same place.

No. 299,457. Paper-Cutting Machine.—Samuel Brown,

Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 299,461. Calcimeter.—Lucas Mavie Campi, Havana,

Cuba.

No. 299,463. Cabinet for Holding and Adjusting Bill-

Heads, &c.—Henry A. Clow, Des Moines, la.

A portable cabinet adapted to be placed on

a desk, and for holding and adjusting bill-

heads and other blanks, composed of a case,

an endless carrier on rollers, provided with

paper-iaslciii.i^ devices, aiiJ a fixed tablet un-

der the movable carrier.

No. 299,499. Detachable Reservoir for Pens.—George

Washington Woolley, Washington, D. C.

An ink-holding attachment for pens, consist-

ing of a reservoir and a shank, each provided

with an air-opening near the upper end of the

bulb of the reservoir.

No. 299,566. Composition and Mold for the Manufac-

ture of Articles from Artificial Slate.—John Westley

McKnight, Washington, D. C.

A composition for artificial slate, consisting

of cement, oxide of iron, metallic red, drop-

black, lamp-black, Venetian red, soluble glass,

pulverized alum and solution of iron-rust and

vinegar.

No. 299,579. Temporary Binder.—Herbert L. Pratt,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

No. 299,602. Book-Case.—Caleb T. Ward, New York,

N. Y.

No. 299,604. Toy.—Jesse G. Webb, Boston, Mass.

No. 299,608. Toy.— Artemus Wilhelm, Wilmington,

Del.

A toy composed of a board provided with a

number of holes extending entirely through

the board, and of uniform size throughout their

length, in combination with pins of a length

exceeding the thickness of the board, and

adapted to fit tightly in said holes.

No. 299,625.—Device for Laying Out Tennis-Grounds.

Harry N. Covell, Glenbrook, Conn.

No. 299,703. Toy.—Charles August Voike, Kobe,

Japan.

In a toy for throwing a circular projectile

wheel or top, the combination, with the stock

or handle and guide for said projectile, of a

carrier for imparting the necessary impulse to

the projectile, and means for giving a rapid

rotary motion to the projectile while in its

guide and carrier.

No. 299,716. Blotting Pad.—Charles J. Bailey, Newton,
Mass.

No. 299,729. Slate-Pencil Sharpener.—Isaac Brooke,

Pottstown, Pa.

No. 299,730. Inkstand.—Isaac Brooke, Pottstown, Pa.

No. 299,751. Plaque and Panel.—Louis A. de Planque,

Jersey City, N. J.

A plaque consisting of a piece of leather-

board pressed into suitable shape, coated with

a mixture of glue and whiting, and then pro-

vided with a coat of paint.

No. 299,753. Tag Holder.—William Dickie, Gillespie,

111.

No. 299,754. Type-Writing Machine.—Darien W. Dod-
son. Town Line, Pa.

No. 299,777. Paper Box.—John F. Gooding, New
Haven, Conn., assignor to Benton, Nichols & Co.,

same place.

A paper box made from two parts, the one

part forming the four sides of the box, two op-

posite sides having flaps projecting therefrom,

which, when turned down, will partially close

the respective ends of the box, the second part

consisting of a strip in width corresponding

to the width of the sides of the box from which

there are no projections, and in length corres-

ponding to the length of the said two sides

plus the two ends of the box and the tucking

flap, the said second part bent and introduced

into the box to bring the corresponding sides

of the two parts together, one end portion of the

second part covering the turned-in flaps of the

first part, and forming the bottom, the other

end portion of the second part forming the

cover over the flaps turned in at that end, its

flap fitted to be introduced between the two

thicknesses of the opposite side.

No. 299,785. Type-Writing Machine.—George H. Her-
rington and David G. Millison, Wichita, Kan.

No. 299,796. Toy Gun.—Jos. L. Joyce, New Haven,
Conn.

No. 299,803. Cutting Sheets of Zylonite and Other
Plastic Compounds from a Cylindrical Block.—Emil
Kipper, Adams, Mass.

No. 299,807. Pocket Match-Box.—Ezra B. Lake, Ocean
City, N. J.

No. 299,812. Album-Satchel.— Louis Lazarus, Alle-

gheny, Pa.

No. 299,814. Envelope Machine.—Daniel M. Lester,

Norwich, Conn.

No. 299,819. Letter File.—George Mason, Catlettsburg,

Ky.

No. 299,856. Chalk-Sharpener. — Theodore Schafer,

Maroa, 111.

No. 299,902. Pencil-Clasp.— Job Batchelor, Camden,
N. Y., assignor of one-half to Augustus G. Wood,
same place.

No. 209,908. Pocket-Book.—Henry A. Chapin, New
York, assignor to Edwin H. Brown, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

No. 299,913. Paper Back for Book-Covers.—James A.

Crane, Westfield, Mass., assignor of one-half to

Robert B. Crane, same place.

The art or process of manufacturing paper

backs for book-covers, which consists in form-

ing the backs in pairs from an endless or seam-

less tube composed of successive layers of

paper over a shaped form or core by drying
and shrinking the paper tube upon the form,
cutting the dried and shrunk paper tube longi-

tudinally across the middle, and finishing the
backs.

1
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FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
PUBLISHED BY- THE

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.

*:: 111

724, 726 k 728 Cherry Street, Philadelphia.

We claim the following advantages for the " National Contrasted Editions ":

First.—The only Quarto Bible containing the Contrasted Testaments, in which the
Old King James and the Revised Versions are placed in parallel columns.
Second.—Larger, better spaced, and more readable type in all cheap and medium grades.
Third,—Latest and most attractive variety of side stamps.
Fourth.—More Illuminated Plates and Illustrated and Descriptive features.

BINDINGS GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST. PRINTING SUPERIOR
TO ANT. PRICES AS LOXT OR LESS THAN OTHERS.

%' l^iiiLinto Lather's Illnstrated German Bible,

Containing Bible Dictionary, History of the
Boolis, Maps, Illuminated Plates and other beauti-
ful features, making the most complete and best
illustrated German Bible in the country at lower
prices than any other edition.

Haydock's Approved Catholic Bible,

Containing a complete Catholic Dictionary, and
embellished with hundreds of magnificent en-
gravings and illuminated plates.

IllustratedCatalogue,eontaining full descrip-
tion., prices, &c,, mailed on application.

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
724, 726 & 728 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale in Chicago by JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.
B^" Orders for Sample Lots receive Prompt Attention at Lowest Prices.

DAVIDSON P^^^ RUBBER BANDS,
--«-

TA7E CALL ATTENTION TO OUR RUBBERvy Bands, put up in cartons, containing one

pound, and subdivided into eight 2 ounce boxes.

We SELiIi ALT. SIZES AT ONE UNIFORM
PRICE, which is a great convenience, and will be

appreciated.

These goods are of the VERT BEST QUALITY,
and, being put up under our name, are fully

6UARAN1EED, as are those which we sell in

gross, and great gross packages.

*

— «

KXANY OF THE GOVERNMENT DEPART-

ments have had so much trouble with poor,

worthless Rubber Bands, that they now call for

"DAVIDSON IBANDS" in making proposals

for stationery, &c., &c., which is a sufficient guaran-

tee for their quality.

-•^K

-i- MADE BY -i-

Manufacturers of Patent Velvet Erosive Rubber, Hard Rubber Pencils and Penholders, Copying Sheets, &c.,

No. 30 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CHADWICK& MILLER,
323 Pearl Street,

is^mw ^Qmm oiT^e "::vS^^*:'

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHELF @ LACE
-^ -^

|^~Send for Catalogue,

SHANNON FILES AND CASES. THE BEST FILING DEVICES
EVER INVENTED.

CI.AOUK, ^WEOMAN, SCHI.ICHX & FIEI^O.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE : Rochester, N. Y. BRANCH OFFICES : Chicago, III., Toronto, Ont., and 27 Franklin Street, Boston, Ma'
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HEATH LETTER FILE i INDEX CO.
The attention of Stationers is called to our system of Letter and Postal Card Filing and Ledger Indexing. Hbatb's

Lbttbr Files enable one to file letters, bills, invoices, &c., in the most rapid and correct manner, and to REFEB,
TO THEM AFTER FILING W1TB.OVI A.NT DEIAT, no matter how great the number of letters filed, as

the files are arranged for any amount of corre-

spondence. They are also adapted to any kind

of business. Cabinets in cherry, ash or walnut,

or fireproof, as desired.

The cut on the left represents a 20 Box Library

File ; that on the right a Single File. We are pre-

pared to furnish the trade with any of our goods,

and would especially recommend our SINGLE
FILES as being adapted to the retail trade.

Our Ledger Indexes we guarantee to be the

most perfect in use, there being no delay in re-

ferring to accounts, even in an index containing

40,000 names. All sizes furnished for from 1,500

itf
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names upward. Address,

Heath Letter File AND Index Company,

147 HIGH STREET, BOSTON,

BRANCH OFFICES F. E. Frothingham, 147 6th Ave., New York. J. W. Mason, Battleboro, N. C.
A. C. Farley & Co.. 413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. SINGLE FILE. -^LT

i^aw^
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SEND FOR PRICE LIST. FOUNTAIN INK COMPANY, 62 CLIFF STREET, NE'W TORK.

The following cut represents one of the three styles of

o

UJ
ec

The most practical device ever invented for comput-
ing interest and time. It gives the results accurately
and instantly between any two dates, at seven dif-
ferent rates. The device commends itself wherever
shown, and no bookkeeper, professional or business
man can afford to be without it. Below we give the
opinion of two gentlemen, of whose authority on
the subject there can be no question:

Dear Sirs : I have examined your '' Interest In-
dicator," and am happy to say that it strikes me as
a very useful, as well as ingenious invention, and
perfectly adapted to its purpose. It cannot err"
and is too simple in its construction ever to get out
of order. Yours truly, ELIZUR WRIGHT,

Consulting Actuary,
New England Life Ins. Building, Boston.

Gentlemen: This certifies that I have carefully
examined "Jenne's Interest Indicator," and find it

perfectly adapted to the work it is designed to per-
form. It is very simple in construction and conse-
quently not liable to get out of order, and must,
necessarily give accurate results. Truly yours,

THOMAS TENNENT,
Mfr. Mathematical Instruments,

18 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Prices of this Device are 81, »2 and SIO.

Sold by all first-class Stationers. Send for circulars.
ADDRESS

JENNE MFG. CO., 178 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO.'S

COPYING PRESSES

^
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ILLINOIS IRON AND BOLT
30 to 36 Main Street. Carpentersville, Kane Co.. 111.

CO.,

Fapei Oimpaij;
HOLYOKE, MASS., U. S. A.,

The Largest Manufacturers of Fine Papers in the World.

THREE MILZ8—T01AZ DAILY PRODUCT, SO TONS.

All descriptions of LOFT-DRIED PAPERS in stock or made at short notice. Our
great facilities enable us to make as good paper, and at as low a price for the quality

as any mill in the country.
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Air new goods and designs which are

not, strictly speaking, " Novelties," will

be noticed under this head. The trade

are requested to forward descriptions

with samples in order to secure proper

notice.

Frank P. Flint, dealer in paper and paper

bags, San Francisco, Cal., has sold out.

Hazelton & Widner, printers and publishers

of the News, Hazelton, Kan., have sold out to

J. L. Kendall.

The New Hampshire Chemical Pulp and

Paper Company, Boston, Mass., and Bristol,

N. H., has made an assignment.

Horace Holden, 62 William street, has taken

the sole agency in the State and City of New
York for the pneumatic copying press.

The pulp mill of the Lake George Pulp and
Paper Company, Ticonderoga, N. Y., together

with a lot of wood and pulp, were totally de-

stroyed by fire on Saturday. Loss, $10,000
;

partly insured.

Stanley's safety writing fluid, manufactured

by Milton C. Johnson, New York, is said to

be absolutely indelible and proof against fraud

by alteration and erasure. It flows freely, and

is said to be practical and satisfactory in its

writing qualities.

The stock of James Cheever, paper-stock

dealer, who occupied the whole of the four-

story brick building, 479 and 481 Atlantic ave-

nue, Boston, was damaged from $25,000 to

$30,000 on Monday night by fire and water.

Insurance, about $10,000.

George H. Sanborn & Sons, 51 Beekm'an

street. New York, manufacture an automatic

knife-grinding machine which does first-class

work. Another special machine, with im-

provements, made by this concern, is a cutting

press for dies of irregular shape. This press

is of great strength and power.

A fire occurred in the paper warehouse of

Chatfield & Woods, No. 25 West Fourth street,

Cincinnati, Ohio, on Sunday. It started in

the cellar and burned the stock stored in the

cellar and caused the first floor to give way
and dump its contents into the cellar. The
flames were prevented from extending further.

The loss, almost wholly for stock, is $40,000.

Insured for $100,000. It is not known how
the fire originated.

William H. Dempsey, bookseller and sta-

tioner, Washington, D. C, was arrested on

Friday last upon two warrants sworn out by

Dr. William Van Reypen, Assistant Chief of

the Naval Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,

charging him with complicity in the alleged

frauds practised by the previously-arrested

clerks, Carrigan and Kirkwood, and with the

rendering of false bills and accounts. The
amount involved in the charges is nearly

$6,000, and a considerable part of it is said to

have been obtained upon fraudulent bills for

microscopes, ophthalmoscopes, galvanic bat-

teries, and other scientific instruments and ap-

pliances, supposed to have been furnished for

the Medical Department of the navy to be used

on ships and stations. Mr. Dempsey gave

bail in the sum of $5,000 in the two cases for

his appearance in court when wanted, his

counsel, William J. Miller, becoming his

surety. Mr. Dempsey says that the attempt

to implicate him is a great surprise ; that he

is entirely innocent of the charges, and will

be abundantly able to prove his innocence

by his books and papers, which, he adds, are

all in proper shape.

R. Hoe & Co. have caused a handsome en-

graving of representative London journalists to

be prepared for distribution. The publishers

are Root & Tinker. The group consists of John
Walter, the London Times; H. Labouchere,

Truth; Edmund Yates, the World; W. H.

Mudford, the Standard ; J. R. Robinson, the

Daily News ; J. L. Latey, the Illustrated Lon-

don News ; F. C. Barnard, Punch ; Fred-

erick Greenwood, St. Jatnes Gazette ; William

L. Thomas, the Graphic ; G. A. Sala, the

Daily Telegraph ; Edw. Lloyd, the Daily

Chronicle. The engraving represents the front

page in miniature of each of the journals

named, with portraits of their different man-

agers appearing on the page.

The self-inking rubber-stamp pads are rapid-

ly taking the place of the old style of cotton

pads, which are away behind the age. The
former pads are being handled by stationers

everywhere, and they generally prove very

salable, especially in towns having a fair busi-

ness population. H. N. Baumgarten manu-

factures six different varieties of these pads

and allows 50 per cent, discount to stationers.

D. C. Pitchford, dealer in picture frames,

Atlanta, Ga., is asking for an extension from

his creditors.

George Newland, publisher, Buena Vista,

Col., has sold out to W. R. Logan.

Nounan & McCusker, stationers and print-

ers, San Francisco, Cal., have been attached.

Dempter & Harding, publishers of the Star,
^

Marion, Ohio, have sold out to Rigour, Mc-

Mahon & Blair.

A company has been incorporated as the La
Cronica Publishing Company for publishing

the La Cronica at Los Angeles, Cal.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

F. Lauenstein & Co., publishers, Evansville,

Ind. F. Lauenstein continues the business

alone.

The paper mill of the Barrett Manufacturing

Company at Bath, S. C, was partly destroyed

by fire on Sunday. It is estimated that the

loss will not exceed $25,000. There is an in-

surance of $40,000.

Wills & Semple, publishers of the Camden

Democrat, Mount Holly, N. J., have dissolved

partnership. William B. Wills continues the

publication of the paper.

Allaire & Schultz report a falling off in the

trade in tie envelopes, owing to the general de-

pression in all branches of trade, and say that

business is far below the average for this sea-

son.

Stephen E. Reynolds and Edward J. Mer-

riam have associated as partners for doing

business as manufacturers' agents and com-

mission paper dealers, with offices at Room
43, Temple Court, New York city.

The National Publishing Company, Phila-

delphia, uses a clear, white paper in all of its

bibles, even to the cheapest grades, and it

asks the trade to compare the paper and letter-

press in its cheap bibles with others published.

The game of base-ball between the em-

ployees of J. D. Whitmore & Co. and Geo. B.

Hurd & Co., which took place on Saturday,

June 21, resulted in a victory for the latter

nine, with a score of 30 to ig. This makes
both even in a series of games, and the next

will be looked forward to with a great deal of

interest, as deciding which house shall take

the honors.

Alles & Conant have brought out a new line

of ladies' furnished boxes, which are provided

with all the necessary tools used by young la-

dies in making various articles of fancy work.

The boxes are made up in two different styles

of finish—plush and hard maple ; also, three

sizes. They are lined with satin and well

made. The firm has also a new line of fancy

plush comb cases, handkerchief, glove and

jewel boxes. It is having a brisk trade in these

BLOTTER
150 AT^ R.I E TI ES.
REVERSIBLE BLOTTER.

(CAN BE USED BOTH SIDES.) rsEi^.vOTTf/j,

TABLETS
f.a.ok:eid ijst bodies

TABLET
100 SHEETS IIT PAD.

(WARRANTED.)

THE LARGESr AND FIVEST LINE OP BLOTtER TABLETS IN THE COCN TRY, includinK Ofitavo, Commercial, Packet and Letter in White,
Cream, LiQ-!Q, Plated, Gilt Elge, Q lidrille, Wjvd BiqK, &c., &e. ; Sermon Paper; fourteen varieties of Legal and Foolscaps; eight varieties o£ Printed

Memorandum, State aaent and 6iU-Keals ; also Blaas Pactige, Shipping and. Rent Receipts, Orders, Acknowledgments, Remittances, Wash Lists, Salesmen's
Orders, Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks, &c.

t^~ NotwiiihstandiQg tUeir natay advantage!, these goods will be found by comparison to be 5 to 10 per cent. CHEAPER tlianany.
others. All other nainfaecar^rs p'lt 80 ^heaCj (or less) in their pads—the M & H contains 100. The Dealer who offer* his customer the most for his money
is the one who will Increase his business.

We also make these goods with 80 sheets, under the name of UNIVEHSA^Ij BLOTTEIII TA-BLIlJT, at lowest prices ever made.

SEND FOR PRICB I^ISTS. W. H. HASBROUCK, 536 & 538 Pearl Street, New York.
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goods, and is using all its factory facilities to

keep up with the demand.

* Hoyle Brothers, dealers in picture frames,

Lawrence, Mass., are reported failed.

L. Levin & Son, stationers, &c., San Fran-

cisco, Cal., have dissolved partnership.

W. H. Saunders, dealer in wall-paper, &c.,

Winnipeg, Man., is closing up his business.

J. P. Herbert, picture dealer, Troy, N. Y.,

has resigned, giving preferences for about the

full amount of his assets.

Jorhenson & Co., wood engravers, Evans-

ville, Ind., have dissolved partnership. Henry

Mesker and F. N. Hunton succeed to the busi-

ness.

A dissolution has taken place in the firm of

Russell & White, publishers. Forest Grove,

Ore. White continues the business alone as

E. L. E. White & Co.

Buckley & Allen, wholesale and retail sta-

tioners and booksellers, Halifax, N. S., have

dissolved partnership. Thomas C. Allen con-

tinues the business.

Ellen V. O'Donnell, dealer in subscription

books at 241 Broadway, New York, made an

assignment to Edward A. O'Brien on Wednes-

day. She has been in business about a year.

S. S. Stafford has secured the contract for

all of the inks used by the Brazilian Govern-

ment during the present year. The first ship-

ment amounted to $583 worth, and the second

shipment, on account of the contract, will

amount to 50 per cent. more. Mr. Stafford

also reports a fair domestic trade in his inks.

George M. Hayes, of Philadelphia, makes
the appended announcement, which will be

welcomed by the many friends whom he has

made in his connection with the trade :"

Philadelphia, Pa., June 25, 1884.

In retiring from the management of the card business

of T. Sinclair & Son, I desire to express my most sincere

thanks to the trade for the very liberal business support

and personal favors I have received at their hands for

the past four years. I also wish to thank the trades

journals, and press generally, for the many compli-

mentary business and personal notices appearing in

their columns from time to time. In my new venture

from July i (under the firm name of Baker & Hayes,

125 and 127 North Fourth street, Philadelphia), I hope to

merit and receive a continuance of these favors from my
many friends in the trade. Geo. M. Hayes.

The nevsr firm will doubtless make itself felt in

trade circles, and it will not be Mr. Hayes'

fault if it does not take the front rank in the

corps of lithographic publishers and printers.

Fire which broke out on Wednesday even-'

ing on the third floor of Atterbury Brothers'

paper -stock warehouse, 253 and 255 Front

street. New York, did $10,000 damage to the

stock and $2,500 to the building, which is

owned by the Lorillard estate. The loss is

covered by insurance. Fireman Wallace was

killed by falling from an upper story of the

building.

McFarlane Brothers, manufacturers of

frames, Rochester, N. Y., have dissolved part-

nership.

The assignee's sale of the property of Rich-

ard H. Forestal & Co., wholesale dealers in

paper and envelopes, Philadelphia, Pa., is ad-

vertised for the 26th inst.

Lyman H. Wright, printer. Auburn, Me., is

insolvent.

L. G. Joslyn & Co., paper-stock dealers,

Worcester, Mass., have been attached.

John F. Ellsworth, paper manufacturer, Mi-

lan, 111., has confessed judgment in the sum
of $507.

The liabilities of Brady, Mace & Co., pub-

lishers, Bangor, Me., are about $700 ; assets,

nominally the same.

The liabilities of Charles McConnell, paper-

stock dealer, Boston, Mass., are said to be

$27,000. The assets are light.

R. H. Burnham & Co., booksellers, &c.,

Rockland, Me., have dissolved partnership.

R. H. Burnham continues the business.

A judgment of $5,375 has been found against

C. B. Woodward, of the Printing and Book
Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

The Gazette Publishing Company, Louisville,

Ky.| has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $20,000, $10,000 of which has been

paid in.

Executions have been issued against the J.

Fred. Waggoner Publishing Company, Chi-

cago, 111. (which was closed out on the 6th

nst.), amounting to $r,i68. The executions

were obtained on three judgment notes in the

Superior Court. Besides the above- amounts,

it is said there are several other creditors with

claims aggregating over $2,000, among them
Hanford & Sellers, printers, who attended to

the type-setting work for The Bookseller and
Stationer^ The Present Age, The Western Paper

Facsimile of a Bundle of RussKLL'a Blotting.

The Standard and Best Double Manilla for TagB, Boxes and Drafting. A Fnll tine of Wliite, Blue, Buflf, Pink and Fawn in 40, 60, 80.
100, ISO and 140 I^bs., always on hand.

n
* WILLIAM RUSSELL & SON, 53 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.
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Trade and The Western Educational Journal,

four weekly papers published by the company.

H. C. Applegate, dealer in wall-paper, Lou-

isville, Ky., has sold out to Davis & Taylor.

Cooper & Hill, publishers of the Neivs,

Springfield, Mo., have dissolved partnership.

The firm is now R. M. E. Cooper.

Leon Isaacs, of Leon Isaacs & Co., manu-
facturers of the glucinum pens, Philadelphia,

has just come back from an extended trip in

the East and reports a very good trade. His

partner, M. Voorsangert is now on his way
West to visit their customers.

Probably no one could be mentioned in the

stationery, paper and printing trades in this

city who hcis been more talked of lately than

Clarence Levey. Anyone unacquainted with

him or the nature of his business who should

have visited his unpretentious office, which, up

to May I last, was located in an upper loft of

114 Fulton street, would not have been favor-

ably impressed with the idea that its occupant

carried on operations of any magnitude, or

that he was the well-known society man and

sporting character that he is. It was shortly

after the time of the exposure of the Tweed
Ring frauds, when ex-Sheriff James O'Brien

was such an important factor in political and

municipal affairs, that Mr. Levey became

much known among the paper, stationery and

printing trades, although he had been more or

less engaged in them for several years pre-

viously. About this time Mr. Levey num-

bered among his friends and acquaintances

Mr. O'Brien and Howard W. Burke. The in-

fluence of these two gentlemen was brought to

bear in favor of Mr. Levey, and the result has

been that for upward of five years Mr. Levey

has been the recipient of lucrative contracts to

supply the municipal departments with print-

ing and stationery, and during the whole

of this period had furnished the greater

portion of all of the supplies of stationery,

printing and blanks of all kinds required by

the purchasing department of the New York

Central and Hudson River Railway com-

panies. In addition to these corporations,

other large consumers were numbered among
his customers. This gave him a prestige in

the trade and that made him the envy of many
who had time and again put in estimates and

bids and used efforts to wrest the business

from him. He was a large buyer of paper,

and at times gave orders mounting up into

thousands of dollars, and he had large ac-

counts with printers and bookbinders who
worked for him. To all appearances, Mr.

Levey had been conducting a very prosperous

business up to the'month of April last, when it

became known to some of his friends that for

some reason or other he had lost one of his

best customers, if not, in fact, the largest. He
was at his office very little during the month of

April, and the reason given for his absence

was that he had received a severe injury to one

of his legs from one of his horses. On May i,

John Love & Co., bookbinders, who occu-

pied a portion of the loft at 114 Ful-

ton street in -conjunction with Mr. Levev,

moved their business to 88 Fulton street, and

Mr. Levey's desk and office fixtures were re-

moved thereto also. During the following week

several of his notes went to protest, and

among the first was one in favor of Butler &
Johnson for $500. Several suits were brought

at this time against Mr. Levey, and as he

could not be found, Butler & Johnson secured

an attachment against $3,500 due him by the

New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road Company, and will probably recover

this amount. The remainder of this fund has

been enjoined by his brother, Augustus A.

Levey, on a claim for $2,985, which he avers

he loaned his brother, and a receiver has been

appointed to apply the fund toward the pay-

ment of his judgment. None of his creditors

have heard anything from him since May 12,

and the general impression is that he has gone

to Europe. He owes, as far as can be learned,

about $15,000 to the following named parties :

Butler & Johnson, Molleson Brothers, Cle-

ment & Stockwell, Merrimac Paper Company,
Hand & Ellsworth, Miller & Flinn, Dickinson

^ Clark Paper Company, C. A. Mallory & Co.,

John Love & Co., boobkinders ; O. Z.

Blaber, and C. H. Jones & Co., printers.

Mr. Levey is a son of Isaac Levey, of

the Consolidated Card Company, and a

brother of Frederick H. Levey, of F. H.

Levey & Co., printing ink manufacturers.

Several members of his family have been

seen, and so has also his attorney, Ellis S.

Yates, and they decline to give any informa-

tion as to his whereabouts. Mr. Levey has

been a familiar figure to the habitues of Long

Branch, and is the owner of a stock farm at

Deal Beach, near by. Many of his friends in

the paper and stationery trades have been re-

cipients of his free-handed hospitality at his

establishment at Deal Beach, and have ridden

with him behind some of his blooded stock.

He took part regularly every year in the fojt-

hunts, and was on hand at Jerome Pdrk and

Sheepshead Bay very frequently, and was

called a "jolly good fellow." It is told of

Mr. Levey that a movement was set on foot

a few months ago to found a home for

infirm and indigent jockeys and that he

agreed to subscribe $10,000 toward it. His

first connection with the stationery trade was

about ten years ago, when he entered the store

of B. & P. Lawrence, his chief duty while

with this firm being to attend to its Custom

House business. After he left B. & P. Law-

rence, he became associated with Henry Meigs,

Jr., in the stationery business at 42 Pine street,

under the style of Levey & Meigs. Subse-

quently they bought out J. W. Sheridan at 26

Exchange place, where Levey & Meigs con-

tinued the business up to the dissolution of the

firm about six years ago. At this time, he

started on his own account at 59 Exchange

place, but did not remain at this location very

long before he removed to 184 William street.

On May i, 1881, he changed his location to

114 Fulton street, where his office has been lo-

cated ever since up to about May i last.

THE DEMAND
— FOR—

LocKfooD's Directory
FOR 1SS4

Has so far exceeded all calculations that the regular

edition is already nearly exhausted. It is the most
comprehensive, complete and accurate work of the

kind issued.

THE ONLY STANDARD WORK.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of TWO DOIXAKS.

OVER 30,000 ADDRESSES REVISED TO DATE.

HO^VARD LOCK^VOOD,
126 & 128 Daane Street, cor. Church,

NEW YORK.

Writing Papers, Ledgers, Linens, Book, News,

Poster, Blottings, Manilla and Twines.

PAPER WAREHOUSE, BOSTON. MASS. @ii

NONPAREIL PENS.
—•- SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, -•—

Send for Samples and Prices.

GEO. F. KING & MERRILL,

29 Hawley Street, BOSTON, MASS.
ALSO FOR SALB BY

HENRY BAINBRIDGE & CO.,
99 <Sc 101 Williann Street, Ne-w York.

BS* PAPER of Every Description, for Sta-
tioners and Printers.

tt
«* « .> <» > ' Send, for Samples.RICE <Sc CO.

(COBPOBATION,)
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DIRECTORY.
Cards under this heading will be charged for

at rate of 8ilO per annum for each card.

Alphabet Blocks, &c.

THE EMBOSSING COMPANY, Albany, N. Y., Em-
bossed and Printed Alphabet Blocks and Em-
bossed Dominoes and Checkers.

A rtists' and Drawing Materials.

ABBOTT, A. H.. & CO. 50 Madison St., Chicago, JDl.

JANENTZKY & WEBER, Jobbers,
- 1125 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art Publishers. .

BUFFORD'S SONS, J H., Boston, Mass., 893 & 295

Broadway, N. Y., & 1.56& 158 Monrop Chicago, IlL

FORBES UTHOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.,
181 Devonshire St., ^oston, Mass.

PRANG, L., & CO., Boston, Mass.; 38 Bond St., New
York; and 1110 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

TABER, CHAS., & CO., New Bedford, Mass.
Salesrooms, 28 Bond St.. N. Y.

Base-Ball Manufacturers.

WILSON BROS. CO.; also Dealers in Games, Home
Amusements, Toys. &c.,

119 Chambers St., ;<r.Y.

Blank Book Manufacturers.

BOORXJM & PEASE, 28, 30, 32 and 34 Reade si., N. Y.

EVANS & GEDDES, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

GAY, AARON R., & CO., 132 State St., Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT. ADAMS & CO., 14 Milk St., Boston.

PRICE. THOS. W., CO., 505 Minor St..Philadelphia. Pa.

Blotter Tablets and Pads.

WM. H. HASBROUCK, 636 and 638 Pearl St., N. Y .

Bookbinders.

WATERS, W., & SON, Patent Daily Calenders,
103 Fulton St.. N. Y.

Book Binders' and Paper Box Makers'
Materials.

SNIDER & BOOLE, 101 and 103 Walnut st., Cincin-
nati, O., and Chicago, 111.

Bookbinders' Machinery.

CRANSTON & CO., Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DONNELL. E. P , & CO.. Chicago, III.

HICKOK, W. O.. Harrisburg, Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

McADAMS, JOHN, SONS, & CO., Ruling and Paging
Machinery, &c., 528 Kent ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIPER, E. J., Mfr. Paper Ruling Machinery,
Springfleld, Mass.

SANBORN, GEO. H. & SONS. 51 Beekman St., N. Y.

SHERIDAN. T. W. & C. B.. 25 Centre St.. N. Y.

Bookbinders' Materials.

GARNAR, THOS., & CO., 181 William St., N. Y.

WANE BROTHERS, 106 Duane St., N. Y.

GRIFFIN, H., & SONS, 54 & 56 Duane St., N. Y.,
and 304 N. Main st., St. Louis, Mo.

Cara Board Manufacturers.

TRIER, S., & SON, 190 Wmiam St., N. Y.

Cards—Blank and Visiting.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLINS, A. M., SON. & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

HAKE, PHILIP, 155 WiUiam st., N. Y.

Copying Presses.

HUBBARD. H. N.. an to 319 R. •^2<^ «t. n. y
ILLINOIS IRON & BOLT CO., Carpentersville, lU.

SHRIVER, T., & CO.. 333 East 56th st., N. Y.

TATUM, SAMUEL C, & CO., Cincipnati, O.

Card Fringes, Cords, Tassels, 8cc.

MENDE, PAUL, 43 and 45 Lispenard st., N.Y.

Copying Books.

MURPHY'S SONS, W. F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrotyping.

BAY STATE ELECTROTYPE FOUNDRY,
165 Devonshire and 26 Arch Streets, Boston, Mass.

Engravers.

WILTSHIRE, HARRY, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.

Envelope Manufacturers.

ACKERMAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURER. For
tJie trade only, 33 Beekman St.. N. JT.

BERLIN & JONES ENVELOPE CO..
134 and 136 William St., N. Y.

HILL. W. H., Worcester, Mass.

HOLYOKE ENVELOPE CO., Holyoke, Mass.

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 255 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

LOGAN, SWIFT & BRIGHAM ENVELOPE CO
,

Worcester. Mass.

PLIMPTON MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

REAY, M. A., 77 John St., N. Y.

THE WHITCOMB ENVELOPE CO. Worcester, Mass,

Eyelet Machines.

UPMAN, HYMEN L., 61 South 4th St.. Phila.

STIMPSON, E. B., 31 Spruce St., N. Y.

Fancy Goods—Velvet and Leather.

ANTHONY, E. & H. T., & CO., 591 Broadviray, N. Y.

Clobes.

ANDREWS, A. H., & CO., Chicago, Dl.. and 19 Bond
St., N. Y.—Globes, 3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 30 in. diam.

NIMS, H. B., & CO., Troy, N. Y^ The Franklin Globes,
5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 30 in. diameter. Reduced Price
List on application.

Grain Tables.

DARROW, E., & CO. Elwood's Grain Tables $1.84;
mailed by the publishers, Rochester, N. Y.

Ink and Mucilage Manufacturers.

U. S. TREASURY MUCILAGE AND WRITING INKS.
WILLIAM A. DAVIS. Manufacturer, Boston, Mass.

Leather Back and Side Titles,

cox. A. J., & CO., 144 and 146 Monroe St., Chicago, HI.

Letter, Cabinet ^nd Library Files.

THE GLOBE FILES CO.. Cincinnati. Eastern office,

28 Bond St., New York.

Manifold and Carbon Paper.

ROGERS, L. H., 75 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Metal-Bodied Rubber Type.

SMITH, R. H., & CO., Proprietors of Exclusive Pat-
ents.and Sole Mfrs. Largest Rubber Stamp Mfy. in
United States. Springfleld. Mass.

Numbering, Perforating and Paging.

BLOOD, R. T. & S., Jr., 81 John St., N. Y.

MOORE & WARREN (Estimates cheerfully given),
57 John St.. N. Y.

Paper.

ACME STATIONERY AND PAPER CO., 117 Fulton
St., Manilla, Writing, Parchment & Copying Papers.

SCOTT PAPER CO., Limited. Toilet Papers, Bonnet
Boards, Tea, Tissue, Manilla, Blasting, Drafting,
Rope Papers, 27 North Sixth st., Philadelphia.

Paper Bags and Glove Envelopes.

G. J. MOFFAT, 179 St. John St., New Haven, Conn.

Paper Box and Paper Cutting Machinery.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

HOWARD IRON WORKF, Buffalo. N. Y.

Papers—Fancy.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Paper Manufacturers.

JERSEY CITY PAPER CO., White and Colored
Tissue and Copying Paper, Jersey City. N. J.

Paper Ruling, Cutting and Eyelettin'".

KISSAM, B. A., 32 Beekman St., N. Y.

Patent Combination Tag and Envelope.

DUNHAM. JOS. T. & CO., Manufacturers and Sole
Proprietors, Pier 24, North River, New York.

Pen Manufacturers—Steel.

THEO. L. WARRINGTON. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pen Manufacturers—Gold.

AlKIN, LAMBERT & CO.. 23 Maiden lane, N. Y.

Scrap and Invoice Books.

SHEPARD, G. W. & CO., Manufacturer of the
Patent Wooden-Back Invoice Books, Troy, N. Y.

Scrap Book Pictures.

BECK, CHARLES, 609 Chestnut St., Phila.. Pa.

Sheep and Goat Leather.

ROCKWELL, J. S., & CO. 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y.

Stationers' Hardware.

SMITH, J. O., MFG. CO.,
J. F. MURCH. Agent.

61 John St., N. Y.

Stationers—Importers and Jobbers.

AGAR, ALEXANDER, 110 William st., N. Y.

KING. GEO. F.. & MERRILL,
29 Hawley st., Boston, Mass.

WARD, MARCUS, & CO., 734 Broadway, N. Y.

Stationers' Novelties—Patented.

PHILA. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 821 Cherry St., Phila.
Pa.—Fountain Pens, Paper Fasteners, &c., &c.

HAKE, PH. 155 WiUiam St., N. Y

LOCKWOOD MFG. CO., 265 & 259 S. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Toys and Games.

LYMAN & CURTISS, 23 Murray and 27 Warren sts.,

N.Y., Manufacturers of Toys, Games and Novelties.

PRIOR & HILGENBERG, 313 W. Baltimore St. and
42 & 44 German St., Baltimore, Md.

WEIDMANN. A.. 306 Broadway. N. Y.

Tracing Cloth.

OUSEY, G. R., Sagar'sand Dowse's Patents, 1 Church
Court. Old Jewry. London, Eng.

White, Manilla, Stra-nr and Colored

PAPER-MJOARDS.

SPAULDING & TEWKSBURY,
238 Devonshire Street, Boston.

SCHOOL BOOKST
I have a large stock of SECOND-HAND SCHOOL

BOOKS, sound and serviceable, at 60 per cent, dis-
count. Also School B oks more or less shelf-worn,
at SPECIAL BARGAINS. Also, FRESH STOCK as
low as other houses in this city. Orders from the
trade respectfully solicited.

C. M. BARNES,
X51 and 152 Wabash Ave., Chicago

J
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Another Indorsement for
max."

Cli-

The " Climax " blotting, now so popu-

larly known, has received the following testi-

monial :

New York, May 28, 1884.

Richmond Paper Manufacturing Cornpany^ Rich-

mond^ Va.:

Gentlemen—Enclosed please find order for two tons

" Climax " blotting. After selling your blotting for

nearly six months, we can, with great pleasure, state

that we are perfectly satisfied with same.

Since handling your blotting we have sold more than

double of it than of any other manufacturers combined.

We have yet to receive our first complaint in regard

to it, and, in spite of the immense advertisements of so-

called "chemical tests," as to the superiority of other

blotting; our customers state that the " Climax " is

" good enough "—and our sales are steadily and rapidly

increasing, which is by far the best and most satisfac-

tory test. As in the past, we shall continue to do all in

our power to place and keep the "Climax" where it

belongs—in the front rank of blotting paper. Wishing

you continued success, we remain, very respectfully.

Tower Manufacturing Company,
Per Clarke.

Just now stationers, and others in kindred

lines, who want to keep up with the demands

of customers, are looking around for first-class

campaign goods in the shape of badges, por-

traits, transparencies, &c. These dealers

should remember that J. H. Bufford's Sons

carry a complete line of these goods, and they

claim superiority for their productions and

challenge comparison as to prices. They have

large and small size portraits printed on heavy

plate paper suitable for framing, also for ban-

ners, transparencies, flags, &c., and the same

size portraits printed on cloth, the latter being

especially designed for decorating buildings,

club rooms, and for sewing on flags and ban-

ners, and alsc) for transparencies. They have

also satin and cloth badges for clubs and or-

ganizations. A finer and more complete line

of campaign goods cannot, it is said, be found

in the market.

Another improvement has been added to the

Kerner stylographic pen. The flexible tubing

is now made of a combination which is abso-

lutely non-corrosive from the action of ink,

and in addition to that the air-hole at the bot-

tom of the tube has been abandoned entirely,

and in the place of it there has been substi-

tuted a slot in the needle plug which draws all

of the ink from the air tube and keeps it al-

ways clear. Application is now pending for

these improvements, and some of the claims

have been allowed. The manner in which the

flexible air tube is now put in gives a decided

action throughout the entire ink channel, agi-

tating the ink continually while the pen is in

use and causing a perfect flow to the point.

The Kerner Company is now making what it

calls the commercial size of stylograph, which

holds nearly double the quantity of ink that

the regular size holds. The banks in the city

are said to have very generally adopted the

Kerner pen, and it is rapidly becoming a

standard pen throughout the country. The

many cheap imitations of the Kerner pen now

on the market have soft points, while the

points of the Kerner pen are alloyed expressly

for the Kerner Company, and contain 20 per

cent, iridium and are said to be absolutely

non-corrosive.

ESTABLISHED 1830. ESTAKI.ISHF.D 1830.

J. H. BTTFFOXID'S SOITS,
Importers and Manufacturing Publishers of

HmiBTMA^
SATIN ART PRINTS AND NOVELTIES.

<f^' sampijEH for the wholjesaze trade ready in jvi^y.

BIRTHDAY, REWARD
ADVERTISING « CARDS

PLAIN AND EMBOSSED SHAPED GOODS; Advertising Fans, Fan Handles, 8, 11 and 12-iQch,

Plain and Stained ; Chromes, Fold Cards, Fringed Cards, Orders of Dance, Menus, Tassels,

Fringes, Marriage Certificates, Crayons, Agricultural and School Diplomas, &c., &c.

I<Tos. 2©3 dc 2S5 E I^ O.^ JD ""v^sr-A.-^-, liTIETT;/- ^OI^I^.
CHICAGO: 156 & 158 MONROE STREET. BOSTON: 39 FEDERAL STREET.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

JOHN PSTRXE:, Ji^.
No. no READE ST., NEW YORK,

DEPOT FOR

Goodall's Camden Whist Markers, Rotary Dampers, &c.
KNICKERBOCKER PLAYING CARDS,

Lithographers' Machinery, Round Hole Treadle Perforators, Ink Grinding MUls, c&c.

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO.'S

laprmd Ferktor
MADE IN THREE SIZES:

^P~ Descriptive Circular and Prices furnished on ap-

plication to

THE BLACK & CLAWSON CO..

Mention American Stationer. Hamilton, Ohio.

Beautiful Album Cards,
COMPRISING THE CHOICE PRODUCTIONS OP

THE CELEBRATED PUBLISBERS,

Marcus Ward, Prang, IliliiEsheimer & Faulkner.

Jobbing to the trade at $10 per thousand.
"Just think of it, Ic. a Card."

H. H. CARTER, 3 Beacon St., Boston.

CDT CARDS and CARD BOARDS,
Chromo and Bevel Edge Cards.

^^ Samples and Price List sent to any one in the Trade on application.

T. M. SIMPSON, 21 S. 7th St.. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

"NOVELTY" STAPLES AND SUSPENSION RINGS
For use with "Novelty" and "Keystone" Paper Fasteners.

J^~ None Genuine unless Marked on Box

:

"NOVELTY STAPLES" or "NOVELTY STTSPENSION RINGS." y
Staples (3-16, ^, %, and ^ in.), per 1000, 30c. list.

I
Suspension Bings, • - per 1000, 60c. list

K. B. WATSON, Sole Agent, 49 Maidun Lane, N.,T.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE

Stationery and Pancy Goods Trades.

WEEKLY—$2.00 PER ANNUM.

Single Copies, - - 10 Cents.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 36, 1884.

Advertisements cannot be received for insertion in

•he current «reek later than 12 m. on Wednesday. The
charge for advertising is 25 cents a line, each inser-

tion. Special terms for standing and displayed adver-

tisements to be had on application.

.

This journal aims' to be a medium of information for

and a representative of the interests of every one con-

nected with the stationery and fancy goods trades. It

contains a full and trustworthy survey of the market for

stationery in this country, in all cases giving the actual

prices at which goods can be bought of importers and

jobbers in this city, together with a detailed account of

novelties in the trade, patents relating to stationery,

and current items of interest. A review of foreign

markets and accounts of movements abroad will also

be furnished, and no pains will be spared to make The
Stationer a thorough and complete exponent of the

trade.

Subscription and postage for Great Britain, per
annum 12s.

Any information our readers may wish to obtain shall

be cheerfully given, and prompt replies will be made to

all inquiries addressed to us on any subjects of interest

to the trade.

Communications on all trade matters are earnestly

solicited. Address

HOWARD LOCKWOOD, Pres. and Treas.

American Stationer Association,

126 AND 128 DuANE Streets, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.

Western Office—8 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

III.

Philaclelpliia OflBce—J. Viennot, General Man-

ager, 150 South Fourth St.

Eastern Office—Joseph Hammitt, General Man-

ager, 250 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

Southern Office—F. G. Hancock, General Man-

ager, CORNER Broad and Alabama Sts., Atlanta, Ga.

FOREIGN GENERAL AGENTS.
,„„„..., (5 Ludgate Circus Building
W. F. Catchesrde -j

^
^^^^^^

fe

Elfwing & Co Stockholm, Sweden.
John L. Sprague Gibraltar, Spain.

Leonardo Pardo Vigo, Spain.

G. Galvagno Turin, Italy.

S. Bernard Venice and Florence, Italy.

W. & P. Shepherd Leghorn and Genoa, Italy.

, ,, , „ ( Amsterdam, Holland, and
J. H. de Bussy

-j ^^^ d^^^ East Indies.

, , „ J Melbourne, Sydney, and
John Hogan

-j Adelaide, Australia.

R. T. Wheeler Dunedin, New Zealand.

W. SncUing Brisbane, Queensland.
A. G. Webster Hobart Town, Tasmania.
Knight & Co Newchwamj, China.

I. D. Clark Shanghai, China.
Sargent, Farsari & Co Yokohama, Japan.
Wm. B. Deming Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Camilo Garcia Puntas Arenas, Costa Rica.

Caine y Carricaburu Havana, Cuba.
Seymour Keeler Valdivia, Chili.

Jos^ A. Barros Barranquilla, Colombia.
Carl Th. Bergmann Copenhagen, Denmark.
Edward Grauert Montevideo, Uruguay.
Bcthencourt e hijos Cura9oa, W.I.
Da Costa & Co . . Barbadoes, W. I.

I. O. Ryder Tamatave, Madagascar.
I. J. Cohen de Lissa Port Louis, Mauritius.

Joaquin G. Castilla Tampico, Me.xico.

G. C. Cato Durban, Natal.

-i-u _ I- Ti ^ Honolulu, Sandwich Isl-
Thomas G. Thrum

-j ^^^^
John G. Clark Kingston, Canada.
C. Haight Toronto, Canada.
,, tir IT 1 ( New Westminster, British
Henry W. Hughes....^..

-j Columbia.

Subscribers to The Stationer can be supplied with
the best cloth binder in the market. Deliverable at the

publication office. Price, fifty cents.

Readers of this paper who avail themselves of the
information obtained from its columns, by advertise-
ment or otherwise, are requested to notify their cor-
respondents of the source of their information.

Vacation days are upon us. We pre-

sume that the trade generally are not so

poor that they cannot take a holiday.

All will feel better for an outing and will

be able to return to business with zest.

Take a good rest

!

An international exhibition will open

at Antwerp, Belgium, in May of next

year, and all the world is invited thereto.

Applications for space can be made up to

September i of this year. If American

manufacturers can find it convenient—as

they ought—they should be represented

at this exhibition.

Until recently, most of the stationery

imported into Mexico came from Euro-

pean sources, principally French. The
United States Consul at Monterey has

had his attention directed to the great in-

crease in imports of this character from

the United States, and he remarks that

within twelve months these imports have

made wonderful strides. Without undue

assertion, The Stationer thinks that it

can claim a share of the credit attaching

to this growth of trade. When the re-

ciprocity treaty was framed we pointed

out that although no provision was made
for putting paper and stationery on the

free, list the increase of correspondence oc-

casioned by the interchange of products,

the development effected by new enter-

prises in which American skill and capi-

tal were combined, and the closer alli-

ance of the two countries would be cal-

culated to increase a demand for goods

which this country can supply. We then

warned our trade to be active and alert

in seizing the opportunity, and they have

doubtless been alive to its importance.

We do not know of anything just now
which gives us more cause for sincere

congratulation than the fact we have

cited—that we are largely increasing our

exports of paper and stationery to Mex-

ico.

The world moves too slowly or too

fast for the modern newspaper. This may
seem to be a paradox, but it is true in one

sense and equally true in another. To
overcome either journalistic objection to

mundane movement it has been necessary

to bring out new types of machines to

work off the sheets of the daily journal;

and thus to provide means for reporting

the news of the day up to the farthest at-

tainable moment, and yet get the paper

out in time for the early risers and the re-

mote breakfast table. Printing presses

have been improved upon and improved

upon to keep up with the demand for

rapid execution, and yet with all of the

facility with which this has been done,

the cry is for faster work. Our read-

ers are probably generally posted as to

the means by which the newspaper

of to-day is printed from a continuous

sheet or roll of paper, but the difficulty

has been to double the capacity of one

press, and to those who understand what
this means, 'u is a great deal. One of our

London contemporaries presents us with

the plan of a new double web rotary ma-
chine which will print on two distinct

webs of paper and at the same time, using

only one set of plates. This press is said

to do satisfactory work, and if, as claimed,

it accomplishes the purpose of doubling

the present capacity of perfecting web-

presses, it will soon be in demand. But

we shall not believe that ingenuity and

skill cannot go farther. One of our lead-

ing manufacturers of presses has suggested

the electrical production of our morning

journals. Let him first try to beat the

latest feature in web printing-presses if

he has not already done so.

Roundabouts.

By the Trade Lounger.

Glancing over the columns of one of

the journals which emanate from that classic

but erratic town which dotes on beans^ and

d-espises tea, I came across two verses of pleas-

ant conceit which some of the readers of

The Stationer may like to read. They are

headed " May and June." Here they are :

» * * *

The growing grass with dew was wet

;

Between her finger-tips

She held a half-blown violet

As dewy as her lips.

" Life's pulse is music, rustic maid 1

Thy name, sweet one, I pray ?
"

And, with a roguish smile, she said :

" The poets call me May !

"

* « * *

A deep-eyed sister, sweet si-xteen,

Sat laughing in the shade

'Mid grass of thicker, deeper green,

With daisies overlaid.

" Thy name ? " I said. In the red hush

Of lengthening afternoon

She smiled, then answered with a blush

—

" The poets call me June !

"

* * « *

But June is growing old and her vest-

ments bear the marks of time and wear. The
"grass of thicker, deeper green," has lost its

brilliancy, and the blush of June has been one

fierce consuming glow. The poet cannot now
recognize his ideal, and nature and humanity

alike cry out for a more amiable, gentler

month. Everybody whom I have met seems

to believe that it is too warm for comfort, and

there iS no denying that the parched foliage

and the thirsty fields need inspiring showers.

Let us have rain !

* « » *

Turning aside from rhapsody, poetic

considerations, and weather discussions, let us

see if there is not something in trade worth re-

marking. Another important failure in Wall

Street has again excited an uneasy feeling.

Do you know, I think that the failures do not

strike in the right place ? We really want one

notable smash-up to lift the incubus on busi-

.

ness. Cyclones generally cut a swath, carry-

ing destruction in their path, but purifying the
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atmosphere for miles beyond the limits of their

sweep. So, if a financial cyclone could only

be induced to take the proper path, there

would be regeneration for the multitude.
* * * *

But in the stationery trade there are no
indications of great trouble. There is always

business for the stationer, and if it sometimes

comes slow, and pressure is experienced, there

seems to be a generally good feeling. Greater

care has undoubtedly been taken in buying and

selling, and risks are more carefully discounted

than heretofore. It is best that it should be so.

The trade admit it, even if they do grumble at

times. * * * *

Some of the trade, though, complain

that collections in many instances are hard to

make—not because people can't pay, but be-

cause they will not. I cannot find that there

is any difficulty in collecting from reliable

dealers. The difficulty lies with buyers who
didn't intend to pay when they ordered goods

or who made a venture of buying without re-

gard to the prospect of settling their accounts.

* * * *

" It is very discouraging," said a large

dealer,
'

' for a man to calculate on making so

much profit from a certain number of sales,

and then have a few bad debts wipe it all out.

In some cases I have known bills to be al-

lowed to run for two or three years, and even

then the parties have the cheek to ask for more

goods. I am very much in favor of the plan

of having a black list, and I would like to hear

from the trade on this subject."
* * * *

Now, this idea of a " black list " will

scarcely do in the sense that the dealer sug-

gests it. You must steer clear of everything

that may lead to libel suits and litigation. But

a list, without an objectionable name, could

be prepared. Say that every merchant made

up a list of his debtors who are unduly in ar-

rears, or who have been called on and neglect

or refuse to respond. A number of such lists

combined could be made up into a record—

a

mere statement of fact — without comment,

and then all who should be supplied with it

could be left to exercise their own judgment as

to filling orders from any of the parties thus

recorded. This thing can be simply, effec-

tively and safely done.
* * * *

Perhaps the Stationers' Board of Trade

has such a record ! If it has, its members

will know how to appreciate it.

* * * *

But, speaking of the Board of Trade,

reminds me that I have tried to interview a

gentleman prominently connected with that

institution. He has been away from the city,

and I have called at his place of business three

or four times since his return.

* * * *

The chief purpose of the interview was

to propound the query : "What went ye forth

to C ? '

4(, 4(. # 4f

One of these days he may tell me.

* * « *

C. M. W., that very faithful and indus-

trious agent in New York for the G. F. Co.

and the C. P. N. Co., has been called away.

I am told that he has gone " over the Rhine,"

or, in other words, to Cincinnati, to consult

with the two important concerns which he

represents. The Eastern trade of these two

firms has seemingly greatly increased during

the past year, and it ought to, if energy and

perseverance like W.'s ever count for anything.
* * * *

" And I said in my haste, all men are

liars." This quotation has been modified of

late years, and become rather restricted in its

application. Unless, indeed, all men are to be

known as fishermen. But here's an exception

even to this rule :

* -X- * Of-

George W. Dillingham, of G. W. Carle-

ton & Co., New York, while trout fishing at

the outlet at Moosehead Lake, Me., last week,

had the remarkable luck to strike four trout at

one cast, whose united weight was ten pounds,

and was so fortunate as to succeed in landing

them all. There were with him at the time as

witnesses of his wonderful feat P. O. Vickery,

of Augusta, Me. ; R. L. Keach, of Providence,

R. I., and G. J. Geer, Jr., of New York city.

* * * *

They will all swear to it

!

* * * *

A Philadelphia man has devised a new
card game. The names of the States, with

their electoral votes, and other cards (making

fifty-two in all) represent the coming Repub-

lican and Democratic nominees, and these

cards do the duty of right and left bowers.

Republican States printed in blue. Democratic

in red. Color of card turned at end of deal

makes the trump.
* * * *

The trade in England have introduced

what are called " lawn tennis invitation

cards." These are cards with an appropriate

emblem and inscription printed on plain ivory.

* * * *

Apropos of the closing of business

houses on July 4 and 5, an enterprising printer

has got out a card which reads: "We go

Fishing on Friday and Saturday, July 4 and

5." The suggestion is good. Let us all " go

fishing!"

Answers ^o Correspondents.

B. B. Co. says : Some time ago you gave a description

of a brush to apply lacquer evenly. Can you con-

veniently give us the number of The Stationkk

containing it ?

Ans.—You will find what you want in The
Stationer of August 23, 1883 (whole No. 426),

page 294.

H. M. B. wants addresses of New York firms handling

scrap pictures and chromo cards for the trade.

Ans.—Scrap pictures : I. H. Hamburger,

332 Broadway; S. Hildesheimer & Co., 23

Great Jones street ; Hyman & Sons, Beekman
street, near Nassau ; Kaufmann & Strauss, 77

Duane street ; Geo. J. Kraft, 48 Maiden lane.

Chromo cards: J. H. Buffords' Sons, 293

Broadway ; L. Prang & Co., 36 Bond street

;

J. E. Linde, 167 William street ; M. J. Ander-

son, 117 Fulton street
; John Gibson, 82 Beek-

man street.

The funeral of the late Nicholas Ussing,

who committed suicide on Thursday afternoon

of last week, took place from the Brooklyn

Morgue at two o'clock on Sunday afternoon.

Several houses in the paper trade contributed,

with the assistance of his brother, who came
on from Cranford, N. J., to give him a very

decent burial. His body was enclosed in a

rosewood casket, on the cover of which rested

a wreath of flowers, and representatives of

several of the Beekman street paper houses

were among those who filled the carriages and
followed the body to the grave.

UXarkct ^ycmnvi.

Office of The American Station6r, )

Wednesday, June 25, 1884. \

THI'J MONEY MARKET.—The money mar-
ket has developed a hardening tendency, but rates for

call loans have taken a wide range, chiefly on account
of the unsettled condition of affairs in Wall street, clos-

ing at 2 up to 8 per cent, for call loans on stock collat-

eral, time loans have been quoted s@6 per cent., and
prime commercial paper 5l4®6l4 per cent, discount.

The stock market has been in a constant ferment dur-
ing the past three days, and prices generally have suc-
cumbed to one of the most persistent and determined
bear attacks witnessed in a number of years. Govern-
ment bonds are again lower. Railroad bonds have
ruled active, but at generally easier prices. State bonds
dull and neglected. The Foreign Exchange market
has been very much unsettled, the leading cjrawers
having marked down their posted rates and the present
rate warranting the shipment of gold from the other
side.

THE PIPER MARKET. -There has been
nothing new in the paper trade during the past week,
and almost every department of general merchandise
appears to be characterized by a seasonable quietude.
Although the present consumption of paper is very
large, particularly of print papers, the demand for
which augments with tBe progress of the Presidential

campaign, the complaint of the unprofitableness of trade
is still to be heard, both from the manufacturer and the
dealer, but they seem to be accommodating themselves
more generally and willingly to a period of narrow
profits and close economy. There are at present no in-

dications of a drought in any part Of the country, yet
the position may be entirely changed a moi\th hence,
unless there should be a plentiful rainfall to swell the
drying streams. We hear that several of the principal

New York and Philadelphia morning papers have re-

cently renewed their contracts for paper for the ensuing
six and twelve months, at prices within one-eighth of a
cent of their former contract prices, the figures ranging
between 5j^@6c., according to quality. Among the
number are the Herald, Tribune, Times, Sun, World
axii Journal.

THE STACTIONERTM IRKET—Staple goods
move slowly, and if this was not the dullest period of

the year, there would be great cause for uneasiness.

As it is, dealers take a philosophical view of the situa-

tion, and the more enterprising try to make the best of

things by doubling their efforts to increase the sales of

goods. The trouble in Wall street a few weeks ago is

having an effect on the stationery as well as other
trades. It has caused banks to be more cautious in

giving discounts, and as a result, many dealers whose
paper has hitherto been carried by the banks have found
themselves crippled at a time when they most need
financial aid. Hence they are asking for longer time
for the payment of bills, and this is causing a tightness

all around. Added to this difficulty are a number of

bad debts of long standing which there is no prospect
of ever collecting. Dealers may therefore congratulate
themselves that trade is no worse. In Fourth of July
goods there is a steady movement. Prices are firm and
show a tendency to rise. This is caused by many deal-

ers, who sold at a sacrifice in the early part of the sea-

son, holding on to goods in the hope of forcing prices

up. There is nothing doing in plush goods except in

some varieties of a staple character, for which there is

said to be a brisk demand. The season has opened up
well in campaign goods, for which there is every pros-

pect of being a good demand during the political

contest.
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EDWARD POSEN L CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF -

OPFENBACH-ONMAIN, (GERMANY),
(ESTABI.ISHKI> 1838),

Beg to inform the Trade that they have opened a Branch House at

No. 4:37 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK,
FOR THE SALE OF THEIR WELL-KNOWN MATTF. OF

ALBUMS AND LEATHER GOODS.

ONE DOLLAR SAVED
Is as Good as Two Earned.

Just the Place Tou Want to Find.

Where you can send your Fine Papers and have them manufactured in Cut Notes and Envelopes, at a
reasonable charge, and thus be able to Compete in X*rioes with any one—a subject worthy of
your consideration, and the investigation of which will convince you of the practicability of a trial. Infor-
mation and prices given on application. Ruling; Attended to.

ACKEKMAN, Envelope Manufacturer to the Trade, 33 Beekman St., New Fork.

THE AtMER ART^^
having gone out of business, we beg to inform the Trade that we have

purchased their entire stock of

vm^

WHICH WE WIIiL CI.OSE OUT BEtOW COST.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect the BARGAINS we are offering.

I.. PRANG & CO., New York.

-^ ^
CHI^EBRAXBD

CAMPAIGN PORTRAITS
FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES,

Printed on Fine Heavy Plate Paper for Framing, also for Banners, Transparencies, Flags, &c., suitable
for Residences, Clubs and Political Organizations. Also, Indelibly printed

For decorating Buildings, Ward-Rooms. &c., and sewing on Flags and Banners, and used for Transpa-
rencies ; and can be Colored in Oil. CAMPAIGN BADGES ON SATIN, CAMPAIGN

FANS, CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING CARDS. Send for Circulars.

J. H. BDFFORD'S SONS, 393 & 295 Broadway, New York.

CHICAGO-156 8c 158 Monroe Street. I BOSTON-36 & 39 Federal Street.

WORKS AT HARRISON SQUARE, MASS.

^^~ The high praire our last Campaign Portraits elicited from the Press and Public, both as "Works of
Art" and "Careful likenesses," is sntdcient guarantee of their excellence.

-^Oards * and * Cardboard,-^-

Ruled Business Headings in White I Colored Pape rs

^NOVELTIES IN ADVERTISING CIRCUL^RS,^

Flat Papers, Co^er, Book a^d ^e^^s Papers.

THOMAS W. PRICE COMPANY, 505 Minor street, Philadelphia

Our Patent Laws as Related to
Agriculture, Arts and Indus-
tries.

By James A. Whitney, LL.D., Counselor-
at-Law.

(Continued.)

AMERICAN JURISTS ON THE EQUITY OF PATENTS.

Let me venture further quotations, this

time from American writers, which illustrate

the same truths in different phrase. A recent

text writer has formulated the same truth in

other terms as follows : "A patent for a use-

ful invention is not, under our law or the law

of England, a grant of a monopoly in the

sense of the old common law. It is the grant

by the government to the author of a new and
useful invention of the exclusive right for a

term of years of practising that invention.

The consideration for which this grant is made
by the public is the benefit to society resulting

from the invention, which benefit flows from

the inventor to the public in two forms, firstly,

by the immediate practice of the invention un-

der the patent, and, secondly, by the practice

of the invention, or the opportunity to pratice

it, which becomes the property of the public on

the expiration of the patent. As the exercise

of the invention is wholly within the control

of him who made it, who may confine his se-

cret entirely within his own breast, it is appar-

ent that his consent to make it known and

available to others, and finally to surrender it

to the public, becomes a valuable considera-

tion, for which, upon principles of natural

justice, he is entitled to receive compensation

in some form from the public to whom that

consideration passes." And Chancellor Kent,

the great commentator on constitutional law,

speaks of patent cases as placed '

' peculiarly

under the patronage and protection of Con-

gress," and as "involving some of the dear-

est and most valuable rights which society ac-

knowledges and the constitution itself meant

to favor."

So much for the equity of patents to inven-

tors and their legal representatives. The same

reasoning that would destroy these rights

would destroy the title-deeds of the farmer's

homestead, or his right to the exclusive own-

ership of the profits of his corn-field. The
right is founded in natural justice, and, there-

fore, properly administered, can be productive

only of good results.

POLICY OR EXPEDIENCY OF PATENTS.

I believe that what is right as a principle is

always right as a practice, and the inherent

justice of patent laws is in itself evidence of

their propriety as an element of national policy.

But it is often plausibly reasoned that a prin-

ciple may be undeniable in the abstract, and

yet inexpedient in its practical application
;

and to meet any such averment that may be

made concerning the matter in hand, let us

proceed to judge the patent laws from the

lower standpoint of expediency, pure and

simple—does it pay the public to reward in-

ventors by means of patents, and, if so, why ?

The question may be answered a priori by

reference to one of the commonest and sim-

plest attributes of human nature—that no man
will willingly sow that another may reap.
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Every invention requires experiment to per-

fect it, outlay of time and money to prepare

for its manufacture, business management to

bring it properly into the market, and all be-

fore any returns can be received. The cost of

all this is very great, and it is plain that no man
in his right mind would incur it merely that

others, as soon as he had overcome all diffi-

culties, might appropriate his plans, profit

by his experience, and, having been at no out-

lay themselves, undersell him in the market in

the very improvement he had made. This is

always the result when the inventor is kept

fro.m the protection of a patent. The inventor

of the collodion process of photography by

some means failed to secure a patent on his in-

vention. It proved worth tens of thousands to

the profession, and hundreds of thousands to

the world. The inventor died in beggary, and

was buried by charity. How many, with such

examples before their eyes, would invent, or,

inventing, perfect their improvements and

give them to the world if there were no patent

laws to assure them of the prospect of remun-

eration, of a means of escaping the fate of the

unfortunate inventor I have just mentioned.

To quote again from Herbert Spencer :
" Just

in so far as the benefits likely to accrue to

the inventor are precarious will he be de-

terred from carrying out his plans. If,"

thinks he to himself, "others are to enjoy

the fruits of these wearisome studies and these

numberless experiments, why should I con-

tinue them ?
" These words of the savant are

true ; and if we can imagine the advantages

that should accrue to the inventor not only

made precarious, but absolutely destroyed, as

they would be by any curtailment of the scope

or spirit of the patent laws, inventors would

cease to invent, and the wheels of progress

would stand still. Switzerland has never had

a patent law, and, notwithstanding her popu-

lation of artisans, has not contributed one

great invention to the world in two hundred

years ; and were it not for improvements ap-

propriated from lands where patent laws exist,

her manufactures would be as stereotyped as

the mamial methods she employs. Holland

repealed her patent law, and to this day her

ditches and canals are dredged by hand, when

our dredging machinery would do it in one-

hundredth of the time. Prussia has a patent

law that, in its narrowness and injustice, is a

disgrace to the brave German name ;
and her

poor people, kept down to the old primitive

modes of labor, harness their women with the

oxen before the plow, and drive both to-

gether in the furrow. Such are some of the

results when inventors cease to invent, as

cease they do, and cease they will, when de-

prived of the protection of patent laws.

EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF P.\TENT LAWS.

We must not forget, moreover, in estimat-

ing the advantages of a wise system of en-

couragement to originators of good improve-

ments, that the faculty of invention, like that

of music, or speech, or writing, like the mem-

ory or the will, and every other attribute of

the human mind, is one that grows strong and

apt and clear by exercise. An inventor's first

attempts are commonly crude and imperfect,

butjjy constant exercise the inventive faculty

is developed until he is capable of making, al-

most by intuition, improvements that would

require months and years of labor from men
not trained to this special branch of intellec-

tual work. Hence there are hundreds and

thousands of men in this country who, led on

by the promise held out by the granting of

patents, have educated themselves to inven-

tion, just as thousands of others have been

educated to law or medicine. Do away with

patent laws, and this education of men to the

special work of improving arts and industries

would cease, just as the education of men for

the other profession I have mentioned would

cease if lawyers and doctors were not paid for

their services
;

just as modern agriculture

would come to an end if the farmer should be

taught that the law would refuse to protect his

right to the product of his labor and skill
;
just

as the literature of the age would dwindle

down and become slavish and mean, if there

were no copyright laws to protect authors in

the sale of what they have written.

(To be continued.)

THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY,
3>To. 20 Bsels:m.a,n. Street, iTeT>7- "STorlc,

Have established a first-class UCUU ^ YRDI/ y. RRII V /• DADCDC BY FIRST MORNING NEWS
service for the dispatch of nlfl *^ WWh ^ UAILI ** rArLnO TRAINS.

Weekly Periodicals, Monthly Magazines, Books, Stationery and other orders requiring careful

and speedy collecting. Correspondence invited.

Tons of Memorandum Blocks
AT LOWER PEIOES THAN SUOH GOODS HAVE EVER BEEN OFPEEED.

fW Correspondence from any part of th.e conntry Solicited.

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.

The J. W. STOAKES AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN,
FOB

PLAIN, FANCY
AND

ORNAMENT AX.

I^TTKBINO.

Especially adapted for Show Card Writingf; Engrossing, Map Work and all lands of Writing where elegance
of style and finish is desired. It Writks and Shades with One Stroke.

A special Ink is alsoManufactured in six differ- / Q
ent sizes. Packed one doz. I ^)
of a kind in a box. Also J 1

put up in sets containing j >

one of each kind and one I 9
each of Nos. 1, 8 and 3. V

^5 A

3, i i-M-cPw •VuibC'.

4, I "

5, i "

manufactured in six
. brilliant colors, put up
in boxes containing one
doz. of a kind, also one
doz. assorted in a box.

We also manufacture Ink Powders in same colors, which can be transmitted through the mails.
]^°* Circulars and Samples sent on application.

J. D. WHITMOBE & CO., Agents, 41, 43 & 45 Beekman and 166 William Sts., NEW TOBK.

lOSEPHI^LLOTI^
^ STEEiyPENS.
Sold by all Dealers throughout the World *

Cold Medal. Paris Exposition, 1878.

For Fine Writing, No. I, 303, and Ladies, 170. For Broad Writing, 294, 389,
and Stub Point, 849. For General Writing, 332, 404, 390, and

FaUxm, 878, 908. Other Styles to suit all hands.

^^ Sample Cards, Price Lasts dbc, furnished on Application.

JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS, 91 John Street, New York. HENET HOE, Sole Agent.

-=$§» ESTABLISHED 1814. «§iS^

J. S. Rockwell & Co.,
lOl «Sb 103 3Dixa,aa.e Street, 3iTe"^w "HTorlr,

HANUFACTUBERS AND IMPORTERS OF

EVERY VARIETY of SHEEP LEATHER
For BooRbinders, Pocketbook and Case Manafacturers, Etc., Etc.

RUHSiA. i^EA.mnsiTi, CHAMOIS, ^ah^ric^iw^ hussia.— No. 18 Hlgii Street, Boston, Mass.

—
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JOHN HOLLAND, J
— MANUFACTURER OF-

Gold Pens* Pencil Cases

SFEOI^LTIES:
Gold Stub Pens, Falcons, Oblique, Barrel and Stenoj?rapliic Pens,

Business Pencils and the Climax Stylograph ic Pens.

Elegant Assortments for Jewelers and Stationers in handsome Show Cases and

Trays, Quality THE BEST, and prices moderate.

CINCINNATI.
FACTORIES : Nos. 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 West 4th St.,

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS: No. 19 West 4th St.,

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO., Chicago, 111. i WINKLEY, THORP & DRESSER, Boston, Mass.

LE COUNT BROTHERS, San Francisco, Cal. R. D. PATTERSON & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

CHARLES BECK,
— MANUFACTURER OF —

rUFFJED SATIW AND FLUSH

Birthday and Christmas Souvenirs,
-h^ FRINGED AND BLANK. «>-->

ei3i:bos^e:i> ^o.4.bm>s.

No. 609 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MgGill's Patent Fasteners
FOR LIGHT BINDING OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

FLAT-HEAD, ROUND-HEAD, EYELET & MISCELLANEOUS

8TAPLE-FA8TENER8M8TAPLE-BINDER8.
McGILL'8PATENT8USPENDING-RING8,8USPENDING-8TAPLE8,BRACES«PINS

FOR HANGING CARDS, CALENDARS, PRINTS AND TAGS.

McGILL'S PATENT STAPLE AND FASTENER INSERTING PRESSES,

PUNCHES AND PRODS.

McGILL'8 PATENT PIN-FASTENERS AND PIN-TAGS,

FOR TICKETING AND BINDING EVERY DESCRIPTION OF FIBROUS MATERIA'..

Manufacturers, HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS, N.Y. City.

FACTORIES, WATERBURY, CONN.

Mortgages, Etc.

[In the appended list R. signifies a renewal of a pre-

existing mortgage ; B. S., bill of sale ; and Real, a mort-

gage on real estate.]

Mortgagor. NEW YORK CITY. Amount.
Edwin Ives $793

H. McRichard 775

H .Myers 2,oc»

Van Campen & Johnson 5,000

S. T. Mills 1,664

EASTERN STATES.
Hermann Friedland, Boston, Mass
Henry J. Esbach, Lynn, Mass
William and Robert Elder, Boston, Mass.

MIDDLE STATES.
John B. Ewing, Paterson, N. J

Morris S. Allen, Brooklyn, N.Y. (R.)

G. B. Brown, Danville, Pa. (R.)

W. H. Roy, Lancaster, Pa
Martin Kemp, Reading, Pa. (Real)

WESTERN STATES.
Carlos White, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific News-
paper Publishing Company (Real)

Barnes & Ballon Publishing Company, Marshall-

town, la

Woodward & Co. (Co. nominal), Detroit, Mich.

(B.S.)

T. D. Quellos, Cleveland, Ohio (R.)

Duffies & Patrick, Oshkosh, Wis

J. W. Harbourne (Billings, Harbourne & Co.),

San Francisco, Cal. (Real) ,.

.

J. W. Harbourne (Billings, Harbourne & Co.),

San Francisco, Cal. (Real)

B. F. Marsh, Greeley, Col. (sells Real)

Mrs. E. Huszagh, Chicago, 111

Jacob Derenski (et al.), Detroit, Mich

W. W. Pike, Cincinnati, Ohio

Henry Siebel, Cincinnati, Ohio

Charles H. Paul, Cleveland, Ohio

West & Marshall, Springfield, Ohio

H. G. Razal! & Co., Milwaukee, Wis

900

50

295

763

900

1,000

300

300

5,000

2,312

3,000

1,359

446

2,400

800

302

185

2,400

228

125

1,700

SOUTHERN STATES.
Falls City Lithographing and Job Printing Com-
pany, Louisville, Ky 5,000

C. E. Delno, Waco, Tex 600

LIENS RELEASED.
F. W. Duffies (Duffies & Patrick), Oshkosh, Wis.,

(released mortgage on his share) 500

J. W. Harbourne (Billings, Harbourne & Co.),

San Francisco, Cal 1,300

Gottwald Wilkler, Trenton, N.J. (Real) 700

Trade Items.

' N. W. Walsh, manager of the New York

Blank-Book Company, is traveling through

the West in the interest of his firm, and he re-

ports a good outlook for fall business in blank-

books.

Grosvenor & Harger, Dubuque, Iowa, offer

their entire stock of Horsman's archery at 60

per cent, discount—all in perfect condition and

in good quantities.

The Silicate Book Slate Company is making

arrangements to bring out a new line of black-

boards for the fall trade. More will be said

about these goods when they are put on the

market. They will come in two sizes—2 by 3

feet and 18 by 24 inches.

Attention is invited to the advertisement in

another column to the well-known house of

Charles J. Cohen, Philadelphia. Mr. Cohen

has recently returned from Europe, and gives

assurance of a well-assorted stock of novelties

in school stationery for the season now open-

ing.

Milton H. Smith & Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

who make a specialty of illuminated society

address cards, announce a reduction in the
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prices of their goods. Their line comprises

over two hundred designs, embracing all so-

cieties.

The largest printing establishment in the

South, and one of the largest in the country, is

that of Isaac Friedenwald, of Baltimore, Md.

Mr. Friedenwald started in business six years

ago and has now over twenty printing and

lithographing machines.

Moore & Warren, ^though well equipped

with a large stock of paging, numbering, and

perforating machines, have just completed an

extensive improvement by the addition of

steam machinery. The application of steam-

machinery for this class of work is their

own invention, for which they have applied

fbr patents. They offer the trade special in-

ducements on this class of work.

. i

LANBFELD. TURNER & ANDREWS
— MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Factory : 507 Arch Street, Philadelphia. New York Salesrooms : 336 Broadway.

$l-00 $i.oo
AND UPWARD,

ACCORDING T3
ORNAMBNTATION.

AND UPWARD,
ACCORDING TO

ORNAMENTATION.

Made of the best materials throughout, and the only Pen in the world with the flexible air tube, which agitates the ink and insures Perfect action.

r°SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULARS. THE KERNER STYLOQRAPHIC PEN CO., 25 Bond street, New York.

i^LLES Sd 003sr.A.2srT,
Ko. 90 Chambers Street, New York,

-# Manufacturers of the Largest Line of

PORTABLE WRITING DESKS
And Fancy Work Boxes

IN THE TJINITEO ISTA.T3i:S,
In Plu<ih, Wood and Leather.

POCKET AND FISHING BOOKS, LADIES'
SIDE BAGS, PLUSH AND LEATHER
HAND AND POCKET MIRRORS.

W° Specialties made to order in Wood, Plush
and Leather.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Pricet.

CLOSING OUT!
LARGE STOCK OF Chromo Advertising Cards

-=»• -A.T VEUTT LO"W" I>I?,ICBS. •€*-

Large Variety of Folders and Nctt Year
Calling Cards for Season 1884-S5. IJ. E. LINDE, Publisher, New York.

LEON ISAACS.

LEON ISAACS & CO.,
M. VOORSANQER .

No. 310 CliestiHit Street,

PHLLADEtPHIA, PA.,

Mancpacturers of -

GLUCINUM PENS.
THE GLTJCINUM PENS are acknowledged the best series of Steel Pens in the

market, comprising nine numbers. Send for Samples. This Trade-Mark and the word
Glucinum are copyrighted and registered at the Patent Office, at
Washington, D. C., United States of
America, and every box has a fac-
simile of our signature, so beware of ,.S/</^/^^Z/^iC;C^^//7/^y/
unscrupulous parties misrepresenting

A. M. COl-LINS, SON & CO.,
—MANUFACTURERS OF-

—FDR-

STATIONERS, PRINTERS,: LITHOGRAPHERS, ETC.,

527 ^r,oh: stfleet, fkcil^delpkia.

J". L.. idiciisrTosH:,

NiiDil)erlng,*Papi^PerforaliD|,

EYELETING, PUNCHING, CUTTING,

58 & 60 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bound Check and Receipt Books, Numbered and Perforated
Eyelets of every description insertfed.

"C5-KT TME BEST."

DE LANGS INKS
ESTABLISHED ELEVEN YEARS.

liEllCISr «& r>e l^ANG, Manufacturers,
130 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

Paper, Books, Stationery and Toy Easiness,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Address H. E. SEAMAN

^SrOTIOE
Is hereby given that Gko. M. Hates has resigned
his position as Manager of our Card Department to
take effect July 1st, 1884. After that date please
address all correspondence relating to the business
of the house Thos. Sinclair & Son, Philadelphia,
Pa. The address of Geo. M. Hates, after that date,
will be 135 and 127 North 4th Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

THOS. SINCLAIR & SON,

506 & 508 North St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

A FIRST-CI,ASS OPPORTUNITY TO PUR-
chase a Book and Stationery establishment

in a college town ; a railroad centre ; a live Western

business point.

Address BOX 199,

Galesburg, III.

By a live Western Jobbing House, a first-class,Trav-

eler, posted in the Book and Stationery business.

Address at once with full particulars. A, B, C,

Care American Stationer
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SANBORNS' BACK-FORMING MACHINE
For BLANK-BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Form different size backs without changing tlie

Machine.
Form backs of any thickness of board.
Form the largeeA bacli as quickly and easily as the

smallest.
Form a dozen bands in the same time as one.
Form backs of any size book manufactured.
Form backs harder and better in every respect

than any made by hand.
Form backs that will retain their shape and -will

not split or break.
Form backs in one-quarter the time required

by hand.

Saves labor, as backs can be formed so much easier
than by hand.

Saves gas, as it requires only a few moments to heat.

Saves money, as a boy can form backs with this

machine as well as a man.
Causes no inconvenience from working over hot

fumes, as there are none.
Will keep in order, as it is made entirely of iron and

bteel, and has no weak points to break.

Will pay for itself in a very short time.

We warrant the machine to do all that is claimed.

GEO. H. SAMBORN & SONS, Book-BiDders', Printers', and Paper-Box Makers' Machinery,

No. 69 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Manufactory : Standard. Machinery Company, Mystic River, Conn.

L L BROWN FAFER COMPm,
JLDAVaS, SaA.SSJLCHX7SE:TXS, U. S. A..

— fc- Manufacturers of First-Class -<

LINEN LEB6ER ANB RECORB PAPERS
-^ WHICH WILL STAHC THE SE7ESEST TESTS OF ESASUBE AI7D BE-WBITI»4 '•- -«

being double Sized and Loft Dried. These Papers possess unusual strength and beauty, and contain a

sizing that resists the severest erasure and re-writing tests. Every ream is Water-Marked with Name, and

put up with Binders' Boards, trimmed perfectly square, and ready for Ruling Machine,

"OTTO" GAS ENGINE.
ov Working nilhout Boiler. Steam, Coal.

Atihes or Attendance.

STARTED INSTANTLY BY A MATCH, IT GIVES

FULL POW£E IMMEDIATELY.

WHEN STOPPED, ALL EXPENSE CEASES.

No explosions : no fires nor cinders ; no gauges ; no
pumps ; no engineer or other attendant while running-
Unsurpassed in every respect for hoisting in ware,
houses, printing ventilating and running small shops.

SIZES : 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 25 horse-power.

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & CO.
PHIIJIJ)EI.PHIA, PA.

VALUE OF IMFOBTS OF FAFEB, BOOKS, &c.,

AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK,
For the Week Ended June 20, 1884.

Albums

Books

Newspapers

Engravings

Ink

Lead Pencils

Slate Pencils

Paper

Steel Pens

Other

Totals

71 $6,262

397 40,330

203 6,837

IS 3.512

30 1.582

257 22,895

3 3.257

16 1.347

992 $86,022

VALUE OF EXFOBTS OF FAFEB, BOOKS, ftc,

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN PORTS,

For the Week Ended June 24, 1884.

Paper, reams.

Paper, pkgs .

.

Paper, cases .

.

Books, cases.

.

Stationer)' . .

.

Totals 6,347

5.570 $1,038

417 4.970

68 3,214

85 8,087

207 12,784

$30,093

STATIONEBY EXFOBTS FBOM NEW YOBK.
From June 17 to June 24, 1884.

BOOKS, cases, to Liverpool, 27 ; to Bremen, 7 ; to

British West Indies, 2 ; to United States of Colombia,

12 ; to Hayti, 3 ; to British Africa, 9 ; to Cuba, i ; to

Venezuela, 2 ; to Mexico, i ; to Hamburg, i ; to Glas-

gow, 3 ; to New Zealand, 10 ; to Nova Scotia, i ; to

British Australasia, 2 ; to Barceloha, i ; to Japan, 3.

PAPER, to Liverpool, 37 cs. ; to Cuba, 22 cs., 15 pkgs.,

3,500 rms.; to United States of Colombia, 108 pkgs.., 30

rms. ; to Porto Rico, 500 rms.; to Brazil, 700 rms.; to

British West Indies, 840 rms.; to Hayti, 54 pkgs.; to

Santo Domingo, 55 pkgs.; to Venezuela, 3 cs., 43 pkgs.;

to British Africa, i cs.; to Bremen, 4 cs.; to Glasgow,

25 pkgs.; to Mexico, 56 pkgs.; to Copenhagen, 21 pkgs.;

to Hamburg, 3 cs.; to Antwerp, 35 pkgs.; to Havre,

3 cs.

STATIONERY, cases, to Liverpool, 119 ; to United

States of Colombia, 29 ; to Mexico, 9 ; to Hayti, 2 ; to

Porto Rico, 3 ; to Cuba, 5 ; to Christiania, i ; to Ham-
burg, 8 ; to Bremen, 8 ; to Santo Domingo, 6 ; to Vene-
zuela, 14 ; to Sandwich Islands, 2.

PERFUMERY, packages, to British Africa, 103 ; to-

United States of Colombia, 32 ; to Hayti, 24 ; to Porto

Rico, 25 ; to Venezuela, 7 ; to British West Indies, loi
;

to Cuba, 22 ; to Brazil, 100 ; to Mexico, 5 ; to Genoa, 50 ;

to Chili, 15.

PRINTING MATERIALS, packages, to Venezuela,

16 ; to British Australasia, 2 ; to Mexico, 24.

PENCILS, cases, to Glasgow, i ; to Mexico, 2 ; to

Japan, 2.

SLATES, cases, to Hamburg, 57 ; to Havre, 720.

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS, &c., cases, to United

States of Colombia, i ; to Liverpool, 4 ; to Glasgow, 2 ;

to Venezuela, 2.

INK, packages, to United States of Colombia, 3 ; to

British Australasia, 133 ; to Cuba, 6 ; to Hayti, 2 ; to

Venezuela, 9.

PRINTED MATTER, packages, to Liverpool, 2.

CHROMOS, ENGRAVINGS, LITHOGRAPHS,
&c., cases, to United States of Colombia, i ; to Santo

Domingo, 2.

FANCY GOODS, cases, to Liverpool, 2.

PRINTING PRESSES, to Hamburg, 2 ; to Bremen
3 ; to British Australasia, 2.

VALENTINES, cases, to British Australasia, i.

TYPE-WRITERS, cases, to Hamburg, 2.
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ALBUMS, cases, to Liverpool, i.

HAMMOCKS, cases, to Liverpool, i.

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, cases, to United States

of Colombia, 2.

IMPOBTATIONS OF PAPER.
From June 17 to June 24, 1884.

Joseph Walker, Wyoming, Liverpool, 3 cs.

A. Ireland, State of Pennsylvania, Glasgow, iocs.

Vernon Brothers, City of Montreal, Liverpool, 8 pkgs.

R. F. Donnig & Co., Arizona, Liverpool, 1 pkg.

hangings.

E. & H. T. Anthony, Moravia, Hamburg, 3 cs.

F. Hymann & Son, by same, i cs.

G. H. Barbey, by same, i cs.

L. De Jonge & Co., by same, 8 cs.

G. Gennert, by same, 4 cs.

•^*-^

The first English version of the entire Bible

is that "faithfully and truly translated out of

Douche and Latyn into Englysche," by Myles

Coverdale. It is supposed to have been print-

ed at Antwerp in 1535 by Jacob von Meteren,

but no perfect copy of it is known to be in ex-

istence. Even in an imperfect condition the

work is very rare, and seldom is a copy to be

seen with so few defects as the one in the Astor

Library. It comes from Lord Hampton's li-

brary, and is a stately folio volume, with two

columns of black letter to the page, bound in

old black morocco.

The famous Complutensian Polyglot, as the

oldest polyglot edition ever printed of the

Bible is called, will always remain a monu-

ment to an early patron of typography. It

was Cardinal Ximenes, who first ordered and

defrayed the expenses of printing an Edition

of the Scriptures, comprising Hebrew, Chal-

daic, and Greek versions with three Latin

translations. Fifty thousand ducats were ex-

pended upon the work which required no less

than fifteen years for its successful completion,

and it is related, that in order to superintend

this gpreat undertaking, Cardinal Ximenes made

himself master of Hebrew, when he had passed

the age of sixty. But 600 copies of this splen-

did work were printed, 1514, 1515, and 1517 ;

the one added to the Astor Library is com-

plete, and consists of six folio volumes, bound

in purple morocco with gilt edges.

WHITTEMORE BROTHERS & CO..

172, 174, 176 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.,

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

SHOE DRESSINGS AND INKS.

n°ims°?/tir- TRIUMPH MUCILAGE,

WHICH is far SUPERIOR to any in

the market, as it adheres quick-
er, lays smoother, dries sooner, and
sticks with orkateb tenacity. It

'

no odor, no waste, never molds
or sours in hot weather, so It is

always ready to use, and is the
only Mucilage that sticks with
such tenacity that it can also be
used tor repairing ornaments
and all household articles. Deal
ers can rely on its never spoil-

ing on their hands. We can't
compete in price with the
cheap trash, but can beat
them all in quahty.

RETAIL, PRICE.
Bell Cones, Glass, Tin Caps,

and Brushes (1 doz. in box),
"er gross, S7.50; also, our Im-
proved Liquid Glue, the
beat and strongest adhesive
icnoum. Retail price: 3-oz. bottles, tin caps and
brushes (one dozen in box), per gross, $12.

e^ LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
Parties interested please send for circular with

many strongj testimonials oC this Mucilage and
Liquid Glue. For sale by all first-class Stationers.

HEW YORK COPYIITG PRESSES.

T.SHRIVER&CO.
333 E. 66th Street, New York,

manufacturers op

Cgpyii^ Pns^gs
OP ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

For Railroad, Express and Trans-

portation Companies, and

General Mercantile Use.

Large Steel-Arch Railroad Press ; Platen, 83x24.

Catalogues, with prices and

discounts, on application.

THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN THE EDUCATIONAL LINE.
Indorsed by all the Principals In tbe Public and Private Schools throughout the country.
Fourteen years' constant use by the Boards of Education of New York and Philadelphia.

SILICATE BLACKBOAR DS are used in aU the PubUc and Private Schools, CoUeges, Academies,
Catholic Institutions and Exchanges.

S I LICATE B00K SLAT ES are used in all the Public Schools of New York and FhUadelphia, and
generally adopted by all the leading Schools, etc., throughout the United States.

BLACK DIAMOND SLATING has been tested by the most prominent Colleges of New York,
and pronounced to be the best slating made.

LAPILINUM (Slated Cloth). A perfect, flexible Blackboard for Teachers, Sunday Schools,
etc. Kolls tightly like a map without injury ; unequaled marking surface ; will wear for years.

— MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE —

NEW YORK SILICATE BOOK SLATE CO.,
Send for Reduced Price List on Book Slates. 191 FULTON STKEET, cor. Church, NEW YORK

Henry Seymour Cutlery Co.,
Salesroom, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York

Manufacturers of Bankers' and Paper

SHEARSj^SCISSORS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.
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Obituary.

Andrew L. Pudney.

Andrew L. Pudney died in Williams-

burg, N. Y., on Friday of last week, seventy-

seven years old. He was the head of the

former publishing firm of Pudney & Russell,

which published the " Prince of the House of

David " books, written by the Rev. J. A.

Ingraham, who, before he became a minister,

wrote " Lafitte, the Pirate of the Gulf." The
firm failed at the outbreak of the war.

George McDougal.
George McDougal, of the firm of Smith

& McDougal, printers, of 82 Beekman street,

New York, died on Sunday last. He was born

in Mulberry street sixty years ago, and served

his apprenticeship with W. E. Dean. Upon
the death of Thomas B. Smith, Mr. McDougal
became a partner of Mr. Smith's son twenty

years ago. He supervised the publication of

a great number of school books.

John Warford, publisher. Perry, la., is dead.

The S. Y. Beach Paper Company, Seymour,

Mass., has brought an action to recover $300

for goods against the Fountain Pen Company,
of New York.

William Bishop Carr, a base-ball manufac-

turer, thirty-four years old, hanged himself on

Wednesday morning in his cellar, at 107 North

Portland avenue, Brooklyn. He had for some
lime been under the treatment of Dr. A. W.
Shepard for alcoholic insomnia.

OH vs. T. B.4KER. GEO. M. HAYES.

BAKER & HAYES,

Litliograpliic Publishers.

-A NEW LINE OF—

ORIGINAL* ADVERTISING* SPECIALTIES,

CARDS, FOLDERS, PICTURE BOOKS, «cc.

Kcnily for ilclivcry in July. Sontl for Samples.

125 & 127 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A

KOCH & SCHMIDT,
Commission Merchants,

AND AGENTS FOR

1J,

Respectfully ofTer their services to the Trade.

Offers for the Purchase of British Goods will

be carefully atten<1ecl to.

References to be had at Messrs. Koch, Sons & Co. ;

Messrs. Hai,i,oarten & Co., Bankers, Exchange
Place, and Tiik American Stationer.

OFFICE :

Nos. 73 « 74 Wood Street.

Chcapside, LONDON, £. C.

NOVELTY CARD AND ADVERTISING CO.

J. B. CLARKE, Proprietor,
115 £ 117 Monroe St.. opposite Haverly's Theatre,

-CHICAGO. ILL.,-
nEADQUARTERS FOR CARDS of every
description, FANS, Scraps. &c. Catalogues upon
application. Enclose card when asking discount.
Publishers of the Itest I'ortraits of Preaideiitial

Candidates in the market.
fcss^ A^nts wanted ever3'where.

JOHN E. EDWARDS,
MANUFACTURER OF

BL^MK
AND
-^-

Importing and Manufacturing Stationer,
-HOt^-

-?• BAi-.Ti:iyLoi?.E:, -h/LiD.\-

SPECIALTY: THE FINEST LINE OF HALF-BOUNDS MADE.

E. &. LOOI^E! & 00.,
27 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ulazed and Fancy Papers, Gold and Silver Papers, Relief and Sheet Pictures,

Paper Laces, etc., etc.

Cards and Card Boards, Illuminated Birthday and Chrome Cards, etc.

SOHOOL ST.A.TI02^TEI^1^.

CHARInKS J. COHSN,
Importer and Manufacturing Stationer,

505 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA.

i^:^^> NOVELTIES m gCKOOt STATIONERY,
PENCIL WRITING SETS, SCHOOL COMPANIONS,

COMPOSITION AND EXERCISE BOOKS,
SLATE PENCILS, PLAIN AND FANCY,

SCHOOL INKS, ARNOLD'S WRITING FLUID,
HOME MILLS PAPERS, KENT MILLS PAPERS,

"ZENITH" ENVELOPES.
^^No 52 Envelope Price List, ard No. 53 School and Staple Stationery Price-List, just issued, mailed to

the Trade on application.

AMERICAN MANUFACTURES IN EUROPE.
The undersigned devote their sole attention to the introduction and sale in GREAT BRITAIN of

American Manufactures, whether patented or otherwise. Printers', Book-Binders' and Stationers'
Machinery and Sundries a Specialty. KEFSREMCES GIVEN.

LAWEENCE <S; BAXTER,

NEW YORK.

LAWRENCE BROTHERS,
No. 57 Shoe Lane, & 48 Farringdon St , E. C.

I LONDON, ENG.

Gold Medal Awarded at the Interna- 1^

tional Cotton Bbcposition of 1881. >
W
H

o
t ^ W

»
The lower plate is drawn up ajjainst t^

the stationary upper plate.
"

BARTLETT
Copying Presses.

FINE IRON CASTINGS,
Tool and. IFattem IL^a.'feiTig-,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAI, JAPANNING,
Sewing Machine Needles.

BROOKLYN NEEDLE WORKS AND FULTON FOUNDRY.

21 to 27 FURMAN ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.
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CELEBRATED "CLIMAX " BLOHINC PAPER,
-•^
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Manufactured by RICHMOND PAPER MANUFACTURING CO., RICHMOND, Va.

N. H. FURNESS, Selling Agent. 5 & 7 Beekman St., Room 12, Temple Court, New York City.

GEORGE B. KURD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

AND
DBALERS IN FINE STATIONERY,

78 BSEK]M[.A.N STREST-. NSIAT YORK.
We carry a complete line of Z. Crane, Jr., & Bro.'s tJnrivaled Papers, in both SUPEBFINE and EXTRA-SUPERFINE Qualities. GRECIAN, ANTIQUE

DIBTAFF, PARCHMENT VELLUM, Etc. We use their Flat Papers in the manufacture of our LINK OF WEDDING GOODS, which embraces
all the leading styles, and many new designs of embossing. We have a very handsome line of Papeteries, Card Cabinets, etc.

Also, many New Patterns in Fancy Writing Papers, as follows :

EMBOSSED HAMMERED (Large), in Azure, Drab, Shrimp and White.
" "

(Small), in Caf6, Turquoise, Silver Gray, and Marguerite.
" WATERED, in Shrimp, Turquoise, Azure and Opaline." PEBBLE, in Rose, Marguerite, CafS and Turquoise.

MOROCCO, in Sea Shell, Drab, Opaline and Silver Gray.
" PIQUET, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" GROS GRAIN, in Cream and Silver Gray.
" ALLIGATOR, in Cafe, Terra Cotta, Drab and Marguerite.

BUCKRAM BOND, in White and Blue.
PERSIAN, in White and Cream.
RAGGED EDGE Notes and Envelopes, in Cream and Silver Gray." " CARDS, for Visiting and Correspondence.
BIRCH BARK, in Cream and White.
HAMMERED SILVER, in Cream and White.
ALLIGATOR, in Russet.
CELESTIAL, in Mazarin or Deep Blue.

EGYPTIAN LINEN, Cream in all weights and sizes.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUFACTURE OF FIRST-CLASS MOURNING GOODS.
Our line of BRISTOI. BOARDS, both Pasted and Mill, are unsurpassed in qualify, being made by Z. CRANE, Jr , & BRO., to match their paper. We

manufacture from this stock VISITING CARDS, in Plain and Gilt Edge, Plain and Gilt Bevel, and can furnish any special size desired.

Decorated Note Paper in Colors, Bronzes, Etc. GENERAL AGENTS FOR Z. CRANE, Jr., & BRO.

TH^DOOLEY PAPER CUTTERS
MANUFACTURED BY

The AtMlic Wor^s, East Bostoo, Mass.

OHABLES BEOK, 609 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEO. S. NEWOOMB & 00., 241 St. Glair Street, Oleveland.

OSTEANDEE & HUKE, 81 & 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

DETEOIT PAPEE COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HAIfDiCllTTUt SKND FOB CIBCULAB AND PBIOS UST. Him^CDTTKR, WITH STSAM FIXTDBB.
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ESTERBROOK'S
Standard and Superior

Steel Pens
INCLUDING THE CEL.EBRATEI}

No. 048.

FALCON PEN
LEADING NUMBERS:

Fine 333,444, 232.

Elastic' 135, 128, 126.

Medium 048, 14, 130.

Blunt 122,183,1743.
Broad 239,161, 284.
Turned Up... 309, 2B6, 1876.

Samples and Catalogues to the Trade on

application to

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works:

Camden, N. J.

Warbhousk :

26 John St., New York.

. i

L. C. TOWER,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MsNUFACTUREB OP

THERHQHETERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Tower's Weather Prognosticaior.

SOLE AGENT FOR

Lament Combination Razor Strop
Clayton's Russian Razor Strop,
Stern's Double Flat Razor Strop,
Stem's Full Line Razor Strop,
Clayton's Triangular Razor Strop
Clayton's Seal Oil Blacking,
Wilson's Shippers' Crayons.

ThoCha$.StowartPap$rCo»
139, 141 & 143 Walnut St.,

CINCINNATI, Olxio,
Manufacturers and Jobbers

of every description of

News, Book, Plate

Writing and

Wrapping ~ '

ALSO,

A Full Line of

BLANK BOOKS,
OFFICE STATIONERY,

Fine Visiting and Wedding

Cards and Invitations, and tlie

NEWEST NOVELTIES IN STATIONERY
AS FAST AS PRODUCED.

STATIONERS and PRINTERS are requested
to send for our New Catalogue of Goods suited to
their wants.

«§-

"tzze: boston jobbinct zzouse."

-<^ CHARLES H. WHITING,^
Successor to HALL & WHITING,

HK-

Jobber of Stationery. Miscellaneous and School Books.

PUBLISHER,:ii^i^iE°EBLANK BOOKS,
No. 32 BB,OMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

529 MARKET ST., PHILADEXPHIA; 88 Maiden Lane, New York,

• M.4NUPACTURBR OF-

Copying' Paper.^Books.

MANN'S

(Titles Registered)

PARCHMENT Old Reliable Buff.

RAILROAD - Yellow-Best Known.
WHITE LINEN Has not its Superior.

WHITE COMMERCIAL New Article-Cheap.

NEW LIST AND DISCOUNTS OCTOBER 1, 1883.

THE NEW YORK BLANK BOOK CO.,

29 & 31 Beekiuan Street, New York,
§»RJANUFACTURERS OF^

Pass, Memorandum, Letter Copying Books, Etc.

I^^PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION FURNISHED TO THE TRADE.

A '^sr^JT.^-iHJD OF SI00.
WE are informed that some unscrupulous persons are using and branding Pens with our Trade Mark,

the word " MOHETA." We again caution all persons against using the same on Writing Pens, it

beine adopted by the undersigned, and registered in the Patent Office at Washington, D. C, March 25, 1879,
^ '^ and re-registered June 6,

1882. We therefore offer
a Reward of SlOO (One
Himdred Dollars) to any
person that will give us
such information as will
lead to the detection of any
person or persons infring-
mg on the word " MO-
HETA," as above stated.
December 13, 1883.

TURNER & HARRISON,
Twelfth and Buttonwood Streets.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

INDBXBn MAPS AND GUIDBS OF

ALL COUHTRIES IE THE WORLD

!

Wholesale and Retail. RAND, McNALLY & CO., PubHshers. •

148-152 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

HI!
jr ¥ T T I n ni"n "n (K f\/\ publishbrs of and jobbers in

. fflCALLAolllK fi lU., Omxdm a^a l^Q^mliimm,
Birthday, Bevel Edge and Folding Cards, Scrap Pictures,

Shape Novelties, Trade Cards, Etc.,

196 & 198 CLARK STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.
1,000 Shape Novelties in 20 to 50 designs assorted, from $10 to $45 per 1,000 net. Send for special illus-

trated circular. Illustrated Monthly Price List and Discounts to dealers on application.
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Paper Files.

The engravings herewith show two

styles of paper files, made of the best quality

of steel wire. Style No. i has a hook at the

top, which prevents papers from coming off.

This is of great importance when the file is

No. I.

well filled with papers. It adjusts itself by

merely pushing back the loop after putting on

the paper. Its merits are thus apparent.

With style No. 2 any paper may be removed

for reference without disturbing the others, by

transferring to the upper arm, till the one de-

No. 2.

sired is reached, when it may be taken off by

separating the arms. A paper once filed is

secure, and can only be removed by disjoining

the loop from the upper arm. The file ad-

justs itself by merely pushing back the loop

after putting on the paper. It is made in

three sizes from best quality heavy steel twist-

ed wire, plated.

These goods are not absolutely new, but

they are in large demand just now. R. R.

Watson supplies the trade.

W. E. JACKSON,
WHOLKSALK DEALBR IN

Stationery# Fancy Goods,

46 W. BWAY. cor. THOMAS ST., NEW YORK.

WM. F. MURPHY'S SONS,
ISTo. 509 Chestniat Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

LETTERPRESS COPYING BOOK,
Railroad and Bank Supplies.

The NOVELTY Paper Fastener.
(Patented in Europe and America.)

Drives and Clinches a Staple or

Suspension Eing at a

Single Blow.

For Fastening Papers, Binding

Books, Ringing Show Cards and
Pamphlets, &c.. &c., with 400 Steel

Staples and 50 Steel Suspension

Rings, boxed.

Sample by mail, all complete.

Fifty Cents.

Staples, all sizes, 30 cents per 1000.

Suspension Rings, .30 cents per Box
of 500 Rings.

The Trade will be supplied, cash with
order, at the following rates:

Suspension Ring Paper Fast-
ener (as above), per Gross, $48.00

Steel Suspension Rings, per M, S6c.
Novelty Staples, per M, . . 18c.

Strangers are referred for our
standing to the Pubhsher of this
Paper, to any of the Express Com-
panies, or to Bradstreet's Mercantile
Agency.

Sole Agent for United States,

49 Maiden Lank, New York.

1^~ For Illustrated Catalogue of
our Patented Specialties in Station-
ers' Hardware, address,

For the HOME TBADE or EXPORT
the Sole Manufacturers

Philadelphia Novelty Mfg. Co.. 1426 Callowhill St., Phila., Pa, Cable Address, Novelty.

J- L. A^ CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF -

Book, Bag and Pocket Book Leathers.
Specialty—BOOK ROANS OP THE VERY FINEST (JUALITY.

SEND FOK SAMPIiES. .A-X-X. BOOZEBIITDSRES' XIEQXTISITES.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD!

The LAMBIE DICTIONARY HOLDER
EASILY TAKES THE LEAD,

And a recent improvement puts it FAR AHEAD of all competitors.

We solicit a comparison of this Holder with every other, and are willing to

abide by your judgment as to its merits.

^^, FRENCH & CHOATE, Sole Agents, 4 Bond Street, New York.

A SAMPLE ORDER SOLICITED.
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D^E"V7" LIIsrE OIF C-A.E,IDS ! *^«-

, 8U 84 Beekfflan St, New York,

•SOLE AGENT FOR-

JULIUS BIEN & OO.'S

"^^ CHRISTMAS AND NEW TEAR CARDS NOW READY.^:=^-
These goods surpass in excellence, originality of design, high finish, and correctness of detail, any Cards ever produced.

NOVELTIES —My own line will, as heretofore, consist of unique and beautiful Novelties in Satins, Hand-
,

Painted Satins, and Cards, Hanging and Easel. New Advertising, Sunday and Day School
Reward Cards. New Styles in Blank Notes, Drafts and Receipts, Marriage Certificates, &r.

PmI

E. P. DONNELL & CO., Chicafijo, III.

Mfrs. of Bookbinders' Machinery and Tools.

Patented.

Tbe Peerless Rotary Perforator and its advantages :

FIR.ST.—It handles buckled paper as well as flat, and runs the work through
Rtraight.

SECOND.—It has the best system for rapid and perfect feed.

THIRD.—It has the best system forgauges. andean be more quickly adjusted.
FOURTH.-The cutters and dies employed are also of the best Crescent Steel

-tempered by a secret process known only to the inventor, which renders them
more enduring and better capable of retaining their cutting edge.

FIFTH.—The paper is cut by a sharp, thin edge, requiring less room for per-
forations, thus obviating the necessity of handling the material perforated a
second time, inorder to remove the "waste" before binding, thus saving at least

fifty per cent, in the expense.
SIXTH.—There is little or no "burr" from the cutter, and the catch or

"lay-boy" is so arranged as to place the paper in regular packages ready for

the binder. When not in use it can be put out of the way instantly.
SEVENTH.—All parts of the machine can be duplicated, to order, and can

he sent by mall or express to any part of the country.
EIGHTH.—Each machine ha-s a scoring cutter attached.
NINTH.—The "cams" can be so adjusted in a moment aa to perforate a

sheet CONTINUOUSLY or in alternate spaces, as may be desired. The machine,
while a marvel of mechanical Invention, is a model of simplicity.

Importer and Manufacturer of

Masks, Gold and Silver Trimmings
ILINUFACTDRBR OP

TIN AND PEWTER TOYS, SPECIALTIES AND NOVELTIES,

No. 30(> Broadway, corner ot Dnane St., New York.

ANDERSON & STANTON,
INSURANCE BROKERS,

No. 152 Broad-vsrav, ISTe^w York.

INSURANCE EFFECTED AT LOWEST RATES IN SOUND COMPANIES, ON

ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS.

I»- PAPER MILL INSURANCE A SPECIALTY.

R. T. & S. BLOOD, Jr.
Formerly wiih THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.

•"^CONSECUTIVE NUMBERING, •*

BLANK BOOK PAGING,
.* ^ And PERFORATING,

ITo. SI Tolxn Street, ItTe-TTr "STorls:.
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An Ink-Maker's Downfall.

Samuel Lewis, better known as E. A.

Folger, was arrested by a Boston detective on

Friday of last week, at Baltimore, Md., on

the charge of forgery. He had just been dis-

charged from the Maryland Penitentiary,

where he had served two years for a similar

offense. The prisoner is forty years old. He
was at one time a wealthy and prominent ink

manufacturer of Brooklyn, N. Y. About six

years ago his habits, which up to that time

had been of the best, commenced to change, and

he began to give less attention to his business.

His customers from all parts of the country

began to stop purchasing from him, owing to

the inferior quality of the ink he was then manu-

facturing. His finances gradually dwindled

down until he had nothing left. It was then

he commenced his criminal career. He went

to Worcester, Providence and other cities, and

forged the names of some of his former cus-

tomers to checks, which he passed. A little

over two years ago he went to Boston and

passed four forged checks, amounting to over

$200, on Goldthwaite & Co., carpet dealers, on

Washington street ; Whitten & Co., furniture

dealers ; the Boston Lead Company, and an-

other large firm. On all the checks passed in

Boston he forged the name of a stationer

named C. Hammond, at the corner of Sum-

mer and Federal streets, who was also a cus-

tomer of his. He then left the city and went

to Baltimore, where after a few weeks he was

arrested for forgery, with the result stated.

A suberb specimen of early typography

lately added to the Astor Library is the " Biblia

Sacra Latina of 1462," the first edition of- the

Bible printed with a date. Like the
'

' Duran-

dus," this copy of the Bible comes from the

Sunderland Library, and it is perfect in every

respect. It is printed upon vellum in two folio

volumes, with double columns, and forty-

eight lines in each column. The size is 16^
by 11^ inches; the headings of the books,

the numbers of the chapters, and the small

capitals, are painted in red and blue, while tlie

large initials are tastefully illuminated in red,

white and blue. The colophon is in red ink

with the devices of the double shield in red

beneath, and it is this colophon with the date

and the immortal names of Johann, Fust and

Peter Schoffer, that gives this Bible a certain

superiority over the thirty-six and forty-two

line Bibles which came before it from the same

first printing-press of the world. The copy is

bound in old crimson morocco and has gilt

edges.

Fire I Fire! Fire!!
For Insurance rates address

ANDERSON & STANTON,
152 BROADWAY. NEW YORF.

Lipman's " INDISPENSABLE"

Is THE Eyelet Machine.
Also, the " Improved " and the

"Tri Patents."

New, Lipman's CXIT Punch,
for Punching, not Eyeletting.

Hover's MANUSCRIPT Paper

Saves your Eyesight and leaves
a Blacker Manuscript.

H. L. LIPMAN, 51 South Fourth St., Philadelphia

SELF-INKING PADS FOR RUBBER STAMPS.
It requires no inking, will last for several

years. Impressions are clearer, the supply
of inlj being uniform at all times. As there
is no necessity of re-inking, the soiling of
hands or clothing is obviated. The Western
Union Telegraph Co. says : "We have used
the pads manufactured by Baumgarten for
last two years without refilling, and they
have given universal satisfaction." Beware
of inferior pads ; my pads bear my trade-
mark, "Perfection," and are guaranteed to
give satisfaction.

Size iy^sMi retail at 50 cents each.
" 614x8^ •' $1.00

Wholesale, S3 and $5 per doz. Special figures
in quantities. These pads are manufactured
to stand any climate. The colors are red,
purple and green. Special sizes to order.
Samples forwarded on application, to be

paid for if satisfactory.

H. N. BAUMGARTEN & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

60 William Street, New York City.

The Perfected Lever Copying Press.

Betail Price,
from $5 upward
handsomely fin

isbed in walnut,
with nickel plat-
ed mountings
No ofBce shoulc
be without one.

CLOSED.

(For a 9x11 Book S5.00
PRICES. :: ]i^\i ::

^.oo
(

10x14 6.00
A new portable, desirable and economical Copying Press.

Iilberal Discount to the Trade. Write for Catalogue and
Prices to j^g Perfected Lever Copying Press Co.,

107 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, 111.

TO IDE^^LEmS
-IN-

lifd©p ritlai Pap^i,

HE E1TVBZ.OPSS and IZrRZTZXTG FJLFEB.S
manufactured and sold by the Plimpton Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., are unsurpassed in quality and styles

by any otiier manufacturer in the world, and their prices are as

low, if not lower, and their facilities for furnishing printed

Envelopes are unequaled. Address

PLIMPTON MFG. COMPANY,

STATIONER S' STAIVIPIN G PRESSES.

rpHESE Presses are especially designed for the fine illuminated
-^ work now required. For convenience, accuracy and dura-
bility are not excelled by any Press made for the purpose. The
patented device for reversing the die and counter saves time.

Have been in use by many of the principal Stationers for the past
twelve years.

Prices and other information given on application.

A. G. MEAD, Machinist,

No. 364 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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F. A. CHAMBERLIN, Treas.

PLATNER & PORTER MFG. CO.,
E B. RIPLEY. Prest. U N IO N VI LLE, CO N N ., U , S. A. i'

F.A.CHAMBEB

Linen and Extra Superfine Papers.
ALL OUR PAPERS ARE NOW DOUBLE SIZED AND WARRANTED TO WITHSTAND ANY CLIMATE.

The accompanying cut is a Fac-simile of

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Water-marked Flats,

Fine and Extra Superfine,

Unadulterated and Thick

FOR the Weight.

The accompanymg cut is a Fac-siiiile ol

Water-mark in Clover Leaf Linen.

Two Grades

EXCELLENT LINENS.

" Tu.Nxis Mills,"

NoLiA Mills, and other

Folded Papers

ONE MILL RUNS CONSTANTLY ON EXIKA MACiilN L-KIJN i^HLL iiUOK PAPERS

WE HAVE REMOVED TO OUR NEW BUILDING,

162 10 172 Coliiitatoiie, BosloD, lass.

The HEW yORK STORE will REMOVE, May I, to 62 CUFF STREET.

CaHTEK, DllTSMOKE c& Co.

BYRON AA^ESTON,
DALTON, MASS., U. S. A.,

has been awarded the

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
and recommended the

Medal cf Honor and Perfection ,

At PARIS, 1878,

^^^^^S^ This being the HIGHEST and ONLY AWARD given for ^ ^

LINEN RECORD I LEDGER PAPER
Also, the onlv Gold Medal given for Ledger Paper at the Adelaide. Australia. Exhibition, 1881.

rpHlS Paper

{5gr- t.^encl for !!iaini>le

,.„ .„,,.. has received THE HIGHEST PREMIUM over all

• others from the Cincinnati Industrial Exhibition, Massachusetts

Cha'itahle Mechanics'Association, Franklin InstitutfOtFh\\a,(ie\phia.,

Louisville Exposition, Medal and Diploma from United States Cen-

tennial Commission. Medal of Proyress American Institute. 1377.

and Medal of Improvement ayid Progress. Boston. 1S7S. Its

PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES
are as follows: 1. It contains more LINEN than any other Ledger Paper,

has a longer fibre, and is, consequently, tougher. 3. Having a harder

and better body, it frays less in erasure, so that by simply using the

rubber after the eraser, the ink is prevented from spreading. 3. It is

more uniform in Weight. Colorand Finish. 4. It never cockles if prop-

erly bound. 5. Its chemical action upon ink is such that it both

writes and rules up better. For proof of the foregoing, refer to a

large numberof Stationers. Bookbinders, Bookkeepers and Recorders,

who have given It. after a severe test, the preference over all others.

This paper is Double-Sized, and will stand any climate or the most

acid of fluid inks.

gllie&l-. TEKASE and HEAVRITE FOUR TI»Ii=:S on sanve s^pot.

Far.h «;hpftt is wateMTiarked with name and date.
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